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Adelphi Play Society, the ... 471 
•• Ann” at the Criterion Theatre ... 
“ Antje ” at the Little Theatre 
Bias of the World ” at the New 

Princes Theatre, “The 
Blindness of Virtue ” at the Little 

Theatre, ” The ... ... 
Cause of It All ” at the Little Theatre, 

“ The ... ... ... ••• ••• 
Chat with Mrs. Chicky,” ” A, at the 

Little Theatre. 
Children of Don ” at the London 

Opera House, “ The ... ... 711, 
Connoisseurs” at the Little Theatre, 

" The ... ... ••• ••• 
Creditors ” at the New Princes 

Theatre, ** The . 
” Cupid and the Styx ” at the 

Coronet Theatre ... ... ... 
” Das Miirchen ” at the Little Theatre 
Death of Tintagiles ” at the Clavier 

Hall, The ... ... »»•• ... 
Drama Society at the Clavier Hall, 

The ... ... ... ••• ••• 
Easiest W'ay ,r at the Globe Theatre, 

The ... ... ... ••• ... 
” Epiphany ” at the Court Theatre ... 
” Feudalismo ” at the Hippodrome ... 
” Find the Woman ” at the Garrick 

Theatre ... ... ... ... 
Fool and the Wise Man ” at the New 

Princes Theatre, ** The . 
Geisha ” at the Palace Theatre, ” The 
” Getting What You Want, or Varia¬ 

tions on a Matrimonial Theme ” at 
the Little Theatre . 

Golden Land of Fairy Tales ” at the 
Aldwych Theatre, ” The . 

Great Gay Road ” at the Court 
Theatre, ” The ... . 

Heroique Le Cardunois ” at the 
Little Theatre, ” L* ... 

” Hindie Wakes ” at the Aldwych 
I he.it re ... ... ... ... 

" Hippolytus ” at the Imperial Insti- 
t lllC • •• ••• 

Hour Glass” at the Court Theatre, 
“ The m I iv ••• ••• ••• 

Ideal Wife” at Crosby Hall, ”The ... 

Incorporated Stage Society, The 343, 788 
Irish Players at the Court Theatre, 
The.7*7. 76i, 787. 820 

Irwin at Crosby Hall, Miss Beatrice 689 

” Just Three Kisses ” at the Little 
Theatre ... ••• . *4^ 

•• Kathleen ni Houlihan ” at the Court 
Theatre ... ••• ••• ••• 7a7 

Legacy,” 44 The, at the Little Theatre 822 
Little Stone House ” at the Coronet 

Theatre, 41 The ... .* ••• <*27 
“ Looking for Trouble ” at the Ald¬ 

wych Theatre ... ... ••• ••• W/ 
•* Macrena ” at the King’s Hall 532, 591 
Manchester Repertory Players, The 

627, 788 
Man Who Was ” at the Palace 

Theatre, ” The ... ••• ••• **3 
” Mary Edwards ” at the Aldwych 

.Theatre... ... •••   7“ 
Maurice Harte at the Court Theatre... 820 
4 Mind the Paint ’ Girl” at the Duke 

of York’s Theatre, 44 The ... ... 275 
Miracle ” at Olympia, 44 The ... ... 121 
” Miss Julia ” at the Little Theatre ... 565 
” Mixed Marriage ” at the Court 

Theatre... ... ...   7®7 
Modern Crusader” at the King’s Hall, 

“A ... ... ••• ••* 565 
Moralities at the Court Theatre ... 212 
Morris at Crosby Hall, Miss Margaret 658 
” Mrs. Warren’s Profession ” at the 

King’s Hall ... ... ••• ••• 7® 
” Nellie Lambert ” at the King’s Hall 591 
New Sin ” at the Royalty Theatre, 

'• The.. 
Next Religion ” at the Pavilion 

Theatre, ” The ... . 53J 
” CEdipus Rex ” at Covent Garden... M7 
” Oliver Twist ” at His Majesty’s 
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Theatre .... 
“ Orestes ” at the Boudoir Theatre... 590 

‘‘Othello” at His Majesty’s Theatre ... 470 

“Out West” at the Palace Theatre ... 243 

Palace Theatre, The ... ... *43 
“ Patriots ” at the Court Theatre ... 70* 
44 Peer Gynt ” by the Adelphi Play 

Society ... ... ••• ••• 
” Peter Pan ” at the Duke of York’s 

Theatre... ... ••• . 
” Pierrot in Australia ” at the Little 

Theatre... 
Pierrot of the Minute ” at the Clavier 

Hall, 44 The. 
Pink Lady ” at the Globe Theatre, 

44 The ... ... ... ••• ••• -- 
Pioneer Players, The ... 532, 565, 591, 7W 
Playboy of the Western world ” at 

the Court Theatre, ” The ... . ••• 7*7 
Poetasters of Ispahan ” at the Little 

Theatre, 14 The ... ••• ••• 5®4 
44 Proud Maisie ” at the Aldwych 

Theatre... ... ... . 34* 
44 Race Suicide ” at the King’s Hall ... 53a 
Rising of the Moon ” at the Court 

Theatre, 44 The .7®® 
Roman Road ” at the Clavier Hall, 

44 The.. - 3<M 
Schemers ” at Crosby Hall, 44 The ... 658 

Seagull ” at the Little Theatre, ‘‘The 47* 
•* She Stoops to Conquer ” at the 

Coronet Theatre ... ... ••• ®*7 
Signor Grasso at the Hippodrome ... 7*3 
Some New French Plays. Marc Log£ 

243. 377» 53«>* 754 
Spanish Lovers ” at the Little Theatre, 

44 The ... ... ... ••• ••• 
Surprise of His Life ” at the King’s 

Hall, 44 The. 
Th^Atre Framjais de Londres. 
44 Th^rfcse Raquin ” at the Court 

Theatre... ... ... ••• ••• ~ 

Three Plays at the Little Theatre ... 5°4 
Travelling' Man ” at the Court 

Theatre, 44 The .212 

44 Trilby ” at His Majesty’s Theatre... 242 

Theatre in Eyre, The.**5 
” What the Public Wants ” at the 

Coronet Theatre ... •»* ••• 
” When We Begin to Think ” at the 

Little Theatre ... ... ••• ••• *4® 
44 Where the Rainbow Ends ” at the 

Savoy Theatre . 
98.9 ” at the Criterion Theatre ... 3^7 
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review of the week 
^ F. E. Smith, K.C., M.P., has an inspiriting article in 

moment number of T.l*.}s Magazine well suited to the 
^hwsphere of the New Year. The work of Unionism now 
Is* ew®wU, “to guide the turbulent waters of democracy 
'“tosecure ami fruitful channels,” and then, leaving vague 
**kpbor?, he proceeds to & pungent indictment of the 
“Jttktive methods prevalent during the past few years. 

6 Wieve,' he writes, “ that improvement in the condi- 
,. . toe P®opIe can ouly be obtained by observing certain 

te rules. The first is that you do not necessarily benefit 
^ section by damaging another ; the second is that you do 

m*tter of course damage one section by benefiting 
toW and last is that the total productive 

, 7 toe people, both from the moral and material 
points combined, is the only object of the statesman.” 

^13 * and tersely expressed ; the difficulty is that 
^people themaelves must realise the truth of the first two 

before they can have much effect. The year does 
very good auguries as far as the labour world 

t0W|rn^, tlthongh there are hopes that the troubles in 
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the Northern manufacturing districts may soon be settled 
j amicably. No one can safely say that the worst is over, 

remembering the recent chaotic and hurried travesty of law¬ 
making and the regrettable disturbances of last summer; 
the question is, as Mr. F. £. Smith notes, whether the 
country prefers to go through the last deeps with the present 
Government or to “ turn to the Unionist party before a worse 
thing befall.” 

The question of an open door all the year round for the 
publishing trade is discussed by Mr. James Milne in the 
January Book Monthly. That the beginning of the year 
shonld be a “ slack time ” in the issning of books seems 
to him needless; he argues that the river—or perhaps 
avalanche would be a better term—of new volumes should 
suffer no intermission, and that January, in fact, is almost 
an ideal time for publication. So was the spring, when the 
old original autumn season overflowed ; so was the summer, 
when the spring and antumn proved insufficient; so yet may 
be the winter! But what will the poor literary editors have 
to say to it P With what vast sighs of relief do they look 
forward to January as a time of rest—the nearest approach 
to rest that ever comes their way ; a time when the fiend of 
“ back copy ” is exorcised, and irate contributors may be 
pacified by seeing long-delayed articles in print at last! A 
time, too, when the congested shelves may be cleared, and 
a breath taken before the spring floods. There is something 
in Mr. Milne's contention, doubtless, and if only the tre¬ 
mendous output of the autumn could be distributed more 
equally over the year it would be an advantage; but we 
fear that whatever favour his ideas receive, the temptation 
to put an overwhelming number of books on the market 
just before Christmas will never be seriously resisted. 

If he be not too old to blush, the year 1911 must have 
departed with rosy cheeks in response to all the pleasant 
things said about him. He brought us, according to 
unemotional statistics, “ 222 warm days,” among which 
perhaps a hundred were really hot and a few truly tropical; 
in fact he fairly beamed upon ns, and took all the wind out 
of the sails of the croakers who complain of England's 
terrible climate. If he wept a trifle freely at having to say 
farewell, much may be forgiven him for the sake of unspoiled 
holidays, cricket, and garden-parties, and a good deal of the 
loud enthusiasm with which the advent of 1912 was greeted 
must be credited to hearty approval of his predecessor's 
behaviour. 

To make good resolutions at the New Year is getting old- 
fashioned ; we grow more cynical upon such matters as time 
goes on, realising perhaps that it is our own arbitrary 
arrangement that the “ New ” year begins on January 1st, 
and that we might as well resolve to begin being good on 
May 1st or July 3rd, or any other date that takes our fancy. 
Since we must have a unit to mark the passage of long 
periods of time, however, custom makes the occasion con¬ 
venient, and somewhat solemn withal. The best resolution 
that we have heard of, so far, is the determination to be an 
optimist. How that will work out when we have the tooth¬ 
ache, or when some fresh legislative extravaganza arrives 
remains to be seen; it may be a counsel of perfection ; but 
at any rate it will mean cheerful faces. And there we are in 
good company, for, said Meredith, “ Better than sentiment, 
laughter opens the breast to love; ” and says Maeterlinck' 
u Smiles, as well as tears, open the gates of the other world.’* 
So let us be as happy as may be, and ring up the curtain_ 
let 1912 step on and play his Act I., Scene i.: “ The Planet 
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1912 

Shoulder thy pack ; if red the dawn or grey, 
Thy path fronts westward. Pine and mystic mere 
8tand sentry in the pass; the scar drops sheer— 
Who stumbles, falls, to wheeling eagles prey. 
Across Heaven's blue, white cloud-wrack flees for aye 
Chased by air legions. Tale of day or year 
The immortals tell not; neither young nor sere, 
No earth-fraught weakness haunts their tireless sway. 

Behind thee gleams the dawn, before, the sea 
That laves the shore of Man’s mortality, 
Whose hither strand Hope plants with Wisdom's growth. 
“ The mirage of a dream,” the worldling cries; 
w Fruition,” says the sage; “ if Truth keep troth, 
Beyond the pass the vision open lies.” 

A. E. Caret. 

SEA BURIAL 

Blind, old, and lonely, there he lies 
Asleep for aye beside the stony way ; 
The Earth was cruel in his living day, 
And Pity gazed with scorn-averted eyes. 
Lay not his shrunken dust away with sighs 
Where violets in some far-off happier May 

• Shall spring to gamer sweetness of his clay 
And lift their smiling faces to the skies. 
Nay, let his mute and uncomplaining sleep 
Be on the couch of tideless ooean's floor, 
Where in some sea-hall vast, abysmal deep, 
No waves can ever wash his frame ashore, 
Or still the sweet-voiced sirens, as they keep 
Their soothing vigils by his chamber door. 

Wm. F. Palmer. 

Cleveland, Ohio. 

AT WINTER TWILIGHT 

The poplars by the river 
Dreamily stand and stare, 

Like young and innocent maidens 
Combing their long straight hair. 

And through their delicate branches 
The twilight, greyly blue— 

They are all like wistful maidens 
Whose clear souls God looks through. 

They gaze at the lights of the houses 
Across the water removed, 

Like fair and sorrowful maidens 
Whom Love has never loved. 

Ethel Talbot. 

GOOD RESOLUTIONS 

It used to be fashionable, according to elementary story¬ 
books of forty or fifty years ago, to draw up a little code of 
rules on the eve of a New Year; regulations by which the 

jfinrifl of life shonld be neatly fenced round so that 
we might nbt stray too far from the homestead of virtuous 
happiness, might not trespass to drink of the forbidden, but 
uncommonly musical and tempting, waters of naughtiness 
which flowed within earshot. “I will be kinder to my little 
brother; I will not contradict,” said the ten-year-old embryo 

lint; 411 will not smoke 8<yftifch;I will rife my wife three 
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new hats,” said the forty-year-old sinner; and even crabbed 
age grasped with trembling hand the chanoe of blotting out 
a past fault with a present good deed. Saint, sinner, and octo¬ 
genarian each watched the golden glow of sunrise illumine 
the Delectable Mountains; and each at the end of a week 
or two saw the mists of disappointment fall and change the 
gold to grey. 

But are we sad and dejected at the failure of our good 
resolutions, we saints and sinners, old and young P Not at 
all. It simply makes us feel wondrous kind, tremendously 
sympathetic, and perhaps just a little annoyed—this mood of 
introspection which ushers in the first of every January. 
The bracing winds from the unknown East awaken us ; we 
realise that we have fallen in good company—with a few 
millions of others—and feel that if we ever met a man who 
was so unfortunate as to have kept intact all his good resolu¬ 
tions we should experience an overwhelming desire to tip him 
into the nearest pond and hold him down. For he would be 
a prig ineffable; his spotless breastplate of morality would 
be an offenoe to our humanity ; there would be no piercing 
the joints of his harness to prove him earthly even as we 
are. No one ever yet succeeded in wearing the white 
flower of a blameless life, for humility is generally conceded 
to be one of the cardinal points of the moral compass, and 
with that shining blossom in our buttonhole we should suffer 
an inordinate pride—no commonplace mortal could be 
inspected save through the supercilious stare, as it were, of an 
eyeglass. Humility, then, we discard; we are not bumble. 

Nor is charity part of our cargo—and if it be now said 
that we mix our metaphors outrageously, we reply with 
fine acorn that metaphors were made to be mixed, and that 
so used they are ever so much more interesting; that we 
care nothing for other people’s opinion, but go on our own 
way, snapping fingers in faces, treading on corns, and saying 
“ Pooh, pooh to you! ” in the genuine Gilbertian manner. 
Obviously, then, we have no charity. In fact, we could go on 
to prove that, possessing not one of the really celebrated old 
virtues which might some day have earned us the coveted 
immortality of a stained-glass window or a sculptured 
monument, we have only an immen.se sympathy with the 
people who cannot keep their splendid annual New Year’s 
resolves; that, indeed, we are just ordinary mortals with 
no right to crown ourselves with the laurels of dignity and 
hold aloof from the crowd. Why should we desire to do so r 
It is so much more pleasant and comfortable to be able to 
link arms with a man and to say, “ You, too, failed, my 
friend P ” than to gaze indulgently down upon him and hw 
fellows from a lonely peak of self-satisfaction, murmuring 
“ I alone succeeded.” One’s murmurs, after all, would be 
unheard save in high Olympus ; and the Olympians are, as 
a rule, horribly distant and chilly and unsympathetic; they 
give no dinners or banquets to virtue, and are reprehensibly 

lenient to vice. 

To sum up, then : we are bound to admit that it is a fine 
thing to make good resolutions, but to confess at the same 

time that it seems much finer and jollier and more friendly 
not to keep them, or to keep them with a moderate enthusiasm. 
The grand deeds that brought men fame and honour were 
not the fruit of nicely-written and thought-out and Irani 
regulations for conduct; they were generally the sudden 

springing to flame of the good that smoulders in every 
human heart, blown upon by the keen gust of emergency. 
Our hearts shall glow, but not with the pale phosphorescent 

glamour of good resolves—that cool radiance soon dies, 
they shall glow rather with the warmth of comradeship, o 
friendship for the man who, like ourselves, has broken a 
his good resolutions, but still intends, informally and without 

prejudice, to do a little good before the great gods call. 

Original from w. L. R 
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REALISM AND FAIRYLAND 

Fhitland is Everyman’s dream of perfection, and changes, 

dreamlike, with the mood of the dreamer. For one it is 

a scene of virgin, summery Nature undefiled by even the 

necessary works of man. For another it is a place where 

there exist no codes, conventions, or moral laws, and where 

people love or hate at sight, having their virtues and vices 

writ large upon them. For another it is a champaign dotted 

with fine castles, in which live sweet ladies clad in silk, 

spinning, and singing as they spin, and noble knights who 

do courteous battle with each other in forest glades; or 

i region of uncanny magic, haunting music, elves and 

charmed airs and waters. For still another it may be an 

anarchy of the beautiful touched with terror, tenanted by 

spirits who must be propitiated with cakes left on the 

window-sill and soft words spoken up the chimney at night. 

No two minds see fairyland alike or demand like gifts from 

it, and to the same fancy it alters from day to day, as the 

winds change which blow about a house, and with as little 

apparent reason. Nevertheless it gives by contraries so 

accurate a reflection of life that the spirit of au age is more 

essentially mirrored in its fairy-tales than in the most pains¬ 

taking chronicle of a contemporary diarist. 

The visions of what is called idealism are only reflections 

of fairyland and its experiences ; they share with the scenes 

of that wonderful domain the merit of telling the truth 

about those who see them, and of telling it the more clearly 

because unconsciously. Yet there have arisen in the last 

half-century, more or less, certain long-faced, earnest, intent, 

and seemingly very daring people, who inform us sadly that 

we must look dull facts in the face if we would see truth, 

that we must not delude ourselves with rosy dreams or 

gulden castles in Spain. By way of showing us how to 

proceed they rake over the rubbish-heaps of humanity in its 

dose alleys and noisome slums to find fragments of broken 

moral crockery, to nose out the vices of unfortunate people, 

to set upon them the worst possible interpretation for the 

social system, and, by the simple process of multiplication, 

to construct from them what they oonsider typical human 

beings. Determining to hide nothing, and to show every 

side of life impartially, they forget that the things which 

Moesarily etrike them most in their impartial survey and 

tppearmost emphatic iu their work are mere offal of the senses ; 

u s man with a delicate sense of smell would find unpleasant 

odours the chief feature of life in a hovel of disease. Boldly 

declaring that they will cast aside all factitious optimism, 

they automatically choose the dark aspect of all things in 

order to be on the safe side ; as a result unpleasantness 

fcwmes associated in their minds with truth, and if they 

*'sb to produce a faultlessly exact portrait of a man, all 

need do is to paint his weaknesses and then, for the 

of propitiating the instinct of kindness left by some 

oversight in their hearts, to explain that his shortcomings 

^ the inevitable consequences of a mistaken scheme of life. 

^ere remains only to set down the man thus portrayed in 

4 the dnlnese, sordidness, and stuffiness of which is 

-^produced with a monotonous and facile elaboration 

h.therto unknown in art, and a masterpiece of realism is 

It is hardly surprising that when such stuff is 

■i-'-Q to tired and overworked men and women with unsteady 

*Ke*4s a 5^dy for their leisure hours, it is apt to cause a 

^ ®**our of despondency an4> pessimism to become 
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ch&iac tens tic of the time, with the social result that if any 

difficult problem of life clamours to be solved those best 

equipped for solving it have utterly lost all youthful hope 

and cheer and have no energy for the labour. They pass 

on with sighs, leaving the task to bureaucrats and party 

politicians. 

It is an old sneer, no doubt, that realism is a picker-up of 

life’s refuse, and it may be just that any point of view 

which belongs to a large class of people should find repre¬ 

sentation in art. But it has never been proved to the satis¬ 

faction of the most reasonable and easily convinced visionary 

that the realistio is a definite point of view. For in truth 

it is only the mood of every man’s dull and depressed hours. 

We are all realists at times, just as we are all sensualists at 

times, all liars at times, and all cowards at times. And if 

it be urged that for this very reason, because it is human, 

realism is essential to art, the obvious answer comes, 

that this claim entitles it at most to a niche in the temple, not 

as at present to a domination of the whole ritual, and that 

truth in art, as in other things, shonld not be sought by that 

process of exhaustion encouraged so fatally in our age by the 

pedants of science, and by their fallacy that it may be 

discovered by considering all the possibilities: a method 

which surrenders intuition and all the soul’s fine instincts to 

receive in exchange a handful of theories, which, compared 

with the infinite forms of immortal truth known to the gods, 

are as a handful of pebbles to a thousand miles of shingly 

beach. 

Faulty as its philosophy is, however, the realistic creed 

which dominates our literature is not due so much to bad 

theories as to bad art. To be an idealist one must have 

a vision and an ideal; to be a realist, only a plodding, 

mechanical eye. Of all forms of art realism is the easiest 

to practise, because of all forms of mind the dull mind is 

commonest. The most unimaginative or uneducated person 

in the world can describe a dull scene dolly, as the worst 

builder can produce an ugly house. To those who say that 

there are artists, called realists, who produce work which is 

neither ugly nor doll nor painful, any man who has walked 

down a commonplace city street at twilight, just as the 

lamps are lit, can reply that such artists are not realists, 

but the most courageous of idealists, for they exalt the 

sordid to a vision of magic, and create pure beauty out of 

plaster and vile dost. 
R. T. C. 

A LOST LITERARY ART 

By J. E. Patterson 

Where are they ?—those old correctors of men’s excesses, 

women’s foibles, the warpings of the times, the nonsensical 

vagaries of “ Movements,” and the leeway of a nation's 

tendencies—where are they P Those strenuous wielders of 

the lash of satire, who cared for no man that did not act 

aright, who feared no dishonest organisation no matter how 

powerful, and respected nothing that did not make for 

British integrity and general welfare—where are they P 

Gone, alas ! with the wigs, the snnff-boxes, and the coloured 

clothes of our grandfathers. Yes, gone; and the nation is 

left the poorer for their going. Of course, they had to go ; 

that they could not last indefinitely was a mere unit iu the 

common order of things. Of that it were puerile and uselerc 
® OrTginaiTrofn 
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o complain. Bat what concerns us is the absence of that 

onnger generation which should have arisen to take their 

dace. In vain do we level our mental gaze at the horizon 

>f things not corporeal, looking for a sign of those who should 

jome, yet do not. We sigh, and can discern no comfort. 

tVe are ailing, and have no physician, can find no balm for 

Dur trouble, because there is only one cure for it, and that 

ippe&rg to be out of our reach. To-day the sole satiript who 

roams the land, seeking whomsoever he may castigate, is 

the maker of caricatnres in which the most salient point, 

and the only virtue, is a grotesque lack of correct drawing. 

The law of libel, like the tyranny of the majority, is a 

modicum of good with an attendant quantity of evil— 

except in the recent farcical decisions which have made it 

libellous merely to use the name of an utterly unknown 

person as that of a character in a book, and which are all evil 

where not Gilbertian. Lovers of things as they are will 

raise arguments on these points, saying that we have 

improved in such matters, have grown more civilised, mom 

polished, more humane, more refined. They have their 

opinions, and 1 have mine. It is a moot point, to which I 

would say, More humbug, more twaddle, more hypocrisy on 

every hand, and far less of the bed-rock of humanity. This 

is not an epigrammatic age, yet the wit of the day (cynical 

pessimists may ask if we have any) is epigrammatic. Nor 

can we find it in any but homoeopathic doses. We have no 

large measures of wit—that is, humour made keen, spicy, 

and appetising by a dash of mental vinegar. The bulk of 

satire, once so healthy and so vigorous, has dwindled from 

Falstaffian proportions to a very Dogberry leanness. In the 

place of sack and venison, capon and fall-bodied Burgundy, it 

has been fed on the supposed diet of later Victorian curates 

(dry toast and weak tea), until it scarcely knows the front 

from the back of its anatomy. The hard times on which 

satire has fallen are, paradoxically, too soft for its sustenance. 

The bigots of this “ polished ” age have deemed that 

correcting art a crime ; wherefore fads and tomfooleries, in 

person and in idea, go stalking rampant and blatant through 

a land where one of the catchwords of the day is “ degenera¬ 

tion ”! One result is that we are left benighted and 

doddering in a transition stage of new artificiality. In 

another way we stand in the 14 ’tween-lights,” mourning 

over the grave of our lost glories, the robust flood-time of 

things that have left us to sorrow at their going. 

Puny dilettanti that we are, we know—some of us—the 

use to which Nature is putting the whole of us. For is she 

not marking time with us between the march past and the 

march to be P We serve a sort of useful end, like unto that 

of those who only stand and wait. But there is an evil 

behind our very humble service. About us clings a 

disquieting reminiscence of 44 has been.” In tho air we 

breathe (of these things) there is a painful 6ense of departed 

greatness, of glories snatched from our hands. Around our 

shrunken shoulders all too loosely hangs a giant’s robe. We 

are squirming mediocrity aping along under the prophet's 

mantle. Yet we are not wholly lost—some of ns—not con¬ 

ceited in our mediocrity ; for we have the honesty to resent 

our weakness, to be impotent at our position, to look 

the Devil in the face, speak the truth, and be not ashamed 

that what has been held from us was taken away by a grand¬ 

motherly authority against which we are helpless. At tho 

game time we must confess to a sneaking seose of shame that 

w.e are not equal to a proper use of that portion of our heri- 
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tage which is still left to us. But hold ! Here is stuff to 

give us pause. 

In a way, dearth proves a barren soil—yet only in a way. 

For there are causes to consider—outer causes. Mode of 

treatment is often to blamo where crops are sparse. A sharp 

frost, putting a hard crust on the earth, keeps a would-be 

glorious growth underground. Here we are, then, eye 

squared to eye, cheek by jowl, with the style of treatment— 

t.e., with the frost. But it is no more than a partial frost; 

the treatment is not wholly wrong. Both these causes (one 

being the frosty doings of authority and the other a develop¬ 

ment) should keep down only the rank growth. Instead of 

this, however, they have created a veritable famine. The 

law of libel was not satisfied with taking away the bludgeon 

of abuse, which was right and proper ; it also ground off the 

edge of the rapier of personal satire, and left us a pointless, 

edgeless weapon, which the changing spirit of the times— 

too peevishly puerile to put a new edge.to the blade—has 

constantly allowed to lie and rust. 

Now we awake to things that have been, to things as they 
are, and, spoilt children down from the nursery, we turn 
petulantly away from the fruit and sweets because, forsooth, 
we cannot have the nuts and strong wine. It is a case of 
the toddler in petticoats throwing down his wooden sword 
in pique, and crying out that * he cannot have his father’s 
sabre with which to play at being a soldier! For is this 
not what we are doing by refusing to use what satire the 
effeminating libel laws have left us P But where are we the 
while ? Our satirists have ceased to ply their lashes. 
Gentle aud forcible alike are laid aside, and, but for an 
occasional thong that Bwishos through the solitude by chance, 
men, women, and ideas follow their crazy humours practi¬ 
cally unchecked. Not that any sane man would have abuses 
and oddities clubbed to death by abuse. There is ever the 
virtue of a golden middle, if one cares to apply it. And 
satire proper, which has now slept far too long and should 
awake to the calls of duty, was always oue of the finest 
public correctors. 

To return to the former simile, that edgeless rapier should 
be put on the grindstone again, then turned to its natural 
use. In these days of taste and refinement there are errors 
of 44 taste ” to chastise, 44 refinements ” to refine, abuses to 
whip into a sense of decorum, public men and women to be 
pricked back to a proper view of themselves and their doings, 
bodies corporate to be shown the fatuousness of their actions, 
and 14 Movements ” galore to be ridiculed. And what can 
straighten out these warpings, put them back on to the 
track of common sense whence they have slipped, like the 
flashing, cutting blade of satire ? We need more wit—not 
mere humour, but the wit that 44 like a razor keen, wounds 
with a touch that’s scarcely felt or seen,” yet wounds to a 
purpose which cannot be mistaken. We do not lack in a 
way, as we have said, the epigrammatist’s wit, nor the witty 
repartee that rises amidst after-dinner smoke, nor even the 
gentle, half-witty reference or rejoinder that causes a raising 
of eyebrows occasionally and sends a faint flutter through 
the decorous air of drawing-rooms (the reputed wit of 
44 smart ” persons, known somewhat as the 44 Set,” is left out 
of the question, because it is not well to transplant that 
which cannot be transplanted with good effect)—no, none of 
these is lacking, nor are they needed beyond their present 
proportions. The want, the need is for witty satire in 
generous measures, in the large measure of the play and 
the book; we want it in treatments, not in doses. And we 
look anxiously, longingly, for the dramatist aud the litterateur 

who shall arise to the vacant places and put a laughing 
scorn on the abuses, the paraded 44 personalities,” the freak 

idiosyncrasies, and the living 44 cranks ” of to-day. 
Original from 
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THE TRAGEDY OF HENRY OSPOVAT 

Br Haldane Macfall 

The Life of Henry Ospovat, by Oliver Ouious, with its 
nrb Array of illnstrations, does not lie before me ; and I 
prefer to survey his art and the man who created it as 

1 knew both, nnchecked by others’ vision. 

It is about a couple of years since I stood in the gloom of 
a bare room, lit by a fire, and looked upon the dying man. 
I had taken a tnrn to sit with him with his friend Joseph 
Simpson, and as I watched the irritable young fellow of 
thirty-one, racked by the agony of cancer—for the curse 
hid fallen upon him in terrible form—the pity of it all 
obsessed me, and the tragedy of it stared at me. He 
begged me to lift him on to the pillow, and 1 gathered 
him op as though he had been a child ; for, small as be was 
of stature, the disease had wasted him to uncanuy siender- 
dm. He had shown peevish temper ; indeed, as the life 
ebbed slowly away, his temper became an exaggeration of 
biB always tart personality—a tartness that had made him 
muiy enemies amongst those who did not see deep into the 
man. He begged me to overlook all his ill-hnmours, and 
I, as one fibs to a dying man, pretended he had none. But 
Ospovat always faced the truth ; he shook his head, and, 
with a smile, said that it was not his bodily agonies that 
punished him, bnt the awful fact that he was not to be 
granted a little while longer to do good work— that he had 
»far done nothing that would live. Strangely enough, for 
close on an hour in that fire-lit room I had been gazing at 
him, thinking about this very thing, with a difference—his 
“serious” work, as we account such things, had been 
merely brilliant mimicry; in so far the dying man’s always 
fearless eyes had seen wisdom ; but he had already created 
the greatest achievement in one realm of his art—he was 
the supreme caricaturist in our midst. To he supreme in 
mj achievement in life is no mean thing; and by his supre¬ 
macy in the field of caricature Henry Ospovat will live, 
though he doubted it. 

Ospovat shared with Max Beer boh in this basic essential 
of caricatQne—the lashing vision. His caricature leaves a 
***1. He never flinched from cruelty, as Max never 
flinches; and he stabbed deeper. This is not to say that 
kia caricatures were not also at times kindly chaff: they 
*ere often that. Bnt he oonld lash. He was a far fuller 
mist than Max; he had none of Max's literary anecdotal 
habit—he kept within the frame, and Max’s inimitable 
htenry wit was never needed by Ospovat to add to the 
•utention of the drawing—nor would he have deigned to help 

0ttt Artistic poverty of one art with the witty help of 
another. For Ospovat the drawing had to do the whole 

or not be done at all. He thereby mastered carica- 

tQre au intensity granted to none other in his age. 

He greatly admired the genius of Marie Lloyd, accounting 
wis player of the music-halls the greatest actress of her 

drow her with cruel eye of exaggeration for 
?r aod wondered whether it might offend! 

J* of his kindliest caricatures was of Harry Lauder; and 
Wl what consummate skill he caught the action and 
®oT*ment of the man! The figure seems to jerk with 

stride across the page in the characteristic step 
*e comedian: the very accent of the North, and the 

fattiral laogh of him, canght as by some wizard trick. Yet 

* Simpk it is! how marvellously seen and how mar- 
^ y set down! That the man could thus catch with 

power the very accent and movement of his 
»that the person limned is at a stroke made dis- 

«* from all his generation—that the man 
with such genius for ebafadter-drawin 
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ordinary faculty for stating it with the absolute line and as 
absolute sense of selection, proves that, had he been given a 
longer lease of life, he would have attained to powers such 

as we can never now realise. 
Nor must he be judged, as he is generally judged, by his 

illustrations. This was bnt his self-schooling for a far 
wider adventure in art—and he himself had no delusions 
about it. He trained his pictorial sense in the tradition and 
the craftsmanship of the men of the ’sixties ; but, whilst he 
proved himself their rival in craftsmanship, he was not given 
years enough to escape from mimicry into an utterance of 
his own. Just towards the last—as an “ Old Jew’s Head,” 
which, I think, appears in the biography, shows—he was 
finding himself, and displaying the force that is in his cari¬ 
cature ; but he knew that death had snipped the thread of 
his career even as he entered the garden of the arts, and his 
frank and fearless judgment and tongue gave no bint of 
self-delusion. Face to face with the eternal silence, he 
summed up his own achievement without bias and without 
weakness; he knew that the sword that cleaves through 
great adventure was fallen from his hand even as he had 
learnt to wield it. He had not even Beardsley’s right to 
sing—and he took no pains to hide his bitterness that he 
could not sing—“ Now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in 
peace,” for he resented the cruelty of fate that slew him just 
os he stood upon the heights and looked down upon the 
Promised Land. The harsh wayfaring of his sordid 
struggle for bread had been punishment enough for the 
stontest heart, but he had to eat the bitterest bread of all— 
he had to lie there a broken mau and muse upon the unful¬ 
filled achievement for which he knew full well he had 
trained himself in skill had he been granted but a few years 
longer. Ospovat lived and died a tragic figure—far more 
tragic than that of the scarce more than lad whom we know 
as Anbrey Beardsley, to whom at least an astounding fulfil¬ 
ment was given, whose art has influenced a whole wide 
Europe, and is still influencing it. 

To gather together the illustrations that Ospovat wrought 
in imitation of Rossetti and Millais and Boyd Haughton and 
E. J. Sullivan is to miss somewhat his highest achievement. 

Ospovat gave his gift of caricature chiefly to the player- 
folk. The theatre, whether the drama or the music-hall, 
was his source of refreshment. As with the race of which 
he came, the arts were to him his delight. Now it so 
happens that the art of the actor, as though to balance the 
splendour of his nightly triumphs, dies with him—as the 
art of the singer dies. The last curtain rung down on his 
art, his fame quickly departs; his achievement is no more, 
and passes into a vagoe tradition, a mere gossip thing, and 
quickly vanishes. By some equally dogged denial of the 
gods, the player-folk seem to have scant sense of the art of 
the painter, and either choose for their portraiture the 
mediocre prettiness of indifferent artists or are compelled to 
live in caricature. It is granted, and has been granted, to 
few actors to be immortalised in a great portrait such as 
the masterly “Henry Irving,” by James Pryde—indeed, 
probably few critics and fewer officials of public galleries 
realise that this is one of the suprame portraits of our age 

It is in caricature, strangely enough, that the actor-folk 
largely know immortality ; and the aitist, as though in pay¬ 
ment for the pleasure that he has received from the stage 
generally achieves his finest and most kindly art in his 
caricatures of players, which, when the obvious exag¬ 
gerations are set aside, give masterly presentments of 
the very action and manner as well as the features of the 
person portrayed. And he who would raise the finest 
memorial to the genius of Henry Ospovat will gather 
together every caricature his nervous fingers wrought, and 
will publish them to speak his fame and to pronounce his 

master/. Original from 
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DE OMNIBUS REBUS 

SCIENCE AND ART 

By Arthur Machen 

The other day I met a fellow-journalist who told me a 
strange experience that had happened to him. He said: 
441 am like Tennyson’s dog, I often 4 hunt in dreams,’ and 
spend my night in executing strange variations and fantasies 
and descants upon the plainsong melody of my daily work. 
Well, the other night 1 dreamed that Jones, the newB-editor, 
came to me and said; 4 Look here, Blank; you know Llan- 
degveth; you get off there as quick as you can; you ought 
to bring back a first-rate story.’ And while I was gathering 
my note-book and pencils, my hat and coat, and reflecting 
that most, if not all, of my old friends at Ll&ndegveth were 

dead; I woke up. 
44 But the tune that this odd dream had started ran in 

my head for many days, and still echoes in the inner ear. 
Llandegveth! I had not seen it for a score of years, 1 
doubt whether I had thought of it, distinctly and Bpeci- 
flcally, as separate and apart from other remembered places 
and loved memories, for the last ten years; and thus 
strangely and whimsically it was summoned back by a crazy 
dream into the audience-chamber of the consciousness; 
summoned from that wild outer waste of the soul, from that 
dim under-world where the dead thoughts Btill live, awaiting 
the voice that shall renew their life and quicken them once 

more. 
44 No ; I had not thought of Llandegveth for years, but now 

my steps revisit its hidden ways. I am again in the valley 
of the Soar, that swift shining brook with its everlasting 
song aB it slides and ripples over the big stones, shaded by 
the grave procession of the alders. 1 can see the little 
village in that enclosed valley, the whitewashed cottages in 
their gardens following the course of the stream, the broad, 
rich meadows on the western side, the wall of the hillside, 
and far away the huger height of the rounded mountain. 1 
see where the Soar floats in a shallow flood across the road, 
and above, the little church on the height. In the church¬ 
yard, under the dark yews, and within the church, are the 
graves and monuments of the villagers and the farmers and 

the old, vanished gentry of the place. Flourished memorials, 
beginning 4 Here under lyeth,’ brave coats of arms of 
Meyrick and Ambrose and Perrott—I can see again the 
three golden pears for coat and parrot for crest of the last 
house—whitewashed walls, deal pews, square sixteenth- 
century east window ; they all stand anew in clear, restored 
light, and through the window the yew-boughs are tossing 
on a windy Sunday morning in March—in a March of forty 
years ago. And perhaps I alone of all those who assembled 
on that March morning and began to sing 4 New every 
morning is the love ’ am still in the region of the living. 

441 pass down the road, the carpenter’s shop on my right, 
lower, the blacksmith’s forge on my left—alas! old Watkins 
and old Cradock are long dead—and go by Waun-y-pwll, 
where the Ambroses lived; by Lansoar, the home of the 
Meyricks—a Meyrick of the thirteenth century gave a piece 
of iand that a candle should burn for ever before the altar 
of the neighbouring church of Llanddewi—and 1 get lost 
in these old memories, and I get lost trying to find my way 
in fancy by meadow-paths, by winding, narrow lanes. Time 
flies back; to my nostrils comes the scent of the larchwood 
on a June evening; it was there that the feathery 4 mares’- 
tails’ grew in masses of vivid green. I see again the marvel 
and the glory of a white winter land, a glimmering, violet 
eky, the sun a disc of dull red Are on the mountain-top, and 
a grove of black pines high upon the bill. Again, it is a 
still evening in October; the bracken is brown on the Kill- 

and withered leaves are shivering in the hedge ; there 
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is a grey-clouded sky, and all seems still in a secret and 
hidden valley, save for the faint tinkle and ripple of a tiny 
brooklet.” 

Such was the 44 story ” that the journalist had brought 
baok from his spiritual visit to Llandegveth, and it reminded 
me of some literary talk which I have been hearing lately. 
Wherever I go I make a point of expressing my intense 
admiration for Mr. Masefield’s wonderful poem, ‘‘The 
Everlasting Mercy,” which in my opinion is one of the 
greatest pieces of pure and exalted literature that has been 
seen in England for many years. And when I utter this 
opinion in literary circles I hear something like this:— 

44 But what have you to say for the psychology of it ? ” 
“Yes; how about the psychology? How much of that 

poem is village wastrel, and how much pure Masefield?” 
44 And that woman who bursts out at him just before be is 

converted; do you mean to tell me that any woman would 
ever give herself away like that ? It’s absurd.” 

44 Look here. This man had been a drunkard, and his 
constitution must have been perfectly rotten. Are we to 
believe that after a hard fight—and it was a hard fight, 
mind you—\rith a heavy drinking-bout to follow, be could 
have gone up and down that village in the way he is sup¬ 

posed to have done ? ” 
44 He puts the scene in the ’sixties ; and he mentions 

margarine ! ” 
44 How do you justify that ecstatic peace at the end of the 

poem ? Of course, one recognises the mood—it is that of 
Traherne ; but would it occur so early after conversion ? ” 

And, oddly enough, it seems to me that the most reason¬ 
able of all these irrational observations is tbe caveat as to 
margariue. Here we have an undoubted anachronism. It 
is certain, I suppose, that this golden substitute for butter 
was not known in the ’sixties; and though Shakespeare 

from end to end is full of the wildest anachronisms which— 
to quote the first Duke of Wellington—do not matter a . 
‘‘twopenny damn,” still there was no margarine known iu 
the days when the Gloucestershire wastrel of the poem wit- ;-v, 
nessed and experienced the Great Transmutation in himBelf ; , 
and in the world, and I see no reason why the author should 
not mend this error in his next edition—provided always that 

he has nothing better to do. 
As for tbe purely 44 psychological ” objections; I am afraid 

that I tbink them all pure, rampant, undisguised folly. They 
are as wide of the mark as if 1 had Baicl to my friend the 
journalist:— 

44 Look here, this dream of yours is all nonsense. Your 
paper only goes in for London 4 stories; ’ iB it likely that 
the news editor would send you to a little place 150 miles 
from town, where nothing ever has happened or ever will 
happen ? The whole thing is based on an absurd miscon¬ 

ception of modern journalism.” 
Exactly ; but to tbe dreamer tbe point was that pleasant 

and goodly recollections were revived for him, that he 
received anew the vision of his childhood, and heard again 
with the ear of the spirit the murmur and melody of the 
rippling brook. To him of what account was it if bis dream 
misrepresented the psychology of Jones, the news editor t* 

The fact is that when we are considering fine literature 
that marvellous spagyric art which renews tbe vision of our 
eternal youth in tbe lost garden—all this chatter about 
psychology is tbe sheerest balderdash and impertinence. It 
is well enough, if the pursuit happens to amuse one, to pause 
in reading 44 Vanity Fair ” to consider whether Becky would 
really have thrown the “Dixonary” out of tbe carriage window 
on leaving Miss Pinkerton’s academy. It might plausibly be 
augge8ted that so sharp a young woman, fully aware of her 
precarious and difficult hold on the world, would have 
realised tbe imprudence of making a bitter enemy. And 
about the end of Josh ; would Becky have cut off her source 
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of income P People who like this sort of game can play this 
»rt of puae with the secondary literature of the logical 
understanding, and not much harm is done; it is almost as 
towing and instructive as Patience. But when this solemn 
trifling is applied to the primary literature of the creative 
imagination, it becomes exasperating in the highest degree ; 
it u a mere repetition of the silly remark that was once 
Tnade to Tomer: “ I never saw a sunset like that.” It is as 
if one were to “criticise" Keats by saying, “ Well, it seems 
to me a psychological absurdity to suppose that a half- 
educated Cockney lad, the son of a livery-stable keeper, and 
companion of Bob Sawyer and Ben Allen, should write such 
a poem as the ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn ! ’ ” It is highly 
improbable; hot the universe—and the arts—are a tissue 
of improbabilities. To paraphrase Tertullian, credo quia 
mpombik; all true life, all art at its highest is a series of 
monstrous improbabilities and absurdities. If this were not 
bo, then were our life as the life of the beasts, and our art 
would hare no existence at alL When that furnace of the 
sages, governed with wisdom, glows white; when the rude 
dross and the gross mattere have been purged away in the 
burning of that fire, and the pure gold shines recreated and 
immortal; then the world of life and of art becomes the 
world of miracles. Then the deaf hear and the blind receive 
their sight; then the wilderness blossoms like the rose, and 
in the stony places are found the waterpools. In this hour, 
then, literature is lifted up from all low conditions, from 
questions of probable and improbable, and all such 
unprofitable impertinences. Alas! let us not be found 
fading ‘KoblA Khan” and inquiring as to the precise 
W of the damsel on Mount Abora, and as to where 

could have learned to play the dulcimer, and how 
much her dulcimer-master charged per lesson, and why she 
1'Uved the instrument on a mountain, and whether her 
mother knew that she was out. For if we do these things 
we shall discover at last that the phrase “unheard melodies” 

5 a contradiction in terms, and that the faery seas forlorn 
** Ml charted at the Admiralty or so much as mentioned 
' < iny geographical work sanctioned for use in elementary 
^ bj tli® Board of Education; which state of mind is 
probably alluded to in the Scriptural expression, “ The second 

Indeed all the subject-matter in fine literature with which 
poor psychologists are engaged is in reality but the 

tainote to the poem or the romance, not the poem or the 
romance itself. It explains how the lyric—the incantation— 

to be uttered; it is strictly parallel to Coleridge’s note 
lo Khan.” Had he taken opinm on that day long 
^ in Somerset? Did he awake with a long poem of 
-ondrwb of lines present to his mind \ Was he interrupted 

;*g*iitleingt] ^>or^oc^c on business ? I don't know ; 
** foments may be true or they may not be true ; and 

c^se pleading once more the example of a high 
■woic shade-it doesn’t matter a twopenny damn! There 

w^° would turn away more in sorrow than in 
X^r k°m ro*n who had rescued them from the vision 
‘ lb in the water, and had restored them to the vision 
j. e0B dry land, because his clothes were ready-made and 
J •ctent provincial: let me not be found amongst these; 

^ Mt be found with the utterers of inconsequence and 
^loeuce. 

// their place is in Mr. Sqneers’ First Class in English 

where they will learn that a horse j 
^Kand quadruped’s Latin for beast; or rather 

* Wors® where Bitzer defined a horse as 
ttent ^ Graminivorous. Forty teeth — namely, 

Am/ ^tl<^ers* f°Qr eye-teeth, and twelve incisive.” j 
told me that the English Army was rationed on 

Principles. “Is that so?” I replied. 
»P them-!" 
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THE HISTORY OF PAINTING* 

Br Frank Harris 

Histories of art are usually mere books of reference; critics 
of art, compilers or collectors of current opinions—purveyors, 
so to speak, of the East wind—in a word, journalists. There 
is one authentic book on art, I used to believe, and one only, 
“ Les MSitres d’Autrefois,” by Fromentin, and Fromentin 
happened to be a master both of brnsh and pen, a painter of 
extraordinary achievement whose pictures in the Louvre 
rank with those travel-sketches through the Sahara which 
can only be compared with the best work of a Loti or a 
Burton. 

Mr. Macfall, too, has been a painter, and if he never 
reached the technical mastery of Fromentin in the craft, he 
nevertheless possesses an extraordinary knowledge and love 
of painting, and is the best guide to the whole Bubject that 
could be found, perhaps even a better guide than Fromentin 
himself. 

Like Fromentin, Mr. Macfall is a creative artist, though 
in words for choice; he has written at least one novel—“ The 
Wooings of Jezebel Pettyfer ’’—which entitles him to speak 
with authority. As a master in one art he is of kin with 
the masters in every art. He knows the motive-force; he 
knows the aim and purpose of the artist; nothing is lacking 
in his equipment, not even the craft of colours, and he proves 
to ns by his example that the medinm is a small matter 
in comparison with the message. 

Unlike most English writers, Mr. Macfall realises per¬ 
fectly that the realm of art is not confined to what is 
pleasing or beautiful, or healthy even; that the abnormal 
and diseased and accidental have their rights in art as in 
life. He sees that art at its best is the impression made by 
life on a sensitive soul; and so long as the impression 
rendered is extraordinary, either in form or in substance or 
both, its value to men is above rubies. 

Mr. Macfall, then, is catholic in his appreciation—he knows 
no exclusions; even the enrious strivings of our day, the 
so-called post-impressionism of Gauguin or Gogh, Cezanne 
or Picasso, find in him an ardent if discriminating defender. 
He loves the whole realm of painting; he is one of the few 
critics living who will talk to yon passionately of the strange, 
half-suggestive, half-mystical vision of Sime, and in the next 
breath declare that the etchings of John rank with those of 
Rembrandt and Whistler. He admires the craft of Laszlo 
and the force of Brangwyn, the colour-visions of Lovat Fraser 
and the realistic caricatures of Ospovat. To him indeed the 
House of Art has many mansions. 

If I seemed at first to prefer Fromentin to any otherguide 
in this demesne, let me now do Mr. Macfall justice. Hi* 
admiration even of the great Dutchmen is wider than 
Fromentin’s, for, strange to say, while no one ever wrote so 
well of Hals and Rembrandt and Rubens as Fromentin, the 
French artist never seems to have noticed the wonder-works 
of Vermeer, and so left it to Mr. Macfall to repair his 
unaccountable omission. 

In these eight large volumes, which deal with hundreds of 
artists from the oarly Italian and Dutch Primitives to the 
posters and caricatures of our own day, I have found only 
two or three judgments which I should care to alter, and it 
is more than probable that when I differ from Mr. Macfall 
I am only advertising my limitations and assuring his 
triumph. For instance, he places Turner above all other 
English painters and among the greatest of all time; to Mr. 

•_ __ _ 
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Macfall, Turner, thanks to his indomitable industry and 
those “covetoas eyes” of his, is the prince of colourists. 
For the life of me I cannot see it; Turner’s last period shows, 
I think, a falling off; Hogarth is to me a greater name. But, 
as I have said, I am probably mistaken in this; I do not 
pretend to any nice surety of judgment in an art that is 

not mine. 
In one or two matters, however, I think Mr. Macfall may 

be corrected, or at least supplemented. Let me take a minor 
point first, yet one which has already given rise to volumes 
of discussion. Every one knows Titian’s great picture, the 
so-called “ Sacred and Profane Love,” now in the Borghese 
at Rome. Crowe and Cavalcaselle call it “Artless and 
Sated Love,” for no particular reason; the German 
Wickhoff, Mr. Macfall thinks, “ probably came nearer to 
Titian’s motive when he suggested it as an illustration of 
the incident of ‘Venus and Medea ’ in the ‘ Argonautica * 
of Valerius Flaccus,” and accordingly Mr. Macfall calls 
the picture “Venus and Medea.” All these guesses 
seem to me to miss the essential. Titian has here 
painted two women seated on the marble rim of a 
classic fountain, facing the spectator; between them on the 
further side of the fountain a little child, perhaps a cupid, 
is dabbling in the water; a gorgeous landscape lies behind, 
with a blue sea in the further distance. The picture 
suggests no name except “ Beauty Draped and Undraped; ” 
but its significance is apparent as Boon as one perceives that 
the two women are portraits of one and the same person; 
the features are the same, the form, the red-gold hair— 
everything. Some Venetian nobleman, I imagine, brought 
his wife to Titian and asked him to paint her in her splendid 
dress as she wished to be painted, and nude as he desired. 
The very soul of the Italian Renaissance is in the incident 
and its naturalistic handling; the gorgeously attired lady 
will not look at her nude presentment; she turns her head 
slightly aside though the nude seems to be appealing to her. 

Once or twice I have to differ with our guide more radi¬ 
cally. Speaking of the poet-illustrator Blake, Mr. Macfall 
declares that “ symbolism is always a confession of failure 
in art, whether in literature or painting,” and he proceeds to 
spice his dislike of symbolism with acrid contempt. But as 
he admits that critical appreciation must always limp pain¬ 
fully behind creative achievement, surely he should have 
consulted the great masters before deciding the matter by 
A priori reasoning. Don Quixote tilting at the windmill is 
one instance of the effective use of symbolism which Mr. 
Macfall, I am sore, would be the last to deride ; the Prodigal 
Son is another; Andersen’s story of the King or Prince who 
appeared withput any clothes on is a third; in literature at 
leaAt, if not in painting, the symbol has its uses and its place. 
And its place, in my opinion, is very high indeed; it 
is particularly the artistic expression of the intellect; and 
though painting may be too sensuous to render pure intel¬ 
lect, just as music is too vague, literature is not so limited. 
In truth, this power is peculiar to words, and to words alone; 
it is the crowning faculty which puts literature above all 
the other arts, making it the most complex and the most 

complete. Blake was primarily a poet and not a painter, and 
was assuredly justified in treating the intellect as within 
the purview of his art. I will not assert that he always or 
often used the symbol effectively ; but in an age of perukes 
and patches he was a great poet; in the age of Voltaire a 
great believing seer who realised always that in this painted 
show of things the transitory is sent as a symbol and the 
defective as a rainbow promise. Though Mr. Macfall praises 
Blake's extraordinary genius, he is unduly severe on him 

both as artist and poet; “ in the realm of painting,” he 
declaresj “ he was pitifully inarticulate ... he never 

created a complete artistic thing. Mystification is not 

rsticism.” 
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The only possible reply is that such condemnation is not 
criticism. Many of Blake’s illustrations make a deep impres¬ 
sion on me; some of his lyrics are among the finest in the 
language; now and then his mystical utterances reach 
inspiration. 

This is the supreme merit of Mr. Macfall’s sincerity and 
talent that one feels forced to draw attention to his judging* 
whenever they miss the centre. Speaking of Rembrandt 
and the neglect by his contemporaries of his finest works 
(“some of his portraits did not fetch sixpence”), Mr. 

Macfall says:— 
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We are wont to think of genius in art living im a world ud bowsth written, 
pulsing with artistic achievement, the masterpiece being •"’»Ei&Iirail n 1^>, “are mis¬ 
created for a wide group of enthusiastic connoisseurs It 
has never been so. The bulk of the antique Athenians, of 
the Italians of the Renaissance, and the Dutchmen of the 
six teen-hundreds, were as rank Philistines, as conceited in 
their self-sufficiency as are the bulk of the cultured classes 
in London and New York to-day. The artist is always •* Viw im * 
ahead of his time. But the artist reveals life to the less . IM**'W* *** 
dowered; and each master, though he be crucified and . ***"*■ fointrr— 
stoned for it, adds to the experience of the race. • • 1 ^ fo* 

nan; but. 

Now much of this iB true ; the artist is always ahead of kater, 
his time, ahead even of the best of his time; but it is not ^ • * ■> k no pains to roocetl hi* 

true that the level of artistic appreciation in Athens under . * object of his ire 

Pericles, or in Florence under the Medici, or in Amsterdam (& the mas u 
in the sixteenth century, was anything like so low as it is Tvpai*ire; ^ then 
in London or New York to-day. It is so low in New York . ****■. the force 0f 
that no great artist can live there; it is so low in London ^" tfttptrat Poe i* a 
that Keats and Shelley and Byron preferred to live abroad, .^4;r *nast or on jademert 
and John Davidson killed himself in misery, though a tenth Tj* mt hie, with tfo. 
part of the sum given to one of our place-seeking politicians sbrnat foetid, u Wurd« 

would have saved him. The painter is far more favoured tbt Ellis Yinall u iK 
by fortune than the sculptor or poet ; both the new-rich ^ **ct^Gjiendre#7 . 
and the aristocrats want him to paint their portraits and >■ ‘ 

flatter their vanity ; but what chance has a sculptor of 
genius to-day in London ? What chance has a singer i 

No one denies now that Alfred Stevens was the greatest 
sculptor we English have bred; to make a poor living he 
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power we set him to design fire-irons and stoves, and when the 1qTjt ! 
at last he won through so far as to be entrusted wi . * ^ ^ { Wep 
the Wellington Memorial in St. Paul’s, we could not fin b»? * ^ Hill 

ermitted an idiot ^ for th* 

ising to allow the 'Otafe, 7* *♦ »*. 
the crown of the 

:ieties of the greet ; k" «f the '.|v 
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money enongh to complete it, and we permitted an idiot ^ ^ti - j * or 'Em 
Dean to damage the great design by refusing to ailow t e -^ ^ V ^ 

equestrian statue which should have been the crown of t e 

work. Stevens died “ worn out by the anxieties 
monument, unrecognised and broken.” ^ 

Let the truth be told: with the exception of painters, ‘ in „ ^ _**) •itN.rMt 

artists are treated worse to-day in England than ftnJw epe wr;^d. |,j . 1 u 
else. In all established and regimented professions the rt ^^ he jH 
of pay in England for the best work is threefold larger t an ^ ^ ir,.j 

in any other country ; but the English don’t care for . * x\lt\ 
have no notion yet of its vital importance, and treat teir j ^ ^ Chat- 
“ Shining Ones ” with boorish indifference, according to e ^ ^ ^ * fheivt^r r,f 

law of the market. Browning at sixty could say tha ® 0,11 of 
had not made £200 a year by his writings, and Browning 
was perhaps the greatest English poet since Sh^espoaru. 
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The Jews learned by experience what hajppeDs to ^the 

people who stone the prophets : we imagine ,Jiondly that we 

can escape a similar condemnation. k 

I cannot put aside these supremely interesting v0^am^ 

without saying a word of praise for the 
they are got up: the printing is of the 1 $e8t; the rep ® 

tions on colour by Mr. Leman Hare ai^ ” gimply . 
fidelity and charm. Both publishers ^ ftn(j artist® app^ 

have conspired to surpass themselve 
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REVIEWS 
THE STORY OF AN ENDURING 

FRIENDSHIP 

Forty F«n of Friendship as Recorded in the Correspondence 

of John dwte, Txrrd Coleridge, and Ellis Yarnall during 

the Years 1856 to 1895. Edited by Charlton Yarnall. 

Portrait Frontispiece. (Macmillan and Co. 8s.6d.net.) 

“ All biographies and letters, simply and honestly written/' 
said Lord Coleridge to Ellis Yarnall in 1886, “are into- 
rating.” They certainly are so when they happen to be 
tbose written by and to such correspondents as the writers 
of the letters here presented to ns. 

John Duke, Lord Coleridge, had many friends on the 
other tide of the Atlantic, and we hear a good deal about 
them in these pages. We hear, too, much of interest con- 
(filing great men and great things in our own country— 

too often, alas! old unhappy things which were best for¬ 
gotten. Lord Coleridge was essentially a gentle roan; but, 
like the disciple whose name he bore, he was a good hater, 
and in many of these letters he is at no pains to conceal his 
dislike of certain men. One unfortunate object of bis ire 
wm Ruskin. “The moral temper of the man is 
to me, I must own, unspeakably repulsive; ” then 
follow the reasons for his severe criticism, the force of 
which one may appreciate without accepting. Poe is a 
'scoundrel,” bnt “I cannot help, against my own judgment, 
being fascinated with him.” The great love, with the 
Englishman, as with his American friend, is Words¬ 
worth. It will be remembered that Ellis Yarnall is the 
wthorof “Wordsworth and the Coleridges.” Such a love 
a what one would expect of two such gentle natures. 
TennjBon “ does not add to one’s store of thought, and open, 
m it were, new fields to one as even the dullest and least 
txqmtite of Wordsworth’s poems always do. . . . Art 

grace have always seemed to me his characteristics, 
r»:her than thought or invention. He always does best on 
«old theme, round which he can twine the lovely flowers 
of his song, till perhaps he almost hides it in beantifnl 
chaplets which yet would have no support but for that 
fhich another has furnished to them.” Later we read 
teeming Tennyson the curious but piquant criticism that 

there is always, or almost always, a little bit of the ‘ Bly 
%r peeping through the leaves ’ in Tennyson.” Gladstone 

to Coleridge “the greatest, noblest, purest, and sincerest 
Public 040 of hia century;” bnt in later years this high 
■pinion becomes considerably modified. As for Dizzy, be is 

1 ®ere phrase-monger of great power of language and 
udaTnted pluck;” “a charlatan in all real business and 
^1 politics“a charlatan and Brummagem-sort of Chat- 

jj* “has corrupted and lowered the character of 
Ijwic men and taken truth and honour out of public 

• • • he is a mountebank and phrase-monger, 
toothing else” 

The later opinion npon the character of Gladstone is of 

“ He is one of the greatest and, at the same 
^3et one of the strangest men I ever knew—full of genius, 

litiL • ' ^Qence, power, bigh-mindedness, of a sort, but 
a and very little judgment ... at bottom 

^S^imous,” but 44a little the worse from 
Coleridge met Carlyle four or five times, 

4/ bis rudeness “rose to the heroic,” was 
TJy aril ’’ upon those occasions. 

IITJ^ had been writing to Coleridge concerning 

TrtinT Jv?*9' Ba^in8’ the latter waa 11 as true a 
°f &mrd as Newman was oiDxford.” Coleridge 
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is indignant at the mere suggestion of a comparison; be 
would as soon think of comparing Southey or Scott with 
Shakespeare, and to him who bad known Wordsworth and 
Mr. Gladstone, Newman remains, 41 on the whole, far the 
greatest man I ever knew.” Coleridge was a friend of 
Matthew Arnold for sixty years, and introduced him to 
Ellis Yarnall. The death of Arnold in 1888 was a great 
blow <0 both of them. In the former’s life he left a void 
which 44 can never be filled up, and there is not a day now 
that I do not miss him, and long to ask him some question, 
or impart to him some thought. I think he was one of the 
noblest and most perfect characters I ever knew.” 

In these letters we are afforded many interesting glimpses 
into Coleridge’s professional career. Readers of the Life 
written by Ernest Hartley Coleridge will remember that the 
Lord Chief Justice to be, started his career at the Bar as a 
married man, and was almost entirely dependent upon his 
father. In these pages we see him as a busy junior, as a 
Q.C., offered silk unsolicited by the Lord Chancellor, as 
Attorney-General, Judge, and finally as Lord Chief Justice. 
In the trial of the Tichborne case in the Common Pleas his 
speech as Attorney lasted twenty-six days: small wonder 
then to hear him speak of 44 the moral fog and pestilence ” 
of that case, and refer to it as 44 the most oppressive case I 
was ever in.” Coleridge’s profession was from first to last 
thoroughly uncongenial to him. We find him confessing so 
much in 1858. In 1871 he repeats that he dislikes his work 
both in his profession and in the House. By 1886 the 
work has become 44 positively repulsive ” to him. He is 
eager 44 to get away and be replaced by some one who will 
do it better.” 

In the War of Secession Ellis Yarnall pleads with great 
fervour the behalf of the Northerners. Coleridge hates the 
very notion of slavery, but he cannot extend his full 
sympathy to the Northern cause. He thinks the South was 
fully justified politically in setting up for itself. Neverthe¬ 
less he does 44 most entirely believe the North must and will 
win in the end.” Later on, in ’63, he 44 shrinks back with 
horror from the Northern spirit;” when the war appears to 
him to have become one of conquest and extermination, 44 a 
devastating, a most cruel and barbaric war to conquer men, 
bad and brutal and barbarous, if you please, in the beginning, 
but who have shown power enough and resolution enough to 
entitle them, according to my notion of the ‘rights of man/ 
to refuse allegiance to Mr. Lincoln.” 

In 1876 Sir John Coleridge died. 44 Life and the world 
have » dreary look to me, now he is gone, and it seems 
almost as if I should never really care for anything again.” 
A con pie of years afterwards the bereaved son lost his dearly 
loved wife. This was the crowning blow. In beautiful 
language he writes to Yarnall:— 

My friend, when I covered her sweet face and hands with 
her bridal veil, the last thing before they closed her up, and 
looked my last npon my wife, she was as lovely, as pure, as 
child-like as when we stood as bride and bridegroom in the 
little church in the Isle of Wight, when she became my wife 
in a bright sunlight which has shone upon us ever since 
The joy of life is gone—the light of my home is put out. 

In 1881 we find him busy organising his new Division and 
44 smoothing down the ruffled feathers ” of Judges who 44 don’t 
really like the change,” but since the death of his wife 44 the 
spring of life is gone. I do not care for life or its successes 
and I should lay down my burden and take my place in the 
grave beside her without repining.” In 1883 Coleridge is 
at last induced to visit the States, but we do not hear very 
much of his impressions, although he saw the best men, and 
hater of 44 fuss ” as he was, appears to have really enjoyed 
his visit. Upon the homeward voyage he made the acquaint¬ 
ance of the lady who eventually became his second write 
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The marriage brought the sunlight back into his darkened 
life, and thereafter, when his public “ innings ” is well-nigh 
over, we read that he is so happy in his home that all other 
things seem very small to him. During the stay in America 
all that he heard of Lincoln filled him with interest. “ A 
great, sad, deep, true nature as ever was in the world.” 
With regard to the Home Rule question, Yarnall is inclined to 
think that “ a separate Parliament and a separate Executive 
would be but the beginning of civil war in Ireland.” But 
he does not broach the topic willingly, for he knows his 
friend’s strong feelings therenpon. Coleridge thought our 
treatment of the Irish “a wicked history—the wickedest I 
know since Adam ; and it does not lie in us, the Spartans, 
to revile the helots for being what we have made them.” 

We should much like to see this book fully annotated and 
indexed. In its present form it must be read in conjunction 
with the Life of John Duke, Lord Coleridge, already referred 

to. 

^ ikaxhtf witbe«t 
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THE REFORMATION UNDER 

EDWARD VI. 

LoUardy and the Reformation in England. Vol. III. By 

James Gairdner, C.B., LL.D., D.Litt. (Macmillan and 

Co. 10s. 6d. net.) 

This impartial history of a difficult period of the Reforma¬ 
tion is one of the most valuable contributions towards the 
study of that controversial epoch which has yet appeared. It 
is a great advance on the biased accounts of the nineteenth- 
century historians. But Dr. Gairdnei is well known for 
his judicial mind no less than for his patient, critical 
scholarship. The book should go far in helping to dispel 
the common illusion that the Reformation was in any sense 
a spontaneous popular movement, or, indeed, generally 
acceptable to the people of England in Edward’s reign. 
Dr. Gairdner says plainly:—“ It is a pleasing delusion 
that the Reformation made such great strides as it did under 
Edward VI. purely by its own sweet reasonableness. 
Coercion did the work, and unless coercion had been very 
thorough the work would not have been done.” The main 
impulse came from above, and was engineered by two 
absolute despotic and quite unconstitutional as well as 
singularly unscrupulous rulers, the Dukes of Somerset and 
Warwick. 

“ The world has been slow to recognise,” says Dr. 
Gairdner, “that the climax of Henry VIII.’s despotism was 
attained when it broke down the ancient liberties and inde¬ 
pendence of the Church.” At the same time Henry VIII. 
wished no further changes to be made after his death, and 
in an elaborately devised will arranged for a kind of Con¬ 
servative Government for nine years till Edward was of 
age. But, astute though he was, his calculations did not 
foresee the advent to power of men who, under his strong 
hand, were abject servants. These men, greedy of power, and 
having learnt their lesson from an absolute autocrat, set up an 
oligarchical tyranny of their own, and for six and a half years 
were practically irresponsible either to King or Parliament. 
The King, a precocious boy and overtaught religiousprig ( pare 
Sir Clements Markham), was a mere instrument in their 
hands. Even his Tudor self-will they guided for their own 
purposes. Most prominent was their determination to reduce 
the Church to a department of the State, and to force drastic 
changes upon the nation. There was also ever present to 
their minds the possibility of replenishing an impoverished 
exchequer by further pillage. Under pretence of doing 
away with superstition and of founding grammar- 
schools, an Act was passed for the sale of chantry lands. 
The real object, as stated in the minut^a^f the Council, was 
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“ specially for the relief of the King’s Majesty’s charges tod 
expenses, which do daily grow and increase by reason of 
divers and Rundry fortifications, garrisons, levying of men 
and soldiers, Ac.” This Act was strongly opposed by e *:rd d tM uw oi me ^ 
Cranmer and other Bishops. The money was dissipated. 
The grammar-schools had to wait. In fact, comparatively 
few were ever founded, and when they were it is doubtful 
whether the new schools compensated for those that were 
lost m the extinction of the chantrieB. 

On the despotic character given to the English Constitution 
by the Tudors, and only obliterated during the long and 

painful struggle of the seventeenth century, Dr. Gairdner t^ wxbsm of vital truths in 
has a remarkable observation peculiarly apposite at the n cypnsied, but new 
present time:—“ Even so, historic origins remain (he says), 
for to this day it is a power behind the throne—namely, the 
Cabinet—that wields tbe destinies of England, however 
much we please to talk about democracy.” More surprising 
still to many will be this historian’s estimate of tbe auto¬ 
cratic power which forced upon tbe nation tbe “Uniformity” 
Prayer-book of Edward’s reign. “ It would almost seem 
that the pre-Reformation Church was the Church of liberty, 
and that we have been ever struggling since that day to 
recover something of that liberty and variety which the 

Government of Edward VI. first denied us.” 
All the Bishops who in the least degree seemed to stand in 

the way of the despotic Protectorate were at once haled to 
unjust confinement in prison. The impolitic and outrageous 
intolerance shown to the Lady Mary had a lasting effect, 

which became manifest when she became Queen. And yet BELGIUM 
Warwick by his dying confession showed that whatever 
religion he had was of the old school. So utterly unscrupu¬ 
lous were these men who had climbed to power by cunning 
statecraft. Dr. Gairdner fully recognises tbe fact that the 
Reformers were as intolerant as the Papal party. Until 
recently partisan historians have glossed over this unwel¬ 
come truth. “As soon as Lollard opinions obtained favour _ ^ 

at Court . . . they were supported by that Royal supre- ihoaldTbe 
raacy which was the first moving cause of the Reformation. ' dicNntrr 
And yet there was no real gain for the principle o 
religions toleration. How could there be when Heresy ^ 
insisted that old Orthodoxy was wrong and only desired to ^ 

take her place. . . . Coercion and deposition of Bishops ^ ^ uLf*-1* 
were carried even further under Elizabeth.” It is significant, :>B 11 ^J ia 

too, that the latter Lollards were revolting from the Refonne * ^ • 11 Kuocke 
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decessors had done from the Church of Rome. In p* er 10 W*^00,a* 1 
countries besides England the position was simply politics-- JT*1 ^ •honld 
namely, that the civil rulers forced their religion upon t eir 
subjects. Dr. Gairdner says that “tbe theory that ro 

testantism was more tolerant than Romanism will not ^ 
investigation.” He might have added that tbe into 
spirit which suppressed the Church of England under J* 
Cromwell lasted in its cruel persecution in Ireland un i 

Roman Catholic Emancipation Act of 1829. , . x 
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in England. Nothing was further from his Ll°u? msrkedly divided on 
Others have given the “ credit ” to Cranmer. ® ( nn-l it is hard for anv on* 
lately seen it categorically stated that Archbishop ^ C0IiQtry. 

was pre-eminently the man who founded t e , .er to the language ane^tir r ♦ 
o! England. But a deeper and impartial stnd^ ^ 
history shows that not one of the English Re orme pro^em ^ a* ^ 

the least idea of breaking with the Catholic C irtr^icoming exceedingly dan^rpr, * ' 
oversetting the continuity of tbe Ecclesia Anglicana o nited Belgium ^ ^ 1 ‘ *' 

Charta, however ready they were to V>. > blSwK?‘ : 

With the decline of the medieval respect for the j. ^ ‘ th— . 

of Rome (for centuries quite justified^—“Nations Catholic TenW 
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they ooald not maintain themselves without some 
i respect for justice and the eternal truth of Christianity. 

Hence what is called the Established Church principle, by 
which the life of the Church and the life of the nation 
ibpend upon each other. Not that the Church is established 
hr the State, for it existed long before; but that the State 
recognises the Church and upholds her principles, while the 
Church sobmits to such conditions in secular matters as the 
State may think fit to impose. This is what really consti¬ 
tuted the essenoe of the English Reformation—secular power, 
indeed secular tyranny, from which there was no escape, 
gradually mollified by the recognition of vital truths in 

1 the keeping of that Church which it oppressed, but never 
odd disown.” 

Altogether it will be seen from a study of Dr. Gairdner’s 
liberal and impartial work that we are gradually arriving at 
a retr different estimate of the religious and political revo¬ 
lution of the sixteenth century from that hitherto set forth 
by partisan historians on either side. In this connection we 
may draw attention to his valuable comments in the Intro¬ 
duction on the mnch misunderstood words “ heresies *' and 
‘ iieretiekg” Dr. Gairdner’s expressed hope may certainly 
be regarded as well fulfilled, that his “ words may have con- 
tnbated something towards a clearer and healthier view of 

. the Reformation.” 

MODERN BELGIUM 

Hjinw uf Ike Belgian*. By Dkmetkils C. Boulokk. (Sir 

Isaac Pitman and Sons. 6s. net.) 

fy't have an impression that Belgium has been rather 
neglected by contemporary English writers, although its 
geographical position and commercial prosperity should 
nuke it specially interesting to Englishmen, who should be 
lie last to measure the importance of a country by its size. 
A very large number of English tourists visit Belgium every 
fear, bat few of them, we imagine, acquire even a superficial 
knowledge of the country. That Brussels has many cafe*, 

Aat Bruges is an ancient city, that Ostend is lively in 
Anguit, that there are excellent golf-links at Knocke 
foald probably exhaust the travel notes of most of these 
j*be holiday-makers. So we were prepared to welcome a 

handbook to Belgium, a volume that should 
.1 e conventional futilities of the guide-books, and we 1 

lbLL n !°n Boulger’s book is very goodie 
the history °f the principal cities ; ituent 

•WNit of the Belgian Constitution and *cobi 
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tbe coanfcr/» and combinAgjroBelgian 
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- • *** for W Catholic, Teutonic in their tastes, 
0f|B, slow in their movements, dull- 

in moments of relaxation; the 
ist part sceptics in religion, 

institutions and ways of life, 
d, intelligent, and Jttgsibly 
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a little too civilised to be honest. These races do not mix— 
it would be rather surprising if they did; and from the 
figures quoted in the book under notice it would seem that 
at the time of the 1900 census only a little over 10 per cent, 
of the inhabitants could speak both French and Flemish. 

For thirty years or so after the Revolution of 1830, that 
made Belgium an independent kingdom, no one seems to 
have given much attention to the relative merits of the 
languages, but since then the Flemish have never ceased to 
fight for the supremacy of their language, and the feet that 
the Catholics have been in power for the last twenty-seven 
years has helped them to get rather more than their rights. 
But the results of the recent communal elections, in which 
the combined Liberals and Socialists scored many notable 
victories over the Catholics, seem to foreshadow the certain 
defeat of the Government at the General Elections this 
year, and if the new alliance holds together there will pro¬ 
bably be a reaction in favour of the Walloons. 

If the language question stood alone, no doubt a suitable 
compromise would be found; but party politics are as 
unreasonable in Belgium as elsewhere, and a supporter of 
French culture against Flemish simplicity will probably 
find himself pledged to a party that is bound to placate the 
Socialists and to wage a bitter campaign against the Catholic 
Church. It will always be only too easy for unscrupulous 
politicians in Belgium to win notoriety by fomenting the 
differences between the two races, and an Education Bill 
that will please both parties has already become impossible. 
Certainly Mr. Boulger is not taking too grave a view of cir¬ 
cumstance when he writes that this struggle “ may be 
pregnant with the gravest consequences to Belgium’s 
future.” 

It is difficult to see what the end will be, but it may be 
noted that the industrial growth of Belgium is all in favour 
of the anti-clericals, aud that probably in the long run the 
Catholics will have to put up with a permanent loss of poli¬ 
tical power. Belgian pessimists prophesy that the country 
will ultimately be divided between France and Germany, 
but a more reasonable division would restore the Flemish 
provinces to Holland. As a matter of fact. - 
likely to lose its independence as little 
than it is anywhere else. ^^^tfmgaslife there is cheaper 
does not wish to MjU^^Even the least patriotic Belgian 
Army, aj '^C\kfior German Dreadnouy hts or the French 
to dh© may be trusted to sacrifice his racial passions 

rffong his happy immunity from such burdens, 
aturally, in a volume with so wide a scope Mr. Boulger 

has not mnch room to spare for the consideration of 
Belgian literature, but the chapter entitled “ Literature and 
Journalism ” might easily have been made a little longer. 
Belgian literature is interesting because it narrates, or 
rather expresses, the conflict between Flemish sentimentality 
and French materialism, but judged by results it is a little 
disappointing. Belgium has produced Hendrik Conscience, 
who is here called the Flemish Scott, who wrote in his 
mother tongue, and is hardly to be read by a generation that 
does not read Scott; Camille Lemonnier,a Walloon, who has 
written one masterpiece, “ Un Male,” and about eighty other 
books of no special significance ; Emile Verhaeren, the poet, 
a Fleming who knows no Flemish, whose work is of course 
familiar to our readers ; a number of very interesting minor 
poets : Charles Van Lerberghe, Albert Giraud, Max Elskamp, 
Fernand SSveriu, and the rest; one or two good modern 
novels, such as “ A L’Ombre des Saules,” by Abel Torcy, and 
“ Le CcBur de Francois Remy,” by Edmond Gleseuer, and 
that is all. Maeterlinck is of Flemish birth, but Belgium 
must compete with other countries for the honour of having 
produced a writer so derivative. ^ 

We do not know how Mr. Boulger can find it in his heart 
to praise the Belgian newspapers, mere commercial ra:» 
engaged in the publication of advertisements and • 
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embitterment of politics, almost wholly illiterate and lacking 
in general culture, and failing lamentably in their task of 

reporting the news of the world. It is only necessary to 
compare the Belgian newspapers with snch a paper as the 

Paris Journal to realise their shortcomings, and the French 
daily papers circulate freely in Brussels in consequence. 
Fortunately Belgians buy their newspapers far more than 
they read them. The cinematograph theatre really takes the 
place of the newspaper in all the larger towns, and the 
gradual development of this form of entertainment is very 

significant. 
We have not left ourselves much space in which to deal 

with the many other interesting points raised in this book. 
Mr. Boulger’s criticism of the Army is very just, and though 
the newspapers are now suggesting various reforms, the 
general opinion is that Belgium would bo unable to prevent 
Germany from invading her theoretically neutral territory 

in the event of a war with France. In the same way it is 
felt that the lack of a Fleet will make it difficult in the long 
run for Belgium to keep the Congo. Mr. Boulger gives high 
praise to the Belgian schools, and doubtless it is merited ; 
but it must be admitted that a vast amount of time is 
wasted in trying to teach little Walloons to speak that 

dubious patois Flemish. 
In the event of another edition being called for—and we 

do not doubt that it will be—a few small alterations might 
be made. A word should be said of modern Belgian 

architects, who are building some very fine houses in 
Brussels. There is a misprint in the figures giving the value 
of eggs on page 126; Montjoie is now lit by gas and freely 
visited by Belgian motor-cars. But, on the whole, Mr. 
Boulger has written a very interesting and reliable book, 

and in placing it on our shelves we feel that we shall often 

have occasion to refer to it again. 

THE STUDY OF HISTORY 

A History of England for Schools, with Documents, Problems, 

Frazeb, M.A. Pw^M. W. Keatinge, M.A., and N. L. 

«««}, ^ ' A. and C. Black. 2s. 6d. 

These volumes have been prepared on a new pnn 
response to a number of history teachers and in. 
inspectors who were anxious to see history taught on lin&J 
suggested in another treatise. The main facts of English 
history are first giveu in somewhat condensed paragraphs, 
furnished with neat and sufficient maps, but not illustrated. 
Then follow genealogical tables; then come selected docu¬ 
ments, 273 in number, with “ Problems and Exercises ” in 
the form of 340 questions based on the documents. No 
attempt has been made to deal with literature. It can well 
be imagined that it has been a task of extreme difficulty to 
present in two small volumes a fairly comprehensive narra¬ 
tive of English history and a collection of documents illus¬ 
trative of all the more important events between 55 b.c. and 
the present day, with the additional matter just mentioned. 
The continuous narrative emphasises and deals iu fair detail 
with the principal movements, bringing into promineuce the 
continuity in the development of England’s history. The 
length of the narrative varies inversely with the extent of 
the documents corresponding to each portion. 

The new principle introduced consists in the presence of 
the documents and the provision of problems and exercises 
upon them which distinguish this school history from its 
predecessors. As in other sciences changes in the method of 
instruction have aimed at making the pupil himself work 
instead of merely reproducing the teacher's words, so iu this 
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history the object is to provide matter for the pupil to 
handle and manipulate. The documents, chosen from 
different sources, are considered to lend themselves readily 
to problems that call forth a good deal of ingenuity, or lead 
to the estimation of evidence; the harder exercises are 
framed to guide the pupil to the understanding and apprecia¬ 
tion of historical method. The extracts have been tested 
with classes of varying age and type; they are primarily 
intended for the “ secondary stage,” but are held to be no 
less suitable for the upper standards in elementary schools. 
Reference is made to a companion volume of “ English 
History Illustrated from Original Sources,” containing a 

more compendious collection of documents. 

The experiment of treating history for use in schools in 
the manner above indicated is more than interesting: it may 
have considerable effect upon the future methods of instruc¬ 
tion. The question of method can only be settled by 
practical application. The point that suggests itself is 
whether some of the documents are not too hard, in their 
subjects as well as their language, for even secondary schools. 
But they are so numerous that it will be possible to graduate 
the pupil’s course from the easier to the more abstruse. For 
instance, some of the statutes quoted are of the stiffest form 
of legal documents. It would require a trained lawyer to 
understand properly those setting forth the Acts of 
Supremacy and Uniformity, the Labour Ordinance, Wages 
fixed by Parliament, Quia Emptores, Magna Carta (in extenso), 
Mortmain, De Tallagio non concedendo, the Encouragement 
of Shipping, De Haeretico Comburendo, Treason, for the 
Maintenance of the Navy, the Poor-law, the Act for the 
Union of Great Britain and Ireland, the Reform Act. There ~ : 
are unattractive and hard extracts from the Domesday lN ,a 1 
Book, some of Stubbs’ Charters (e.gf., the Constitutions of hun that j ~ 

Clarendon), the Chartist Petition ; there are selections from ^ ! ** 
Bede’s Ecclesiastical History, and others from ‘‘Ancient 7;r, ' 10 its mouth. 

Laws and Institutes.” They may repel the young pupil, 
though they may interest the teacher and the historian of 
riper years. The pupil will turn gladly to The Murder of -- 
Thomas A Becket, Richard the First’s Crusade, the Battles, ^ . - ptfeioo for geaermlL 
Personal Matters, the Armada, the Bloody Assize, the Letter 
of Invitation to the Prince of Orange, Lord Clive s Letters 
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FOUR GREAT 1*^ENCHMEN 

The French Ideal: Pascal, Fenehn, olhvr Kstays. By 

Madamk D UCLA lx (A. Mary F. RoViusou). Witb p0r- 

traits. (Chapman and Hall. 7s. net.) 

Mmb. Duclaux has given us, under the ti^e Gf “The French 
Ideal,” two interesting and original f&tudies of Pascal and 
F enelon, and two shorter essays on a Buffon and Lamartine 
Even if, on second thoughts, we ar^ar disposed to question the 
originality of her performance—wwe are not sure if we could 
point to anything specifically nOtew in judgment*—we can 
claim for the writer a still high'iv * hut of sympathy. 
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Mem. DucIahi has 4 style that we would describe, with no dis¬ 
courteous intention, as “ gashing but its source is enthu¬ 
siasm. The somewhat oddly-expressed opening sentences give 
the keynote at once—" None of the great French classics is 
■0 naar to os, so dear to us, as Pascal. We love them all.” 
This pronouncement is evidently true as regards the 
wtkoress of the present work, but we are left rather in 
doubt &£ to the precise significance of the first person plural. 
If it is meant to include the majority of English readers we 
feel that it results in rather a daring statement. The French 
classical school is one of the last things an English student 
learns to appreciate. JCechylus and Euripides, Goethe and 
Schiller come home to ns much more readily than Corneille 
or Racine. Pascal is a personage on whom we often enter¬ 
tain the most wildly inaccurate views ; Bossuet and Fenelon 
are airy, unsubstantial figures, who only gain some sort of 
consistency when they are brought together for purposes 
of contrast. Few Englishmen have read them, though 

Telcmaque” figures in many libraries. Moliere alone, 
though we may perhaps add La Fontaine, has a separate 
existence this side of the Channel, and Moli&re is not, we 
jadge, a good representative of the “ French Ideal ” as 
interpreted by Mrne. Duclaux. 

The title is the most puzzling thing about the book. We 
»re far from denying that it is a good title. It is indeed an 
xbnirable one, but it is rather inadequately explained. The 
title-page contains, indeed, a hint—“ Vivre glnereusemenfc’’— 
wd a quotation from Baudelaire; but after that, with no 
Introduction to guide os, we were left for a long time 
wondering what formula could be made to include Buffon 
tnd Fenelon, Buffon and Lamartine. The naturalist is, in 
hct, the stumbling-block, and it is in the essay on him that 
we find the solution of the difficulty. “ Buffou became 
Bdfon because the book (taking the bit in its mouth, so 
to speak) ran away with its author’s convictions, and 
appeared at last as no mere annals or journal of observations, 
buti magnificent inconclusive epic, ‘De NaturA Rerum.’ ” 
Tkw the great French quality is the passion for generalisa- 
ItoD. the “great curiosity.” 

The French ideal of Madame Duclaux is a Janus, facing 
wtb ways—towards the future and the pa9t. She lays 
tews on the fact that Pascal and Fine Ion were gentlemen, 
“d that, while they were both bailders, they both also 
believed in the solidity of the foundations, and had no mind 
to tamper with them. Flnelon, who was a “ practical 
f*jlitjria:i in at least one sense, for he educated an heir to 
tbe throne, though Louis XIV. held decided opinions about 

«practicalness of the tutor, is the special embodiment of 
the bebef in tradition. Though hailed by the Jacobins as a 
*P®toal ancestor, no modern ever expressed a more con- 

preference for a patriarchal, even feudal, basis for 
are irresistibly reminded of the pageant of 

f luby m “ Piers Plowman,” another Tory-Democrafc 
'^infestation, born out of dne time:— 

Than com me there a king, knigthood him ladde, 
of the comunes made him to regne. 

°e fenelon of this book is a fine portrait, but Madame 
does not find it necessary, in order to exalt her 
to degrade his rival, Bossuet; the latter is judged 

some sternness, bnt with essential justice. The chief 
,Q the essay on Pascal would seem to be to refute the 

flotation at the head of it—“ C’etoit uu ramasseur de 
grilles. The author of the “Pensees ” is shown as a being 
0 * Qtfflost consistency, finding out the truth about Nature 
„ . experiment. The life and works of Pascal were 

fragments,” bat they piece together into a 
wrhole. And no one has demonstrated it better 

lh«k<iame Duclaux. 

SHORTER REVIEWS 
The Fauna of British India, including Ceylon and Burmah: 

Freshwater Sponges, Hydroids, and Polyzoa. By N. 

Annandale, D.Sc. Illustrated. (Taylor and Francis.) 

This is another excellent volume of the series dealing with 
the Fauna of the British Possessions in the East, which, 
under the capable editing of Dr. Shipley, F.R.S., of Christ’s 
College, Cambridge, is doing so much to co-ordinate and 
develop the knowledge of Nature in many branches. This 
volume, the first of the series written entirely in India, is 
the work of Dr. Nelson Annandale, the Superintendent of 
the Indian Museum at Calcutta, who deserves great credit 
for his labours and their outcome. He acknowledges the 
assistance he has received from the zoological literature 
available in Calcutta libraries; he has evidently found 
“ happy hunting-grounds ” in the tanks and waters of 
Calcutta and the neighbourhood, but he has also, with the 
permission of the Museum Trustees, travelled widely in 
India and taken proper advantage of his unrivalled oppor¬ 
tunities for research. The book itself is a model of syste¬ 
matic arrangement, as a glance at the table of contents 
shows. The glossary of scientific terms attached to each of 
the three parts is very serviceable, but it can hardly be said 
that all the difficult scientific words are explained in popular 
language ; perhaps this would be impossible. Most people 
would open this book with an apprehension of dulness, but 
Dr. Annandale has made it attractive, even to a non¬ 
scientist: portions of the introductions, the biological 
sections, and the histories of the study of each of the groups 
treated are so interesting as to carry away the reader in 
spite of the hard words which have to be swallowed whole 
or skipped. 

This volume deals in three parts with the freshwater 
sponges (the Spongillidce), the Hydridce (the freshwater 
polyps of the Class Hydrozoa), and the freshwater Polyzoa 
(a class of a great division of the auimal kingdom). It gives 
an unusually full account of the life history and bionomics of 
these invertebrate creatures, their structures, nutrition, 
reproduction, Ac. The general idea is, probably, that the 
only sponge commonly known and used at the bath is a 
vegetable : but sponges are now universally admitted to be 
animals, with their definite position in the animal kingdom. 
Homer mentions the uses of the bath-sponge and its peculiar 
structure 41 with many holes,” but the study of this and other 
branches of Natural History commenced less than three 
hundred years ago, and has really advanced only in modern 
times. We are tempted to extract some of the most striking 
passages, but must refrain and refer the reader to Dr 
Annandale’s exhaustive work in these groups, which are 
important in their way, though a visitor to a museum may 
hurry past them as being dull. The author acknowledges 
the accuracy of delineation in the figures drawn by the 
Indian draughtsmen, which merits praise. The hints on the 
preparation of specimens will make the volume practically 
useful to all collectors. 

If utilitarians scoff at the production of such works it 
must be maintained that the pursuit of all scientific know¬ 
ledge should be persevered in, though the application of the 
knowledge acquired may not be immediately evident. 

Deesidc. Painted by William Smith, Jun. Described by 

Rouert Anderson. (A. and C. Black. 7s. 6d. net.) 

In the order of importance assigned by the announcement of 
most “colour” volumes the artist comes stepping briskly 
and haughtily first, the writer follows meekly as though 
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recognising tbat he is a rather necessary nuisance, and the 
bashful publisher, hat in hand, hand on heart, brings up the 
rear, overwhelmed with the responsibility of introducing 
6uch a brilliant double-star to the wondering world. In this 
case the honours must be equally shared, for the artist has 
done well—he has captured some of the Bplendid, sombre 
effect uf the mountains which cradle the most famous 
Scottish river, and has given very truly the cool colourings 
of the wider waters nearer its entrance to the busy sea. 
Only in one or two instances (such as the picture of the 
Falls of Muick and the too vivid Bridge of Invercauld) 
could we wish the text unillustrated. 

The author has succeeded in gathering plentiful informa¬ 
tion concerning the many notable spots which are likely to 
hold the traveller's interest along the course of the stream. 
Perhaps the best chapters are those on the sources of the 
Dee and the Aberdeenshire Highlands, and the section 
describing the progress from Invercauld to Balmoral; but 
most of the pages bear matter to hold the reader's pleasant 
attention. We have seen many “ colour-books ” of which so 
much could not truthfully be said. And therefore the third 
party to this agreement, the publisher, is to be praised also 
for adding to his list a valuable and handsome guide to those 
who wander near the u silver city by the sea.” 

Short Play* for Small Stages. By Cosmo Hamilton. (Skeffing- 

ton and Son. 2s. net.) 

Lovers of amateur theatricals who endeavour to reproduce 
with their limited “ properties,” scenery, room, and equip¬ 
ment the fine effects obtained in the theatre must often 
have been bothered in their search for suitable themes. Too 
frequently the so-called “ plays ” written purposely for them 
are poor in quality, amounting merely to a rather pointless 
short story cast into conversational form, lacking climax or 
dramatic effect; and if by good luck they find a telling play 
it will probably need far more in the way of accessories 
than they can comfortably manage. In this booklet five 
capital little one-act plays are gathered, quite varied in their 
subjects, and all, as might be expected from one so expe¬ 
rienced in the methods of the theatre as Mr. Hamilton, full 

of life and “ go.” 

We like best the three centre plays—“Toller’s Wife,” 
which has an ingenious plot and would stage very effectively ; 
•“ Why Cupid Came to Earl's Court,” and “ St. Martin’s 
Summer;’’the last one, “ Soldiers’ Daughters,” ends with 
a rather heavy sentimental touch. There is, however, 
nothing dreary in any of them, and their success will 
depend on the actor's ; if they fail to rouse the enthusiasm of 
the audience it will not be the author’s fault. They require 
no elaborate settings, and may be performed in public, we 
note, for a small fee. 

The Dutch Republic and the American Revolution. By 

Friedrich Edler, M.Dipl., Ph.D. (The Johns Hopkins 

Press, Baltimore, U.S.A. $1.) 

Books without number have been written upon and about 
the American Revolution, and one would have thought that 
no aspect of that epoch-marking event had escaped con¬ 
sideration and treatment at the hands of the historical 
writer. Yet it seems that the connection between the 
Dutch Republic and the Revolution has been hitherto almost 
entirely overlooked. Dr. Edler has set himself the task of 
remedying this defect, and he does so in the form of one of 
the well-known historical brochures of the Johns Hopkins 
University to the extent of 252 pages. Dr. Edler enters 
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very fully into his task. He sketches very carefully the 
change in the attitude of the United Provinces towards this 
country, a change which culminated in the outbreak of war. 
At first England and Holland stood almost in the position 
of allies, but the latter State was lent by political divisions 
and it was only a party, as it happened the one in power, 
which was friendly disposed towards this country. The 
friendship thus rested on insecure foundations, and the 
breach when it ultimately arrived could hardly have caused 
much surprise. To students of American history, for whom 
Dr. Edler's work is primarily intended, it will prove of con¬ 
siderable value ; to English students interested in the period 
of which the brochure treats it should be hardly less useful. 

The Emir of Bokhara and hid Country. By Profess*>K 

O. Olufsen. Illustrated. (Wm. Heinemann. 21s. net ) 

Professor Olufsen has contributed to Central Asian know¬ 
ledge in a previous book, and here again we find him stating 
the conditions of life among an almost unknown people, 
describing their architecture, dress, tribal distinctions and 
habits, dabbling in archaeology, pausing by the wayside to 
tabulate the flora of the country, studying the mineralogy, 
keeping a widely opened eye for the psychological peculiarities 
of the people with whom he is thrown in contact—and 
telling of all these things in a quiet manner which reduces 
them to the level of everyday happenings. It is only after 
a pause for thought over the work that one realises the 

immense amount of observation and tabulation which this 
book records; the detached, impersonal way in which the 
story of a great work is told obscures the worker somewhat, 

for he never obtrudes himself. The volume concerns Khi\ a, 

Bokhara, and its Emir—never Professor Olufsen. 

There are slips occasionally in the English of the work, 
but they may pass, for this is scarcely a book to read for 
pure amusement’s sake ; it is of solid, authoritative qu&lit), 
a detailed acoouut of the life of a primitive people, such a6 

civilisation will either sweep or reform away in the course 
of a few more years—even from Central Asia. The illus¬ 
trations, mainly from photographs by the author, are almost 
as interesting as tho text, and would have been of quite 
equal interest had they been allotted positions opposite to 

the matter they concern. 

FICTION 

The Wind Bluiceth. By Marion Mole. (Audrew Melrose, Ob.) 

Thanks to au uuattractive and misleading title, we were 

some time in becoming aware that Miss Marion Mole s book 
was not a republished serial story, but an emotional narra¬ 

tive of considerable power and a gallery of quite clever 
portraits. As the story runs, Philip Halcombe, an imagi¬ 
native and gipsy-like child, hated by his father, is deserted 
by a Roman Catholic sister, who becomes a nun, and left to 
the upbringing of a young Anglican clergyman. His 
guardian, out of respect to the sister, whom be loved, makes 

no attempt to influence his charge religiously, and Philip 
grows up much as he pleases in the matter of a creed. 
Events separate him presently from the clergyman, now 
married to a foolish and jealous wife, and send him back to 
his native cathedral town. There he comes upon and lives 
with his father, a helpless paralytic, nursed all alone in a 
dismantled house by a “queer card” called Jimmy, a 
cheerful and inspiriting person when he is sober, lu this 
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atmosphere Philip’s lack of allegiance to any particular creed 
ii still more emphasised. On reaching manhood, after the 
death of his father, an esthetic strain in him leads him 
upon the stage. There follows a long and lather puzzling 
lore affair with a leading lady, a half imperious, half clinging 
altogether pathetic and untrustworthy sort of woman, not at 
all suitable as the intellectual educator of a young man of 
mibility. Jimmy comes in presently, and proves to be her 
husband. Philip turns tragic over the disclosure, returns 
home once more, and lives for a time with his old friends, 
the Bishop and his sister. But the actor's instinct calls him 
again aud takes him, much to the Bishop's disgust, into 
the Congregational Church, where he wages wax* upon the 
snobbishness and Pharisaism of a provincial town com¬ 
munity. As a last trial the French girl who had been the 
Untaliser of his boyhood meets him and steals his heart. 
This problem is complicated by the arrival of Jimmy and 
the actress, both in dire need of his spiritual aid; the effect 
of the two ladies upon Philip's congregation provides a good 
deal of amusement. In the end he overcomes his love and 
■STfc his difficult goal. Certainly the French lady would 
not hare been an ideal wife for a Congregational minister. 

All this is very fine and subtle in its way. Philip is 
decidedly a person whom one could imagine oneself meet¬ 
ing, and there are many characters as lifelike in the book. 
Tbe story is full, perhaps too fnlJ, of incident, a richness 
permitted and encouraged by Miss Mole's vague and allusive 
methods of creating her scenes. The latter trait produces 
id effect of thinness which is the specific fault of the story. 
1! Mia Mole could have erected the framework of her story 
bimply sod strongly and clearly, instead of flickering to and 
ho, a she has done, in a very feminine and discursive 
manner, her hook would have been far more striking. 

adverbs both betray Miss Sedgwick's admiration for the 
great writer. “ So accurately and solidly wrong," to quote 
only one of many examples, is a phrase which might have 
come straight from the author of “The Golden Bowl." We 
hope that Miss Sedgwick will continue to write books in a 
similar vein to this one. 

Title. By Anne Douglas Sedgwick. (Edward Arnold. 6s.) 

Isu Tacts ” we have the gradual unfolding of two utterly 
distinct and different personalities. There is the great 
artist, Madame Okraska, a woman pampered and spoilt from 
bar jouth op, selfish, egotistical, domineering, yet who can 
wnpei the greatest adoration, the most implicit trust and 
(he whole-hearted love of both men and women. In contrast 
<3Duieo the little foundling, Karen, who is to Madame Okraska 
w in adopted daughter. She is gentle, pliant, docile, and 
always willing and anxious to slink into the background in 
order that Tante, as she calls her guardian, shall be more 
admired and more sought after. She is never tired of singing 
^r praises and extolling her virtues, and wishes to be 
taAed upon as the insignificant satellite existing only to 
revoke around its sun. Even when love oomes to her and 

is united to & man who cares for her dearly, the glamour 
^ Tauite is still over her, and failing to bring her husband to 
r*?inl her guardian through her own rosy spectacles, she 
jfcfw him, rushes down to Cornwall and throws herself on 
-w ^uirdian’s protection. It is here that the spell is 
token and awakening comes. We must not divulge 
the manner in which this awakening takes place. The 

is terrible in its intensity, and all the harder to bear as 
ktfen feels that she has lost her husband's love and respect 
*ur eTer. Thanks to the intervention of a Mrs. Taloott, ji 

kcold lady who has lived with Madame Okraska all her 
nutters are straightened out to the satisfaction of at 

*wne of the parties concerned. 

k ia no complicated plot that the author has given us. 
^•erest centres in the working out of the details of the 
t^tac^r of each person .in the book. We are again and 

of the methods of Henry James. The 
cboceingof the adjectives »pd the grouping of the 
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Michael. By Eveltn Babber. (Marray and Evenden. 6s.) 

W e have here a story so slender in form and so devoid of 
any great or deep interest that it is strange that it should 
have been thought worthy of beiug placed between the 

|' covers of a six-shilling novel. It is what might be termed a 
mild book. There is a hero, a heroine, a man who passes 

. for the villain, but who is not very deeply versed in his part, 
. two maiden ladies—one sweet tempered, the other irascible 
and afraid of mice—and a very mild clergyman. The heroine 
refuses to marry the hero because he plays cards, although 
she is in no way a Puritan herself, and enjoys a ball with 
the best of them. A dispute with regard to the ownership 
of some property completes the list of complications, and 
serves to show the hero in the eyes of the heroine as a 
truly noble fellow. Added to thiB asset is the fact that he 
has relinquished card-playing for a lieutenancy in the Boys' 
Brigade ; so that meeting the heroine in a cave they swear 
eternal fidelity, and we conclude that every one lives happily 
ever after. 

We do not remember to have seen any previous book 
bearing the name of Miss Evelyn Barber. We therefore 
conclude that this is her first venture ia the realms of fiction. 
We would suggest that before making a second attempt it 
would be as well for her to undertake a thorough course of 
reading, devoting herself to some of the recognised works of 
comparatively modem fiction. She will thus learn a great 
deal more about the inner weaving of plots and situations 
than she appears to know at present. 

The Busbury People. By Arthur Ransom. (Stephen Swift 

and Co. 6s.) 

Bosdukt is a village in some part of the Midlands, and it 
possesses a model squire, Sir Samuel Boulder, aud a very 
clangorous three-way crossing at the bottom of a hill. Three 
cyclists come down the three roads and meet violently at the 
bottom. Sir Samuel comes along, and takes the three home 
to bo cured of their injuries by his sister. They prove to be 
a High Church priest, a Nonconformist minister, aud an 
Agnostic, but they are good fellows aud do not quarrel in 
the least. As they are getting well, enter the local doctor 
(religion uncertain) and the local parson (not so High as the 
Anglican cyclist). Enter a little later the three daughters 
of Sir Samuel, compelled to return home by a happy 
accident. Enter next a few villagers, a publican, an old 
philosopher, a slumming lady, her hypocrite son, and a lord. 
All these folk provide among them plenty of religion, 
worldly wisdom, love making, social satii’e, and village 
humours. The story is perhaps slight, but it gives Mr. 
Ransom, who, by the way, is an octogenarian, full oppor- 
tuuity to show a cheerful aud kindly, yet thoughtful, view 
of life. We cannot deny that to some minds his pages may 
seem to lack the quality, or defect, of excitement; but who 
can help admiring this gentleman, who in his old age, 
instead of brooding over the fire, sits down to the deter¬ 
mined labour of fiction, and calmly and easily expresses the 
wisdom of his longlife in one of the most toilsome of literary 
forms ? 

Original from 
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to imitate the movements of the Empire corps dc ballet 
“ Where the Rainbow Ends ” is a shrewd enough mixture of 
good things to deserve to become perennial, as no doubt it 
will. 

Of the mixture at the Aldwych Theatre, “ The Golden 
Land of Fairy Tales,” it is impossible to write with any 
enthusiasm. The idea of giving a set of well-known 
nursery-stories in condensed form is a good one, but it is 
here carried out with such a poverty of imagination, and 
with dialogue so bald and commonplace, that not one of the 
Tales charms either the eye or the ear. Except for the 
music of Heinrich Bert£, which is ambitious and sometimes 
excellent, the whole production is shoddy and provincial. 
The dresses are stamped with the label of the pantomime 
and the scenery is old-fashioned. The grown-up actors are 
inefficient, except the one who plays the cat and the hull- 
dog, and who was responsible for the only laughter in the 
piece. What would happen to it but for three of the 
cleverest little actresses in London—Mary Glynn, Florrie 
Lewis and Elise Craven—it is not difficult to imagine. 
To watch and listen to the latter is to enjoy a quite uncom¬ 
mon sensation. In little Miss Elise Craven there is the 
most self-assured, highly-mannered, theatre-hardened 
ballarina assoluta of which the stage of any country can 
boast. Her airs and graces, her imperious and impatient 
glances at the conductor, her carefully-arranged smile, her 
amusement at the poor efforts of others, her well-thought- 
out attitudes, her rapture and soulfulness, the play of her 
hands, her manner of acknowledging applause—in which she 
conveys a sort of apology for her heaven-born genius and a 

suggestion that she cannot holp being aware of the fact that 
she is even more utterly and amazingly beautiful an 
brilliant than ever, are unique. She is really not so clever 
as many other little girls. Her personality is not so like¬ 
able. She is made up to the tips of her eyelashes, 
little arms are plastered with white stuff and her finger 
nails tipped with red. She wears bangles and rings. &10 
is like a little middle-aged woman who has danced in every 

I city in the world and discovered en route all the secrete o 
life; but it is her supreme preciosity and assurance t at 
make her a person at whom to marvel and laugh. 

is supposed to be Snowdrop 

at the Aldwych ; and the ever-young 44 Peter Pan,” at the 
Duke of York’s. It is not worth while to give any sort of I 
consideration to the pantomine at Drury Lane under the sub¬ 

heading of this article. 
A genuine effort has been made by Mrs. Clifford and Mr. 

Reginald Owen, who are responsible, we understand, for 
“ Where the Rainbow Ends,” to write a play which is neither 
above nor beneath the intelligence of children. The authors, 
following the example of many others, have not relied very 
much on their own powers of invention. They have, indeed, 
made a sort of rechauffe of other people’s ideas with which 
we are all familiar, added a large slice of patriotism and a 
soupfon of sentiment, and served up a very appetising dish. 
Having decided to imitate, they have been wise enough 
not to endeavour to improve upon their chosen formula. They 
have not interpolated into their story any solos or duets for 
the youngsters who carry on the play with such contagious 
enjoyment. They content themselves with a running accom¬ 
paniment of music which, here and there, does a good deal 
to stir the imagination. Their one obvious and lamentable 
mistake is to have included in the cast two such vulgar, 
effete, and unfunny characters as the wicked uncle and aunt. 
44 Peter Pan ” has Captain Hook—a dreadful and delightful 
person. It appeared necessary, therefore, to include a bad 
man in 44 Where the Rainbow Ends.” Mrs. Clifford and Mr. 
Owen must whip out this pantomime person and his silly, 
unlife-like wife before next Christmas. We believe in 
Hook. He and his terrible band belong to history. Every 
healthy boy has at one period of his life been eagerly ready 
to sign on w ith the bloodthirsty pirate captain. The whip- 
cracking, jerky uncle with nonconformist whiskers, who ties 
children to trees so that they may be eaten by wolves, has 
no place in the child’s portrait-gallery of very real people. 

For the rest there is little to cavil at. The two sailor- 
boys have the right healthy note. St. George, with his 
silver armour and his inimitable gift of turning up at the 
nick of time, is an inspiring and beautiful person. The 
mother, who w-anders by the sea in search of her lost 
children, is one of whom any child would be proud. The 
poor, scraggy father is of just as little accouut and cuts just 
as poor a figure as the other father—Mr. Darling, of the 
Duke of York’s Theatre. We love the faithful animal, 
however, almost as much as we lovo the dog of Wendy’s 
nursery, and the final fight between St. George and the Bad 
Spirit is not much less exciting than the great battle on the 
pirate’s ship. The 44 Blue Bird ” parentless children in the 
last scene look so charming that we forgive them because 
they lead up to the beautiful tableau of the Tan&hauser 
Swan-boat upon which the curtain falls. 

44 Where the Rainbow Ends ” owes a big debt of gratitude 
to its small actors. Their belief in the story is tremeudous. 
They carry it ou with such conviction, such enjoyment, and 
such unconscious art, that they take their audience with 
them. The sprite must have been the child of moonlight 
and running water, and is an altogether delicious, elusive, 
mischievous, inhuman thing—a miniature Pavlova, a tiny 
Gen£e, a homoeopathic Pauline Chase. The play is produced 
with many nice touches of imagination, although the chil¬ 
dren’s dances are peculiarly poor and ordinary. Miss Ina 
Pelly should have been called in to arrange this very 

" en we shoul(L have 
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the Aldwrych Theatre she 
Imagine the incongruity. She ought to have been cast ror 

some exotic hothouse flower. J, 
It is a little sad to find that although Peter I an s I 1 

and rightly refuses to grow up, Wendy has grow n out o 
resemblance to a little girl. It is disappointing to n 
Slightly Soiled in the hands of an actor whose name is no 

Bascombe, and it is most annoying to miss mauy of the* 
lines of the play owing to the loudness of the band, 
found the incidental music a nuisance nearly always. A] 

from Hook’s song and the shadow-dauct. it is noisy, comn 

place stuff, quite unworthy of the play.1 And what a chance 
a composer had for writing whimsiYlfcl, alluring 
There are many new people in 44 Peter Pan.” Au intel igen 
and most attractive little boy now- plays Michael l)ar “8* 
The twins are in the hands of two eharr!^nK girls, one o 
whom dances the pillow dance to] 0 . 
Clark somehow just misses the tnie note of 9»Ptaiu . , iN,j 
which was caught by Mr. du Maur He Is 0 .°° 
human, too substantial, too aware of the fao$ 
good things to say. He gives an imitation oflthe old 
of w hom wo read in Mrs. Calvert’s book, and ■forces e'er^* 
thing. t ^ 

Miss Pauline Chase is very badly handiP^PP®^ ^ V 
unconquerable American accent; otherwj#*® shc r',iu^ 
within a hundred miles of Peter ever; !5n0VV 
Her appeal to the audience to save Tinker Jr 8 ^ V t ^ 
for nothing, partly by reason ok j Jtttdne** of ‘a important part of the production, and 

l real t-prites instep angular | 
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feeling that the lines require. There are a dozen actresses 
ia London who ooold play the part better, and there is one 
joung actor, Mr. Bobbie Andrews. The play wonld be even 
better than it is, if possible, if Peter Pan were given to a 
boy Mr. Reginald Lucas, in his “ Cheerful Day*,” makes 
the astounding statement that “ it is a silly pose to affect 
delight in what is only a play for children.” He might as 
well say that it is a sign of insanity to like the perfnme of 
the rose because it is a woman's flower. 44 I hear men,” he 
adds, “professing delight in * Peter Pan.' It Bee ms to me 
that they must take after the hero - they have never grown 
op. There is nothing in it but the mechanism of make- 
believe; no trne humour, no beautiful idea, no profitable 
teaching. It is simply children at play with fairies." 
Poor Mr. Reginald Lucas! There is something frightfoUy 
uuemic and pedantic about his point of view that he finds it 
* a silly pose ” to enjoy anything as a man that would have 
appealed to him as a child. Or does he imagine that it is 
ristly clever to affect superiority P The odd thing is 
that this children’s play is already eight years old, and will 
be as much alive as it is to-day long after Mr. Lucas' cheer¬ 
ful days have oome to a much-regretted end. 

MUSIC 
STYLE IN MUSICAL ART* 

A book on Musical Art by Sir Hubert Parry is as welcome 
u 1 great musical composition, and it is, perhaps, more 
ultable We can hear masterpieces almost every day, and 
*e are constantly asked to listen to new works and make 
ap oor minds if they are masterpieces or not. Clever writers 
ibound who seek to persuade ns to follow this path or that in 
Mmic’s labyrinth, and who would, if they could, obliterate 
the directions on the older guide-posts, so that the less well- 
fflstructed music-lover gets bewildered and doubtful of his 
own judgment Even the most cultivated audiences require 

their taste in repair, and when a guide with a strong 
bad and a clear vision, like Sir Hubert Parry, comes to 

advice, they will be wise if they place themselves 
unreservedly under his tuition. For he stands alone, in a 

by himself, among English writers on musical subjects. 
a “P^nce, in erudition, in breadth of view, in the largest 

oommon-sense, he has no rival; he has no “fad " to push, 
axe to grind; ” his jndgments are based on knowledge, 

aad ire delivered with the calm authority of the ripest 

i so that when he speaks, it is with a sense of relief 
|Utwe listen. We know that we shall hear words both 

and sane from onr director; we shall at once forget 
? c*c^k of Ihe critics,” and prepare to obey the motu 

°(0Qe d°®8 not in the least claim infallibility, 
* who is the nearest approach to a musical Pope that this 

^tion is likely to know. 

The book before us, which bears the title of “ Style in 

Art, is a series of studies founded on the lectures 
I * delivered by Sir Hubert Parry during his tenure 

•I * e ^ °f Music in Oxford University. It is for 
Boat part brilliantly written, though here and there one 

wrth passages capable of revision. On page 91, for 

lib ti, V*6 sarPrised to read “ The higher kinds of art, 
S^er luads of human beings, are more highly 

80 enakle them to effect more than such 

h^K ” Sometimes, too, we come across 

DOt CaS^ ttn^era^an^» M when Sir Hubert 
,1 common rule that men with a great sense of 

-1^_TC ^little to say, and that little poor in quality." 

V1^ H- f“rf- Bart 
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He is, of course, justified in laying down the proposition 
that “ no amonnt of ingenuity in the manipulation of the 
scheme of presentment can raise commonplace thoughts to 
a high place among the great manifestations of art," but he 
surely overstates the case when he sweeps the great masters 

of style into the limbo of the mediocrities. 
We confess also to surprise at the constantly recurring 

mention of Brahms as among the greater immortals, 
while no allusion of any kind is made to his great con¬ 
temporary C&ar Franck. Indeed the absence of a chapter 
on the more recent developments of musical art in 
France is the only serious cause for regret that we have 
been conscious of in regard to Sir Hubert's extraordi¬ 
narily wise and complete book. There is probably no page in 
it which is not adorned by some trenchant and illuminating 
remark, some vigorous and often subtly humorous summing 
up of a subject which we have read over again for sheer 
delight in the thought and the manner of its expression. 
But we do not mean to imply that the merit of the book 
consists mainly in its forcible obiter dicta. Sir Hnbert tells 
us that “ the social conditions of our time do not invite the 
large conceptions, the deliberate processes, the splendid, 
coherent, spacious designs of Bach and Beethoven—what 
they demand is 4 moments.'" He has, indeed, given us 
many delightful 44 moments " in his book, but he has also 
given us a book of large conception, of deliberate process, 
and coherent design. He begins by explaining how the 
44 primary basis of style in music are the capabilities and 
limitations of the means employed to produce sound," so 
that the style of music for voices differs from that for 
organs; the style for the pianoforte, which cannot sustain tone 
as the organ does, must differ from that for organs, and so 
on. Six chapters are not too many in which this point is 
elucidated—that the test of style is the44 consistent adaptation 
of the materials of art or literature to the conditions of 
presentment." Sir Hubert is pitiless about confusion of 
style. 44 Composers have often been unable to keep their 
minds free from the influences of other forms of art which 
had been devised for voices and other types of instruments, 
and parallels to this can be amply supplied in the ordinary 
affairs of life." A surprised shame will depress the owners 
of ten thousand newly-decorated drawing-rooms when they 
read one of the parallels: “It is so with the electric light. 
When it first came into use people had to adopt the forms 

and types of decoration which had been evolved for candles 
. . * and we sometimes even see such absurd confusion 
in the sense of style as an electric light stuck in the end of a 
sham candle made of china or glass." 

The influence of audiences upon style is next discussed. 
No mercy is shown to the baneful effects of “ commercial¬ 
ism " as it affects the taste of audiences, and Sir Hubert 
blazes with wrath at the type of music offered for the delec¬ 
tation of the poor at their music-halls. Once the British 
child had beautiful, healthy folksongs to sing, “ while the 
modern tunes, in which even the innocent little country 
urchin wallows as soon as he can toddle, represent all the 
brazen effrontery, the meanest grossness, the most hideous 
inanity and blatant repulsiveness which our queerly com¬ 
pounded humanity is heir to." Yet in the midst of his white 
anger at unworthy types of music Sir Hubert never forgets 
his main argument: “ When a man is invited to write for a 
music-hall or for the audiences of the average musical 
comedy, he would be ignoring an essential principle of style 
if he produced music which had the artistic qualities of 
Beethoven’s latest period or Bach's Goldberg Variations." 

The chapter on National Influences is so interesting that 
we wish it were much longer. “ Texture," in the con¬ 
sideration of which subject the author's knowledge of the 
art of painting supplies him with admirable illustrations, and 
“ Thematic Material" are dealt vrith at some length in five 
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chapters, which take for granted a certain amount of 
familiarity with technical terms on the part of the reader. 

The rest of the book, made up of chapters on “ The Sphere of 
Temperament,” “Theory and Academicism,” “Antitheses,” 
“ Realistic Suggestion,” and “ Quality,” can be read by any 
intelligent person without difficulty. Were we to yield to 
the almost overpowering temptation to quote freely from 
the good things with which these chapters sparkle, we 
should never be done. We will, however, take an extract 
at random as a specimen of Sir Hubert's manner:— 

Temperament appears to be a comparatively recent 
discovery: and like most most novelties which attract 
attention and become fashionable, it has been for a time a 
little too conspicuous, and people are possibly getting tired 
of it. It is in the same Category as heredity, and both of 
them have had heavier responsibilities laid upon them than 
they are fit to carry. But when things which have been 
fashionable are going out of fashion is just the moment for 
people who do not care the least whether a thing is fashion¬ 
able or not to consider whether their vogue was .purely a 
matter of fashion, or had more permanent and substantial 
foundations. 

We should like to conclude this brief sketch of what 
musical readers may find in this memorable book— 
a book to be bought by every music-lover, amateur or 
professional, and studied and pondered over—by saying 
that none of its great qualities are more conspicuous 
than its absolute fairness. Exoept, as we have said, 
that the modern French school is let alone, there is scarcely 
a composer of note whose work is not laid under contribu¬ 
tion for the purpose of illustration or argument, and that 
with constant open-mindedness, although we could have 
wished that the better side of Liszt's work had been alluded 
to. Towards the newer developments of such orchestral and 
operatic music as comes under his consideration Sir Hubert is 
always tolerant and judicial. There is an amusing comparison 
in the shrewd and stimulating eighth chapter of certain forms 
of present-day musical art with present-day features of “ demo¬ 
cratic utterancebut Sir Hubert’s attitude to “ music of 
the future” is well illustrated by such a sentence as this:— 
“ It is not much use to theorise on what art ought to be. 
The instinct of successive generations of composers is always 
more powerful than any amount of reasoning. Almost all 
composers who have achieved anything which widens the 
scheme of art have been decried by the exponents of artistic 
morality." 

IN BAGHDAD—1. 

WE arrived at Baghdad from Busra in the most un-Oriental 
weather. A grey sky, a cold wind, and the waters of the 
Tigris whipped to small waves. So Baghdad impressed itself 
rather as how it would have looked under a bright sun than 
how it actually appeared. First came gardens sheltering 
detached, balconied houses, overlooking the river; deserted, 
too, for these were the summer residences of the wealthy 
classes. Still steaming, and passing garden after garden, 
we reached Baghdad itself, a long vista of fine houses rising 
from the river banks, backed by the tumbled mass of the 
city, overtopped by blue minarets and cupolas of the mosques. 
Flocks of pigeons hovered over these, women washed their 
clothes where the narrow streets ran down to the water's 
edge, across the bridge of boats endless passengers passed, 
the long balconies of the coffee-shops were crowded, and 
innumerable gagaa whirled giddily in the tide. These 
last added the necessary touch of qu&intness to the scene, 

•iug perfectly round constructions, propelled by paddling, 
i of an antiquity stretching back to Herodotus. Taking 
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it as a whole, it was animated, pleasingly strange to 
the eye of the traveller, and needed but flashing sun to 
make it perfect of its kind. But, alas ! the traveller cannot 
bring bis weather with him, or for the matter of that his 
emotions. 

Having taken a temporary footing in the building which 
does duty for a hotel in Baghdad, I went house-hunting. 
To a bachelor in a profession which necessitates much shared 
quarters with other beings the prospect of a bouse to him¬ 
self was not without charm, especially in the city of the 
Arabian Nights. And as the hunting-grounds lay through 
a city which was virgin soil for the hunter, where he 
gathered new impressions of a new people at every step, the 
hours passed quickly enough. Among these first impres¬ 
sions the one that strikes most forcibly is the narrowness 
of the streets. When one finds oneself in a lane barely 
eight feet broad, when to avoid the crushing of toes by a 
passing carriage one has to pancake against the wall, it is 
difficult to believe that this is the principal thorough¬ 
fare, the Piccadilly of Baghdad. Yet it is so, even 
allowing for the fact that the streets are unpaved of 
merely beaten earth, with many hills and valleys. 
Then the houses force themselves on the attention. They 
bound the streets on either hand with high blank faca* 
There are no windows by which to get a glimpse of their 

inner life, no gardens visible with pleasant flowers. They 
have an air of hostile secretiveneBS to the wandering eye. 
Even their doors—of iron Bet deep in archways—seem rather 

made to bar one's passage than to open and let one through. 

Coming from India one misses the large and import&ut 
turban of the people who tread the narrow streets between 
the frowning walls. In its place are the coloured ker¬ 
chiefs of the Arabs, drawn head-wise and be-nnged with 
camels' hair; or the small, inadequate seeming turbans of 

the Persians ; of the fezzes of the Turks. As for their 
garments, first impressions are of voluminous outer cloaks, 

overflowing under ones, a warring kaleidosoope of colour. 
After many wanderings, and openings of heavy iron doors 

which only closed again behind my dissatisfied back, I at 

length found the house wherein I write this. It fronU an 
alley-way bo narrow that I have christened it the needle s 

eye, no camel I am convinced being able to pass through. 
It leads off an alley slightly broader, which turns into the 
lane constituting Baghdad's principal street. It has no 
windows, and offers in true Eastern fashion a blank face to 
the few passers-by. Few, because the needle’s eye is not * 
frequented thoroughfare. Now and then a couple of urchins 
sport up and down; a woman, enveloped in her shapeless 

black cloak, shuffles by; a beggar raises his mournful whine 
before my door. But for the rest it is left to stray cats an 
dogs, which prowl and fight and sleep away the sunny hours. 

So we find ouraelveB in the alley-way before my door, 
which is not of iron. Alas! my imagination longed for an 
iron portal—that would have given the final touch of t e 
Orient to my abode, that would in very sooth have made 
my house my castle. But the houses which possessed iron 
doors also possessed disadvantages, so I was fain to descen 
to a mere wooden one. Perhaps I should have taken t e 
disadvantages with the iron portals, and so eatisfiod my 
imaginative conscienoe. One should, of course, endeavour 
to live up to ideals, but I am punished for my backsliding 
on this matter by the loss of a sensation—its absence bare y 

noticed, but surely there—every time I pass in or out. 
At any rate the door is sunk deep in its arch like i 

betters, the iron ones; it looks stout enough to resis » 
battering-ram j and we pass through. We find ourselve® 10 
a small courtyard, with a balcony running round three si 
not on the ground level, but one story up. ^Qn the gronu 
level are the kitchen, store-room, sejjjffints quarter®’ an 

sardab (summer quarters)—these letter beueftth tk° GF0110 
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lerel, like cellars, for greater coolness in the hot months. 
The four rooms for the use of the owner of the mansion are 
off the balcony. The first I do not nse ; the second is my 
dining-room, sparsely furnished; the third my bedroom, 
gtOl more Spartan; the fourth the room where I live, move, 
and bare my being, and where consequently some attempt 
it comfort (in the shape of divans, Persian carpets, and 
hook-littered tables) has been made. Such a thing as a 
furnished house to let in Baghdad is unknown, and as a 
traveller, sojourning there bnt for a space, it profited not that 
1 should invest in more encumbrances than the comfort of 
the body absolutely required. 

All booses in Baghdad are built on very mnch the same 
plan u mine—that is to say, round a courtyard, with the 
«M$ down below. The larger sometimes possess two 
courtyards, the outer for the men, the inner for the harem, 
with fountains, tessellated pavements, drikki* (places for the 
doorkeeper), and so forth; but these are not for the way¬ 
farer, here to-day, gone to-morrow, with a light pack and 
a lighter pocket. 

p. c. p. 

THE LOGICAL CONCLUSION 

Avoio the misused words of the language none perhaps has 
offered greater violence than the word 44 genius/’ It is 
misapplied to the prodigy, the man of talent, the neurotic, 
even to the freak. What grown-up schoolboy does not 
remember tbe implied opprobrium of the remark, 44 Oh yes, 
li«i a mouldy genios,” which greeted the news that the 
youth to whom lessons were an effortless pleasure had per¬ 
formed a fresh mental contortion ? In those days we did 
sot trouble to consider whether or no Pope was right when 

said great wits were allied to madness. We simply 
thought it oar duty liberally to discount the admiration of 
Miccttsful'papil loving masters, and with the aid of a little 

jealoiuy relegated our genius to a different planet. If he 
*** a mere prodigy, a kind of blotting-pad ready to absorb 
any amount of information and retain it until the day of 
koB, we were right in our disesteem. There is nothing 
rimirable about the abnormal. It is inhuman and ugly. 

it and the superhuman is a great gulf. Indeed, it 
would not be too much to say that anything devoid of that 
virtue upon which St. Paul laid the emphasis when he said 

Though I apeak with the tongues of angels ” is for ever 
alienated from that other category of “whatsoever things 
«lovely.” 

0&e iq tempted to wonder how long the superstition that 
envelops tbe word 44 genius ” will last. At present great herds 

people believe that through the ages there has alwaj\s 

a number of men and women whose cleverness 
' only exceeded by their eccentricity. They will tell yon 

l* *** P®opl© whose emotional instincts are 
wooraul, and that because of this they are able to perform 
prodigious feats; but that this kind of excellence is inclined 

unhealthy because it is wholly due to specialisation, 
theyMgne, Shelley had possessed more common sense 

1 V?*118* k*9 genius, it would have been better for 
^flybody. Lead them gently, and you will discover that 

eJ *gard genius as a sort of demon which a great man 

2 difficulty subject to the powers that be, but one 
Bay drive a lesser soul to madness. In short, they 

Pope, 

such it is fruitless to argue. It was through arro- 

h th ^ fell into the bottomless pit, and 
iterate and self-opinionated who have not the 
to learn life’s A B C we can only hope that Pro- 

. y worlds wherein the stiff clay that passes 
out of this may become malleable. Great wits 
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are just as much allied to madness as the mountaineer who 
has scaled the face of the crag and stands triumphant on 
the summit is to the mangled corpse that has fallen into 
the precipice below. The herd has neither ear nor heart 
atune to hear the songs of victory. It knows nothing 
of the physical joy of a body trained to the hardness of wire 
rope. It is as ignorant of the delight arising from hardship 
endured for its discipline as it is of the value of a glorious 
prospect achieved. But it sees one body fail to support its 
unconquerable spirit, and at the sight folds its flabby hands 
and thanks God it is not as other men—mountaineers, 
poets, or even as this madman. 

There is, of course, another current of opinion running in 
the opposite direction. It would be difficult for a man of 
genius were he concerned with either (which he is nDt) to 
decide which of the two evils is the less: the great big 
stupid whose ears nothing but tbe last trump will unstop, 
or the invertebrate devotees who prostrate themselves 
beneath their latest idol, seeking with tbe anxiety of 
moths about a flame to lose their own identity. Worthy 
causes are badly served by fanaticism. The writer who 
prefers an omnivorous, indiscriminate public to a sympatheti¬ 
cally critical one must be a person whose flowers are running 
to seed. We have little doubt that Mr. Bernard Shaw 
prefers the expenditure of thought, no matter how modest 
be the resources, upon his plays, even when it drives the 
thinker into resentful antagonism, to the puerility of such 
hardy tea-time-serving annuals as 44 Do yon think Mr. Shaw 
is a genios or merely an exceedingly clever man P ” It is 
by his work that tbe author makes intellectual love to bis 
public. The quality of his passion is the test of its value ; 
therefore it is hard to be disdained. Bnt after having 
suffered that bitterness for a while it must create rare 
emotion to see dear Miss Sentiment building her house so 
that it overlooks one’s backyard! 

Forgetting the blind adherents and the multitude, there 
remains yet another class of really serioos readers. They 
may be defined as tbe Little Jack Homers. Since the 
publication of Matthew Arnold’s 44 Study of Poetry ” there 
has sprung up a great race of these people. Seated in the 
more secluded comers of Arcadia you may discover whole 
colonies of querulous little men engaged in the greedy- 
looking occupation of pulling out plums. The younger 
members of the tribe, having good eyesight and hearty 
digestions, find their plains in some plenty ; but, contrary 
to original precedent, these youngsters before eating produce 
weights, scales, and microscopes, and are prepared to 
pronounce exactly upon the comparative merits of such 
different ingredients as sultanas and candied peel. 

Among the older members of the family the scarcity of 
plums is depressing. Even 44 Lear ” and 41 Hamlet,” because 
of some supposed nonconformity, are relegated to the degree 
of mere currants, whilst most of the Greeks are grumbled at 
for the largeness of the stones. The habitual attitude is 
that of judgment, but because the love of virtue should l>e 
the primary endowment of every judge we may take leave 
to question the right of all Jack Homers to the poetical 
Woolsack. Not without influence are they. They take 
youth’s 44 first fine careless rapture,” analyse, dissect, and 
reject it because it bears little similitude to what might 
reasonably be his last word. With the best of good wills 
they become what Mr. Hardy has called 44 Sworn Dis- 
couragers, ever on the watch to prevent the tentative half- 
success from becoming tbe whole success later on ”_and this 
for want of the least imagination concerning the mind of 
genios or its workings. 

Of their kind are the people who are so willing to allow 
infinite virtue to one or two lyrics of a poet, while they 
consign all his greater efforts to the asylum. This in truth 
is the essence of unreason. The perfect lyric is but the top* 
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stone of a single building in a city that baa foundations. 
To admire its beauty alone as though it were unrelated 
and to be blind to all else is to be almost as childish as to 
talk of inspired madmen. Tet the fault is common. One 
thinks that nothing of Blake’s is worth reading except the 
Poetical Sketches; another says that Shelley’s “ Ode to the 
West Wind ” and lines 44 To the Skylark ” alone save him 
from oblivion. A third holds that Browning is obscure 
except in two or three poems where he who runs may read, 
a fourth that Meredith only 44 touched gold ” (a specious 
phrase) in “Love in the Valley.” These are ever willing to 
give the laurel for exquisite trifles, but should you suggest 
that it is probable that deference should be paid to almost 
all that these poets wrote, or that it is hardly doubtful but 
that they knew, a hundred times better than you or I, how to 
live—well, they look askance. The conversation is ohanged 
after a hasty remark to the effect that it is well not to 
inquire too closely into the lives of great men. What folly, 
what cowardice, what vain conceit! As if a human being 
could divide and subdivide bis life—to-night wallow in 
infamy and to-morrow unveil an unclouded imagination ; 
as if poetry demanded anything less than the whole man \ 

Be it understood it iB not contended that a sane person 
should - follow when his reason forbids, even if that were 
possible. Only this. If we find one able to reveal excel¬ 
lence where we at our highest moment might search in vain 
alone, let us not think that he loses his way immediately he 
gains the clouds. Let us not indulge in the thankless task 
of judging our betters. What is obscure, what is baffling, 
what we now feel most inclined to reject, may yet seem 
simple truth, provided only that we have the humility and 
the imagination to believe that be whom we know to be so 
much greater than ourselves in what is less, may, without 
straining the possibilities, retain bis clarity of vision in the 
things we esteem as greater. It is the logical conclusion. 

Max Plowman. 

Celtic temperament in ancient China, you aek ? oi. w 
a good deal of it. Not onlv the Saxon* 5? ye!i mly the Saxons, but also the old 
Chinese, did indeed evoke poetry through the Celtic flames 
blown by the dove-grey wind, no matter where the Chinese 
got it; there is nothing strange to compare the ancient 
Oriental poetry with Yeats of the present time, because 
both of them are of the language very old and very new 
like the lonely face of a dream. I might Kay it was 
Yffan-ming’s weakness that he was only able to find poetry 
in the emphasising of his own life, unlike Yeats and his 
Irish colleagues, to whom Art or Imagination in another 
word was first, and life followed after; “ Homeward 
Return ” would not have existed, I think, if Yiian-ming had 
not been obliged to appear in the regular robe proper to his 
rank of magistrate at a certain function, only to make his 
freedom-loving soul rebel and exclaim that “ he could not 
crook the hinges of his back for five pecks of rice a day,” 
and to resign bis office at once after holding the post for 
only eighty-three days. Not only do I read in bis resigna¬ 
tion bis misery of heart on seeing the speedy fall of his 
Tsin Dynasty and the gradual rise of the Liu Sung, but I 
see in his ode that he was after all a Chinese pessimist and 
not a Celt, whose pessimism always makes a desperate 
revolt under the peace and content, whose surrender to 
Nature is more to her fact itself than the mystery Bhe 
inspires, when he finishes the famous ode as follows:— 

I will whistle along the eastern hill, 
By the clear rivulet weave my song: 
Let my allotted span work its own way at will. 
I will enjoy my fate . . . Oh! how can I doubt it P 
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A JAPANESE NOTE ON YEATS 

We two Japanese went very well with the three Irish at a 
little cafe off Tottenham Court Road seven or eight years 
ago, although the balance often slanted as two of our foreign 
friends were ladies, who, like Yeats’ faeries, would ride 
upon the winds and tide and dance upon the mountain like 
a flame ; they were wild, I remember well, over Yeats, whose 
poetry was as in his own words :— 

. . . ever pacing on the verge of things 
The phantom beauty in a miBt of tears. 

One of the ladies sang, or, to say better, chanted “ The 
Lake Isle of Innisfree,” as she noticed that my mind did 
not match tbeir enthusiasm; was it not, I wonder, her Irish 
tactics to make me a captive from a sudden awakening of 
home thought in my heart P When I made an unconditional 
surrender to Yeats, at least in that song, to the delight of all 
my Irish friends, I was hearing only a famous Japanese 
“ lake-water lapping with low sounds by the shore ; ” I can 
still recall my feeling of hearing it in my heart’s deep core 
while I hurried to my lodging late on that unforgettable 
night. And when I became better composed under the 
sympathetic light in my room, my mind, like a ship on the 
waves deathless and timeless, or freeborn leaves enraptured 
in the quiet of the skies, drifted slowly in the adventure 
of comparison-making between the literatures Oriental and 
Irish ; Yeats’ song on Innisfree made me at once think of T’ao 
Yuan-ming of the Tsin Dynasty of China (a.d. 365-427), 
whose famous ode 44 Homeward Return ” sounds, in my 
opinion, more Celtic than any other old Chinese poem. 

My responsiveness to the modern Irish literature, chiefly 

through Yeats and two or three others, the singers of the 
Unseen and Passionate Dreams, is from the sudden awaken 
ing of Celtic temperament in my Japanese mind. The com¬ 
parative study of the Japanese poetical characteristics with 
those of the Irish people would be interesting, because it 
will make it clear how the spontaneity of the real Japanese 
hearts and imaginations—indeed quite Celtic has been 
crooked and even ruined by the Chinese literature of the 
Toang and Sung dynasties, sadly hardened by the mors 
finiteness, and also by the Buddhism whose despotic connse 
often discouraged imagination, till we see to-day only t e 
fragmentary remains, for instance, in the folk-songs ^hic 

flow like a streaming flame upon the air. I know that a 
the Japanese poets—ancient and modern—went into a Ce tic 

invocation when they were alone with the sad melody o 
Nature and felt the intimacy of human destiny; take Saigjo 

at random, the wandering priest-poet of the early twe 
century, whose melancholy cry across the seas and time ib 
most real, because, to use Matthew Arnold’s phrase, of * 8 
44 passionate, turbulent, indomitable reaction against t e * •- ht* jj 
despotism of fact.” Here is one of my beloved «/a-poems 

of his which it is said he wrote at a certain shrine: 

Know I not at all who is within, 
But from the heart of gratitude 
My tears fall, 
Again my tears fall . . . 

Although it may sound strange, it is true that Saigyo failed 

as a poet, in my opinion, through his hatred of life and t e 
world (how many hundred Western poets fail through their 

love of the world and life !) because not from impulse aD 
dream like Yeats, but I might say from the Buddhistic 
superstition and motive, he looked upon the whisper an 
beauty far beyond time and winds. It was the Chinese 
classics and Bnddhism that weakened onr Japanese poetry m 

most cases ; it is not difficult to see what we shall lose funda¬ 
mentally from coming, as we have come to-day, face to face 
with the Western literature. When i-^idniire the Irish 
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litantore as I do, it is in its independent aloofness from the 
other*, sad bat pleasing like an elegy heard across the seas 
of the infinite, with all the joys pointing to life that always 
glistens with the pain of destiny ; in its telling of visions 
ud numberless dreams I see the passionate flame burning 
to Eternity and deathlessneas; its wit and humour (oh ! 
thit famous Irish characteristic!) make me think that 
lwghter or smile is certainly older—at least wiser - than tears. 
How often I wonder at its insular energy tacitly objecting to 
the literary encroachment of a different element. Oh ! what 
1 pare, proud, lonely, defiant spirit! I know that such a 
literary strength was gained perhaps at the heavy cost of 
the political sacrifice of the country ; is it a piece of cynicism 
when we thank the English solidarity which had a great 
hand in the formation of the so-called Irish literature P 

It was, I confess, the very beauty of Yeats’ work of 
poetry, “The Rose,” with that song on the “ Lake Isle 
of Innisfree," “The Wind among the Reeds,” with the 
simple fiddler of Dooney who set the people to “ dance 
like a wave of the sea,” made me wholly give up some eight 
rears ago when I was in London my plan to go to Ireland 
for my study of the Celtic characteristics, because William 
B. Yeats was, I thought, bigger than Ireland herself, and 
what I was afraid of was the disillusionment; it was not 
the immediate question with me to know how much Celtic 
woold be left if Yeats were taken out from his poetry. I 
read somewhere his words of discontent with his early 
poems as triviality or sentimentality; I have my opinion to 
feel only sorry for a poet who was sane and wise from the 
beginning. The time when one could act even silly would 
be doubly dear in one’s after-reflection. Yeats’ word of dis¬ 
content may not be the exact word. What a pity even the 
poet, particularly when he is Irish, has had an occasion or 
two to play that sad art of criticism upon his own work! I 
see the sorrow at once universal, with no particular shape, 
commingled with the whisper and sigh of days and Nature 
m quite a picturesque accentuation, in his early work, as if 
it my poetry of youth, at the moment when he might have 
thought, again as in my case, it was a spiritual flight to lose 
his own nationality, and that the imitation in the best sense 
or the joining to one indomitable general mood of youth 
wm a poetical passport; it is excusable, I dare gay, when 

find bis head in a cloudland as in many pieces of “The 
Row,” where he bartered his emotion for the intellect. I 
id glad to hear that he returned later to the common 
thought of his people; it may be a gratification for his Irish 
patriotism if it served to remind him of Mangan and Davis. 
TUt patriotism is another link between the Irish and the 
lapauese. It was from the very sense of patriotism, in 
truth, that “ Kathleen Ni Hoolihan ” was thought to be 
actable even in Japan; but when it failed, it was from its 

symbolism, because we Japanese are able to think of 
patriotism only physically. 

Yone Noouchi. 

SOME NEW FRENCH BOOKS 

^ Xaoxk has already depicted in several interesting 
J^bs (“Scarron et son milieu,” “Le Plaisant Abb6 de 

Bo^ro^ert,” Ac.) some typical literary French personalities 
c the seventeenth aud eighteenth centuries. He has 
rceatly published from the office of the Afercure de France 

jkok on “\oiture et lea Origines de l’HOtel de Ram- 
diet, which he intends to complete by a study on 
oitureet les Annees de Gloirede 1’Hotel de Rambouillet.” 

*setS3D?the double merit of being an erudite historian 
1 Ter)’ agreeable writer, he draws one of the most 

-anoaj pictures that have as yet been presented to us of the 

gatherings of the Hdtel de Rambouillet. He 

sketches a vivid portrait of Vincent Voiture, that accom¬ 
plished man of the world who knew the secret of uttering 
trifles in so exquisite a way that he was a great favourite in 
all the talon* he haunted. We regret, nevertheless, that 
M. M&gne has not pointed out a little more clearly the fact 
that Voiture was the first to create for intellectual valour the 
position it now occupies in society. One must not forget that 
it was Voiture who first contrived to introduce himself— 
thanks to his wit, his talent, and his personal charm—to 
those refined circles until then almost exclusively frequented 
by men and women of noble birth; he thus played a really 
important part in the society of his epoch, evoking for the 
first time the consideration which the man of letters now 
enjoys. However, it must be admitted that if he was 
received everywhere with amiability, it was largely on 
account of his talent for amusing his audience. Mme. de 
Rambouillet welcomed him because of his wit, and one 
remembers the answer she made to one of the persons who 
frequented the small but distinguished assembly she pre¬ 
sided over with such tact and grace, and who once praised 
in her hearing the etprit of Voiture, at that time a puny, 
frail young man:—“ Mais pensiez vons done que e’etait 
pour sa noblesse ou sa belle taille qu’on le recevait beaucoup ? ” 

M. Magne shows us Voiture arriving in Paris after 
several years spent as a student in Orleans ; we witness his 
entry at the famous H6tel de Rambouillet, which contri¬ 
buted so largely to bring about the pleasant relations which 
have since existed between noblemen and writers. We Bee 
Voiture assume, little by little, one of the preponderant 
positions of that brilliant assembly, composed of many of 
the most gracious ladies and gallant courtiers of France. 
Voitnre’s greatest charm consisted, perhaps, in the fact that 
he never took seriously what he wrote. He knew the secret 
of joking both with wit and discretion, and occasionally 
even with a mild irony, which, however, was never marked 
enough to ruffle the delicate susceptibilities of the dainty 
milieu he frequented. And though we derive less pleasure 
than his contemporaries seem to have done from Voitare’s 
works, we mast remember that he infused for the first time 
into French prose a certain urbanity, a tone of refined 
courtesy, and especially the incomparable charm of the 
unforeseen. 

M. Magne also sketches in a delightful way French 
society of the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the 
seventeenth centuries. In a few strokes he traces portraits 
of such well-known personages as Gaston d’Orleans, 
Mme. de Rambouillet and her daughter Julie d’Angennes, 
the beautiful Mile. Paulet, nicknamed “ la lionne ” on 
account of her anbam locks and sudden outbursts of anger, 
Honore d’Urfe, the Duke of Buckingham—in a word, of all 
the well-known guests of the celebrated Marquise. And 
we cannot help being a little surprised at the childish and 
futile pastimes the leading personalities of France delighted 
in—whether they were courtiers, statesmen, or writers. 
The book will be read with especial interest by those who 
appreciate historical studies. In addition to being very 
carefully compiled and documented, it is written in a 
delightfully light, breezy, and refined style. 

M. Abel Hermant is essentially a cruel author: he has 
the gift of delineating his characters with so groat a solici¬ 
tude for truth that his works are generally painful to read 

as they nearly always also contain a certain forced 
“ araorality,” which is occasionally really unpleasant. M. 
Herraant’s style resembles that of some of the writers of the 
eighteenth century, such as Choderlos de Laclos, the author 
of the famous “ Liaisons Dangereuses.” But though in his 
last work, “ Les Renards,”* he still remains faithful to his 
former method of writing, one does not feel the same imprea- 

• Louis Michaud. 3f. 50c. 
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aion of moral discomfort which was generally produced by 
his books, as it aims more at being a satire on modern French 
society than a faithful representation of it. He lashes 
with bitter humour and biting irony “the foxes1’—the 
nickname by which he designates those politicians, men 
of the world, writers, artists, who, in order to satisfy 
their cupidity and ambition, have disowned the class to 
which they belong and the principles almost inseparable 

from that class—not because they have formed any new and 
sincere conviction, but as a simple means of attaining the 
moral or social position they crave. And the base intrigues, 
the cowardly concessions, the infamous bargains concluded 

by all those false disciples who trade on the credulity and 
stupidity of the mass of their fellow-men, are pitilessly 

ridiculed in 44 Les Renards,” which certainly ranks as one of 

M. Hermant’8 most curious works. 
Lafcadio Heam’B personality has of late years interested 

to a great extent the Continental literary public; but only 
recently have his works received in France the attention 
they deserve. The Jfercure de France, which has largely 
contributed towards the publication in France of the works 
of many English and American authors, has undertaken to 

issue the entire series of translations of hiB books. In order 
to complete this enterprise, it has just brought out a remark¬ 
able study by M. Joseph de Smet. Though a Belgian, M. de 
Smet ranks as a first-class French lettrc: in fact we might 
almost say that in order to be a really cultivated French 
writer it is indispensable to be a Belgian; Camille 
Lemonnier, Maurice Maeterlinck, and Georges Rodenbach 
furnish striking examples of thiB fact. M. de Smet chanced 
to read a book of Lafcadio Hearn, and since then has pro¬ 
fessed fervent admiration for the Anglo-Japanese author. 
His esteem has found utterance in an important, if not 
exhaustive, study; for those who wish to have a really com¬ 
plete apercu of Hearn’s life and work M. de Smet’s book 
would perhaps prove insufficient, as many details are omitted. 
Nevertheless he has a real sympathy for his subject, and 
Bhows very clearly the fashion in which Hearn's genius 
evolved and developed itself—how the various milieux in 
which he lived all contributed, together with his erratic, 
nomadic life, to bring forth the blossoming of his full talent. 

M. de Smet also analyses with a remarkable perspicacity 
Hearn’s methods and style, and exposes completely the great 
influence Japanese life, thought, and customs had on him. 
Hearn was at heart a Latin, and his chief desire was to 
create in English a style which, by its form, precision, and 
sober colouring, wonld resemble that of the greatest Latin 

authors. 
Marc Looe. 

Gallery. This replica was painted for Topham Beauclerc, 
who greatly offended the lexioographer by inserting on the 

frame the passage from Horace ending— 

4 ingenium ingens 
Inoulto latet hoc sub oorpore.’' 

ART 

THE OLD MASTERS AT BURLINGTON 

HOUSE 

The Winter Exhibition of works by the Old Masters and of 
Deceased Artists of the British School, which was opened 
on Monday, may be ranked as one of especial excellence. 
Few artists of any note are unrepresented, and the pro¬ 
moters of the Exhibition have been fortunate in securing 
some unknown or little-known masterpieces of high merit. 
The collection of pictures and drawings by the late E. A. 
Abbey is also of interest, as well as being exceedingly full 
and in every sense representative. 

Sir Joshua is well represented in the first gallery, which 
is practically given up to his work. Some of the portraits, 
such as those of Admiral Keppel and Dr. Johnson, are well 
known—the portrait of the latter here shown is a replica of 

? painted for Tbrale, which is now in the Nafjional 

Digitized by 

It now belongs to Mr. Hallam Murray. The series of panel 
studies for the famous window at New College, lent by Earl 
Fitzwilliam and the Earl of Normanton, are interesting by 
reason of their bold directness; some of the figures are 
powerful and striking, and for one of them, that of Chanty, 
Mrs. Sheridan is said to have sat as the model. One of the 
Master’s best child-portraits is the group of the brothers 
William and George Brummell, in which the pose of the 
children is more artlessly natural and unaffected than in , 
most of his paintings of children. The pretty picture of 
Lady Charlotte Fitzwilliam as a child of seven is also very 
alluring in its childish beauty. In his portrait of Mrs 
Tollemaohe as14 Miranda ” he appears in bis poorest and most 
conventional form—this mature if young woman of twenty- 
seven has as little in common with Miranda as she well 
could have. An altogether charming and unaffected portrait 
iB that of Mrs. John Crosse Crooke, in which the colouring 
of the cheeks has survived better than in most of the other 
portraits—Sir Joshua, as is well known, was a terrible 
sinner in respect of preferring effects in fleeting oolour with 
fleeting mediums to more enduring tints that had not 
perhaps the same momentary perfection. His portrait of 
himself in his D.C.L. robes is well known, with its clever 
disposition of shadow so as to oonceal the hare lip. Two 
good male portraits are those of young Richard Burke, an 
unpleasant-looking young prig, painted with cruel verisimili¬ 
tude, and the Earl Camden, a three-quarter figure with 

shrewd, strong face, that sufficiently accounts for his me in 

life* 1 . n ,* 
Gallery No. II. is given up to pictures by various Oonto- 

nental Masters. There are some charming landscapes by 
Ruysdael, full of rich leafage, under grey skies, overhanging 
still waters. Van Dyck and Velasquez are well represented. 
From the brush of the former is the noble portrait of Sir 
Kenelm Digby, noted in bis day for his good looks, which 
the modem beholder must be content to take for granted, 
but remarkable still for his great head and magnificent 
and massive brow. He gazes at a sunflower, but t ®r® 
is nothing else in this powerful personality to suggest the 
later Victorian msthete. The insolent aristocratic pose of 
the Earl of Wicklow shows how well, in this instance as in 
many others, the artist read the underlying weakness of 
that splendid nobility which led the Cavaliers to defeat and 
the wilderness when the Puritans uprose against Ling 

Charles in the dark days of the Great Rebellion. In more 
ironic vein he painted Anna Maria Schurmann of Utrec t, 
whom her admiring contemporaries hailed as the 41 Modern 
Sappho ”—saying nothing, we may imagine, but painting 
the poetess as he saw her. Full of character, fcn 
painted with an insight which was as keen to recognise 
genuine worth as to expose pretentions humbug, ie the 
expressive 44 Portrait of a Magistrate ”—just an ordinary 
man of a little more than average ability, who is doing his 
best to fulfil the duties of his office. No judge could be 

more lenient than the artist in such a case. 
Velasquez is well represented by his noble 14 Portrait of a 

Spanish Nobleman ”—a burly figure, too much devoted, 

perhaps, to eating and drinking, but strong and virile never¬ 

theless, and an awkward person to trifle with. Of Rembrandt 
there are several not unworthy examples—some of them, 
indeed, as the rugged portraits numbered 49 and 52, quite 
admirable in the suggestion of long-enduring strength and the 
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shown to advantage in “ The Cradle." Rubens is represented 
by some inferior work generally—he was an unequal painter ; 
ud though his power is generally apparent, he is not always 
pleasing, and he sometimes exaggerates to the point of cari¬ 
cature, as in bis large picture of “ The Woman Taken in 
Adultery.11 Three great Italian Masters are well represented 
in a lovely and expressive “Virgin and Child,” by Sodoma ; 
a “Virgin and Child with St. John,” by Botticelli—the St. 
Job is a particularly winning child figure; and a grim and 
powerful St. Francis of Assisi in a rocky landscape, by 
Bellini. There is some exquisite colouring, too, in a fine 
“Virgin and Child11 by Lorenzo di Credi. Mention should 
be made of a splendid “Adoration of the Magi,” by Civetta, 
with a wealth of rich tints and vivid detail finely grouped. 

In the Water-colour Room is another work from Rem¬ 
brandt, M Elisha and the Shunaraite Woman,” dated 1647, 
which brings out the strongest features of his style. The 
“Portrait of a Cavalier” is another cruelly truthful 
rendering-a weak and well-meaning lad, quite unfit to 
face the coming tornado of rebellion. A brilliant but softly- 
lit Italian landscape by Jan Both also remains in the memory. 
The noble Leljs shown by Lord Barnard are impressive in 
their splendid colonring and subtle truthfulness of character- 
interpretation : Louise de Qucronaflle, James Dnke of York 
with his wife and daughters, Lady Mary Sackville— 
wonderful works of art, with the true haunting quality that 
rbaracterises all work on the highest plane. Mierevelt *s 
touching and very clever portrait of the ill-fated Elizabeth 
of Bohemia calls for a mention; and so does the powerful 
portrait bj Rubens of the Earl of Southampton—a modest 
aod clear-shining soul, worthy to be the friend and comrade 
iti pood works of Nicholas Ferrar and William Shake- 
peare. There are some beautiful Van Goyens, too—river 

with grey clouds and bright silver lights, which we 
-hoold like to deal with at greater length ; a charming child- 
portrait by Albert Cuyp, full of life and innocence and good 
health; and a fine, broadly painted rocky landscape by 

Bergbem, with the familiar cattle and still pool in the fore¬ 
hand. Teniers, too, is pleasantly represented by some 
Mermen and sailors on a quay beneath the grey towers of 
»medirval town. 

In Gallery No. III. there are some noble Turners, full of 
kin visions and golden light and all the sense of awe and 
sjjtery which inspired his work. Lawrence is at his woi'st 
iQ a dreadful sketch-portrait of two children; and at liis 

characteristic in a terrible female picture of the 
,T order—Mrs. Horsley Palmer. Hoppner has 

bribed to him in the same room an exquisite portrait of 
two children of about ten and eleven, termed 41 The Sisters,” 
& piece of easy mastery and full understanding of child- 
tatue such as few artiste succeed in attaining; the figures 

? his work than is the landscape background. 
u portrait of the Hon. Mrs. Phipps is another piece of 

e .Jrtkess fcastery in his later almost impressionist style— 

Tel l1’®06 colour and appreciative portraiture. Gains- 
71 is represented by several portraits which, except for 

full-length, hardly show him at his best; and 
w*^T(W*ble specimen of Opie’s work appears in 
» ."*P *n Park," a careful and intelligent study. 
^nst, Tintorettos, superbly drawn, but not 

rj, ,Pec,a% distinguished, are shown by the Marquess 
^ ’an^ a splendid portrait by Titian of the Duchess 

> luTr I*10 cleverest draughtsmanship in 
• r . * Exhibition is that which marks the wonderful 

t\ ik ^Qcrece*” ty nn unknown artist—the vigour 

lad* * * anc* marvellous foreshortening of the 
it* kQcrece are things to be studied and remem- 

stirring picture. There are some striking and 

T*rr *?lr^8 &1ao (some of^the ascriptions are 

“b i !Wt©*at"^? i'£o]7 

Family ” by Rubens, in which the face of St. Elizabeth is 
wonderfully rendered. Romney is shown at his best and 
happiest in the delightful portrait of Mrs. Canning and her 
child—a noble piece of work. 

Gallery No. IV. contains a series of excellent Morlands, 
one especially, “The Gipsy Encampment,” showing a beau¬ 
tiful forest glade, perfectly rendered witbont exaggeration 
and without vagueness. There is a hnmorons and very 
clever portrait of a lady by Mierevelt, imbued with 
something of the baffling quality of 44 La Gioconda.” 
Lely and Kneller are represented by brilliant portraits of 
Barbara Villiers and Nell Gwynne, and there is a strong 
male portrait (No. 137) by Opie. Still more striking is the 
portrait by Mierevelt of Miss Denton, a clever unformed 
child-face, plain, bat with great possibilities—a marvel of 
sympathetic and intelligent treatment. A fine fall-length 
by Vandyck is the portrait of Beatrice de Cnsance, and the 
celebrated scene from the “ Beggar’s Opera,” by Hogarth, is 
also shown here. That uueqaal artist Zoffany appeai-s to 
unusually good advantage in the portrait of George Steevens, 
the Shakespearian commentator, and his dogs—a shrewd and 
kindly face, and the sitting dog especially delightful. 

A number of drawings and pictures by the late E. A. 
Abbey occupy the remaining rooms—all interesting and careful 
work, and sometimes reaching to considerable heights, but 
generally limited iu range and outlook, and falling all 
too flat after the feast of good things through which we 
pass to it. Abbey was a clever and daring colourist and a 
carefnl draughtsman, but his imagination was not vigorous, 
and his insight was neither keen nor deep. 

IMPERIAL AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

By Lancelot Lawton 

THE NEW STORM-CENTRE 

Some weeks ago, in the columns of The Academy, the writer 
foreshadowed foreign aggression in China as a consequence 
of the turbulent conditions prevailing in all parts of the 
Empire. The latest despatch from Peking contains two 
significant announcements. In the first place it is stated 
that Russia has formulated peremptory demands which, if 
conceded, will virtually amount to the establishment of a 
Protectorate over Mongolia. Then the same message gives 
the information that Yuan Shih-kai has decided to end the 
truce between the Imperialists and the rebels. It is 
explained that his motive in so doing lies in a recognition 
of the fact that, were the present chaotic condition of affairs 
to be prolonged, Japanese intervention, involving the loss of 
territory, conld not possibly be averted. To those possessing 
knowledge of the diplomatic communications now passing 
between the Powers in regard to the Far East it will be 
clear that the Chinese statesman is right in believing that 
almost any situation is preferable to that existing, with its 
peril that in a night, as it were, China may find that she 
has lost irrevocably the vast territories of Manchuria and 
Mongolia. It is highly problematical, however, whether an 
attempt to re-establish the Imperial authority, no matter how 
successful it may be, will induce Japan and Russia to forego 
their already settled programme. For the time being both 
these Po^rs are acting in accord, and it should be added 
that their polit^s^Ajjnot been framed without the knowledge 
of Great Britain amw^^pce. Already Germany has given 
a direct hint that she oik her side will require economic 
compensation. No sooner, ^©refore, has the international 
situation calmed by the rep_' of the j: Morocco question 
from the sphere of diplom/ discussion than a new and 
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equally dangerous storm-centre develops in the Far Fast 

While seeking to establish herself in Mongolia Russia will 
certainly not neglect to avail herself of the opportunity to 
strengthen her position in the neighbouring territory of 
Northern Manchuria, and the return for the support of 
Japan will take the form of consent to the annexation 
of Southern Manchuria by that Power. Some opposition 
may perhaps be encountered from the United States, but 

even when this contingency is duly considered it must be 
confessed that the moment appears singularly opportune for 
the accomplishment of Russian and Japanese designs. To 
begin with, the Panama Canal, which is to strengthen the 
position of the United States in the Pacific, is on the verge 
of completion. Then, owing to the attitude of Russia 
towards American Jews, the United States has given to 
St. Petersburg notice of her intention to denounce the 
Commercial Treaty, and relations between these countries 

are somewhat strained. 
In order to be in a position thoroughly to appreciate the 

present political situation in Manchuria and Mongolia it is 
necessary to review the outstanding events of diplomatic 
significance which have taken place within the last few 
years. The fact has often been stated that since the conclu¬ 
sion of the Portsmouth Treaty both Japan and Russia have 
materially strengthened their positions. It is a matter open 
to serious question whether or not their gain has been made 
at the expense of the rest of the Powers, and in opposition to 
the generally accepted policy of the Open Door which should 
govern all international relations with China. On behalf of 
Japan it is urged that any advantages she may secure are 
merely in the nature of reward for her vast expenditure in 
blood and treasure; and that, moreover, she cannot afford to 
be altruistic in her methods so long as Russian policy in the 
North is conducted as it is at present. The relations of the 
Powers with China have been clearly defined in a series of 
recent agreements, and it only remains to be added that, 
beyond a recognition of the special interests of Russia and 
Japan in connection with the Chinese Eastern Railway and 
of the latter Power’s leasehold possession of the Kwantung 
territory, there is no provision in these agreements which 
oould possibly be held as excluding Manchuria from their 
operation. On the contrary, there is evidence to show that 
their special application to the Manchurian situation was in 
the minds of the statesmen who were instrumental in 
negotiating them. Simply because Japan urges that Bhe is 
in duty bound to make the most of her favourable position 
as a means of recuperating herself for losses during the war, 
and claims that her conduct must of necessity be regulated 
to a large extent by Russian policy, it must not be imagined 
that she is prepared to admit that she has departed in the 
least from strict adherence to the principle of equal oppor¬ 
tunities for all nations. In view of this attitude, it is of 
special interest at the present juncture to summarise the 
provisions of recent agreements defining the policy of the 
Powers in regard to the situation in China generally, and 

therefore to Manchuria. 
As clearly set forth in the preamble, one of the principal 

objects of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, which was renewed 
before the conclusion of the Russo-Japanese War, but which 
was not made public until September 27th, 1905, was— 

The preservation of the common interests'of all Powers in 
China by insuring the independence and integrity of the 
Chinese Empire and the principle of equal opportunities for 
the commerce and industry of all nations. 

Article IV. of the Portsmouth Treaty stipulated that— 

Japan and Russia reciprocally engage not to obstruct an^r 
general measures common Jb all countries which China may 
take for the developmeufttjt the cjonqmerce and industry of 
Manchuria. . . . 

Digitizedrjy 

Two years later a series of understandings reaffirmed 
international adherenoe to the policy of the Open Door. On 
June 10th, 1907, an agreement was concluded at Paris, the 

principal clause of which was as follows 
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The Governments of Japan and France, being agreed to 
respect tbe independence and integrity of China, as well as 
the principle of equal treatment in that country for the 
commerce and subjects or citizens of all nations, and having n::i 
a special interest to have the order and pacific state of 
things preserved, especially in the regions ot the Chine* Gttt Bnux Gmu'- 
Empire adjacent to the territories where they have the .. 4: ttfi aimed ihnr •dhttfnee 
rights of sovereignty, protection, or occupation, engage to k k raftnaUuc was 
support each other for assuring the peace and security m was tabstactial 
thoee regions, with a view to maintaining the respective had in mmd ! 
situation and the territorial rights of the two High Con- r:•_IkratadMongolia in icv 
tracting Parties in the Continent of Asia. ,-vr entnin Miorhura the all- j 

A month later a convention between Russia and Japan i-ric ik lb pronskmi of the \ 

was concluded in tbe following explicit termstc be km y defining tbe 1 

Article I.—Each of the High Contracting Parties engsgw , W.Rsaa j 
to respect the actual territorial integrity of the other, «d • * , 
all therighto accruing to one and the other Party from r*^ • 
treaties, conventions, and contracts in force between them - * town l-]Wu woal! ; 
and China, copieB of which have been exchanged between ;«■« t*. tower, »bw the ; 
the Contracting Parties (in so far as these rights are not t v >tokiLv ebb, it u j 
incompatible with the principle of equal opportunity), and * 
the Treaty signed at Portsmouth on September ljth ;*»rc u, ^ 
(August 23rd), 1905, as well ae the special conventions con- . 
eluded between Japan and Russia. . : *: a mA 

Article IL—The two High Contracting Parties recognise 
the independence and the territorial integrity of the Empire ^ ^ wield, 
of China, and the principle of equal opportumty m whatever“ *“<*■ 

concerns the commerce and industry of all nations in ^ . °r not this 
Empire, and engage to sustain and defend the ^mainteMMai^ imer of 0* ^ 
of the status quo and respect for this principle by “• *fter a& 
pacific means within their reach. it it altogether 

Finally, towards the end of 1908, Japan and the United *v*,n. 

States concluded an agreement having for its objec 

maintenance of the policy of the Open Door. eanw . P08**!^ 
the fact that an understanding of a similar nature was not * Chu* * 

arrived at between Japan and Germany gave rise to som 

comment; but a statement, which appeared to av® bo 

official authority, was issued at Berlin to the effec 
attitude of Germany was clearly defined in the agree 
concluded between Great Britain and that country 1Tj 
when Russian activity in Manchuria was at itsorlb« Gn0(j pnx 

In order that there can be no possible miaooncep “j®, 

ceming the unanimity of the Powers in t eir |Q f 
policy towards China, I append the Anglo-German ^ till be 5^ 

to which reference is made:— of 

Her Britannic Majesty’s Government and the ^ 
German Government, being desirous to d tfe 
interests in China and their rights under mrtaigTtm > w^ }%r 

have agreed to observe tbe following princip s 111 ^ spoil th#. 
their mutual policy in China:— *bsUjDi r 

1. It is a matter of joint and permanent f*,| 1 
interest that the ports on the rivers and littoral of " of t|>e 3. 
should remain free and open to trade and to 
legitimate form of economic activity for the na 1 ^ &. 
all countries without distinction; and tbe two « *>- ^ ' 
agree on their part to uphold the same for a *1 |. 
territory as far as they can exercise influence. 

2. Her Britannic Majesty’s Government and the lm^ ^ 
German Government will not, on their part, make P-Jpc^ 1 ^n^j. 
present complication to obtain for themselves any 1 of «,*!• 1 ** to h* 
advantages in Chinese dominions, and will direct ‘ ^ ^ 
towards maintaining undiminished tbe territorial 1c ^ ^ * 

of the Chinese Empire. .. .v ^ 
3. In case of another Power making use of the ‘ gfr ^ . 40 

tiou6 in China in order to obtain under any form w 7*' V 
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$och territorial advantaged, the two contracting parties 
reserve to themselves to come to a preliminary understand* 
■ng is to the eventual steps to be taken for the protection of 
tbeirown interests in China. 

4. The two Governments will communicate this agreement 
lo the other Powers interested, and especially to Austria- 
Hungary, France, Italy, Japan, Russia, and the United 
States of America, and will invite them to accept the 
principles recorded in it 

Thos between 1905 and 1908 Great Britain, Germany, 
France, Russia, and Japan had reaffirmed their adherence 
t) the policy of the Open Door; that this reaffirmation was 
the direct result of the Russo-Japanese War was substantial 
evidence that the Powers concerned had uppermost in mind 
the conditions existing in Manchuria and Mongolia. In any 
firiideiition of the present situation in Manchuria the all- 
bporUnt fact becomes evident that the provisions of the 
Pjrtsmouth Treaty can no longer be taken as defining the 

enct measure of the political influences enjoyed by Russia 
«d Japan. It was the opinion of eminent jurists that the 
articles of this Treaty were so loosely worded as to render it 
linwst certain that, when convenient, diplomatists would 
'ad loopholes. At the present time, however, when the 
morality of inter national politics is at such a low ebb, it is 
if cult to see how, among nations, even the most carefully- 
irafted agreement can prevent the strong oppressing 
to »eak. Consequently it is not surprising that, 
whatever may have been in the minds of the states- 

responsible for the Portsmouth Treaty, Japan wields 
u influence in Southern Manchuria which is tanta- 
a»ont to exercising a protectorate. Whether or not this 
dseooe can be reconciled with the letter of the peace 
^aent concluded between Russia and Japan is, after all, 

so important as the undoubted fact that it is altogether 
5FP°*d both to the spirit and to the letter of the various 

-otrentions *nd understandings which have been arranged 
fc’teen Japan and all the leading Powers possessing 
aportant political and commercial interests in China. 

MOTORING 

®now doubt that the great race for the Grand Prix 
be duly held in June next, more than sufficient 

^ having already been received and accepted. In fact, 
certain that the event this year will be more 

*4at than any of its predecessors in respect of number 
^pditora, as there are Btill two months in which entries 

. ^ »t an enhanced fee, and the number already 
1 w only one short of that of the record year (1908), 

^fcnnined efforts of the German makers to spoil the 
ihrtaining, and inducing others to abstain, from 

j J** it have therefore conspicuously failed. 
u principally to the ready response of the British 

° rving machines. Of the forty-eight oars entered 

i'*"* 00 fewer than fifteen are British — 
Z16®)* Arrol-Johnston (three), Sunbeam (font ), 

“"j Cilthorpe (three). Fiance has entered 
^rniai»J. Belgium, and America one each, 

Bmuk 6 J10* ^ely to resolve itself into a Frnnco- 
1 *° ^ intents and purposes. It is to be 

for-T° c^8se8~one for cm's of unlimited power, 
jUtyg t^ee ^tre cars, but the whole of the com* 

tig it will t0®et^er Qadcr the same conditions, so 
^ a 0Wl^e8^ between light and heavy 

ibymtae^a. .°Veraconrsc* °f 1,200 miles, and the issue 
* oreS°De conclusion. The British entrants 

as^iiost formidjtfele competitor by 

THE BEST 
«4> 

CAR. 

'THE six - cylinder Rolls - Royce 
recently demonstrated its 

supreme excellence in engine 
flexibility, fuel economy, and 
speed by making the following 
extraordinary performance, which 
furnishes an interesting illustration 
of the continuous advances being 
made in the Rolls-Royce design 
and construction. 

A Standard six-cylinder Rolls- 
Royce chassis with four-seated 
touring body, under Royal Auto¬ 

mobile Club supervision, was 
driven FROM LONDON TO 
EDINBURGH AND BACK 
ON TOP GEAR on a fuel 
consumption of 2432 MILES 
PER GALLON, and afterwards 
attained a speed of 78 26 MILES 
PER HOUR at Brooklands. 

This remarkable combination 
of economy, flexibility, and speed 
is considerably better than any 

other six-cylinder or four-cylinder 
car has ever demonstrated. 

ROLLS-ROYCE, LIMITED, 
14 & 15, Conduit St., London, W. 

ftU'jrau.t—Hothead, London. Tiltyhonct—Gerrord 1654-5-6. 
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one of them the winner of the classic event. Both the 
Vaaxhall and Sunbeam cars have attained astonishing 

speeds at Brooklauds this year, and they are certainly worthy 
representatives of this country in any international contest. 

;„,*«! ife* 

I 

It is rumoured that a syndicate has been formed, with 
Mr. T. A. Edison at its head, for the exploitation of this country 
and Europe generally with American-made electric automo¬ 
biles, and that those interested are enthusiastically con¬ 
vinced of the feasibility of the scheme. Presumably this 
must be taken to indicate that the famous Edison light¬ 
weight storage battery, of which so much has been heard, 
but which no one appears ever to have seen, has at last 
materialised and become a practical commercial proposition. 
Otherwise it is difficult to understand the optimism of the 
syndicate. For town work the electrically-propelled vehicle 
is admittedly the best. Not even the most perfectly designed 
and costly petrol car can be expected fully to attain the 
smooth, silent, and luxurious running of the electromobile. 
But the necessity which exists at present for the re-charging 
of the batteries every thirty or forty miles renders it quite 
out of the question for long distance or ordinary touring 
work, and the vast majority of motorists require a vehicle 
which will take them practically auy distance without 
extraneous assistance in the shape of fuel supply. This they 
find, combined with as much comfort, power, and speed as 
they can reasonably desire, in the modem petrol-driven motor¬ 
car. The market, therefore, for the electromobile is essen¬ 
tially limited; confined, in fact, to that small section of the 
community which can afford to keep vehicles of both types— 
one exclusively for town use and one for ordinary motoring. 
And even for the comparative few who can afford this, it is 
not now essential. The really high-class modem petrel 
car—such as, for example, the six-cylinder Napier—is so 
wonderfully silent and easy of control in traffic that it is as 
well adapted for town as for country work. UnlesB, there¬ 
fore, Mr. Edison has succeeded in evolving something revo¬ 
lutionary in the way of electric-power storage, it is not easy 
to see why he and his syndicate are so sanguine of success. 

On Monday morning next a standard 15h.p. four-cylinder 
Napier will commence, under R.A.C. observation, a week’s 
bill-climbing and reliability teat of quite exceptional severity. 
Every day for six consecutive days the car will be run over 
a circuit of about twenty miles in length in one of the 
hilliest districts in Kent and Surrey, including the Wester- 
ham, Titsey, and Cudham Hills—three of the most formid¬ 
able in the South of England. Most motorists are familiar 
with the difficulties presented by these hills and by the 
roughness of the roads and lanes of the district at this time 
of the year. They will therefore appreciate the nature of 
the task Mr. Edge has decided to impose upon the Napier 
“ 15.” The official certificate of performance will be awaited 
with unusual interest. 

R. B. H, 

IN THE TEMPLE OF MAMMON 
The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial queries 

by return of poet if correspondents enclose a stamped, addressed 
envelope. 8ucb queries mUBt be sent to the City Offices, 15, 
Copthall Avenue, E.O. 

The holidays have almost stopped business on the Stock 
Exchange, but everybody is cheerful. We have had no more 
sensations in the Miscellaneous Market, but we are promised 
•wful disclosures in Rhodesians. The City considers that 

A Rhodesian market is done foi/^affd^-QAly an^abademic 
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interest clings round the scandals. In all these mining 
deals each magnate plays for his own hand, quite regardless 
of the promises he may have made to his colleagues or the 
duty that he owes to the public. Quarrel after quarrel has 
followed each rise and fall in Rhodesian mining shares, and 
all the outsider knows is that he has been landed at the top. 
Sauer will disgorge, so goes the story, and some amends will 
he made in Amalgamated Props. It will be remembered that 
Alexis Mandeville made a market in these shares, which 
were pushed to lls. or 12a. They now say that even the 
acute Alexis was deluded into buying at the top. The 
Rhodesian crowd were too many for him. Everybody will 

be glad when the Goldfields deal is concluded and some 
decent people take charge of the really valuable properties 

now held by Rhodesia Exploration. 

Mr. Hambling has signalised his first year of office at the 

London and South Western Bank by increasing the dividend ia & Will-omt banken will l 

from 16 to 17 per cent. He also proposes to make the £50 r k tk ht nek in Janniiw ' 

shares into £10 nominal value. This will give a much *:vi pusi up StieU. and 
freer market. The capital will also be increased by m^ w, 

£500,000. jw Erin ftffl pw on, and the 

Hundreds of promoters have schemes ready for the public. - waiEtL-nadeiill go into the 
Few of those 1 have seen appear to me particularly attractive. - J & v what vill happen ^ 

The promoter does not realise that the investor is not such Mercantile Minne cun- 
a fool as he looks; or perhaps the ease with which sharesunpod market. The 
can be placed after an issue has been made renders th« -lia wnh giahliag in. There * 

promoter callous to the pain of an underwriter. Most of thi -:w .stb trade is onlv moderate 

issues of the past six months have been failures, and huge -iaia in the only active soot/ 
blocks have had to be financed ; but gradually these blocks ^ ^ 

have been absorbed, and to-day it is fairly easy to under-w ^fQ 1 
write any prospectus with a good front page. I oxpect *9 m ^t ^ 1 1 
shall see a shipping-industrial boom Buch as we had in ^• , °Pwaw 
It will be a welcome change from the unending and unattmc- r-ac 
tive string of Canadian issneB, many of which will comet© ^ 
a bad end. A good industrial company goes in a few hours; ^ Lu.<ioe^s 

no one hesitateb. But, unfortunately, almost all the sonn ^ ^•nicks each day in tK». 
businesses in England are already converted into companies, r W ® v. «spp** ^ 

and promoters like Henry O’Hagan, who made a speciality 4a* Theps,ftN^llTaj 

of industrials, now find nothing left to float. ilnur km, i 

Money.—It is said that the stringency in Berlin will noi* ! m 

be relieved for a week or two. Until we get normal co®*.^ 
ditions here we cannot hope for a reduction in the Ban V*6 D-I deschv 
Rate. The American loans to Berlin fall dne in the mi ^ to *11 <t< f>r j 
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part. Here the only demand comes from bonest traa ^ ,•*lfi 
who are busy with an overflowing order-book. There is nc ^ f' 

speculation. Our banks are well off, but not so rich a 

they have too much lying idle. • 

Foreigners.— There is no business in the Foreign Market *•,, t 

The Japanese saw that their Finance Minister, Yamamo *T mn' ^ 
had made a mistake in telling the truth, and they at one 48 nrij| 

supported the market—the next thing we shall hear is * . ^ ^ t|„. 
this too honest man has been compelled to resign- • * * *2 ttfl ^ -v ‘aid In- 

engaged in a hard fight with the military party * “8 ^ , eikJrnk>i' 
which he can hardly win. Japanese finance is m®c ^11 
intricate for any ordinary investor to understaind^ ^ ?^ tot on* 
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Economist has an interesting note on the subject. 1 18 0 
of the few papers in England that is not more or less sn ^ ^ 
sidised by the pro-Japanese party. Tintos keep very s . f ^ titled f0jL 

and they must continue to rise as copper hardens. ■\.w 
seems somewhat tired of Perus, which appear to zne d. 
valued. The situation in Chiua does not alter, hot we • 

now told that the Manchus cannot get financed. 18 **r’ And 
good news ; the sooner this Chinese trouble ends tbeqm . *r laJ njint 

will our Eastern trade revive. If the Hong Kong- ik pi ^rfr ir- 
^ , , . . . .xv- r_PartV thN* w. Cht- 114 
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Bank begins to loan money to the Imperial Party 

rebellion will last for years. # 

Home Rails—The public nowb^U^te® 1^battle ! 
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cotton strike will soon be over, and a few hardy speculators 
have bought Home Rails. They acted wisely; they not 
3oly got in cheap, but also had a half-year's dividend for 
nothing. The railway figures for the half-year will soon be 
oot They will probably surprise most people. We must 
not look for any increase in dividend, bat we may rely upon 
the me of distribution being kept up to that of the December 
half-year in 1910. Roughly speaking, all the principal English 
nihnyspay 5 per cent, on present prices, and as I see little 
chance of any falling away in dividend, I advise a purchase. 
We oust remember that the ordinary stocks of our Heavy 
Lino an a free market with close prices, that the security 
is gilt-edged, and that the yield is better than that obtainable 
io Canadian issues in which there is no market, or foreign 
iuhutrials and land companies in which the market depends 
upon the parse of the jobber. 

shipping. We shall see Brewery Debentures marked up to 
their real value. Electric Lights will be made a popular 
gamble, and dozens of the Egyptian shares now selling at 
rubbish prices will be bought and sold again at a profit. 
In Mines you are in the hands of promoters none too 
scmpnloos. In the Indnstrial markets there are few pro¬ 
moters, and yon buy upon definite dividends. Next week I 
will give a list of the leading Industrials and their yield— 
Calico Printers yield 6 per cent.; Wool combers, 6 per 
cent.; Bolckow Vaughan, 6 per cent. All the Electric 
Light ordinary shares yield nearly as much. Indeed, there 
are dozens of good, sound securities that pay 6 per cent., 
and one And all will have their turn. 

Raymond Radclyype. 

Tanxiis.—It is clear that the Wall-street bankers will 
do ill they can to help a boom the first week in January. 
The Morgan people have decided to push up Steels, and 
although the Union figures are not good, we shall see a rise 
here. The Gould Kuhn Loeb fight still goes on, and the 
latest news is that Denver and Rio Grande will go into t he 
hands of a receiver. In this case what will happen to 
Haaoari Pacific? International Mercantile Marine con¬ 
tinue to be bought, and the bonds are a good market. The 
preference shares are also worth gambling in. There is 
plenty of money in New York, for trade is only moderate ; 
iideed, the iron and steel trades are the only active spots, 
oamblers in Wall Street must have long purses, and a 
hcom with dear money is most difficult. But when the 
j-rmn loans are repaid we shall make a sudden upward 

sorement. The latest craze is a crusade against the so-called 
Hooey Tnut. It will end like all the others —in a fiasco. 

Scbbeu calls for no remark this week, for no business has 

k*D done, notwithstanding the long articles each day in the 
:.aancial papers, which wonld lead us to suppose that a 
f'unng trade was done in rubber shares. The professionals 
-'rfe a little amongst themselves ; but almost every day 
<’Ee jobber deserts the market, and soon we shall not. have 

* dozen dealers left. 

Gil.—If rubber be dull, then is oil desolate. Rubber 
*'pl* who bad good stuff were obliged to sell in order to 
par for the wild rubbish. Oil people who won in Shells, 

Burmab, California, got out into Maikop, and now 
1 ^ their money gone. I very much doubt whether we 

•tall see another oil boom. 

Kirwiss.—The passing of the dividend in Randfontein 
rl irel was a very nasty blow to a market already much 

wak But I have no doabt that Robinson was right. 
I pottible that this mine may pay a dividend towards the 
of 1912, and if the shares fall to par they should be 

phased. But the huge mill will want an enormous 
farce to keep it going. The reduction in Langlaagte 

TO«d was eipected—was, indeed, a certainty—yet no one 
Wemher Beit A Co. are now officially “out of" 

^°°r Sir Julios ! He at any rate won his honours 
T T' ^ai Phillips, Neuman are now all titled folk. 

II e Kaffir market was never in so sad a state. 

ns .—There is nothing to talk about. Rho Mines 
^ ^ tipped by a well-known broker, and 
. , ‘ °°* ^heap. But no one wants to buy any mine 

I It will take a year for this market to recover its 

should not be surprised to find the Chartered Co. 
*** 1 ^foldi take all the mines between them. 

1 . _ —This is the one good, honest, strong 
rjj !D t^e House. Here will come the boom and here 

As far as I can see no one can go 
the shares will get theip^tum. To-dar it is 
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CORRESPONDENCE 
RETROSPECT 

To the Editor of The Academy 

Sir,—As far as the political events of 1911 are concerned, it is 
not the nation which has given expression to desires which are 
gpnstitutionally destructive or negative, but a particular auto¬ 
cracy of the nation. For, apart from a breach of constitutional 
unity (».«., the breaking of common or civil laws) on the part of 
the people themselves, there can be no national form of revolu¬ 
tion. By its universal attitude of respect towards common or 
civil rights—that is to say, by its general disapproval of strikes 
and riot*, of any action, in fact, which disturbs the common 
peace—the nation has discovered its anti-revolutionary spirit, 
its innate or British hatred of mere brute force or mob govern¬ 
ment. 

Now, in the face of this anti-revolutionary spirit on the part of 
the nation, it may well be asked how it is that, where revolu¬ 
tionary or unconstitutional procedure has failed in actual 
national form, it has succeeded in quiescent national form_or 
in other words, in the form of a constitutional or Parliamentary 
Act. 

As a spectator, I remember how, during an actual revolu- 
tionary procedure, the Bradford Town Hall was saved from total 
destruction. The common officers of justice and order had not 
sufficient power to stem the force of destruction, and so the 
troops were ordered out. These soon reduced things to order 
If, therefore, revolutionaries are prevented from doing an act of 
destruction in one way, how is it they are not prevented from 
doing one in another way P How is it that one set of rioters is 
prevented from demolishing a national municipal building, and 
another set is allowed to demolish a national legislative in at it,, 
tion P The parallel is perfectly just. 

Retrospect sticks hard here, and by no means foreshadows 
pleasant prospects for the year now bom. The long arm of the 
law is called into prevent people from doing unconstitutional actH 
but there appears to be no form or force of law to prevent revolu¬ 
tionary acts being done under cover of the Crown. 

The Parliament Act has invested the Crown with unlimited 
powers, and he who virtually secures it—of course, in the name 
of the people—can rule this mighty Empire, as John Redmond 
the Irish Nationalist, now rules it, with an autocratic sway. 

1911 has been a blacker year than 1588, blacker even than the 
memorable year of the Fire and Plague, since it has virtuallv 
witnessed the total destruction of Great Britain’s boasted ground 
of freedom. 

What will 1912 bring P Will it see the repeal of this damning 
Act, oris the Englishman’s birthright lost to him forever?— 

Yonr obedient servant, 

H. C. Daniel. 
Lough ton, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge, Jan. 1912, 
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PLAGIARISM 

To the Editor of The Academy 

Sir,—Since reading the article " On Plagiarism ” which 
appeared recently in The Academy I have come across an inte¬ 
resting review of Gray’s Letters in Blackwood's Magazine 

(VoL LXXV., page 245), from which I extract and take the 
liberty of sending to you the following passage dealing with the 
same subject. The reviewer has been citing instances of Gray’s 
artificial manner of building up the rhyme, but proceeds to drop 
a hint against carrying such strictures to an undue degree of 
severity. Then he says:—“ There is a running charge of 
plagiarism brought against Gray, and all such composite poets, 
which is altogether unfair. If they have formed their style in 
the study of other poets, it follows that they must repeat the 
phrases of their predecessors; but, if they do this in the expres¬ 
sion of a new thought of their own, such use of their language 
roust not be described as plagiarism. A critic before us thus 
comments on some lines in the 4 Elegy: *— 

‘ Their furrows oft the stubborn glebe has broke 
How jocnnd did they drive their team a-field, 

How bent the woods beneath their sturdy stroke.’ 

This stanza is made up of various pieces inlaid. * Stubborn 
glebe ’ is from Gay; ‘ drive a-field' from Milton; * sturdy 
stroke’ from Spenser.* Now there is not one of these expres¬ 

sions which does not here fall very properly into its place, and 
a writer familiar with poetic diction would make use of them 
without any reference to the authors from whom they might 
have been in the first place received. Indeed, it would be quite 
impossible for any one to compose in this woaatc fashion ; nor is 

• Gray’s Works, Appendix, Vol. I., p. 112. 

ike fwr m 
there any end to the charges of plagiarism that might on thu ^ % 

principle be brought. If such expressions as ‘sturdy stroke’ 
and ‘ drive a-field ’ are to be traced to the ownership of some AlHIVS 
predecessor, one does not see how one is to move at all The g 
language of the country, like its arable land, is all appropriated. 
In the passage here commented on the critic need not have 
stopped where he did. 4 How jocund,* he might have added, ia — 
from Fletcher, and 4 how bent the woods,' from Dryden; and 
then only consider if these three lines were composed alter such 
a fashion, what a wonderful piece of workmanship they must be! SJJS RECEIVE I 
Whilst we are as hostile as any to laborious, conscious artifice, 
or the mere repetition of traditional phrases and images, we QC&UnOUS 
roust deprecate a species of criticism which would shut out the 
poet from his legitimate resources, deter him from the careful * Ji W to 
study of his predecessors, and either drive him into a poor, timid, & 
barren style of composition, or else induce him to seek the praise ^ _ 
of originality by coining new words and fantastical exprea- - . \ 11 • tt «• _ . i j q* * WI5WBR, 
8iona. —Believe me to be, dear Sir, 

36 RECEIVED 
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Yours faithfully, 

J. A. S. Wilson. 

13, Grosvenor Crescent, Scarborough, 
December 28th, 1911. 

NEW YEAR WISHES 

To the Editor qf The Academy 

By E-. 
; it 

-- Bnrifcu* p[?, 

xt 

* H. I v 

Sir,—Allow me to state my three political New Year’s wishes, ^ . 
which are as follows:—1. That the Unionist party may be * 
returned to power with the least possible delay, so as to repair 
some of the terrible mischief wrought by the present infamous * J** mi fa .. 
Radical Government. 2. That Lloyd George’s scandalous no- ^ ; 
called Insurance Act may be treated by the country with the 
contempt it deserves. 3. That our glorious old England may " by P. r ^ 

___ 
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A HELPING HAND FOR FARMERS. 
Diffioultiae are brand to arise, problems to present themselves, in the oonree of working a Farm, whether the owner bean expnWDA 

farmer or one quite new to the work. W nat provision have YOU m \de to prevent loss in such oases P An investment in a oopy oi 

Edited by PROF. R. PATRICK WRIQHT, F.H.A.8., F.R.S.E., 
with its Illustrated Articles on every Description of Farming, is the beet insurance against all such possibilities of loss, 

ana the most reliable guide to success. 
THI8 CYCLOPEDIA CONTAINS THE “LAST WORD” ON . _ 

TUU?e and Fanalor, Lire Stack, Dairying Forestry, Market Gardening, Horticulture, Agricultural Implements and Machines, Poultry » 
Agricultural Chlmistry, Mauures and Feedinw StaRs, 

keeping, Foreign and Colonial Agriculture, Agricultural Biography, Doga, Game, Sport. Colonial and Foreign Agriculture will be dealt with by reel 

.a ... f* OVER 0,000 ARTIOLE8 IN ALL _ 
'• °Jf,*r anc* ovmr again In the hands of an up-tonlate, earnest fsrmar. 

^ rt l* the best Illustrated, moat oomprehensiYS and reliable Book of Reference for Farmers. ■ 

SOMK OF THE CONTRIBUTOR* 
PROP. W. B. BOTTOMLEY, the SIR WALTER GILRPT 

Authority on Soil Inoculation. ---- - r,s*_»lLBET, 
BIY. R, MCCLELLAND, Lecturer on 

Bee-Keeping. ’ rZ‘ -- 

R. MAC MILLAR, Sec., 
Aaaoc. 

“Ths Farmer and stockbreeder BBF* 
"•The Standard Cyclopedia* continues to etaeUatoto* 

that surround agriculture, It Is undoubtedly by hr the 
agricultural works." _ _ 

A Bubecrtber writssi 

Dear Sirs.-I am oonrinoed that " The Standard Cyclo^i*. ^ 
farmer should hare; it is simply splendid. One oughtto beg, 
extra hard to get the wherewithal to procure such a >ineew] 

--■ — mrnmtm-ammm uiuutil, BART. 

H4*?,Ii.D l,*R,ET> y ^c.e.8.. Author of " Home Doctoring ol 
Animals." 

Breeders* AUBREYJ.8PENCER,M.A , contri- 
t r\ no  Articles on Agricultural Law. 
*' *** °n Tum >AIr°**s SP85C.E ooDtrtbotM _ "waa-eeping. Article* on Pigs. 

*• Instructor in MORE TH AM 300 EXPERTS oontri- 
^nocec- Making. bute clear explanatory articles. Fort Models (Anatomical) of Horse, Cow, Sheep, ead 

Presented Free to Subscriber*. 

PRICE 8/- per Vol. net. Po*Uie Ih ** 
BOOKLET FREE. 

Write for full particulars. 

To The GRB8HAM PUBLISHING CO, 
34-5, Southampton Street, Strand, 

Please send me your Free Booklet, J 
OF GRASS/* and particulars of your aw 
payment plan of purchase. 

Name ... 

Address . 
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become more powerful and prosperous than ever in the future, 
fficertain people who seem bent upon dragging her into the 
mire.—Yours very obediently, 

Algernon Ashton. 

West Hampstead, N.W., January 2nd, 1912. 

Father Sergius, and Other Stories and Plays. By Count Leo 
Tolstoy. Edited by Dr. Hagberg Wright. With an Intro¬ 
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Smplijud Spelling• An Appeal to Common Sense. The 
Simplified Spelling Society. Gd. 

Jwfnilia Under Labour Government. By Manrice Brodzky 
Co-operative Wholesale Societies, Manchester and Glasgow. 
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Mrmmiit By 0. Schultzky. Illustrated. A Stein, 
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** •» " Hamlet." By H. B. Irving, M.A. (Oxon.) 
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Artist In 
CLOTHES 
Cutting and fitting clothes 
ia an art It is not so 
much a question of enttiog 
and making up so many 
inches of material as of 
studying the MAN - his 
height, carriage, build, 
*nd a dozen other things. 
That is the secret of 
Ellis’s success. Why not 
Oome to El lib for YOUR 
next 8uit or Overcoat? 
Twenty years' experience 
making clothes for par. 
ticular men. 

Hite s Speciality 
te an Overcoat 

lor £3 3 0 
-perfect fit guaranteed 
money refunded. 

Patterns sent to jc 
ad drugs if yon cannnf 

* H. ELLIS. 

201, Strand, London. 
(Opporitc Lau Court,) 
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The Cowper & Newton Museum 

Olney, Buck*. 

AN APPEAL FOR ENDOWMENT. 
I I • 

Twelve yean ago, on the occAlien of the Centenary oi the death 

of the poet Cowper, the house in which he Hved it Olney 

wi» pretented to the town to form i Memorial and Muteum. 

The Trustees have, with a number of gentlemen resident in 

the district, formed an Endowment Committee, of which the 
Bishop of Durham is the Chairman. 
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ridden, totally crippled, or unable to earn a farthing piece. 
And this is the Act which was rushed through at such a 
disgraceful rate—the Act of 115 clauses, of which 93 were 
passed on the Report stage under closure without a word of 

debate! 
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An interesting correspondence is proceeding in our 
delicate sea-green weekly contemporary on the subject of 
long words, and naturally the German language comes 
under consideration. Apart from any suspicion of poking 
fun at our Teuton friends after the manner of Mark Twain, 
we must disagree with one of the writers when he says 

that, “since ‘ Religiosephilosophischelehrensentwickelung ' 
is about a third of a line shorter than * the development 
of doctrines concerning the philosophy of religion/ its 
advantage is fairly obvious.” We should bow distantly 
and respectfully to a word like that, and pass on our way 
until we found something a little less dangerous to our 
vocal apparatus. And as for “ Hochdruckmuffenver- 
bindung” (a dainty trifle which appears to mean “high- 
pressure socket joint”) it seems to us just the word we have 
been hunting for these many days to express our true inner 
feelings when we hit our thumb instead of the nail, or trip 
over a chair in the dark. 
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REVIEW OF THE WEEK 
Wi note that a veiy enterprising barrister thinks that he 

plain the tortuous windings of the National 
n»noe Act quite easily—in a volume consisting of 289 
*, but as the notorious Act so hastily passed depends 

possibility of its operation principally upon rules 
1 ane not yet made, we fear his explanations of what it 

'!T obviouB]y 7 inadequate, and therefore 
tfhongh doubtless the work is worthy of attenti 

new regulations have been made it willed 

JT Dot satisfactoiy. Meanw 
«Uet published by the National C 

VwnttJi!.0 k w*'le,,y circulated. itsvrfous chapters are 
by men of excellent experwr , . hom it is impos- 

.1* ° of “i^preslfation or prejudice, who 
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I.i ‘“The finance r' 
the measure," says Mr. L. S. Amery, 

n r.<lrew|,oiir»*,,gh nnd through; theactuarialcaleula- 

^tBoasinadequate *ora measure of such complexity, 
m based on at least—the cost of medical benefit— 
writer jjoe* op open disregard of known facts.” This 

•obi making0,nt on* sc^eme 18 fall provi- 
* ^oitbington > costliness of administration. Mr. L. 

Sts-Dep^s, M.P., treats the question of the nnfor- 
Jt? ..fxpo^ffjentributors,” and Mr. G. Locker-Lampson, 
k nan; ^illacy of a “ State guarantee of benefits.” 
^Jpiidnpfe observes, “ insured persons who have 

tb*n the %3 contributions will receive a great deal 
:^®otye,,1J<jl minimum benefits promised by Mr. 

to rtefbe J-insured person under the Act will be 
i ~-l^blement benefit “ unless he is bed- 

Lady Sybil Grant has a chatty and interesting article in 
the New Year’s issue of the Gentlewoman dealing with the 
“ literary dodges ” employed by modern authors to fill up or 
bridge gaps in the legitimate story. They began, she notes, 
when the reign of the three-volume novel ended ; for before 
that time the happy writer could start “ way back ” with 
the grandparents or great-grandparents of the hero or 
heroine and “ meander pleasantly through interminable 
chapters ” until the reader was fully acquainted with the 
life-history of everybody even remotely concerned. Now 
there is less space to fill; the hero grows up quickly, his 
courtship is hustled ; the historical novel is concocted with 
the aid of costume and weird “gadzooks” and “ ods 
bodikins ”; the secrets of the surgeon and the medical world 
arsMS&ed as tempting bait for the curious, and we write, says 
Lady Sybil, “ to absorb the straphanger and enthral the 
quick-luncher.” From the chaff of her amusing essay 
many grains of truth may be winnowed; there is good 
reason to lament the passing of a certain leisurely, deliberate 
mood and style—known to such writers as Anthony Trollope, 
to mention only one—which was concerned not so much with 
unhealthy subtleties of temperament as with the progress, 
interlocking, and development of events and careers. 
Temperamental studies can be splendid enough in the hands 
of a master, in the uncanny insight, let us say, of Meredith, 
Hardy, James; but when the incompetent workman tries to 
cut facets upon the rough diamond of life he too often 
achieves a lamentable failure. 
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I 

National Insurance Act. By 
aw. (Charles Knight and Co., 

by Google 

An appalling announcement appeared in a weekly 
newspaper on Snnday last. It was to the effect that 
a well-known evening journal will shortly come under 
the same editorial direction as the Observer. We 
have had many staggering blows in a somewhat pro¬ 
longed career, but this announcement discovers us 
defenceless and in despair. Encyclicals in three to 
four columns on the day of rest, to be followed by, doubt¬ 
less, from six to eight columns in the smaller paper on 
every other day of the week. The mind has been likened 
to a drunken man on horseback—when you support him on 
one side he falls over on the other. No mind can preserve 
its equilibrium under an announcement such as that we 
have referred to. No respite for even one day in the week 
from pontifical announcements issued under a grievous sense 
of responsibility—and omniscience whijjs ^on wait! 

INDIANA UNIVERSITY 
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NIGHT 

Dear, weep not so! 

There in the valley, under the snow, 

Dead in his prime we most leave young Love ; 

The world beneath him, the stars above. 

Were it not well that grief should stay P 

Tears are not now what they were one day. 

Nay, look not back ! 

Ghosts are not for our mountain track. i 
Let us away ere night is through, 

And the sun shines there as it used to do. 

Haply beyond the barrier range . . . 

How tense is the night, and hushed, and strange! 

Phil .T. Fistirr. 

AND THEY CALL IT—LOYALTY 

It would we think be a mistake to prosecute a cracked- 

brain mob-spouter for the offence of seditions libel. 

Some members of the Socialist party are men of some 

acoount. They are men of talents—albeit perverted talents; 

their methods indeed are crude and irresponsible, but their 

instincts are in the main honourable to them. * They really 

believe that subversion is the path to the millennium. 

Observers of much which we all deplore in modem civilisa¬ 

tion, they are rebels against the system which has rendered 

these incidents possible. Soaked in sentimentalism, they 

believe some hrand-new nostrum in the direction of anarchy 

will convert the world into a smiling paradise. 

We do not suffer fools gladly, and this particular type of 

fool we have been acquainted with in the toilsome days we 

have spent in onr progress from classical to modern litera¬ 

ture. There they are—sometimes in a toga, sometimes in 

the costume of the sans-culottists—the same wisps believing 

that they can prevail against the revolution which their 

ignorant and ill-omened measures are bound to produce. 

Such men, in spite of their motives, are a bane to the State 

which bred them, and the only consolation is that sooner or 

later they will learn wisdom in a summary fashion. 

There is however a revolutionary type which has none of 

these saving-clause virtues, and which can only be described 

as truculent. How should this type be dealt with P We 

will quote Mr. Keir Hardie’s written words in his latest 

excursion as an iconoclast. A ruler has only to be ill- 

mannered and insubordinate to recommend himself to Mr. 

Hardie’s approbation. Although all persons in authority 

are as a rule anathema to this gentleman, there are a few 

who are of lowly origin and who preserve the traits of the 

breed from which they sprung who especially appeal to bis 

sense of fitness. His latest protege is the Gaekwar of 

Baroda. We really feel sorry for this unmannerly and 

impudent person that be should have attracted to himself 

what can only be described as the acme of degradation— 

Mr. Keir Hardie’s approval. The Gaekwar has offered his 

apology, which will be appraised at the value it deserves, 

having regard to the source from which it springs. Most 

people would have imagined that the offender who is not 

even a bold offender, but who is content to array himself in 

sackcloth and poor ashes on his head, would not have 

ggested to any Bane hujn^n being an .heroic type. The 

umption is entirely fa Ji^found hip ikon. 

>i 

His document in defence of bis friend refers to the throne 

as the “symbol of imbecility.” Proceeding in his hero- 

worship - bis laudation of a potentate, provided he is not 

the sovereign of bis own country, Mr. Hardie is eloquently 

descriptive 

The figure which stood for something real, and the one 
which the historian will depict as being alone significant, 
was not that of the King-Emperor going through his little 
part like a well-jointed automaton, nor the belaced and 
begirded uniformed men by whom he was bo plentifully 
surrounded, and still leas the bejewelled aud bedizened semi- 
rulers who bent low before him, but the calm and sedate, 
well-built man in the white robe of a bearer, who moved 
about with native dignity, doing all that w»9 required of 
him as a gentleman. 
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Hard upon the Gaekwar that counsel for the defence 

should dismiss as unworthy of consideration his plea of 

nervousness in extenuation of his lapse, harder still that 

evidence to character should rest on the sole testimony of 

such a witness. 

The Gaekwar, we may be fairly sure, will have to undergo 

a cure for his nervous affliction, and he has our best wishes 

for his complete restoration to that attitude of “calm and 

sedateness,” native dignity, and gentleman-like bearing B..v; 

which his devil’s advocate has, out of his full knowledge of ***&: !>* %. 

those qualities, ascribed to his hero. 

But what of Mr. Hardie ? We started with the premiss 

that it is more advisable not to have recourse to the criminal 

law to* deal with an irresponsible offender, the breath of 

whose life is notoriety. Of course that is a plausible view. 

Mr. Justice Cave in the case of Queen against Bums nsed 

these words— 

Seditious writings are permanent things, and if published, 

• they scatter the poison far and wide. 
• • i 

And later the learned Judge laid down— 

Sedition has been described as disloyalty in action, and 
the law considers as seditious all those practices which naf® 
for their object to excite discourtesy or disaffection, or to 
bring into hatred or contempt the Sovereign or the Govern¬ 

ment. 

It is clear therefore 'that if Mr. Keir Hardie ia 
cuted, it will be becausS^he is considered a neg ig* 

quantity. _ 

But what of the House of C<^™fconR 'r * er^H 
* ^ * .v. * for that assembly to 

no great need at the present mornor •* •Haw i t * .Vrity, but can it allow 
be over-sensitive of reputation or _.n;n<r 

a person to swear to a lie, and to en joy 
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therefrom by sitting and voting in wlv 
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benefit resulting Li 

purports to he a 

run: “1 
loyal assembly ? The words of the oi^e Rnegiance to 

do swear that I will be faithful and bear* ^^rding to lat¬ 
his Majesty - his heirs and successor? 

So help me God.” L«ecution i» with- 

We have shown that if a criminal pf^T for the object 

held it will only be from a sense of conte abstention bow- 

against whom it would be directed. Sit, pere011 woU^ 

ever in no way alters the lie which rut? frhicb we 

perpetrate in swearing the form of aa ftmPe 

quoted. Will the House of Com 

reparation from the member for 

recognising that which was requiij 

authenticated capacity of 

snontaneonsly offered f C*cit CoVN P> % 
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TENNYSON AND . HIS FRIENDS* 

There seems to be a growing tendency to forget a great 
alia s works soon after his death; or else to relegate them 
to the shelves reserved for classics, which are sometimes 
talked about, bat seldom read; whereas any little book of 

scraps called from various sources which may throw some 
fresh light on his private life or innermost thoughts is sore 
of a large circle of readers the moment it makes its appear- 

woe, The number of these latter books is legion. 

Since Boewell set his historic example of how interesting 
the conversations of a great man can be made to appear, 
prided they have also been heard by a man of genins, he 
has had innumerable imitators, every one of whom has 
fallen woefully short of the Pride of Lichfield. But the 
latter part of the nineteenth century and the first decade of 
the twentieth have produced another type of work, of a 
kind of pod-mortem Boswellian stamp, arrived at by 
searching old trunks for letters of the deceased and by 
writing to the intimate friends of his lifetime for any infor¬ 

mation they may be able to throw on his daily habits ; his 
attitude of mind towards various subjects, notably religion; 
his personal appearance and—with Boswell ever in mind— 
specimens of bis conversation. These are carefully gone 
through by a literary hack, who arranges them in categorical 
order, and adds some notes of his own with a few good 
contemporary portraits, and they are then served np 

red-hot to the public, handsomely bound. We deplore this 
tendency of the age. This form of biography is an ever¬ 
growing pest which cannot be too assiduously suppressed 

by criticism and ridicule, not only in the interests of litera¬ 

ture. but in the interests of the reputation of the great ones 
who, no longer here to speak for themselves, are unable to 
repudiate the great masses of sour honey which have been 
brought together into one comb by the countless busy bees 
the fed from their genius while they were alive. 

In the first place, such a book can give no correct impression 

of the great man whose life it professes to portray. Almost 
erery one consulted holds different views with regard to 
his genius, his conversation, his personal appearance, 

Md his attitude of mind towards the complicated questions 

*hi;h confronted him in his days; therefore the reader is 
getting no picture at all of the central figure himself—he 

a lwv to assimilate the views of lesser lights upon 
^ great figures who were contemporary with him. The 
•hole value of a book like Boswell’s 41 Life of Johnson M lies 
Jo the fact that Boswell never intrudes his personal views 

5 ^ader. He is merely a very sensitive human grama- 
F one, which records from day to day, hour by hour, the 
^tentious utterances of the leviathan to whom he has 

j himself. The result is that the reader is able to 

T 's owu °pirion of Johnson and his times not from 
words of a third party, but from the great man himself. 

V*&u task to criticise in this straiu a book 
*^et^r so much filial devotion and pain6 by the 

^ ^ ^eDUJr8on« hut if literary criticism is to bo of 
^ it oust be impartial and deal with results rather 

bg yj* which has caused a particular work to 
cf ° ^ae Hung is certain, if he were still alive 
____6 an ^bive interest in mundane affairs, the first 

**** Edited by Hallam Lord Tenny- 
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person to repudiate the present bulky volume of scraps 
would be Lord Tennyson himself. We are informed time and 
time again that during his lifetime he had a horror of being 
dogged by Boswells, and that if he suspected any one 
of such tendencies he would shut up like a clam and refuse 
to say a word. Yet within twenty years of his death we 
find his own son so far forgetting his father's frequently 

expressed prejudices as to be editing the very type of work 
which Tennyson most disliked and which he took great pains 

to render impossible when he was alive. 
However, although we have felt it necessary to utter 

these restrictions on the work before us, let us state at once 
that there is an enormous amount of interesting matter in 
“ Tennyson and his Friends.’* We do not propose to go 

into the vexed question here as to whether Tennyson was or 
was not a great poet. Since his death his popularity 
has largely declined, but almost every great writer 
finds himself at some period under an eclipse, and it must 
be left to a later generation to decide whether he shall find 

a permanent place among the classics of the muse. But, 
whether his work will last or not, Tennyson was certainly 

one of the great, if not the greatest and most predominant 
figure of the Victorian era. We very much doubt whether 
we shall ever see another arnoDg ns like these great poets of 
the past. Tennyson had all the attributes of bis profession. 
He was poetical in appearance ; he led a life of seclusion; 

he never entered into the material controversies of h is day ; 
he did not rush into print at every possible opportunity with 

some piece of up-to-date doggerel on some topical subject. 
He was infinitely painstaking in all that he did, revising 

and re-revising until some of his poems disappeared alto¬ 
gether, or else were so changed as to bear little or no 
resemblance to their original form. He was never in a 

harry, and on one occasion kept the pnblio waiting ten years 
between one book of verse and another. He was regarded 

almost as a divinity in his time, and his rare appearances in 
pnblio seem to have caused a tremendous stir and sensation 
such as no modern author could hope to arouse. He was 

almost worshipped by his small circle of intimate friends. 
His nature was noble, his life spotless, and few men 

have passed on their way leaving behind them a more 
blameless reputation, or have led a fuller or more even 
existence. 

The contents of this work are varied in the extreme. The 
book opens with a memorial drawn np by the poet’s wife on 
her early days and up to the time of her marriage with 

the poet. Perhaps the most interesting pages in the book 

are those devoted to the intimate, yet distant, relations 
between Tennyson and Edward FitzGerald, the recluse 
author of Omar Khayyam. We also specially commend to 
the reader the chapter “ Tennyson and Sir John Simeon 

and Tennyson's Last Years,” by the latter’s daughter, 
Louisa E. Wal'd, which is admirably written aud throws a 
great deal of real biographical light on the poet’s private 

life. The notes on the Characteristics of Tennyson, by 
Professor Jowett, are also of value as coming from such a 

Bhrewd observer of men aud matters. Tennyson’s opinions 
of his contemporaries are always interesting reading, and 
his relations with Carlyle are well worth close study, as 
showing how he gradually overcame the prejudices of the 
Sage of Chelsea. There is one fact which is new. We have 
the poet s authority for stating that it is an error to suppose 
that the primrose was Disraeli’s favourite flower. The 
general and universally accepted misconception arose in this 
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way:—Queen Victoria Bent a wreath of primroses to his 

funeral with the simple inscription, “ His favourite flower.’* 

According to Tennyson, she was not referring to Disraeli’s 

• favourite flower, but to the late Prince Consort’s. Space 

forbids us to enter more fully into the work. There is a 

great deal of gold to be extracted from the masses of quartz 

which encumber the pages, and the reader will be well 

repaid in his search for the real metal. 

E. A.-B. 

MEDITATION UPON THE PRE- 

RAPHAELITES 

Br Haldane Macfall 

The Pre-Raphaelites, so-called, so self-labelled, lie silent in 
death—their noisy warfare done. By very reason of being 

dead they are passing among the classics—and will become 
the traffic of the Higher Prices. A loan display of their 

works at the Tate threatens indeed to make them the talk 
of the town again ; and the fantastic part of the whole 

garrulous business lies in the grim fact that their signifi¬ 
cance in art is as thoroughly misunderstood as it was mis¬ 
understood—it may be even by themselves—on the day when 

young Holman Hunt painted “The HirelingShepherd” whilst 
the youthful Millais wrought upon the drowning “ Ophelia,” 
forgetful of the fact that Rossetti’s future wife lay in the 
bath before him, whilst he, all eager for the painting, neg¬ 
lected the heating of the water—a neglect which broke her 
health and eventually sent her to her Belf-destruction. Yet 

there is some excuse for criticism, since the artists them¬ 

selves scarce understood the fateful significance of the art 
they wrought; nay, when they came to write upon it, they 
wrote much false witness, all unwitting of the falsity— or, 

it may be, they had their eyes on false intention, but by 
instinct created the revolution, urged to it by a right 
intention that they but half suspected. The only true Pre- 

Raphaelite of them all was Rossetti—to whom I saw a 
critic the other day deny Pre-Raphaelism ; whilst Holman 

Hunt claimed the movement—who, to his credit, had he but 
realised it, was little Pre-Raphaelite enough, being of better 
stuff. As most of the writers to-day seem bent on 
misunderstanding—as they will continue to do, likely enough, 

to the crack of doom—let us survey the intention and 
sift what was vital in the achievement of it from what 
was fatile and mere noise, signifying nothing, unless, 
indeed, it signified worse—death. 

In England, at the opening of the eighteen-hundreds, 
painting of the figure and portraiture were falling into 

dull mimicry of the departing or departed giants. There 
wrought his art, modestly but doggedly, a great realist 

painter of the nude, one Etty. The world will recognise 
Etty’s greatness one day. The revelation of Turner was 
lost upon his age—was in advance of it, only to bear fruit 
half a century later. But two young men, amongst others, 
had looked upon the realism of Etty, and had essayed with 
all their powers to master it—Madox Brown and Millais. 
When the theatrical bouI of the Italian Rossetti drew the 
young Millais and Holman Hunt into his fantastic Brother¬ 
hood, with its signs and secret symbols, the young men bad 
felt bound to raise the standard of a policy. The tight, hard 

art of the German Nazarenes, bad as it was, had appealed 
to them as “ original,” so they went back to the Btiff inten¬ 
tion of the Renaissance painters of Italy before Raphael, not 

having sufficient wit to realise that these very painters had 
never painted in this stiff fashion if they had known more 

Digitized by (jOOSlC 

of painting, and still less realising that to mimic the primi¬ 

tives were as gross academism and death to art as to mimic 
Michelangelo! Bat the mimicry was obvious, and the 
writers jumped at the obvious. The simple result was that 

the mimicry of pre-Raphaelism was a dire failure, as it was 
inevitably bound to be. Indeed it should be clear to anj 

man that if we shall utter our age we must utter it in the 
language and terms of onr age. The mere fact that bookish 

men were found to approve it should have brought pause to 

them—for bookish critics ever feel the academic in art. But 
the young Brotherhood bad an even more flaming caution 

in the fact that Ruskin approved both their mimicry and 

the mighty revelation of Turner, which was an absolute 

obliteration of such art as that of the Pre-Raphaelites. 

The simple experience of all time is that artists create 
by instinct, bat talk any clap-trap that seems to prop their 

own practice. 

Now, whilst Pre-Rapbaelism was a fantastic affectation, 
and alone would have been death to creative ait, it so 

happened that these young fellows, Millais and Holman 
Hunt, were concerned the while with an attribute of 

great and vital art that men vaguely called Realism— 
they were bending all their power to paint tchat they me 

in the open air as they saw and felt it. In the doing, 

they forestalled one of the greatest advances of the 

century in art throughout France. Not only so, bat Holman 
Hunt, the lesser genius of the group as regards poetic 
power, was the greatest in this one astounding achievement, 

and thereby stands ont an European —he found that neither 
painting in mass nor any former utterance in paint could 

give the intensity of sunlight upon objects in the open air, 
and he tried to do for the figure what Turner was already 
doing alone and aloof, and reviled for doing, in landscape; 
he broke up his colour so as to employ almost pure pigment 

in small touches, and then, and only then, could he get the 
glitter of the sun and the intensity of light in the open. Hia 
“ Hireling Shepherd ” is his supreme effort in this intention. 

And both Holman Hunt in his early work and Millais in his 
“ Ophelia,” by their conquest of sunlight, reached out to the 
revelation of Turner, which was to revolutionise the whole 

realm of painting. It was in this alone that Ruskin would 
have been justified in grouping the Pre-Raphaelites and 

Turner amongst the creators and increasers of art; but he 
fought his splendid wordy wars for the academism of the 
group at the bead of which stood Rossetti; and it was this 
academism that brought forth the aesthetes under Morris 
and Burne-Jones, who were mediaeval academics, and con¬ 
tinued the setback to the British genius by very reason of 
their remarkable gifts ; so that living art passed to France, 

and Manet took up the torch of mass-impressionism, 

carrying on the vast utterance of Hals and Velazquez and 
Rembrandt. From Manet the torch passed to Monet, who 
relit it at the flame of Turner, so that colour broke into 
lyricism, informed by the majestic genius of the London 
barber’s son. And it was not till the mass-impressionism 

of Charles Keene brought great art back to England that 
academism looked like being assailed in onr midst. There 
for awhile we may leave it, since illustration did for England 
what painting seemed too exhausted to do under the heel of 

the aesthetes. 

But it would be scant justice to all that was great snd 
vital in the “ Pre-Raphael ” movement to speak only of the 
throe youths who gave it its foolish and misleading tag. 
The Detailed Realists owed their chief inspiration to an 
older man, Madox Brown, who, though be refused to join 
the foolish business of a secret society, set flame to all that 
was best in the soul and aspirations of that society; he waa 
more of them than they themselves;. and I am not sure that 
he was not head and shoulders the greatest genius and the 
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owt vital of them all. His rang® was far wider and vaster; 
liii grip upon life for deeper, mors oomplez, and closer. Of 
tbfoi all, Midox Brown was of epic power, of sustained 

flight, and of dramatic intensity. 

It hte been sneered against them that their vice was 
aceodote. It was vaguely felt by later critics that some¬ 
thing vis lacking, so they discovered the vice to be anec¬ 
dote. Now, an artist has every right to paint anecdote. 
The Renaissance painters revelled in anecdote-'indeed, 
without tbs Bible their art had been robbed of its largest 
fdhlosot Velasquez rarely bad the chance of painting 
anecdote, bat his “ Christ at the Colnmn ” showed that he 
coaid triumph in anecdote with the best of them. As long 
»the anecdote explains itself, without aid from any other 
art, whether literature or otherwise; as long as it is self- 
contained, and no book o’ the words is required to complete 
it, it is within the painter's rightful province. Velasquez' 
u Christ at the Colamn ” does not explain itself without the 
rid of the Gospels, and is therefore as much “outside the 
frame" as illegitimate art, as any wrought by the Pre- 
Rjphaeliies. But he and they triumphed over their 
falsities, as the genius of the virile painters of our age will 
triumph over their falsities in mistaking cubes, or geometry, 
orrhjthm, or any other “ ism ” for art; for art has this vast 
compelling power, that tho artist, caught by the ecstacy of 
■ration, by instinct creates art, heedless of bis fantastic 
theories and reckless of all futile laws. 

almost as whole-heartedly as Mr. Roosevelt. Briefly, when 
the smoke of his long dissertation on naval and military 
warfare—which reads like an essay of some undergraduate— 
has cleared away, all that remains of the mighty blaze is 
this—Rear-Admiral Ernest C. T. Troubridge has been 
created the Chief of a War Staff which is to be split up into 
the three following divisions :— 

1. Intelligence Division to deal with war information. 

2. Operations Division to deal with war plans. 

3. Mobilisation Division to make all war arrangements. 

ADMIRALTY REFORM 

Br E. Abhmead-Bartlett 

^wirivsB Mr. Winston Churchill obtains a new post we 
cuilways be quite sure of one thing—the public are going 
to know it. He is never satisfied with the bare announce- 
aent of Ministerial changes which appears in the Press. He 
a determined that the public shall have ocular and practical 
proof that he is at the head of a new Department, and, 
umorer, that he thoroughly disapproves of the omissions of 
& predecessors. It was thus when he first went to the 
Home Office. Reforms were at once announced with 
tothng rapidity, some of which were useful; others 
®fre!y excited ridicule. Now, within a very few weeks of 
bs warning control of the Admiralty he issues a manifesto 
to the nation to advertise his new scheme of Admiralty 
^Wfluuatioi^sothifc all the credit may fall to him and to him 
*®e. As a matter of fact there is really very little new in 
» reorganisation scheme except that it is placed before the 

public in a concrete form for the first time. It has been the 
•Swwns of the past ten yean which have made the present 

of reform a reality. 

^creasiye Naval Administrations have worked on the 
lines-namely, to create a General Staff for the Navy 

¥®iiar to that which controls the armies and navies of 
*1*7 firit-clais European Power. It will come as an 

wnonng revelation to many of our enemies that it has been 
necessary to issue such a manifesto after we have 

mcomaand of the sea for over one hundred years. It 

£ k 'D interests of the Service if these so-called 
T. . ^nistrative Changes were kept as secret as possible. 
ttL,L^ti°n ig of value to our enemies, and no practical 

IJ by taking the public into the Ministerial 

**0 8aC^ occll8*on3’ b°cause administrative matters 
°D(* comPrehension of the average man in 

A,^i*D07er was, never will be Mr. 
H«lu ^Hill’s method to work patiently unobserved. 

** die glare of publicity and the manifesto glamour 
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Now there have always been three special departments at 
the Admiralty to deal with these three matters, and the only 
innovation seems to be to unite them under one chief, which 
should lead to efficiency and co-ordination. 

In addition, a new Civil Lord of the Admiralty has 
been created to deal exclusively with the purchase of war 
material and the relations between the Admiralty and the 
great contracting firms. Sir Francis Hop wood is to fill this 
i mportant post, which, we are glad to say, is to be non- 
political. He will be the buyer and business manager of 
the Navy. 

The real credit for the creation of a War Staff for the 
Navy does not rest with Mr. Winston Churchill, but, in the 
first instance, with Lord Charles Benesford; and, in the 
second, with that able group of writers on naval matters in 
the Conservative Press who have been advocating the 
matter for years. Lord Charles Beresford’s invocations 
on this all-important subject have fallen on deaf ears 
or have been held np to persistent ridicule by those 
who are now the first to lavish praise on Mr. Churchill. 
But, after all, allocating the praise or blame for an 
achievement is a small matter compared with the achieve¬ 
ment itself, and if the new War Staff carry out their 
duties in a satisfactory manner they will have the good 
wishes of the entire nation behind them in their labours. We 
hope they will devote their initial labours to four main 
points : (1) To see that we have an adequate supply of coal 
ready for war at any moment, so that the nation shall not again 
have to face the nerve-trying and depressing spectacle of coal 
beiDg hastily rushed across England in the midst of a great 
strike ; (2) To ensure a proper reserve of 12in. or 13in. guns 
for all our battleships and heavy-armoured cruisers, because 
in the naval struggles of the future it will not be the Navy 

which possesses the greatest number of ships, but the greatest 
reserve of guns, which will gain the day. Ships, unless they 
meet with untoward disaster, will last for years, but the life 
and efficiency of a modern big gun is limited to some sixty 
rounds. (3) That there shall be always at hand an ample 
supply of naval stores and ammunition. (4) That there 
shall be created an adequate naval reserve of trained men 
to make good the waste of a long-drawn-out naval war. 
When we are sure of these points we shall be better able to 
gauge the value of Mi*. Churchill’s reforms. 

KING PETER OF SERVIA AS HE IS 

Kino Peter I. has come back to his capital with honours 
thick upon him. His visit to Paris proved a veritable 
triumph politically, apart from the many social pleasures 
which a sojourn in the Gay City always affords those who 
have been cradled there. To the Servian monarch Paris is 
particularly congenial. Here it was that he passed most 
of his youthful days, when the Servian throne seemed 
neither a pleasant nor a probable inheritance; here, in the 
military academy of St. Cyr, he was irculcated into the 
theoretical mysteries and fascinations of warfare; here he 
met with his first affaire dti cceur, and hero he saw his first 

Original from 
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experience of actual bloodshed. The French do not forget 
that Peter Karageorgevitch fought long and bravely upon 

their side in 1870, and that his nephew, Peter Nieoloviteh, 

fell gallantly in the trenches outside the capital while 
defending the French flag. Thus is the King of Servia 
persona grain at Paris. Should the time unhappily arrive 
(as many suppose it will) when the Head of the Karageorge- 

vitchs must perforco seek sanctuary from the ferocity and 
the discontent of his own people, it is to Paris that he will 

assuredly betake himself. It is even stated that the recent 
visit—ostensibly a mere friendly call upon particularly 

pleasant friends and valued business connections—was to 

make future arrangements for the asylum which will become 
necessary should the seething agitation against the King 

aud his family, which at present exists in his own capital, 
come to a head. 

Down the ill-paved streets of Belgrade, the ancient 
Eastern capital modernised, comes a clattering cavalcade 
of prancing horses, mostly of distinct Arab strain, and of 
strong, fierce-looking men, who sit their horses like veritable 

* centaurs. Handsome they are and warlike, reminiscent of 
their tireless ancestors who fought like Trojans and died like 
heroes for that blessed word “ freedom.” 

Down this selfsame thoroughfare of Belgrade —once known 
as Singidunum—some four hundred years before Christ, 
rode the conquering hosts of Celtic invaders coming from the 
North-West, only to lx? themselves chased from their strong¬ 

hold upon the Danube by the triumphant Komans, who 

again were in turn made to yield place to the Huus, the 
Slavs, and finally to the Servians. Eater ou the Greeks, the 
Bulgarians, and the Hungarians all made Singidunum the 
“ ciUe de combats ” during several centuries, and the blood 

of men has flowed freely in these streets. 

Some eight years ago this King of peasant stock came 

triumphant to the city of Belgrade, where he was born on June 

29th, 1844, having been elected to the throne by the Servians 
when a violent and cruel death had robbed them of the last of 
the Obrenovitch line —the luckless boy-King Alexander. His 

dominion is small, but previous to 1878 it was even smaller, 
for the Treaty of Berlin restored to Servia much of the 

territory of which it had been robbed by its hereditary 

enemy the Turk. Even to-day Servia, next to Montenegro, 
is the smallest of the Independent States of Eastern Europe, 
measuring but 18,000 square miles and having but 2,700,000 

people. Of the actual Servians, however, there are fully 
9,000,000; but they are to be found only in Austria, in 
Turkey, in Bosnia, and in Hungary, their now restricted 
homeland being too small and too poor to receive them. 

The domestic troubles of Kara-George have been many, 
aud they seem to become no fewer by the efflux of time. 

The death of the beautiful and accomplished Princess Zorka 
of Montenegro, in 1890, robbed the then care-free and 
untrammelled Prince Peter of the wife to whom he was 

sincerely attached, and with whom he had passed but seven 

short years of married life. Romantic in the extreme was 
their first meeting, reminiscent of the good old days of 
chivalry, when gallant knights went forth to rescue innocent 
and sometimes extremely foolish maidens from terrible 

dangers into which they had quite unnecessarily fallen. 
The beautiful Princess Zorka one day fouud herself in some 
such dilemma, having iguored the earnest appeals of her 
escort not to leave them nor to ride out alone. Girl-like, 
the Princess adopted precisely the opposite attitude ; she 
gaily quitted her companions, and shortly afterwards fell 
into the hands of oue of the many bands of prowling 
brigands who infested then—as they infest still—the forests 

of Montenegro. At the moment of supreme danger the 
gallant Prince Peter—who was visiting in the neighbour¬ 
hood—appealed as the machitia, ittscued the dis- 
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tressed damsel from the hands of her persecutors, aud 

promptly rewarded by the Prince her father with the 

bestowal of her hand, the lady’s contribution beiug her 

young, unfettered heart. Unfortunately, they did not “live 
happy ever afterwards,” because death intervened after 

a brief reign of domestic bliss, aud the Priuce was left 

bereaved aud desolate. 

The first-born son, George, upon whom such foud hopes 

had boon based, has proved a veritable thorn in the aide of 
the Sovereign and a serious menace to the welfare of his 

people. Still under twenty-five yeare of age, the Prince has 
already earned exclusion from the succession, and may even 

yet prove the cause of the entire dynasty of Kara-George 
being expelled—as were the Obrenovitch upon one occasion— 

from Servia. 

The Servian people have visited upon the legitimate 

Heir-Apparent the same drastic punishment which many rjk ^ 

persons consider should have been awarded to the Crown »' 
Prince of Germany, who recently acted hardly less 
unworthily by showing his strong political feelings and 

crude autipathies in public. Whereas the eccentricity of the ” * 
latter confined itself to an unseemly exhibition in the ^ 1 
Prussian House of Parliament whenever the name of Great k} 
Britain was held up to ridicule and hatred—and this in spiteof . ^ £ wr . 

the lavish hospitality and the innumerable courtesies of which ***• ‘ 
he was made the recipient while the nation’s guest last year ^ 1f*.«: % 

in India—the ex-Crown Priuce of Servia has shown signs of 
real dementia, arising from unguveruablo passion, and a *‘T 
determination to defy the Constitutional authorities and ntrt 

proprieties, all of which augured badly for the country 

wheu—if ever—he became King. 

Thus he has been deprived of the possibility of succession, 

and his younger brother, Alexander, a youth of twenty-four 

years of age, has been chosen in his place. But there are 
others. While Prince George has by no mean> acquiesced .,T ^ ^ 

in being deprived of his birthright aud, indeed, is supported lr * .. ^ ‘ 

in his claim by a considerable section of the Servian Army, w «it f 
there exist the partisans of Prince Paul (the son of Prince 
Arseue), a boy of seventeen, also very popular in the country ; 
the advocates of a Prince from Montenegro; and thiC '|r^ ,ir*\T : 

supporters of a King imported from Great Britain—Prince 

Arthur of Connaught for preference, but auy other as an 

alternative. *' ** 

King Peter has been a somewhat happier man since ht& 

young daughter Helene became the wife of Prince lvanj * ^ 
Constantinovitch of Russia in the month of September laih ^ yi- v 

upon which occasion were renewfed and even increase’! 1 

neighbourly sentiments of political friendship. The fact 
that this Royal union occasioned grave concern and much r * 
bitter criticism in Austria was not the least gratifying 
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factor for the Servians, who hate with an unrelenting 

passion everything Austrian, as, indeed, they have abundant 

reason to do so. 

The one idea to-day in Servia is a war with Austria, for 

which every effort is being sti-ained. But it cannot hope to 

succeed, for the Austrian army consists of over threw distinct 

organisations, including the Landwehr forces of Hungaiy 
which by Boleiun treaty1 are l>ound to co-operate wit" Austria 

in any war which she may make, and numbering over three 

million splendidly-trained men ; diminished and impoverished 

Servia cannot, under the most favourable circum^ '*'■ 
marshal more than 180,000. In combination only could any 

effective blow be struck at Austria, which laughs at her 

small neighbour as a puny iusect to be crushed, but not tu .. 1 
heeded. Having secured the virtual protect ion of Kussialv, m §. . ' « | 

although only as a defender ugaiust aggression, is for Set via Sy ^ . ‘y 

an immense advantage. i i 
• / Pekcy F. Uakiis. ^ r 
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REVIEWS 
PRINCELY HOUSES 

I 

Illustrated. 

Illustrated. 

7w Camdith Family. By Francis Bickley. 

I U> Seymour Family. By A, Audrey Locke. 

(Constable and Co. 6s. net each.) 

Trat tbe history of the world is the history of its greatest 
Ben is sometimes regarded as a paradoxical proposition. It 
nay be that the theory that we venture to hazard will receive 
i similar treatment. But we hold that we are not doing 
say great violence to troth when we assert that the history 
of England is the histoiy of her greatest families. Qualifica¬ 
tions of nil sorts we hasten to admit. Some of onr great 
homes hare had little to do with representing or influencing 
the national destinies. The Bupreme direction of affairs 
has seldom vested, at the critical moments of our history, 
in a member of the old aristocracy. At certain periods, 
imocg which we should include the present, the phenomena 
we suggest have been less marked than at others; but, all 
allowances made, there are worse ways of reading a period of 
English history than to study the history of, say, six of the 
old noble families daring that period. We should not find 
everything there, bat we should find a good deal, and moat 
of the essentials. The English aristocracy have nearly 
always been in close tooch with most of the currents of the 
national life, and have represented every shade of opinion 
And in times when tyranny has been in the ascendant the 

! opposition has always found a mouthpiece in members of the 
most eiclosive aristocratic caste. The history of the Caven- 
diahes is, roughly speaking, the history of his Majesty’s 
Opposition. 

The story of the Cavendishes, as told by Mr. Bickley, is 
ilaoit too favourable a witness to our contention. This 
family has always, from Tudor times, when it first began to 
phy a principal part, represented the country in the com¬ 
putet sense. Solid sense and justice, modesty and the 
feeling for what is practical, are the Cavendish marks, and 
the national limitations have been often reflected as well in 
the ann&la of the race. Mr. Bickley, at the close of his 
folnme, qaotes the great Liberal orator John Bright: 
'Think of what the Cavendishes have done in days gone 
hy; think of their services to the State.” No quotation could 

admirably epitomise this book, which is a record of 
tcwxs rendered, either in the quiet and efficient perform¬ 
ance of public functions or in guiding the nation to a right 
^-non at some of the cross-roads of history. The pre- 

to the patent whereby the Dukedom of Devonshire 
created in 1694 says practically the same thing in dif- 

Swords: “One who . . . had constantly retained 
manner* of the ancients . . . and, like a true 

***** °f liberties, stood always for the laws.” This 
preamble, as Mr. Bickley remarks, is peculiar in telling 

j ,nf raope than the truth. 

f-avendiahea represent England, no Cavendish ever 
Tinted his line better than the late Duke of Devon- 

, ^ ^ compare his life and achievements with 
^ of his ancestors and predecessors, we are struck by 

C,T n<ra°riinary parallels. Heredity, scientists warn us, 
^ dangerous guide in estimating character, but there 

ittl* danger in affirming that blood and tradition 
:-3e jibing to do with the undeniable similarity between 

^ aD(^ careerB °f the last Duke and the first 
Holland’s recent work has just reminded 

ib^j . ®^°Qt former; about the latter we have 
-n x ,D^)PIDAt'on in the present volume. Both noble* 
f^ePe^au^ ty the clearest of principles, and both 

again that their associates were apt to 
i ** Pt’httipleg. The first Duke phojved himself from 
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the Restoration to Anne’s reign a convinced and consistent 
Whig with nothing of Halifax, the Trimmer, in him, 
yet he wanted to give fairplay to his enemy, Clarendon ; 
he showed as little courtesy to Monmouth as he did to the 
Duke of York, and he saved tho conspirator, Fenwick, from 
the results of his own confession “for fear of an ill pre¬ 
cedent.” In private life he showed the same independence 
as he did in the councils of the nation. Characteristic of 
him was his imprisonment of the sheriff and posse sent to 
arrest him at Chats worth. Another distinguished Cavendish 
politician-it may be remarked that Horace Walpole and 
others spoke of “the Cavendishes” as a kind of third 
party—belongs to the eighteenth century. Lord John 
Cavendish was a worthy member of his family, always 
second in command and never willing to be first, accepting 
office with reluctance, and for ever upsetting Ministries. 

The Cavendish ladies, notably the beautiful Georgiana, 
and Bess of Hardwick, the builder, in more senses than one, 
of the family, provide some of the most interesting chapters 
in the story. The relations of the family towards Ireland 
provide an oasis in the history of that unfortunate country. 
The Cavendishes have provided more than one Lord- 
Lieutenant, and those among the best that have been. 

The “ buildings ” of Bess of Hardwick had been preceded 
by others, of a different nature, on the part of her husband, 
the Lord Treasurer, Sir William Cavendish. The suppres¬ 
sion of the monasteries helped, through the medium of this 
representative, to found the greatness of the family on a 
very substantial basis. This epoch is not a very pleasant 
one in the history of many of our noble houses, but it is a 
very important one. The dissolution of the monasteries, and 
the assumption to themselves of the counsol “ Tu, felix 
Austria, nube,” is the foundation of many historical 
families. 

It is no less true of the Seymours. The modern St. Maur 
Dukes of Somerset and their Seymour cousins can point to 
a long vista of ancestors who have become incontestable 
facts by the thirteenth century, and who, with a little 
imagination, can continue their line back to Solomon and 
the Queen of Sheba; bat it is the sixteenth century that 
decides the destinies of the family. The marriage of Jane 
Seymour changed her kinsmen rather abruptly from squires 
or courtiers into statesmen. Many a set-back was to come, 
but the position had been first definitely won, and thence¬ 
forth the Seymours took rank as ono of the first families of 
the kingdom. They have experienced more vicissitudes 
than the Cavendishes ; the latter have a record of almost 
uninterrupted public and political service. The device of 
the Seymours might almost have been, at least for certain 
periods of their history, “ Aut Cmsar aut uullus.” Three of 
them married Princesses who were very near to the throne 
one sacrificing his life to his ambition, and the others 
suffering lengthy disgrace. But the climax of the family 
history comes near the beginning. From James I. onwards 
its public importance is intermittent. The family influence 
was always a great factor in politics; but with the exception 
of the Tory Speaker, Sir Edward Seymour, and Horace 
Walpole’s friend, General Conway, there are few names that 
loom large in political history. The third Marquess of 
Hertford just missed the highest honours, but is better 
known from his portraits in “ Coningsby ” and in “ Vanity 
Fair,” where he supplies most of the ingredients of Lord 
Steyne, and as the founder of the Wallace Collection. The 
sea-going Seymours form a chapter apart. 

Both of these books are well executed in every respect 
and, considering the excellence of tbe print, illustrations <tc. 
are extraordinarily cheap. Their uniformity in externals 
suggests the beginning of a series, and we would welcome 
one; there are many other families whose traditions would 
help us to realise the unity of English History. 
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SOME RECENT THEOLOGICAL WORKS 

My Neighbour's Landmark. By Frederick Verinder. 

(Andrew Melrose. 2s. net.) 
* 

The Church and Social Betterment. By J. Wilson Harper, 

D.D. (A. and C. Black. Is. 6d.) 

A Fresh Study of the Fourth Gospel. By F. R. Montgomery 

Hitchcock. (S.P.C.K. 2b. 6d. net.) 

Problems of Life. By C. A. Houghton. (Macmillan and 

Co. 3s. 6d. net.) 

Pilgrim Man. By W. Scott Palmer. (Duckworth and Co. 

2s. 6d. net.) 

“ My Neighbour's Landmark " consists of short studies in the 
Land Laws of the Jewish people as set forth in the Old 
Testament. In a short preface, somewhat naively written 
by the Dean of Durham, it is admitted that “private 
property in land is nothing but a survival of privileges won 
by the mailed fist.” In other words, the author’s aim is 
purely Socialistic. So the Dean is able to add, “ Mr. Verinder 
has revived in our hearts an ancient pleasure, for he has 
shown that the most modem aspirations breathe in the 
oldest Scriptures." As a matter of fact Mr. Verinder 
merely revives in a new form the teaching of Henry George 
on the iniquity of private ownership of land. In estimating 
the position of the Israelites he says, “ God was the only 
absolute Owner of land, while all God’s children had equal 
rights in the use of it." But nothing is said of the rights 
of the Canaanites dispossessed by a war of ruthless extermi¬ 
nation. It would be interesting to know how this dilemma 
would be treated (1) by those Socialists who consider that 
all men are the children of God with equal rights, (2) by 
those who do not believe in the existence of God. 

But what can he said of a writer who seriously believes 
that, every fifty years, personally “ Gal made a fresh grant 
of the land, for another fifty years ... in equal shares 
as at the first ? The attempt to bolster up the extrava* ■ 
gances of Socialism by reference to the Bible has always 
seemed to ns a conspicuous failure. 

“ The Church and Social Betterment ” is one of the many 
books now rushed from the press on what is called Christian 
Socialism. Like other books of the kind, it contains a pro¬ 
portion of Christian ethics to which most Christians would 
assent, while at the same time it either evades or betrays 
complete ignorance of the anti-Christian trend of genuine 
Socialism. Your actual Socialist has no use for books 
written from the standpoint of “ Christian Socialism." He 
wants to eliminate Christianity. 

The Donnellan Lecturer of Trinity College, Dubliu, is a 
scholar whose writings claim attention. His “ Fresh Study 
of the Fourth Gospel" deals largely with modern German 
criticism. He regards the result of this criticism as a 
foregone conclusion, because “ the Germans began with 
two assumptions—that miracles were an impossibility, and 
that no one who knew Jesus could have regarded Him as 
Divine." Mr. Hitchcock emphasises throughout the pre¬ 
eminently spiritual character of the Gospel and its sublime 
purpose as set forth in the concluding sentence: “ These 
things are written that ye may believe that Jesus is the 
Christ, the Son of God." This book should prove especially 
useful to theological students. It is clear in style, trenchant 
in criticism. 

“ Problems of Life ’’ is a series of essays on such subjects as 
joy, sorrow, the mystery of pain, law, miracle, and natural 
religion. There is little that can be designated distinctively 
original, but the writer approaches difficulties in a dignified 
and thoughtful spirit, with the maniW^ derip. 11 afford some 

measure of guidance to many who are perplexed in a feverish 
and analytical age like the present. 

“ Pilgrim Man " may best be described as a collection of 
short meditations on various modern aspects of religions 
and ethical problems, somewhat discursive, but full of 
many wise reflections. It is a book for thoughtful men, and 
its aim seems to be to persuade them to a wider outlook 
upon life and religion. It gives one the impression of obiter 
notata rather than obiter dicta. 

THE DUTCH EMPIRE 

Java, Sumatra, awl the Other Islands of the Thdrli East 

Indies. By A. Cabaton. Translated by B. Mull. 

(T. Fisher Unwin. 10a. 6d. net.) 
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Written by a Frenchman, and translated into English, 108 >• by acre thin i 

with a Preface, by Mr. Bernard Miall, this book is a ^ ** ** wriw >0 Hi t 
complete gazetteer of information of Java and the other ^ WiotKoi pn 
islands, including the “ Outer Possessions," known as the 
Indian or Malayan Archipelago, but more commonly as the 
East Indies, the greater portion of which belongs to Holland, 
Without these Colonies, the source of her commercial 
stability and her political power, Holland’s position in 
the world would shrink to comparatively small dimensions, ^ 
Holland, or the Netherlands, has an area of 12,700 square pn 
miles and a population of about five millions. Her Eastern . .2 ^ fourmrGtnfra] 
properties oocupy nearly 700,000 square miles, or fifty-eight 
timea her own area, and nearly three and a half times the : r y ^ fi rm 
size of France: the population is reckoned at 37J2 million*! 
of whom four-fifths are in Java, including 65,000 Europeans, . ( e 

ained in this work may be useful to #.’/*"** 
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readers in Great Britain and India for two reasons. i 

shows where Englishmen, and other Europeans ^>e8l5?!! ^^cr*r^. 
Dutchmen, may find employment—there are about 
English in Java—and where British capital may seek 
profitable investment; it may also be studied for t e 
lessons and warnings it conveys for tbe administration o 
the dark races in tropical countries, such as the nti. 
nation exercises in its Eastern possessions. There were 
incidents in the early career of the English East n ‘ft 

Company and in its general policy which are m®1 
nowadays to have been discreditable: oiimAny 
book concedes that in the seventeenth and eighteen ti 

centuries, or even in the first half of the nine 0 » '‘I fyi* \%ji a 
Dutch administration was far from irreproachable (rMSin ^ • :1* ^ 

ling all other Colonial Powers in this respect). Bn Tfli 
nations have learnt by experience to change their me • Bp. t- p 
as India is now governed for the country s 
exploited to benefit Great Britain, so the Dutch since »- » 
when foreigners were admitted, have felt each J ® 
strongly the necessity of securing their East Ini«* 
civilisation of a humane and progressive type.. J®1®®? 
tude of the task undertaken by the Dutch arises 
variety and characters of the peoples of four great j***..^ 
groups under their rule, from the climate, and t e _ _j » ■. r>taH i 
from Europe. If the origin of the peoples is o . ^ Tin * 
enough is known to prove that a wave of Hindu ^ ^ 

tion from India swept into these islands in ~ ^ \ of , 
that towards the fifth century the Buddhism o c . ^1*^- 

of India was also introduced, that Hindu civilisa tve > 10f 
Hindu Empires, and left grand artistic remains. 1 .> 46 fd j4 

Dutch, following the PortngueBe, appeared ou ** 
early in the seventeenth century they suppo ^%ij. 
tantism against their predecessors, the Catholic^^JK^^f^ ^ 
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' [ Archipeligo, the Dutch remaining. In 1798 the Crown of 
| Holland displaced the Dutch Company. The policy of 

religious neutrality was also observed during the English 
occupation by Sir Stamford Raffles from 1811 to 1816 on the 
capture of J&ra from the French; it was restored to the 
Dutch in 1816. 

Fire-sixths of the population of the Dutch East Indies 
| profess the faith of Islam, the remainder being Christians, 

Buddhists, and animists—who have never really yielded 
to Islam—and the nondescript head* hunting Dyaks of 
Borneo. The two principal races are the true Polynesians 
icd the true Malays or Mongolians. The Malay kriss, or 
bees, and running amok are well known. The languages 
of the Dutch East Indies belong mostly to the great Malayo- 
Palynesian family, divided and sub-divided into groups 
md dialects. The Dutch have made Malay the official 
language, although it is the mother-tongue of only fonr 
millions, whereas Javanese is spoken by more than twenty- 
fear millions. Malay owes its election to its extreme 
lifobon, its simplicity, suppleness, harmonious pronuncia¬ 
tion, and finality of assimilation. It is the language of the 
riiaese merchants, who monopolise the retail trade of Java I mi give trouble, possessing numbers, wealth, and ability. 

The Dutch Administration is now able and prudent. The 
system of compulsory labour was condemned in 1850, slavery , 

| wm officially suppressed in 1860, the iniquitous system of 
breed crops, or compulsory cultivation, was practically 
anninated in 1872. The Dutch Governor-General has his 
Council and his departmental Ministers, all carefully chosen 
indtrained; they go to “the hills,” as the Government of 
Mia go to Simla, for the hot-weather months. The manner 
:f life in the islands greatly resembles that of other Eastern 
?»tioM. Java is a vast plantation of agricultural produce, 
»land of agricultural wealth, with an abundance of labour, 
though the Javanese are anything but laborious, and take 
Dsmeroos holidays. A demand has sprang up among them 
:sr primary schools and education generally, for enlighten¬ 
ment and a share of power. A Javanese dreams above all 

• becoming an official—of wearing a uniform. There is a 
appetite for honours and outward distinctions, a 

-anger for umbrellas and promotion in the official hierarchy, 
‘-4 « «common enough in India. The climate is moist 
ud hot. Borneo is sabject to terrible humidity and 
extreme heat tempered by the sea-breeze. The drier 
ilj-cccas are extremely healthy. Celebes has the repnta- 
or of being the healthiest of the Dutch East Indies, 
k* "hole Archipelago is studded with volcanoes. Roads 
^ are being opened up, and the benefits of 

science are being introdaced. With its natural 
re>Wk!T!e*’ luxuriant vegetation, and fertility, Java, the 
.nncipal island, called “the pearl of the Orient,” “a 

paradise,” “ the island of silent serenity,” “ a 
*•**7 of magnificent realisation ” (while Sumatra, with 

•* ^panse population, hag only a great future, for its natural 
fb, especially in tobacco), has to be reckoned with as a 

=mercial factor in the trade of the world. The admirable 
-Din.c development of the whole island, and of a great 

f the whole Archipelago, the security of a strong 
' systematic organisation, a general humanisation of 

fanners, the improving effectual prevention of famines, 
tenfold increase of the population of Java and an i 

‘Tase of population throughout the islands are solid 

^ ^roin the Dutch occupation, which is not < 
■A. The Botanical Institute of Buitenzorg, 
^ ito unrivalled establishment of gardens, laboratories, i 
*u®s, and other paraphernalia, amounting to a complete i 

Wl^ experiments and studies directed by i 

hiiliJ!!8 rank, is far superior to anything i 
attempted in India. No one can read this book t 

q weing that the Dutch, notwithstanding previous e 
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mistakes of policy and action—at one time they extracted 
£116,000,000 from the Colony in twelve years by scandalous 
spoliation—are doing splendid work in their Oriental posses¬ 
sions, as the British nation is similarly performing in India. 
But the Dutch can well observe for themselves warnings, in 
education and other respects, from the British occupation of 
India and Egypt. || MODERN WATER-COLOURISTS 

The Practice of Water-Colour Painting. By A. L. Baldrt. 

(Macmillan and Co. 12s. net.) 

The art of painting in water-colonrs is historically a modern 
one ; it is, indeed, little over a century old. It has passed 
through many developments and changes, and will donbtless 
pass through more yet. In some respects there has been 
little advance upon such masters as De Windt, Girtin, and, 
above all, Turner. On the other hand, the technical side of 
the art has developed very considerably, though not always 
for the better—that is to say, there has been in water- 
colonrs a considerable advance into the realm hitherto held 
sacred to the workers in opaque mediums. It is not unusual 
in these days to see water-colour pictures strong enough to 
bear the same heavy frames as oil-paintings. We recall, 
indeed, an exhibition at Manchester some years ago of pic¬ 
tures of the Tennyson oountry, from the hand of a single 
artist, framed exactly alike, and exactly similar in effect, 
though some were in water-colonrs and some in oils. Such 
achievements as these amount, no doubt, to a tour-de-force, 
but they are hardly to be commended. The advantage of 
water-colours, apart from the greater simplicity of the 
materials required, is the comparative ease with which 
effects of atmosphere and distance and all tints that require 
transparent handling can be rendered; the moment that 
you use opaque mediums you may just as well revert to 
oil-colour, in which such mediums may be used at their best. 

In Mr. Baldry’s book all phases of modem water-colour 
work are discussed. We are presented with specimens of 

the work of the most noteworthy modem water-colourists, 
together with an analysis of their technique, generally 
obtained in interviews with the artists direct. The opening 
section is devoted to an excellent summary of the rise of 
the art, which, as Mr. Baldry observes, is a peculiarly 
English one. It would have been well if he could have 
illustrated his thesis by a first volume uniform with that 

under notice, dealing with the earlier water-colour painters_ 
say, down to the “ ’forties ” or thereabouts. The personal 
studies in the present book commence with Mr. Edwin 
AJexander, who is one of the principal exponents of the 
opaque medium as applied to water-colour. Some of the 
results which he obtains are beyond question beautiful, but 
they have also something of the laboured effect of animal 
paintings by Landseer. A truer practitioner of the art to 
our mind is Mr. R. W. Allen, in whose hands it is displayed 
in its most transparent and lucid form. Both the sketches 
here chosen for reproduction are beyond praise_the 
first full of golden light and rich colour, with details per¬ 
fectly and unlaboriously suggested; the second grey ind 
silvery, expressed in clear, flat tints, and leaving nothing to 

be desired in the suggestion of distance and foreground 
detail. Mrs. AUingham is one of the conscientious workers 
whom this generation delights to honour—-she is here 
represented by a sketch and by a finished drawing, and we 
must confess to preferring the former. Her finished work 
is generally too laboured and overloaded with fidgety detail 
while her use of bright green tints is altogether too frequent 
and free for sound pictorial effect. Mr. Wilfred Ball is 
another of the true water-colourists, with a rather exeep- 
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tional faculty for interpreting the rich colonr of such little 
old-world ports as Bosham in Sussex, with red-roofed 
cottages and stores and silver-grey waters lapping the 
shining wharves and rocks. Those who are familiar with 
the pictures which he painted for his book on Sussex will 
recall his peculiarly clever knack of interpreting such 
subjects, while carefully restraining himself from neodless 
exuberance of detail. 

With Mr. Frank Brangwyn we have a different class of 
worker; a bold and daring colourist who uses rich tints laid 
on in broad simple masses with plenty of water; his idea 
being that the function of water-colours is rapidly to catch 
and set down transient effects. Both the specimens given 
of his work illustrate his method at its best, and one can 
only regret that he does not retain something of this broad 
simplicity in his more finished pictures. Sir Alfred East 
handies water-colours in a very similar way, though not 
quite so broadly, but with an equally vivid realisation of the 
need for getting his effects immediately and directly and 
without subsequent working np. Mr. Elgood has probably 
carried the art of garden-painting and flower-studies as far 
as it can well be done ; but it is to our mind a somewhat 
unsatisfactory one, being bound overmuch to stiffness and 
conventionality and leaving too little play for freedom of 
interpretation. The examples of Mr. Russell Flint’s work 
show the boldness and impressiveness of his method, which, 
though it is not really devoid of complexity, has all the 
effect of freshness and daring rapidity, with a richness of 
colonr that suggests De Windt in his happiest mood. At 
the opposite end of the Beale is Mr. Albert Goodwin, who, 
while retaining great purity of colour, works up his 
subjects with stippling and fine brush-work, and even with 
the use of pen-line, so as to produce an effect of extreme 
delicacy and detail. His method has its advantages, but 
for ourselves we prefer the greater boldness and broader 
atmospheric effects that are to be attained by wet washes 
broadly applied to wet paper. Two fine instances of 
work upon these lines are supplied by the seascapes by Mr. 
W. Ayerst Ingram, which are here reproduced, and in which 
very dissimilar effects are obtained by essentially similar 
methods. 

Of the other artists represented we would select for 
special mention Mr. Alfred Powell, whose delicate stndies of 
the still reaches of the Dart and of the slopes of Leith- 
hill entitle him to a high place among outdoor painters, 
oven though his methods are somewhat laborious; and Mr. 
Arthur Rackham, whose outdoor landscape sketch at Villars 
we like quite as much as the grotesque imaginings with 
which he has made us familiar; Mr. Arthur Wardle, the 
accomplished painter of birds and animals, and Mr. 
Wegnelin, whose curious combinations of body-colour and 
transparent working show to advantage in some characteristic 
studies of the nude and semi-nude. But these do not exhaust 
the interest of a very charming book, nor can we do more 
than refer with approval to the brief concluding sections 
dealing with outdoor sketching, mixed mediums, aud the use 

of tempera. 

THE NEW ITINERANTS 

The “ Floicer of Qloster" By E. Temple Thurston. 

Illustrated by W. R. Dakin. (Williams and Norgate. 

7s. fid. net.) 

E<fo Pmrpitwi: Algerian Studies and Impressions. By H. 

Belloc. (Duckworth and Co. 2s. 6d. net.) 

The world has always been happy in its wanderers, 

those restless spirits who will nqt^ be coerced to live the 

humdrum life of cities, who 
•igitizea oy 

p s'gijhe^free air 

and the greenwood and the open road, and all the wide 
expanse of the hills and the plains that were made for 
roaming. Only oburls and they of withered heart hare 
ever made them other than welcome, or failed to rejoice in 
their breezy, choral company for a day. Minstrels, 
trouvkres, knights-errant, whatsoever they may call them¬ 
selves, they bring the air of primitive freedom with them, 
and there are few in whom that does not awaken a wistful 

Th 

-:i2& uoka coMvroiag» 

n&KZsanl impreA'Ui 

*r*ye th Xth whirh Mr. 
ffsrii iftontto ha ml 
rrnupa itiieroatttt of 

ai* ‘km’ to bo* 1 

interest; for, if we avow the truth, there is something of a»ae»iaii«ialT ample th 
the named in us all, despite the veneer of much civilisation, -eas ikt tk imitmr m 

The curious bat not incomprehensible thing is that this 'juaikamwof prohcit 
age of the last refinement of travel, when speed, comfort, We 'iMtrtl 
and Insurious convenience are the leading notes, the age of v '» aw wit Ur Thu 
the motor car, the gigantic and palatial liner, and the non* 2: znm book, i-orb u 1 

stop express, is producing a multiplying and evidently j;ami liaott ur fboay 
popular type of travel-book which approximates to the old in via > prvpr u> the 1 

itinerary. The book and its acceptance both speak for the Tmxi»dinstnied with « 
fact that all this considerate and expeditious convenience k Mr I^b. wn 1 

does not satisfy us; that in reality it robs ns of the very «hat™ 1*: ippprut* 
essential joy of travel. We carry too much of the restraint t-t-m* ^ j, 
and conventionof the city with ns when we go a-roaming. We » ^ ^ 
are carefully safeguarded against adventare, and our route • r 11 Bellor ^ 
and velocity are strictly determined; we are impressed that i** 8 ^ ^ ^ 
the first thing is to arrive, aud for the rest there is the .«* ^ a ^ • 
guide-book or the courier. But we don’t really want to j ' ** 
roam in this systematic fashion, and we don’t rosily enjoy ^^ 

it; more and more of ns every year are trying to escape, if ^ emiiaJv V* 
by any means we may discover for ourselves the old reality* ^ 11 

So when a man comes along who has snapped his fingers 
all the paraphernalia of the oompleat toorist, and who, after ^ * -rs Ah 

trolling along on his lonely, exuberant way by *' wtar 
unbeaten track where earth is still the old earth and the wr ^ ah-., 
is serene with untroubled solitude, writes ns his /rouchf 1 , ' - I'Msstoi 
book about it, we settle down to it with a sigh of unfeigne ^ .. ^ 4#^ 
gratitude. We cannot but be grateful in a literary respect. .. 

We have had more than enough of the tourist travel-book— 

the portentons u impressions ” of the hustler who bu s 
himself by record-breaking liner and overland express into 
Japan or Russia or Tibet, whisks round for a few feyens 1 

hours, and returns to give ns the authentic interpretation 0 

the Japanese spirit, the Russian revolution, or the mystery 
of an Unknown Land. Yet that is what the literature 0 , 
travel had descended to, that class of literature which counts - ^ 
among its classic examples the “ Itinerary ” of GiraUlui p 

Cambrensis and 11 Eothen ” and “ The Bible in Spain. ***?**! thhkJ* 
Here are two examples of the new, or revived, itinerary. ^ 

Mr. Temple Thurston, with the holiday craving upon him, <* tra, 
turns his back on the city with its demoniac orchestra 0 air 
motor-horns, and hires him a sober, leisurely, plebeian bars®’ or 
in which to float down the half-doaerfced canals of the Wes * ^or*Un< 
Country, and Mr. Belloc foots it cheerily (except when * 
is really tired, and then he begs a lift of chance passing >5,. ' ^ | 
wheels) across the hills of Barbary, dawdling among t ‘ ^ Uos 
ruins of old Rome, and saturating himself with the very a 

atmosphere of the ancient frontier of civilisation. 
Mr. Temple Thurston has mode a pleasant, gossipy boo 

of his unconventional holiday. He has a certain love for t e 
open country, and a decided eye for the picturesque, both 0 

which are essential to the itinerant who aspires to print, 
he is a little inclined, as the temptation is, to find excuses 
along the way for a little sententious reflection, he serves it 
np judiciously and pleasantly. But one feels that after a 
his main interest is not in the waterways and their varied > 
banks. They serve more or less as the scene and staging of 
his book ; but Mr. Thurston is first and foremost a novelistf 
and his strongest interests, one feels, are human. The old 
man with his sorrow amid the sleepy peace of Lowson Ford* *'< 
the rustic maiden who boiled his eggs for him (under false 
pretences) at Mars ton Meysey, and that wonderfol 
Eynsham Harry, who is his companion e* fwte—the*# 
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t ht Mr. Thors ton most unmistakably enjoys. The way in 
w -1 which these figures seem to arrogate the foreground, and the 

erident relish with which the incidents concerning them are 
Hunted, give one a rather too insistent impression of art. 

? h: Oae wonders even whether the oaths, which Mr. ThnrBton 
might bare spared us with no detriment to his volume, are 

:r-‘ part of the artistic touching-up of the romance of the bosi- 
ow-eo traditionally “boigee,” yon know. But Mr. irhonion s bargee is such a gentlemanly sample that one is 
aooomfortablj suspicious that the amateur may have 
instructed the professional in the matter of profanity, rather 
than of the less sinister explanation. We sincerely hope it 
ns cot so really. These things apart, Mr. Thurston has 
given ns a bright and entertaining book, such as might be 
ftooomended to chase away almost any gloomy mood or 
nariaeM of the flesh which is proper to the victim of 
nodern civilisation. The book is illustrated with six colour- 
pkes from water-colours by Mr. Dakin, very tastefully 
done; hot far more illustrative and appropriate are the 
numerous black-and-white drawings, we fancy from Mr. I 
rhuston's own pencil, which intersperse the text. 

Bat when we turn to Mr. Belloc we find a different I 
(pality. This man, we ciy, is the true itinerant. “ Esfto , 
Psrpetoa” discovers him in more serions mood, xnoro 
pwpcaefal and “ instructive ” than in his immortal “ Path 
to Rome/' It is weighted with the philosophy of history, 
jet not over-weighted. One certainly leaves it with the 
pitefnl sense that one’s knowledge has been refreshed of I 
tbe tale of Rome’s Imperial power in Northern Africa ; but 
tie chief impression one carries away is of Barbary itself— 
Wary the weird, dead land, borne np on the shoulders of I 
tie Atl«, strewn with the relics of dead cities to where the 
footprints of men are lost in the sands of the desert. Mr. 
Belloc is jour genuine earth-lover, and though lie never 
’hapsodises, rarely elaborates a scene, describing his sur¬ 
roundings with & restraint, and often an austerity, that are 
remarkable, be somehow succeeds in recreating in the mind 
rot only the physiography but the very atmosphere of the ' 
land he traverses. He meets people who interest him, and 1 
lutgen to sketch them for us ; he hears a good tale, and he i 
cumot but let us have the benefit of it; he recalls an < 
tiKtoneal association, and we must have the chapter and 1 

Bat these things are skilfully subsidiary to the 1 
-tmerary itself, and we part company with him at last, feeling 1 
ll though we had actually ourselves been on tramp with I 

and had seen the country and sniffed the air through 
ihichhe has wandered. The earth itself, whether it be of a 
iroieot Nomidia, or of the Alps, or of Normandy, or of I f 
•toao, is Mr. Belloc’s first love; and when he sits down to a 

for m his little sectional plans, or to sketch the mere e 

‘ A rav*ne8 fiheer slope, we know we are I t 
of one who will impart to us the real spirit a 

the earth-wanderer. I s 

libliw" ^^wth’s new edition is one of their 44 Reader’s p 
J Series. It is a very neat edition, clearly printed f 

paper, and is illustrated with Mr. Belloc’s own c 
little drawings. It should add to the number of fi 

ro fortunate pilgrims who travel with Mr. Belloc. tl 

JAMES II. IN EXILE 

Court m Exile: James IT. at Saint -1 ienna in. 

! and Marion Sharpe Grew. Illustrated. 
(Mills and Boon. 15s.net.) 

8tnart Dmimttr _±__.« _ __i i_*i of jU - Djnwty was without question the most harmful 

.*** aP°n the Throne of this country. Other 
jLj it. 008 or fwo members who brought misfortune 

country and generally iU*luck upon «them- 

Digitized by CjOCKjlC Digitized by 

n selves. That which came from Scotland at the beginning of 
ie the seventeenth centary, however, gave this country four 
e rulers—we except the two Queens of the House of Stuart 
t. who reigned subsequent to the Revolution—not one of 
n whom conferred any benefit on the country which they 
e governed. If the rulers of this country can be classed 

roughly as good and bad, the Stuart Kings will without excep- 
>. tion be placed in the latter category. The eighty-five years 
j during which they reigned were filled with plots, civil war, 
j and disgraceful subservience to foreign Powers. As men 
r the Kings had many vices and failings and as Monarchs they 
i I brought the order to which they belonged into disrepute. 
m Yet the Stuart Dynasty comes closer to the imagination of 
i the Englishman than any that preceded or succeeded it. 
> It is essentially the romantic dynasty of England, and, 

j despite the many acts of misgovernment and oppression 
which the word Stuart now connotes, the misfortunes of 
the House have at all times attracted a sympathy remark¬ 
able both for its extent and its persistence. It is as if in the 
mind of the Englishman the execution of Charles I. in one 
moment washed away all the misdeeds of himself aud his 
father which led up to it—the expulsion of James II. 
expiated all the wrongs inflicted on the people by himself 
and bis elder brother. 

More historical novels have been written around the 
Stuart period than aronnd all the other centuries of 
English hisfcoiy'. The pseudo-historical writers—the pro¬ 
duct of the last decade or two—have allowed the Stuarts 

1 and their joys and sorrows almost to monopolise their 
activities. Mach justification is, therefore, necessary for 
the appearance of farther Stuart literature. To additional 
mediocre writing on the subject the gate should now be 
barred ; but when good work applies for admittance room 
should always be found for it. In these circumstances, despite 
the overcrowding to which allusion has been made, a welcome 
is due to the book under notice. Mr. and Mrs. Sharpe Grew 
have already shown in their previous volume, 11 The Court 
of William III.,’’ that they understand the period of which 
they write, and that the mission which they have undertaken 
is a serious one. They possess the historical sense and have 
cultivated it instead of prostituting it to please the palate of 
the circulating library subscriber who, satiated with trashy 
novels turned out by the hundred, turns to pseudo-history and 
pseudo-biography, the highly coloured annals of the servants’ 
halls of past centuries, for a change. 

Mr. and Mrs. Sharpo Grew care for none of these. Honestly 
and soberly they record the fortunes of the House of Stuart 
from the flight of James II. until his death. English historians 
as a rule almost ignore these closing years in the life of the 
exiled King, and to the general reader the hopes and fears 
the excitements and depressions, and their causes and results 
are as a closed book. The authors of this volume have 
supplied this omission, and have supplied it well. They 
possess both the instinct of the historian and the literary 
facility of the man of letters. As historians they have been 
careful as to their authorities, have read widely, not con¬ 
fining themselves to printed matter, and have well digested 
their reading. As writers they have harnessed a facile pen 
to the load of learning which they have collected. The result 
is that they have written a book as interesting as it is 
instructive, and, above all, what is exceptional with such 
books, there is not a single objectionable passage or reference 
to be found from cover to cover. 

The front of the canvas throughout the volume is occupied 
by three figures—James II., his wife, Marie of Modena, and 
the Grand Monarque. A very clear picture is drawn of the 
King’s inconceivable stupidity during the last weeks of his 
reign. This incurable stupidity persists until the last page 
of the book. Yet the further one reads the more pathetic 
does his figure become, until at length, in the presence of the 
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old King, worn out by troubles, anxieties, and misfortunes, 
one forgets most of his political misdeeds and has only sym¬ 
pathy for the man. The outstanding figure of the book, 
the one that oommands most respect, is without question the 
Queen. The picture drawn of her as woman more than 
queen makes one positively fond of her. In both cases the 
authors have succeeded in drawing living portraits, and 
their lines provide a key to much which to the unlearned is 
obscure in the story of the English Revolution. 

Les Mail res ch» V Art 

By L. Gielly. 

SODOMA 

; Giovan-Antonin Bn: 

(PIon-Nourrit, Paris. 

SotUnnn. 

3f. 50c.) 

The newest contribution to the excellent “ Maitres de l'Art ” 
is in all respects worthy of its predecessors. It is a shade 
less brilliant than the “ Bernini,” which was noticed in The 

Academy a short while ago, and the reproductions are 
perhaps a little less successful, but allowance should be 
made for the difference of the materials. As regards the 
illustrations, statuary and architecture are very easy to 
reproduce, at least up to a certain point, while a fresco does 
not always lend itself to a satisfactory treatment; the 
reliefs tend to get blunted, and time emphasises this defect. 
Sodoma was essentially a painter of frescoes. If we 
put aside the most celebrated of all his works, the St. 
Sebastian of the Uffizi, the Lucretia at Hamburg, and one 
or two other canvases and panels, we may say that tho 
highest flights of his genius were almost always reached in 
mural painting. 

As to the painter himself, circumstances have conspired 
to rob him of a great part of his glory. Few* pictures are 
better known than the St. Sebastian, but then few criticisms 
have become more utterly stereotyped than that which con¬ 
sists in ascribing to it 41 meretricious " effects ; tho criticism 
is generally skin-deep, and we can imagine some of the 
detractors of the one Sodoma that they know going into 
ecstasies over a Correggio. M. Gielly shows conclusively that 
many of Sodoma’s shortcomings were due to historical 
causes, and to his residence at Sienna, become in his time 
rather a backwater of Italian art. To understand this highly 
original painter, even to see him in any adequate measure, it 
is necessary to make the pilgrimage to Sienna. This town, 
with its neighbourhood, has been most tenacious with 
regard to its adopted sdii. It could hardly indeed be other¬ 
wise with a painter of frescoes, but, apart from the mar¬ 
vellous Alexander and Koxane of the Farnese Palace at 
Rome, Sienna seems to claim almost a monopoly of the 
artist's work. The church of San Domenico contains tho 
Saint Catherine series, other churches and galleries the 
Presentation, Christ at the Pillar, and the Descent into Hell, 
with its wonderful figure of Eve, while the St. Benedict 
series is to be found at no great distance, in the convent of 
Monte Oliveto Maggiore. 

Apart from these circumstances Sodoma has had to fight 
against a host of misinterpretations and misconceptions ; he 
has had to live down the hostility and slanders of Vasari—no 
light task, if wo remember how persistent is a judgment 
when launched by the acknowledged arbiter of a subject or 
a period. Another more insidious enemy is Morelli, who, in 
pruning Leonardo da Vinci, has fallen frein Scylla into 
Charybdis, and attributed most of his gleanings to Sodoma. 
Morelli proceeds by a “ sorte d’authropom&rie artistique 
basee sur l'etude des formes propres a chaque raaitre.” M. 
Gielly satirises this method, which ho finds for the present 
purpose both inadequate and misleading. IUmight result, 
if slavishly accept^g^ conc^sioi|^i|>.ic'i^|c^r mention 

• XiSfeimj <iid 

•AXU.fl, 

here, though it has often been maintained, and is the start- ^ ^ 4. 

ing-point of this book, that Sodoma was the pupil of wHt* it »<■ 
Leonardo. This theory is vigorously and satisfactorily f ** * . • ^ ^ 

refuted by M. Gielly, who puts the biography and artistic uaf1 1* witt 't 
development of his subject on a thoroughly positive basis. *** *** J 
Biographical material is rare, and has become obscured as - 
regards the earlier years by the attempt of the Siennese to fr inf**; ai it 
appropriate to their town the honour of being Sodoma s iSasperaLaf, fwodish w* 
birthplace—a distinction which really belongs to Vercelli. nano mod be hoc ntfcn in larh • 

M. Gielly is admirably lucid in summing up in general j-wnxt*r»o ScuftaiMpry 
terms the merits of the master. He lays great stress on his - x tt spew *t as cww< i 

originality—an originality that, as it bereft him of ancestors, z- 
left him equally without descendants; his 6chool was a 
failure. He was not bound by a theory ; M. Gielly institutes 
a comparison with Racine, and talks about “le realisme .rireievu fam. 
classique,” but he goes on to explain that “ les theories en „,„T ^ 
art ne valent que par la manure dont on les applique 
Sodoma is Italian; his commentator points out that with * 
him tho subject has nothing to do with the miiitH; the 

I former is often tragic, the latter is always joyons. Hnallj, 
he not only painted divinely the motley activities of 
humanity, and the travail of the flesh, but he pat on his ^ ^ ^ 

canvas the passions of sacred and prefane love; this ca|nm- «st»!»d$tjitx.T* or M mi • 
niated painter is “ celui qui, du plus sur elan, nous fail ^ j ^ 

atteindre aux liautes cimes de l'amour divin. ’ * *■ i 
w that wu ij, 

\ _ tej “ * ■»?» 

-■**'« pin rud Eofiilfe 
SPELING MAID EEZY J* 

_ '-’‘Mutlimili,,,, * *' 
Simplified Spelling: An Appeal to Common Sente. (TM :***53,. j ^ 

Simplified Spelling Society, 44, Great Russell Street, 

London, W.C.) ^ I. K 

Amcng the meny peepl and soesieteez hn are aulwaiz tu be ^ 

found in tlieez modern daiz ajitating for reform, the Simplifi REVlFlVO 
Speliug Soesiety stand/, in the formoest plaice. Oepinyumir^ “flu 
divieded as to the valyu of eny aulteraishon in our prezen 
sistem (or lac of sistem, as the SpelingReformer* wood 8*0 *1 iv' Wm, .^ 
of orthogrufy ; sum thine that eny chainj must be a drao ** ^nt) 
to the charm of tho English langwaij, whiel admiting t 
..... „a.1__inrliend ■ rJt .1 

atteindre aux liautes cimes de l’amour divin. 

SPELING MAID EEZY 

aivieuea as vu uie vaiyu oi eny nuuctniouvu r-- — 9>P 
sistem (or lac of sistem, as the SpelingReformerz wood sai) im Wi^,, 

of orthogrufy ; sum thine that eny chainj must be a drao ^Ht) 
to the charm of tho English langwaij, whiel admiting t 
its inconsistensoez are nyumerus ; utherz ar raather rodMiMl Na? ^ ^ 11 ^ of the 

to adopt a modificaishon ov the prevailing method of speling* ^ ^ 

but feer that eny chainj wil leev the gait oepen, az it wer, interesting 

for tu larj a croud ov inovaishonz. 

We ar afraid that we must enroel ourselvz amniig^* •.* *^da- 

former party—the conservativz of langwaij, ar thai ^ to ^ ^ r- ^ni> 

cauld ; and that is whi we ar taicing the trubl to net t ns !He%rr^» fr ,in 
- . — • •• . • 1 __tr QI \f fl ‘^kl . « ^ (if — a 

" "»h| 

*• Tk, 
.,1 

mention 

revyu in the nyu and “ impruuvd ” stiel—az neerly , f^n^l*porarT 
can manaij it, that iz, for we ar but hyuman, and we \ 

adviez the reeder that this is enything but a joee to uBt80 
that when the oegl i ov tho enerjetic, indifatigiibl Secntary {^ ^ ^ di k 

ov the Soesiety loocs oever our ewaivering ward* ® ^ ‘ tU l 

discuver sum fyu ererz. And wliot, it mui be encwie « J3* Udt.,n W ^ 
our reozonz for a disizbun against the prejx>e*d re orm iiti 1^^ ^ 

Argyumentz bi the duzen hav been advansd in its , ^ ^ 

very clever argyumentz, tu, meny ov them ar; the * ® 

them, perhapz, deelz with the laiber which ckiWW® ^ 

scuul go thru unnesesarily in lerning to manipyu *1^ t|lri 11 T*w 

nashunal tuug ; the secund best, posibly, the wun w nc 80 rrb?L of 
asied the wai in which our custumary speling l>ot ior* # 

and pleedz for the jenereishunz yet unborn— ^ ^ 

uatyuraly taic moer eezily to eny fresh sceeni, I1016061 f&ji 

no preecoiisoovd iedoas on the subject. But, lu ^ 4 f ^ . 

of aul the cleverest argyumentz in the wur ^ tlut , 
cannot bring ourselvz to apreeahiait the alterashunf 4J 

forwerd bi Mr. Archer and his ooleegz. If thai enc10 

whi . . . wol, looc ktrit;nj GraUfOn the ^ ^ ‘ 
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The Natural History and Antiquities of Selbome in the County 

of Southampton. By Gilbert White. With Illustra¬ 

tions in Colour by George E. Collins, R.B.A. (Mac¬ 

millan and Co. 10s. Cd. net.) 

Little comment can be made on a work so well established 
among what are popularly known as “the classics ” as White’s 
“Selborne.” This reprint of the work, however, calls for 
some slight comment in these days of multitudinous reprints. 
Here is evidence of care and taste in production, and a series 
of illustrations fully in keeping with the letterpress. The 
colour reproductions of Mr. Collins’ work are well executed, 
while the pictures themselves bespeak a Nature-student - 
not perhaps one with such an eye for minute detail as 
Gilbert White, but still one to whom his work is his hobby, 
and who is intimate to a degree with the things of wood 
and field, more especially with the life and wayB of the 
smaller birds. 

The book itself deserves greater prominence, especially 
among young people, than is accorded it to-day. We make 
much of training the young idea in the faculty of observa¬ 
tion, but in this book is let pass, almost unnoticed, a won¬ 
derful manual in the art of discriminate sight. Its matter 
is so placed that any juvenile reader is stimulated to look 
and inquire for himself into the life of field and garden and 
hedgerow. It is free of the stodginess and padding which 
characterise many of its surviving contemporaries, and 
when the question of a present for young hopeful or young 
scapegrace comes to the fore, the present edition of White’s 
“ Selborne ” is well worthy of consideration. The book 
embodies the author’s “ idea of parochial history,’’ but for 
this present age it also embodies a greater, more useful, and 
more easily assimilable lesson. 

appearance a record for information of every description. 
Merely to catalogue the useful oontents would take up con¬ 
siderably more space than we can spare. The directory of 
authors is good and full, as usual, and the list of pen-names 
makes one of the most interesting pages. A new feature is 
introduced this year—a list of publishers, classified as to their 
principal output. We note some unaccountable omission* 
in the “ Index of Authors ” arranged under the subject- 
headings of their literary works. In “Anthology,” for 
instance, where is the indefatigable Mr. E. V. Lucas ? Why 
should poor Mr. Chesterton appear under “ Journalism ” end 
“Humour” (alas!) and be passed over in severe silence by 
“ Belles Lettres ” P Under “ Poetry ” we find no mention of 
Mr. Masefield; Mr. C. L. Graves is omitted from “ Music," 
where he deserves a high place ; Mr. E.JL Baugh an should 
surely be included among the names under “ Drama—Criti¬ 
cism ; ” and we look in vain for G. M. Trevelyan under 
“ Belles-Lettres ” or “ Biography and Memoirs.” However, 
it is no small thing to edit and take charge of a volume that 
covers snch a large amouut of ground, and we have no hesita¬ 
tion in recommending it as an invaluable reference-book to 

all who are interested in literary matters. 
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Tfte Story of Israel and Judah; from, the Call of Abraham to 

the Death of Nehemiah. By H. J. Chaytor, M.A. 

(Blackie and Son. 5s.) 

This book is primarily intended for the upper forms of 
schools, but it may also be read with profit by adults who 
had not the advantage when at school of reading a similar 
work. It is intended not to take the place of the old Testa¬ 
ment, but to be read concurrently with it, and this use is 
considerably facilitated by the very numerous inset references 
to the relative Biblical passages. The author has taken the 
following passage from Canon Driver’s Introduction to the 
Book of Genesis as his motto:—“ It ought assuredly to be 
possible so to teach the historical parts of the Old Testa¬ 
ment to those who have reached the age of fifteen or sixteen 
that, when they enter into manhood, they may have nothing 

to unlearn on the ground of either science or history.” With 
this as his guiding principle Mr. Chaytor has rewritten in 
modern Euglish and pleasant style the historical narrative 
of the Old Testament, absorbing into his story all relative 
archaeological discoveries and modern views which obtain 
general acceptance. He has harnessed the horses of science 
to the shafts of faith. Thus the latter loses none of its 
single-mindedness, but is strengthened and supported by that 
which in other hands has been used for its hurt. Teachers, 
pupils, and parents have all become Mr. Cbaytor’s debtors 
by the publication of this book, the perusal of which is not 

a task, but a delight. 

The Literary Year-Book. Edited by Basil Spfxart. (Rout- 

ledge. 6s. net.) 

Some kind of handbook is an absolve necessity for authors 

rind readers in these days of litfi^ture and psando-litera- 

,e, and the well-known ^sixteenth 

Bepertorium far Kunstwissenschaft. XXXIV. Band. 3 Heft. 

Edited by Henry Thode and Hugo von Tschuw. 

(Georg Reimer, Berlin.) 

The “ Repertorium ” is practically a magazine or review of 
art, coming out at irregular intervals, but each number is 
independent of the others. Many of the contributions are 

extremely valuable for the study of special points in artiste 
history. In the present number many of the pictures in the 
two great galleries of Genoa are discussed in considerable 
detail by Herr Emil Jacobsen, who U3es as bis text the 
“ first really scientific catalogue of the galleries, which only 
appeared in 1910. Herr Jacobsen has informing and new 
things to say about Genoese art, which he finds to have been 
mainly decorative, and to have reached its zenith comptira- 
tively late—in the seventeenth century. He does not 
consider Bernardo Strozzi a representative Genoese. Herr 

Friedrich Winkler discusses the authorship of the miniatures 

in the Breslau Froissart and another manuscript. Herr 
Gilmbel’8 subject is Hans Felber von Ulm, architect, cannun- 
founder, and sanitary engineer of the fifteenth century. The 
initials “ R.A.” would have given rise to less ambiguity in 

the Middle Ages than they do sometimes at the present day. 
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The Stamp Year: 1912. Compiled by Fred. J. Melville. 

(W. H. Peckitt. Is.) 

We had occasion to notice favourably a short time ^ago Mr- 
Melville’s interesting “ Chats on Postage-stamps, and 
again puts the collector under obligation to biro by t is 
useful compendium of information. Readers can learn here 
all about the new stamps of the present reign how and ’ i C - 
why the printers were changed ; all about the fascinating 
history of the Cape “ woodblocks ” ; all about fifty differen _ 
matters of interest to those who treasure foreign or Bntisi 
stamps. Lists of philatelic societies, of journals devo 
to the hobby, of overseas post-offices, of English and Conti¬ 
nental terms in common use, abound, and short artic es 
dealing with special issues and out-of-the-way countries are 
interspersed. “The Stamp Year” is an invaluable lit 
handbook, well edited, with an astonishing amount of 
ledge and useful items compressed into small space. ****• ^^ 
illustrations are many and from i| 
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FICTION 
STORIES OF THE STAGE 

T\e Podium of Peggy Harper. By Leonard Merrick. 

Coloured Frontispiece. (Thomas Nelson and Sons. 

2s. net) 

fVm Stage to Peerage: An Autobiography. By Florence 

Warden. (Digby, Long and Co. 6s.) 

Osiyau .{dress. By “Rita/* (Stanley Paul and Co. 6d.) 

Want stories have been written about the stage and “ the 
profession " in general, but we doubt if there has been ono 
more true to life than “The Position of Peggy Harper.” 
Mr. Merrick’s characters are living ones and may be met 
with at any time in theatrical circles, while the incidents 
be describes are of almost everyday occurrence in the life 
of the mummer, as, for instance, the visits to ageuts 
and the first meeting between Chris and Peggy when each 
u seeking an engagement. The description of a touring 
company at rehearsal before takiug the road is capitally 
done, and the way in which the actor-manager deals with 
Chris and his melodrama may be read with profit by all 
wonld-be dramatic authors. Peggy pitiably rehearsing the 
part of leading lady is a scene that could only have been 
written by one thoroughly au fait with matters histrionic. 
Bat her tribulations end with her engagement to Lord 
Cipenhuret and her picture in a society journal, Chris 
hiring previously married Theodosia, who wrote for the 
frwe and is the means of introducing the reader to the 
journalistic world. 

Miss Warden’s heroine, Sylvia Lutterworth, nee Sally 
Solomon, also marries the scion of a noble house, as the title 
of her story implies. He is Lord Redbrook, “ a little fair, 
light-haired, light-eyed, pallid creature,” who rejoices in two 
pet Dimes—Bnnny and Pinkie—and might with equal pro¬ 
priety be called Gudgeon, for quite early in the story he is 
hooked by Edith Selons, who plays him through several 
chapters only to see him landed at the end by “ Jewy ” 
Sjbia. “From Stage to Peerage” is most entertaining 
rwdmg from start to finish, and we consider it one of the 
tat novels Miss Warden has given ns. The episode of 
Bill Wyldo, the faithless wife, dying of consumption, is 
fariblj told, and that and other dramatic incidents will 
wrind the reader of Zola at his best. 

u0nly an Actress ” is one of “ Rita's ” short stories now 
^«d in the popular M Clear Type ” series, but which pro- 
hibly first saw the light many years ago. It differs from 

[he two others insomuch that the actress heroine dies—very 
taoatic&lly on the stage—and the noble lord who had jilted 
Jer takes a bride from his own set. It is a pathetic tale, 
tat rather namby-pamby in parts. 

oj Enchanttnent. By FLORENCE COOMDE. (Macmillan 

w<iCo. 12s.net.) 

tae QQmber of readable books for which missionary 
^rpnse hag been responsible during the past twelve 

may jJ0W bg mother noteworthy contribution. 

® dealing w‘bh Melanesia the author has a field that, from 
prist of view of interest, many will envy her. Indeed, 

*Neooes such as are related here would in themselves 
** justified their existence in print even had they not been 

ritb the efficiency aud charm that are characteristic 

k^book Amid the delightful and idyllic nature that is 
‘ ^ Melanesian island, life continues at least as 

115 io its way as elsewhere ^Here is a delightful 

Digitized by CjO QIC 

narrative that deals with modem invention and the native 
temperament:— 

The first field-glasses seen in the New Hebrides brought 
bitter disappointment in their train. As one of the Mission 
clergy was walking along the shore, the native at his side 
pointed out a tiny figure in the distance. 

There goes one of my enemies ! ** said he. 
The white man drew out his glasses and adjusted the 

focus, then hmided them to his companion, who gazed 
through them iu excited amazement, beholding bis foe appa¬ 
rently close at hand. Dropping the glasses, he seized his 
arrows, aud looked again. The enemy was far away as at 
first. Once more he snatched the magic glasses, onoe more 
exchanged them for Iris arrows, and once more was baffled. 
A bright thought suddenly occurred to him. 

“ You hold the glasses,” said he to the priest, *' and then 1 
can shoot him!” 

Much of the information contained iu this work concerning 
the maimers and customs of the island dwellers is of an 
extremoly valuable nature, whether it deals with the lighter 
moments or with the more savage moods of the strange folk 
that Miss Ccombo knows so intimately. Nevertheless there 
are various ways of conveying information, however valuable 
it may be intrinsically. On this head much praise is due to 
the author. In her description alike of the genuine affections 
and the cannibalistic tendencies, and indeed of all the other 
varying traits of the Melanesians, she exhibits the unfailing 
charm of a kindly and shrewd philosophy. 

In a Cottage Hospital. By George Trelawney. (T. 

Werner Laurie. 2s. net.) 

Nowadays the newspapers and periodicals keep us so well 
supplied with inner histories and complete revelations of 
this, that, and the other individual or institution that we 
mnst confess that when a novel purporting to give us still 
further details of an unsavoury nature comes our way we 
receive it with no great gusto. At the same time we have 
read “ In a Cottage Hospital ” from cover to cover, and if 
all the events recorded in its pages are, as the author claims 
them to be, actual facts that have taken place, then all we 
can say is that we are very sorry that such should be the 
case. With the exception of one Sister and Dr. K&rgill, the 
house-surgeon, there is not a respectable or upright person 
in the book. And not only is the staff of Repley Hospital 
found so lamentably wanting in all that constitutes an honest 
and moral equipment, bat the author claims (in italics at 
the end of the last chapter) that “ there is many a Kepley 
Hospital in England to-day.” This is an astounding and 
sweeping statement to make, rfhd one that greatly reflects 
upon the honourable aud self-sacrificing professions of both 
doctors and nurses. There have of course been notablo 
books written to expose various evils, and we suppose that 
it is with these that the present one is expected to rank. The 
cause he has at heart is to improve the condition of the 
sick poor of England—a very praiseworthy effort. But are 
the sick poor of England neglected ? Upon this answer 
depends the further question os to whether the book was 
written in the real interests of the class it professes to 
champion, or merely as a profitable “ shocker.” 

Young Beck: a Chip of the Old Block. By M. M'Donnlll 

Bodkin, K.U. (T. Fisher Unwin. 6s.) 

Those who experienced thrills iu the reading of “ The 
Capture of Paul Beck ” will find no difficulty in again 
going through a weird sensation as they follow the fortunes 
of Paul’s son and of the family with whom he was so 

Original from 
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intimately acquainted. From the time he is introduced to 
the reader as an undergraduate at Cambridge until the book 
closes upon the accomplishment of his final victory—the 
winning of the lady of his heart—he never once faltere, 
never once fails in any mission he undertakes. Tragic 
events follow one another in startling rapidity, and 
although we are warned in an opening paragraph that 
“ many strange and exciting things ” were about to happen 
to the Kirwood family, we must confess that we were not a 
little staggered by the quick succession with which each event 
takes place. Card-sharpers are exposed; murders are 
attempted and frustrated; robberies are planned and perpe¬ 
trated, the robbers always being brought to book; Parlia¬ 
ment is thrown into a panic by the impersonation of one of 
its members, who delivers a speech denouncing his own 
party. At the head and front of every investigation stands 
our young friend Beck. He sees through everything, sums 
everybody up, and in fact is a young man we should much 
prefer not to meet when we had in any way transgressed 
the law. The book is exciting, and we have thoroughly 
enjoyed reading it. If there ib any fault to find, it is with 
regard to the large number of sensational events to which 
we have referred. It would have added to the value of the 
story if longer time had been devoted to the unravelling of 
fewer mysteries and less to the ingenuity of inventing fresh 
ones. And we should have liked Mr. Beck none the less if 
he had occasionally been human enough to fail. 

Sekhet. By Irene Miller. (John Lane. 6b.) 

The power of the ancient Egyptian goddess Sekhet, 
“ Crusher of Hearts,” inspires this strange and clever book, 
which, despite various faults of writing and slips in French 
words, we were compelled to read to a finish at a single 
sitting. Evarne Stornway has. been brought up by her father 
to a condition of pure physical beauty as conceived by the 
Greeks—untrammelled by tight clothing, unmindful of 
fashion. She is left at the age of sixteen, by his dying wish, 
to the care of an old friend of his whom he had not met for 
many years. This man persuades the innocent Evarne to 
live with him abroad for several years, until, when he is 
tired of her and casts her off, his true vile nature appears. 
Thrown on the world to earn a living after having known 
nothing but luxury, the girl comes to London, and the story 
of her struggles—as member of an impoverished provincial 
theatrical company, as needlewoman slaving in a London 
slum, and lastly with some success as artist's model— 
forms the theme of the book. Her life draws gradually to 
its close with tragedy looming in the distance, and truly 
tragic is the scene with which the story ends. The note here 
is a little forced—it is difficult to believe in Evarne’s last 
dreadful deed—but the book holds the reader from the very 
beginning, and we must congratulate the author on some 
sheer cleverness of idea in its progress. 

of 

owner. The customary villainous earl, anxious to capture 
Sir Peter’s daughter and the “siller,” naturally acquired 
the fatal letter from old Griggs, the skipper, and all but 
carried the position, which was, of course, saved by the 
true lover, a nobleman’s son and ex-naval officer, 

masquerading—save the mark !—as an A.B. on board one 
of Sir Peter’s liners. He saves the daughter from the 
wreck, but the father is left drifting on the bosom of the 
Atlantic, to be no more heard of. The wicked earl finds s 
refuge in the Thames, and the hero is suitably rewarded. 
Voilii tout! 

Mated. By Isabel Smith. (Digby, Long and Co. 6s.) 

Young ladies whose minds and conversation are chiefly 
occupied with the right of women to bear children, the 
barren life of the spinster, “ flat-chested and with unformed 
figure,” and the idea that all women should have husbands 
for natural reasons, are apt to fall easy prey to the first com¬ 
pelling philanderer who happens along. The downfall of 
Julia Romney is not made the less probable by the fact that 
the philanderer is in her case a German chauffeur with 
golden ringlets and a taste for classical music, nor is the 
discomfort of the consequences diminished by Julias 
possession of a house and farming property, with money to 
keep them up, left to her by a whimsical old man on condi¬ 
tion that she marries within a year and a day of his death. 

The uncomfortable expected does not occur, however, in 
Julia’s case, and as there is a silent lover of tremendously 
strong character, though of boorish manners, lurking in the 
rear, she manages both to conceal her misfortune and to fill 
the conditions of her inheritance. Julia is on the stage all 
the time in Mrs. Smith's book, and since the print is small 
and Julia is not a striking character, we begin to have our 
fill of her long before the end. We also become a trifle tired ; . .Tftd, the 
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The Missing Millionaire. By Christopher Wilson. (Black¬ 

wood. 6s.) 

There is nothing very new or refreshing in Mr. Wilson’B 
treatment of a hackneyed subject. We are introduced to 
one of our leading shipping princes, an astute, hard-beaded, 
and very rich old Scot, Sir Peter Calton, and are asked to 
believe that this canny specimen so far forgot himself as to 
commit to writing an order to one of his skippers to scuttle 
the last of his sailing-ships. True, Sir Peter had, as he 
thought, made adequate arrangements that the captain and 
his instructions should go down writh the vessel, but, as was 
to be expected, both survived, if the, ultLi. <tfe* lQni oi the 

FOREIGN REVIEWS 

“Die Deutsche Rundschau” 

“ Die auswartige Politik der ungarischen Revolution, 1848*9, 
by Herr Wilhelm Alter, is a sound and careful piece o 

historical writing. Starting from the proposition that lS-k* 
was the great year of nationalism, the author shows how 

inevitably this conception “ unchained centrifugal forces 

in Austria.” Kossuth comes in for rather hard treatment, 

being somewhat ambiguously praised as an “ artist, ana 

more obviously condemned as a “ politischer Improvisator. ^ 
He certainly got the wrong side of the Croats. The attempt ^ ^ R*u, 
of the Hungarian leaders to gain foreign—especially ' ‘ 
German—recognition for their diplomatists is an interesting 
episode. The influence of the Hungarian problem on 
Greater German politics and on the formation of the two 
Empires is shown to have been almost decisive. Tbs 

correspondence produced and commented upon by Herr 
Hermann Witte, in which Bismarck’s relations to the old 

Conservative party are illustrated, pertly covers the same 

ground. It counects the scholar Karl Witte, of Trieglaffi 
where Bismarck had intimate friends, with Government 
circles, through the medium of Moritz von Blanekenbarg* 
Zimmerhausen and Ludwig von Gerlach. The Triegla 
circle and their Berlin correspondents had a horror of the 
new Imperialism, which they took to be democratic Cfcflansini 
and they were strongly opposed to the exclusion of Austria 
from Germany. Herr Emil Ermatinger tells the romance o 
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Gottfried Keller with Laise Rioter, of Winterthur. Chur- 

*°iU> ^-V, Blennerll^ett gives a picture of a nineteenth- 
MtH7 mU-that of Maty Clarke, who became Hoe. 
Jah»« ton Mohl. Herr Richard Meyer shows Goethe as a 
enwenationaiiet, illustrating his variability by a large 
choice of occasions and persons. 

“ Le Grande Revue ” 

miscomprehension of R. L. Stevenson. M. Paul Louis dips 
a gloomy pen to write of “ Le Droit du plus Fort ” in con¬ 
nection with Morocco, Tripoli, dbc. It is the crimes of the 
capitalist over again, and “la lutte entre la paix et la 
guerre est d&ormais un Episode de la lutte des classes.” 
M. P. Maurel begins a discussion of “ La Renaissance du 
TheAtre breton.” We await the development with interest. 

Tie Libres of this review sometimes mystify 
us a little. We understand the fiction—that this is a “ free¬ 
lance department, incapable of compromising the editorial 
solidarity—bat we can seldom find any generic difference 
between it and the official body of opinion. Thns, in the 
number for November 25th we find a clever defence, from 
the pen of M. Albert D&ozat, of the Italians in Tripoli, that 
might just as well have been printed among the more 

authoritative articles on the subject. The question is open 
after all. Yet the editor is careful to insert a note, dis¬ 
claiming sympathy with the writer, and referring to a letter 
in the correspondence column that indicates a lift in the 
lute. M. Daazats contentions are that Italians could afford 
to make the ra«t«, that it was worth making, and that it 
wag to all 00r advantages that it should have been made. 

The other 6ide of the debate may be read in Mr. Ashmead- 
Bartlett’s letter in The Academy of December 23rd, “ A 

Barren Conqnest.” “ Alceste,” from a satirical account of 
recent riots, develops a scheme of dealing with “La Vie 
Chire." M. A. E. Gauthier gives a gloomy picture of 
German finance. M. J. E. Morel, with a mixture of humour 
and serionsness, applies modern methods of literary research 
to “La Heine PWaoqne ” of Anatole France. The 
"Source" he deals with is a seventeenth-century book on 
cabalistic lore by the Abbe Montfaucon de Villara. The 
Tolstoi letters are particularly good *, the apostle becomes 
ray human and sympathetic under the influence of virtuous 
indignation. We must be Christians, “mais, quand les 
fcnrmis (officious jacks-in-office) s’abattent snr vons et vous 
piquant, on ne sauraifc avoir qne la preoccupation de s’en 
dtbanasser." And this is so characteristic: “ J’aime tant 
aimer, et void qne je suis oblige de ne pas dGoolerer ! ” 

“ La Revue ” 

The number for November 15th contains a duet on “ la 
Vie ChAre.” M. Yves Guyot sees everywhere the iniquities 
of Protection. M. SauzAde is less symmetrical; his remedies 
are various, but he is best summarised in this phrase—“ il 
est temps qa’on decentralise le champ ou jouent l’offre et la 
dem&nde.” Baron du Roure de Paulin is very instructive 
on “ la Mesalliance,” which it appears never existed in the 
Btrict sense in England. M. Soulie, in an article suggestively 
headed “ Les Etats-Unis du Monde,” interprets the ideas of 
the Chinese reformer, K’ang, Yeou-wei. 

The first December number is marked by a symposium 
“ de l’Humonr.” It starts with a sound proposition by Mr. 
Bernard Shaw, a miniature essay by Mr. Owen Seaman, 
definitions by other English humorists, continues through a 
series of evaluations by French and German men of letters, 
and ends up with this magnificent warning, signed Maurice 
Dekobra—“N’examinons pas de trop pr&s les rouages de 
cette machine A faire sourire. Ce sera it tuer la poule aux 
osufs d’or.” M. Onesime Reclus has a startling article on 
French Protestants, and Comte A. de Pouvourviile writes 
with authority, as always, on the Chinese military forces. 
M. Troubat contributes to this and the following number 
original letters of SaiDte-Beuve. They are excellent 

reading. 
For December 15th, Captain Chariot treats of the uses of 

aeroplanes in war. Dr. Max Nordau is back pommelling 
Nietzscheism, Hyperbolism, Superlativism, and other curious 
maladies. Baron d’Estournelles de Constant continues notes 
of American travel. Dr. Alfred Gottschalk, in “ L’Art de 
Manger,” shows how to fight the “ Vie Chdre ” by reducing 
rations, and gives specimen menus with weights of the 

“Le Mkrcubk de France” 

for November 16th M. Ren4 Lauret has an amusing 
defence of “ Is France immoraliste.” He pleads for every¬ 
thing that is meant by the adjective “ gaulois,” and though 
hi*tirades against “hypocrisy ” ring a little false there is 
QQch in his remarks that might be quite seriously con¬ 
sidered—at any rate by Frenchmen. M. Marcel Coulon has 
* wy good article on J. H. Fabre ; he contrasts him with 
Reaumur, who was a mere observer, while Fabre was an 
experimentalist; he quotes the letter's narratives of some 
'f his most interesting experiments. M. Rene Dumesnil 
begins an account of “ Madame Bovary” and her prosecu- 
l‘yn- The first article is very good reading; the second is 
a little tedious, consisting of contemporary verdicts on the 
Corel. 

For December 1st M. Georges Batault discusses “ Le 
jsitivisme scientifique et son critique, M. Emile Meyerson.” 

^ is a kind of post-mortem, on Comte, who is really dead. 
1a YjJeur de 1’Accord Franco-Allemand ” is considered 

ty M. Carl Siger, a fatalist, who does not care much for 
-lorocoo, bnt sees in recent events the hand of ” V affair if me 

Mondial, which drives everything before it. The present 
^rangemeut is a truce, and Fiance has had to pay dearly for 
f pnze-" Kgypte, Terre-Nenve, Moyen Congo ! Que de 

-arenin,! Que de gloire! Quelle ration ! ” M. Remy de 
/nrtnont writes a preface to his newly published “ Diver- 

a volume of collected poems. 
w December 16th there is an instalment of “ Les 

Chretienne* ” by Francis Jammes. M. Gabriel 
" (hows great knowlffig? and «omfl [congenital 
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various items. 
“La Revue Blkue” 

The Revue Bleue has started celebrating its jubilee, 
though the actual fiftieth anniversary does not occur till 
some time later in the year. We are to expect some par¬ 
ticularly important and attractive contributions, and indeed 
some instalments of the special material are already to hand. 

For November 18th and the following four weeks M. Paul 
Bonnefon gives some unpublished letters of the Comte 
d’Ariois, afterwards Charles X., to his son, the Due 
d’Angouleme, who was nominal commander in Spain at the 
French intervention of 1823. The letters help to reveal a 
character that had been much obfuscated by Liberal his¬ 
torians, and even staunch Democrats will find much to 
admire in the private life of an unfortunate monarch. M. 
Maurice Barrhs replies in this and the following number to 
M. Andre Beaunier’s “ Sourire d’Ath^na; ” he contends that 
modern Hellenists make classical Greece unintelligible by 
isolating it from the rest of history. 

For November 28th M. Paul Gaultier has an excellent 
article on recent books dealing with the psychology of the 
higher animals. M. Frai^ois Maury has the first of two 
articles on M. Caillaux, and M. Jacques Flach the first of an 
admirable series on the great Sully. The counsellor of 
Henri IV. is treated of as the earliest representative of “ le 
pacifisms chretien,” and the most humane as well as the 
most far-seeing of statesmen. “ Paris vaut une messe ” 
seems to have been a malicious legend, particularly inappro¬ 
priate as regards Sally’s share in it. 

For December 2nd M. Louis Barthou begins an inquiry 
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into the relations o! Victor Hugo towards Chateaubriand. 
He produces several new documents to 6how the idolatry of 
the young writer for the old, and their subsequent disagree¬ 
ments, ending in comparative mutual tolerance. M. Paul 
Flat writes on the psychology of Wagner. A translation 
of Mme. Selma Lagerlofs Swedish fairy story—44 Nils 
HolgerBBon”—is begun, as also a study by M. Novicow 
called 44 Le Triomphe de la Morale.” 

For December 16th we will notice M. Bonet-Maury’s 
article on 14 Les Sanctions Morales de rHistoire,” and for 
December 23rd M. Alfred Fouillee’s attacks on the principle 
of nationality in the names of “ Science ” and “ Humanite.” 

44 Revce Critique d’Histoire et de Litterature ” 

November 18th.—Mainly short reviews. Herr Ernst 
Mayer's valuable work on Italian Constitutional History is 
analysed. 

November 25th.—M. Albert Martin notices many editions 
of and studies on Aristophanes; in parenthesis occurs a 
rather violent sally against German methods. 

December 2nd.—A long review of M. Hanotaux* “ Jeanne 
d’Arc;” the reviewer cannot pardon any allusion in a historian 
to 44 miracles ” or u mystery.” M. Albert Mathiez gives an 
exhilarating specimen of the “ slashing ” review in dealing 
with two books on the first revolutionary Commune of Paris, 
by MM. Lacomb and Braesch respectively. M. R. Guyot 
notices the first three volumes of 44 Les Origines Diploma- 
tiques de la Guerre de 1870.” 

December 16th.—M. Loisy praises reservedly Herr 
Scbmidtke's work on the Jewish-Christian gospels of the 
Nazarenes and of the Hebrews. Two works of Herr Con¬ 
stantin Ritter on Plato are noticed, as also M. Lejay’s great 
edition of Horace’s Satires. 

December 23rd.—Short reviews. 

44 Feuilles d’HisToire ” 

In the December number M. Cbuquet writes of the 
Institute during the Hundred Days. The very interesting 
diary is given of a Captain Montlivault, who formed part of 
the important garrison ofTorgan, captured by the Prussians 
in 1813. M. Debraux deals with the negotiations of La 
Sonde between Dumouriez and the Austrians. The diary of 
the engineer-captain Antoine de Lafareile, from 1799 to 1805, 
presents several features of interest. 

Varia 

L'CEuvre for November is consecrated to Miss Isadora 
Duncan. She is celebrated in prose and verse, in pencil and 
photography. Among her ministers is M. Auguste Rodin, 
who, after drawing her in pencil, has composed a prose 
rhapsody on her in six lines. Not the least interesting con¬ 
tribution is an article on her art by Miss Duncan herself. 
Le Charivari has issued a special number on 44 Les 
Crimes d’Islam,” and points the lesson with a series of 
blood-curdling caricatures. L'Ecwiomiste Modeme vaunts 
high finance as a solution for all human ill; 44 La Vie 
Chere ” can be repelled by thoughtful investment in cold 
storage concerns; international loans will obviate war and 
establish the millennium. 

A LONDONER’S HOLIDAY 

Travel has become so cheap aud such a matter of course to 
tlie modern dweller in towns that on any excuse, reasonable 
or otherwise, be is wont to shake the dust of the City from 
his feet and escape. The Londoner carries with him to the 
provinces a nimbus of London. To the Northerner he often 
appears a man of airs and graces, merely because the lan¬ 
guage of the North differs from that of the South. To the 
veritable countryman the 44 Loimoq chap ” is oryD who lives ritable countryman the 4‘ Lotmoji chap ” is ohub who ] 

a world hardly jt^ be realist i; tta> JcuAtry man 

says to himself, 44 how little the man knows of real things!'1 

At a bargain the cock sure ness of the London negotiator is is 
a rule hopelessly outclassed when pitted against the country¬ 
man's slow mother-wit. 

A large proportion of the vast hordes who daily arrive 
and depart at our London termini spend their days in a vain 
shadow. The vagaries of the local train service and the 
political colour of the journal they affect engross their whole 
existence, over and above the savour of Bport and a flavour¬ 
ing of camaraderie. Yet the spell of the City is a possession 
to those attuned to its sabtle harmony. ‘‘Dear dhirty 
Dublun ” looms up as a mirage to many au Irish exile 
beyond the seas ; so also after travel in far lauds the home¬ 
coming Londoner feels a thrill and a quickening of the pulse 
as he sees once again the leagues of outlying street-lights 
which are the 44 prologues to the swelling act of the imperial 
theme " of London. He has a sort of feline enjoyment of 
its pall of smoke and vapour, its everlasting clatter, and & 
fellow feeling creeps over him when he recalls the rhapsodies 
of Charles Lamb and Samuel Johnson. Johnson, the pur¬ 
blind, loved to pat the very lamp-posts as he walked along 
its streets. 44 Oh! her lamps of a night! ” Lamb cries,4 her 
rich goldsmiths, print-shops, toy-shops, mercers, hardware 
men, pastry-oooks; St. Paul's Churchyard, the Strand, 
Exeter ’Change, Charing Cross, with the man upon a blao 
horse ! These are thy gods, O London! The wonder of these 
sights impels me into night-walks about her crowded street*, 
and I often shed tears in the motley Strand from fulness of 
joy at so much life.” Plato voices the same sentiment in 
describing Atlantis, the world-oapital which perchance lies 
engulfed in mid-Atlantic. If it is bo, the Dolphin s Ridge, 
that vast sunken plain about the Azores, holds its secret 
securely. Thus says Plato : 44 The entire area was densely 
crowded with habitations, and the canals and the largest o 
the harbours were full of vessels and merchants coming from 
all parts, who, from their numbers, kept up a multitndinoua 
sound of human voices and din of all sorts night and day. 

The thesis we ventnre to put forward is that the Londoner, 
instead of packing himself and his family into alien sea*i e 
lodgings, or betaking himself to the uncongenial atmosphere 

of a foreign hotel, might sometimes Btop at home and Karo 
a little of his own home; then when the foreigner, t e 
American, or the country cousin asks him inquiaiti™ 
questions about our imperial City, he may appear less o & 
barbarian under cross-examination than he iB now apt 
appear. We once heard a travelling American 
that he was 44 glad when he’d wiped off Geneva, 
churches in the City of London and Westminster alone con 

not be even superficially 44 wiped off ” in a month ; there are 
within a four-mile radios of the Royal Exchange well over a 
hundred of first-rate interest. The average man who has no 
special leanings towards architectural detail is genera J 
interested—though often in a tepid fashion—in the 
and tradition of the city he lives in. He must indeed 
dull of soul if the Abbey and St. Paul’s conjure up nothing 
but a yawn. On Tower Hill lean crowds gather to listen to 
the bawling of demagogues, whose one aim seems to be 
drive trade from the country and thus deprive their dupes 
of daily bread. A stone’s-throw away stands the church o 
All Hallowb Barking, which carries us at a stride back to 
the London of Richard I., whoee heart was buried in a 
silver casket before its high altar. The removal of Richard s 
heart to Rouen was evidence that the Plantagenets were 
Kings of France first and England after. The thin red line 
of imperial history runs through the records of this church, 
here Archbishop Laud was buried, though his bones now 
rest secure in St. John’s College, Oxford, and in tbe parish 
register is the name of William Penn, the founder of 

Pennsylvania. _ Original from 
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enter Si OWa, Hart Street; he will find himself in a 
church untouched by the Great Fire. Its name will carry 
him back to the Norwegian King jealously slain by Canute in 
1028, a murder expiated by subsequent penance. The bust 
of Mistress Pepys is in this church. After how many a 
tiff did she and her vagrant lord come to this, “ our owne 
church,’’ to help make thingB up! 11 Lord! how all the 
people in the church did stare upon me, to see me whisper 
the news of the victory over the Dutch to Sir John Minnes 
wd my Lady Pen,” writes Pepys. Of all those that pass 
by few notice the cast-iron skulls over the gateway of its 
churchyard in Seething Lane, once so remote and beyond the 
pale that victims of the plague were tumbled pell-mell into 
pits there. Across London Bridgo the steps of the tonrist 
will be stayed at St. Saviour’s, which is little changed since 
the days of Canterbury pilgrimage. Shakespeare must have 
haunted that church, for the dust of his brother Edmond, 
u» player,” as the pariah register laconically states, 
moulders before the high altar. Here, too, lie Fletcher, 
Manager—'" a stranger,” as the record says—John Gower, 
and a host more worthies, not forgetting him whose— 

Pill embalms him safe 
l to future times, without an epitaph. 

Westward, too, a harvest may be found. In Chelsea Old 
i Church, for instance, is the tomb of Sir Hans Sloane, whose 

collections have grown into the British Museum. The church 
is redolent of records of Sir Thomas More. The monument 
of Lady Northumberland, mother-in-law to Lady Jane Grey, 

\ iho faced the royal savagery with undaunted resolution, is 
hare. It was in vain that she forbade “ any pomp to be 
ibowed upon my wretched carkes,” for the now defaced 
memorial had lavished upon it all the masons' craft of the 
iy. In this church, too, is a lectern and bookcase contain¬ 
ing chained copies of the Bible, the Homilies, and Foxe’s 
Book of Martyrs. 

Our London sightseer may then perhaps wander to St. 
} Margaret’s, Westminster, the foundation of which goes back 

to Edward the Confessor. Its east window, which has just 
been reset, is probably the most beautiful and historic 
viidow in London. When Catherine of Aragon was 
betrothed to Prince Arthur, son of King Henry VII., 
Fffdinand and Isabella had this window produced at Gouda 
is Holland; but by the time of its completion Prince Arthur 
m dead. On one side of the cross kneels the presentment 

of Prince Arthur, his patron, St. George, over him; on the 
other Catherine with St. Cecilia above her. 44 Bluff King 
HM," who succeeded to the title and the bride-elect of his 
<kad brother, would have none of the window. Threatened 
*itb destruction, it wandered from pillar to post, and ulti- 
®*toly a seven years’ lawsuit was fought over its alleged 

f pipisby. This church is an historical museum, a mine of 

names whose actions “ blossom in their dust.” 
To whatever quarter of the city he may turn, it may be 

safely predicted that the peripatetic Londoner will find ft 
rich store of memories to reward his search. Thus he will 
l**roto hold in higher esteem London’s tradition and its 
*diievement. All roads lead to London. Who can fathom 
a lights and shadows P Dickens grew restless if he was 
^barred from wandering about its highways and odd corners 
for many consecutive weeks, and, said Dr. Johnson, “ He 

fbo is tired of London is tired of existence.” 

the SPIRIT OF ESSAY-WRITING 

ii a hard business not to he a controversialist in these 
?^at times. And for that reason the spirit of essay- 

IT^nG it difficult to get a livelihood. In an age of 
^ flamboyant and louder-mouthed controversies it could 
^ wide in its proper place of tolesant spectator. For it 
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was little attracted to defend what was well established 
even when vehemently attacked. But the controversialists 
of the day are none of the free-lances of the old gay sort 
ready to fight the first they met, or to take service with 
him; they are the more earnest and the gentler in tone 
because they are besieged with doubts. Every man is out 
upon his horse, spear in hand ; and there is in our present 
controversies an insistent, an unquiet, a fascinating quality 
which even the spirit of the essayist finds it hard to with¬ 
stand. 

This spirit one may call the spirit of essay-writing, 
because it is most commonly expressed in the writing of 
essays ; hut it may be found in many who rarely put pen to 
pftper. It is an easy, tranquil spirit; it discovers the good 
in men and in things very readily ; it is not moved by violent 
passions, and thereby escapes the domination of gross pre¬ 
judices. For the most part it will eschew the luxury of 
anger, hut on occasion will amuse itself with satire. It 
cultivates a catholicity of taste, and will admire opposites 
with an ease which men of stronger feeling cannot under¬ 
stand, and with a sincerity which is often suspect. It is a 
pleasant and comfortable spirit with which to go through 
life. It does not feel the insistent necessity of “ taking 
sides,” but will find pleasure in dallying with an uncertainty 
of opinion. 41 With the severe religionists he would pass as 
a freethinker, while the other faction set him down for a 
bigot or persuaded themselves that he belied his sentiments.” 
It is that same disconcerting spirit which the essayist carries 
into all the affairs of life. And those who possess the spirit 
are called many hard names by more earnest men—“ dilet¬ 
tantes” and “farceurs” and the like (for there is no more 
telling way of showing contempt for a man than by suggest¬ 
ing that an unnaturalness in his qualities compels you to go 
to a foreign language to find their exact description). And 
their work is called superficial and of small worth because 
they pass readily from one subject to another, and areahsorbed 
in none. But their value is this, that they insist, gently, 
upon the variety of life. The essayist is inclined to smile when 
some earnest mentor frowns upon him for daring to write 
upon any but44 his own subject.” For the essayist does not 
forget the precise meaning of the modest title he has chosen 
for himself. When he sets pen to paper he is, as he is 
pleased to think, setting out upon a mild adventure, and so 
is bold, in his tentative fashion, to put forth an opinion even 
apon subjects which are not “ his own.” 

There is another quality in the essayist which sets him at 
odds with this present generation. His imagination is more 
easily moved by little things than by great. The great 
jokes which shake half the world leave him with an 
indifferent face; but he will laugh most heartily at the 
small incongruities which catch his eye as he saunters 
through life, and is the better pleased that they have 
escaped the attention of his swifter-footed fellows. Leigh 
Hunt wrote a wise essay 44 On Getting Up on Cold Mornings,” 
and Addison is better worth reading when he describes the 
foibles of Sir Roger than when he writes upon “The 
Uncharitableness of Pronouncing the Calamities which 
Happen to Others to be Judgments of Providence ” 
(though the essay is better than its title, and you will 
discover even in the title the easy spirit of the essayist). 
And observe this same faculty for finding the greatest 
pleasure in small things, when the essayist turns critic. 
With how fond a minuteness does Lamb describe the 
smallest details in Hogarth’s paintings ; in how leisurely a 
fashion he must have 14 read ” and 41 re-read ” them ! He 
does not write of 44schools” or 44 tendencies,” and only 
mentions the ‘‘rag© for classification ” in order to condemn 
it. It is perhaps the weakness of the essayist that he is too 
ready to oonsider44 vast ” and 44 vague ” as synonymous termB. 

You may say, if you will, that he is a mere gleaner, gather- 
Original from 
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ing a few grains where others have already reaped ; but he 
himself will tell yon that he plucks the real frnits of the 
earth and tastes them at his leisure, while other men have 
passed them by as they stnmble on in pursuit of some 
mirage. 

There is no need to quote the names of essayists who have 
been ruled by the spirit, but of those in whom it did not 
take this precise form of expression one may mention 
Erasmus, a notable example. For he was the first to bring 
this urbane spirit into the gross and violent religious con¬ 
troversies of the Middle Ages. His letters are conceived in 
the true humoursome spirit of the essayist, and show that 
it may exist with earnestness of purpose and firmness of 
temper. And what a fine example of the Rpirit Anatole 
France would be, were it not that at times he seems to be 
without a heart! He comes as near perhaps as the French¬ 
man can—with that sternness in matters of thought which 
an urbane language only half conceals—to this illogical, 
rambling spirit. It is a liberty-loving English spirit, for 
it will not permit any one idea or set of ideas to have over 
it a fixed dominion. It is a pity perhaps that it has fallen 
into some disrepute. 

C. V. 

MILITANT FEMINISM AND MARRIAGE 

Latteb-dat militant, or, as it might be described, anarchical, 
feminism has many ridiculous and some dangerous aspects. 
Unfortunately, the general Press, and therefore the general 
public, are content to heap praise, abuse, or ridicule upon 
the clamorous supporters of the Woman's movement, and 
fail to perceive that beneath all the hysteria and exaggera¬ 
tion there is a dangerous and swift-flowing undercurrent; 
a fierce hatred of men, and consequently a disparagement of 
marriage and of the married woman. The real woman's 
movement, essentially spiritual in inception and working, 
has for its object the removal of all artificial barriers between 
a woman and her full development, and of the few remaining 
disabilities, which are galliug to her and intolerable in the 
eyes of a civilised community. The true feminist admits 
frankly that Nature has set limits to her powers of doing, 
and that, temperamentally and physically, she is not able to 
live a life so strenuous and full as can a man. 

Moreover, that surrender is at once a woman's pride and 
joy, provided, and provided only, it be voluntary. It is her 
aim then so to guide and raise public opinion that every 
man shall think it a shame on his manhood to take advant 
age of a woman’s weakness, and impose, by reason of his 
greater strength, his wishes on her against her will, and— 
since it is human to err—that such legislative measures as 
may be necessary should be passed. 

In short, she recognises, and without resentment or 
shame, that “ a man is a man, and a woman a woman, 
but that they are human beings too, and therefore not for 
ever obsessed by sex-consciousness; she aims at sex 
rapprochement rather than sex-antagonism. The militant, 
on the other hand, is never tired of singing the praises of 
Woman (by which she means her own, or, as she likes to 
call it, the virile type) and of disparaging man. He is all 
that is evil, he has grossly mismanaged everything into 
which he has put his coarse thumb, he is inherently 
unjust and tyrannical, and has made life not worth living 
for women. New brooms are needed, and our poor old 
earth will be made a paradise—for militant feminists. 
No sensible person would deny that there are evils which 
ought to be swept away at the earliest opportunity; and 
that many of them, whether man-made or no, cannot be 
satisfactorily removed without the knowledge and advice 

f women; but the perpetual eulogy of a certain type of 
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woman, and the belittlement of men, is irritating, dangerous 
and useless. 

a * 

Nevertheless, the gospel of man-hatred is being inces¬ 
santly preached, either openly or thinly-veiled, at street- 
corners and public meetings, in drawing-rooms, and even 
sometimes in girls' schools and colleges. Sex-antagonism 
and aversion to marriage are its fruits, and each day sees an 
increase in bitterness growing up between the two sexes, 
and fresh recruits of immature girls and young women 
added to the army whose motto is: We must fight the men. 

Naturally the militant feminist considers marriage as 
degrading to the woman, for it makes her the “ chattel " of 
one of the objects of her savage hatred. She despises and 
reviles the married woman for thus consenting, and gladly, 
too, to her own degradation. The militant disregards alto¬ 
gether, apparently, or dismisses as trivial, the possibility 
that a man and woman may marry for love and for no other 
reason. 

Persisting in the idea that marriage is a profession—s 
point of view which, by the way, incenses every, married 
woman of my acquaintance—she proceeds to condemn it 
because the wife doeB not receive as a legal right a settled 
wage as does every other worker. If she were paid a 
salary her dignity and status would be raised at once; it is 
because she is an unpaid worker—since love of husband aijd 
children count for nothing—that she is so despicable. 
For fear of being misunderstood, let me Bay at once that 
every man should give his wife a settled and regular 
allowance, as ample as his means allow, for it is 
infinitely galling to a sensitive woman to have to ask 
for every penny she needs. Every decent man probably 
does so as a matter of course, but I doubt if the law could 
ever force the miserly and tyrannical man to give in any 
other way but that of his own choosing. And I am con¬ 
vinced that both husband and wife would resent the intru¬ 
sion of officials into their intimate life. Public opinion, and 
public opinion alone, can influence such a question. 

Accordingly, in the eyes of the militant feminists, the 
married woman is an underpaid, or rather unpaid, and over¬ 
worked drudge and Blave, and will remain so until she 
becomes her husband's paid honsekeeper and receives ft 
cheque from the State for every child she bears. This is ft 
commercial age, but one marvels, nevertheless, to see that 
“ filthy lucre ” is apparently to be the means of raising the 
dignity of woman and accomplishing her emancipation. The 
ordering of her home so that it shall bo a haven of rest, 
comfort, and beauty, the care of her children, the undei- 
t&king of voluntary work, and an active interest in philan¬ 
thropy or art—all these things a woman may do, and do 
well, and yet, unless she is a wage-earner in addition, she is 
condemned. Mammon has become more than ever a god when 
a woman’s worth is gauged by her money-earning capacity. 
Intimately bound up with this view, its corollary in fact, is 
the idea that for a woman to be dependent upon her husban 
is in itself degrading. It is not a matter for argument—it 
is so obviously untrue. I venture to think that the average 
wife, if she be happily married, feels no sense of degrade 
tion whatever in being supported by her husband. Why 
should she P She does as much for him as he does for er, 
and they do not spend their time doing sums of arithmetic 
with a view to discovering the monetary value of eac to 

the other. 
The preaching of this doctrine however is pernicious, 

inasmuch as it stirs np vague feelings of revolt in the min 
of young or thoughtless women against what they lmagin 
to be the subjection of women. They cannot distinguis 
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rally acute the women will be the chief sufferers, and may 
be forced back again into the condition of subjection from 
which they have almost emerged. Moreover, any one who 
hu mixed at all freely with working-women, and whose 
eyes are not blinded by the chimera of absolute sex-equality, 
bows well enough how hard it is for the unmarried woman 
to keep her health when competing with men in their work. 
To urge the married woman to do so is criminal; to 
pretend that she gains in dignity by so doing is foolish. 

The women of the poorest classes have often to be bread¬ 
winners as well as home-keepers. Their lives are one 
ceaseless round of toil and drudgery; they suffer frequently 
from the effects of illness and overwork; their children are 
neglected and grow np stunted in mind and body and totally 
nnfit to wage the stern battle of life which they have to face. 
Why, in the name of the emancipation of women, introduce 
such horrors into lives into which they need not enter P 

One concludes from the speeches and literature of the 
Militant Feminists that until the State recognises, by pay¬ 
ment in coin, the service they would do to the community 
were they to undertake the responsibilities of wife and 
motherhood, they will remain unmarried. So be it. 

Helen Hamilton. 

IN BAGHDAD—II. 

Baghdad is a city of coffee-shops among other things— 
hkira-kkanai as they are called. They vary in size between 
little dark recesses, just holding the proprietor and his coffee- 
caps while his patrons stand drinking in the street, to large, 
open halls holding a handred or more. Undoubtedly the 
best k/unra-khana in Baghdad is the Khawa-Khana al Jisr— 
The Bridge Coffee-house—and half-past four of an evening, 
u a role, saw me turning down the lane which leads to it 
from the maio bazaar. Mounting the dark earthen-stepped 
staircase, I would find myself in a large room, and, crossing 
it to the outside balcony, would take a seat from which to 
view both the free spaces outside and the crowded life 
within. 

The room is Urgeand airy, with wooden pillars supporting 
thereof; seated on wooden benches covered with straw 
matting are the ooffee-driukers. These are mostly of the 
well-to-do of Baghdad—merchants, whether Turkish, 
Christian, or Jewish ; so the fez, surmounting the ordinary 
flirb of civilisation, predominates. Here and there, however, 
toting robes, with small turbans or wool-ringed kerchiefs 
on hod, proclaim pure Arabs or Persians; those of the 
fanner especially take the attention. Their gait as they 
taog® into the hall seems to speak of the desert. Their 
'**ks are coarser, stronger, seem made more for use and 

for show than those of their degenerate fellows of the 
tota* In like manner, their faces are harder, darker, as 
though tanned by the unthwarted sun. They take their 

in taciturn silence, watching with some contempt 
. gesticulating, babbling fellows. Their eyes are glare- 

they have something of a free, predatory air ; 
jrtzps they are of the Nejd, of Hail, or still more distant 

charity of the proprietor allows in to ask alms of his patrons ; 
the water-boy, jar under arm, chain over shoulder, metal 
dish in hand, selling water at half-a-f&rthing a drink; the 
dipensers of the coffee, clinking their china cups, metal pot 
under arm, and their satellites the urchins who collect the 
empty vessels. So from the room rises a cheerful bustle, 
the sound of many voices, the sharp click of the pieces on 
the backgammon boards, and now and again athwart the 
whole the cry of khtca khtca from an impatient customer. 

No sooner am I seated than the proprietor himself 
hurries up with a smiling greeting, calling loudly for a 
narghyle. Perhaps I am the only Feringhi in Baghdad who 
regularly frequents a coffee-shop, and Mahmud considers it 
a special testimony to his house that this should be the one 
chosen for my patronage. The narghyle, I think, ho looks 
upon as a shibboleth of good faith, an open sign that under 
his roof I conform to its customs, that when I am in 
Baghdad I do as Baghdad does. As the narghyle gives its 
first bubble, and I puff out the first cloud of smoke, Mahmud 
smiles anew, and departs. In the meanwhile an attendant 
has brought me my tea, in a tiny glass, milkless, but with a 
large piece of sugar slowly crumbling in its amber depths ; 
for this is the custom of the coffee-houses—first tea, then 
coffee. Presently he returns with coffee, which he pours 
into a diminutive cup, holding, perhaps, three teaspoonfals. 
Even this the attendant—for his other customers—fills but 
half full, when it is drunk at a draught, and returned for 
another helping. For me, however, he fills it brimming 
over, so that I may sip as I smoke, a habit not in vogue 
among the Arabs. As for the coffee itself, it is milkless, 
unsweetened, and of an excellent quality untasted else¬ 

where. 

Here on the balcony it is very pleasant. Twenty feet 
sheer below the Tigris flows broadly, slowly past. From 
the farther bank many-windowed, irregular, fiat-shaped 
houses rise stately. Behind the houses tall date-palms move 
gently in the evening breeze against the setting sun, which 
gilds the sky, and soon, descending, touches the water with 
crimson. On the right the bridge of boats bears its comple¬ 
ment of small figures crossing to and fro. A guga 
paddles its way leisurely across the crimson flood ; far down 
the stream a single country craft remains becalmed with 
hoisted sail. Two more are tied to the bank beneath us, 
their crews on deck mending the gear. A little while, and 
the sun vanishes suddenly from behind the palms; a mist 
rises from the river, the long, high-pitched cry of a muezzin 
rises from a neighbouring minaret, and is taken up by 
another, and another; the Arab boatmen below turn to 
prayer. In the coffee-shop behind the hanging lamps are 
lit. The day is past. 

T. C. F. 
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rest of the customers, however, pursue their way 
‘^aiodful of scrutiny Some recline almost at full length 
rj&flg MryAyfef; gome, cross-legged, smoke cigarettes; 

; * to®* to* or coffee ; others play at draughts, chess, 
**g»mmon (the latter the favourite game) ; others 

^e>r coffee and smoking finished, gather in little 
^JDP^ discing the news of the day. A bespectacled 

wads aloud the paper to a couple of other grey- 

sftlr T °ne CorDer» *n ftn°ther the Koran is being 
'' *nted- Among them moves the beggar whom the 
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On Monday last Mr. W. L. Courtney lectured on “Two 
Learned Greek Women—Sappho and Aspasia.” Sappho, 
he said, was not legendary, like Penelope, Hecuba, and some 
Homerian heroes, but a real character, although an air of 
mystery envelops her. She was born about 620 b.c., probably 
at Mitylene, the name “ Sappho ” meaning lapis lazuli, just 
as “electra” signifies amber. She was the centre of a 
literary circle, and we know the names of some of her asso¬ 
ciates and pupils in the poetic art—in the teaching of poetic 
technique, which was apparently one of the principal objects 
of her school. To comprehend her truly we have to imagine 
a state of society in which it was not considered indelicate 
to discuss emotion and passion freely ; we are too apt to read 
into her verse ideas of the present clay. Sentiment between 
the sexes was not recognised among the Greeks; a love- 
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story as such was not regarded as a suitable subject for 
drama. 

Unfortunately we judge Sappho through fragments of her 
poetry; but both ancient and modem times agree in esti¬ 
mating her as an incomparable artist. Her poems were the 
essence of refined and cultured simplicity, and haunt the 
memory. Quoting Swinburne’s 11 Anactoria,” Mr. Courtney 
observed that few of her many imitators succeeded. 

The Ionians had strict ideas about the part that women 
should play, and kept them in rigid seclusion, although in 
other adjoining States they were permitted great liberty. 
No one was more talked about than Asparia, for she defied 
all the conventions of the time. The lecturer drew a vivid 
picture of the political and social conditions of the period, 
outlined the relations of Pericles and Aspasia, and quoted 
the 44 Lysistrata ” of Aristophanes, warning his hearers that 
the ancient comic dramatists drew a very distorted picture 
of these famons women. 

The lectnre on Monday, January 15th, will be by M. 
Pattison Muir, Esq., M.A., entitled “ Alchemy.” 

THE MAGAZINES 

The chief feature of the magazines this month must neces¬ 
sarily be the English Review ut its reduced price of a shilling. 
Some natural incredulity met the announcement that the 
redaction of price would be at no cost of quality or quantity. 
It is as yet early days to say what the result in the end will 
he; it is at any rate a venture that those who care for an 
attitude of sympathy towards literature must regard with 
concern, inasmuch as its failure would mean the failure of 
the magazine which has stood for that sympathy; but, 
judging from the present number, the redaction of price 
should mean a considerable increase of circulation. Mr. 
Harrison in his editorial deals with this matter. He entitles 
it 44 We Come Down to a Shilling,” and conches it in the 
form of an after-dinner dialogue with representative 
journalists. There he states his axiom to he that the 
reduction in price can succeed only on one stipulation—that 
there be no alteration in any feature from the magazine as 
it has hitherto been at half-a-crown. And this is stated not 
as a creed, but as a business principle. It seems to have 
won him his point with his journalist friendH. We think it 
will win him his point with a reading public. Certainly the 
present number should give the project a good start forward. 

It opens with a poem by Richard Middleton that has a 
melancholy interest in view of our recent announcement of 
his death in Brussels. The poem is characteristic of its 
writer, and rings with a strong personal cry that hitherto 
hae not often escaped through his song. W. H. Davies has 
a couple of poems, of which “ Joy Supreme ” must be 
accounted among his excellent successes. E. S. Lorimer has 
also two poems. Mr. Henry Newbolt writes “ A New Study 
of English Poetry.” He opens with the following sentence : 
“ The proper use of poetry is to be heard or read, not to be 
talked about; to be felt, not to he judged or appraised.” It 
is an admirable sentiment; and in its very excellence it is 
possible to discover why, despite its interest and the per¬ 
suasion of its style,'Mr. Newbolt's article is not altogether a 
success. It leaves one cold; whereas one poem, such as 
W. H. Davies’, takes us to the very heart of the matter. 
We do not agree with Mr. Haldane Macfall that 44 Every¬ 
where is a mighty craving for something more satisfying 
than the mere greed for wealth.” We wish we could ; but 
that does not alter the fact that his article on “ The Puritan 
and the Theatre ” makes stimulating reading. A very charac¬ 
teristic, and therefore a wholly excellent, article is that by 
'Valter Sickert on 44 The Old i Ladies, of Etching-seedle 
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Street.” Under this somewhat obscure title lies hid a 
whimsical and penetrating article on pedants and etching. 

The Quest has, as usual, a distinguished list of contri¬ 
butors and subjects. Mr. Masefield, in “ Contemplatives," 
deals with those “ moments of revelation, according to our 
fitness, and moments of interpretation, according to our 
power” that come to all of us, however little of the 
mystical we may think to be in us. We are on the edge of 
a very profound change in the general outlook on life: 
a change that shall herald the birth of personal religion 
on the basis of a mystical faith. It is this that makes 
Mr. Masefield's article doubly important. On its own 
merits, however, it. is chaste in style and impressive in 
mntter. An interesting contribution is by Mr. Harold 
Williams on “The Philosophy of Dynamics.” Mr. Eric 
Taylor has an article which he entitles 44 Henri Bergson: A 
French Impression,” in which he protests against the classifi¬ 
cation of Bergson as an idealist. He would have been wiser, 
we think, had he protested against any kind of classification 
of mon in search for Reality. Such classifications aie 
usually wrong. 

In the Fortnightly Mr. Raymond Biathwayt writes 
about “ England's Taste in Literature,” and proceeds to 
show, what is not always gathered or made the best of by 
publishers, that that taste is by no manner of means one that 
chiefly exercises itself in cheap novels. He draws his 
deductions from the sale of such libraries as 44 Every man.” 
It is but fair to say that a large number buy volumes of 
such cheap editions less with the intention of reading them 
than with the desire to purchase the appearance of cultare 
in a well-furnished home at a moderate output of capital. 
Nevertheless, this much seems certain, that good literature 
to be appreciated needs to be made accessible at everyman s 
price. Mr. Sidney Low deals with 44 The Foreign Office 
Autocracy ” in an article that should be read widely. It is 
certainly an anomaly that a Conservative or Liberal who 
should happen to disagree with the foreign policy adopted 

by the Foreign Secretary of his side (a matter wholly outside 
the good or the evil of the party system) should he unable to 
emphasise his disagreement save at the cost of putting the 

other side into power. 
The question of Irish finance (the air being full of Home 

Rule) engages some attention in the magazines this month 
In the English Review Professor Kettle has sn article on 
44 The Financial Aspect of Home Ruleand in the 
tetnth Century Lord MacDonnell writes on 44 The Finance of 
Irish Government.” His article has all the distinction that 
one associated with one whose rank was the award of his 
ability. Sir Andrew Fraser writes in defence of “The 
Changes in India ” from the standpoint of one who has the 
knowledge on which to judge what will be the result of 
these changes ; that knowledge is evident in his article. 
Mr. Phillip Morrell lodges a shrewd and well-informed 
attack on 44 Our Persian Policythough it scarcely needed 
his article to show that Sir Edward Grey has been outwitte 
at every turn by Russia. The Abb4 Ernest Dimnet, in 
14 Is M. Maeterlinck Critically Estimated ? ” heralds the 
voice of reaction that sees in the Belgian sage's essays, not 
the excellence of wisdom, but a hesitating, ill-informed 

mind that manages dexterously to blow hot and cold in one 
breath. Only what some have thought for some time t e 
Abb6 Dimnet puts into orderly sequence and care 

collation. . 
In the Comhill there is excellent matter. It opens 

a new poem by Thackeray, of no very great distinction 

indeed, hut interesting as all such relics should be. * • 
Bourget has a short story entitled 44 A Christmas Eve kij ® 
Terror” that has all the strength, an almost un-Game 
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iu the Wilderness.” His hand has a little lost its conning, 
and the memorable anecdotes are fewer, but it would 
require more than a little falling off in interest to banish 
our pleasure in his writing. In BlachcockVs the article that 
will probably arouse chief interest is one on “ Ahmed Pasha 
Arabi,” by “W.” It is, on the whole, an appreciative 
obituaiyofa man who, in all his strength, was beaten to 
his knees, and sent into exile—a thing that is always full of 
tragedy Mr. John Buchan has a characteristic story 
entitled “ The Green GJen.” 

r 

; SPRING NOVELS 

With the recollection in our mind of the avalanche of novels 
which overwhelmed the libraries and bookstalls last 
Autumn, and the sight in publishers'lists of those which 
are to poor forth daring the next few months, we enter a 
timely protest against the unnecessary and suicidal practice 
of maintaining novel seasons. We do so not only from the 
reviewing point of view or from that of confirmed novel- 
radere—reviewers cannot possibly cope with the amazing 
nub, nor can novel-readers do justice to many admirable 
hooks that never come to the top—but from the point of 
view of publishers themselves. 

It is an exploded idea that those people who read and who 
form a veiy small proportion of the population only do so in 
the Spring and Autumn. They read all the year round. 
They are the backbone of the libraries all the year round. It 
is the Summer novel that catches the casual reader, the new, 
well-advertised novel that is published, and so reviewed, 
alone that has the field to itself. And if publishers were 
suddenly to have courage enough to shake off the clinging 
imitative methods of sheep and spread the issue of their 
books over the year instead of shooting them all forth during 
a few weeks at each end of it, they would not be obliged to 
atler so many bitter complaints as to the neglect of the 
reading public towards books that deserve very well. 

t nder the present system the new man gets very little 
wtice. Only those books, broadly speaking, are chosen for 
review that are the work of men with well-known names, 
and even these receive far less consideration than is due to 
itam with so little space at the disposal of the papers during 
these two "seasons.” The new man—and it is always to 
■be new man that the most encouragement should be given— 
^nerally waits in vain for criticism, and sees his ewe-lamb 
bundled out of his publisher's bulging and difficolt-to-read 
kf4 month after publication. Had this book been delivered 

tu even flow of books it might have been hailed as a 
^^terpiece, and earned quite enough to have kept its 
Wel-wreathed parent in Egyptian cigarettes for a whole 

^th—when he finally received his royalties. 
Whether publishers eventually see reason or not, it is very 

that libraries and booksellers will, sooner or later, 
l'-k against a method which makes the lending and selling 
‘d novels more difficult than need be. How much easier for 

it would be to push a small number of new books 
Kw7 ^outh all through the year, the majority of which had 

reviewed, and so brought to the notice of the reading 
than to stand blankly among indiscriminate heaps, the 
number of which must fall stillborn from the press. 

'■ publishers feel their way into common sense by bringiug 
the novels of their big guns in the Spring and Autumn, 
those of experiment ala and uew writers in the Summer. 

* them cease altogether from the cut-throat practice of 

novels which obviously demand to be flung iu 
paper-basket and are paid for by their pathetic 

- ?f all novels of this class ceased to appear, which 
^ dtserving novel out of its place in advertisement 

06 ^ how good a thing it ^a^ld be, and fyow very 
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POEMS DRAMATIC & LYRICAL 
By CLIFFORD BAX 

With Cover Design in White and Gold, Title-page t.ji 
pieces by DIANA READ. 4^ 84. net, post-free/ A few conies 
on hand made paper, 6a. 3d. net, post free. 1 

The author expreMee again aud again the new of the univiuw* 
which sees iu human life a hint, a mirrored iman me a hint. a mirrored picture, a fragment of 
a much mater life pulsing and glowing behind it. Most of the 
goema are in grave and wondoring moods; a few are songs of sheer 

DREAM SONGS for the BELOVED 
By ELEANOR FARJEOX 

In crash and pale blue boards, 2s. 84. net, post-free. 
These reveal a wide range of subject, an accomplished craft 

and asubtlo uerception of beauty. Grace, tenderness, and delightful 
melody are the three first qualities of these poemsbut there are 8isees in the book that show also how keenly the author feels with 

lie unfortunate of mankiud. The book is clear and radiant_like 
a glass of water held up to the morning sun. 

THE HERO IN MAN 
By A. E. 

Grey pal*’*’ cover*. 2ud edition. 74. net, post-free. 
There is no writer living who is of such close kinship to the 

great mystics and seers of the post. 
In "The Hero in Man" A. E. puts forward a plea for the 

Apparently downward soul. He et5es in the man who spiritually 
fails the figure of Prometheus. A. E.'s work induces a mood from 
which one may see the world once more in it« primal beauty mar 
recover a sense of the long-forgotteu but inextinguishable grandeur 
of the soul. 

ORPHEUS 
A QUARTERLY MAGAZ1XE OF MYSTICAL ART 

4a 84. post-free per aunum. 
Seeks to form a strong imaginative movement in the world of 

art, uniting what is noblest in Western aud in Eastern Art. 
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much more money publishers, even those who live by the 
conceit &nd egomania of perpetual amateurs, would make, 
and, incidentally, how many more cigarettes novelists would 
earn in time! 

As it is, the Spring 1912 rush of novels will, in all 
probability, rival that of the Autumn of 1911. Mr. Eveleigh 
Nash is to publish Miss Beatrice Harradeu’s new book, 
Cassell and Co. Mr. Rider Haggard's “ Marie," Mr. Heine- 
mann Mr. Upton Sinclairs 44 Love's Pilgrimage," Mills and 
Boon Miss E. S. Stevens’ “The Lure,'1 Mr. Murray, Lady 
Bancroft’s “The Shadow of Neeme," Hurst and Blackett, 
Miss Gertrude Page’s “The Rhodesian," Smith and Elder, Mr. 
E. W. Hornung’s 44 Fathers of Men ** (a story for and about 
boys), Chapman and Hall, Mr. Desmond Coke’s ‘‘The Cure," 
Stanley Paul and Co.t Miss Sara Jeanette Duncan’s 44 The 
Consort." 

All these are well on their way and will appear any time 
this month and next. Others to follow quickly on their 
heels are 44 The Outpost of Eternity," by Mr. Cosmo 
Hamilton; 44 Roddies," by Mr. B. Paul Neuman ; 44 A Glorious 
Lie," by Miss Dorothea Gerard; “The Daughter of 
Brahma," by Miss 1. A. R. Wylie; “The Prince," by A. R. 
Weches ; 44 Princess Katherine," by Mrs. Tynan ;44 Wayward 
Feet," by Mr. Goring Thomas; 44 Hadji Murad and other 
Stories," by Tolstoi; “The Children of Alcase," by Ren6 
Bazin, and 44 The Human Cry," by Mr. David Ritchie. 

Mr. A. E. W. Mason, Mr. Anthony Hope, Air. H. A. 
Vachell, Mr. Dion Calthrop, all the Bensons, Mr. Philip 
Gibbs, Mrs. Baillie Reynolds, Mr. Rafael Sab&tini, Mr. E. 
Temple Thurston, Mr. W. W. Jacobs, Mr. Pett Ridge, Sir A. 
Conan Doyle are also to be in the Spring lists. Of new 
writers who are to be represented there are, among others, 
Mr. Compton Mackenzie, Miss Amber Reeve, Mr. Edmund 
Bosanquet, and Mr. Jeffery Farnol. There are no rumours 
of new* publishing businesses yet. Among younger publishers 
Mr. Stephen Swift and Mr. Martin Seeker have achieved 
considerable reputation for good work. Mr. Alston Rivers 
has improved bis position, and Stanley Paul and Co. and 
Mills and Boon have substantiated theirs. The amalgama¬ 
tion of Kegau Paul and Co. with Routledge and Co. may 
result in good things, although indirectly it has been the 
means of setting free Mr. Frederic Whyte, who is a bora 
publisher. 

It would bo unkind to give a list of those novelists who 
should never be permitted to publish books again. It would 
also, incidentally, take up far more space than can be 
spared. 

IMPERIAL AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

By Lancelot Lawton 

TROUBLED CHINA 

The trials that have beset China ever since the outbreak 
of the Wuchang re hellion in August have recently become 
intensided. After five months of internal strife and disrup¬ 
tion, grave danger is now threatened upon her borders, and 
her statesmen are face to face with foes, not only from 
within, but from without the Empire. By the declaration 
of an autonomous regime on the part of Mongolia, that 
territory has virtually passed under the protection of Russia, 
who has already informed China that she will support the 
pretensions of the Eastern and Western Khalka princes. 
Simultaneously with this emphatic pronouncement of policy 
the St. Petersburg Government has declared its intention to 
construct a railway from Kiakta, on the Siberian frontier, to 
the Mongolian towu of L rga, a line which must inevitably 
extend to Kalgan, the presenV-fcmiiuus of fhe Peking 
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Northern system. It will be recalled that when the United tbl 
States put forward, as an alternative to Mr. Knox's scheme 1 * ^ ? l**?*^*? j. 
for the neutralisation of the Manchurian railways, a pro- 5 * * *., j 
posai for the construction of a line from Chinchau in the * ^ ^ 
south to Aignu on the Mancbu-Siberian border, the Russian 'JXS*‘ * ^ V . 
Government suggested that the wishes of all paities con- p** to tke bet ml bi rr 

cerned might be met were China to grant a concession fora !***«knu ****^ ?**"* 
railway from Kalgan to Kiakta. iBwnle«fcud poewwill 

44 My Government is of the opinion," read the despatch t»ribr«f tit milwfr* 
from the Russian Minister in Peking to the Wai-wn-pn, Wes request ir 
44 that the capitalists concerned in this enterprise have no r«aaoatklr pvt of u tht 
other object in making the loan than that of obtaining profit, x. ib iwjto to v the knovkd^ 
and that they have no political aims. If therefore the tht rW* 
railway which it is proposed to build from Chinchau to 1: aab oyprttutM to tradt and 
Aigun should be constructed elsewhere the commercial nir porpoie that. 
advantage would be equally great, while Russia would softer ’viuun 4 mad pturattoe* u 

no injury." k fotaderv tht hut 
Tho American capitalists, however, together with their ixart mu atiicwnirr *tr*t/*. 

allied English interests, failed to take advantage of the cwrfeatht pervcnml rrip ol ir* atx! 
opportunity, and now that Chiua is pluuged in anarchy 'i tb rwt dl 

Russia herself has seized upon the occasion to extend her ^ n vii ^ 
communications in the direction of Peking. The full signi* 
ounce of this coup lies in the fact that Japan, to say nothing ^^ ^ ^ 
of certain other Pow*ers who have territorial interest in the 
Far East, will uever acquiesce iu the action of Russia unless , 7 ^U‘‘.T 
she be giveu adequate compensation, and it is clear to the y] 
most casual observer of international politics that such com* .i ■4*r,4N^ in 
pen sat ion can only be secured in the region of Southern ** V11 
Manchuria, where in all but name she already exercises * ^ ^ :l* extent a 
Protectorate. With a strong force in the form of military ^ bvtrt mj. 
railway guards at their disposal on the spot, backed by au ^ 0j 
army in Korea, the Tokyo Government are merely awaiting of tk* Vruted 
an opportune moment before taking the decisive step wkic ^ ^ *** been uken 
will rob China for ever of her South Manchurian possessions. ^ . ^fonnstiqp 

Meanwhile the situation in China proper, which ^ TriTf^*br>k*T* 
already facilitated the aims of Russia, is swiftly developing > -^^^txaherafi^ w 
in a direction favourable to the designs of Japan. The suspen- * i Lttie 0T»r f * 
sion of the armistice betw een the Imperialists and the re Hearty th* ’ 

♦/irroflior wifli fVia nppnninrv ambarrassnient of the former, fc*' ti#-*»_ , . * together with the pecuniary embarrassment 

templating an early retreat to tueir aueesum .. l ' 
is not difficult to gauge tho grave complications that would 

ensue were the Court, supported by its battalions, to e*ta is J S*****!*^? ^ 
itself in Mukden, and to attempt to perpetuate a orm o 

government in a region already occupied by a strong Vl ^ •PVol- 
Power. All indications, therefore, point to the iQevl ^^oftU * of 
alienation one by one of China’s border dominions.. 1 ^ 

» • m u v. :'UL w. i *•«* 

golia has virtually fallen to Russia, and Turkes n • 
destined to follow; the rich provinces of Manchuria mas . 
shortly be divided between that Power and Japan, in 1* A 
time has already arrived for Great Britain to consi er er p . 
position in Tibet. Of all these territories, however, u,*t /• tU position in Tibet. Of all these territories, howevei,. V^b, M £ 
world at lai*ge is most deeply interoste<l in Manchuria, 

for the last fourteen years has been the scene ofi C0*lS . . 
diplomatic strife, and but a few yeai*s ago was the e V -< ' 

the greatest war of modern times. -Iu 1*1 01171 w ^ 

MANCHURIA UNf 

Within a fortnight after leaving Cbaiirg Ciom 
traveller can be in the heart of Manchuria. ® . H.4., 

journey over thousands of miles that separate tlu eI^m^^»lic4Un,Ui 
West from the extreme East in ciiruinstantes if an) ^ 

more luxurious than those to be found in the tnius t ^ vj‘*ri41 , 
c_t_i_TP i-t_Railw* r* from London to Ediubui*gb. The Trans-Siberian ^ ^ 

with its extension to the southernmost limits of Mane r fc 

has so revolutionised travelling as to deprive the ^e8l^,tf f ^ 
“ Far East " of its original significance. Like a * Iff 
enterprises of international concern, it has brought ^ ^ ^ n. 

gi-eat sacrifices, uot only in Irutoun 11 r ’ “ * 
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CHARACTERS IN OUTUftE 
and Other Poems. ^ 

•t u««» ROXBOEOH B'CLiar,- „ . 
Edinburgh. ^PONT. 

>«*olhuljric»riiij*iUi«T»i7(W^ . .. 
. Silicate mono. 

JJ2,» * •cho’arly dignity a/ 
S*?*1 who lika^out bia v®r*ellw^.,c^. j 

-Scofma*. ^^y,>t»try to be intellectual and 
"* *Unp4#*r Dumber* tha 4 ... 

g ^idwp tUfieatiresMl /vriter shows both m. feeltnK for 
a real rein of eon* 

L *r rat f -GU.go* Herald. 
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French trubner a co- Lld** 

life. .Nor would any one acquainted with political con- 
ii2, | ditions in the East be justified in prophesying that 
% i theM sacrifices are at an end. Ever since the day 

when the foreigner invaded the forbidden lands of the 
Orient war clouds have darkened the horizon, and at the 

x. * present moment ail indications point to the fact that before 
nrl these are dispersed and an enduring state of peace comes 

into sight not one but several conflicts of power will have 
been waged. Hut the building of the great railway from 

U fiast to West, though indirectly it may have been responsible 
iyj for man/ wars, was undeniably part of destiny in the 

progress of the world. It has brought to us the knowledge 
rrj of one of the fairest territories on the surface of the globe ; 

it has opened up illimitable opportunities to trade aud 
J commerce, and were it to serve no other purpose than these 

it would still remain a monument of grand proportions to 
the wisdom and foresight of its founders. When the line 
leaves the Russian frontier it passes into a country stretch- 
mg far to the south away from the perennial grip of ice and 
‘now to the west, bordering on the great Mongolian plain, 
aod to the east linking up with the Russian Maritime 
Province. 

The area of Manchuria has never been correctly ascer¬ 
tained. In recent years the inhabitants have gradually 
extended their residence into Mongolia, and with them they 
■-are taken the form of civil government that obtained in 
Manchuria. The Japanese estimate the area at 380,000 
'quire miles, but other authorities declare that its extent is 
neerlj 400,000 square miles. If we accept the lowest esfci- 

it will be seen that Manchuria contains upwards of 
three times the superficial area of the whole of the United 
Kmgdom. No census of the population has ever been taken, 
**» the authorities depend for their information upon the i 
• -:*lvcompiledreports of local officials. Travellers who have 
trough calculations agree that the total number of inhabi- < 
toto is about seventeen millions, or only a little over forty 

tLe square mile. It is impossible to ascertain the exact 1 
propitjou of Manchus to Chinese, but thei-e is no doubt that * 
! t litter preponderate to au overwhelming extent. The 

language is uow only spoken in remote parts, 
.^est manners and customs prevail throughout the length 

^ breadth of the land, and the Chinese, owing to their 
‘‘penor ability no less than their superior energy, have prac- 
•ttHjieeured themonopoly of trade, commerce, and agricul- 

It is. indeed, one of the most remarkable features of 
history that the descendants of that warlike race i 

’tab two and a half centuries ago subjugated the Empire 

t‘i: upon the Throne its own dynasty—a dynasty which 
4-1 ^ived to this day—should themselves be absorbed 

. the children of the once-conquered people. Perhaps the 
4 yb not for distant when’the Imperial tombs at Mukden 

-V— — 

Diffzedby oogle 

will be at once a monument to a fallen dynasty aud to a 
t departed race. 

Although they have done much within recent years to 
encourage emigration to Manchuria, the fact remains that 

i the country is but sparsely populated, and that owing to the 
inefficiency of the central Government at Peking, the natives 
have not been able to derive any material share of the fruits 
of the enterprise that is in progress in their midst. The 
proper development of Manchuria is destined to be the work 
and the reward of alien pioneers. Viewed from every stand¬ 
point of natural advantage, it offers an attractive field for 
the investment of capital. Although one of extreme heat, 
the climate is essentially dry and endurable. Several 
magnificent waterways drain vast areas of fertile plain. On 
the northern boundary flows the great Amur, which is 
navigable for steamers of light draught along nearly the 
whole of its length. The Sungari, which flows through the 
heart of Manchuria, is navigable for a distance of over six 
hundred miles, while its principal tributary, the Nonni, affords 
an excellent waterway for a distance of four hundred miles 

I above the point of confluence. In his book, “ The Coming 
Struggle in Eastern Asia,” Mr. Putnam Weaie draws atten¬ 
tion to an interesting fact. He remarks that the amber- 
coloured Sungari river which binds the two Pacific coast 
routes together is so full of water in spring and summer that 
it would be possible to sail a shallow-draught vessel straight 
from the Yangtze to the Amur by way of Vladivostock and 
Nicolaievsk, reaching to Sungari and Harbin in a very few 
days’ steaming. In other words, he adds, it is physically 
possible to travel three thousand miles by water from the 
heart of Central China to the heart of central Manchuria, 
where Russia is still morally entrenched. In the south 
and flowing into the Gulf of Liaotung, is the Liao, navigable 
for junk traffic to the extent of two hundred miles of its 
course, while on the north-western border of Korea is the 
Yalu River, of sufficient depth to admit of the passage of 
steamers drawing 8ft. as far as the important town of 
Antung:— 

During the greater part of the year many thousands of 
boats are engaged conveying produce from the interior to 
the principal markets; but the fact that, as far as the water- 
way communication is concerned, Manchuria is icebound 
for four months during the year is a serious drawback to 
the commercial development of the country. The primitive 
method of transit by means of mules and roughly-constructed 
carts along roads that are little better than tracks, reduced 
to quagmires in the rainy season and furro^nj w’ltliTJC.,, 
ruts in winter, provides the on^^[.ilgtiTeinthe absence 
of an adequate railwayjfMtSnT Before the vast resources 

Manchuria^jQ^i^reached to any measurable extent the 
problgaff'tnoommunication must be solved. Major Morita, 

le Japanese General Staff, who lias travelled throughout 
the length and breadth of the land on behalf of his Govern¬ 
ment, declares that none of the mountainous regions can 
be called inaccessible, and that as the ranges run from 
north to south, roadways can be made in all parts without 
encountering any serious difficulty. What Manchuria needs 
more than anything else, however, is an adequate railway 
system. In the south Japan lays claim to the exclusive 
right »/0 supply this need, while in the north Russia has 
similar pretensions. As neither of these Powers is in H 
financial position to permit of the undertaking of extensions 
on an elaborate scale, it would appear that, unless there is 
a revision of the whole situation, the progress of Manchuria, 
and with it the interests of the world at large, will suffer 
to no small extent. Professor Edward C. Parker, of the 
University of Minnesota, who, after the Russo-Japanese War, 
was employed by the Chinese Government to establish an 
Agricultural College and Experimental Station at Mukden, 
aud who was therefore enabled to make a special study of 
conditions iu Manchuria, oousidered that should Manchuria 
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ever be developed to its fullest possibilities, its products, 
both iu quantity and quality, would be as famous in the 
world’s markets as the wheat of Canada and the cotton, 
com, and beef of the United States, but, “ before this 
development can take place,” he added, “ it is necessary 
that there should be good roads to connect with the railways 
and waterways.” He came to the conclusion that the 
Manchurian farmer is not bo much in need of the agricul¬ 
tural teachings of European and American applied science 
as he is in need of the far-sighted genius of such men as 
James J. Hill in the United States and Shaughnessy in 
Canada, who built the steel paths of commerce into the 
fertile fields of North America, and were content to wait 
for dividends until the settlers came in and opened the soil. 

Manchuria is already to a large extent under the political 

aud commercial sway of Russia and Japan. In view of the 

auxioQs character of the Enropean situation it cannot be 

denied that we require the friendship and co-operation of 

these Powers, and that in return we most be prepared to 

give them support when the moment arrives for the division 

of Manchuria. Bat it is the duty of British diplomacy to 

insist that something should be saved from the wreckage by 

way of securing guarantees that there shall be no com¬ 

mercial inequality of treatment in a territory so rich in 

resource as to provide ample room for the safeguarding of 

British interests already invested and for the extension of 

those interests in just proportion to the expansion of trade. 

THE SITUATION IN PERSIA 

The end is drawing near in Persia, and there is reason to 

believe that the British and Russian Governments are at 

present discussing some plan in the hope of finding an 

enduring eolation to a problem which, during the past year, 

has never ceased to threaten the world's peace. At present, 

anarchy reigns throughout the whole of the land, and it is 

estimated that in the Southern or British sphere no fewer 

than 15,000 tribesmen have taken up arms. Ae far as we 

are concerned, it is not improbable that an occupation of 

the ports on the Persian Gulf will be decided upon. Such 

a measure would once and for all define our interests in this 

region and would dear the way for negotiations with 

Germany in regard to the termination of the Baghdad 

Railway. _ 

MOTORING 

Ykstknpay (Friday) the fifteenth annual Scottish Motor 

Show was opened at^Glasgow, and will remain open until 

the 20fch inst. It is the firsf time it has been held in the 

commercial centre of Scotland, and'-ii-j^ fhe largest and 

most comprehensive ever held over the border. .PracticaUy 

all the exhibits were shown at the recent Olympia 'Exhibi¬ 

tion, so that there is not much inducement for the Londoner 

to travel North; but it is confidently expected that the show 

will be the most successful on record so far as Scotland is 

concerned, as motoring is becoming more popular than ever 

in the North, and there are many thousands of Scottish 

motorists for whom the long journey to Olympia is imprac¬ 

ticable, aud who find in the Scottish Show their only oppor¬ 

tunity of inspecting the latest models and accessories. A 

notable feature of the present exhibition is the number and 
variety of the sleeve-valve engines on show. These include, 
in addition to the Daimler and Argyll—in respect of which 
some interesting litigation is anticipated—specimens of the 

Minerva, the Knight-Panbard, and the Deasy. It ^eems 

evident that this type of engine will figure largely in future 
motor construction. 

At a recent meeting of the International Association of 

Recognised Automobile Clubs the following performances 

Digitized^ GoOglC 
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by a 60h.p. (R.A.C. rating) Napier were adopted as world’s AIT If AM 
records—namely, the greatest distances ever covered in U" 

thirteen hours and every succeeding hour up to twenty-four. iHfaMOi 
These records were established by the six-cylinder Napier 

several years ago on the Brooklands track, the car being 

driven by Mr. S. F. Edge, single-handed and without relief, 

continnously throughout the twenty-four consecutive hour*. *1, __ 

The total distance covered was 1,581 miles 1,310yards, and the 
average speed was 65‘9 miles per hour, the Napier running vn ii done in bubs The 
throughout without any mechanical derangement or break- .a LtohjoaeBirirt the 

down. When it is mentioned that prior to this stupendous lijitfjwihicr.irid 

exhibition of personal endurance and mechanical excellence 

the world’s record for twenty-four hours was only 1,0% 

miles—accomplished at Indianapolis by an American car in 

1905—and that on that occasion there were two drivers 

relieving each other during the journey, the magnitude of 

Mr. Edge’s feat will be properly appreciated. It has 

remained, and seems likely to remain, the moBt remarkal U 

performance of man and car iu the history of automobilibni. 
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In view of the fact that the British-made car has long * - s aaek u> he u. 

since taken its definite place as at least the equal in ever) a* in m# t 

respect of the best the world can produce, it seems some* ->• Jt cm rat u n, 
what singular that this country should continue to import so - *ki «f -iload ^ 

many of foreign manufacture. According to the official -prvjfits. 

returns for 1911, which have just been issued, we imported -.^ Th Fri*r R;Tf 

during the twelve months no fewer than 13,450 complete iavt ody the thu 

cara and chassis, of which 11,919 were retained for use -ai* and wh 

in this country. The value of these was £2,980,568, a* ** ess oa the font ^ 
against £2,772,255 for the 9,915 cars and chassis imported •• ^AtCrstnl Mo** 

in 1910. The value of the component parts imported . , 

and retained in 1911 was also greater than that of W' » mburb 
the respective figures being £2,336,182 aud £1,840, • ... ^ In 

Thus the total value of foreign cars and parts impow ^ 
last year was £5,316,750. The real explanation of mn * 

the anomaly probably oonsists, not in any 
prejudice against the British car, or in any JJ”* *;•-£ * TUli 
ference for the foreign-made article, but in the inabi^ y ^1 lr ^ 
of the British manufacturer to keep pace with the growing ... . ^ iae A*** 

demands of the home market. In quite a number o *":«f ^ ^ 

instances our best makers have sufficient orders in ban 't:> 

dispose of their maximum output for many months, an 

buyer, not being able to obtain one of their cars with® * - yt 
*** H reasonable time, has to oontent himself with one of foreign ...^ n*S);j\! 

make. It might be thought that those manufacturers w o •*,.£: r‘ lr'-rni 

have to decline orders because of their inability to deiv®1 T;:>^, d of 
would promptly lay down further plant and increase » ^ « 

manufacturing facilities. But this a very costly proceeding* 

and experience has proved it to be a risky one, many nr®* 
having permanently gone under through over-production. 

» 
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-The shareholders of Rolls-Royce, Limited, have every reason 
to c^g^atulate themselves. From an advance notice sen | wt 

to us by secretary, we find that after providing for l';' i 
tlading expend8* liberal depreciation of building, machinery* ... ^ 

and plant, and charging repairs and replacemeu ° 

revenue, last year'sVwlin« htts resulted in a net pro 

it’*.T"sr bwm 

£50,713, a remarkablN^^ of a5aire when„i.t„i® 
that the issued capitalV'jJy ^amounts to £136,490.1** ^ ^ 

year the net profit was £3^??°»and eacb 8UCCeedm^ - ' *-w 
sheet issued since the inceprt®11 of the company has 8 >, ‘ ¥fPr. 

tangible increase in theP^Pfits 8ecared- TthlS flt6ad y ^ * 
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i IN THE TEMPLE OF MAMMON 
■’ I 

• ! The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial qaeries 
b7 retain of post if correspondents enclose a stamped, addressed 
areiopa 8uch queries mast be sent to the City Offices, 15, 

: Copthiil Armas, K.O. 

Efieithiso nowadays is done in spasms. The markets 
more by fits and starts. One day one market, the next day 
mother. This is bad for the Bpecalator, and does not help 
the dealer. We get no steady baying of one class of shares, 

- I bat a fererish attack upon a single security. Marconis 
/ ippear the only gambling counter at the moment—they 
| appeal to the public imagination; they always have thus 

appealed. The flinging of messages into the unknown, the 
rery strangeness of the method, its uncertainty even to-day, 
its limitations, for yon cannot Marconigraph over high 
iand-these excite the mind of the gambler: he loves the 
unknown. He is the sublime optimist who knows that what 
be wishes will come true. He believes that the Marconi 
Company will eat np all the other telegraph companies. He 
bos faith in Marconi. And there is much to be said for his 
attitade. Bat the gambler has gone far and gone fast. 
Three or four hundred per cent, rise is enough for most 
people. The pool will want to unload sooner or later. I 
suggest that gamblers should take their profits. 

; The new issues do not go. The Fraser River Lumber 
debentures, which appear to have only the shadowiest of 
scanty either for principal or interest, and which relied 
solely upon the Canadian names on the front page, was a 
frost. I do not suppose that the Central Motor ’Has went 
any better. If the company is compelled to work outside the 
rieht mile radios it most wait until the subnrbs grow up. 
Distances are long and population meagre. In London the 
L G O. always carries a fair load, that makes the profit. Wear 
rtkI tear and costs are the same whether you run in a crowded 
street or aquiet suburb, but fares are numerous or otherwise 
sordini? to the density of the population. The British East 
Ahwa Corporation asked for £50,000, and the strong people 

f at the hick of the British Cotton Growing Association will t 
** that they get it. British East Africa has never been 
properly exploited. The climate is dry, the soil good, but 
hboor is not plentiful, and in parts the natives are savage 
iwi wild. 

The Sun Power Company (Eastern Hemisphere) takes 
*pww in the financial papers to inform the public 

'tat i Mr. Schnman has invented a method of harnessing 
and that in hot countries his process will compete 

ritb coal at 10r. per ton. This gentleman poses as the 
•bcorererof “wired glass ” and Simplex Pile, a still more 
i pterions product. He has in his native township raised 
n’,'J ?*Uons of water 33ft. amidst the plaudits of thousands, 

e hotter the sun the more powerful is the Yankee inventor. 
• »» advertisements are big and boastful, but they give us 
I T«J little information. No prospectus is available, and 

Ulr *ys it ran say nothing hut that if you want shares 
must apply to the Stock Exchange. In short, you must 

» y * pig in a poke, and if you lose your money you have 
• Kirns against any one. If the invention can extract the 
j the gun and reduce it to horse-power so cheaply 

^ CX)al a ton, then we are face to 
•^with the moat amazing discovery the world has ever 

that will make the fortunes of those who hold 
I a ‘These people are, however, not very confident, for 

■ *’ sWy dispose of their holdings, and, indeed, pay 
the financial newspapers in order that the public 

f J jme aw*re of the fact. It is always suspicious 
comes out with no prospectus, and when it I tali the world and declares tnat coal is obsolete our 

J??* become uncomfortably like a certainty not flatter- 
!* nr e Py.moter9 and even unflattering to ourselves— 
lajU one ^e8 to be “had,” or, as we put it bluntly, 

dl "j6 em* °* year went off so easily that we 
wow*ep we were nervou»r>* There is plenty of 
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money everywhere, and even in Berlin the stringency was 
overcome by creating short-dated paper and discounting it 
at the Reichsb&nk. Yet this “ piling of pig upon pork ” is 
hardly wise. The bull situation has been reduced, but 
there is still a large acoount open. Germany is over¬ 
trading and over-speculating. If the Wall Street people 
withdraw their loans we might still see trouble. 

Consols.—The newspapers are all discussing the prioe of 
Consols, and the latest idea—it is old enough by the way— 
is to make them redeemable at the end of sixty years by a 
sinking fund. This compulsory redemption is a mistake. 
It is undignified and impossible. If onr Chancellors are 
not capable of conducting the business of the Treasury so 
that the Sinking Fund becomes &atomatic, then indeed 
is onr credit at a low ebb. Mr. Gladstone reduced the 
National Debt—why cannot other Chancellors ? It only 

' calls for stern determination and economy But no one 
. likes economy in these days. Extravagant people never 
, have any credit. I do not say that we are worse off 
than the rest of the world. All nations are madly 
wasteful. English credit is as good or better than that 
of any other nation. Mr. Asquith was the worst Chancellor 
we ever bad, for instead of reducing onr National Debt 
he paid off the floaters, put bankers to immense inconveni¬ 
ence, and damaged our credit seriously. We can steady 
Consols easily if we give np the antiquated system of transfer 
and adopt the French style of Consols to bearer in £5 lots 
with coupons attached. But here again we run up against 
the Post Office Savings Bank, the most stnpid system in the 
world, and one that may in time of trouble bring England to 
the verge of ruin. To redeem the National Debt at the end 
of sixty years is, I repeat, undignified, unnecessary, and a 
oonfession of weakness, like a child’s money-box or a 
drunkard’s pledge. 

Foreigners.—The Chinese whirlpool moves more rapidly 
each day, and no one knows what will happen. Russia 
annexes a vast territory, and Japan will take Manchnria. 
What will England do ? The position is very Berious, and 
again I advise my readers to get out of their Chinese Bonds. 
China will have to find nearly a million of money for interest 
between now and April. The Hong Kong and Shanghai 
Bank cannot lend money for these coupons as she did for the 
coupon a few weeks ago, and therefore China must default. 
This will oansea collapse—momentary, perhaps—of Chinese 
credit, and the price of the Bonds will fall. 

Home Rails.—The public is completely scared. It 
declines to touch any Home Rail. The strikes have had 
their usual effect. Yet wise people know that even if we 
had a prolonged ootton strike the effect would not be as 
serious as the papers imagine. But we shall not have a pro¬ 
longed strike. The squabble will be arranged. The masters 
will win after having given way enough to save the face of 
the labour leaders. The cautious investor should always 
disregard scares and buy when prices are low. He sees 
that the traffics for the past half-year have been good, he 
knows that the dividends will not be worse than last year, 
and he should see that all our railways are growing with the 
growth of our trade, which has passed the 1,200 millions 
mark. I say that the leading stocks in the Home Rail 
Market offer the best 5 per cent, investment on the Stock 
Exchange. It would be wise to delay the purchase of 
Lancashire and Yorkshire until the cotton strike is over, 
but London and North Western are very cheap. 

Yankees.—It would seem that the Wall Street speculator 
desires to depress stocks in order to buy in for the Spring 
boom. Prices may therefore fall a few points, but they will 
rebound again before the beginning of February. There 
has been steady selling of Unions and Steels. Unions have 
possibly been sold out of revenge by the Gould faction. They 
now talk of a fresh pool in Rocks. This share is very low, 
and a cheap share always attracts the gambler. But Rock 
common are a hundred miles away from any dividend, and 
those who go in must rememl>er that they are merely 
gambling, just as you gamble at Monte Carlo—with rather 
less chance of success, because at Monte Carlo you have only 
zero against you, while in Rocks you have the whole of 
Wall Street and also the managers of the pool, who propose 
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review of the week 
death of Mr. Henry Labouchere at Florence on Tuesday 

1 rtBWT®8 one whose name for many years was very much 
the public as a politician and writer, although his 

^•^Aisticand ^krary work was not, perhaps, of so high 
k'V k &eueraNj supposed. Twenty years ago we 
a a,*.1*"*" b°th in the House of Commons and 

P^TaV capacity. We doubt whether he was ever 

>eir ^ ser*0118ty i» the House, and whether he was ever 
as a speaker. He had an unpleasant voice, 

and a manner which may be described 

^ ier^F> which was not at all to the 
0 ttembere of the House at that period. Such 

J* possessed was owing chiefly to the 

a Old P i° personality; at his home 1.?^ Westminster, he was a most kind and 
Yfc « . °* anecdote and vivacity. At Pope’s 
^ ii . D. ’ where we should think he probably 

ter! t aPPlest of his life, he entertained friends 
011 °. e ^ver in a lavish manner, and he and 

I » werTi^ ^08t an(* hostess. Hi8 life story, if 
J given to the public^-^ill be surprisingly 

Digitized by 

Sir Herbert Tree exploded a bombshell a few days ago 
which startled not only the crowd, but the coterie of the 
critics, when he announced that he would appear in an 
arrangement of Kipling’s dramatic little story 41 The Man 
Who Was ” on the stage of the Palace. He sent our 
thoughts flying back to the olden days—not so very long 
ago, either—when the music-hall stage was sacred to red¬ 
nosed mock-inebriates, to comedians with minute top-hats 
and minuter mother-in-law jokes, to singers who filled 
intervals by knocking each other about and by frantic lunges 
with battered, corpulent umbrellas. Step by step the quiet 
revolution has taken place; first the Gaiety favourites were 
seen in songs and special acts; then charming ladies and 
gentlemen—Miss Margaret Cooper and Fragson, for example— 
entertained the audiences by sheer wit and a pianoforte; 

, comedies followed, with brief dramas, and oten playlets 
which dealt more or less with a psychological situation, such 
as Barrie’s exquisite “ Twelve-Pound Look.” Finally comes 
Sir Herbert Tree—and henceforth the lino of demarcation 
between theatre and music-hall may be said to vanish. And 
although “the manager of His Majesty’s Theatre,” for 
whose opinion Sir Herbert Tree naturally “has a great 
respect” (we can note the unreported twinkle in his eyeR), 
would not approve if he made a habit of appearing on the 
Palace stage, we may hope that occasionally he may appeal 
to a wider and more cosmopolitan audience than he reaches 
on the “ legitimate ” boards. 

Why, if the “ Parisian accent ” is accepted as representing 
the best and most refined form of French speech, is the 
London accent considered a thing to be avoided, and even to 
be spoken of with scorn as the “ Cockney twang ” ? This 
is one of those problems which occasionally bother the think¬ 
ing individual. We note that a writer in one of our con¬ 
temporaries states that “ the real feeling one possesses about 
the Cockney accent is that it is a fine and legitimate 
dialect, but that now one rarely hears it used.” If he is 
alluding to Northumberland or Devonshire he may be right, 
bat he can hardly refer to London, and, in any case, an 
“accent” does not constitnte a “ dialect.” The unprintable 
sounds uttered in the name of English which assault our 
ears in many quarters of London may proceed from the most 
obliging and kind-hearted beings imaginable, but they are 
none the less distressing. The puzzle is, why should the- 
London udialectfor we suppose there is one -offend, 
while the variations on the national tongue in distant 
counties, speaking generally, surprise and please f 

It will be very regrettable, to say the least, if the immense 
palace of music with which Mr. Hammerstein has enriched 
Ix>ndon should close its doors through lack of support; few 
things are more unpleasant than to witness the employment 
of some architecturally impressive building for purposes 
incongruous with its design, and there is a dignified atmo¬ 
sphere about the new Opera House which would render such 
an event doubly sad. We trust it may not come to a lower 
plane of performance; but has Mr. Hammerstein gone the 
right way to work ? We noted more than once that respon¬ 
sible musical critics questioned the soundness of reviving 
works which cannot evade, however fine they may be, the 
title of “ old-fashioned,and it is possible that the subscrip¬ 
tion-list is more affected by the programme than the director 
is aware. 
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AN ARABESQUE 

Vulcan stood at his anvil 

Wielding and twisting his pliant bars; 

Prom his blows the sparks in a riotous race 

Like white-hot snow flew down through space 

Till men who read celestial ranee 

Cried, “ Thousands of planets, meteors, moons, 

Thousands of stars ! ” 

Venus walked in her garden 

Flinging blown roses that fell at her feet; 

They flashed, and the crimson petals spun 

Wavering, whirling, one by one 

Till they touched the world in their long, Blow fall, 

And lovers whispered, “ Love, thou art all, 

Love, thou art sweet! ” 

Men and women and children 

Play and weep, and work and die; 

Nothing matters but love and death— 

Laughter may be but wasted breath, 

Tears, the idle drops that brim 

When through the twilight, lone and dim 

The sad hours fly. 

Yet, let us laugh, 0 Vuloan, 

Proud and high in thy smithy pent! 

Venus, we gather thy fallen flowers, 

Build of their beauty fairy bowers 

Wherein no soul’s love withereth ; 

Send us laughter, or tears, or death, 

We are content. 
Wilfrid L. Randei.l. 

SONNET 

(To one who wrote “ Hopeless love, whatever that may be ”) 

Thou knowest not what 11 hopeless love ” may be ? 

How shouldst thou know, being worthy of all love P 

How might thy merit ever tower above 

In hopeless inaccessibility ? 

Free art thou as the wind that loves the sea, 

The little hills, and every trembling grove, 

But, like the wind, ’tia thine as well to rove 

High heaven in calm and sure serenity. 

Faint for thy breath a woodland pool lies still, 

And cloistered round with leafage grows forlorn ; 

Rank weeds upon her marges do her ill, 

Who ohce by thy swift couriers was borne 

An April cloud, fashioned for thy delight; 

Now she in “ hopeless love ” wears out her night. 

Max Plowman. 

enthusiasm and reverence with which the one regards tbe 

other; many columns are an inadequate channel to convey 

the sentiments. A copious vocabulary requires reinforce¬ 

ment to attain tbe end:— 

“ Quid agis, dulcissime rerum?" 

“ Suaviter ut nunc est, et omnia cupio quae vis." 

It will be noticed that tbe reply is not quite so exuber¬ 

antly affectionate as the inquiry'. The Editor of tbe 
Observer presents an incidental explanation of this diversity. 

It is this, that the Editor of the Pall-Mall Gazette is but a 

bantling who will not attain to the full literary equipment 

of his yoke-fellow, until he produces the issue of that journal 

on the 29th instant. 

It would here be well to cull a few gems from tbe 

encyclical of Sunday last: 

TH 
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"TO OF ENGLA? 

The Pall-Mall Gazette is now permanently associated ' 'jtop Pee) 

with tbe Observer. It already bears the mark of that •be r]J ijk 

association on every inch [sic] of its pages. Thoeeofour - *2 ssp So deal ktaq-uu*] 

-* * me foreigt p 
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iftfeCy aua]rs<- 
That indefinable sense of mutual confidence dependent on * 

invisible ties, has been through all these years of straw, , v ^y , 

risk and initiative a greater source of support, Ac. , . . ; ^ ^ J 
Why have we won that support P Why have we held it? the 

. . . We have revived the long article. . . . / *t60t suable to 
has protested we are capable of running a political article ^ 
into nineteen columns—and if a sufficient topic offers in this ’ ^ ^ ^ 

incalculable world. Punch may prove quite right. . . • J ^ 
If our readers did not agree with us, and did not respond , 

readers who do not see it even now miss more than they 
imagine. If they do not see it after the “new model" 
appears on January 29th, we like to think they will miss 
more, both on the stronger and lighter sides of journalism, 
than they can properly dispense with. 

Phew! A pretty conceit, expressed with a modesty 

which is positively captivating. “ Thus bad begins, and 

worse remains behind ” : 

W e ki 

*ork 

w E»P 
V* «< kb, ♦ I* 1 

A GLORIOUS APPRECIATION 

On Sunday last a newspaper provided a feast of fun for the 

delectation of its habitual and casual readers. It was con¬ 

tained in the story of a friendship. Never since Damon 

desired to be put to death in the place of his friend Phintiaa 

has such moving affection, such unparalleled mutual admira¬ 

tion existed as that which obtains between the Editor of the 

Observer and the Editor of the Pall-Mall Gazette. No terms 

of adulation are too effusi^e~>to express,. unbounded 

Digitized by 

to the same stimulus projected into the Pall-Mall Oozette■ 
they would have forgotten their own feelings. 

And yet the Editor of the Observer and the budding 

Editor of the Pall-Mall Gazette did not obtain a single vote 

in the suffrage promoted by Mr. Stead, the results of which 

are published in the current number of the Renew of ^ is 

Reviews. 

The world knows nothing of its greatest men- i 

At least the world which does not write the “ sacksfut ofn 

letters’’ to the Editor of the Observerli urging us to turn of 

the Observer into a daily newspaper.” We dealt with thil.^lad 

aspect of the horror of the thing last week, so we need not , ^ ^ ^ 

recur to it. . CHj 

We have treated this matter hitherto somewhat in tbe daR . 

vein of banter, but is there not another view which at le»^ ^ 

deserves consideration P * * :s5aitii 

The claims of the Observer daring the 120 years or 1® V-i.. 0 . 
existence are rightly dwelt upon by its Editor. It “•* *^/^**d. 
been and it is a great paper. The names of distinguish* inp^. 11 

men who have contributed to its columns occur readd] ^ 

to those who have been interested in literary jon* of 

nalism. A very fair statement is put forward in UK 
, ... ... 1 • 1 . few >, 

paragraphs 
standing 

and 

up with its history. Is it qufite fitting that the p 

amalgamation of two journals rjf irrepioachable an 
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tad of historic interest, should be blazoned forth in a puff 

rhicA is quite in the worst style of decadent latter-day 

joarcalism ? 

We fear that the tendency to boss once acquired is not 

easily kept within prndent limits. Politics in the present 

day are in the main vulgar, but we should like to point out 

that the claim to run, or to have run, a political party does 

not justify the introduction of placard methods in recom¬ 

mending serious and refined journalism to public appre¬ 

ciation. 

Cecil Cowper. 

THE FUTURE OF ENGLAND* 

the reader picks up the Hon. George Peel’s book for 

the first time the natural question he will ask himself is 

thir How can any writer hope to deal adequately and com- 

prehenaively with the domestic and foreign problems of 

a mighty Empire in a short work of some 225 pages ? 
Therein lies the extreme value of the work before us. It is 

1 marre! of concentrated lucidity. There is not a wasted 

* wasted line; one might almost add there is not 

»snperflaoos word. Yet, in spite of its brevity, it would 

^ difficult to suggest any subject vital to the future of 

England which has not been carefully analysed and the 
•ogical conclusions deduced therefrom. 

Tte criterion of a vast knowledge and laborious study 

16 the clearness of the picture which the writer is 

4We to present to the reader, who, unable to assimilate 

raw material of learning himself, is nevertheless 

awiowto profit from the study of others. Judged 

this standard, Mr. Peel’s work must take a fore- 

place in contemporary literature. We know of no 

C erwor^ like it; we know of no other work which can 

■^pare with it as a comprehensive examination of the 

pveseut-day and future problems of our Empire. It is 

ippalling to consider the amount of labour its pro- 

t jst have entailed. The writer is equally at home 

ea *ith Ancient and Mediaeval History and lore; 

* handling statistics of child mortality in the ’40’s; or 

V ‘k^iag the decline of agriculture in the ’60’s; 

. ^caries of the dogma of all known creeds; with 

... processes in the production of modem industries ; 

1 e ^erence between ancient and modem conceptions 
^ setter and the use that can be made of the sun’s rays in 

ar wi.t,lr'e * P0^ of the European Chancelleries ; 
• i.WeD(^n£ ^ wa7 through the dull pages of long 

... TridLaia statistics. But the reader need not 

p^j. ^ ^7 this summary of the infinite variety of Mr. 

Every Hae8^on is treated in the most 
^ Te nothing is laboured; nothing is intro- 

t°T Purpose of impressing the reader 

^ ^norance an<* the writer’s superior knowledge. 
^ 15 a ^°°k the deductions of which are based 

'hnAid*^**** ^eBe are sometimes quoted, but only 
: 1 Qtelj necessary, and follow as support to t % a care- 

■ ^g^unent. This is gratifying. We dislike 

'pu* °r on ®t*ti*tics, for there is always 
.__^er being hopelessly misled in drawing sound 

♦ jy o, .—1 - - -—■ 
England. By the Hon. George PeeL 

tw.net) 
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conclusions if you rely on figures alone. In the words of 

an old song— 

If you speak kindly to a young statistic 
He’s never failed to answer kindly up to yet. 

There are a far larger number of really learned men in the 

world than is ever imagined by the man in the street. 

Every year many are returned to mother earth with their 

song unsung or with their vast mental labours and long- 

drawn-out meditative hours unsuspected by even their most 

intimate friends. They belong to that class of studious 

minds which can absorb vast knowledge but which have no 

gift of assimilation or expression; there are others who can 

absorb and assimilate but who can only reproduce in 

almost exactly the same manner as they have received. 

They are of the cinematograph type which must neces¬ 

sarily reproduce on a screen every single detail of the 

picture which has been photographed. Their works are 

found in countless volumes covered with dust on the mori¬ 

bund shelves of almost any library. There are just a very 

few who can absorb and assimilate knowledge, who can 

analyse what they have read, who can distinguish the 

essential from the unessential, and who can produce, from 

this heterogeneous conglomeration that has passed into 

their minds, a work which the average reader of intelli¬ 

gence can readily understand. To this latter rare category 

belongs Mr. Peel. He has the immense advantage of 

possessing a mind that is at once assimilative, logical, 

concise, deductive, and constructive; only a mind so happily 

constituted could have produced a book such as the one 
under review. 

But there is an additional charm to this volume which 

every reader is bound to notice after the perusal of a few 

pages. It is written in a language which is Beldom seen in 

these days of hasty production and half-measured thought. 

The style is peculiarly the author’s own. We hesitate to 

apply the word epigram to some of his paragraphs, because 

good epigrams are rare, and almost every writer strives 

successfully to produce bad ones. Epigrams are dangerous 

to handle. They are often the last resource to aid a mind 

incapable of logically working out the various steps in an 

intricate argument, in which the writer sees dimly the 

goal which he is striving to obtain, but cannot climb the 

mental ladder which is to take him there. They are used 

by such writers in much the Bame manner as lightning-con¬ 
ductors are used on high buildings—namely, to absorb the 

lightning of criticism and analysis, and thus save the shaky 

edifice of badly constructed argument from immediate 

demolition. But Mr. Peel uses epigrams in quite another 

manner. They are only employed at the end of an argu¬ 

ment, perfectly complete and logical in itself, to bring an 

even more concentrated and vivid picture before the readers 

eyes. They are used not as lightning-conductors, to nre 

serve that which is rotten from destruction, but as gilded 

domes to lend an additional lustre to a mental construction 

complete and beautiful in itself. This is indeed a book of 

fine, well-chosen, yet withal simple, phraseology. 

Mr. Peel, feeling the necessity of a suitable environ¬ 

ment in which to think out the vast problems of Empix*' 

chose Traitor’s Hill, situated within the grounds of Holly 

Lodge, Highgate, the beautiful and unique residence of Mr. 

Burdett-Contts, M.P. Here he could find exactly what he 

wanted—an old-world atmosphere and historic associations 
and the most perfect view obtainable of Ldndon. A view 

which changes every day, n1 t every hour, according to 
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whether the sun is free or struggling to pierce the rolling 

banks of smoke or fog. Of the effect these changing pictures 

of the Metropolis make on the mind Mr. Peel has made 

skilful and artistic use at the commencement of each chapter* 

The first three chapter's of the book form a preface to the 

remainder of the work. The first is a brief historical retro¬ 

spect ; the second is an able summary of the principles which 

have guided our policy at home and abroad since our states¬ 

men first recognised that we had a future over-seas; the third 

is devoted to explaining the differences which divide capital 

and labour at the present day, and how they can be harm on- 

2sed in the future. Then Mr. Peel carries us to the main part of 

his work and deals in succession with ''Our Industrial Future,” 

“ Our Domestic Future,” “ Our International Future,’* 

“ Our Oriental Future.” Each of these chapters forms a 

separate entity. Naturally, every reader is not going to 

agree with all that Mr. Peel has to say. There must be 

widely divergent opinions on the many intricate problems 

which be handles so skilfully. For instance, in the chapter 

" Our Industrial Future ” the writer is obviously handi¬ 

capped by his Free Trade proclivities, and his explanations 

on the precarious condition of our cotton trade, in spite of 

its splendid organisation, are far from convincing. Mr, 

Peel states that the principal reason for the bare margin of 

only 5 per cent, between profit and loss is due to the fact 

that we sell a great portion of our products to Orientals, 

“ who are extremely poor and thus unable to give much for 

our cotton goods.” But why do we sell so much in the 

poor Oriental market ? The answer is obvious. Because 

we have been gradually squeezed out of better markets by 

the high tariffs of our rivals, with no power to retaliate or to 

make favourable bargains. Even our home market is no 

longer our exclusive monopoly ; it is gradually being invaded 

by our rivals. 

Then, again, we think in his chapter “Our Inter¬ 

national Future ” Mr. Peel bases his arguments too much on 

the pacific tendencies of the Anglo-Saxon race in the future. 

He assumes that we shall always be on the side of peace, 

principally for the reason that we have already acquired as 

much of the world’s square mileage as we can conveniently 

handle. But are we a pacific race ? We are certainly not 

thought so on the Continent, and there is little in our past 

to justify such an optimistic conclusion. It is true we keep 

no great Conscription Army, but that is because we dislike 

discipline, not because we object to fighting. In the past 

England has produced more adventurous spirits than any 

other nation. Their energies have been largely absorbed in 

colonisation. But when our Colonies have gradually tilled 

up, where are the successors of the pioneers of the past, who 

take no delight in civilisation, to find an outlet for their 

energies ? May not the thoughts of the nation turn in the 

future to a dangerous aggressive policy P 

Perhaps the finest chapter in the book is that devoted 

to “ Our Domestic Future.” Here Mr. Peel is treading 

on far less controversial ground, and handles his subject 

in a masterly manner. The great, problem of India, 

which is dealt with in “ Our Oriental Future,” is of 

especial value at the present time, and is also interesting 

because, in Bpite of the vast study he has made of his 

subject, Mr. Peel confesses his inability to pierce with 

even approximate certainty the future of the inscrutable 

East. 
Space forbids us to say moieoTthis admirable work. We 

can only hope we have sail 

reader that he mast study Mr. Peel s book himself. It 

should be bought, and not borrowed from a lending library; 

so that it may be kept as an invaluable legacy for future 

generations. 
E. A,B. 
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GOD’S BEASTS 

By Aethce Machen 
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Some days ago I stood and lingered in the brown hollow of a 
winter wood. Grey sky, still air, still boughs, all, one might 
say, deep in the heavy rest of winter ; it seemed as if this _ 
were the very place and season of silence, till the Spring ,iy 
returned as with the sound of singing and all woke up, and *:}S(Kr$. ^ t 
brown should be turned to green, and the wood quickened 

into joyful life. 

But though the air was still and no breeze blew, and the 
grey sky hung changeless over the earth, there was no 
silence in the wood. From every bough, from every brown 
bush rang the sound of a loud exultant melody, the &.r 
thrilling with the rapture of tiny creatures, voice answered 
to voice, choir to choir; and if one could have the ear to 
hear and the mind to perceive all the music of that wood, it 
would have been indeed as if a great clear chorus sang 
praise and adoration and ecstasy in the rising and falling 
and rising modulations of a faery plainsong. For to this . 
ancient, magic chant, I think, can the bird’s singing alone ^ ^ ^ 
be compared. Each is monotonous—using the word not m 
its technical, but in its common sense—and each, it is to be 
observed, has that monotony that lovers use. The Lover 

speaking to the Beloved utters “ My dear, my dear 
again and again, and with like repeated phrases b e 
makes answer; and yet they grow not weary, nor o 
they feel any wish for the eloquence of Macaulay or 
of the leading article. But the lovers’ voice is the voice ^ 
of longing and rapture; and the ancient music of •^t. i 
Church and the ancient music of the birds arc .ll '. ^.v b. 
of rapture and of longing. There are certain old fashions 
which cannot be changed with any profit. To the weary ^ • ' T*ii 
man, labouring under a hot snn, there is still no better so : ^ ^ 
than the noise of a bubbling well, no sweeter savour t 
that of the cold water dripping from the heart of the roc •*$»*!: f*4 y 

on the moan tain-side. ^ 

These are the sentiments of a reactionary ; for science, ^ ^ ^ 
feel sure, would maintain and demonstrate that a tbix»v v . 
man on a burning day should either go on being thirsty ore ^: ^ 
drink boiling tea and be happy. But, to return to our ree 
subject-matter—the song of the silly fowls who mistook t etf 
month and celebrated St. Valentine in January, misled y 
warm airs and heats of spring—I was reminded by them o / N 
St. Augustine, who declared that men are God’s besets. .. 
is an odd-sounding, an odd-meaning sentence, and it 88 
that curious quality which belongs to the thought oft® • * ^ 
Doctors of the Church; it works out. Note the contras **''in^ 

between this manner of thought and the stuff * wl 1 
now passes for thought. The modem thinker, taking ^ 
him in the mass, has accepted as axiomatic the doctrines o c ^ . 
“ AU men are free and equal,” “ Government for the people, . Ht, ^ 
by the people, through the people,” and the formula. o ^ 
unlimited toleration for every possible or impossible 
And the result of these dogmas, combined with others of My ^ °f _ 
same family, has been the Republic of the United States ^ L 
America; a mass of political corruption, of flourJMlWii \ 

crime, and of intellectual imb^ciUty, for which there *o<j 
example in the history of the world. The theoren^J^L. ^ th 
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I modern thought strike many people—most people—as both 
.1 reasonable and beautiful; but they don’t work. Or rather 

’ th*j bare worked their proper ends. If you believe that 
gunpowder is non-explosive, and apply a lighted caudle to a 
barrelfal of that substance—you will have your reward. 

Here, then, is the difference between modernism and the 
antique wisdom of the holy doctors of the Church. “We 
&reGod's beastsso St. Augustine chanted, and so the 
birds in the January wood answered “ Alieluy*, allelnya, 
alieioja" To be scientific fora brief moment, the case was 
this: the blackbirds and thrushes, deceived by the nnnsnal 
temperatare of 50 deg. Fahrenheit, were endeavouring to 

| Attract the females of their species, and they did so by the 
ffieana which Nature suggests to them—the word Nature 
meaning “ something in the feminine gender which is 
about to produce." Here, from the scientific standpoint, is 
id end of the matter. The statement is quite true, and for 
tbo» who can find rest for their sonh in it there is no more 
to be said. It is true, it is scientific, and, like most of the 
proDonncements of science, comparatively unimportant. The 

1 really important thing about the birds* singing is this : that 
I, representing, pro hoc vice, the genus homo, heard the song 
uid wu enchanted by it. More, if I had been a great man, 
the melody of those thrushes and blackbirds in the Amer- ! 
sham woods might very likely have found human expres- 

I skmin reree worthy to stand beside Keats' Ode to a Night- 
I ingale. That is, all men throughout all ages would have 

received a permanent and priceless addition to the joy and 
\ delight and rapture of life. Nay, and not only the delight 

of the mind and the spirit and the imagination; even the 
Brasea might very well have profited. In the ode cited 
there ire the lines as to the 

Magic casements, opening on the foam 
Of perilous seas, in faery lands forlorn. 

These words, quoted and quoted as they have been, are 
I I *e 1 great thrill communicated to the entire universe of 

‘•bought and emotion and imagination ; they are, as it were, 
1 mighty chord of the eternal music that sounds and will ever 
jcnml so long as our speech endures ; they have accom- 
plished for us far greater things than ever Coiambus 
achieved; the region which they discover is more beautiful 
that the territory of the Massachusetts. So far good and 
^re than good; but in fairness and in condescension to the 
tablv tabernacle in which we now dwell for a brief season, 
*; it be added that new and exquisite aromas have been 
dded to the savour of good wine since Keats cried— 

0 for a draught of vintage! that hath been 
Cooled a long time in the deep-delved earth, 

| W.ir.g of Flora and the country green, 
! Dance, and Provencal song, and sunburnt mirth. 

He who drinks wisely of wise old wine, thinks of these lines 
for they sow a new star in the depths of the rarest 

rdeanx or Burgundy. So by Keats* poem all our faculties 
^ -Wished and enlarged, so from the chance singing of 

1 UD0P0,w nightingale in the ears of a poet there has 
^nmg a listing bliss for the race of men. 

^°w, I know that there is a tribe which denies the right 

° e*J**ence to any being on earth, save and excepting only 
Wl ^ Gerais and earthy salts. So far these people are 
? }to that men should not eat animals ; that mutton (it ^ l^r*I^ei3Qen^ the just rights of sheep. But, logically, 

1 'y*ar that neither we nor the sheep have the right to 

1 'S'***™ the lives of cabbages and of grasses. 
? !• 's meant to flower ; who gave me the right to 

1 ft? * gardener's knife and the torment of the boiling 
1 frtad thus abbreviate the natural life of the plant? We 

^ *nd cheep must go, and the cabbage too must 
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go, since it lives on the earth, diverting it from its Nirvana of 
quiescence, and without permission forming organism from 
the non-organic. So folly ends; bat, passing it by, we revert 
to the old wisdom that man is the chief of things visible, 
and that for him they were created. 44 Have dominion over 
the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over 
every living thing that moveth upon the earth. And God 
said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed 
which is upon the face of all the earth." Again, I say, how 
the ancient simple wisdom, as contrasted with the modern 
pompous nonsense, works out. A good Michaelmas goose, 
with sage and onions and apple sauce, has benefited many 
au honest fellow, who has a palate and is not ashamed of it: 
and so for the higher sense of Keats the nightingale sang 
not vainly in the wood. He, after his human fashion, per¬ 
formed the Epiphany miracle of Cana in Galilee, and turned 
the water of Nature—good and pure and shining water— 
into the holy, magical wine of the imagination. 

Wherefore let us in our order be faithful followers of the 
birds, and as they give joy on earth, so let us give joy iu 
heaven. To a man the loves of the blackbird and the thrash 
are no matter of the first and last importance, and it may be 
that our passions and loves and desires and griefs seem bat 
insignificant in tbe courts of heaven. There have not been 
wanting those in every age who have told as how vain 
a thing life is, how empty it is, how idle it is, how miserable 
it is, bow that it is for ever by an immutable decree the state 
of the moth desiring the star, and finding instead a rending 
and a devouring flame. Man 44 walketh in a vain shadow," 
44 vanity of vanities " is his portion; his life is like the dream 
of the shadow of smoke ; thus the Hebrews, and Socrates 
compared existence to the punishment of a prison-house to 
be meekly and patiently endured. Finally, the East invented 
Buddhism, which declares that all existence is evil and the 
only real evil. 

It may be so; the matter of the work may be poor, Borry 
stuff enough, of no higher moment than the automatic loves 
of the birds in the wo )d. Let it be so; then let us take 
this rough, rude, ugly matter and change it into high 
melody; let us transmute the temporal into the eternal; let 
us take the world and turn it into art. Our passions and 
desires, our loves and our sorrows are all, as it were, the 
raw material of eternal beauty and of the ineffable joy of 
heaven ; let us take the rough and jagged and ugly and 
shapeless thing called life, which is the rough ashlar of the 
masonB, and from it fashion the smooth ashlar, fit to be 
compacted in tsublimi altari Tuo, in conupedu divinm majestatin 

Turn. 

Let us then be God’s good beasts, and though the wood 
be dark and obscure and wintry, it shall be filled with high 
immortal chanting. 

THE PRIMAL-ACADEMISM OF 

ROGER FRY 

By Haldane Macfall 

It was iu the early 'nineties that, unmoved and somewhat 
disappointed by the photograph^ realism of the Detailed 
Realistic school in literatu, in the predominant vogue, 
and by the photograpjjT kBm {n painting which in 
England was represe^ the brilliant men of the 
so-called Newlyn SchoC* /ement rapidly revealed itself 
in literature and paintin t showed a group of men who 
sought to utter life in mo noetic fashion. Amongst us this 
movement had its most p* arful utterance in the craftsman¬ 
ship of Mass-Improssionis 1—in the bold and virile inton- 

Original from 
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tion of uttering life as a whole, making the craftsmanship 

of whatever art we practised fit the mood that we desired 
to arouse. 

Let me put it first in tennB of literature, and perhaps the 
painters can better be understood thereby. The detailed 

realists, founding on Zola and the Frenchmen of Zola's 
sohool, sought to build up a novel—a picture of life—by 
looking at life with frank, fearless eyes; and to utter life, 

as they saw it, by means of detailed photographic truth. 
One of the best-known writers, trained in this Zolaesque 

sohool was George Moore, who may be taken as typical of it. 
The effect was photographic ; and, in spite of its wonderful 
skill in detail, it left one cold. One could not see the wood 

for the trees. And all the musical, lyrical, and rhythmical 
effects of words, dramatically employed, were missing. 

Take George Moore’s “ Esther Waters,’’andyou will find every 

chapter, every phrase in it, told in exactly the same measure, 
the same colour of words, and with the same detailed 
industry ; but nothing clings to the memory; little character 
is created; the people do not live and enter into our experi¬ 

ence and haunt our memories. Yet this was one of the best- 
known books in English created by this method. Two far 

greater masters of the method, though their short stories 
are not so widely known, were Ambrose Bierce and Hubert 

Crackanthorpe; but their power was largely augmented by 
the coming Mass-Impressionism which, for its very essence, 
insists on each mood or incident being uttered in fonnB of 

words that leap and glow with the colour and forms com¬ 

pelled by skill of handling to the fitting utterance of it, 
disregarding details. 

As it was with words, so it was with painting. The 
B&rbizon school, inspired by the lyricism of Constable, and 

to a certain degree by Turner (though Turner was too vast a 
giant to be realised as a whole at once), drew away from 

frigid classical mimicry and burst into romance. This 

romance of nature soon congealed in their followers into “faked 
romance." Then came the brutish, arrogant genius of Courbet 
who painted things as he saw them as a whole ; but the gamut 
of painting not having been enlarged by France beyond the 

large use of the dark shadows of the Tenebrosi, Courbet 
took up the mantle of the Tenebrosi, and became a Mass- 
Realist. Of a sordid mind, he saw life as a great sordid 
force; but what he saw he painted with astounding power. 

This phase in painting answers to the stage of literature in 
England as created by the early doomed genius of Hubert 
Crakanthorpe, who will one day be given far higher place 

than he is given to-day. Courbet led Manet to a vaster 
instrument for painting, the large orchestration that 
Velasquez and Hals and Vermeer and Rembrandt had built; 
and Manet, bringing colour into his massed shadows, at a 
stroke pushed painting into the majestic artistry of Mass- 
Impressionism, so that by employing colour and rhythm and 

masses in Buch a way that these things were attune to the 
mood essayed, the colour produced the mood like music of 

large volume of sound. Such was the wide gamut of the 
craft of painting when one of Manet’s group, Monet, 
fleeing to London before the Prussians, had revealed to him 
the prodigious colour-orchestration of Turner, and he 

returned to France to break up colour in Broken-Colour or 
Touch-Impressionism, whereby, by the use of pure touches 
of the seven brightest hues of the spectrum, he enabled 
France at last to paint sunlight. This brilliant, lyrical, 
pulsing quality of colour was added to Mass-Impressionism, 
and painting burst into colour-orchestration. All the greatest 
modern masters are developing this Colour-Orchestration ; 
and all that is virile and vital in modern art is wrought 
by mastery of this orchestration. Sargent, Brangwyn, 
Fergusson, and others found their power on it. All was 

,?'rht. 
t here came a Bet-tafik* amoncrst pAinte 
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master the instrument, for, being the most fully developed ’* 
power of uttering art, it required wide gifts and originality in * 

the exercise of it. The old classical-academism was dead; 
but a medimval-academism had taken its place. This ~‘,lr 
mediaeval Pre-Raphaelite academism was getting somewhat 
stale when Gauguin, who was mastering Mass-Impressionism, fl ^ 

suddenly grew weary of civilisation, shook the dust of Europe ,c- 

from his feet, returned to the life of the savages, and, moat ^ 
legitimately and quite wonderfully, wrought to utter the :sv 

significance of savage peoples, of primitive man, in terms 
befitting the feelings and vision and Bpeech of primal man. ** ? 

But a school arose round and under Gauguin that had no 

such intention or sincerity of going back to savage mau— ** 

it affected primal life in museums and from armchairs in 
Paris and elsewhere. And its aim was, and is, utterly 

academic—jnst as academic as the aim of the classical or 
Pre-Raphaelite academics. It goes back to the art of savage r 
or early man, as found in great modern museums; and it 
tries to speak in the tongue of early man. It does not >: *: 

understand that speech, and it never can and never w:ll. -*j 
But it mistakes crude draughtsmanship and crude colouring 

for that speech, which it is not. Your sincere, savage man t 

was bending all his powers to utter as well as he could that 
which he felt. It was only that his powers were limited, 

and the gamut of his craft narrow, that he drew badly and T 
painted crudely. But be was a sincere artist, and he com¬ 
pelled what craft was given him into wondrous utterance of . 

his feelings. And be created a great art —/or his own agt. 

The mimicry of this “ age of innocence ” is dubbed by the 
fatuous name of '* Post-ImpresBionism,” but it is a negation 

of the splendid orchestration of Impressionism rather than a 
development of it into a larger instrument. And so 

bemuddled is bookish criticism—since it has been wildly 

and feverishly chasing the “ old masters,” and so, for over a 
decade, been wholly missing or passing by the significance of 

the whole movement of the ’nineties and the last ten years— 
that, suddenly awaking to the fact that a vast modern 
endeavour and achievement have been active under its very 
eyes, it has rushed to embrace any extravagant or fantastic 

element in that movement rather than be discovered as 

being blind. As always, all that is academic in the move- 
ment appeals to it—all that is vital and virile and signifi- , 

cant escapes it. The Buperb masterwork of Van Gogh in 

landscape is of less account than his crude, mad, and 
childish efforts when insane. All sorts of catchwords, each 
as Rhythm, are in the air, flung by men who can neither 
define nor utter them. Masters of rhythm like Brangwyn . 

or Fergusson are silently ignored or have to find fame 

abroad, whilst the critics, flinging out of the window the 
dogmatic theories of their lives, are running up and down, 
embracing as genius any maker of badly drawn things that 
look like the efforts of a child. Hero, let us remember, all 
art has been slain by academism—that is to say, by imita¬ 

tion of the art of others—always. 

Enter Mr. Fry. I went to see his display with keen 

interest and an open mind. He is a man with a per¬ 
sonality—a witty after-dinner speaker—a man looked upon 
as an authority by antique-dealers and by rich collectors of 
Old Masters, a man who, I understand, has had the solemn 
responsibility in his power of shaping the collection of the 

Metropolitan Museum in New York. I have come away 
from the display of his work, wondering how New York has . 

fared! 

Now it must be remembered that Mr. Fry gives a display 
of his work with the prodigious advantage of public notice 
by the Press in his favour, such as an unknown man of 
genius cannot enjoy, which a proven man of genius like 
Fergusson has never enjoyed. Had this not been so, 1 
would have dismissed hisfart in a paragraph; but, as odo 
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who was myself in both the literary and artistic movement* 
of tie nineties and last decade, and worked in its midst 
hereind in Paris, I feel it my duty to criticise without fear 
nci) mediocre work as has inflated prominence given to it 
when superb work such as that of Brangwyn and Fergnsson 
ud other men of genius is neglected; and in face of the 
hct that at the Gonpil Gallery may be seen the art oi real 
milters like L&prade at this very time. 

Mr. Piy's art career, so far, has shown him a deft and 
wbtle imitator of the accepted dead masters—generally 
the little masters. His new endeavour reveals him in 
mimicry of the art of the primal-academics who have gone 
hack to the savage man and the childhood of the world for 
inspiration from onr bloated modem civilisation. Well, 
Emitting, for argument's sake, that savage and primitive 
Mdslien man was truer man than man as he lives to-day, 
fits Mr. Fry caught the spirit and otfcerance of savage man P 
Is his statement of a child in an armohair to-day the essential 
nsion of a savage ? And does a city on a hill, built by more 
or less modern hands, look as he sees it to a savage man P 
It mi/ or it may not; but how does Mr. Fry know ? And 
whj should he want us to know. We are concerned 
only with how it leave$ its impression on Mr. Fry's per- 

*.nolity; bat he gives us instead the eternal academic's 
answer: “ f will show you how it would look if I tried to 
faint like Gauguin, or a child, or the King of the Cannibal 
Iskods." But this has no relation to art whatsoever. It is 
for Gaognin, or the child, or the King of the Cannibal Islands 
to utter their own impressions, and thereby only can they 
rrateirt. But for Mr. Fry to utter for ns what he thinks 
they would have felt, and the way in which they would have 
:ttered it, is as rank academism as the art of the Michel- 
iogflesqaea 

Pot it in another, perhaps simpler, way. A babe says 
Gw-goo" or “Gagah,'’ and gets a wonderful amount of 

meaning into such ntterauce ; it may be uttering its feel¬ 
ings, and other infants may understand. But for a grown-up 
to attempt to utter snch terms Ls to be ridiculous. At seven 
T«n of age that child may utter its sensations in crude 
takings which are nevertheless art, since they may 
tiprea the concept of the child. But for a grown man 
to mimic the utterance of the child is to dribble like the 
tillage idiot. 

Kot,gnaping these facts, survey the art of Mr. Fry upon 
wilk It shows behind its childish essay a marked, 

iloot profound, skill of band that recalls the civilised grown 
^ic. but there all distinction, even of a furtive kind, ceases. 

for four or five canvases, these designs have no 
^wntive value—for they do not u carry ” as decoration, and 
'hey have not the art that conceals tricks of thumb. They 

devoid of rhythm such as is never absent from the ufcter- 
; 4 master, from the art 0f a Brangwyn or a 

• et^naoD, since we have called these already as witnesses ; 
| ,?t % fret one all the time with their vehement and 

dttarou straining to be rhythmical at all costs. The 

is without quality or luminosity. There is no thrill, 
J vitality in it all. It is sheer weak effort to imitate 

s craftsmanship, and does not convey sincere self- 
-*F«iion or personality. We know this man has consider- 

* personality; bat he Ls not creative, and his hand has 

J < to otter the real feelings of one whom we would 
' He has so steeped himself in dead art that he 

shake the skeleton hand* of the dead from his throat, 
the pity of it! 

\ realise in an instant the difference, go and 
A16 master-work of Lt prade at Gonpil’s. There 

a consummate mastery of Mass-I repression- 
brings forth a rhythm and an intensity of searching 

tedded to decorative gifts, of a high order. This 

man is concerned with no other man's sensations nor other 
man's utterance of them. All is lyrical and intense and 
vigorous. There is no hesitation. Colour yields her magic, 
form her wizardry, and art is created of remarkable vitality* 
Textures yield their surface impression, atmosphere gives its 
depth, and light and shadow utter their music. Once or 
twice, 'fcis true, Mr. Fry reaches almost to lyrical utterance, 
as in his (I think it is called) “ A Wide Valley ;M but eveu 
here he wrecks the cloud-shapes with heavy lines that are 
out of focus and out of rhythm when seen close, and are not 
lost when the rest of the limpid design is focussed. Art is 
not so easy as this. Nothing is easier, nothing cheaper, 
than mimicry; but to mimic the childhood of mankind is 
the most futile of all. To go back to man's ancestors 
amongst the trees is not to discover the splendonr of life. 

There is too much talk these days of the chips of the 
workshop, of little technical tricks of thumb. We want 
singers. If we cannot have great singers, let the lesser 
singers sing. To imitate the prosody of the long-departed 
dead is not song. 
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A BRETON INTERIOR 

By R. A. J. Wallix.; 

It had been a breathless day. It was an airless evening. 
A light haze hung from the sky and its fringes trailed upon 
the water as I walked down the hill from Penennis towards 
Locquirec. A few lights glimmered in the little town. 
Beyond the sea was manifested only by a vague, grey shadow 
with a red spot for omphalos—the light of the phare on Les 
Triagox, sentinel warning the mariner that the Seven Islands 
were near. 

The boy had set out at six that morning to sail with his 
friends to Carantec under the aegis of Monsieur M_in 
the famous boat Angele. He should have been back to 
dinner. It was now ten o'clock. 

Of course, said a Herculean ’longshoreman, sitting with 
others on the wall in front of the Hotel du Port, the Ang&le 

would have returned long since if all had gone well. But 
as monsieur could see, there had been no wind_not a 
breath of air. One’s sails were limp and useless. One mu at 
have had to row, row, row always ; and to row from Carantec 
to Locquirec, which was fully twenty-five miles, in a heavy 
boat like the Anglle . . . Phew! One would rather 
come from Roscoff and take the chance of a slant of wind 
further out to sea. As it was, towards midnight, perhaps. 
There was no danger whatever with M- on board* 
M- was the prince of boatmen, as everybody knew in 
Locquirec. 

The piano tinkled faintly in the annexe of the h$tel. 
Through the window shone the yellow light of oil-lamps, 
illuminating the figures of revellers in holiday deshabille 
who threaded their heated way through the movement of a 
valse. Tes, indeed! In the last five years Locquirec has 
made much progress. It is not yet Trouville or Dinard— 
granted. But ... La voilbi! And the bearded Her¬ 
cules waved his cigarette with an air of proprietorship 
towards the lighted windows. r 

In the dark, narrow street by the church, a gleam of white 
and a murmur of voices. Out of the glooom, a voice:_ 

44 Is it that Monsieur is seeking the boat that left this 
morning for Carantec ? " 

By what miracle of telepathy or by what subtle process 
Original from 
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of reasoning did the lady in the white cap, with a little girl 
hiding behind her Bkirts, divine this secret P By what did 
she, in an obacnrity which made it impossible to discern a 
feature, postulate an Englishman’s inquietude ? 

44 Monsieur est un peu inquiet, n’est-oe pas ? There is 

no need. The sea is calm. Monsieur M- told me this 
morning he doubted whether they would reach Carantec; 
he thought they might be obliged to put in at Primel.” 

44 Do I speak to Madame M-P ” 

“ Yes, monsieur. It is my husband who sails the AnglU." 

44 But you don’t think they will stop there ail night ? ” 

44 No, no ; he will pull, pull always till he gets back. You 
look for somebody; you have somebody on board ? Ah! 
rest easy. There is nothing to fear; but the voyage may be 
very long.” 

44 Then I shall have a long vigil.” 

44 But monsieur cannot walk in the streets all night. It 
is impossible. Monsieur will catch a cold, for the night air 
is treacherous. Will monsieur honour me by coming to my 
house to wait P ” 

44 Many thanks. But madame cannot sit up all night. It 
is impossible. I shall be in the way.” 

44 Not at all, monsieur. I shall not go to bed till the boat 
comes back. I never go to bed till my husband is home. 
This way, monsieur. It is quite near. There is a barrel in 
the court. Marguerite, go on and get a candle to show 
monsieur the road.” 

I stood peering and marvelling, unable to see what 
manner of woman it was, who was certainly Bretonne, but 
spoke thus. 

Marguerite came out from behind her mother’s skirts, and 
disappeared into an opening between two houses. We 
waited. Out of the vague presently shone a point of light. 
Marguerite advanced down the court carrying a candle, 
which made her white cap and her little face, encircled by 
smoothly brushed dark hair, glow like a figure in the 
limelight on a darkened stage. 

“ This way, monsieur; take care of the barrel.” 
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A long, dark-ceiled room, with velvety shadows among 
the brown rafters. An open hearth at the end furthest 
from the door, and upon it a little heap of glowing fuel. 
Along one side a piece of oak-panelling which would have 
caused any collector to break the Tenth Commandment 
without compunction. A deep window with geramQws in it. 
A wooden “ settle," such as one finds in many a Devonsi 

farmhouse. A long deal table with a bench on each side ot 
it. A floor of stone slabB. Everything spotless. 

So far nothing was unusual, save Madame M_ She 
caused Marguerite to set another candle upon the table in a 
second pewter candlestick, and invited monsienr to be 
seated, while she took her place at the other end. We might 
have been two votaries on opposite sides of an altar. The 
illusion was heightened by what seemed to be her customary 
attitude in repose. Her white coif and her shawl, depending 

" f 8'°Pe OTer her shoulders, became sacramental 
vestments, and her thin hands were clasped in front of her 
upon the table. Her brown hair, turning groy, was parted 
n the middle and smoothed over her forehead, almost 

touching the comers of her eyebrows. Very serious brown 
eyes and a thin nose, a month nervous but pleasant, a 
pointed cbm, served to magnify the impression of detach- 
menfc from her surroundings. 

Her voice, too, was qmet and level, never shrilling as the 
Breton voices often do. Her speech was correct fnd her 
manner almost courtly. She J*gan to talk, f Her talk 
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of the sea, of her husbands adventures,of sailor relatives in 
the schooners which trade for coal to Cardiff. The little girl 
sat in mouse-like silence by the hearthstone. A grey cat 
sprang from the floor to the form, and crept to the table, 
nosing her arm. 

441 admire the English. We have many English in 
Locquirec,” said Madame M-. 44Yes, yon are right. 
There is also much to admire in the French, but we Bretons 
seem to have a special affinity for the English. It is not 
strange, you see. The English are sailors by instinct, and 
we are sailors too. The sea is nearly all round us; we live 
by it and die in it; it ia always sounding in onr ears. You 
are men of the sea, too, you English. Why! Even the 
English bourgeois who come to spend their summer holidays 
at Locquirec live on the sea and in it as if they scorned firm 
land. Oh yes, the English are very sympathetic to us, 

monsieur.” 

I looked around the shadowy room, for it was strange 
that this low and even voice should send such phrases 
flowing through it. The candle-light glittered hack from the voice caa 
one corner near the Bettle, and there I found the soul which ^ 
lived among these rafters. It hovered about a shelf con- T« hare Dot pc 
taining, may be, nearly a hundred books. I moved along ^ ^ ^ jj. 
the form to get nearer to them. Madame M followed 

my eyes. 
44 Ah ! Monsieur is looking at the books. My poor books 

are worth nothing. . . . But yes, perhaps I should not 

say that. They are friends to me. To monsieur, however, 

they do not represent anything at all, 

44 Indeed they do,” said i, 44 for I see you have * in jt ^ 
poems. How! one would not expect to find Alfred ' • ** ur« y.j. 

Vigny in that bookshelf; he is not in many, perhaps. , \t: ' * 

44 Perhaps. It cost me but four sous the year I went to qj. 
Nantes, where I found it on a barrow in the long s 7 fcjfcitr. t ^ 

the market. It was the year I went to Nantes k® :h« * 
brother, returned from America. Four sous only. i u 
see, one has full value for four sous in one of those poem, 

you know it ? the story of the frigate La Sirientr. 

No—I could not recall that ballad. 

Oh, monsieur, for people who live in the sound of t 
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En cent jours du Havre a Surate 

Elle nous emporta sou vent: 
Qu elle etait belle, ma frigate, 
Lore qu’elle voguait dans le vent! ..T. 
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,lonj5l^hore mariners Bitting on the sea-wall, and to t e P • "lT6- Pierre• •• 
+ in 4ViVinhil onr) )Ka fic/ures flitting throng . 

Our men will listen to me as I read that story, 

their heads, and growl 4 Ja ! ’ to it. . . • 

and nod 

4-.’ 
tinklinXin the hotel and the figures flitting M 
valse. Pe^iapa there was the shadow of scepticism on 

face. For MW*me M- repeated it: 

“ Oh, yes, th^men like to hear the sad tale o 

S€rieuse ’ ” 

And she took out of t,'ie bookshelf ^ ^ 

'lv Uid P*N. 
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Hmven held nothing for him. It is strange that you in 

Brittanj ahoald lore a pagan and a pessimist.” 

“ Perhaps, monsieur. I do not know. But he is sympa¬ 
thetic: does be not tell os to suffer without complaining P 
Ah! there is much to be thought about that! . . . You 
lie awake in the long nights when the wind roars and the 
sea is angry, and you think of Yves who is on the banks of 
Newfoundland. There are many times when one must 
sailer and say nothing. There was a night—how long ago, 
that the Hiroruklle was lost, Jean P" She turned from me 
toward the oak panel. 

'* It is seven years last January,” growled a deep voice as 
from a sepulchre. 

I jumped to my feet and peered into the shadows, looking 
from Madame M- to the girl by the fire and into the 
recesses of the room. 

u Do not be alarmed, monsieur,” said she, with a gentle 
laugh. “It is my son Jean; he is retired, he must be np 
early in the morning.” 

I still stared, wondering whence the voice came. 
uToiUr exclaimed Madame M-, while the girl eyed 

me nerronsly. “ The lit clos. You have not perceived it P” 

She walked to the side of the room and slid back one of 
the oak panels. A tousled head of brown hair emerged upon 
a pair of broad shoulders clad in a nightshirt. 

"1 said it was seven years ago last January,” declared 
Jean. 

Madame M-slid back the panel. 
‘ 1 lay awake that terrible night, for we had been expect¬ 

ing the nimndelle many days. It seemed to me that I 
hard the breaking of the waves on Moldne, and saw the 
1 of Tshant flashing, and the ship driving, and Stephan 

• • Stephan’s white face in the surf. Oh h£, monsieur— 
• fandrait sonffrir sans parler. . . . And when Monsieur 

•iffrwcame round himself from the telegraph-office with 
ue dispatch, I saw him through the window there, and I 
Ctjew before he knocked at the door, and said * One needs 
courage, Madame M-. . . Yes, the sea is cruel; 
w we cannot but love it, and in that we afe no different in 
m own Bretagne from yon in yours. It is the greatest 
fhing in Nature, which unites ns all. Truly the Sea is the 
Mother/' 

The grey cat pnrred; Madame M-, with hands folded 

looked at the steady flame of the candles; the girl 
>tlrT^ kside the fire and yawned; from behind the panels 

the sound of steady breathing; I fluttered the stained 
i6“*of the second-hand “ Ponies d'Alfred de Vigny.” 

Ah! Madame M-started np listening. Faint from 
^ wd of the conrt came the sound of footsteps, and a cry 

Kfoavo, Jean . , . Kenavo, Pierre! ” 

They are arrived, Monsieur, said she, and presently M- 

j cuelf wa« in the room, his youngest son behind him with 
4 F*ir of paddles and other boat's gear. 

Phew! He threw off his oilskin. “We have pullod 
the way >/0t a breath of wind. Monsieur was unquiet! 

J WQ np the road with the others.” 

Monsieur has been suffering without complaining,” said 

^—witb an indefinable smile, and as I wished 
IN night and turned to the door, she put De Vigny 

^ m hij shelf. 

J ^own the court. A light gleamed in the door- 
found me. 

v k Wreau, Monsieur! " called Madame M-, 
^ turned into the street. The tinkle of the valse met my 

and I saw the bearded mariners still sitting on the 

,, the evidences of progress and prosperity 

i HiiS we^ monfilenr, does it not ? Bon soir!n called no— "<m, monsieur, does 
I passed. 
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THE THEATRE OF THE FUTURE 

On the Art of tfu Theatre. By Edward Gordon Craig, 

Illustrated. (William Heinemann. 6s. net.) 

We have always regarded Mr. Gordon Craig as having 
advanced views in matters relating to the theatre; but some 
of bis views in the volume before ns are so advanced that 
such terms as “ art,” “ theatre ” vanish, and we find our¬ 
selves floating about in something akin to Dante's Space¬ 
less Empyrean. Originality stamps the volume from the 
very first page. The preface is a personal invitation to the 
various professions to step inside the author's house and sup 
with him on such genteel food as the restoration of the art 
of the theatre. Mr. Craig invites store managers and sea 
captains. What a pity it is that the genial host Bcorns the 
well-intentioned critic lest he should “ put a blight upon 
every pleasant pioment, upon every achievement ” ! If Mr. 
Craig wishes to advance his cause he should admit the 
honest critic lest his assembly should repeat too often, 
“ Hail, fellow, well met! ” and the guests degenerate into a 
feeble mutual-congratulation society. The store manager 
may know the price of scented soap, and the sea captain may 
be well versed in communicating with the engine-room at 
the right psychological moment, but neither of them is likely 
to advance Mr. Craig*8 exalted conceptions of the theatre, 
while the much-despised critic, without entirely agreeing 
with his host's remarks, may good-humouredly lay aside the 
chaff and make the very most of the grain set before him. 

Mr. Craig is very far from being a mere pessimist, 
denouncing the modern theatre, destructive without build- 
ing up something to take its place ; he is an idealist, lusty, 
sincere, modest. He outs deep into what he regards as a 
canker in the theatre of to-day; but he does so with a loving 
hand, quick to add the balm of a promise that this cutting 
away shall in time lead to a theatre worthy of Mb lofty 
conception of the beautiful. He is not a business man ; he 
is rather the solitary poet of the stage anxious to enrol other 
poets in his service. But we are tied by convention. The 
elaborate over-production of many modern plays has done 
nothing to quicken our imagination. The scene-painter and 
the machinist have reduced our sense of colour and form to 
a state of chaos. We echo the old tag, “ the play’s the 
thing,” and all the time the real spirit of the play never for 
a moment dawns upon us. We recall a certain version of 
“ Faust,” in which we forgot all about Goethe’s own con¬ 
ception, and remembered only a number of rosy-winged 
angels flitting across the stage and never once colliding! 
Some of us are beginning to realise, very slowly perhaps, 
that, elaborate scenery is a dark veil that hides or prevents 
the glamour of our own imagination. Mr. Craig regards 
our modern scenic effects with disgust, and goes still further 
when he writes: “ that the actor as he is to-day must 
ultimately disappear, and be merged in something else if 
works of art are to be seen in our kingdom of the theatre.” 
He remarks, and very rightly too, that the majority of 
theatre-goers are patrons of the theatre because they wish % 
to Bee their favourite actors and actresses, and that these 
stars of the theatrical world feed the popular taste by pre¬ 
serving thsir own personalities rather than giving them¬ 
selves wholly to the parts they are supposed to play. In 
short, according to Mr. Craig, the modem actor must take a 
very back seat till he learns “ that the mask is the only right 
medium of portraying the expressions of the soul as shown 
through the expressions of the face.” No wonder that this 
vastly entertaining book is dedicated to William Blake and 
his wife, for Blake would have approved of Mr. Crair 
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arched over, and while traffic ran above it the river itself 
became one of the main sewers under the road. Among the 
many who have thronged Farringdon Street daily there are 
surely few who realise that they are treading on an historical 
memory that has, characteristically enough, been turned to 
a utilitarian service by modem ingenuity. 

Similarly there is the history of Southwark; yet in the 
days of the Danish conquest of London, or, rather, prior to 
the actual conquest, Southwark was the place on which they 
pitched their camp, having reclaimed it from the surround¬ 
ing low-lying marshes. Then, again, there is the famous 
London Stone, caged and secure in Cannon Street (but how 
muoh notioed by passers-by ?), which served as the centre 
from which the Romans organised their milestone system. 
Indeed, were one to attempt to mention the relics that lie on 
every hand as witnesses of the past, a rather portentous 
category would have to be set up. The very nameB of the 
streets, so idly repeated daily, recall memories on memories. 
And to such memories Londoners should surely be aw ake. 
Therefore, though Mr. Taylor seemB rather to have framed 
his work for the “stranger within the gates,” it would seem 
as though its chief value should be for the Londoner, strictly 
bo called. It should certainly be a revelation to him. There 
is not much of real moment that does not find adequate 
mention in its pages; and the photographs have been 

selected with considerable judgment. 

SENTIMENTAL JOURNEYS 

Ways of Escape. By Douglas Goldring. (Andrew Melrose. 

5b. net.) 

Mr. Goldring is a tourist with a temperament. He suffers 
from his limitations. His very enthusiasms are ill-regulated 
and one-sided. About everything he writes there is a sense 
of incompleteness, of something left unsaid. He sees life, 
too, from the outside, as it were. Places interest him, but 
for the spirit of place he has no real care. He has none of 
that marvellous intuition which charms and surprises us in 
such a writer as Mr. Belloc, for example, who shows us how 
the whole history of a nation is reflected in the winding 
streets of some tiny town. 

And yet it is just these defects that make Mr. Goldring's 
book so interesting. For interesting it is undoubtedly, in 
a way quite individual and peculiar. Mr. Goldring owes 
nothing to any literary ancestor. His style—whether for 
good or ill—is undeniably his own, as are his enthusiasms, 
predilections, and prejudices. He has all the buoyancy of 
youth united to a certain cocksureness—to give it its plain 
and vulgar name—which is too well bred to be offensive. 

This book with the elusive title is a record of several brief 
journeyings in Fiance and Belgium. Many writers would 
6Unak from recording their impressions of Rouen and 
Amiens and St. Malo. These places are within easy reach 

Mr a ^ an U Wh°,f wiU mar viflifc them for himself. But 
£*?*?■* h“ a11 the i°y of the discoverer. To him the 

to fheUnknown :-a magiC’ “ 80n“what *»•*«*»». avenue 

He was the Bret that ever burst 
Into that silent sea. 

sake,” he writes, 41 a love of 4 looking on ’ at the game of life 
as played elsewhere than in my own country, a love of being 
surrounded by French-speaking people—these have, 1 fear, 
filled mo with the place that might have been occupied by 
historical or arch ecological learning.” The apology was 
scarcely needed. It is surely to the author’s credit that be 
is free from the insolent and aU-too-oommon desire to 
instruct. He is hampered by no theories, and he uses bis 
Baedeker as a football. 

We have ventured to head this review 44 Sentimental 
Journeys,” and, indeed, the proverbial 44young mans fancy ” 
plays no small part in Mr. Goldring’s impressions and 
memories of things seen. Faces, feminine faces, appear 
continually between the author and the landscape—faces 
seen in restaurants, on boulevards, at railway stations, or on 
the decks of steamers. Here is a pen-portrait of a girl wbo 
dined one night at a hotel in Havre:— 

She was dressed in a black costume with a white silk 
blouse. A large, sweeping, black hat, with a piece of white 
silk cord tied loosely round the crown, cast a shadow over 
her pale forehead; and her eyes, set in their large whites, 
gleamed with an artfully increased effect beneath a straight 
fringe that recalled Du Maurier's drawings of Trilby. Her 
face was very pale, her lips red, but not too red, and she had 
avoided the mauve complexion so much admired, or at least 
so very prevalent in France. But it was not her clothes, 
nor her hat, nor her expression, nor her eyes, which were in 
the greatest degree remarkable : it was the way she moved, 
the way she walked, or lifted her arm, the way she turned 
her head. With the exception of our own Miss Gabrielle 
Ray—the supreme genius of the English musical oomedy 
stage—and of Polaire, I had never seen any one whose move¬ 
ments had so much individuality. 

So at least it is easy to imagine 
facile and rapturous pages. 
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In Mr. George Moore himself could hardly have done the 

thing more neatly, and Mr. Moore would have certainly 

added a far less interesting sequel. 

It is only fair to say that Mr. Goldring’s outlook, while it __ f. 
includes, is not bounded by the feminine. He has a healthy ^ ^ 
enthusiasm for pictures, taverns, and old churches. Always 
one gets the impression of keen enjoyment. The author, 
having found his 44 way of escape,” is determined on having :.t 
a good time. And he has it. So, too, does the reader, who ^ 
is gaily invited to participate in Mr. Goldring s fun. The 
latter has his more serious moments—moments of meditation 
and repose. There is a fine passage, for instance, descripti'e 
of the Church of St. Ouen at Rouen, from which we nans 

borrow a few sentences:— ‘ ^ 

the 

own 

It is a singular experience suddenly to walk out o 
tedious square, so smugly commonplace and dull» in * , ^ 
great building full, as this is, of the magic of association 
an enduring symbol of faith, and of all things fine an ^ 
dignified that are obtained by spiritual strife. The ‘v,..- 
is a memorial—respected and tolerated by the Repu s.,/* 
whose property it now is, for its outward, obvious beau ^ 
of fine things which, though they never have passed /*•*• 
ceased to be, have in the rush of invention and infor -• t*. 
been pushed now from the central places into tbequi ^ 
corners of life. Standing there like that, St. Ouen ini ^ 
eloquent silence constantly seems to be calling pe°P e 
to an old allegiance. And how common and epheme xl^ 

makes its surroundings look by contrast 3 V 

The book is one well worth reading. After all> £®®j? 
books are many, and of historical treatises there is ft f® jjk 
ciency. But this is a book of moods, of fleeting emo 10 hcj* 
And snch books are all too few. Mr. Edgar Lauder s ®x * ^ 
lent illustrations, it should be, added, make a w ; ^ 
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BRAVE WOMEN 

A Book of Noble Women. By C. C. Cairns. (T. C. and 

E. C. Jack. 7s. 6d. net.) 

However true it may be that the evil which men do lives 

ifter them, fortunately for mankind the good is not so often 

interred with their bones as the pessimist would have ns 

believe. Le6t we might forget the good which certain noble 

women »t divers times and in divers manners laboured to 

achieve, and to encourage us to light our tapers at their 

brilliant torches, the narratives of their lives are here 

collected from sources already before the world and told to 

monce again. In the preface it is hnmbly averred that 

“it is the writers fault if the reader fails to discern the 

thread of purpose which unites the diverse histories.1* The 

^ thread of purpose,” according to our discernment, is the 

anmiring devotion to that which each of these twelve 

women believed to be her mission in life. 

First we see Margaret, one of the pearls of Scottish 

history, eclipsiug by the surpassing beauty of her soul the 

furnfisg which was foreshadowed in her name (to adopt 

Bishop Tuigot’s language), sister of Edgar the Atheling and 

wife of Malcolm of Scotland; a “ a fair-haired, blue-eyed 

English girl, upright and tall in figure, with that sweet, 

serene dignity which comes from self-discipline; ” attuning 

her rongh husband to gentleness, freeing the captive, and 

ministering to the poor. And all this in the eleventh 

centojT^when “the poor were trodden under foot.** Cathe- 

nneof Siena, whose “ life was a oontinnous miracle of faith 

i-d love, at whose death all Rome came pressing round her 

In appropriate juxtaposition follow the lives of Sarah 

Siddons and Jenny Lind, whose memories are still green ; and 

lastly come Louisa Aloott, the authoress of “ Little Women; 

Catherine Booth, “ the mother of the Salvation Army; *’ and 

Dorothea Beale, the teacher of teachers. Thus “ the proces¬ 

sion passes, of figures shining with brave and womanly 

virtues—clemency, courage, and faith ;** and some of the 

figures who appear in these pages are not the least among 

illustrious companions. 

SHORTER REVIEWS 

L'Allure della Patria c VArte di Arturo Dazzi. By Guido 

Guida. Illustrated. (G. Ugo Nalato, Rome.) 

fad body “to gaze and weep and wonder at the memory of 

pnie and ardent soul ” comes next. The persuasive 

power of this marvellous woman was such that she succeeded 

^ere all temporal powers had failed, and brought back 

j °pe Gregory from Avignou to Rome; back from an earthly 

ittidise to ruins, tumolts, and malaria fever.*’ We hear 

of littor a Colonna, whom men remember only as the 
•Trend of Michelangelo 

An old man, with marred face, yet with a pride above a 

bn?*, we are told how he knelt in humility and kissed 
ber dying hand. After her death he roused himself from 

' 8*uP°r ffrief to lament that he had dared only to kiss 
er and not the parity of her face. 

d Albret, “ la debonnaire du seigneur,” mother of 

, ^7 of tavarre, in her childhood “ la Mignonne des rois,” 

foor-aud-forty years. Bat in that time she lived 

J re* of three women; “knowing little joy and much 

“er ttwree was one long straggle for the security of 
jttrone, her life, her religion.” A couple of months after 

toth came the Massacre of St. Bartholomew, when “ the 

rancewepe red with blood,” but the eyes of this 

^ were spared the desolation of her people. 

; u with her short life, Rachel Lady 

'fyem after the execution of her h 
Russell lived 

, - _ __husband, that 

om and delicious friend,” for whom she mourned till 
4'-iatii »t the apj of eighty-ai*. 

t the lives of “ that most complete example of 

^ Sfen tie woman of the olden time, Lady Grisell 

^ °f Qfleen Louisa of Prussia, “that dauntless 

i 0iMPire^ Napoleon himself with respect.” When 

fari&tr Libenti0D ^e^an> when the women brought 

^ ***^ 8°^ ornaments to be melted for the 
proudly wore the iron substitutes with their 

^ gold f£ir Eisen,” when blood was poured 

W|!*r ^or Fatherland, it was the fair memory 

Queen Louisa that pointed the way to 

1 ewsy of self-conquest, and effect and sacrifice. 

Digitized by VjOOglC 

This is a sane rhapsody. Whether every one will agree with 

all the judgments expressed in it we should not like to 

prognosticate, but those who are led to examine this 

brochure - it is almost a magazine in form—will find a glow¬ 

ing and generous appreciation of what must be, even for the 

most hostile critic, a splendidly audacious and significant 

work of art, and, better still, he will find some really fine 

photographic reproductions of the work under discussion. 

The erection in Rome of the great monument to Victor 

Emmanuel has given birth to an enormous amount of con¬ 

troversy, which is not, however, as Signor Gnida is careful 

to point out, an entirely bad sign. The untimely death of 

Sacconi, the original designer of the monument, left the 

field clear for the rivalries of two conceptions and of two 

artists, these being Arturo Dazzi and Angelo Zanelli. Of 

the latter Signor Guida has very little good to say, 

at any rate when he is engaged in detailed criticsm, 

though when it is only a matter of quoting names he 

has generally a eulogistic formula or epithet at call. 

He ranks him among the mere plagiarists, forced into 

meretricious trickery when he strives for distinction. 

Dazzi, on the contrary, is, first, the depository of the great 

traditions, the artistic descendant of Bernini and especially 

Michael Angelo, and, secondly, the interpreter of the 

modern spirit in art. Of Zanelli we should find it hard 

to speak, bat his rival’s power is beyond disonssion: the 

examples are too living and too imposing; Signor Guida 

gives ns some magnificent specimens. Apart from the 

ensemble and details of the Victor Emmanuel frieze, there 

are the “ Ai Lavatori delle Alpe Apuana,” the monument of 

the family of Commandante Passino, and many others, all 

instinct with grace, vigour, and faith. The critic lays great 

stress on his artist’s devotion to the Keateian ideal—Beauty 

and Truth. It is refreshing to read the work of an Italian, 

an ardent patriot and an impassioned worshipper of art, 

who has nothing but scorn for the “ Futuriste,” and who 

can say a new thing for his Divinities against plutocracy 

and demagogy. 

In a German Pension. By Katherine Mansfield. (Stephen 

Swift and Co. 6s.) 

We have not found this a very pleasant book. an 

author treats of a vulgar subject in the reaUjjffic manner 

the resulting impression is apt to be ot/%vulgar book. 

There are here about a dozen brief uj^ces, half of which 

are sketches of character in a •German pension where 

apparently the curiosities ofhfffmanity, chiefly Teutonic, 

gather for the annual bur, Gflj^ther half being short stories 

with a German settmg^^Disga.sting table manners, an 

habitual disregard^jjthe decent reserves of speech, and a 

paltry snobbenaf^Ire. Miss Mansfield would have us believe, 
r Original from 
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the leading German middle-class characteristics. Her 
cleverness aids her malice so well that several of these 
sketches are undeniably amusing, though it is the writer 
that amuses ns quite as much as her unlucky subjects. 
There is a certain strength, too, in the stories which, how¬ 
ever, are often a little grating in the brutal realism of tbeir 
detail. They are all 6exual in subject, and will appeal most 
to those who worship the tradition of Zola. The most 
powerful, technically, is perhaps the one called “ The Swing 
of the Pendulum.” Here and there she is betrayed into 
something very near to vulgarism, and a careless sentence 
will occasionally strike the eye, as, for instance, where 
these two peculiar people are described on the same page :— 

Her brown hair, braided, was tied with a black bow— 
unusually pale, with a small mole on her left cheek. 

She had the air of having been perpetually washed with 
a blue-bag, and hair like grey wool—dressed, too, in a 
pinafore. . . . 

Hiss Mansfield's style is not without its sparkling qualities, 
crisp, and often illuminated by a happy phrase. 

FICTION 

A STUDY IN CIVILISATION 

The Centaur. By Algernon Blackwood. (Macmillan aud 

Co. 6s.) 

.1ill 
jfeia 

•3L 

Scottish Ghost Stories. By Elliot O’Donnell. (Kegan Paul 

and Co. 3e. 6d. net.) 

Hr. O’Donnell should not write “ snperphyBical ” when he 
means “ supernatural ”—the former word savours of affec¬ 
tation. Beyond that we have no quarrel with him. We 
do not like him, of course ; we finished reading his collection 
of supernatural—not superphysical— stories late at night, 
and felt impelled to look behind half a dozen times on the 
way to bed; also, before getting in, to look under the bed. 
It is hardly likely that we should entertain affection for the 
man whose stories affect oar nerves to this extent. 

Whether it be the 44 death bogle,” or the 44 floating head,” 
or the terrible habitants of Glamis Castle, of which Mr. 
O’Donnell tells,be manages to convey a sense of the awesome, 
and sometimes of the altogether ghastly nature of these 
spiritual visitants, by his extremely lucid descriptive pas¬ 
sages. He never descends to such an accuracy as would 
imply familiarity; the shape or thing is always kept at a 
sufficient distance, and invested with sufficient haziness_ 
exoept in the case of the ghosts of Killiecrankie—to impress 
the reader with its mysterious and unnatural properties. The 
phantoms of Killiecrankie did not impress us, and the fact 
that the one who saw them, after spending a fearsome night 
in the pass, went home and ate a hearty breakfast detracts 
still more from the realism of the picture. 

8°°* &bost stories, told with such 
realistic skill that after reading them we rejoiced to think 
that all these things happened on the other side of the 
border. That is quite near enough. 

A Circuit HiUerV Wife. By Cokra Haku,,. Illustrated 

>y Wilmah H. Eviritt. (Constable and Co. Cs.) 

de0scrib“g,7L^iftelo£PrdCttaHVTy “traordi““y book 

!*»*«*«. whiS JEZJZl wife in 
■a evidently siucere Xbe ram b“*[V*h n;a<ler8. but which 
^Pe of the congregation* > a P°vert7. the rouoh 
enabled the minister to spend th* courage which 
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There are some of ns who wait and watch for Mi. Black¬ 
wood’s work, and not at all in the same way as the eager 
circles that wait and watch for work by other novelists that 
we could mention. Of his work we can say, as it is not pos¬ 
sible to say of the vast number who turn out novels with 
such amazing regularity, that to read his hooks is to discover 
oneself advanced considerably in the things that matter. 
Take, for example, this novel that came to us in the autumn 
multitude. We have been compelled to read the greater 
number of that multitude. That is to Bay, we have read 
them as quickly as may be, and, though memory can recall 
the outlines and execution of each at will, of none of them 
can we say as of this that it has left a permanent effect on our 
mind. It was impossible to read it quickly. A reviewer is 
a hardened soul; but in this case we must confess that K 
took us wellnigh a fortnight to read this book. It was 
impossible to despatch in haste a book so profound, so subtle, 
and that dealt with things that lay so near intuitions and 
instincts that most men obey when they least think they do, 
and which to the few are as much beyond discussion as the 

love of one’s mother. 

For this reason also it is a difficult book to deal with in 
such a review as this. That we are working away frym 
greatness in working forward with what we call civilisation 
to ns is beyond question. Bat what that greatness is that 
we are working away from is a difficult thing to say. Mr. 
Blackwood, in a flash of intuition largely influenced by the 
German mystic Fechner, takes this Urweli greatness, this 
at-one-ment with divinity, to be a manner of unity wi 
Earth, who, being conceived as alive and conscious, express 
herself in various forms of power, one of them being t 
Centaur. And, it is further conceived, those of us in t 
present state of affairs, who hunger for that earlier majesty 
that primitive splendour, those who bear about in % ^ 

souls a melancholy, a nostalgia, a sickness for what to 
is borne, are really wishful for no more than their 
estate, which was this form that Earth expressed herse m- 
We do what the majority of Mr. Blackwood’s reader* H 
not do : we accept his book as an expression of hiB nut * 
sincerity. To ns, however, Terence O’Malley s n lgj* 
was not for this strange Ur welt form (though we m D *■ * 
be understood as implying that this form did not or may n 
in trath exist), but rather for a spirit splendour that was a 
least equal to and probably higher than the sentient ex v 

of Mother Earth. ^ 

It is strange to find in a novel whole exoeJPj? 
William James, lengthy quotations from Oliver h IF 
fact, conversations that are conducted frankly an ^ 
from such quotations, with the necessary references 81** 
the foot of the page. It is bad craftsmanship, more, 

not44 playing cricket.” The author has undertaken °er * 
expositions, which it is his responsibility to carry , "'•* 

himself. It would not have been a difficult .r 

have done so. This is the leas to be undew —Jiich ^ 
Blackwood conducts his story, in the peculiar form m ^ s 

he has thought fit to cast it, with considerable skill- 

ft 

*'1 
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spite of such small faults as this, “ The Centaur lb ^ 
that should be read widely. We believe it will • .^ 
ia, even in the deep and fundamental troth of his 
something of the senaationel a’ocmtthe hook; bu we 
that Mr. Ulack^j [^ff" 
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found an inspiration in his book—an upturning of ways of 
thought and inodes of emotion. And of such there will not 
be a few. 

NOVELS OF THEFT 

■ i 

The Pearl 0/ Great Price. By Alice and Claud Askew. 

(F. V. White and Co. 6s.) 

AGicerin Secret. By Thomas Cobb. (T. Werner Laurie. 

2s.net.) 

Jewkl robberies form the main theme of these two books, 
the accused person in each case being a young and lovely 
girl In each case also the supposed thief is loved by a 
relation of the one who has been robbed. It is not difficult 
to imagine the complications ensuing from the sensational 
openings, and although both stories are on conventional 
lbtf, neither is lacking in a oertain amount of interest. 

In “The Pearl of Great Prioe ” we have a little deeper 
insight into the feeliogs of each character than is given to 
na in "A Giver in Secret.” Jealousy and intrigue play an 
important part in the former book. Mr. Cobb, on the other 
land, with the exception of the real culprit, deals only with 
®«n and women possessed of true and generous natures. 
The authors take themselves very seriously ; the crimes and 
tbeir consequent entanglements constitute all the interest 
there is. Of course, to live in fear of being an inmate of 

of bis Majesty's prisons is not a corniced situation, but 
»e think it would have been possible to introduce a trifle of 
hi.doir without in any way detracting from the more 
J€noas aspects of the stories. 

) Little Toicn. By Charlks Lee. (J. M. Dent and Sons. 

, j k 6d.) 

Corah, Comiihruin. By CHARLES Lee. (J. M. Dent 

sod Sons. 3s. 6d.) 

There is not the slightest indication, as far as we can dis- 
:f ***> ^ the fly-leaves of Mr. Charles Lee’s book of Cornish 

^hes, that it is a reissue; but we reviewed it in an 
•rtickof over a column’s length in The Academy for June 

j wh, 1909. The praise we gave it then may be emphasised 
-1 it bears re-reading, aud its humour most make a wide 

ippeal even to those unfortunate people who have never 
®ade friends with Cornwall. Even if they are unable to 

1*L’1 :he county, they should hasten to know it through 
; tk*^i&htfQl pages. “ Paul Carah,” reissued now for 

fr*t time since its publication in 1898, is more in the 
I '^^ofa novel. Paul, an egotist and boaster, returns to 
- die little village of Porthvean after an absence of seven 
J /arc in America, expecting to take the place by storm. He 
| ^50 to a certain extent, but he is not a very pleasant 

•Mncter on the whole with his bombastic ways and his 
j BKontfi treatment of poor Jennifer Jose. Mr. Lee here 
j ■P's rather more of the shady side of the Cornish character 

^ generally does, and the story ends with Paul’s 
^ (Wore, sadly enough for one of his good friends. It is a 

presentation of the life of a little fishing village, anil the 
loves and spites are excellently depicted. y 

~' f 
w : 

By Ros.uisd Murray. (Sidpwick aud Jackson. 
k.6d) b 

w ** yet effective study of temperaments Miss 
, J JMmtains the promise of her first book, though ihe 

^before ui is of too alight a character to fulfil/the 
lb# plot of 41 Moonseed ” is that, of two wemen 

(cousins) and the man whom they both loved. The man 
became engaged to Augusta, his intellectual inferior; and 
when, owing to his temperamental inability rather than his 
cowardice, he let a friend drown, Augusta cancelled the 
engagement. Then comes the turn of the other cousin, 
Chloe, but her love is of that intense yet discerning nature 
which proves rather a curse than a blessing. It would be 
unfair to Miss Murray to give away her denouement, though 
the book is not dependent on incident for its power. Chloe’s 
character is the central feature. Past question the power 
is there, and we may look for work of the first order from 
this writer, who possesses the qualities of restraint, delicacy, 
and “ balance ” in a marked degree. “ Moonseed ” is 
graceful yet forceful work. Its concluding chapter is a 
fine word-picture, yet it is all a stady in a minor key, with 
the mark of youth upon it. There are faults that experh 
ence alone can remedy for the author, and it is not a full, 
rich work. Minor characters are sketched too hastily, and 
give a sense of incompleteness. The book is noteworthy 
for its promise, for the work which Miss Murray may yet do 
in snbtle, delicate analysis—when she has got closer to 
actual life—and not for wh&t she has already done. Here 
is flower and perfume, but not fruit. 

The Re venues of the Wicked. By Walter Raymond. (J. M. 

Dent and Son. 6s.) 

Dartmoor and Exmoor are the happy hunting-gronnds of a 
school of novelists of whom Mr. Raymond is a worthy 
member. The story, a bucolic one in its commencement— 
a sheep-shearing feast—leads on to a love story which has an 
almost tragic interruption. The book is quite an interesting 
one ; the country is just the same now, although the time of 
the story is one hundred years ago. We notice that the pub¬ 
lishers have a resume of the book itself printed on the paper 
covers enclosing it. A way of saving trouble to readers—in 
fact, a review by the publishers of their own book. 

Digitized 
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THE THEATRE 
“ THE GREAT GAY ROAD ’’ 

Mr. Tom Gallon is one of those authors about whom it has 
been frequently said that they are born dramatists. In all 
his novels and short stories his pen tarns very naturally to 
the dramatic situation. He is a past master in what the 
Americans call “ heart interest.” He has sat at the feet of 
Dickens. Like his master, Mr. Gallon has treated his 
readers as though they were an audience, and has opened his 
chapters and ended them as though he were raising and 
lowering the curtain. 

Well, here at last is “ The Great Gay Road.” The book 
forgotten, the play makes its appeal to strangers. It is an 
honest, straightforward, slightly old-fashioned, not uumoving 
piece. There is nothing brilliant about it either in dialogue 
or construction, with the exception of one exquisitely written 
little scene between a boy and a girl who are on the verge 
of elopement. Of this Mr. Carton himself might well 
have been proud—Mr. Carton especially because no living 
dramatist has the gift of making young people so natural 
and absolutely life-like. Mi*. Gallon’s play was worth 
seeing just for this one delightful scene. Its humour was 
irresistible, and there was more underlying it than what Dr. 
Johnson calls 44 mere humour.” 

You find yourself outside a house at Hampstead, a com¬ 
fortable suburban bouse at Hampstead—in fact, a Hampstead 
house—rather Hampsteadly called Vickery’s Nest. It 
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belongs to one of those irascible, martinet men, whose name 
is Sir Crispin Vickery. It ib a very Gallonish name, and 
seeing that this bad-tempered man with a kind heart is 
well into the ’sixties, and appears to have been a knight for 
many years, we rather wonder how he got it. His kindness 
of heart is disclosed by the fact not only that he is irascible, 
but that he keeps a lighted candle behind open French 
windows every night, whatever the weather. What better 
proof is there ? He indalges in this apparent contradiction 
in imitation of an old gentleman of the name of Peggotty 
who, yon will remember, did much the same thing for the 
pnrpose of providing a beacon to attract Little Emily. Sir 
Crispin’s Little Emily is, however, a ne’er-do-well son who 
has left the solidly-famished Hampstead home to spend his 
days and nights on what Mr. Gallon calls the Great Gay 
Road. 

It appears to be part of the policy of Hampstead to place 
seats here and there outside the walls of such places as 
Vickery’s Nest. That being so, it does not surprise us in 
the least to find that this particular seat is occupied by two 
creatures who have been so long upon the great gay road 
that their boot-leather shows obvious signs of wear. Both 
are very hungry and very thirsty, and their pangs force 
them into taking advantage of Sir Crispin’s kindness of 
heart and entering his sitting-room through the open window. 
One of these men bears a name as characteristically Gallonish 
as the elderly irascible knight. It is Hilary Tolfrey Kite. 
The other is called Crook Perkins. The former, living up 
to his name, flies high—at any rate so far as his choice of 
words goes. The latter lives down to his with the most 
exemplary consistency. In other words, Kite is an Oxford 
man (although a 44 wrong ’un ”) and Crook Perkins graduated 

in the gutter* 

Well, these two, while snatching a hasty siesta between 
the policeman’s rounds, hear the story of the beacon; but 
they do not hear anything about the burglar-alarm which 
has been arranged under the mat in front of the window. 
In entering the room, in order to eat cake and drink whisky, 
they manage, in a perfectly legitimate way, to skip over this 
eloquent mat, and it is only after they have done full justice 
to Sir Crispin’s light refreshments and have evaded the 
policeman’s bull’s-eye by hiding behind furniture that the 
airy Kite, whose tail has had an unfortunate knack of 
catching in things, stands on the mat and sets bells ringing 
all over the house. The policeman outside, the ringing bells 
within—these two great gay roadsters are caught like rats 
in a trap. 44 Ah! ” says the experienced playgoer to himself 
or to his neighbour, 44 now we know what’s coming!” 

Clever person! How delightful it is to be correct! 14 All 
right,” says Kite to the gibbering Crook, 11 watch me! 
There is a ne’er-do-well son for whom ” (his grammar is 
perfectly academic) 44 the candle is placed in the window.” 
Down comes the irascible Sir Crispin in a Hope Brothers 
dressing-gown, pistol in hand. He turns up the electric 
lights, and there he sees a bearded, artistic-looking person 
in tatters, sitting nonchalantly on his mahogany table ; 
behind him, in an attitude of fear, a cringing little man 
obviously made up. Enter also the portly butler, occupied 
with his collar. A big man this butler, who should have a 
very kind heart—a big heart. He it is, however, who has 
lone desired to blow out that candle and shut those windows. 
« 0id gentleman,” says Mr. Kite, 44 yon don’t remember me 
then ? My hair is long, my clothes are holey, and my toes 
issue through my boots. I have, however, an offering 
for the fatted calf.” The pistol shakes in the old man’s 
hands. Words tremble upon his lips. It is, however, the 
bi butler he who would long ago have blown out that 
candle, who steps fo^wd and, regpnUeaa of grammar, 

■nea “ Yea, it’e 

Enter Miss Nancy Sylvain, followed by Miss Azalea 

Vicary. You will see that they have very strange names in 

Hampstead. 44 Sister,” says Sir Crispin, 44 and niece, do 

not be frightened. This is my long-lost son! ” 

All this is very interesting, very well done, very romantic, 

very unlikely, and therefore very true to life. Above all, it 

is very Gallonish. 44Ah!” says the cunning playgoer, “I 

know what’s going to happen now ! ” Congratulations 1 It 

does happen. It happens well and in due order. Mr. Kite 

has his hair cut and his beard trimmed. We wish that he 

had not had a beard at all. He goes to Sir Crispin’s tailors, 

and so does Crook, whose make-up is, however, still obvious. 

The pari is played by Mr. O. B. Clarence. Nancy, the 

niece, has been holding surreptitious love-makings with 

young Rodney Foster. Does she fall in love with this Mr. 

Kite? Why, of course she does. You knew she would! 

We have said that Kite was an Oxford man in his better 

days. What more natural, therefore, than that he should 

take Nancy to the National Gallery ? What more natural 

than that the Oxford manner should return to him when he 

Ends that Nancy is engaged to Rodney, and that it should 

send him out once more upon the great gay road ? But 

not, you may be sure, without a touch of GaUonish drama. 

Colonel Napoleon Trigg, who hates his name as much as we 

do, comes to stay with Sir Crispin, who is no longer irascible, 

and in this long-lost son he recognises a man who was dis¬ 

missed from his regiment, who was even worse a soldier in 

barracks than any one of 44 Soldiers Three.” There is a 

moving scene. Kite delivers himself of many Gallomsms, 
and goes out by the window through which he came with 

all bis old airiness, and the candle is lighted again. 

Vickery’s Nest is very empty. Then cornea the scene 

between the two young people of which we have written so 

enthusiastically—the elopement scene. Hitherto we have 
been under the impression—and this is where Mr. Gallon has 

the experienced playgoer by the ear—that, although Kite 

loves Nancy, Nancy loves Rodney. We argued that this 

must be so because, after all said aud done, Kite is a 

44 wrong ’un,” and this is not a problem play. Mr. 
Shaw has, however, done much for the English stage; 
we will proceed to show how much. Nancy—honest 

girl—confesses to Rodney that she has loved the 
fascinating Kite. Whereupon, in the nick of time, Kite 
re-enters through the window in what is called immacu¬ 

late evening dress. With a glad cry Nancy runs to him, 
and after a somewhat stormy scene between the two men, the 
storm being all on the side of Rodney, the now obvious 

Oxford man, although still bearded, is left alone with Nancy 

for a heart-to-heart talk. In a very pretty scene, a little 

perhaps too pretty, these two find each other. The Oxford 
manner again, supervenes. Kite is now as clear in mind as 

in shirt. Sfyfc must not love him. He must go. Once more 
he stands ui>0n the mat and rings the bell. Once more the 

I irascible Syfo Crispin, again in that dressing-gown, comes 
into the ^ooru. The others sleep through the noise. 

He seqt^ the imposter, but stretches out his han 
UI MTve missed you,” he says. 44 She has pissed 

you,” ’he adds, meaning well. “Stay with us. Kite 
takes 4he opportunity of telling them and us that be is n 

longs -r on tke great gay road, but in the Street of Adw. 
Mis w ritten words are worth at least three guineas ft 
sand. Hence the shirt and the general immaculatenes^ 

Hope ox^ hope ever. And at the very moment when X 7 

slips in£0 the willing arms of the regenerated 

Cris?jnblows out the candle at last—a man, theref > 

***& as well as heart. M 
V- GaUon is well served. Mr Ant8°“ ^heir’P*rt8. 

Le'Cia ftn<j Mr. Owen Nares do great justice to P 

Mr '0. B. CUrence, to "he ..ob.i-.iit 
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imuflcg gutter-creature. Miss Christie Laws, a very intel¬ 
ligent actress, played Nancy with considerable skill and 
charm. Miss Catherine Pole was Azalea to the life. Mr. 
Loois Goodrich gave a thoroughly workmanlike sketch of 
the Colonel, and lived down his name very successfully. Of 
Mr. Arthur Phillips, who has produced “The Great Gay 
Road "at the Court Theatre, it is rather difficult to speak. 
Ho is very earnest and painstaking, but he delivers his 
dialogue rather in the manner of the actor who has been 
taught to deliver Shakespeare's lines in a bad school. He 
Dales the most colloquial sentence sound theatrical. He 
had moments, however, which enable us to give him 
encouragement. Experience and hard work may make an 
actor of him. He obviously possesses imagination ; all he 
has to do is to unlearn the tricks of the amateur, which he 
has caught from some of our celebrated actor-managers. 
At present he is too precious. If he 6at in front and watched 
Mr. Gerald du Manner play his part he would, we think, 
appreciate precisely what we mean. We hope that Mr. Tom 
Gallon will derote more time to the stage in future. 

SOUTH WITH THE BIRDS 

By Frank Harris 

Mn hare hardly learned the A B C of the art of living; 

thej hare only just began to find out that change, or con¬ 

trast, is a law of it a$ of all the other arts. One spends 

eifbt or ten months working in grimy, foggy London and 

‘hen goes for a few weeks to the Swiss mountains or the 

1 1 to Khartoum or Biskra. And before the change 

hw begun to take effect, before the sun has had time to dry 

* or tune up the nerves, one is back again in London 

ttting anew, one’s neck to the yoke. When a horse is fagged 

wid stale with overwork we take his shoes off and turn him 

cnt to IF&ss and idleness for three or four months; if we 

prescribed with the same largeheartedness for ourselves we 

should live longer and do better work. Rest and change are 

sdoctors; change of air, change of scene, change of 
and custom refresh the spirit and renew one’s 

youth, 

Modern inventions have made change easy ; one can take 

»ticket and sleeping-car in London and awake next morning 

* 'vntz or Monte Carlo ; in twenty-four hours one may 

Madrid or Rome. To one who knows both the Latin 

it must always seem strange that the vast majority of 

jj™* travellers prefer Italy to Spain. Italy has lost 

^ ^er peculiar characteristics : one has to go into 

e penoinea or the wildR beyond Salerno before one can 

^ among the peasantry primitive beliefs or old pagan 

jj* veneer of French civilisation is smeared over 

•ji/ • ^>rown Bauce with which a bad cook disguises 
kyoilr of & dish. Cheap steamers turn the Grand 

I an evil*smeUiug ditch, and the modern quarters 

Pirn w* bad imitations of Hausmannised 
;,T - Spain is still Spain j in Valladolid or Burgos, 

:Te_ .or atoncia one can still live in the storied past: 

^P8 UP Hke granite rocks 
re and there through sparse herbage. And how 

^teu^v lt ^ ^ eyen a glimpse of a national spirit 

* 0ar own~~a Sancho Panza who at any moment 

°b ^ Quixote to the life ! How we have 

D°^e w*th 01lr contemptuous adjective 

comfort in travelling now—there is 
k: TS1 ?dL wonder. Fancy going East instead of 

^can take a sleeping-berthii^the Orient Express 

Digitized by Lioogie 

and be in Buda Peeth or Moscow while the sights of London 
are still vibrating in your eyes. Twenty years ago, or even 
less, it took a month of wearisome steaming to reach China 
or Japan ; now one leaves Charing-cross and ten days after¬ 
wards breakfasts in Pekin or Kioto, and the whole trip only 
costs some fifty pounds. And what tremendous, what 
varied experiences can be bought with that sum ! Fifty 
pounds will take one all across Europe and across Asia as 
well; round Lake Baikal in its ermine mantle; through 
Siberian mining-camps, where champagne at £5 a bottle is 
often drunk in buckets ; to mid-China, where men will sell 
their lives for a £5 note and commit suicide before your 
eyes. 

Just as your restaurant-keeper is your only true democrat, 
for he will give you as good a meal for a sovereign as 
a Duke can enjoy, so the railway-man is your only magician, 
for he will whisk you into another world or another age, 
or both. . . • 

This year I have only slipped down to Nice ; but what a 
change l We left London shrouded in a wintry mist of fog 
and grime; two hours were spent in crossing the Channel, 
the fog-syren hooting all the way : once it gave forth two 
hoots to show we had stopped, and out of the vapoury veils 
in front a booming reply shocked us with its appalling 
closeness; suddenly the bulwarks were crowded with pas¬ 
sengers—women, nurses, children—a blue blur took outline 
as the wraith of a ship and drifted across our bows; a 
ghostly apparition ! 11 A tramp,” was the sailor’s comment, 
and the deck emptied. But if- We shivered: it is not 
conscience, bat imagination, makes cowards of us all. 

Then in Calais we found our berths. I’m not ashamed to 
take a childish pleasure iu the mulberry-coloured uniforms 
of the employes of the Sleeping Car Company: again and 
again they have been to me more than poppy or mandragora 
or all the drowsy syrups of the chemist; again and again 
they have brought me change and oblivion—sleep after toil, 
safe port from stormy seas. . . . 

I woke next morning and got up after leaving Toulon 
drank coffee in brilliant sunshine at St. Raphael, and then 
caught glimpses from the window of the marvellous land 
and sea views as we swung through the Esterel to Cannes. 
I don’t like Cannes; the conventional British - element 
dominates the whole place: golf clubs and bridge driven 
are out of place in hot white sunshine ; but St. Juan pleases 
me where Napoleon landed from Elba, and alone and 
unfriended overthrew a monarchy and conquered twenty 
millions of people. Then comes Antibes with Vanban a 
old toy fort and the long tongue of land immortalised by 
Alexandre Dumas' dream of a permanent home and hospital 
for broken men of letters. Old women still tell how the 
great mulatto used to drive bareheaded in a carriage filled 
with dames de Paris, who startled even the life-loving 
Southerners with mad cancans. Dumas took his dream seri¬ 
ously, got together a million or so of francs, and built his new 
Hdtel des Invalides at the end of the Cape, almost surrounded 
by the sea; but on his return to Paris he forgot all about 
his great scheme, which fell to oblivion, and his home for 
old writers has since become the Hotel da Cap d’Antibes 
So our dreams take shape as realities, and are so different 
from our imaginings that we can hardly recognise them_ 
the mute divinity rough-hews our ends. . . 

44 Nice, Nice, Nice! ” The clanging ceases. After a bath 
and change, the Promenade des Anglais and the marvellous 
Baie des Anges; the blue sea laughing in the sunshine • the 
sky like a blue bubblo above, luminous towards the horizon 
resting lightly on the waters ; the clean, clear air; the moun¬ 
tains in the distance ; about us palms and umbrella pines— 
the livery of the South. . . . . 
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THE TROPICAL ROMANCE 

The tropical romance appears to be doomed; its sacred 
domain has been invaded, and its fiery hearth desecrated, 
by cold bands of Northern realists. No longer are the vivid 
colours, hot lights, and dancing blue seas its inalienable 
property, nor the dreamy Southern stars and phosphorescent 
wakes of South-bound whalers. No longer does it glide 
majestically by glorious palm-fringed islands bathed in 
opalescent light, pant over burning ageless deserts, insinuate 
itself through the tangled mysterious bazaars of the Orient, 
or have strange dealings with grave Arabs, smiling Kanakas, 
inscrutable Chinamen, wily Japanese. 

Gone, too, are its heroes, the strong men who look 
unmoved on death and horror, picturesque, hard-living 
cynics of the high seas and barbaric lands, lean as tigers, 
weather-beaten as figureheads, clad in weird garments, and 
smoking eternal cheroots. Life amid these entrancing scenes 
and people has grown less simple. Its plain-spoken monarchs 
have given way to smug heroes who are neat storehouses of 
psychological lore, displayed at leisure by patient analysts, 
in whose hands the pirate appears cockney and the primal 
typhoon explains itself like the long-winded introducer of a 
private bill. The very savage is grown a person of more 
mental complication than the enlightened European of a 
century back, and his careless hut is one of the stages 
whereon athletic realists exercise their dreary gifts. Under 
this reign there is no room for the adventurer, artless and 
incorrigible. He is driven from his kingdom, and has no 
land to call his own. He lurks no man knows where, 
lamenting the golden past. A few of his kind only, and 
those the degenerate ones, have not scorned to set foot in 
cities, where they bow and strut in Brummagem-made 
clockwork detective stories, and may possibly appear heroic 
to errand-boys. 

No doubt the development is largely a matter of geography. 
The touch of strangeness, the sense of exploration has 
vanished from those far-off, dangerous, inaccessible regions 
once loved by violent adventure. The remote corners of 
the earth draw nearer and nearer, until they are almost at 
our doorsteps, and we look out of our front windows on all 
the races of mankind. Local colour, however burning, is to 
be bought at a few shillings the page from any literary hack 
The vivid romantic Bettings have been tabulated and 
indexed, and there is no more exhilaration in coming upon 
one of them than in choosing an apple from a fruit-dish. As 
far as fiction is concerned, they are but as Brixton villas 
and Mayfair drawing-rooms, commonplaces of which every 
one knows all that he wishes to know. 

Certainly the violent romance of the tropics had its faults. 
It did not paint life as see son-ticket-holders see it. It was 
apt to display the raw red edge of things, and to provide mur¬ 
derous-minded authors with a great many opportunities to 
enlarge on the surgical aspect of sudden death. It did not 
increase one’s love for the suburban back garden, the 
measured plot in which the City clerk may pace on Sundays 
and holidays, and tell himself that his house is his castle. 
Its alarmingly swift justice did not cause one to admire the 
vacillating movements of political reform, nor did its some¬ 
what vulgar insistence on the maxim that the heroic atti¬ 
tude of life covers a multitude of sins appeal to aesthetic 
young people who had just discovered themselves to be in 
the intellectual vanguard of the times. The tropical 
romance was inclined, in short, to lay too much emphasis on 
the gladiatorial virtues, and to hint too much contempt for 
those polite shrinkings which, when accompanied by a 
knowledge of ancient literature and a knack for artistic 

dv, often pass as the most subtle philosophy. Never- 
. it belonged,iirnts dav, tht magic of the places 

Di$i tit mighty \ol<ji^j^H e o*d)i| ^jiade that magic live 

as no other literature has ever done. And they were men, 
those somewhat shop-soiled heroes with tarnished morals 
and unflinching courage. One is forced to lament their 
passing, even if one could improve upon their ethics, and 
the lament is not so much because there is fear of a lack of 
brave men to succeed them as because there may at least 
be honest doubt whether the morbid, introspective heroes of 
the analytical school, or the passion-fettered pawns of the 
sexual realists, are as wise ideals for the novel-ieading 
public. Perhaps the new heroes have the advantage of 
being easier to get rid of, if they are acknowledged to be 
obnoxious ; for the heroes of the tropical romance were not 
killed without a struggle. And it might possibly be urged 
that their savagery and imperviousness to ideas were as firm 
barriers to progress as the worst decadence and the most 
vicious misuse of passion. 

Our acceptance or denial of that view depends on the 
value which we attach to romance. It depends on whether 
we believe that heaven were better won in fighting inch by 
inch up the slopes of Olympus, or by the noiseloss, strifeless 
working of a machine. It depends on whether one is a 
philanthropist in the sense of desiring to spare men pain 
and discomfort, or in the sense of longing to create for them 
such enthusiasm as will overcome all pain and all discomfort. 
It depends, in fine, on whether the best way is the line of 
least resistance or the rocky path of great endeavour, 
whether we are to be saved by the science or by the poetry 
of life. And that, after all, is the typical question of the 
age. 

R. T. C. 

SOME OLD THEATRES OF PARIS 

THE COMEDIE FRAN£AISE: FROM ITS ORIGUi 

TO THE REVOLUTION 

I. 

The history of the Comedie Franp&ise is so closely related v 

to that of France that to retrace it, even briefly, many of v 
the most important intellectual and even political events •>>. 
which have occurred from the sixteenth century onwards 

must be mentioned. A glance at its history will reveal 

many interesting and amusing details concerning the morals „ 
and the laws of the French, and more especially the Parisian ^ 
population, during the last three centuries. 

The embryo of what was to be the first stage of France 
was originally due to the Church—the Church which, in 

later days, waged so bitter and relentless a war against the . 
Comedie, and all comedians in general. In 1398 a company 
of monks were charged to represent the tragedy of the . 
Passion. These Brothers of the Passion, as they were then * 
called, formed the first regular dramatic troupe in Franee, , 
and for nearly two centuries they edified and sometimes 

diverted the people of Paris by their representations of. 

“ Moralities ” and “ Mysteries.” In 1548 they resolved to ^ 

obtain the privilege of being permitted to establish ft 

regular theatre. This they did in due course by acquiring ■ 
the site of the ancient Hdtel de Bourgogne, situated in the. 
Rue M&uconseil. They built there the playhouse which in. 
later days was to occupy so prominent a place in the annals ^ 

of French art, and which, in fact, formed the nucleus of the 
future Comedie Franpaise. * 

The Brothers of the Passion, however, did not remain foi ^ 
long tenants of the new* theatre. In 1573 they decided to 
let it to a company of regular comedians, and from that date 

the Hdtel de Bourgogne acquired an ever-increasing reputa ^ 

tion, which continued for more than a century. * 
It presents, from historical point of view, the specei' 

interest Ik on tyhg stage on which were presented 
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tto principal plays which contributed most large I j to fix the 
liatfe of French dramatic art; also at the Hdtel de 
Bourgogne were inaugurated many of the literary innova¬ 
tion* which were to have such a widespread influence, both 
in France and in other countries. There were played the 
werka of Jodelle, to whom is due the first Frenoh tragedy— 
an imitation of the Greek tragedy. Though possessing extra¬ 
ordinary gifts, Etienne Jodelle (1532-1573), the favourite of 
Margnerite, sister of King Henri II., and the recognised 
ofirial poet of the Court of France, wasted his life and 
talent in idle dissipation. He was, nevertheless, a poet of 
considerable value, though his style is often declamatory 
and too fnll of puns. In 1552 the H6tel de Bourgogne 
staged his “ Cleopatra,” in Which Jodelle has condensed, so 
to speak, the form which henceforth remained classical— 
vn., the division of plays into Acts, the monolognes and 
dialogues treated by antithesis, the chorus and the versifica¬ 
tion in twelve syllables, Jodelle thus is known as being an 
important link between the ancient conception of drama and 
that which gradually evolved out of Art’s ever-progressing 
thought. 

The Hdtel de Bourgogne welcomed also at that period the 
*orb of Robert Garnier (1534-1590), that magistrate who 
took so active a part in the civil wars which then raged in 
France, and whose life was one long adventure. The play¬ 
house of the Rue Mauconseil presented several of his works, 
of which “ Les Juives ” is undeniably the finest. In it are 
united a number of qualities rarely found in poems of that 
period: sincere religious feeling, a situation of real pathos, 
»d a true inspiration in the lyrical passages. Indeed, i 

I*i Juives ” seems almost to he a rough sketch of Racine’s 
“ Esther ” and “Atbalie,” and one recognises in Garnier a ! 
pwiOTor of the great lyrical poets of France. , 

The H&tel de Bourgogne’s chief claim to fame is that it J 
the theatre in which most of Corneille’s immortal I 

php were given. “M$d6e,” 11 Le Menteur,” 44 Cinna,” 
*d 1 Le Cid ” were welcomed with enthusiasm by the 
public, provoking at the same time the envy and wrath of I 
Richelieu. The great Cardinal was so acutely jealous of 
the soccess achieved by 44 Le Cid ” that he tried to have 

Comeille s masterpiece condemned by the Academic Fran- 
^ The poet, in no way daunted, only revenged himself 
hj producing several new chefs d'aeuvre, so that at last 

Richelieu, eonqiMnd by the beauties contained in 44 Horace,” 
C'cnV’ “ Polyeucte,” Ac., recognised the futility and 

shsurditj of competing so unequally with one nnquestion- 
l&b hi* superior in literary matters, and even made a com- I 
pkfc nmende honorable by conferring on Corneille a pension, 
^ by hiring him admitted into the Acad^mie Fran^aise I 
»l«47. 

C the R6tel de Bourgogne were played many of the 
^risof Racine, that great painter of the different degrees 

:mn Iwe* who so subtly analysed the most intricate 
of the passion-fraught soul. 44 B**r6nice,” 44 Andro- 
“PhMre,” “ Britannicus,” all appeared there, and I 
thpandienees by the harmony and purity of their j 

^fation and of their language. J 
jj* although it was on this stage that the great tragedies 

. wer® enacted it is interesting to note that also | 

i ^ t*ie inimitable comic actor Raymond Poissen 
•Jb90) obtained his triumphs. He is generally eon- • —mo iriiuuipuo. 1J.C IO gOJ1CI w»»- 

wrongly, as being the creator of the rile of 
the classical type of the ralet de comJdie. It is, 
>odigpntable that to him is due the traditional 

twtutne which Crispins have ever since donned, and 
of personage, extremely popular in the French 

personified during more than a century by three 
«» mm family 7 

in spite of the innumerable triumphs 
* the H6hel da Bourgogne, a schism occurred in 

1600 among the actors composing its troupe. Some went 
so far as to separate themselves completely from that theatre, 

' and founded in the Rue de la Potgrie, at the Hotel d’Argent, 
a new playhouse, which assumed the name of 44 Th£Atre du 
Marais.” This new theatre was directed by a certain 

i Mondory, and soon acquired as great a renown as its pro¬ 
genitor. Corneille even abandoned momentarily the scene 
of his preceding triumphs, and produced his 44 Pulchfrie ” at 
the Th^Atre du Marais, which, however, did not score the 
success he had anticipated. 

Thus Paris had at that period two troupes of comedians, 
equally appreciated by the public. But soon Molidre, 

| returning with his band of actors from his tour in the 
southern provinces, obtained the protection of Louis XTV., 
and settled in the Palace of the Petit Bourbon, and later on 
in the Palais-Royal. It is a sufficient proof that the pnblic 
continued to develop an ever-increasing taste for literature 
and the drama that this third theatre soon became as 
popular as the other two. 

Moli&re'a really remarkable company occupied for many 
years the first rank in the French theatrical world, pre¬ 
senting his principal plays, as well as a number of other 
works by different authors. But, at Moli&re’s tragical and 
sudden death, which occurred in 1673, at the end of the 
fonrth performance of 44 Le Malade Imaginaire,” his actors 
resolved to join the comedians of the Hdtel du Marais; 
the new troupe thus formed rented a playhouse built two 
years before in the Rue Gudnegaud for the Opdra, the 
directors of which at that period were Perrin and Cambert. 
The city thus once more possessed two regular companies of 
French comedians, those of the Hdtel de Bourgogne and 
those of the Rue Gudndgaud. This state of things con¬ 
tinued until 1680, when Louis XIV. decreed that both 
theatres should unite and henceforth form only one hand of 
actors. And it was in this manner that the regular Com^die 
Fran^aise of glorious renown was founded. 

OUR FOREIGN COMMERCIAL 

DIPLOMACY 

Digitized by Google 

Is addition to the policy of the clean slate the Government 
has a good many new leaves to turn over in 1912. It is 
exceedingly doubtful if it will get beyond page 1, which, 
needless to say, will be full of excellent resolutions in very 
small print. One of the most important, and one that should 
occupy a prominent place in leaded type, is a drastic altera¬ 
tion in the diplomatic mode of handling the commercial 
interests of this country in foreign lands. 

This must emanate naturally from the Foreign Office, and 
to get that dignified department to move will require the 
combined efforts of the Cabinet, Parliament, and public 
opinion. 

Already the!*© has been a fluttering in the dovecotes as to 
the autocratic action of the Foreign Office in the realms of 
the higher diplomacy, notably in connection with the recent 
crisis and the Declaration of London. We are oontent to 
leave that aspect of the question for the moment, although 
the two planes of action are absolutely linked together. 

It is to the mundane matters of business, the bread- 
and-butter affairs of the nation, we would draw atten¬ 
tion. In commercial circles it is a recognised fact that irJ 
any sound foreign enterprise or ordinary business trans^S* 
tion between British capitalists or manufacturers andee"** °* 
foreign Governments no help must be looked foraec* 
Downing Street. It is equally accepted by British r»a*» cora- 
in such countries that in the event of trouble forwards, 
murder and sudden death, the Embassy is the britches all 
go to for assistance. Now why shonh] are fearfully 
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Here are we, the greatest trading nation in the world, 
trade being the breath of onr nostrils ; we support a 
highly paid department with extensive ramifications in 
foreign countries, and yet this elaborate machinery is 
allowed to rust, and when set in motion at all is more than 
often directed in opposition to our own interests. We con¬ 
stantly hear of complaints from his Britannic Majesty's 
Consuls that British traders will not adapt themselves to 
the conditions of the country, that they are too rigid in their 
stipulations, will not quote in foreign currency, and will not 
give credit. The whole blame is put upon the British 
manufacturer, who is taunted with the fact that pushing 
Germans are always to the fore giving the foreign buyer 
everything he wants, in the way he wants it, and at the lowest 
possible price. 

But it never seems to occur to the sapient gentlemen 
representing this country’9 interests abroad that in making 
such admissions they are condemning themselves out of 
their own mouths. 

What inducement has the British trader to risk his money 
and occupy his time in such ventures with the knowledge 
that there is a very great risk, when he knows perfectly well 
that in the case of a breach of faith or a defaulting Govern¬ 
ment his own representative will decline to take any steps 
to bring the offender to book ? It is useless to contrast the 
amiable apathy of the British Minister with the forceful 
representative of another Power, who is only too glad to put 
his foot down and to keep it down until the claim is allowed. 
It is worse th?n useless to point to the organised combina¬ 
tion on the Continent of the business man, his bank, and his 
Government, which together overcome all obstacles. The 
superior British Minister smiles in a deprecating sort of 
way and says, “ We really cannot interfere; not our pro¬ 
vince. Try the local law-courts/1 Yet we call ourselves 
a practical people and allow this state of affairs to continue. 

To arrive at some explanation of this extraordinary 
attitude we must go back half a century, when this country 
practically controlled the finance and trade of Europe. 
There was no need then to push our wares. Orders came 
voluntarily ; cash was demanded and paid forthwith. Other 
countries did not compete to any extent, and did not intrigue 
to capture concessions, and there was little need for diplo¬ 
matic intervention ; if required it was generally forthcoming. 
There was less hesitancy in those days in dropping an 
ambassadorial hint that in the event of a non-settlement it 
would be found necessary for the British Fleet to carry out 
manoeuvres in the immediate vicinity of the troublous 
district. The appearance of a Panther would not have 
meant a universal call to arms. Usually the hint of the 
Fleet was enough. But as a rule commercial disputes pure 
and simple were infrequent, and when they did arise were 
voted low and a bore. This is the state of mind prevailing 
at the Foreign Office and their Embassies abroad to-day. 

The pet preserves of the non-commercial classes, the 
necessity of moving with the times has not occurred to 
them. Still largely recruited from the ranks of those who 
have always been in diplomacy, it is perhaps too much to 
expect that in these days of furious international competition 
they should realise that to be of use they must be practical. 

We have got far beyond the stage of the diplomatic 
manner and the patient smile. Excellent fellows, well-bred 
sportsmen most of them, and well calculated to uphold the 
nation’s honour, but quite incompetent, and with no desire to 
tielp the business man in his struggles with an unscrupulous 
roiuign Government. There are of course brilliant excep- 
the g* but they are not allowed to exercise their natural 
those \s abilities in defence of their countrymen. The cable 
Itnowledfeght Downing Street too close to the capitals of the 
rb^pSOdy, bBunty pulls the strings very tightly when any 

theless, to iti independent ‘ m is shown. But not only 

where life^ttfeed by (jOOQIC 

do we find apathy and indifference, but actual hostility 
shown by this bureaucratic department when it is imagined 
that, as the result of a new enterprise, the smooth waters of 
diplomacy may be disturbed. Cases have been brought to 
notice where the Foreign Office have intervened in certain 
negotiations, have insisted upon the business being carried 
out on certain lines under a threat of “ unpleasantness/1 
and finally, after promising support if their conditions were 
complied with, have calmly ignored their obligations and 
refused to help when the occasion arose. Action of this kind 
it is that makes the business man despair, and recalls the 
days of the Circumlocution Office at its worBt. 

A wonderful improvement has taken place in recent years 
in that overworked department the Board of Trade. There 
we now find a genuine desire to be of service; a city office 
with all information available to the public coupled with 
courtesy and attention. Is it too much to hope that a 
strenuous effort will be made to effect a similar transforma¬ 
tion at the Foreign Offioe P At present the spirit and tradition 
of the place are all wrong. It is opposition pure and simple. 
What is wanted is co-operation and assistance. The British 
trader in trouble is treated as a disturber of the peace who 
can be qnietly shelved with a few pl&titndes. He is made 
to feel that he ought—as it were—to be in the dock, and 
really thankful if he gets off with a caution not to do it 
again. 

The effect of thiB attitude abroad is intensely disquiet¬ 
ing as regards trade prospects. Foreign Governments have 
oome to know that they may flout British demands with 
impunity. The English community abroad realise the 
state of affairs. Often they leave in disgust. Trade 
invariably languishes. The usual excuses are forthcom¬ 
ing—want of enterprise and elasticity, el hoc genu* omne. 

The root of the evil is want of security—the feeling that 
the English flag is an empty symbol which discourages 
British enterprise. Of what use is a Commercial Depart¬ 
ment in the Foreign Office if the commercial spirit is con¬ 
spicuous by its absence ? Who benefits by the few and 
scattered commercial attaches abroad when it is known 
that, imbued with the apathy of the Embassy, their 
recommendations, even in the few cases in which they are 
favourable, carry no weight and remain unheeded at head¬ 
quarters P 

Even if they could be induced to depart from the tradi¬ 
tions of their office, the present Secretary and Under¬ 
secretary of State are too much engrossed with the higher 
affairs of State to give serious attention to mere commercial 

questions—forgetful of the fact that it is almost always the 
trader and the neglect of his grievances which ultimately 

bring about international complications. Everything points 
to the necessity of creating a special post in which a 
strong business man can take up a firm stand—with 
the full force of public opinion behind him—and re¬ 
organise the spirit of the department; respect of foreign 
Governments for British interests can by this alone be 
assured. British interests should not be construed to 
mean contention as to some strip of barren territory involv¬ 
ing immediate recourse to arms, but the real interests 
of the country in pursuit of new and legitimate markets 

at present barred to capitalists and manufacturers by 
the inadequate support afforded by the British Govern¬ 
ment ; and if the voice of such a Minister does not, after 
years of indifference, make itself heard, then we must be 
prepared to take a leaf out of our neighbour’s book, and t 
the rattle of the anchor-chain sound in the hawsepip* 0 
the alien shore. 

Our neighbours send their ablest diplomatists to countries 
which require a strong hand, and adequately support them. 
We continue th$ old system of inertia and promotion regard 
less of merit, r81ipir,g the inevitable reward. Happily** e 
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Consemtive party is now led by a business man, an asset 

wiicb is already beginning to be appreciated in the country. 

The ooDstitnencies must judge how long we are to wait 

to/ore we see business methods introduced into our most 

important department of State. 

H IN BAGHDAD—III. 

* I TffE new Turkish Constitution has at any rate brought one 

l of the Appendages of modern progress with it to the Baghdad 

j theatres. Coder the old regime, which was by way of being I strictly Mohammedan, these luxuries of civilisation were 

frowned upon as altogether an abomination of the infidel. 

With the watchword, however, changed to “Liberty, 

Equality, and Fraternity,” the people must be permitted to 

spend their evenings as they please. So from Aleppo, and 

Beirut came ladies of the corps de ballet—Jewesses for the 

most part—and Bagbdadgoes nightly to see them perform. 

Behold ns then—my friends A. Effendi, M. Effendi, i 

and mjself—ready to set out on the path of pleasure. The | 

Effendis have dined with me, we have finished our coffee 

and cigarettes, and it remains but to don fez and overcoat 

for the expedition to be ready. I wear a fez sometimes at j 

i night, not with any idea of passing as a Turk or Baghdadi I 

if spoken to (also my Arabic is very far short of that ideal), j 

but merely to avoid the curious glances of the crowd. 

Nothing spoils enjoyment so much as being the centre of 1 

ittefltion, as seeing a neighbour nudge bis neighbour and 

the two look covertly, until perhaps half-a-dozen pairs of 

exes are tnrned upon one. However innocent and harmless < 

the cariosity may be, it gives an uncomfortable feeling of | 

self-consciousness. A stray European now and then wanders I 

into a Baghdad Theatre, but is sufficiently a rara avis to I 

share with the stage some of the attention of the audience. I 

Nor can this be avoided except by the expedient of a fez. I 

A cap immediately “gives one away” and a bare head 

equally so, for the fez, like the turban, is never taken off I 

indoors. On the other hand, in a fez and a dark suit—the 

dross of the greater part of upper-class Baghdad, whether I , 

Christian or Mohammedan, Jew or Gentile —one passes i 

without comment. I j 

A. Effendi is a youth of about twenty, but uncommonly i 

old for his years. He belongs to a well-known wealthy and 

respectable merchant family in Baghdad. His uncle, besides I ] 

bis principal occopation, indulges in journalism, and is editor 7 

one of the fourteen newspapers in Baghdad, El-frak (not I f 

ne name the paper bears in print, but no matter). I gather y 

that El-Irak, with thirteen competitors among such a small c 

pablic. is not a stupendous success from the sordid financial I c 

pwnt of riew, and is carried on for the pleasure it gives its I 

^tors Art for art’s sake. It was this which first attracted t 

ae 10 A Effendi. For I too, though belonging to a pro- I g 

^ion whose emblem is the sword rather than the pen, 0 

ire editor en amateur of a journal now defunct, which, v 

ar from being a Pecuniary success, necessitated sundry dis- I 0 
ea Drsements from the editorial pocket. We foregathered ^ 

11 tbe river passage from Busra, and renewed our acquaint- g( 
lace *Q Baghdad. 

^ Effendi, a somewhat older man, holds a position tl 
D er the Turkish Government on the Board of Education n 

UaJ’ COrresi>ouc^8 *° ,D Baghdad). He has a good a: 
*n and affects a somewhat uncommon brand, ii 

!iC ^e,waa kind enough to present me with a hundred. tl 
! k french fluently as well as Turkish, as do the tl 

My °f educated Baghdadis : so when my Arabic fails p 
°°t with the first language. U 

ritl? started, preceded by our servants carrying | O' 
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1 lanterns, the first point to decide is which theatre, for we 
have a choice of four in Baghdad. 

The Jisr coffee-shop, which I frequent during the day, is 
at night metamorphosed into a cafe chantant, at which 
Thera, the “ beautiful Egyptian,” sings and dances. In 
the lower floor of the same building a rival beauty trips 
and warbles, while in the Midan bazaar are two more places 
of amusement. 

M. Effendi prefers to see the “beautiful Egyptian.” I 
suspect that he has a penchant for the fair Thera. I, on the 
other hand, have already Been her perform, and decide for 
the theatre in the Midan, where the number of the artists 
is not limited to one, however fascinating, and where, 
In consequence, the programme has more diversity. 
A. Effendi, who has, I more than suspect, an attraction in 
ihat direction, seconds me; the matter is settled by votes, 
ind we quicken our Bteps, for the Midau is far distant. 
Turning out of the needle’s-eye, our way lies through the 
incovered bazaars. The shops are shuttered, the streets 
eserted save for a few chance wayfarers. Overhead the 
bars twinkle stilly in the black sky; now and then we catch 
gleam of water in the flickering light of a lamp on the 

Ivor’s edge, at the end of an alley-way. The streets are 
mpty of life until to-morrow’s sun shall again set them 
jtir. To the quick, jostling, noisy come-and-go, under the 
lazing lights of a Western city at night, Baghdad offers 
Lrk, empty, silent bazaars. But it is not until we reach 
ie great covered marts that we find the true Avernus. 
ere the arched roofs shut off the stars, and the gloom is 
that of Tophet. Our steps sound muffled in the empti¬ 

es; unconsciously we talk in whispers. Dark tunnels 
en on either hand ; we might be in caverns or vaults far 
ider the earth. Save for the watchmen and the city dogs, 
) seem the only moving living things. The former— 
inched half-asleep, swathed in their long cloaks—raise 
cry of “Ya! Allah” on our passing, as a warning to 
iir brethren, and these in turn take up the mournful wail, 
lich echoes and re-echoes far in front of us down the long 
les. The latter raise their voices in dismal barks and 
tvls, which their enemies of the next section reply to—in 
i manner of Stamboul each party having its own terri- 
y—until the roofs ring again. 
Then suddenly a large open door flings a band of light 

across our path and the sound of music, and the murmur of 
voices. We have arrived at the Theatre Royal, Baghdad. 

The price of entrance—the same to any part of the 
house—is not excessive—about fourpence; coffee and 
narghyles extra. The hall is a tolerably large one, with 
a gallery all round. At the further end is the stage, at 
which we get a confused glimpse as we make our way to 
our places in the gallery above. Once there, our overcoats 
off, cigarettes lighted, we have opportunity to look round. 

The shortest way to describe the entertainment would be 
to say it was an Indian “ Nautch.” Those who have not 

seen an Indian nautch will at once conjure up some picture 
of Oriental fascination, bewitching the senses, deliciously 
wicked. Those who have will agree with me that it is one 
of the most boring entertainments possible for a European 
to watch. Sad am I to strike down another illusion, but 
so it is. 

Nothing could be further from our ideas of ballet-dancing 
than these of the East. In the West it is all energetic 
movement, quick gesticulation of arms and legs, short skirts 
and high kicking; in the East it is ail slow shuffling, 
imperceptible turnings of the hands and head, twitches of 
the body never out of the perpendicular, limbs swathed to 
the toes. The nautch girl shuffles this way and that, com¬ 
pletes slow circles, thrusts her chin backwards and forwards, 
waves her hands stiffly from the wrists, and twitches all 
over like a sleeping seal. After five minutes you are fearfully 
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bored, but you do your best to conceal it from your Eastern 

friends, who watch it calmly, gravely, keenly interested, and 

will continue to do so until far into the morning. For the 

nautch is no duller, no more moral, not a whit less sugges¬ 

tive to Eastern eyes than the pas de seal of the most daring 

danseuse in Europe is to Western onlookers. But it is 

different, that is all, and the nautch remains a perfect 

epitome—in its way—of the gulf between East and West. 
The singing is on the same plane, so far removed from the 

Western that one hardly draws a comparison. What can 
* one say of an Eastern prima donna who possesses not a 

single treble note in her voice, but who yet is said by 
educated Easterns to sing beautifully ? Again one can only 

shrug shoulders, and say the East is different. It is a poor 

definition, criticism, what yon will; but it is the best 

possible. 
The performance at the Theatre Royal, Baghdad, was a 

nautch with the difference that the artistes were Jewesses, 

and not Mohammedans (to which latter innovation—in 
public—Baghdad opinion is not yet educated), and that for 

the most part they wore morning gowns of European cut 
(instead of the swathers of the nantch girl), which made 
them look somewhat ridicnlous. This being so I soon 
turned my attention to the crowd. 

T. C. F. 

SOME INDIAN REVIEWS 

The Durbar Number of The Hindustan Review gives the full 

text of Sir Krishna Gupta’s paper read at the Crystal Palace 

in August for the Festival of Empire. It is a sketch of 
Indian History and British Indian Administration which 

required only a fair knowledge of the principal reference- 
books. He attributes the absence of the historical instinct 

among Hindus to the essential spirituality of the Hindu 
mind, which regarded the worldly achievements of indi¬ 

viduals or luces as being altogether of minor importance ; 
in the dearth of history the national epics are considered to 

afford evidence of the ancient civilisation which prevailed 

when modern Europe was still steeped in ignorance and 
barbarism. Towards the end Sir Krishna shows his leaning 

to the National Indian Congress, which aims at getting 
India placed on a level with the self-governing Colonies, and 

states that Britain holds India in trust, in order to fit her 
for self-government. He knew probably the ignorance of 

his audience. The idea of India being fit for self-government 
within any appreciable time is inconceivable. Most of the 

articles entail solid reading. In “The Evolution of the 
Philosophic Basis of Kingship ” the writer stands up for 
Monarchy, as it must be regarded as the symbol of permanency 

of the State. The Function of Architecture as an Art; Indi¬ 

vidual Motives iu Human History; Eugenics, Positive and 

Negative, all do justice to their subjects, but are somewhat 

ponderous. The “ Ethics of Islam,” by a Mahommedan 
bArrister, is an appeal to Hindus to abandon certain miscon¬ 

ceptions which they hold, bat it will take more than this 
paper to remove the charge made against Islam of being 
intolerant. The Editor is contented to quote in extenso 
from the Times a critical appreciation of “India and the 
Durbar,” adding the remark that it is impossible that a 

book composed of articles from the pen of Anglo-Indians 
may be found acceptable by Indians in every particular. 
The literary matter, comprising a Coronation Ode and 
Patriotio Songs, Biographical Notices of the King and 
Queen, accounts of Calcutta and Delhi, the Durbar pro¬ 
gramme and Camp; and the Topics of the Day, the open 
Forum and the Kayastha world, make up a very full number 

of over 180 pages, excellent value for one rupee. 
In its issues from the 22nd November to the Durbar 

number of 12th December the Wednesday Review of 
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Trichinopoly, Madras, maintains its independent and 
straightforward attitude in criticising public affairs and 

official doings. Prison Reform, Decentralisation, British 

Citizenship, the Social Side of Religion iu India, Technical 

Education, the Production and Imports of Sugar, the Madras 

University Convocation Address, all come in for some 

sensible remarks. British rule is preferred to the administra¬ 

tion of even enlightened ruling chiefs, and it is added:— 

“We may well say, with all its faults, we love the bureau¬ 

cratic system still, only we should plead for a better under¬ 

standing of the people by the rulers.” Bat reciprocity is 

required. There is no more thorny question than that of the 

meaning of British citizenship and the rights and duties 

attaching thereto. The claimants for recognition want to 

be treated logically, bnt Indian Governments act on expe¬ 

diency rather than on logic. The Editor continues his 

opposition to the Hindu University scheme, which in bis 

opinion would not benefit Madrasis. The article on Jonathan 

Duncan (sixteen years Governor of Bombay before 1811), 
“ A Brahminised Scotsman,” is an excellent historical study 

of bygone times. Mr. Gokhale's Bill for compulsory 

primary education has already elicited many criticisms, and 

with some of these the Editor deals, without showing his 

own hand. The Durbar number has a paper on “The 

Progress of Social Reform in India under British Rule,” by 

Sir Narayan G. Chandravarkar, Kt., C.I.E., which shows 

how it is regarded by the best Indian thought, and is really 

worthy of perusal. The same may be said of the article on 

“ The Pax Britannica,” by an Indian Professor. “ Judicial 

Administration in British India ” is a tribute to the Courts 

of Law and the justice obtainable there; to which a foil is 
offered by the article on “ Mann’s Laws and the Administra¬ 

tion of Justice in Ancient India.” 

The Journal of the Anthropological Society of Bombay for 

1910 appears late in the day at the end of 19li. The paper 

on the ten incarnations of Vishnu, concluding with those of 

Buddha and Kalki (the horse), is full of erudition; it puts 
forward the theory that the incarnations are nothing 

else than the superior and inferior manifestations of the 

higher elements, “ water and fire.” The author suggests 

that the legendary stories about the incarnations were built 

up at random and at different times; and that the heroes of 

the Ramayana and Mahabharata did exist as human beings, 
only they were named after the elemental gods and goddesses. 

Whether these views are correct or not will be for scholar- 

to decide. The article on “ The Rat Problem and the 

Ancients ” contains a quantity of archaic lore, and it is inte¬ 
resting to read of the formation of an association called 

“The Incorporated Society for the Destruction of \ermin 
in India, where animal life is generally held sacred. The 
word mouse, which is similar in almost all Aryan language, 
is said to be derived from an ancient root “ mush,” to steel. 

One author, quoted, wrote that the killing of a mouse is an 
action as meritorious as killing four lions. Anthropologists 

appear to have their lighter moments and amusing 

anecdotes. 

GEORGE BORROW* 

There’s the wind on the heath, brother; if I could only 

feel that, I would gladly live for ever. 

I have good reason to remember the day of my introduction 
t> Don Jorge—it marked an epoch in my literary experience. 

An obscure text-book had assured me that a certain George 

Borrow had written one of the “ most intensely interesting 

# Letters qf George Borrow to the Bihle Society. (Rodder and 
Stoughton. 7b. 6d. net.) from 
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boob in the English language ”—a book bearing the title 
“The Bible in Spain.” It certainly did not strike me as 
being a title of extraordinary promise, but I was emerging 
from mj third lustrum, a juncture when we are keen in our 
quest of the interesting and are ready to run risks. So 
taking the text-book at its word, I scraped together my 
spare pence and sunk them in a copy. Such was the 
manner of my initiation into the Noble Order of Book- 
bujers. For I continued to scrape together my spare pence 
until“Zincali," “Lavengro,” “The Romany Rye,” “Wild 
Wales/’aye, and the “Romano Lavo Lil,” were ranged in 
their rightful places on the shelf with “ The Bible in Spain.” 
That book took possession of my mind as few books have 
done since. It opened a new chapter in my life. In truth 
I hare beeu, these fifteen years past, an incorrigible vaga¬ 
bond, adventuring with the ever-available word-master 
throngh the length and breadth of gipsydom, from the fens 
of East Anglia to the shores of the Black Sea, and from the 
banks of the Neva to the Mores, spending, incidentally, five 
happy years with him colporteuring in the Peninsula, 
Carlists, and Cristenos, and Alguazils, and the whole 
crew of cut-throat conspirators notwithstanding. And now s 
rumes this volume of letters - the identical letters upon 
which was founded that same “ Bible in Spain”—rendering 
rain, in the happiest sense of the word, Dr. Knapp’s regret 

that “these important letters ... do not appear to 

hire been preserved.” Thera are moments when it is good 
to be dive; such a moment as this, for instance, with the 
wind stirring again on the heath as of yore, aud the Spirit 
of Mystery brooding in the upper air. 

Cutting the leaves of the book (there are usurpers of the 
title of “ Bookman ” who would waive that prerogative—to 

»ach a pass are we come in this utilitarian age), I fall into 
the mood of Elia in “ Grace before Meat,” and acknowledge 
•lie force of the reflections contained in the opening passage 
of that essay. Aud surely a grace is doubly due on sitting 
down to cut the leaves of a book the contents of which, 
besides being of infinite worth, had been deemed to be irre- 
trievably lost. 

The volume has been edited for the Bible Society by its 

hiterwy Superintendent, Mr. T. H. Darlow, who, in con¬ 

junction with the late Mr. Gordon Watt, explored the crypt 

of Bible House to such excellent purpose. As an explorer 

& Darlow is in the direct line from Columbus ; as an editor 

h* ifi efficient and (what the mere explorer would find it hard 

to to) unobtrusive. Within the compass of nearly five 

hundred pages we are given 108 letters (including four 

tracts from journals) aud four lengthy reports, all from 

Borrow s own pen, supplemented here and there by letters 

i&d other documents from his associates. A facsimile of one 

letters serves fora frontispiece. It should be stated 

•hat al] the paper8 addressed by Borrow to the Society 

during the term of his ageucy are here printed without 

iteration or abatement. All, that is, which reached London ; 

f-Jonr correspondent was abroad in troublous times, aud 

oocuionally his letters were intercepted and “ suppressed, 

** w«re three which, he tells us, were “ destroyed by a 

for the sake of the postage.” 

then, we have the indubitable George Borrow 

bnm the first page to the last we are never out of hie [ 

*ap«nj. and for practically the whole of the time we are 

1 with him. Some idea of the nature of the treat may 

I * gathered from the fact that two-thirds of the contents of 

I *to book are published now for the first time. Nor is that 

iLfor a comparison of such of the letters (*.e., the 
third) as were utilised by Borrow in “ The Bi e m 

W” with the adapted versions, enables us to tnOce mftoj 

at his working mind—through the interstices, as it 

I ^ Nowhere is his humour and wonderful * en5e 0 

drama more manifest than in these letters. Any suspicion 
that in the person of their indefatigable agent they had to 
do with one of the greatest humorists of his century, 
seems never to have entered the heads of the good people of 
Earl Street. Perhaps, it was well, for there are not a few 
“classics ” which many of us (and our company grows daily) 
would willingly exchange for the letters of that agent. 
They are like no other letters that ever were penned— 
certainly like no others—by an official in his official capacity. 
In the “Satyrane” letters of Coleridge, written from 
Germany in 1798, there are passages (notably those, in the 
first letter, descriptive of the scene on board the Hambnrg 
packet, and the encounter between the poet and the drunken 
Dane) in which the metaphysician seem9 to have caught for 
the nonce somewhat of the dramatic intensity and the verve 
which were to be the distinguishing characteristics of the 
later writer. “ Satyrane ” disposed of, my memory has done 
its worst. 

The other day I made an astonishing discovery. There 
are people living who (if I have not stumbled on a 
mare’s-nest) hold that Borrow was, in plain English, a liar. 
Doubtless the slander had its genesis in the brain of some 
onromantie, dull-witted member of that very proper 
Victorian public that had the first sight of Sorrow's 
books—a public that must have included many minds 
utterly unable to account for productions so uncommonly 
vital and true on any hypothesis other than that they were 
not true ! George Borrow was the most truthful man of his 
generation. He was a Romantic, and Romantics are of all 
people the most addicted to troth—while it is notorious 
that Truth herself is exceedingly (even provokingly) careful 
of the company she keeps. The letters now published 
afford ample proof to those who need it that the Lavengro 
was essentially a man of truth. 

At the beginning I alluded to the fact that at fifteen we 
are keen in our quest of the interesting. It goes without 
saying that at fifteen our minds are susceptible to the 
interesting to a degree which seldom characterises our later 
years. It would be safe to assert, I fancy, that the reader 
who has not known Scott at fifteen has for ever missed his 
chance of knowing the real Scott. Let it be confessed that, 
for most of us, the Wizard’s spell has lost much of its potency 
by the time when we are to be found presenting “ Ivanhoe ” 
or “ The Talisman ” to our own little son on his birthday. 
Or, rather, the spell may be potent still, but it operates in 
a different way. I tried recently to read again “ Robinson 
Crusoe,” and got with difficulty through the first part of 
that immortal romance—immortal, I dare to think, because 
the Boy-of-Fifteen-or-Under is immortal. I tremble to 

think of what the Lavengro himself would have had to 
say to that. My folly is palpable; I shall be soundly rated for 
it by some of my literary friends ; my physical approaches 
will throw others into a state of nervous apprehension—or 
the more courageous among them may act as Lamb acted 
when the Comptroller of Stamps asked Wordsworth whether 

Milton was a genius. 

“ The Bible in Spain,” “ Lavengro,” and the rest (“ the 
rest ” henceforward to include the volume now under 
review) fascinate alike the boy of fifteen and the man of 
fifty, and their fascination is something rich and altogether 
rare. The Lavengro was one of the rarest characters ever 
born into this world, and his books are, in a very peculiar 
sense, the expression of himself. Nobody yet has succeeded 
in penetrating to the secret of that unique personality or in 
explaining the magic of tjie books. It is enough for us that 
tho magic is in them—that we feel and resign ourselves to 
its influence, and joyfully subscribe ourselves Borrovians. 

F.G. O. 
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ART 

PORTRAIT PAINTERS AT THE 

GRAFTON GALLERIES 

The Society of Portrait Painters, which has now earned the 
right to term itself 44 Royal,” opened its twenty-second 
exhibition at the Grafton Galleries last week. The Bhow 
cannot he termed first-rate; except for a few masterpieces, 
for the most part already known to the public, there is little 
that rises above the level of high mediocrity or to anything 
like originality. Some eccentricity there is, but not much 
even of that; generally speaking, it is straightforward, 
conscientious, careful, but mostly uninspired work. The 
artists, too, are seriously handicapped by the personalities 
of their sitters. Only the moneyed classes can afford to be 
painted in these days, and they do not supply the types of 
refinement and character that furnish the portrait-painter 
with his inspiration. Not a little of the unquestioned 
superiority of the English Bchool of portraiture in the 
eighteenth century is due to the fact that contemporary 
men and women supplied them with an inexhaustible store 
of refined and intelligent subjects. One has only to look 
round this exhibition to note that a minority of this class 
is represented here. Such models may, no doubt, be found 
still, but portrait painters must perforce limit their activi¬ 
ties to those who can pay them a living wage, which, thanks 
to Mr. Lloyd George and other retrograde influences, our 
aristocracy can no longer do. 

Three portraits stand out in unquestioned superiority to 
the rest—M. Besnard s splendid and powerful full-length of 
M. Barrfcre, the French Ambassador to the Court of Italy ; 
Mr. Sargent's well-known portrait of Lady Faudel-Phillips; 
and Herr Anders Zorn's wonderful rendering of M. Cocquelio, 
Cadet. The first of them is a fine tour de force of lighting 
and colour, and the subtle, almost cynical, touch in a long- 
enduring and patient personality is wonderfully expressed. 
Mr. Sargent is as merciless as he is brilliant; better drawing 
and more uncompromising truthfulness of portrayal have 
seldom been seen even in his fearless work. The study of 
M. Cocquelin, Cadet, is extraordinarily sympathetic and 
brilliant, catching by methods as simple as those of Romney, 
and not altogether dissimilar, a flitting phrase in a face of 
trained mobility. In essentials this is perhaps the best thing 
in the exhibition. The portraits which challenge com¬ 
parison with these in the Octagonal Room are subjected to 
a severe test. Nevertheless we may commend, in spite of 
the rather crude purple dress, Mr. Harold Speed’s 44 Profile 
Portrait” (No. 14), a finely-posed study of a girl; Sir 
Hubert von Herkomer’s study of a bearded face under a 
strong diagonal light; Mr. Spencer Watson’s Clotilde von 
Derp, a suggestive and characteristic study, in spite of the 
faulty and unpleasant drawing of the hands; and Professor 
Sauter’s beautiful seated portrait of Dr. Antonio Cippico, 
in which the delicate tints of the whole picture, as well as 
the exquisite drawing of the left hand, go to make up one of 
the most finished works in the exhibition. 

Coming to the Central Gallery, some historic interest 
attaches to Sir Edward Poynter’s study from life of the late 
King Edward, preliminary to the finished picture, to which 
it is much superior. Mr. Lavery offers a clever seated full- 
length of Miss Dundas, lacking, like so much of his work, 
just the touch of inspiration which would have made it 
great; Mr. Greiffenhagen has a pretty and characteristic 
portrait of a girl in Turkish dress, and Mr. George Clansen 
a wonderfully-lit portrait of A. L. Lion, Esq., J.P.—he is 
sitting in a garden-chair with strong sunshine falling on him 
through overhanging leafage. Mr. Nicholson’s portraits of 
Mr. H. L. flopkinso^ anflhi^i^e |Tp (effectually “killed” 

by the intervention of Mr. Sargent's 44 Lady Faudel Phillips;” 
otherwise they have no little merit. Mr. Barrie's portrait oi 
a clergyman shows a keen, intellectual face, painted naturally 
and without trickery; and Mr. George Harcourt has a 
fascinating study of a child at the piano; she is in a blue 
frock, and the light falls delightfally across her shoulder 
and on her face. Mr. Collier has a characteristic portrait of 
a lady in a daring dress, beautifully painted, if a little 
smooth, and superb in draughtsmanship and characterisation. 
Mr. Shannon's 44 In the Dunes ” is admired, we think, 
beyond its deserts; but it has much cleverness, though the 
result is unsatisfying. 

In the Long Gallery Mr. Kennington's 44 Flora,” in spite 
of some hardness of execution, is a very pretty work—the 
movement is admirably caught, and the personality is fasci¬ 
nating. Mr. Spencer Watson’s portrait of Mrs. Pearm&n 
is a very tender and pathetic picture, and Mr. Harold 
Speed has painted a charming and ladylike girl in 44 The 
Gainsborough Frock ”—a slight but very graceful and 
harmonious piece of work. In the Alcove are some clever 
chalk portraits, notably Mr. Leslie Brooke’s likeness of 
Professor L. P. Jacks. The End Room contains the powerfai 
44 Badalia Herodsfoot ” of Mr. Kennington and Mr. Blake 
Wirgman's very clever 44 Mile. B-,” a decidedly haunting 
picture. In this room also are several of Mr. Leslie Ward’s 
clever studies for Vanity Fair, and another stately portrait 
by Mi*. Collier of Lady Crossley. 

GREAVES AND WHISTLER 

Under the somewhat ungainly title of 14 A Reply to an 
Attack made by one of Whistler’s Biographers on a Pupil 
of Whistler, Mr. Walter Greaves, and his Works” Messrs. 
William Marchant and Co. have issued an illustrated booklet 
of eighty-two pages. To readers conversant with current 
events there is, indeed, little beyond the 44 Art sensation 
of the early summer of last year. The saving virtue of this 
brochure is that it reproduces some half-dozen plates from 
the paintings of Walter Greaves, including a beautiful moon¬ 

light Thames view painted in May, 1911. All we can say at 
present is that a sympathy exists in Greaves, as it did in 
Whistler, with the nocturnal and misty Thames, and that 
in depicting these scenes both artists marvellously excel. 
Both artists have entered into the secrets of Nature, but 
whereas Whistler was a cosmopolitan, able to play, in aQy 
mood, upon the most advanced spirits of his age, Greaves 

has remained silent in all but his own particular medium- 
We congratulate Messrs. Marchant upon their enterprise, 
but reserve our judgment in matters where Mr. Greaves 

known loyalty to the memory of Whistler can be the only 
final voice. Mr. Pennell’s part in this matter has hardly been 
distinguished by critical discernment, nor maintained with 
that regard for the niceties of controversy which characterises 
the English Press. On the other hand, Messrs. William 

Marchant and Co. deserve high praise in that they have been 
the means of rescuing from oblivion a few immortal can¬ 
vases. In the knowledge of their foresight and rectitude, in 
their services to Art, in their furtherance of the fame an 
fortune of the neglected Master, they may now pass by the 
bickerings of critics as matters of no moment. 

THE LONDON INSTITUTION 

On Thursday, January 11th, Mr. C. Egerton Lowe delivered 
a most interesting discourse on Beethoven to an audience 
which filled the theatre. Comparing Beethoven wit* 
Shakespeare, he concluded that, as the creator of new , 
forms in mnsic,.bis sonatas a»*e immortal, and proceeded to 
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MTe an illuminating explanation of the technique of the 
*0DiU and Beethoven’s methods with regard to it. * 

With Beethoven the man the lecturer dealt at some 
length, giving many hnmorous details of his eccentricities, 
hie difficulties with his servants, his peculiarities of dress, 
and his extraordinary manners, noting that behind all these 
Baperficial matters he was one of the most generous and 
win-hearted of men. 

The lecture was interspersed with excellent musical illus¬ 
trations by Mr. Lowe (at the piano) and Mr. Sidney 
Freeman, L.R.A.M., as violinist. 

On Monday next Mr. Lanrence Binyon will lecture on 
“ Chinese Art.” 

NOTES AND NEWS 

At the Steiniray Hall to-day Mr. Frank Speaight con- 
tinnee bis ** Dickens Recitals ” by giving “ Bob Sawyer’s 
Party” and other selections, and will give on February 7th 
and 10th “Alfred Jingle ” and “ The Pickwickians at Bath.” 

We note that Lord Courtney of Penwith will preside at a 
meeting of the British Constitution Association to be held 

I at the Whitehall Rooms on Wednesday next, when Earl 
Grey, G.C.M.G., will deliver an address on “ Proportional 
Representation.” 

M Charles Roessler de Graville, General Secretary of 
the New Association for the Study of European and Eastern 
Literatures, will lecture this afternoon (Saturday) at the 
Polyglot Club, 4, Southampton Row, on “The Home Days 

* of Jeanne d’Arc.” The lecture will be delivered in French. 

I:e remaining courses of lectures at the Royal Academy 
l of Arts begin on Monday next with “ Ideals and Ethics of 
) Scalptore” (four lectures), by Professor W. R. Colton, 

M A, and on Monday, February 5th, the first of a series of 
four on "Architecture” will be given by Professor R. T. 
Blomheld, M.A. 

The arrangements of the Royal Society of Arts for the 
coming week include a lecture on “ Ocean Waves, See¬ 
thes, and Sandbanks,” by Dr. Vaughan Cornish, D.Sc., 
P-G.h., on Monday next at 8 p.m.; and on Wednesday next 
the seventh Ordinary Meeting, at which W. J. Gee, Esq., 

read a paper on “A New Process of Hydraulic Sepa- 
nting and Grading.” 

* 1 ■■■ 1 ——— 

A new monthly paper makes its appearance this iveek 
J devoted to “Equatorial and North Africa”—the title 

expresses its scope. The first number collects and sum- 
admirably information and news concerning these 

districts, and a capable editorial article points out the 
changes in progress in what used to be known as the “ Dark 
Continent." Messrs. W. Macdonald and Co., 166, Fleet 
Street, are the proprietors and publishers. 

i - 

! The Adelphi Play Society, of which Mr. Maurice Llvey is 
the energetic moving spirit, did some good work last season 
‘^presenting the plays of well-known foreign dramatists to 

Lindon theatre-goer, r On Sundays, January Jbth, 
! February 25th, March 3LL' and April 28th, they will play 
l mpectively Schnitilers «T)as Marcheu ” (first perform- 

,1 England), Tchekiff’s “ The Seagull ” (first time in 
A Won), Strindberg's raulein Julie ” (first time in 
4 WW), and Ibsens “W Gynt”—the latter including 
A J* Travel Scenes. Other Jlays, by Hauptman and Jan 

J are in preparation. | 
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IMPERIAL AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

By Lancelot Lawton 

THE CRITICS OF SIR EDWARD GREY 

The dissatisfaction felt in certain quarters with the policy 
pursued by Sir Edward Gray is manifesting itself in a 
variety of ways, and when Parliament meets some interesting 
debates on foreign affairs will doubtless take place. There 
is a school consisting of politicians and publicists who 
hold to the belief that our friendship with France and 
Russia involves obligations so serious as to be altogether 
out of proportion to the benefits received, and who 
point to the contingency, always regarded by them as 
imminent, that now Great Britain has been caught in the 
meshes of what is known as the “ Continental system ” we 
may be drawn into a war of world-wide devastation over 
some issue with which we are not directly, and may indeed 
be only very remotely, concerned. 

In support of this view recent events in regard to Morocco, 
Persia, and Mongolia are instanced. The treachery of M. 
Caillaux, who sought an understanding with Germany which, 
had it been brought about, would have shattered the Entente 
Cordiale, has naturally tended in a large measure to increase 
the feeling abroad that our foreign policy is perilous. Happily, 
the French people have not been slow to make amends, and 
in sinking their jealousies and consenting to serve under 
M. Poincare the leading French statesmen have afforded the 
world a splendid exhibition of individual patriotism and 
national solidarity. M. Caillaux has met the fate he 
deserves. The timely discovery of his attempt to betray 
the honour of France—no other phrase can adequately 
describe the treacherous nature of ;his diplomacy—has 
been followed by his summary dismissal from the con¬ 
fidences of the nation. In a very short time he will p&sB 
into obscurity as far as serious politics are concerned, and 
will be at liberty to carry on as a private financier the 
liole-in-the-coraer bargaining which accomplished his down¬ 
fall as a statesman, and which, though having obvious draw¬ 
backs when brought to bear upon the foreign policy of a 
great Power, can nevertheless be profitably employed on the 
Bourse and in its immediate neighbourhood. 

In spite, however, of the restoration of what might be 
termed political stability in France, Sir Edward Grey’s 
critics will doubtless seek to make capital out of the adven¬ 
turous course of negotiations which on his own account 
M. Caillaux conducted with Germany. The circumstances 
will be overlooked that his actions were merely those of an 
individual, not of the French people, who so soon as the veil 
of secrecy was drawn and the “plot” discovered were not slow 
to mete out condemnation. When the best complexion has been 
placed upon the whole incident we are still left amazed that 
in any country it should be possible for a Premier to cariy 
on negotiations behind the backs of the Foreign Minister, 
the Ambassador, and, what is still more to the point, of 
friends and allies among the nations. The personnel of the 
new Ministry is in itself a guarantee that there can be no 
repetition of this coquetry with Germany. The declaration 
of the new Ministry—the Ministry of All the Talents, as it is 
already called—-is explicit on the subject of foreign relations. 
It records that “ As much as ever do we moan to remain 
faithful to our Alliances and friendships. We shall endeavour 
to cultivate them writh the perseverance and coutinnitv 
which are in diplomatic action the best guarantee of recti¬ 
tude and probity. ’ At the same time the declaration 
expresses the intention “ To maintain between a great 
neighbouring nation and France, in a sincerely pacific spirit, 
relations of courtesy and frankness inspired by mutual 
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respects for their interests and diguity." In the passages 

here quoted the aims, not of France, hut of the Triple 
Entente are correctly stated ~ to cultivate existing ties 

between the Powers forming this compact; to be courteous 
and frank towards Germany. 

Thus it may be said that while the Triple Entente has 
been through a severe ordeal, it has emerged unimpaired, and, 

if anything, strengthened. For a wave of patriotism has 

Bwept France from end to end, and with it has been merged 

a sense of shame that a miscreant, temporarily in office, 

should, acting in the name, but not with the mandate, of 

France, have followed a course of duplicity towards a friendly 

nation prepared to draw the sword in the interests of 
France. The Entente Cordiale has survived because the 

French people understand what it means to France— 
because, in short, it has ceased to be one of purely 

political expediency and has developed into a real expres¬ 

sion of the affection of one great people for another. 

It is devoutly to be hoped that serious opinion will refrain 

from associating itself with those critics of Sir Edward Grey 

who are already seizing upon the French exposures as a 
weapon of attack. 

The speech recently delivered by Lord Rosebery on 

international relations represents the view which all think¬ 
ing men should adopt. Lord Rosebery emphasised what 

has been said over and over again by responsible Minis¬ 

ters, both in this country and on the Continent, that the 

workings of diplomacy must necessarily be veiled, and 

that the newspapers have no thorough knowledge of the 

important affairs discussed between nations. Ministers 

in office must place the high interests of State before 
public curiosity. Lord Rosebery realised that under 

present circumstances there can be no European war with¬ 

out England taking an active part. It is not definitely 

known whether or not an actual military convention is in 

existence between the Powers of the Triple Entente, but it 
may 6afely be assumed that if no plan on paper has been 

concluded at least “ military conversations/* providing for 

common action in the event of hostilities, have been held. 

The obligations incurred on our side are enormous and far- 

reaching. Lord Rosebery is wise in not attempting to 

decide whether the corresponding benefits are adequate. 

He says quite frankly that he is not in a position to judge, 
for he is not in the confidence of the Government. He has, 

however, been at the head of an Administration, and there¬ 

fore when he emphasises the need for secrecy in diplomacy 

his words carry weight. The Labour Party, allied with a 

band of cranks whose speciality is a little knowledge of 
foreign affairs, are agitating for greater publicity. Yet in 

their own transactions members of the Labour Part}' 

frequently find uses for secret methods, as, for example, 

when conducting negotiations with employers in trade 
disputes. 

The carping criticism of Sir Edward Grey to which I 

have alluded is part of a determined attempt to drive him 

out of office. But it is forgotten that while foreign policy 
may be shaped by a Secretary of State, it is, in the main, the 

policy of the nation, not of any particular individual or 
party—a policy continuous from one Government to another. 

Sir Edward Grey is not the type of statesman to respond 
to clamour; but were he to grow weary and resign, his 
policy would remain, because it is the rock upon which rests 
the security of the British Empire. 

CHINA 

By the extension of the armistice between the Imperialists 
and the rebels a grave denouement has been temporarily 

averted in China. The simultaneous movement of insurgent 
troops by land and sea in the direction of the capital had 

• een carefully planned week* past, and but for this 
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timely compromise nothing could have prevented the early 

outbreak of hostilities in the metropolitan Province. It 

would appear that there is no lack of fighting Bpirit among 

the Manchu clansmen and their adherents, and if the 

armistice were renewed at their suggestion the motive must 

be ascribed to a desire to consolidate tbeir forces. The 

rebels themselves have welcomed the respite, for not only 

do they reap advantages similar to those enjoyed by their 
foes, but they are given a f urther opportunity of proclaiming 

their cause to the world, and therefore of obtaining addi¬ 

tional sympathy and support. Besides the substantial 

revenues over which they now exercise control, large snm6 
of money are being forwarded to Nanking, tbe seat of the 

Republican Government, from Chinese and foreign Bourcee 

in America, Australia, Java, and the Straits Settlements. 
Indeed, if the solution of the great problem depends upon 

the factor of finance, it is not at all certain that the 

Imperialists will be found in the end to have the longest 
purse. 

■s 

IN THE TEMPLE OF MAMMON 
The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial queries 

by return of post if correspondents enclose a stamped, addressed 
envelope. Such queries must be sent to the City Offices, 15, 
Copthall Avenue, B.C. 

Business has been dull. The gambler has been scared out 

of the market by tbe horrifying tales of universal strikes, 

and the investor thinks that he may just as well keep his 

money in the bank until prices have fallen a little lower. 

But the slowing down of the money-making machine is only 

temporary. There will be no universal strike. Even if the 

Unions had enough money, they have not enough pluck. 

Man is gregarious, and public opinion makes for an 

astounding solidarity of interests. A small section of men 

driven to desperation may do wild things, as they did at 

Tonypandy, but such men have definite grievances, for 
which they tight hard. The mining population of England 

has local worries, but in the main is well paid. The injustice 

of pay ing the same wage to men who work in safe pits od 

easily-won coal and to those who carry their lives in their 

hands is preposterous. Remedy that and the talk of a 
universal coal strike will vanish. It will be remedied, and , 

there is no reason why we should lose our heads. No one 

should get out of stocks in fear of a strike. The Stock 
Exchange takes the matter very calmly. 

A few new issues have come out. The Hong-Kong 

Rubber is too small ever to interest any except those who 

follow the Addinsell group ; it appears somewhat expensive. 

e Sungei Kecbil is a cheaper rubber proposition with good 

names; but the price asked for the cocoanuts appears exces¬ 
sive. However, copra is £29 a ton and cocoanuts are in 

urgent demand, therefore all coooanut plantations are 
fashionable. They will continue so as long as cocoanuts ' 
are wanted. The latest use for cocoa-butter is a substitute 

for lard, and the makers claim that it is largely used by ' 
strict Jews who dare not fry in lard and cannot afford 

genuine butter. As the cocoanut takes four or five years to " 
come into bearing, and will only grow on certain soils, those • 

who have either the trees or the soil will sell to-day. Thus 
t ey 6how their wisdom, for who knows how long copra will 
remain high in price P 

African Dredgers is a small concern offering huge profits. 
Even these did not attract, and a tin show in Nigeria has 

T* ln* The Board apparently act as the promoters. 
-But the scheme need not troutyens. It is not for the careful, 
person. Associated Portland Cement ask for £1,440,0001 

par Ths mortgage debt of thiij 
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company wiJJ now be £4,641,493. This will call for 
£#4,690 interest alone without sinking fund, which on first 
debentures amounts to £14,237. Now the profits for last 
/ear were only £388,244, and if we deduct £230,000 
for interest and sinking funds, we get a balance of only 
£158,244. Last year sundry items quite necessary to be 
chaiged came to £50,000. Now the preference shares call 
for £118,884, and this has always been met ever since the 
company was floated. But unless the profits increase 
considerably the preference dividend will be jeopardised 
ly this boge debenture debt of over four and a half millions. 
Ai (orthe ordinary shares, they have never had any dividend, 
ind may never get one. They are now qnoted £7 12s. 6d. 
It seems to me a quite unjustifiable quotation, even if the 
combine can mark up prices. 

Yom.—Most of the bank balance-sheets now being issued 
sbov largo increases in the cash balances at the end of the 
rear. Nearly all are wisely reducing their investments, and 
do not appear to be loaning out the money obtained by 
selling gilt-edged stocks. Whether the banks are wise in 
wiling at the bottom I cannot say; time will show, but that 
ihej are wise in holding bigger cash resources is certain. 
We bare a gold standard, and completely to control the 
r:ance of the world we must hold more gold than any other 
nation. The United States, France, and Russia hold 
immense hoards, but they are hardly liquid. Our own 
,?old—how much we hold no one knows—is liquid and 

Germany, Austria, Holland, Italy, and Spain only 
told a small supply, and in the event of war would feel 
'tamtion in its sen test financial form. 

Coms.-Tbe argument about Consols goes on merrily, 
maddest theories are set forth. But Great Britain has 

'te best credit in the world, and she can borrow cheaper 
ttan any other nation. Why, therefore, interfere with our 
National Debt P Make Consols available as the money-box 

the nation; but do not let us pledge ourselves to redeem 
a ^Ie<J date like some impecunious borrower, who swears 

tUt the loan shall be paid back “ certain.*' We have a 
yaking fond; that is sufficient. Anything else is undignified. 
1 ciiiolj are low. This cuts both ways. We borrowed at 
P^-we pay back at 77. Why disturb such a pleasant 
ln»ogement ? Let us increase the sinking fund. Let us be 
^Domical and save money. Then we shall see Consols rise 
Intimately. 

*0*Ei<iXEi9.—The tales from China are either good or bad, 
h sender is on one aide or the other. No one here knows 

truth Apparently the Repnblic is as good as estab- 
■?bed Bat the position is full of dangerous possibilities, 
wsianow says she does not want Mongolia, and never did 

Mn* it. Japan lies low, and says nothing, but we may be 
'-re that intrigues are going on. Therefore I advise those 
^ho hold either Chinese or Japanese to get out now that 
' have the chance. Tintos have been weak, the bulls 

ton taking their profits, yet the copper position is so 
that I look for a further rise. The whole Foreign 

tfht ig remarkably firm, in spite of silly rumours of a 
^ Ww rink underwritten at Lloyds. 

d Raub.~ The public begin to see how foolish they 
*° W Home Rails, and as the whole market is over¬ 

ly 0r,Jj * few small orders have a considerable effect.. 
stocks are fat to bursting with dividend, and all can be 

purchased to pay not only 5 per cent, but also the dividend 
month. If the strikes do not come off then we 

^ ** a big rebound, and holders will stand to make 10 per 
^t.<m their money in a couple of months. Ten per cent. 

. to* kerbstone gambler, but it is a good profit 
man who dislikes risk. And there is little or 

buying to-day. 

Digitized by Google 

Yankees.—There appears nothing to go for in the Ameri¬ 
can Market. Wall Street had a shock over the fire, and the 
least thing upsets the sentimental Yankee. We are apt to 
look upon the American as a hard-headed business man. He 
is a mere bundle of nerves. He does not work as hard as an 
Englishman. He does not work as fast. He does not keep 
his head. He makes money easier, for he lives iu a country 
the richest in the world. But his wealth, which he has got 
almost without work, has made him Boft and sentimental. 
He is a splendid gambler, for the least thing puts him off. 
In a few weeks he will be buying Unions and Steels as hard 
as he is selling them to-day. 

Rubber.— I can find no public in this Rubber Market. The 
shops and trusts are buying, and Mincing Lane helps. But 
this sort of business never lasts. The gambler works on 
borrowed money, and unless he can see a quick profit he cuts 
his loss iu the fear that the moneylender may pinch him. A 
shrewd dealer in this market said to me, “ It would'nt take 
much to smash the rubber market to pieces.’* I think he is 
almost right. The Culloden Trust, which came out as a 
relief-fund to Mr. Fletcher and bought his stock of Grand 
Centrals, Kap&r Para, Rosehaugh, and Kin tyres, has issued 
its report. It requires some explanation. The cash is £2— 
no more and no less. Yet this company was formed in 
March last with a capital of £230,000, of which at least 
£30,000 should have been working capital. The stock of 
Grand Central is almost doubled. If I had shares I should 
want to know why. A 4 per cent, dividend is paid, but if 
the depreciation were taken into account and the loan to the 
bank paid, not to speak of the preliminary expenses, tho 
books would show a loss. I hope for the sake of the rubber 
market that some shareholders will attend the meeting and 
ask the chairman a few pointed questions. I can find no 
excuse for the abominable position the company finds itself 
in to-day after nine months’ trading. 

Oil.—Mr. Tweedy, whom we remember in the early days 
when Tagieff the Tartar was King of Baku, has said that 
Maikop must revive. Mr. Tweedy’s picture appears in the 
financial papers. His words—we hope not paid for at so 
much a line—greet us on all sides. He has come back from 
Maikop, and he talks glibly of vast profits accruing. Well, 
Mr. Tweedy was always an optimist. Yet I do not advise 
a purchase of any Maikop shares, although I admit that the 
Tweedy Companies are the best on a very bad field. 

Kaffirs.—No one buys or sella Kaffirs to-day. Pre¬ 
sumably prices will fall still lower. One week Lewis Marks 
come9 to the rescue. Another week sees the honoured Albu 
declare that the General Mining Group will in future issue 
reports before the meetings are held. Viscount Van Ryn (I 
understand that this is the title Mr. Albu will take) has 
our heartiest thanks. But, in spite of all the kindnesses 
shown to the investor, he refuses to be comforted. Rather 
he reads some most trenchant articles in the Times, which is 
usually so mild, but to-day hits out boldly. Poor Kaffirs, 
so friendless that they can be kicked by the Tivies ! 

Rhodesians.—Rhodesians are in worse plight than Kaffirs, 
and some of the shares slump each day. The Amalgamated 
Props report is a pitiful document. We are evidently going 
to see some fun. Is it Sauer, Abe Bailey, Sharwood, or who 
that will not refund and requires the gentle reminder of a 
writ ? These Rhodesians are tough, and my advice is leave 
them alone. 

Miscellaneous.—Marconis are dull. The company wants 
more money, and even when it gets its P.O. contract through 
will not make the fortune so glibly talked about in France 
by the Union Parisienne. Cements should be sold. It looks 
as though the Salisbury Jones people would get 250 out of 
Speyers. Funny—very! 

Raymond Radclyffb. 
Original from 

INDIANA UNIVERSITY 
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CORRESPONDENCE 
THE ECONOMIC IMPRACTICABILITY OF SOCIALISM 

To the Editor of The Academy 

Sin,—In the interests of present-day tendencies towards 
Socialistic forms of government, I send you this review of things 
as they must be if Socialistic formB of government are to have 
any rationalistic or business ground of executive. Such a 
review, as a matter of course, gives no countenance to religion 
in any shape or form, Christianity, which should be the ground 
of our religious unity, but which is, unfortunately, the ground 
of all our religious dissension, being left entirely out of it. 
Even the Socialists themselves will not be able to escape 
from such an ultimate objective, since Socialistic forms of 
government, which are not rational and business forms, cannot 
possibly be tenable or workable. 

Coming into line with the Socialists, therefore, government 
resolves itself into a question of pure rational and commercial 
control—into a mere logical machine of supply and demand. No 
uncommon ground of reason or business must be allowed to enter 
this logical framework of necessity—this instrument for supply¬ 
ing common demand, since, directly your Socialist admits such 
an uncommon ground, he knocks to pieces his entire Socialistic 
mechanism, which merely allows to humanity equal limits of 
material needs. I am making a review of Socialistic government 
strictly from a Socialistic basis of reasoning. Allow uncommon 
forms of reason or business to enter—such, for instance, as Fabian 
forma—and your Socialism at once becomes transformed into 
Individualism. So far, I trust, I have made myself clear. 

The first thing to settle is this. Is the rational or busi¬ 
ness foundation of Socialism a sound foundation P It is 
unnecessary, as a matter of course, to trouble about the irra¬ 
tional or anarchical foundation of Socialism. I leave mere brute 
humanity to deal with that side. I therefore seek to know 
whether the mere material needs of Socialism is a sound founda¬ 
tion, and by sound I mean economic. To be plain and business¬ 
like and logical, does the demand which is made balance with 
the supply which is to be given P If it does not, then there can 
be no economic form of supply—no ground for the rational or 
business formation of demand. Socialism, you see, as a pure 
matter of reason or business, cannot avoid ultimate or extreme 
ends—namely, Fabian or uncommon objects. Socialism, in fact, 
is inseparable from Individualism. Thus, to your rational 
ground of Socialistic Liberalism must be added a rational 
ground of Socialistic Conservatism; otherwise you would insti¬ 
tute a eystem of Socialistic demand without any proportionate 
form of Socialistic supply. Socialism, therefore, apart from 
Fabianism is absolutely unworkable—a bare economic idea. 

But now let us proceed, and see what Fabianism means. As a 
basis of Socialistic Conservatism—that is to say, as a ground of 
State economy (real as apart from ideal needs), it introduces a 
principle of individual demand. In other words, it substi¬ 
tutes a rationalism of particular equality or freedom of demand 
for a rationalism of absolute equality or freedom of demand. 
The first thing to settle with Fabianism, as with pure State 
Socialism, is this. Is the rational or business foundation (for 
we must not forget that every principle, except the rigid prin¬ 
ciple of economics, is out of the question) a 6ound foundation P 
As a matter of course it is unnecessary to trouble about the 
particular demand ground of Fabianism. Asa rational being I, 
or any other person, have as much right to particularise—that is 
to sayr to vary from somebody else—as Messrs. Shaw, Wells, or 
Webb have. The science of economics can have nothing to do 
with demand. And at this point it may be very useful to state 
that, on this very account, Home Rule, Disestablishment, and 
Universal Suffrage cannot be other than destructive to all 
economio forms of particular demand. Well, then, is your 
rational or business foundation of Fabianism a sound founda¬ 
tion P No, it is no better than your pure Socialistic foundation, 
since, as we have seen, to its ground of particular demand there 
is no form of particular supply. The Fabian ground of Socialistic 
government is, in fact, one of dogmatic individualism. We are 
therefore all Fabians as far as the powers of demand are con¬ 
cerned, but, unlike Fabian monarchs, I, for one, have no desire 
to make my particular needs the ground of national exhaustion 
or overthrow. My own desire is to make my particular needs 
the ground of my own industry. My desire, in fact, is to be a 

'jin and not a thing. I am*therefore not prospering from or 
ing by the people’s igK>ran®e\Vui m j, man, I am suffering 

because I do not choose to prosper by that ignorance. But I am 
seeking prosperity nevertheless. I am seeking to prosper, as 
thousands more manly men are doing, from the people's know¬ 
ledge of what is good for the nation, and not from the people s 
ignorance of what is bad for the nation. 

Which is the better principle P Ours, by its self-sacrificing 
nature, bears the mark of some deep religions consciousness; but 
Socialistic principles, by their rational tendencies towards a self¬ 
absolutism, possess no Buch self-sense of real dependency.—I am, 
Sir, your obedient servant, 

H. C. Daniel. 

Loughton, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge, 
January 15th, 1912. 
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REVIEW of the week 
A** 

S utler if the “organised workers ” who are ro fond of 
^^Dwinpr vork in this country are aware of the way in 

off heir money is spent? Some figures puh- 
Jn * rontemporary a few days ago are sufficiently' 

fink*' s*,oq^ widely known. It seems that 
,v, a& 10,000 “paid secretaries, organisers, and ogitn- 
j.T. *** w°rking men £280,000 every year. We are 

mem^>erR °f Ibis huge 
r^. .arTnF are worthless or harmful persons ; but, the 

K doming aente - although it is not often dis- 

^ W^at k116^ accrues to the labourer from 
•vuflj ,*llre(* plead his cause. Obviously a strike is 
W* • 8* ^°r ^tator—sometimes to the tune of 

^JT18 **5 mee^nE i obviously, too, a time of peace 
? me.nt 'n.*^e labour world is a lean time for him, 

la Pfrid- His catch word is 44 the 
v Wor*C€r” or 41 the oppression of the 

^ rases CRlcnlated to bring cheers from the 
'tn a(ff * be sows nnrest in fertile ground, and, 

^ a »k i *W ^ave re8Q*^* in disaster to the popula- 
C0Qnty, is able to retire from his ignoble 

i TTlAnotj a..._x __ i mi_ *°oneF ^bus wretchedly earned. These 
Hval “tiat®d by an official of the Board of 

UooiL ft more experience of the 
emselves and their f&xnilufe whi^h 

Digitized b7TL.ODgle 

ably follow ill-considered strikes will open the eyes of the 
workers to the manner in which some of their hard-earned 

i money goes. 

i New York—by which we mean at present journalistic 
! New York—has apparently lost its head entirely over the 

visit of the Duke and Duchess of Connaught. Responsible 
papers record for the benefit of presumably sane readers 
how the Duke 44 changed his silk hat for a bowler/' 
44 stretched his thin legs in a space-devouring gait," 
44 swung his furled umbrella," 44 paused to look at a taxi¬ 
cab," 44 smiled affably " or 44 benignantly," and did a great 
many other astonishing things. His attire was snmmed up 
and priced ; he bonght a pair of eye-glasses, and the fortu¬ 
nate optician was interviewed; the ladies of New York 
44 society " solemnly sent to the newspapers accounts of the 
dresses they would wear at the reception to which they 
were not invited. In fact, New York is not used to visits 
from Royal persons, and in labelling the Duke of Connaught 
as 44 incredibly democratic " shows herself in a delightfully 
naive position to English readers. Amid the volleys of 
snap-shotting cameras and the pleadings of the pushfol 
would-be interviewers, the central figures, desirous of any¬ 
thing but fuss, must have been more amused than annoyed. 

Those interested in Spelling Reform—a subject which 
seems to be becoming a hardy annual—will find in our 
correspondence columns this week some letters commenting 
upon a review, 44 Speling Maid Eezy," which appeared in 
our issue of January 13th, and which was written in the 
style advocated by the 44 Simplified Speling Soesiety." The 
writer of that review will reply to his genial critics next 
week—bnt not in the Simplified Spelling, as he is not 
at present in very good health. Meanwhile we invite 
further correspondence on this theme, since in the opinion of 
many people our methods of spelling English need urgent 
revision. What would happen if a German Society started 
a propaganda in the same direction we know not, but from 
sundry letters concerning long words, which have been 
appearing in a Saturday contemporary, we judge that the 
reformers would have rather a lively time. We quoted 
two or three of these wonderfully complex parts of speech 
in our notes on this page a week or two ago ; but last Satur¬ 
day we came across one which must be immortalised. The 
writer of a letter on this subject concludes: 44 I beg to 
remain, dear Sir, yours faithfully,—Kleineisenindustrie* 
beruf8genossenschftftsange.stellter.,, Words such as this 
would need two Societies, one at each end, to make any 
appreciable impression, and, in spite of the weather, when 
we saw it we were glad to think we lived in a country where 
such things are strictly forbidden. 

We observe that the London County Council have n 
project for running trnmears 14 For Ladies Only," and 
according to a new bj'-law 44 No male person shall, unless 
duly authorised by the L.C.C., mount or attempt to mount " 
any such tramcar. Can foolishness further go P Where is 
the sanity of running a quantity of empty cars P No female 
person will dream of travelling in a car restricted to women 
passengers when she has the chance of riding in a car with 
the opposite sex. The only logical conclusion would be to 
forbid females travelling by cars in or on which bumbledom 
allows males to travel. In the course of time, no doubt 
males will be by-lawed into walking in the gutter whenever 
a female person is within view walking on the pavement 

We thought the cry of the foolish v^as for equality of rights 
but the L.C.C. has proved the existence of the super-fool 
saturated in maudlin sentimentality, whose aim is to force 
on women what they do not want, out of a species of 
hiccoughing chivalry. Original from 
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THE SPINNER OF SNOW 

Like a young queen in garments white, 

Her silver clarion blowing, 

The little sister of the night 

Over the world is going. 

By the yellow shining of her hair 

That all unbound will flow 

Like as a vaporous, radiant air, 

Men say “ There will be snow.” 

And to the friendly birds her voice 

Breathes of a time of dearth, 

When the old emperor winds rejoice 

Over the winter earth. 

Whenas the North wind and the East, 

The East wind and the North, 

On the starved meadows keep their feast, 

And the traveller goes not forth, 

The sparrow with the cheery note 

Comes from the wood again, 

And Robin with the flaming throat 

Hunts by the homes of men. 

Ethkl Talhot. 

NO FREE SPEECH WITHOUT A 

FREE VOTE 

By E. ASHMEAD-BARTLETT 

The great event in the political world at the present time 

is Mr. Winston Churchill’s proposed visit to Belfast on 

February 8th, accompanied by Mr. John Redmond. The 

Ulster Hall has beeu engaged for the meeting, and Mr. 

Winston Churchill is expected to make an authoritative 

statement on the Government’s Home Rule Bill, which 

is to be introduced this Session. The Ulster Unionist 

Council, presided over by Lord Londonderry, has decreed 

that no meeting shall take place at which Mr. John 

Redmond is present, but apparently there is no objection to 

Mr. Winston Churchill appearing by himself. A great 

outcry has been raised in the Radical and Nationalist Press 

over this interference with the right of free speech, and we 

regret to notice that some of the Unionist papers have 

expressed their disapproval in less vigorous language. We 

deplore this attitude on the part of the Times and other 

journals, because it showB such a hopeless lack of apprecia¬ 

tion of the real issue at stake, and at the same time under¬ 

rates the intense gravity of the situation in Ireland at the 

present day. We quite agree that any interference with 

the right of free speech, as it has been interpreted by 

Radical agitators during the last two elections, is to be 

deplored, but the present situation is so utterly different that 

it must be considered from an entirely fresh standpoint. 

First and foremost we mnst ask the question: What is 

free speech ? The answer is simple. Under a Constitu¬ 

tional Government it is # the right of a free electorate to 

express their opinions on subjects which they will subse¬ 

quently have the power of deciding on at the polls. But 

„ben that right is Wjceij from them by the 

Government of the day, why should they allow their 

opponents the opportunity of advocating a policy which will 

not be decided on by a direct vote of the majority of the 

electorate, but merely by the temporary welding of a coali¬ 

tion of various small parties brought together over one 

issue in order that each in turn may force its pet schemes 

through the Legislature ? On two occasions the electorate 

of England have pronounced against Home Rale by over¬ 

whelming majorities. Even at the last election a large 

majority of the electorate were against it, although Home 

Rule was not made the dominant issue. Had it been, can 

any sane man doubt that the Conservative party would now 

be in the majority ? But the Government dare not consult 

the people over Home Rule. They are going to try and 

force it down their throats by a coalition majority after 

having first destroyed by similar means the veto of the 

House of Lords. The Bill will not even receive adequate 

discussion in the House of Commons. It will be forced 

through by tho gag in exactly the same manner as was the 

Insurance Bill. 

Under these circumstances the attitude of the Ulster 

Unionist Council is perfectly sane and just. They say 

in effect: If you refuse to consult the people over this 

vast Constitutional change, if you are going to force Home 

Rule through the Legislature by means of a coalition 

majority, the gag, and & muzzled House of Lords, why, 

then, it is perfectly useless your coming to Ulster and trying 

to win over the people to your cause, because it will make 

not the smallest difference to the result if they are won over 

or not. The Ulster Unionist Committee are in fact fighting 

the Liberal-Nationalist-Taffy it e coalition with the very 

weapons that the latter have deliberately chosen from their 

armoury. If at the eleventh hour the Government were to . 

come forward and say: No Home Rule Bill shall become 

law without first consulting the electorate, why then the 

opposition to Mr. Churchill’s visit would doubtless be with¬ 

drawn. The attitude of Ulster can be summed up in these 

words: Give us the right to vote and we will give you the 

right to speak. This is only fair and only logical. In 

political struggles it is no use turning the other cheek after 

your adversary has hit you. Hit him back, and then tarn 

him round and hit him on the other cheek just as hard as 

you can; and when he does not even mean to fight fa r, 

do not hit him on the cheek at all, but lift your foot and 

catch him in the softest spot yon can find. 

We are glad in one way that Mr. Winston Churchill tried 

to go to Ulster, because it has given a practical object- 

lesson to both the friends and enemies of Unionism that the 

men of U later are in deadly earnest. Before the present 

step was decided on a great deal was heard about the 

organisation of an armed resistance, but it was scouted and 

laughed at by the Liberal Press. Now that they have 

received ocular evidence, perhaps they will no longer 

doubt. The issue is a perfectly simple one. The air has 

been cleared, and the man in the street can understand the 

real Btate of affairs. Home Rule has passed beyond the 

compass of ordinary political questions. It can only be force<3 

on Ulster by force of arms. The loyal Protestant garrison ii 

Ireland mean to fight for their liberty. They are not goinf 

to place their necks deliberately under the Nationalist 

Romanist yoke. What a debt of gratitude we owe to Lo^ 

Randolph Churchill for that priceless legacy—that singl 

striking phi*as^^tJUiter will fight and Ulster will be right” 
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>ow bis son can teat the potency of his father’s wisdom. 
He is the first victim to be sacrificed on the altar over which 
those historic words are written. 

J THE OXFORD BOOK OF GERMAN 

I VERSE0 

Mr first emotion os receiving this book was one of thank- 
folnese, "Here at length,’’ I said to myself, 44 I shall hare 
iGerman companion to Palgrare’s ‘Golden Treasury’ of 
English terse," and I began to read in a glow of feverish 
eidtement. At the outset pleasure came to soothe desire, 
for the first pages are devoted to Volk-songs of the twelfth 
antary whose anthors are unknown, but which are full of 
mire charm and sighing melody ; and before the simple 
appeal began to tire I was enthralled by the magical 
“Unterder Linde" of Walther von der Vogelweide. It I 
ns written at the end of the twelfth century or in the first I 
rears of the thirteenth, and as I read the seven hundred I 
rears vanished, and I could not but repeat the exquisite 
verses, which might have been written to-day. Nothing in | 
early English verse is equal to it; nothing in Chaucer, | 
nothing till we come to the organ-music of Marlowe or the I 

violin-sweetness of young Shakespeare. I cannot insist the I 
pleasure of transcribing the last verse of this exquisite 
lrric:— I 

Dasa er micb herzte, 1 
Wuesste es einer, j 
Behuete Gott 1 so schaemte ich mich ; 
Und wie er scherzte, | 
Keiner, keiner, j 
Erfahre das als er und ich, I 
Und das kleine Voegelein— j 

T&nd&radei! I 
Das wird wohl verschwiegen sein. ! 

Hot on the heels of delight came the chill of disappoint¬ 
ment. There are only three lyrics here of Walther von der 
'ogelweide-masterpieces all of them. The firet enshrines 
thedirine child’s game of “She loves me, she loves me , 
n°C which Goethe afterwards turned to such charming > 

in revealing Gretchen’s passion, and the last a wonderful j i 
“ Elegy ” or Song of Sorrow over the wasting years and the i 
^•hating world and the sweet summers of long ago which i 

pegged and left no trace, like a sword-stroke passes in * 
Three divine lyrics; but why only three ? Why 

act ten pages more of Walther von der Vogelweide, who ! 
^cds rith Goethe and Heine for ever as one of the master- 

singersof the German land. 
And here I come to the great fault in the architecture of I 

] ^ hook. Dr. Fiedler is too much of the German student 
j1 -ao little of the artist. Palgrave was a lover of fine j 

P^bry.aud whenever be was in doubt he got the best poets 
- the time to help him. Dr. Fiedler knows too much, or | 

. does not love the best poetry passionately euough, 
would never have put in dozens and dozens of the dull 

P*8wthat disfigure this book. He would have tossed them 

and inserted instead some of the divine lyrics he 
omitted. 

ae 000 k has over five hundred pages ; at least two 

•ndd' ° ^em con^a^n nothing of any interest, and one 
insert at least a hundred pages of high poetry that no 

^daretdeaveout. * * * 

^erman P°0try consider one or two 
P^8 are giv©ti to Goethe, but some 

_are omitted. I cannot find the marvellous 

I ?®ran wBy H-G- Fiedler 

Digitized by Google 

1“ Hammer oder Amboss sein; ” worse still, I cannot find 
Gretchen’s “ Prayer before the Madonna,” which is the 
highest ever reached by German poetry. Heinrich Heine 
has thirty pages apportioned to him, which is more generous 
than I had expected. But of course no one can show the 
best of Heine in thirty pages; miraculous verses are left 
out, and the omissions shock me like front teeth lacking in 
a lovely mouth. The most perfect verse Heine ever wrote 

is not to be found here:— 

Ea iat eine alte Geschichte 
Doch bleibt sie immer neu 
Und wem es just passieret 
Dem brichfc das Herz enzwei. 

Worse even than the omission of the highest is the space 
riven to mere verse. Twenty-four pages are devoted to 
Ichiller, who was a dull dog at best, and deserved at most 
lalf a dozen. I would have given Heine sixty pages, and 
loethe ninety, and Schiller half a dozen. 
Fancy—the lyric with the magical refrain 

Es waere zu schoen gewesen, ea hat nicht aollen sein 

is not in this Oxford collection. True, it might bring even 
an Oxford Professor to tears, and that perhaps is a scene to 
be avoided. Pages and pages, too, are given to the dnll 
verses of Count Platen and too little to finer modern work. 
Of course Luther’s 14 Ein feste Burg ” must be inserted, 
although there is not a line of true poetry in it. But why 
another page to Luther's 44 Frau Musica,” and why four 
pages to Lessing, who was a prose writer—a good critic and 
a better moralist—but the very antithesis of a poet ? 

If only Dr. Fiedler had taken Goethe’s advice, and selected 
first 44 the excellent of every kind,” and put it down as the 
foundation of his book, and had then worked on that and 
strenuously shut his pages to everything that was not first- 
rate, he would have made a great book. But then he would 
have been Palgrave and not Dr. Fiedler. 

If only Dr. Fiedler had cut himself free from Germau 
traditions, if only he would come to believe that Schiller is 
loved in Germany as rye bread is loved and beer is loved, not 
for their intrinsic worth, but because they are peculiarly 
German, he would have done better. Schiller is a German 
superstition just as Walter Scott and Dickens are English 
superstitions. And the German superstition is even more 
Btodgy than the English one, and deserves as little reverence. 

Still, Dr. Fiedler has given us a very interesting and a 
very beautiful book; and if it is not the best book that 
might have been given, we must still be grateful to him for 

what he has done. We have made acquaintance here for 
the first time with half a dozen superb Volk-songs, notably 
the 4tHuet da dich,” which is unforgettable in its saucy 
beauty:— 

Sie hat zwei Aeuglein, die sind braun, 
Huet du dich! 

Sie werden dich ueberzwerch anachauu, 
Huet du dich ! Huet du dich! 

Vertrau ihr nicht, sie narrefc dich. 

We found too a new poet, Paul Fleming, a Luther of the 
beginning of the seventeenth century. His 44 Mahnung *’ (8 

as fine as that great lyric of Chapman which Shelley loved8 

This last couplet has the very challenge of Chapman in 
it:— 

Wer sein selbst Meister ist und sich beherrscheu kann 
Dem ist die weite Welt und alles untertan. 

On the whole this 44 Book of German Verse ” in 
as the “ Oxford Book of Italian Verse,'’ if it iB not qu;?™ 
good as the “Oxford Book of French Verse” Rnt 
what a book it might have been! » 0 • 

H. 
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NATIONALITY IN ART 

In that strange collection of brilliant cleverness and vitriolic 

malice, “ The Gentle Art of Making Enemies,’1 it is written 

that44 there is no snch thing as English art,” and that 44 you 
might as well talk of English mathematics.” It is surprising 

that a master like Whistler should have let these foolish 
words fall from his pen, and it is certain that, had he 
attempted to write at length in support of his theory, he 

would soon have perceived how far he was from the truth ; 
for assuredly English painting and literature have their own 

peculiar character, while further, albeit the principles of 

wsthetics are cosmopolitan, the art of every separate race has 

its distinct and recognisable flavour. 

During late years various causes have tended to make 

writers and painters acquainted with the arts of other lands 
than their owu. Travel has become easy, for railways and 

motors have wellnigh annulled the fact of distance ; printing 
has grown cheaper, translation has become the vogue, and 

the classic writings of the different countries are available 

everywhere at low prices and in nearly all languages ; while, 

more potent still, photography and its concomitants have 
begotten a widespread knowledge of the world’s master¬ 

pieces of painting and sculpture, sweeping these even into the 
popular journals. The result is that the influence of many 

lands is daily more obvious in the aesthetics of each; yet to 

this day the truly great writings and paintings are strongly 
marked as a rule with the respective races of their artists. 
How French! how English! —so one says instantly of 

certain names and senses, customs, and even actions ; and so, 

too, it is with art. 

Turn to France, and look at a few of her painters, choosing 

men of acknowledged excellence. Take a miniature by 

Clouet, and place beside it a Fite Champitre by Lancret, a 
plein air picture by Renoir, and a danseuse by M. Hilaire 
Degas. The first of this qnartet lived in the sixteenth 
century, the second in the eighteenth, the third in the latter 

half of the nineteenth, and the last is still alive and at work. 

Each of the four uses the style of technique common to his 
time, and these styles are widely diverse; yet, in every case, 
the fact that the picture is French confronts one immedi¬ 

ately, and is among its most salient characteristics. Nation¬ 

ality is equally marked in Ditrer and Altdorfer, in Velasquez 
and Goya; while, standing before a canvas by one of the 
great Dutchmen of the seventeenth century, even when 

totally ignorant of the artist’s name, one has seldom to 
hesitate ere stating his race. Passing to Italy—though 
Giorgione and Pinturiochio have no resemblance as to 

modus operandt, and are both intensely and delightfully 

personal—here also one is invariably reminded of the 
painter’s ‘nationality; while even more racial are Pheidias 

and Apelles and all their brethren of the Hellenic school. 
A definite character, again, belongs to Utamaro, Motonobou, 

and their fellows of Japan; while a type pertains to the 
graphic arts of the American Indians, another to the poetry 

of Finland, and yet another to the prose fiction of Russia. 
Coming nearer home, winters so unlike each other as Dickens 

and Tennyson are both withal essentially English ; while 
Scotland is stamped indelibly on the poetry of Burns, the 

stories of Scott, and the pictures of Raeburn and Andrew 

Geddes. 

But, declares the ghost of Whistler, it is all a matter of 
subject. Raeburn and Geddes are Scottish because they 
truthfully depicted characteristic Scottish faces; Dickens 
and Tennyson are English because they portrayed English 
manners, and gave memorable expression to sentiments 
which are part of English life ; and Renoir is French because 
he painted things which are familiar in France, yet little 
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known elsewhere. Studying this aspect of the question, 

and anxious to treat the imaginary disputant fairly, one 

recalls Renoir’s 44 Dejeuner ” in the Luxembourg, a canm 
showing a breakfast which is spread outside in a garden 

flooded with gorgeous sunlight. Here is a scene which, 
typically French, is foreign to cold Northern climes, where 

sunlight so bright as this is almost unknown, and where it 

is virtually impossible to partake of breakfast in the open 
air. The scene’s representation, accordingly, is redolent of 

its artist’s fatherland ; and yet, surely it is not just on 
account of its subject that the picture is French, and surely 

there is something far deeper in the matter than that. It 

is undeniable that in many instances the topic forms a key 

to a work of art’s nationality; yet there are endless cases 
where the theme holds no indication whatsoever of this 

nature, and where the work is nevertheless racy of some 

particular nation; and there are actually cases where, 
though the subject belongs to one land, its delineation in 

literature or painting is obviously native to another. In 

divers of these instances the national element is due to 
inheritance on the artist’s part, and to understand this aright 

it is advisable to glance briefly at a few writers and painters 
who were of mixed nationality, or who worked in a land 

other than that of their birth. 
Vandyke came from Antwerp to England, and painted 

countless portraits of English people, yet every stroke of his 
brush is recognisable as Flemish. His heritage, in fact, pre- 

vented him from becoming anglicised, and the same 
is true of two lesser emigrauts from the Low Countries, 

Mytens and Houthorst. M. Monet recently spent some years 

painting in England, yet even his Thames scenes are axio¬ 

matical ly the work of a Frenchman; while M. Jacques 

Blanche has painted portraits of Englishmen and Norwe¬ 

gians, yet all these pictures are clearly French. Walter 
Pater was of Dutch extraction, and there is a hint of this, 

if no more, in the nature of his writings; the Spanish painter 

Zaloaga, though he has long worked chiefly in Montmartre, 

is to this day producing pictures as Spanish as those of 

Ribera or Murillo; while an even more striking example of 

heritage asserting itself consists in Rossetti, who, bom and 

brought up in England, was of Italian parentage, and whose 

Italian blood is evident in much of his poetry, and i* 

palpable even in his most original pictures. 
Now what, precisely, is the significance of all this ? R 

vitiates the theory that, when a French place or custom 

is shown in paint, the picture is therefore a French one; 

and it tends to show that, had Renoir painted a Scottis 

breakfast scene—porridge and bacon and eggs, spread in a 

cosy room with a blazing fire—his picture would not neces¬ 

sarily have been Scottish. And the truth is that a work o 
art—at least one of any might—does not only represent 

visible and definable objects, but adumbrates at the same 

time something far more mysterious, this being the ver) 

soul of the artist’s own land. The ways of Nature are thau- 

maturgic, and she appears to spring into life from sheet 
necessity; and likewise it is with art, for its genesis is 

wrapped in mystery. It simply “happens,” as Whistlei 

himself says; and coming as it does in this strange way- 
begotten of Nature, and springing into life like birds or 

flowers—it is inevitably a part, a reflection, of the land of its 

birth. 
The blue skies of Italy, the sombre steppes of Russia, the 

luxurious and enervating tropics— these have brought forth 

varying types of vegetation, and in like fashion they ba\e 
produced races which, albeit one touch of Nature makes 

them all kin, are yet widely separate in character. An 

these nations’ arts, if one looks deeply enough into them, 
will all be found to disclose the national characters of their 

respective fatherlands ; while in many cases a poem or 
picture will be seen literally to symbolise the climatic con* 
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ditioas under which it was made. The warm colours of 
Italy lire in the music of Leoncavallo and Puccini, who also 
enbody, in some degree, the fiery and hot-blooded nature of 
the Italian. But fiery though he is, and quick to feel 
snd show emotion, the Italian seldom feels really deeply, 
and accordingly this phase in his character—though not 
shovn by the great painters of the Renaissance—is salient 
in the bulk of Italian composers ; for Donizetti and Verdi, for 
example, contain a mere frothy beauty, and are wholly 
deficient in the quality known as M sonl.” A kindred limita¬ 
tion characterises Gounod, Debussy, and most of the com¬ 
posers of France—another land where momentary passion is 
common, yet genuine feeling is rare—bat, passing to 
Germany, one sees a different state of affairs. The German 
is stolid and philosophical, and so therefore is his literature ; I 
ffliiJeaUhisfinest music expresses real depth offeeling,andhas 
a stately dignity and aspirational flavour unknown to Southern I 
composers. “ Deep and true and tender is the North,” says 
Tenc/son; and the line is apposite in relation to art. For ! 
the best English poetry has a depth and tenderness beyond 

the alchemy of the best French poets, while one finds in all 
Northern arts a strenuoosness and seriousness foreign to the | 
productions of lands where climate is more genial, and 1 

where the maintaining of life is consequently more easy. 1 

Bat, in stadyingNorthern arts as opposed to Southern, one j 
discerns another and more marked difference between them I 
than the aforesaid. Travelling from France to the South of t 
•Scotland, and thence to the Highlands, one is conscious 
*4 route of a gradual change in the ideas and sensations 
evoked by the scene around one. The Southern landscape is I 
charming, but, owing to the bright sunlight and the com- I 
pwatire absence of mists and aerial perspective—it is rather ! 
precise, and akin to a photograph in a frame. O11 I | 
going farther North, however, all this is changed, for now 
the beauty is of a wild and melancholy cast, while the * 
distant range of blue mountains suggests fairyland and the f 
auttamable, and the whole scene is robed in glamour, £ 
illusion, and mystery. Naturally, then, these elements have 
affected the dwellers in the North, and thus their arts are 
more wild and melancholy, more weird and dreamy than 1 

those of the South. The North, as Baudelaire has pointed 8 

out. has never concerned itself much with realistic literature, ^ 
from time immemorial the Gallic singers have been 

Realists, have been prone to 44 see visions and dream 
tawn,” and have dealt largely in the supernatural. Nor J 
is it in this alone that the art of the Highlands is affiliated ^ 

its native land, for the plaintive atmosphere of the , 
lonely straths—their strange and fascinating witchery— r 
^hes through nearly all Highland music. Take one of 
^ Hebridean songs which Mrs. Kennedy-Fraser has 
1*% rescued, or look at 44 Maiden of Morven,” or the 

bainent for Maclean of Ardgour ”—alike as regards tunes 8 

^ words, these are redolent of mountains'and mist—or take r 
beautiful line- t 

Fear a bhata yo ho ro ailsie. 

^ it not put into words and music the very lapping of a 
Astern loch ? 

-tod now pass from the Highlands to some other Northern 

taw'v*088 °* physical conditions—and mark 
' v.€ &rtfi °* these also contain the above-mentioned 

'4 m ^ old folk-poems of Western Ireland are full 

UiJfk ^ this tradition is still being main- 

^ Irish *****’ not*bly Mr. Yeats and A. E.; 
. eva^ °* Finland, as Lafcadio Hearn aptly 

^chwifVeS ^P1^88*011 hhat its authors were little in 
^ * ??n^nc^ hut held frequent intercourse with the 

with a bterahure of Russia is to this day 
ww!*6*8 an(^ savagery, and not less so is its 

1 good example being the waltz in Tchaicowsky’s 

44 Eugene Onegin ”—a piece which is a veritable crystallisa¬ 
tion of all the weirdness and wizardry of the desolate steppes. 
No one oould have written it without having oenturies of 
Russian blood in his veins, and no one but a Pole, again, 
could have composed the music of Chopin. For, living 
though he did in France and Majorca, and having in his 
character something of the Frenchman, Chopin was Polish 
by birth and ancestry; and one feels this constantly when 
listening to his impromptus and polonaises—those wild, 
poignant airs, so often lacking precision of form, yet so 
omnipotent in their appeal to the heart. And indeed his 
achievement shows—better, perhaps, than anything else — 
that the writer or painter works to a great extent subcon¬ 
sciously, and that no artist of genuine inspiration can wholly 
rid himself of his heritage ; while the mere fact that nation¬ 
ality can be expressed in music—the art wherein all is 
indefinite, arid which can never really be said to have a 
subject in the ordinary sense of the term—disproves the 
theory that, when a poem or picture has racial insignia, 
these are but due to the nature of the matter handled. 

A FEW NOTES ON M. ALBERT 

SAMAIN 
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Albert Samain, who was born in 1858 and died in 1900, 
closed an age in French poetry. All the tangled and 
multi-coloured threads of an epoch met in his work. He 
was in no sense an initiator, but rather an eclectic poet 
of considerable merit. When Samain came the Muse was 
tired. Under the guidance of Theophile Gautier and Jose 
Maria de Heredia she had painted pictures almost plastic in 
their power of portrayal. Then Baudelaire had opened the 
portals of a new world to her, and she had wandered in its 
gardens, drinking in the intoxicating scent of the flowers of 
evil. Paul Verlaine had lifted her on the wings of his 
fantasy, until she floated in realms of pure imagination and 
melody. Imitators had dragged her through the mud, 
substituting those twin sisters Sensuality and Mysticism for 
the infinitely suggestive symbols of Verlaine. Then came 
Samain ; casting a dispassionate eye over the tangled loom 
of French poetry, he chose its ohoioest threads and wove a 
new garment for the Mobs. But he did not bring the strong 
breath of originality to revive her and make her glorious 
with renewed life ; he merely hid her drooping form in a 

rich robe. 
Baudelaire and Verlaine were the two poets who influenced 

Samain the most. We will cite a few lines of his poem 
44 Cleop&tre ” from the series 44 Au Jardin de lTnfante, ” in 
support of our thesis. “Cleop&tre” is a poem of really 
remarkable beauty. The writer paints the Queen seated on 
the marble terrace of her palace looking out into the shim* 
rnering desert; then comes the line 

La reine . . . 
“ Sent monter dans son c<Bur ta mer, immense Amour.” 

This is a line such as Baudelaire loved. He goes on to 
describe the languid, voluptuous Queen of Egypt reclining 
on her cushions, her heart troubled with a world of desire 
and proceeds:— 

Un adieu rose flotte au front des monuments. 
Le soir, veloute d’ombre, eat plein denchantemenU • 
Et cependant qu’au loin pleurent les crocodiles 

* • • • 

Verses which recall the exquisite sensitiveness of Verlaine’s 
poetry. Who before Verlaine could have painted the shim* 
mering, scented, heated air of an Eastern land, risine like 
incense as night oast her violet veil over the landscape, in 
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Buch beautiful words as these ? In the next stanza we see 

the influence of Baudelaire’s fevered genius : 

Lourde pfese la nuit au bord du Nil obscur. . 
CWopafcre, k genoux sous les asfcres qui brulent, 
Soudain pMe, ecartant ses femmes qui reculent, 

‘ D^chire sa tunique en un grand geete impur. 

On songe d’une vie heureuse et monotone, 
Bon pain quotidien, l&it pur, conscience bonne; 
Simplicity des ocBura leves avant le jour. . . . 

Oui, maifi qui sait, h£las! peut-etre quels mysteres 
Mdme ici, trame, aux nuits d’orage et d'adult&res, 
Ce vieux couple yternel, l’Avarioe et 1’Amour ? 

No poet before Baudelaire could have put so much passion, 

so much fevered desire, into four lines of poetry. 
* In other poems of Albert Samain’s we can see the influence 

of Andr6 Chenier. Both poets were, of course, remounting 
to the fountain of Greek poetry as the source of their 

inspiration, but it was practically impossible for a poet 

ooming after Andr6 Chenier not to see Greece through his 
spectacles. The influence is most apparent in the little poem 

“Xanthisfrom the series “Aux Fleurs du Vase.” 

The first line— 

Au vent frais du matin frissonne l'herbe fine 

is modern, the word frisson)* in this sense being essentially 

modern :— 

Xanthie, ayant qnitte sa robe et sea sandales 
D’un bras s’appuie au fcronc flexible d’un bouleau 
Efc penohee a demi, se regarde dans l’eau. 
Le flofc de ses cheveux d’un seul c6te s’Spanche, 
Et, blanche, elle sourit, a son image blanche . 
Elle admire sa taille etroite, ses beaux bras, 

Efc sa hanche polie, et ses seins delicate, 
Et d’une main, que guide une exquise decence, 
Fait un voile pudique a sa jeune innocence, 
Mais un grand cri soudain retentit dans les bois, 
Et Xanthis tremble ainsi que la biche aux abois, 
Car elle a vu surgir, dans l'onde trop fiddle, 
Les comes du mdchanfc satyre amoureux d elle. 

These lines are quite charming, and full of the freshness 

of a younger age. They are just such as the unhappy 
Andre Chenier penned during the troubled days of the 
Revolution, before bis visions of classic Greece were ended 

by the guillotine. But only an eclectic poet could have at 
once portrayed this smiling woodland scene with so much 

freshness, and lent such Oriental atmosphere to his picture 

of CleopAfcre which we have already examined. 
We do not wish for one moment to insinuate that M. 

Samain was a mere vulgar plagiarist. We are all the 

children of past ages of thought, and the dead command us. 

There are men whose genius is so original as to create a new 

epoch in art, but even they are much influenced by 
the works of their predecessors. They are, however, men 

of such force that they colour all the threads which pass 
through their hands with their own genius. These men are 

the Shakespeares, the Miltons, the Molieres, the Goethes of 
literature. But eclecticism such as that of M. Albert Samain 

is itself one of the many forms of genius. It necessitates 
an extreme sensitiveness, and at the same time a great power 

of analysis. It is only the great artists who can blend 
variegated threads of fancy into a harmonious whole. If 

we wish to study M. Samain’s character, and the nature of 

his genius, we cannot do better than to take his poem, 
« y0jcj ie8 Vieux Metiers,” and read his life’s story from its 

lines. This poem is essentially a child of his own phantasy, 
and all the leading traits of his character can be found in 

its four stanzas :— 

Voici les vieux metiers: le cuir, le fer, le bois, 
La chanson d etabli dans les copeaux eclose, 
Le marteau sur l’enclume, et le fer chaud qu’on pose, 
Et oet osier qui court flexible entre les doigts. 

^Vh! vivre ici pared au ciel changeant des mois! . . . 
ville a pour ceinture un ciair jardin des roses 

Fros i vjvre jcj panni l’inuooenoe des choaes, 

> la bonne timeT, et loir lois. 
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The first verse calls up the vision of a coaufcry hamlet 
with its simple occupations. The melody of the peasants' 

song, the ringing of the hammer, the glowing red-hot anvil, 

and then 44 oet osier qui oourt flexible entre les doigts.'1 

This last line suggests the picture of a woman sitting in 
front of her cottage and twining a basket out of reeds, and 
heightens the effect of the whole immensely. For it is only 

after the day’s work is done that the women sit before the 

cottage-doors to weave baskets. This seemingly banal line 

therefore colours the whole pictare by throwing the mellow 

tints of evening over it. To have written it implies a con¬ 

siderable amount of poetic genius; also an extreme sensi¬ 

tiveness to visual impressions—what we might term the 
power of absorbing and reproducing the atmosphere of 

things. 

This verse and the next are the delicate expression of 

the poet’s longing for the joys of & country life. As sach 
they might express the reaction of a passionate natnre, the 

wish of a valetudinarian effeminate person for peace, or the 

desire of a child of Nature for his natural element. Bnfc if 

we read them carefully we shall see which is the case. The 
four words 44 Loin des tristes lois ” are very significant. They 
show that the poet was in a measure troubled by that inde¬ 

pendent spirit to which authority is hateful and whioh is 

more or less common to all poets. But with Albert hanmin 

hatred of authority turns to melancholy, and he writes 

“ Loin des tristes lois.” With a Victor Hugo or a Baudelaire 

it would have turned to revolt, and they would have written 

44 Maudites lois.” The line— 

La ville a pour oeinture un ciair jardin dee roses 

is in no sense that of a child of natnre. It gives a delicate 

sensual colouring to an essentially virile scene; it is feminine 
in its character. We see therefore that the poem was not 

the work of a passionate manly nature, but rather the 

beautiful cry of a sensitive, modest spirit. The third verse 
continues the pictare and we get a reiteration of the desire 

for simplicity:— 

On songe d’uue vie heureuse et monotone, Ac. 

A life the very reverse of a poet’s life in Paris, with its 

jealousies and struggles, and moral speculations, which are 

food to a virile character, but hateful to the retiring nature 

of au Albert Samain. In the last verse the poet has discovere 

a singularly happy symbol:— 

Ce vieux couple £ternel, VAvarice et 1 Amour P 

It expresses pessimism and doubt, also helplessness at 

the thought that even in these peaceful surrounding* 

of a country life men’s destinies are swayed by e,r 
passions. It is the doubt of a delicate, sensitive m • 

That44 Mais qui sait, helas ” is not quite virilo enoug . 
is the plaint of a woman. The words “trame anx nui s 

d’orage et d’adult£ree ” lend a mystical aspect to his ver) 

fine thought. The poem is, further, the highly 
product of a cultured nature, and the character of A1 

Samain was in reality, much as we have read it in this pos®» 

eminently sensitive, delicate, mystical, impressionable, 

the power of reproducing his impressions, refined, mgulj 

cultivated, and above all retiring. In him the feminine 
predominated. But such as he was he closed a poetic epocn, 

! and laid the foundatioui of a new age. 
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REVIEWS 
I THE ESSENCE OF POETRY 

Puffy and Prm. By Adolphus Almed Jack. (Constable 

and Co. 6s. net.) 

/V#' and Poetry. Being Articles reprinted from the Literary 

Supplement of the Times. By John Bailey. (The 

Cbtrendon Press. 5s. net.) 

PorTBT, which has its spring so near to the prime fount of 
life, partakes much of the nature of life. It is similarly 
inexplicable, similarly varied and particular in its mani¬ 
festations. There is no complete and satisfactory definition 
of life; neither is there of poetry, Mr. Watts-Dunton’s 
4* the concrete and artistic expression of the human mind in 
emotional and rhythmical language ” is perhaps the best of 
mao/ modem attempts at definition ; it is intensive rather 
than extensive, and does not essay too much. To discern 
characteristics of what we instantly recognise as poetry: to 
say: This is vocal emotion, this is intellectual exaltation, 
tfoa is beauty interpreted; to do this is one thing. But to 
combine one's perceptions into a concise and yet comprehen¬ 
sive formula which shall stand as an exact and infallible 
explication of the genus and differentia of poetry, this is 
another, and, as we are persuaded, an impossible thing. 
Life is one thing to a soldier, another to a monk. Falstaff 
iad Browning's “Grammarian,” the Lady Clara Vere 
k Vere and her grocer (if she owned to one), each of 
these experienced life as a different thing: yet the 
mjsterioos essence we call life was common to all. And 
poetry is similarly differentiated. Only a few things can be 
predicated of it in a universal sense, and these are all 
indicated in the terms of Mr. Watts-Dunton’s defini¬ 
tion— “concrete,” “artistic,” “human,” “emotional,” 

rhythmical.’’ When we try to add to their number we 
»t once begin to particularise, and the definition by addition 
becomes incomplete. 1 

Mr. Jack, in his stimulating and often brilliant pages, 
ifords us a new exemplification of these facts. His intro- 
•IncLory essay on poetry is worth reading, for he has 
stmegled bravely with the impossible. He indicates how 
remarkably poetry differs in youth and in maturity. He 
emphasises, too, the intensely personal quality in all true 

^ I* the subtle emanation which ensues when life i 
‘nt0 alembic of the poet’s own soul. In fact, this 

prefatory essay is an elaborate tissue of partial and tentative 
nitions, which, on the whole and taken together, fairly 

6 the human possibilities of the elusive subject. There 

>on* one thing that, so far as we can see, Mr. Jack has 
on here, and strangely enough it is what the 

1 ing essays, viewed in their author’s own chain of 
**Vence. most strikingly discover. It is that not only 

went poets, but more emphatically the poets of different 
_ 1 produce different poetry—very different in form 

^ SQ ^ec*’ ^ with some subtle, indefinable variation 

tfotnT* ^lQ8 ^r’ self-imposed task of discerning 
^mpkx^06^ ^0ln mere Rythmical prose becomes very 

ronn*ction, perhaps, the poetry of the eighteenth 
most difficult for us of the twentieth to appreciate, 

i&f 1 in the track of our own militant 
ake r.t88’ k® ftlruo8t tempted to wipe it from 

hhUtory entir«ly- Mr. Jack sees in the 

poverty 0{ [J** XiJ °* 8tyk on^y a roask to hide the 
i n* ®Pnn& °* emotion and the triviality of its 

l * PTOiwri^6 !hat tbe A«e it8elf l^tle to lend it 
I ona, and artificiality is a bad and blundering 
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ivice. But it produced much that cannot justly be denied 
the name of poetry, much that is “ the concrete and artistio 
expression of ” its own “mind in emotional and rhythmical 
language.” Mr. Jack, indeed, has sufficient penetration to 
give it credit for speaking of its real contemporary interests. 
But it was an artificial age that succumbed to the South 
Sea Bubble, broke the great spirit of Walpole with a simu¬ 
lated “ patriotism,” and closed the pulpits of the Established 
Church to the living spirit that awoke in Wesley and the 
Evangelical preachers. Nevertheless, its life was life, though 
very much life in transition; and its poetry is poetry. It 
was certainly not a lyric age, and we are inclined to think 
that the “ poetry ” for which Mr. Jack so zealously and so 
charmingly contends is too often constrained, especially in 
the earlier essays, within the limits of lyric poetry. The 
reflective cast of Gray’s muse (and it is the essay on Gray 
that broaches the subject of eighteenth-century poetry) leads 
Mr. Jack in his lyric-love to accuse him of writing “ from 
the point of view of the writer of prose.” But this, surely, 
is dangerously near to ruling out all reflective—and one 
might add heroic—poetry. The very comparison of Gray 
with Burns is unfair, for Burns was essentially a lyrio poet. 

Nevertheless, we should be sorry to give an unfavourable 
impression of this book. Even though Lector is now and 
again disposed to contend a point with Auctor - as who would 
not be on this subject—he oannot fail to have his interest 
sustained in Auctor’s fascinating problem. Mr. Jack does 
not skim the surface: to read these essays is to receive a 
contribution. The ground has been widely and closely 
studied, and his views are stated with much cogency and 
felicity of phrase, while not the least charm of the book ia 
tbe engaging modesty and frankness with which the author 
acknowledges his indebtedness to other students of poetry. 
The essay on Meredith shows that Mr. Jack can appreciate 
the cultivated and even artificial (it is his word) poet of 
his own Age, though his mood be not lyric; and that on 
Emerson is one of the finest we remember to have seen on 
a much-neglected poet. We should much have liked to 
quote a passage from the latter wherein Mr. Jack confronts 
the task of twentieth-century poetry. This is emphatically 
a book to buy, and to keep on the handy shelf among one’s 
chosen. 

Mr. Bailey’s book is, by its constitution, of & different 
order, but it is by no means of less value. As readers of his 
previous volumes will know, he is a poetry lover of catholic 
sympathies and sound critical judgment. These essays vary 
in subject from Sir Philip Sidney to Alexander Hume, and 
from Shakespeare’s Tragedies to Swinburne. It is interest¬ 
ing to read Mr. Bailey’s study of Collins and Gray in con- 
junction with Mr. Jack’s essay on the latter poet. Here, too 
we have the admission that Gray had “ the less original 
poetic faculty” as compared with Collins’ “purer vein of 
poetry,” but Mr. Bailey yields the poet his laurel, after all 
for his “ energy and power,” his “ sweeping range,” 
“ splendid colour,” “ fine sense for the composition of a great 
work of art.” More, Gray “ leaves us dazzled with his 
‘ thoughts that breathe and words that bum/ delighted 
with his cnrinsa felieitas of language, interested with his 
critical judgments.” The first of these, at all events, ia th 
impression created by a true poet. Indeed, a sincere and 
catholic appreciation of the poet of every age and s ' 
pervades this volume :— 

It is the business of poetry, after all, to take the whole 
of hfe for its province. . . . Lyrics, elegiacs 
satires no more make the whole of poetry than intLJL.: 
and observation make the whole of life. mwo8P<*tion 

So Mr. Bailey writes enthusiastically of Soori „„ «. 
action, of Keats and his all-seeing eye for wt V 
and his poet’s sen,* that transf^ 
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in Devonshire dialect; they are “ very free with their 
language,” like the old Vicar in Troy Town. The result is 

a vivid and quite unusual impression of the people's ideas 

on all manner of topics—education, the Poor-law, temperance 

legislation and public-houses, policemen, magistrates, divorce, 

voting, party politics, and social life in general. 
The critical reader will discriminate between Mr. Reynolds' 

own conclusions and the working-man's rough and ready 

judgments. But there are many straight talks which will 

probably shock some and amaze others. The gist of the 

matter seems shortly to be this. That which rankles most 

in the hearts of the working-classes, and is most deeply 

resented, is the irritating inspection and perpetual inter¬ 

ference of well-meaning but ever fussy and meddling states¬ 
men and philanthropists. Let us alone; we have got to 

live; hard enough it is ; and all your interference don't make 

it no easier. That seems the burden of their cry. It may 

be irritating to those faddists who want to improve the 
working-man against his will, and on lines which he does 

not understand. Bnt there is common sense and justice in 

his retort. As Mr, Reynolds observes— 

The extremely rapid growth of interest in the poor has 
carried with it definite advantages and certain equal!y 
definite disadvantages. It has overgrown its age, so to 
speak; is somewhat hectic, very startled, and in a desperate 
hurry. ...” What on earth be ’em kicking np Buck a 
buzz about P ” asks the poor man in wonderment when the 
newspapers devote headlines to his affairs, and new Acts, 
with new Ipenalfcies attached, come tumbling upon bis bead 

from on high." 

The working-man resents being treated, because be is a poor 

man, like a badly-brougbt-up child. This attitude is 

admirably summed up by Mr. Reynolds in a striking 

aphorism“ Reforms are needed badly enough in many 

directions, but it should always be borne in mind that what 
seems reform to the giver may be reformatory to the 

recipient.” We strongly recommend this novel work to all 

social reformers, and particularly to the clergy who wish to 
sympathise with their working population but find it hard 

to understand their attitudes. 
These essays and dialogues will widen their social out¬ 

look, and at the same time prove a useful antidote to the 

chimerical schemes of a false Socialism. 

JOYOUS ESSAYS 

A Year of Stranger*. By Yoi Pawlowska. (Duckworth and 

Co. 5s. net.) 

Herb is the book that most of ns intend to write-some day. A 
book woven out of actual experiences, owing nothing to other 
books, to preconceived opinions, stereotyped conventions, or 

the idle chatter of the clubs and cotenes. A book which 
expresses—faultily, it may be, but sincerely-the mind and 

soul of the author: something individual and apart. 
Onr English literature, which has produced many great 

classics, contains few snch books as this, and they are the 
more valuable for their rarity. It to * self-conscious age 
andabeenoe of self-consciousness is of the very essence of 

Yoi Pawlowska’s art. A certain simplicity alike of expres¬ 

sion and of feeling is everywhere apparent. Our author hag 
wandered through Europe and into the warm, mysterious 
lands of the near Eastr-a solitary pilgrim. Bnt she has 
looked upon men and women, upon small, smiling cities and 

vast, barren plains with an observant and sympathetic eye. 
Everywhere she has found something in which to delight, 
and she has discovered fa$ herself—what we all profess to 

believe—ithat there 18 ^cer^ty q.qjty; ^called “ humanity ’ 

which binds together in an indissoluble fellowship the 

peoples of the world. 
This book is full of tbe joy of life, of tbe mere delight 

in living. One feels that each moment brings with it for 

the author its appropriate gift. 14 To be perfect to the 
present moment ”—is not that, as Pater taught us, the 

secret of happiness ? And Yoi Pawlowska is always in 
harmony with her surroundings, whether kneeling before 

the dim altar of some Gothic church, chatting to an 
unknown companion in a railway train, or seeing “ night 

with the tombs and dawn with the mountains from the 
Appian Way. So she takes from life—gladly and with 

gratitude—all that it has to give, and when she writes of 

“ the gaiety of forest life, the haunting shade of leafy 
valleys, the laughter of running water, the little cries of 

surprised wild things, the joy of wood flowers, and the 
glancing of sunlight on green moss through trembling 

branches '' one is sure that these things—seen and unnoticed 
each day by every one of us—have for her their message of 

beauty and consolation. 
To quote is almost an impertinence, for no isolated 

passage can convey any idea of tbe delicate charm and 
fragrance of the whole. But listen to the reflections of 

Yoi Pawlowska as she views Rome in the moonlight from 

a roof garden:— 

I move to the parapet and sit on it, trying to realise aj! 
that Rome has done, all that she will yet do. I whisper her 
name softly, 44 Roma, Roma.” She is as beautiful now as 
when Nero's palace crowned two of her hills. She does not 
age because she assimilates; all that comes to her becomes 
part of her, or it cannot exist, and all that belongs to her 

is in some ways somehow—good. 
Perhaps our critical faculties are dormant in great love; 

certainly here we like what elsewhere we should find blatant 
and noisy. She is great, noble, splendid. What does it 
matter if that with which she clothes herself is sometimes 
glaring to our eyes ? She can never be vulgar, her person 
ality is too great, her simplicity too childlike. She ,s ”° 
illusive fairy, but a goddess carved in mountains, free t e 
sky; no pitiful comforter of the weak and the unht, no 
friend to the moral or physical degenerate, but she thrus a 
bar of steel into the hands of those who can fight Sbe w 
friend for the strong and the young in spint, for those w 
can draw strength from their dreams. In every woman h 

figure by Michael Angelo I see Rome, Rome always, evenly 
the Madonna of the Pieta, where a sorrowing mother see 

Hope in the death of her son. 

This “ Year of Strangers ” will not be exhausted by the 

first reading. It is not, perhaps, a book for a readers, b 
there are many who, having once read it, wiH reburn 

continually as to the companionship of a tried an ) 

friend. ______ 

A BRAVE TRAVELLER 

A hue in West Africa. By Mart Gaunt. Illustrated 

(T. Werner Laurie. 15s. net.) 

Quite early in her tour Mrs. Gaunt met DnBIjto®.^ 
asked him, “ What shaU I wnte about ? «ce g ^ 

answer—14 Write about what you see, and if y 

understand what you see then ask until you do. 
Mrs. Gaunt followed that advice, and the result ^ 

enthusiastic book, a pleasure to the „ Md it8 
information even to one who knows . ^ 
ways other than by hearsay. Quite naturel y. Ae Wn 

some few errors: we find ourselves compelled .to di^ 

with her when she ventures to affirm tha . . tout 0f 
West Africa through “ some doctor’s pre^chce ^ o{ 

.mosquito-proof" netting.” f From Benguel 
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the Niger Protectorate the hardened resident has learned 
tiiat mosquito-proof netting is an alternative to disease, a 
necessity, and Mrs. Gaunt, nearly always within smell of the 
sea on her travels, does medical science a disservice in con¬ 

demning that same netting. 
She gives ns Liberia, that sorriest of all sorry attempts to 

elevate the coloured men to dignity and independence, in a 
series of word-pictures of which the apparent superficiality 
detracts not at all from the value ; she points forcibly the 
carious limitations of the missionary mind, and emphasises 
the feet which every West African resident knows and to 
which the great British public insists on closing its eyes— 
that the u poor heathen ” for whom the missionary pennies 
are collected does not exist. She adds her voice to the 
great chorus which has already proclaimed that dishonesty 
and rice are rampant among the natives on the coast, where 1 

missionary effort is, and are comparatively rare inland, where ' 
missionary effort is not. “ I am not saying that religion as I 
taagbt by the missionary has taught vice,” she says, “ but I j 
am declaring emphatically that it has failed to keep the | 
negro from it.” And again, comparing the well-fed native 
of West Africa and the wastrel of the English streets, she | 
says: “ I feel that the English who subscribe to Missions I 
are taking the bread from the children’s table and throwing ! 
it to the dogs.” She points out that no native community | 
permits starvation among its members, a fact which renders I 
the giving to foreign Missions rather reprehensible than wise. 

She brings to this vexed question acumen tempered with I 
the judgment which comes only with sight and knowledge of I 
the effects of missionary work, and in that connection her I 
hook is another blow on the wedge that is being slowly, but j 
not less surely, driven. For the rest, she travelled and saw ; I 
she advances arguments, * weighty ones among them, in 
famar of German as opposed to English methods of | 
colonisation—yet we remember Damaraland, farther south, I 1 

sod realise that however much German colonists have J 1 

charmed Mrs. Gannt, there may yet be a word unsaid on the I 1 

other side; she credits Portuguese colonists with having I i 
*lvij8 " chosen their sites wisely, from which we hazard I s 

a guess that she has never visited Brazil. She intersperses I i 
her observations with quaint little paragraphs of reflections, I I 
sometimes businesslike, sometimes sentimental, and always I ( 
delightful. I b 

kttuse this is a very human book, full of human weak- I s< 

“*» strength, oontradictoriness, and consistency, every page j 
°1 it i§ worth reading. Quite apart from any value which it I 
“ej-and does—possess for the student of West Africa, it 
hears mob marks of freshness and sincerity as stamp it a j 
ootsbfe contribution to current literature. I ^ 

I book on the ethics of the struggle which is dreary reading 
for the reviewer, but which is of value as a book of 
reference to those students of diplomacy who require to 
know all about existing treaties, international engagements, 
and Hague Conventions. It consists of 108 pages of the 
author’s composition and 151 pages of small-type appendices. 
We wonder that Sir Thomas gave his time to such a 
laborious production, which can be of no value to any one 
except the class we have already named. 

Briefly, the author has set out to prove that Italy, by her 
summary invasion of Tripoli—without even considering 
Turkey’s reply to her ultimatum—has broken all her treaty 
obligations towards the Ottoman Empire and towards 
Europe generally. But we all knew this. Italy has not 
even created a precedent. History is strewn with torn-up 
treaties, and we are afraid the future offers no hope of an 
Increase of morality amongst the nations. Sir Thomas 
Barclay also points out that the other signatories to the 
Treaty of Berlin in 1878 who guaranteed the integrity of 
die Ottoman Empire have equally failed to stand by their 
word. This also is true. It is difficult to Bee how they could 
iave done otherwise without bringing about a general 
Suropean conflagration. Now that the Powers are grouped 
inder the Triple Alliance and the Entente Cordiule, it is 
ery difficult to intervene in small local wars without drag¬ 
ing in the whole of the first-class Powers of Europe. This 
nr Ed wai*d Grey pointed out in his recent speech at Sunder- 
ind. . Therefore the lesser of the two evils is chosen, and 
hie weak have to suffer. Sir Thomas Barclay’s most inte¬ 
rs ting chapters are those devoted to pointing out the posi- 
on of Egypt and Tunis in the present struggle. He rightly 

reminds us that once peace is restored, many knotty questions 
will have to be settled between England and Italy and 
France and Italy. The frontiers of both Tunis and Egypt 
are ill-definod. There is the question of the Bay of Solum, 
which as a precautionary measure we have occupied, and 
are not likely to give up. The Tunisian frontier is equally 
iJl-defined, and France claims both of the oases of Ghadames 
and Ghat, which Italy will certainly endeavour to hold. It 
is obvious that the peace of Europe is not yet assured, and 
Italy may regret the day when she set forth to found a 
Colonial Empire amid the sands of Northern Africa. This 
is a poor book for the general reader, but useful to the 
student. 

SHORTER REVIEWS 

treaty obligations and the 

TURCO-1TALIAN WAR 

T',rn-Italian War and Its Problems. By Sir Thomas 

Buclh. (Constable and Co. 5s. net.) 

Ute to be reminded from time to time that there ie still 

1 state of war between Turkey and Italy; otherwise we 
be in danger of forgetting this interesting fact 

* together. At the present time we read very little in the 

a^°at & Occasionally the report of some heavy 
jj" ecw!Te en8*fiP®ent trickles through inspired sources in 

***’ customary casualty list of two or three meu 
Wjuaded un the Italian side and about one thousand slain 

“ttitted among the Turks and Arabs. It would be 

tbeT mak0 a calculation of exactly how many times 
ia * j^nn^ k*8 been killed daring the war; and yet, 

they keep up the useless struggle and show 
uf yielding. Sir Thomas Barclay has produced a 

Digitized by Google 

The Aye and Growth of Salmon and Trout in Norway, as 

Shown by their Scales. By Kngt Dahl. Translated 

from the Norwegian by Ian Baillie. (The Salmon and 

Trout Association, Fishmongers* Hall, E.C. 5s.) 

Mr. H. W. Johnston in a series of papers contributed to the 
11 Annual Reports of the Fishing Board for Scotland,” com¬ 
mencing in the year 1904, was the first to draw attention to 
the use of salmon scales for studying the age and other 
biological conditions of the salmon. Groups of rings which 
are formed each year, as the scale grows, reveal under the 
microscope the age of the fish, the time that it has spent in 
fresh and salt water, and the number of times that it has 
spawned. These investigations have been checked by com¬ 
parison with the scales of marked fish; and they have been 
supplemented and popularised by Mr. Calderwood and Mr. 
Arthur Hutton. 

The scales so examined were confined to salmon caught in 
Scotland or in the river Wye; but now Herr Dahl has 
widened the field of investigation by his researches on the 
coast of Norway, where he has collected and examined scales 
of salmon and trout from the Christiansand district, the 
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Trondhjem district, and East Finmerken. It is impossible in 
the limited space at our disposal to give any adequate idea 

of the labour involved in such research: we have nothing 

but praise for the patience and accuracy with which sixty 

pages of statistics have been so elaborately tabulated. 

The object that Herr Dahl has chiefly in view is to deter¬ 

mine the age and rate of growth of Balmon and trout in 

their natural state in different localities. His book is 

admirably arranged, and illustrated from micro-photographs 

of scales executed by Mr. Hutton; and the conclusions at 

which be has arrived cannot fail to be of great assistance 

to those who are engaged in fostering and developing our 

salmon fisheries. 

The farther north we go the later are smolts in migrating 

to salt water. In Hampshire it is reported that they migrate 

when one year old ; in Scotland they migrate when two years 

old; within the Arctic Circle they are often four or even 

five years old before they descend to the sea. Their growth 

snbsequent to migration varies considerably; the later they 

migrate the more rapidly do they grow. The male fish 

attain sexual maturity earlier than the females. Few 

salmon spawn twice; scarcely any live to spawn a third 

time. “ In the whole of my material, which consists of 

3,350 individuals, I have found only three specimens whose 

scales showed two spawning marks, that is to say, only three 

individual fish which had survived the second spawning.” 

They vary very much in the length of time that they spend 

in the sea before they return to the river to spawn; 

thas the product of one years spawning is distributed 
over six or seven years; such a distribution contributing 

greatly to the preservation of the specieB ; whilst it renders 

it impossible to say beforehand which will be a good year in 

a particular river. These are a few of the conclusions 

arrived at by Herr Dahl. All who are interested in the 

life-hifitory of the Salmonidae will welcome a translation of 

this important book. 

Chawton Manor arid its Owners. A Family History. By 

William Austen Leigh and Montagu George Knight, 

of Chawton. With Portraits and Illustrations. (Smith, 

Elder and Co. 21s. net.) 

In the new method of teaching geography the immediate 

village or city is taken as the beginning, and from that 

centre the lessons spread out so as to comprise the county, 

the country, the Continent, and the world. By this means 
the geography lesson has been made, even to the youngest 

pupil, a living topic, and the formal terms used in its course 
have a meaning and a reality which were too often absent 

from the school-days of ourselves and our fathers. This 
method of teaching geography is as far as possible being 

adopted into the kindred science of history, but here the 
opportunity is too often lacking. For instance, the children 

of London, in the absence of a communal consciousness 
which is practically unattainable in consequence of its size, 

are for the most part debarred from the natural access to 
English history as if they lived in some remote Irish village. 
What opportunity has even the best teacher in Bethnal 
Green or Wiilesden to take what he can find of local history 

and use it as an introduction to the larger history of the 
State ? Compared with the inhabitants of many a small, 
uuimportant country town, the Metropolitan teacher and 

pupil are badly handicapped. Many a town, and even village, 
which has long been left aside in the race of modem progress, 
has in the past taken its place iu the upbuilding of English 
history, and, like an old, even if impoverished, family, can 
look with proud contempt on the upstart plutocrats of the 
manufacturing towns. Thus the children of York or 
Chester, for instance, have much of which those of Leeds or 

“•"^rsTCbogle' 

A good illustration of how much lies hidden in the 
history of our villages is to be found in the pages of 
the sumptuous volume which Mr. Austen Leigh and 

Mr. Knight have prepared for us. There is not an inhabi¬ 
tant of the village, no matter how lowly, who must not 

feel proud of his birthplace after only a glance at this 
handsome production. The volnme appeals in the first place 
to the members of the Knight family, with all its offshoots, 
who have been so intimately connected for so long a period 
with Chawton; bnt the residence of Jane Austen in the 

village and her dose relationship to the Knight family—her 
brother Edward inherited the estate, taking the name of 

Knight—will give the book an appeal to a much wider circle. 
There are many admirers of her writings who will welcome 

with pleasure the opportunity to know more of the surroundings 
in which she spent some of her most fruitful years. Finally, 
although of course the style and cost of the volume precludes 
it ever passing into the hands of children, the material which 

the authors have collected may lead through the local pride 
and patriotism which it most generate to a wider &ad clearer 
grasp of English history which touched that of Chawton 

at many points. 

Dance of the Months. By Eden PmLLrorrs. Illustrated by 

Annie T. Beuthall. (Gowans and Gray, Ltd., 12s. 6d. 

net.) 

The Book of Bridges. By Jessie M. E. King and E. Arcam- 

deal*. (Gowans and Gray, Ltd., 12s. 6d. net.) 

A painting, a few pages of description, with a conversation 
or an incident skilfully interpolated, and a poem to conclude: 

these, one set for each month of the year, all dealing with 

Dartmoor, compose a 14 colour-book” with much more beauty, 

scheme, meaning and interest than most volumes of this 
class. Mr. Eden Phillpotts and his artist-collaborator (we 

wish he would not call her 44 my painter”) have worked well 
and truly together, each helping the other, and the result is 

satisfying from the standpoint both of literature and art. 

Of the months, we like best “ May,” and the chat with 
that comparatively modern Dartmoor man, the range-clearer, 

whose duty it is to clear the ranges within & certain radios 

from the artillery-camp when heavy firing is expected. Of 

the pictures, those accompanying January, June, and Decem¬ 

ber are the most beautiful, and, we must add from personal 

experience, most expressive of the spirit of the Devonshire 

moorland. Amd of the poems, the September one, entitled 

44 The Fann that Loved a Girl,” is finest in lyrical vein, au<3 
the concluding one, 44 To the Months,” which made its first 
appearance in the columns of The Academt, is the stateliest 

and best. The whole book is good to read and re-read in 
fact—and not of many colour-volumes can this be truthfully 
said. Commendation, though not perhaps quite so emphatic, 

must be given to 44 The Book of Bridges,” which mak&s a 

pair with the previous one. Miss Jessie King’s familiar 

delicacy of line is more suitable to flower-studies than to 

the rendering of larger effects, but in many of these pictures 

of the bridges of Paris she is very successful. M. Arcam- 

beau disclaims any great erudition in a modest preface, am 

writes charmingly, with plenty of historical information, 

about each well-known 44 Pont.” 

The Lamp of England, and Other Verses. By B. B. b. 

(Foyle’s Printing Works, W. 3s. fid. net.) 

Australia, and Other Poems. By W. H. Elsum. (G. Bobert- 

son and Co., Melbourne. 3s. 6d. net.) 

The best poem in 44 The Lofnp of England” is not the one 

which gives a title Ui ok, but a pretty little song n 
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Praise of Sark;w its refrain is quite haunting, and it is 
reallj musical. Indeed, “ R. R. G.” in his lyrical mood is 
hr nearer to true poetry than when he essays the long 
rkyming stanzas recapitulating history or telling some 
fanciful story; his measures in these lengthy odes take 
poaesaioo of him and blind him to a great many flaws— 
although we note that in the Prefaoe he disclaims any 
imputation of being a poet. Even so, he should not rhyme 
“oars” with “pause,M “loveliness” with “thankfulness,” 
“time ” with “ thine,” or “ Sicily ” with “ bitterly; ” it is 
apt to cause a little misapprehension on the part of the 
critic. As to the ordinary non-critical reader, he may take 
op “The Lamp of England” and find that its sturdy 
patriotism and its interpretation of history please him more 
than tbe literary gems of poets who speak with tongues of 
angels. Angels, as a rule, are such a long way off; “R. R. G. ” j 
comes down to earth, and is unafraid. ! 

Patriotism again is the prevailing note in “ Australia ”— 
a love of the land, and many invocations to be “Up, up, 
sad shout alond” the “war-song of the free.” Some of 
the allusions will be rather puzzling to those unfamiliar I 
with the life of the bosh ; one line, as an instance, occurs 
tons:— 

So it’s hump the heavy bluey, and it's boil the billy tea; 

bat Mr. Elsum is considerate, and does not force the local I 
pbiseology unduly. The various shorter poems which help j 

to compose this promising volume are all of a strong, racy I 
type, some of them deliberately ragged ; others (such as I 
''Wes Pain ’’) strive for a deeper note, but are not quite so t 
successful; and one, “Down where the Lachlan flows,” is I 
m dramatically fine as some of Mr. Kipling's staccato verses j 
of tragedy With judicious restraint and not quite so 
much of Australia Mr. ELsum should do better work still. 

world, and Mr. Shelley’s account of its origins, its early 
benefactors and principal officers, together with his survey 
of the precious objects preserved within its walls, should be 
welcomed by all who take the slightest interest in science 
and the arts. Previous works, notably Edward Edwards* 
“ Lives of the Pounders of the British Museum ” and Robert 
Cow tan’s “ Memories of the British Museum,” have thrown 
interesting sidelights on the history of the famous institu¬ 
tion ; but Mr. Shelley claims that his is the first attempt to 
oombine within the scope of a single volume of some 350 
pages an ordered history of the Museum and a conspectus 
of its contents. With regard to the latter he does not 
profess to be exhaustive, seeing that the official guide-books 
already exceed thirty in number, and that these are but 
prefatory to a library of innumerable treatises and cata¬ 
logues. Nevertheless, instead of attempting the impossible, 
the anthor has produced a most interesting volume, which 
gives the reader a point of view useful alike for a visit to 
the Museum or for an armchair understanding of its priceless 
treasures. 

Stones in Grey. By Barry Pain. (T. Werner Laurie. 6s.) 

Wi rather feared, when we noted the title of this book, that 
Mr. Bony Pain had yielded unreservedly to one of his 
morbid moods, and had collected a series of studies in 
d«pair which should lead us to contemplate the least 
wwmifortable method of leaving this planet; but we were 
cunningly set at rest as we read on. For although there 

ii lome sadness in this collection of stories, cameos, minia- 
tow, or whatever fanciful name we choose to apply to such 
kiidj work, there is also an abundance of humoor; in 
hct, the book is Barry Pain at his best. It is as good as his 

Canadian Canoe,” and that is saying much. 
little stories, three dialogues, and fourteen tiny 

miniafcnres ” compose the fare set before the reader, and 
® it least six of tbe items there is enough plot for a full¬ 
ed1*! norel. The moat delightful of all is entitled “ The 
^oll”—a tale which begins plaintively, modulates into a 
cheerful key, and ends on the fine major chord of love—a 

which came late, but not too late, to a warm-hearted, 
^ly spinster, one of London's crowd of lonely workers, 
lor this alone the volume is worth bnying. “ The Auto- I 
foogrsphy of an Idea "—the Idea being personified as 
Abating into whose head it should enter—is capital, and is I 
forked out in a most ingenious manner. It is out of the j 
^wstion to comment upon each story here presented, but we i 
^assure the reader who appreciates clever work which I 

<*°**K)nally touches greatness—as in the idyll entitled “Too I 

*** and Too Late ’’—that “Stories in Grey” will hold bis 

^tion closely gripped until the last page. I 

Museum : its History and Treasures. By Henry I 

C. Shelley. Illustrated. (Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons. || 
6d. net.) J 

^ ^ too much to say that the British Museum stands J 
Imminent amongst similar institutions throughout the J 
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Lycidas: A Monograph. By the Rev. W. Tuckwell. (John 

Murray. 2s. 6d. net.) 

Tuis is a very neat and useful edition of Milton’s immortal 
threnody. Mr. Tuckwell s notes evince wide reading and 
careful study, and they really contribute to a better under¬ 
standing of the poem. He makes clear Milton’s debt to 
Bion, to Theocritus, and to Virgil, and has a keen eye for 
Horatian phrases and suggestions. The notes abound in 
illustrative quotations from the classics, all of them apt, and 
there is an interesting discussion in passing of the poetic 
use of flower-lore and of Milton’s “ daffodilly ” in particular. 
Mr. Tuckwell, however, does not comment at all on what we 
believe is Milton’s unique use of the adjective “ glowing ” to 
describe the violet. One curious point arrested us. The 
commentator's etymology is surely taking a holiday when, 
dealing with the term “ shaggy,” which he rightly interprets 
as “rough,” he adduces as a parallel instance (together with 
“ shag ”—t.e., rough tobacco) the word shagreen—i.e., rough 
leather. We fancy the etymology of “shagreen ” is a trifle 
less obvious. 

The monograph gains not a little in interest by the inclu¬ 
sion of Milton’s own rough draft of the poem, complete with 
erasions and corrections. A facsimile reproduction of the 
“ Rathe Primrose ” passage in the poet’s handwriting does 
excellent duty as a frontispiece. We commend the little 
book to all lovers and students of Milton. 

Willing'8 Press Guide. (James Willing, Jan. Is.) 

As a book of general and useful information the Guide 
issued by Messrs. Willing will be difficult to beat at the 
price. The alphabetical list of newspapers and periodicals 
is well and concisely arranged, and enables any one to see 
at a glance the date any particular paper was founded, the 
time of its incorporation with another newspaper, its 
politics, day of publication, and price. There is also a 
classified list of professions, trades, religious denominations, 
sciences, Ac. The principal foreign and colonial publica¬ 
tions are given, together with a separate list of the London 
addresses of each. The Guide is invaluable to author, 
publisher, bookseller, and advertiser. 

The Catholic Directory. (Bonis and Oates, lb. Gd. net.) 

The present Directory is the seventy-fifth issue of the 

statistics, societies, and dioceses of the Roman Catholic 
Church. It also contains au ecclesiastical calendar and 
general almanac, as well as a very large number of adver¬ 
tisements. 

Original from 
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FICTION 
A GREAT FRENCH NOVEL 

M. des Lourdines: Histoire d'un Gentilhomme campagnard. 

By Alphonse de Chateaubriant. (Bernard Grasset, 

Paris. 3f. 50c.) 

A chorus of almost unanimous praise has greeted this novel 

and its untried author, whose name has suggested an obvious 
but dangerous comparison, from which, however, he has 
emerged triumphant. Strangely enough, the theme at 

which he has so well succeeded is the same as that of his 

illustrations namesake's earlier masterpieces, the charm of 
natural scenes and the glamour of primitive conditions. 
Now, if a man were called by the name of William Shake¬ 
speare and wanted to win fame in literature, he would 
have no alternative, unless he wrote about the Coptic 

religion or chemistry for schools, but to change that name. 

But M. de Chateaubriant has taken his stand where he was 

bound to succeed ; he has more ways of recommending the 
country and its dwellers than by mere fine writing ; he has 
knowledge, observation, and sympathy. And to his deep 

acquaintance with the inwardness of rustic life he has added 

the science of the human heart. Of these elements is com¬ 

posed 44 M. des Lonrdines.'’ 

Perhaps we have recommended the book rather clumsily ; 

books, especially novels, about the country involve descrip¬ 
tions, and descriptions are generally voted boring. And 

then we may have seemed to imply that the writer does not 
shine in the matter of 44 fine writing ” by the side of the 

author of l4RenA” But, after all, the original Chateau¬ 
briand is not much of a favourite with English readers, who 

(nowadays at any rate) find him tiresome, and we may say 
at once that his modern successor has a delightfully sober 

and attractive style. 

The story round which M. de Ch&teaubriant weaves his 

web of living fancies is as old as humanity. It is a version 
of the Prodigal Son, and, since the author refers on his 
title-page to a picture, let us say that the picture he oon- 

jures up for us is the Prodigal Son of one of the early 

German masters, where the foreground synthesises the human 

tragedy, while the background dominates with its reminder 

of the eternal patience of Nature and the worth of humble 

endeavour and the daily task. M. des Lourdines, who has 

the title-part, is a gentleman of old family, who, detached 

by the force of circumstances from his equals, becomes a : 
part of the countryside where he lives and lovingly 
administers his estates. He goes daily into a remote part 

of the forest to see and doctor a wounded buck; on such 

excursions 44 il n’etait plus Thimothee des Lourdines, il n'avait 

plus d’Age ; dans sa chair circulait la seve des chAtaigniers 
et des hetres ,* et son esprit, detache de sa propre pensee, 

libre, immense, epousait toutes les formes, tous les murmures 

de la foret.” With his inseparable dog and his game-baghe 
hunts, not birds or beasts, but mushrooms—“les cham¬ 
pignons, c'ctait la chair meme de la foret, une chair dont la 

saveur tenait de l'arbre et de la terre.” His friend and 

companions are all the rustic dwellers of the countryside, 
and particularly his servant Celestiu, type of the sound 
essential peasant: 41 II savait tout faire, ce Celestin, et sans 

avoir rien appris ! ” For the evenings at home there is his 

violin. 
This peaceful existence is broken by the prodigality of his 

son. The latter comes back from Paris for the funeral of 
his mother, whose death had been accelerated by his 
behaviour, and, on learning the ruin he has caused, is near to 

.•ommifcting suicide. He is saved by a sudden perception of 
father’s noble charactm^nd the book ends on a happy note. 

Digitized by CjOOQIC 

The simple story is profoundly moving, and is among the 

few French novels that we know that oont&in a real message 

of hope and faith. It is due to the fact that its author 
understands the trne relation between the general and the 
particular, and does not make either subservient to the 

other. There have been novels about the land written in 

French, but we know of none as true or as genuine as this 

of M. de Ch&teaubriant. To readers of Zola's 44 La Terre11 

it will serve as a useful antidote; George Sand and her 
peasants a la Rousseau hardly enter into the case; while 

M. Rene Bazin—whose work, notably 41 Le Ble qui leve," 

we should be the last to disparage—is too preoccupied to 

demonstrate a thesis, and strikes too sentimental a note to 

be a serious rival. There is not a page of 44 M. des Lour- 

dines ” that rings false. 

The Peril of Pine's Place. By James Blyth. (F. V. 

White and Co. 6s.) 

There are two young men just down from college, two gills 

with whom the young men fall in love without hesitation, a 

rather ill-defined lady villain, and a great detective, who 

becomes rather commonplace on close acquaintance; there 

are also a dozen or so of minor characters. This for the 

personal side. Then there is a Socialist plot to bring about 
a revolution in England, an unnamed but easily recognisable 

foreign Power in sympathy with the cause, and a certain 

great man who, with the assistance of the two heroes, foils 

the plot, releases the heroines from captivity, and sets, 

things right again all round. These well-worn materials 
for a thrilling melodrama are supplemented by a marvellous 

aeroplane which can 14 hover ” anywhere for an indefinite 

period, by wireless telegraphy, and by other modern and ultra¬ 

modern scientific appliances. The result is good melodrama 

for two-thirds of the way; but the final chapters fail to grip 
perhaps because its end is too apparent, and perhaps because 

the characters dwindle to marionette proportions, and are 

obviously 44 worked " by the author. There are some excel¬ 

lent bits of Eastern Counties dialect, including idiomatic 

phrases that only a close student of that district could give. 

The book would have been much improved if its author 

had been more moderate in his diatribes against the Socialist 

party. Had he been less emphatic, he would have been 
more convincing. 

Riquilda, By Mrs. Kendall Park. (Marray aud Evendeu. 

68.) 
Riquilda was the daughter of Borrell, Sovereign Count of 

Barcelona, what time the Moorish chief Almanzor the 

Victorious invaded Catalonia and sacked its capital 
Riquilda loves and is beloved of Bernardo de Montorn^s, 

but there is a cousin who, for love of Riquilda, turns traitor 

to his country and apostate to his faith, and in the end the 

Catalans drive the invaders from their country, peace reigns, 

and all live happily ever after—or, at least, until the next 

Moorish invasion. As should always be the case in these 
stories of the days of chivalry, there is gore by the hogshead, 

a long-lost daughter who befriends the heroiue, and sufficient 

incident for six books, to which charactei is entirely subsi* 
diary. It is a stirring story of troubled times, with villany 

uppermost until the last chapter, when virtue triumphs, 

it ought in all tales of the good old times. 

It is difficult to believe that the last chapter is the work 

of the same writer as the rest of the book, for here we aiy 

faced with powerful and dramatic work—the story ends on 

a note of convincing, human intensity, of passionate appeal. 

For the sake of this last chapter the book deserves to be 
read, and it is a pity that its chances are marred at the 
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outset by its title, which is Greek to the average reader, 
and a deterrent to those who might, were it distinguished 
by a phrase indicative of its subject, include it in their 
library lists. 

The Money Moon. By Jeffert Farnol. (Sampson Low and 

Co. 68.) 

The author of “The Broad Highway ” has given us in his 
second romance a refreshing idyll of Kent, the Garden of | 
England, which will prove a veritable summer holiday in j 
these dreary winter months to all who read it. For Mr. 
Farnol at once takes his readers “ to fresh woods and I 
pastures new,” across gentle hills into pleasant valleys 
redolent with sweet-smelling new-mown hay and the warm 
scent of ripening hops and fruit, along the banks of i 
murmuring brooks, through grassy lanes fragrant with the I 
bireetbriar and honeysuckle of the hedgerows, and over 
styles into rich meadows with the lark singing above at 
heaven’s gate in the glorious sunshine. How George Bellew, I 
the young American millionaire, in the guise of an obscure J 
wayfarer, met, courted, and at last won by an uuusually bold | 
stroke Anthea Devine, the poor but proud mistress of j 
Dapplemere farm, is charmingly and humorously told. I 
Indeed a rich vein of humour runs right through this ! 
twentieth-century Arcadian love-story, while the characters I 
are so delightfully drawn that no one will regret making j 
their acquaintance. And we must not forget the hero’s pipe, j 
which is very much en evidence, and plays a not unimportant I \ 
part, uor the Money Moon which shines through the clouds | ' 
at the right moment and provides the title. I f 

Happiness,” for that only comes at the end of the book. 
The sisters are the opposites of each other in character and 
temperament, although not dissimilar in looks, and this 
leads to complications. An important part in the stoiy is 
played by a sort of Lady Noggs, whose influence is decidedly 
useful. Altogether “ Phyllis and Felicity ” is quite a good- 
toned, interesting novel, enlivened, apart from the love story, 
by a mildly contested country election and the mnrmurings 
of a minor poet. 

THE THEATRE 

KIPLING AT THE PALACE 

Thr Healer. By Robert Herrick. (Macmillan and Co. 6s.) 

-^^88 again, we suppose, is Mr. Herrick going to give us so 
hoc a novel as “Together/1 but “The Healer” is certainly 
* great improvement upon his previous book. Dr. Holden, 
gniff, rather grim, uncouth, saves by a clever and timely 
operation the life of a city girl when she and her family are 

awaj on the confines of civilisation at a “summer camp.” 
Tlie usual consequences demanded by the novel-reader 

Wnr: she loves him, and he loves her, neither of them 
thinking for five serious minutes of the inevitable foolish¬ 
ness of marriage under such conditions. For he is known as 
M The Healer ”■—he loves the free life of the woods and wide 
spaces, loves to core illness and disease for the sheer pleasure 

it, regardless often of payment; while she has been 
taught np in luxury, and life in the barely-furnished 
chanties which he considers homelike is bound to disgust 
ta. All goes well for a time, but tronble comes—the two 
stores, relieved of their primary emotion and passion, find 
themselves in antagonism. The ending is tragic, but 
-nforoed, and the development of the situation is so well 
^oaged that the reader is held interested to the last. 

Kt Svrifire, By Wilmot Kate. (W. J. Ham-Smith. 6s.) 

Pniit Minister, his two Under-Secretaries —one bad, the I 
JKt good, and, worse than that, Quixotic—a conscientious I 

journalist, who disclosed official secrets, euding in a Bow J 

** Pr05ecQtion, make up a readable book of its kind to I 
*n e away an hour after dinner. It is written in a very I 
•'•ty unrestful style, but this is perhaps accounted for by I 

- repid movement of tho characters and events of the I 
M itself. 

11 •' i dicity. By Diana Mevricr. (Sidgwick and I \ 
•kckson. 6s.) I i 

1' a J e ^io of two half-sisters, Phyllis and Felicity, J c 

**000 ^bfc imagine from the title, “ Pbyllia and J 0 
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titl$, “ Phyllis, 

CjOOgL 

I We had hardly recovered from the shock we received on 
hearing that Sir Herbert Tree was to appear on the stage of a 
luxurious music-hall situated within the Bohemia of Shaftes¬ 
bury Avenue, when we found ourselves mildly enjoying a 
horn (Vceuvres of trick cyclists, speciality dancers, knockabout 
comedians, and acrobats as an appetiser for the more sump¬ 
tuous fare to follow. And in our enjoyment we trembled — 
from Shakespeare to Kipling is a big leap, and were not the 
voices of Mr. A. E. George, Mr. Basil Gill, and others sacred 
to the august domain of His Majesty’s Theatre P 

However, we need not have felt embarrassed, for in 
Kipling’s “ The Alan Who Was,” excellently dramatised by 
Mr. Kinsey Peile, is scope for the best talent of any actor. 
The story may be briefly outlined. At a social gathering uf 
tho White Hussars in Peshawur a shot is heard, and 
ei suspected rifle-thief is brought in. The man, pre¬ 
sumably a Pathan, is in most miserable plight—covered by 
rags, dirty and brown and worn and weeping; but as he 
las uttered a word or two of English he is brought into the 
sresence of the officers, instead of being taken to the cells. 
Seated before a candelabra, he is inarticulate at first, but 
presently be gropes for a secret spring which alters its shape, 
nd presses it. The officers are astounded; but they are still 
lore aghast when, being offered a drink, he mouths “ The 
[ueen! ” and snaps the stem of his glass—a custom peculiar 
1 the regiment. The rolls are searched, and he is die- 
>vered to be Lieutenant Austin Limmason, set down as 
tissing many years before. He has been exiled to Siberia 
>r striking a Russian officer who insulted England, has 
leaped, and wandered back after years of hardship, with 
emory and speech almost gone, to his old comrades. Dirko- 
tch, a Russian colonel, temporary guest of the Hussars, 
gists in the explanation. 

Even this bald sketch of the plot shows it as a good 
eme for dramatic treatment, and we question whether 
r. Peile has strengthened it at all by his gratuitous intro- 
ction of the feminine element, although Millicent Durgan 
Colonel Durgan’s wife, and sister to the long-lost man, 
i very pretty part, and Miss Frances Dillon makes the 
•st of it. To her, before the entrance of Limmason, falls 
i task of explaining the situation to a young girl friend, 
1 we must say that her words, “ I still hope that my love' 

_[ the love of the regiment, may bring Austin back some' 
day,” seem a rather obvious preparation, especially as she 
stretches her hands to the hills tragically. She has refused 
Dirkovitch, and her brother has suffered accordingly; but 
the story as Kipling wrote it would have sufficed. 

Sir Herbert Tree can never have played the part of 
Limmason better than he did on Monday night; it was a 
personal triumph for him in more ways than one. There 
was no room for airs and graces, for scowling and posing; 
the effect had to be obtained by sheer fine acting—and he 
obtained it. One sorry interlude we must note. The 
audience at his entry clapped enthusiastically for win 
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seemed minutes, thus savagely spoiling a situation which 

might have been intensely tragic, and ruining the illusion 

which had been so carefully built up. We were glad to 
note that an attempt to applaud later on was mppe 
in the bud by some courageous listeners with a sense 

of artistic fitness. The habit of applauding an actor at his 
firet entry, regardless of seemliness, of artistry, is a wicked 
one, and should be firmly suppressed. Once this trying 
moment had passed the drama worked steadily to its thrill¬ 

ing close. Gradually Iiimmason recovers memory and an 
awkward, cramped speech. He sees Dirkovitch in hi*. 
Russian uniform, and fawns at his feet, much to the disgust 

of the Englishmen; the words 44 Crimea ” and 44 Iukerman 

revive his past years; he roams wildly round the room, 
recognising eagerly regimental trophies. h inally Dirkovitch 
departs, and Millicent Durgan is left with her brother, 

sorrowing and yet rejoicing. This gradual opening out of the 

memory and Btammering return of English words is one of 
the most moving things that Sir Herbert has given us ; bis 

acting was masterly, inasmuch as it is the easiest part in 

the world to exaggerate and spoil. By his company he was 
admirably supported; the surprise and confusion of the 

cluster of men, their sudden breaking Ipart when 44 The 
Man who Was” snapped the stem of his wineglass, were 

things to remember. 

In response to repeated calls, Sir Herbert Tree came 
before the curtain, and remarked, in a short speech, that 
now he had 44 broken the bread of variety ” for the first 

time he hoped that he would be thought consistent, not in 

obstinacy, but in wisdom, and that he was inclined to regard 

the new relations between the theatres and the halls with 

cheerfulness. 

A ROMAN SPOON 

Each generation of men is apt to regard itself as the last 

word in evolution, as in time. Few things are more pleasing 

than the companionship of those 44 golden lads and girls ” 
who are trained in the good old standard of courtesy toward 

and respect for their elders; few things more obnoxious 
than the aggressive self-confidence of the half-fledged 

gutter-sparrow. Young and old, nationally and individually, 

we are inclined, in the unctuous words of the hymn, to 

44 Thank the goodness and the grace that on our birth has 
smiled.” Every village tub-thumper nowadays will call 

upon his hearers to realise how rosy is the change from the 

ideas of the 44 Dark AgeB ” to those of the twentieth century. 
True, the pendulum has swung to the opposite extreme. 

Easy-going luxury lies at one end of the social pole, and 

abject conditions approximating to servitude at the other. 

The mansion and the slum stand cheek-by-jowl. Our 
breaking away from the feudal instinct is supposed to have 

levelled folk down to democratic equality. The modern 

British caste, however, is the caste of wealth, a sorry and 

ignoble exchange for the old order, with its inculcated maxim 
that high station carries with it the responsibility of sacrifice 

and endeavour. 

We have a delightful recollection of several elderly ladies 
of high breeding living in a little French village. The mis¬ 
fortunes of their country had brought them to abject 
poverty, but socially their lack of pence made absolutely no 
difference. They were received with precisely the same 
cordiality aod respect as of yore. We much doubt whether 
similar conditions would so operate in rural England. To 
be well bred is to esteem others as ourselves. To the truly 
refined the accident of money loss tends to increase rather 
than to diminish the desire to shpw attention. We fear 
these poox^ladies wo’fld ji^we suffered the galling 

experience of polite patronage, an experience even more 

trying than that of neglect. The airs and graces of the new- 

rich have been a fruitful source of the 44 satiric touch of the 

social moralist. There are in England to-d*7 men and 
women in thousands who by some lucky fluke have acquired 
money, and who consequently consider themselves entitled 

to demand from the Heads’ College as badge the award of 

the lion’s skin. Unhappily the ass’s ears are too often in 
evidence also. The polite world laughs m ite sleeve at the 
length of these protrusive excrescences, a length which is 

destined by a law divine to grow even more pronounced in 
the second generation; but the new-nch themselves have their 

reward in the paraphernalia of success, the pomps and 

vanities, the stars and stripes, after which they straggle. 
The question whether real individual progress accom¬ 

panies modern civilisation has been debated times withou 

number. Is there any actual advance m the 8tandard of 

humanity, man for man, since the times of the Shepherd 
Kings P We write this in a district in which the motor-car 

casts a mantle over every hedge. On the sky-line the 
smoke-smudge of scores of steamers is always to be seen. 

Men fly hereabouts. Everything is thus up-to-date ; civUio- 

tion stands on tip-toe. We have roads, sanitation, harts of 

things that have become necessities, of which our forefathers 

knew nothing. Are we really as men and women much the 
better for them ? No doubt if well-educated citizens of the 

days of Queen Elizabeth or Queen Anne could come to life 

again they would do and say many things at which onr 

squeamishness would be in revolt. In war or diplomacy, 

granted contemporary training, could our moderns n 

those great masters of the past ? It is a commonplace 
in the realm of literature the writers of our English classics 

of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries dwell on an 
Olympus, toward which we moderns press h&ltinglyi as to a 

mark to be attained. ^ . 
After all, is not the essence of civilisation embodied in e 

faculty of achieving great ideals ? The men who re&re a 
noble Cathedral where we should set ourselves to ran np a 

tin tabernacle surely held the master key in that domain o 

constructive energy. Could they come 44 betwixt the a in 

and our nobility ” we should perhaps look down °P011 
them condescendingly as npon men only a f©w stages in 
advance of the noble savage. The fact, however, stands 

that they held fast their dream, moulding it into impens 

able marble, and that thus their work is the glory o 
succeeding ages, while ours is—surely destined not so to 

The tramp of the Roman sentry echoed through Sout ern 

England for 450 years. We have most of us forgotten t a 

fact, at best regarding the Roman occupation as a ®tor) 

frescoed in colours that have faded under storm and 86 
and are thus lost to us. We might, however, with van 

tage take the story a little more seriously and app 7 1 0 
twentieth-century civilisation, for the causes which ten e 

to the destruction of that ancient world-policy stan re J 
to destroy our own also, but with this essential diffw®D®0‘ 

The extremities of the Roman Empire gradually lost vi J 
as its heart beat more feebly. The giant was suffering roni 

senile decay. With us the extremities of Empire ha^e ^ 
an inherent energy, and may perchance reproduce lmpe 
glories when the Motherland lies inarticulate iu her o *8®* 

All-conquering Rome has perished. Britain now 0 8 

similar sway. She stands at the parting of the ways, an 

has to choose between the ideal of hardy simplicity*0 
easy road leading to national dethronement and undoing. 

A few days ago we obtained in the Winchester distr^ 

one of those excessively rare objects, a Roman egg aiJ ^ 

spoon in bronze. It may' surely serve as a |or 
unwritten homily of ancient history which Hos a a 

rural England. Martial left an epigram on the . 
spoon to this : Sum cochlei* habili^nec sum vuntu uUlu o 
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With the pointed end the Roman epicure, exiled to far- 
my Britain, feasted in his villa. In that villa he repro¬ 
duced, so far as he was able, the splendour and luxury of 
the Imperial city by the Tiber. His compatriots there bad 
been wont to pick ont the snails, which were a bonne bouche 
to them, with jast such a spoon. Probably they brought 
their favourite edible snail to Britain, for the descendants of 
the Roman snails may be found on the Down coombes to 

this day. 
More especially during the earlier period of the Roman 

occupation, risings of the natives were frequent. These 
were crushed with ruthless ferocity. The Roman strove 
first of all to break the spirit of the conquered, and, having I 
thus brought them to heel, taught them Rome’s invincibility j 
and the hopelessness of resistance; his object was to range j 
the aborigines on the side of civilisation by placing them in I 
positions of responsibility and authority. In Greater Britain I 
beyond the seas, allowing for the difference in public 
standards brought about by Christian ideals, we are doing 

precisely the same work to-day. ! 

Winchester was, and remained for nearly 800 years after 
the withdrawal of the Romans, the dual capital of kingly I 
authority. It was the capital of Wessex. Egbert by a I 
Winchester edict fixed the generic name of Anglia (England) ; 
on the scattered tribes he ruled. Alfred, whose statue by I 
Tborneycroft now adorns the main street of the city, there I 
presided over the meetings of his witan. Roman, Saxon, I < 
and Dane looked upon Winchester as their mother city. I ; 
Canute hung his crown in its primitive church in homage to I ] 
the King of kings. In Danish days it had twice as many I , 
legal mints as London had. The 11 Winchester measure” I ] 
wu declared by Saxon Kings the standard for their king- I t 
dom. At Winchester up to the late Norman period the l 
Kings of England were crowned a second time, after the f 
oesaony had been performed in London. Winchester Fair, f 
tbe original charter for which was granted by the Conqueror, I t 
tamed the streets of that city into a cosmopolitan mart; I t 
produce was brought to it from far and near, and every I U 
wenneof approach was specially guarded to prevent the I ii 
^predations of bands of marauders, who were attracted by I oi 
tbe chance of rich booty. If one of the primitive stalls I ai 
should ever be unearthed, what a haul its wares would be for I st 
the srch®ologist! In the Barons’ War the younger De I b< 
Montfort sacked the city. That led to its eclipse; it never I p< 
fwwered its ancient supremacy. Edward I. had already I m 
withdrawn the seat of Royalty to London. Thus Winchester I 
deelined from her high estate* I co 

The Roman records, however, remain to us in crumbling I an 
atones and turf-grown ways. That the Solent should have I an 

7® ttntre of naval concentration then as now is proof I pa 
M the art of navigation had grown bolder since Caesar’s I wi 
3^ Whereas the early 6eaman clung to the shore as to a ref 
belt, now he struck out more fearlessly into the unknown I ye! 

water8. In the days when human flotsam and I poi 
had a commercial value, such action required more wi! 

realise nowadays. To be cast ashore then I wil 
to the poor man a slave-collar for the rest of his days; the 

y' enck the precarious chance of ltmeom by friends. I Ac! 
u wonder navigators were apt to be timid ! I dis] 

ij. Jery DAme, Winchester, is redolent of the dim twi- I find 
of history. It j8 believed that the Romans took a T: 

J kCw°ri 'jice/U (a wide stretch of country) and tacked it I thoi 

IW ^e®n^*on* Gwent soon grew into I thoi 
j.3’ , 8 the Venta Silurum aud Venta Jcenorum meant clas 

I** the tribal areas of the Silures and the Iceni. witl 

In Roman Winchester were temples to Apollo and Concord. 
A highway ran from the city to Bosham and Chichester 
(Regnum) ; from Regnum a main road led to London. Venta 

I Belgarum has been identified with Winchester and also with 
Ewhurst, a point on the Hampshire border over which, 
on mule-back, tin-ore was transported from Cornwall. 
London was thus linked to the West, and also to the port 
fx*om whence the tin was shipped—probably Sandwich. 
Outside its few camps aud settlements the land was infested 
with wolves, and with men almost as fierce as they. 

Our Roman epicure’s spoon, wasted by the slow change of 
centuries, has drawn us far afield. Perhaps we may be 
pardoned the crudity of our text— 

Since a crooked figure may 
Attest, in little place, a million. 

THE NATIONAL INSURANCE BILL 

FROM THE GENERAL PRACTITIONER’S POINT 

OF VIEW 

By R. Bukges), M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. 

'eiiW- 01 tne snores ana ine iceni. 
JJT* ^as signified the city surrounded by wide 

5^ainPa^Q or open country. Population flocked 

w|. ^ 0I^eran<* security, and thus it became a centre 
ii * Were constructed many roads. Port 11* Magnus 

to be Ponchester, Sorbiodunun^to be Salisbury. 
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I It would be next to impossible for any new and far-reaching 
ordinance, affecting almost every section of society, to be 
introduced without meeting with some adverse criticism ; 
but tbe number of protests against the National Insurance 
Act, and the immense volume of abuse which has been 
hurled both at the Act aud at its originator, together with 
the dozens of amendments proposed when it was still a Bill 
before the House of Commons, clearly show that it is very 
far from pleasing to many laige sections of the community. 

Few can object to the aim of the Act, or to the contribu¬ 
tory principle—which makes it such a vast improvement on 
the Old-Age Pensions Act—a measure generally beneficial 
to tbe idle, thriftless, and drunken members of society; 
indeed the fact of having exercised a little thrift during 
one’s working days constitutes the great bar to obtaining 
any benefit under it. But the intended methods of admini- 
ifcration and many provisions of the new Act leave much to 
oe desired. I propose to attempt to deal only with a few 
joints affecting the work and incomes of members of the 
nodical profession. 

The Act will not interfere directly with the large class of 
onsultants, for it can hardly toach their private practices, 

nd they will still presumably give their services to hospitals 
nd similar institutions without receiving direct monetary 
ayment; nor will it make much difference to those doctors 
rhose practices are entirely among the well-to-do in rich 

jsidential neighbourhoods and good class health-resorts; 
et practically the whole profession is agreed that those 
jrtions relating to its members have been hastily drawn up 
ithout showing consideration or justice to those men who 
ill have to work under it. Many consultants are signing 
,e forms of protest against, or refusal to work under, the 
ct, but others who, by their attitude, have incurred the 
gpleasure of many members of the profession may possibly 
id their practices diminish. 

Bat the vast majority of general practitioners—those 
thousands whose practices include all classes, particularly 
those having a preponderance of lower-middle and working- 

class families—can only anticipate the working of the Act 
with much anxiety. 

It is generally admitted that Club and contract piacfcice, 
when the doctor receives from 4s. to 6s. a year per member 
though objectionable in many ways, has hitherto yielded 
small profits indirectly if not directly, mainly on account of 
the fact that the members of mjC^tj ^Jlubs b$ve been male 
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and selected lives; a man who joins a Club or Friendly 
Society is usually in fairly regular employment and of a 

thrifty nature, and so can afford to pay small fees for attend¬ 

ance on his wife and family, for whom he probably chooses 
his own Club doctor. Also the arrangement has been purely 

voluntary (no man need join unless he liked, and so no 

member felt bound to take his money’s worth out of the 

doctor), and there has existed a spirit of comradeship; each 
man in a Club or Society knew that even if he did not require 

the services of the doctor himself, his subscription helped to 

pay for attendance upon his less fortunate comrades. In 

spite of all this there is a universal dislike on the part of 
doctors for contract practice and a general agreement that 

the remuneration does not in any way represent the amount 
of work done. 

Under the National Insurance Act, as at present consti¬ 

tuted, contract practice will be a very different matter: not 
only will the patients include the steady, better-class work¬ 

man, but also large numbers of women (the average woman 
needs far more doctoring than the average man), and very 

many, if not actually of the maimed, the halt and blind, at 

any rate of the delicate, the unhealthy and the unfit members 

of society, who will demand a very great deal more 

attendance than the average Club patient does at present. 

Again, many healthy persons who under voluntary schemes 

have never troubled a doctor much, when compelled to 

contribute—knowing that there is no charity about it 

(which was indeed the original idea in connection with the 

foundation of many Clubs)—and imagining that the doctor 

is well paid for his services, will be determined to get their 

pound of flesh and bother him on every possible occasion. 

And so there will soon arise an unpleasant feeling of dis¬ 

trust and antagonism between doctor and patient, the one 

determined to get as much as he can for his money, and the 

other giving—in the case of slight ailments, at any rate—as 

little as he possibly can consistently with the terms of his 

oontract. Under such conditions the overworked and under¬ 
paid doctor will have neither the time nor the energy to 

keep his knowledge up to date, and the patients them¬ 
selves—underpaid work being usually unsatisfactory work— 

will eventually suffer by reason of the poor quality of the 

advice and treatment meted out by their harassed medical 

attendant. 
A great many people, including domestic servants and 

coachmen, not to mention small tradesmen aud dozens of 

others who have paid their doctors or been paid for by their 

employers as private patients hitherto, will now all become 

Club or contract patients with the right of being attended 

for a small fixed annual sum, thereby seriously reducing the 

incomes, though probably increasing the work and expenses 

of many medical men. 
Under these circumstances the whole profession is prac¬ 

tically unanimous in demanding that payment of doctors 

under the Bill shall not be so much per head per annum, 

but for actual work done% even if the scale of such payments 
be low; the supporters of the Act, on the other hand, say 

that the cost of any such arrangement would be too gi-eat— 
the Budget could not possibly bear the expense of paying 

for treatment; yet the Act had to go through and the 
insured must be treated. At whose expense ? At that of 

the medical profession. The Government cannot stand the 
cost of treating the thousands of persons coming under the 
scheme, so Mr. Lloyd George has kindly arranged that the 
medical profession is to bear it by slaving for quite inade¬ 
quate payment under the capitation system. 

It is also urged that any system of payment for work done 
will lead to the encouragement of malingering, and to some 
doctors making unnecessary visits. The writer has never 
heard any of these objections urged against one great 

^anisatiou^the National isltrifrlendly Society—which 

for many years paid a reasonable fee for medical attendance 

upon sick members, a certain proportion of the fee being 

deducted from the sum lying on deposit at the credit of the 

member, who naturally takes good care that the doctor does 

not make too many visits. The system has worked perfectly 
well, and most doctors are quite satisfied if, when visiting a 

new patient, instead of being allowed to book 3s. 6d. or 5s., 

which may or may not materialise in the dim and distant 

future, they are handed a National Deposit Friendly 

Society’s medical form to fill up, of which half is kept by 

the doctor, the other half, initialled by him, retained by the 

patient. The doctor knows that daring the first week of the 
following month, on sending his half of the form to the 

local secretary, he will receive 2s. 6d. for each visit and 

medicine, with other fees in proportion, and extras if 

necessary. 

One of the few concessions which the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer did make to doctors at a conference with repre¬ 

sentatives of the British Medical Association—namely, 

freedom from Friendly Society coutrol—was snatched away 

again by him, as he wished to propitiate the Friendly 

Societies at the expense of the medical profession, taking 

advantage of the present form of Parliamentary procedure. 

It was understood that medical benefits were to be admini¬ 

stered by the local Health Committees. Under Clause 43 
(as originally introduced) each Committee was to con¬ 

tain a maximum of twenty-two members, of whom 
twelve might be “ insured persons,” appointed by Approved 

Societies and Deposit Contributors of the county or county 
borough concerned, and two were to be medical practitioners. 

But only the day before the clause was to come under the 
closure, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, without giving auy 

previous notice, put down an amendment altering the con¬ 
stitution of the Health Committees—thenceforward to be 

called Local Insurance Committees—so that out of a new 
maximum of eighty members, of which forty-eight may be 

appointed by Approved Societies and Deposit Contributors, 

there are to be (Clause 58, Section 2, of the Bill as finally 
amended in the House of Commons) only four medical 

practitioners, unless the Committee numbers at least sixty, 

in which case there will be five, and with eighty member 

there would be six ; but as eighty is the maximum member¬ 
ship of each Committee there would rarely be six medical 

men present and there might only be five in a total of 
seventy or more; so much for the promised freedom from 

Friendly Society control! What can the unfortunate doctors 

expect at the hands of a man capable of playing such tricks 

as that when the Regulations necessary for the working of 

the Act are being drawn up ? 

Medical men have the reputation of being unbusinesslike. 

Possibly they deserve it, according to modern ideas; at any 

rate, the representatives of the British Medical Association, 
when negotiating with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 

instead of demanding twice as much as they expected to 

receive, and then accepting half of what they asked, were 
simple enough to name at the beginning an irreducible 

minimum—the now famous six cardinal points. These 
are:— 

1. An income limit of £2 a week for those entitled to 

medical benefit. 

2. Free choice of doctor by patient, subject to consent of 

doctor to act. 

3. Medical benefits to be administered by Local Health 

Committees and not by Friendly Societies. 

4. That the method of remuneration of medical practi¬ 

tioners should be in accordance with the preference of the 

majority of the medical profession in the district. 

5. That the^ medical remuneration should bo adequate, 
having due regard to the duties to be performed, aud other 
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conditions of service. (This refers to distance, night-calls, 

operations, Ac.) 
6. That there shall be adequate medical representation on 

the various bodies set up to administer the Act. 
Of these demands about half were granted, and of that 

half 6ome points were afterwards neutralised—No. 2 by the 
Harmaworth amendment and No. 3 by the huge increase in 
representation of insured persons on the Local Insurance 
Committees, as stated above. The doctors are thus left to 
make the best terms they can with these Insurance Com¬ 
mittees, on which their representation is so very small, with 
what measure of success remains to be seen, for, although 
the organisation of thn profession is imperfect, there is a 
widespread determination not to accept any work under the 
Act until the six demands mentioned above have been 
satisfied. 1 

I have but called attention to some of the points in the ! 
Act in their relation to one class only. It is the latest and | 
most barefaced sample of Socialistic legislation which has I 
been launched in this country. Mr. George, knowing that 
he most give away something besides a few hundred well- I 
paid posts every year, has hit upon the ingenious device ! 
of distributing, almost gratis, the valuable services of the { 
medical profession, the members of which have long sub- ; 
mitted patiently to exploitation by charity-mongers and 
others having axes to grind. No one knows who may be 
the next victims of that insatiable ootopus Socialism, and it 
behoves ereiy one, whether Liberal or Conservative, who is I 
opposed to the doctrine to endeavour to counteract Socialistic 
influences, and in future to resist such measures with the I 
utmost determination. I 

IN BAGHDAD—IV. 

Av hour before noon we set out one day for a continued 
exploration of Baghdad. M. Effendi was much amused at 
the idea of oar miniature expedition, and we strode out of 
tbe needles-eye” with a gait and seriousness as if bound 
foi the perils of Nejed. Turning to the left we found our- 

in the long street which is the highway between the 
h 1:ropeun quarter of the well-to-do classes and the native 
taz&ars Near the latter end a few solitary shops exist— 
'>atpcnts of the native town—but these soon cease, and we 
walked henceforth between blank walls, iron doors, and 
long over-hanging windows. 

The street was not crowded. We passed women in their 
tack shronds, porters, head down, carrying enormous loads 
'^ vociferating loudly “ Balag, balag'* (make way, make 

)• Some Turkish officers outside the door of the so-called 
. (where a certain amount of gambling goes on in a 

tojsterioos mom not on view to the ordinary visitor) 
feezed against the wall to allow a carnage to pass. We 

*** 8a'a^ by a kaica* (uniformed messenger) from 
witish Consulate, who was moving slowly and majes- 
J bazaar-wards. Kau'cmes always move slowly and 

®*Jtttically; such a mode of progress is, I imagine, included 
ID tbnr scheme of life. 

B V/lle ^ur^er 0n we gained the quartier diplomatique of 
Austrian, Russian, German Consulates—all were 

with the national arms emblazoned over the door, and 

j| j talf-a-score of Powers floating high over-head. 

^TajL We me*SOme ma,<Ien8 bhe place (Chris- 
***** by their dress) out to pay a morning call. 

Lii* Christiana in Baghdad—as elsewhere in the 

klk wK omin,OIU*'~ft^0pt a custom of veiling their women 

tb e\r°Qt <k)0^8, in a far more artistic way than 
Wo * ^he funereal shrouds of the Moslem 

Wifnl*1 ^e*r black fore-piece, give place to 
a pieces of coloured silk, and veils so thin as to be 1 
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alls, merely attractive. Every face is beautiful behind a veil, 
and very pretty bits of colour did these maidens bring into 

1 on the street, as, passing on their way, they gave us a fleeting 
I glance from mantles drawn coquettishly across, 

hat I The Bab-ash-Sharki —the Eastern Gate—is reached by 
the I the Road of the Strangler—a memorial to some garrotter 

1 in I long since gone to his account—and lies between gardens, 
nee I Here was a Turkish ‘guard, and the inevitable coffee-shop. 
to I It is a favourite resort for the town-dwellers, this cafe on the 

un- I edge of the desert, where some of the fresh breezes come, 
ith I and there was the usual complement of fezzes, and ker- 
gh I chiefed heads puffing at narghyles and basking in the sun. 

1 a I But beyond these the gate slept. East only by name, 
he I south-east by position, not two hundred yards away from 
en I the rippling Tigris, it bears no throng through its portals. 

It is one of the four ancient gates of Baghdad; but now its 
he I glory is departed and it sleeps away the hours with its 
ad guard and its coffee-drinkers. 
as I One thing, however, does appear at the Bab-ash-Sharki, 
at and that is the desert. We passed through, turned sharp to 
11- I the left, and, ascending a slight incline, were on the edge of 
ce the great plain which stretches away to the mountains of 
le I Loristan. Baghdad is ringed with deserts. From which- 
b- I ever gate you travel you cannot escape them, but from the 
d Bab-ash-Sharki the desert comes suddenly. One moment 
le we were in narrow streets, the next our horizon was bounded 
it I only by our eyesight. The wind blew fresh as across an 
s I ocean ; in the middle distance a file of camels moved micro- 
c scopically; from the city behind began the call to the middle- 
e prayer, faint and clear: Alla-hu-Akbar, Alla-hu-Akbar— 

I “ God is most great, God is most great.” 

| We could see the limits of Eastern Baghdad, a dried moat, 
I a crumbled wall, and, rousing ourselves from the semi-trance 

born of large distances and far-off sounds, we walked the 
half-circle, always the desert on our right, the town on our 

I left, passing the two gates—the Bab-at-Talism, still closed 
; I by the order of an ancient Caliph, and the Bab-ul-Wustani. 

So, some two hours after leaving the Bab-ash-Sharki, we 
I found ourselves at the Bab-Al-Mu azzam. This is certainly 

I the most imposing gate in modern Baghdad. The arch is 
high and complete; the wall is so thick that houses push 
upon it; and the arabana (carriages to Mosul) pass to and 
fro beneath. Outside, Arabs from caravans fed their 
animals, or chaffed with the stall-holders. Inside, Turkish 
officers strolled arm-in-arm in front of their cafe. Now and 

[ then a string of camels or pack-horses streamed through 
! while their owners shouted “ Balag, balag," and the small 

I urchins tried to stampede the frightened animals into the 
dividing crowd. 

’ A little way inside the gate are the bookshops. Here you 
may purchase tomes in every language of the East, from 
the “ Thousand-and-one Nights” to the Koran, and their 

I vendors—gravely smoking—will often let you thumb the 
I volumes without importuning you to buy. 

To-day we had no time for loitering; we presasd forward 
into the heart of things, the great crowded, jostling, gesticu¬ 
lating, shouting bazaars. It was a wonderful scene. All 

[ along the side were the little cabins, raised some three feet 
off the street, with their owners sitting cross-legged behind 
their wares. Overhead the great arched roofs shut off the 
sun, and enclosed the hum of the vast hive to a dull roar 

Underneath moved the crowd. And what a crowd ! Flow¬ 
ing robes, oolonrs of the rainbow, keen, dark faces, tossing 
hands, wide-opened mouths vociferating to be heard above 
the din. Arabs of the city, Bedouins of the desert, Persians 
from Shiraz, Turks from Stamboul, Jews, Christians, all 
crushed together pell-mell. Porters charged through* the 
fray, shouting the universal “ Balag, balag; ” carriages 
followed hard on their track, driven at reckless speed as 
some official hurried to the Government offices; but the 

Original from 
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crowd only parted to join more firmly. Women shuffled 
timidly on from shop to shop, cast hither and thither by the 
stronger eddies. Auctions collected struggling whirlpools in 
which even hardy porters were lost to view. Water-sellers, 
bearing their merchandise in skins on the backs of horses, 
or in smaller bulk on their own backs, or in smaller bulk 
still in earthern bottles slung by a chain under the left arm, 
joined their professional cry to the hubbub: 44 Oh! may 
God compensate me. May (rod compensate me.” At the 
corners the money-changers clinked silver in a flowing stream 
from hand to hand. And in the midst of this pandemonium, 
among the legs of the passers-by, picked out by a shaft of 
light through the roof, two caged doves—for sale—pecked 
unconcernedly at their food, while their owner above extolled 
their plumpness and small price. 

There are many covered bazaars in Baghdad, each with 
its own trade. The bazaars of the iron-workers ringing 
like a blacksmith’s shop, while the workers themselves— 
half naked—stand out in the gloom against their own fires 
like figures of an inferno; the clean, comparatively quiet 
bazaars of the carpet and cloth sellers, much frequented by 
women; the bazaars of china and enamel ware, mostly in 
the.hands of the Jews; of the butchers, grisly with much 
slaughtered flesh; of fruit, pleasant to the eye and Bmell; 
of the kabob sellers with simmering dishes of stews, and 
balls of meat (kabob*) stuck through with skewers, roasting 
over gridirons : these and many more did we inspect. Then 
we sought rest and refreshment in the nearest coffee-shop. 
It was now three o’clook, and we had been some four hours 
afoot. As we sipped our first cups of tea gratefally, the cry 
of the muezzins calling to the “ asr" or afternoon prayer, 
rose high even above the roar of the streets, and floated 
peacefully in on our ears: 44 AUa-hu-Akbar, Alla-hu-Akbar.” 

It must have been nearly four when we rose regretfully, 
and set out once more, this time down to the bridge of boatB 
which connects East with West Baghdad. The same crowds 
which filled the bazaars here passed and repassed, but for the 
most part in silence, save for the occasional cry of some 
sweetmeat-seller, sitting cross-legged by the bridge-side. 
Here the air blew pleasant and chill up the river after the 
close streets, and the seagull-like birds swooped over the 
sun-kissed wavelets and the plying gugas. 

We paused a moment at the other Bide to look back at the 
best view of Baghdad, which is any one’s property who takes 
the trouble to cross from bank to bank on a fine day. On 
the water’s edge were the large white houses, long-balconied, 
flat-roofed; behind rose the minarets and cupolas into the 
blue sky, beringed with settling and hovering pigeons; in 
front rolled the great river with its busy bridge. 

Western Baghdad is Baghdad’s East End, as is only fit in 
the topsy-turvy East. On the east bank are the Govern¬ 
ment offices, the houses of the well-to-do, the large bazaars, 
the great mosques. On the west the mean houses of the 
poorer folk whose work lies in the eastern quarter, the 
smaller bazaars, the minaretless mosques. Yet for all that 
Western Baghdad contains two things of note, a tramway 

and the busiest gate. 
It was with something of a shock that I came upon the 

former. I felt a jarring note. A tram—even that ancient 
vehicle a horse tram—is centuries out of place in the City 
of the Arabian Nights. It does not thrust itself too much 
on the attention, that is one good point about it; it hides its 
decrepit modernity—for it is a very poor affair even as horse 
trams go—exclusively in the western side, running a couple 
of miles to a Shiah shrine (Kazmain) outside the city. 

As for the gate, though it is busiest, it is the least 
pretentious in the city. There is no definite arch, no wall, 
merely an open square into which the bazaars run. There 
is no startling contrast here between the busy streets and 
the silent desert; you Teach the latter through scattered 
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hovels, diminishing as you proceed, and high-walled gardens. 
Yet it is from here that the overland route to Aleppo and 
Europe begins, from here that the pilgrims set out to Ker* 
bala; by this gate that the caravans arrive from Central 
Arabia. 

We found it busy enough. A score of arabanag stood 
empty roand the square ; more bad just arrived and were 
disgorging their passengers. Pilgrims—Persians for the 
most part, in tall, conical caps and sheepskin coats—trudged 
in, Kerbala accomplished, their women-folks following in 
horse-panniers. A string of laden camels padded past. All 
was bustle, and the arrival of tired men and animals from 
many miles of wayfaring. 

Here also ended our exploration. But I had rather the 
feeling, which, I suppose, must come at the end of every 
exploration—of things unseen rather than those seen, places 
nnvisited, streets untrod. 

44 There,” replied M. Effendi, 44 will we explore another 
day. In *ha Allah (if God wills).” 

44 In *ha Allah," I echoed. 
T. C. F. 

SOME OLD THEATRES OF PARIS 

THE COMEDIE FRANQAISE: FROM ITS ORIGIN 

TO THE REVOLUTION 

II, 

For seven years the newly constituted playhouse remained 
in the Rue Guenegand, but at the end of that time an 
unexpected incident occurred. The College des Quata 

Nations* was soon to be opened in tho Palace of the same 
name, and the erudite doctors of the Sorbonne, on taking 
possession of their new quarters, complained that the 
proximity of the Comedie Fra^aise was objectionable on 
account of the presumed immorality of its actors. They 
made such an ado that eventually both doctors and 
Jansenistes obtained a decree from the King that the 
comedians should be expelled from their theatre. And m 
the old registers of the Comedie Fra^aise, dated June 20th, 
1687, we read that 44 to-day M. de la Reynie has called us to 
order in the names of the King and M. de Louvois, and 
has commanded that our troupe be obliged to change its 
establishment on account of the proximity of the College 
des Quatre Nations, of which the doctors are ready to take 
possession ”t. # 

The time allowed to the Comedie Fran^aise for its change 
of residence was only three months, and the actors delibe¬ 
rated hastily upon the necessary steps to take. Althong 

officially protecting that play-house, Louis XIV. had not t e 

slightest compunction in placing them in so crael a dilemma, 
and the comedians could not complain; had they done so 
they would have lost the Royal patronage, and perhaps ave 
incurred a severe punishment. They could but submit wi 
the best grace possible to the command of their Sovereign. 

At first they thought of renting the Hfttel de SonrdiB, near 
Saint-Germain l’Auxerrois, next to the Petit Bonr nt 
where Moli&re and bis comrades had made their dt * in 
1658. They submitted this plan to M. de Louvois, who oon 
suited Louis XIV. The King deigned to grant to the 
comedians permission to sign the contract, and the business 
was concluded, when suddenly Louis withdrew his conaen 

• The College des Quatre Nations is now ^Bibliotb^Qe 
Mazarine, and forms, with the dome of the Ins^T’ vre 
charming corner of old Paris facing the Palace of t e 
and the Pont deB Arts. . 

t Gabriel Nicolas de la Reynie, Lieutenant-General of 
Police of Paris, jgjnal from 
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Thi retson for this volte-face is furnished ue by Racine, who, 
mi totter written to Boileau in 1687, says 

U Nouvelle qui fait ici le plus de bruit, c'est l'embarras 
des Com^diens qui aont obliges de d£loger de la rue 

Guenegiud, a cause que Messieurs de Sorbonne en accep- 

tmt le college des Quatre Nations, out demande, pour 

prendre condition, qu'on lea £loignat de ce college. 
11s out deja marchand£ des places dans ciuq ou six 

tudroita. mais partout oil ils vout, e’est merveille d’entendu 
comme lea uur& orient, Le curd de Saiut-Germain- 
rAuxerrois a ddji obtenu qn’ils ne seraient point A l’H6fcel de 

Soardis, parce que de leur thdAfcre on aurait entendn tout 
i plein les orgues, et de l’dglise on aurait parfaiteraent 

entendu les violons. 

The pretext chosen to forbid the comedians settling in the i 
Hdtel de Sonrdis was a vain one, as will have been seen, and 
passably ridiculous in itself, as it is hardly possible that the 
sound of the rix violin* of the Comedie FnM^aise—the pri vi¬ 
lege enjoyed by the Opera forbade any other theatre having 
i greater nomber of musicians—would have disturbed the 
celebration of the Masses in the Church of Saint-Germain- I 

1’Auierrok j 

The actors resumed their quest for a home. Everywhere I 
they enoonntered the opposition of the clergy. And how I 
could one escape the proximity of religious edifices in the 
Paris of the seventeenth century ? They thought of I 
baying the Hdfcel de Nemours at the angle of the Quai 
dei Augustins and the Rue de Savoie • • Tha I 
print of Saint-Andre-des-Arts immediately complained to 
the King that his church wonld be deserted by his 
parishioners if the comedians were to settle in that neigh¬ 
borhood. And when they had acquired the Hotel de I 
Lasaan for the price of 14,000 livres permission was once 
nwre refused them through the influence of the clergy. I 

At length, jost as they were beginning to despair of ever I 
being able to find a place wherein to settle, they bought the 
"Jen de Paume de l’Etoile,” near the Rue Neuve des 
fam St. Germain-des-Pr^s, which is now the Rue de I 
lAnctonne Comedie. Before succeeding they had to over- I 
oww a fierce opposition on the part of the cure of St. Sulpice, I 
who went so far as to make a public protest in order that j 

u procession of the Holy Sacrament should not pass in I 
the street defiled by the presence of the Comedians.* , 

Bat while the Church thus reviled and persecuted the 
Cotnedie Fran^aise, the different religious Orders established 
to Paris did not refuse to accept the alms given by that I 
playhouse, on the facade of which were engraved the words I 

L Hdtel des Comediens du Roi entretenus par Sa Majeste.” I 
h jome cases they even obsequiously begged for the chanty \ 
'he ComMie was accustomed to distribute. For some time 
^ theatre enjoyed great prosperity, forming one of the I 
chitf attractions of Paris; but dark days soon made their I 
Hl^w^nce. A series of unexpected and alarming events j 

occurred at the Court of France—the successive I 
of Madame la Dauphine (February, 1712), of j 

^ le Dauphin (February, 1712), and of the young 
^phin (March, 1712)—obliged the Comedie Fran^aise to I 
. ^ doors for two months. The complicated political I 

Nation also preoccupied so greatly the thoughts of the J 
^ P that theatre-going was abandoned for a while. But j ^ 

h pfcace having been declared, every one became con- '■ 
*** of a sort of nervous relaxation, and of the imperious 

^uiu of amusement. The playhouse of the Rue Neuve I os*c§ St. Germain-des-Pres was filled again each night, J 
4 ^ntiDued to be so until the death of Lonis XIV., which 

in 1715. 

* Comedy Fran^aise occupied the same building for I 
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, I about a century; but in 1782 it acquired the Hotel de Conde, 
and erected, at its own expense, a theatre which is actually 

j the Odeon. This playhouse, begun by Wailley, was 
i I completed in 1782, and when the Comedie Fran^aise took 
) I possession of it, it substituted argand lamps for the tapers 

I which had until then illuminated the edifice. Also at that 
j epoch the names of the artists interpreting the plays 
| appeared for the first time on the playbills. The Comddie 
j Fran^aise was gradually evolving and taking the position 
I it has ever since occupied. And to consolidate the new 

situation it had assumed, the King decided that, “ inde- 
I pendently of its relation with the embellishment of the 
I capital, the new monument was interesting &9 showing the 
f preservation and progress of the first theatre of the 

nation,** and signed the plan of the playhouse with his own 
hand. At the inauguration of tho new building, Racine's 

j “Iphig^nie ** was given, and in spite of the presence of the 
Queen, of Madame la Dauphine and of Madame Elizabeth, 

i the evening was rather tumultuous. 

But the play which was, and has remained, one of the most 
! sensational triumphs of the Comedie Frangaise was “ Le 
j Manage de Figaro.” Beaumarchais* masterpiece, presented 
j to the Comedians in 1781, was only played in 1784. For 

three years he had to struggle against the ill-will of the 
authorities, who refused to grant him the necessary perm is - 

I sion to have it performed. It is needless to say this resist¬ 
ance only heightened the interest of the public. All the 
people of high position had declared the oomedy to be “ impos¬ 
sible.’* The Royal family in particular was very much 
opposed to it. But Beaumarchais, nothing daunted, showed 

i the greatest determination and perseverance. He declared 
$ that since the King did not wish the play to be produced, 
j it would surely be played. At last it was given at the 
| Comedie Fran^aise, and the first night witnessed scenes of 
! delirious enthusiasm. The crowd was so great that three 

persons died of suffocation in their wild efforts to enter the 
building. The secret of this triumphant success rested no 
doubt in the fact that the seeds of the Revolution had been 
sown and were already blossoming in the hearts of the people 
of France. The public accepted the 11 Mariage de Figaro ” 
in the sense Beaumarchais had intended: his hero Figaro 
represented the defender of liberty battling against 
tyranny. And M. Gustave L&nsou, speaking of this play, 
says :— 

Beaumarchais n’a pas invents une id6e; il nest qu’un 
6cho, il ne fait que recueillir la quintessence des doctrines 
encyclop^diques, ramasser les aspirations du public, aiguiser 
en mots ooupants ce que tout le monde pense. Il lAche 
ses (fpigrammes meurtri&res contre les privileges et les 
privil£gi£s. . . . Outre rimportanoe que lui donne ba 
signification politique, la p&ce a encore par sa forme un 
int^rdt d’un autre genre, de premier ordre. Elle rasters 
comme un patron, sur lequel les £crivains post^rieurs 
tailleront leurs conceptions. . . . Beaumarchais sera 
pour quelque chose trfca diversement, mais ti*s r&lleraent 
dans l’oBuvre de Scribe et de M. Sardou, dans cell© d’Augier 
et dans celle de M. Dumas. 

Thus the Comedie Franfaise produced a play which had 
a profound influence on the already excited imagination of 
the Parisian population, and six years later was echoed 
xinder the arcades of the playhouse the fearsome chorus : 

Ah ! ?a ira, ya ira, ya ira 
Le peuple en ce jour sans oesse repete, 

Ah I qa ira, 9a ira, 9a ira, 
Malgr£ les mptins tout r^ussira. 

Marc Loo£. 

Original from 
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NEW AND FORTHCOMING BOOKS 

Turning somewhat regretfully, after our diatribe the other 

week on the methods of publishers, to the present season s 

plethora, what do we see P Mr. Heinemann proudly 
announces twenty-three novels; Mr. John Long, so far, 

only boasts twelve. Doubtless, both their lists will swell 

hourly, or at least, daily, like the YM.C.A. clocks. 

It is very interesting to see that in some curious, unex¬ 

plainable manner ideas find, as it were, their echo. An 
author starts working on some theme peculiarly his own, 
when, lo and behold, he reads an announcement to the effect 

that the selfsame idea has been carried out by some one else. 
Several instances of this occur in the various lists before 

us. For while Mr. Rafael Sabatini was writing “ The 

Life of Cesare Borgia ” for Messrs. Stanley Paul and Co., 
Mr. John Leslie Gomer was doing the same thing for 

Mr. Fisher Unwin. This season will also give us three 
Lives of George Borrow and two of Goethe, The latter 

has been disinterred both by G. McCabe, to be published 
by Mr. Bveleigh Nash, and Mary Caroline Crawford, 

who has treated Goethe’s relations with her own sex, 

and harps upon his surprising morality therein. It would 

be very interesting to read a criticism of Mr. McCabe 

by Mary Crawford and vice versd. Mr. Monypenny has 

at last finished the Becond volume of his “ Life of 

Disraeli.” It will be eagerly looked for by those who 
were wise enough to read the first, which was one of the 

most absorbing biographies it has been our lot to read. 

It will be seen from the books we have already mentioned 

that the spring of 1912 is rich in biographies; and there are 

several more of equal interest. Mr. Wilfrid Ward has a 

44 Life of Cardinal Newman,” and close upon that will follow 

Sir George Trevelyan’s 44 George the Third and Charles Fox,” 

a volume which we shall await with impatience. Last autumn 
the Continent saw the publication of 44 Forty-five Years of 

My Life,” by the late Princess Louise of Prussia. Mr. 
Eveleigh Nash has wisely secured this for England, and pro¬ 

mises it for March. He has also arrived at the conclusion 

that it will be a good thing to bring out in the same month 
the Recollections of Lord Ross more and Joseph Conrad’s 

Reminiscences. The wisdom of his decision remains to be 

proved, especially when taking into consideration the fact 

that his list also contains such books as 44 The Early Court 

of Queen Victoria,” by. Clare Jerrold; “The Comedy of 
Catherine the Great,” by Francis Gribble ; and a 44 Life of 

Victor Hugo,” by A. T. Davidson. 

There are several other publishers to whom biographies 

make a special appeal. There is Mr. Murray, for example, 

upon whose list may be seen a 44 Life of the First Duke of 

Ormonde,” by Lady Burghclere, and a 44 Life of the First 

Earl of Sandwich,” by F. R. Harris. Mr. Methuen and Mr. 

Stanley Paul have also succumbed to the same lure. The 

latter is shortly bringing out a very interesting pair of 
volumes of 44 Intimate Memoirs of Napoleon III.,” by the 

friend of the Emperor whose pen worked under the 

pseudonym of the 44 Baron D’Ambes.” The former is 
responsible for the publication of Mr. J. Collings Squire’s 

book, 44 William the Silent,” a 44 Life of Tolstoy,” by Mr. 
Aylmer Maude, and 44 A Poet’s Children,” by Eleanor A. 
Towle, who has drawn an interesting and vivid picture of 

the lives of Hartley and Sara Coleridge. . Other books of 
the same nature are Mr. J. A. T. Lloyd’s 44 Romance and 
Reality of Dostqieffsky ” (Stanley Paul and Co.), 44 The 
Literary Career of Robert Browning,” by Professor Louna- 
bury,'of Yale University, through Mr. Fisher Unwin; 

and a Life of the Hegelian Philosopher, James Hutchison 

Stirling, also from Mr. Unwin. Mr. Eveleigh Na9h has 
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secured a book on- the very - latest thing in flying. The 

volume in question is by that expert 44 birdman,’ as thqy. 

say in America, Beaumont. M. Andre Beaumont was the 

winner of the Paris-Rome, the Circuit of Europe, and the 

Circuit of England races. 44 My Three Big Flights ” there¬ 

fore is, as may be gathered, a vivid description of those 

three races, and contains detailed descriptions of the 

dangers he overcame and the sensations he experienced 

in the process. 
A 

After this somewhat lengthy list of what may be termed 

44 solid ” books there is to be found a very refreshing series 

of names included in the fiction output. Messrs. Constable 

and Co. can always be safely relied upon to provide readers 

with a good choice of novels. That very able writer, Mary 

Johnston, whose books, 44 By Order of the Company,” “The 

Old Dominion,” and 44 Audrey ” are such prime favourites, 

presented the world last season with 44 The Long Roll,” 

which added an extra polish to her escutcheon. MessrB. 

Constable now announce the third impression. Their list 

also contains44 The Shrine of Sebekh,” by Ignatius Phayre— 

from whose name one might judge that the author hails 

from the land about which he has written. Mr. John Long's 

list begins with a somewhat remarkable statement to the 

effect that it contains 44 novels for men and women of the 

world and novels for those who prefer literature of the 

more quiet order.” That being so, we are not surprised to 

see there included such titles aB 44 A Change of Sex, 

44 Dangerous Dorothy,” 44 A Three-cornered Duel,” 4‘ Two 

Men and a Governess,” and 44 A Glorious Lie.” The only 

question remaining is how are those readers who “prefer 

literature of the more quiet order ” to make their selection r1 

Dare we suspect the touch of Mr. Willett in the follow¬ 

ing?—“Four New Stars! Mr. John Lane’s Discovery. A 

New Historical Novelist! (‘The Shadow of Power,’ by Paul 

Bertram.) A New Military Novelist! (‘Hector Graeme,’ 

by Evelyn Brentwood.) A New Realist! (‘The Story of 

a Ploughboy,’ by JameB Bryce.) A New Poet of Passion! 

(‘The Pagan Trinity,’ by Beatrice Irwin.)” We referred 

some months ago to Mr. Willett as a golfer, h he here 

seen trying his hand at a golf story ? Who has not thrilled 

in his time at the words 44 cowboy,” 44 mustang,” “ broncho- 

buster,” 44 lariat,” and a thousand more so redolent of the 

prairie and rounding-np herds of cattle? Many of n* 
must indeed confess to having harboured a fierce ambition 

to run away and join their number, and work our way as 

speedily as possible through the “tenderfoot period. 

44 Cowboy Songs ” will therefore surely remind some such 

of their first enthusiasms. The volume is a collection of 

songs from every part of the cowboy lands of North 

America made by Mr. John Lomax, and is published by 

Mr. Fisher Unwin. 

NOTES AND NEWS 

The run of Maeterlinck’s 44 Blue Bird ” at the Queen s 
Theatre ceases on February 3rd, when the company sails for 

a tour in Australia and New Zealand. 

The next meeting of the English Goethe Society will take 

place on Monday, January 29th, at the Hall of the Medical 

Society, Chandos-street, Cavendish-square, when Dr. L. T. 

Thome will lecture on Heine at 8.20 p.m. The lecture will 

be illustrated by Heine’s songs. 

Messrs. Braun and Co., of 62, Great Russell Street, W.C., 

are holding an exhibition of reproductions of the drawings 
originaTrrom r 
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of Raphael, Holbein, Millet, Diirer, Ingres, and many other 
masters at their Gallery, to be open free from January 22nd 
to February 10th, between the hoars of ten and five. 

In the current issue of The Gentlewoman Lady Sybil Grant 

continues her chatty and entertaining articles. Her present 
one, entitled “Personal Relations,'1 has for sab-heading “An 
amusing dissertation on oar attitude towards ourselves and 
oilier people and that of other people towards us.” 

A Loan Exhibition in connection with the above will 
consist of objects in Vemis Martin and papier-mdche, and of 
Stuart engravings. Persons who possess any of these things, 
and are willing to lend them, are requested to write to the 

Hod. Sybil Legh, Artillery Mansions, Victoria Street, West¬ 

minster. 

The Annual Exhibition of the Royal Amateur Art Society 
in aid of London Nursing Charities (President, H.M. Queen 
AJeiandra) will be held from March 10th to 13th at 
Surrey House, Marble Arch, W.t by kind permission of 
Udy Battersea. Many prizes will be offered for competi¬ 
tion by members and exhibitors. An open prize is announced 
for the design of a medal, to be used as an award in future 
Exhibitions of the Society, simple in design, and for one face 
only. 

In connection with the Royal Colonial Institute a meeting 
vill he held at the Newcastle-on-Tyne Chamber of Com¬ 
mote on the 31st inst., when Mr. Ben H. Morgan, Chairman 
of the Institute’s Trade and Industry Committee, will apeak 
on M The Trade and Industries of the British Empire.” 
Similar lectures a ill follow in other important trade centres. 
The library of the Institnte is now regularly supplied with 
*11 reports and other docnments affecting trade and oom- 
^ote, and it has been decided to keep the building open 
Mtfl 10 o’clock each night. 

h Thackeray Costume Ball is to take place at the Grafton 
j*U*neiion February 7th, under the patronage of HJt.H. 

. Louise and other well-known leaders of 
It is intended that every person present shall 

^present some character from the works of Thackeray, and 
9 D Foible groups of oharacters from one of his books 

to be formed by individnals among their friends. 

‘i P™* 15s., can be obtained from Lady Massie Blom- 
H 35, Holland Park Avenue, W.; Mr. A. C. Strong, 

(ft Common; Mr. James L. Grant 
3, Edwardes Place, Kensington, W. The funds 
** devoted to the maintenance of the training 

or the Kensington and Hammersmith branch of the 
^ League, 

“THE MIRACLEM 

m ^irac^e ’ produced the Press favoured 
flre f * willing account of the elaborate preparations. 
*0Dna ’rto ^collections of motor shows, military 

mentaumii1 UQ C.^*e8’ other exhibitions and amuse- 
iQ'ahort th \ E^0ciate<^Olympia were to be eliminated; 
sathadj^ tl* p building was to be converted into a 

option of tt re S special emphasis on the numerical 

^ uerve.p&ri ^ ^r€^)ara^onB—°n ^^rchlights, on the 
tt8P*cially on manager8 ^Hhing about behind the scenes 
^ *iadow nS niotor-cars ; on the exact size of the 

’ ftn<^ •normous door. Indeed, we were 
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r let into so many secrets that we were beginning to fear that 
i Professor Max Reinhardt was unwise in giving the show 

away, and that when the spectacle was produced we should 
find it anything but miraculous. These doubts however, 
were entirely dispelled when we saw the performance. “The 

k Miracle ” is a stupendous spectacle. Never before has stage- 
k craft produced such a triumph, to which music and colour, 
t dance and song, the spiritual and the sinister, and, greatest (marvel of all, the tense, surging crowds all contributed. 

The story of “ The Miracle ” is based on an old legend 
made familiar to English readers in John Davidson’s “ The 
Ballad of a Nun ” and Maeterlinck’s “Sister Beatrice.” Dr. 
Karl Vollmbller, however, the writer of the scenario, has 
invented certain incidents on his own account, and his clever 
introduction of the Spielmann, half-jester, half-devil, adds a 
haunting force to the whole conception. Mr. Max Pallenberg 
lived the part, and never for a moment did he cease to revel 
in the downfall of the Nun. His nimble body, dancing, 
playing, grovelling, flitted about the vast area, and ever we 
saw him smacking his lips over evil, particularly over the 
weakness of the human passions. In him was revealed a 
new kind of satanic villain, which prayers and bells and all 
the paraphernalia of the Roman Church only tended to render 
more realistic. Miss Natacha Trouhanowa, who took the 
part of the Nun, played with considerable force. We saw in 
her acting the lure of the world. Her dancing in 
the feast scene was a little too restrained; but as on 
this occasion she danced upon a table, the limited space 
at her disposal must be taken into consideration. Miss 
Maria Carmi, who took the part of the Madonna, 
has achieved in this role a great success. Her beautiful 
face represented Botticelli’s conception of the Virgin, and 
we only wish all the images of the Madonna were half 
as beautiful. Something of the infinite shone in her face, 
and that all-knowing smile of hers conveyed not a little of 
our conception of the Divine Mother. Dr. Humperdinck's 
music, though pleasing enough in its way, was not sufficiently 
strong to form a fitting complement to some of the more 
dramatic situations, for the great and supreme moments in 
this spectacle demanded the torrential force of a Wagner. 
Professor Reinhardt is justly famouB for his manipulation 
of crowds, and his crowds in “ The Miracle ” were by no 
means made up of crude walkers-on. Each member of that 
crowd was carefully chosen, and each seemed to feel the 
glamour of the whole conception. Every man, woman, and 
child contributed to the great mass effect. Now the crowd 
rejoiced and sang, and now it was a surging storm of fierce 
hatred. Whether it was engaged in religious devotion or 
in denouncing the witch, it always added to the dramatic 
impression. 

Having eulogised “The Miracle,” we must point out that 
the vast area at the disposal of the performers is apt, now 
and again, to contribute an unintentionally humorous touch. 
It is comparatively easy to act love on the stage where a few 
steps is sufficient to bring the lovers together; but at 
Olympia the Nun had to walk so far iu order to meet the 
Knight, that she might well have feinted through sheer 
physical exertion, and had the part of the Knight been taken 

by Mr. Edmund Payne, instead of Mr. Douglas Payne, the 
humorous suggestion would have been intensified. The same 
effect was produced when three nuns raced down the 
Cathedral to announce the return of the image of the 

Madonna. Considering the impedimenta of their garments 
they ran extremely well, but the incident suggested a race 
and the dramatic situation was lost. 

The descriptive programme is badly written and badly 
produced. We are told that when the Knight meets the 
Non he is seen eating in her beauty and grace.” We bad 

scarcely noted this when we discovered, at the end of a list 
of the stage properties, the following Horses fed o- 
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Molassine Meal, Dogs on Molassine Hound Food/’ This is 
surely carrying advertisement a little too far. We prefer 

to picture u The Miracle " as something associated with the 

Bublime, and incidents of this kind are apt to suggest the 

ridiculoas. 

IMPERIAL AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

By Lancelot Lawton 

THE FATE OF CHINA 

From time immemorial the vital importance of securing 

command of the sea during war has been proved by the 

ultimate victory of those nations who have succeeded in 

retaining such supremacy. We need not, however, turn to 

the pages of ancient history in order to find demonstration of 

this truth, for it has been exemplified within recent years 

by the successive defeats of Spain, China, and Russia, is once 

more evident in the deadly paralysis that has overtaken 

Turkey, and, again, promises to be not the least important 

factor in the great upheaval that is to decide the fate of the 
Manchu dynasty. Indeed, the strategical advantage of an 

unthreatened sea communication which the insurgent forces 

have managed to Becure would seem to point clearly to the 
speedy approach of a decisive stage in the Chinese rebellion. 
HadtheNavy remained loyal,the task confronting the Revolu¬ 

tionaries, although not impossible of execution, would have 

been one of extreme difficulty, for it would have involved the 

transport of troops and munitions across hundreds of miles of 
intervening territory, and the destruction of railway com¬ 

munication by the enemy whose armies would have had 

time to concentrate on points of strategical advantage. As 

it is, however, there is nothing to prevent the rebel com¬ 
manders from conveying their forces by sea direct to Shan¬ 

tung and Chihli. Recent despatches state that a Dumber of 
transports have already embarked troops, and are proceeding 

to the Northern ports, and furthermore that a brigade has 

been landed at Chefoo. 
The full significance of this latest development will not 

be lost upon those who have knowledge of the geographi¬ 

cal situation. Operating from Chefoo, it will be possible, 

within twenty-four hours, for the rebels to land armies 

on the coast of the Metropolitan Province. The pro¬ 
bable point of disembarkation will be the pilot-town 

of Taku, which is situated at the mouth of the Hunho, 

or Peiho as it is usually termed. Here, it will be remem¬ 
bered, stood at one time the strong coast forts which 

were part of the defence scheme initiated by Li Hung 

Chang ; but in fulfilment of the terms of the Peking protocol 

of 1901, which inflicted certain reprisals on China in conse- 

quese of the Boxer insurrection, they were subsequently 
razed to the ground. No serious obstacle, therefore, will 
oppose the landing of the Revolutionary forces, and these 

will doubtless be disembarked from barges covered by gun¬ 

boats to avert any possible demonstration from the shore. 

THE TURCO-ITALIAN CONFLICT AND ITS 

COMPLICATIONS 

The new French Ministry has not long been in office 
before being called upon to deal with an international crisis 
The dispute with Italy with regard to the seizure of French 
mail steamers in the Mediterranean has afforded occasion 
for demonstrating in a very effective manner that in M. 
Poincart France has found the strong man which the hour 
so urgently demanded. Moreover, the unanimous approval 
of the Premier's firm policy, both in the Chamber and 
throughout the country, has abundantly proved the virility 
of French publio opinion. 

' 'iunce rightly deeMltPUmt the incident constitutes a 
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serious affront to her national honour. Herein lies the 
extreme danger of allowing the existing situation to be 

prolonged. Were it only a question of fact that remained 
to be decided, then the principles of arbitration could 
immediately be applied. But there is no way out of the 

difficulty unless Italy first consents to give up the Turkish 
passengers, whom she virtually arrested on board the 

Manouba. Italy argues that to comply with this require¬ 
ment of France would, on her side, be tantamount to acqui¬ 
escing in an affront to her national honour. In spite of the 

apparent deadlock, it must not for a moment be imagined 

that war will be the issue. The resources of Italy are 
wholly employed in the wastes of Tripoli, and therefore 

she can have no alternative than to accept, with as much 
grace as possible, the French point of view. The only task 

that lies before the diplomatists of both countries is to 
discover some modn* vivendi which, plainly put, will enable 

Italy to “climb down " unobserved. 

The whole controversy, with its disquieting influences ou 

the peace barometer, only serves to draw attention to the 

nuisance of the Turco-Italian conflict, and in the end may 

prove a blessing in disguise, inasmuch as indirectly it may 
lead the Powers to exercise pressure upon Turkey with a 
view to inducing her to terminate a situation which con¬ 

stantly threatens the convenience of neutral nations, and 

imperils the tranquillity of the world. 
It is difficult to see how regrettable iucidents can be 

avoided when the scene of hostilities lies in the Mediter¬ 

ranean, one of the great maritime highways for internatio . 

commerce. Tho Turks, who do not feel the stress and strain 

of war at their own doors, are in no hurry to come to terms of 

peace. They are put to small expense in maintaining their 

troops in Tripoli compared with the enormous cost to which 

the Italians are committed in keeping and reinforcing au 

expeditionary force. At the same ti me it must be borne in min 
that in desert warfare the immediate advantage does not 
always rest with numbers, and that, consequently, the Turks 

and their Arab allies will be able to prolong their resistance 

indefinitely. Inasmuch as the Powers prohibit her from 

extending the sphere of operations to Turkey proper, Ita) 

would be entitled to sympathy were it not for the fact that 

she is by no ilieans anxious to meet the Turks on their own 
ground. Indeed, were such a combat possible, her forces 

would doubtless share a fate similar to that which overtoo 
an Italian army on a memorable occasion in Abyssinia. Thus 

it may truthfully be said that the limitation of the theatre 

of war to Tripoli and the neighbouring waters suits the con 
venience of both belligerents. Nevertheless, the peculiar 

circumstances under which the campaign is necessarily con¬ 

ducted are such as to cause constant irritation to neutral Powers- 

France suffers particularly in this respect, for she main¬ 

tains constant communication between Marseilles and Tunis. 

Turkey, deprived of naval strength and dependent upon 

Europe for considerable quantities of war material, natureII> 

seeks to make use of neutral means of transport. Hence 

the vigilance of the Italian warships, whose officerSi even 
were they qualified to dispose of the fine points raised b) 

international law, are in no mood to strain the quality o 

tolerance. That most recent example of worldly wisdom, 

the Declaration of Loudon, appears to have confused the 

issue not a little. The French complaint relates to the 

seizure of two ships. In the first case, that of the steamer 
Carthage, an aeroplane was found ou board. The Declaration 

of London provides that aeroplanes shall only be regarded as 

contraband of war when due notice has been given by a belli¬ 

gerent Power. This stipulation the Italians failed to comply 
with. As a matter of fact, daring the war they themselves 

have been receiving aeroplanes from France. The aeroplane 

under discussion was being conveyed from one French port 

to another French port, and as in any case the duty does not 
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derolre upon a neutral Power to prevent the exportation of 
war material, the Italians were clearly wrong in capturing 
the ship. Apart altogether from this argument, which is 
final, their action in presupposing that the aeroplane was 
destined for the Turkish forces was not warranted. 
Brentu&lly proof was forthcoming that the aeroplane was 
merely intended for competition at aviation meetings in 
neutral territories, and thus the incident closed. 

In the second case—that of the arrest of Turkish pas- 
>engere from the steamer Manoiiba—there conld be no doubt 
that an affront to French national honour was involved 
The Italians based their claims upon Article 47 of the 
Declaration of London, which provides that “ Any indi¬ 
vidual embodied in the armed forces of the enemy who is 
foand on board a neutral merchant vessel may be made a 
prisoner of war, even though there be no ground for the 
capture of the vessel.” Through the ordinary diplomatic 
channels the French Government received an intimation 
that a second Turkish Rod Crescent Mission was proceeding 
to Tripoli rid TuniB, and it was their intention on the 
arrival of this mission in Tunis to take precautions in order 
toensQre that if any of its members proved to be combatant 
officers in disguise they should be detained. The Italian 
authorities, however, acted precipitately. Believing that 
the mission was not genuine, they demanded and secured the 
surrender of its members. Italy has declared that she is 
now conducting an investigation concerning the botia Juktt of 
the Turkish passengers, and adds, somewhat ingenuously, j 
that if the result proves that they are Red Crescent I 
officers she will, of course, release them. This state¬ 
ment implies the admission that Italy acted entirely ! 
on suspicion, and that she is now seeking to justify I 
herself after committing the offence. Were tbe French | 
Government tamely to accept the situation thus created, I 
they would be instituting a precedent of an extremely harm- I 
ful nature, for the attitude of Italy amounts to a claim that-1 
she possesses the right to seize Turkish passengers travel- I 
Hug on a neutral steamer on the mere suspicion that they I 

be possible combatants. Were this claim to be I 
endorsed and to become precedent the delay and incon¬ 
venience occasioned neutral shipping in time of war would 1 

prove intolerable. The outcome of the incident will be of 
{peat importance to Great Britain. As the principal sea- j 
owners of the world we could not allow our shipping to be j 
delayed because belligerent nations merely suspected that I 
pwwngerg were possible combatants, more particularly j 
*hen we reflect that the Italian claim is not necessarily to I 
SGMth on this groand vessels proceeding from a nentral to a I 
belligerent port, but from one neutral port to another I 
Mfltri] port. Not only ia the national honour of France I 
involved m the incident, but, as I have already shown, I 
^rioos international rights are at stake. It is, in short, a J 

natter which admits of no half-measures. Italy, not alone I 
lb the interests of France, but of the whole world, must 
* inqaish her preposterous claim, and in so doing she will I 

3 that 6be has not sacrificed her national dignity nor I 
vned the historic ties of amity which exist between ] 

and France. 

MOTORING 

^15 been left to the Motor—the most enterprising of all 

^cbnical side of the motoring muve- 

Werest Ul ^ate a 8Cheme of permanent and really national 
tire 0, Damely. the formation of a motormuseum illustra¬ 
te e 1DCePtion and development of what must surely 

trid Tt°S Urinating of the world’s indus- 
*&lWion k® remembered that in 1909 a most interesting 

archaic motor-vehicles was exhibited at the 

White City, and it was hoped at the time that steps 
i would be taken to ensure its retention as one of the most 

instructive and valuable of the countrv’s historical collec- 
w 

tions. Unfortunately, however, no effective steps were 
taken in this direction, and there is danger that unless 
something be done at once the opportunity of securing to 
the nation a museum which will possess absorbing interest 
for future generations will be permanently lost. The first 
important step taken by the Motor has been to constitute a 
board of trustees, consisting of the Duke of Teck (Chair 
man), Sir David L. Salomons (Vice-Chairman), Sir Bover- 
ton Redwood, Colonel H. C. L. Holden, Mr. W. Joynson- 
Hicks, Mr. J. W. Orde, and Mr. Edmund Dangerfield, and 
the trust-deed is now in course of preparation. Pending 
further arrangements, the Motor will accept custody of the 

' exhibits, and intending donors of genuinely early motor¬ 
cars—the date of construction of which must, for the present, 
be prior to 1903 —should communicate with the Hon. Secre¬ 
tary of the Provisional Committee, Mr. E. Shrapnell Smith, 
7, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C. 

In connection with the apparent revival of interest iu 
motor racing, as exemplified by the unexpectedly successful 
prospects of the forthcoming race for the Grand Prix, Sir 
David Salomons expresses in a technical contemporary his 
decided opinion that all races are now undesirable from 
many points of view. He admits that they were formerly 
of value by way of encouragement for the industry, but 
considers that that time has now gone for ever, as motoring 
is now so thoroughly established that it will continue to 
grow of its own accord and merits. In his opinion, racing 
npsets tbe industry, makes the cars of the best makers more 
expensive to the purchaser, owing to the great outlay 
incurred over the competitions, encourages the ut:e of 
high-speed cars on the road, tends to the production 
of cars which are merely freaks of abnormal power 
in relation to build, and also involves risks to life 
which, although essential in the early days, are now 
totally unnecessary. With regard to the Grand Prix, or any 
other races, Sir David feels sure that the results will have 
little or no influence with the buying public, which is now 
sufficiently educated to know that the cars which win races 
have generally been built expressly for that purpose, and 
are not adapted to give reliable, durable, and satisfactory 
service in ordinary everyday use. He considers that the 
R.A.C. tests are sufficient for all purposes, and advises the 
public to look only to those cars which have been subjected 
to these tests and emerged from them with a satisfactory 
certificate of performance. There is much truth and weight 
in every one of Sir David’s arguments, and it would be 
interesting to know what the advocates of present-day 
motor racing can have to urge in reply to them. 
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The aunual dinner of the northern section of the Auto¬ 
mobile Association and Motor Union will take place on 
February 23rd at the Midland Theatre, Manchester, with 
Mr. W. Joynson-Hicks, M.P., in the chair. As usual at 
these enjoyable functions, excessive verbosity will be sternly 
prohibited, but an excellent musical entertainment to follow 
the dinner bas been arranged by Mr. Walter de Freece. The 
extraordinary growth of the Association has been frequently 
commented upon recently, and the Chairman will bo able to 
point with pride to the fact that it* membership is now close 
upon 40,000, no fewer than 12,281 new members having been 
elected during the year 1911, and since the amalgamation 
of the A.A. with the Motor Union. gamation 

At the fifth ordinary annual general meeting of Rolls- 
Royce, Limited, to be held at the Midland Hotel, Derby, on 

Original from 
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Wednesday next, the directed will have the pleasure of 

presenting to the shareholders the roost favourable report 

and the most satisfactory balance-sheet in the history of the 

company. After paying or proving for all trading expenses, 

liberal depreciation of buildings, plant, Ac., the trading for 

the year ended October 31st last shows the handsome net 

profit of £50,713, a remarkable result from an issued capital 

of £136,490 only. In the report the directors express their 

conviction that the Rolls-Royce car remains unrivalled, and 

Btate that they consider the dem ind for the car and the 

yearly increasing profits of the company fully justify a 

continuance of their policy of gradual extensions to buildings 

and plant. We understand that the idea of manufacturing 

the Rolls-Royce in France to satisfy the Continental 

demand, which has now assumed important dimensions, has 

been abandoned, and that whatever increased manufacturing 

facilities may be necessary will be provided for by extensions 

of the work8 at Derby. 

IN THE TEMPLE OF MAMMON 
The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial queries 

by return of post if correspondents enclose a stamped, addressed 
envelope. Such queries must be sent to the City Offices, 15, 
Copthall Avenue. E.C. 

We still continue our life in spasms. What does it portend ? 
A man who progressed in a series of jumps would be con¬ 
sidered sick ; the doctors would order him a complete rest. 
It looks very much as though we were tired; but nerves are 
not like muscles, and jumpy nerves may end in mania. 

I cannot help thinking that we are making ready for a 
fresh speculative mania. In which market it will manifest 
itself no one knows. To-day the whole talk is of ’bus stock. 
The tendency is to sell. Cautibus people do not wish to 
wait until they receive the Underground securities. They 
are not to be caught by the Speyer bait of an £8 cash bonus. 
They prefer the £220 in hard cash to the speculative 
income bonds and the still more risky deferred shares. 
In this they show great wisdom. Looking at the past 
history of ’bus stock and the L.G.O., one cannot conceive 
any other course open to the wise man who wants an 
income from his investments, and is not a mere irresponsible 
punter. For example, the money obtained on the 
sale of £100 L.G.O. ordinary stock can readily be invested 
to produce an income of almost doable the dividend received 
l&8t year, and this income would not fluctuate much. I 
worked out that almost any three sound Electric Light 
shares should pay from £14 to £16 income on a capital 
investment of £230 to £240. As the prices of these 
securities are low, there is also the chance of a capital 
appreciation. Marconis appear too dear, and we are warned 
that the Admiralty may insist upon their own system of 
wireless being used on the All Red route in preference to 
that of Marconi. It is also pretty certain that we shall find 
the company asking for more working capital. 

The new issues do uot go very well. The Associated 
Portland Cement was a dead failure, and the debentures can 
now be bought at a discount. The Nordanal Rubber only 
asked for a 6mall sum, and got it in a few hours. The 
Mendaris, a Lampard flotation, is a reasonable rubber and 
tapioca venture, but no profits will be distributed for some 

\years, and such speculations aie never worth touching. 
imVhy lock up money when it can be invested to produce an 
Arfynediate income Y The Broome SelaDgor came out of the 
I cahuthnofc stable, and the profits are on a scale with which 
Compamot agree. I see no possible chance of a Rubber 
can I se.ny making 3s. per lb. net profit for 1912. Still less 
who ixnfig 2s. 6d. per lb. profit for 1913, 1914, 1915. Those 
worse. Tbeine such fantasies are dangerous optimists—or 
goggested in v. City Estates ofCanada mavproduce the profits 

the soundness 

or otherwise of the local valuation. The Alaska Exploration 
is a rechauffe of two Alaskan companies—the Twin Creek 
and the Alaska Exploration—both dividendless liquidated con¬ 
cerns. A. W. M. Robson appears to have lent money, and the 
bank, on Robson’s guarantee, also lent money. The present 
flotation hopes to get enough to repay the loans. No one is 
likely to subscribe a single penny piece to 6uch a venture. 
If the Robson lien is not paid off the Board can hardly go to 
allotment. If they do, those who have applied can with¬ 
draw on the ground that they had not received notice of the 
lien. 

Money.—There appears plenty of money in Berlin, but 
this is only an appearance of wealth. The loans made to 
tide over the end-of-the-year liquidation will have to be 
repaid sooner or later. The Government is holding up a 
good deal of money at the Bank of England, and this 
makes the Money Market tight. We should soon be 
approaching a period of great ease, but at the moment one 
sees no signs of any such thing. 

Consols.—Some of the banks have written down their 
Consols to 76. This shows what they think of the future 
of this market. I do not share this gloomy view. Indeed I 
believe that we should see some big orders in the Consol 
market if the price went to 76. We must not forget that 
German Threes are 81. I do not, however, forget that French 
Rentes are 94i, and this extraordinary disparity in the three 
quotations should be impressed upon the mind of Mr. Lloyd 
George. The French do everything in their power to 
popularise Rentes. The people save their money, put it 
into Rentes, and keep it there. Our people would do the 
same if they were given equal facilities. But onr insane, 
old-fashioned regulations stand in the way. The indolence 
of the Government official, the opposition of the big 
financier, who does not want to see the Government able to 
borrow all it wants whenever it likes at 3 per cent., and the 
complete ignorance of our lawyer-statesmen on matters of 
finance prevent Consols from taking an eqnal or even 
superior standing to French Rentes. I have been hammering 
at this for years, but all to no use, and until we are in the 
midst of a European war with credit almost nil we shall not 
alter. 

Foreigners.—The foreign market has been upset in 
various directions. The Franco-Itali&n squabble does not 
appear serious, but the quarrel in China between the 
Imperial party and Yuan Shi Kai is of great import, and 
may produce a Japanese war. Until the Chinese trouble is 
ended no one should buy back their Chinese securities, 
notwithstanding the assertions of the London financiers that 
there can be no defanlt. I am told that the Customs 
collections have fallen away to nothing. 

Home Rails.—Why the market should dislike the dividend 
announcements I cannot say. I have always said that it 
was most unlikely that the companies would pay increased 
dividends, and the returns are surely good enough on the 
present basis. The figures of the South Eastern and Chatham 
were liked, for all the House is bull of Little Chats. Why 
I don’t know, for it must be years before any dividend is 
possible here. If I wanted a long Bhot I should buy Great 
Central A, for they are already carrying coal and their 
docks are ready, whereas South Eastern and Chatham have 
no coal as yet to carry and are not prepared. There is no 
comparison between the two gambles. Home Rails may 

. weaken, but they will recover, and they should be bought 
now full of dividend. 

Yankees.—The American market is the dullest in the 
House. Wall Street can see nothing to go for. The banks 
do not want to encourage buying, for they are out of stock, 
and want to buy in lower down. They talk bearishly all 
round, and in a few weeks’ time it will be good enough to 
buy Unions, Rocks, Atchisons, and New York Centrals. The 
steel trade is improving, and in the spring we shall get a 
rebound in quotations. But to-day no one operates. Even 
the gambler in Canadian Pacific is becoming tired. Berlin 
has been selling. 

Ruuber.—The big rubber people talk big because they 
have plenty of companies to float, and they want a good 
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market to float on. Bat the public now knows all about 
robber, and sees that there is no possible chance of rubber 
rising in price. I expect to see a gradual set-back to the 
old price?. Salisbury Jones, having made a pile of money 
oat of the gamble in "bus stock, has taken his Tirucalli 
Rubber in hand. This strange resinous compound is used 
in the manufacture of composition for ships’ bottoms. The 
staff is mixed with paint and appears useful. Therefore 
the erer sangaine Salisbury Jones talks Tirucalli to £5. 
He claims an output of 30,0001b. of Latex for January. 
But can he keep it up ? and what is the profit P It seems 
wise to get out of Tirucallis on every rise. 

Oil.—The oil market is dead. But they propose to put 
Mexican Eagles on the Paris Bourse. It will be remembered 
that Mexioo El Oro were rushed to £10 by the Pearson 
crowd, and Paris was landed at the top. They now say | 
that they will give Paris a chance of making back the 
money she lost over El Oro. The talk that Mexican Eagle 
bis fixed up its quarrel with Standard Oil may be true. If I 
so we shall certainly see a good rise, for the Company is on j 
good oil, and has a big output. Paris should take kindly to ij 
the shares, for they are dividend-payers. 

Kaffirs.—Sir George Farrar failed to impress any one at 
the last Rand meeting. The public want to know what, this I 
nst combine will do in the future. They also quite fail to I 
see that Rand mining shares are cheap to-day. Plainly, the 1 
lives of the mines will have to be shortened. This means I 
that the shares most be lowered in price. Wit Deep is 
again troubled with water, and the poor Rand finds every ! 
day a new misfortune. j 

Rhodksuns.—The Chartered Report should be good. It I 
is faggested that the debit balance will be written off 
against the item Premiums received on shares. This will 
almost balance the position and bring the Company into a | ; 
dividend-paying stage. The Amalgamated Props appear I 1 

to hare come under the influence of Bonnard, who desires to | 1 
do the best he can on sound lines. I write this before the 
meeting, so I cannot say how the new blood will be received I ) 
bj the very angry shareholders. There will be trouble and I j 
acandal here as in almost all the other Rhodesian Companies. I 

Mmciluxeocs.—Mr. Foster winds up a long report upon I £ 
Mem by saying that a shareholder may reasonably A 
«pect an ordinary dividend of 8 per cent, rising rapidly to t 

, * eren 20 per cent., and from extraordinary profits a 
aimmam of £33 10s. per shfcre. The last block of 1,700 s 
Jwheras has now been placed with a Trust, and the liquida- I bj 
Joa which put this share to £12 closes with this sale at 17. I c 
ayshtims are the latest craze in Paris and St. Petersburg, j 
Jhey are talked to £5. Pusing Bahru are also promised a I 
v^nse. But those who would make money without specula- j 

^as sleep peacefully in their beds, should buy 
'*«nc Lighting Snares. They pay nearly 6 per cent., and i 

*11 nse gradually. J * 

Raymond Radcltfpe. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
" SPELING MAID EEZY” 

Sditer ov The Academy 

T^v*11€r ov fcLe recently pnblisht boocict on 
10 n»eri ID£dyu a wnrd ov praiz. Hiz remarcs apeerd 
1 begleev^rl,1 f . Thig twi* ov lftnrel ,z tardy, I no, but 
ovt^beed? & l 0nr *11 P00^ on brou—1,1 plais 
He s-pe^j; ov°,v.s,ret bhat stood thair from toil ov transcripshon. 
win orb hiz v ** * ov ^ ^retary ov the Soesiety; that 

PWiir*rin* Wn'!S 5 ?atcl,raan z lantern, scand hiz wurdz— 
Wor tka T? J~ .ca,,lz them, but fchai needed not tu 

Pat" Iconwri*1 1 ar *n^e8, er8ept. mai be, the wurd 
If0 *air ar 11 ^1Tn on Biz maiden #fort. He speecz az 
ir*2, W I az the rieting ov Latin 

*■* boel ecseisift* * ^0l?n az the plaiful pretens ov an artist. 
^aboei with ytLt creti:‘^ly dun by this disiepl ov haaf an 

w* the nyu eimbolz mai be acwierd and 
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Ihou egzactly yuezd aafter so short a tiem. And yet be iz boeld 
enuf tu apeel tu us, in this very script, tu cling tu the oeld 
slaivery, and hand it doun tu our children, for feterz sufishently 
oeld, I Hupoez, ar not bondz, but omamentz ! Wei, wun mai so 
regard the tbuni-scru in the Touer, and our curent speling 
deservz & plais alongsied az a rusty instruument ov tortyur. 

“Aafter aul, whi not leev the langwaij az it iz?" When 
yuer revyuer laiz doun the pen and taicz up the trumpet, he iz 
les hapy. I feel that he can net beter in simplified speling than 
against it. That iz hiz proper provins. Hu, I pray, wantz tu 
tuch the langwaij, “the grait, grand English tung“P Iz 
Profesor Skeat the enemy against huum we ar cauld tu arm ? 
Or Sur James Murray, may be P Yes, it must be, for theez two 
noetorins asasinz ov aul that iz fair and ov good report in the 
English langwaij are ofis bairerz in the Simplified Speling 
Soesiefcy. Or iz it Profesor Gilbert Murray, the Prezident of 
the Soesiety P Hu can say that fchtB man haz eni claim tu 
eultyur? He’z wanting to rob us of our luvly legasy, our 
langwaij ! Let’s run him thru with a sord, criez yuer revyuer; 
md promptly getz hiz pen redy—which iz mietier. 

The fact iz yuer revyuer haz given such strict atenshon tu hiz 
lyu speling that he haz lost the rainz ov hiz lojic. He con- 
ynesez langwaij with speling; and yet he yuesez the wurd 
‘tung,’’ which miet hav survd to remiend him that, az wun 
iritic proudly telz us, “ the sound iz the living spirit of langwaij 
md vpeling iz but the garment thairov.” And so we speec ov 
curent speling ” az a paasing artistry, or artifis, that tu-day is 

liferent from yesterday, and wil turaoro, we hoep, be far diferenfc 
rom tuday. If we had translaited the wurdz of the revyu intu 
be speling of Shakespeare’z tiem, and had printed them in thair 
inshent toilet, in The Academy for January 13th, ov this pre- 
snt yeer ov grais, we miet hav sed, with a waiv ov the hand 
nimicing yuer revyuer), and in a caustic toen (copiing him and 
ith apolojez) ; “ Looc at it. Gaiz on the seen. Looc at this 
nyuezhyual revyu, for instans. It get* on our nervz tu riet 
, and ... we mai saifly sai that bi nou the nervz ov the 
nfcl reeder ar becuming seveerly afected.” And if Shake- 
ware (or Bacon) and hiz literary brethren wair tu riez up and 
wee aafter the maner ov shoemen, thai wood boro yuer 
vyuer’z wurdz, no dout. and apli them tu modern speling. 
rait big fceer-dropz wood faul on tu the printed paij—thai faul 
streemz from the iez ov the revyuer—az thai cried out for aul 

e wurld tu beer: “ Our byuetiful langwaij iz entierly spoild, 
jruetilaited, unrecogniezabl az the grait, grand English tung ! " 
ir, theez dramatic fceerz ar but puur logic with which tu 
nser the caia for speling reform—I prefur tu turn ray fais tu 
9 teerz of ten thousand children. 
Tu vursez transcriebd from “John Gilpin " are cwoeted. I 
il poot tu ufcherz bi thair sied. Thai ar taicen from “ A Mis¬ 
led Tail,” and fairly ilustrait the speling which yuer revyuer 
impionz:— 

“ A little buoy said : * Mother deer, 
May eye go out to play ? 

The son is bright, the heir is clear; 
Owe Mother, don’t say neigh.’ 

‘ Go forth, roy sun,’ the mother said; 
His ant said : ‘ Take ewer Blay, 

Ewer gneiss knew sled awl painted red ; 
Butt do not lose your weigh.' M 

John Gilpin " iz not neerly so cweer az this. 
Yun word moer; “ W. L. R.“ rietz so well in simplified spel 
that, taicing The Academy az hiz blacbord, he miet giiTus 
simenz weec bi weec.—Yuerz faithfuly, 8 

Sydney Walton 
Simplified Speling Soesiety, 44, Great Russell Street, W.C * 

The Editor or The Academy 

Deer Sur,—Az the rieter ov yuer articl on “ \r -j 
Eezy " apeelz tu me bi naim, az wun ov the ringleederz 
conspirasy against the charm ov the English langwaij ” vmt 
w, perhaps alou me in a fyu wurdz, tu hail him az 
valynabl, if unmtenshonal, felo-conspirator. The evident 1? 
the au.moest pnrfect sucses with which he ha' X^ our 
method ov speling „ the moest striecing testimony we kv w 
reseevd tu Us simplis.ty and practicability. He g«.zf„*tl 7 
sum waiz than we propoez tu go • for in«t*n« u . ep ,n 
insted ov *’ laibor.’’" Nodout Sto obLXX’uel Wber" 
silabl is just az wel reprezented bi “ e" az bi “ unstrest 
cum to the derivativ “laboerins” batwhen we 
“o"iz manifest. For the^JJJ ? T* 

U» „») «1 b. to ortot, S- 
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litl atenshon tu the distincshon between “s '* and 44 z." We 
shood, for instans, net 44 sets/’ not “ setz,” and “ tiemz ” for 
“tienas.” 

Anl that he sez about the unfamiliarity and “cweernes” ov 
the nyn speling iz, ov core, purfectly natyural. It muBt seem 
cweer and eeven shoeing to a jeneraishon acustomd tn the con- 
ven8honal 44 orthografy.” But it iz not that jeneraishon for 
which we ar worcing; and peep) wil very soon cum tu se that 
thair izno “ byuety ” in wun form ov speling or in anufcher, but 
that the ilyuezhon ov byuety iz simply a product ov familiarity. 
Rashoual speling wil be, in the iez ov a jeneraishon acustomd tu 
it, just az “ byuetiful ” az irashonal speling iz tn 44 W. L. R. 
and it wil hav the real byuety ov fitnes for its purpos, which our 
prezent speling haz not.—Yuerz truuly, 

William Archer. 

Simplified Speling Soesiety, 44, Great RussellJ 
Street, London, W.C. 

To the Editor of The Academy 

Sir,—I sympathise with your reviewer “ W. L. R.” that if 
and when we change our spelling it shall be somthing we can 
gaze on with delight. 

A good alfabet needs two new letters—one for sound in gun, 
and the other for sound in field. The gun vowel is similar to 
a v and i has its dot become a dash. One chief condition must 
be attached to any new alfabet, and that is that its elements— 
vowels and diphthongs—shall harmonize. Fortunately this is 
quite easy. Failing our two new letters—that is, using only 
our present twenty-six letters—I will show how it can be 
done, giving as illustration the two verses quoted by The 

Academy :— 

John Gilpin kiat hiz loeving waif; 
O’erjoid woz hie tu faind 

That dhou on plezhur shie woz bent, 
Shie had a frugal maind. . . . 

Sou thrie dourz of dhi sheiz woz steid 
Wheir dhei did oal (or awl) get in; 

Six preshoes soulz and oal (or awl) agog 
Tu dash thru thik and thin. 

In this Bistem vowels and difthongs harmonise intw ruud fiu. 
Speling meid iezi.—Yourz truli, 

Sidni Bond. 

Welington, Somerset. 

THE PRACTICABLE ECONOMIC BASIS OF NATIONAL 

FREEDOM 

To the Editor of The Academy 

gin,_As a complementary form of ray last week’s letter, I am 
sending you this week a brief review of principles of government 
which, unlike your Socialistic or Fabian principles, give economic 
reality to both absolute and particular forms of supply, without 
which there can be no actual economic science, no constitutional 
basis of national freedom. These principles spring fundamentally 
from a monarchical or pure Conservative form of government. 
Thus, a monarchical form, as a basis of absolute law or Conser¬ 
vatism (all law, as law, is conservative), that is to say, as the 
source of individual or particular freedom, introduces a prin¬ 
ciple_not discoverable in your Fabian forms—of individual or 
particular supply. In other words, a monarchical form substi¬ 
tutes an absolute scientific for an absolute empiric form of 
economic uniformity or freedom. We have here a sound founda¬ 
tion to government, because we are not victimised, as the case is 
with Fabian principles, by the individual tyranny of individual 
demand, but our freedom or equality is balanced by an individual 
principle of individual supply. Our King, in fact, is the national 
basis (equivalent to the Socialist’s State basis) of a national 
Conservatism. I suppose your Socialist will not deny bis Con- 

^ servative principles as far as the preservation of his own Social- 
. Vatic State is concerned. 
in(YNJkpart from this ground of economic restriction—namely, of 

or particular Bupply—there can be no permanent form, 
therefore no real form, of national or State freedom—no 

°ecftU9e.‘>m basi9 of Common Law in our House of Commons; 
j/* if this form of economic restriction or individual supply 

dividual instead of a national or State form, it would be 
* deshFabian firound of supply—that is to say, it would 

an absolute-principle of d|raand. 

facte:—1. That our monarchical form of government as a 
limited form is the only practicable economic ground of an 
absolute, or national, or pure Socialistic form of freedom or 
equality. 2. That Fabian principles, as autocratic, dogmatic, 
or unlimited principles, are the only absolute ground of an 
absolute or pure Socialistic form of freedom or equality. 

Now thiB is the crucial point to Bettle. Every one of us 
desires a pure state of national or common freedom. Is this 
pure state, therefore, to be grounded upon an individual and 
responsible form of common freedom—that is to say, upon a legal 
or constitutional basis which restricts everybody ; or is it to be 
grounded upon an absolute and irresponsible form of common 
freedom—that is to say, upon a legal or constitutional basis which 
restricts nobody P It must, of course, be taken into account 
that the monarch in each case, as the legal basis, is absolutely 
restricted; but there is this difference: In the first instance, he 
is only absolutely restricted in a particular form, and, as an 
individual, he is the absolute basis of responsibility In the 
second instance, he is absolutely restricted in an absolute form, 
and as an individual he becomes the absolute basis of irresponsi¬ 
bility. 

Events, unfortunately, have discovered to us which constitu¬ 
tional form of State freedom we have been living under, if, of 
course, a condition of irresponsible State freedom can be held to 
be a constitutional and restricted form of 8tate freedom 

In fact, the Sovereign’s personal right of freedom (already 
dealt with by the writer in The Academy) supplies the key 
to the solution of our political troubles. By forcing the 
Sovereign’s hands this Government has abused the common 
basis of law, and the abuse of the common basis of law can 
mean nothing else than tyrannical sway over the House of 
Commons itself—a House of Commons’ breach of common 
freedom. 

Twist and turn as we will to get out of our present political 
muddle, we shall never accomplish our escape apart from the 
constitutional re-establishment of a House of Commons limit, 
which is also the Sovereign's limit, of freedom. Whilst the 
Sovereign’s private rights are abased, all private rights are 
abused. Yet, in the face of thiB very fact, our constitutional 
legal authorities of the present day maintain, as far as I am able 
to discover, that our House of Commons possesses no common 
form of economic restriction. 

In a further letter I mean to deal with this common form— 
namely, with the party basis of common rule.—I am, Sir, your 
obedient servant, 

H. C. Daniel 

Lough ton, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge. 
January 22nd, 1912. 

PLAGIARISM 

To the Editor of The Academy 

Sir.—I am glad this fascinating subject has found a new 
exponent in a paragraph in the Olohe which refers to your articles 
and correspondence. Now Mr. J. A. S. Wilson has entered the 
field of discussion with some ingenious and opportune remarks 

about the mosaics in Gray’s “ Elegy,” considered, 1 believe, to I* 
the most perfect poem of its kind in the language. Of course, 
the idea of this poet having purposely given the world a poem 
composed of reminiscent passages is a preposterous one, particu¬ 
larly as it is stated that long after the publication of the “Elegy 
in its present form a MS. was discovered full of deletions and 
changed expressions. This only proves that taking almost 

endless pains is one of the characteristics of genius. 
Of course, the supply of words suitable for poetical expression 

is limited, and a dictionary delegated to those in use might be 
compiled by a poet and published by an enterprising publisher. 
Modem science has coined new words for its purpose, but the 
impossibility of enriching the language with new poetic symbols 
must be apparent. Hence this limitation must engender the 
constant repetition of substantives and qualifying words. The 
synonym useful in prose becomes useless in prosody demanding 
the music of sound or the significance of vividness. It follows, 
then, that there can be no possible plagiarism in the conjunction 
of any poetic noun with its expletive. Naturally, the finest and 
most apt expression becomes dulled by iteration, and this is why 
new writers, with a wild desire to be original, distort the meaning 
or beauty of a passage with unfitting words. And it seems to 
me that these disfigurements have marred or spoilt many other¬ 
wise fine poems. 

But there is a wide gulf( between the use of a combination of 
two wordr. and a beautiful phrasing taken from a poem- ^18 
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novels, and the Pall Moll Gazette has done good service in 
fighting this case, having cleared an issue which had become 
somewhat involved, and which was well worth defending in 
the public interest. Most of the daily papers commented 
upon the case on Wednesday morning, many of them in 
leading articles. Among others, the Da 1 ly Express remarked 

' that “the law of libel remains a strong defence against spite, 
malice, and injury; bat it is cleared of intolerable absurdi¬ 
ties j” the Chronicle observed that the situation is eased, 
and that “ yesterday's verdict will relieve authors from the 
vague apprehensions that have tormented them,” and the 
Daily News, in almost the language of Mr. F. E. Smith’s 
speech, says that “ it is rare even in these days of factitious 
action that so unreal a grievance is brought into court.” 
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Review of the week 
r 1 ^ * ^aD<^ers r. Forrester,” heard on Tuesday 

f .ore kn'd Chief Justice, was of especial interest 
_tj.ersof Academy, the writer of the article com* 
ni!Q king a member of our staff. The article—or, 
,• ’ * e ^amorous sketch —appeared in the Pall Mall 

daoJe0 ^Ct°^)er 1910, and the plaintiff claimed 
WmP; paper by reason of an accidental coinci* 

«of name. Mr. F. E. Smith, K.C., M.P., defending in a 

M reca^e<l the famous “ Artemus Jones ” case, 
e wcm^ b® safe in the future if juries gave the 

enc°aragement to this class of action. The author 

J] enCe beard of the plaintiff, nor of 
^r8°nof that name except “a certain lady whose Chris- 

jnr .^fiWa8 M°l! *—the Court smiled—and the 
\ ^Ut ^eaviDg the box, decided in two minutes in 

lLf*toaa h e^eD(^nt‘ ^he decwion was of great import- 
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(We notice a 44 Plea for Standard Dress ” in the columns of 
' a contemporary— a suggestion that women should adopt a 
regular costume in order that all should “ look equally well, 
without extravagance, provided they are equally good- 
looking.” If they were all equally good-looking we pre¬ 
sume they would all look 44 equally well,” but let that pass, 
and turn the searchlight of an illuminated moment upon an 
uniformed feminine world. Could we live in such a world ? 
Not for one single week. Life would become too dreary to 
contemplate. Where would be the charm of London streets 
without the varied headgear—to mention only one item— 
which at present prevails ? To reduce everything to rule, 
to turn out men and women as from a mould, to merge 
individuality into grim and grey monotony, is the last resort 
of would-be reformers. We foresee the time, if uniform 
dress for ladies were achieved, when there shall be a Censor 
of Waists and an Inspector of Coiffures; when heels shall ail 
be oi the same height, hair of the same length, gloves of 
the same colour, and laces—if allowed—of the same pattern ; 
when, in short, we shall drill and march in step through a 

disciplined and carefully regulated and extremely uninterest¬ 
ing world. But this becomes a nightmare—we will turn 
our attention to less unhappy notions. 

In a recent article by Professor Reinhardt we note that he 
advocates 41 Open-air Theatres for the Whole Country,” 
thereby proving himself a stranger—albeit a welcome 
stranger—in our land. The theatre of his dreams, built 
“ on a gigantic scale with a seating capacity of about 10,000, 
in circus form,” will never come to realisation in England, 
the Land of the Umbrella; and we write this in full 
memory of the late glorious summer. Imagine the distress 
of the performers—and of the audience—when in the midst 
of, let us say, “ A Wood Near Athens ” the rain descended, 
and the winds blew, and the dust turned to mud, and ten 
thousand umbrellas mutely protested against the raging 
heavens! To live and work and play in the open-air is a 
fine thing—when the weather is fine; it might have been 
very charming in Greece ; but in England . . . no • we 
would rather be in n comfortable stall or a box. 

» 

This open-air theatre should exist, says Professor 
Reinhardt, in every town and village, and would present 
plays written by local authors—which sounds rather dreadful. 
For not all places can boast, as can Dorchester, for instance 
of a 44 local author ” whose technique and literary form 
could be depended upon, and we might suffer from a plague 
of little philosophers who view their own works through a 

magnifying lenB; we might then even be driven for refuge 
to the local music-hall. The theatre at present seems 
certainly to be in a stage of transition which will be notable 
in future histories, but these suggestions of Professor 
Reinhardt, capable stage-manager and artist though he may 
be, will not prove to be the way out of its difficulties. 
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AUBE 

The dawn ia creeping up the hill, 

I know, and on the further side 

The waters, rose and flame, are still; 

A trail of jasmin flutters at my side. 

I have seen the sullen winter-dawn 

Creep over house-tops, not the hill, 

And seen the sluggish sunlight fill 

The gaps that yawn 

Between the houses. Ah, not so 

This gradual glow . 

That climbs the ladder of the sky! 

The air stirs when the dawn is nigh 

And fills with wine of wind the heaven’** broad cup. 

Into my heart, as into the sky. 

Dawn creeps up. 

Richard Buxton. 

THE SEVEN-FOLD FLUTE OF PAN 

The pipes of Pan are still, 

The gods have crept away. 

The morning dews distil 

Here, where the gods held sway. 

The pipes of Pan are still. 

The ancient shrines decay, 

And lovers’ vows, or broke or kept, 

Far into shadowland are swept. 

The pipes of Pan are dumb, 

His melodies forgot. 

Call, he will never come; 

Seek, you will find him not. 

The pipes of Pau are dumb, 

And all his loves, I wot, 

Lie hidden from all stress and Bound 

In dreamless sleep for ever hound. 

Only their ghoBts are here 

To prompt a noontide dream : 

To picture true and clear 

Visions that do but seem. 

Only their ghosts are here. 

Or is it that the stream, 

Distorts reflected leaf and stem, 

And from oblivion summons them ? 

Ronald Lewis Carton. 

“ BANGED, BARRED, AND BOLTED ” 

Bt E. Ashmead-Bartlett 

\?Jeyk8 before in the whole chequered history of party politics 

hias a Cabinet Minister been reduced to such a sorry plight 

as -Mr. Winston Churchill. If he possessed any sense of 

dignity he would withdraw from a situation in which he is 

destine* to play such a farcical rSle; but he has advertised 

his historic visit to Ulster to such an extent that he feels he 
most try to save his fcoS’by even 
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trip to the town 

where nobody wants him. During the past week be baa 

been engaged in carrying on a correspondence with Lord 

Londonderry, endeavouring to explain away the reasons of bis 

visit. Lord Londonderry in his dignified and effective reply 

accused him of only having one object in view—namely, to 

be able to return to England and misrepresent the views 

of the Orangemen to English audienoes. This charge Mr. 

Churchill has not been able to deny. The net result of the 

controversy is that the original programme for hiB visit has 

been completely modified, and instead of being a triumphal 

march of Home Rule into the heart of the enemy a 

country, as it was intended it should be, Mr. Churchill finds 

himself obliged to creep into Belfast by a back door under 

the protection of five battalions of infantry and multitudes 

of Irish Constabulary, with Dreadnoughts and submarines 

waiting in the harbour to afford him a safe means of retreat 

should the necessity arise. Let us compare the original 

programme with the modified one. The original one: The 

Secretary for the Navy will arrive at the station and there 

be greeted by the leading Liberals of Belfast and a huge 

contingent of Nationalists, who will esoort him in triumph 

through the principal streets of the city to the Liberal 

Club, where he will attend a great luncheon and encourage 

the supporters of Home Rule by a telling oration. The 

afternoon will be passed in driving ronnd the town trying 

to find out if there are any Orangemen in Belfast, as is 

sometimes reported in the Unionist Press. At night he 

will drive in state to the Ulster Hall, where, in the presence . 

of a vast oonoourse, he will strive, with his customary 

dialectical skill, to explain away his father’s 

Ulster will fight and Ulster will be right. 

On the following day he will inspect the Belfast Docks and 

pronounce on their efficiency or inefficiency in the presence 

of the entire Belfast Harbour Board and Corporation. The 

same night he will return to London, giving interviews to 

all and sundry, stating that the agitation against Home Rule : 

ia dead in Ulster, and that an entire United Ireland is 

clamouring for independence. 7 

The modified programme: Mr. WinBton Churchill will 4 

arrive Becretly in Belfast, but whether by train or on a yacht, 

or a Dreadnought, or a submarine, or in an aeroplane, we * 

are not yet informed. At any rate, with the assistance of < 

the five thousand extra troops, vast contingents of loyal * 

Irish Constabulary, machine-guns at street-corners, and *. 

many plain-clothes officers, efforts will be made to keep him * 

in fairly good health until 1.30 in the afternoon of February 

8th, when he will be smuggled to a huge tent on the Celtic 

Park Football Ground. But he is not to address an open * 

air meeting—rather a trying orde&l in this cold weather-/ 

for some Southern Scots have sent over a marquee capable . 

of holding four thousand persons, and in this Mr. Churcbil. 

will make Lis Historic Pronouncement. There will be m 

further function or demonstration of any kind, and, iV 

the words of the official statement, M Mr. Churchill wil^ 

return to Scotland the same evening.** They are optimistic>, 

There will be no official inspection of Belfast Harbour, 

because the Corporation have refused to show him over. ^ 

Was there ever such a situation ? A Cabinet Ministe • 

finding every hall in the largest city of Ireland 11 bang*« 

barred, and bolted,” and reduced to importing a tent froC 

Scotland. Paraphrasing a famous remark of Disraeli, 

are about to see “ the ordinance of John Redmond tran 
Orici 1 rvu imp '1 

ported on the shoalders of Winston, escorted by the Drew. 
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ooagiits of England, and delivered to the Nationalists in a 

tent from Scotland.’' 

Again, was there ever such a situation as a Secretary of 

the Navy refused permission to visit one of the largest 

ports ;q the kingdom? fiat Mr. Winston Churchill will 

sorely never forget his visit to Ulster. He will learn 

that it is sometimes dangerous to lay your plana before 

roa bsre consulted the most interested parties. He made 

(Im fatal mistake of judging the men of Ulster by his own 

compliant followers in Scotland and England. He forgot 

tint once the primitive passions of men are aroused the 

ordinary roles and regulations which govern political life 

are immediately discarded. Ulster is in deadly earnest. 

hope there will be no grave disorder on the day of Mr. 

Charchill a visit. Bat many of those present will remember 

Lord Randolph Churchill’s visit in 1885, and once excited, 

the Irish are a difficult race to keep in order. A tent from 

Scotland is a flimsy structure, and liable to come down in a 

zilf or coder the pressure of a vast multitude squabbling 

and fighting. LVeiy peg will have to be protected by a con- 

hagent of British troops, and if bloodshed results the 

responsibility will rest on Mr. Churchill. 

WILLIAM PENN AND HIS MESSAGE 

Wi conoeire William Penn as sturdy and well-built. In 

the portrait of him as a young man there is nothing austere 

in his countenance. There is a luxurious grace in his bear- 

isg. suggesting a Royalist rather than a Puritan. In a later 

portrait, however, the effect is very different, for we note 

the protuberant nose and the heavy but well-moulded chin, 

ud ve receive a strong impression that here indeed is a 

with a driving will that can master circumstance and 

Mwcomfl all adversities. We must not, however, rely too 

web upon the Penn portraits. The Quakers regarded the 

to an artist as something bordering on wickedness, 

so that it is more than probable that the Penn portraits 

tor the most part painted from memory, 

to Penn's boyhood we find a love of athletic sports mingled 
mvstic&l pietism. He was a warm admirer of Sir 

liter Raleigh, and there is no donbt that this illustrious 
h*rc considerably influenced him, for the strength and sheer 
Nwss of the man must have laid a hold upon a heart that 

^responsive to the best in humanity. We pass 
Jtr ^ dtotnisaal from Oxford for Nonconformity and his 

^7 in Paris, where he was in close touch with the 
, of Louis XIV. During a visit to Cork he listened 

Thomas Loe, a Friend, who preached a sermon on 
m is a faith which overcometh the world, 

wre is % faith which is overcome by the world/’ It 
u 1 Thomas Loe we owe young Penn’s religious decision. 
^ Thomas Loe who Bent him forth on a road where he 

^ kboured much, but where he fought and 
^ ibvrty of conscience for himself and others. Newgate, 

.J? w<* Fleet saw that courageous soul. In 
* J, 0Qndation Shaken " Penn attacked “ the Athana- 

^ 06 trinity, the Anselmian rationale of the 
^ ^k^^tic theory of Justification/’ For 

kt, published without licence, Penn was imprisoned 

^erc wrote that immortal book “ No Cross, 
W* \ Reserves to rank with Keble’s “ Christian 
i^jdd • *^e Citation of Christ.” Carlyle once visited 

T,5SMk<J)IfiL0n> ^ the prisoners with envy. He 
be like quiet and leisure he could 
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such a hook as the public had never had from him yet. 
There was nothing of the model prison about Newgate; but, 
in spite of its squalor, Penn wrote his soul-moving book, not 
because he had quiet, which Carlyle ever longed for and 
never obtained, but because he had peace, the inward peace 
that is a radiant joy. 

“ Force may subdue, but Love gains ” was one of William 
Penn s maxims in u Some Fruits of Solitude.” It was some¬ 
thing more than a trite maxim, for it was the note that 
sounded clear and strong throughout the whole of his life. 
Too much emphasis is laid on the foot that Penn was a 
Quaker. On one occasion he claimed himself to be a 
Catholic, though not a Roman one, and by bis use of the 
word Catholic he laid aside creed and dogma, form and 
ritual, and stood for true religion. He stood for tolerance 
in an age of intolerance, for purity when vice had opened 
wide its flood-gates, for sound, honest labour in the place 
of gross idleness, and for brotherhood at a time of avarice 
and self-seeking. He was a fine, robust Christian whose 
Christianity was not hidden away in a chapel-of-ease, an 
exotic to be cultivated in quiet hours and abandoned in time 
of worldly action. Penn carried his religion about with 
him, not as a crude ranter, though he indulged in theological 
disputes, but as one whose devotion to his God made itself 
manifest in his clean, strenuous life. There was a fire that 
leapt and burned within him, a fire that kindled and 
illumined all he did and all with whom he came in oontaCt. 

R. L. Stevenson regarded “ Some Fruits of Solitude ” 
as a rare and precious book. In a letter to bis friend Horatio 
F. Brown, he wrote : “There is not a man living—no, nor 
recently dead—that could put, with so lovely a spirit, so 
much honest, kind wisdom into words.” It was R. L. S/s 
intention to write on the subject, but illness prevented him 
from doing so. Nevertheless, Stevenson owed much to 
William Penn in an hoar when he needed most a guiding 
hand, and that faith of Louis Stevenson, about which we 
have read so much, was certainly influenced by the sound 
and wholesome “ fruit ” provided by Penn. 

Many writers of Penn’s time were prolix to dulness. Long, 
involved sentences were the order of the day, and Penn was 
influenced in the writing of his maxims, so far as construc¬ 
tion was concerned, by a great French author. Mr. Edmund 
Gosse writes:— 

writs 

It was in England that La Rochefoucauld’s influence 
more instantly felt than anywhere else out of Franoe. All 
these influences were more or less fairly at work on William 
Penn when he wrote ” Some Fruits of Solitude.” La Roche¬ 
foucauld is the very living spirit of negative and sarcastic 
art. In his lapidary art malignity is the polishing-powder 
which completes the work. But in that of Penn all is 
absolute rose-colour. He combats the cynical attitude 
throughout. His art is on his sleeve ,• he will take you aside, 
although he sees you for the first time, and tell you every¬ 
thing. 

Optimism, combined with extreme openness, Were 
certainly marked characteristics of William Penn. He 
had nothing up his sleeve because his heart was on the 
outside. These qualities iu Penn, excellent in their way, 
stood, nevertheless, for certain limitations. He seemed to 
expect, in blind good faitb, the same amount of optimism 
and frankness in others. He was a man far in advance of 
his age, and in some respects far in advance of our own too. 
He dreamed of a universal brotherhood, of peace and right¬ 
eousness upon the earth, and his lofty conception of true 
citizenship was closely bound up with Christian service. 
Penn’s dream has not come true yet There is still 
intolerance, still war, and brotherhood between man and 
seems a long way off; but, nevertheless, we are moving ale 
in the right direction. We are beginning to realise that 
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must set Jingoism by the heels and lay low that gutter-cry 
of false patriotism. We are beginning to discover that 
Penn’s message of peace is indeed mightier than the sword. 
To believe in ultimate success is more than half the battle, 

• * 

and William Penn, who refused to take off his hat in the 
presence of his father or the Duke of York, would certainly 
not have done so to a great gathering of gloomy deans. The 
wheel of social advancement would move along quicker if 
there were fewer people ready to grumble and grunt over its 
necessarily slow progress. There is a form of carping 
criticism that retards advance, where the oil of cheery 

optimism would accomplish much. 
Even a man far in advance of his age has his limitations, 

and with William Penn the magnitude of his vision, as far as 

the main outliue was concerned, reudered him incapable, on 
certain occasions, of grasping details. He believed in the 

clemency of James II., though the clemency existed ouly in 
his imagination, and in order to account for very sorry events 

he threw all the blame on Jeffreys and the priests. Macaulay 
denied him “strong sense,'* and in doing so he was not 

altogether unjust. Penn was an idealist over and above 

everything else, and his idealism was not always controlled 

by the practicable. That frankness of his was not likely to 
foster either caution or subtlety of purpose. He was a 

reformer with big ideas, a preacher with a stirring message 

rather than a statesman. On this point no one is likely to 

disagree with Macaulay; but those who have found an 

inspiration in the life of William Penn will very stionglv, 

and very rightly, oppose this historian’s general attitude 

towards this high-minded man. Macaulay has been accused 

of “ party-spirit, inaccuracy, and prejudice.” After carefully 
weighing the evidence at our disposal we can find no word 

to excuse his acrimonious and altogether unfair attack on 

William Penn. It must have been prompted by deep-iooted 

prejudice, followed by a narrow method of reasoning. 

Macaulay definitely asserted that William Penn accepted 

the vile office of extorting money from the families of the 

Taunton Maids. We believe that the Earl of Sunderland'6 

letter was writen to George Penne, who was all too conver¬ 

sant with such shady practices. The question was closely 

argued by W. E. Forster in his preface to Clarkson’s “ Life 
of Penn,” and by Hepworth Dixon in “ William Penn, the 

Founder of Pennsylvania.” Macaulay refused to alter his 

opinion, and in the sixth edition of the 44 History ” he added 

^ long note that only revealed to a greater extent his 
hardened prejudice. The note concludes thus: 44 If it be 

said that it is incredible that so good a man would have been 

concerned in so bad an affair, I can only answer that this 

affair was very far indeed from being the worst in which he 

was concerned.” Of argument on the subject we have had 

enough and to spare. Penn’s clean, vigorous life is the best 
and surest counterblast to his slanderers. 

• The imprisonment of William Penn fostered rather than 

checked his freedom of conscience. The whole man cried 

out for tolerance. The great dream within him glowed more 

brightly. He saw in the colours of that dream a city whore 

righteousness reigned. Voices called to him from over the sea, 

voices that seemed to cry : 44 Brother, brother, build us a city 

whose foundation-stone is love. Build us a city, found a 

state where men shall be free and only God feared.” And 
Penn answered that call. He sailed forth into a new world 

aad seemed near the dazzling heights of his splendid purpose. 

He climbed high up the mountain of human concord and 
righteousness, and it is we of a later age who must follow in 

his steps and press forward to the goal he so courageously 
pointed out. 

• Hpw inspiring was Penn’s meeting with the Indian, chiefs ! 
Standing under an elm tree at Shaokamaxon he thus 
addressed them. . 

The Great Spirit rul/ifni the 
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knows the innermost thoughts of men; He knows that we 
have come here with a hearty desire to live with you in 
peace. We use no hostile weapons against our enemies; 
good faith and goodwill towards men are our defences. We 
believe you will deal kindly and justly by us, as we will 
deal kindly and justly by you. We meet on the broad path¬ 
way of good faith and goodwill; no advantage shall be 
taken on either side, but all shall be openness and love. 

The passing of the “ Great Law ” was a stupendous 

achievement. It was a law remarkable for its leniency, for 

its broad, humane feeling. Voltaire described the treaty of 

amity as the only covenant of the kind that was neither 

8worn to nor broken. All forms of monotheistic worship 

were tolerated, so far as they were compatible with Christian 

morality, for, as Penn read to those Indian Chiefs:44 We will 

be brethren, my people and your people, as the children of 

one Father. All the paths shall be open to the Christian 

and the Indian. The doors of the Christian shall be open 

to the Indian, and the wigwams of the Indian shall be 

open to the Christian." That was the message of the 

Fonnder of Pennsylvania, and the message was part of the 

man himself. 

In looking back upon last year’s ceremony of the unveil¬ 

ing of the William Penn memorial tablet, we are impressed 

by the fact that the message of this great man is a stirring 

message for the needs of to-day. We have placed the tablet 

in Allhallows Barking, and it now remains for us to extend 

our veneration by placing Penn’s message of peace and good¬ 

will throughout the nations of the world. No one is more 

conscious of this great truth than the ex-Lord Mayor, 

Sir T. Vezey Strong. In Sir Vezey we have a man 

after Penn’s own heart, for he has proved himself 

to be, not only a great citizen of a great city, but 

in a broader and deeper sense as a citizen of the world, a 

powerful advocate of universal peace and brotherhood. Sir 

Vezey had the distinction of being Lord Mayor daring the 

Coronation year, and his work has prospered in every depart¬ 

ment with which he was connected. His genial presence, 

his natural eloquence, and more, his sound judgment and 

influence for good, have met with warm appreciation. One 

characteristic has impressed us more than any other, and 

that is his unity of purpose, his desire to foster the best in 

the human race, to sound the note of harmony and peace, 

goodwill and fellowship throughout the world. Sir Vezey 
has sought to extend the peace and goodwill Penn brought 

with him to America. He aims with untiring zeal at “the 

ideal of a brotherly assembly of peoples co-operating in the 

work of advancing civilisation, and prompting the happiness 

of mankind upon the earth.” In his far-sighted wisdom he 

sees the necessity of peace and arbitration, not only between 

England and America, but throughout the nations of the 

world. He desires that44 all cities that are and are yet to 

be on the unbuilt spaces of the earth shall be veritable 

counterparts of that city which hath foundations,4 whose 

builder and maker is God.’ ” Does not each a message, 

which is an extension of Peru’s high ideal, quicken the 

imagination and stir the very best within us ? Pena suffered 

for his convictions. 44 My prison,” said he, 4‘ shall be my 
grave before I will budge a jot, for I owe obedience of my 

conscience to no mortal man.” We do not suffer much for 

our convictions to-day, and perhaps for that very reason we 
are in danger of becoming slack. We should do well to recall 
Penn’s homely words : 44 Love Labour ; for if thou dost not 
want it for Food, thou mayest for Vhygick." Penn’s labour 

was love, and having founded an ideal state he has left 

us to found, not perhaps an ideal world, but at least a 
world free from war, and V>ouud by the tie of universal 

brotherhood. / 

OriginsLffom Hadlaxd Davis. 
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*’l DE OMNIBUS REBUS 

/ DEMOCRACY AND THE LOST GAUDEN 

*1 Br Asthpf MiCHEff 

■' I I; is tog since I have read that curiona and indeed unique 
| romance of Beckford, “ Vathek.” But I hare a confused 

I and ngne recollection of a dreadful hall of doom described 
| therein, whose sad inhabitants paced to and fro in restless 

| and anguished fashion, each man holding' his hand to bis 
| breast It turned out, if I remember rightly, that tbe 
I hearts of these condemned and hapless personages bad been 

taken away, and that they bore within them, instead of 
hearts, mala of burning fire. It is long since I read 
“Vatbek,” it is some time since I was in tbe company of 
“advanced and progressive thinkers; ” bnt the resemblance 
bw suddenly struck me; in either case there is the same 
reetlewness and interior war, the same suggestion of con¬ 

stant torment. 

In the case of the advanced thinkers, I suppose the fretful 
fuss and raneonr are due to the fact that such people have 
solemnly given their assent to a series of propositions that 

are manifestly and certainly untrue. Imagine yourself com¬ 
mitted to the belief that 2 and 2 make 5, and then sentenced 
to dwell in a world where they are constantly making four 
and nothing bat four. You collect two apples, and then two 
other apples; in spite of all that you can say, everybody can 
see—cannot help seeing—that there are only four apples on 
the board. Yoa try again with oranges, and the result is 
the same, and so it is with matches and nuts ; and even pins 
refuse to obey your decree. Here you are bound internally 
to profess belief in the 5 result, and every visible and 
tangible and concrete experiment gives 4 and nothing but 
4. It seems to me that such a state of things well . 
tccoonta for & considerable state of nervous irritability ; it 
oust leave tbe advanced thinker very much in the same 
condition of puzzled annoyance as that experienced by the 
ordinary thinker confronted by that ancient and intolerable 
problem of Achilles and the Tortoise. 44 Solvitur ambulando ” 

the old answer; get your fast runner and your slow 
beast, and yoa will find that it is not so; see, the man races 
past tbe reptile, as it were, with the speed of light. Yes, 
*nd there lies the Sphinx-like horror and perplexity of the 
whole affair; oar oommon sense tells us that Achilles is past 
»od away and oat of sight before the sluggish tortoise has 
moved one fat fin after another, while our reasoning facul¬ 
ties bid as see Achilles, though furious in his flight, yet sus¬ 
pended to everlasting juBt behind the beast; at once 
rushing like the wind, and for all that motionless. 
So with our progressive thinkers of to-day; tbeir doctrine, 
Liberalism, declares that Democracy brings happiness and 
eT«7 good and perfect thing with it; their experience 
shows them flatly and undeniably that this is not the case, 
h is unnecessary for me to cite the great example of Derao- 
cr^7 forked out under fair and free conditions; 1 have 
^ed the country in question in these columns ad nauseam; 
II is large enough and well known enough in all conscience. 

there is the position: on tbe one hand, the dogma of 
e8fcutial virtue and goodness of Democracy ; on the other 
eTident and undeniable proof of the utter badness of 

fluency. There are four apples on the table, not five, 
j^at restless irritability of which I have spoken ; 

fcDcethat tendency to suggest that if w'e could only get two 
^•nats and add them to two other cocoa-nuts, the result 

'odd be five cocoa-nuts beyond all doubt. Or, to change the 

apint of arsehi<iated,14 scientific ** beer has pro- 

4^801116 ^yuiptoms of unCasifiestf, and if a quart has made 
violently ill, let us give a gallon and thus 

noble patient up! In practice the conflict betweeu 
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(I the theory and the facts leads sometimes to amusing results. 
I remember reading-it was in a Conservative paper by 

I the way—a paragraph first of all congratulating the 
Turks ” warmly on their courage and liberality in substi¬ 
tuting constitutional government for arbitrary tyranny, an 
then congratulating them even more warmly on their skill 

1 in falsifying and “ cooking " the election results. This paper 
knew in its heart that there were only four apples, but it 

gallantly made believe that there were five. 

And, to take another kind of practice, everybody kfMJws 

that it is absolutely good that the captain should be supreme 
on his ship, the general over bis army, and the engine-dnver 
on his cab. There may have occurred instances in which it 
would have been a temporary and immediate good if an 

A.B. had felled the captain in the middle of the storm or 
the action and taken on the command; if a private soldier 
had put a bullet in his C.O/s head and directed the advance; 
if a passenger had thrown the driver on to the line and had* 
reversed the engine; but we all feel that these particulai 
and momentary goods, if erected into general practice, would 

spell permanent and fatal evil. And it may be noted that 
any case of this nation or that which is democratic and yet 
is not come to entire ruin is to be explained by the fact that 
the democratic principle, supreme in theory, is modified in 
practice by ingenious little tricks, dodg88, and conventions, 
similar to those practised by the Youug Turks. We will put 
it that the captaincy of the ship is au elective office; still 
there is a French phrase, 44 Faire les elections.1’ A French¬ 
man of my acquaintance once told me that the Republican 
candidate had been “elected” in a certain district by 
more votes than there were voters, adding Republicans 
to Socialists and both to Clericals. It must be said in all 
fairness that several men on the Progressive side have 
begun to think the matter over furiously of these late years. 
Mr. Wells, if I remember, says that Democracy will be a grand 
thing—at some futare period when the hearts and natures 
and environment of man are all completely altered. And I 
understand that Mr. Blatchford, an advanced thinker iudeed, 

is feeling uneasy. Certain members of a European reign¬ 
ing house have recently paid a visit to a well-known 
democratic country, and the democratic country has excited 
itself very considerably. Mr. Blatchford is not pleased with 
this state of things. I wish he would first of all read the news¬ 
paper accounts of these transatlantic doings, and then turn 
his attention to Chaucers story of how the knight and the 
squire and the miller and the clerk and the rest of them set 
out on their Canterbury Pilgrimage—and note the contrast 
in the two tales. In Chaucer’s day society was organised 
as a hierarchy; that other country across the ocean is founded 
on the strictest democratic principles. Trees are judged by 
their fruits ; social and political systems by their results. 

Well; but why does this very deplorable state of things 
now exist ? In other words, why are there any democrats ? 

Partly, I suppose, because the heart of man is corrupt 
and desperately wicked, partly because the head of man is 
infected by the venom of that serpent which, according to 
the Cabalists, went up as far as Daath on the Tree of Life. 
We are all furnished with an instrument called the Logical 
Understanding, and this instrument asks questions, many of 

which it cannot answer. At this point, if the man is well 
guided, the higher spirit of wisdom which is within him 
bids the Logical Understanding to be silent, and to refrain 
itself from matters which are far beyond its reach. Thus in 
the region of politics the Understanding—the logical 
faculty—asks if all men, being as men brothers, and equal 
in tbe sight of God, should not be equal in matter of govern¬ 
ment. 44 Why should I, the man Oliver, obey the man 
Charles ?M 44 Or I, tbo man Robespierre, obey the man 
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Capet ?” The answer of Wisdom to those questions is 

44 Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers ; for there 

is no power but of God ; the powers that be are ordained of 

God.” The answer is spiritual, not logical; if its command 

be followed, on the whole it will be well for the man and 

well for the nation ; if not—we get the intolerable putrefac¬ 

tion of modem civilisation from which Socialism and Anarchy 

most naturally proceed. And as I have pointed out, while 

we find by the saddest and most concrete experience that the 

democratic answer to those 44 whys ” won’t work in practice, 

we find also that, theoretically, the principle has to be evaded 

at every step, so that the democratic state only survives at 

all by being persistently false to its own logical premises. 

In that country (which for once I am not going to name) 

they said that negroes (being men) had as good a right to 

a vote as the whitest of us. They tried it for a while—and 

then had to take refuge in44guns”aud false ballot-papers 

and similar evasions of the major premise. So the Logical 
Understanding having answered the question in its own 

manner, has to become illogical if it is to exist at all. If it had 

not beenjfor the timely use of those guns and forged votes 

there would have been no Logical Understandings left by now 

in the Southern States of a great Republic; or, 1 should 

rather say, any Logical Understandings that survived would 

have to be sought under a woolly pate and a black skin. 

I think that I pointed out inmy last journey in The Academy 

14 Omnibus " that the old sayings 44 work,” in contradistinc¬ 

tion to the dicta of modernist pseudo-philosophy which work 

not at all, save in the sense of ruin and confusion and death 

of body, soul, and Bpirit. So, applying this principle to that 
which has become the squalid sphere of politics, you will 

find the whole story told in the ancient mythos of the Tree 

in the Garden. Here in wonderful symbolism you have the 

tale of the revolt of the logical understanding against high 
wisdom; the fall from aXiiOua to the yvwuic* from the real 

to the actual, from wisdom to44 scientific ” information. The 
personages in this old-world story were not content to be 

led by an arbitrary command which could not justify itself 

on rational grounds; and so the gates of the Garden closed 
upon them and shut them out; and so we are continually 

and in every imaginable sphere of life repeating the primal 

fall, theoretically and practically; continually finding out to 
our horror and amazement, firstly, that the 44 logic " which 

was our guide and day-star has become quite madly illogical, 

and, secondly, that in sheer, hard, material practice the 

results of it are wholly vile and detestable and ridiculous. 
We have refused the Wine of the Angels, and we cannot get 

a decent glass of beer. We have asked the question: 
u prains 0r dogmas ? ” and we have got that extraordinary 

product, the L.C.C. schoolboy, whose efforts to indite the 

simplest business letter are at once the despair and the 

amazed amusement of his employer. 
Well • and what is the true way ? I will indicate it by 

another of the old sayings which tells us that there is truth 

in wine, iv omp dAi'iOua. To this common and well-worn 
proverb there is an outer sense; it is usually taken to mean 

that a boastful man will be more boastful in his cups, that a 
man whose tendency is to quarrel will become violently 
quarrelsome after 44 dining.” But there is an inner and 
more important meaning, which was perhaps imparted to 

the initiates of the Dionysiac mysteries; and this teaches us 
that wine is a symbol for rapture and ecstasy, for that illumi¬ 
nated joy that come6 from the contemplation of high and 
pure beauty. Keats equated beauty with truth ; and it would 
be an insult to Keats to declare that there is more wisdom in 
this saying than in all the works of the late Mr,, Herbert 
Spencer. And starting from this great, dogma of our 
Cockney poet we may go on our way and deduce the secon¬ 
dary proposition that the only path 
of Beauty. And here iafEd key to 
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to Truth is by the road 
it Garden. 

REVIEWS 
THE INEXHAUSTIBLE THEME 

. • i-.- • - . 

! Emblems of Love. By Lascelles Abercrombie. (John Lane. 

5s. net.) 

; For Lovers and Others, By James Terry White. (F. A. 

Stokes Co., New York. $1.25 net.) 

. One of the supreme tests of a poet is his ability to deal with 
: love. It is essentially the poet’s theme, yet how few of our 
modern lyrists infuse force or freshness into it! When, 
therefore, we come upon one who is as startlingly successful 

as Mr. Abercrombie it behoves us to give thanks. It must 
be said at once without any reserve that Mr. Abercrombie 

is a great j>oet. If 44 Emblems of Love ” were his sole 
achievement, it would suffice to place him in the very front 

rank. We shall not say much about the merely technical 
aspect of this work. Most of it is in blank verse; but the 

author gives us a hint of what he can do in the successful 

spondees of his opening 44 Hymn to Love.” Of the blank 
verse itself he has made an instrument of rich and various 

tones. Often it is rugged, but never prosy. Sometimes it 
suggests Browning; then one of the great Elizabethans; 

generally, however, it is just Mr. Abercrombie. There i* 
no lack of the precious quality of individuality; this, indeed, 

. is its chief characteristic. A personality of rare powei 

pervades all these lines. . 
It is when we examine the intellectual and emotional 

qualities of this book that our wonder is aroused. Recent 
years have brought forth few successful poems of consider¬ 

able length. For one epic we have had a hundred volumes 

of lyrics; and while the perfect lyric is by no means to be 

despised, the great poet must be capable of more sustained 

effort. To take so hackneyed a theme as the one Mr. Aber¬ 
crombie has chosen and to carry it triumphantly through 

213 pages is in itself a witness to his strength. Moreover, he 

emerges unscathed from a test that few poets can survive 
the taking of a half-dozen lines at random anywhere in his 
volume: almost any half-dozen will demonstrate some aspect 

of his art. Thus we are sure that with him poetry is no 

affectation, but the natural expression of a poetic personality. 

The book is divided into three main portions. After the 

introductory 44 Hymn to Love ” we have Part I., “Discoveiy 

and Prophecy,” consisting of a Prelude and a highly- 

wrought setting of the story of Vashti. Part II., 4 Impel* 

fection,” contains 44 Three Girls in Love,” imaginary 

episodes from the Rebellion of the Pretender in 1745. Yir 
ginity and Perfection ” is the title of Part III., under which 

head are included a dramatic reudering of the story of 

Judith, and a remarkable conversation between an^idea 

couple, which is Bub-titled 44 The Eternal Wedding. A 

44 Marriage Song ” and an “ Epilogue ” bring the work to a 

close. If any adverse criticism of it as a whole be made, it 

will be directed chiefly at the somewhat incongruous choice 

of subjects. The 44 Rebellion ” episodes seem somehow out 

of harmony with the Oriental and often exotic splendour of 

Parts I. and III. We would not complain along these lines 

if Mr. Abercrombie's volume were intended to present a 

loosely-strung series of poems ; he has so evidently set out 

to give a developed exposition of the doctrine of love that 

we might expect him to have made his work a finer artistic 

whole. He has, however, more than atoned for this by the 

magnificent way in which he has dealt with his material. 

As an example of what he can do in the way of fine phras- • 

ing, take the speech of Holofernes in the Judith section:— . 

Night and her admirable stars again I 
And I again envying, uer and questioning 1 * 
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Februiry 3, 1012 THE ACADEMY *37 IWhftt hast thou, Night, achieved, denied to me, 
That maketh thee so full of quiet stars ? 
ftfot beauty has been mingled into thee 
So that thy depth barns with the peace of stars P_ 

I now with fires of uproarious heat, 
Exclaiming yellow flames and towering splendour 

And a huge fragrant smoke of precious woods, 
Host build against thy overlooking, Stars, 
And against thy terrible eternal news 
Of Beauty that barns quietly and pure, 
A lodge of wild extravagant earthly fire; 
Even as under passions of fleshly pleasure 
J hide myself from my desiring soul. 

Many extracts such as the above could be made. 

The doctrine of love which Mr. Abercrombie here sets forth 
nth such a wealth of imagery is free alike from asceticism 
ad from sensuality. He is not satisfied with any thin 
Iconic affection on the one hand, nor with mere revelling 
umalism on the other. Love for him means an ideal union 
all the powers, earthly and spiritual, resulting in a new 
paiam, which rejoices in both its identification and its 
farentiation. There are no didactic passages in the poem, 

didacticism being of a kind that is writ large over the 
ole, and that is inseparable from its texture. Something 

«the strength of the conceptions may be gathered from the 
Mlowiqg lines taken from a soliloquy by Judith :— 

But the pure in the world are mastery. | 
Dirinely do I know, when life is clean, * 
How like a noble shape of golden glass 
The passions of the body, powers of the mind, j 

Chalice the sweet immortal wine of soul, 
That, as a purple fragrance dwells in air ! 
From vintage poured, fills the corrupting world I 
With its own savour. I 

And something of his conclusions concerning love itself is J 
shown in this passage at the end of the last section :— J 

How what was prophecy in us is made j 
Fulfilment: we are the hour and we are the joy, 
W* in our marvellousness of single knowledge, 
Of Spirit breaking down the room of fate 
And drawing into his light the greeting fire 
Of God,—God known in ecstasy of love 
Wedding himself to utterance of himself. 

tn this volume our English poetry seems to have escaped I j 

i( ^ fo® that puling pessimism under which it has I ] 
!^ered so long. I t 

turn to the work of Mr. J. T. White we find | ^ 
at once in a very different atmosphere. Perhaps I j 

•i U hutlly fair to couple “ For Lovers and Others” with I 

Bblems of Love,” since almost any modern verse seems I 

ineffectual beside Mr, Abercrombie’s work. The J f 
^ appears in a glory of rich and rare language, while J 
1 former is presented in a gloir of printer’s ink. This [ 

(graceful kind, of unimpeachable morals, which is most 
suitable for the sentimental gift-book. At his worst Mr. 
White reminds us of a 41 Dagonet ” ballad, and at his best 

he can write such a lyric as this :— 

If thou of fortune be bereft, 
And in thy store there be but left 

Two loaves—sell one, and with the dole 
Buy Hyacinths to feed thy soul. 

But not alone does beauty bide 
Where bloom and tint and fragrance hide; 

The Minstrel's melody may feed 
Perhaps a more insistent need. 

But even Beauty—howe’er blent 
To ear or eye—fails to content; 

Only the Heart—with Love afire— 
Can satisfy the soul’s desire. 

Which is really very creditable verse. Mr. White has 
evidently done something to deserve his popularity in 
America. Some of his notes display a singular naivete; 
surely a poet should give his readers credit for possessing 
some knowledge of poetical forms! The book will, however, 
charm and please the taste of the not too exacting recipient. 

r* * * pmentea in a glory or printer s ms. jl ms 
7*004 exac% represent the difference between them, but 

iome distance in that direction. One does not often 

l called upon to mention the appearance of 
first, but “For Lovers and Others” is so ornate 

tornoal in its get-up that this demands a few words, 

ig printed on a design of clouds which are 
^ tated to represent the phases of the day from 

id f T**' ^ ^ compensate for this gorgeousness, 
t»e somewhat Oriental designs of the cover and 

We n°k *n extraordinary number of what we 
•jJ** *** printer’s errors. The services of the proof- 

‘fa1 nee<W on 38, 45, 72, 121, 122, 125, 129, 
ind 132. We would not have mentioned such 

\ k*d not so evidently been intended as 
P the printer’s art. The verse itself is of the suave, 
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I OLDEN CENTURIES IN NORTHERN 

AFRICA 

’Twixt Sand and Sea. By Cyril F. Grant and L. Grant, 

Illustrated. (Sampson Low, Marston, and Co. 21s. 

net.) 

Some few romances (in addition to the translation of Flaubert, 
“ Salammbo ”) have been written in English around the history 
of ancient Carthage; but, with the exception of the pages of * 
Roman history dealing with the Punic wars, which we 
remember with an aversion rooted by schoolday impositions 
and troubles of like nature, we recall no attempt at a 
thorough and precise history of Carthaginian civilisation. 
The authors of this book, however, have oompressed the 
eventful story into less than a hundred pages, and have 
given a spirited account of the city which, lacking a second 
Hannibal—whom, by the way, its inhabitants did not deserve 
after their treatment of the first—fell before the military 
genius of Rome and was wiped from off the face of the earth 
by the instigators of Roman colonial policy. 

All this, we are well aware, is history of a very ancient 
order, but in the book before us is ample ground for the 
retelling of so great a story, and the maouer of its relation 
enhances its undoubted interest. The might of Hannibal 
and the genius which he, a possible world-conquerer, dis¬ 
played ; the skill with which Scipio ended a siege rivalling 
that of Jerusalem for magnitude and cheapness of human 
life; the far-sighted policy of Rome, and the laok of fitness 
for supremacy which cankered the heart of Carthaginian 
government*-—these things are placed before us in a way 

which gives them new significance, and weights the truism 
that the world’s oldest stories are its best. 

Very skilfully, too, is the moral pointed that oonquest 
leads to conquest, and that the Roman Empire grew per¬ 

force at times:— 

There were wild Imperialists and timid Little Romans. 
When Hannibal was defeated at Zama, questions were 
asked in the Senate as to the value of Carthage if they 
annexed it. On the fall of Carthage, there were not 
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wanting politicians who were for withdrawing the troops 
and leaving Africa to itself. 

Parallels in modern—very modern—history are not wanting, 
and the moral is easy of application. 

The remainder of the book’s first and greater paid is 
nearly all occupied by a comprehensive summary of North 
African history, telling how Rome conquered, occupied, and 
was overthrown ; how that empire of the East, which fell 
with Constantinople before Mohammedan arms, made and 
held and lost a foothold ; how Moslem and Berber fanatics, 
Moors and Knights of St. John, Spaniards and Normans made 
of historic facts a never-resting, kaleidoscopic drama of 
slaughter and passing supremacy, and, since human blood is 
but a poor fertilising agent in the long run, how the great 
granary of the Roman Empire has been made desert and 
unproductive. The authors blame Islam, but surely the 
first blight on North African fertility came with the first 
fall of Carthage, long before Mahomet appeared to lay a 
foundation for the two-and*seventy jarring Recta. Or is^it 
three-and-seventy, as the authors of this book state ? Was 
Fitzgerald mistaken in the number when he translated that 

quatrain of Omar ? 
Though the story of this book's “ Part I.” is of unbroken 

interest to its end, some of ita charm vanishes with the 
Pceni and Elissar’s city—the authors have invested the 
history of old Carthage with a glamour that recalls the 
wonderful books we read in our schooldays—the books 
which no adult is ever able to find. Though the history of 
succeeding conquests is well told, the intimate and feeling 
relation which tells of heart and sympathy given utterly 
to the story is missing—it passes with the Poeni. 

“ Mystery broods over North Africa," the authors conclude. 
In their work is reproduced the fascination attendant on 
mystery, the glamour of the desert, and the interest which 
must attach to a land that has seen so many kingdoms rise 
and fall within its borders. We know of no preceding work 
which covers this ground in so comprehensive and intimate 
a manner, providing at once a history, an archeological guide 
of more than superficial value, and (in Part II.) a series of 
pen-pictures which portray North Africa of to-day—not as 
the passing tourist sees it with the help of guide-books and 
locally-coloured novels, but as it is to its own people. This 
MHSt year has witnessed a record output of travel books and 
volumes compiled, apparently, merely for the sake of author¬ 
ship but here is a work of standard value and importance, 
a record which treats its subject ably, spiritedly, and with 
conscientious thoroughness. “ ’Twixt Land and Sea ’’ is one 
of the few really important books of the year, a refreshing 
change from the multitudes of biographies of unimportant 
folk which have acquired a vogue recently, and, to venture a 
prophecy, a work which will make for itself a permanent 

place in English literature. 

A HAPPY HUNTING-GROUND 

Sport on the Nilgiri$ and in Wynaad. By F. W. F. Fletcher. 

(Macmillan and Co. 12s. net.) 

There is ft monotony of incident about many books on 
Indian fhikar tbafc is apt to pall on the general reader. The 
slaying of one tiger does not differ much from the slaying of 
another tiger, and, without a special setting and judicious 
handling, such books have only a brief existence. Only 
once in a way do we get books that may be regarded as the 
classics of Indian sport,.such as Baldwin’s “ Large and 
Small Game of Bengal,” Forsyth’s “ Highlands of Central 
India,” and Sanderson’s “Thirteen Years Among the Wild 
Beasts of India.” In evewr^av worthy flo he classed with 
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those we have named is Mr. Fletcher's work ou the Nilgiris 
and the wild animals that help to make the Blue Mountains 
a sportsman’s paradise —a tract of country of which no 
account has been given to the world, from the sportsman’s 
point of view, except in a few fleeting and fragmentary 
sketches. 

Mr. Fletcher opens bis work by giving us a welcome and 
useful account of the neighbourhood in which he has spent 
sixteen of the happiest years of his life, and we are told that 
it is the only part of India without a history before the 
nineteenth century. The many storms of invasion and war. 
that have swept through India from time immemorial, have 
left the hilly broken plateau of the Nilgiris untouched; save 
for an ineffective mission of discovery sent up in 1602 by 
the Roman Catholic Bishop of San Thome, the Ndgins 
remained unknown to the outer world till after the fall of 
Tippoo Sahib’s kingdom in 1799. The real history of the 
Nilgiris dotes from the visit of Mr. Sullivan, the Collector 
of Coimbatore, in January, 1819. He was so struck with 
the beauty of the scenery and the salubrity of the climate, 
that four months later he repeated his visit, and, in the 
following year, built the first house, in Ootacamund, whic 
now does duty as a Government office. Coffee-planting was 
introduced into Wynaad in 1828, and eleven years later into 
the Nilgiris, to be followed in due course by tea 
cinchona. Then came the disastrous gold boom of thirty 
years ago, when the planters’ estates were bought up and 
ruined, in the mad craze for gold that did not exist; an 
South-east Wynaad became a more desolate wilderness 
it had been before the foot of a European had trodden it: 

Here and there, on some commanding hill-top, a lichen- 
covered chimney rises above the tangle of lantana-we 
relics of the bungalows occupied by the cheery, hobble 
planters in days of yore, when coffee was king. 1 P*** J 
doubt whether anywhere else in India a sce“® 
utter desolation could be found as is presented b> tu$ 
part of South-east Wynaad—this wilderness made by 

abortive search after gold. 

Like the king, who “ loved the tall deer as if 
their father,” Mr. Fletcher writes of the wild “ 
he pursued rather in the spirit of a lover of natural history 
than a triumphant foe. In the true spirit of a sportsman b 

wntea * ~~~~ 
Mere killing is not sport: the real charm lies *n * 

feeling that you have pitted your reason against the 
instinct, and won the equal fight; that the trop y » 
reward of your own skill. 

This is the keynote of the book. Here speaks tb« true 
sportsman. In these days, when the chief idea of spon 

seems to lie in making a “ record,” it is well to , 
what the essence of true sport consists in. °^1 
devotes two chapters, full of interest and carefu o ser 
tion, to the elephant, he can tell us of only one tus 
fell to his rifle “ in his unregenerate days. 0 ten sin 
that memorable day ho has crept up to a tusker an am 
himself with planting imaginary bullets in its brBlD’ 
without pulling trigger. Mr. Fletcher gives the e a? 
credit for more sagacity than Sanderson has done, u 
insists almost too much on its timid and inoffensive 
rogues alwrays excepted. This is hardly consistent wit ® 
terror of elephants evinced by junglemeu “ who laug * 
the charge of a bison, or followed a wounded tiger wit oU 
hesitation.” Ou one occasion Mr. Fletcher was fortune e 
enough to witness a battle royal between a rogue an tao 
herd elephants, resulting in the rogue’s defeat and deat 
His description of a charging tusker, founded on his own 
experience, is worth reproducing :— 

The grand head is held high; the trunk ih curled 
between the gleaming tuA*, the mighty bulk comes on min 
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surprising swiftness; the whole performance impresses one 
with a sense of relentless, irresistible power. 

Mr. Fletcher dismisses the question of must in elephants 
m an insoluble problem, and gives reasons for disbelieving 
that it has its origin in sexual causes. There appears to be 
no good information as to elephants in a wild state being 
subject to attacks of must, though Sanderson noted that he 
had twice seen newly-caught female elephants in that con¬ 
dition. Is it possible that must is induced by particular 
food ? It is well known that mahouts sometimes feed their 
charges on heating food to bring them into a state of must. 

| The range of the Nilgiri wild goat, the so-called ibex, • 
is so restricted that few Indian sportsmen have had the 
chance of adding him to their bag. It is satisfactory to know 
that measnres have been taken by Government ho limit the 
nambei* that may be killed. Mr. Fletchers account of 
stalking in the Kundahs is the best yet written of the pursuit 
of the saddle-backs. His description of netting and 
speanng tigers by the natives fills one with admiration 
for their plnck, and one’s heart goes out to the villagers who 
tried to mislead the author as to the whereabouts of the big 
panther, in order that they might have the tamasha of spear¬ 
ing the beast themselves. It is somewhat surprising to find 

carehd an observer as Mr. Fletcher a believer in the 
existence of 12ft. tigers. Space will not permit of making more 
tbn mention of the accounts of bison, bears, sambur, and the 
smaller animals, but there is not a dull chapter in the book. 

Its great charm consists in the true sportin? spirit in which 
it is written, and in the author’s love of Nature and I 
scenery that peeps out in every page. A book of this I 
description awakens the reflection of how great is the value I 
to the nation of the love of sport so deeply engrained in our [ 
P^ple. A good sportsman, in the true sense of the word, 
is always a good fellow and a reliable friend. The words of I i 
Gibbon are as true now as when they were written:— I j 

^ here there is danger there may be glory ; and the mode I € 

of hooting which opens the fairest field to the exertions of c 
ralou? may justly be considered as the image and as the I i 

^bool of war. To employ against a human enemy the I t 

me patience and valour, the same skill and discipline, is I f< 
the only alteration which is required in real war; and the I li 

unoeements of the chase serve as a prelude to the conquest I u 

on empire. Men atndy in this practical school the most I h 
j®portam lesson of the military art—the prompt and accurate I w 
judgment of ground, of distance, and of time. I 8t 

There is a good map of the Nilgiris and Nilgiris Wynaad I ^ 

strict,and the illustrations are all that could be desired. 8C 
• only one to which exception might be taken is that of I f8 

1 -e wild dog. The tail is certainly too long, and the muzzle I “a 
appears sharper than it ought to be. ™ 

MR* WILFRID BLUNT AND EGYPT 

at Khartoum: Being a Pei'sonal Narrative of Events 

n ^°^in^tion of “ A Secret History of the English 

bnpatm of Egypt” By Wilebid Scawen Blunt. 

(Stephen Swift and Co. 15s. net.) 

ufbid Bitnrr is perhaps not quite so well known to 

£®Q8ration as he was to the last, and there are 
J many cultured students of current affairs to whom 

theiT,ne|18 DOt 6Ven a To all of these, whatever 
ootloolc in politics, as well as to those members of the old 

^ ton to whom the name of Mr. Blunt is still familiar, 

Vo^ume come as a most welcome gift. The* 

*ritH TjVei^ ?6W 8ymPathisers the period of which he 
probably less to-day, for the politics of the 
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i one I early ’eighties have by now crystallised into history, and 
I the agitations and intrigues which centred around the 

^ I British occupation of Egypt and the war with the Mahdi 
J are now but topics for academic discussion. But even if 
J these matters belong entirely to the past Mr. Blunt has 
I managed to vivify them for his readers, and in reintroducing 

Hhe I ^em arouse an intense interest, the pleasure attached 
' I to which must more than compensate him for his task. The 

I present volume consists for the most part of extracts from 
I the diary kept by the author at the period of which he writes. 

. I ft deals almost entirely with Egyptian affairs, but tbei*e are 
I many other matters of great general interest touched upon 

in 
ow Mr. Elunt, of course, was and is intimately acquainted 

he I man7 by whom history has been and is being made, 
and frequent were the conversations with distinguished 

ait ^teamen and diplomatists recorded in his diary, and many 
the secret negotiations on matters of much political import¬ 
ance described therein. These alone, serving to soma extent 

bo I M a 80cre^ bistory of English politics during the years 1882 
I to 1885, would make the interest of the volume supreme, 

r^ I namber®> moreover, who care little for the dead and gone 
id I ?u^b° questions of those years, the remarkably frank 

judgments on men still living or but recently dead will 
prove an incentive to appreciation of Mr. Blunt’s work, and 
this feature, added to a similar one in Mr. Blunt’s previous 

1 I writings, will create a strong demand for the sequel which is 
^ j already promised for some later day. I The book as a whole is a record of a failure; and the 

hold which it has on the reader from the first page to last 
is therefore all the more remarkable. The average reader 
is averse to reading of failures. He or she prefers successes, 
in fiction as well as in biography. Mr. Blunt was a violent 
opponent of the English policy in Egypt. He worked by 
no underhand means. He concealed from no one this 
hostility. He avowed it openly. He yielded to no influence 
even to the extent of moderating the bitterness of his 
opposition. He honestly believed that the action of England 
in North Africa was unjust and cruel, and did his utmost 
to oppose it, even going to the length of hoping and praying 
fervently that England should be involved in war with 
Russia or some other European Power, so as to be compelled 
bo loosen her grip on the Nile Valley. In the occupation 
be saw nothing but evil. To him the Mahdi was a 
warrior-saint, and every skirmish in which the English 
mffered was hailed by him with proans of delight. 
?rom this statement, unfortified by quotations of which 
cores can be furnished, it can be seen what little popularity 
an have been his share, and how slight must inevitably 
ave been his real influence. Mr. Blunt, from our point of 
iew entirely mistaken, was far too straightforward for his 
urpose. It is this transpai*ent honesty which shines 
brough every page of the book, and although the doctrines 
, teaches are, for the most part, so detestable as far as the 
tatter is concerned, and tempt the reader to cast the book 
way after a few pages have been read, it is so obviously 

written from the heart that the reader gives his sympathy and 
friendly feeling to the writer, albeit retaining undiminished 
his hostility to the statesman. Impatient of the views, but 
attracted by the man, the reader continues absorbed in 
interest until the end. 

No review, no matter what its terms, can give any real 
indication of the sensational political disclosures and the 
deliberate indiscretions with which this volume is packed 
from cover to cover. Other writers, if they ever wish such 
a diary to be published, would probably postpone publica¬ 
tion until after their death, or at any rate, if they publish 
earlier, refrain from mentioning by name many of those 
concerning whom disclosures are made. It is not sufficient 
that Mr. Blunt denounces General Gordon as a madman 
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and Colonel Fred Burnaby as “ a mere butcher,” with “ the 

most evil countenance one can imagine.” Lord Cromer 

comes in for the most scathing criticism. Of the Fourth 

Party we are told that “Randolph was becoming more 

unscrupulous than ever, and Gorst was still worse. . . . 

Wolff is the only honest one of the lot.” There are many 

other similar criticisms which must almost make the hair 
of highly respectable, conventional Parliamentarians and 

officials stand on end. For instance, much of the early 

Egyptian policy of the 1880 Government was due to the fact 

that Lord Granville, the Foreign Secretary, was a poor man, 

in debt, and dependent on his salary. Whatever was 

decided he had therefore to agree to, for he could not afford 

to resign. Hicks Pasha was deliberately sent to his doom, 

as an English officer obnoxious to the plans of the Khedive 

Tewfik and his advisers. Gordon is suspected of boing “ as 

great a diplomatic rogue as those who sent him ” to 

Khartoum. Of Lord Wolseley “ I should like best to see j 
him hanged/1 In these terms Mr. Blunt writes thus of his 

enemies and opponents, but he is hardly more kind to 

his friends. Lord Morley, for instance, will hardly be 

grateful to him for the report of a conversation, in which 

he is made to say that— 

Chamberlain is the man of the future—a true Radical 
and one who would never change. . . . Dilke was only 
a sham Radical; Dilke was too much a man of the world, 
wanted to please everybody; he . . . would be merged 
in Chamberlain’s individuality. . . . Salisbury would 
be a great force if he was in the House of Commons; he 
would like to abolish the House of Lords so as to get into 
the other House. . . . For Granville Morley has a 
"supreme contempt”—he can find no other word. (A 
couple of years later they were colleagues in the same 

Cabinet.) 

On Mr. W. T. Stead, his successor in the chair at the Pall- 

Mall Gazette, we learn, Lord Morley looked “as a political 

quack.11 We wonder how Lord Morley will feel towards 

Mr. Blunt when he reads these passages. 
Lord Randolph Churchill was another of Mr. Blunt's 

friends. Of him we are told that he was a Home Ruler 

when he went into office in 1885, and an advocate of the 

evacuation of Egypt and the final abandonment of the Soudan. 
When asked what his political faith, Tory democracy, really 

was, he replied, M That is a question I am always in a fright 

lest" some one should put it to me publicly. To tell the 

truth I don’t know myself what Tory Democracy is. But I 

believe it is principally opportunism.” Lord Randolph is 

also reported to have been in favour of import duties on 
manufactured goods. King Edward, at the time still Prince 

of Wales also does not escape from Mr. Blunts revelations. 

It is suggested that he was in sympathy with the Home Rule 

movement, but it is stated more definitely that he disapproved 

of the action of the House of Lords and the Conservative 
Party over the Reform Bill in 1884, fearing that the agita¬ 

tion against the House of Lords might involve the throne in 
danger To counteract that threatened danger he attended- 

incognito, of course—a Hyde Park meeting on the subject, 
and followed that action by visits to the Radicals of Sheffield 

and Newcastle. 
The qualifications of the author, apart from his capacity 

for making himself interesting whatever his material, may 
be summed up in the following short passage from his 

Preface*.— 

My personal position while the chief tragedy of the time, 
Gordon's fatal mission to Khartoum, was being enacted was 
o-e singularly advantageous for my present purpose of 
act narration. Occupying no official post, I neverthe- 
less pUnd myself a deeply interested spectator behind the 
officia q0ene8 in/LdUdqn, as well as behind those of the 
Digitized byAjOOQlC 

Oriental world, and from time to time playing a small part 
myself in the drama, close enough to the chief personages to 
observe the details of their action, and in near view of the 

machinery used for their stage effects. 

There is much more of absorbing interest which could be 

quoted from this volume if only space permitted, but no 
amount of quotation is satisfactory, for the book must be 
read as a whole, and our final judgment is to recommend all 

our readers to do so. 

THE COLLECTOR 

The A B C of Japanese Art. By J. F. Blacker. (Stanley 

Paul and Go. 5s. net.) 

Such a book as this sets one thinking. The writer has set 
out, not, as might be expected, to write about Japanese art, 

but on the rationale of collecting it, which is a very different 

thing. It is perfectly possible, and in the majority of cases 
we imagine that collectors have achieved that possibility, to 

oollect objects of one kind and another, under the influence of 

no higher prompting than that of possessing what other people 

either have not obtained or cannot afford to obtain. All who 

have had any opportunity of seeing the principles upon which 

great collections, so-called, are gathered together will note 

how extraordinarily incongruous are the collections and col¬ 

lectors in many, perhaps the majority, of cases. We recall 
an instance within our own knowledge in which a gentleman 

who made a sudden 14 pile M on the Stock Exchange, having 

bought41 a place 11 in which to live up to his new dignities, 

commissioned a well-known art-dealer to get together a col¬ 

lection for him up to a limit of £50,000. When by a tarn 

of fortune's wheel this gentleman lost heavily on his invest¬ 

ments, he commissioned the same dealer to dispose of his col¬ 

lection, and the art world rang for a while with talk of the 

great Midas collection and the extraordinary taste and judg¬ 

ment of the collector. The collector himself is still “ going 
it strong,” as the phrase is, and we have never heard that 

the loss of his collection has made the slightest appreciable 

difference to his joie de vivre. His case is only one of many. 
The true collector—that is, the man who collects for love 

of the objects which he aoqnires, and with a real apprecia 

tion and enjoyment of them—is very rare indeed, ani 

for this reason, that the man of really artistic tastes is vein 
seldom a good bargainer. And so we have as another of thi- 

bitter ironies of life that the man who is best fitted to possess 

such treasures is not often in a position to acquire them, and 
that the man whose touch of such things is desecration is 

just the one who gathers them in wholesale for his own 

personal notoriety. The phenomenon is not so new as some 

are inclined to think, but it is unquestionable that the 

present age displays it in an aggravated form. 
However, if there must be collectors, they will be none 

the worse for a little expert guidance, and that is just 

what Mr. Blacker supplies to the rash man who thinks 

that he might as well oollect objects of Japanese art 

as anything else. To appreciate Japanese art at all, th*- 
Englishman has to go a long way towards denationalising 

himself. It is a truism that the East and the West 

look at everything through different eyes, but it is 

a truism that is very little appreciated in practice 

The truth is, that in nearly every interest in life, 

including that of art, the European and the Oriental 

start from almost opposite standpoints. The European 

sees colour in rich masses, harmonious if you will, hot 

always forcible and standing out from a background 

of mystery; the Japanese on the contrary sees only 

delicately graded tints, shimmering in the warm air of a 

sub-tropical countryj and he expresses them, not with the 
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xiz: 

bodily strength to be derived from the oil medium, but with 
£ur transparencies of water-colour, and that laid on two or 
three tones more lightly than any English water-colourist 
of these days would use. His lights and his shadows are 
softly blended, and seldom sharply contrasted; in foot it 
would be more true to say that he recognises no shadows at 
all The European artist crowds his canvas with detail or 
the suggestion of detail, and iu the same profusion, so far as 
be can achiere it, as that of Nature; the Japanese, on the con- 
tray, is selective; be is so impressed by the beauty of 
iodiridoal objects that he devotes himself to the expression 
of s few only of these, and ignores the great mass of colour 
god detail in which they are set. Thus his art is in a certain 
sense unnatural, but in another sense it is perhaps ultra- 
natural, inasmuch as it brings before the beholder— 

THE UNIVERSAL RACES CONGRESS 

Those more subtle gladnesses that fall 
Unnotioed by the crowd that sways and swings, 
Driven by desire of wealth with ceaseless stings. 

Sofar aa the artist acts as an inspiied revealer of these 
thing* he is a true artist, and is not a mere trifler with 
insignificant detail. There is another aide, however, to 
Japanese art, and that is the cult of the humorous and 
grotesque, in which it is generally supposed to exoel. For 
sorwlves, we cannot so greatly admire this aspect of it; but 
it has, like all true art, an infinity of gradations, and in 
wme of these it displays that subtly sympathetic under-touch 
^iuch is the sure ball-mark of genius and humour. 

To return, however, to Mr. Blacker, whose book is certainly 
trough in its way; he at all events knows his subject. 

And his knowledge of it is shown, as all such knowledge 

rather by his allusiveness, between the linos as it 
were, than by the bold and definite instructions which he 

to the woald*be collector who is that and nothing 
The historical sketch which opens the book connect- 

|[u? Japanese art with Japanese history and religion is very 
px>d reading. Even more to the point are his remarks upon 
that much misunderstood garment the kimono, as it is worn in 
bagiand. This only supplies another to the myriad instances, 
*°°*Q to all who have lived in the East, of the hopelessness 

u ®nVng home to European readers, especially if they 
*** women> the wholly different attitude of the East 
towards the entire woman question from that which obtains 

0T<r here. But there is no reason why our ladies should 
- v^nd, for instance, the fact that to wear “ a halo 

oqg pins in their hair” or to tie the sashes over their 
“wsw in front, or to have embroidery upon their kimonos, 

*** w/aPaa badges of a class which is not mentioned 
^ European society. There is a right way to 

as anything else, and there is no reason 
J y» u our ladies must wear it, they should not do so as 

ladies would, instead of getting themselves up like 
duties of the Yoshiwara. Another useful 

18 *hat against the modern Japanese oolour-print, 
on poor paper and coloured with latter-day German 

dPJeDU of an aniline and perishable sort. It is one of the 

. ^tiires of the modern industrial advance of 

that it is due iu so large a measure to the pro¬ 

em 'V ^ ^ merBkl‘ici°us imitations of this and other 

fall!!' art* wkich ^ has swamped and is fast 
tfoymg ^ abominations. However, as Mi*. Blacker 

^ ^ ^ ^ collect, he had better qualify in a 
tiia it otters to do so without being taken in, and 
^ to ed the main use of his book. From this point of 

be ~ ' conficientiou8ly done, aud his book is one to 

4^'^0l a dwp61 knowledge of the spirit 
interpretation of Japanese art one must go to such 

t^060 Biuyon. But on a lower plane, by 
e mean a° disparagement, Mi*. Blacker's volume will 
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Papers on Inter-Racial Problems. Edited by G. SPILLEF, 

Hon. Organiser of the Congresg. (P. S. King and 

Son. 7s. 6d. net.) 

This “Record of the Proceedings of the First Universal 
Races Congress " held at the University of London last July 
is the collection of “ Papers on Inter-Racial Problems ” 
which were prepared beforehand, communicated to the 
Congress, taken at the time as read, and have been pub¬ 
lished, edited by the honorary organiser of the Congress. 
It is a volume which cannot be reviewed by any ordinary 
method, as the papeis, numbering about sixty, deal more 
or less exhaustively with the deepest questions affecting 
civilised and uncivilised life, which have long formed 
subjects of scientific discussion and are here summarised 
in the opinions expressed by the individual authors. A mere 
enumeration of the grouping of the papers under the eight 
Sessions of the Congress indicates the comprehensive cha¬ 
racter of their contents. They were divided into Funda¬ 
mental Considerations, Conditions of Progress (General and 
Special Problems), Inter-racial Economics, Peaceful Contact 
between Civilisations, The Modern Conscience in Relation 
to Racial Questions, both General and concerning the Negro 
and the American Indian, closing with Positive Suggestions 
for Promoting Inter-racial Friendliness. A glance at them 
shows that they cover the whole field of thought on the 
relations of the races of the world, in times past, present, 
and future, to the consideration of which great labour, 
knowledge, and sympathy have been devoted. The object 
of the Congress was to promote the brotherhood of 
humanity, by the furtherance of International Good Will 
and Peace as the highest of all human interests. 

The dream of International Peace, it has been said, 
brooded over the Congress throughout.- To attain this 
object discussion was invited, in the light of science and 
the modern conscience, on the general relations subsisting 
between the so-called white and the so-called coloured peoples, 

| with a view to eucoaraging between them a fuller under¬ 
standing, the most friendly feelings and a heartier co-opera¬ 
tion. Among the subjects discussed were, for instance,- 
anthropology, ethnology, sociology, the positions of some of 
the great nations (as stated by their own representatives), 
trade, finance, labour, agriculture, the Press, literature! 
science and art, missions, international law, treaties, confer¬ 
ences, <kc., written, speaking generally, by specialists. 

Among the papers is one on “The Present Position of 
Woman," by Miss Noble (Sister Nivedita), lately deceased, 
who had long made a personal study of the life of the Indian 
home, which she idealised. The opinions expressed by the 
writers in the volume are personal, and do not in any way 

commit the members of the Congress. This reservation 
was necessary, as many present would not have submitted to 
the views that “No Hague Conferences, no International 
Tribunals, uo international papers and peace societies, and 
uo Esperanto, or other international language, will ever be 
able to abolish war. The respect due by the white races to 
other races and by the white races to each other can never 
be too great, but natural law will never allow racial barriers 
to fall, and even national boundaries will never cease to 
exist.” The whole volume is a storehouse of ideas, and of 
information which it would be difficult to find elsewhere so * / 
well stated ; the papers on the Jewish Race, and the Negroe / 
in the United States are cases in point. The bibliograp' *s 
appended is also valuable. On the practical results of • ^ 
First Universal Races Congress it is impossible toprojn, ^ 
anything like a definite judgment; such results cr 6 

forced, nor can they be measured by any standard 1°,^ 
or social. But the ideas disseminated at the ft 01 1 1, T 
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by its many members must bear frait in time in the direction 

of toleration, goodwill, peace, the brotherhood of humanity ; 
and for this purpose this volume of the papers considered in 

July forms a valuable record of the efforts of the Congress, 

whioh did not meet and hold its sessions in vain. 

for ever, lost its place in the curriculum of secondary 
education for the greater part of onr people." We are of 

those who differ from the bo called “ reformers ” in Oxford, 

and who believe and hope that the true reform will be found 
in a new renaissance of revised classical study rather than 

in concession to modern pseudo-progressive materialism. 

A PAST GLORY 

*!« 

* 

3 
3 
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The Glory that was' Greece, By J. C. Stobart, M.A. 

(Sidgwick and Jackson. 30a. net.) 

This sumptuous book, as its sub-title indicates, is a survey 

of Hellenic culture and civilisation, beginning with iEge&n 

civilisation and the Heroic Age, passing through the period 

of transition to the famous Attic Age till the close of Athens’ 

greatness, when Alexandria and Rome supplanted her as 

the oentreS of the world’s thought. 
• Mr. Stobart’s enthusiasm will not allow so early a date as 

the fourth century B.c. to the beginning of decadence. In 

some respeots he may be right. But throughout Greece the 

age which followed the time of the despots was in literature 

decidedly an age of decline—witness, for example, the almost 

eomplete decay of lyric poetry, the period of the New 
Comedy, and of Epicurus and Menander. But it is not 

rteoessary to subject a book of this kind to minute criticism. 

Sufficient to say that here the general reader will find a 

delightful account of Grecian archaeology, art, and culture 

with just as much historical treatment as is required. 
The romantic story of ASgeau civilisation is largely based 

on the wonderful discoveries of Sir A. J. Evans at Cnossus, 

Crete being the centre of influence. Mr. Stobart regards 

the subsequent Heroic Age portrayed in Homer as that of 

a lower civilisation, belonging to barbarian invaders from 

the North. But there is not sufficient evidence for rejecting 

the view that the Homeric chieftains simply inherited the 
power and wealth established originally by the enlightened 

despotism of Semitic merchant princes, whom they gradually 

dispossessed 
The chapter on the Ages of Transition is illustrated by 

good examples of the gradual development of art, and then 

we are launched on the fifth or “ Grand Century " and the 

rise of Athens:— 

Never in all the world’s history was there such a leap of 
civilisation as in Greece of the fifth century . . . when 
one Athenian family might have known Milfciades, Themi- 
stocles, ^Eschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Socrates, Pheidias, 
Pericles, Anaxagoras, Aristophanes, Herodotus, Thucydides, 

polygnotus, and Ictinus. 

Here indeed is a glorious galaxy of talent, and the story of 

this period is admirably and enthusiastically told. In oft- 
described ancient Athens is pre-eminently the 14 gloiy that 

was Greece.” In the mind of the lover of art Athens stands 

out to-day in bold relief of splendour, as when Pausanias 
described her beauty in his famous “Itinerary." Mr. 
Stobart’s description is picturesque and striking, illuminated 

by many well-chosen literary references and touches of social 
life. Athens more or less occupies the rest of the book 
through the fourth century and the Macedonian epoch. 

Of the illustrations in this book we cannot speak too 

highly. There are upwards of ninety full-page plates, all 
beautifully executed, besides pictures in the text, tracing 

*> progress of art from the early Minerva age to the finest 
i spies of the later Attic period. Those who love Greece, 
em-vnot know the Greek language, will delight in this 
acctf*^ work. V >ch it appears largely to be written, 

less fierce n» s?h to disagree with the writer 
official » k language has uow, probably 
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SHORTER REVIEWS 
; * _ . 1 
Moving Pictures: Uoic they are Made and Worked, By 

• i 2 _ _ 
Frederick A. Talbot. (Heinemann. 6s. net.) 

The spell of the “ moving picture ” has cast itself over town 

and village in almost all the countries of the world, and 

most people have probably wondered, at some time or 
another, how the stirring scenes, the “accidents,” the 

ravenous microbes, the thousand astonishing subjects which 

are presented daily and nightly, were photographed and 

reproduced with Buch marvellous effect. They need only 

purchaso this book, which is a revelation as to the extent of 

the cinematograph industry and its progress, to be wholly 

satisfied. 
Beginning with the history of moving pictures, Mr. Talbot 

shows us some of the heart-breaking difficulties with which 

those who first investigated and experimented had to con¬ 

tend, and pays eloquent praise to the name of Mr. Robert 

Paul, who spent endless energies and a tine perseverance in 

the quest. 44 About three o’clock one morning,” says the 

author, 44 in the early months of 1895, the quietness of 
Hatton Garden was disturbed by loud and prolonged 

shouts : "— 

The police rushed hurriedly to the building whence the 

cries proceeded, and found Paul and his colleagues in their 

workshop, giving vent to whole-hearted exuberance of 

triumph. They had just succeeded in throwing the first 

perfect animated pictures upon a screen. To compensate 

the police for their fruitless investigation, the film, which 

was 40ft. in length and produced a picture 7ft. square, was 

run through the special lantern for their edification. They 

regarded the strange spectacle as ample compensation, and 

had the satisfaction of being the first members of the public 

to see moving pictures thrown upon the screen. 

The first public demonstration took place in 1896, and 

after being shown under the distinguished patronage of the 

Royal Institution, the interest animated photography created 

was universal. Since then France and America, with 

England, have found that it meant work for thousands of 

men; some of the figures Mr. Talbot gives are simply 

surprising. 
- The most fascinating part of the book to the ordinary 

reader will undoubtedly be the chapters which explain, m 

perfectly clear language, the methods by which the pictures 

are taken. Whole theatrical companies are engaged in 

performing plays written specially for this uncanny machine* 

and upon consideration it appears evident that even a bne 
actor on the ordinary stage may be almost useless when 

required to express everything in dumb show. He must 
cultivate a special aspect of his art to perfection before he 

can be available. And as to the 44 tricks ’’—the accidents, 

the house that flies together from a heap of rubbish, the 

sprites and fairies that appear magically in smoke and vanish 
as though they were beings veritably from another world— 
the book must be read to appreciate thoroughly how f&r 

human ingenuity can go. *•*••*•- 
We have thoroughly enjoyed this volume, and not a small 

part of our pleasure was derived from the many excellent 

illustrations which it contains. 
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£•/* a«d Character in Anecdote and Story. By 

William Harver, F.S.A. Illustrations by Erskine 

Nicol, E.S.A., and others. (Simpkin, Marshall and Co. 

5a. net) 

Hm is the nw material for a scientific estimate of both 
Scottish bnmonr and Scottish character. Some futnre 
psychologist in thoee realms should find this book quite 
valuable. It is arranged so as to display the salient features 
of Scottish character, and is not a mere hotch-potch of jokes. 
For the general leader it will be one of the best books for 
odd moments that could be desired. We advise the purchase 
of it bj folk who are of a despondent turn of mind, since it will 
be worth much more than five shillings to them as medicine ; 
but to the raconteur the book will be beyond price, for it will 
eoabfe him to keep fresh and to enhance his reputation. 
The two following stories are chosen almost at random : — 

the Norsemen to Iceland and Greenland, and the faseiuating 
descriptions of those early discoveries of Labrador and 
Newfoundland that had almost faded away from the pages 
of history. The ventures of the Phoenicians and Arabs, 
moreover, have their place in the work, and the later 
Northern voyages of the daring Portuguese, and of John 
Cabot. It is not too mnoh to say that the entire romance of 
those strivings towards the ice-fields on the part of all 
nationalities has been brought together within the covers of 
Dr. Nansen’s masterly work. The text is assisted by a very 
liberal introduction of those quaint maps and illustrations 
contrived by the mariners of old. “ In Northern Mists ” is 
an education in itself, and one in which even the least geo¬ 
graphically-minded reader cannot fail to delight. 

One day a minister, on going home from a meeting, met 
one of his elders “ very fou.” “ Dear me, John,” he 
exclsimed, “how did you get in this state?” “Ob! 
minister,” replied John, “it’s a’ due to thae Communion- 
cards.” “ What! "cried the minister; “you don’t mean to 
aay you have been delivering your cards in that state P ” 
“Oh! no,” said John; “bat the folks were a’ that kind iu 
offering me a drop that I was dune for afore I kent where I 
was.” u But surely every one did not offer you drink P ” con¬ 
tinued the preacher. “ Are there no teetotallers in your 
district?” “Oh, ay,” answered the elder, “plenty of 
them; but I aepd theirs by poet! “ 

In abont a week after being married, Donald, a Highland 
tenant of somewhat limited ideas, paid the minister a 
visit, and asked him if he would undo the knot, as the wife 
was" waur nor the de’il! ” “ How do you make that out P “ 
asked the divine. “ Weel,” said Donald, “you say if you 
resist the de’il he’ll flee frae ye; but if you resist her she'll 

W 

A feature of the book is its well-printed coloured illustra¬ 
tions. Those by Erskine Niool are really small works of 
•ft; while the Highlanders of Mr. Spence Smith are 
Signed in fall accord with the spirit of the book. The 
-jlame is remarkably well produoed, and is uncommonly 

value for money. 

Ih Northern Mist*. 

Vole. Illustrated. 

By Dr. Fridtjof Nansen. Two 

(Macmillan and Co. 30s. net.) 

it does not follow that a man of action should be an explorer, 
that an explorer should prove a scientist, nor that a scientist 
*hmld exhibit a talent as an historian—that is in itself note¬ 
worthy. "i et Dr. Nansen may now assuredly add these latter 
iaarels to those which his other achievements have already 
bought him. To say that his present book most prove a 
r ^ble addition to the literature of navigating exploration, 
. that it mast be classed as & standard work on the subject 
^ and altogether unsatisfactory method of explaining 

of his production. “ In Northern Mists ” shows a 
of learning and a depth of research such as has 

, I rivalled by any recent book of importance. For 
thoroughness and for absolute mastery over its 

l*1 ^ might well have been the work of a literary book- 
JP\ *ho had spent half his life in diving in ancient 
.taanes instead of that of a famous explorer whose own 
^ were bo familiar with the ground with which he deals. 

e Magnet of the North has attracted many races 
almost all the ages, as Dr. Nansen explains. 

I* « here the stories and legends of the Grecian and 
wa-adventurers who turned the prows of their vessels 

w&r^Si ^Ve have the mediaeval explanations on the 
0 the races of Northern Europe, and the voyages of 
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The Stage Year-book. Edited by L. Carson. (“ The Stage “ 

Offices. Is. net.) 

Mk. E. A. Baughan, in an excellent article entitled “ Drama 
of the Year,” provides an introduction to u The Stage Year¬ 
book for 1912.” He discusses in a calm, critical, and 
unbiassed manner the many productions of the year—why 
some have succeeded and others failed; the plays the public 
want and the plays of which they are heartily tired. Iu 
speaking of the play of the future Mr. Baughan says: 
u The tragedy of the future must be more to the life—teal’s 
shall be mingled with smiles, and instead of the cowardice 
of despair there shall be the courage of humour . . . 
there must be fantasy, imagination, and strangeness.” 

The book is crammed full of information invaluable to 
those connected with the theatrical profession and of interest 
to all who can only have an occasional glimpse into the land 
of make-believe. The portraits form a picture-gallery in 
themselves—that of M. Lydia Yavorska being the best like¬ 
ness we have seen of the talented Russian actress. A long 
and chatty article deals with the ComSdie Franyaise, inter¬ 
spersed with reproductions of some of the stars of the 
French stage. America, Germany, and even Japan come in 
for their share of notice. A scene from Ibsen’s 44 A Doll’s 
House ” looks very strange with Japanese actors and 
actresses. There are 180 pages taken up with the legal 
cases that occurred in 1911, so that it would appear that 
“ behind the scenes ” all is not so smiling and pleasant as it 
seems in front of the footlights. 

m the 

By 

Wagner 8 Bad Lack. An Exposure of 800 Errors 

Authorised Translation of Wagner s Autobiography. 

David Irvine. (Watts and Co. Is. net.) 

The lives of great men exercise a considerable influence upon 
those of their lesser brethren, and it is accordingly of con¬ 
siderable importance that such lives, atad the characters of 
those who lived them, should be fully and correctly appre¬ 
ciated. We therefore welcome this pamphlet demonstrating 
the erroneous views of the life and character of Richard 
Wagner which must inevitably be formed by those whose 
knowledge thereof is derived from the authorised English 
translation of the composer’s autobiography, replete as that 
translation is with vital misinterpretations. At the same 
time we could have desired a more critical and less personal 
tone of condemnation upon the part of the author, so that 
the results of his criticism might have been imputed solely 
to a desiro that the truth should be established, uncoutami- 
nated by any motives of individual hostility. 

Handy Newspaper List. (Charles and Edwin Layton. 6d.) 

It is not possible at the present time for any one to make an 
excuse aud say that there is no book available for roferouco 
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as to newspapers published. There are large books and 
small books and books of all and every kind. The M Handy 
Newspaper List ” gives particulars of all newspapers and 
periodicals published in the United Kingdom. The daily 
papers of London and the suburbs head the list, the others 
being ranged in alphabetical order under the various towns, 
as in the larger books. The price, year of first issue, and 
politics of each are given, the whole being obtainable for the 
modest sum of fid. 

Penrose's Pictorial Annual. Edited by William Gamhle. 

(Penrose and Co. 5s. net.) 

For varied and beautiful pictures it is difficult to find a more 
charming book than that issued yearly under the title of 
“ The Process Year Book.” Dealing with the printer’s art 
in all its various branches, it gives illustrations the majority 
of which are well worthy of a frame. Some of the tones 
obtained are excellent, and each photograph is printed on 
the paper best suited to its production. There are many 
articles dealing with subjects interesting to all those who 
take part in the many blanches of printing or photography. 

FICTION 
And the Stars Fought. By Ena Fitzgerald. (Greening aud 

Co. 6s.) 

For her two previous romances Miss Fitzgerald went to 
India and to Egypt for her materials. This time she comes 
nearer home, the scene of “ And the Stars Fought ” being 
laid for the most part in the Isle of Wight. The story is a 
very simple one. A murder has been perpetrated many 
years ago, the murderer soon afterwards leaving his wife and 
child to become a priest in the Roman Church. Vanessa 
Manning is a good woman and believes that under the 
shelter of Mother Church her husband has found sanc¬ 
tuary. Accidentally meeting him one day she learns 
by the terrible expression on his face that he has in no way 
expiated his sin, and it is further revealed to her from 
other sources that he hates the Faith he is expected to 
proclaim. The knowledge almost proves her undoing, and 
it is here that Miss Fitzgerald introduces a rather fantastic 
notion with regard to the production of any work of 
genius. Vanessa’s daughter Stella had painted a master¬ 
piece, which had been hung in the year’s Academy. She 
was well on the way with another when her talent suddenly 
deserts her. Her loss synchronises with the time of her 
mother’s lost faith in things earthly and heavenly. This is 
how Miss Fitzgerald describes it: — 

The genius of the world’s inspired workers is the result of 
a union of their power with that of some other person who 
loves, or has loved them, with an unselfish love. The one 
may have the power of idea and inspiration, the other the 
ability to put it into actiou. . . . But supposing the 
inspirer falls aside by any crime, then the worker suffers . . . 
bib work degenerates, becomes commonplace, and thus 
remains until the iuspirer s power returns. 

There is only one fault to be found in the book, and that 
ii that the pathus is somewhat overdone. There are several 
tragic situations, and in every instance a few words are said, 
aud then comes a passage like the following• 

The blue butterfly rose from a masi of pink blossoms and 
sailed joyously towards the sun . . . * the bird in the 
tree piped with untiring exultation; a light breeze swept 

“d Cd5hogle 

Then the tragic event continues. This sort of thing occurs 
with almost the same regularity as the 6ong aud dance that 
follow the few spoken lines in comic opera, and spoils an other- 
wise well-written and enjoyable story. 

The Drunkard. By Guy Thorne. (Greening and Co. 6s.) 
m 

“ My father was a drunkard. . . . Wasn’t my veins 
swollen with drink from the first ? ... I’m not a fore¬ 
child, I’m a drink child, that’s what lam!” exclaims the 
Hackney murderer, when visited by Dr. Morton Sims, “the 
leading authority upon inebriety,” in the condemned cell 
the night before the execution. 44 Predisposition to Alcohol, 
Reversion, Heredity ! . . . The 4 Fiend Alcohol * at work 
once more,” ponders the famous physician as he drives home 
after the interview. And this forms the keynote of Mr. 
Guy Thorne’s powerful exposition of the evils of drink. A 

drunkard lias two sons, the one legitimate, the other a love- 
child, the man whose bitter words we have quoted, aud wbu 
only figures in the prologue. They are unacquainted with 
each other, bear different names, aud occupy very distinct 
positions in life, nevertheless practically a same fate over¬ 
takes each, for which alcohol is made responsible. The 
younger sou, bom out of wedlock, has been poorly brought 
up, aud is somewhat illiterate ; his elder brother, the legiti¬ 
mate oue, has beeu well educated, is well off, and a brilliant 
poet. Yet each commits a similar crime for a similar 
reason, becoming in turn *4 a cunuing murderer with a 
poisoned mind and body,” all in vain, and it is the inherited 
love of drink which brings this about. The story is that of 
Gilbert Lothian, the poet,. the career of his half-brother 
being dismissed in a few lines. Mr. Thome is by no means 
the first novelist to deal with the drink question, and we 
should have thought another novel on the subject uncalled 
for, in spite of learned dissertations on the early and later 
symptoms of alcoholism, and a description of the last stages 
of delinum trev\ens. To our mind there are other and better 
ways of dealing with the evil of excessive drinking, which 
is one of the most frightful scourges, leading to neglect of 
family, to forgetfulness of all social duties, to distaste for 
work, to want, and crime. But whether hereditary alcoholism 
really exists—Mr. Thorne evidently thinks it does—we leave 
to scientists to decide, so many doctors expressing different 
views on the subject. 

The Principal Oirl. By J. C. Snaith. (Methuen and Co. 6s.) 

In “ The Principal Girl ” Mr. Snaith has given os a delight¬ 
ful story of the peerage and the stage, which we have read 

through from start to finish with keen enjoyment. The 
author possesses a style peculiarly his own, full of humour, 
satire, and shrewd observation, which adds considerably to 
the piquancy of his narrative. It is a comedy of very 
modern life in which many well-known personages and 
places may be detected under thin disguises, and only the 
densest of readers will fail to appreciate to the full Mr. 
Suaith’s undeniable wit. The hero and heroine are sure to 
win the hearts of all, “graudmamma ... a stately old 
dame in a turban, turned eighty-four,” is a gem, while the 
battle waged between Eton and Christ Church on the one 
side and Green Chartreuse on the other is amusing enough 

to make a cat laugh. Green Chartreuse wins after terrible 
struggles, with a result which we will leave the .reader* 
especially if a lady, to find out for herself, and we wager she 
will not regret doing .so, unless she .has an overwhelming 
dislike to twins, two bonny boys, if you please! who mfl 
every one happy and are destined to carry on the traditions 
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The Steel Orotrn. By Fergus Hume. (Digby, Long and 

Co. 6s.) 
The story of “The Steel Crown ” centres round an ex-Queen 
of Dorrs—a State somewhere in the vicinity of the 
Balkans—&sd two of her husband?8 cousins, both of whom are 
claimants to the throne. The author being Mr. Fergus 
Eame, needless to say there is the usual mystery, the solu¬ 
tion of which takes up three hundred and odd pages. The 
interest is well sustained, until towards the end of the book 
it almost seems as if the author had put his manuscript on 
one side, read several fairy-tales, and somehow or other 
mixed them up in his remaining chapters, so whimsical and 
unreal are they. The character of Anthony Hale, a young 
solicitor, is made unnecessarily simple all the way through. 
It is again and again insisted that he is a “ humdrum ” 
person; but, if only for the sake of Justice, we trust that the 
majority of London's legal advisers are a little more alert 
(ban this young man. The punctuation in places is faulty, 
aid one or two printer’s errors have been allowed to creep 
in. Doubtless, Hr. Hume will have his usual public, who 
eagtrly look for and appreciate bis stirring and dramatic 
romance. 

THE THEATRE 

•* THE BLINDNESS OF VIRTUE 

THE LITTLE THEATRE 

»» AT 

By Sight Dime. By Gerald Maxwell. (H. Grevel and 
Co. 6s.) 

Tet hero of this tale—Conrad von Altsperg—becomes 
aquninted with Graf von Lindenau and his daughter, the 
former of whom had been a most devoted gentleman-in- 
waiting of the late Queen of Hanover, and an enthusiastic 
supporter of the present Duke of Cumberland. To lovers 
of history, the delightful manner in which this tale is told 
should suffice to render it both interesting and instructive. 
The greater part of the action takes place at Ischl, the 
summer residence of the Emperor of Austria, the beautiful 
fcceoery of which is charmingly described. Exciting club 
tttud&Is take place, in which the hero's brother Dietrich, a 
lieutenant in the celebrated Garde du Corps, is implicated. 
Ihe interest which is aroused in the very first chapter is 
sustained to the last. 

D* (k*l of Fortune, By E. E. Towgood. (Sidgwick and 
Meson. 6s.) 

why Arnold Vernon should have been thought so 
elJ a husband for Alison Cathcart it were perhaps 
for the writer of this book than for the reader to say. 

Id had character—& possession which is always apt to 
Wdot the ordinary Philistine—and be had not the most 
apathetic of manners. Alison herself, however, was in 
--ays a trifle abnormal, and it was not unnatural that 
?' ^md have been attracted to him, more natural by far 

that the couple should have been estranged so soon 
r their marriage. The cause of this estrangement 

vague; we hazard the suggestion that it was mere 
1J. v» aQd the reader feels a legitimate annoyance to 

lt continuing so low?. The device by which the 1 —n 4VMn* a uu uv»wj 

Wag ficaIly brings husband and wife together again 
a au air newness, but it cannot really atone for so 

Tjw ^ 8 M which leads up to it. Miss 
hp if^ roepeetably and has a sense of humour, but 

Mr** U°* "°8r a^°ve g^yu088 common life imper- 

^-1 Marriage. By Lilian Streei. (J. M. Dent 
*D(*$on<. 6s.) * . 

t written in the form of letters is uninte- 
he exception proves the rule, as it does in this 

^ is a connecting-link in a very unusual set 
^king m a whole a charming love-tale. 

“ Mdent and pathos, and worthy of beingiread. 
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Mb. Cosmo Hamilton has chosen a dangerous theme and one 
which requires great dexterity in handling on the stage. 
Those who have read his novel will not require to be told 
the story of the play, but briefly the problem is this: Should 
mothers enlighten their daughters on the dangers which 
beset their path when they first set out to play their 
customary rdlt in the [game of life P We are inclined to 
think that Mr. Cosmo Hamilton bases his story on a situa¬ 
tion which rarely if ever occurs in real life ; or if it does, 
only in the most exceptional environment. We believe, too, 
that only a very small percentage of young ladies just com¬ 
mencing their careers need enlightenment on such subjects at 
all. In this age there is a plentiful output of literature, and if 
they have not read it with the sanction of their parents, it 
has nevertheless found its way into their hands. There 
are plays which the majority must have seen; and 
there is that intercourse with others of their own age 

which almost invariably leads to a discussion of such 
dangerous topics, which are nevertheless so fascinat¬ 
ing to the youth of both sexes. Then, again, Mr. Cosmo 
Hamilton’s heroine has lived all her life in a country 
vicarage, and one would have thought that such an 
environment was almost the least conducive to ignorance 
concerning the code of propriety which governs the relations 
of the sexes. She must have heard her father's sermons for 
a good number of years twice a day on Sunday. It is almost 
impossible to imagine that he never once touched on the 
topics of which she knows nothing; but even if he had not 
she must have listened to the Lessons and read the Bible 
from cover to cover, which is a very liberal education iu 
itself on all the good and evil of which man and woman are 
capable in this dark world of sin. But Mr. Cosmo Hamiltou 
assumes that such inginue* are still to be found, and in 
considering bis play on its merits we must also assume that 
he has substantial premisses on which to build his story. 
This he has done with considerable skill, and the audienoe 
at the Little Theatre on Monday night showed their appre¬ 
ciation of his w ork in the most enthusiastic manner. 

The plot is simple in the extreme. Effie Pemberton, who 
has lived all her life with her parents, suddenly has a 
companion thrust upon her in the person of the Hon. 
Archibald Graham, who, after a chequered and somewhat 
summarily ended career at Eton and Oxford, has been sent 
by his distracted parents to study for the Bar with her 
father, the Rev. Harry Pemberton. The associations of 
these two ripening adolescents can only end one way—in 
a mutual love. Effie is so blinded by her devotion to Archie 
that when he goes up to town for a “ spree ” with a friend 
she sits in his bedroom from midnight to 4 a.m. waiting for 
his return by the last train. But of course the last train is 
missed, and the wayward Archie turns up with the milk at 
dawn. He does not go to bed, but prepares to have an early 
morning game of golf, when, to his astonishment, Effie 
enters his room in a Japanese kimono and asks him to give 
an account of his day in town. He begs her to leave the 
room, but Effie, in the blindness of her virtue, sees not thg 
slightest impropriety in her being there at this unconven¬ 
tional boor and in her still more unconventional attirev -umi 
argues the matter with refreshing frankness. Suddenly 
her mother is heard approaching, and Arohie puttf her in 
the cupboard and locks the door. After Mrs. ^P^eniberton 
has left, Effie comes forth and tells Archie of b^x. ^voo.t love 
for him, which Archie immediately rr ' •. They are 
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clasped in a fond embrace when her father enters. There 
follows a terrible scene of the highest dramatic power. In 
the last Act come mntnal explanations, which satisfy the 
father of his daughter's absolute innocence, a complete 
reconciliation, and wedding bells. 

Now let ns say at once that the play was magnificently 
acted. It has been a long time since we saw anything 
better than some of the scenes between Mr. Charles Kenyon 
as the Rev. HaiTy Pemberton, and Mr. Owen Nares sis the 
Hon. Archibald Graham. The audience were simply 
carried away with enthusiasm. Miss Beryl Faber as Mrs. 
Pemberton was perfection. She acted with genuine feeling, 
and with just that amount of emotion one would expect to 
find in a Vicar's wife. . Miss Margery Maude as Effie Pem¬ 
berton really convinced us that she was a complete ingenue, so 
that, however unlikely the premisses are on which Mr. Cosmo 
Hamilton has based his plot, we never thought of that aspect 
of the question as long as Miss Maude was on the stage. 
One must not forget the excellent work of Miss Dora 
Harker as the family servant, “Cookie.” The audience 
showed their appreciation of the author’s work by calling 
for him at the end of the last Act, and they refused to leave 
until he had made his bow and a little Bpeech, in which he 
told us the Censor had granted a licence after one or two 
small alterations had been made. So all is well that ends 
well, and “The Blindness of Virtue” should fill the Little 
Theatre for many nights to come. There are two matters we 
would like the management to look into. The house is 
terribly cold, and it was impossible to sit in comfort even 
with a heavy coat on. Secondly, there is never enough light 
on the stage, and those at the back of the theatre had great 
difficulty in seeing the faces of the actors. We heartily 
congratulate Mr. Cosmo Hamilton on his work, and feel sure 
it will enjoy the Buocess it deserves. 

immature philosopher read us slabs of Nietzsche, talked to 
himself about higher things (and lower things), and at last 
took a revolver from a drawer of a desk and toyed with it. 
Now, we thought, the end has come, and we reached for our 
hat, feeling an intense longing for the fresh, cold air out¬ 
side. But no—it was not the end. For many weary hours 
(or so it seemed) the young man revealed to ns his most 
secret—and most uninteresting—thoughts; and for all we 
know he may be there still. For we came away, caring 
nothing whether he shot himself or whether Henry—we 
simply longed for the relief of Henry—rushed in and 
wrenched the revolver from his hand. 

Outside, in the twilight, we drew a long breath and wiped 
onr fevered brow, and thanked whatever gods there be for 
tbe train that took ns to the open country, where there are 
trees, and fields, and streams, and men who know not tbe 
name of Nietzsche. 

r? t 
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KISSES AND REVOLVERS 

A “ Duologue,” a “ Fantasy,” and a “Comedy “were pre¬ 
sented to a patient and friendly audience on Friday afternoon 
last at the Little Theatre; and it was well that the audience 
possessed the virtues of patience and friendliness, for the 
“Fantasy,” entitled “Pierrot in Australia,” by Arthur H. 
Adams, proved to be the savoury meat sandwiched between 
two slices of very dry bread. “ Pierrot,” however, was 
worth seeing. Into the kitchen of a bush home in Australia 
comes Pierrot, arrayed in cap and motley, and talks to the 
farmer and his daughter—who have just been discussing the 
return of “ Bill,” the drover sweetheart—in the whimsical 
way of his kind. He talks of wine, of life in gay Provence, 
of romance; he kisses the astonished girl, poses, cajoles, 
enchants. Bill, who enters, is in turn enchanted, and 
Pierrot, who is Romance, vanishes, having sown the subtle 
seed of a desire for wider life in the hearts he leaves behind. 
It is very pretty, and was excellently acted by Miss Dorothy 
Spencer, Mr. Mark Hannam, Mr. Ewan Brook, and Mr. 

Benedict Butler. 
Of the “ Duologue ” entitled “ Just Three Kisses," by 

R. J. Dunkelsbuhler, we need only say that it was very thin 
and profitless. The action takes place in a scene which 
is by now an old fashion in stageland—a bedroom ; possibly 
the author thought it rather daring, but mutual confessions 
pf juvenile escapades on the part of a juvenile honeymoon 

uple failed to raise our enthusiasm. And of the last piece, 
en we Begin to Think," what can we say ? Two young 

men^De ^sorbed Nietzsche, played well by Mr. P. Gaw- 
thom, V10 °^er» kis friend, more interested in life than in 

. ;nfcerpV^ter8 Gerard Wiltshire) talk on and on and 
M taking difievent sides- Wheu ^he friend Henry left we 

T}aght the 'vou1 iu u m/uuU! ur 80 i but 
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“DAS MARCHEN” AT THE LITTLE 

THEATRE 

Messrs. C. E. Wheeler and Granville Barker's English 
version of “ Das M&rchen,” by Arthur Schnitzler, was pro¬ 
duced by the Adelphi Sooiety at the Little Theatre on 
Sunday evening last. The play treats of life in artistic 
circles in Vienna, and the main theme centres in the person 
of Fanny Theren, a young actress, in love with Fedor 
Denner, a journalist, who is also in love with her. 
He is, however, afraid to allow his sentiments their full 
expansion, because he knows that Fanny is a girl 11 with a 
past.” 

The first Act takes place in Fanny’s home, where Bhe lives 
with her old mother, who is conveniently blind to her 
daughter’s moral shortcomings, and her younger sister, an 
eminently practical and hard-hearted young music-mistress. 
The Therons are at home to their friends, and in the 00arse 
of a dispute with the free thinking and freespeaking young 
artist, Robert Well, Fedor Denner takes up the cudgels on 
behalf of erring women. He maintains that the world ia 
unjust in condemning them outright, that they should be 
given a chanoe to reform. This naturally wins him Fanny*6 
gratitude. Then Denner discovers that he himself cannot 
do what he blames the world for not doing—he cannot for¬ 
give or forget Fanny’s past. 

He stays away from her at the cost of much personal 
suffering, but in the second Act she goes to him in his 
rooms to ask the reason of his absence, and to implore him to 
forget the past. They are interrupted by the arrival of Dr. 
Witte, and Fanny has to escape by a side door. Dr. Witte 
is her old lover, and is himself about to close his chapter of 
froe-love by marrying. Witte laughs at the memory of the 
women whom one “ loves and leaves with a smile.” Denner 

SQgge8hfl that such a woman may ultimately love and wish 
to reform. Witte replies that Bhe has probably said the 
same thing to each of her former lovers. 

Fanny Theren returns to Denner’s flat after Witte has left, 

and there is a powerful scene, in which Denner forces her to 
tell him the story of her past life. It is the usual rather 
sordid tale of a young girl surprised by the beauty of love 
and then revolted by its reality. She grows to hate hei 
seducer, and is filled with remorse for what she has do00 

Then Dr. Witte appears on the scene; he is sympathetic and 
gentle; she falls in love and can refuse him nothing, and in. 
due season he leaves her. In the last Act there is a painful 
scene between Fedor Denner and Fanny. She returns home 
after having become famous in a new part, and implores 
Deuner,for the last time, to forgivoevorytbing; buthisalmost 
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morbid jealousy” of her past is too strong for him, and he 
wet awaj. 

There are some cleverly-drawn minor characters. Fanny 's 
sifter Clara prefers the so-called honourable road, and 
names the blatant philistine, Adalbert Wandel, whom 
she does not lore. Both she and the eminently conven¬ 
tional Wandel are rather ashamed of Fanny and anxious 
to get her oat of the way. So Fanny signs a contract to 
play in St. Petersburg, and is faced with the melancholy 
reality that she has nothing bnt her art and the unsatisfy ing 
admiration of the crowd to live for. The choice fruits of 
sympathy and lore are to be denied her, because of her 
initial mistake. J 

The play is a powerful one. Like most of Arthur 
Schnitsler’s works, it is unlikely to have a great success in 
this conotry, since the characters are drawn with a subtle 
harmony which is never conspicuous, but which is art. 
There are no glaringly preposterous discrepancies of situa¬ 
tion or character calculated to arouse the popular sense of 

No! blank verse, and blank verse only, is the medium for 
translations of Sophocles, whether on the stage or off. 

The general method of production could not be more 
impressive, and for this London is again indebted to Mr. 
Reinhardt. We should have liked to see the whole of the 
stalls removed, and the space thus created filled by a vast 
crowd, but this is a desire for perfection, impossible on 
acoount of the expense involved. As it is, the action of the 
crowds and their stage management has not been equalled 
in anything that we have witnessed. . , 

No better choice than that of Mr. Martin Harvey for the 
part of (Edipus could have been made, and he cannot have 
all the blame for the fact that the intense tragedy of the 
play just fails to impress itself. Doubtless, in Athens, the 
tone of the acting was one of supreme calm and self- 
restraint. Even as the Will of God is inevitable, so it is 
received in the same spirit. The play represents the 
triumph of fate over human endeavour and intention. In 
the great scene between (Edipus and the blind seer the 

barnoar; no mock heroics; there is no sickly sentimentality. L former’s taunts are not so much the result of excitement over 
Miss Penelope Wheeler, who played Fanny Theren, had 
some fine moments, but was hardly equal to the part. Mr. 
Leslie Gordon gave an admirable if unsyrapathetic rendering 
of Fedor Denner. Mr. Campbell Cargill was excellent as 
Adalbert Wandel; while Messrs. Maurice Elvey and Nigel 
forne.as the Bohemian artist and the young man of fashion 
respectively, were good on the whole. With the exception 
of Mr. Maurice Elvey, none of the characters aroused our 
sympathy, the acting leaving much to be desired. It is a 
pity, a# we have remarked in another column, that the stage 
of the Little Theatre is not better lighted. 

“(EDIPUS REX" 
This week the curtain at Covent Garden will be rung down 
oo the production of 44 (Edipus Rex,” but the question as to 
whether the experiment of introducing 44 Sophocles ” to an 
Eagliflh audience has been a success, and if it will be 
repeated, still remains unsettled. The public have, on the 
wbole. supported the production very well, but whether from 
cuno€Rj or because they are genuinely interested in the 
work of the ancient Greek tragedian we cannot yet tell. 
This question could only be settled by giving the piece a 
longer run than was arranged for in the present instance. 

Undoubtedly, whatever may be the opinions of the public, 
chiaces of success in an experiment such as this must 
J-pendon the close following of the original Greek play 
wth by tbe translator and the actors, and it is from this 
^•adpoint that “(Edipus” at Covent Garden must be 
lodged. pergQng would go to see “Sophocles” 

modernised, and fewer still would wish to have the Greek 
toffdian’s play so altered as to fit in with present-day ideas, 
* ansterities softened to suit our modern complacency 
m regard to moral dereliction, whether that be deliberate or 
1 e result of fate. We go in order to study the Greek idea, 

^ to endeavour to find out the principles and motives 
underlying the work. We also want to see how the Greeks 

Placed a pl^y, and in what way, despite the absence of 
Q fcceuic effect, they were able to hold their audience, 

refessor Murray has given us a magnificent version, 

lines are majestic, and appear to have lost as 
*Lt. 4s is humanly possible in translation, but it seems 
fortunate that he should have adopted the rhyming 

as a means of expression. 

i me of ^he finest passages are made to sound almost 

,k' 1156 of this form, particularly in the great 
between CEdipna and Jocasta. The actors themselves 
p realise this, for they seem to endeavour all the 

mikiug the rhymiuir too obviouuTtlw the ear. 
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the accusations brought against him as the means whereby 
he endeavours to extort the whole truth, no matter how 
painful, from Teiresias. When Jocasta goes in to kill her¬ 
self, it is not so much from horror due to the discovery that 
she is both wife and mother of her husband, as to offer up a 
sacrifice to the outraged deity. When (Edipus blinds him¬ 
self, he does not do so from frenzy, but as an act of justice. 
Those eyes that had unconsciously looked upon his mother 
in lust were unworthy, by their failure to perceive and warn, 
ever to see again, and therefore he executes justice upon 
them. Blinded and agonised, he staggers forth, but he 
realises that this is the Will of God, and he is prepared to 
pursue his fate to the end, so he leaves Thebes an outcast 
and a wanderer. 

If the foregoing interpretation of Sophocles be correct, 
then the acting of the play at Covent Garden was too 
emotional, and we cannot help feeling that it would have 
gained in tragic intensity by a more restrained and dignified 
pose. Some liberties have been taken with the text, and it 
seems that the long-drawn-out scene with the children, though 
literally correct, might have been shortened. 

The third of Sophocles* trilogy could have been introduced 
with advantage, and for the final episode we would have 
seen the blind CEdipua led by the hand of his daughter, 
passing out of his city through the silent crowds. 

Lastly, it is not necessary for Mr. Martin Harvey to roll 
down the steps of the stage. This was not in keeping with 
the play’s true note of dignified restraint and resignation. 
On the whole, however, despite these blemishes, which were 
to be expected in a first presentation, tho production is well 
worth that repetition which we hope will take place. 

MUSIC 

MR. BANTOCK’S CHORAL SYMPHONY 
The production of Mr. Granville Bantock’s 44 Atalanta in 
Calydon ” in Manchester last week was not only an impor¬ 
tant event in the history of the Halle Concerts, but a distinct 
landmark in the development of modern British music 
generally. The audience, which prides itself on its restraint, 
on this occasion developed a considerable gift for euthusiasr* 
which showed that it appreciated the compliment the 
poser had paid to Manchester by dedicating his new 0^n 
to the Hall6 Chorus and its trainer, and by selectin' 
Chester for its first appearance. Everybody who terra de 
habit of reading and talking about musical matted- 7*50 
time knows how Mr. Buntock has desigued biy 
»hony iu four movements, how it i 1m aim 4 
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possibilities of choral expression, how he multiplies his 
choral parts, and how he dispenses with an orchestra. What 
the value of the experiment may be it is too early to say, espe¬ 
cially as the performance, though exceedingly creditable con¬ 
sidering the vast difficulties of the work, was far from faultless. 
Mr. Bantock has never been a grateful vocal writer—that is to 
say, he has always made it difficult for a singer to obtain the 
appropriate expression in singing his music. He has always 
relied on orchestral colour for producing his emotional effects, 
and is consequently not altogether surprising if in this case the 
actual material of the various movements falls short of the 
ideal. As far as one can judge from one healing, Mr. Ban¬ 
tock was solving problems of technique as he went along, 
because there is a much greater appearance of ease and 
mastery in the third and fourth movements than in the 
first and seoond, and the last movement also commended 
itself as being the freest from superfluous complexities. 
Only two movements are set for full chorus, the two others 
being for male chorus and for female chorus respectively. 
One cannot help thinking it an artistic mistake to begin with 
male chorus only, nor does thepe seem any inner reason for 
the choice of medium. Theie is no musical reason why the 
opening chorus should not have been set for mixed voices, 
and, conversely, there seems nothing specifically feminine in 
“ We have seen thee, 0 Love.” It is always cause for satis¬ 
faction when a composer chooses the best literature for his 
text and faces the inevitable risk—namely, that the lovers 
of that particular poetry should at the outset tell him that 
he has misunderstood the poet. In this case Mr. Bantock has 
surmounted this difficulty with rare skill, because, whatever 
fault may be found with details of the music, it appeals to 
all as a noble interpretation of the significance of the words, 
and if the whole of it had been on the same level of imagi¬ 
nation and inspiration as the last four pages it would have 
deserved the epithet of 44 great.” 

The rest of the music of the week must be dismissed some¬ 
what briefly. Mr. Hammers tern has given us a good per¬ 
formance of 44 Louise,” but one which eliminates a good deal 
of imagination and poetry from the drama. The omission 
of the Noctambule is perhaps in itself a trifle, but it is 
typical of the spirit in which the whole work was approached. 
The antics of the work-girls in the work-room were overdone, 
and the significance of the scene, which resides in the gradual 
hypnotising of the other girls when Suzanne and Irma sing 
their love-song, was missed ; and, moreover, the constant rest¬ 
lessness interfered with the due singing of che chorus. The 
Montmartre scene was devised with extreme cleverness, but 
it is an open question whether a greater effect of vagueness 
instead of the photographic precision with which we saw 
the illuminated Paris is not, in the higher sense, more effec¬ 
tive. The cast was satisfactory, and there is no reason why 
“ Louise ” should not prove the most popular of all the works 
Mr. Hammerstein has presented. 

The most interesting coucert of the week was undoubtedly 
thr.t given by Mr. Richard Buhlig, when he played some 
piano pieces by Arnold Schtjnberg and Erich Wolfgang 
Korngold’s Sonata. The composer of the sonata is fourteen, 
and, whatever he may do later, it is certain that he has 
written works such as no boy of his age has ever composed 
before. All other youthful composers of whom musical 
history knows have written in a vein which was slightly old- 
fashioned at the time, but this boy is in the very fore- 
.front of the modern movement. His very piano technique is 

on that of Strauss and Reger. The moods which he 
icts are those of ultra-modern discontent and revolt, but 

from this his musical ideas in themselves have 
men, Viftlity and interest, and bis sonata would attract more 
thorn, w ,'jig attention if it were the work of a finished 

its interprPydes being an amazing phenomenon in itself, the 

leading. The fact that the boy’s father is a musical critic, 
constantly occupied with the most modern music, no doubt 
partly explains why young Korngold’s music is cast in this 
mould, but it does not, as some people think, make its value lesa 
It is its intrinsic worth, not its style, which is so astonishing. 
It is difficult to know what to say about Schtinberg’s music. 
It is uot so much an advance beyond anything tb&t we have 
hitherto known as music as an absolute negation of it. At 
one bearing it is utterly impossible to discover any musical 
idea, any attempt at depicting a mood, or any reason in the 
juxtaposition of notes or combinations of notes, for it it 
hardly possible to speak of six or seven notes apparently 
chosen quite at random as chords. The audience could uot 
refrain from tittering at some of the passages, and there 
were even some hisses at the close. Busoni’s Sonatina is 
interesting, if not remarkably attractive. 
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For the eleventh year in suooession Mr. Josef Holbrooke 
is pursuing his efforts on behalf of British chamber music, 
not unnaturally including his own, which well deserves a 
place in any scheme. His first concert of this season 
took place on Thursday, and as Manchester and Bautock 
claimed me, 1 obtained from a reliable sonroe the follow¬ 
ing note. “ Mr. Holbrooke’s musical personality is made 
up of a curious mixture of apparently conflicting eleraeut*, 
and those who know only the uncontrolled and appa¬ 
rently uncontrollable wildness of some of his larger 
orchestral works will be quite surprised at the amount of 
Bweet reasonableness there is in a work like his String Sextet, 
which, as he says, he hopes to publish some day. HU 
Fantasie Quartet is also conceived in an unusally chastened 
mood for him, but the hotspur element occasionally gains 
the upper hand. Mr. Holbrooke also shows a good deal of 
wisdom in deciding to reproduce works which have had one 
hearing and have then been shelved. The first performance 
of a work is really easier to obtain than a second, and after 

all with a complex modern work one hearing is not of very 
great value. It is very often the composers themselves 
who are to blame for the shelving of their own works, 
because when asked to contribute a work to a programme it 
is their invariable habit to propose the latest product from 
their factory. For some of our younger men 4 factory seems 
indeed the right word, for the British composer is far more 
prolific than his fellow in any other civilised country. One 
might almost suspect that with some of them composition 
degenerates into a sort of reflex action, and a good many of 
them are like the pelican of the fable, who feeds upon 
herself. They hardly seem to give themselves time to 
obtain any impressions from the world without, or to live 
through any experiences, from which alone music worthy to 
live can result. One of the most careful in this reBpect is 
Mr. Norman O’Neill, who does apparently allow a reason¬ 
able interval to elapse between his works, and thus his nev 
Trio is a work deserving of serious attention. It is dis¬ 
tinguished by great polish of workmanship. Mr. Dunhill s 
Variations for ’cello and piano are also a creditable specimen 
of British chamber music, and Mr. Roger Quilter s songs 

always make pleasant hearing.” 
A. K. 
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SHIRKING 

A oood deal of ingenuity has been expended in biography in 
trying to explain how men of genius have accomplished certain 
important works, but a much more curious inquiry W0U1 
be why and how . certain men of undoubted ability ^aVL 
accomplished nothing. Samuel Smiles wrote an, in som~ 
respects, admirable book fifty years ago in which genius was 
said to be nine-tenths industry, and Carlyle,! as is *e -rf|.< 
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I looim, defined genius as an infinite capacity for taking 
I paint; but, on tbe other hand, there is a kind of genius 
f which is physiologically indolent and which only some 
/ sharp gpor of necessity or privation can move to effort, or 
1 in which, in short, the will and the intellect seem alienated. 

One oeed, perhaps, only mention the names of Dr. Johnson, 
Hailittand Coleridge for purpose of present illustration, 
each of whom, we learn from biography and contemporary 
report (that unkind witness), was constitutionally indolent, 
10 much so in fact that one is surprised that they ever 
accomplished so much. 

It is curious to notice that the essays of Dr. Johnson and j 
Hazlitt are full of the praises of action and exhortations to 
diligence, and indeed a shrewd reader, with some knowledge 
of the literary character, might suspect from this very j 
insistence an infirmity of will or purpose in the writer. I 
Only one who understood by personal experience the insidious 
dangere of indolence or the psychology of shirking could 
Ure written the papers in the Rambler, the Adventurer, and 
tbe Idler on “The Various Arts of Self-delusion,” “The I 
Lmraiyof Vain Imagination," “ Diligence too Soon Relaxed," 
“The Necessity of Perseverance," “Labour Necessary to I 
Excellence," “ The Hopes of Youth Fallacious,” “ The I 
Importance of Punctuality," “ The Idler’s Character," I 
“The Bobbery of Time,” “Disguises of Idleness,” “Moni- I 
dons of the Flight of Time," “ Wbat Have Ye Done," I 
“Omar’s Plan of Life," and many other papers of the kind. 1 
And yet we know from Cave, the publisher, that these very j 
ewjs were often not written on the day previous to going to 
press, thus causing the printers much embarrassment, and 
Johnson’s aopunctuality was common knowledge. In the same | 
manner scores of passages could be marked in the essayB of 
Hsxlitt in praise of will and action, which are inconsistent 
with much of what we know of the essayist from other good 
wurces. Coleridge’s indolence is too well known to require 
special reference, and the surprising fact here perhaps is I 
that, in spite of his infirmity, he produced a certain quantity , 
of lasting work. In bis “ Table Talk " he diagnoses his 
®*lady, which he speaks of as an experience of illness I \ 
only- j 

Illneas never in the smallest degree affects my intel- 
krtaal powers. I can think with all my ordinary vigour in 
::,e midst of pain, but I am beset with the most wretched 
and unmanning reluctance and shrinking from action. I 
could not upon such occasions take the pen in hand to write 
down my thoughts for all the wide world. 

Ooe suspects from these and numerous other examples 
that this divoroe of will and intellect, of thought and action, 
18 not it ill an uncommon phenomenon even in those men 
who, despite their fears, have accomplished much permanent 
wd useful work. It is no doubt a natural vice, a physio- 

tendency of the literary mind, to substitute the will 
tbe deed, to contemplate the end and neglect the means 

0 it, to exalt the intellect at the expense of will, 
or thought at the expense of action. Thus Haxlitt, like a 
^artist cultivating his own defect:— 

It i* impossible to have things done without doing them. 
seema a truism, and yet what is more common than to 

■oppose that we shall find things done merely by wishing 
't P To put the will for the deed is as usual in practice 
“Jt U contrary to ooramon sense. There is, in fact, no 

no contradiction, of which the will is not 
^pe.ble. ... We will a thing; we contemplate the end 
mtmaely and think it done, neglecting the necessary means 
^ *coop1pliah. it The strong tendency of the mind towards 
u S* effort it makes to give being to the object of 

idolatry, stem# an adequate cause to produce the effect 

Where the intellect is more than usually acute this 
danger is even greater, or at least when the will and 
intellect, the thought and its expression are not trained to 
work in unity; and even the finest intellect in the world is 
valueless if it neglects corresponding action or expression. 
In the very greatest men the will and the action are perhaps 
perfectly adjusted, and are a single operation, but in a very 
large number of cases this relation is imperfeot and the 
cause does not produce its proper effect or the thought its 
expression, but the two are continually struggling with each 
other to no immediately harmonious result. There is, of 
coarse, a certain amount of will even in thought, but even 
this operation is not completed until it issues in some kind 
of action or expression—which is, indeed, but a part of the 
process of thought. Certain kinds of thought require some 
means of demonstration or a conclusion in action, just as 
although a man may be skilled at mental calculation, the 
higher mathematics demand instruments and diagrams. 
Nor can a man be perfectly happy until he has brought his 
thought to a practical issue ; every one has probably experi¬ 
enced this satisfaction. “ A man is relieved and gay,” says 
Emerson, “ when he has put his heart into his work and 
done his best; but what he has said or done otherwise 
shall give him no peace. It is a deliveranoe which does 
not deliver. In the attempt his genius deserts him, no mose 
befriends, no invention, no hope." 

tod in 1 ®*nn*r identified with it. 
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And this is one of the evil tendencies of modem education 
and book knowledge—to exalt and educate the intellect at the 
expense of performance, although this is doubtless counter¬ 
acted by tbe natural disposition of healthy normal minds to 
neglect the intellect for sport or phyeieal expression of life. 
For this reason the successful men of to-day are not the 
highest or subtlest psychological intellects, but men in whom 
will and intellect are well balanced, and with a preference for 
the man of will and action to the man of rare mentality. 
This was well illustrated by a remark of Bismarck upon one 
occasion, on being told that Schopenhauer defined will 
power as tbe indestructible essence of the mind of man and 
that intellect was only of secondary importance. “That 
may very well be," was the statesman’s significant comment, 
“ at least, as far as I am concerned, for X have often notioed 
that my will had already come to a decision while my mind 
had not yet finished thinking about the same subject." 
This virtue of action is the virtue of work, and it has been 
the conclusion of the wise of all ages that nothing is better 
for the mind than some regular task or occupation. With¬ 
out it thought itself is a disease, and doubtless this is the 
malady of much modern literature. 

To what intellectual processes alone will lead is appallingly 
illustrated in the journals of the unhappy Amiel, who should 
be read once by everybody as an object-lesson of to what 
this introspective habit of thought and estrangement from 
life leads. There is not space in this article to quote, but in 
these pages is a perfect pathological and psychological record 
of the stages of the malady the logical end of which is 
insanity—in which, indeed, it has often ended. When it is 
too late he realises the evil and prescribes the remedy — 
“ How, then, is one to recover courage enough for action P 
By striving to restore in oneself something of that unconscious, 
ness, spontaneity, instinct, which reconciles us to earth and 
makes man useful and relatively happy." Literature, in 
fact, is strewn with the wrecks of souls who have beer 
drawn into the whirlpools of endless and futile thought ' 
seduced by dream-syrens, and it is well sometimes, ^ 
Ulysses* to seal the ears to their seductive voices, cal "° n 
pursue some purpose in action of our own'. Temptp 
indolence, to idle and dreamy thought, to hftbj*?*™1 

crastination, assume sometimes a thousand, t-®™* 
shapes, and it is not always easy to recognise 
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true character. The manner in which the intellect, which is 
the chief defaulter, deceives the will it would be interesting 
to illustrate were it within the scope of the present article. 
But a single quotation from Mark Rutherford’s “ PageB from 
a Journal ” may answer the immediate purpose: — 

What we have once heard, really heard in our best 
moments, by that let us abide. There are multitudes of 
moments in which intelligent conviction in the truth ot prin¬ 
ciples disappears, and we are able to do nothing more than 
fall back on mere dogged determination to go on, not to give 
up what we have once found to he true. ... A prin¬ 
ciple cannot for ever appear to U9 in its pristine splendour. 
Not only are we tempted to forsake it by other and counter 
attractions, hut it gets wearisome to U9 because it is a 
principle. It becomes a fetter we think. . . . One 
would like to have a record of all that passed through the 
soul of Ulysses when he rowed past the Syrens. In what 
intellectually subtle forms did not the desire to stay clothe 
itself to that intellectually subtle soul P . . . I remember 
once having determined, after much deliberation, that I 
ought to undertake a certain task which would occupy me 
for years. It was one which I could at any moment relin¬ 
quish. After six months I began to flag, and my greatest 
hindrance was not the confessed desire for reBt, hut all kinds 
of the most fasoinating principles or pseudo-principles. . . . 
I was narrowing my intellect, preventing the proper enjoy¬ 
ment of life, neglecting the sunshine, and so on. 

A JAPANESE ON ENGLISH POETRY-I. 

I come always to the conclusion, in reading English poems, 
although I read them rather seldom (doesn’t it sound strange 
to you since I pass as a poet ?), that the English poets waste 
too much energy in 44 w ords, words, and words,” and make, 
doubtless with all good intentions, their inner meaning 
frustrate, at least less distinguished, simply from the reason 
that its full liberty to appear naked is denied. It is the 
poets more than the novelists who not only misinterpret 
their own meaning, bnt often deceive their own bouIs, and 
cry. to their hearts too affectedly whose timid eyes look 
aside; it is almost unbelievable how the English-speaking 
people, with their pronounced reserve and good sense, can 
turn at once in 44 poetry” so reckless and eloquent. When 
I say it seems that they take a so-called poetical licence, I 
mean that what they .write about, to speak slangily, by the 
yard is not Life or Voice itself (or to use my own beloved 
word, Death or Silence itself); from such a viewpoint 1 do 
not hesitate to declare that the English poets, particularly 
the American poets, are far behind the novelists. I can 
prove with many instances that there are books and books 
of “ poems ” in which one cannot find any particular design 
of their authors ; it is never too much to say that they have 
a good intention, though not wise at best; hut after all, to 
have only ihat good intention is not the way to make art or 
literature advance. 
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In this all students will recognise the faces of familiar 
enemies, and the difficulty is that they are not always to he 
disregarded. Sometimes such symptoms precede a serious 
breakdown, and to ignore them is dangerous folly. But it is 
well to preserve always a balance between action and 
thought. Let us place against this an exhortation by 

Amiel:— 
• 

Do not violence to yourself, respect in yourself the oscil¬ 
lation of feeling. They are your life and your nature. One 
wiser than you ordained them. Do not abandon yourself 
either to instinct or to will. Instinct is a siren, will a 
despot. Be neither the slave of your impulses and sensa¬ 
tions of the moment nor of an abstract and general plan ; 
be open to what life brings from within and without and 
welcome the unforeseen, but give to your life unity and 
bring the unforeseen within the lines of your plan. . . . Thus 
will your development be harmonious and the peace of 
Heaven will shine upon your brow'—always on condition 
that your peace is made and that you have climbed your 

Calvary. 

There can be very little doubt as to which is the greater 
danger—too much or too little action, and one may easily 
discover one’s own tendency. The punishment in the latter 
case is doubtless far the harder to bear. To look hack at 
thirty, forty, or fifty upon a wasted life and to remember 
what one hoped to achieve in youth is to the ambitious 
soul a torment worthy of the damned. And how many at 
thirty or forty suddenly awake one day to find themselves 
not famous and to compare their performance with that 
of those who have accomplished much at the same age! 
This situation iB forcibly illustrated in Edwin Clayhanger, 
the protagonist of Mr. Arnold Bennett’s novel, who at some¬ 
thing after thirty discovers that he has done nothing. He 
reads of the death of Parnell and recollects that at his own 

V ye Parnell was a power in the country. And there he Bat 
<&his obscure middle-class home, like millions of others, 
“ W cr distinguished himself at thirty and something for 
xnen>^V The experience is a painful one, bnt is it ever too 
thorn, * >pd ? 

its int*rpV<\, 
taking 

I always insist that the written poems, even when they are 
said to be good, are only the second best, as the very best ...* 
poems are left unwritten or sung in silence. It is my opinion 
that the real test for poets is in how far they resist their 
impulse to utterance, or, in another word, to the publication 
of their own work—not how much they have written, bnt 
how much they have destroyed. To live poetry is the main .. 
thing, and the question of the poems written or published is 
indeed secondary; from such a reason I regard our Basho 
Matsuwo, the seventeen-syllable hohku poet of three hundred 
and fifty years ago, as great, while the work credited to his 
wonderful name could be printed in less than one hundred 
pages of any ordinary size. And it is from the same reason 
that I pay an equal reverence to Stephane Mallarme, the 
so-called French symbolist, although I do not know the exact 
meaning of that term. While they are poets different in 
nature, true to say, as different as a Japanese from a 
Frenchman (or it might he said, as same as the French and 
the Japanese), it Beems to me that they join hands uncon¬ 
ditionally in the point of denying their hearts too free play, 
with the result of making poetry living and divine, not 
making merely t; words, words, and words,” and further m 
the point that both of them, the Japanese and the French¬ 
man, are poetical realists whose true realism is heightened 
or u enigmatised ** by the strength of their own denial, to 
the very point that they have been often mistaken for meie 
idealists. Putting aside the question whether they an 
great or not, the fact that they have left little worl 
behind is the point I should like to emphasise; blesse 
be they who can sing in silence to the content of the 
hearts in love of perfection. The real prayer should 
told in silence. 

on, 
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F. H. M. 

For a poet to have few lines in these prosaic days wo 
be at least an achievement truly heroic; I think that 
crusade for the Western poetry, if it is necessary, as 1 beV 
it is most momentous, should begin with the first ac 

leaving the 44 words” behind, or making them return to1 
original proper places. We have a little homely prove 
44 The true heart will be protected by a god, even tho\ 
offers no prayer at all.” I should like to apply 
poetry and to Bay that Poetry will tak<p care of itaeli 
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nstros, I flatter myself that eren Japan can do something 
towards the reformation or advancement of the Western 

potfiy. 

Japanese poetry, at least the old Japanese poetry, is 
different from Western poetry in the same way as silence is 

different from a voice, night from day; while avoiding the 
too dose discussion of their relative merits, I can say that 
the latter always fails, naturally enough, through being too 
ictire to r&lne properly inaction, restfnlness, or death ; to 
jpeak shortly, the passive phase of Life and the World. It 
is fantastic to say that night and day, silence and voice, are 
ill the same; let me admit they are vastly different; it is 
their difference that makes them so interesting. The sensi- 

tireness of onr hnman nature makes us to be influenced by I 
the night and silence as well as by the day and voice ; let I 
ms confess, however, that my suspicion of the Western I 
poetic feeling dates from quite far back in the davs of my 
old California life, when I was often laughed at for my 
n'mWa loitering under the moonbeams, and for my patient I 

attention to the voice of the falling snow. One who lives, I 
for instance, in Chicago or New York can hardlv know the 
nil beanty of night and silence ; it is my opinion that the I 
Western character, particularly of Americans, would be I 
sweetened, or at least toned down, if that part of the beauty I 
of Nature might be emphasised. Oh, our Japanese life of I 
dream and silence! The Japanese poetry is that of the I 
moon, stars, and flowers, that of a bird and waterfall for the I 
noiiieat; when we do not sing so much the life and world it 
is not from the reason that we think their value negative, I 
but from our thought that it would be better, in most cases, 
to leave them alone, and not to sing of them is the proof of j 
oar reverence toward them. Besides, to sing the stars and I 
Hovers in Japan means to sing Life, since we human beings are * 
not merely a part of Nature, but Nature itself. When our I < 
Japanese poetry is best, it is, let me say, a searchlight or flash I j 
of thought or passion cast on a moment of Life or Nature, I 1 

which, by the virtue of its intensity, leads us to the concep- I 
tion of the whole; it is swift, discontinuous, an isolated I < 
piece. So it is the best of our seventeen-syllable Hokku and J f 
thirty-one-syllable Uta poems that by their art, as Tsurayuki I ] 
remarks in his Kokinshiu preface, ** without an effort, 1 ( 
heaven and earth are moved, and gods and demons invisible I j 
to our eyes are touched with sympathy; ” the real value of I c 
the Japanese poems may be measured by what mood or I c 
illusion they inspire in the reader’s mind. I t 

h is not too much to say that an appreciative reader 
d poetry in Japan iB not made but born, just like a poet; I J 
u Japanese poetry is never explanatory, one has 
everything before him on which to let his imagination 
freely play; as a result he will come to have an almost 
personal attachment to it as much as the author himself. I f 

jou realise that the expression or words always 1 
Bulaad you, often making themselves an obstacle to a 
^°od or illusion, it will be seen what a literary achievement I * 

is when one can say a thing which passes well as real 
Poetry io such a small compass mentioned above; to 
*y . suggestive ” is simple enough, but the important I 1 
JJ?!**0® is how. Although I know it sounds rather I 
J^rery, I may say that such a result may be gained 1 
. ? (remember only partly) through the determination j € 
a °f inessentials from the phrase and the insist- I ( 

*** Qpon the economy of the inner thought; just at this I ^ 

I write this article, my mind is suddenly 
Lj word which my old California poet-friend I * 
abortt» "‘Cut short, cut short, and again cut J 

[SPAIN AND ENGLAND IN THE 

PENINSULAR WAR* 

At the beginning of 1808 French troops under Murat 
occupied Madrid, and Spain was officially at war with 
England. The rising of May 2ad, echoing through the 
Provinces, changed the face of things. The first act of the 
Junta of Asturias, the first Province which declared war 
upon the Emperor Napoleon, was to send envoys to propose 
an alliance with England. From the date of their arrival at 
Falmouth (June 5th, 1808) it may be said that it rained 
Spanish emissaries in England. They agreed in little except 
in their unceasing petitions for millions of dollars and 
hundreds of thousands of rifles. The account of their 
reception in London and their interviews with Canning, and 
>f the experiences and character of the Euglish Ministers 
Plenipotentiary and private agents in Spain, form not the 
east interesting part of a most attractive volume written by 
lienor Villa-Urrutia, the Spanish Ambassador at the Court 

if St. James*. 

The work is of real importance for all students of the 
>eriod, since former writera, Spanish, French, and English, 
ngTOssed by the military interest, have not dwelt at any 

very great length upon the previous negotiations, the 
intrigues and rivalries, the character and action of the 
representatives of Spain in England and of England in 
Spain. Napier, indeed, tells us in no measured terms his 
opinion of Frere’s attitude and condnct; but Seiior Villa- 
Umitia, who devotes much space to Frere, while he is not 
inclined to be more favourable than Napier towards Frere 
as diplomat, gives a foiler account of the man and his literary 
work, pursuing his investigations from his birth in London 
in May, 1769, to his death in Malta in 1846. M He lived 
outside of time and apace,” says Seftor Villa-Urrutia, who 
shows that his attitude as a diplomat was somewhat similar 
to that ou the occasion of his marriage iu 1816 to Lady 
Erroll, when in the course of a long interview at the house 
of John Murray, the publisher, he suddenly remembered 
that he must go home, as he had that day been married. 
But the author in censuring Frere by no means palliates 
the strange conduct of the Central Junta, its fantastic 
proclamations, foolish dreams, and general incapacity, nor 
does he think much more highly than Napier of the abilities 
of the Spanish diplomats, politicians, and generals during 
the war. In an apt comparison he says that Wellington in 
the Peninsular was like the espada in a bullfight, the matador 
who faces and kills the bull, while the Spaniards were like 
the assistants who excite and divert the bull’s attention. All 
the noblest qualities as well as the most unpractical side of 
the Spanish nature were aroused by this life-and-death 
struggle ; and if at first their action seemed to consist mainly 
in beseeching England for monetary assistance, while they 
themselves dreamed dreams of abstract victories and exalta¬ 
tions, their subsequent persistence and courage justified the 
confidence of England in receiving their envoys with enthu¬ 
siasm, and responding to their requests for supplies with a 
perhaps unparalleled generosity. 

The first volume of Senor Villa-Urrutia’s history, now 
issued, describes the Courts of England and Spain and the 
events of the first fifteen months of the war, from the Dos 
de Mayo rising to the campaign of Talevera in July 1809* 
In time it thus runs parallel to the first two volumes of 
Professor Oman’s work, to which the author pays a glo * 
tribute. Bat the military events, the expedition of Sir Joh* 

Yoke Noguchi. I pesetas.) 

• JUlacions enire EepaOa e Inglaterra durante la Guem > 
la Independencia. Por W. R. de Villa-Urrutia. (Madrid. 7-^ 
nmtu. lu- < 50 
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Moore and the first operations of Wellington, are here only 
slightly sketched in to complete the picture of the diplomatic 

negotiations, ■which are described with a keenness and clear¬ 

ness that succeed in riveting the reader’s attention to a degree 

not usual with matters purely diplomatic. 

Upon Wellington’s defects in private character the author 

is inclined to dwell severely, while he admits that they did 
not impair his generalship any more than his good fortune 

detracted from his greatness. This book will be of very 
great interest both to Spaniards and to Englishmen. It would 

be difficult to say to which it will appeal more strongly; it 

is written almost from an English standpoint in a delightful 

and peculiarly-Spanish style. 

DICKENS AND MUSIC 

One of the musical journals, apropos, no doubt, of the 

Dickens centenary, has set a competitive examination-paper 

on the musical allusions in “ Dombey and Son.” The 

questions run up to the number of fourteen, and some of the 

answers would certainly be of general interest. Thus we 

are ftfked to say what popular musical composition had its 

origin and suooess in the feeling created by the publication 

of “ Dombey and Son." This was the “ What are the wild 

waves saying P ” duet—words by J. E. Carpenter, music by 

Stephen Glover. The novel was published 1846-48, and the 

duet in or about 1850. The characters singing it are Paul 

and Florence. 
Again, there is “ What is Dickens’ impression of a scien¬ 

tific musician ? ” The passage referred to here is obviously 

that in chapter xxxiii., where a gentleman hears some bars 

and beats time on the seat beside him. “ The extraordinary 

satisfaction he derived from humming something very slow 

and long, whioh had no reoognisable tune, seemed to denote 

that be was a scientific musician.” 

These and the other questions suggest that there is room 

for a little book on the musical allusions in Dickens’ works. 

It would involve a good deal of research of course, for, in 

order to give verisimilitude to his stories, Dickens brought 

in real songs, and many of these have so far remained 
undiscovered. Thus, no one has yet traced the song “ For 

the Port of Barbadoes, Boys,” mentioned in the fifteenth 

chapter of “ Dombey.” . 
But the point one would rather dwell on now is that 

Dickens was himself musical. The fact that, like Mr. 
Dick Swiveller, he found occasional comfort in performing 

upon a musical instrument is perhaps unfamiliar to most 
p 1 During his American travels in 1842 he gave 

Forater a hint of this. “ I have bought another accordion," 

h wrote “ The steward lent me one on the passage out, 

and I replied the ladies’ cabin with my performances You 

” S with Wh.t feeling I pfej : Homj Sw..t Ho™' 

every night, or how pleasantly sad it makes me One 
thinks somehow of Stevenson and his penny whistle upon 

which he declared himself to be » a great performer before 

the Lord.” Later, when R. L. S. took to the flageolet, a 
neighbour protested that he "played so dolefully as to be 

“menace to one’s enjoyment of life.’’ Dickens might make 

himself “ pleasantly sad ” with his accordion, but one is not 

so sure about the ladies cabin! 
During his schooldays the novelist received some regular 

instruction in music, and an attempt was made to teach him 
the pianoforte. Here, however, the music-master had as 

little success as the music-masters of Scott and Burns had 
in teaching their pupils psalmody. Dickens’ music-master, 

in fact, “ felt compelled ” to declare to the principal of the 

sohool that his efforte-swere fruitless. He could make 

Digitized by LjOOgLC 

nothing of his young pupil, he said, and it would be robbing 

bis parents to continue the lessons. 
This, however, was only to fail on the mechanical side of 

music. We must not infer from it that Dickens bad no 

aptitude for the art. As a matter of fact, in after-life he 

was intensely fond of it, and bad a most excellent ear and a 
good voice. As a young man be often condescended to sing 

serio-comic songs, interspersed with clever sketches of 
character, for the entertainment of bis friends, and these 
performances were highly successful, conferring great plea¬ 

sure even upon the most sedate amongst bis audience. 
His eldest daughter, referring to a later period, says that 

her father would listen to playing or singing by the hour 

together, and was very critical as to the proper pronuncia¬ 

tion and the distinct articulation of words. The playing of 
the violin by Joachim, who visited Gad’s Hill, perfectly 

enchanted him, as it did Tennyson. Miss Dickens says: 
tl I never remember seeing him so wrapt and absorbed as lu 
was then on hearing him play, and the wonderful simplicity 

and unself consciousness of the genius went straight to my 

father’s heart, and made a fast bond of sympathy between 

those two great men.” j 
Miss Dickens, in further illustration of her fathers 

musical leanings and of his ideal relations with children, 

recalls how he would sing to his own little ones of an evening 
' before bedtime. This to their great delight, as with one 

seated upon his knee and the others grouped around, he 

would at their request go through no end of songs, moBtly 

of a humorous kind, and laugh over them quite as much a* 

his small listeners, enjoying them quite as much, too. For 
the general run of classical music Dickens had an btt e 
liking as Scott, though some of Mendelssohn’s “ Songa 

without Words” charmed him, and certain of MoxarU 
and Chopin’s compositions “ found him,” to use Colendges 

expressive phrase. His chief delight was in good dance 

music, and in the rendering o! national airs. George 

Linley’s song of “Little Nell" was one of bis special 

favourites. 
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NOTES AND NEWS 

Mr. Heinemann will publish on February 8th “Msrjon? 

Stevens," a novel l>y V. Taubman-Goldie-, and “ Esther, * 

novel by Agnes E. Jacotnb, on February 18th. 

The meetings of tbe Zoological Society foi Scienti 

Business will be resumed on Tuesday evening next, wl>en 

several important papers will be read by members. 

We are advised that the Research Defence Society, 

founded just four years ago, bas gained one tbouaan « 

members and associates during the past year, an 

founded ten new branches. 

On February 4tb at eight o’clock, and on February 5th si 

2.30, at tbe New Princes Theatre, tbe Incorporated 
Society will present a play in three Acte, entitl 

lers,” by Norman McKeown. 

The next lectures at tbe London Institution will b» b 

Professor A. F. Pollard, M.A., Monday,^ a i 
5 p.m., on “ Tbe Evolution of England, and 1 

Booth, Esq., A.R.A.M., Thursday, February JM** 
on “ The Songs and Ballads of Sir Arthur Sulhva , 

musical illustrations.__ 

A new edition of Mr. Sidney Heath s ®ur 
Churches and How to Study Them" wiUhe pob 

Originarrrom 
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the Homeland Association during this month. The text 

ins been remodelled and lengthened ; the illustrations have 
been rerised, and now inclade a charming series of archi¬ 
tectural drawings by Mr. J. R. Le&thart. The new edition, 
vtt completes the ninth thousand of the book, will be 
lijtned at hsdf-a-civwv net. 

With regard to the International Musical Competition for 
I’iwira, Orchestras and Bands which is to take place in Paris 
ueit M»j. the Secretary-General of the Paris City Council 
has written to 31. Henri Bonnaire, of 20, High Holborn, 
.'anting British school-cbifdren to visit the French capital 
for the special events to be held on Whit-Tuesday. Expenses 
0/ board and lodging will be defrayed by the City of Paris, 
tod the cost of music will also go to the same account. It is 
hoped that a very successful Children’s Festival will result, 
forming a part of the latter demonstration which is fixed for 
% 26th and 27th. 

after a long and painful sepaiatiou than a first acquaintance 
ripening into friendship.” 

As to the masses of the Russian people, they have not only 
demonstrated their approval of the national policy, but have 
also exhibited those warm and friendly qualities which are 
the outstanding features of their character. The Russian 
and English flags mingled in the decorative scheme of the 
streets, and everywhere the English party were received by 
cheering crowds. At a banquet given in honour of the 
guests one of the speakers correctly interpreted the useful¬ 
ness of their visit when he declared that it would go a long 
way towards correcting any lingering misurderstanding that 
existed, and would bring home to the English people some 
correct idea concerning Russia and her people. He added 
with emphasis that there was no thing mysterious about the 
Russian people. They were not Orientals, but Europeans, 
having Aims and ideals in common with those of English¬ 
men. 

The National lusunuice Advisory Council, of No. 3, 
Northampton Squaz-e, E.C., is prepared to advise inquirers 
*bo are desirous of ascertaining their position under the 
National Insurance Act. Special attention will be given to 
inquiries from registered Friendly Societies of less than five 
tbousand members and unregistered societies, slate clubs, 
wd yearly clubs, Ac. Any person desirous of making an 
inquiry, whether on his own behalf or on the behalf of any 
other person, should forward a letter containing fall particu- 
ljrsand 3 stamped addressed envelope for reply to the 
^^cretaiy at the above address. No charge will be made 
for any information given. 

IMPERIAL AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS * 

DAI 
Br Lancelot Lawton 

net 

THE ANGLO-RUSSIAN ENTENTE OORDIALE 
de* 

Tw winn hearted reception accorded the party of English tioi 
flamn to Russia has already served a very useful purpose I J 

as it has revealed in a striking manner the R® 
qualities of the Russian people. The welcome has sot 

j “ e^0I7 sBuse of the term a national one—an Anglo- Bri 
usssian Ettfcnie Cordiale. The Tsar received the visitors, eye 
»J«tainments in their honour were given by the munici- he 

Jr? Petersburg and other public bodies, and p*i 
eJ 'e been the guests of the officers of several famous He 

•^pDients. AH accounts agree that the hospitality disp ensed cap 
^ a scale typical of that happy combination of lavish- brij 

sniJT taste for which Russian host* are con- “c 
tbe p t“e*°rid over. Statesmen of all parties, led by dial 

•He fcJT’ combined in giving expression to f«ai 
,0W?*D N sentiments felt by the nation as a whole Loi 

people. One of the correspondents in < 

m at th p ^ Russians accentuate and delight Tht 
** the ^liftmentary dinner is the unique fact that wit 

^ r^lIDe meu 60 opposed in ideas and the 
^tte, M. Durnovo, M. Kovalevsky, M. Go* 

^pitabU ^Qtchkoff should.have met at the same froi 
^sam an^ted to welcome in the name of the bus 

writer tt-! °D reProfen^a^ves Great. Britain ” Tbe the 
W»0n 0 (?e&c^e *h® cordiality as intense. “I, ove 

the writer bedrid at close quarters,!’ continues - i 
14 Cassia anj ® despatch, “the fraternisation, of peoples. Wa 

^teed sqlch heLtf°r*’ ^ that I haze never wit- Bap 
Philip / 8U£b impassioned demonstrations of of 

• •• A was more like the reunion of>otherB Ijto 

Digitized by VjO 

For several yearn past the policy of the two Governments 
has been shaping itself on lines of single purpose. But as 
far as the two peoples are concerned, it must be confessed 
that hitherto they have been singularly ignorant of each other’s 
character, achievements, and aspirations. To a large extent 
the distance that separates the two countries has been respon¬ 
sible for this unfortunate circumstance ; bat in the main the 
chilly relations existing between the Governments in the 
past have accounted for any national estrangement. Those 
individuals, however, possessed of opportunities of acquaint¬ 
ing themselves with the kindly and, at the same time, 
sturdy attributes of Russian character have never failed to 
realise that the presence of racial antipathy was due alone 
to the expediency of Government policy, It is now admitted 
that there have been faults on both sides, and since the two 
Governments arrived at an understanding little time has 
been allowed to elapse before the two peoples, having been, so 
to speak, introduced to each other, and having learnt some¬ 
thing of the life and the temperament of each other, have 
become fast friends.. Russia has shown, with a spontaneous - 
ness which bespeaks greatness, that she is able to forgive 
and to forget the past.. In this connection an incident 
described by the Times correspondent is worthy of atten¬ 
tion. The occasion was the Parliamentary banquet to which 
I have already alluded. It fell to the lot of General 
Rehberg, a Member of the Upper House and one of the few 
surviving Crimean veterans, to propose the toast of the 
British Army. The story is best told in the words of the 
eyewitness: In proposing the toast of the British Army 
he (General Rehberg) recalled the fight at Balaclava, and 
paid a signal tribute to the gallantry of the British troops. 
He told how Russian Cossacks, while trying to remove the 
captured guns, were cut to pieces by Lord Cardigan’s 
brigade, who sabred the gunners and then retired under a 
murderous fire “ as if on parade,” each squadron preserving 
distance and closing op its ranks as men fell out. That 
feat had for ever remained memorable among Russians 
Long before the tale so familiar to us had ended every one 
in the room had risen from his seat fearin? to Q 1 

There was silence for some minutes, then cheers burst 
with redoubled vigour. “To the King’s soldiers!" «<T 
the British cavalry! " General Bethune rose to tha k 

General Rehberg. He wae deeply touched by the tribute 
from the Russian Crimean veteran. It was not a « ij- . 
business to talk, but he could not refrain from n.,*^8 

the hope that the brave foes who are now our friend/^i5 
Avfvr hftncfifnrtli at and R^nnl^ne -1 j . *' • ever henceforth stand shoulder to shoulder. " W<MW 

And more .recent memories than those of the Yv : 
War have passed away from Russian minds ' Gr«I» 

support of Japan in the devastating Manohuriin^^^0 ®’ 
of 1904-5 has left not a trace of iU-feelin? Fnr ^“pa,8n: 
lUsnan statesmen and people have a sane * 
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requirements of foreign policy, but, naturally, they share trial activities'and, if necessary, whose strong right arms 
with ourselves the regret that an understanding was not will stem the tide of Asiatic aggression. For in no circum- 
arranged sufficiently early to avert the calamitous events stances can the West assimilate with the East; it can only 
in the Far East. Nevertheless, like true philosophers and raise a breakwater against the East. We may yet be thankful 
kind friends, they unite with us in the wise realisation that that the progress of Russia has been retarded until to-day, 
no great purpose can be served by prolonging rancour, and and that she still has in reserve those millions of sturdy 
that, in other words, the practicability of arranging for the sons of the soil. Both as a man and as a soldier the Russian 
future should not he marred by any petty recollections of peasant is unsurpassable. Feed him, clothe him, house him 
mutual mistakes in the past. To-day, as far as Russia and with but a meagre degree of comfort, and day iu and day out 
Great Britain are concerned, the slate is clean, and it is he will work as hard as in time of war he will fight courage- 
devoutly to he hoped, in the interests of both nations, that 
the writing to appear upon it will be a record of harmonious . 
relationship and honest endeavour. 

Both countries have more than sufficient territory within 
their Empires, and in their possessions both are face to face 
with the problems of Asiatic unrest. Moreover, Russia's 
destiny lies on the land, that of England on the sea. And, 
finally, Great Britain has superfluous capital, Russia a 
superabundance of hidden wealth. The Tsar's passionate 
desire for peace is a dominating factor in world politics 
to-day, and who can say that this desire is not shared by 
our King and his people P Russia stands in need of a 
period free from turmoil, in which to uplift her peasantry 
and develop her enormous resources, and it should be the 
whole-hearted desire of Christendom to see her efforts 
crowned with suocess. 

Since the war of 1904-5 events have moved somewhat 
rapidly. Many of us have been compelled to revise our 
judgment in regard to the great and complicated problems 
arising from the relations of the East with the West. We 
have seen the triumph of Japan followed by unrest in India 
and China, and by turmoil in Persia and Turkey. There is 
abroad among the teeming millions of Asia the impression 
that the white man is a bogey, and the determination is 
spreading tb&t, as soon as possible, Western domination or 
interference must be dispensed with for ever. And it cannot 
be doubted that in the main this uneasy feeling is the direct 
outcome of the events of 1904-5. Indian seditionists have 
Openly written to the Japanese newspapers declaring that 
it was to Japan that they looked for assistance in their 
struggle against so-called British tyranny, and Japanese 
literature has been found among the belongings of Indian 
bomb-throwers. I have also read a letter in the Japanese 
press from a Turkish military officer of high standing hail¬ 
ing Japan as the guiding star of Asia. Then there have 
been developments in other important directions—the 
refusal of British Columbia and of the Western States of 
America to admit without restriction Japanese emigrants, 
and the determination of our colonies to have a strong fleet 
of armoured ships stationed in the Pacific. It is the West 
that has brought the East within hailing distance. We 
have built railways that, in point of time, bring 
Peking nearer than Pretoria, and we are now shaping 
further projects which will include India and the Persian 
Golf within the possibility of a Transcontinental journey. 
To the millions of the East we have taught the arts of war 
and peace. Rudely, we have awakened them from the 
slumber of ages, and now abruptly we are brought face to 
face with the consequence. 

Russia, whose frontiers lie athwart Manchuria, Mongolia, 
Turkestan, Persia, Afghanistan, and Turkey, has been 
singled out by Nature to be the protecting bulwark of 
Western civilisation. Her peasantry are awakening at a 
time when the hordes of fAsia, too, are bestirring them¬ 
selves. The Russian Government have realised that they 
cannot bold territories that they do not develop and popu¬ 
late, hence the Amur railway to the Far East and emigra¬ 
tion to Siberia. Thus we may say that an outpost of 
Western civilisation is beipg converted into a barrier, a 
barrier composed of etimlv Ryst HM^dats, whose indus- 

ously. He is indeed well worthy to represent the liberty* 
loving manhood of Europe iu the coming keen struggle 
against the economic forces of Asia. It is scarcely likely 
that the significant lesson which I have briefly touched upon 
will remain unheeded by the individual members of the >' 
mission now enjoying the hospitality of the Russian nation, : 
and it is to be hoped that on their return they will spare no •• 
effort to persuade the British public of the comprehensive 
value of Russian friendship. 

MOTORING 

One of the most notable and significant features of the - 
motoring movement during the last twelve months has been 
the steady influx of American-made cars into this country— 
the materialisation, in fact, of the “ invasion ” which has 
been impending so long that most people had come to believe 
that it would never arrive at all. That it i8 here at last, 
and that the campaign is one of a serious and determined 
nature, is now abundantly clear. At different times within 
the last seven or eight years there have been many isolated 
and spasmodic attempts to introduce American cars into the 
British market, but with one or two exceptions they have 
proved conspicuous failures, owing partly to British pre* ^ 
judice and partly, no doubt, to the fact that the Trans- '*{ 
atlantic makers only sent us what they did not want in their ^ 
own market. A year or so ago, about the only American 
cars doing any tangible business on this side were the Bedford, \ 
the Ford, and the White (steamer). In addition to these, | 
there are now firmly planted in our midst the Maxwell, the \ 
Flanders, the E.M.F., the Hupmobile, the Overland, the » 
Mitchell, the Hudson, the Knit, the R.M.C. (known in ^ 
America as the Regal), the Cameron, the Stoddard, and the ^ 
White petrol car. Several of these are already represented 
by agents all over the United Kingdom, and there is no 
doubt that one or two of them are doing a really big business. \ 

The main issue upon which the American manufacturers 
appear to have determined to fight for a big share of the 
British market is that of power in relation to price. They 
have realised that the ordinary motorist of to-day insists 
upon adequate power for all purposes, and that he wants it 
at the lowest price possible. They have therefore concen¬ 
trated upon that objective, and as a result of their enormous 
outputs and facilities for standardisation they are able to 
put on the British market cars of 15 to 25h.p. at prices 
which are impossible to the majority of British makers. An 

analysis of the specifications of the above-mentioned car's 
shows that, with one single exception (the 14h.p. Maxwell), 

there is not ne under 15h.p. (R.A.C. rating), and, except 

the Mitchell and Cameron six-cylinders, not one over 29h.p. 
These are listed, complete and ready for the road in every 
detail, at prices ranging from £150 (the 14h.p. Maxwell,, 

rated at 12 4) to £375 for the 25h.p. Hudson. In shoit,j 
tho-. typical American car which is now over here in such 
numbers may be said to average 20 to 25 in h.p. and aboatf 
£250 in ^jriee The *ver^g^ pvipe of British or Contineutai 
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cars of similar power is probably at least £100 more, so 
I tbit it will be seen at once what a tremendous advantage 
' die Americans start with in the competition. 
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It is not easy to see what effective loply the British 
rakers, or rather those of them who cater for the middle* 
cks motorist, will be able to make to the American chal- 
Jrege. Reliance upon a continuance of the prejudice 
against tbe American-made car is likely to result in painful 
disillusionment. The faot that many of the American cars 
we bare had over here have lacked durability and proved 
generally unsatisfactory by no means proves that the- 
Aodcans cannot tom out good ones. On the contrary, 
British motor-experts who have visited the States at 
different times have returned convinced that the best j 

American cars are fully equal to the best of European manu¬ 
facture. As a proof that some American oars, at any rate, 
are capable of standing the severest teste, one may refer to 
tbe recent Glidden tour. This consisted of a run over 
nearly 1,500 miles, from New York to Jacksonville, the 
mads and weather being of such a character as would appal 
tbe ordinary British motorist. Among the sixty-four cars 
which participated were five Maxwells. Of these, three 

* constituting a team) finished the arduous journey without 
tbe loss of a single mark, and thus secured the Glidden 
Trophy. The fourth won the Anderson Trophy, and the 
afth won tbe money prize. The question is—Is there a car 
J any make, or any nationality, which could do better than 
(bis? The fact the British maker has to face is that tbe 
prejudice against the American car, which has stood him in 
M stead so long, will gradually disappear, and he will 
then hare to meet the competition on equal terms—unless, 

that is, a prohibitive tariff be imposed for his protection. 
Failing that, his only chance lies in copying American 
methods of manufacture—namely, magnitude of output and 

complete standardisation. 

In the above connection it is interesting to note that the 
Belsize Company recently depnted three of its representa¬ 
tives to make an extended tour of the American motor 
factories for the express purpose of studying the methods 
of oar Transatlantic friends. This old-established British 
company has long been recognised as one of the most enter¬ 
prising and alert in the industry, aud there is no doobt that 
the fruits of the visit will soon be in evidence. Even asthings 
are now, the latest Belsize, the 10*12h.p., at 200 guineas—con¬ 
stitutes by far the most formidable and effective reply to the 
challenge of the low-prioed American car, and one learns 
without surprise that the whole of the output originally 
provided for the 1912 season has been absorbed. But one 
swallow does not make a summer, and a good many other 
makers will have to follow the Belsize example if the 
American “ invasion ” is to be successfully repelled. 

R. B. H. 

IN THE TEMPLE OF MAMMON 
The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial queries 

by return of post if correspondents enclose a stamped, addressed 
envelope. Such queries must be sent to the City Offices, 15, 
Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

speculative public takes up 
*, but it has lost its power of 

Business remains dull. The 
first one gamble, then another, out it bas lost its power 
hanging on. It Boon gets tired. This may be a beautiful 
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Which Is the 

Best Car In 

the World? 
The following Is extracted from the 
“Yorkshire Herald*** Jan. 18th* 1912:- 

“ It arose out of the popular verdict which is now generally 
accepted wherever motor-cars are known. To the question, 

Which is the best car in the world to-day? * nine out of ten people will answer without hesitation—The Rolls- 
Royce. I have tested this among men in the motor trade throughout the United Kingdom, as among 
Frenchmen and German*, and the proportion has been about the same always. I tested it among the group of 
American automobile engineers who visited Olympic and failed to find one who did not give the same opinion, 

pon what grounds they based this opinion I 
°n t propose to discuss. I merely relate the 

u as they have come within my own know- 
‘ ge. Incidentally, it would seem to me that 
,c Po^^ion of this world-wide reputation 

om<] outweigh as a business asset even the 
^ , °* lWo miles a minute ou Ormond 

* .°r.an* s-tuilar phenomenal perfonn- 
*bich the world has never seen equalled/' ROLLS- 

ROYCE 
ROLLS-ROYCE, LIMITED, 14 and 15. Conduit Street, London, W. 

“Rolbend, London/' Tikpboawl Oarrard 1654. 1653, aa4 i0$6. 
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TO THE SPELLING REFORMERS 
Pray leave the well alone; 

1 That which hath slowly grown, 
1 he form and Bbape of language, half divine, 

You in your haste would slay, 
And from its soulless clay 

fashion a monster worse than Frankenstein. 
Plague upon such reform! 
Why would ye thus deform 

The living word to suit a lifeless ruleP 
Why not instead compel 
Dunces who cannot spell 

Back to their all too soon abandoned school ? 

• • rn . . t J. B. Wallis. 
this* sn° m*m*roU8 tetters we are receiving upon 

the practicable economic basis of 

PARTICULAR FREEDOM 

.To the Editor of TnK Academt 

“1^ 1“t letter remembered that I dealt 

dom th n '°r ,0r COmrmOD ba8i8 of national or «®«non fwe- dom. In this letter, as I promised, I deal with the national 01 
common basis of particular freedom. 

JSStf? WhiCh TStitUtf the ^round of Commonalty of 
ur House of Commons (for without such a ground there can 

C°mm,°.n wurce of common law) appear, at the present 
day, to be either completely or authoritatively ignored or com- 
mmnW°r autho!',tat,vel>' misinterpreted. The reason of such a 

rr;ly mustl >e °bvions* whilst it is commonly 
mmmml ^ common ground of freedom, the 
common breach of common law must he the rule and not the 
exception. A House ol Commons, as the basis of a common 
executive, that is to say, as a common form of common Can- 
servatwm (there can lie no Lilieralism or freedom in an executive), 
can never be said to lie the common source of our freedom. A 
House of Commons which possesses no ground of common 
procedure » not a House of Commons in an actual sense, what- 
e\ or it may be in an apparent sense. 

Conservatism, which is wholly legal (negatively free) in action, 
has become wholly separated from or absoUitely opposed to its 
particular legal!form (its free or liberal basis). Whilst Lilieralism, 
which is wholly revolutionary (negatively legal) in action, has 
become wholly separated from, or absolutely opposed to, its par- 
ticular free form (its legal, economic, or conservative basis) 

,Wbat 18,n0t any ftb9olute of government, 
whether it be absolutely representative of law or freedom, but h 
characteristic form of government which is representative or cha- 
ractemfcic of both law and freedom-tlmt is to .say, a Crown form 
. Thus the absolute character of the Crown is only to be found 
in its absolute form of continuity (Crown succession), whilst 
the particular character of the Crown is only to be found in its 
particular form of continuity (Crown executive). Government 
therefore, in strict accordance with Crown principles or limits 
would mean this—namely, that its absolute character is only to 
be fonnd in its absolute form of continuity (Commons’ recogni¬ 
tion of Commonalty), whilst its economic character i9 only to )>e 
found in its economic form of continuity (party recognition of 
party). For it stands to all reason that, if particular forms of 
freedom take the place of absolute forms difficulties in the shape 
of absolute legal rights of freedom are created. 

If, however, otir national form of legislation is one of par¬ 
ticular tyranny, it need not necessarily follow that our inter¬ 
national form of legislation (foreign policy) is one of party 
tyranny. As it is, we have been very fortunate in having such 
an exception in the policy of our present Minister at the Foreign 
Office. I need hardly say that Sir Edward Grey’s policy has not 
met with his party’s approval, simply because it is an absolute 
and not a particular national policy. 

Here, then, we have the practicable economic basis of particular 
freedom. Parties within the Commons must be made to recog¬ 
nise particular limits, and not give absolute colour to their par¬ 
ticular legislative policies. No national form of government 
can claim an absolute ground of freedom, because the only 
absolute national ground of freedom is contained in our foreign 
policy that is to say, in the absolutely national supremacy of 
our international standing. This, let me add. is why the 
Referendum is practicable in such a country as Switzerland but 
impracticable here. Switzerland, not being a first-rate Power 
,.ossesse. pp l.^on^.n.^f[^,ernnienl, only « 

national particular form—a mere single-Chamber form of 
common representation like our own House of Commons. 

If Sir Edward Grey is removed from office our policy of 
government will be universally a Little England policy, borrowed 
from Switzerland, not Germany.—I am, Sir, your obedient 
servant, 

H. C. Daniel. 
Lougliton, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge, 

January 27th. 191*2. 

A JAPANESE CHRISTMAS CAROL 

To the Editor of Thf. Academy 

E&st Christmas a young Japanese friend composed 
and sent to me the following Christmas Carol, which may 
perhaps be of interest to your readers. The metre is as modem 
as the thought to Japan, but the wording is pure Japanese, 
unadulterated vrith ( hinese compounds, and in that it follows 
the rules of the old Japanese poets. The English translation is 
my own, and though perhaps it hardly does justice to the 
original, it follow's it fairly closely, and almost line for line. In 
reading the Japanese each vowel should be pronounced sepa¬ 
rately , a final * n ” counts as one syllable and a long vowel an 
two—Yours, <fec., 

_ William N. Porter. 
Oxford, January 19tb, 1912. 

Judeya no mukashi 
Tou mo ushi 

Hoshi iku tabi ka 
Utsuro mo 

liana tokosbie ni 
Shibomu torao 

Hijiri wa imn mo 
Miru gotoshi. 

Kike akatsuki no 
Kane no koye 

Nori no oshie no 
Totosa wo 

Mi-yo tasogare no 
Toboshi-bi wo 

Hito no yo terasu 
Kami no Miko. 

^gi inoran 
Kimi to ware 

Iwai matsuran 
Morotorao ni. 

Fujino-ya. 

Of Judea past and gone 
Ask we now in vain; 

Many times since then the stars 
Slowly wax and wane, 

Blossoms never fail to bloom. 
Though they fade away; 

This is all the wisest men 
Seem to know to-day. 

Listen ! in the early dawn 
Sounds a far-off bell; 

Sure and certain is the timth 
That it comes to tell. 

See! amid the gath’ring gloom 
Bums a glowing lighT, 

’Tis the Son of God Who shines 
Through the world’s dark night. 

* 

May we therefore, thou and I, 
Reverently pray. 

As we gladly one and all 
Keep this festal day. 

• 

alCi 
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A HELPING HAND FOR FARMERS. 
Dificultisi are bound to arise, problems to present themselves, in the course of working a Farm, whether the owner be an experienced 

hnosr or 00s quite new to the work. What provision have YOU made to prevent loss in snob oases f An investment in a copy of 

THE STANDARD CYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN AGRICULTURE, 
Edited by PROF. R. PATRICK WRIGHT, F.H.A.S., F.R.8.E., 

with its Illustrated Articles on every Description of Farming, is the best insuranoe against all such possibilities of loss, 
and the most reliable guide to suooesa. 

THI8 OYOLOPEDIA OONTAIN8 THE MLA8T WORD** ON 

p«r OVER 5,000 ARTICLES IN ALL ^ 
It will save its ooet over and over again In the Hands of an up-to-date, earnest farmer. 

It Is the best Illustrated, most oomprehenaivs and reliable Book ot Reference for Farm era. 

IT IS DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF FARMERS IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD. 
Mft. . *°Mt °f ™* CONTRIBUTOR®. «The Farmer and fttmtitoreodai— am 

Auticritt^a ?7' th* n m»/u s' “ ‘The Standard Cyclopedia* continue. to elucidate the many problem s 

M^JL TeULLAlD, Lecturer on HA?2SSr During ol rks.** piste of 
1 yf*!?*** Anlmala.** ^ A lubeoHbsr wHteet 

Sec., Breeder.* AUBREY J.8PKHCBR.M. A,oontri- Airth, Stirling.*!™ 
I.alirr R r, v Q , Dear 8in,-I am oonrinoed that « The Standard Cyclopedia ** iee book ererr 

tirt* 0B SAWDERS SPENCER oontrib «• farmer ahouid hare; It is dmvly .plendJd- One ought to bar, borrow or wori 
SimTStm lT/nrwAvn a vat p. extra hard to get the wherewithal to procure rich a work. * ^ 

HK^Jncu^r^.^°L,f ^ Tour, alnoerely, 
1 iJ?W0Il)i Instructor in MORE THAR 900 EXPERTS oontri- F. HENDBY 

“Ww-SLiiiaj, bute clear explanatory article*. 

work. 
Your, alnoerely, 

F. HXNDBY. 

four Models (Anatomical) of Horse, Cow, Sheep, and w* ... 
Fronted Ttm to Bsbaerlbm. f “* 

BOOKLET FREE. 
Writs for full particular.. 

To The GRESHAM PUBLISHING CO., 
34-5, Southampton Street, Strand, London W C 

Please send me jour Free Booklet, ''TWO pt inDo 
OF GRAHS," and particulars of your6 AoatWm, 
payment plan of purchase. Emdual 

Name 

Address 

••• *M •••••• eee see ese »»• «•, M( ••• ••• ... ... 
•• ••• ••• aae hi * 
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The Cowper & Newton Museum I P«0 Passenger Services. 
Olney, Bucks. 

AN APPEAL FOR ENDOWMENT. 

Twelve yean ago, on the occasion of the Centenary of the death 

of the poet Cowper, the house in which he ttved at Olney 

was presented to the town to form a Memorial and Museum. 

The Trustees have, with a number of gentlemen resident in 

the district, formed an Endowment Committee, of which the 
Bishop of Durham is the Chairman. 

The Secretary is Mr* Thomas Vright, the Cowper and 

Newton Museum, Olney, Bucks, to whom Contributions 
should he addressed* 

Mnrrr, inbia* cmylon. straits, cmdia. 
JAPAN* AUSTRALASIA, and all Baatar* Me 

(Carrriat Sails Mto Contrast wtth H M fimnmsal) 

gAtUBJUtl 1 MML 

II 
P & O Pleasure Cruises gf 

ABOUND Til COAST* OF BUBO*A 
NOBWAY an* the MBOITBBBANBAN. 

CANADIAN PACIFIC 
OCEAN AND RAIL SERVICES TO AND 

. . THROUGH CANADA. . . 

TRANS ATLANTIC—Tut isd hurartoua NSapnaiM Btaaai 
Jg 5*®^, ^ op*1 TRAN SCAN AD A- 
Fin«Bt Trains In the World, ran nine through the world*g grandest 
scenery. Direct connection with every port of Fostest route 
to Western StAteo. TRANSPACIFIC—Fast Route to Japan and 
Chins, All-British Route to Auitnlki&d How Zushitd hy Ousdlss- 

Austndinn Moll Serrloe sad Vancouver. 

tor fwrikmr parfceulor*, apply 

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY, 
6s-6g. Charing Crass. 8.W.; 67-68. King WUlisss St., LONDON. 
B.C. >4. Jmm Street. Liverpool, iso, St. Vincent 81root, 
Otssgow. 4t, Victoria S'root, BollseL 18, 8t. Aagnstiaa's 

Pan*., BrUt<4. 

n II f n the royal mail 
K M A r steam packet company 
RY*MBaVf*A • .(Royal Charter dated 1830), 

PLEASURE 9 HEALTH CRUISES. 
For JWrtfcsr particular* apply /or niustf«t«d 

Rootlets to 

London: IS, Moorgate 8troot, E.C. ; 
or 32, Cockopur Street, 8.W. 

Gibraltar, 
MOROCCO, 

Fill 

From 

Levers or 
Tons Tw» ” 1 

*£■ | tES* 

Fsom 

TH« AZORES. £17f. 

£12. POR rUQAL 

WEST INDIES. 

ftbuno SOUTH 
AMIR'CA. £10°- 

hmJL rrnr-'xrM 
IX, 

1 Wed&eadsys. k Chtvtaary. 
8 

upwards. Weekly. 
Southampton 
A Liverpool. 

Trom ] Fortnightly ygTW nrvTTW! 
_S4. 

al'njut 
10 weeks. 

! Wednoadaya. 

Weekly. 

| 4 Cherbourf. 

1 Southampton 
1 8 Liverpool. 

Union-Castle UniJJoyal Mail 8ervice| I I FEARLESS 
SOOTH and EAST AFRICA. 

WSSKLT aiXUNOB. 

MONTHLY DIRECT SERYICE TO EAST AFRICA. 
YU the SUEZ CANAL. 

Calling st GIBRALTAR, MARSEILLES and NAPLES. 

PLEASURE CRUISES TO THE CONTINEIIT. 
(Hamburg end Antwerp.) 

Rednead hru for TonrleU daring Spring and Banu&tr, to 
MADURA, LAS PALMAS and TUXRIFFK. * 

For farther information apply to r— 

DONALD OURRIE A 00., NANABER8, LONDON AND SOUTHAMPTON. 
Branch Ofloaa of the Company at Birmingham, Liverpool, Man chatter and 

Glaacow. 

CUNARD LINE 
PLEASURE CRUISES 

LIVEtPOOL 
to tha 

MEDITERRANEAN V ADRIATIC 
tip tha 

“ SAXONIA" AND “CARPATHIA” 
o o • Porto Of Coll . . , 

CADIZ* TANGIER, GIBRALTAR, ALGIERS* 
MALTA. SYRACUSE. ALEXANDRIA, 
ATHENS, CORFU. TRIESTE, FIUME. 
-- PALERMO. NAPLES.- 

• • e 

for full particulars apply— 

THE CUNARD 8.S. CO.. Ltd., LIVERPOOL. 
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(1M to b* detached.) 

The Gresham Fin u4 ac«4«i 
Insurance Society, limited, 

«i 
ST. •HOMO'S HOUSE, POUITM, LOHOOH, E.O., 

*100 (On* bundred*poundsi to the legal 
persona) Haw—ikltfi of the bonk fid* holder of 
(his Coupon, if he or she be killed solely and 
directly by an sodden! within the United Kingdom 
to any Railway Company's Train, a Tram car, 
Omnibus, Cab, or other Lloenead vehicle pMng 
for public hire, in which the holder is travelling 
as an ordinary tioket-bearing or fare-paying passen¬ 
ger, subject always to the following special oon- 

the contract:— 
(a) That death result within thirty days after 

the accident (6) that notioe thereof be given 
within seven cLaye to the Societv at its Head W1UUU WMOU --/- » , 
Offloe in London (o) that such reasonable 

omvtf wntwu sm u** --—--. « % 
her usual signature in the spaoe prorided 
therefor (•) that the Society shall not be liable 
to any one person in respect of more than one 
Coupon in tSsorany other publication (/) that 
this ineuraaoe shall not be available to persons 
under twelve <» over seventy yeere of age, smd 
ta«n hold good for seven day* from 13 o clock 
noon of the day of issue. 

Signaler# 0/ Holder. 

idirses 

J°TUaIuL ^ 
Extent 

SECRETARIAL OFFICES. 61. Booth Moltoo 
Street, W. _ ___ 

BiSGAXIl IV SOOKS.-Wtbtter’s 
International Dictionary, 2 vols* 1907. 

new, 20b. ; Funk and Wage alls Standard 
Dictionary, 5 vola., 35a.: The Fine Art 8oott’s 
Novels and Oak Stand, 28 vols., £2 10b. : 
Country Life, beautifully illustrated, a set 
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Sion, intolerant, and taking trivial worries very seriously ; 
but at his frankness it is impossible not to be amused. Of 
one contribution he writes: “ This article, for imbecility, 
carelessness, slovenly composition, relatives without antece¬ 
dents, universal chaos, and one absorbing whirlpool of 
jolter-headedne68, beats anything in print and paper I have 

1 ever gone at in my life.” All editors will recognise this 
type of article, which is by no means extinct at the present 
day; but not all speak their opinions so freely. Apart from 
their fictional interest, the books of Charles Dickens must 
stand as one of the finest records of certain kinds of life in 
London and the provinces that can be found, and even those 
who ‘ can t read Dickens ” can enjoy an hour with his work 
as a relief from more strennous fare not so easily assimi¬ 
lated. ' 
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Discussions have been going on recently in several papers 
as to what is “ the finest view in the world,” with, of course, 
no definite result. In snch arguments each man backs big 
own fancy; Orotava, Sydney Harbour,. Richmond Hill, Rio 
Janeiro, and many other scenes have been selected for the 
highest praise. No one, so far as we know, has mentioned 
some of the magnificent prospects to be obtained on the 
fringe of the Scottish Highlands, where the bleakness of the 
moors begins to be softened by river valleys and distant 
villages; nor has the West Country yet found any ardent 
supporters. To some people Lynmouth and its valley seem 
perfection; to others Fowey Harbour on a summer day 
cannot be rivalled. Bat the fact remains that there is no 
“ best ” view in the world; it depends on the man and the 
mood—and sometimes on the woman. 

THB ACADEMY Is now obtainable at Messrs. W. H. 

S*ftt 4 Sons, Messrs. Wyman's, and Messrs. Willing*’ 
bookstalls and shoos. 

REVIEW OF THE WEEK 

( 
7^dat (we write on Wednesday) is the centenary of the 
Mb of Charles Dickens—not, as the founder of the London 
Dickens Society pats it, “ the Hundredth Birthday of Charles 
Dickens ’*—and while there are great doings in Rochester, 
tondcm does not forget the novelist of the people. His work 

a carious oompound of the natural and the artificial; it 
t4s natural because, in spite of the thousand amusing 
fx*ggentions, his characters retained their power of sug- 
pejting realitj; artificial because again and again the hand 
Dbe showman can be seen—in the way, for example, in 

*bich brings his people together at the end of a book and 
^r.ishes off their fates. One by one they appear, as if by 

clockwork—and the best of it is that although we smile at 
artifice, we are glad to see them at the same time, 

^vtin Cbozzlewifc ” would not be half so pleasing wifch- 
011 the family gathering at the end, where half the people 

* dory make their final bow; and it is with a thrill of 
Mnct pleasure that we hear of the last grim misdeeds of 

**od Miss Murdstone in “ David Copperfield,” find Uriah 
• ftp fawning and writhing in prison, and hear the bland, 

1 foice of Mr. Mic&wber again in his closing letter 
Aastralia. 

The experiment of a “ Theatre Cabaret ” in London, to 
be tried by an enterprising American lady, will be watched 
with interest. Cigarettes and coffee after dinner, with a 
select and really good entertainment in progress, and free¬ 
dom to move about and chat with one’s friends, seems quite 
an attractive programme; the only thing is that, as a nation, 
we apparently have a rooted objection to the “ cafe habit.” 
Sommer by summer, however, it woos ns, and if this winter 
trial, with its alluring accompaniments of music and artistry, 
succeeds, there will be some hope that the I Londoner may 
discard his garb of solemnity for an hour or two in the 
evenings. “There will be no orchestra,” says Miss Ariston, 
“ and you will not sit along solemnly in rows to talk in 
whispers.” The idea is to have everybody laughing and 
chatting with everybody else in a primitive little music-hall 
bound in white and gold. At any rate the half-guinea to be 
charged for admission will ensure a certain aloofness from 
the crowd, if it will not mean exactly the Bohemian affair 
for which the originator h^pes. 

°ken<) as an editor is not so well known, but in Mr. R. C. 
f'roanog new book* he reveals himself thoroughly and 

delightfully. He was something of a tyrant on occa* 

Dickens as Editor. Being Letters Written by him to 
1» p4? **enry Wills, his Sub-Editor. Selected and Edited by 

with Portraits. (Smith, Elder and Co^s. 6d. 
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Temperance Societies will be moved to strong protest by 
the revelations in several papers this week by Dr. Ward. 
Lecturing before the Marylebone Camera Club on “ Marvels 
of Fish Life,” he told a sad story of two rainbow trout who 
fought a duel “•bout a lady, of course—in his private 
observation pond. The loser had a veiy unhappy time, and 
floated to the surface utterly exhausted, wondering in fact 
whether it was worth while to be a fish any more. Dr. Ward 
held him under the tap for a while (here is a case for the 
R.S.P.C.A.), and then, we grieve to relate, administered to 
the trembling trout a drop of whisky, " after which,” we 
read, “the trout sat up immediately and was well again.” 
In a state of high exhilaration, we presume, the lucky fish 
was restored to the pond, to reel round and propose once 
again with baited breath for the hand—or the fin—of the 
lady. In the cause of science the fight was photographed • 
surely the happy ending of the story should also have been 

on Original from 
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THE SNOWDROPS 

Close to the sod 

There oan be seen 

A thought of God 

In white and green. 

Unmarred, unsoiled, 

It cleft the clay, 

Serene, unspoiled, 

It views the day. 

It is so holy 

And yet so lowly. 

Would you enjoy 

Its grace and dower, 

And not destroy 

The living flower ? 

Then you must, please, 

Fall on your knees. 
Anna Bunston. • 

MADONNA 

Her eyes are brown like river-pools 

Cool-lighted under dusky woods, 

Her voice speaks wisdom, not of schools, 

More soothing than the wind that floods 

The sea-voiced pines 

When through the beech-tree’s winged buds 

Cold Venus shines. 

Her smile is like an April dawn, 

And like a frame of ebony 
The hair across her brow is drawn. 

So calm and tender may you see 

Gaze from its place 

In some dark shrine in Italy 

Madonna’s face. 
M. D. Armstrong. 

an ILL-STARRED SUGGESTION 

In the issue of December 9th last we commented on a letter 

of extraordinary weight which Mr. Fitzalan Hope, the 

Member for the Central Division of Sheffield, contributed to 

a weekly contemporary on the position between England and 

Germany. Mr. Hope has followed his former contribution 

with a second letter—not perhaps of equal value—but 

which is yet entitled to serious consideration. 

A very able and dispassionate observer of the situation 

abroad, Mr. Hope can present the bold outlines and the 

probable tendencies-so far as British interests are 

involved—in an admirable and statesmanlike rhume, free 

from ponderous verbosity and irritating tautology. His 

diagnosis is masterly, but is the treatment he prescribes 

well-adapted to meet the dangers of the malady which he is 

able to detect, and to lay bare P A Joint Secret Committee 

of both Houses to consider and provide for the needs of 

national defence is his panacea. 

We confess we think the proffered remedy is absolutely 

illusory, and would only be mischievous. 

How oould the irresponsible sect'*on p|| extreme Radicals 
Digitized by\j(jQvLc 

and blatant Socialists in the House of Commons be brought 
to acquiesce iu such a proposition P 

■ 

The hereditary legislator is anathema to them, unless they 

see a chance of sitting upon the red benches themselves. 

That Elysium appears to be denied to them at present, and 

therefore a stream of foul language would be directed against 

a scheme in whioh hereditary legislators would be included, 

whose decisions would in most instances be patriotic and 

little to the taste of the peace-at-any-price, salaaming 

admirers of the possible enemies of their own country. The 

cry moreover of the section we are referring to is not for 

adequate provision against national dangers, hut for the 

diversion of the national resources into channels which lead 

to their own fetishes and to their own glorification. What 

is the demand of this formidable—because noisy—band of 

faddists in relation to Foreign Affairs ? We described it thus 
in a previous article:— 

The demand is apparently that the entire Foreign situation 
shall be tabled in the House of Commons to be examined and 
dealt with by such experts as Mr. Keir Hardie and Sir 
William Byles. The inevitable consequence would be t-hst 
foreign nations would decline to submit any confidential 
communications, and that the urgency of suppressing Great 
Britain as an international nuisance would be clearly recog¬ 
nised. 

Those words are of course absolutely true when any 

8ia£R®8flc>n such a cracked-brain diplomatic system is 
hazarded. In the case under consideration—namely, 

adequate defensive preparation in view of actual European 

policies and armaments—the picture is grotesque and might 

. well be suicidal. Has Mr. Fitzalan Hope lost sight of the 

fact that his suggestion of a Secret Joint Committee of 

Defenoe of both Houses would goad these worthies to 

frenzy ? And has he also lost sight of the patent pliancy of 

Ministers when opposed with persistent and nauseous clap* 

trap and intriguing combinations P 

There would be nothing secret about Mr. Hope’s plan. 

Reticence is the bugbear of the advertising street-oorner 

politician. 

Whilst Sir Edward Grey is the sole depository of informa¬ 

tion of the details of the Foreign position ; whilst the 

Cabinet Committee of Defence and the War Office and 
Admiralty are the sole depositories of the details of our 

naval and military equipment, the Radical-Socialist lords of 

misrule are restricted to rant, a little harmful no doubt 
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TH£^s two volumes (Nos. 7 and 9) belong to the first 
complete English translation of Nietzsche s works, issued 
by Mr. T. N. Fonlis, in eighteen volumes. Much has been 

written aboot Nietzsche’s philosophy, which has been sub¬ 
jected to every sort of criticism, whether laudatory, bitter, or 
severe. Be that as it may, these books exemplify his 

mirvellous learning, the amazingly wide range of his famous 
ipborisms, no less than the profound depths of his critical 
iniight However his teaching may be received by the 

elect, we cannot think that it is ever likely to be popular. 
He himself says:—“ A good aphorism is too hard for 

the tooth of time,” which in itself gives the reason for 

difficulty of digestion. Another reason. In Aphorism 286 
we r«d—“ Women are so constituted that all truth (in rela¬ 
tion to men, love, children, society, aim of life) disgusts them, 

ind that they try to be revenged on every one who opens 
their eyes.” The same may lie said of people generally in 

relation to the truth on many topics as presented by 

Nietzsche. If Human—All-Too-Human, it is Naked—All - 
Too-Niked. 

The motto for Nietzsche’s works should* lie the old saying 

intheOdeeof Pindar, futvaura avvsro7<rivy and certainly to 

thow who can understand, his judgments must often be 

quite delightful—as for example, “If we make Truth stand 

ou ite head, we generally fail to notice that our own head, 

too, ii not in its right position.” On the other hand, there 

ire many who would apply this aphorism to the philosopher 

him*elf, where he treats of religion. It has been implied 

that Nietzsche has met with scant appreciation and justice 

in the English-speaking world. Probably his attitude 

towards religion sufficiently explains the “ antagonism of 

iqr silence and violent contradiction,” which he would have 

the first to say that he was prepared to expect. Those 
who deny the existence of God and who abhor Christianity 

riH derive much satisfaction from reading “ Human—All- 

Too-Haman.” This title exactly defines the position of the 

philosopher in whose teaching there is no place for God. 

Hu opinion of the famous prologue to Sfc. John’s Gospel is 
2^ren in A22:—“The most serious parody I ever heard was 

■h* ’lo the beginning was the nonsense, and the nonsense 
with God, and the nonsense was God.’ ” 

In another place we read: “For all occasions where the 
Hiristiin awaits the immediate intervention of a God, though 

a vim (hr there is no GW), his religion is inventive enough 

to find subterfuges and reasons for tranquillity. In so far 

'^tianity ia an ingenious religion.” Again: “God’s only 
ig that He does not exist; ” or, “ Let G<«1 be the sinner, 

fodraner” Nietzsche commits himself to an 
to*ffti°n which will seem amazing to the student of com- 
P^vereligjong (even leaving out Judaism): “ Christianity 

fr* brought the idea of sin into the world,” adding 

^ the belief in the remedies, which is offered as an 
“fodrte. Us gradually been shaken to its very founda- 

j**8’ But the belief in the disease, which Christianity 

taught md propagated, still exists.” Hence the 

of the state of mind called “ conscience 

derided. Prayer is described as “ a ebat with God, to 
ask Him for all kinds of pleasant things, to feel a slight 
amusement at one’s own folly in still having any wishes at 
all, in spite of so excellent a Father—all this was an admir-* 
able invention for saints.” In the aphorism on Worldly 

Justice we are told that “ It was the Founder of Christianity 

Who wished to abolish worldly justice and banish jadgment 
and justice from the world. For He understood all guilt as 
‘ sin ’—that is, an outrage against God and not against the 
world.” Considered solely from the point of pure ethics, 
thifi is a manifestly untrue estimate of much of the teaching 
of the Sermon on the Mount. This view of sin is, we sup¬ 
pose, part of that mental revolution which has been described 
as his struggle “ to regain bis spiritual freedom,” while the 
“Dawn of Day” “represents, figuratively, the dawn of 

Nietzsche’s own philosophy, or, in his own words, “ With 
this book I open my campaign against morality.” 

Mr. J. M. Kennedy, in his introduction, shows the same 
vindictive animus against the Christian religion which we 
noticed in his “ Religions and Philosophies of the East.” 
He is a faithful disciple of Nietzsche. “We Nietzschians,” 
he says, must show patience to Christians. It is not always 
in evidence. Nietzschians are “ the small minority of 
thinkers who are grateful to the philosopher for having 
supplied them with a morality which enables them to be 
‘good’ without being fools —an unpleasant combination 
which, unfortunately, the Nazarene morality is seldom able 
to avoid.” This remarkable statement shows how little 
Mr. Kennedy understands of the ethics of Christian 
philosophy. The “ foolishness ” of St. Paul, which 

he cites, is that very undervaluing and detestation 
of conscience, as a shameful weakness, which Nietzsche 
calls the “transvaluation of values.” To Nietzsche St. Paul 
was “ the real founder, or rather inventor, of Christianity ; 
the first Christian ”—one with Christ, in that, like Him, he 

was “ the destroyer of the Law.” So we read in the vaunted 
aphorism (68), but here Christ s own saying, “ I came not 
to destroy, but to fulfil,” is ignored. We believe that Chris¬ 

tianity has given the world the finest motives for morality 

yet known. Hut it is these motives which Nietzsche denies. 
Herein is the parting of the ways. In aphorism, too, lie 
writes :— 

l deny morality in the same way as I deny alchemy_i.e., 
I deny its hypotheses. ... I also deny immorality_ 
not that innumerable people feel immoral, but that there is 
any true reason why they should feel so. I should not of 
course deny—unless 1 were a fool—that many actions which 
are called immoral should be avoided and resisted, and that 
many which are called moral should be performed and encou¬ 
raged, but I hold that in both cases these actions should be 
performed from motives other than those which have pre¬ 
vailed up to the present time. 

is 

rt %!***—dlLToo-Human. By Friedrick Nietzsche. Part 
^ by fall V. Cobu. 

un^ Translated by J. if. Kennedy (Loudon 
“Nbtifh: T. N. Foulii. 5a. net each.) 

Dicjitizeci by 

—- Selfifll 

Google 

In this connection it is interesting to notice that in another 

aphorism we are told that “scattered among the different 
nations of Europe there are now from ten to twenty millions 

of men who no longer believe in God.” But the question 

is not raised whether this assumed proportion is really greater 
than in other periods of history. 

As most philosophers, Nietzsche penetrates beneath the 

veil of human errors, foibles, aud weaknesses. Hypocrisy 
is constantly unmasked. Prejudices are brushed aside. 

Jfish motives are analvsed. False currency is exposed 
OnginaTTronT 
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Her® conventionalities: meet with derision, sometimes 
gentle, sometimes fierce. The tacit conspiracies of society 
against enlightenment, against the truth, as opposed to 
inconsistency are ridiculed. Dull utilitarian commercialism 
and mere plutocracy are treated with contempt 

There is no rank now ! We are all “ individuals ”! but 

money now stands for power, glory, pre-eminence, dignity, 

and influence; money at the present time acts as a greater 

or lesser moral prejudice for a man in proportion to the 
amount he may possess. 

Teachers are a necessary evil, for we may certainly trace 

a main cause of the prevailing intellectual poverty in the 

superabundance of teachers. It is because of teachers that 
so little is learnt, and that bo badly. 

Universal suffrage must not only be the expression of 

the will of a majority, but of the whole country. Thus the 

dissent of a very Bmall minority is already enough to set 

aside the system as impracticable. 

On the relation of Socialism to modern government 
Nietzsche has a remarkable prophecy:— 

If once the masses get the steering-wheel into their 

hands, through great majorities in their Parliaments, they 

will attack with progressive taxation the whole dominant 
• • • 

system of capitalists, merchants, and financiers, and will in 

fact slowly create a middle class which may forget Socialism 

like a disease that has been overcome. 
• • 

The maxim of your gen nine Socialist is described with grim 
homonr as being, not “1 Thou ahalt not steal,1 but * Thou 

shalfc not possess.* ** The best test of the real strength of 
a philosophic thinker lies in his power to compel other men 

to think. So tried, Nietzsche merits the appellation truly 
great. Herein it matters little whether others agree or 
whether they do not. “Few men think, but all have 
opinions.** The reader of Nietzsche must think. He will 
certainly find his opii ions illuminated, and very often by a 
most unexpected searchlight. 

THE LYRICISM OF BRABAZON 

By Haldane Mackall 

By curious chance London has been given the opportunity 
this winter, without calculation or ordering, to survey the 

works of several of the most significant painters in the 
onward movement of the art from the frigid classical 
academism that threatened to freeze painting of all vitality 

in 1800 up to our own day. The present movement, unless 
we keep our judgment cool and steady, leads to an impres¬ 
sion of chaos; but amidst all the fantastic cockshooting of 
criticism to pick out the real birds from the cloud of docoys 
there is no great difficulty, provided the art of painting 
during the century just passed is grasped as to its signifi¬ 
cance. And once this simple survey is made, and the whole 
case rid of minor and distracting issues, the view is clear as 
a landscape under the peaceful summer sun. The present 
confusion and battle-cries are, as always, the mere strife of 
the craftsmanship of the studios'. The lesser artists are 
bewildered and uncertain where they are going, as are the 
critics, but there is nothing to^daplore in that.. It all shows 

Digitized by CjOOQlC 

that there it activity—that old conventions are in the melting- 
pot. The significance of art remains the same; all that 
is vital in the strident strife of the studios is bnt an effort 
to create an even larger instrument whereby to utter art— 
the youngsters will soon weary of the mere tricks of thumb 
and the more vigorous will get them to trying to utter some’ 
thing on the instrument; thereafter those that have music 
in their souls will burst into song. 

On the other hand, this very excitation will also produce a 
new academism; already we have the mimicry of early art- 
it looks like the mimicry of the art of primal man or of the 
ancient Onent. These, having nothing in themselves to 
niter, will fling bastard art at us awhile and then join all the 

We have seen the British genius awake, after the classical 
and Michelangelesque threat of 1800, and essaying through 
the so-called Pre-Raphaelites to paint life as they saw itout 
of doon, under the sunlight. ’Tis true that they themselves 
scarce realised the stupendous thing they did, even whilst 
they followed the false gods of pre-Raphaelite academism. 
I is even more remarkable, so blind were they to the 

prodigious genius of Turner and to his vast revela¬ 
tion that they simply passed it by, wholly unwitting of 
it. But they had created Detailed Realism, and brought 
their art into the fresh airs of heaven. The lyrical 
revelation of Constable meanwhile had skipped across 
Channel to France-had created the Romantic movement 
out of which grew the Barbizon school—and then came the 
mass realism of Courbet, who sought to thrust forward the 
utterance of art from the Tenebrosi. Hotfoot upon Courbet 
came the superb Mass Impressionism of Manet, that created 

I a great school from which Whistler detached himself, and, 
tripping across Channel to London, with Velasquez as his 
text, set astir the Mass Impressionistic utterance amongst 
ns, the mediaeval academism of Rossetti and his disciple 
Burne-Jones bringing forth the reactionary endeavonr of 
the Esthetes the while. But even as Whistler brought 
Manet to England, and fought and suffered and conquered 
and, be it not forgotten, plunged ns into a dangerous incli¬ 
nation to mimic Velasquez—indeed, much of Whistler's art 
had been a mere mimicry of Velasquez, had it not been thst 
his subtle and eager senses compelled him to utter the 
exquisite lyricism of. colour which was all his own—there 
was one man of commanding genius who was employing pen 
and ink with absolute original intention and purely personal 
feeling to express by Mass Impressionism his concept of life. 
Charles Keene, with the pen line, created a stupendous 
utterance of life. 

Sncb was the state of vital art in Eugland — shedding 
aside all the brilliant academism of the ^Esthetes, which had 
scant relation to life—when there arose in this country 
about the middle 'eighties an extraordinary activity and 
energy on every hand. .Sargent was the leading genius of 
the new endeavonr; but there was an Englishman, a 
modest, retiring man, looking upon himself as an amateur, 

a man of the aristocratic class and living the cultured life of 
that class at its best, who was to prove himself a most 

remarkable lyric poet in coloar—his name Brabazon. 

The genius of Brabazon is scarce realised even to-day, 
except by a few ; and Mrs. Lewis Hind is doing a greatei 
service to art than she perhaps fully realises in giving art 
lovers the opportunity of seeing a full display of his wor 
at her honsa at 8, Henrietta-street, Cavendish-square. 

Brabazon lived the life of European travel that is the 
recreation of his class; so that the period at whic j* 
artistry burst into song, is somewhat difficult to• te *l 

accuracy until his life /is written—as it is sincerely op** 
is about to be written—by the skilful and sympat e 1C P® 
of Mr. Lewis HindprK^atfM#* Broken-Colour Imp 
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nonism of Monet (which that disciple of Manet added to the 
g&mat of art after the revelation of Turner to him in 1870) 
did mash towards leading Brabazon from mere pupillage to 
Turner is more than likely. However this may be, about 
1890 Brabazon was persuaded to give the first public display 
of his works; and be stood forth at a stride as one of the 
purest lyrical painters of his age. For dramatic or epic art 
he showed little power; but in exquisite song in colours, in 
rhythmic masio in art, he is of the very masters. Fresh 
and jocund, his grip of colour orchestration enabled him to 
poor forth lyrics of so personal a vision and such consummate 
phrasing that bis colour-schemes rouse the senses as music 
rowei the hearing. Every mood of Nature that he essayed 
to interpret was uttered in colours and forms befitting 
that mood, and that mood alone. Likely enongh he could 
oot have told you how or why he so achieved this exquisite 
thing; bat his instinctive gifts of song were shaped to 
splendid utterance by his deep understanding of the prodi¬ 
gious achievement of Turner, to whom again and again he 
paid the tribute of his indebtedness. But even while he 
worshipped at Turner’s shrine, he did not give way to 
mimicry—he took the torch from Turner bat to illumine 
hie own soul. 

The walls of the Royal Academy knew nothing of his 
exquisite genius; yet when the art of landscape that held 
the walls of the Academy during his years is summed up in 
the time to come, how paltry and dull the most part of it all 
will seem to have been when set beside the art that enriches 
for a few all too brief weeks the handsome walls of Mrs. 
Hind's house! The Academy is paying its tribute to the 
fine endeavour of Edwin Abbey this winter; bat Abbey can 
scute be held to reach to such genius as the pore art of 
Brabazon proclaims. Abbey illustrated the ideas of others 
with wondrous skill; but Brabazon sang songs as pure and 
musical as the songs that Abbey could at best but try to 

intropret—Brabazon’s art was wholly his own. For him no 
need for a book 0’ the words. There have been of late 
windy public appeals for vast Bums to buy the workB of the 
Old Masters. 1 say, before such purchase, it is the bounden 
doty of the nation to secure the master works of such men 
of genius as Brabazon, whose utterance is the utterance of 
our ige—whose song is the living mnsic of our day. Before 
Mother Old Master is bought by the nation it behoves us to 
add to the national treasure the art of Manet and Monet, and 

of Brabazon, and such as they. 
Today the opportunity of our possessing two or 

three dozen lyrics by Brabazon, the choicest lyrics of 
all his exquisite achievement, is ours. If we let it go 
by we shall have to enrich the dealers of a later time, 
and to snatch at what we can save from the book of 
his life. If there be any man in official position in art 
today who cannot realise the genius of Brabazon, he is 
wholly unfitted by such guilt to hold that position. And if 
be be free of that guilt, then it is incredible that the choicest 
samples of Brabazon's genius shall not pass to the nation. 
He is of ns, of our race, of our glory. Many there be who 
should belong to the honoured, yet who are open to challenge ; 
hot Brabazon has passed beyond challenge. The good 
fortune that gave us in such richness of the splendour of 
Turner can rarely be repeated ; and while it is possible to 

ennch the nation’s treasure by purchase of works of the 
Modern genius before the traffic in pictures inevitably raises 
Ihe price a hundred-fold, there is far greater need for a 
committee of authority to watch and purchase such work 
than for thousands upon thousands of pounds to be spent 
*poo the Old Masters. The aim of our collections has become 

traffic of the expert rather than the significance of art 
it is a of academism—and all academism in whatsoever 
bra is death to art, destruction to all that is vital and 
‘'guificantiu ait. 

REVIEWS 
“IN DIVERS TONES »» 
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A Sicilian IdyU, and Judith. By T. Stcrok Moore. (Duck* 

worth and Co. 2s. net.) 

Songs of Jog and Others. By W. H. Davies. (A. C. Fifield. 

28. fid. net.) 

Horizons and Landmarks. By Sidney Rotsk Lysaoht. 

(Macmillan and Co. 4s. fid. net.) 

From Dawn to Dusk. By George Milner. (Sherratt and 

Hughes. 5s. net.) 

The Casket Songs and Other Poe ini. By Edaiund Beale 

Sakgant. (Longmans and Co. 3s. fid. net.) 

The Lone Trek. By Denys Lekehvrk. (Elkin Mathews. 
2s. fid. net.) 

At the Silver Gait. By John Vance Cheney. (F. A. Stokes 

Co.,N.Y. $1.35 net.) 

The Eagle and the Pelican. By W. B. Nichols. (D. Nutt. 

2b. 6d. net.) 

Here is verse in plenty, and some poetry. Snrely out of a 
selection like this some authentic note of greatness can be 
singled. We are fearful of being dogmatic, remembering 
the wofol examples of dogmatic criticism in the past; yet, 
with all diffidence, we cannot honestly say that we have dis¬ 
covered the poet of the future. Sweetness there is, strength 
also; and if diversity could atone for lack of greatness it 
would do so in these volumes. But with all these qualities 
the unmistakable tone of the master-singer is rarely, if ever, 
heard. 

Mr. Sturge Moore comes perilously near to being a master- 
singer, though, perhaps, the present volame is not the best 
instance of this. There is in it the same powerful and 
exotic atmosphere which characterised his “ Mariamne,” bat 
the two little dramas are too slight to be a fair instance of 
Mr. Moore’s mastership. Most readers will, we fancy, 
prefer “ Judith ” to “ A Sicilian Idyll.” The action of this is 
not very clear; nor does it give that impression of dramatic 
wholeness which one expects in a work of art. In “ Judith,” 
of course, the action is ready to the poet’s hand in the well- 
known story from the Apocrypha. He uses it with a fine 
restraint, sparing us the actoal falchion-stroke by giving 
us only the outsi-ie of Holofernes’ tent as the scene. Neither 
play lends itself very readily to quotation ; but this speech 
from the soliloquy of Judith before her dreadful deed may 
give some idea of Mr. Sturge Moore’s quality :— 

I have been praised for loving tenderness: 
It was like sunshine to me when a child 
Or a poor beggar knew my heart was kind. 
Although before he had no knowledge of me . . . 
Oh, this is vain as girls are vain for beauty! 

It must be done. 
His hair must be put by and his thick beard; 
Swords will not cut them through, I’ve heard it said. 
Shall I have strength to carve right through his bone ? 
Be present with me now! 
For the exaltation of thy people aid me now, 
Approver of the righteous will that livest 
Even in a woman’s heart! 

Mr. Moore has well sustained his reputation in this volume. 
To turn from Mr. Sturge Moore to Mr. W. H. Davies is 

like coming out of a hothouse full of tropical palms into the 
clear, cool atmosphere of our English fields. Mr. Davies is 
really an anachronism- Such direct simplicity, such a lack 
of self*consciousness, do not belong to the present age. One 
is profoundly thankful for these qualities, nevertheless, for 

Original from 
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ey constitute Mr. Davies something of a master-singer. 
When we Bay that we were reminded of singers as diverse 
as Herbert, Blake, Wordsworth, and Whitman during the 

it may help to an indication of the 
quality of our poet. Yet he is distinctively individual, and 
no echo. Mr. Davies is the true tramp when he writes :— 

What is this life if, full of care, 
We have no time to stand and stare. 

No time to Btand beneath the boughs 

And stare as long as sheep or cows. 

No time to see, when woods we p&bb. 
Where squirrels hide their nuts in grass. 

No time to see, in broad daylight, 
Streams full of stars, like skies at night. 

No time to turn at Beauty’s glance. 
And watch her feet, how they can dance. 

No time to wait till her mouth can 
Ennch that smile her eyes began. 

A poor life this if, full of care, 
We have no time to stand and stare. 

There is something almost Shakespearean in the strength 
of the tiny lyric on “ The Owl: 

The boding owl, that in despair 
Doth moan and shiver on warm nights— 

Shall that bird prophesy for me 
The fall of Heaven’s eternal lights P 

When in the thistled field of Age 
I take my final walk on earth, 

Still will I make that owl's despair 
A thing to fill my heart with mirth. 

Altogether, Mr. Davies is so rare a phenomenon in these 
days that he deserves a whole article to himself. Space will 
only allow us to advise all lovers of true poetry on no 
account to miss him. 

Mr. Sidney Royse Lysaght is of an entirely different order, 
but quite as distinctive in his way. The farther we read 
into his book the more does our respect for his powers 
increase, as well os our appreciation of his beauties. There 
is intellect in these poems, and a philosophy behind them. 
We feel that this volume was written with well-ordered 
intentions. It is not a collection of heterogeneous lyrics, but 
a series of poems having purpose and a quite remarkable 
psychological value. Perhaps few poets have set forth 
that mystical beauty of familiar things, which the child sees 
and the man. remembers, with more strength and sincerity 
than Mr. Lysaght. And the level of achievement is so high 
that we marvel as we read. Mr. Lysaght is neither 
flamboyant nor pessimistic; his quiet lines are full of 
strong beauty which it is rather difficult to display by quota¬ 
tion. The whole volume must be read before the full 
strength of these lines on u Children’s Faith ” is fairly 

appreciated:— 

Great teachers had we in our youth, 
Great lessons learned we unaware. 

Faith, sure enough to laugh at Truth, . 
1C Truth had not been also fair, 

Was ours: we clasped the very hand 
That shaped the worlds, and read complete 

The secret of the Love that planned, 
In flowers that grew about our feet. 

Our instincts made immortal claims ; 

Our spirits touched the infinite; 

We breathed the breath of spacious aims. 
But lowly things were our delight. 

No load had seemed too great to bear 
• - * But in our kinship with the sod, 

Our weakness gave us hearts to share 
The vast humanyty Of God 

i( *^6 work of Mr. Georg© Milner also commands respect. 
“ From Dawn to Dusk ” is a selection from a lifetime’s work 
made at the instigation of friends. It is good, sincere work, 
and well worthy of republication in this form. What if here 
and there the voice of the echo is heard ? Were we not al 
Tennysonians once P When we read dates so widely distant 
as 1856 and 1910 there is room for many influences to work, 
as well as for many themes to emerge. It will not do to 
dismiss this book with the contemptuous epithet “ Mid- 
\ ictorian! ” as some nltra-moderns might do; for here is 
the best of a man whose poetical powers, are by no means 
small. Let this sonnet stand as an example of those 
powers:— 

A muddy stretch of shore; a clouded sky; 
A crawling tide, voiceless, opaque and grey ; 
A blurred and sinking sun that flings no ray 

Of sanguine glory from its place on high ; 
Landward an eastern wind and one bird’s cry— 

All meanness, all dejection; yet we say_ 
Some greatness saves it—takes reproach away; 

For there, we know, the unfathomed Deep doth lie. 
'• 

So iB our life—a poor and scanty breath ; 
A halting travail through a weary land 

Where goodness fails and evil boldly thrives; 
But lo! we lift our eyes, and there is Death 

Ennobling all, and straight we understand 
. Eternity makes great our little lives. 

The first sonnet in “ The .Casket of Songs” is indeed a 
fine one, and if all the rest of the poems were equal to it this 
would be a notable volume of verse:— 

I build a little shelter for my Love, 
Where we may sit betimes and laugh at death; 
Plain earthen walls, and floor clay-Bmeared beneath, 
And posts and ties and reedy thatch above: 
A little shelter where two souls may prove 
Tempest and earthquake are not lords of all; 
Where still to sit and laugh while strangers stall 
Our limbs in lead and friends our chairs remove: 
A little shelter never built with hands, 
Of wood or earth or thatch that crofters use— 
Its only clay is words, and rhythm its posts, 
And rhymes for reeds, and all from magic lands. 
So raise no warning finger, nor accuse 
The mortal in me of immortal boasts. 

Mr. Sargant has a very pretty gift, which is not always 

confined to mere prettiness, but occasionally deals wit(i 
weightier matters. He lacks, however, that forceful indi¬ 
viduality which has marked some of the foregoing volumes, 
and which is so precious a gift in a poet. . 

Two books from distant lands follow—the first and the 
more powerful from South Africa. The foreign soil has had 
little effect on the muse of either, for both find their tree 
antecedents in Europe. Mr. Denys Lefebvre is most inte¬ 
resting when he gives us hard, realistic pictures of South 
African “ Types.” Some of these are quite successful, much 
more so than the sentimental poems in the earlier part of 
the boo k 

Mr. John Vance Cheney is said to be “ the noted poet of 
the Pacific Coast.” Something more than the sweetness o 
his rhythms would, we fancy, be needed to render vn 

u noted ” in this country. Still, there are many pr® J 
things, charmingly expressed, in the book, and M 1 

orned with a really fine series of photographs 
country it describes, it makes an admirable, presen . 

volume. This will show his style — 

ion 
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The plunging spines of mighty morning hills 
- • Lunge through the fog, the far* white fog the 

The fresh world up till broad-backed ranges 

Schooled porpoises breasting a vapour sea. 
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The sleepy oaks of Napa wake and lean 
To meet tfce wild oat in its April green ; 
The slope uncovers; while between the swells 
Of wind merrily ring the blackbird-bells, 
And liquid music, hurrying note to note, 
Spills, overflowing, from the starling's throat 

“The Hymn of Modernity” which is the first poem in 
The Eagle and the Pelican,” contains these lines:— 

The green winds burst open the portals of arrogant, exquisite 
gold, 

And a fanfare of branches and buds greets them in wanton 
acclaim ; 

High over the peaks of the mountains the reckless vermilion is 
rolled 

Till the sky is a spasm of desire heaving with palpitant flame ! 

“Reckless vermilion ” describes Mr. Nichols’ artistic 
methods fairly well. There is what we once saw described 
w ‘‘a great somethingness ” about it all. We are never 
qaite convinced. It may be a fine frenzy, but—we do not 
know! 

All these singers taken together do not make a chorus. It 
would be difficult to prophesy, listening to their differing 
roioes, which will be the dominant melody of our time— 
whether, indeed, there will be any dominant melody. But in 
the mere quantity there is, at any rate, a sign of hope ; for, 
aarejy, ont of each a multitude some compelling voice will, 
sooner or later, arise. We listen expectantly. 

THE FRENCH JESO P 

df. la Fontaine. By Frank Hamel. Illustrated. (Stanley 

Paul and Co. 16s. net.) 

Ms. Frank Hamel has already given us “ The Dauphines of 
friNe/' “ A Woman of the Revolution,” Ac., and is well 
versed in the art of preparing bulky volumes on historical 
theme!*, where the history is given in small doses, and 
vandal none too rigorously excluded. In the volume before 
33 he has given us an account of La Fontaine and his work, 
with many side-issues dealing with the life of that period, 
and with several interesting people with whom La Fontaine 
wm intimate. It would require a much more subtle pen 
tku that possessed by Mr.. Hamel to give us the real La 
Fontaine. Mr. Hamel describes him as “a great baby who 

* ^ a great genius.” He is right in placing La Fontaine 
the front rank of French men of letters. There was 

something Qniqne in his genius ; but for all that he was not 
playing in the nursery, unless a baby can faithfully 

^personate Don Juan! Fontaine was a Don Juan—a very 

J8^ ai^ simple-minded Don Juan, and all reference to the 
'DDocenre of babes cannot disguise the fact. 

. Fontaine’s “Adonis ’* was the poem that launched him 
311 his literary career and won the approve 1 of his friend and 
P*ta>n Fonquet. It was not a masterpiece, but it “con- 

the amorous note, and dealt with the psychology of 
t which rendered it suitable to the prevailing taste.” It 

Ma*d Fonqnet to gather about him certain poets and 
^matists jnst those poeta and dramatists who were willing 
^ 8*tol hia estates and palaces. In short, to make his 

iiij possessions known*to the world in immortal poetiy. 

' aT** favourably impressed with Fontaine s 
..J*" an(f saw in this promising young poet one who 

■ kWJ describe “ the shadowed alleys, the gay parterres, 
p* Madiome outlines of the ChAtean of Vaux.” La 

f ai already received from his patron the sum 

Ce ^ousand livres per annum, which sum he was to 
back in verse-verse that would add glory 
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Foutaiue readily aooepted his patron’s suggestion, and the 
“ Songe du Vaux ” was commenced in 1658 and published 
in 1671. But with the downfall and imprisonment of 
Fouquet, La Fontaine found himself without a patron, and 
was forced to seek his fortune elsewhere. 

The less said about La Fontaine’s marriage the better, for 
it was a dismal and unfortunate affair. His letters to his 
wife from Limousin are merely descriptive of his travels, 
and he makes no scruple about telling her of the many 
pretty women he meets. In one of these letters he writes:— 
“ My sleep was not disturbed by dreams, as it generally is. 
If, however, Morpheus had brought the innkeeper’s daughter 
to me, I think I should hardly have sent her away again. 
But he didn’t.” It is doubtful if Fontaine was cut ont for a 
married life. It was his nature to love many women and to 
love lightly, governed by an infatuation that led him from 
flower to flower, just as irresistibly in old age as in youth. 
On one occasion, however, Fontaine seems to have written 
about a happy married couple with a certain touch of wistful 
yearning for domestic joys that never had been, and never 
could be, his. Thus he describes the Pidoux family :_ 

I think he has been married more than once; the present 
wife is well made and has certainly many good points. One 
thing about her pleased me—she flirts with her husband 
and lives with him as though he were her lover; and I 
approve of one thing about her husband—he goes on 
having children by her. Happy old age is therefore possible 
in which pleasure, love, and the graces keep one company 
until the end. There are not many such, but there are some, 
and that is one of them. 

After La Fontaine’s return from Limoges we find him 
acting as chevalier d'honneur to the Duchesse d’Orl^ans 
widow of Gaston. There was a vast difference between 
11 the gay life at Vanx and the almost funeral mtnaqe of the 
Dowager-Duchess.” La Fontaine must have been sorely 
tried by one who was given to many devotional exercises 
who imagined that she had all the aches and pains in exist¬ 
ence, and was, in short, a professional invalid, always under 
the impression that she was about to die. 

When the Dowager-Duchess did finally pass away, in 
1672, La Fontaine turned his attention to the Duchesse de 
Bouillon and her gay and exotic circle. This wit and 
beauty oxercised considerable influence over the all too 
sensitive La Fontaine. Her taste in literature was of the 
fleshly school—bright, witty, risqut—and Ariosto and 
Boccaccio were among her favourite authors. She seems 
to have been a sort of Marguerite de Navarre, where log- 
fires and spreading chestnuts were scenes for the reading of 
“Les Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles ” and tales of a similar kind. 
It is quite possible, as Mr. Hamel suggests, that the lively 
Duchesse de Bouillon probably had much to do with fostering 
the licentious side of La Fontaine’s disposition, which resulted 
in the publication of his much praised and much condemned 
“ Contes.” 

It was a peculiarity as well as a necessity of La Fontaine’s 
genius that he should use certain classic writers to his 
taste as sort of lay figures. Other celebrated men of letters 
have followed a similar practice, and no one is likely to 
accuse La Fontaine of crude and bald plagiarism when his 
work is examined, for when La Fontaine borrowed he saw to 
it that he paid back with liberal interest. On many occasions 
he improved upon Boccaccio, and in his “ Fables ” he added 
to the charm of -dCsop with a genius particularly his own. 

The most interesting woman with whom La Fontaine came 
in intimate contact was Madame de la Sabli&re. In her he 
witnessed a human tragedy, and Mr. Hamel has brought out 
the salient features of her story with a vivid but tender 
touch. We see her bestowing a fine love upon the worth- 

La Fare, and her final withdrawal into fcbe Hospioe dew 
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once becomes vivid. Indeed, with regard to some of the 
incidents that arose between Shelley and Byron, we do not 
bow where they have been quite so adequately or fully 
treated. Such, for example, is the whole of the interest 
that surrounds the unfortunately born “ Allegra.” Had it not 
beeo for<( Allegra ” the two poets might never have met: it 
u fairly sure that they would never have become intimate. 
4‘ Allegra ” provides an incident for the comparison of the 
characteristics respectively of Shelley and Byron that cannot 
easily he bettered. Certainly in it Shelley shows himself 
as a patient and noble-minded man, whereas Byron appears 
as not a little peevish and brutal. Firmly and wisely Mrs. 
Aogeli handles the occasion when Byron appeared to least 
advantage—when the scurrilous Paolo Foggi induced the 
Hoppners to believe the tale that Claire Clairemont not only 
had had a child by Shelley, bnt that this child had been 
made away with. That Byron helped to spread the story 
seems clear, though whether from spite towards Claire or 
any petty jealousy towards Shelley can never be discovered. 
Such incidents as these help to give this book something 
of a real value. But that the interest should always arise 
when we get past obscurities to notabilities should have 
instructed Mrs. Angelr in the very simple, yet too often 
overlooked, fact that obscurities can never be otherwise than 
obscure, while notabilities are always notable. 

THE CHARACTER OF STERNE 

The Life and Lettert of Laurence Sterne. By Lewis Melville. 

Two Vob. (Stanley Paul and Co. 28s. net.) 

The character of Laurence Sterne was one of the most subtle 
that have ever puzzled the literary historian. It was a 
character so many-sided that it was never fully revealed 
even to his most intimate acquaintances, least of all to those 
ladies with whom Sterne was upon terms of something more 
than friendship. From the materials supplied by “ Tristram 
Shandy11 and “The Sentimental Journey ” alone one would 
inevitably receive, if not a wrong, at least an incomplete, 
impression of the man. The particular value of Mr. 
Melville's work lies in the method of his handling the theme. 
In his own words: “ The simplest and, I think, the best way 
to show the great men in his habit as he lived is to allow 
him, whenever possible, to speak for himself.” With this 
object Mr. Melville has, as he tells us, printed most of the 
existing letters, and also the Journal to Eliza. 

Sterne was undoubtedly not so black as his enemies 
Pointed him, scarcely even so black as he painted himself ; 
hut we can hardly concur in the sympathetic views taken by 
Mr. Melville upon the part played by him in certain trans¬ 
actions which to all appearances are scarcely consistent with 
moral purity. According to our view, Sterne must be taken 

all in all. One cannot escape from the fact, which stares 
4t 0110 from every page of his works, and a very large 
number of his letters, that he was by temperament a true 
duciple of Rabelais; he loved to hear or read a spicy story ; 
fjJJ more did he love to tell one. Amours were as the 

of life to him. Mr. Melville would have us believe 
[ in sQch matters his bark was worse than his bite, and 
[a* *b°agh the spirit was lascivious the flesh was chaste. 

11 ^ whitewashing can do no good to an author who did 
■W write virginibus puerieque. The final judgment upon 

* topic must in any event be left to the reader, 
femes unfortunate relations with his mother and his 

with very fully by Mr. Melville, and, with 
. w 0 6 the available materials now placed before us, 
V e 'abled to appreciate the vindication of his character 

stich charges as that of Byron, that 44 Sterna preferred 
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whining over a dead ass to relieving the necessities of a 
living mother.1’ Of hiB extraordinary generosity we have 
numberless examples, and it is fully demonstrated by Mr. 
Melville that that generosity was frequently strained by 
Sterne’s mother and wife to breaking-point. Mr. Melville 
has thus epitomised Sterne’s amorous relations:— 

Mr. Sterne, it is to be feared, was an arrant humbug. 
He never addressed a letter to any woman—with exception 
of Mrs. Montagu and Mrs. James—that was not a love- 
letter, though probably he never loved in the whole oourse 
of his life; he was always playing with love and maViny 
believe—to himself as to the object of his affection—that he 
was in love. He loved not Elizabeth, nor Catherine de 
Fourmantelle, nor Mrs. Ferguson, nor Mrs. Vezey, nor the 
later and more famous Eliza, nor any woman he ever met; 
he was. and was proud to be, merely a man of sensibility. 

These are hard sayings, but wheu one finds the author of “A 
Sentimental Journey ” telling us towards the close of that 
work that, could the traces of Elizabeth ever be worn out of 
his brain, Maria should “ lie in his bosom,” and be unto him 
as a daughter, bearing in mind that at this very time he was 
not letting a day pass without pouring out the stoiy of his 
love for Eliza in his Journal to that lady, the truth of the 
accusation is too sadly manifest. 

The Society of Demoniacs, which has been damned by 
each succeeding writer who has taken them for his subject, 
here receives a few liberal strokes with the whitewash brush. 
Mr. Melville’s argument in their favour is, that if the 
Demoniacs were nothing better than vulgar debauchees it is 
inconceivable that Sterne would have let them make the 
acquaintance of his young daughter. The same species of 
argument is used iu favour of the contention that Sterne 
was unaware of any indecency in his books:— 

Though, at first blush, it is apparently an audacious theory 
to put forward, there are good grounds for contending that 
Sterne never regarded himself as even being improper. He 
let his daughter copy his manuscript, and he read the 
chapters as they were written to his wife. 

We fail to be convinced by this kind of reasoning. These 
circumstances, coupled with the flagrant indecencies inserted 
by Stenie in his letters to fair correspondents, only go to 
strengthen the impression that Sterne was deliberately 
improper, and that he insisted upon measuring propriety by 
his own and not by conventional standards. That his own 
standard was an exceedingly low one is undoubtedly the 
cause of the comparative oblivion into which he has nowa¬ 
days fallen, for, had it been otherwise, the literary merits of 
44 Tristram Shandy ” and 14 A Sentimental Journey ” are 
such as would have ensured to their author an unwaning 
popularity. 

The strongest justification of our disbelief in the soundness 
of Mr. Melville’s apologia is to be found in Sterne’s own 
reply to Bishop Warburton, when the latter expostulated 
mildly with him upon the subject of the proprieties. 44 You 
have it in your power,” says the Bishop, 44 to make that, 
which is an amusement to yourself and others, useful to 
both ; at least, above all things, beware of its becoming 
hurtful to either, by any violations of decency and good 
manners. . . .” “ Be assured, my lord,” replies Sterne, 
44 that willingly and knowingly I will give no offence to any 
mortal by anything which I think can look like the least 
violation either of decency or good manners; and yet, with 
all the caution of a heart void of offenoe or intention of 
giving it, I may find it very hard, in writing each & book as 
4 Tristram Shandy,’ to mutilate anything in it down to the 
prudish humour of every particular, I will, however, do 
my best—though laugh, my lord, I will, and as loud as I 
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can too.” The meaning of such a threat is apparent to any 

Shandyite. 
Again, whilst agreeing with many of Mr. Melville’s con¬ 

clusions—for instance, that Mrs. Draper left her husband 

perforce, and through no fault of Sterne—yet we cannot 

follow him when he tells us that “ Mrs. Draper was far too 
intelligent not to realise that Sterne was a sentimentalist, 

and not to understand that such allusions to her being his 

second wife were, if in bad taste, at least meant to be play¬ 
ful, seeing that he was, and knew he was, standing on the 

threshold of the ‘valleyof the shadow of death.’ ” Death 

had already so often given Sterne playful pushes downward 

into that valley, that up to the very moment of his death, 

like many another consumptive, he never realised his danger, 

and he obviously believed and hoped that a second marriage 
was possible. In fact the most extraordinary feature of his 

extraordinary character was that never for a moment, even 

when deserted by his wife and daughter and racked with 

disease, did he lose his natural and indomitable levity. On 

March 8th, 1768, he was at death’s door. He seemed annoyed 

to think that it would be a long while ere he regained 

his strength. Ten days later he lay a-dying. His friend 

John Cranford had sent his valet, John Macdonald, to inquire 

after him. Macdonald was ushered into the room where 

Sterne lay. “ I waited ten minutes,” says he, “ but in five 

he said, 4 Now it is come! ’ He put up his hand as if to 

ward off a blow, and died in a minute.” His last remark 
is characteristic. What he hated above all things, what he 
was ever striving to render ridiculous, was sententiousness. 

He dies with no pompous sentiment upon his lipB, but the 

barest possible commentary upon a natural circumstance 

which he had long sought to avoid. What an admirable 

opportunity was offered to him to die repeating the text of 

his most celebrated sermon, “For we trust we have a good 

conscience! ” 
There is a large number of plates in these two volumes, 

many of which reproduce the best of the contemporary 

likenesses of Sterne; and the sympathy and care with 

which Mr. Melville has collected and revised the existing 
materials cannot fail to induce the reader, seeing the gold 

and forgetting the dross, to utter at least one sigh for a life 

prematurely cut short. “ Alas! poor Yorick. 

POLITICS DISGUISED AS HISTORY 

Tarnished Coronets: Studies in the History of the British 

Peerage. By M. N. d’Actverqne, M.A. Illustrated. 

(T. Werner Laurie. 12s. 6d. net.) 

Concernixo the object and purpose of this book there can 
be no doubt whatever. It is made manifest in the very first 

words of the Preface. There is no need even to read 

between the lines, for Mr. d’Auvergne has set out on the 

work of political propaganda, and it would not serve his 
purpose that even the densest of his readers should mistake 
his object. The title “ Tarnished Coronets: Studies in the 
History of the British Peerage,” and the list of contents— 
“ Robert Spencer, Second Earl of Sunderland; John 
Churchill, First Duke of Marlborough ; . . . John Scott, 

First Earl of Eldon ’’—immediately suggests that the present 
volume belongs to a category which has of late years become 
fashionable—that of pseudo-biographical gossip, in which 
excitement and sensation are always given the advantage 
over the more sober realities, and in which ladies and 
gentlemen concerning whose respectability there is at least a 
little doubt are chosen as heroes^ Of course there is another 
class which the casual reade:u>f ttome j confounds 

with this—namely, that of genuine biographical memoire. 
One does not have to read much of Mr. d’Auvergne’s book, 
however, to learn that it belongs to neither of these. The 
author opens his foreword as follows :— 

In an hereditary Senate mediocrity recognises its best safe¬ 
guard against the domination of greatness. If men as dull as 
the herd did not occupy positions of authority, true aristo¬ 
crats might obtain those positions and foroe the herd along 
at a faster pace than it wished to travel. ThuB is explained 
the relative popularity the hereditary peerage has enjoyed in 
this country, especially among the classes most fearfnl of 
the depredations of intellect. The admitted superiority of 
a class of men who do not even profess to be wiser, braver, 
or better than those below is, moreover, exceedingly restful 
and comforting to the community; for where merit i9 not 
the standard of excellence or the road to distinction it cannot 
be accounted any disgrace to remain at the bottom of the 
scale. Thus the nation is Bpared all feverish emulation in 
the matter of moral worth, and the energy saved can be 
devoted to money-getting and amusement. 

% 

The book is without disguise a savage attack on the here¬ 

ditary system of government. It is either a belated weapon 
forged for use in the recent campaign against the Honse of 

Lords or it is intended to be wielded in a resumed attack on 

the Constitution. To effect this object Mr. d’Auvergne has 

selected some nine prominent past members of the Upper 

House and made the most of their weaknesses and their 

vioes in order to support his thesis than an hereditary 

peerage is vile and harmful in every particular. He has 
raked up every scrap which could be found to the discredit 

of his nine pseudo-heroes, and when it was impossible to 

deny an entry on the credit side of their accounts his praise 
has been most niggardly and grudging. 

So rabid is he in his hostility to the Order that almost 
on every page there are signs of a warped impartiality. 

In fact his enmity has so ron away with him that half of the 

examples which he has chosen do not illustrate his thesis at 

all. Five of the peers whom he has selected for treatment 
were the originators of their own nobility. Their virtues 

and tbeir iniquities are therefore equally inefficacious in an 
argument around the value of an hereditary peerage. More¬ 

over, if these nine peers were the worst whom he could find 

for use as “ horrible examples ” his case is indeed a poor 
one. He is certainly entitled to whatever credit he can 
derive from quoting the careers of Simon Lord Lovat and 

the first Lord Holland, but the great Duke of Marlborough 

and the first Earl of Eldon surely belong to a different 

category. The former was admittedly by no means perfect, 

but of him we may well quote Bolingbroke, who, speaking 

of Marlborough’s love of money, is reported to have exclaimed 
“ He was so very great a man that I forgot he had that 

vice.” Of Lord Eldon the whole of the charges are of 

a purely political character, and are unworthy of being 

raked up after the lapse of nearly a century. Lord Eldon’s 

reputation need have no fear of the judgment of posterity. 

His career was such that his party, his country, his family, 

his profession, and his birthplace all have reason to be proud 
of him. 

An hereditary peerage is not the only hete noire in Mr. 

d’Auvergne’s eyes. He is only a little less wild when the 
shadow of a lawyer crosses his mind. The normal member 

of this honourable profession is referred to as a “ pestilent 

parasite . . . who was always at hand to give form and 
permanence to the arbitrary and ill-considered utterances of 

our sottish rulers.” From this we would deduce that Mr. 

d’Auvergne is not a sympathiser with the present Govern¬ 
ment, which has intrusted most of its most important offices 

to the hands of members of the legal profession. In the cam* 
paign against the House of Lords he is therefore presumably 

a freelance. The author is apparently undecided as to whom 
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be detests most—the peer or the lawyer. “ Tbat the peerage' 
has much in common with the savage and superstitions 
elements in oar midst is not to be doubted. Bat it is time 
for tbem to go, and perhaps they will take with them the 
lawyers, who are their sparious offspring, and the Bishop*, • 
who have blessed their worse («c) deeds. The world i8 
tired of mediaeval bogeys : we want a time aristocracy.” If 
we may venture some advice to our author, offered in all 
kindness, it is to use more moderation, both of language and 
price, in future. In his present book he has so far overshot, 
the mark as to render himself harmless by his exaggeration.. 
And what influence are bis doctrines likely to have on people 
who can afford to pay 12s. 6d. for the volume P 

V 

AN ASCETIC FAITH 

Mtfdics and Saints of Islam. By Claud Field. (Francis. 

Griffiths. 3s. 6d. net.) „ 
* 

Ik all religions there are extremists who, dissatisfied with 
the normal tenets of the orthodox Faith, seek to improve ; 
upon it according to their own ideas derived from various • 
sources. This tendency soon manifested itself in Islam, and 
one direction which it took was the mysticism described in • 
this little work. The extent to which it obtained cannot, of. 
worse, be fully known, but the examples of the mystics and . 
saints of whom accounts are given by Mr. Field show that 
the particular colt of Sufism was developed by its professors 
to limits which could not bs exceeded, for in recorded cases 
it led to their deaths at the bands of the orthodox party. 
Mr. Field says nothing whatever of his own profession, but 
from his references to Afghans and Pathan villages, and his 
knowledge of the Bible and Islam, it is evident that he has 
made good use of his opportunities to study his subject. 
A considerable proportion of the biographical sketches, as 
well as the Introductory Chapter, are admittedly transla¬ 
tions of papers by Continental scholars; other papers have 
already appeared in periodical jonrnals. The lives of the 
mystics and saints which Mr. Field has reproduced show 
the operation of mysticism and its results iu selected cases, 
hat readers who have not the time or inclination to labour 
through them will find the pith of the doctrine under dis- 
coaion abstracted in the brief Appendices as well as in the 
chapter on Pantheistic Sufism. 

The roots of mysticism, Mr. Field says, are to be found in 
the Koran itself; the 44 fear of the Lord ” inculcated therein - 
led naturally to an almost fierce asceticism from the early 
days of Islam, and this produced Sufism, a word probably 
derived from 14 snf ” (wool), 44 for, as a rule, Sufis wear 
*°ollen garments to distinguish themselves from the crowd 
*ho love gaudy attireit is a symbol of their disregard of 

pleasures and their renunciation of wealth and 
lsiury. Some of Persia’s greatest poets wrote of little else 
toidre the elucidation and elaboration of the Sufi doctrines. 
W these Fariduddin Attar (1119-1229) [ric] and Jalaluddin 
Komi (1207-1272), as well as A1 Ghazzali (1058-1111), one 

the deepest thinkers, greatest theologians, and profoundest 
moralists 0f author of ninety-nine works; and the 

Philosopher Avicenna (980-1037), the writer of mystical 
are the subjects of interesting separate chapters. 

,at it is the doctrine that concerns the inquirer into ‘ 
realities of Islam. 

The fundaments! ideas of Oriental mysticism—- 

Spring from a Pantheistic philosophy in many respects 
resembling those of modern times. Mullah Shah 

0 ten insists that individual existence counts for nothing, and 
nothing iu reality exists outside of God, the Absolute 

Being; every particular life dissolves in this universal 
unity, life and death are mere changes iu the form of 
existence. The individual is only in some way a part of the 
Infinite Being Who fills the universe; a particle which has 
been momentarily detached therefrom, only to return thither. 
To know oneself is therefore the equivalent of knowing God. 
Bat in order to acquire this knowledge the pupil must submit 
to long and painful self-discipline; he must pass through all 
the tests of the severest asceticism; only after he has thus 
prepared himself will the spiritual master open his heart 
and render him capable of perceiving the mysteries of the 
spiritual world. 

On its dangerous side this eastern Pantheism tends to 
atheism and materialism. In practice, Sufism appears to 
require morbid introspection during meditation, while the 
knowledge of mysteries is revealed only to profound medita¬ 
tion, producing a state of ecstasy. According to the author 
it44 consists essentially in giving up oneself constantly to 
devotional exercises, in living solely for God, in abandoning 
all the frivolous attractions of the world, iu disregarding the 
ordinary aims of men—pleasures, riches, and honours—and 
finally in separating oneself from society for the sake of 
practising devotion to God ”—a way of life described as 
extremely common among the companions of the Prophet 
and the early Moslems. In carrying out their faith the 
Sufis gave up repose and accepted suffering. Their great 
teachers enjoined self-mortification, quoting the saying, 
44 Die before you die.” They have been styled the Essenes 
of Islam, hostile to the Ulema, the orthodox 44 men of 
learning,” who corresponded to the Pharisees. The Sufis 
cultivated an indifference to external things: in their 
mystical works they generally used Arabic, veiling their 
views in a sort of technical language: as, for instance, iu 
cloaking their teaching under a metaphorical veil, wine repre¬ 
senting the love of God. They yearned for reabsorption 
into the Supreme Unity. Annihilation (resembling the 
Buddhistic Nirvana) was a Sufi doctrine. The poet 
Jalaluddin is said to have instituted mystical dances, which 
he ordered to be accompanied by the flute. 44 This was the 
beginning of the celebrated order of Mevlevis, or dancing 
dervishes, which has now existed for over six hundred years, 
successively presided over by descendants of Jalaluddin. 
Their gyrations are intended to symbolise the wheelings 
of the planets round their central sun and the attraction of 
the creature to the Creator.” Meditation, mortification, 
asceticism are the religions practices of these people, who 
have to be considered, as a sect in Islam, as seriously as the 
Sadhus, or religious devotees, in Hinduism. A knowledge 
of tbem is essential to a complete study of Islam, and this 
will be facilitated by Mr. Field’s interesting little book. 

SHORTER REVIEWS 
Les Origines Diplomatique* de la Guerre de 1870-1871. 

Eecueil de documents public par he Miinstere des Affaires 

ktranghres. Tome IV. 1" Aoufc, 1864—5 Novembre, 

1864. (Gustave Ficker, Paris.) 

Volume IV. advances this publication a short stage nearer 
to its finish. As we said last April, in reviewing the Third 
Volume, and as most people would be able to guess without 
opening either volume, the story contained is the story of 
Bismarck and Prussia. The events here discussed extend 
over three months, from the beginning of August, 1864 
when the Prussians and Austrians had established a firm 
military occupation in Schleswig and Holstein, and the 
former were quietly converting their lease into a freehold. 
An armistice had been signed, and Bismarck avowed that 
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the best course for Prussia was to mark time and encourage 
the proposal of conflicting solutions—44 Nous voulonB faire 
trainer l’affaire.” The Prussian officers on the spot seem to 
have been even more outspoken. Bismarck, being the only 
person in the whole conclave who knew his own mind and 
who saw the facts, had beau jeu with the maladroit cunning 

and sentimentalism of Napoleon III., the tergiversations of 
Austria, the weakness of Denmark and the German States, 
and the purblindness of most English statesmen. He never 
feared or treated seriously the Anglo-French alliance, seeing 
exactly how far the interests of the respective partners went. 
Austria under Rechberg is exhibited as the completest of 
dupes; the documents seem to proclaim in the loudest tones 
her approaching fall. There is an interview recorded 
between the Prussian and Austrian Sovereigns in the presence 
of their respective Ministers; Bismarck proposes quite simply 
that Prussia shall take all the present benefits, but that 
Austria shall have her turn next. Could the recent coup in the 
Balkans be an unconscious reminiscence of this arrangement ?. 
A footnote, taken from the Chancellor’s Memoirs, telld us 
that at an early stage in the negotiations he reminded his 
master that “ chacun de ses ancetres immediate—sans en 
excepter meme son frere—avait agrandi l’Etat.” On 
another occasion: “ La mission de la Prusse est de s’etendre. 
. . . II faut que nous provisions soient vastes, qu’elles 
aient un large horizon.” A very true word is reported by 
the French agent at Kiel as summing up the local opinion 
about Bismarck: 44II n’est que lui qui sache voir clair 
dans la confusion qu’il a faite.” He knew that he had 
the Duchies, knew he could dispose of Austria when 
he wished to, and he probably foresaw already his 
way to Versailles. All the rest was words, though he 
pretended that in the settlement of Germany 44 more ink 
than blood ” would flow. France was much hampered, like 
many of the other parties interested, by having two stools 
to choose between. She was too much concerned in the 
Italiau question, which is the second main object of this 
volume. The Convention of September arranged for the 
gradual evacuation of Rome by the French garrison, and 
this was made conditional on the Italian Government trans¬ 
ferring itself from Turin to Florence. 

The Enzyme Treatment of Cancer and its Scientific Basis. 

By John Beard, D.Sc. (Chatto and Windus. 7s. 6d. 

net.) 

The author of this book is clinging, for no obvious reason, to 
a firm belief in the usefulness of a method of treatment 
extensively tried and completely discarded by a large number 
of surgeons and physicians who have the care of patients 
suffering from malignant disease. It is an instance of one 
with scientific knowledge alone pitted against those with 
that knowledge combined with clinical experience. It is no 

doubt a fact that under favourable circumstances the pan¬ 
creatic fermonts will digest malignant tissues, but unfor¬ 
tunately the cireuinstances required are not those met with 

in the human body. 
The author’s contention is that the reason why this treat¬ 

ment has beeu almost valueless is that the strength of 
ferment has been insufficient. We do not know how he 
arrives at this conclusion except by the absence of cures, 
for as positive evidence ho gives two instances only in which 
his ideas of suitable treatment by large doses of standardised 
forments were carried out. In one the patient died in two 
years and iu the other the growth was a sarcoma of the 
upper jaw. Technically speaking, sarcoma is not cancer; 
but apart from this irregularity in nomenclature we may 
mention that myeloid sarcoma may be practically benign, and 
also that it is at timea^reinarkably ctosely simulated by 
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periostitis albuminosa. This brings in the question of 
diagnosis; it is generally agreed that a microscopical 
diagnosis is the only positive one. The section illustrated 
as of a sarcoma is to us not conclusive. It shows a round- 
celled infiltration, but one that conld occur in many con¬ 
ditions, inflammatory and otherwise, apart from malignant 
disease. Leaving aside the chance of error in diagnosis, it 
is accepted that one so-called cure of malignant disease is no 
evidence of the efficacy of any method of treatment; if it 
were, there is more than one substance that would* take 
priority to the pancreatic ferments, and of these we need 
only mention thyroid extracts and Coley’s fluid. 

We have seen tumours in patients diagnosed by men of 
undoubted reliance as being malignant, and cured by one or 
other of the above methods. One does not therefore become 
vastly enthusiastic about them, and call either of them a 
cure for malignant disease ; and when the possible use as a 
cure of any one method of treatment is exhausted, it is only 
hindering further progress to attempt to centre attention on 
it. It may be kept as a possible palliative, but the only 
result of giving it artificial prominence can be the diversion 
of useful research from more helpful channels. At present 
the combined use of operation and radium is doing good 
work, but this too will probably give place before long to 

some other method; we hope the time for such will be soon. 

Talks about Birds. By Frank Finn. Illustrated. (A. aud 

C. Black. 6s. net.) 

There are at least two ways of writing a book of this kind, 
designed to interest young people—and their elders as well- 
in natural history. One way is to look up sundry natural 
history books and write from them, leaving out the Latin 
phrases and, without descending to baby-talk, placing the 
facts of bird-life before possible readers in simple, eveiy-day 
language. The other way is to possess a genuine interest 
in birds, and to write what one knows either at first or 

second hand. 
Mr. Finn has chosen the second way. No amount of 

natural history text-books could have given him the material 
for his chapter on domestic fowls; it is a record of the 
observations of a man who knows how fowls are kept, who 
has talked fowl, studied fowl family-trees, and, in some 
measure, thought fowl. The chapter on 14 birds that are 
boarded-out,” again, is an admirably simple study of the 
cuckoo and lesser-known usurpers of other birds' rights, 
from the point of view of one who has lived close to Natare, 
and come to understand the little trioks and idiosyncrasies 
of bird-life which are more a matter of temperament in 
species than of natural history. Some studies, such as those 
of the quetzal, cormorant, and great auk, are more or less 
made at second-hand, perforce; but the same spirit—that 
of one genuinely interested in his theme—is evident here 
too. The division of subjects makes attractive chapter- 
headings ; we get birds at school, under water, boarded-out, 

in training, Ac., and are forced to the conclusion that tbe 
author has a very kindly feeling for the natural aeroplanes 

of the world as a whole. 
One other point deserves comment. Writing primarily 

for young people, Mr. Finn never talks down to his reader, 
but straight at him ; that is why the book is worthy of 
serious consideration by adults. The coloured plates illus¬ 
trating the letierpresB ai*e very good indeed, but the less 
said about some of the black-and-white sketches the better. 

Alusings. By E. K. (Sherratt and Hughes. 2b. fid. net.) 

The aphorism is one . of the easiest of all forma of literary 
expression, and it is usually one of the most futile. Too 
often it means onljO B genteel t-uite in tbe disguise of the 
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obriooB. It may be the germ of an essay or the suggestion 

of a philosophy, bat the mere fact of its being offered to the 

world in so elementary a form seems to indicate a certain 
laziness on the part of its originator. At its best, like any 

wise remark, it will start one thinking, bnt it is so little 

satisfying either to its maker or to its audience that it is 

only found at its best when it is a literary fashion, as in the 

case of Rochefoucauld, or when it is the stray thought of a 

great mind, as in the case of Bacon. We scarcely expected 

10 find it at its beat in the “ Musings ” of 11 E. K.” Merely 

to have chosen such a form of expression in this laborious 

age seems to us a sign of weakness. Only the aphorist, 

surely, would take the trouble to say 

When really expressive, one is always impressive. 
An artiat is as dependent on his moods as a windmill on 

ibewind. 
Taste is an outward form revealiug the inward self. 
If the sea were always calm, neither captain nor pilot 

would ever gain any experience. 

Better, perhaps, are these :— 

We have all a thirst for vanity, but our thirst varies : we 

do not all drink to excess. 
Although Dame Fortune may have dwelt with us for many 

jni8,«heu she has left us, we feel as though we had only 

met her casually in the street. 
To spend one's days with a tolerant person is as pleasant 

as living in a temperate climate. 
All social functions are more or less masked bail* 

These who like this sort of thing will find some three 

hundred and fifty such remarks iu this little book. 

Social Life in the Insect World. By J. H. Fabre. Translated 

by Berxabd Miall. Illustrated. (T. Fisher Unwin. 

10b. 6d. net.) 

Some six months ago in these columns (Academy, August 

5th and 12th, 1911) appeared an entertaining account 

of the entomological observations and discoveries of the 

veteran French naturalist, M. J. H. Fabre, now in his 

ninetieth year. He has been an observer of vast experience, 

thinka to his inimitable patience; and his “ Souvenirs 

Entomologiqnes ” are written with a charm that makes them 
equally readable as literature and as scientific records. 

These ‘‘Souvenirs/* dealing with the insects of his native 

province —Languedoc—are a remarkable storehouse of their 

habits, instincts, and even romances, and the selection 

translated by Mr. Miall will be veiy welcome to those who 

*ra unable to obtain the complete work. The book opens 

with a reference to the well-known fable of the Ant and the 

Grasshopper, or rather Cigale, which Fabre conclusively 

proves to be a fable indeed, for the simple reason that the 

latter insect is never to be found in a perfect state in the 

winter, it being then in the larva stage and hidden in the 

wrth. Iu addition to this, our grand old man of science 
allows from his own personal observations that so far from 

lhe cigale begging of the ant in winter, it is the piratical 

ant which impudently robs the chirruping cigale at times of 

summer drought. Other insects described in this inte- 

^ting book are the scarabeeus, worshipped by the ancient 

%phins; the mantis, which assumes an attitude of praying 
"tan waiting for its prey ; crickets, various beetles, moths, 

The illustrations add considerably to the value of the 
volume. 

oj Living, Selected and Edited by Grace E. Hadow. 

(Sidganck and Jackson. 2s. 6d. net.) 

^ perfect anthology him yet to be compiled. At the best 
411 Oology can only hope to be a sort of literary scrap* 

book. All we have a right to demand is that the compiler 
shall have a genuine knowledge of and enthusiasm for his 
subject, and that there shall be no glaring or palpable 
omissions. The last condition being complied with, the 
business of the reviewer is with what the book contains, and 
not what it discards. 

Mis. Hadow rises to the occasion nobly. Her object has • 
been to “ gather together a few of the thoughts concerning 
the meaning and purpose of life which have inspired 
teachers and thinkers in different ages.” She sweeps with a 
wide net. Her selections range from the sacred books of 
the East to the poems of Robert Browning; they embrace 
Plato and Aristotle, Milton and Browne, Wordsworth and 
Carlyle. For Emerson apparently she has no use ; but she 
spares a space for William Law, a writer who of recent years 
appears to have fallen into an undeserved decline. We could 
have wished that she had seen fit to include something at 
least from Jeremy Taylor—whose sermons even more than 
his better-known “Holy Living” and “Holy Dying” con¬ 
tain some of the most magnificent passages in the whole 
range of English literature—-but the stately and passionate 
prose of Traherne is here, and we have a generous allow¬ 
ance of George Herbert. The book, it should be added, is 
produced in a manner worthy of its contents. 

Xicolai dc prtliis cl occusn ducts bnrgundie histhoria. In 

Facsimiledruck mit deutscher Uebersetzung und drei 

illoatrativen Beiiagen. Edited and published by IJr. 

Rudolf Lugikbohl. (Bile. 4 Marks.) 

This dainty little work is acceptable from many points of 
view. It is a little gem of impression, aud gives au oppor¬ 
tunity of studying by the fireside one of the earliest 
European printed books, as nearly as possible iu its original 
form. Then the work is a rare one, only five copies being 
known to exist, two of them at the British Museum. The 
facsimile is taken from the most perfeofc edition, that of 
Munich. As to the subject-matter, this work does not 
add much to our knowledge of the period, but it tells us, by 
way of compensation, a great deal about the outlook of a 
cultured layman of the period. For the author seems uot to 
have been a Churchman, though his identity and nationality 
have so far baffled elucidation. The one fairly certain fact 
is that the “histhoria” was printed at Strassburg about 
1478. His edifying reflections, in the best early Renascence 
style, on the vicissitudes aud “ Falls of Princes,” are often 
delightful. He certainly possesses independence of mind, 
and knows how to tell a Btory in decent Latin. 

The work consists of two tiny brochures, in a cardboard 
case; one volume contains the Latin text, the other the 
German translation and critical notes. The illustrations are 
two portraits of Charles the Bold, one of them from a pic¬ 
ture of Moraling, and a well-known picture of the siege of 

Naucy. 

Pearls of Poesy. A Biographical Biithday-book of Popular 

Poete of the Period at the Time of the Coronation of 

King George and Queen Mary. Edited by Chas, F. 

Forshaw, LL.D. (Elliot Stock. 10s. 6d. net.) 

The “ birthday-book ” still survives, and we presume that 
Shakespeare and the Victorian poets are exhausted, since of 
late years the tendency seems to be to collect 365 remarks, 
epigrams, or verses from the work of living writers, and to 
present them in this form. Mr. Forshaw has edited this 
handsome volume with much discretion, and although there 
are many unfamiliar names within his covers, there seems 
to be very little poor verse. The Duke of Argyll contri¬ 
butes a brief “Prefatory Poem,” and the Comtesse de 
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Brimont has written an interesting “ Foreword.” At the 
head of each page is a short account of the anthor of the 
poem which follows in the manner of “ Who’s Who.” This 
rather spoils the effect of the poem, but to many readers 
will doubtless prove interesting. 

Choix de Chansotis Galuntes d'Autrefois. By Paul Marion. 

(Daragon, Paris. 12f.) 
0 

We would not recommend too unreservedly ibis neatly 
appointed brochure. It is not for all the world. But it has 
a very distinct value as an anthology ; the introduction is 
excellent, and makes at least one very good point. Most 
makers of song-books have dealt by preference with those 
examples that belong more or less exclusively to folk-lore 
and tradition, and have rejected the more literary “ chanson ” 
as outside their province. M. Marion has included a number 
of literary gems, though we experienced rather a shock in 
finding the charming “ Bonjour Suzon ” of Musset, for 
instance, alongside of some less reputable sisters. Many of 
the examples simply illustrate a period. Improvisations are 
to be found, from the records of the Caveau of Colleau and 
Coll6, in the eighteenth century, and from those of its more 
modem counterpart. The book forms a very useful supple¬ 
ment to the usual anthologies. 

Le Monde: des Esprits Pneumatologic Traditionnelle et 

Scientifique. By Iumix Sylvan. (Daragon, Paris. 

3f. 50c.) 

This book presents a complete summary of all that is known 
or taught about the angels. The point of view is essentially 
orthodox-Catholic, and the treatment goes hand in hand with 
the point of view ; thus the main part of the book is given 
in the form of a catechism, the answers being based on texts 
of the Bible and the Fathers, and on opinions of standard 
theological writers. One of the most interesting problems is 
the establishment of the angelic hierarchy and its various 
orders. M. Irmin Sylvan has weighty authority for most 
of his conclusions, but often he stays within the bounds of 
private conjecture. The fall of the rebel angels is interpreted 
in a particularly impressive fashion. Appendices deal with 
Hypnotism, which is permitted within limits, and with 
Spiritualism, which leaves the safe path, and has no mercy 
from M. Sylvan. Further there are chapters on the history 
of angel-worship and devil-worship, on angels in art, and the 
exorcism service, published by order of Leo XIII., completes 
the work. 

FICTION 
Love's Artist. By L. M. Bkiostocke. (W. J. Ham-Smith. 

6s.) 

In her childhood Denise Vernon lived up with some success 
to the ideal of impishness and verve suggested by her French 
name, but in after-life she fell far away from it. In her 
youthful escapades, and the resulting contests with her 
guardian—a particularly offensive type of prig—we were all 
on her side, but later on we felt less warm in her favour. It 
was not that Denise herself did anything to alienate our 
sympathy—if we assume ourselves capable of an orthodox 
amount of sentimentality—save perhaps in marrying another, 
and happily a less offensive, prig, who happened to be an 
Anglo-Indian official of standing, so much as that Mrs. 
Brigstocke saw fit to embroil her heroine in a series of 
martyrdoms and misunderstandings, the mild ingenuity of 
which by no means compensated for tbeir robbing the story 
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of all freshness and investing it with full melodramatic 
honours. That Denise should have risked her husband’s 
anger to save the reputation of a silly woman is understand¬ 
able, but that she should have thought [it essential to keep 
an appointment in a boathouse at midnight, with flowing 
hair and bare feet and clad in a semi-transparent night¬ 
gown, in order to receive a packet of love-letters from & 
young man of doubtful reputation, passes our concep¬ 
tion of the probabilities. This daring meeting was 
complicated by the firing of a revolver, which happened 
to kill a native servant and involved the young man in 
a murder charge. To exonerate him Denise was compelled 
to make some rather delicate disclosures in court. She was 
a little lucky to regain the confidence of her husband as a 
result, even though her previous behaviour had done more 
credit to her heart than to her common sense. Mrs. Brig¬ 
stocke tells her story without any unpleasant suggestiveness, 
but we cannot acquit her of a great deal of absurdity in its 
invention. Nor do her characters arouse much interest. 

Earth. By Muriel Hine. (John Lane. 6s.) 

There is little of plot about Mrs. Coxon’s story, and what 
there is may be compressed into the ancient maxim which 
states that the course of true love never runs smoothly, and 
omits to state that lovers are too perverse and addle-headed, 
as a rule, to permit of smoothness in the running of their 
affairs. Here Diana Cottar accepts, rejects,'condemns, and 
finally forgives, and re-accepts Major Kill—as we knew she 
would in the end. The author’s text for the title is 
Browning’s line, “ Give earth yourself, go up for gain above,” 
but the sermon is not so clearly preached as one would wish. 
The most notable figure in the book—the one real “ creation ” 
of the story—is the painter Ericson, who plays quite a minor 
part in the plot. Diana is a very modern young lady who 
does her level best to keep sex and its problems out of her 
life, in spite of Major Kill, and Ericson, who is by way of 
being a R.A. and a great man, sets out to correct her, and 
finally succeeds—if one may judge by the end of the book— 
in convincing her that “ there is nothing on earth to equal 
passion.” We confess to a secret hope that Ericson himself 
might have shared the passion, for he is so much more of a 
man than philandering Major Kill. 

The artificiality of society—that sort of society which 
includes Yankee hostesses and Anglo-Indian “ retireds ”—is 
very well insisted on; Diana herself is an interesting 
psychological study, and her development and gradual 
awakening to the dominance of sex are well rendered; 
Major Kill is hardly real enough—except in the passages 
in which he forgets himself—to enlist the average novel- 
reader’s sympathy, and the inevitable other woman, who 
breaks temporarily the smooth current of true love, is a 
rather old friend in the Bhape of a plebeian Italian with a 
temperament, and a very blind and forgiving husband. 

There is much of power and beauty in the work, yet it is 
not free from traces of unpleasantness, although, like, some 
of Diana’s caricatures of her friends, it is “ diabolically 
clever ” in parts. We are left with the feeling that if Mrs. 
Coxon would abandon conventional types—the very modern 
young lady and the rather blase society man—and devote 
her talent for psychological analysis to worthier subjects, 
she might accomplish great and lasting work. With the 
exception of Ericson, we have met all the characters of- 
“ Earth ” before. 

Fire i the Flint. By Mrs. J. O. Arnold. (Alston 

Rivers. 6s.) 

This is the story of Esther Smith, whose father was a black¬ 
smith, who counted among her ancestors a French marqiiis and 
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an Italian woman, and who rose by way of being a dancing- 
mistress to creditable heights. It is also the story of Cyril 
Rayne, a very vacillating person indeed, and Laurence 
Wynyard, who writes a wonderful book and equally 
wonderful play, which achieve great and simultaneous 
fame. Laureuce marries Esther, or, rather, is left at the 
point of acceptance by her, at the end of the book. There 
are a number of minor characters, including one Althea, 
who proves a veritable King Charles1 head, and pops up in 
most irritating fashion from time to time to break the con¬ 
tinuity of the narrative with disquisitions on Woman's 
Suffrage. 

The plot is a hare-and-tortoise race by Cyril and Laurence, 
with Esther as the prize. Esther herself is a deft and 
capably executed study, and the influence of heredity as 
exemplified in her is well brought out; there are some very 
good descriptive passages on the subject of her tempera¬ 
mental development. With Cyril the average reader can 
have little patience and less sympathy, for he is too incon¬ 
sistent to command either; Laurence, good though he may 
be, is never seen at sufficiently close quarters to arouse deep 
interest, and the minor characters who make up the book 
correspond neither to the old Greek Choros nor to the more 
modern actors in a plot subservient to that acted out by the 
central figures—they do not blend with the story, but, rather, 
interrupt it. 

The book as a whole is not devoid of dramatic intensity 
or fine characterisation, but it lacks “ balance ” and perfect 
continuity. 

The Qualities of Mercy. By Cecil Adair. (Stanley Paul 

and Co. 6s.) 

Vsrt prominent among these “qualities 11 of Mercy Quentin 
is a species of goodness which threatens at times to develop 
into mid-Victorian stodginess, though, in justice to her, let 
it be said that sad end is never quite reached. Mercy as a 
child of seven is irresistible; her quaint sayings and doings 
reveal, on the author's part, real, deep knowledge and study 
of the ways of child-life, and we would fain have seen more 
of her in that stage of development. Mercy as a girl is 
jo8t natural, and Mercy as a fully-developed lady of the 
manor is almost dull at times, while at the very end of the 
book she is distinctly irritating. 

There are a few sub-plots, one of which is a dainty little 
love-story in itself. Some of the characters, however,.betray 
the wires by which they are pulled - neither of the Dares, 
for instance, is very convincing. The younger Dare declines 
to marry because he thinks his headstrong race ought not to 
he perpetuated, and the elder gets himself murdered in 
really exciting fashion, after which his frightened widow 
co nsoles hersolf with a convenient cousin of Mercy’s. 

The ideal platonic friendship which Mercy forms with the 
younger Dare, and which terminates the book, is rather 
unconvincing. It is doubtful, too, whether in real life a 
woman of Mercy's temperament would contemplate, or desire 
celibacy. We are, however, left to suppose that such is her 
desire, and such an end to such a detailed character-study 
as is given here is rather irritating than convincing, for 
Mercy is not a celibate type. 

I he Man Who Could Not Lose. By Rich Alt D H Ait ding Davis. 

Illustrated. (Duckworth and Co. 6s.) 

Wk have here a volume of five short stories bound up in the 
form of a six-shilling novel, and there is nothing on title- 
page or cover to show that the book is not one, which, to say 
the least, must tend to confuse the prospective purchaser. 
The stories are of the usual Transatlantic kind, embellished 
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with choice gems from the Yankee vocabulary, and have the 
additional advantage, from the McKinley point of view, of 
being printed in the great U.S.A., which is enough to make 
a peregrinating Martian imagine that the art of printing is 
lost to this benighted country, and that we have not a story¬ 
teller amongst us. But all this is not the fault of Mr. Davis, 
whose stories are fairly entertaining, and will please that 
public which appreciates the American story-magazines, 
though “ The Man Who Could Not Lose ” will never set 
the Thames on fire. “ My Buried Treasure " is a skit on . 
treasure-seekers in general, and “ The Lost House ” is the 
Sidney Street siege over again, but transported to the west 
end of the town with a different dramatis per sense. There 
are some suitable illustrations. 

MUSIC 

CESAR FRANCK AND HIS 

“ BEATITUDES ” 

Were British musicians and music-lovers to meet for discus¬ 
sion as to the merits of such choral and orchestral works of 
a “ sacred ” character as have been composed in our time it 
is improbable that many voices would declare for the 
supremacy of the u Beatitudes.” In France, however, there 
would be no hesitation. The lead of Franck’s pupil, friend, 
and biographer, Vincent d’Indy, would be followed when 
he say8 (we quote from the admirable translation of his 
book by Mrs. Newmarch) :—“ This musical epic is undoubt¬ 
edly the greatest work which has found a place in the develop¬ 
ment of the art for a very long time past; ” and endorses 
the judgment of M. Rene de Recy, that “ This work is not 
merely one of the most extensive composed since Beethoven's 
time, but it appears to me to rise above all .the other com¬ 
positions of the present day; I might, perhaps, point to 
more perfect works, but I know of none of such lofty aijd 
sustained inpiration.” Our critics would bring forward the 
11 Stabat ” and the “ Requiem ” of Dvordk, the “ Requiem '* 
of Verdi; some, perhaps, might wish to mention Elgar's 
religious compositions; but the weight of evidence would 
doubtless be considered to go in favour of the “ German 
Requiem ” and the “ Schicksalslied ” of Brahms. Only a 
few students, perhaps not any, would rank “ Les Beatitudes” 
as the first in its class. 

We could not affect to be surprised at this. For one 
thing, “ Les Beatitudes ” is but little known here. Our 
musicians have not the experience necessary for making 
a deliberate comparison. For another, our views of French 
religious music have been unfavourably coloured by our 
acquaintance with the style of Gounod. But even then, 
those of us who are fairly familiar with Franck's oratorio 
would be likely to agree with M, de R6cy’s “ I might point 
to more perfect works,” and say, “ Yes; ‘ Les Beatitudes ’ 
contains music which in its purity and loftiness of inspira¬ 
tion transcends the highest thought even of Brahms, but it 
also descends, in places, to a level unknown even in the 
works of Verdi and Dvorak, and we cannot, therefore, exalt 
it above the ‘German Requiem' and the‘Schicksalslied,’ 
which are works of more equal excellence.” The present 
writer has heard only three performances of “ Les Beati¬ 
tudes,” one in Paris, one at Cardiff, and that given last week 
by the Bach Choir, which was the first in London. He is 
inclined to think that the most purely “ Franckian ” parts 
of the oratorio contain the most exalted, most spiritual, most 
touching religious music that has been written since. Mozart 
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laid down his pen after composing the 44 Recordare ” in his 
Requiem. As a display of absolute musical science they more 
than hold their own with the compositions of Brahms or any* 
body since Bach, and they go beyond the skill of Brahms in 
that quality of ease, and the concealment of art, of which 
Bach and Mozart remain the most conspicuous masters. 

Mr. Fuller Maitland, in his excellent notes for the Bach 
Choir performance, says with equal truth and point of the 
second Beatitude, 44 Its expression is so direct that it seems 
almost irreverent to remark that it is a very carefully 
written Fugue”—the third, fourth, sixth, and the last 
Beatitudes, and certain portions of the fifth and seventh 
completely justify the eulogies of the French critics, both as 
to the sublimity of their inspiration and the transcendent 
technical skill of their composition. Truly, 44 there is not 
one poor bar, not a note out of place, not a single modula* 
tion which is not explicable and approved by the dramatic 
situation; this is true art; ages to come cannot tarnish its 
resplendent beauty.” In another passage M. d’Indy speaks 
of Franck “ recounting, almost with naivete, the beneficent 
action upon human destiny of a God Who is all love.” He 
has chosen a daring word, but it is justified. The music 
might be that conoeived and sung by a stainless child whose 
only knowledge was that of purity and love, who had on earth 
been admitted to the concerts of the Choir Invisible. 

It is only when we study the score by our fireside that we 
realise how profound is the musical art of the Singer ; how, 

nourished by the moBt potent forces of bygone genius, it sends 
up new buds and blossomB of a form and hue unseen before ; 
how rich it is in all the rarest graces that Learning has the 
power to bestow, ard how it wears these graces as if 
unconscious of them! It is a most unwelcome task to 
speak of those parts of 44 Lob Beatitudes,” which, whatever 
may be their technical merits, are of the earth earthy 
as compared with the heavenly hymns which succeed them. 
Nothing in M. d’lndy’s book is more touching than the 
manner in which he speaks of his 44 poor dear Master's ” 
failures. He who only lived and worked for good was 
44 incapable of drawing upon himself for the expression of 
emotion which he never felt but superficially.*’ He likens 
his Master to simple, holy Fra Angelico, and the impression 
made by the fervent piety of the painter and the musician 
is certainly the same. But to make the comparison com¬ 
plete we should have to imagine an Angelioo endowed with 
all the technical secrets of a Leonardo, in addition to his 
own ineffable sweetness and innocence. And, unhappily, if 

we are to extend the analogy of the 44 Beatitudes ” to some 
great sacred picture, we should have to conceive some altar- 

piece on which the handof some inferior scholar had some time 
worked. We all remember Angelico’s attempt, in the Acce¬ 
de in ia at Florence, to represent the punishment of sinners. He 
could not do it; and Franck could not represent a being so 
alien as Satan, nor the feelings of pagans and epicureans. 
So far, then, his work is, as a whole, not perfect. But we 
are fortunate in that we can sun ourselves in the radiance of 
his “Paradiso,” and forget that when he tried to depict 

«* Inferno ” his pen was powerless. 
It is to be regretted that the Bach Choir, whose members 

would surely have been competent for the task, did not sing 
the44 Beatitudes ” to the original French words. These are not 
high poetry, but they are much beyond the English transla¬ 
tion that was used. In very many instances the sound of 
the English marred the expression of the music—we may 
give as an example of this the beautiful 44 Heureux ceux qui 
pleurent, car ils seront consoles,” which was ill-replaced by 
“ Blessed are the mourners, for they shall be consoled.” 
But Franck’s oratorio shows, as do the Cantatas of Bach, 
how a composer can make the spirit triumph over the 
letter. Mme. Colomb’s text is not perhaps better than 

Franck,” wrote for John Sebastian. We do not, however, 
think of the words when we listen to Bach’s Can¬ 
tatas. When we consider the merits of the performance 
given recently by the Bach Choir under Dr. Allen, we are 
conscious of something of the same hesitation which we 
have in speaking of the inferior passages of Franck’s work. 
The Bach Choir has deserved, and is still deserving, so 
well of the public it faithfully serves. We hate to 6eem 
censorious, when we reflect on its record. And if we say, as 
we are bound to do, that its rendering of the 44 Beatitudes ” 
fell far short of that which the oratorio demands, we are 
not forgetful of the fact that the choir sang with accuracy 
and with purity* of tone. But neither the choir, nor the 
soloists, nor the orchestra, seemed able to convey the dramatic 
expression of the difficult muBic, and we beg those who 
heard the 44 Beatitudes ” last week for the first time not to 
suppose that they heard it adequately given. They mast 
suspend their jadgment until they have heard an orchestra 
pl»y the work which knows it as well as a great soloist 

knows his sonata or his concerto. Dr. Allen’s band played 
as one might suppose, shall we say, Kreisler played, when 
be read Elgar’s Violin Concerto for the first time. 

The orchestral part of the “ Beatitudes ” deserves to be 

studied and rehearsed as often as a Symphony should be. 
ItB beauty was but faintly indicated at the recent perform¬ 
ance. Then, too, the choir should sing with the dramatic 
power and force that would emphasise the contrasted 

elements of the music. The French Choir which sings 
under Colonne cannot rival the English singers in beauty of 
tone, but it sings with an animation and a meaning to which 
they are strangers. The soloists did conscientious work, 
but they, too, were without the necessary vigour and exalta¬ 
tion. Mr. Meinnes delivered the words of Christ with true 
feeling and fine phrasing, but the music lies too low, surely, 
for his voice. Still, when all is said, we are very grateful 
to the Bach Choir for having at last removed the reproach 
that lay upon London for its neglect of one of kthe religious 
masterpieces of the world. May we look forward to the 
time (we hope it may be soon) when the energy of one of 
our entrepreneurs will bring M. Colonne with his orchestra 

and perhapB his choir to sing this great Hymn to us, or at 
any rate will Bummon one of the great provincial choirs, 
engage soloists of the very first order, and see that the con¬ 
ductor rehearses his orchestra as thoroughly as he would if 
he were giving a first performance of some new and mighty 
tone-poem by Richard Strauss P 
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SOME NEW FRENCH BOOKS 

M. Augustin Thierry descends from a family of historians 
and writers. His father, Gilbert Thierry, is the author of 
the celebrated novel 44 La Savellihis uncle wrote the 
famous 44 Histoire des Temps M^rovingiens ” and “La 
Conqu&te de l’Angleterre par ies Normands.” It is there¬ 
fore hardly surprising that M. Augustin Thierry should 
have inherited this taste for historical research. He has 
just published a book on 44 Lob Grandee Mystifications 

Litteraiies ” (Plon, Nourrit and Co., 3f. 50c.), which has had 
a well-deserved success. In his preface M. Thierry explains 
that 44 the love of mystifying has always been in France a 
sort of national instinct,” and that all jesters, improvisators 

of f&roes and practical jokes have ever been looked upon 
indulgently by popular judgment. On the other haud 
public opinion cannot be severe enough in what concern; 
those audacious persons who have had the temerity to ust 
literature as a inane a of taystifying. And it is of soon 
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[ imitators, famous in their day yet now forgotten many 

long /ears since, that M. Augustin Thieny wishes to enter- 

J tun os. 
I Of coarse it is unavoidable that he should devote some 

J chapters to James Macpherson and the poems of Ossian, 

j also to Chatterton and the Rowley papers, but the most 

I unking pages of his book are those in which he sketches, 

in » bright, rieacioos style, the curious figure of the 

periwig-maker, Andre, who fell a victim to the practical 

vjieo/ two gay companions, Lasalle de Dampierre and the ; 

writer Dccoin. They managed to pers aade the naive Andr6 I 

that he possessed a remarkable poetic talent, and the I 

crednious man wrote in 1756 a long poem on the Earthquake I 

of Lisbon. The appearance of this work, which was gravely J 

published, provoked a general hilarity; yet everybody— I 

eitn Voltaire himself .'—wished to read it, precisely 011 J 
acwnut of the ridicule it aroused. And the proverb “ He ] 

laughs well who laughs last ” was confirmed by the fact that, 

tharjks to the practical joke played on him, AndiA earned j 

quite i nice little fortune. M. Thieny also tells us the 

aniuing story of the pretended MSS. of Clotilde de 

Surille, that lady of the Middle Ages, which were only able 

bads, but which at their publication in 1803 caused a real 

*nsation, as everybody was deeply interested in the history 

of medieval poems brought to light after so many centuries 

of oblivion. Our author thus passes in review most of the 

MJQsing and ingenious literary mystifications imagined since 

the eighteenth century, and closes his entertaining work by ] 

a sketch of Nicolas Ch&telain, who in 1837 conceived the , 

idea of imitating Mme. de SSvigne's style and of planting ^ 

un the literary market a batch of correspondence supposed t 
■o be from the pen of the celebrated marquise. But the I ( 

tat of Chatelain’s imitations were the letters Voltaire t 
presumed to have written to Mme. du Deffand about the ^ 

jng De Rebeoque, who became afterwards Benjamin j 
Ut-Unt. There were only four missives, but the imitator ^ 

44 poshed his art to the length of copying perfectly 

o*|aire s spiteful, rapid, and ironical style. Those who 

' ^ Augustin Thierry's book will pass many pleasant 
“Wtteata, and will await with interest the new work he is 8 

pt^paring in uojj^ljoration with M. Henri Verne. 

^ Stendhal (“Stendhal, Vie Anecdotique des 
fcmvaiufl. Michaud, 2f. 50c.) has inspired many 

and M. Alphonse Seche has not been able to a 

?^asure °* ■Retelling an account of the curious, J 
0f ^ ,exi8knce °*one the most singular personalities 

^e8 to Grenoble, where Henri 
8^OW8 w the childhood of the author of a 

• feTotwi t^’ w °'oveQ » small boy, was already, like Byron, J 

|!*e ^krnal Feminine. Indeed this same I * 

4®f«rUnt o Pkjred. as every one knows, a most J 

titled to am ^ ^d^al8 ^e> an(t M. S6ch<5 has not . 
h*jVs diffpN,!!eiiaS carious anecdotes concerning 1 

^ passioog en(i 1 atae8, muat admit, however, that h 
of h;. * rtt^e m<>re or less ridiculously, 1 

with bai^1!8 tiraiditJr- For, though flattering 4 
^ TerJ little \ 6611 Pathologist, Stendhal knew in 

M ^6erre * *°meni if he believed that pusillani- \ 

\ . ^^PhoraeSprk' j *° wo° and conquer them. ! 
1 *10 tht conttanr u deckrea that» 'D spite of all Stendhal 1 
j n*T, he was not a sensualist< 
l deluded l: I 

I ^ tint of nla? may delude U8» was that his 1 

1 allt ™ double On the 

I derived th0 °ther -“timentalisfc and ■ 

'l lhe he*rt, and ifel'PlIletS,* frcm the emotion’ the 
T P^iug hitn in tw ** WIltinient alone which was 
V ** Wiest of ©motion. So we see 

1 ^ of ia -ay. ** win 
I 0! i0Ve e wlxo **11 Rive him love, or at , 

y I We see Beyle, thanks to Mr. Seohe’s guidance, Commis- 
• I sioner of the Armies, Intendant of the Imperial troops 

during the Russian Campaign, where in the hour of daDger 
1 I he is still in full possession of his psychological curiosity; 
, I and daring the battles we find him observing attentively 

the attitudes of the soldiers of the different nations in order 
I to note the characteristic traits of each country. After 
[ having made a prolonged stay in Germany, Beyle repaired 
I to Italy, where he had his famous adventure with the Piet- 
j ragrua. Beyle’s biographer analyses his character with 
I remarkable perception, and shows us that besides being a subtle 
j analyst Stendhal was also a man of action, and that it was 

his love of energy which led him to profess so fervent a cult 
j for Napoleon. Napoleon represented for him the summum 

of energy ever compressed into one human being. Indeed 
I M. S6che’s book constitutes a very important document on a 
! very uncommon personality. Of course he does not try to 

analyse Stendhal’s work or style, but he has fully attained 
what he aimed at by giving us a series of amusing anecdotes 
which allow us perhaps to know Stendhal far better and 
more intimately than we should ever have done by perusing 
the most learned critical works on the same author. 

Romain Holland is an impassioned lover of art, because he 
believes it to be 41 the most sublime expression of the desire 
and the ideal of man, and because he sees in himself the 
result of the noble efforts of men who must have sacrificed 
their lives for others to an ideal far beneath them.” It is to 
be noted also that Holland sighs after beanty and is at beart 
a real, a true musician. He occupies a perhaps unique 
position in modern French literature. He is either exagger¬ 
atedly exalted by his admirers or too violently reviled by his 
detractors. Ardent polemics have been raised for and 
against him. His partisans declare him to be equal to the 
greatest writers, and say that he draws his inspiration from 
life. His starting-point is n&tnralism, and he has' followed 
the English realists and the Russian authors who conducted 
him to the threshold of pure art. 

Romain Holland has undertaken a great, one might even 
say a gigantic, work. His 14 Jean-Christophe ” will be com¬ 
plete in ten volumes. The ninth, u he Buisson Ardent” 
(Ollendorf, 3f. 50c.), has just appeared. To describe it 
would be tedious and useless, as it is impossible to form 
a correct idea of this immense work without reading 
the whole of it—a task which requires a certain courage. 
One is often tempted to give it up, but fortunately when one 
is tired curiosity prompts one on. Romain Holland has 
attempted to describe the throes of a real genius—one some¬ 
times wishes his wings were clipped so that he might be 
less prone to fly into the sublime regions where poor ordinary 
mortals follow him bat with difficulty—struggling against 
humanity which strives to domesticate him and push him back 
into the common herd out of which he tries to escape. The 
author shows us all the influences to which his hero, a young 
musician, Jean-Christophe, is submitted, und we follow his 
evolution step by step, sometimes rather wearily. We 
witness his triumphs, his trials, his pains, and often we 
cannot help thinking that he is a very naive young man 
indeed to believe that his example will in any way influence 
his contemporaries, and that he is also r \ther simple to be so 
one-minded, and rather enervating with his continual dia¬ 
tribes against the society, art, and morals he does not 
approve of. Only one more volume and ‘4 Jean-Christophe ” 
will be complete. The author will then feel that he has 
done his duty in conducting his hero from his cradle to his 
grave let us hope that it will be his grave !—and wo, bis 
readers, will feel that we have amply done ours in following 
meekly the Watering, fulgurating, domineering, and withal 
childish Jean-Christophe through his jonrney on this planet 
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“THE SEAMY SIDE: BY M. BOURGET"* 

By Frank Harris 

Here are three or four new stories by M. Bourget; the 
title, however, is & misnomer, the stories are not especially 
“ seamy,” but they are all interesting and all fairly well 
told. M. Bourget is not a born story-teller as de Maupas¬ 
sant was, or as Kipling is, but he has learned his craft in a 
good school, and he is intelligent enough to have turned his 
reading to fair account. I only finished the book yester¬ 
day, yet to-day there is only one story in it which I can 
recall even in outline. M. Bourget entitles it “La Vie 
Passe,” and it is a little sentimental narrative that lives 
because it is kindly. It is like a poor, pallid flower on 
harsh, stony ground. One remarks it because it stands 
alone and is a little pathetic. It is not worth describing ; 
one just notices it in passing. I turned down pages in the 
book half a dozen times, and on looking over it I find they 
are all turned down to mark gross blunders in the story¬ 
teller’s art. Let me give a couple of examples. Speaking 
in the first tale of a completely secondary personage, 
who indeed is dead before the story begins, M. Bourget 
says: “ His empty chair at table was all that remained 
of the late Vicenzo Palmi, a personage as dead as 
a Pharaoh; ” and then he goes on: “ Or as Thou- 
thmaais III., Amenothes II., or King Khouniatonou, son 
of that Queen Tiyi whose effigy was discovered in 1907 
in the Valley of Kings, and is the object of interminable 
discussions amongst Egyptologists”—an impertinent and 
deplorable exhibition of untimely erudition. In another 
case he is telling of an automobile accident and a terrible 
death. He is going to break the news to the woman who 
loved the dead man, but on his way, all trembling with 
excitement, he interposes between ns and his emotions a 
page or so of guide-book description of Alpine scenery! 
The faults are disgraceful—the blunderings of a camp- 
follower of literature, intolerable to whoever takes his art 

seriously. 
I should not have mentioned the book at all were it not 

for the Introduction, which has one or two notable things 
in it, and because the book, with all its aridity and school¬ 
boy shortcomings, is characteristic of M. Bourget. M. 
Bourget is perhaps important enough to be talked about in 
these columns, though of late years his reputation has 
declined even in France; outside Fiance he never counted 
for much, in spite of a tincture of cosmopolitan culture of 
which he was unduly proud. 

Thirty years ago, when M. Bourget as a young man of 
thirty stepped into the arena, many were inclined to take 
him for a master. He began, if I do not mistake, with Borne 
a Eagais de Psycbologie conteraporaine ” which showed wide 
reading and considerable intelligence. Then after a weak 

volume of poetry he net himself to the writing of novels, and 
at firet with a good deal of success. I read them all as they 
appeared and some of them were more or less interesting; 
“ Le Disciple ” is the only one of the dozen that made any 
impression on me; but the twenty years which have since 
elapsed have completely effaced the effect it produced 
at the time *, nothing of M. Bourget’s remains with me—not 
a character, not a scene, not a thought even. He is not in 
any sense a great writer; he is not even among the best 
writers of bis generation ; he has no distinctive word to 
men; and yet because he is a. Frenchman what be says 
about letters is alwayB sensible and sometimes exceedingly 
interesting. Of course, the reason of this is that M. Bourget 
is rather an essayist than a creative artist. As we have seen, 
he patches his stories with scraps of erudition and fringes of 

* VEnvers du^Qvtor. By Paul Bourget. Paris. 
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conventional frippery. He has been over educated—educated, 
that is, beyond bis power of assimilation. He smells of 
the Normal School, and is bookish even iu passion. He ie 
therefore at his best in talking of other men’B writings, and 
not when writing himself. Now, bearing in mind his 
evident shortcomings as a creator and his excellences as a 
critic, let ns consider his “ Introduction” to these stories and 
see wh&t he has of value to tell us. 

M. Bourget begins by asking himself why certain great 
literary reputations of tie past have withered away, bo to 
Bpeak, and he declares incontinently that “ the workB which 

grow old have not been true enough. No talent for writing, 

however great, is enough to preserve a book which is not 

first of all and above all a witneEs for truth.” And he gives 
as an example Chateaubriand:— 

The author of the *'G^nie du Christianisme" (he says), 
of the “ Martyrs,” and of “ Attila " would to-day he only » 
sonorous name were it not that at the beginning of bis 
“ Mlmoires d’Outre-Tombe ” he has painted Combourg. 
This picture of a little comer of provincial society at the 
end of the eighteenth century has not become old-fashioned 
like the rest of his work because the truth never goes out of 
fashion, and never loses its attraction. 

•• * * —• . ■ 
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Now all this, it seems to me, is admirable criticism, and 
is far more needed in England than it iB in France. For in 
England one is inclined to jndge literary works rather hy 
their style than by their truth—putting them to a poetic 
test, so to speak—perhaps because lyric poetry is the art we '*• 
most affect in England and the art in which Englishmen 
excel. And so we may profit by having this severer aud 
higher standard recalled to us by M. Bourget. For examples 
of the value of his criterion are even commoner in England 
than in France, and more striking. We may well set oar 
Ruskin, who is still so overrated and overpraised iu England, 
against Ch&teanbriand; for Chateaubriand was as fine a 
rhetorician, as great a master of prose-style, as Ruskin, and 
was never so contemptuous of truth as Ruskin, never w 
whimsically unreasonable; and yet M. Bourget sees, and 
dares to say, that Chateaubriand is hopelessly old-fashioned 
and falleu to decay, while people in England still believe, or 
try to believe, that Ruskin is one of the fixed stars in 
English literature. But no one who loves troth, no one who 
knows the history of literature as M. Bourget knows it, and 
is trained in a high tradition as he was trained, would dream 
of thinking that Ruskin could possibly survive and be read a , 
hundred years hence. Half a dozen pages or so of him will • 
always be found in “Elegant Extracts” or such compila¬ 
tions ; students of the art of writing will analyse the rhythm , 
of cert&iu of his descriptions of natural beauty; bnt as ao 
author he is doomed ; no magic of style could possibly save 
him from oblivion. 

M. Bourget resumes the whole argument in a phrase 
borrowed from a master of the seventeenth century, who 
said: “ II ne fant se servir de la parole que pour la pensee, et t 
de la pens£e que pour la verity which might be Englished 

thus : “ Words should be used to show thoughts, and thoughts 
to reveal truth.” 

It was in Hy&res some twenty years ago that 1 met M. 
Bourget for the first time. One afternoon he came to my 
room and we had a long talk. There was nothing remark¬ 

able in his appearance ; lie struck me as a well-made, well* 
balanced person, of ilnent yet precise speech, and the perhct 
self-possession which comes from having all one’s powers 

under easy control. He was dressed in English fashion; be 
did not know much of oar language, bnt he knew all aboat 
our tailors aud other English conventions, which hebppeaT^1- 
to like. He was evidently widely read and thorough!) 
educated, with a range of knowledge unusual among hi* 
compatriots ; but he ws*3 proud of his learning as no great man 
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if wer proud of the memory-pouch he has to carry about. He 
had always had a great admiration for Shakespeare, he told 
me, and proceeded to give me the results of his reading on 
the subject at immense length; he had nothing new 
to ay of the slightest value. After giving me a sort of 
lecture on Shakespeare and his works for a couple of hours 
M. Botuget took his departure, and as he was leaving I 
stored to remark that perhaps the next time we met I 
would talk to him on Balzac for an boar or so for I was 
exceeding)/ interested in Balzac, and believed I had new 
things to say about him. To do him justice, M. Bonrget took 
the little hint admirably. Frenchmen are very quick to see 
when they have come near making themselves ridiculous ; 
bat they are so persuaded of their inborn superiority to all 
other peoples as judges of art and literature that even M. 
Bonrget did not realise how absurd it was to talk as he did 
(o me about Shakespeare. 

1 wu the more amused because he repeated in that talk 
nrtain remarks which he had published ten years before in 
bis Esiay on Tourgaenief. I may as well take the passage 
from the Essay; both in its insight and in its limitations 
it L« characteristic of M. Bourget’s eminently French talent. 
Writiog of the women of Tourguenief, he begins by saying 
?h»fc *4 the novelist or imaginative writer always reveals 
himself most clearly in his pictures of women.** Still 
standing on fhe excellent French tradition, he goes on to 
uwrt that “ the woman we have loved, the woman who has 
made ns suffer or enjoy, is always, in spite of ourselves, onr 
type sod model whenever we try to say anything true about 

ser. Therefore,” he concludes, “ the female characters 
of any and every male writer are more personal, more soul- 
rorealing, even than his portraits of men.1* Now -all this 
M. Bomget has learned from his masters, from Balzac and 
bteadhal, and he puts it strongly with a spice of charac- 

exaggeration. Yet in the main it is excellent 
because true; but as soon as he applies the rule to Shake- 
!Pe4Pe ba fills into absurdities because he does not know 
^bakaipeare well enough to write about him at all. He 

m>ght perhaps conceive of an Othello or a 
•aroeth created by some other band, but no one save 
^akapeare could have drawn Imogen or Rosalind or 
-^ia; they are unique creations without analogies in 
poetrj.H 

^ Bonrget had said that neither Hamlet nor Macbeth 
?°fe characteristic of Shakespeare than his Rosalind, 

p. * *be Sonnets, his “ false Cressida ** and his 
JJJrJ.. would b&ve shown himself on the height of his 

tint PluZ*01* - ^ ^ hasn’t occurred to any foreigner yet 
* rH ™ R moa* splendid woman's portrait in the 
"Hi/ *?**ure- ^ben we put “Manon Lescaut ** or 
Micnn ^ * or “ La Cousine Bette ” or 11 Modente 

°r °* t^eIn, beside that u serpent of the old 
^°W immenflely ®operior Shakespeare was 

hii * ua?* °* Women other creative writers— 
j Bat if* ,? 1wa8 a ^remt teacher. 

4w3’4""'*"'w 
^ be would have won, I think, a —w.« 

his ^U^,0n* ^ remember some Italian sketches 

tkich *rMch he caUed “Sensations d’ltalie ** 
ay ute7iti0^Dt ra^n^> me» f°r they first directed 

in tin. ^08e maff,Hficent frescoes of Luca 
by ^0me of Orvieto. There are to be seen 

p,.6 *wo RT^dioee events in the Christian 
of the Dead ” and “ The Last 

Ht &how& tLe dLS° • has revealed his genius, 
i * risings not from tombs, but from the 

1 ^ e abeletona clothing themselves with the 
1 J kk.il a?* .. Eroatnesa of the conception, too 
I Hem a iviam L a ■ ■■ ■ aLam! « 

girl as if to defend her, while another man puts his hands 
on the first as if seeking support—human love and com¬ 
panionship triumphing over death, much as the love of 
Francesca and Paolo triumph over the horrors of hell in the 
greatest page of Dante. “ The Last Judgment ** is a night¬ 
mare of horrors; hut, little as it moves me, I prefer it to 
the similar work of Michelangelo in St. Peters, though 
both are academic to inanity. 

I wish M. Bonrget had given us more essays and Italian 
sketches and fewer novels and stories. But after all, I have 
spent pleasant hours with him, not without profit, and must 
not he unthankful or unduly censorious. 

7* “‘’."uurSetia a very interesting essa/ist, and 
7 written about hooks and works of art instead 

more 

Here a man throws his arm about a 
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WAITING FOR WINSTON 
By E. Ashmead-Bartlett 

Belfast, Tuesday. 

It is not easy to describe the situation in Belfast. N > one 
knows what is going to happen; every one is working for 
peace, and at the same time hoping there will be a disturb¬ 
ance. The manoeuvres between the opposing sides are at an 
end, and now we are calmly awaiting developments. The 
Ulster Hall has been put out of hounds by the police, and 
any one who attempts to enter it on the nights of 
February 7th and 8th will be guilty of a trespass, and dealt 
with by the police accordingly. This has cleared the air 
very considerably, and we know exactly where we stand. The 
mandate has gone forth to the Unionist Clubs, who have 
organised the boyg who are to resist Home Rule, to stand 
easy, and show no aggressive tendencies on the occasion 
of Mr. Churchill’s visit. Dublin Castle has become alarmed, 
and has sent about three thousand additional English troops* 
into town, who will be kept under observation as much as 
possible, but who will be ready to intervene should the 
Protestants and the Catholics fly at each other’s throats. 
There are one thousand sturdy Royal Irish Constabulary in 
the town who are going to look after the obstreperous of 
both sides, and, should there be an outbreak, they are more 
than likely to be attacked by both Catholics and Orange¬ 
men ; this usually happens in civil strife. But in spite of 
all these precautions no one is bold enough to prophesy that 
peace will be maintained, because there are so many of the 
riffraff of the town who belong to no organisation at all, and 
who may get out of hand and drag in their friends who at 
present are determined to remain peaceful. 

Never before has Belfast been in such a state of excite¬ 
ment. The town has attracted to it numerous visitors who 
fill the hotels until it is difficult to obtain any accommo¬ 
dation, and there will be universal disappointment if all 
passes off peacefully ; but the most interesting sight is the 
vast numbers of special correspondents who have been 
attracted to the scene in the hope of trouble. Nearly all the 
old familiar faces which are seen at war-time are here. 
They fill the Grand Central Hotel discussing the situation 
and searching in vain for some exclusive news with which 
to delight the British public. But exclusive news is almost 
impossible to find, because everything is known to every one 
in this town and every private individual, and every official 
is only too anxious to let you know all he knows. There is 
a very general impression prevalent now that there will 
be no disturbance, but personally I am rather inclined 
to think otherwise. There are so many wild spirits in the 
townjwho love to fisb in troubled water, that it seems almost 
incredible they will let this unique opportunity pass. 

Whatever happens, one thing is certain. Mr. Churchill, 
by his ill-timed intervention, has done more for the 
cause of Unionism than any other single individual. Ulster 
has long wanted the opportunity to give the British 
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public ad object-lesson that she is in deadly earnest. Now, 
no one will dare say that Ulster’s preparations are a mere 

bluff, and would fade away in smoke if a Home Rule Bill ever 
became law. Home Rule, as far as Ulster is concerned, is as 
dead as the dodo. It is impossible to force it on the local 
Protestant garrison in Ireland without a civil war, and it is 
extremely doubtful if it could ever be forced on them even 
by the intervention of the armed forces of the Crown. They 
will have none of it, and will Bubmit to no compromise, and 
it is waste of time for Mr. Churchill to come here and offer 
bribes to buy their support to his schemes for the dismem¬ 
berment of the Empire. Mr. Churchill has made a fatal 
tactical mistake, and no one knows this better than the 

Nationalist party. 
This party particularly wished to avoid an appearance of 

rousing Ulster by their plans, and in this they have been 
foiled. Men who have never taken any previous interest in 
politics are turning out by thousands to drill themselves so 
as to be prepared for any emergency, and are attending 
political meetings in all partB of Ulster. Mr. Churchill has 
rushed in where angels would have waited for more exact 
information, and he must suffer in consequence. The man 
who is most annoyed with him is the Irish Secretary, Mr. 
Birrell, who finds that all his carefully-laid schemes to rush 
in Home Rule without causing too muchldust to fly about 
have been completely upset. The Churchill meeting is thus 
destined to end in a complete fiasoo so far as ushering in a 
Home Rule Campaign in Ulster is concerned. His propa¬ 
ganda has degenerated into a swan-song, and he will never 
pay another visit to Ulster in any capacity. To-day 
Belfast is singularly quiet. The troops have been arriving by 
special trains and have marched through the town with 
bands playing, causing considerable amusement to the 
citizens who face the foul weather. It is noticeable that 
none but English troops are being employed. At present it 
iB impossible to predict how man’s primitive passions may 
be aroused on February 8th. It only needs just two indi¬ 
viduals to fall out and set the ball rolling. It might 
quite easily be started by two factory-hands, and once 
started the troubles may last for months. 

The universally expressed opinion on all sides is that Mr. 
Churchill is a profound nuisance and a public disturber of 

the peace, but he loves a good advertisement from time to 
time, and he has certainly obtained that, if nothing else. 
Meanwhile the motto of Belfast is—“Wait and see” 
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THE QUARTERLIES 

There is always the danger of a writer’s work passing 
quickly away into forgetfulness if it be greeted with nothing 
but eulogy. There is a secret cause for it in Nature, that 
the Greeks felt and sought to express in their conception of 
Nemesis. Therefore those who have been stimulated by 
Bergson’s thinking will be glad to notice that he is coming 
into his share of adverse criticism. It is a healthy sign. 
For example, there is the article in the Quarterly by Mr. 
Sydney Waterlow entitled “ The Philosophy of Henri 
Bergson.” In the usual manner of Quarterly articles (that 

still pose as ponderous reviews of books, new or old, and not 
as articles in the accepted meaning of the word), it is 
cumbered by references to books on, and books about, and 
books that include mention of, Bergson. In essence, how¬ 
ever, it is a criticism of the philosophy that is now like to be 
swamped by popularity. It is rare among articles on 
Bergson in this, that it is as easy to read as Bergson himself 
is, instead of being about ten times as difficult. And the 
purport of Mr. Waterlow’s essay is to show that “ Bergson, 
•irith Gallic paerionifoF^ymmetrv sbd completeness, evolves 
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a whole theory of the Universe, which, from its want of 
interest in the logic of his position, remains, as I hope to 

show, vague and fantastic.” About such a sentence there 
are three unhappy comments to be made. First, that & 

“ Gallio passion for symmetry and completeness ” and a 
“ want of interest in the logic of a position ” is an awkward j in- 
contradiction in terms; second, that Gallic is a strange term 
for a man of Jewish and Irish ancestry; third, that the 

words “ vague and fantastic” do not (save from a school- V** 
man’s point of view, which is just the point of view at issue) V-f. 
fault, but only define, a philosophy. Plato, for example, 7 ” 
was vague and fantastic; nevertheless, he has influenced 7,- 

thought as no other philosopher has. 

Sir Oliver Lodge, in his article on M Balfour and Bergson,” W 
in the Ilibbert Journal, has a far smaller, and incidentally a .. .. 

more topical, subject to handle. “ I have been asked,” he > :• 
says, “ by the Editor to contribute to the friendly discussion 
which Mr. Balfour baa opened—indeed, to reply to his 7" 
criticism in an interim manner, until such time as M. Bergson L' 
himself may be able to write further on the subject.” Yet - ^ 
he does not in fact reply, if a reply be understood to mean a '7 

refutation. His object is rather to suggest that the teleolo¬ 
gical interpretation that Mr. Balfour sought to place on M. 
Bergson’s philosophy in the Hibbert of last October would 
probably be accepted by the French philosopher, not being 
the “ Leibnitzian finalism ” that he has argued against, calling 
it radical finalism. Sir Oliver Lodge, very wisely, is 
always desirous of oouching his thinking so that it is acces¬ 
sible to all readers. With such an attitude few can find 
fault. But we could wish sometimes (as we wished when 
reading this article) that he would arouse himself to a 
greater energy of thought. 

It is always interesting to be challenged with regard to 
what we have considered axioms of thought. Although it 
would not be altogether accurate to say that Dr. Baty in his 
article in the Quarterly, entitled “ The History of Majority ' 

Rule, throws out such a challenge, yet his paper is 
interesting, inasmuch as it has the same effect. His investi¬ 
gation into the origin of the custom of considering a bare 
majority vote an adequate authority is not altogether 
successful; yet its very lack of success helps ns to realise 
what a piece of pure empiricism the whole thing is. Pro¬ 
fessor Whitney, in “ The Elizabethan Reformation,” mars 
an admirable subject by making it largely a mere discussion 
of authorities. In “ Music and Drama,” Mr. W. H. Hadow 
writes admirably on wbat drama is, truly speaking. It is a 
subject that needs discussion, because it is all too readily 
assumed that such a play as “ Strife ” is drama. Mr. Hadow 
is clearly hampered by the books which he purports to 

review; yet, in spite of these difficulties by the way, he 
has given us an article that deserves very careful reading— 
the more so as there are not wanting signs that we are 
about to enter on a revival of & drama that shall be far 
removed from Ibsen and Galsworthy. 

What that revival shall be is not so difficult to divine a* 
may at first be thought. But whatever it be, it will have to 
date itself from, and study carefully, the only great dramatic 
period we have had in this country. Therefore the anony¬ 
mous article in the Edinburgh Review entitled “ The Eliza¬ 
bethan Playwright” has a particular interest. The writer, 
whoever he be, is rather a pessimist. He is quite convinced 
that the modern “ desire to be original ” is “ sure to defeat 
itself. We would remind him that Wordsworth’s desire to 
bo original was not a mere effort in self-defeat—in spite of 
the opinion of the Edinburgh Review at that time that it 
would be sure to do so. The critic of that period came to 
his unfortunate opinion (unfortunate for himself, that is) 
because he had his head buried in the past. The critic of 
the present number of the Edinburgh Review has also a 

failing iu that an-ectaon. Nevertheless, in spite of hia having 
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F.l/nwry If), 1912 THE ACADEMY (emitted to remember the lessons of the past, he has given ua 
to article that well repays reading. It is good to see justice 
<iooe to Schelliiig’a extraordinarily oompendious couple of 
rolomea on “Elizabethan Drama;*’ but the writer does 
something Jess than justice in omitting to refer to Fleay’s 
invaluable book. Any one who has had to work through 
that period will know bow invaluable it is. The article on 
"The Wessex Drama” is, as it declares, a full-length 
criticism of Thomas Hardy's work, and takes as its subject 
kr. Frank Hedgcock’s recent treatise for the Docteur-^s* 
litres at Paris. It is clear that the writer does not know 
that Mr. Hedgcoek is an Englishman—a fact that makes 
itself apparent in several usages of French words and I 
sentences. Therefore to claim of him the 44 lightness of hand 
that M. Anatole France has taught us to associate with 
literary criticism of the first rank ” is to go strangely amiss. 
^h*t is, perhaps, the best of the articles is called 44 Auguste I 
Rodin and his French Critics.” Rodin, as the writer says, I 
J now a world figure, and criticism, detraction even, can ! 
only concern itself with him on the basis of his greatness, j 
And that fact is not often enough adequately recognised. 
The article closes with some words of Rodin that ought I 
to be inscribed over the Palace of Art and graven in the ! 
ainda of artists: “ Le progrfcs existe dans le monde, mais ! 
non dans Tart.” 

M. Ren£L. Gerard in the Hibbert examines the present 
nitoation in France, England and Germany in an article that I 
be calls “Civilisation in Danger.” Unlike many writers on I 
this subject, he does not neglect to examine whether or not j 
it would be much of a loss if oar present civilisation were to 

annoyed. Civilisation is a word that many use and few J 
comprehend; but it has generally come to mean something I 
.a*, takes os away from Nature, which is the source of all 
oar health. It is this that M. Gerard examines. In the j 
ttme^ibagazine Professor J. Arthur Thomson asks 44 Is there 

Science of Nature F ” The question was asked by him I 

rf > * it* nQm^er o£ and this is the conclusion ! 
hi' *k* • °Wn answer» ^ ma7 b® said, is in the affirmative; j ! 

3t w investigation is even more interesting than his I < 
pwfe.s9or W. P. Ker (the Hibbert, excellent as it < 

W*J| L,( has a quite decided love for the professorial prefix I t 
,1r contributor*) writes on 44 Popular Philosophy,” and is « 

at hard on the popular philosopher. At any rate, I < 
popolar philosopher has not the logic-chopping, logic- I s 

^ obsession of his schoolman brother—which is a I s 

Litei# l«0n ^awn8^eJ ka® an article on 44 Pernicious I f 
is to d that offers one great difficulty. It is this : Who I i 

W/la^ and what is not pernicious literature? I s 

Inboa d” wko W0Qld have banned 44 Prometheus a 
^ sen V* Pei^!^eroua mixture of blasphemy, sedition, ! 

3^ we remember. a 

hjj.- n. at^« editor, has two articles in the I i bdlintb*' ' 106 eaitor, has two articles in the 
on „Tpnr‘eif~one^ “Mr. Balfour's Farewell,” the other 
“ThepJ!^011 V freshwater.” Canon Barry writes on 
of when -JJ?8 o£ Giviliaation ”•—an article that we thought 
CCT* H in the Hibbert. And Mr. G K. 

^ekat.” n*? a Ver7 ckarackeristic essay on 44 An Agnostic 

Present °r rather a °°llection» fchat makea 
Hr. a p Review a number to possess is that by 

Tit Cfarrh T 0a * Religious Poetry.” 
*mcle in - opens with an important and timely •“lyj m , * r-- wuv c»uu biutoijf 

onj*e<^lon with Welsh Disendowment and 

ft* writer^ ^ ^<rank Morgan, of Keble College. 
analog**? akow that the Prime Minister’s 

Hno anil7 ^Ween th® Caa.69 o£ Ir*l*nd and Wales is 
^oathow r £n care*rd summary he well 

too * ™srent are the two positions. Most 
tlv>k.. < 1 ^ mS 6XTV\flnwn _1__ # i • 

and harass as much as possible in its future. Very different 
was the generosity shown to the Irish Church by Mr. 
Gladstone. With regard to the actual robbery, one point is 
annoticed (nor so far have we seen it taken up by any 
defenders)—that is, the total amount which it is proposed 
to take from the poor clexgy is equal to only a fourpenny 
rate on the whole rateable value of the Principality. This 
is meanness indeed, as the Bishop of St. Davids says. 
If the oountry wants certain improvements and local 
benefits, let the people pay an honest fonrpence in the 
pound instead of patting their hands in their neigh¬ 
bour’s pockets. But the real object is to cripple the 
Church in Wales and to begin driving in the wedge 

[ for Disendowment in England. In another article (not 
signed) the value to a nation of an Established Church is 
exceedingly well set forth, and the usual arguments against 
it considered and answered. 

The Archdeacon of Birmingham writes on the Arch¬ 
bishops’ Committee on Church Finance. It is evident that 
so far from the Church’s endowments being sufficient for 
the needs of present-day activity, it is imperative that they 
should be supplemented by a comprehensive and business¬ 
like organisation for the large increase of voluntary offer¬ 
ings, which are already considerable. The Church’s interest 
in social and educational questions is shown in articles on 
the Social Results of Mental Defect, and on Religions 
Instruction in Girls’ Schools. Miss Geraldine Hodgson 
has a good account of the Rule of St. Benedict, and there 
are the usual good literary notices, making up altogether a 
very interesting number. 

INDIAN MAGAZINES 

Digitized by 

The New Monthly of Madras has started with a Coronation 
Durbar number, as an illustrated magazine chiefly intended 
for biography, literature, science, and art, and for the pro¬ 
duction of character sketches of notable persons, with anec¬ 
dotes, moral and witty papers. The contents are light rather 
than solid, popular rather than profound, more amusing than 
educational. Its Indian readers will learn much about 
Coronations, the King and Queen, Thackeray and his works, 
and also of some matters probably not otherwise acces¬ 
sible to them. The letters 41 Behind the Veil ’* from Indian 
girls reveal (if genuine) the sort of life that secluded Indian 
women lead, and their mental equipment. Such venture¬ 
some publications indicate the growth of civilisation in India 
and deseive encouragement. 

Three numbers of The Collegian, Calcutta, for November 
and December, contain the usual budgets of educational 
information, but only a few interesting papers. A 44 College 
at Lahore ” and 44 The Cawnpore Agricultural College and 
Laboratories” show progress in higher education. 44 The 
True Indian Ideal of Learning,” 44 Stray Thoughts on Kali- 
dasa,” besides studies on Carlyle, Dickens, and Shakespeare 
characters, supply the more substantial material, with papers 
on College Education, Time and Space, Astronomy and other 
Sciences, Sport, Economics, Ac., to make a variety. Mr. 
Gokhale’s Bombay speech on Mass Education is worth 
reading. The Coronation is briefly mentioned. This journal 
is a useful departmental record. 

The Wednesday Review, Trichinopoly—three numbers for 
December and January—has weak papers on 44 The Corona¬ 
tion Boons ” and 44 The Transfer of the Capital,” the latter 
exhibiting but a superficial appreciation of the case a« a 
whole. Paraphrase and imputations of selfishness have no 
value as criticism. The eternal questions of Indian women 
festivals, social polity, the Indian National Congress, are 
again discussed, though there can be little new to say on each 
f Original Trom * 
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head. The more political papers on The Crisis in Persia, 
Anglo-Russian Diplomacy, Slavery of Indians in the 
Colonies, The Durbar at Delhi show some thought and an 
independent grasp of the subjects. The articles on the 
Pallava dynasty in South India are useful contributions, 
which should help future historians. The notices of books 
and magazines hardly appeal to English readers, but may be 
acceptable to Indian readers in place of the original works. 
These Indian papers are valuable according as they represent 
Indian ideas rather than fill their space with English 
extracts. 

will be by modem authors, and later on Mibb Darragb, whose 
success as manageress and pioneer at the Liverpool Theatre 
is well known, will present the best of them in Loudon. 

1! tli 
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In the Moslem. World for January the Assistant-Editor 
appeals for wider circulation for his quarterly, of which the 
avowed object is to help the Churches in their plans for 
the evangelisation of the Moslem World. 41 Islam in Nyasa- 
land ” shows that there is plenty of work available in that 
direction as in other countries. The Mahomedanism 
prevalent there is of ro low a type, bo superficial, so mixed 
up with heathenism, as scarcely to deserve the name at all. 
It is easy-going, and interferes little with the manner of life 
of the natives, which they would have to abandon on becom¬ 
ing Christians. Their distrust of the white man also 
operates in favour of Islam against Christianity. As the 
literature of Islam in European languages is so enormous 
and perplexing, students and readers will derive much 
assistance from the article on 44 A Working Library on 
Islam,” which enumerates the principal books purchasable 
(with a few exceptions) for less than £50, and names the 
twenty-four volumes, specially selected, obtainable for about 
£10. 44 The Entering Wedge ” is a general name, given by 
the writer, who hails from Smyrna, to the disruptive force 
which Christianity is bringing to bear on stagnant and 
monotheistic Islam in the Turkish dominions. The general 
awakening of the East has asserted itself since the revolu¬ 
tion of 1867 in Japan. The wedge of Christian civilisation 
is being driven in by the four methods of evangelisation, 
education, medical work, and publication operating against 
the defensive Pan-Islamic movement. The tone is more 
hopeful than that of other papers. The whole publication 
contains valuable information, and supplies ample material 
for the missionary to draw upon. 

A proposal has been made to establish a Society under the 
title of 44 The London Society,” with the object of advancing 
the practical improvement and artistic development of 
London, and a preliminary meeting will be held at the 
Galleries of the Royal Society of British Artists, Suffolk 
Street, W., at 8 p.m., on Febmary 9th, with a view to its 
inception. Sir Aston Webb, C.B., C.V.O., R.A., has kindly 
promised to preside. 

In connection with the Shakespeare Festival, Stratford-on- 
Avon, the annnal series of dramatic performances at the 
Memorial Theatre will begin on Monday, April 22nd, and 
will last for three weeks. Mr. F. R. Benson will act as 
director, and the play chosen this year for the birthday is 
“ Antony and Cleopatra.” 

The Adelphi Play Society’s production of the dramatisa¬ 
tion of Mr. H. G. Wells’ book 44 The Wonderful Visit,” 
which was to have been given on February 25th at the Little 
Theatre, has been postponed owing to difficulties connected 
with the copyright. Instead will be given 44 The Birth¬ 
right,” from the Dutch of Jan Paulas. 

During the absence of Miss Horniman, of the Manchester 
Repertory Theatre, on her Canadian tour, Miss Darragh will 
present at the Gaiety Theatre of that city twelve modern Tb„pV> 

The Board of Education announce that the gradual with¬ 
drawal by Mr. Pierpont Morgan of the collection exhibited 
by his kind permission on loan at the Victoria and Albert 
Museum began with the removal of the enamels on Monday, 
February 5th. No definite arrangements for the withdrawal 
of any other part of the collection have as yet been made, 
bnt it is anticipated that the next portion to be removed will 
be the collection of silversmiths' work. A further announce¬ 
ment will be made in due course. 

A meeting of the Jewish Historical Society will be held 
on Monday, February 12th, in the Zoology Theatre, Univer¬ 
sity College, London, Gower Street, W.C., at 8.30 p.m. 
precisely, when a paper will be read by Hilary JenkiDBon, 
Esq., B.A., F.S.A., of the Public Record Office, on “The 
Records of Receipts from the Jews in Mediaeval England.” 
Mr. Jenkinson has been fortunate enough to discover at the 
Record Office a number of tallies by which receipts from 
the Jews were recorded. He will exhibit photographs of 
some of them at the meeting. 

NOTES AND NEWS 

The fifty-first annual Exhibition of the Royal Glasgow 
Institute of the Fine Arts will be opened at twelve noon 
to-day, Febmary 10th, by the Lord Provost. 

IMPERIAL AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

By Lancelot Lawton 

THE ANGLO-RUSSIAN ENTENTE iCOBDIALE 

On all sides it is agreed that the visit of distinguished 
Englishmen to St. Petersburg, which has just terminated, 
will go a long way towards strengthening the already cordial 
relations that exist between this country and Russia. Were 
proof wanted of the complete success of the *4 mission ” it 
is to be found in the columns of the German Press, where 
mnch is being written to minimise the importance of the 
occasion, and where, on the other hand, irritation is displayed 
at the enthusiasm it has called forth in an unnecessary 
amount of splenetic comment. No one who is aware of the 
progress made in Russia during the last few years fails to 
recognise that the moment is singularly ripe for an Entente 
Cordtale between that country and Great Britain. The vast 
majority of English people, however, know as little about 
Russia and the Russians as they do about Tibet and the 
Tibetans, and therefore it becomes a duty of publicists 

following the trend of international policy to lose no oppor¬ 
tunity that may present itself for dispelling this ignorance. 

The English critics of Russia fail to realise sufficiently the 
enormous task that lies before her statesmen. To begin 
with, the prosperity of the whole Empire is boand up with 
the problem of agriculture. It is by agriculture that 87 
per cent, of the population earn their livelihood, or, in other 
words, 115,000,000 out of 142,000,000 inhabitants an? 
rooted to the soil. In Russia, therefore, it is no 

e*®RKer&tion to say that the economic standard of indi¬ 

vidual existence is decided the harvest. Good crops 
anooeesH^j the foundations 

-t- ’he: 
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of the State than all the laws which it is possible for 

v ' the mind of man to conceive. It is in recognition of this 

' ' important fact that the present Finance Minister refers in I hippy vein to 14 His Excellency the Harvest.” To all who 

give & moment's consideration to the subject it mast be 

evident that if the lot of 90 per cent, of the population can be 

improved so as to banish, from their lives the haunting 

spectre of poverty; if the bodies and minds of these millions 

of people can be nourished so as to equip them in every way 

for the citizeijehip of a great Empire; if the soil iu which 

the foundations of State are sunk, and from which the multi¬ 

tude derive their livelihood is made to yield the world’s staple 

grain in abnndance, then political discord mast of necessity 

cm* and loyal harmony prevail, Even so severe a critic as Dr. 

Rudolph Martin is compelled to admit that if the farmsteads 

of Russia are pat into first-rate order then the future of the 

Empire is assured. The present Government, with serious I 

mtent and highly-oiganised purpose, have initiated this I 

tremendous task. I have already observed that foreign 

critics do not appreciate sufficiently the magnitude of the 

obstacles that beset the path of true reform in Russia. In I 

many instances they fail to realise that some of these 1 

uhstaclee, and indeed the most formidable of them, have I 

been set up by Nature, and are irremovable. In their I 

feverish desire to score points and to make good their case 

the/ foqjet that the Rnssian Empire is the second largest 

Empire in the world; that even among Empires it is unique I 

because it encompasses a continuous stretch of territory I 

extending west from cultured Europe to the wild and 

vmote east of the Pacific shores, north from the white, I 

vpr-froMD regions of the Arctic, sonth to the rich, sunlit 1 

wds of Bokhara, Persia, and Turkestan, and that within j 

bis vast continent of mountain and steppe there dwell j 

eoplee and tribes of all races, possessing rival faiths I 

id following diverse customs. I 
Critics also do not make adequate allowance for the diffi- I , 

hies of communication over vast areas. Nor do they even I 3 

into proper account the climatic rigour and the obvious I j 
abilities it imposes upon the Administration no less than I j 

spon the individual. Finally, they make the cardinal error I j 

jf closing their eyes to the open pages of history. As an I s 
wd to the study of present-day problems the all-important I ^ 

8bonld not be lost sight of that the national history of I a 

Ra*sis was abruptly interrupted at the thirteenth century I g 

aad cot resamed again before the sixteenth century. Her I ^ 

development as a European State is therefore of compare- a 

lively late growth. Considerations of this kind bring us I j, 

immediately back to the question of land reform. I 0 

1 will be recalled that last year the jubilee of I w 

eoaocip&tioQ of the serfs1 was celebrated with I ^ 

ceremonial at St. Petersburg, and was made I n* 
1 'Jocasion of a remarkable demonstration of loyalty „ 

k* Throne of the Tsars. It may with truth I 

beri a modern State can only 
tioaj r* ^ foundation of free and enlightened institu- I 
,rt ^en from this aspect, Russia is about to 

'rtber a^t°^ ^0r7 °I youthful manhood; and when 
^ mAn^e8ling’ signs of weariness asacon- 

* ° prolonged and oftentimes nerve-racking 

*n ^ arena where the forces of progress and 

,Jlh 8^® m&y look forward 

« the ulhWfft r*06 *° f ****** 80 ful1 oi Prosperity tbat 
ttokrtbjd of ,u]lQre. 8^e can count upon the dominant 

fhe ^erfs liftj[0r ^ Cl?^8a^011* Fifty years ago, when 

foffi the soil to theil% ey0S . and ^azed’ as it were, 
'A that hiaw, ./® 8un’ opened the -first page 

" ,c^ ,s show forth the lustre of pre- I 

system amonE^he Powers-of the earth. Thacom-. I 

a ^*1r hheratio 0Wn®rHllP* established among the peasants I 
dj wag in the nat,nre of an experiment. . To I 

)i* I begin with, it resulted in the tendency to stifle all sense of 
is I responsibility, and, with it, of initiative. The individual 
n I readily sacrificed that independence of spirit without which 
o I liberty is barren of its blessing, and placed the burden that 
e I he should have borne on his own shoulders upon the broad 
e I back of the community. And so, in turn, the community, 
g I composed of a number of individuals the one relying upon 
s I the other and each upon all, likewise lost all sense of 
y I responsibility, and, with it, of initiative. Thus the peasants 
b I ceased to be the serfs of the landowners only to become 
• I the slaves of the commune. The memorable Ukase of 
3 I November 9th, 1906, sought to remedy this evil, for it gave 
r I the peasant free right to withdraw from the commune, 
• I acquiring as his individual property a strip of land. 

1 I To-day the peasantry of Russia are awakening, and their 
’ I awakening means that Russia is about to enter upon the 

I fullness of her powers as an Empire. For, although there 
} is no more capable individual than the cultured Russian, we 
I cannot forget that it is the peasantry in their millions who 

are the breadwinners of Russia, the rank and file of her 
military forces, the stout arms that uphold and shield her 

| very existence. The redistribution of land and its division 
into allotments under individual ownership will spread a 

I spirit of independence among the masses, and, if only os a 
I result of healthy rivalry, will promote a very natural desire 

for the attainment of individual efficiency. Increased 
I prosperity will give the individual opportunities for the 
I uplifting of himself and his kind, for it will then be within 

his power to assist in extending the means of communica- 
I tion, and so to perfect the facilities for education and 
I enlightenment. For the moment Russia is engaged in 

constructing the shell of her vast Empire. Her spare 
i wealth must first be expended in building railways of 

strategic value, so that she may protect that which she 
! holds; for scattering the millions of her people over the 

surface of her immeasurable lands ; and for rooting those 
millions and rearing them to maturity in the soil of their 
fatherland. How often do we hear from her critics that the 
human material at her disposal is of poor quality because 
the bulk of it is blind with illiteracy! And how often, too, 
are we told that maladministration is alone responsible for 
this backwardness! Rut in this, as in dealing with other 
aspects of Russian life, the critics betray their ignorance. 
Serious educationists who have given careful attention to 
the subject hold different views. I have particularly iu mind 
a work exhibiting special knowledge no less than command¬ 
ing ability, written as a result of painstaking investigation 
on the spot by the late Mr. Darlington, who in his lifetime 
was a prominent official of the Board of Education in this 
country. We are told by this eminent authority that the 
rigour of climatic conditions accounts largely for the illite¬ 
racy of the Russian masses: — 

Digitized by Google 

The sternness of the struggle (.he wrote] that 1ms to be 
waged with the force * of Nature for the bare means of sub¬ 
sistence is such that children can be spared for school only so 
long as it is impossible to labour in the fields. Directly the 
frost breaks up and Nature awakes from the sleep of winter 
the schools mast close; they are therefore open only from 
October to May—say for IK) days at the outside. The short¬ 
ness of school life—in most cases not extending beyond three 
years, and often even falling short of that, is also due to 
the same cause. Children cannot, under the conditions 
of the Russian climate, be sent to school earlier than 
eight years of age, nor can they be kept there beyond 
twelve or- thirteen. Finally, in connection with the 
question of poverty, it should be-pointed out that it costs 
much more to equip a- child for school in Russia, than in 
England, since the need of warm clothing and , boots is so 
much greater; and this expense is .often beyond the reach 
of the poorest parent*. The short days, the extreme cold 
^ Original from 
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the deep snow in winter, the terrible state oi the roads in 
early spring and late autumn, make it impossible for children 
who reside at a considerable distance from the Bchool to 
return home daily, and it therefore becomes necessary in 
many cases to provide some sort of lodging accommodation 
for them in connection with the school. This accommoda¬ 
tion is of the rudest and simplest kind, often amounting to 
nothing more than a rough shelter; but here the children 
attending the school are housed for the night, providing 
their own food, of which they generally bring with them a 
week’s supply at a time. 

In any criticism concerning the lack of education among 
the peasantry of Russia, therefore, let us not forget the 
formidable obstacles that Nature has placed in the path of 
progress. It is not reasonable to compare the lot and 
circumstances of her people with those of other countries 
smaller in size, more accessible to the sea-coast and there¬ 
fore more conveniently placed for the purpose of receiving 
and disseminating educational influence, and, what is of 
no small importance, more favoured in the matter of 
climate. Above all, let us bear in mind that only fifty years 
ago, a period momentary in the history of nations, the 
Russian peasants were serfs chained to the soil, and that 
only a few years have elapsed since they were allowed to 
shape their individual liberties free from the toils of com¬ 
munal life. At present only 13 per oent. of the popula¬ 
tion live in towns, as compared with 77 per cent, in 
England and Wales. The increase in fluid capital result¬ 
ing from a highly organised agriculture must inevitably 
exercise a beneficial effect upon the manufacturing and 
mercantile world, and will doubtless tend to a distribution 
of the rural and urban population in proper proportions. 
And here there will be ample for a profitable allianoe 
between British and Russian interests. Already a wave of 
prosperity passing over the country has led to the invest¬ 
ment of an enormous amount of British money. Probably 
no land in the world at the present moment offers more 
promising opportunities for the wise employment of capital 
than is the case with Russia. It has been calculated that 
Russia, like the United States, can be made self-contained, 
capable of not only providing all raw material, but of 
manufacturing everything necessary for her own use. It is 
essential that English business men who turn their atten¬ 
tions to Russia should remember that they are taking part 
in the development of a foreign country, or, in other words, 
that the original sources of wealth are not in their pockets, 
but lie in the treasures of the mountains, the forests, and 
the rivers. To succeed in their enterprise they must admit 
the Russians to an equitable share, for all indications point 
to the fact that while the Russian Government will welcome 
foreign capital, they are determined, and wisely so, to give 
to industry a thoroughly national character. 

The new system of transmission, although only in the 
pioneer stage so far as commercial exploitation ib concerned, 
has already come under official observation sufficient to 
stamp it as one of the most interesting innovations the motor 
industry has witnessed for several years. Its first official 
trial took place in April and May of last year, and consisted 
of a 3,00Q miles test on a Ley land motor-lorry weighing, 
with its permanent load and a complement of passengers, 
nearly eight tons. The second was a run from London to 
Edinburgh and hack, the Thomas transmission on this 
occasion being fitted to a 13*96h.p. (R.A.C. rating) 
Delahaye car, which had already done 20,000 miles' 
service on the road. With regard to the former, it 

only necessary to say that it was highly successful 

f! •> 1 
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MOTORING 

Motorists whose interest is not confined to the satisfactory 
running of their own cars, but who are also interested in the 
scientific developments which are gradually bringing ns 
towards the evolution of the ideal and perfect automobile, 
will not be indifferent to the news that the R.A.C. Com¬ 
mittee has awarded its most coveted distinction—the Dewar 
Trophy - for 1911 to the Thomas Transmission, Limited, in 
respect of performances of motor vehicles fitted with their 
system. As is generally known, the trophy is awarded 
annually for the most meritorious performance in connec¬ 
tion with the certified trials held under the regulations and 
observation of the club's officials daring the previous year, 
and a good deal of value is rightly attached to the award by 
inventors and introducers of devices designed to enhance the 
efficiency of the car i^rTeduqe its cost. 

Lfigitizea by 
itsg^g 

both as regards efficiency and reliability. With respect 
to the pleasure-car test, striking results were obtained, 
and the official certificate of perfoimanoe (No. 235), 
which can be obtained free on application to the Seers* 
of ;the R.A.C., is distinctly worth studying by every 
motorist. According to this document, the total distance 
travelled was 794*4 miles. The car was driven at an 
average speed (running time only) of 19*15 miles per 
hour throughout the trial, the engine being started elec¬ 
trically (from the driver’s seat) through the medium of the 
transmission, and the electric lamps being supplied with 
current from the same source. But the most remarkable 

feature of the trial, and the one which will possess most 
interest for the average motorist, was the extraordinarily 
low petrol consumption—namely, 22*236 gallons, repre¬ 
senting a mileage of 35*73 car miles, or 67*92 ton-miles, to 
the gallon. The chief credit for this must be given to the 

new transmission, as, good as the Delahaye car undoubtedly 
is, Buch a performance on the road could not be expected 

from it under ordinary circumstances. 

Withont the aid of a diagram it would be impossible to 

convey a clear idea of the new system of transmission, bat 

it may be said that it consists of three main features—a 
planetary gear, and two electrical machines, one of the 
latter acting up to a certain point as a dynamo, and the 
other as a motor. * All the operations of starting, speed¬ 

changing (there are ten speeds), charging the batteiy, and 
reversing are controlled by varying the position of one 
lever. The principal objective of the designers has been to 
fit an engine suitable for the work it has to do, to run it 
under its most efficient conditions, and to depend upon the 
electrical speed-ratio control, rather than upon the flexibility 

of the engine, to give speed variation; and the advantages 
claimed for the system may be summarised as follows:—(1) 
the discarding of the ordinary change gears, with the conse¬ 
quent absence of noise and freedom from shock; (2) simplicity 

of variable control, resulting in ease of driving, economy m 
petrol, greater hill-climbing powers, and the use of an 
engine 30 per cent, smaller than one necessary to do the 
same work with the ordinary change-gear transmission. 

This, of course, also implies a decrease in the revenue-lax 
payable on the car. The third advantage is that there is 

always a supply of current available for starting the engine 
from the driver's seat and for the electrical illumination 
of the car. On the other hand, it is admitted that the 
fitting of a car with the Thomas system involves some 

increase in weight and first cost, as compared with the usual 

change-gear, the increase in first cost amounting to from 19 
to 20 per cent. It is to be noted, however, that the fitting 

of a good electric-lighting system and self-starting equip* 
ment of any other type is a costly process, so that there 

appears to be a net gain with the new system in fresdo® 
from change-gear troubles., combined with considerable 

economy in running and upkeep expenses. To sum up, thf 
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oficia! report of the R.A.C. will attract considerable atten- I bonds to bearer, with coupon attached, is all that is needed. 
. .. 1. _i7i„i«, . ki<rhl<r >n«»MuiUn<r inTOntimi It would be simply ridiculous for a great countiy like tiootowhftt is oerteinly a highly interesting invention. 

Messiu. S. F. Edge, Ltd., whose 15h.p. Napier was 
entered for a further week s road and hill-climbing test 
under R.A.C. enperviabn, notify us that, owing to the 
severe weather and the very heavy falls of snow which have 
been experienced in Yorkshire, they have been compelled 
to postpone the trial until the climatic conditions are 

modified. 

Intimation has just been received by the Sunbeam Com¬ 
pany that the Rojol Automobile dub has awarded them 
the Gold Medal for the most meritorious car performance 
during 1911. This was accomplished by a 15’9b.p. (R.A.C. 
rating) Snnbeam, entered by Mr. Coat&len for the October 
trial Thronghout the test there was no involuntary stop, 
the petrol consumption was 22’65 miles per gallon, and in 
the subsequent track-test at Brooklands a speed of 65 miles 

per hour was maintained over five laps—about fourteen 
miles. This is the second time the Sunbeam has secured 

this coveted award. 
R. B. H. 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial queries 
by return of poet if correspondents enclose a stamped, addressed 
envelope. Such queries must be sent to the City Offices, 15, 
Copthall Avenue. E.C. 

England to promise to redeem her debt at a fixed date. All 
the other schemes now suggested are equally absurd. They 
would all cost money, and it is very doubtful whether they 
would have the effect that their originators expect. In any 
case, all would be undignified and most of thorn unbusiness¬ 
like. 

The Rio loan was a failure; the underwriters had to take 
59 per cent. Indeed, it does not seem that the public are 
at all inclined to subscribe to new issues. An attractive 
share is now being offered by the Rolls-Royce Company, 

I who have made an issue of 63,510 preferred ordinary shares 
at £1 premium. Rolls-Royce has been a veir successful 
company, and for the past two years has paid 15 per cent, 
on the preferred ordinary shares, which first take 6 per 
cent, and afterwards divide two-thirds of the profits with 
the holders of the ordinary shares. I understand that the 
holders of these ordinary shares will shortly surrender them 
for preferred shares in order to make the whole capital of 
the company one class of share. It is also suggested that 
Rolls-Royce will be able to pay a dividend of 20 per cent, 
next year. At £2 the issue is distinctly cheap, and yields 
7i per cent. A market is being made, and if the anticipa¬ 
tions of the Board are fulfilled, this share should go to 50s. 

The Moreni Pipe Line is a small company floated by the 
Oilfields Finance Corporation, who, by the way, have had 

^ ^ _ _ _ _ . « _ | a very successful first year. It is intended to build a pipe line 
IN THE TEMPLE OF MAMMON | to connect the Moreni Fields with Ploeeti. Naturally, such 

a company is more or less speculative; but the Moreni Oil 
Field can, no doubt, keep two installations of pipe lines 

Tnt event of the week has been the speech made by Mr. 
Lloyd Geoige last Saturday, which greatly annoyed the City. 
Nevertheless, unless the Chancellor had been prepared to 
declare that he was ready to give ns proper facilities for trans¬ 
ferring Consols, I do not see what else he could have said. 
The attack on Mr. Bonar Law might, of oourse, have been 
delivered anjwhero—the rest of the speech was merely 
uninteresting. It lacked that peculiar solemnity of form 
lhat is always associated with finance. But Mr. Lloyd 
George is not a financier; he is merely a clever politician, an 
•-’pportanist who is willing to accept the advice of Radical 
financial advisers. In the City it is the fashion to abuse the 
present Government for the depreciation of gilt-edged 
Parities, bat most of us know that our present misfortunes 

nothing whatever to do with the Government. The 
3*^00 is due partly to the continued long spell of 

trade, which makes money dear; partly to the desire 
4 Britiaher to invest his money abroad; and partly 

•°the enormoos increase in the world’s gold production. It I 
thing that England now exports her capital I 

tori 7comes back in the shape of orders for J 
.and this not only increases her trade, bat also prodaces j 
3n*eutment« with a high rate of interest. 

i* mi? Aether the increase in the worlds gold production * 
riteth«**j is perhaps a debatable matter; as to 1 

Bql fu ’ Wlts *,s® the interest on Consols is also 
^ is doe h 1 ‘ *he present low price of oar securi- I 
^precut' • Wor™'wide causes which have produced equal I 

• ef countries. Notwithstanding the fact 
.NVional a k! • k*6 the largest trade in the world, her 
iL)$i» Wp !* .8a,a^er than that of France, Germany, or I 
habtfal wii >hC |Q°fc ^esPa*r °ttP couutry, and it is 1 

hi- tbd Mitician, in his eagerness to throw 1 

**®e time 18 8m°thering himself with dirt at I 1 

r f9ct> aOU Of doillS no good to the nation ; I J 
toojolj jg m . a^ 18 written about the low price of I * 

the savi/io-0 ^ 18 of the utmost import- I 1 
^ptuthase °?fEngland that they should be I £ 
'j ly*ferritig Wlfck°nt being put to the trouble I a 

• .. ®«i®val and very expensive fashion. I a 

yf CoudoL ^nrf00/] 4^ when he says that cheap I 
** and the of this security in £5 I ^ 

Digitized by 

ty in £5 | wobble. 

Google 

id going without much difficulty. The peculiarity of the 
5, Moreni company is the system under which the shares are 

arranged. The preferred ordinary take all the profits each 
year, until the holders have got back such money as they 

. paid for the shares, plus 5a. premium, but less Is. per share. 
When they have got their money back the company will 
apDly to the courts to reduce the nominal amount of each 
preferred share to the same value as the ordinary shares— 
namely, Is. Those who apply for preferred ordinary in the 
present issue are offered the right to subscribe for twenty I ordinary for each 100 preferred allotted. The idea is 
ingenious, as indeed is everything that emanates from the 
Herbert Allen and Richard Barnett group. 

Money.—Notwithstanding the fact that trade is good, it 
looks very much as though the Bank of England would have 
to reduce its rate within the next few weeks. Gold is 
coming over from the Cape very freely, and as there is no 
competition money looks cheap and is quite likely to fall in 
value. The hoarding of gold in India still goes od, and last 
week India took £175,000. This week she will probably 
take an eqnal amount. What a wonderful place India would 
be for the Japs to sack! If Japan grows more impecunious, 
surely her statesmen will attempt to invade India. If they 
did, I do not see how England could defend herself. The 
accumulation of gold is prodigious, and the danger far more 
real than people imagine. An invasion of India is openly 
discussed in Japan. 

Foreigners.—Very good news comes from China, and it 
s stated on good authority that the Customs collections 
lave improved considerably. Consequently there has been 

a rise in all Chinese securities, and the Hong Kong and 
Shanghai Bank declares that there will be no question 
about meeting the coupons. It is now stated that the 
Japanese will lend five millions to the Republic, and a 
Berlin House have also made a small loan of £300,000. We 
must not place too much reliance on aLi these rumours. 
Everybody is anxious to see the Chinese difficulty settled 
but things move slowly in China, and there are still many 
people who are far from sanguine. Tintos are still weak 
and it is said that the big accouut in Paris has not yet beeD 
liquidated. The copper position in the United States is 
good, and there is no reason why copper should not have 
another upward jump. Therefore, I .think copper shares 
are still good for a further rise. 

Home Rails.—The market in Home Rails is beginning to 
wobble. The bad weather and the small Bui! account are 
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probably jointly responsible for this weakness. Bat the 
troubles in the coal trade will be settled without very much 
difficulty, and the figures of nearly all the railways are 
certainly good. All the companies that have yet issued 
their accounts have placed large amounts to reserve, and 
they are evidently building up a position sufficiently strong 
to enable them to maintain dividends, even if receipts fall 
away. The Great Central report showed an increase of 
£109,400in receipts,of which £16,100 was from steamships; 
and this department made an extra net profit of £4,600. It 
was hoped that 1894 preference would get their dividend in 
full during 1912, but unless working expenses are cut down 
this will hardly be possible. The Dock Works will probably 
not reach their full earning capacity for some years. When 
they do, the ’94 preference will stand at par. The Stock 
Exchange prefers to gamble in Southern stocks, and Little 
Chats are still recommended. But those who want a solid 
investment yielding 5 per cent, should leave such specula¬ 
tions alone, and invest their money in London and North 
Western, Great Western, and North Eastern. 

Yankees.—The bears have their own way in this market, 
and every day the news from New York grows more and 
more depressing. The aspect is so bad as to be too bad for 
us to believe. The dealers in London have very little 
business, and certainly English speculators are quite out of 
the Yankee market. There is talk of a rearrangement of 
the Canadian Pacific assets. It is the old, old story of the 
railway in one company and the land in another. Whether 
it will come to anything or not is doubtful. The position in 
Canada is not good, and I suspect that the tale has been put 
about in order to support the market. It is difficult to 
believe that the Canadian Pacific Directors would run the 
risk of allowing the land assets to come under the control of 
another group. There would always be this risk to be faced 
if separate companies were formed. Both sections can now 
be worked in unison, and the one help the other. From the 
narrow point of view of the gambler it would be a good 
thing to split Canadian Pacifies, but looked at from a broad 
point of view it would be dangerous. Sir Thomas Shaugh- 
nessy is too big a man to fritter away his power. 

Rubber.—The attempt to make a boom in rubber has 
now quite failed. The public decline to come in, and the 
dealers are satisfied to make business among themselves. 
For they feel it is hopeless to resuscitate the long-dead 
rubber boom. Rubber must come down to a business basis 
with ^ 10 per cent, yield on all the sound companies. The 
Tangkah prospectus offering second debentures has now been 
issued. The position was bad when the shareholders refused 
to accept the original offer made by the old Board. To-day 
the board has been changed, but the aspect is still unsatis¬ 
factory, and I can see no reason why the public should 
subscribe to these debentures. If I were a shareholder in 
Tangkah, I would certainly leave them alone. The report 
that accompanies the prospectus makes the best of a bad 
job. If rubber falls in price it is more than doubtful 
whether the estate will be able to earn sufficient profit to 
meet the interest on the two lots of debentures. Working 
cost will certainly prevent the company from producing 
rubber at eighteen pence, which is the estimated cost in the 
report. 

Oil.—There has been a little excitement in the Oil 
Market on the rumours of excellent developments in Egypt, 
and Shells and the various shares in the Egyptian oil com* 
panies have been marked up. The Oilfields Finance Cor¬ 
poration have issued a very good first report, showing a net 
profit of £19,178. It will be remembered that this company 
floated the Roumanian Consolidated Oilfields and the Moreni 
Roumania Oilfields; both issues were over-subscribed. 
Shareholders in the Oilfields Finance got a dividend of 
25 per cent., whilst the holders of the deferred shares 
received 75 per cent. This result reflects credit upon the 
Allen and Barnett group. 

Kaffirs.—A good many people on the Stock Exchange 
think that the Kaffir market has been pushed quite low 
enough. I can get no satisfactory news about the Central 
Mining dividend. The officmla^of the company decline abso¬ 
lutely to give any hint. Here KfM a fan M>ple, enthusiasts 

in mining, who are now beginning to search about for cheap 
shares. I do not think that my readers need be in any hurry. 
They will have plenty of opportunity of getting in later on. 
The public is “ right off ” mining shares of every description. 
It has lost millions in Kaffirs, and it is not inclined to take 
up a new gamble in this market. 

Rhodesians.—Beyond a slight movement in Cam and 
Motors, and a steady market in Chartered, there is very little 
doing here. It is said that there are about 300,000 Char¬ 
tered to be sold, but who the sellers sire, and why they 
should be sold, no one knows. The Stock Exchange thinks 
that the unloading is on behalf of those who took up second 
debentures, and with them obtained an option. Certainly 

one of the dealers in this market is very persistent, and 
appears to have placed some very large blocks. 

Miscellaneous.—The Marconi gamble looks like breakiug 
down. There are very violent fluctuations almost every 
day, and wild stories are put through the market. Few of 
them have any foundation in fact. A new pool has been 
made in Cement, and George Kitchen and Co. are now busily 
engaged in putting Cement to 10. They will probably do 
this. The old pool got out about 7£, having originally 
bought in at between 30s. and £2 10s. Prentice and Co. 
have a deal on in Cordova Copper, which is being run by 
Wheater, Cornwallis-West and do. The Diamond Proprie¬ 
tary is another rig in which people should be careful not to 
get landed. 

Raymond Radclyffe. 

Premier Oil and Pipe Line.—These shares continue to 
be a distinctive feature of the Oil Share Market, and at 
their present price of about 19s., cum the quarterly dividend 
of 10 per cent, per annum, payable on the 15th inst., pur¬ 
chasers may reasonably look forward to a distribution at the 
aunual rate of about 15 per cent. It is probable that the 
shares will shortly rise to over 30s., as a result of the favour¬ 
able view which has recently been cabled over from the 
property indicative of good development results. 

Van den Berghs, Limited.—In view of the extremely 
good year, which, it is an open secret, this Company has 
enjoyed, it is fully expected that the dividend oi 171 per 
cent, paid during the past two years will be increased. The 
market is evidently anticipating this, for it i6 talking the 
shares up much higher in their present price of 47s. 6d.— 
48s. 6d. The latter carries with it the final dividend of 
2s. 6d. or more, and as even at 60s. these shares would be a 
remunerative purchase, investors should make the most of 
their opportunity. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
“SPELING MAID EEZY” 

Tu dhi Editor ov Dhi Academy 

Sue,—Gud speling iz dhat whic asainz tuevri leter or difthong 
an inveiriabl saund, and dhus dispensez widh a prounausing 
dikshonari. Dhi fainer nuansez mei not bi shown, and aolsou for 
historikal rizonz wi mei retein q and * (=k* not ffz). Tu bi gud ; 
an alfabet must bi miutyuali konsistent. e, or l must reprezent 
dhi seim saund whedher dhei bi faund aloun, or in kombineishon— 
in daigiafs. It iz imposibl widh ounli 26 leterz, tu asaiu a 
singl leter tu ic saund. Dhis wud teik abaut 40 leterz. A 
solyushon iz faund ounli in niu leterz, aksents, or daigrafs; and 
ov dhi thri, evidentli daigrafs iz muc dhi iziest plan. It iz 
aolsou dhi plan larjli in aktyual yus, az in poultry, oiL If wi 
selekt daigrafs az aur solyushon, wi must meik wun postyuleit; 
that dhei shal bi yuuzd az founetikali az posibl, and az ai sed 
abuv bi miutyuali konsistent. Wi dhen hav a gud alfabet 
widhin dhi limits ov aur aveilabl leterz. 

Next whot aidfa shal wi folou in aur selekshon ov valyuz ? 
Aur langwej iz kompouzd moustli ov latin and anglo-saxon 
elements, and dhiz tuu akord in giving tu vauelz dhi seim valyu ; 
dhi valyu in Italian do to mi fa u. 

If wi aksept dhis—and it must bi aksepted if wi praiz biuti, 
konsistensi and sukses—wi ar feis tu feis widh dhi problem ov 
u in mud, and t in *nachine. Dhiz kud bi exprest bai daigrafs : 
does field. And dbei wud bi pasabl. But in wurdz laik kriecit 
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and hieing, a singl leter givz muc beter reztllt krieit, biing. 
Az » exists and wi mtist dot it, ai yutilaiz dhis fakt and ba£ 
mins ov a dash insted ov a dot expres its tuu saundz. For u in 
gun, it wud bi wurth a niu leter. Dinring 20 yirz a niu leter 
similar tu v haz bin yuuzd in fonnetik bnks. It iz beter dhan 
Piiman’z sain for dhis saund. 

Ai nan giv dhi alfabet dhat dhiz konsidereishonz wad yild. 
• it ai (aisle) ao (awl) an (Faust) b C (=ch) d dh (dhds) 6 
(eight) f g h i i (police) in j k 1 m n ng 0 oi (oil) on (soul) 

p qt r s sh t th u n nn v w wh x j s sb. T iz a konsounant 
and okurz ounli at begining ov silablz. 

Araizez dhi question: If aa uu, whai not ee ii 00 P Dhi anser 
if that ee ii 00 ar sertanli exelent, but ei i on ar (ven beter in 
aktyual praktis—rein drim (drum) koul (kool). Au (Faust 
kaonti) iz adopted bekaoz ov its korekt elements. (7=ch, maoez 
its kogneit j—ciz jus. Wh iz adopted bekaoz naidher sannd iz 
herd hirst. Dheirfor toh iz az korekt az hvo. X iz reteind. It 
iz an ould frend, and its ditou duz not vaioleit anr prinsiplz. 

Ai hav shonn that anr 26 leterz kan giv us a gnd alfabet, and 
that widh 28 leterz wf kan get aol wi wont. 

Sidni Bond. 
Welington, Somerset 
P.8.—It iz ounli a mater ov diteil whedher wun yuzez for dhi 

9<m ranel oe, ce, u, or a niu leter laik kapital U. 
S. B. 

To the Editor qf The Academy 

Sul,—The English language bids fair to become the future 
language of the world. It is used more or less by over two 
hundred millions of people. It is more widely known than any 
other language. The words are short, averaging only four and 
a half letters to a word. It has a larger and more comprehensive 
rocabulary than has ever been known. Its sounds are in the 
direction of easy utterance, the harsh gutturals and superstressed 
sounds not being used. Its literature is the treasure-house of 
the world. Its grammar is almost as simple as Esperanto. The 
letters used for English are simple in form, facile to write, and 
suitable for printing. But it has one great defect—its method of 
using the Roman letters is barbarous. Our spelling, which once 
was practically phonetic, has been allowed to become such that 
no one can tell from the spelling of a word how it should be 
pronounced or from the pronunciation how the word is spelled. 
This alone handicaps our children in the race for commercial 
supremacy by requiring them to spend a year or even two more 
than ought to be necessary in learning to read—and to spell 
more or less correctly. The divorce between the word and the 
sound proper to letters has become so great that we shall soon print 

Dickens " and pronounce 44 Boz." The effect of our ridiculous 
spelling is seen in the degradation of our vowel sounds, which, 
instead of being harmonious, clear sounds, are becoming crude 
diphthongs—we have no standard of pronunciation. Any boy or 
girl at school will be able to tell us how many letters there are in the 
alphabet, but not one in a hundred can tell how many elementary 
sounds go to make up English speech. A schoolboy would come 
near being thrashed for spelling “ paper M as .M payper,” but he 
might pronounce it as “ piper ” without any notice being taken. 
In the interests of clear speech, economy of school-time, and 
common sense we ought to reform our spelling. The question 
is. How can this best be done effectually P The “ Simplified 
Spelling Societies " have put forward their scheme. * As a means 
to an end it may serve. But for a really efficient reform our 
ordinary letters should be supplemented so that every one of the 
elementary sounds of English should be represented by one, and 
only one, letter, and every one of the letters have one, and only 
one, sound, the diphthongs being represented by the two letters 
of the elementary sounds which go to their formation. 

I*t the spelling reformers allow at least the option of a 
practical phonetic alphabet Buch as that devised by Sir Isaac 
Pitman and Mr. A. J. Ellis, and for all practical purposes we 
shall have the best possible letters for educational and com¬ 
mercial uses. 

The advantage of a phonetic alphabet for education is self- 
svident The commercial advantage is that phonetic spelling 
will gave from 15 to 20 per cent, of the letters used (or abused) 
in ordinary spelling. There will be no unnecessary letters to try 
the eyes, weary the pen, or trouble the compositor—one letter, 

least, less out of every seven. With the same matter I 
suppose the Times would save, say, £100,000 a year in type and 
composition, paper and printing* 

There is something more valuable than the lead and antimony 
wd dollars now wasted on an nnhiptcffical, nnetymological, 
treasonable, illogical, inconsistent b >ellirg^ e* got to 

preserve an Empire. To do this we need to bring the different 
parts of our great Empire into the closest possible touch with 
one another. And one way to do this most effectively would he 
to have the same letters for the same sounds throughout that 
Empire. The time has not yet oome—the whole earth is not yet 
of one language and of one speech—but the process of standardi¬ 
sation which is going on in all soienoes calls for a representation 
of the same sounds by the same letters, and those letters must, so 
far as one can see, be based on the Roman alphabet. Neither the 
undecipherable Arabic nor the complicated Sanskrit symbols are 
likely to survive the test of time. 

As a contribution towards the solution of “ An Imperial 
Script ” for the Empire's optional use, I suggest the scheme of 
Romanic letters which is illustrated on the enclosed postcards. 
The letters of this scheme consist of the ordinary letters, supple¬ 
mented by the phonotypes of Pitman, Ellis, and others. Most 
of the types are in use by the International Phonetic Association. 
Every letter is simple in form, and therefore easy for the eye; 
every letter is facile to write, and can be joined to the preceding 
and following without taking pen from paper; every letter is 
suitable for printing, even in the smallest size of type. I will 
gladly send specimens to any one on receipt of stamp and address. 
I also enclose a fiong for the whole scheme. 

To-day we have an opportunity which may never occur again 
for effecting two reforms. We can reform our spelling, and 
make it practically perfectly phonetic. We can at the same time 
and with the same letters and with practically the same sounds 
give to the 300,000,000 of illiterate in our Indian Empire the 
option of acquiring simple letters applicable to all the Indian 
vernaculars and dialects, by which any ordinary illiterate could 
be taught to read his own mother tongue in a week, and thus 
render the elementary education of our fellow-subjects in India 
a possibility in the present generation. 

Our present alphabet has been increased in the number of 
letters. Probably originally there were sixteen letters—now we 
have twenty-six. Certainly our J has been derived from I, G is 
a variant of C, U and W are relatives of V. All the Indian 
symbols are derived from the Asoka letters to be seen on the 
memorial pillars at Delhi. Those Asoka letters were derived 
from an older alphabet, and modified letters were added to express 
Indian sounds not represented in the older alphabet 

The reform of our spelling and the selection and sanction of 
“ An Imperial Alphabet" ought not to he left to any society or 
to any individual, hut our legislators ought to 'appoint a 
Linguistic Commission to consider the whole question, and on 
their report to take such action as may he found advisable. To 
me it seems a most grievous wrong that in India no option is 
allowed. You cannot, for instance, present a petition to a court 
in the Roman letters used in Urdu and Sanskrit grammars, 
dictionaries, transcriptions, Ac. We are using to-day from ten 
to twenty thousand of the most complicated types on earth for 
the representation of—for the whole of the languages about 
fifty-three sounds and an average of thirty-six for any one. 

J. Knowles. 
Mowbray, Whitley Road, Eastbourne. 

To the Editor qf The Academy 

Sib,—Some five years ago we had an extensive correspondence 
on the subject of Spelling Reform in The Academy, in which I 
then took part. My principal point was—and I repeat it now— 
that no written language ever remains long phonetic. There¬ 
fore, any alterations made now would only result in a return to 
the status quo in course of time. To utterly revolutionise our 
English spelling—which God forbid !—would be a grave incon¬ 
venience, and no good would he served thereby, except the 
doubtful one of demonstrating the incessant changes spoken 
words undergo. In a derivative language such as ours, which 
borrows and adopts words from every tongue under the sun, I 
take it that perfect uniformity between the pronunciation and 
the writing is quite impossible, if desirable. For, I ask, who is 
to set the standard of pronunciation P Very few people are 
conversant with the correct sound of out-of-the-way words even 
now, henoe 11 speling maid eezy " would mean a return to the 
“ spell as you please " of byegone days. Educated men and 
women conversant with foreign or difficult words would write 
them phonetically no doubt, but the ignorant and masses (and it 
is they who largely influence speech) would express them in a 
way that would convey no meaning at all No, Sir, let's rather 
hear the ills we have than tinker about with our spelling. 

In nine cases out of ten, it is worth remembering, a written 
word is a better vehicle of thought than the spoken one, and we 
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are dependent for the greater part of our knowledge on what has 
been written. I emphatically hold that a language is something 
more than mere speech, unless it be but a patois—and what is 
desirable to teach children is a clear understanding of the 
vocabularies themselves. It is pitiable that so many persons 
have continually to refer in later life to the dictionary for the 
meaning of very ordinary terms, simply from want of a little 
rudimentary knowledge of etymology. If attention were directed 
to that by our educators there would be very little need to harp, 
as Mr. Drummond does, about the amount of bed spelling that 
exists.-~I am, 8ir, yours very faithfully, 

F. W. T. Lange. 

The Library, St. Bride Foundation Institute, 
Bride Lane, E.O. 

Sir,—Mi oeld antagonist, Mr. J. B. Wallis, haz riten too 
clever verses, but just az fols az poetic. 

How can a sistem (?) or ortbografy be “ well ” when it is ful 
ov ecsepshonz and defiez aul rool P It iz not wel for the teecher 
hoo teeches it, nor the stuedent hoo spendz needles yeerz in 
leming it, nor the naiehon that paiz ecstravagantly and waistfuly 
for it. 

If the sistem (?) haz groen, how P Ov its oen voelishon, or bi 
the intervenshon ov man P If the later, and ther iz no uther 
propeling fors, whi cannot the SAim pouer further stimuelait its 
develoepment P It haz not and cannot have reecht perfecshon’z 
pinacl. The rest and he thankful sfcaij cannot be first for 
ortbografic conservatism eny moer than for politics. 

“ Form and shaip, haaf divien.” Whot a folsity! God had 
no moer tu du with its ” form and sbaip” than the devil with 
Foeneticor Simplified forms. This soecauld “ divien ” Bistem (P) 
which inspierz Mr. Wallis, iz contrary tu lau and order, in eveTy 
word and lien, tberfor iz not divien. Whot divinity iz ther in 
•o, do, toe, low; now, know ; fill, fulfil; epigram, programme ; 
leaderette, quartet; fancy, phantom ; perceive, relief; leave, death ; 
life, give; phthisic, physic, distich; foul, mould ? And so on 
thrnoufc this absurd, but sertainly not “ divien” sistem (P) ov 
speling. 

The dres ov the living ward iz aulredy deformd. Simplifioai- 
shon or Foenetificaishon wil rid it ov its oeld-wurld burden, and 
giv it freedom and a graiter lief in England and beyond the seez. 

Tu compel “ dunses ” tu go bac tu scool wud be tu repeepl 
them with wun haaf ov the popuelaishon. Hoo wud be among 
the “ douses ” ? Sum who riefc Roial buletinz, aristocrats hoo 
cannot spel “ wife.’* Members ov Parliament hoo (the late Lord 
Sherbrooke aaid) not moer than foer cud spel “ unparalleled,” 
inclnding perchans Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, hoo waz caut 
triping in misletering “ beneficenta considerable number 
ov cadets and Sivil Servis c&ndidaits; no end ov puepl 
teecherz, and nearly everybody els except clever Mr. Wallis, 
lmagin aol but Mr. Wallis in cap and belz! We sai nothing 
about forenerz. Mr. Gladstone cud not con see v how forenerz 
lernt tu reed and spel English when we recolect the toetal absens 
ov rool, method, sistem, and aul the aucziliariz which generally 
acumpany fchingz difficult ov atainment. Without ” rool method 
or sistem,” yet haaf divien ! Which ” haaf,” Mr. Wallis P The 
declaraishon ov Dr. HowbIIb that English speling " iz thegraitest 
monument ov hueman foly ” iz neerer the mark. A scoolmaster 
rietes me: “ If yu nu how much ov a teecherz tiem iz spent, and 
spent in vain—in geting ‘ corect orthografy,’ yu wud realiez 
how gladly the prqfeshon wud welcum a litl slakening ov the 
Boerd ov Eduecaishon’z red taip." Iz this apeel tu go unheeded P 

Yuerz, eta., 
H. Drummond. 

Laburnum Hous, Hetton-le-Hole, 3 Febry., 1912. 

of successive generations. And thiB would seem the more but* 

prising were his detractors at all justified in these strictures, in 
view of the fact that the characters he so humorously and pathe¬ 
tically pictured and described, must oftentimes appear to more 
modem readers, and especially to Americans and Britons 
“ beyond the seas,” as utterly incongruous and well-nigh 
“ impossible.” 

Nevertheless, such was the universal compass of Dickens’ 
peculiar genius that his books still appeal with force and efficacy 
to the hearts and sympathies, to the imagination and interest of 
the whole English-speaking world—to-day just as much and even 
far more widely than in bis own time. And why? Because I 
am convinced of the thorough honesty and sincerity of the 
thinking soul of the man himself; because of his fearlessness 
and hntred of all meanness and iniquity; because of his love for 
humanity and wondrous discernment; because, in effect, of bia 
God-given genius and manifold humanitariamsm. For his bookR 
appeal, as never before or since did ” mere novels” appeal, to all 
that is best and purest in human nature, and they only fail to 
appeal to shallow and superficial minds and natures. In fact. 
Dickens’ works, on the whole, have still, as they ever had, a 
distinctive and characteristic savour and flavour of purity 
and wholescmeneBS, and consequently have a distinctive and 
characteristic ethical value. No man, no woman, no boy, no 
maiden can read and enjoy Dickens’ books without becoming 
enriched and improved morally as well as intellectually. 
For they have the virtue of conviction, and the essence 
of virtue permeates them, and incalculable must be the 
effects and influences of his writings upon the minds and hearts 
and lives of his appreciative readers. Indeed, so strongly, 
yet so seemingly ingenuously does Dickens still impress 
his readers with utter abhorrence of evil in all its 
forms and guises, and of all meanness and oppression; and so 
vividly and attractively does he depict and survey the better and 
deeper virtues of human nature as to render all vice obnoxious 
and all virtue beautiful and to he desired. Hence no really 
appreciative reader and lover of Dickens can become otherwise 
than a wiser and better man or woman. Surely this is a noble 
virtue in an author ! Surely no higher tribute could be paid to the 
life and memory of mortal writer than that his works should 
thus affect the human mind! But apart from the intrinsic 
worth of Dickens’ works must be considered the rareness and 
sweetness of his humour. For if ever author had humour, 
Dickens had it to the fullest extent; and if ever humour were 
wholesome as well as delicate and abounding, that of Charles 
Dickens was in eminent degree. 

With him we still laugh to the full; and with him we may 
oftentimes cry without shame. For even hiB humourquite often 
savoured of pathos, and such was his humanity that he could 
not even lash a pitiful rascal with satire without shedding a 
tear for his fallen nature. For this man had many Christ-like 
attributes. Hence his greatness. Hence the devotion of so many 
who so well " knew their Dickens ! ” All honour to his memory. 

Edwin Ridlfy. 

Buffalo, N.Y. 
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CHARLES DICKENS 

To the Editor cf The Academy 

Sir,—What does not the English-speaking world owe to 
Dickens P For never, perhaps, has any English writer appealed 
so forcibly and so universally to the hearts and affections, to the 
consciences as well as to the humour, of his readers as did 
Charles Dickens. And their name still iB legion, for it matters 
little what hypercritics may have said and written in regard to 
his ” limitations ”—educational and otherwise—nor yet as to his 
“ style” and material,” since it is an established fact that his 
genius was profound and comprehensive, and his descriptive 
powers were of the highest order. Indeed, no better evidence of 
this need be adduced than that afforded by the permanence of 
his hold upon the w^Ua^nd affection- of his myriads of readers 
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Dear Sira.—I am oontinoed that “ The Standard Cyclopedia ’* is a book srery 
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extra hard to get the wherewithal to procure such a work. 
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V next week’s issue of The Academy will appear the 
first of a series of twelve 8-page Literary Supple¬ 
ments. These will consist entirely of matter reprinted 
from earlier files of The Academy, many articles, 
reviews, criticisms, and poems by men whose names 
are honoured in the world of literature and the arts. 
Next week, among other items, we shall reprint an 
asa&y on Sainte-Beuve, by Matthew Arnold, a review 
of R. L. Stevenson’s “ Familiar Studies of Men and 
Books,” by W. E. Henley, and an article of topical 
interest on Dickens by Lionel Johnson. 

review of the week 
I E f^vders of a brilliantly-edited weekly newspaper must 

been a little puzzled by one or two phrases in the 
column of the much-cherished long article dealing 

Home Rule-.— 
• 

At the time of the Conference we and others were willing j 
^ UKmaa the possibilities of settlement on equal terms, and 

&& as between the main parties, Ac. 

°* Patronising condescension the paragraph 
fcbfhl , utw^°^ tbe “others ” who are deemed worthy 
lore bifurcate personality whom we all 
qiot* kJ* ra^eT think from a passage which we 
Austen rv kvoured persons referred to are Mr. 

Amberkm, Mr. Balfour, Lord Crewe, Lord Lans- 

downe, and Lord Cawdor—in fact, the official Unionist 
members of the Conference on the relations between the two 
Houses. Now, it is obvious from the passages quoted above 
and below that the Unionist members had the invaluable 
co-operation telepathically of “ we : ”— 

We have only three things to add—(1) the pourparlers 
connected with federalism were not initiated by Unionists; 
(2) the seal of confidence can only remain intact if it is 
equally respected in the letter and the spirit by both sides ; 
and (3) if Ministerialists are willing to break the seals of 
secrecy honestly, openly, and completely, ice for our part 
shall draw a breath of relief when tee are able some fine 
Sunday morning to tell the whole story at last. 

It is apparent, therefore, that the secret is an open one to 
“ we,” and that the burden of it is grievous and hard to bear. 
Omniscience after all is not devoid of drawbacks. 

French Ministers may not be such good talkers as our 
Parliamentarians, but they are certainly better adminis¬ 
trators and governors. The French Budget provides for 
almost a million pounds to be spent on aeroplanes and aero- 
planing. France has 250 military aeroplanes fit for service; 
over three hundred more are to be built this year. There 
are just a dozen military aeroplane stations spotted all over 
the country from Calais to Pan, not forgetting Verdun, 
Rheima and Chalons; there are besides at least five 
hundred private machines. Meanwhile our War Office and 
Admiralty are doing little or nothing in the matter. 
The other day a demonstration was given with the water- 
aeroplane of Curtiss—the new Hydroff type—at the 
Gulf Juan between Antibes and Cannes. The Mediter¬ 
ranean Fleet is at anchor in the Gulf, and Mr. H. A. 
Robinson started to show French aviators what he could do 
with the new Curtiss biplane. The aviator swung out at 
first in long coils over the Fleet, and then swooped down to 
float on the water like a gigantic seagull. Mr. Robinson 
brought the exhibition to a graceful close by sailing close over 
the Justice, the flagship of Admiral Moreau, and dropping 
on the poop of the battleship as he passed a little bag of 
sand, to which was attached his visiting-card, with an 
invitation to the Admiral to come to the banquet in honour 
of the aviators in the Municipal Casino. Experts say that 
this Curtiss “floater” is the greatest advance made in 
aeroplaning in the last three years. 

The latest craze in Parisian society seems to be “ Apacho- 
mania,” according to a pleasant little incident recorded 
recently. “ M. et Madame X.,” returning home from the 
theatre, found their concierge gagged and bound, their 
drawing-room ransacked, and were greeted by several male 
and female Apaches pistolled and revolver’d in the best 
style. Demands followed for money and jewels; but the 
acute Monsieur X. suddenly saw through the hoax, smiled 
and remarked coolly that “ it was excellently done.” Where* 
upon the thieves and ent-throats roared with laughter, threw 
off their disguises, and admitted that their friend was one 
too many for them. Society which can entertain itself thus 
freakishly is surely established on no very sound basis. 
Englishmen, in their wildest moments, may pride themselves 
on a certain protective level-headednees-which saves them 
from making themselves ridiculous, and in this respect the 
English temperament may be considered as more nearly 
allied to the German than to the French. Straws show 
which way the wind blows ; and incidents such as the above 
make ns wonder whether years of unbelief and Repub¬ 
licanism are not, in the case of Franoe, bringing about a 
most undesirable—perhaps inevitable—weakening in the 
good sense and reason of the people. 
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LOVE'S POETRY 

The poetry of Lore will never die. 

Though all old books were burned and every scroll, 

Yet round the world its lyric sound would roll, 

Haunting the air with eager ecstasy. 

Not all men's ears are ravished when 'tie nigh: 

Not all men's eyes it's summon'd tears have shed 

And few men's heartB are broken when 'tis fled, 

And flying sings elsewhere twixt earth and sky. 

But always some are moved to utterance 

And cry towards the beauty of Love's voice 

Floating in freedom of imperious choice, 

Wild answering words of newly-found romance 

Rising on airs enamoured gods have sung 

In wooded isles of gladness ever young. 

A. Hugh Fisher. 

TRINITY 

Take from my hand the hand of every friend. 

Leave me not one to trust or comprehend— 

This have I known, and this is not the end. 

Tear from my lips the lips I love, and maim 

Love’s very soul in life’s relentless flame— 

This have I borne, and have not cursed Thy name. 

Not to the uttermost have I been proved! 

One—one in three Thou sparest: unremoved, 

The work that must be done, that may be loved. 

V. H. Friedlaendkr. 

HEEP AND HECTOR 

The eloquence of the paper which Mr. Winston Churchill 
read at Belfast will be readily acknowledged by all who 
can appreciate literary effort. It is the best presentment 
of the case for Home Rule which has been offered. It was 
dignified, measured, and logical. Perhaps the paper owed 
some of its attributes to the circumstances in which it was 
given forth to public opinion. This suggestion is not offered 
in a carping spirit. Little accustomed to exhibit the 
smallest admiration for Mr. Churchill and his methods, we 
acknowledge without reserve the extraordinary skill with 
which he handled the most difficult problem with which 

British statesmen are confronted. 

If Ireland were an entity, if she were unquestionably loyal, 
if she could dispense with a controlling and restraining 
influence, Mr. Churchill's reasoning would be conclusive. 
The fact that Ireland is not so situated was nervously 
but amply admitted by the lecturer. His “ hon. friend Mr. 
Redmond ” had to listen to a category of galling restrictions 
on the power of an Irish Legislature, which evidenoed at 
once the oonviction of the Cabinet—if not of the lecturer— 
that the creation of such a body is a very perilous and 
hazardous leap in the dark. 

The keynote of Mr, Churchill's utterance in Belfast was 
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| 'umbleness. He was aware that his presence on the mission he 

had undertaken was viewed as an outrage by the vast majority 

of the citizens of the Ulster metropolis, and very wisely he 

presented his case with all humility. By bo doing he did 

not detract from the strength of his case; he enhanced t. 

Had Mr. Churchill transplanted Limehouse into Belfast, the 

J oity and his cause would have been wrecked, but in the 

character of the “ ’umblest person going," full of 44 wise saws 

and modern instances," he was enabled to join a hastily- 

prepared special train at an unexpected station with some 

appearance of decorum. 

We do not quarrel with Mr. Churchill on the soore of his 

performance at Belfast. Every man who honestly holds an 

opinion—however little it may have in it of sense and 
truth—is entitled to a respectful hearing, if he presents 

his case in a reasoned and logical phase. 

We should not have thought it necessary to refer to Mr. 

Churchill’s “ turn " at Belfast, if it had not been immediately 

followed at the “ late bouse " at Glasgow by a knock-aboufc 

performance in the absence of his yoke-fellow of goodly 

presence in Berlin. We can quite imagine that after his 

’umiliating words of 41 whispering 'umbleness " to the Pro¬ 

testants of Belfast, Mr, Churchill would have liked—in 

default of the magic carpet—to have flown in an aeroplane 

to Berlin to snnff out44 my friend Haldane," and to bask in the 

Imperial smiles of the Kaiser. 0 cruel fate that ever he was 

born to set Belfast right! The aero not being on the tapis, 

Mr. Churchill went to Glasgow and delivered a most pro¬ 

vocative and ill-judged speech, having regard to the fact 

that Haldane—the friend—was in Berlin, the bearer not of 

a sword but of peace. 

The First Lord’s performance at Glasgow has attracted to 

itself the unbounded admiration of the brilliant editor 

whose name Mr. Churchill dealt with sportively at Belfast, 

a reference which even in the dismal and depressing sur¬ 

roundings of the Celtic Park caused almost the only ebullition 

of amusement in the dreary proceedings. 

At Glasgow Mr. Churchill—emancipated from the 

unwonted restraint imposed on him by circumstances during 

the previous day—let himself go. In the old days of 

Jingoism music-hall managers would have gone down on 

their knees to him proffering bags of gold :— 

Build your great dock. We will provide you with no 

lack of great vessels to fill it, and yon will know that you 

citizens of this famous shipbuilding centre are aiding and 

supporting the British Navy, which enables us to pursue onr 

path through the world, seeking no quarrel and fearing none. 

Merely the aftermath of the damper at Belfast! 'W e 

applaud the sentiment vigorously. It is good—too good to 

be true. 

Hector, the most valiant of the Trojans, was a prey t0 

terror when he saw Achilles advancing towards him to 

avenge the death of Patroclus, and frankly ran away. 

When Mr. Keir Hardie and Sir William Byles advance 

towards the Opposition lobby, Mr. Winston Churchill, more 

fortunate than the ill-fated son of Priam, will Purc , 

Ministerial existence by renouncing the mock-heroics w io 

so greatly delighted and tickled the palate of the J 

Navigation Trust at the memorable luncheon at Glasgow 

Cp.cfL Cowper. 
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DE OMNIBUS REBUS 

INFORMATION AND TRUTH 

By Arthur Machen 

We were speaking, I think, of the “ Lost Garden.” Some 

time ago 1 was in “advanced” company, and the person 

next to me derided the notion of the Fall of Man : there was 

do evidence wbatevez*, he declared, for any such event. 

“Indeed/' said I, “I should have thought that a walk 

round tie nearest slum quarter would have amply convinced 

yon on that point.” He had nothing to say ; for his mental 

stock was largely composed of Socialistic denunciations— 

which, by the way, are righteous and just denunciations—of 

the miseries which modem civilisation has brought upon the 

nee of men. You cannot with one breath declare that 

humanity is so wretched that nothing but a violent revolu¬ 

tion can save it and also that it is getting on capitally and 

steadily rising from height to height. So the advanced 

gentleman spoke no more of the Fall. But what can these 

people say P Let them go to their own economist, to Thorold 

Rogers, and they will be instructed how, apart from all 

primal defections and cosmic lapses, poor folk are infinitely 

worse off from eveiy point of view iu their modern as 

compared with their medieval condition. The Christian 

we are told, is bound by his profession to be an optimist. 

Certainly, as far as the final end of things is con¬ 

cerned; bat by no means as to the episodes and acts of 

the great comedy. A fifth-century Roman Christian was 

no donbt an optimist in the wider sense ; but only folly 

would have made him declare that things were never better 

with that great organisation called the Roman Empire. 

The end of the tale no donbt is, “ and then they lived happily 

ever after; ” but “ they ” may probably have to endure sore 

trials and torments before a Great Hand writes “ Finis—et 
Principimn ” to their story. 

Bat as to Beauty being the “ Key to the Lost Garden,” 

what does that mean preci^ply ? It does not mean that a 

can recover the joys of Paradise by smattering the arts, 

bj being versed in dates, names, styles, and all manner of 

technical information as to the Venetian School, and the 

flemish School, and the Spanish School. And you may be 

eble to give in a few phrases the salient distinctions between 

English and Early French Gothic, and take honours 

a English Literature,” aud write an informed esBay on 

_ *ne8e Embroidery, and yet be quite wide of the mark. 

08 d&bious wisdom of exhibiting Old Masters 

"**t-ender8; would a political candidate for Stepney 

? a<*7ailce his prospects by addressing bis meetings in 

So the restoration of fallen 

original estate cannot be effected by 
^parting any kind of information abont beautiful things, or 

^ of exhibiting beautiful things. You 

haft8 h W a P**40® to the dweller in a black hovel, 

bim d Tf ^ k°ve* still» what you want is to make 
^ A* for information, or for dates 

^ Giotto and Dante and Shakespeare and the 
^cBitects, all this is worse than useless ; it is the 

I«Ter ^ gn08“; it is as if you tried to put off the 
* 6 °f the Beloved's birth and her anthru- 

f^aPementfl- Who would endeavour to satisfy 
unger and thirst of a gourmet by giving him 
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the natural history—the habits and habitat—of the pheasant 

and the complicated chemical formula of old Gascon wine ? 

No; information about the thing Beauty is not what we 

want; we want the thing itself. I hope no one will mis¬ 

understand me and imagine that I think that ignorance, 

per #e, is blessedness, that cold water will quench thirst 

better if one is totally unaware that it is H30 and contains 

varying proportions of earthy salts. Not at all; I mean 

nothing of the kind; I mean—if a violent change of analogy 

may be permitted me—that yon must have a wall before 

you can bang up your pictures; you can’t drive nails into 

nothingness. And pretty nearly the whole of modem effort 

might be aptly described as attempts to satisfy a gourmet 

with vintage dates instead of a bottle of Bordeaux, and a 

thirsty man with chemical formula? instead of a cup of bold 

water; while the poor outcast wretch starving aud shivering 

in black Stepney slosh is given a Botticelli reproduction, a 

nail, and a length of picture-cord, and is blandly told to 

decorate the walls of his palatial residence with the price¬ 

less gift. 

No; the gnosis, otherwise scientific information, has its 

appointed place; it is valuable for those who already know, 

as the Lover having found the Beloved is inquisitive about 

her, and anxiously seeks out the merest trifles of informa¬ 

tion, little facts and dates and sayingB, and odds aud ends 

about her that would be utter confounding gibberish to 

those who know her not. “ What was your mother 

like P ” “ Were yon fond of flowers when you were a little 

girl P ” “You were always terribly afraid of thunder P” 

“ Which Dickens did you read first ? ” All these questions 

are of high import to the happy Lover; and just as he 

gazes curiously at the portrait of the Beloved at the age of 

three and a half with stariug eyes and a perturbed expres¬ 

sion of countenance, so he who has satisfied his thirst may 

listen with interest to a brief lecture on the combination of 

salts which give the water of the well on the slope of 

Mynydd Maen its exquisite refreshment. But what would 

a man say if he were instructed that “ Miss Jane Simmons* 

Smith is a beautiful and exquisite creature. She was born 

at Brixton in the year 1892, and she is very fond of Thackeray. 

She once slapped her friend Miss Honoria Wilkinson-Wilks as 

the two were returning from the High School one February 

morning. She is 5ft. 6£in., likes trifle, and is known as 

* Toots ’ in the bosom of her family ” ? This is all useless 

and indeed irritating to the man who knows not Miss 

Simmons-Smith; and (putting mere blockhead instruction 

of the Gradgrind school quite on one side) this is a fair 

analogy of our modern methods. 

If, then, the goosis is of no use—to the uninitiated—what 

is the true way, how is Beauty to be made the key to the 

Lost Garden ? The way is on the lines suggested in Baoon’s 

famous and wise maxim that there can be no true beauty 

without a certain strangeness in the proportion.* This 

remark is absolutely wise and absolutely true—because it 

conforms to the truth of the universe, which is an infinite 

mystery, an illimitable strangeness; and so we see that 

beauty is indeed truth, inasmuch as it symbolises the eternal 

truth of things. Mr. Masefield once described a writer 

whose work pleased him as a Celebrant, standing before 

the altar of the world, rapt into awe and ecstasy by the 

vision of the thing? before him, and by his high office of 

interpreting this vision to other men; and here, fitly enough, • 

is described the attitude which we are all called upon to 
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assume if we would know what happiness and wisdom and 

truth really are. And if there were such a thing as real 

education in these days it would be its office to do all in its 

power to induce this state of soul, this attitude of the whole 

human being. 

I may be asked a concrete question: “ How would you 

begin with that poor Stepney of which you have spoken ? ” 

Well, to begin at the beginning, there should be a mother or a 

grandmother full of old legends of faery and wonder, of 

happy, magic tales of poor boys who slay giants and make 

themselves the masters of enchanted treasures. This we 

cannot provide; Stepney has no such persons, it seems 

probable, in all its bounds. But we have power over the 

schools; we should begin by tearing down all the ugly maps 

and plans and tabulated statements of all sorts from the 

ugly walls, by pitching all the cubes and bricks and 

boxes of minerals and shells, and everything “ ological ” 

into the first dustcart that oomos along, and then by making 

those walls flame and blaze and glow with the universe 

expressed in terms of colour and beauty and mystery. 

Here in rich bines and golds and greens let ns have the 

story of King Arthur and the Quest of the Sangraal ; here 

let us see the torment of the saints on earth and their 

triumph and glory in heaven; here let there be a statue of 

Our Lady with sweet flowers before it; here let brave St. 

George ride victorious, all red and gold, piercing the scaly 

dragon with his shining spear. Get yonr children into such 

a glowing air as this; teach them to read, and give them 

Dickens, and Sir Walter Scott, and “ The Arabian Nights ” 

to practise their reading on, and they may haply become 

human beings, and some of them will be able to write 

an intelligent business letter—the “other things ** being 

added nnto them. 
There is time enough to bother about the map of China 

when one has thoroughly digested the story of Aladdin and the 

Wonderful Lamp. When a child has been enchanted by the 

mythosof the Sangraal, he may be informed about the ancient 

Britons and Caesar and the coming of the heathen hordes. 

When gold is set in his soul as a symbol of glory and splendour, 

he may possibly be curious to gather some information abont 

metals in general. Unpractical ? There cannot be any¬ 

thing much more unpractical than a system which costs 

millions of pounds and turns out a great multitude of human 

parrots who can pass mechanical examinations and can do 

nothing else in the world. As Sir John Gorst once said to 

me, the L.C.C. children are like trained dogs; they are 

expert in performing a certain number of mental tricks, 

which are accomplished without intelligence, and without 

Rny real comprehension. I say, then, begin with wonder 

and beauty and mystery ; before you begin the hard ritual of 

fractions in arithmetic, tell the story of Achilles and the 

tortoise, to which I alluded a fortnight ago ; bewilder and 

enchant the children’s minds with this fairy-tale (which is a 

true tale) of TV rio. wo going on for ever and ever; and 

introduce Euclid later on by showing the amazing paradox 

of a point, which has neither parts nor magnitude, but only 

position. You would make botanists P Then Tennyson’s 

flower on the wall is yonr text. Stamens and pistils are all 

yeiy well—afterwards and in their proper place. As I have 

gaid, when the Lover has found the Beloved, and knows that 

she is altogether adorable and to be desired, he may well ask 

her which Dickens she read first, and whether she was 

always terribly afraid^ thunder. If a flower is a miracle, 
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than any little surface details that we can gather about it 

will be highly interesting in their way. 

I have spoken of a school in Stepney ; but all the world is 

swiftly growing as ugly (internally and externally) as poor 

Stepney, and we are the destitnte and hapless children 

prisoned in the big, grim room that is hung about with aillj 

maps and stupid “ ological ” specimen cases. And if we are 

wise we shall tear up our school-books, smash the “ological * 

cabinets, and fling the contents thereof at the heads of our 

false and wicked teachers. 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF NIETZSCHE-Ii * 

Tub translator of the first of these books speaks of Nietzsche 

as “ the one sane man in Europe at the end of the last 

century.** This is merely to echo Nietzsche’s estimate of 

himself, and gives rise to the obvious question whether a 

man's position is advanced as a teacher when he makes a 

preposterous claim savouring of egotistical megalomania. 

This sort of ** transvaluation of all values ” disarms criti¬ 

cism, for the critics are all mad, and the philosopher is on a 

pedestal of infinite height, of his own rearing. Although it 

may be true enough that many men’s success is the suooess 

of getting their fellow-men to take them at their own 

valuation, there is still a limit. We prefer to estimate 

Nietzsche at a valuation measured by bis extraordinary 

insight into human affaire. This we admit is profound 

indeed. But we do not admit that Nietzsche’s insight is 

security for the truth of all his conclusions, because there 

are cases when he btarts with premisses themselves incapable 

of proof. For example, he says categorically, “ There is no 

God.” Snch negation cannot be demonstrated. 

Then he says that Christianity stands or falls with the 

belief in God. This is an obvious truth. But the negative 

premiss invalidates many of Nietzsche’s conclusions about 

Christianity as absolute truths. We are told in one pW* 

that “ Christianity has sided wi^h everything weak, low, and 

botched; it has made an ideal out of antagonism against all 

the self-preservative instincts of strong life ;*’ hut in another 

that “the Church in all ages wished to annihilate its 

enemies/1 

Some types of Christians doubtless have subdued virile 

and warlike instinct, but it would be a curious reading of 

history to assert this of Christianity generally. Nietzsche 

follows Schopenhaaer in bis estimate of pity as a denial of 

life. Christianity as a religion of pity only multiplies 

misery. In what sense, it may be asked, does Christian 

relief of suffering deny life ? But Nietzsohe asks, What is 

more harmful than any vice P Practical sympathy with 

the botched and weak—Christianity/* The priest, the theo¬ 

logian, and the theological philosopher (Kant) have turns 

truth and valuations topsy-turvy. It is left to the one sane 

man in Europe ” to reverse these relations. All ot 

German philosophy (Tiibingen Seminary) really is 

bottom theology in disguise.” But apart from t \ ? 

Nietzsche condemns Christianity because “ Christian is 

• The Twilight of the Idol« and The Anti-ChfieL By Friedrich 
Nietzsche. Translated by Anthony M. Ludovici. 

Early Greek Philotopky. Vols. XVI. and II. T. N. Fou «• 
Translated by Maximilian A# Miigge. 
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btod of the intellect, of pride, of courage, freedom, 
mwlkctual libertinoge ; Christian also ie the hatred of the 
jwi#M, of the joys of the senses, of joy in general.” Is not 
this k cue of the philosopher's insight fogged by prejudice P 
In the famous aphorism No. 56 Nietzsche writes:— 

i 

The fact that in Christianity "holy" ends are entirely 
absent constitutes my objection to the means it employs. 
Its ends are only bad ends; the poisoning, the calumniation 
sod the denial of life, the contempt of the body, the degrada¬ 
tion and self-pollution of men by virtue of the concept sin— 
consequently its means are bad as well. 

Taken by itself, can this be called clear reasoning P Taken 
io conjunction with Nietzsche's whole criticism, is it not a 
mere assumption of false premiss P Instead of the words 
“holy ends M we should read M my idea of holy ends.” 

In estimating Nietzsche's claim that he is the one man in 
tbs world who has the power and the intellectual right to 
attempt the fcransvalnation of all (Christian) valnea, we do 
well to remember that he is the philosopher who has tho 
assurance to say: 41 With gloomy caution I pass through 
whole millenniums of this madhouse world, and whether it 
be called 'Christianity,' 4Christian Faith,' or 4 Christian 
Church,' I take care not to hold mankind responsible for its 
mental disorders.” There is a large section of mankind 
who most of necessity reciprocate this generous considera¬ 
tion. In this and in onr previous notice we have dwelt on 
Nietzsche's attitnde towards Christianity, because it is pre¬ 
cisely here that many may be tempted to accept bis criticisms 
too readily, all the more, too, because there are morbid forms 
of Christianity which quite merit some of his strictures. 
N'ot without a feeling of relief, we turn to other subjects. 
Nietzsche’s contempt for his fellow-countrymen is well 
blown. “ German intellect is becoming coarser and shal- 
* wer,” owing to the 44 de-intellectualising influence of our 
nodeni scientific studies.” 

English educationists are wont to admire and hold up 
for imitation German commercial methods of education. 
According to Nietzsche :— 

With but rare exceptions, that which is lacking in 
fonnany is the first prerequisite of education—that is 
to »y, the educators; henoe the decline of German 

. . . What the higher schools in Germany 
really do accomplish is this—they brutally train a vast crowd 
of young men, in the smallest amount of time possible, to 
become useful and exploitable servants of the State. 

Nietzsche's chief objection to modern schools is that in 
ea* the learners are not tanght how to see and how to 

bak. This may be true of higher culture and philosophic 
J bat the mass of men to-day are not required to 

think. The Western world is occnpied in turning out com- 
Iaerci*l human machines. Nietzsche’s view of this sort of 
PrWrw8 is melancholy enongh. The aphorisms in 44 Skir- 
®iihre in a War with the Age ” are distinctly amusing, 
^ ?eiy keen the judgments on 44 My Impressible People ”— 

* cantf as an intelligible character ; Liszt, or 
^ school of racing—after women; John Stnart Mill, 
* /k°sive 1 acidity ; Carlyle, or Pessimism after undi- 

* George Sand, this prolific ink-yielding 

k ^ farther declared that he is “an 
k* wh° made it a point of honour not to 
/ attitude was one of 44 constant and passionate 

Awards himself. ... Of coarse, in England 
** mired precisely on acoonnt of his honesty. Well, 

tk » &n(* *n view of the fact; that the English are 
on of consummate cant, it is not only comprehensible, 

very UAtllnan 
khe decadent is searching. 44 Instead of j 

ngenuously, 41 am no longer any good,’ the lie of | 
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morality in the decadent's month says, 4 Nothing is any 
good—life is no good.' ” Bnt why the 44 lie ” of morality P 
Unless this is equivalent to the cnstomary lie. 

In the Essays on Greek Philosophy, Nietzsche takes up 
the position that the Greeks saw no dignity in iabonr, not 
even in the Iabonr of the artist, although they saw with 
shame the necessity of slavery and the necessity of labour. 
If we accept his premises that existence has neither worth 
nor dignity, then his conclusion follows that neither man nor 
Iabonr possesses dignity. But this appears merely as a 
destructive pessimism, certainly opposed to the Greek 
practice of life, whatever theories may have been advanced 
by the Sophists or later Greek philosophers. In the 
44 awful straggle for existence,” the farther desire for 
44 artistic culture ” is, aooording to Nietzsche, the antidote 
to practical pessimism. Hence slaves—the vast 
majority—must toil 44 to a greater degree than their own 
wants necessitate. At their cost the privileged class is to 
be relieved from the straggle for existence. 
Accordingly we mast accept this crnel-sounding truth—that 
slavery is of the essence of culture.” With cynical irony he 
adds that this is 44 a truth, of oonrse, which leaves no donbt 
as to the absolute value of existence.” 

Bnt there are troths which Nietzsche seems to us to over¬ 
look. One is that the slave-worker, so-called, may be a 
cultured artist himself, and be conscious of the fact and 
take pride in bis work. Another, that man's belief in the 
value of existence is shown in his willingness to work 
for an unseen future in this world. The ideal of this 
faith is the future of the hnman race. Snch an ideal requires 
a practical constructive philosophy for the more perfect 
realisation of present life. Nietzsche would claim this ideal, 
bnt the tendency of his criticism and of bis transvaluation 
of values seems to ns destructive, whatever his admirers and 
disciples may say to the contrary. Or does Nietzsche really 
advance any further than Anaximander asking, 44 What is 
yoor existence worth P And if it is worth nothing, why are 
you there P " 

It has been alleged that Nietzsche's philosophy presents a 
totally new standpoint in matters of politics, art, literature, 
and theology. Bnt many of his aphorisms are, after all, 
eqnivalent to ancient philosophy in modern form. Like 
Heraclitn8 and Plato, he dislikes the principle of democracy. 
Heraclitus said, 44 To me one man is ten thousand if he be 
the best ”—exactly Nietzsche’s view of himself. His idea of 
the non-existence of sin is only the declaration of Archelans 
that right and wrong have no existence in Nature, but only 
through convention or lawro SUatov ilvai xai ro aiaxftov 
ov (pvcnt, aWa vd/iqr. 

Nor is there anything novel in the absolute negation of 
God. 

The best work in this volnme will he fonnd in the essays 
on the relation of early to later Greek philosophy. The 
fragmentary essay on Music and Words is interesting from 
the view that it is an impossible, even an absnrd, task, to 
attempt to illustrate a poem by mnsic. The common notion 
of setting music to words is a perversion of Ideas. For 
example, the opera at its best is music only. Words are of 
no importance. This is delightfully contrary to the general 
English idea, in which music is so often subordinated to the 
word-sentiment, which is paramount. 

Bat althoagh he admits that mnsic was very early allied 
to lyric poetry, Nietzsche altogether loses sight of the true 
and rhythmical origin of mnsic, of the truth that time is 
more important than tone, and that mnsic is primarily the 
interpretation or expressionof physical motion. The develop¬ 
ment of tone followed to express intellectual sensation. The 
music of rhythm is not later but antecedent to poetry. 

This volume concludes with a metaphysical treatise on 
Truth and Falsity. In the struggle for existence man uses 
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his intellect mostly only for dissimulation. “ What, there* 
fore, is truth P A mobile army of metaphors, metonymies, 

anthropomorphisms, illusions.” 
Nietzsche possessed a wonderful power of intellectual 

absorption. His genius lay in a daring originality of pre¬ 
sentment. 

THE BROTHERS DE GONCOURT AND 

REALISM 

Bt Frank Harris 

too glaring. In this very novel, 4‘ La Faustin,” the Gon- 
courts give us a picture of Tourgenief, “a giant with 
gentle, sweet expression ” and allow him to describe their 
own artistic striving. He says:— 

The French language is a species of instrument whose 
inventors wanted merely clearness, logical sequence, and a 
rough approximation to fidelity, and this rude instrument is 
now being used by the most nervous and most sensitive 
artiste, persons who seek to render exactly indescribable 
sensations, the very last persons in the world to be satisfied 
with the coarse likeness which pleased their healthy fore¬ 
runners. 

The end of everything in this world is usually a new begin¬ 
ning. The brothers Goncourt pushed realism as far as it 
could be pushed, and their way of doing this marked the 
Dew departure which the French novel must take if it 
would not fall into contempt. 

Realism is the art of democracy: it seeks to give Br life¬ 
like picture of what is ; a photograph, so to speak, developed 
in a dark place. A coloured photograph is the art of 
democracy par excellence. But if this photograph is to give 
the sense of actuality it must reproduce chiefly ordinary 
persons, ordinary surroundings, ordinary incidents, and this 
lands us in a difficulty. The better this photograph iB, the 
more it must suffer from dulness. It is really open to 
Ruskin's condemnation of George Eliot's novels that her 
personages were merely “ the sweepings of a Pentonville 
omnibus.” The reproach is justified; the photograph iti its 
reproduction of actuality has forgotten the essential. 

The truth is that this life which one seeks to represent is 
never for two moments the same, it is always changing 
according to certain laws, and some think according to an 
ever-growing purpose. And we men are more interested in 
this change and development, in the laws which govern it 
and the purpose, if any, which informs it than we are in the 
stationary qualities. For whatever is is dead and past; it 
is the future aud the becoming that inteiests us supremely, 
and it is just this which your realist has forgotten or 
omitted. 

Or consider it in another way. As soon as one looks out 
upon the world, one finds it is impossible to give a picture 
of all we see; the artist must select certain features and 
omit others. Your realist, with his preference for photo¬ 
graphic exactitude, selects ordinary people and ordinary 
events and then finds that all the progress and movement of 
the world is seen best in extraordinary people and uncom¬ 
mon and symbolic events. The scientists tell us that 
progress comes from the “sports,” the men of extraordinary 
endowment. But great men and great events are avoided 
by the realist, and consequently the democratic movement 

has not added a single masterpiece to the world’s literature. 
Indeed, the only attempt made in the last fifty or sixty 
years to create even a new organic figure is Tourgeuief’s 
portrait of Baz&rof, the Nihilist. All the works of Daudet 
and Zola and Huysmans are doomed to oblivion; striving 
after realistic effect dooms them all to disappear. 

But this is not the pitfall which trapped the realism of 
the time as represented by the Goncourts. Their method 
was even more faulty. In attempting to depict La F&ustin, 
for example, they soon saw that it was useless to depict an 
ordinary bad woman: the result would be a mere photo¬ 
graph, and they were too artistic to be satisfied with such a 
poor result. They sought a type, therefore, and then 
attempted to depict her soul, and in order to do this they 
had to invent a special language extraordinarily sensitive 
and extraordinarily subtle and precise. 

But to give the impression of reality, the style too must 
be commonplace, and here were the Gonoourts manufactur¬ 

ing a new style to the antinomy was 

Accordingly the Goncourts are not memorable to us for 
any picture of real life which they have left us, for all 
their pictures of real persons are absurdly unreal, comically 
unlike any persons that we have ever known, or iudeed any 
that we have ever seen. They show us an ordinary girl’s face 
under a microscope, so to Bpeak, which reveals the pores to 
us as abysses and transforms a pimple into a Vesuvius; 
by diut of painstaking exactitude they lose all likeness to 
reality. But these artist-brothers are nevertheless extra¬ 
ordinarily interesting to us for their own sake; for the 
likeness between them ; for their passionate devotion to art 
in all its forms ; for their high ideal of artistic perfection; 
for their comparative failui'e and the ueglect which they had 
to endure during their lifetime. 

The brothers De Goncourt, Jules and Edmond, had the 
advantage of being well-born, carefully trained, and equipped 
with sufficient money to allow them to indulge their tastes. 
As quite young men in ’45 they started off to make a tour of 
France on foot, proposing to sketch on the way and do 
water-colour drawings. The notes they took at first simply 
told how many kilometres they had covered and what sort 
of food they had had ; bnt little by little these notes became 
the real record of their journeying, and it was this notebook, 

according to Edmond de Goncourt, which changed them from 
painters into men of letters. 

In 1850, at the same table where they were accustomed 
to do their water-colour paintings, they began to write a 
vaudeville “ with a brush dipped in Indian ink.” Theophile 
Gautier, too, had begun life as a painter, and to the end of 
his days carried his sense of design and his feeling for colour 
into his superb prose. But the Goncourts were something 
more than writers who had been trained as painters; in 
the two volumes entitled M La Maison d’un Artiste ” they 
show themselves from the beginning endowed with a 
curiously perfect love of art in all its forms; they not only 
collected drawings and etchings, bronzes and china, old 
furniture and tapestries, but they were the first in Europe 
to discover the art of Japan and to attach a price to Japanese 
coloured prints and Kakemonos. Their house became a 
museum, and no two brothers have ever developed to the 
same extent a critical appreciation of all artistic endeavour. 
The constant selection of the best in a dozen different arts 
the perpetual refinement of their foeling for great work, 
their intense nervous sensibility, so to speak, was reflected 
in their prose. 

They not only brought into French prose the technical 
terms of painting and sculpture, but they used French 
deliberately to record sensations never before notioed, 
emotions never before described. Here is the way they see 
a ballet:— 

And last of all a charming ballet, a ballet of shades 
flitting about like bats with black masks on and gauzy 
streamers like wings of might. The languorous, rhythmic 
minuet of these wraiths and masked shadow-shapes weaving 
themselves into groups and unravelling themselves on 
a background pf palp moonlight called forth a strange, 
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These men are too peculiar, too aristocratic by dint of 
refinement, to work as realists; they tried, indeed, to 
observe and to record what they saw, but, to use the great 
phrase of Tomgenief, they were never able to cut “ the 
umbilical cord which unites the artist to his work." Their 
best novels are pictures of their own artist nature and the 
artistic weakness of will. Charles Demailly is their portrait 
in the guise of an unfortunate man of letters; Coriolis, the 
painter, in “Manette Salomon,"is blood-brother to Demailly ; 
they can only paint themselves with any success and their 
own weaknesses. # 

And the whole painting is that of a critic and not that of 
a creator; they tell you the qualities the man possessed, but 
they don’t group together his powers and shortcomings 
round an ego of purpose and desire ; they put too much of 
themselves into their creations, and so their men never live, 
much less cast & shadow. As workmen they are rather like 
Bernard Shaw, who poses frankly for Caesar, never realising 
that a man of such delicate humanitarianism and conscien¬ 
tious selfquestioning would be incapable of Csesar’s instan¬ 
taneous decisions and inflexible resolution. 

In fine, the de Goncourts were not creative artists, hut 
critics and collectors, and the great public took no interest 
in their work, though from the very beginning they were 
hailed as eqaals by the Masters. This want of popular 
success, combined with a consciousness of extraordinary 
ability, makes the life and fate of the de Goncourts symbolic 
and significant. No great master is ever likely to be as 
successful in the day and hour as Zola or Daudet or de 
Maupassant. The de Goncourts realised perfectly that it 
was the small men who were popular in their lifetime, while 
the Hembrandta are scorned ; 44 no one,” writes Lope de 
Vega, “is so bad a poet as Cervantes, or does such absurd 
work ts Don Quixote.” So the brothers took themselves for 
fixed stare of the first magnitude because they were neglected, 
and waited as patiently as they might for the fame that 
never came to trnmpet their achievements. 

They tell a story of themselves in this connection which 
slwayi seemed to me typical. They produced a novel once by 
ill-luck on the very day when Zola published one of his 
Bougon-Macqnart series. The brothers went into the pub¬ 
lisher* to know how their book was going. 44 Seventy copies 
sold,” said the publisher in a great hurry; “ but now I must 
go, for Zola's book is selling like hot cakes ; twenty-seven 
thousand this morning already; that's something like a 
took! A great writer, M. Zola! ” The brothers wandered 
‘tout, and at length made their way to the Bois de Boulogne. 
There Jules found the true word of the situation. 41 When a 
took of oar8 thousands, Edmond,” he said,44 we must 
remember that we have only seventy real readers ; the rest 
*re mere sheep.” 

Ja*t aiier the war of ’70 Jules died and left Edmond to 
*Qtinne the work. Every one imagined that now they 
^ ^ he able to distinguish between the two talents ; 

every one asserted that Jules was the genius, Edmond 
J * fifth wheel to the coach. The ill-natured surmise 

khe W^0a* foundation ’ Edmond went on writing just as 
o had written; no one has been able to assign a 

jJrT.to ’foto8 which was not also at Edmond’s command ; 

;h(D t r*8’twiD tomperaments, twin methods, twin voices, 
mond was years older than Jules and destined to 

tom by a lifetime of labour. 

jhU remains of their work P Were they 
their * 'n thinking themselves more important than 

^ ^temporaries P Or was the popular verdict 

for otieLif116 7ert^ ** 8UC^ a 08180 one c*11 onty speak 
totttatii, »v me Goncourts are infinitely more 

g tuan Dandet or Zola, or even Flaubert. I could 

not re-read a book of Daudet or Zola, and I have extracted 
the last atom of nutriment from 44 Madame Bovary,” or even 
from the famous letters; but again and again 1 dip into the 
“ Journal ” of the de Goncourts and read fifty pages of their 
great book on the French painters of the eighteenth century, 
while 44 La Maison d'un Artiste ” is never far from my 
hand. They suffered and laboured, did good work, and got 
no thanks ; the despised and rejected of men were the most 
important spiritual influence in Franoe for the last half of 
the nineteenth century. 

Shortly before his death I was presented to Edmond de 
Gonoourt. He received my enthusiastic admiration rather 
negligently; he had learned to live without appreciation 
and to work without thinking of it, though by this time 
some of the younger men had shown him by their homage 
that his labour had not been in vain, that the de Goncourts 
had their place in the literary firmament like twin stars. 

His appearance bore witness to the long and painful 
struggle. He held his slight figure very erect in spite of 
age and weakness ; fronted one boldly like a trim and alert 
cavalry officer; showed a challenge in expression, too, as of 
one accustomed [to receive offence, an unduly hostile atti¬ 
tude derived partly from his bristling white moustache, 
straight nose, and broad forehead, but above all from his 
angry-sad, piercing eyes. Tourgeniefs description paints 
him—44 let yeux luisants et sombres et pas bons dtt tout " (sombre 
shining eyes, anything bat good natured). But under¬ 
neath the discontent and the challenge was a shade as of 
suffering and sadness. So they look the soldiers of the true 
faith who have fought the good fight in the front rank and 
carried the light some fathoms forward into the darkness, 
who are fated to fall and die without any sign of viotory or 
hope of reward; standard-bearers of the ideal who spend 
and are spent in the sacred cause and bleed to death in 
solitude without praise or honour. 

THE ROMANCE OF EDWIN ABBEY 

By Haldane Macpall 

It was in the early 'eighties that Edwin Abbey 44 found 
himself”—so the impression is left upon me. When his first 
pen-and-ink drawing caught the eye in the pages of Harper's 

Magazine I would not be quite bo sure. Steeped in the painter- 
quality of Fortuny’s line, he had been coming to the front, 
losing a certain hardness and 44 tightness ” of handling, for 
some time. Bat it was when Harper's, in an inspired 
moment, began to publish his44 Old English Songs” and 41 She 
Stoops to Conquer” that Abbey revealed all his lyrical, 
painter-like qualities with the pen-line. From the early 
’eighties one began to buy Harper's and to take out the page 
that held the charm of design which wae in all that was 
wrought over the slender, graceful signature of Edwin 
Abbey. He was soon in the front rank of that marvellous 
achievement in American illustration that was the delight 
of the ’eighties, and it was in his pen-drawings of the 
’eighties and early ’nineties that Edwin Abbey wrought 
the finest masterpieces of his art. 

For the pen-line as a decorative force Abbey had little 
instinct. He employed the pen in masses, as a painter 
employs a brush. He gets from the line itself little rhythm, 
or music, as Beardsley could get these qualities with such 
wizardry. But in mass he came to such skill in suggesting 
colour and differences of tones as a painter might employ 
in masses of paint, that he was early uttering a pictorial art 
which has had a large influence on illustration. The gulf 
is very wide between him and Howard Pyle, a man of 
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genius whose use of line, as line, was one of the most remark¬ 
able achievements of the years in which his fellow-country¬ 
man Abbey wrought his chief work. Abbey painted with 
pen*strokes, seeking oat exquisite forms and giving tender 
or rich black masses with amazing grace and charm. 

Yet, you may say, Abbey was not a great artist. He can 
scarcely be reckoned great if by great we mean a compelling 
force in art. Bat his charm and distinction are eternally 
winsome and fascinating; and his invention was so tireless 
that ho seemed to revel in new forms. As an illustrator of 
literature he was one of the most masterly interpreters of 
the literary idea into the sister art which transforms the 
idea and recreates it into the mood that shall utter it through 
the vision. But even as we accept this we state the limita¬ 
tions of his art—in that he uttered life as seen through the 
temperaments of other men rather than life as felt at first 
hand by himself. He shares this limitation with most early 
masters of painting, and he achieves it with poetic utterance. 

It -may be objected, on the same grounds, that even 
Shakespeare, the greatest genius known to the arts, employed 
old tales and written histories for the structure of his art; 
but that is not of necessity illustration. Shakespeare nearly 
always employed the skeleton of some one else’s plot 
whereon to build his structure, ’tis quite true; but, having 
taken his skeleton, he breathed life into it—his own life. 
Every character, every mood, he took and wrought it out of 
his passions and his feelings and his concept of life, without 
the slightest reference to the illustration of the feelings of 
others. Edwin Abbey takes the Old Songs or 44 She 
Stoops to Conquer ” or Shakespeare’s plays, and he proceeds 
to try and give the costume and the proper surroundings, 
and the likely gestures befitting to such scenes—he does it 
with astounding grace and charm, and he represents the 
most picturesque aspect of the scene; he is a great illus¬ 
trator. But with the passion or the mood or the ecstacy of 
the thing portrayed he is not overwhelmingly concerned. 
He is translating to the eye a picture of a second of time, 
caught on the wing, from what the poet has essayed to 
arouse in the understanding ; and whilst his invention of the 
scene is always intensely interesting and beautiful, it lacks 
that haunting power that is given to the great poets; it 

does not reveal to us a very deep significance of life. It is 
the essential romance of the picturesque, somewhat m 

effeminately alluring to the less vigorous side of us, that he 
shows his highest gifts in an art that will always charm, 

always interest, but never deeply move. 
Yet his varied invention is an ever fascinating thing. 

With what delightful and colourful fancy he wrought that 
figure of “Titania,” with her large butterfly wings of 
beautiful pattern, so that she trips so gossamer-light and 
fragile-airy, fairy-like ! Surely fairy-queen was never more 
fittingly arrayed than in this exquisite design ! Turn to the 
great broad steps up which come the dignified Greek and 
his retinue in 44 Enter Theseus ; ” how dignified and stately 
and large is this beautiful design, wrought within such 
small space of surface! Indeed, had the Victorian gossip 
that Art is Beauty been even bat half-truth, Abbey must have 
been accounted a great artist. He lolls ns to rest from 
seeking more powerful art in him, as he limits his utterance, 
by his very orgy of beauty. And it is only when one has 
passed before masterpiece after masterpiece of pen-drawing— 
in which Whistler sinks to a second-rate beside him—it is 
only when one stands almost confused at the wide range of 
his invention in recreating the past, that one realises the lack 
of power in the utterance of the fall sense of life. 

The Royal Academy has tried to do him honour; and 
perhaps nothing could prove the utter barrenness of the 
brain of the Academy than the “ jumble sale ” that it baa made 
of the exquisite art of this man. Here, surely, it had been 

easy enough to hare set 
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in order so as to 

reveal his development. The picturesque vision of the 
man makes a display of bis works in confused and unpic- 
tnresque fashion almost an impossibility—yet the Academy 
has achieved the almost impossible. Surely there is some 
loving hand for this artist’s work whioh might have given 
loving service to the display of it, instead of flinging it at 
the walls like a discarded dishclont! Abbey may not be the 
greatest artist of his age ; but he deserved better than this. 

However- 
When we come to Abbey as painter we find him essential 

illustrator still. It needed little foresight to know that he 
could paint if he so willed —indeed his pen-liue was painting. 
About the end of the ’eighties he gave distinction to the 
Academy display with one of the first and one of the best 
paintings his skilled hand ever wrought—the “Mayday 
Morning.” In his 44 Old English Songs ” and “ She Stoops 
to Conquer ” Abbey had for chief glory always revealed the 
bannting fascination that old England has for its children 
bred over-seas. It was in this haunting beckoning of 
England to the sons of her race that Abbey uttered his purest 
and fullest art—fulfilled his most creative achievement. He 
was not content with mere stndio properties or the museum 
accuracies. He employed them with religions care; but they 
were employed to give utterance to the glamour of his people’s 
past. When he came to paint, the genius of Sargent was the 
talk and glory of the studios, and Abbey drank deep of the 
revelation of Sargent, and, in his more limited handling, 
added what skill of craftsmanship in painting he could 
absorb from Sargent to his own utterance. His feeling for 
colour was glowing and rich, and by consequence he painted 
illustration on a large scale with all his old penmanship’s 
charm and with a luminous brush. But to the end it 
remained splendid illustration. It makes glorious reproduc¬ 
tions for books rather than great wall decoration. Even his 
fine series of the Holy Grail for the Boston Library, which 
ought to have been represented, if only in black-and-white 
reproductions, give one a feeling of illustration, though they 
reach nearer to the design of large wall decoration. But 
the 44 Mayday Morning,” large illustration to some old song 
though it might well be, and probably is, showed Abbey 
setting the mood of early morning before all else, and 
uttering it in colour-harmonies of sweet silvery greys that 
arouse in onr senses the fragrance of the dawning morning 
in a fashion that clings to the memory and entere thereinto 

with lyrical exquiniteness and ecstacy. 

MR. CHURCHILL IN BELFAST 

Br E. Ashmead-Barti.ett 

Mr. Chtrchili. must have felt a great load lifted from his 

mind when his special train steamed out of the Midland 

Railway Station at Belfast at four o’clock on the afternoon 

of Thursday, February 8th. Nor is he ever likely to forget 

this particular date. We qneBtion whether any Minister 

has ever had a more hostile reception; or whether any 
Minister has persisted in a mission so utterly futile in its 
conception and results. Mr. Churchill has thrown no fresh 

light on the Government’s Home Rule proposals, and baa 
thus satisfied neither party; and as Lord Londonderry so 

justly said, 441 cannot understand what purpose was served in 

his coming to Belfast and thus arousing so much bitterness 

of feeling, when the same speech might just as well have 
been delivered from some platform in England, or from bis 

place in the House of Commons.” It must not be supposed 

that Mr. Churchill’s responsibility ceased when his train 

steamed away bearing himself and his party unharmed. His 
visit has sown the seeds oi discord in Belfast, and has stirred 
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up the most highly inflammable antagonisms among the 
dangerous elements in the city. This is what the authorities 
most feared. They felt confident that with the aid of the 
troops they could preserve order in the town during Mr. 
Churchill's visit, bat they aro not at all confident that they 
can prerent an outbreak in the future between the Unionists 
and the Nationalists, and if sacb an outbreak should occur 
it may degenerate into a form of internecine warfare which 
will last for months, not only causing loss of life, bat upset¬ 
ting the business of the city. 

As it was, order wa9 only maintained by a miracle, and 
when at one o'clock Mr. Churchill left the Grand Central 
Hotel to go to the football-field it seemed extremely doubtful 
that he would ever reach there. So dense and hostile was 
the crowd in front of the hotel that anything might have 
happened, and there are many who maintain that it was only 
the presence of Mrs. Churchill and other ladies which kept 
hack the more nnruly spirits from expressing their hate by 
the most forcible means. There was a grave danger that some¬ 
thing might be thrown at the car. Sir Edward C&rson told me 
afterwards that he sat back in the Belfast Club not even daring 
to look ont of the window while Mr. Churchill was leaving 
the Grand Central Hotel, for feara member of tbe crowd might 
become so excited that he would forget himself and throw a 
handful of 11 confetti," as it is called in Belfast, into the 
window. This “ confetti ” is the most deadly of missiles. 
It is composed of small round pieces of steel and iron which 
are forced out of the ship's plate when making holes for the 
bolts. They weigh two or three ounces, and if accurately 
thrown are capable of inflicting the most terrible in juries. 
It was a great relief to every one when Mr. Churchill's car 
finally gathered way amidst a perfect tornado of hooting 
and opprobrious epithets, and turned into the Falls Road, 
which ia the beginning of the Nationalist quarter, where for 
the time being he was among friends and therefore safe. 

It was originally intended that Mr. Churchill should I 
return to the Grand Central Hotel when the meeting was 
oxer, and after partaking of tea depart for the York- 
read Station. But happily this idea was abandoned. I 
do not think that any of the party would ever have I 
lucceeded in reaching the hotel. The crowd had swollen J 
to enormous proportions, and the police were hopelessly t 

outnumbered, while the soldiers were all employed else- I 
where. Also some of the wilder spirits among the | 
Orangemen might have argued that, as they had allowed 1 

Churchill to make his speech, they had no orders not 
to give him a “ hot time ” afterwards. Therefore he 
would have incurred the gravest risk had he attempted 
*g»in to pass through Royal Avenue. Lord and Lady 
Pirrie, Mr. Churchill and his wife, waited at the marquee 
until the greater part of the crowd had dispersed; then 
they entered closed motors and drove down the Falls Road ; 
hot before coining to Royal Avenue they turned off to the I 
left end, followed by several cars containing members of 
the Press, made their way through a secluded Catholic j 

district to the railway station. Here the numbers of police 
caused a small crowd to collect, which hooted him 

Tl^rpDU*ly as he stepped from his car and entered the 
*^hon. The train was in readiness, and within one 
tomute of their arrival the whole party were steaming out 

i Leifast. It was an ignominious but nevertheless fitting j! 
rotation to the great Ulster Home Rule Campaign. I 

* extremely unlikely that Mr. Churchill or any other 
-niater of the present Government will ever be seen in 

C S ^eftnwhile, the crowd round the Grand Be 
gradually began to realise that they had been air 

^ ^ ^eir prey; but they accepted the situation good- bio 
sad gave expression to their feelings by singing Bri 

of a C ^on£8 After Mr. Churchill's departure the work adi 
6 police and the soldiere was by no means at an end. wh 
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I It was felt on all sides that the early hours of the evening, 
after the works had closed and the public-houses were filled, 
would be the most critical. The troops who had been 
guarding the marquee were marched to various threatened 
points in the three Nationalist districts—the Falls Road, 
the Short Strand on the other Bide of the river, and to a 
district known as the Carrick Hills. The unfortunate 
soldiers had been exposed to the pouring rain ever 
since 9 a.m., and it was not until 1 a.m., after seven¬ 
teen hours' continuous duty, that they were able to 
return to their quarters. But tbe night passed without 
any disturbance, and this was undoubtedly due to the 
excellent arrangements and to the pouring rain, which 
was enough to damp the ardour of the most bitter 
partisans on either side. The most impressive sight of the 
whole day was the impromptu meeting of thousands of 
Loyalists in front of the Belfast Unionist Club. When it 
became known that Lord Londonderry, Sir Edward C&rson, 
and other Unionist leaders were inside the crowd refused to 
disperse until they had made speeches. Lord Londonderry 
left before the speech-making, and was the recipient of a 
tremendous ovation. Then began the shouts for Sir Edward 
Carsou, who was carried downstairs and hoisted on the 
balustrade in front of the porch and delivered a short, 
pithy, patriotic oration which aroused the wildest enthusiasm 
of his followers. Mr. William Moore, M P., followed, and 
Captain Craig wound up by calling upon tbe crowd to dis¬ 
perse quietly to their homes after singing 44 God Save the 
King.” It was a stirring and never-to-be-forgotten moment. 
Five thousand voices arose as one, and as the strains of the 
National Hymn floated from street to street they were 
caught up and repeated by all who were abroad. It was a 
pity Mr. Churchill could not have heard that singing of 
“ God Save the King.” It would have told him better than 
any hostile reception how impossible it is to force Home 
Rule on Ulster. 

The Ulster Unionist Committee achieved every object 
which they had in view when they announced their determi¬ 
nation never to allow the Ulster Hall to be used for a Home 
Rule demonstration, and thus enable the authors of the 
meeting to return and misrepresent the true feeling of 
Belfast towards Home Rule to the British electorate. 
There would have been no need whatever to have occupied 
the Hall on the previous day, or to have called out the mem¬ 
bers of the Unionist Clubs to prevent Mr. Churchill's entry. 
Not all the police nor all the troops in Ireland would have 
been capable of forcing a passage for him through the loyal 
citizens of Belfast, and this fact alone shows how hopelessly 
Mr. Charchill was misinformed from the start. The Ulster 
Unionist. Committee have given England an object-lesson in 
the power of discipline and self-restraint which must 
impress the electorate with the idea of thrir strength better 
than any riots and bloodshed would have done. It only 
needed a hint from the Committee and Mr. Churchill would 
never have left the Grand Central Hotel; it only needed a 
hint and no marquee would ever have been erected on tbe 
Football Ground. But the Committee used their best 
endeavours to preserve order; they co-operated loyally with 
the authorities, and Mr. Churchill was able to deliver his 
oration simply because the Unionists worked on his behalf. 

In awarding praise for the happy termination of Mr. 
Churchill's visit the police and the soldiers must not be 
forgotten. Chief Commissioner Smith is a man in a 
thousand. He is immensely popular with all sections in 
Belfast, and it was largely his influence and his happy 
arrangements which caused the day to pass without riot and 
bloodshed. Nor must one forget tbe part played by 
Brigadier-General Count Gleicben. His arrangements were 
admirable. The presence of the soldiers was felt every¬ 
where, but they were never too much en evidence. 
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REVIEWS 
THE VARIOUS MUSE 

Eastern Songs. By Ben Kendim. (Wm. Blackwood and 

Sons. 5s. net.) 

At the World's Edge, and Other Verses. By Maria Steuabt. 
(Elkin Mathews. Is. net.) 

Tinder the Swedish Colours. A Short Anthology of Modem 

Swedish Poets. Done into English Verse by Francis 
Arthur Judd. With a Preface by Edmund Gossi. 
(Elkin Mathews. Is. net.) 

Poems. By Charles Granville. (Stephen Swift and Co. 
5s. net.) 

Puck's Flight, and Other Poems. By John Rodborough. 

(Elkin Mathews. Is. net.) 

Whoever the singer may be that hides behindjthe picturesque 
pseudonym of “ Ben Kendim,” we would give him a pleasant 
greeting. His songs are musical, and they have a refresh¬ 
ingly individual ring about them. Other poets, greater 
than he, have sung the seduotive charm of the Orient, but 
none more sincerely. Not that he makes greater preten¬ 
sions or essays too rashly the unfathomable mystery of the 
East. His is the unaffectedly Western mind—but a Western 
poet's mind—experiencing sympathetically the poetry of 
Oriental life. There is a good deal suggestive of the 
wandering minstrel in these pages. “ Ben Kendim ” might 
in some respects have been a trouvkre or songful pilgrim of 
crusading diays *, the “ Ballad of King Henry ” is qnite in 
that vein, and the “ Ballad of Tancred and Biendrada ” 
avows him a lover of old romance. Music, a variety of 
emotion, often shaded into a charming reflectiveness, and 
much felicity of phrase and fancy—these, then, are the 
characteristics of this volume. Take, as instances of the 
last-named quality, this happy suggestion of the swift 

Eastern twilight 

Then like an arrow evening shone, on its illumined way to night, 
Bright from its quiver, it was gone—a lightning darkness 

sheathed its light; 

or the frugal picture-painting of— 

. shadows of wild violet-leaves that sheathe the fire-flies' 

• flight— 

as a dainty shade-contrast to starlight. There are a few 
lyrics which owe little of their beauty to an Oriental atmo¬ 
sphere, while a scathing indictment of Bismarck, sub-titled 
ironically “ In Memoriam,” sounds an unwonted note. We 
confess a particular liking for the following little poem, 
which in its charmingly easy fashion compresses a whole 

history into a couple of verses 

And I will be a Queen, said she, and you my Grand Vizier, 
And Uncle George shall rule my house, and John be charioteer. 
And he picked cowslips in the field, which she gave back to him, 
And they enjoyed the summer day until the day grew dim. 

And later as the years went by, she did beoome a Queen, 
But Uncle George said, “ Thank you, no; ” John’s grave had 

long been green. 
The boy worked well as Grand Vizier, but not with all his heart; 
He thought “To pick her cowslips would be a better part.” 

Miss Steuart takes us one short, breathless trip to the 
<* ^orld*B Edge ; ” but her own more oongenial air is nearer 
the world's heart—in some garden filled with the colour- 
profusion of flowers and the wet scent of new-fallen rain. We 
have taken the trouble to count np, and no less than twenty- 
four of these songs and verses are about gardens or flowers— 
a The Garden of Dream,” “ The Garden of Forgetfulness,” 
u The Garden in the Hap,” varied pleasantly by “ Le Jardiu 
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des Roses Mourantes,” “Le Jardin Ferm6,” “Le Jardiu 
Secret,” and so forth. The verses are pleasant, and not 
without a certain tuneful merit, though their idea is 
frequently slender and even trite. Choosing among the 
wealth of gardens, we present a Japanese variety, the verses 
being written in imitation of the national Hai-kais. Miss 
Steuart seems really to have caught something of the 
elusive Japanese spirit in them, though the fancy is by no 
means new:— 

White as the soft snow 
When it falls in the winter 
White Cherry-blossom! 

White is my love’s hand 
As she catches it falling. 
Which is the whiter ? 

As with the petals 
She plays with and crushes oft 
She plays with my heart. 

Alas, my poor heart! 
Will she throw it away, too, 
When Bhe is weary P 

We are grateful to Mr. Judd for giving ns an introduction 
to modern Swedish poetry, and his modest collection of transla¬ 
tions should provoke considerable interest. He has discharged 
his translator's task with commendable faithfulness, whilst 
the results as English poems are generally successful, as 
translations go. It is evident that Sweden can lay claim to 
a place all her own in the world of modern poetry. Accord¬ 
ing to Mr. Gosse’s illuminating introduction—and he is an 
acknowledged authority on Scandinavian literature—these 
selections are some of the fruits of a great poetic re-birth 
which began with Count Carl Snoilsky in 1862, who 
initiated a revolt against the bankrupt idealism of the poetry 
then in vogue, and avowed himself the poet of a “ healthy, 
artistic realism.” It is interesting to compare the develop¬ 
ment of this principle, so far as we may from this small 
collection, with the latest fruits of poetic realism in France, 
Germany, and Belgium. Realism so curiously often seems 
to arrive ultimately at something very like the n*sty; what 
realism is in these poems, however, rings remarkably true 
to Snoilsky’s saving adjectives. It is subjective rather than 
objective, and thus its spring, after all, is not so far removed 
from the sister spring of idealism, and this, surely, is bnt 
poetic orthodoxy. This subjective trend, then, in the later 
Swedish poets has produced a strain of mysticism which 
lends many of these poems a peculiar charm. Oscar 
Levertin's “ The Artist ” is a good example. From this we 

quote two verses :— 

My friends, whose joy was never mine, 
Whose woes I never knew, 

Ye called me yours and spoke me well, 
Yet never had ye learned to spell 

What passed from me to you. 
Nor dreamed the plummet and the line 
To sound the depths of me, were mine! 

When life was frozen at the fount 
As yonder snow-crowned hill, 

Ye called me warm: when solar flame 
Burned me, ye made my love a game 

And said my heart was chill. 
To Lowland sons of what account 
The Mountain’s Sermon on the Meant P 

It may be that we have yet to reap the richest fruits of this 
poetic revival. The ineradicable romanticism of the heroic 
North is still here—even Snoilsky’s realism did not actually 
affect its essence—but it has been tempered and modified by 
successive changing influences, with the result that to-day 
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the national fount is charged with a mellowed and blended 
flow. 

Mr. Charles Granville sings in many keys, and his sub¬ 
jects range from birds and trees to modem doubt and the 
modem woman. Some of the shorter verses are very 
pleasing, and a blank verse “fragment” entitled “The 
Poet's Suit'1 strikes ns as being in some ways the most 
promising effort in the book, revealing a considerable com¬ 
mand of felicitous language and a pretty fancy. One of the 
longest pieces, “Monica's Love,” is a eulogy of the mother 
of Augustine. The poem, however, reads too much like a 
chronicle “ done into rhyme,” and one cannot help comparing 
its somewhat matter-of-fact lines with the wonderful 
atmosphere and expressive restraint of Katherine Tynan's 
poems of mother-love. Mr. Granville's technique is occasion¬ 
ally a trifle clumsy. He has a peculiar frailty for weak line- 
endings, the line frequently breaking a phrase or sentence 
at its weakest point, as for instance :— 

To gaze upon the jewelled inner cf 
Thy soul; 

. . . where too hath 
Just risen hope . . . 

The loch wakes from enmisted gloom 
And glimmers fitfully like to . . . 

In the last instance the end-sonnd is both accented and a 
rhyme, and the verse continues in one of the prettiest images 
to be found in these pages :— 

The eyes of children when the lids 
Uo up and down on pools of blue. 

Here and there a terribly prosy verse mars the pleasing 
promise of a poem:— 

I strayed through meadows of fair Bedfordshire 
Along those banks which rustic Cowper sang; 
There was a sound of workers far and near, 
And mowers’ peaceful clang. 

The many-coloured landscape to the eye 
Was gay and altogether exquisite 
As, fitful, a kaleidoscopic sky 
Kept ever changing it. 

The first of these stanzas is not withont charm ; the second 
u dreadful. Such faults as these lead us to think that 
this Tolome—which is sumptuously printed and produced— 
contains a good deal of immature work, while its virtues (a 
quiet thoughtfulness, a close observation, and often a truly 
poetic gift of image and phrase) induce the expectation of 
something better in days to come. 

Several of Mr. John Rod borough's poems are about 
Wies, but we should scarcely call them fairy-poetry. The 
difficult elfin quality, with its delicate suggestion of stealthy 

lighter and roguish abandon, is not of Mr. Rodborough’s 
^ He has too mortal a sense of the picturesque, is too 
®mpletely absorbed in the essentially human pleasure of 

pfehuag they make to enter successfully into 
®ir spirit. Nevertheless, there is much good work here. 

tiJ ^owing Hues, from the title-poem, are an example of 
e waalth of picturesque imagination of which Mr. Rod- 

***& « capable .— 

Changed from a sly beguiler, at that hour 
A King s fay, seeker of the Love God’s flower, 
His form, self.&ltered for the moment's aim, 
Went now, tike Ariel’s, a winged flake of flame. 

T''ith many a still street, many a tower aglow 
Soft shone the ghost of Athens, white as snow ; 
But in let* time than o’er a dingle stream 

wisp comes, carrying his small lamp agleam, 
black crags bastioned over Corinth heard 

** wings pass, purling like a lute-string4jtirred. J 
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Indeed this poem contains some passages of striking beauty. 
We might instance the single line— 

Thick darkness stifled up the stranded moon, 

and the two which describe how Puck in his swift flight— 

Outekimmed the Hours vermilion-winged, and made 
His own gold dawn and silver moonaet-shade. 

By the way “ vermilion ” is misspelt in the above passage. 
There is also a misprint on page 56, and on page 10 a gram¬ 
matical error, where “ laid ” is used for “ lay.” Mr. Rod- 
borough seems to be a trifle obsessed with the expression 
“ what time,” which is a very pretty usage once in a way, 
but is apt to pall after a few doses. We should like to have 
quoted a very charming lyric entitled “ Phyllida's Jar.” A 
separate section encloses four sonnets of some merit, while 
the little volume closes with three translations from the 
French. 

JOURNALISTS OF THE PAST AND 
PRESENT 

Masterg of English Journalism,: A Study of Personal Forces. 

By T. H. S. Escott. (Fisher Unwin. 12s. 6d. net.) 

The idea of the book before ns was suggested by the great 
Victorian journalist Frederick Greenwood, who, writes 
Mr. Escott in his Preface, “ indicated down to minute parti¬ 
culars the lines whereon it seemed to him indispensable that 
the work should be done.” We have had histories of news¬ 
papers, but hitherto the human force, the personal note, has 
been subordinated to the enterprise. On such excellent lines 
the book should have been more interesting than is actually 
the case. Such a subject, however, is too vast to be treated 
really adequately in a single volume. . . 

It would have been better if the author had confined his 
attention solely to the journalists of London, and dispensed 
with touching upon the subject in relation to the provinces 
and Ireland. Mr. Escott has collected much valuable infor¬ 
mation, but it does not seem to us that he has presented it 
in the best possible way. The subject is a fascinating one, 
but somehow or other Mr. Escott has failed to make it so in 
his rather heavy interpretation. The book that should have 
quickened our imagination leaves us cold, for the personal 
touch, promised in the Preface, is too slight to combat the 
numerous italics used in giving the names of a host of 
papers. We are conscious of many serious omissions. Mr. 
Clement Shorter, for instance, who has done more than 
any one else to perfect the illustrated weekly paper, receives 
no comment, and Sir William Robertson Nicoll should most 
certainly have been mentioned in a volume of this kind. 
The concluding chapter, dealing with the sub-editor, is 
interesting, but we should have preferred in its place a 
summing-up of the influences that have made English 
journalism what it is to-day, with a suggestive word in regard 
to the journalism of the future. In one minor point we 
have made no progress, for even in the early days of 
journalism Dyer reported three whales, two porpoises, and 
a sturgeon in the Thames, and our journalists of to-day still 
revel in Silly Season topics! 

Daring the Wars of the Roses we find Fenn full of 
journalistic enterprise of a necessarily primitive kind, but 
he was, nevertheless, a forerunner of the newspaper reporter. 
Mr. Escott writes :— 

A pushing, fearless, irrepressible spectator, where that 
was possible, of events, he forced his way past sentries and 
warders, now by mere pertinacity or bodily strength, now by 
persevering cajolery or some of the silver pieces carried in 
a leather girdle round his waist. . . . None but regular 
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subscribers received the manuscript records, which he 
forwarded once a week or even oftener as opportunity 
served. 

If Fenn showed enterprise, Marchmont Ned ham, with his 
“ tall, gaunt figure, perpetually stooping from shortness of 
sight, his hook nose, and the two rings dangling from his 
pierced ears when not in pawn/* revealed infinitely more. 
He was the father of the English newspaper Press, and the 
constant censorship with which he had to contend in no way 
checked his energy. 

Daniel Defoe was the first great English journalist, and, 
moreover, he was the first to take away, or rather to lessen, 
the stigma which had hitherto been associated with this 
vocation. He it was who mapped out a chart in his “Essay 
on Projects " for the journalists who succeeded him. He 
indicated the salient features of their work, noted the 
dangers they would encounter, and the best way of winning 
success in their calling. Defoe understood the literary 
requirements of the age, and if to-day he is remembered as 
the author of “ Robinson Crusoe,” Mr. Escoct has made it 
clear that we owe him mach as the fiiwt great pioneer of 
English journalism. Defoe could not have had a more 
uusympathetic wife:— 

The place, she compluined, was in a state of everlasting 
litter from pens, papers, and rubbish of that kind. Why 
did uot the man stick to his hosiery trade at the old shop, 
instead of writing what nobody wanted to read, or what, 
when it was written, only got him into prison or iuto the 

pillory H 

Defoe made no reply to these domestic attacks ; as far as 
his philistine wife was concerned he kept silent for twenty- 

eight years. 
It was Defoe who created Addison. “For,” writes Mr. 

Escott, “ neither as journalist nor politician would Addison's 
distinction and snccess have been possible apart from the 
Whig ascendancy secured by Defoe’s pen and the periodical 
writer's improved position, largely consequent on Defoe's 
literary example and personal snccess.” Steele, Swift, 
Johnson, the Hunts, and many other distinguished men 

carried on the great tradition. 
The history of the Ti mes and the Walters family makes 

interesting reading. We wonder what the great Delane 
would have thought of the late Mr. Moberly Bell’s 
mammoth supplements, the Tinut Book Shop, and that 
inimitable book “Wisdom While You Wait” Y We still 
look upon the Times as a national institution, but we can no 
longer associate it with “ The Thunderer.", 

In 1834 Charles Dickens was a reporter * on the Afot'niny 

Chronicle. Ten years later he had won worldwide fame as 
a novelist, but his labour necessitated rest and change, and 
he desired to travel in Europe and contribute occasional 
articles to his old paper. Andrew Doyle, who was then 
editor, after consulting with h\a proprietors, declined the 
offer. Dickens was piqued by this refusal, and, on his return 
from a holiday abroad, he founded the baity News. Dickens 
was verv far from being an ideal editor. He disliked the 
drudgery, complained of the monotony and fog of Fleet 
Street, and yearned for nnre congenial surroundings Four 
months’ editing was more than enough for Dickens, and be 
was succeeded by Forster. Though Dickens' editing was 
not a success, he laid down an excellent programme for the 
baity News, “ pledging its support to the principles of 
progress, improvement, of civil and religious liberty, and 
of equal legislation,” and that programme has been steadily 
maintained throughout the whole history of the paper. We 
wonder how Mr. Andrew Lang, at oue time a contributor 
to the Daily News, will appreciate Mr. Escott’s description 
of him as “a master of humour and scholarship blended 
with such delicate skill and in such nice proportions that 
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the ingredients always seem really as new as the mixture 
itself is enjoyable." We should hardly have pictured Mr. 
Andrew Lang, the writer of Scott introductions, collaborator 
with Professor Butcher and Mr. Rider Haggard, collector 
of fairy-tales and folk-loro, as a humorist. 

Much space is devoted to Greenwood and the very eventful 
history of the Pall Mall Gazette. Mr. W. T. Stead 16, of 
course, mentioned in connection with this journal, but 
nothing at all is said about his extraordinary and short-lived 
Daily Paper, which was published with a great fanfare of 
trumpets, and certainly had the merit of being unique in its 
matter, hoar of publication, and manner of distribution. 

We read once more the story of the late Sir George 
Newnes and how he founded Tit-Bits. It was he who, wisely 
or unwisely, set the ball rolling—the ball of weekly snippets ; 
and to-day we have a host of papers run on similar lines. 
Following in the wake of Newnes came the Harmsworths 
and the Pearsons, and these names are associated with vast 
journalistic syndicates, far-reaching in their influence upon 

the public to-day. 
Mr. Escott's remarks concerning the Tribune are very 

inadequate. He believes that it “ ended only because the 
public that commended and might have bought it was suffi¬ 
ciently supplied elsewhere.” But the Tribune was far and 
away superior to its Liberal contemporaries, and had it been 
run on less extravagant lines it would probably have met 
with the success it so richly deserved. However, the Tribune 

has gone to the great limbo of dead papers, and Mr. Phillip 
Gibbs, in his delightful “ Street of Adventure ” has given us 
a fascinating account of the journal and those associated 

with it. 
Mr. Esoott writes: “ No stratum of the world’s actual or 

potential reading public is now untapped. From the philo¬ 
sopher to the felon, from the Primate’s Palace to the casual 
ward, there is nothing said, done, or thought which escapes 
the journalist’s daily record.” This is lamentably true, bat 
in spite of these wonderful things many strange events have 
taken place in editorial departments. Black and White haa 
gone, not to another world, but to the Sphere; the English 

Review has come down to a shilling, thereby putting its 
readers under an almost blushing obligation to Mr. Austin 
Harrison; and last but not least, Mr. J. L. Garvin has some 

very long leaders up his sleeve for the Pall Mall Gazette. 

A GREAT SAINT 

Tim Life of St. Bernardino of Siena. Translated from the 

French of Paul Thurkau-Danoin by Baroness G. Von 

Huuel. With Illustrations in colour and half-tone 

after the Italian Masters. (Philip Lee Warner, lftj. 6d. 

net.) 

The book before ns is a new and revised edition of the work 
originally published in 1906. Mr. Lee Warner is a master 
in the art of book production, and other publishers who 
have studied fine type, a uoble page, and illustrations in 
colour must look to their laurels. Everything in this 
volume is as it should be. It will more than satisfy the 
most exacting bibliophile, and the only dissentient note 
might possibly come from St. Bernardino himself, whose love 
of poverty and whose deep humility are scarcely compatible 

with such a slavish reproduction of his life and work. 

Siena has been so rich in saints that it has been appro¬ 
priately called the “ ante-room of Paradise.” Indeed, Italy 

abounded in saints, but not one could have been spared to 
cope with an age dfiirk with vice and turmoil. The fifteenth 

century in Italy was truly ripe for a spiritual revival after 
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the Groat Schism and general religions laxity, and it was 
the Franciscan Order best suited to the needs of the people 
at that time. The religious recluse, more anxious about his 
own boo! than those of others, was not wanted. There was 
imperative need for those men who believed heart and soul 
in missionary enterprise, in fearless and active Christianity, 
aod 8Qch a man was St. Bernardino of Siena. 

M. Thureau-Dangin has treated his subject with infinite 
charm, and the strictly theological element is never allowed 
to predominate over the interest in the saint’s remarkable 
and always fascinating personality. From the very outset of 
St Bernardino's life we are struck by his spirituality. There 
is do half-saint here, but a man through which the divine 
Ere continually rushed, one who veritably walked in the 
footsteps of his Master, one who never for a moment faltered 
in his saintly mission. We first get an insight into the 
saint's religious ardour when as a youth he thus addressed 
his cousin Tobia:—4‘ Know you not that gladly would I 
sacrifice my very life to secure her presence, nor would 
1 rest at night were I to let a Biugle day pass without 
seeing her?” The narrow but loving Tobia was much 
shocked by these words, and she deemed that Bernardino 
had fallen a prey to “ the wiles of feminine coquetry," and 
having received this impression she resolved to watch her 
kinsman and discover if possible who this woman might be. 
Tobia saw Bernardino day after day kneel down in front of 
a certain fresco representing our Lady’s Assumption into 
heaven, his young face aglow with spiritual delight. At last 
Tobia questioned Bernardino as to the name of the woman 
he loved, with a view to arranging a marriage. Bernardino 
repliedSince you wish ... I will tell my 
secret which I had intended to divulge to no one. My 
beloved is no other than the Blessed Virgin, Mother of 
God. She it is whom I worship with my whole soul, who is 
ever present to my mind, and for whom I long for as my 
peerless bride. . . . And this is my whole love-story." 

Bernardino, in later life, does not seem to have given 
undue emphasis to his love of the Blessed Virgin. It was 
the name of Jesus and not of Mary that was the great 
apiritnal force in his life. Who can think of Bernardino 
without picturing him standing with a tablet bearing the 
acred I.H.S. encircled by rays? These were the divine 
lettere of his salvation, and the salvation of all those willing 
to take their inward meaning to heart. We see him 
standing in a pulpit in some square, a vast assembly of men 
tnd women kneeling in adoration, and listening to his 
r8*°nAnt voice, now ringing with his love of poverty, now 
gentle in his pity of erring ones, and now thunderous terrific 
in huj denouncement of vice. His sermons were often long; 
hat there was something in his serene and spiritual presence 
that blotted out time when his hearers seemed to be face to 
few with Eternity. He hated female coquetry and vanity, 
*ad more than once there was a startling innovation in his 
lengthy but powerful discourses—namely, a bonfire, in which 

* burnt false hair and various feminine baubles. He was a 
tae brother of St. Francis of Assisi. He bated anything 

, Mvoured of vanity, for to him it was a blow struck 
the infinite love and compassion of his Master, j 

ooogh Bernardino was zealous, he was far from being a 
Saint. He “ looked upon sadness as one of the 

S^test spiritual evils, raising joyousness to the rank of a 
®®j^tic virtue, on & level with chastity and obedience 

faring Bernardino’s preaching in various Italian towns, 
ominican Manfred was addressing great crowds no less 

His theme was Antichrist, Antichrist whom he 
^ be living in their midst. It was an old theme 

da'bsi renewed vigour. This sensational 
rSrjP ^ ^ appeal to Bernardino. The cry of St. 

08 Siena, “ Peace, peace for the love of Christ | 

crucified ! ’’ was Bernardino’s cry too, and he did his utmost 
to oombat a teaching of such a disastrous kind. 

Bernardino’s attack on Manfred and his followers resulted 
in a counter attack. Manfred, angry at the opposition he 
had to experience, charged Bernardino with heresy. He 
stated that Bernardino’s tablet was looked upon as a charm, 
that it bred superstition, and would soon become au actual 
object of worship. This was the charge that brought 
Bernardino to Rome, followed by his loyal friend Capis¬ 
trano. The whole trial was a farce, seeing that it was con¬ 
ducted chiefly by Dominicans; bat the Pope nevertheless 
restored Bernardino to liberty, and bade bim continue to 
display the “ most sweet Name of Jesus," fully realising that 
the tablet was far from being a mere fetish, but a holy 
symbol of the Christian faith. 

The volume contains a number of extracts from Ber- 
nardiuo’s sermons. They were not the sermons the saint 
had delivered in person, but learned and theological dis¬ 
courses written in Latin. We quote the following on one of 
his favourite themes, the vanity of woman :— 

What vanity is yours, oh woman, that can lead you to 
adorn your head with such a mass of rubbish! Think of 
that Divine Head which causes the angels to tremble, and 
which, to expiate your vanity, was pierced and wounded to 
the vital parts of the brain by a massive crown of thorns— 
while that Head is crowned with thorns, yours is arrayed in 
precious stones; while those locks are matted with blood, 
your tresses, or rather the false locks you wear, are done up 
with skill. His glorious eyes, whereon gaze the angels of 
God, are broken by the most cruel of deaths, the while your 
eyes are aglow with voluptuousness and filth. 

There are many miracles recorded in this Life; but how 
tawdry they seem when compared with the saintliness of 
the man himself! The dead were restored to life, the blind 
received their sight, the sick were healed. In one of 
Bernardino’s Sienese sermons he observed: “ I swear to 
you, there is not one of those who have in any way insulted 
me during the twenty-five years of my religious life whose 
feet I would not willingly have kissed." That is worth 
more than all the miracles we have recorded, for it reveals 
the everlasting miracle - a true and great saint. 
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THE NOVEL IN THE SEVENTEENTH 
CENTURY 

The Rise of the Novel of Manners: a Study of English Prose 

Fiction between 1600 and 1740. By Charlotte E. 

Morgan. (Columbia University Press, N.Y. $1.50c. 

And Henry Frowde.) 

Miss Morgan has performed the difficult task she set herself 
in a very praiseworthy way. It is no light matter to under¬ 
take to catalogue English prose fiction for the hundred and 
forty years of its infancy and childhood, and to give some 
account of its salient and essential features. To pass beyond 
these limits and to attempt to analyse the development of 
the art of fiction during that period demands powers and 
preparation of quite another order, not incompatible with 
the industry and insight demauded by the first portiou of 
her plan, but not so common or so much within the limits of 
the will. Both are attempted xtt the book before us: it 

contains a survey of English seventeenth-century fiction in 
its various aspects—romance and anti-romance, the novel 
and popular fiction, followed by a bibliography, not impec¬ 
cable, of some six hundred and fifty works of fiction 
published or projected between 1600 and 1740, a shorter 

^ Original from 
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list of bibliographies, catalogues, and literary histories to 
be consulted, and a very good index. In this second part we 
observe too great readiness to inclnde books not really 
germane to the subject—if Miss Morgan includes a transla¬ 
tion of Florus or the Tabula of Cebes among works of 
fiction, why not a hundred other translations of history and 
moral philosophy : if “ God’s Revenge against Murder ” or 

The Practices of Elizabeth Caldwell,” why not the whole 
broadside catchpenny literature ? Her list of works of 

reference includes some quite worthless books on an equal 
footing with others of first-rate authority; the mere fact, for 
example, that Miss Morgan cites Ashton’s “ Romances of 
Chivalry ” as “ helpful ” is sufficient to throw donbt on her 
judgment on that subject. 

Her survey of seventeenth century fiction may, however, be 
confidently recommended as containing all, or more than all, 
that most persons will care to know of the books that 
enthralled those of our ancestors who had the opportunity 
of reading them. It is evident that Miss Morgan has not 
read them all, nor is she to be blamed; the fiction of our 
seventeenth-century ancestors is invariably doll, usually 
tedious, often lengthy, and generally lubricious, except when 
it is sickly sentimental. Some half-dozen books which have 
survived to our own days are, of course, to be excepted from 
this sweeping generality; none bat professed students of 
literary history will ever open one of the others. The short 
chapters in which the author introduces the subject or 
states her conclusions are those which interest ns the most. 
She sees the period as divided into three: from 1600 to 1660, 
one of sentimental romance; from 1660 to 1700, one of 
realistic short stories from French and Spanish sources; from 
1700 to 1740, that of the rise of the novel of manners. 
Much is made of the distinction between “ literary ” and 
“ popular ” fiction in the seventeenth centnry, and their 
gradual coalescence in the eighteenth in the work of Richard¬ 
son and his school. The literary fiction was composed of 
translations and imitations, the popular of “ redactions of 
Elizabethan romanoes and of journalistic narratives imbued 
with the political and religious temper of the time.” 

The change of taste at the end of the centnry is said to be 
brought about by two forces, the direct dependence of the 
writer on his pnblio and the rise of the commercial class. 
Miss Morgan’s theory is an interesting one, but it will not, 
we think, bear consideration. The public for “ literary ” 

fiction is, to all intents and purposes, nearly coincident with 
that for u popular ” fiction ; the tastes are not incompatible. 
But her whole argument is vitiated because it leaves out of 
account the theatre. From 1600 to 1640 the English 
public got its fiction from the stage or the masque; the 
reading public was comparatively small in London, and 
almost non-existent in the provinces. Popnlar and 
literary fiction alike had to contend with the theatre 
and to rival it in violence or in romance before they could 
hope for a hearing. The twenty years between 1640 and 
1660, if they silenced the stage, created a reading public 
and diverted the interest of that public to religion and 
politics, and only when revolution had been suppressed by 
Cromwell, and the reaction towards lubricity that invariably 
follows revolution had set in, is any growth of fiotion to be 
observed. The “ journalistic ” fiction of 1600-1660 is an 
anachronism, like the rising commercial class of 1700-1740 
which bonght or read fiction. 

The theatre sets the fashion in fiction for our author’s 
second period, 1660-1700, as it did for that between 1600 
and the Civil War. But the theatre had changed; it was no 
longer “ popnlar ” or even romantic ; it appealed to the Court 
and the wits of London alone, ignoring the citizen or the 
countryman. The rigid censorship of the Press insured a 
certain uniformity of tone, and all the characteristics Miss 
Morgan finds in the^ficQbn of the dal ace still more evident 
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in its plays. The only original force of the time was 
Banyan, whose Pilgrim's Progress is a pure product of the 
popnlar mind—literature, but not literary. Onr author 
gives a summary of the theories which account for its exist¬ 
ence—most of them depending on the reading of modern 
oonditions into seventeenth-century provincial life. Genius 
like that of Bnnyan needs no explanation. What really 
broke down the old traditions of fiction and made the novel 
of manners possible was tbe fall of the censorship at the 
Revolution and tbe rise of journalists of the type of Steele 
and Addison on the one hand and of Defoe on the other. 
Banyan and Defoe, Steele and Addison are the progenitors 
of the novel of Richardson ; seventeenth-century works of 
fiction were its predecessors, but not its ancestors. 

OUR INDIAN ARMY 

The Armies of India. Painted by Major A. C. Lovett. 

Described by Major G. F. MacMunn, D.S.O. With 

Foreword by Field-Marshal Earl Roberts, V.C., Ac. 

(A. and C. Black. 20s. net.) 

Lord Roberts* cordial recommendation of this account of 
the Armies of India will go far to ensure for it a welcome 
by all who are interested in the welfare and prosperity of 
our Indian Army: there are few English families which 
have not contribnted some of their members to the military 
service in India; and even the ordinary British citizen has 
learnt to understand the existepce of the Indian Army, by 
seeing in their brilliant uniforms the stalwart warriors who 
have been brought to England for years past as its selected 
representatives. The joint authors of the work are to be 
congratulated on receiving from the gallant Field-Marshal 
such a testimony to, in one case, a masterly review, and, in 

the other, to the admirable illustrations. With his forty one 
years in India behind him, no one is better qualified to give 
an opinion on the Indian Army. He most have cordially 
appreciated the stress laid on “that audacity which has 
never failed the combatant in the East who is ready to grasp 
the nettle danger with the hand of courage.” He could 
hardly be expected to trouble himself to note the errors in 
the book, or he would have known that the term “ Mazbi ” 

does not mean faithful, but religious; that the Umbela cam¬ 
paign did not take place in 1864; and that the Sikh Teg 
Bahadur was not the second successor of Guru Govind. 
Teg Bahadur was the ninth Guru, 1664-75, and Govind 
the tenth, 1675-1708. 

Major MacMunn has some sketchy chapters of the 
services rendered by the Indian Army in the days of 
the East India Company, when the British soldiers, first 
introduced in 1754, were fewer than they are now; and 
he has given some narrative of “ the two great Mahratta 

wars ” of the eighteenth century, and of the Army of the 
great Mutiny. But it must not be supposed that these are 
complete as a history of the Indian Army. There are obvious 

omissions of, or mere allusions to, the Nepalese War of 
1815-16, the Burmese wars of 1825-6 and 1852-3, the Afghan 
wars, the Sikh wars, the numerous frontier expeditions, 

while the account of the Mutiny is not adequate. The real 
value of the book consists in its description of the native 
forces. But here again Major MacMunn doeB not state 
clearly what he means by the “ Indian Army.” He shows 
the constitution of the Indian infantry, which, under the 
careful system of class-recruiting, has resulted in so many 
battalions of Muhammadans, Sikhs, Pathans, Dogras, 
Panjabis and noD-Panjabis. Gurkhas, Ac., and writes that 

the fighting troops of the Indian Army, which, with the 
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British troops forming' part of tbe garrison, are combined 
into formations of the Imperial war organisation.” 

He then proceeds:—“This Indian Army of British and 
Indian regiments and batteries is able to furnish nine 
war divisions and several cavalry brigades.” In the former 
case he excludes the British troops from the “ Indian 
Armyin the latter case he includes them. It is some* 
thing to have an explanation of the puzzling distinction 
between regulars and irregulars. In early days the regular 
Native Army, both horse and foot, resembled in its 
organisation the British Line, the native officers being 
only understudies of the British officers. Under the 
Irregular system, introduced fifty years ago, the British 
officers were few and native officers had definite, though 
subordinate, commands. This system now generally 
obtains in the Native Army, but the nnmber of British 
officers has been increased, with definite periods for command 
and retirement, so that no general officer can now die in 
command of a division at over eighty years of age. 

The principal object of this book—to illustrate and explain 
the function of a Royal instead of a Company’s army of 
native soldiers—has been well carried out, especially in 
describing tbe class Bystem; and the general fidelity of the 
Sepoy is recognised. “ Come weal, come woe, come rain, 
oome shine, the Sepoy has followed and trusted that unin tel* 
ligible entity his aahib (master) . . . chanting the old 
chant of the patient East, which may be interpreted, ‘ some¬ 
times pleasure, sometimes pain, the servant of the English.' ” 
Again, “the men of the Indian Army follow their alien 
officers with a devotion and a gallantry that has no prece¬ 
dent.” The Imperial Service Troops, now maintained by 
the Native States and inspected by British officers, have been 
engaged in many operations since 1895, and form exoellent 
wxilianes to the British Indian Army. The numerous 
illustrations, by Major Lovett, “clearly depict the fine 
physical types “ of the Indian soldiers, and show the variety 
of their blight uniforms. This volume as it stands is a 
welcome and useful production ; when it has been corrected 
snd amplified it should become indispensable to all officers, 
British and Indian, connected with the forces in India. 

SERMONS ancient and modern 

Fawmt bnnon* by English Preachers. Edited by Canon 

Ma'.uaki. (Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons. 6s. net.) 

•I triple 1 Religion. By the Archdeacon of Nokthamiton. 

(T. and T. Clark. 4s. 6d.) 

triumph over Puritanism and foreign Protestantism of the 
44 real Reformation principle of a purified Catholicism.” 
Then we oome to the days when the pulpit wielded the 
political power of the Press, and Governments relied on 
preachers and pamphleteers ; when, in 1709, Dr. Henry 
Sacheverell preached the famous Assize sermon at Derby, 
which led to his solemn impeachment and condemnation by 
the House of Lords—in reality a splendid triumph, for the 
Whigs were tarned out of office and their opponents 
brought in. 

A sermon by Bishop Hoadley in 1717 had the effect of 
silencing Convocation for 135 years, till its revival in the 
Tr&ctarian period, notable for another great Assize sermon, 
John Keble's at Oxford, in 1833, which had a far-reaching 
effect, underestimated by Carlyle, when he said that Keble 
had 44 the brain of a rabbit.” But what of the judgment of 
a man who could also say that the biography of Keats was 
44 fricassee of dead dog ” ! Newman's touching sermon on 
The Parting of Friends, the last which he preached in the 
Church of England, markB an interesting point in tbe life of 
a wonderful man, whose sermons may be described (and 
comparatively how few can) as belonging to the realm of 
literature. The days of sledge-hammer political sermons 
are gone. But the depth of a spiritual revival is Bhown in 
sermons like Liddon's—witness the profound teaching of the 
last in this most interesting work, entitled44 Five Minutes after 
Death.” This spiritual teaching is emphatically the note 
touched in44 A Disciple’s Religion ” by Archdeacon Hutton, so 
well known as an able historical writer. Here are discourses, 
too, of a high order of excellence, as might be expected from 
the man and tbe character of his hearers. For they were 
preached, for the most part, in our great Cathedral churches, 
before the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, Dublin, 
and Durham, in college chapels, some in notable parish 
churches on special occasions. But what is it that really 
reaches men in a sermon ? 

Not alone the literary excellence, the graceful torn of 
language, the apposite historical reference, the classical 
illustration, the appropriate quotation, or even the contem¬ 
porary sentiment—and these valued adornments are here, 
though too often absent in the sermons of hasty modern 
preachers. It is rather the power of a clear message—a 
message to seekers after God and righteousness. 

This is the appeal of Archdeacon Hutton's thoughtful and 
earnest sermons. We are sometimes told that this is an age 
of doubt impatient of dogma. But in every age men have 
accepted dogmatic teaching, when it is the basis of the 
spiritual call to a higher life. In this direction lies the true 
Religio Discipuli. 

L* 

■ are by great post-Reformatiou preachers, 
1 I * exception of one by the Venerable Bede and 

, r bj Peter of Blois. It was a happy idea to collect 
^ ndraarks of Church history, very carefully chosen, 

they ^present important epochs, great events, or 
^writion. Iu themselves they are valuable as 

aP°n contemporary history, and this is well 
^ ^le exoellent historical notes which the editor has 

ive * eaC^1' preaches before Edward VI., and 
•u.4re ln flood tide of the Reformation: Lancelot 

^0re Elizabeth, and the Catholic teaching of the 
is emphasised ; Jeremy Taylor on the 

so hated by the Paritans—a sermon of 
^ g0 ju*t now, when 44 ring ” and “obedience ” 

by Suffragists and others—wherein occurs the 
aphorism, “ A. wife can never become equal but by 

*Qt S° ^er P°wer» w^il0 it is in minority, makes up 
dent. 1X14,1 integral, and becomes one govern- 

jj*** themael?es are one man” 

6 P4tbetic4‘ Apologia " from the scaffold, marks the J 
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SHORTER REVIEWS 
Peru 0} the Twentieth Century. By Percy F. Martin. 

(Edward Arnold. 15s.net.) 

On reading Mr. Martin’s volume we are compelled occasion¬ 
ally to contrast England with Pern. Let Mr. Samuel look 
to Lima if he would conduct his Post-office on philanthropic 
principles ; let our National Telephone operator follow the 
example of her Peruvian sister, who never—well, hardly 
ever—disappoints the subscriber with the rejoinder “ Aro con- 
testa ; ” a word of warning, also, to the hockey-hoydens 44 who 
exhibit themselves to satisfy their own vanity and the vulgar 
taste of the ragamuffin class in England "—Peruvian ladies 
never do such things. Our Consular Office is not unimpeach¬ 
able, for we are told that some of our Consuls sneak into 
their posts “ in a furtive and secret manner,” in contrast to 
the almost regal entry of the United States Consul-at-Large 
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who is brought to Callao in the U.S. cruiser Yorktown and 
saluted with ten guns. 

If, in Mr. Martin’s book, we expected to read of the 
numerous Indian races that inhabit the interior we are 
somewhat disappointed; we learn nothing of Ungonino or 
the man-eating Cashibo, more hideous than the Hottentot, 
whose cannibal tendency to absorb into his system qualities 
which he considers to be superior to his own may not have 
appealed to the author. The Boundary question and 
modus vivendi are dismissed in a reference to a list of 
Treaties; but the financial history of the Republic is lucidly 
recapitulated, and there are some interesting remarks on 
coinage inspired by Alexander Garland. 

A considerable part of the book is devoted to mining, and 
railways and agricultural industries are fully revealed. 
With a laudable respect for extreme accuracy, Mr. Martin 
has rendered a sufficiency of numerals, occasionally expres¬ 
sing Peruvian currency in three places of decimals. In 
much of the section referring to subjects such as cotton, 
rubber, and sheep-farming we trace, through the medium of 
an American periodical published in Lima, the pens of 
Senores Lavalle y Garcia, Carlos Romero, Gerardo Klinge, 

and F. E. Ross. 
Some geographical revisions seem to have been effected in 

the oil-areas of Northern Peru, and the directors of oil-fields 
do not altogether escape the author’s mild venom. 

We must venture to disagree with the author’s estimation 

of the attractions of Lima, for the streets are mean and 
narrow, and the principal buildings, though glorified by the 
photographs which appear in the book, are somewhat shoddy, 
being composed of adobe, a mixture of mud and bamboo, 
while the Avenida de Magdalena, described as a “ delightful 

driveway . . - shaded by a quadruple row of palm-trees," 

is in reality a dismal and much-neglected series of ruts 
flanked on either side by a pathway studded by an avenue 
of stunted and dusty shrubs that do not belong to the genus 

Talma. 
A pleasing description of a religious ceremony at 

Arequipa temporarily redeems the general journalistic style, 
and we do not doubt that Mr. Martin’s book will be of con¬ 
siderable interest to those whose knowledge of Peru is 

limited to caontchouc and orchids. 

Louis-Napolcon Bonaparte et Ic Ministere Odillon Barrot. 

1849. By Am>he Lebey. (Edouard Comely, Paris. 

12f.) 

The thing we like least about this book is the date of the 
Preface, “Floreal, an 119.” But this is almost the only 
sign of doctrinaire republicanism that we meet with in the 

course of a capital bit of modern historical writing. Semi¬ 
contemporary history is a field where the French hold 
almost undisputed sway, and M. Lebey is among its best 
administrators. He lets the characters and the documents 
tell as far as possible, their own story, and the temptation 
to bias is thus largely resisted. The subject is an inte¬ 
resting but not an attractive one. It was an age of groping 
and want of faith. “ La democratic n’est rien quand elle 
n’a pas une conscience attentive d'elle-meme; ” and the 
only alternative in 1849, the Empire and Louis-Napoleon, 
was one that would not have raised our enthusiasm. 
The Second Empire was a combination of Ca'sarism 
and Socialism, and had only one thing to recommend it—it 
was better than anarchy. At this stage, at any rate, in the 
infinitely petty straggles of from day to day, the President 
often found his support in the factiou of the Mountain. His 
enemies were to be found in his own Ministry and the 
Parliamentary majority. The character of Louis Napoleon 
is always a probleimand, in spite of some illuminating 
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passages, we continue to marvel that he should have fasci¬ 
nated the upright and discerning de Tooqueville, and, for a 
moment at least, the destined author of “ Napoleon le Petit ” 
and the “ Ch&timents.” Perhaps the explanation lies in his 
epicurean view of life, which M. Lebey makes one of the 
chief notes of his character, with fatalism and mysticism. 
His success is explained by the anterior chaos, leading 
Republicans to believe that he alone could bring salvation 
by “ founding the Second Republic ; ” the causes of his final 
failure are seen at work in the beginning of his Italian com¬ 
promise and the fatal expedition to Rome. Schwarzenberg 
is one of the most interesting subsidiary characters ; we are 
led to believe that he might have anticipated Bismarck, and 
substituted Austria for Prussia in the diplomatic map of 

modern Europe. 

Kullervo-Hamlet Ein Sagenvergleichender Versuch. By E. N. 

Sbtala. (Redaktion der 41 Finnisch-Ugrischen Fore- 

chungen,” Helsingfors, and Otto Harrassowitz, Leipzig.) 

The object of this very instructive thesis is to examine the 
points of contact between Hamlet and the Finnish epic, 
Kullervo. Without being in any way conclusive, it opens 
up a very wide field of speculation, and tends to promote a 
very catholic view of literature. North and South, Europe 
and Asia, Iceland, Persia, and Republican Rome are made 
to bring their respective contributions to what, it seems, is 
one of the oldest stories in the world. Into its final Finnish 
type, indeed, several stories euter as ingredients, the chief 
and most reoognisable of these being a ballad dealing with & 
filial revenge, one whose hero is a shepherd, and the ballad 
of the strong Kalevanpoika. Much of it is extremely 
remote from Shakespeare's 44 Hamlet ”—for instance, some of 
the feats of the shepherd and the strong youth; the labours 
of Hercules are here the most obvious parallel. A very 
individual trait is the scratching out by the hero of the eyes 
of some children he had been set to guard. The assumed 
madness of Hamlet seems to retire almost entirely into the 
background. On the other hand, the circumstances of the 
revenge present a certain resemblance to the English drama. 

The pedigree of Shakespeare’s Hamlet is given in a rather 
unfamiliar form, two links being inserted after Saxo Grom* 
maticus, who is the connecting link, through the various 

Northern sagas, with Kullervo. 

The Canadian Rockies: New and Old Trails. By A. P. 

Coleman. (T. Fisher Unwin. 12s. 6d.) 

An enthusiastic mountaineer, Mr. Colemau has done excel 
lent service alike to climbing colleagues and to the North 
West of Canada by the production of this handsome volume, 
profusely illustrated by magnificent photos of prominent 

peaks and scenes. Not content with a visit to theRoekies 

and the Selkirks, the anthor has many an adventure and 
hairbreadth escape canoeing on the Columbia River and its 
tributaries. No hardships seem too great to overcome if the 
end in view is attained. His experiences oommence in 1™* 
when the great transcontinental line was still winding its 
way West, so that much more so than to-day reliance had 
to be placed upon wayward and skittish Cayuses with their 
uubandy packs. Apart from the mountaineering and 
geographical value of the work, the author s descriptions of 
the wonderful floral and scenic effects of Western Caniida 
cannot be too highly praised. To those climbers who are 
blase with Alpine cols the Canadian heights offer every 
inducement. The book has some useful maps and an 
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FICTION 
So Surrender. By CONSTANCE E. Macd. (Duckworth and 

Co. 6e.) 

Before the reader has reached the third page of this 
extremely aggressive volume, he —or she—is struck full in 
the face by a blodgeon-like argument in favour of Woman’s 
Suffrage, the said argument being delivered by Lancashire 
mill-hands in very broad dialect. That argument pursues 
the reader right up to the last page ; the book closes with an 
account of a great procession, and from first to last the 
author upholds the Militant Movement, (We grow unspar¬ 
ing in the use of capital letters by force of example.) 

It is sometimes conceded that the Suffrage movement 
is deserving of sympathy and support; this book, however, 
ij likely to win very little of either form of encouragement. 
If it is intended as a record of what has been done, it is 
sorely unnecessary, not to say unwise, to detract from the 
glory of the little band of enthusiasts here described by 
withholding their real names. If, on the other hand, the 
book is intended as an incentive to deeds equal with those 
described in its pages, its authoress has surely forgotten that 
tbs story teller, to arouse enthusiasm, must make the story 
interesting. There are a number of insufferably dull and 
pompons people who are constantly being tackled by other 
people with regard to the rights—there are no wrongs—of 
female Saffrage. These other people are not pompons; 
they include Jenny, a mill-hand, who might have been 
attractive, and Joe, an “ anti ** person, with Socialist lean¬ 
ings, who gets converted by Jenny in the end. Those two 
might have been interesting if the authoress bad not been so 
engrossed in the purpose of her book as to make it stagey and 
anreal by neglecting to tell a story in addition to pointing a 
moral 

Ik Chink in the. Armour. By Mrs. Bellow Lowndes. 

(Methuen and Co. 6s.) 

Those people who are fond of reading about the life which 
goes on round a gambling centre will keenly appreciate 

The Chink in the Armour,” although the heroine—a pretty 
young Englishwoman as she is repeatedly called—is by no 
means an habiluee of gaming-tables in general. Mrs. Belloc 
Uwndes knows well how to describe, and arouse her readers' 
mtsreat in her own creations. She so honestly likes and 
jMikes her good and bad characters that the reader finds 

‘mself willingly following, admiring and rejecting, where 
the author leads the way. We would hazard a guess that 
^ Lowndes is an admirer of Meredith, for the women in 

«r books have by far the larger share of attention. Their 
is long and lingeringly dwelt upon, and some of 

^ ^ real and lovable old-fashioned sort without a 
race of the aggressive, “ advanced ” female in them. 

If there is any fault to be found in the book it is that it leaus 
d ittle too much to the melodramatic side. In Chapter II. 
* wane-teller warns Sylvia Bailey and her friend that 

And tragic misfortune will attend them if they leave 
^ j? ^8b than twelve weeks. They leave Paris, and 

happens as the sorceress predicted. Whether 

irUfc111 Dc^on iQknded to cast a shadowy and mystical 
tend0llr ?Ver wb°l0 book we cannot say, but it certainly 

W0a^eD ^e ®l°ry* Then Sylvia’s friend is 
^Svl' 0r °f her gains at the gambling-table, 
ahoestj * 6r8e^ on^ j««t escapes a similar fate, so that 

There Tv!^ move no Yev7 leisurely manner. 
Wlad. *°,i^ured conclusion ; it is delicately and brightly 
fctoutnU* / f r8a<^er is loft to infer, rather than have it 

°** Pkudj before him, a happy ending. 

An Irregular Marriage. By Sidney Warwick. (Greening 

and Co. 6s.) 

It is quite impossible io the Bpace to which a review is 
necessarily limited to give even a brief resume of the plot of 
this book ; it is difficult, even after reading it, to believe that 
one book can hold so much plot. There is a murder, there 
are women with pasts, swell cracksmen, fathers with ugly 
antecedents, devoted lovers, terrible misunderstandings, and 
with all these there is a rush of incidents which leaves one 
breathless, of amazing coincidences which even Mr. Warwick 
can scarcely make os believe are actual happenings. But 
we have no time to oonsider them, for the packed plot forces 
us on to other and possibly greater thrills, until in the last 
chapter one of the heroes makes matters right with one of 
the heroines, and there is a chance of “ happy ever after ” if 
only these people will live rather more quietly in the future 
than they have done in the book. It is melodrama, and 
made up of oft-used materials, bat it is good, stirring melo¬ 
drama for all that, and all readers who like a mystery-love- 
detective story with plenty of thrills and the interest 
maintained up to the last page will find sufficient in this 
crowded story to keep them excited for quite a while. At 
one point, that of the burning house with two men on the 
top-floor, the author rises past melodrama to a finely-con- 
conceived scene, bat unfortunately detracts from its force by 
reverting, juBt when the interest is strongest, to a long 
account of something that had previously happened—some¬ 
thing which might have been told before. On the whole, 
however, we have seldom found so much exciting action and 
incident packed between one pair of covers. 

The Debtor. By Many Angela Dickens. (Hutchinson and 

Co. 6s.) 
0 

A setter title for this book than the one chosen would 
undoubtedly have been 11 The Miracle,” for the whole story 
turns on the miraculous cure of a person suffering from a 
complaint from which no hopes are held out of her recovery. 
Mary Chichester is an ordinary, nice, attractive, and 
business-like young woman. She professes no faith, and has 
no creed, yet on entering a Roman Catholic chapel, and 
prostrating herself before a statue, she is suddenly made 
whole. If the author desires by this to show the efficacy of 
the Roman Communion, she fails in her object, because 
Mary does not ask for health as a suppliant, but demands it 
as an unbeliever—a very different matter. Smaller events 
go to prove that Miss Dickens is partially in sympathy 
with the foreign Church. A young man leaves his home 
and joins a Settlement in the East-End, a waitress enters a 
nunnery, and finally Mary and her doctor are converted. 
There is, of course, no reason why an author should not 
write a book to advocate any faith he or she may hold, but 
when the general impression left after reading the book to 
the end is that the writer is rather afraid or ashamed of her 
religion, not very much good is accomplished for the belief 
in question. This half-hearted manner can also be traced in 
many of the characters. Miss Dickens has chosen a group 
of widely divergent men and women with which to people 
her little world ; but we want to know more about them_ 
we only see the surface and are never allowed a glimpse into 
their deeper feelings. It is occasionally hinted that they 
exist, and it is because of this suggestion that we believe 
that Miss Dickeus could write a far better book than “The 
Debtor.” 
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A Sentimental Cynic. By Will Wkstrl'h. (Alston Kivers 
6s) 

Ths author of this book knows his Natal evidsntly, though 
he does not specialise overmuch ii descriptive work, und we 
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learn little of the ways of the colony. It is the characters 
of the book who matter, after all, and not their environ¬ 
ment. Bill, the “ Sentimental Cynic,” is what is known in 
different parte of the world as a remittance-man, a sun¬ 
downer, a stiff, a week-ender, Ac. Once a Harley Street 
doctor, he set out for the Colonies in the approved remit¬ 
tance-man style, and landed finally at Braynell, Upper 
Natal, where a oertain farmer, named Egerton, effected his 
reclamation, with the help of the Zulu rebellion and a 
woman or two. There are some effective sketches of scandal¬ 
mongers who scorned the outcast, and a telling and exciting 
scene toward the end of the book, when a very clever 
damsel, knowing of Bill's altered position and the fortune 
that had been left him, tries to make him propose to her. 

Bill himself is a trifle overdrawn at times, and fails to 
convince accordingly. There are chapters, though, in which 
he is a very realistic and thoroughly satisfactory hero. The 
book is rather unevenly written. The gradual way in 
which his steps back to virtue are taken is very cleverly 
indicated, and there is much of that real humour which is 
akin to pathos in the book. Egerton is finely though faintly 
drawn, as is Olga, the impetuous, slangy, good-hearted 
daughter of the resident magistrate. On the whole it is a 
breezy, healthy book, and one to be recommended for a few 
hours of genuine entertainment. 

THE THEATRE 
MORALITIES AT THE COURT 

On the 9th and 10th inst., at the Royal Court Theatre (to be 
repeated on the 16th and 17th), the Morality Play Society 
presented “ The Travelling Man,” by Lady Gregory; “The 

Hour Glass,” by W. B. Yeats; and “ Epiphany,” by the 
Hon. and Rev. J. E. Adderley. Of course, the first two are 
well known: both have been done by the Irish Players 
repeatedly on their annual visits to the Court. Nevertheless, 
it was good to see them again. An unusual attraction was 
the fact that Mr. W. G. Fay took his original part as the 
Fool in “ The Hour Glass.” One oould gather how much 
the Irish Players are the losers through the absence of this 
extraordinarily fine actor. The uurestrainedness, the 
strength in simplicity, the utter lack on the one hand of 
hesitation and on the other hand of irritability, made his 
performance the feature of the afternoon. Partly through 
him, and partly through the strange dignity of the play, 
“ The Hour Glass,” despite the fact that it is familiar, stood 
out as the leading feature of the afternoon. Mr. Guy 
Rath bone as the Wise Man was poetry and dignity itself, 
and his rich, musical voioe made Mr. Yeats' prose beautiful 
to hear. Lady Gregory’s “ The Travelling. Man ” opened 
the bill; Mr. Yeats’ Morality closed it. Here, again, the 
familiar was not unwelcome by reason of that fact. The opening 
dialogue has always seemed just a little awkward. A retro¬ 
spective dialogue is never easy to achieve, but when carried 
on by a woman and her child it is almost foredoomed to 
failure. The fact that Miss Edyth Latimer as the Mother 
had some difficulty in rendering (and remembering that she 
had to render) the brogue added a further hindrance that 
might have been dispensed with. Mr. Arthur Wontner as 
the Travelling Man gave a very beautiful interpretation of 

the part. 
Sandwiched between two such plays, “ Epiphany ” stood 

a very poor chance. Not that it would have stood a very 
good chance under any circumstances. It was described as 
« \ Twelfth Night Interlude; ” but, mutatis mutandis, it 
would have made a screaming farce. It was not only that 
there was a certain tt^b bei^yhum^^^^duouely all through 

the play. This might have been tolerated, especially as 
we happened to be in entire sympathy with the echo that 
the thumping woke. It was rather the fact that Mr. 
Adderley had so naif and exquisite a sense of dramatic 
construction. The opening scene discovered Tom Browne 
(a peer), Dick Jones (a medical student), and Harry Robin¬ 
son (a journalist), with Tom's mother and sister, at dinner 
at Browne Abbey. The discussion turns on a letter 
Tom has reoeived from a parson asking assistance for 
the poor of his tenantry. Then all the men go out 
skating—and Robinson, a penny-a-liner on the Daily 

Mail, borrows an overcoat from Tom because his is 
so “ threadbare! ” (It is not explained how he got 
to Browne Abbey.) The second scene discovers a 
oottage on the estate, where a child is dying from diphtheria. 
Into this cottage presently staggers Robinson, h&lf-blinded 
by a snowstorm ; then Jones, then Browne, then Browne's 
sister, then Browne’s mother! None of them seem to be 
much perturbed on account of the diphtheria. They all seem 
to arrive at the opinion that the wretched cottage is a much 
better place (so homely, so delightful) than Browne Abbey! 
All their cynicism is overcome. Browne borrows Robinson's 
fountain-pen (with which he has been writing poetry), and 
goes out to write to the parson (who, of course, is also there) 
a lengthy letter and a cheque—in the blinding snowstorm 
presumably, from which he had staggered in a few minutes 
previously, glad of shelter! If it was painful morality, it 
was excellent force. But we imagine that the majority 
of the visitors to the Court will go on account of the other 
items on the bill. And they will not be disappointed. 

MUSIC 
A BRITISH SYMPHONY 

The production of a new Symphony by a British composer is 

not so common an occurrence as one might think. It is not 
that they are not written, bat few conductors have the 
courage to produce them. Last week, however, Mr. Landon 
Ronald acted as godfather to Mr. York Bowen’s Second 
Symphony, and will have no reason to be ashamed of nis 
godchild. It is not a great Symphony—at least it will be a 
surprise if it goes down to posterity as such. No one has a 
right to expect greatness of the particular kind needed for 
the writing of a Symphony which will appeal to posterity at 
the age of twenty-seven. Mr. York Bowen has at any rate 
written a work of remarkable cleverness aad brilliancy. It 
is rather like a scintillating after-dinner speech in which 

nothing particularly new is said in such a way as to keep the 
listeners entertained without taxing their brain-power too 
much, and yet in such a way as to appeal to thoughtful and 
cultivated hearers. Mr. York Bowen is at present eiceed- 
ingly eclectic. The source of origin of almost every page 
can be traced, and the fountains from which he has drunk 
inspiration are well known enough. It is to his credit that 
they are all of the best sort, and can only act as health¬ 
giving tonics to his Muse. Most people will arrive at the 
conclusion that Mr. Bowen gives but small hope of even 
developing an individuality of his own. But it may be pleaded, 

on the other side, that moat of the things he has “conveyed 
have undergone a chauge in the process of transference. 
He has the gift of investing all the music he assimilates, 
however gloomy and morbid it may be, with a sense of 
health and the joy of the open air, and in this there is a 
distinct promise of the ultimate evolution of something 
original and worth preserving. The Scherzo seemed the 
least good of the four movements, because the feeling had 
the appearance of being less spontaneous than in the other 
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movement*, though he handled all the machinery of modern 
orchestral humour with unfailing ease. With all its faults, 
the music always makes the impression of going on without 
difficulty, and the composer always seems to know quite well 
where he wants to get to. This and his cheerful outlook are 
the two qualities which chiefly distinguish him from other 
British oomposers, and both are more clearly marked in this 
work than in any other that he has written. It remains 
only to be added that the New Symphony Orchestra, under 
Mr. Laodon Ronald, played the work admirably, and the 
reception of the work was most cordial. 

- OTHER MUSIC 

The remarkable performance of Brahms’ Violin Con¬ 
certo by Herr Kreisler gave to the Symphony Concert 
of the Queen’s Hall Orchestra its chief distinction. As he 
combines intellect and the emotions with rare artistry, 
he must be prepared for the attacks from the intellectuals on 
the one hand and the emotionalists on the other; bat the vast 
majority of cultivated musicians who dwell neither in the 
one camp nor the other will agree that his interpretation 
lies all the qualities of greatness. The playing of the Ros4 
Quartet is a real joy, and it is not creditable to lovers of 
chamber music that they fail to fill the Hall at every 
appearance of the Quartet. The air has been full of rumours 
of an operatic war between the strong man of Kingsway 
and the generals of Bow Street. As the matter seems to 
have passed into the hands of the lawyers, it is not possible 
to write about it. One can only commend Mr. Hammer- 
stein for his decision to lower his prices. It is to be feared 
he will not galvanise u La Traviafca ” into new life, though 
Mile. Per is, from the dramatic point of view, the most 
interesting Violetta we have seen for a long time. 

A. K. 

CRITICAL OPINIONS: SHOULD THEY 

BE STANDARDISED? 

By J. E. Patterson 

if a sense (although the metaphor will have to be altered 
pw^ntly) we are two opposing armies, between whom there 
m never be even an armistice, let alone a treaty of peace ; 
snd this is all the more deplorable, yet in no way surprising, 
vhen we consider the fact that many of us are Jacks.on- 
both-sides. There is nothing surprising in the matter, 

aa6* as we know so well, the one side lives on the 
other—bat never grows fat on the living. Criticism is a 
*ri ^ie, and those who follow it only never throw much 

shadow in the sunlight of events. Churchill wrote:— 

A Critic was of old a glorious name, 
Whose sanction handed merit up to fame ; 
C ities as well as faults he brought to view. 

pi ^ 

v., slight changes in the verse (the irony of 

’b^paL)n^88 m^8 mar^c in Rom® quarters, but let 

Carious of guilt, and fearful of the light, 
e lark enshrouded in the veil of night; 

a e from destruction, seize th' unwary prey, 
stab, like bravos, all who come our way. 

H?laF fr°m £Jwlft’ BJTOn’ Broyire, 
Opiniona,m aere» *ke fact remains that while critical 
sanibg on hT*- &nt* au^orship have fallen like damp 
oonuaent. 8lr. ,lDie8 an<\ ^ied there, authors’ satirical 
tohw anH **11°i.aa<^ ^ticism have lived through cen- 

"<50n radiction though it be in a way—have aa 
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much fire in them to-day as when they were first exploded. 
Could any further proof be needed that the one contains an 
unquenchable vitality, while the other dies even in its 
attack P Or, as Young put it more bluntly, according to 
the less delicate taste of bygone days: — 

Hot. envious, noisy, proud, the scribbliug fry 
Burn, hiss, and bounce, waste paper, stink, and die. 

Yet all this, and so much more of the same kind, was 
written when the critic’s calling was certainly higher than 
it is now ; when the critic himself was at least a person of 
good education, and to some extent a man of letters. There¬ 
fore it is all the more remarkable that the merely personal 
element played so large a part in criticism then; in other 
words, that the lesser judges of literature did not standardise 
their opinions by the careful reading and dissecting of what 
were old masterpieces to them, by the elimination of their 
own narrow likes and dislikes, by acquiring a wider aud 
deeper knowledge of the life of their fellows-that life 
which each section of society keepB hidden, as the family 
keeps its skeleton in the top cupboard—and by the cultiva¬ 
tion of what we may term a right sense of sizing-up. It is 
a carious and, one is sorry to say, a notorious fact that the 
average critic goes through no training for the purposes of 
what should be an honourable and a high calling; yet he is 
the very first to demand that the author, particularly the 
poet and the fictionist, shall train himself severely. Sorely 
this is not as it should be. 

How often do we see to-day, and at times even in the best 
of journals, so-called criticism that is no more than a bald 
parading of the writer’s personal objection to the book 
whereof he treats in so narrow a fashion. In criticism this 
is the day of the egotist, but the egotist without emotion ; 
and emotion is the source of all ideas, inspiration, and prac¬ 
tically of all great thought. Therefore, as feeling is the 
originating point, the spontaneous generation of all Buch 
things, how can the unemotional egotist attain to true criti¬ 
cism P It would be as well to ask: How can a legless man 
become a climber P Yet, personal and standardised alike 
we are all critics in these days ; and surely in such a mass 
of reproof there must be much rightful correction. There 
is; and, personally, we have been thankful for some of it— 
but it never came from where the cold-blooded egotist, some¬ 
times, alas ! in unashamed narrowness and spleen, delivered 
his fulminations from the needle-point of himself. 

With the exceptions, perhaps, of Sir Arthur Conau Doyle 
and Mr. Wells, real invention in fiction is dead, and the true 
picturing of life is banned by a hypocritical veneer of con¬ 
ventions which, for the good of literary art, were better dead 
also. Thus many, who would fain be builders only, are 
compelled to step back into the ranks of those hodmen, who 
strive to correct the architects—or, to put it another way 
camp-followers on the bare and tender heels of litera¬ 
ture—and are detested by them. Yet even among those 
there is sometimes a flagrant need of standardising their 
opinions by some such method as the one given above Of 
coarse the unstandardised generally are the uncommon 
critics in a way (reviewers would be a better word ; but let 
us keep to the old one, and leave discrimination to the 
reader), who, while being the most conservative amonj? 
the Tories of literature, are really Socialists of the levelling 
down order. We are ready to admit that much the same 
coaid bo said concerning the Urge Uck of standardising 
that is shown by many literary creators—or should .. uJt 

originators ?—who possibly are to blame for the exiafamZ 
of their equals in criticism. But, naturally we !* 

perturbed by the methods of warfare in the opposing X 
than at the shortcomings m our own. 0 ^ 

Again, mark what a change this standardising wonld 
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make in the often lavish, uneonsidered praise which we bo 

frequently see heaped on half* deserving and even unde¬ 
serving books. It is this feature in criticism, which a 
proper correcting of opinions would put right, that takes 
away half the value of wholly deserving praise. To finish, 
Colton (wise man that he was) wrote :— 

In the whole range of literature nothing is more enter¬ 
taining and instructive than sound and legitimate criti¬ 
cism—the disinterested conviction of a man of sensibility, 
who enters rather into the Bpirit than the letter of his author, 
who can follow him to the height of his compass, and. 
while he sympathises with every brilliant power and genuine 
passion. ... is not so far carried out of himself as to 
indulge his admiration at the expense of his judgment. 

All of which, as the unbiassed must concede, can be gained 
only by that standardising which is so absent a feature from 
the writing of to-day. 

WHAT IS CORRECT ENGLISH ?—I. 

“ Kino’s English ” is a strange expression when used to 
denote the standard of correct speech in these isles. For 
among the various powers and functions exercised by the 
monarch, now or in times past, that of supervising the speech 
of his people—of defending its boundaries against foreign 
invasion, of punishing the solecist and rewarding the purist— 
has, as far as we know, never been included. The expres¬ 
sion must have sounded singularly inappropriate under King 
George I., for example, who when he ascended the throne 
could not speak a word of the language of his adopted country, 
or under George II., who spoke it with the characteristic 
awkwardness of the foreigner. We may, however, commend 
the phrase in one respect. It contains, by implication, the 
germ of an important truth. It points to the fact that the 
only acknowledged standard of correct English is not a 
democratic and impersonal but an arbitrary and personal 

one. 
Most of us believe that the shudder we experience when 

we hear the “ ‘ King’s English ’ murdered ” is caused by 
some violation of our logical sense. This view is quite 
mistaken. Whatever be the seat of this disagreeable sensa¬ 
tion, it is certainly not the logical faculty. Indeed, it may 
be shown that many of the idioms of vulgar speech have 

better authority in the requirements of logic than those of 
“correct ” English. “ He plays better than what I do ” is 
correct logic; “ He plays better than I do ” is not, for the 
simple reason that the verb do requires an object. If we 
attempt to turn a sentence in this form into Latin, the 
superiority of the vulgar idiom will at once make itself 

apparent. 
No part of modern speech has caused more discussion than 

the verbal form in ing. Certain of its uses cnrrent in 
modern English have resisted the most strenuous efforts of 
grammarians to justify them. When Professor Huxley 
writes “ It is said that on a visitor once asking to see his 
library, Descartes. . . . ” it is impossible to say whether 
the word asking is a participle, a gerund, or a noun, and it 
is probably a confusion of all three. On the other hand, 
when the Fat Boy in “ Pickwick ” says, “ I see him a-kissing 
of her again,” that is, “ in kissing of her,” we have a perfect 
specimen of the oldest and best authorised use of this form. 
The prepositions which precede and follow the word kissing 

prove it to be no other than the old verbal form in ing, corre¬ 
sponding to the German form in ung. To this use of the 
word no objection can possibly be made either on logical 
or philological grounds. 

The old belief that “ It is me ” is ungrammatical is now 
perhaps defunct. It has^not, however, been buried with all 
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the publicity due to so venerable a superstition. The facta 
of its history are these. There have existed from the 
earliest times in all the Aryan languages two forms of 
the first personal pronoun. In English they appear as 
I and me. These two forms exist both as separate 
words and are also compounded with other words to 
make the case inflection of the first person singular of verbs. 
Of such inflection Greek and Latin contain numerous 
examples. English has only one, the word am. The words 
I and me proceed from perfectly distinct roots, and are in no 
sense modifications of earh other or of any common root. 
Now it usually happens that when two words exist in the 
same language having the same meaning, they acquire 
slightly different uses. If there is any difference between 
the two words me and /, it is that the former is more robust 
and Relf-assertive than the latter. When the pronoun is 
required to stand as the subject of the verb, it is usually 
unemphatic ; it can, in fact, often be omitted without loss of 
clearness, as ia the telegraphic style, “Arrived to-day at 
Paris.” Iu this position the form / is used. When it is the 
object it is usually emphatic and the form me is employed. 
This distinction in the use of the pronouns has led gramma¬ 
rians to call me the objective case of /. This is unsatisfac¬ 
tory for two reasons. Firstly, the distinction between I and 
me is prior to all such things a9 cases; in fact inflections 
have come into existence only through the adhesion of various 
small words, such as I and me, to others with which they 
were constantly associated. Secondly, although me has 
undertaken to serve as the objective case of /, it has never 
renounced its own function as the more emphatic pronoun. 
Wherever, therefore, the pronoun approaches the centre of 
gravity in the sentence, as in u It is me,” or as in Shelley’s 
“ Be thou me, impetuous one,” the more forcible form is 
required to bear the increased stress. Indeed, the only way 
in which I can make itself emphatic is by calling in the 
assistance of its partner as in “I myself,” originally “ I 
meself.” This law is found to assert itself in the case of 
moat of the other pronouns. Of these, the most notorious 
is who in the phrase “than whom.” This refractory pronoun 
has bo exasperated the temper of grammarians by its refusal 
to conform to grammatical laws that they have advised 
stylists to boycott it. The second and third personals are 
equally obdurate. We all say “ That is her,” not “That is 
she.” In fact it may be doubted whether grammarians 
would have achieved so much with the first personal pronoun 

but for the countenance given to their opinion by the trans* 
lators of the Bible in the passage “ It is I; be not afraid.” 
Such is the history of the most famous attempt made by 

pedants to subject the English language to the laws of 
Latin grammar. 

The double negative will be thought by many to be 
indefensible, for it seems to involve not only a superfluity, 
but a contradiction. Yet this is not so. The question 
whether two negatives in one clause are to be taken as 
cancelling or reinforcing each other is decided not by reason, 
but by convention. The Greek language allowed both uses, 
and it is difficult to see how we can class the French idiom 
except as a case of double negative, in view of the fact that 
the words pas and rien, <fcc., have long since acquired a 
negative force. And it is only since the double negative 
has come to be recognised as a distinguishing mark of the 
vernacular that it has been rigidly excluded from standard 
English. Rochester, who was certainly defective neither in 
birth nor scholarship, writes : “ For I am no Sir Sidrophel, 
nor none of his relations.” Cowper writes: “And taught 
him never to come back no more ; ” and Lamb : “ Not too 
loving neither;” whilst Mr. Ford Madox Hueffer, in 
“ Ladies Whose Bright Eyes,” says : “ This bower of hers 
took up may be one half of the watch-tower of the castle, 
and yet it was not so very large neither.” In many cases, 
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indeed, this form has a distinctly pleasing effect, as 
“Ravenna which for antiqnity will not bow her top to 
none in Italy,” or44 For loneliness is not God, nor company 
i* not God.” There is some reason to regret the disappear¬ 

ance of this idiom from correct English. 
The phrase 44 didn’t ought ” appears at first sight to be 

redundant and illogical, and if we accept the orthodox view 
that ought here is the past tense of owe, this is true. The 
orthodox view is, however, not wholly satisfactory, because 
it shows no clear reason why the past instead of the present 
tense is used. In the oldest English the present was 

certainly used as in the couplet— 

For men auld hold this haly tre 

In honore as it aw to be. 

It seems probable, then, that the terminal / of ought is not 
the sign of the past tense; but the t of the word to which has 
become attached to the preceding word. If this surmise is 
correct, the phrase 44 didn’t ought" really stands for 44 did 
not owe,” and is perfectly logical. 

If it be true that the idioms of the vernacular have as good 
authority in reason as those of “correct ” English, it is also true 
that ita peculiar word forms have as good a basis in the usage 
of antiquity. It would almost seem as thongh some instinc¬ 
tive predilection for the original sound of words inspired the 
ignorant in their errors of speech. The pronunciation of 

for example, as tngine, seems like a throw back to the 
oldest form of the word, 44 He or sche sail be put and haldin 
in the stokkis or uther tngtne, and recalls the derivation of 
the word from the Latin ingenium. SicJi, the Cockney 
rariant of such, ba seen in Kipling s “ She s human as you 
ire, you treat her as sick," may be compared with Spenser s 

“He rather joy'd to be than seemen sich. 
Mushroon, a Kentish variant of mushroom, recalls the 

derivation from the French moucheron (mousseron) ; and 
irope, the vulgar variant of wasp, is the older and correct 
form of the word; which also indicates its possible con¬ 
nection with the word itop, meaning to strike, found also in 
weapon. Again, cue for ask was at one time the more gene¬ 
rally accepted form. 44 He axed for mete wrote Caxton, 

14 and specyally he axyd after eggys.” 
The pronunciation of the pronoun one, as in the Cockney 

young 'un, is, of course, nearer to the old pronunciation 
than the modern toon. The original sound of the word is 
still to be found crystallised in the words atone, alone, 

<i*oh-ijc., in one. The word was still sounded in this 
way in Shakespeare’s time, as we may see by turning to 
Act IV.,sc. 2, of “Love’s Labour’8 Lost,” where a play is 
made on the words pierce one and person, which is quite 
pointless until the old pronunciation is restored. We would 
like to believe that the old sound was still in use when 
Shelley wrote— 

Though the sonndoverpowers, 
Sing again, with thy sweet voice revealing 

A tone 
Of some world far from ours, 
Where music and moonlight aud feeling 

Are one; 

bat we fear there is sufficient evidence to prove the contrary. 

poet among Americans. When I read her “ A White Lilac 
from 44 A Quiet Hoad ” (what a title with the sixteenth- 
century dreaminess) to my students, I called their straight 
attention to her sensitiveness to odour; and as a better 
specimen I gave the students the following 

Ob, gray and tender is the rain. 
That drips, drips on the pane ; 
A hundred things come in the door, 
The soenfc of herbs, the thought of yore. 

I see the pool out in the gross, 
A bit of broken glass; 
The red flAgs running wet and straight. 
Down to the little flapping gate. 

Lombardy poplars tall and three, 
Across the road I see; 
There is no loveliness so plain 
As a tall poplar in the rain. 

But ob, the hundred things and more 
That come in at the door; 
The smack of mint, old joy, old pain, 
Caught in the gray and tender rain. 

With all due respeofc, I thought afterward what a pity to 
become an American poetess if she has to begin her poem 
with 44 Oh, gray and tender is the rain ”—such a common¬ 
place beginning. I declared bluntly that I, “ as a Japanese 

! poet,*’ would sacrifice the first three stanzas to make the last 
sparkle fully and unique like a perfect diamond. Explana¬ 
tion is forbidden in the House of Poesy for Japanese where, 
as in the Japanese tea-house of four mats and a half, the 
Abode of Imagination, only the hints tender and gray like a 
ghost or Miss Reese's rain, are suffered to be dwelling. 
Although of this American poetess it is said that her rejec¬ 
tion of inessentials is the secret of her personality and style, 
it seems that that rejection is not sufficient for my Japanese 
mind. If I be blamed as unintelligible from too much 
rejection, I have only to say that the true poetry should be 
written only to one's own heart to record the pain or joy, 
like a soul’s diary whose sweetness can be kept when it is 
hidden secretly, or like a real prayer for which only a few 
words uttered with blood are enough. Here I am reminded 
of a particular Hnkkn, a rain-poem like Miss Reese’s, by 
Bnson Yosano of the eighteenth century :— 

Of the samidare rain. 
List to the Utsubo bashira pipe ! 
These ears of my old age ! 

A JAPANESE ON ENGLISH POETRY—II. 

‘He other day I happened to mention Miss Lizette Woor- 
* 'fit Reese in the course of my usually unprepared talk 
cn the present American poetry in the class-room, whose 
MlLS>tiveDeag, the sweetest of all femininity for any age and 

^pressed in the language of pearl-like simplicity, 
whether studied or not, makes me think of her as a Japanese 

Is it unbelievable to you when I tell you that such is a 
complete Japanese poem, and even a good poem ? It is natural 
for you to ask me what the poem means at first and where 
the greatness comes in. The poem, as you see, in such a 
Lilliputian form of seventeen syllables in the original, 
carries ray mind at once to the season’s rain chanting the 
Utsubo Bi^hira, or Pipe of Emptying, that descends from the 
eaves (how like a Japanese poem with a singular distinction 
of inability to sing!) to which the poet Buson’s world- 
wearied old ears awakened ; you will see that “ the hundred 
things and more that come in at the door ” of his mind 
should be understood, although he does not say it. Indeed 
you are the outsider of our Japanese poems if you cannot 
read immediately what they do not describe to yon. 

My Japanese opinion, shaped by hereditary impulse aud 
education, was terribly shattered quite many years ago when 
Edwin Markham’s 44 The Man with the Hoe ” made a furore 
in the American Press. I exclaimed : “ What! You say it 
is poetry ? How is it possible ? ” It appeared to me to be a 
cry from the Socialist platform rather than a poem ; I hope 
I do not offend the author if I say that it was the American 
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journalism whose mind of curiosity always turns, to use a 
Japanese figure, to making billows rise from the ground. 
Putting aside many things, I think I can say that Mr. 
Markham's poem has an inexcusable error to the Japanese 
mind: that is its exaggeration, which, above all, we cannot 
stand in poetry, and even despise as very bad taste. Before 
Edwin Markham there was Whittier, who sent out editorial 
volleys under the guise of poetry; it is not too much to say, 
I dare think, that “ An American Anthology,” by Mr. 
Stedm&n, would look oertainly better if it were reduced to 
one hundred pages from its eight hundred; we are 
hewildered to see so many poet-journalists perfectly jammed 
in the pages. How I failed in my attempt to read Walt 
Whitman—yes, during the last seventeen years ; true to say, 
a page or two of 11 Leaves of Grass ” soon baffled, wearied, 
and tired my mind. I always thought it was a piece of 
ludicrousness of the Western reviewers when they wrote 
down my name often with Whitman's ; it is rather appalling 
to imagine how little he is read in his own country, when 
even the professional book-reviewers have hardly an exact 
knowledge of his work. The fact that he utterly failed 
to impress my students in the classroom makes me think 
accidentally what a difference there is between West and 
East. One cannot act contrary to education; we are more 
or less a creation of tradition and circumstances. It was 
the strength of the old Western poets, particularly of 
America, that they preached, theorised, and moralised, 
besides singing in their own days ; but when I see that our 
Japanese poetry was never troubled by Buddhism or Con¬ 
fucianism, I am glad here to venture that the Western 
poetry would be better off by parting from Christianity, 
social reform, and what not. I think it is time for them to 
live more of the passive side of Life and Nature so as to make 
the meaning of the whole of them perfect and clear, to 
value the beauty of inaction so as to emphasise action, to 
think of Death so as to make Life more attractive, although 
I do not insist upon their conforming themselves, as we 

Japanese poets, with the stars, flowers, and winds. 
It seems to me that there was no such a time in the West 

before as to-day, when we hear the complaining voice that 
the general public have ceased to read poetry. First of all, 
I should like to know when the u general public,” East or 

West, were interested in poetry P 
• • Yoke Nooitchi. 

THE MAGAZINES 
* 

February being the month of the Dickens Centenary we 
had expected some acknowledgment of the fact in the 
monthlies, but only one article appears to celebrate it. This 
is in the Nineteenth Century, and is by Mr. Darrell Figgis. 
The central idea of his article is that we make a Considerable 
mistake in judging Dickens’ works by the standards, when 
discoverable, of the novel. Strictly speaking, it i* true that 

they are not novels, as we have come to conceive novels : 
they are rather comparable with writings such a& those of 
Cervantes and Rabelais. Hence it follows, in M*. Figgis' 
argument, that the more Dickens wrote as he did in Pick¬ 
wick the more truly be wrote to himself, whereas the 
further he wandered from Pickwick the further he wandered 
from his inspiration, as in 44 Edwin Drood.” In the same 
magazine Mr. Frederic Harrison writes on M. Gsell’s recent 
redaction of Rodin's pronouncements on the art of the 
sculptor. He entitles his article “ Aischro-Latreia—The 
Cult of the Foal.” To say t^iat it is an article that has 
profit in the reading is to say the obvious. More : what Mr. 
Harrison has to say seems to us most necessary to be said. 
The Fair not the Foul, Beauty not Ugliness, is the business 
of Art: and many mo^n artiste, in -all spheres of Art, in 
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setting up Ugliness—called Realism—before them as 
their god, make confession in that fact that vision 
and power have gone from them, since the lecher and 
the slum-maker can make better ugliness than they. 
But in couching his lance at Rodin Mr. Harrison alienates & 
good many who agree heartily with him on the main argu¬ 
ment. Mr. C. S. Goldman writes on 44 Eleven Years of 
Foreign Policy ” in an artiole that should certainly not be 
missed by those who are interested in the foreign politics of 
this country. He catalogues some of the losses and rebuffs 
this country has had to undergo, especially under Sir 
Edward Grey’s leadership, and they make humiliating 

reading. 

In the Eng\i*h Review Mr. Masefield has another lengthy 
poem, entitled, this time, 44 The Widow in the Bye Street." 
It iB necessary and just to say that its interest is that of a 
well-told tale, in prose or in verse. In this case it happens 
to be in verse ; it could as well, perhaps even better, have 
been told in prose. Unlike “ The Everlasting Mercy,” it has 
not even its momenta of poetry; nor has it the vigour of 
the earlier work; and for these losses it compensates by a 
free use of expletives. We yield to none in our admiration 
of Mr. Masefield’s work; but we love, or would seek to love, 
Beauty and Exaltation too much not to be compelled to say 
that the interest of 44 The Widow of the Bye Street ” is one 
thing, but that the interest of Poetry is quite another. One 
of the best things is Evelyn Underhill on “ Bergson and the 
Mystics.” Such an article was waiting to be done. Bergson’s 
clearing of the ground for Mysticism must be obvious to all 
who have read and thought over the teaching of that philoj 
sopher, and no writer is better fitted to treat of its influence on 
Mysticism than Evelyn Underhill. We part company with 
her, however, when she declares that Bergson, in proclaim¬ 
ing the Artist as the 44 true knower of the Real ” errs, since 
that distinction most belong to the Mystic. We imagine it 
will be found in the future, even as it has largely been found 
in the past, that it is the Artist who makes Mysticism effec¬ 
tive, and that it is the Artist who deals in Mysticism, who 
sees as the Mystic sees, who is the true, the high Artist. Dr. 
Dillon has a characteristic article on “ The Breakdown of 
Turkey.” He is what one might call a pessimist. Mr. 

Henry Baerlein writes on44 Poetry in Mexico.” 

The chief matter in the Fortnightly must be John 
Galsworthy’s 44 Vague Thoughts on Art.” The thoughts are 
certainly vague. For example, his definition of Art is, “ Art 
is that imaginative expression of human energy which, 
through technical concretion of feeling and perception, tends 

to reconcile the individual with the universal, by exciting in 
him impersonal emotion. And the greatest art is that which 
excites the greatest impersonal emotion in an hypothe¬ 
cated human being.” What we understand we cannot 

agree with, and what we are inclined to agree with we are 
not sure we understand. Nevertheless, throughout the 

article there is much that stimulates to thought. Owing to 
some calamity in the binding the copy that was Bent to us 
had gone all awry in the latter half of the magazine. So 
far as we could track each article to its disjointed conclusion, 

Mr. Aflalo’B on 44 Diana of the Highways,” or, as we might 
say, Women Travellers and their Travels, makes interesting 
reading. An article of peculiar fascination deals with 
44 Colour Meanings of some British Birds and Quadrupeds, 

by Mr. Phillip Oyler. 

In the Comhill Sir Henry Lucy continues his further 

reminiscences. This month he handles the whole discredit¬ 

able treatment of Sir Charles Dilke. The after-dinner 

stories that one expects of Sir Henry are not so plentiful as 

they used to be; but the article is interesting nevertheless. 

Another essay in reminiscence is that by Canon Rawnsley on 
41 Memories of the Ten nysous at Somersby.” In this case, 
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however, the reminiscence is not personal, bat rather local. 
The writer has been at some pains to gather together 

m j Lincolnshire memories of the Tennyson family, which he 
here pieces into an article. Japauese winter's in English 
seem to be growing in number. We already%have two well 
known to us : now another, hitherto unknown to us, makes 
his appearance with an article entitled “ O-Tsune-Chan: a 
Glimpse of Japauese Home Life.” The writer’s name is 

Ken Hoshino. 

Blnchoood has several good things in it this mouth. There 
is, for example, Hr. Granville Sharp’s account of “ Ibsen in 
1876-1881,” It gives an accurate and interesting portrait of 
the dramatist in the very act of conveying details of his life 
and working habits. Some of the information, to be sure, 
has often come before us; but some of it is new, and all of 
it is interesting. Mis. Andrew Lang in 44 Pitfalls for Col¬ 
lectors ” confines herself to giving excerpts from M. Paul 
Eudel's recent book on “ Trues et Traqueurs.” There are 
yuod stones here and to spare. “ Musing* Without Method ” 
this month limits itself to two subjects. One is the late 
biography of Sir Edward Fitzgerald Law, and the other is 
the production of “ (Edipns ” by jieinhardt at Covent 
Garden. The writer very properly draws attention to the 
fact that this was no revival of the Greek play, but a 
separate and distinct performance altogether. “ The Durbar 
from the Crowd ” concludes the magazine,'and is one of the 
best things in ik 

A DECEASED MASTER 
« 
1 

The Memorial Exhibition of works by the late W. Christian 

Symons at the Gonpil Gallery will be a surprise to most of 

ms. During his lifetime he was practically unknown to all 

a chosen few—but that select circle comprised Whistler, 

Sargent, and Ouless. He refused utterly to court public 

favour, and he seems to have suffered in consequence from 

tbe rw angutta. domi. He was a rapid and prolific worker, 

bat he lacked the lower art which transmutes pictures into 

gold. Bat of art in its higher sense he was a past-master, 

wd it h a question whether, when the work of this restless 

and talkative age comes to be 44 sized up,” he will not be 

hand among those “ one or two immortal lights ” who will 
ultimately— 

Rise slowly up into the sky 
To shine there everlastingly. 

i *' Buly yet, no doubt, to commit oneself definitely to 
j-Jf h an assertion as this ; but the impression left upon the 

-bolder is very strong, and this exhibition has moved us 

DWre- ^an most that we have seen for some years past— I 
wtainly of the work of the modems. To Roman Catholics— I 

ost Umznanion he joined as a young man—he is known 

e ^signer of some of the mosaics in their Cathedral at I 

minister; but, fine as these are, they give no measure I 

iade^|C*:P*ei4ie8> D°r e7eu ^®ir k®8*' 8*^e » they illustrate I 
lii ^7 ^0 extraordinary many-sidedness and versatility I 

versatility, indeed, is the most extraordinary feature I 

4 j *Work* masters, so far as he has any, are Whistler j 
fcmgent. From the former he received the “Open 

,w^lc^ makes an artist free of the whole realm of I 
shadow — morning, noon, evening, sunset, dusk, I 

anc* sammer» *11 these conditions are to him J 

M hnir *'aD£^ down with swift precision 
btbold0 aUt 8^* contrives, too, to oonvey to the I 
*ork r ,S0Ine*k,ng °f the joy which comes to him in his I 

Solue of his studies of Rattle Abbey audits terrace I 

I in bright midsummer are intoxicating in their sheer delight 
in life and colour; and he sets down with equal sympathy 
and sure ness the message of Nature in all seasons and 
conditions of the year—snow and storm or the sombre 
tints of February, golden autumn, or the dancing lights of 
spring, all are there in such wise that the individuality of 
each is perfectly preserved and rendered, and the word that 
each has for the human soul is expressed with equal 
truth and insight. Like Whistler, he sees into the veiy 
heart of the world of light and colour, and he Beizes and sets 
down its essentials so surely and certainly that one hardly 
notices the absence of all the trivialities that the camera, and 
the painter who forms himself on the camera, would reproduce 
with pitiless and soulless precision. From Sargent he derives 
a certain abrupt directness of method, which implies no 
suppression or lack of sensitiveness, bnt merely a sort of 
brilliant impatience of anything but an immediate seizure of 
the very heart of the matter in question, be it form, colour, 
or light. He is a kind aDd sympathetic portraitist, and 
hardly less sure in his characterisation than Mr. Sargent 
himself; but it is not difficult to realise that had he been 
obliged to paint some of Mr. Sargent’s sitters, they would 
have met scant mercy from him. Bnt we may conjecture, 
also, that so gentle and kindly a sonl could not have borne 
the pain of the eaeva indignaiio which lonrs in Mr. Sargent's 
work; he withdrew from the cold and cruel world of Mr. 
Sargent’s sitters and contented himself with the plain living 
and high thinking which is reflected so vividly in his 
pictures of the quiet country surroundings amid which he 

set his home. 
How such a man came to be neglected in his lifetime is a 

puzzle to most of us; not less so when we recall the work of 
those who have won public favour and rewards. The truth 
is that it depends upon the prize at which one aims. MillaiB, 
we know, started life with the highest aim, that of delivering 
his message to the best advantage and in its fullness : soon 
be saw that each, aims did not consist with temporal pros¬ 
perity, and he deliberately studied the likings and fashions of 
;he public, with what result we know. Others of lesser genius 
iave done the same, and have their reward. Symons seems 
lardly to have cared to do more than make a very modest living, 
^.nd yet what work it is! How bold, how clearheaded, how 
kbsolutely straightforward! What could be more direct than 
he studies of Camber Harbour, or more charmingly simple 
,nd vivid than 44 The Old Cannon ” ? How quiet and truthful 
,re his studies of sunset, full of the pathos of eveniugtide 
nd its accompanying peace, and with none of the mere¬ 
tricious charm of skies of fire and gold! How silvery and 
erfect his sea and coast pieces, as in “ Pevensey Bay ” ! Was 
riour ever tackled with more unflinching firmness than in 
le picture entitled “Bracken,” with its ruddy-gold and rich 
reen ? And with what cleverness he handles such simple 
lbjects as 11 The Encampment ”! It would be easy to 

multiply instances of his wonderful technical skill and poetic 
insight, both in water-colours and oils ; but in an exhibition 
of such uniformly lofty merit one must perforce generalise. 
Of his flower studies a word must be said. He brings to 
them the same blunt and direct methods as to his other work, 
and the results are not less remarkable and powerful. His 
colour is marvellous, alike in its richness and softness, its 
transparencies and reflected lights. His work in oils is as 
vividly harmonious and alive as all the rest—life, indeed, is 
the very keynote of his work ; and the fine 44 Portrait ** of 
a seated lady (100) is full of power and the mystery of 
individuality. Nothing, in short, comes amiss to him, and 
his technique is equal to any calls upon it. Happy will be 
the collector who possesses himself in time of some of these 
fine works—he will get his reward in every sense, and not 
least, if that is what he looks for, in pounds, shillings, and 
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THE LONDON INSTITUTION 

Before & crowded audience on Thursday, February 8th, 
Mr. Joaiah Booth, A.R.A.M., lectured on “The Songs 
and Ballads of Sir Arthur Sullivan/’ The hint quartei' 
of an hour was devoted to a sketch of the composer’s 
early career, the lecturer remarking that it was just fifty 
years ago that the name of Arthur Sullivan became noted 
by the music-loving public as that of a coming man. Young 
composers invariably essay the art of the ballad, and he was 
no exception to that rule. The remainder of a charming 
hour was occupied by selections from Sullivan’s less-known 
works, accompanied by Mr. Booth, and rendered by his 
daughter, Miss Eunice Hocking, Mr. Littlewood (bass), 
and a tenor soloist whose name we failed to hear. The 
lecturer’s daughter sang 44 Birds of the Night,” from 
Sullivan’s first effort in the direction of light opera, and 
“ There grew a little flower ’neath a great oak tree,” from 
“ Ruddigore ”; the latter, with the reinforcement of Mr. 
Little wood’s magnificent voice in the refrain, roused the 
audience to an enthusiasm which iB rarely seen within the 
austere precincts of the London Institution. And towards 
the close so finely did Mr. Littlewood—whose blindness must 
surely have found some compensation in the storms of 
sincere applause—render “ Ho, Jolly Jenkin ” that he was 
compelled to accede to an encore, giving the well-known 
Sentry’s Song from 44 Iolanthe ” in excellent style. Many 
other songs found place in a remarkably good selection, 
among which Miss Hocking’s rendering of 44 Tears, Idle 
Tears,” should be specially mentioned. 

NOTES AND NEWS 

On Friday, February 23rd, at eight o'clock, Mr. William 
Archer is to deliver the third Conway Memorial Lecture at 
South Place Chapel, Finsbury, his subject being 44 Art and 
the Commonweal.” Mr. Israel Zangwill will preside, and 
admission will be free. 

The next meeting of the Royal Microscopical Society will 
be held on Wednesday, February 21st, at 8 p.m., when Mr. 
C. F. Rousselet will read a paper on 44 New Species of 
Rotifera since 1889,” and Mr. E. G. Spitta will lecture on 

44 The Colouring of Lantern Slides,” with illustrations. 

From Tokio comes an announcement of the first issue of 
44 Who’s Who in Japan,” edited and published by Mr. S. 
Kurita. As the volume consists of 1,230 pages, and contains 
biographies of “over five thousand people who are well 
known in society,” it promises to be a useful reference-book 

for writers on foreign matters. 

We have received from Sydney, N.S.W., the second 
number of The Buokfellow, an Australasian review published 
monthly, and we must say that the notices of books are 
excellently done, and the whole of the contents most 
interesting, including the spirited editorial notes entitled 
“ Under the Gum-Tree.” The Competition Page is a good 
feature, and seems already to have brought some most 

creditable verse to light. 

Messrs. Jack announce that on the 27fch inst. they will 
issue the first twelve volumes of a sixpenny series to be 
entitled 44 The People’s Books,” consisting of entirely new 
works by the best writers of the day. The publishers aim 
at forming a genuine library for the people, iu plainjanguage, 
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at a price within the reach of the humblest reader. The 
volumes will be Btrongly bound in cloth. The first twelve 
deal with such subjects as Botany, Heredity, Chemistry, 
Electricity, Astronomy, Roman Catholicism, Women’s 
Suffrage, Shakespeare, and Dante, and the list of contributors 

contains many eminent names. 

The concluding meetings of the 158th session of the Royal 
Society of Arts will take place on Wednesday, February 
21st, at 8 p.m., when Mr. Frank Warner will lecture on 
44 Silk,” and Sir George Birdwood will take the chair; on 
Monday, the 26th, when Mr. Luther Hooper will deliver the 
Cantor lecture on 44 The Loom and Spindle: Past, Present, 
and Future ”; and on Wednesday, the 28th, when Mr. H. A. 
Roberts, M.A., will lecture on 44 The Relations of Science to 
Commerce and Industry,” with Principal Sir Henry A. 

Miers in the chair. 

Letters and leading articles whioh have appeared in the 
Timet and other papers bearing upon the public utility of 
museums, and the neglect by the public of the splendid 
facilities freely placed at their disposal have been reprinted 
in pamphlet form and sent to us by Lord Sudeley. The daily 
morning and afternoon 44 conducted parties ”—conducted by 
an admirable and able lecturer—round the various depart¬ 
ments of the British Museum do not seem to be widely 
enough known ; nor is every one aware that special private 
parties can be shown round, without charge, on four days’ 
notice being given. Lord Sudeley’s suggestion—to which we 
give our hearty support—is that this idea should be extended 

to other museums and galleries, and to notable spots such as 
Kew Gardens, where exact information is often difficult to 
obtain at short notice. 

IMPERIAL AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

By Lancelot Lawton 

ANGLO-GERMAN RELATIONS 

The visit of so eminent a personage as Lord Haldane to 
Berlin at the present juncture was bound in any circum¬ 
stances to give rise to a wealth of speculation regarding the 
imminent possibility of a new and favourable turn in the 
relations of this country with Germany. Not infrequently 
it is the case that elaborate measures taken with a view to 
securing secrecy defeat their own object and merely serve to 
draw public attention to the task in hand. Thus at times it 
would appear that the precautions adopted by diplomatists 
to mask their missions are transparently ridiculous. The 
visit of Lord Haldane to Berlin is an example in point. 
His almost ostentatious efforts to avoid the limelight of 
publicity produced the entirely unlooked-for effect of con¬ 
centrating a veritable glare upon his movements. The daily 
Press, always ready to seize upon a sensation, promptly set 
upon his tracks those sleuthhounds whose services in ordinary 

circumstances are exclusively employed in the detection of 
crime and the discovery of individuals who, owing to various 

causes, chiefly, so it is said, loss of memory, are missing 
from home. Lord Haldane certainly played into their 
hands. The first clue he vouchsafed was the pompous 

announcement that the visit to the German capital wm • 
purely private one undertaken solely with a view to investi¬ 

gating certain University conditions. No one oould reason¬ 

ably doubt his word, seeing that he took with him a blue- 
book relating to ednc&tional matters, and also his brother, 
who happened to be a learned professor. The book he is 
said to have made no attempt to conceal—in fact it was 
gravely recorded th^tj carried it under his arm, and lD 
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the hotel was observed reading its pages with close atten¬ 
tion. When interviewed on his arrival he went so far as to 
admit that he intended to renew some old friendships. From 
tbit moment his movements were closely watched, and, 
save for the intervals when doora were closed behind him, 
be wu not oat of the public eye. We know exactly where 
he went and whom he saw. It was no secret that he had 

* 

long interviews and some lunches with the statesmen 
having charge of the external relations of the German 
Empire, and the most significant symptom of all was the 
fact that be spent considerable time with the official who is 
at the head of what is known as the “ English Depart¬ 
ment " in the Foreign Office. The Press records that so 
buy was he that his brother wandered lonely round the 
corridors of the Hotel Bristol waiting for his return so that 
together they might consult on educational matters. 

Finally it shonld be recorded that Lord Haldane, in spite 
of his earnest endeavours to hide himself, was “ snap¬ 
shotted" dozens of times—in the hotel, leaving the hotel, in 
the streets, arriving at official residencesjeaving for London, 
arriving in England, on his doorstep in London, and again 
on visiting the King and returning. But the crowning 
piece of this mysterious pilgrimage was his pronouncement 
to an expectant reporter on setting foot once more on 
English soil. Solemnly he declared that Berlin was 
a nice town, and the Germans a nice people. Surely 
ben was an utterance of highest importance, one 
from which inferences could reasonably be drawn. True, 
as regards his mission it was scrupulously non-committal, 
bnt therein, of coarse, was to be found its significance, and 
ooueqnently its profundity. All who had the privilege of 
reading this appreciation of Germany, exqnisite in its 
delicacy, coold not bat come to the conclusion that Lord 
Haldane was a diplomatist gifted with a frank, an almost 
limple nature. 

On all sides it is agreed that at an early date an autho¬ 
ritative statement concerning the mission will be forth¬ 
coming in the House of Commons. In view of the interest 
wowed, the delay in giving official information is to be 
regretted. A brief communique to the Press would have 
dlayed public curiosity and enabled Lord Haldane to 
p> about his work with a minimum of annoyance 
from sleuth hounds and eavesdroppers. To those who 
have followed the trend of international events daring 

bet few months the situation is not obscure. The 
Horoooo incident left the relations of England and Germany 
witrtined that a rapprochement became an urgent necessity 

the two nations were not to drift into war. Sir Edward 
Hrey fully realised the danger and provided for the remedy 
* en he delivered his memorable speech in the House of 
enuoona explaining the attitude of this country. At that 

tune we wrote in these columns :— 

to stand in her way any more than in theirs." The Prime 
Minister, though perhaps less explicit, spoke in words equally 
promising and significant. “ If I may adopt the meta¬ 
phorical language in vogue in these days," he said, ‘‘ I should 
say we do not desire to stand in the light of any Power which 
wants to find its place in the sun. We have no such 
purpose, no such wish." 

At first German public opinion disdainfully rejected the 
proffered olive-branch, and declared that, without positive 
proofs of sincerity, there could be no friendship with 
England. But recently, through the medium of its semi¬ 
official Press and other sources more influential, the Berlin 
Government has made known its desire to adjust all out¬ 
standing differences. The German newspapers are anxious 
to explain that the initiative did not oome from Germany. 
After all, this question is unimportant compared with 
the large aims which it is sought to accomplish. On our 
side we find no loss, bnt, on the contrary, an access of pride 
in deciding that Sir Edward Grey’s conciliatory speech, 
thongh so much misunderstood in Germany at the time, 
constituted the initiative. For the rest, the negotiations 
will follow the lines indicated in that speech. No old 
friendships will be sacrificed—the Triple Entente is to 
remain unimpaired. In this connection it should not be 
forgotten that already Russia has arrived at an agreement 
with Germany in regard to Persian railways and France 
has finally disposed of the Moroccan question. Therefore 
our partners in the Triple Entente cannot raise objection to 
pourparlers between London and Berlin, always providing 
that their interests remain unaffected. In a larger sense it 
may be urged that so interwoven are international relations 
to-day that any understanding contributing to peace between 
two Powers makes for the peace of the whole world. 

Lord Haldane was merely sent to Berlin to ascertain 
German feeling. His knowledge and connections peculiarly 
fitted him for the task. Doubtless as a result of his mission 
negotiations will begin in earnest. We may look for terri¬ 
torial readjustment in Africa—England will not give without 
receiving. The Portuguese Republic stands in need of 
money, and perhaps therefore some arrangement may be 
arrived at in regard to Walfisch Bay and Delagoa Bay. 
Armaments will not be made the subject of official discus¬ 
sion. The German view is that consent to any limitation of 
shipbuilding would be tantamount to acknowledging finally 
Great Britain’s sea supremacy. But both Governments 
reoognise that if causes of friction are removed the armament 
pace will of itself slacken. 

THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

/Tbe new task in hand should be to build up by sane and 
Propaganda a rapprochement upon the basis that iu 

rotation of the Moroccan question the last obstacle of 
oonsiiJerable magnitude has been removed from the path 

0 ^ Jiatiou will realise that the other possesses 
a Ultimate point of view, then difficulties will of themselves 
.. Sir Edward Grey has shown clearly that he on 
i ***" “ PrePared to concede that the ambition of Germany 
k ltj* ** not treasonable, and be has plainly hinted that, 

m being his desire to obstruct her statesmen, it is 
tor k^Htate, within bounds, their efforts 
Iq. j. l^hsation of this ambition. "If there are 

Uirntona^ changes in .Africa,” he said, " brought 
brer/ ?QUr90’ ^ goodwill and negotiation with other 

not »• We are not an ambitious, competing party; 
‘ an ambitious competing party ourselves, if 
^ *** friendly arrangements to negotiate with other 
rouatries with regard to Africa, we are not anxious 
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With the passing of the Imperial rule fiom China there 
has taken place an event of such stupendous importance that 
its ultimate consequences cannot fail to leave their mark 
upon the destinies of the civilised world. At this early 
stage it is beyond the power of man to show with any 
degree of exactitude how the fortunes even of that ancient 
country itself will be affected in the immediate future by the 
self-governing statue it has so suddenly acquired; and it 
may be that many years must pass away before the influence 
of a great Chinese Republic will be reflected upon the 
nations of the earth. All we know positively at present is 
that the fail of the Mancha dynasty is an accomplished fact 
and that, if the primary cause lay with the forces of revolu¬ 
tion entrenched along the Yangtsze, the actual and peaceful 
means which brought about the final act of abdication were 
employed by the only man capable of employing them_ 
Yuan Shih-kai, the greatest personality on the China stage 
since Li Hung-chang passed from the scene. 

Much has been spoken and written of the abilities of Dr. 
Sun Yat-suu, the President of the Pro visional Republic that 
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bfte lately been established at Nanking; but as a leader and 
a statesman he has yet to prove his worth. It would seem, 
however, that no matter how willing he may be to subordi¬ 
nate personal ambition to the interests of his country, many 
of his admiring supporters are determined to see him firmly 
established iu the highest office of the Republic. To foreign 
observers possessing intimate knowledge of the conditions 
that obtain in China, such a step must appear to be fraught 
with extreme danger. Doubtless the younger and more ardent 
spirits among the Yangtsze Republicans would hail Dr. Sun 
Yat-sen as their chosen chief, but the temperate communities 
of articulate China will require that a man of proved 
capacity shall fill the post of Chief Magistrate. Since his 
election to office Dr. Sun Yat-sen cannot be said to have 
shown any marked individuality, and the hand of Wu 
Ting-fang would seem to have controlled the policy that has 
emanated from the Republican headquarters. 

Looking back over the history of the past, it is now 
possible to say with certainty that China has suffered 
grievously by the long banishment of Yuan Shih-kai. 
During the term that he occupied the Viceregal office in the 
Metropolitan Province, he had watched the Young China 
Party come into existence, and at no period of his official 
career did he display anything but an enlightened sympathy 
with the movement. His name was associated with far- 
reaching reforms that held the world in wonderment, and 
had his policy been permitted to endure under his own 
guidance, peace and contentment must iu the end have come 
to China’s teeming millions. But the Regent, Prince Chun, 
had an ancestral quarrel to settle, and Yuan Shih-kai was 
sent ignominiously into retirement. 

Nowhere was his downfall hailed with greater enthu¬ 
siasm than among the ranks of the extreme reformers, who 
saw in him a stumbling-block to their ultimate designs—the 
overthrow of the dynasty and the establishment of a Repub¬ 
lican Government. Indeed, Dr. Sun Yat-sen himself 
welcomed the event as being calculated to hasten the revo¬ 
lution that was necessary to the attainment of the anti- 
monarchical ideals. 

The time (he said) is not ripe; but events impending 
in Peking will hasten it. Yuan Shih-kai’s success in 
committing the late Dowager-Empress to the constitutional 
movement temporarily weakened the revolutionary propa¬ 
ganda, but recent Throne changes give Yuan Shih-kai’s 
enemies control, the Regent being their willing tool. 
Should Yuan 8hih-kai lose power, which I confidently 
predict, it will demonstrate that the reactionaries are again 
in full control, as in the Boxer period. Then it will be only 
a question of the psychic moment when the smouldering fires 
of revolution will burst into flame throughout the Empire. 
Through secret societies the revolutionary party is cease¬ 
lessly spreading its doctrines in every corner of the Empire, 
reaching every element of the Chinese. The whole student 
class is actively enlisted and is highly influential. The move¬ 
ment ha« many supporters among the highest Chinese 
officials and a large representation in the modern Army, 
upon which the Throne chiefly relies. A great civil war is 
inevitable, and the overthrow of the Manchus will be easy. 
Afterwards there will be a long struggle over the reshaping 
of the Government, and a Republic is the only possible 
finality. 

The anti-monarchical party have gained their ends. Will 
they realise that in Yuan Shih-kai they can command the 
services not only of a great constructive statesman, but also 
of a great patriot ? 

MOTORING 

A hew order made by the Local Government Board pro¬ 
vides that, after March 31st next, the driver of a motor 
vehicle 14 shall not 
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or device which will allow the exhaust gases from the engine 
to escape into the atmosphere without first passing through a 
silencer, expansion-chamber, or other contrivance suitable 
and sufficient for reducing, as far as may reasonably be prac¬ 
ticable, the noise which would otherwise be caused by the 
escape of the said gases.’' This elaborate and comprehen¬ 
sive regulation simply means that the use of a cut-out in any 
circumstances will be a punishable offence, and although it 
is certain to evoke the usual protest against restrictive and 
repressive legislation, all reasonable motorists will welcome 
the news that one of the most common and legitimate causes 
of public animosity against the motoring community is at 
last to be removed. 

Writing to VEcho dot Sport#, M. Henri Biusier, the well- 
known French authority on motor design and engineering, 
pronounces decisively in favour of the worm-drive for motor¬ 
cars. He has arrived at the conclusion, after exhaustive 
experiments, that “ a carefully-produced worm and worm- 
wheel are as efficient at all speeds as bevel gears ; that they 
are most agreeably silent, that there is no appreciable wear-, 
and that the temperature of a worm-driven rear axle is no 
higher than that of an axle with bevel gears." This is an 
interesting and notable admissiou on the part of one of the 
leading French experts, in view of the fact that for many 
years several British firms have adopted this mode of 
transmission—in one conspicuous case exclusively. The 
curious thing is that it has not been more generally adopted, 
its theoretical advantages over the bevel gear being 
universally admitted. It is much smoother and more silent, 
always providing that the worm be cut with absolute 
precision, and that proper attention be paid to the lubrica¬ 
tion. In principle the worm-gear is quite simple, consisting 
merely of a hollow, helical-toothed, bronze gear-wheel, and a 
hard steel worm which engages in the teeth of the wheel. 
It is essential that the worm be cut with micrometrical 
accuracy, and that the material of both wheel and worm be 
of the finest quality, but it iB not easy to understand why 
so many makers should have apparently found insuperable 
difficulty in the fulfilment of these qualifications. In any 
case the pronouncement of M. Brasier is likely to direct 
increased attention to a delightful and highly scientific mode 
of power transmission. 

The scheme formulated by the Motor for the creation of 
a motor museum, a reference to which has already been 

made in these columns, has been received with remarkable 
cordiality by most of the leading organs of the general 
Press, both in London and the provinces, and many of them 
make special appeals to their readers to co-operate by 
securing specimens of cars or motor-cycles of very early 
make, and sending them to the promoters for incorporation 
in the museum. The committee will be pleased to hear 

from any who may come across a motor-vehicle of any 
description, or any invention associated with motoring, of a 
date of manufacture prior to 1903. 

Shortly after the Olympia Show several representatives 

of the Belsize Company, including Mr. Hoyle Smith, the 
managing director, paid a visit to America for the special 

purpose of examining the methods of manufacture in vogue 
on the other side. They candidly admit that their inspec¬ 
tion of the various motor factories in America has taught 
them a good deal, and it is their intention to utilise the 
knowledge they have gained, especially with regard to the 

assembling, equipping, and finishing of the cars. In these 

respects the Americans are evidently a long way in front of 
our own manufacturers. Moreover, in the matter of care in 
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accurate gauging they take far more trouble, in the opinion 
of the Belsize deputation, than is commonly supposed. It 
is dear that the American “ invasion,” which has at last set 
in in earnest, is going to be a serious thing, and if our makers 
is a body will not condescend to study the American 
methods, many of them will have cause for regret. So far 
is the Belsize people are concerned, the effect of the visit 
his been the completion of arrangements for a greatly 
increased output, and the adoption of American methods 
which will ensure greater standardisation and interchange- 
ability. Throughout last jrear the output of Belsize cars of 
different types averaged twenty-fonr per week. It is already 
forty per week, and, according to the definite scheme laid 
down, by May next the weekly output will be eighty com¬ 
plete care. This ambitious programme is doubtless due 
largely to the American tour. 

The official returns of our imports of cars, chassis, and 
parts for the month of January show an increase over the 
figures of the corresponding period in last year. In 
Jinnary, 1911, we received for home use 896 foreign cars 
indchassis; last month, 1,326. It is to be noted, however, 
that the value of the imports has not increased to anything 
like a proportionate extent, which shows that the tendency 
of the British buyer, so far as foreign cars are concerned, is 
in the direction of the cheaper types of vehicles. The 

"principal increase is in the number of complete cars— 
mother curious feature in view of the reputation now 
enjoyed by the British body-builder—which has risen from 
.iS4 to 717, whilst the average price has dropped from £280 
to £193. The value of the component parts imported 
exceeds by over £40,000 that of those imported in January, 
lyll, so that the increase is an all-round one of nearly 
flOtOOO. Taken in conjunction with the above figures, it 
18 altogether satisfactory to note that our expor*ta of 
British care, Ac., in the corresponding period do not show 
my material increase, whilst our exports of component parts 
staw an actual and tangible diminution. 

R. B. H. 

IN THE TEMPLE OF MAMMON 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial queries 
bj return of poet if correspondents enclose a stamped, addressed 

8uch queries roust be sent to the City Offices, 15, 
Oopthall Avenue. E.0. 

• , i * n i_ 

is the cloud hanging over the City P For some weeks 
every one has been asking this question. The uneasiness 

^topsbusiness, I am not a scaremonger; but when serious 
m*n of business ask me whether 1 have heard various 

I can only wonder who started these rumours, and 
I /jy wepe started. They began five or six weeks ago. 
^ « difficult to say that there is nothing in them, because 
.t®*1 i P60?!0 wh° give warnings are wise men. On 

* a® inclined to believe that the wholq thing is 
aJvJJ* that it has all arisen out of this mad craze for 
J ^Bat seized npon England and Germany. I 

help thinking that Lord Haldane's visit to Germany 
ix k> do with the rumours, and that he has 
^heck with a definite bargain which includes another 
>v‘;< ^Africa. There is already a secret treaty with 
kiDoil' J ™rta£ue8e Africa. If the business is concluded 
35tne imay a rovival in the stock markets; 
the St/w>v p *°r a all through the spring. 
^aLtrilr an£® does not believe that there will be any 

that the newspaper talk 
lenjjg u • ™ each side is quite prepared to come to 

the ;r« *or new has not been very reassuring. 
‘ IIHtratan 3} per cent, loan looked fairly cheap. 

The City of Calgary has again asked us to lend money—nearly 
£400,000. Both of these issues are quite respectable, sound 
investments; but when we come to tne Associated Omnibus 
Company, which asks the public to lend it £200,000 in order 
to compete with the London General Omnibus Company, we 
can only smile. The Associated Omnibus Company was 
formed in 1900. In spite of the fact that it is now 1912, no 
proper certificate of profits is presented, but merely a state- 

’ ment by the accountants that the assets are £66,124, and the 
liabilities £35,343 ; the valuation is only £38,130. A more 
unbusinesslike document 1 have seldom met with. The 
c stimate of profits is not based on any average earnings, but 
the trading profits for the past year of three companies are 
given, and the estimated or average profit per omnibus is 
calculated. By this utterly inefficient method it is suggested 
that the Associated can earn a profit of £45,000 per annum. 
No one should apply for shares upon such a prospectus. 
The An^lo-Dutch Trading Company offered 30,(XX) shares, 
the dividend npon which was guaranteed by the vendors. 
It is usually a sign of weakness to guarantee a dividend, 
and generally means that the company is buying the busi¬ 
ness at a figure which includes its guarantee. The profits 
appear to be not only small, but fluctuating. There is this, 
however, to be said for the Anglo-Dutch Trading Company— 
it gives us a genuine certificate of past earnings, which is 
more than the Associated Omnibus Company does. 

Money.—The Bank of England decided last Thursday to 
reduce its rate ; this was very reassuring, for the Court of 
Directors is always well advised upon political questions, and 
it is clear that the rate would not have been reduced if there 
had been any chance of trouble with Germany. The money 
position, therefore, now looks quite clear, and we may 
possibly get a further reduction during the next month. 
This might, perhaps, give confidence to the Stock Exchange, 
although it most be admitted that Stock Exchange business 
is not closely bound up with the price of money. It is, of 
course, impossible to gamble in heavy securities when the 
Bank Rate is high; but if people are full of confidence they 
are ready to gamble, whatever prioe they may have to pay 
for the accommodation. 

Foreigners.—As far as one can judge, the Chinese troubles 
appear to be gradually settling down. The Republic is to 
be proclaimed, but the Emperor remains as a sort of figure¬ 
head. Whether China will now be able to carry out all her 
various reforms depends npon the stability of Chinese 
politics. If the Imperial Party accept the situation and 
allow the Republicans to introduce an efficient and 
economical system of government, China will be able to 
obtain all the money she requires for railway lints and 
possibly for a reform of the currency, and the establishment 
of an Army and Navy. There is no reason why we should 
be scared because China intends to reform her Army. The 
Chinese are a peaceable race, and the Yellow Peril exists 
only in the imagination of the neurotic journalist. 

Copper.—The statistics of the Copper position are dis¬ 
tinctly good, but a sharp attack has been made upon the 
bulls, and copper has risen, as I expected. Nevertheless, 
there is nothing to fear from the bears, for works here and 
in Germany are fully employed, and the shipbuilding con¬ 
tracts in the North call for large supplies of copper_quite 
apart from the steady demand that comes from the electric 
industries. 

Home Rails.—All the reports are now out, and if we take 
the total revenue of the twelve leading companies, we find 
it to be almost 50-J millions for the second half of 1911 
whereas the second half of 1901 was only just under 38 
millions. This proves conclusively what I have always 
been preaching--that English railways are a progressive 
and sound security, for the pre-ordinary charges on these 
same twelve railways were only a little over 91 millions 
in 1901, and had only risen 2 millions in the following ten 
years. The past half-year, of course, includes the strike, and 
this has cost the companies an enormous sum, for the total 
rise in traffic expenses is £938,600, and the Great Western 
comes out worse than any of the other heavy lines Its 
half-yearly report was distinctly disappointing, the more so 
because everybody thought that the Great Western would be 
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gradually reaping the benefit of it* tremendous capital “ Every broker report* that he has the greatest difficulty in 
expenditure. We were, however, too impatient, and we selling large blocks of shares, and one informed me that he 
shall have to wait another year, for it is quite clear that the : was quite unable to dispose of a thousand Gold Trusts. The 
new line to Birmingham is not yet paying its expenses, 
and the huge expenditure on the Fishguard route is 
evidently a serious drag on the progress of the line. 
It is difficult to gauge exactly how much the strike cost— 
probably nearly half a million. During the coming half- 
year, if trade oontinues good, we may expect to see a con¬ 
siderable rise in receipts, as all the lines are putting up 
passenger fares, and will proceed to put up freights ; they 
must do this in order to meet the increased wages-bill. The 
yield to-day on our leading Home Railways is 5 per cent., 
and I remain of the opinion that there is no better invest¬ 
ment to be found. There are many brokers, however, who 
think that it is safer to bo a bear than a bull. There is not 
a large account open for the rise, but naturally there is very 
little to go for now that the dividends have been declared, 
and there is practically no speculation at all. On the whole, 
one may expect the market to become weaker. 

Yankees.—The Yankee Market still remains without life 
and movement. The banks discourage gambling, and as 
the banks lead speculation in the States, there is nothing to 
be done but sit still and wait for a given signal. All 
markets in the United States are definitely manipulated. It 
is therefore folly to try to swim against the stream. As 
there is no bull account open, a speculative bear sale has 
nothing to recommend it. 

Rubber.—The Stock Exchange has definitely set its face 
against a fresh gamble in rubber shares, and bulls were told 
at the last Settlement that they would not be helped in the 
carry-over. The dealers in the House are nearly all bears, 
bnt they are careful not to get too big a bear account open; 
they job from one account to the other. The Chersonese 
report was bad. I recommended a purchase of these shares 
when they were round about par, but I confess that the 
boom in prices drove them far beyond any reasonable limit. 
I believe the Estate to be good, but the expenses are pro¬ 
digious. Although the company sold a considerable 
quantity of rubber at 5s. a pound, this rubber actually cost 
3s. 8d. to produce, and the net result of the year's working 
wasonly x6,194 profit. No dividend could therefore be paid, 
and after writing off the preliminary expenses the board 
carried forward £2,565. Frankly, nothing could have been 
worse, especially as Chersonese was one of the favourite 
market gambles. Cocoa-nuts produced about £1,000 in 
revenue, which is quite insignificant considering that there 
are 1,300 acres planted. The company actually spent no 
less than 38*56 dollars per acre on weeding. Whether 
Chereonese will be able to pay a dividend next year depends 
on how the manager can cut down expenses; but the price of 
the shares is certainly far too high for me to recommend a 
purchase. 

Oil.—The Oil Market has been only moderately good, bnt. 
some of the more enthusiastic jobbers declare that we shall 
see a boom in oil before very long. The G. M. Oilfields 
issue their report. They appear to have interests in 
almost every part of the globe, but they are badly handi¬ 
capped for hack of money, and have already borrowed over 
£19,000. If a boom came along, no doubt they could get 
enough to finance themselves through, but at the present 
time they are in an awkward place, for they only have 
£347 in the bank. The Madagascar Oil has issued its 
annoal report—an extremely disappointing document. Here 
again lack of money has handicapped the company, and it is 
suggested that funds will have to be raised on a debenture. 
There may be oil in Madagascar, but it will cost a consider¬ 
able sum to develop the field, and the Madagascar Oil 
Development Company will require to spend at least £50,000 
before it can definitely declare that it has given us a payable 
oilfield. 

Kaffirs.—Prices in the Kaffir Market go from bad to 
worse ; it looks very much as though we were in for a long 
period of bad times. The fashion of gambling in mines has 
gone. It may return some day, but the public require to be 
allured by some startling sensation, and the onlv sensations 
they get in the Kaffir Market are extremely disagreeable 

shops declined to buy them, and there was not a jobber who 
would even take a hundred ! There was a time when a 
thousand Gold Trusts could have been sold in five minutes. 
Everybody asks who it is that takes even the small lots of 
shares that are daily sold. If the shops are buying, then 
they most be financed by somebody, for none of them are 
very strong financially just now, and they must all be carry¬ 
ing far more than they like. 

Rhodesia ns.—Before these lines are in print the Chartered 
report will be out, and the general feeling in the market is 
that it will be good, and this is the only share that shows 
any sign of strength. Giants and all El Dorados are offered, 
and most of the Rhodesians are practically unsaleable. 

Miscellaneous.—The Marconi bulls had to pay 10 per 
cent, to carry over at the Settlement. Were it not that 
most of the jobbers are short, and thus support the market, 
we should see a big break here. There is no justification 
for the rise in Marconis, for the company is spending a 
great deal of money, and will require to make a new issue 
of shares. I hear that it is already attempting to negotiate 
for funds with some of the large groups. Shipping shares 
are dull, but Leyland Prefs had the rise I anticipated. The 
only excitement appears to be in Nigerian Tin shares, some 
of which have been gambled in by the dealers and the shops. 
The public are nibbling. The greatest care should betaken 
to buy only the best. The latest tip is Anglo-Continental. 

Ratmond Radcltffe. 

Van Den Berohs, Ltd.—The report of this company is 
eagerly expected, for it is a well-known fact that exceed- 
ingly good results have been achieved, and it is folly 
anticipated that the dividend of 17£ per cent, paid daring 
the last two years will be enlarged. This is giving the 
company's shares a good fillip in the market, and it is 
expected that they will shortly rise in the present price of 
47s. 6d. to 488. 6d. to well over 60s. The former carries 
with it the final dividend, which will probably exceed 2s. 6d., 
and the value of these shares as an investment holding may 
be judged from the fact that even at their present price 
they give a yield of more than 7| per cent. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
it 

SPELING MAID EEZT 

Digitized by Google 

To the Editor of The Academt 

Sir,—I woz pleezd tu see the lefcer from Mr. Lange, bnt regret 
he enfcerfcainz such oonservafciv ideaz conserning speling. 1 think 
I hav noen him ecspres moer progresiv vuez; at eny rait, to 
admit the need for reform. I hoep he iz not going bak upon 
himself. 

Insted ov emploiing orthografy az a handmaid tu oral speech 
he plaises it abnv the spoeken wurd and maiks a fetish ov it 
It iz paeing strainj how infcelijenfc pereonz becum so iedolatm 
oever English speling. The ecsclaimaishon ov oeld: “Theez bi thi 
gods, O Israel! ” mai be said ov our ultra-orthodocs spelerz. If 
the “ puzl-heded sistem (?) which we caul Bpeling ” (ride Lord 
Lytton) had eeven a deesent history ther miet be sura ecscues for 
cherishing it, and defending it but when it haz’nt s leg tu stand 
upon, ecsept the chumd-up sentimentality ov its devoeteez, thair 
ecspreshonz ov adoraishon ar out ov keeping with its dontful 
caracter. Speling woz maid for speech, not speech for speling 
or etimolojy; and tho Mr. Lange and hiz frendz hav long 
deluded the peepl about the asuemd BAicrednes ov English 
speling, and wil continue tu du so for mony yeerz, the emtines 
ov thair cais iz begining tu be realiezd. Liet iz spreding, foert 
and potter yir increesing, and wil scater the miths, which hav 
dun duety for arguements and facts, liek the stubom Chineee 
dinasty, seemingly ashured twenty yeerz ago. 

Mr. Lange paiz eduecaishon and leming a poor compliment 

when he imaginz, on the adopshon ov foenetic speling, that the 
ignorant masses ov the peepl wil dictait the standard ov speling. 
He noez thai doent du so tnd&i, nor wud thai tumoro wer 
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Simplified Speling in voeg, eny moer than thai du in Wales, 
Germany, or Italy, wber a fair fonetic standard obtain*. 

The riten langwaij iz not beter than the spoeken. No wnn 
wud riet, print, or reed a singl wurd if thai cad convai thair 
dezierz oeraly. The pen or pres iz an ecaelent depuety for the 
tang; bat no rieter or printer ever haz, nor ever wil, transend 
the hoeman vois- It remainz, and wil for ever remain, suepreem. 

“Langwaij i* moer than speech,” ecsclaimz Mr. Lange. 
Perhaps it iz; wil he inform us whot he meenz bi “moer than 
speech14 f Whotever langwaij mai be duz not establish the 
in«*premwy ov orthografy. nor sujest that it shud l>e “ unhis- 
torical, nnetimological. and unteechabl," az Max Muller afirmd 
the prezent orthografy to be.—Yuerz, eta, 

H. Drummond. 

Laburnum Hous, Hetton-le-Hole, 10 Feby., 1912. 

To the Editor qf The Academy 

8Lit,—It has always seemed to me that a phonetic alphabet 
should be applicable to other languages besides English; and for 
this reason such schemes as that pat forward by the Simplified 
Spelling Society do not commend themselves to me. If we make 
i change in our spelling, it may as well be sufficiently drastic to 
hare some scientific value. 

1. I deprecate in the first place the use of digraphs (such as 
Ik, dh) for Bimple consonantal sounds ; and conversely of a 
single letter O') for what is in reality a double consonant (as 
indicated in edge), 

2. In the second place I very much question the advisability 
of indicating “ long ” vowels by means of an accent, since every 
icoent means a new type. It is preferable to double the vowel 
(aa, Ac.); but I think that the best way of all is to add h 
(ah, Ac.) 

3. Thirdly, the absence of any distinct sign for the indeter¬ 
minate rowel sounds heard in " about," u enact," is a defect in 
almost all systems of phonetic spelling, and much detracts from 
their simplifying character. 

In conclusion may I be allowed to give as briefly as possible 
my own suggestion for a phonetic alphabet P 

Consonants (20): p, b; t. d; C (cat), g; f Y; 8 (thin), y (then); 
J'(**)• c*t 3 (ship), j (pleasure) [t3 (church), dj 

OMWJ. 

Fowek (7); (short) it e, a, o, <B (or 0, cut), W (ecb*), U (foot); 
Lh (m)f eh (pay), ab, oh (law), CBh (bum), wa (home), 

u(M). 
Diphthongs: fci (mine), 01, All (loud) ; ihr (fear), ehr (fair). 
"0 consonantal i and u / 
Only two new letters are involved—namely, 8 and 8 ; and these 

already exist as numeral*. 
In addition I employ the apostrophe (') to indicate the sound 

wWin about, “bettor,” and the decimal point (’) to denote 
*>»/sound in “enact,” “fully."—I am, Sir, yonr obedient 
vrvant, 

Twva Q Att pv 

Institution, Fmsbury Circus. EC.. ' 
February 10th, 1912. 

P S — Perhaps I should add that I reserve k and X for the 
Ttn*n gutturals, eh, g • that I give a its German value; and 

or the French nasal " sounds f suggest the use of n. 

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH CARS. 

To the Editor of The Academy 

. Sib,—In your article on the prospects of American-made oart 
in this country you refer to the recent Glidden tour, and you ask 
whether any better performance than was made by the winner 
of that contest could be made by a car of any other nationality. 

May we draw your attention to the fact that in the great 
trails-Russian Reliability Trial of last autumn, from St. Peters¬ 
burg to Sebastopol, a distance of about 1,400 miles, a British 
car went through from start to finish without losing a single 
point f As makers of this car we think we may appeal to your 
courtesy to publish our letter. 

We need only add that the successful Vauxhall car was the 
only one of this make entered for the trial, the severe nature of 
which you will be able to appreciate on glancing through the 
Accompanying booklet, “ From the Baltic to the Black Sea in a 
British Car."—Yours faithfully, 

Vauxhall Motors. Limited. 
180-182, Great Portland-street, London, W. 

To the Editor of The Academy 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
MISCELLANEOUS 

Earth and Her Children. By Herbert Mann Livens. Illus¬ 
trated. T. Fisher Unwin. 5s. net. 

The Wonders qf the Colorado Desert (Southern California). 
By George Wharton James. Illustrated by Carl Evtel 
T. Fisher Unwin. 10s. 6d. net. 

Maurice, the Philosopher (A Dialogue); or, Happiness, Love, and 
the Good. By Harold P. Cooke. With an Introduction 
by Dr. F. C. S. Schiller. W. Beffer and Sodb, Cambridge. 
2s. 6d. net. 

FICTION 
♦ 

Ruth qf the Roteldrich. By Mrs. Stanley Wrench. Mills and 
. Boon. 68. 

The Shape of the World. By Evelyn St. Leger. G. P. Putnam's 
Sons. 6s. 

PERIODICALS 

The Literary Digeet, iV. Y.; The International Journal of Ethic, ■ 
I/ondon Univenity Gazette; M.A.B.; Cambridge Cniverntii 
Reporter; The Bookseller; United Empire, the RoJd. 
Colonial ImtiluU Journal; The Publieher,' Circular ■ 
Roman Document, and Decreet; Peru To-Day L’(Fewer* • 
Revue Blent; London Dioceee Book, 1912; Debretf, Houm 
of Commont and The Judicial Bench, 1912; The Centum. 
Illustrated Monthly Magazine; The Bibelot; The America 
Bietorical Review,_ amencan 

QUEEN'S HALL, LANGHAM PLACE. W 
_ 1S°1- l*eeom—Ch.pp.ll & Co., Ltd.) 

FIVE LECTURES by 

Mrs. ANNIE BESANT 
(PivAideut of tbc Th«o*opliicai Society). 

SuiUKCT: 

T8E PATH TO INITIATfOV. asd The Perleeliag ol Man 
On SUNDAY MOBNINC13. "* 

March 3. The Man of the World; hio Pint Stew March in* 
March 17. Findloetb. Mnater. 1 M,Jrf, X' t 1 *. 

*«eb SI. Tbc Chrt.t Triumphant, a„d tb, Wor“f The 

8»f-N0™l«*l and Ado-i-too, Is. sort 6d.,andF>« 
AJ1 applications for Tickets most he accompanied be sum, 
itlnneo A nnly to ths ThfWMMinh__ u . • 4 
All applications for Tickets mast be accompanied be ntunMtl . a’ “T? **** 

SlL-I can imare,’., **• _ t envelope. Apply to the Theoeophicnl PublUhiiJisSieu lsTftSL ^Sf****11 
<J 7'__ , im*gine nothing more disfiguring to the columns The TVoeophicol Society, IS, Taeistork Square YYC? or rim 5ond 

1.!? jfyww tbM the repulsive-looking letter, (spelt I L“»h“‘pko'-W' * **•«-**«. 
rnd&nm j on Spelling Made Easy.” It seems to me that 

jjjadp j.   « ,. •. . . » 
«pouiog maae nasy. it seems to me that 

fed i ‘8 re“Hn& made difficult. I must confess I 
Tbe 1 a mof<t impossible to decipher, 

to f°nn of our words is largely owing 
feriTuion*0nT fc^e ®'renck. Teutonic, Celtic, and Latin 
1 would nrti i/° C^nn °f tradition lies in each word. 

wp U Ve t°em except by the slow hand of time, 
lAtus h« w alvays at work altering onr language. 

*4Qdr anri ,tn^u we ^ave ^hind us the interchangeable 
HTxar r.Dw wor^8 M fauourable and seruaunt do not 
^UtoiixtslnJk t iat we are no ^oa^er bothered by the i and j 

jour* faithfullyary °F ^ —I am* 

S 10th, 19J2. P*™ LESU*- 

SIMPLIFIED SPELLING: 
An Appeal to Common Sense. 

M. net. 

Can be obtained from all Bookseller*; from MeMrK 

Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent and Co Ltd a’ 

Stationers’ Hall Court, London, E.C.; or post-free forVd 

fi-om * * 

Digitized by Google 

: simplified Spelling Society. 
44, Great Russell Street, London, Wx. * 

Original from 
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The Cowper & Newton Museum 
Obey, Bucks. 

AN APPEAL FOR ENDOWMENT. 

Twelve yean ago, on the occasion of the Centenary of the death 
of the poet Cowper, the house in which he lived at Olney 

was presented to the town to form a Memorial and Museum. 

The Trustees have, with a number of fentlemcn resident in 
the district, formed an Endowment Committee, of whkh the 
Bishop of Durham is the Chairman. 

The Secretary is Mr. Thomas Vright, the Cowper and 

Newton Museum, Olney, Bucks, to whom Contributions 
should be addressed. 

CANADIAN PACIFIC 
OCEAN AND RAIL SERVICES TO AND 

. . THROUGH CANADA. . . 
=-JT_!_ 

TRANSATLANTIC—Put and htxnrlotu __ _ 
TRANhCANADA- 

Ftneat Trains in the World, running through the world’s grandeot 
Direct connection with ororj part of Canada. Fastest roots 

to Western 8tatee. TRANSPACIFIC—Fast Bouts to Japan and 
China. Ail- British Boats to Australia and New Zealand by Canadian* 

Australian Mail'Berrios rid Vanoouver. 

For fmrtoor particular*, apply 

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY, 
63*69, Chartnt Cross, 9. W.; 67-68. King WUIIam St.. LONDON. 
B.C. 34. Jams* Street. Liverpool. 130. St. Vincent Street, 
dlaafow. 41. Victoria Siroot. Belfast. 18. St. AagMetiae’R 

Parade, Bristol. 

Union-Castle Line Royal Mail Service 
to 

SOUTH and EAST AFRICA. 
WISELY SJJLIKO& 

MONTHLY DIRECT SERVICE TO EAST AFRICA 
▼U th. SUEZ OUtAL. 

Calling at CIBRALTAR, MARSEILLES and NAPLES. 

PLEASURE CRUISES TO THE CONTINENT. 
(Hamburg and Antwerp.) 

Reduced fkm for Tcurlets during Spring and Summer. to 
ffiPBTRA, LAB PALMAS and TXVXSI7YX. 

For farther Information apply to 

DONALD OUffflIE S 00., RAMA0ER8, LONDON AND DOUTHARPTON. 
Branch Offloee of the Company at Birmingham. Liverpool, Manchester and 

Glasgow. 

c CUNARD LINE 
PLEASURE CRUISES 

LIVERPOOL 
to the 

MEDITERRANEAN V ADRIATIC 
by the 

“ SAXONIA ” AND “CARPATHIA” 
• • • Porta of Call . . • 

CADIZ. TANGIER. GIBRALTAR. ALGIERS, 
MALTA. SYRACUSE. ALEXANDRIA. 
ATHENS, CORFU. TRIESTE, FIUME. 
-PALERMO. NAPLES.- 

• e e 

3 

P * O Passenger Services. 
MOYFT, INDIA. CEYLON, STRAITS, CEINA 
JAPAN, AUSTRALASIA, and all Buntcra Forte 

■IIWIM • 

P 8i O Measure Cruises ST 
ABOUND Til COASTS OF EUROPE 
NOBWAY and the MEDITERRANEAN. 

^ ^ ead 4I/ 4 _ 

•5JUIAS NTAL STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY. 
inuiVl, 

P & O Round the World To 
THE ROYAL MAIL 

STEAM PACKET COMPANY 
(Boyal Charter dated 1839). R.M.S.P. 

PLEASURE tt HEALTH CRUISES. 
For Art her particular* apply for RlustroUd 

Booklet* to 

London: 16, Moorgate Street, E.C. ; 
or 32, CocKapur Street, S.W. 

To Fann bnaan or 
Toe a i SaiLine Fnon 

Ottomitar, 
MOROCCO, 
Oanary IiIm, a 
Madeira. 

From 

: **■ ! °sr \ 

Srerv 
Thunulay 
Fortnight- 

London. 

THE AZORES. eiTt. 
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Southampton 
S Cherbourg. 
Southampton 
A Liverpool, 

EPAlN A 
PORTUGAL. £12. " ~t ; 

upward*. Weekly. 

WEST INDIES. From 
£40. 

From l 
34. 

Fortnightly 
Wednesday a. 

Southampton 
& Cherbourg. 

Round SOUTH 
AMERICA. £100. about 

10 weeka. Weekly. Southampton 
S Liverpool. 

t Including Hotel Accommodation. 

Weekly Review 

of Polities, Art, 

Music, Literature, 

ad the Stage. 

ONE PENNY WEEKLY 

of at! Newsagents—or sent 

direct from the Publishers 

for 6s. per annum (post-free) 

or 3 s. for six months. # 

COMMENTATOR, Ltd., 31, Essex St, London 
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THE THE FEBRUARY 

FYF=W1TNFSS “BOOK MONTHLY 
Liu "II n I Ik’kl III PRICE SIXPENCE. 

Edited by HILAIRE BELLOC. 
has a very interesting Symposium by Leading Publishers end 
Booksellers on the Subject of an All-the-Year-Round Book Trade. 

Its full Contents are at folloro: 

CONTENTS of No. 36. THURSDAY, Feb. aand. 

CKBTAIHLY. 
CDIIUfTS OF THK WBXK. 
rottRIOH AT?AIRS. K. 

Huoubi's Article. 
TRSDB00D MT3TKRT. By 

I. earning Walters. 
CBICKBT: “Aehee” and 

FUnm. By Delf. 
AI OP** 1BTTBB TO A 

SOUTH KEH8IHGT0H 
PBOPKKIY OWNER By 
mini. 

Bill APIA URBAN S. 
la. XXXVI. A Ballade of 
thi Bpactatorial. ByJ. S. P. 

BRIBE THESE COAL- 
XASTERS. By Hil&irt 
Belloc. 

CHARMED LIVES. By 
Thornes Seccombe. 

THE NEW PINERO. By a. 
LADY MARGARET SACX- 

VILLE. By Wilfred 
Scawen Blunt. 

OTHER ARTICLES. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
REVIEWS. 
THE CITY. Ey P. W. G. 

Sixpence Weekly. 
At all Bookstalls and Newsagents, 

Publishing Office: iot John Street, Adelphi, W.C. 

PERSONAL AND PARTICULAR. A Gossip Half-Hour 
st the Round Table of Literature. 

ALL-THE-YEAR BOOKS. A Symposium of Publisher*, 
Booksellers and Librarians. 

IN MEMORY OF CHARLES DICKEN8. A Poem. By 
H. T. Jenkins. 

DICKENS IN PARTS. The Home# he Dwelt in and 
Hotels he Stayed at By F. Ashford White. 

A CENTENARY. The House of Murray at Albemarle Street 
THE REASON WHY the Popular Novel is so very Popular. 

By C. E. Lawrence. 
A LONDON LETTER. The Relationship of Books to tM 

New Journalism. By James Milne. 
CHRONICLE AND COMMENT. The Voice of the Flfina 

Day in Affairs Literary, 
NEW BOOK8 NEARLY READY. Particular* of Into- 

resting Volumes Likely to be Published this Mouth 
BOOKS OV THE MONTH. A Chronicle of the Note- 

worthy Publications of January with a Reviewing 
Commentary. • 

THE PERIODICALS. Contents of some February Reviews 
and Magazines. 

Illustrated Supplement: BOOK8 OP THE DAY TW 
PORTRAIT AND PICTURE. 1 18 

Publishers: 8IMPKIH, KARA HALL 9s OO 
Stationers’ Hail Court, London. 

T. McLEOD 
CONSULTING ENGINEER <* NAVAL 
ARCHITECT, MARINE SURVEYOR 
YACHT AGENT, &c. . 

STIAH AND AUXILIARY YACHTS FOR SALE OR CHARTER. 
SURVEYS (FOR DAMAGE REPAIRS OR PDRCHASE) UNDERTAKEN. 

Scpaintendence during Building, Alterations, or Repairs, of all classes of Vessels, whether Steam 
(Reciprocating or Turbine) or Oil Engines. 

Dewgning to any special requirements. :: Yachts economically managed for owners. 

Insurances effected at Lloyds. 

“McLEOD. WEST HARTLEPOOL.** JOgbC$t tRjtttreilCCf, Tdsphonsi 

23, Church Street, WEST HARTLEPOOL 
Digitized by oogie INDIANA UNIVERSITY 
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OM * kc detached.) 

The Gresham Fire and Accident 
Insurance Limited, 

8T. MILDRED'S HOUSE, POULTRY, LONDOR, E.O., 

SKW (On* hundrlt^poundll to the legal 
personal representative of the boni fide holder of 
this Coupon, if he or she be killed eolely and 
directly by an aoddent within the United Kingdom 
to any Bail way Company's Train, a Tramcar, 
Omnibus, Cab, or other Licensed Vehicle plying 
for publlo hire, in whioh the holder is travelling 
ss an ordinary tloket-bearing or fare-paying passen¬ 
ger, subject always to the following special con¬ 
ditions whioh are to be taken as incorporated in 
the oontraot:— 

(a) That death result within thirty days after 
the accident (b) that notice thereof be given 
within seven days to the Society at its Head within seven days to the Society at its Head 
Oifioe in London (c) that such reasonable 
evidence of the oanee of death he given as the 
Society may require (d) that the holder shall 
have written in ink prior to the accident his or 
her usual signature in the space provided 
therefor («) that the Society shall not be liable 
to any one person in respect of more than one 
Coupon in uiisor any other publication if) that 
thti insurance «ball not be available to persona 
under twelve or over seventy years of age, and 
■hall bold good for seven days from 12 o’clock 
noon of the day of iasua. 

Signature of Holder see••••#•#••*•••••••••«••••me#ems*•*•••»•••••••• 

AdMes• 

B BITI8H MU81UM. 

The BEADING BOOM will be CLOSED 
from FBIDAY, MARCH let, to TUESDAY, 
MARCH 5th, inclusive. 

F. G. KENYON, 
Director and Principal Librarian. 

British Museum, 
February, 1912. 

THE ACADEMY 
BARGAINS IN BOOKS.—Webster’s 

International Dictionary, 2 vols., 1907, 
new, 20a. ; Funk and Wagnalla Standard 
Dictionary, 5 vols., 85a.; The Fine Art Scott’s 
Novels and Oak Stand, 28 vols., £2 10s.; 
Country Life, beautifully illustrated, a set 
to date, 80 vols., JB15: Hamerton'e Paris 
in Old and Preeent Times, as new, coat 
£4 4b., price £2 2a.; Harper’s Road Books, 
Brighton, Hastings, Oxford. Ac., 11 vols., as 
new bargain, JB3 8a. ; Sir Thoe. Lawrenoe, by 
Lord Gower, with a Catalogue of hia Engraved 
Works, many platee (JJ8 net), for £5 5a.; 
Rudder’s History of Gloucestershire, folio, 
calf, rare, 1779, je6 6e.; Woroley's History of 
the Isle of Wight, quarto, oadf, 1781, rare, 
£3 3a. i Oscar Wilde’s Works, 12 vols., J63; 
Tiffen’s Bow, Chelsea and Derby Poroelain 
Manufactories, scaroe, 15a.; Thomas Moore’s 
Memoirs, Journal and Correspondence, 8 vole., 
1853, 15a.; Historians' History of the World, 
25 vols., cloth, £6 6s.; The Connoisseur, a set 
to date, £6 6s.; Encyclopedia of Sport, 2 vols., 
half-calf, JB2 2s., cost £4 4s., 1897; Times 
Century Dictionary, 8 vols., J levant (pub. 
jei5 15s), for £6 10s.; George Eliot’s Novels, 
21 vols., 35s.; Harmsworth’s History of the 
World, 8 vols.. 80s ; Manual Ritual and 
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TYPBWRITING promptly and 
accurately done. lOd. per 1,000 words. 

Specimens ana references. — Address Miss 
Mmsflra, The Orchard. Cotterill Road, Sur¬ 
biton, 8.W. 

• SPEAKING IN PUBLIC ^ 
■mw tm Predate Ideas and acquire * 
flMCT. V: Vi. » ^ 

V fwwn a. V from Manager, 
Oy'Thi Bpaakor’a Library,' 
® 14U. Strand, London. 

* • *• Moat ntrlctlj practical handbook 
for speaker* we bare met with."—Tie***. 

* This bookie perfect in cleernees and grip of 
subject."—Tk+ standard. 

t 

Works, Faoetdffi, rare Books, all kinds. List 
free-BAKER’S GREAT BOOK SHOPS, 14 
and 16, John Bright Stbixt, Birmingham. 

HIBBRRT LKCTURNS ON 
ZOROASTRIANISM. 

The SECOND COURSE of the NEW 
SERIES of HIBBERT LECTURES will be 
given by the Rev. J. H. MOULTON, M.A., 
DXitt, D.D., Ac., on Zoroastrianism. 

The Lectures will be delivered in the 
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON, South Kensing¬ 
ton, on TUESDAYS, February 27th, March 5th 
and 12th, April 30th, and May 7th and 14th, at 
Three o'clock in the Afternoon. 

Admission free without ticket. Syllabus 
will be sent on reoeipt of postcard addressed 
to the Secretary at University Hall, Gordon 
Square, W.C. 

FRANCIS H. JONES, 
Secretary to the Trustees. 

iO U RN AIiIBTIO and 0BCEE- 
TARIAL TRAINING FOR LADIES — 

pid systematic coaching. Special oourse in 
Journalism. Excellent introductions given.— 
Telephone or write, THE TRIANGLE 
SECRETARIAL OFFICES, 61, South Molton 
Street, W. 

CONSULT 

The Gresham 
Oa all Matters of 

LIFE, FIRE fi ACCIDENT 
INSURANCE. 

Many Spwolml Fomtwrwm. 

Write for Prospectus; it wilt pay you. 

Liberal Terms to recognised 

Brokers sod Agents. 

HUO OFFICES: 

ST. MILDREDS H0U8E. POULTRY, 
LONDON, LO. 

JAMES H. SCOTT, Stmml Jf«Mf<r. 

CITY LIFE AS8URANCE COMPANY, LIMITED. 
6, Paul Stmbt, Finsbubt, Lon do5, E.C., 

Direct attention to their famous 
IDEAL POLICY, _ 

combining Home Purchase with Life Assurance. 
Guaranteed Loan, Cash Surrender and Paid-up 

Values endorsed on every policy issued. 
Prospectus Post Free. 

Agents wanted. Excellent prospects. 
M. QBEGOBY, Managing Director. 

A Beautiful Booklet for Half-a-Crown 

SOUTH AMERICAN SCENERY 
Consisting of Reproductions of 24 Water 

Colour Sketohee. 
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REVIEW OF THE WEEK 
Having just returned from the West Riding of Yorkshire, 
we have learned something of the position of the coal crisis 
there. The idea of a strike is most unwelcome to the 
miners, who in this case—as always —are merely pawns in 
the game played by salaried officials—officials whose emolu¬ 
ments are thought to be justified when they can make a 
specious show of value to their paymasters. In addition to 
the salaried officials a few of the herd of Syndicalists—the 
most pestilential product of School-Board 44 education "—are 
scattering their pernicious seed. These latter people are 
simply anarchists, entitled—on a diagnosis—to special legis¬ 
lation of a drastic kind. They are of course an evolution 
of Socialism, as the Jacobins were a by-product of the 
vain and illusory Giron dins. So long as there is a bottom 
rung, the sentimental and foolish persons who pause half- 
way hugging a saving clause will always be outstripped in 
the end by pupils who improve on the methods of their 
teachers. We know the Yorkshire miner well. He is 
generally quite a good fellow, who utters curses not loud 
but deep against the thraldom to which he is reduced by 
the petty tyranny of Union officials and their camp- 
followers. 

Hereditary bondsmen! Know ye not 
Who would be free, themselves must strike the blow P 

They have a passionate desire to strike the blow, and all 
that prevents them from doing so i/T^hal tb*y <vi e mextric- 
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ably fettered in the bonds which maudlin and self-seeking 
politicians of both parties have forged. 

It is a pity that some ingenious inventor does not turn 
his attention to the production of a machine to indicate the 
strength of the young man’s—or yonng woman's—fancy, 
when in Spring it lightly turns to thoughts of love; it 
would have saved a certain suburban Vicar so much trouble. 
His difficulty may be summed up in his own words. 
“ Often," he has observed, 44 a young man is keenly dis¬ 
tressed to discover, when it comes to the point, that a young 
woman about whom he has been thinking a lot has £600 in 
her head when he only has £300 in his pocket;" therefore 
he has started a 44 register of willing brides," upon which 
interesting document each eager lady's name is coupled 
with the minimum income for which she proposes to marry. 
In effect these dear, innooeqt girls remark : 44 Don’t love me 
unless you have (say) £500 a year—it will be wasted affec¬ 
tion ; but ... if you love me very much my rates might 
be reduced to £400." And the young men of the district 
(we are not going to mention its name) will, if they are 

equally innocent and inexperienced, drop on one knee, sigh, 
and whisper hoarsely into fair and shell-like but avaricious 
ears: “1 love you, and my income is so-and-so," to be met, 
belike, with the disheartening reply: 44 George, make- it- 
another-fifty-and-I'm-yours." Ah, dear! Not thus is love 
to be wooed; not thus are the pearls of romance to be 
trodden under foot. We seem to bear a gentle echo from 
an old-world story, 44 Whither thou goest I will go . . . " 
and we imagine that even in this practical age fragrant 
blossoms will hardly grow in so sordid a garden as this. 

We confess to looking forward with a certain amount of 
trepidation to the exhibition of the works of the new Italian 
school of 44 Futurists " which is to be opened in London 
shortly. We may, of course, become accustomed to 
44 Futurism,” even as we became. used to Impressionism, 
motor-cars, nnt-faddists, and last summer's tropical weather; 
but when we read in a manifesto issued by these 44 advanced" 
artists that in painting a portrait44 it is not the face that 
must be painted, but the whole of the atmosphere that 
surrounds it," the uncomfortable sensation to which we 
alluded in our first sentence creeps uncannily over us. Our 
faces, for instance, at certain strenuous moments of life, 
may be surrounded by an atmosphere which on no account 
would we suffer to be painted and exposed to the vulgar 
gaze; there are limits. 44 On this idea," we are told, 44of 
conveying to the spectator the mental effects and psychical 
associations of an object, rather than the appearanoe of the 

object itself," the productions of the 44 Futurist " are 
based. At present our own mental effects and psychioal 
associations are not to be tampered with; they are 
impenetrably veiled. Putting it plainly, we are cross, and 
the surrounding atmosphere is quite uncomfortable enough 

without the added torture of knowing that in the far distant 
future irreverent juveniles may point at it, fixed irrevocably 
on canvas by a new-school Italian artist, and remark with 
giggles—44 There—that’s grandfather in a temper." 

The Anglo-German Friendship Society, to whose praise¬ 

worthy objects we have frequently alluded in these columns, 
is appealing for £5,000 to carry on it* work. This Society 
was inaugurated on May 1st, 1911, with the idea of pro¬ 
moting sympathy and a more cordial understanding between 
the two great nations which are by custom more than by 
reality depicted as being in constant antagonism. The 

President, Lord Avebury, the Chairman, Mr. Frank 
Lascelles, and the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Cyril Rhodes, will be 
glad to receive donations at the offices of the Society, Ida, 

John Street, Adelphi, W^ffginal from 
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SOLITUDE 

Breathe low, thou Wind ! Awake no other sound 
Than the faint murmur of the sighing tree 

Which casts its spell on all the world around, 
The while I meet, O Solitude, with thee. 

Here is my peace. Life’s warlike rush and roar 
Call me in vain from my preferred retreat, 

Whence in thine arms the aspiring soul may soar 
To that far region where Time’s breakers beat. 

Lingering with thee, how calm in every thought, 
Unmixed with haste’s confusion, fear’s alarm : 

Within thy bosom the repose I sought 
Stills every fret and folds me in its charm. 

O’er seas of vision swift my fancy’s sprite 
Is borne to shores of future’s fair domain ; 

While upwards, through imagination’s light, 
I trace life’s purpose and the end of pain. 

E. J. G. 

Beyrout, Syria. 

ON LEARNING TO WRITE 

The young author of the present day assuredly stands in no 
lack of nurses. As soon as he is born—the auspicious event 
being signified by the appearance of a poem or an article in 
some kindly-disposed journal—he is taken by the hand, 
hugged, reproached, or smacked, and instructed by a score or 
two of tutors how to toddle towards the lowest step of the 
shining staircase of fame. He gazes, wide-eyed and wonder¬ 
ing; he descries vague figures at the summit who have 
entered into the Delectable Land, to whom he and his 
awkward movements are invisible ; with enormous struggles 
he climbs a yard or two, to be contemptuously displaced by 
others, and to fall with an uncommonly hard bump con¬ 
sidering the limited height achieved. If he be of the brave, 
right sort, he will pick himself up, wait till the dust has 
settled, resolved to be but 44 seasoned by celestial hail of 
thwacks,** and dash boldly to the fray once more to learn 
whether it be in him to climb ; if he be of the wrong sort 
he will sit where he has fallen, whimper a little into the 
ears of any sympathetic passer-by (generally a relative) and 
decide that the literary life is not worth living. 

Our argument lies, however, not so much with the question 
of the babe as with his nurses and pedagogues; or, not to 
labour the image, with those who write books to help young 
men and maidens smitten with the cacoethes tcribendi. Can 
any one ever be taught how to produce stories, articles, 
humorous sketches, poems on Spring, and odes to a pair of 
oarpet-slippers P—for all these must he do with facile pen, and 
many more, if he is to earn his living by writing for the 
papers. We are inclined to say, despite the volumes of 
hints on journalism which abound, that he cannot be so 
taught. He can be directed as to what the various papers 
require ; told sapiently not to send essays on entomology to 
Punch or jokes to the Hibbert Journal; given to understand 
that the ability to construct a neat and witty paragraph 
may add fifty pounds a year to his income; warned that 
because he has written fourteen lines of about the same 
length with certain rhymes it does not necessarily follow that 
he has produced a sonnet: all these things are possible, yet 
the beginner may plod along sadly for years, subsisting 
upon the heavenly glory of his first cheque (“and heavenly 
food is very light,” sang Montgomery), remaining ever a 

beginner. He sees the procession pass by, but looks 
enviously in vain for a chance to enter the ranks. He has 
never been fit to enter them, or he would have been there— 

of that he may be fairly certain ; for in no otjipr profession 
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is the man who is gifted for it, 44 cut out for it,” &g we 
say, supported by a more irresistible dynamic force. Hia 
energies may for years have been devoted to business, or to 
some other form of art than literature, but sooner or later 
the subtle unrest that constantly urges him to write will 
worry him into the struggle, will give him no peace until 
that memorable moment arrives when he takes a ticket for 
London. And then will come peace of a sort—the calm 
satisfaction that follows a long-considered decision. 

Shall he then 44 take lessons ” in his art P The simple 
fact is that his art will give him the lessons he requires— 
sometimes rather too freely for his comfort. To a certain 
editorial office, one summer day not long ago, came a vague 
individual with a large brown-paper parcel under one arm, 
asserting that he had some poems for consideration. Asked 
briefly but courteously to produce them, he began to untie 
the strings of his bulky burden. With admirable presence 
of mind the sub-editor soothed him, and persuaded him to 
leave two or three samples instead of a sheaf that would 
have taken half a week to read; and the poor fellow 
departed, shedding verses down the stairs. On another 
occasion a corpulent mackintosh bag, tied by many tapes, 
arrived by carrier, full of unspeakable verse, with a note to 
the effect that the author would follow. And in many 
editorial offices they will tell of nondescript persons who, 
having passed the stalwart guardians of the outer courts on 
some pretext of urgency, have exhibited 44 poems ” which 
they offer to part with for five shillings or haif-a-crown. 

From one point of view—the immediate and superficial 
one—these incidents may raise a smile ; think but a moment 
longer, and they become intensely pathetic. For these 
people were not wrecks, or wastrels, or beggars - they were 
respectable citizens, possessing a certain notion of the way 
in which words should be employed, of rhyme and reason, 
if not of poetry ; they sincerely thought that their effusions 
were worth publishing. And parallel cases occur daily of 
articles just poor enough to be rejected, articles lacking 
just that indescribable vitality which might have saved them 
from failure, often interesting in a rather dull manner, and 
invariably written with a terrible earnestness in all the 
bravery of mediocrity. Their authors are those who will 
never learn the lesson that their art is trying to teach them ; 
their work goes back for quite other reasons than those 
which compel the Editor sometimes to return good 44 copy; ” 
they are recognisable as hopeless on the very first sheet of 
their typed imaginings. Will any number of 44 Aids to 
Young Writers,” or books with similar purport, place them 
within the charmed circle ? No— for they have probably 
read many such informative volumes ; they have been told 
of the wily split infinitive, warned off the deceitful 44 and 
which;” they have taken conducted tours through the 
pleasant lands of grammar aand syntax, and absorbed 
more or less mighty tomes upon the mysteries of punctua¬ 
tion. They have been instructed to look around and to 
write of what they see; they do so, and are ineffably dull. 
Their fires are well and truly laid, but refuse to light. 
They have no 44 snap ;” if they try to be brilliant, they 
suoceed only in being clumsy; fumbling laboriously with 
language, with the painful effect of a pianist who should 
endeavour to play a Chopin fantasia with tight gloves on 

his hands. 

Such writers exist in thousands, and rarely do they 
realise that their failure is the surest teacher of all. One 
man will write a column upon a fly buzzing round the 
window-pane, and hold you fascinated ; another will take a 

tragedy of love or death and bore you. The first has no 
need for books of instruction ; to the second all such books 
will be useless. He may rise to the success of having very 
solid articles in print on the number of old oak rooms that 
Oliver Cromwell slept in, on curious customs of the 
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Cherokee Indians, on the rise and decline of knitted Mcom¬ 
forters,” or similar fearfal and wonderful themes; he may 
even write a book which reviewers shall term “ eminently 
readable ;11 but never will he come within hail of the true 
literary art, and Carlyle’s words might well be pondered by 
him: “ To speak or to write Nature did not peremptorily 
order thee, but to work she did.” The great thing is to 
learn that lesson before it is too late. 

Wilfrid L. Randell. 

IS IT A REVOLUTION? 

By E. Ashmead-Bartlett 

Now that the country is threatened with the most appalling 
calamity of the present century, it is as well to try and 
understand what is the causa of the dispute. Is it a purely 
economic question which it may be possible to settle by 
arbitration and arrangement, or is it a deliberate attempt to 
force a revolution on the country by the trade unions P 
Even now but few seem to have a proper realisation of what 
a coal strike will really mean, and how it will upset almost 
every home and almost every industry in the country. The 
railway strike last August was bad enough, but its effect 
will be regarded as trivial compared to a coal famine 
throughout the land. In the first place, it was found pos¬ 
sible to run a limited service wjth the assistance of volun¬ 
teers and soldiers ; but mining requires skilled labour of a 
peculiar type, acquired after long years in the pit which 
cannot possibly be replaced. If the dispute between the 
mineowners and the miners’ unions is purely an economic 
one there is hope that it may be settled by arbitra¬ 
tion, or by some neutral board of conciliation, or by the 
appointment of a Royal Commission; but the symptoms 
are alarming. 

Up to the present there seems to be a strong inclination 
on both sides to carry the quarrel to the bitter end and 
to fight on general questions of principle rather than on 
specific technical points. General questions of principle 
where both sides feel they are in the right are much 
harder to settle than definite points where both may make 
some small surrender and thus save their faces. General 
principles are not susceptible of partial surrender; one 
side must give way if any arrangement is to be made. 
Take, for instance, the case of'the South Wales mineowners. 
Two years ago they entered into an agreement with the 
men, and this arrangement has three years more to run. Now 
the men have ruthlessly torn up that* agreement and ask j 
for fresh terms. The South Wales owners have therefore 
withdrawn from the discussion altogether. Can any one 
blame them P What is the good of coming to a fresh 
WTangement when it may be cast aside six months or a year 
from now, just as the former one ? Both may have their 
legitimate grievances, but no reasonable man can deny that 
m far as South Wales is concerned the owners are absolutely 
correct in the attitude they have taken up, not only in their 
own interests but in the interests of every industry which 
employs union labour throughout the land. 

We are now reaping the harvest of the Miners’ Eight 
Hours Bill, which pleased no one, and which has kept the 
miners in a state of unrest ever since it became law. It is a 
perfect example of the present Administration—hasty, 
sketchy, ill-digested legislation, which is rushed through the 
House without adequate discussion, understood by no one, and 
ite effects only realised after it has been seen in practical 
operation. The average miner is a fine class of man, and a 
sportsman at heart. His work is not pleasant, but it is the 
boat paid of all labour. No one carea^to spend a great part 
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of each day working in the bowels of the earth, in danger 
from explosions, fire-damp, sudden rushes of water, and 
falls from the roof of the tunnels. But the old-time miner 
accepted the risk, pocketed the high wages, and sought com¬ 
pensation for the hardness of his life in pleasant relaxation 
during the week-ends at Blackpool, Stockport, or other of 
the seaside resorts which have sprung up near the mining 
districts. 

Many of the best miners only visited the mine two or 
three times a week. They preferred to go down for a long 
spell, work hard while there, and make enough money in 
three days to provide for themselves and their families 
throughout the week. But the Miners’ Eight Hours Bill 
ohnnged all that. Now the miner cannot suit his personal 
convenience. He must descend the shaft for eight hours a 
day, and at the end of that period he must come up, whether 
he wishes or not. But the Bill has led to all sorts of complica¬ 
tions which are very difficult to adjust. For instance, if a man 
has to go for two or three miles underground before coming 
to his seam he is naturally under a severe handicap when com¬ 
pared with the man who only has one hundred yards to go 
before commencing his work. The only satisfactory manner 
of paying a miner is by results, and this enables a skilful, 
hard-working man to earn more than the weakling or the 
idler, even though he may remain below the surface for a 
similar period of time. 

The present crisis has arisen because the unions demanded 
a minimum rate of wages throughout the country, the sum 
to vary according to local conditions. Against this demand 
the owners are making a determined stand. Can they be 
blamed for doing so ? What would be its result if it came 
into operation ? Simply this : the hard-working man would 
lose his incentive to do the best for himself and his family, 
and thus rise above his fellow-men; while the idler and the 
wastrel would do a minimum of labour, conscious all the 
time that, however little coal he sent above ground, his mini¬ 
mum wage would still be waiting for him. The conditions of 
mining are such that it would be impossible to exercise 
supervision over the men, and there is absolutely nothing to 
prevent a man from sitting in his seam and refusing to do 
any work at all. Under a minimum-wage system the 
owners would have to pay him just the same. This is a pro¬ 
duct of Socialist teaching, and must be resisted to the end. 
Among other disasters that would follow in its train would 
be the closing down of a very large number of mines—many 
of whioh are now worked at a loss—and the consequent 
throwing out of employment of thousands of miners. 

What will be the outcome of the present dispute ? As we 
go to press (Wednesday) the Government have stepped in, 
and Mr. Asquith has invited the representatives of both 
masters and men to meet him at the Foreign Office on 
Thursday. This offers a ray of hope, but a very feeble one. 
We have little or no confidence in the ability of the present 
Government to settle the matter equitably. They will 
undoubtedly concentrate all their efforts towards making the 
owners give way to the unions ; or else seek to set up some 
patchwork arrangement which will not settle, but merely 
postpone, the evil hour. The country is faced with a 
Revolution. The trade unions wish to show their power. 
They tasted of it in the railway dispute in the summer ; the 
weakness of the Government on that occasion has encouraged 
them to try another round with the forces of law and order, 
and this time they carry a far more formidable weapon with 
which to deliver their attack. The owners are fighting for 
a great principle, and we hope they will stand firm. What¬ 
ever evils may result to the country from the suspension of 
the mining industry for three or four weeks, it is far better 
to tight the matter out now than merely to yield an inch, 
knowing perfectly well that within a year an ell will be 
demanded. . . 
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WHAT IS CORRECT ENGLISH ?—II. 

The omission of the aspirate is a peculiarity of vulgar 

speech which demands separate consideration. It is usual 

to explain it as the result either of ignorance or of careless¬ 

ness in speaking. This explanation is quite inadequate. 

No degree of carelessness will cause a person who constantly 

sees the word Hampstead to pronounce it 1Ampstead. It is 

clearly a case of that phenomenon familiar to linguists, the 

innate indisposition of certain nationalities towards certain 

letters. The Scotch refuse to sound the final J, the English 

the final r, the Germans the initial tc, the French and 

Italians the initial A, whilst the latter decline even to write 

it. How then has it come about that the last-named 

idiosyncrasy is also found in the urban population of these 

isles P We can only suppose that it was introduced by 

French immigrants at the time of the Norman invasion, and 

that the confusion of usage in respect to the pronunciation 

of this letter originated at the same time as most other 

anomalies and inconsistencies of our language. 

This piece of unrecorded history is remarkable for two 

reasons. In the first place, it is interesting to note that the 

diction of the conquered Saxon triumphed over that of the 

conquering Norman, and that the descendants of the invader 

are to be found most abundantly in the lowest strata of our 

town population. Secondly, it is interesting to observe that 

the now damnable heresy of ignoring the aspirate was— 

like the heresy of Arius—at one time in a fair way of 

becoming orthodoxy—a fact deserving the notice of all who 

regard the rules of correct English as fixed by immutable 

reason. 

It may also be noted in this connection that the phrases 

“ this here ” and “ them there ” (the French ceci, ceux-la)— 

the vivid, demonstrative form, bo alien to the phlegmatic 

Saxon, so characteristic of the lively Gaul—are usually 

found associated with the tendency to drop the aspirate. 

It seems, then, that the aversion whioh educated people 

feel towards what are classed as vulgarisms of speech is not 

caused by any violation of their logical or grammatical sense. 

To what cause, then, are we to attribute it P The chief objec¬ 

tion to the vernacular is probably not to its idioms or its 

word-forms, but to the intonation of the vowel-sounds. Yet 

even here it is hard to find any reasonable ground for our 

dislike. What, for example, sounds more disagreeable than 

the Cockney pronunciation of Daily Mail as “ Dily Mile,” 

yet if we consider the words phonetically we shall see at 

once that the latter is the true sound of the diphthong in 

question, and there can be little doubt that it was originally 

so pronounced. 

There is clearly nothing intrinsically hateful in the vulgar 

intonation. In fact, Cockney English differs from educated 

English much as Doric differed from Ionic Greek, and many 

consider Doric to be the more pleasing of the two. 

The cause of our dislike must, then, be sought in 6ome 

difference of speech more subtle than can be represented in 

writing. In this respect a bad accent may be compared to 

a bad tone in music. Just as a bad tone will neutralise the 

effect of a faultless performance, so a bad accent will preju¬ 

dice us against an otherwise unimpeachable diction. The 

cause of this phenomenon in music has been minutely investi¬ 

gated by science. It is now known that quality of tone 

depends simply on the presence or absence of dissonant 

overtones, and the art of the performer to produce a crood 
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tone is nothing but the power to reduce these dissonant over¬ 
tones to a minimum. The same art may be practised with 
the human voice, and there is no doubt that members of 
that class who devote much time to social intercourse do 
constantly and instinctively practise the art of modulating 
their voices in a manner calculated to produce the most 
agreeable effect upon their hearers. This art the poorer 
classes have less motive and less opportunity to cultivate, 
and their intonation is, therefore, generally more harsh and 
disagreeable. For the rest, we can only explain the aversion 
educated people feel for the diction of the masses by the 
force of association; vulgarisms are ugly simply because 
they call to mind all those disagreeable attributes of body 
and mind produced, especially in crowded centres, by the 
conditions of life among the poor. To find a remedy is the 
task not of the grammarian, but of the social reformer. 

It might be inferred by the tenor of these remarks that 
we are seeking to prove that the English of the poor is 
superior to the English of the well-to-do. Such is not our 
intention. It is true that after reading the Scotch poems of 
Burns or the dialect poems of Tennyson or Kipling we are 
often tempted to believe any natural dialect superior in force, 
simplicity, and the power of vivid imagery and terse expres¬ 
sion to the standard English of the educated classes. But 
this, we suspect, is a delusion. These virtues probably 
reside not in the dialects themselves, but in the master 
minds that used them. To form a true opinion on the 
question it is necessary to escape from the charmed circle of 
literature and examine the language actually spoken by the 
people. Maria Edgeworth gives somewhere an account of 
some police-court proceedings against a shoeblack arrested 
for assault, in which the prisoner’s address to the magistrate 
forms a choice specimen of vernacular English :— 

Why, my lard, as I was going past the Royal Exchange I 
meets Billy—“Billy/’ says I, “will you sky a copperP”— 
“ Done,” says he—“ Done,” says I—and done and done’s 
enough between two jantlemen.—With that I ranged them 
fair and even with my hook-em-snivey—up they go.— 
“ Music 1 ” says he—“ Skull! ” says I—and down they come 
three brown mazzards.—“ By the holy you fleshed ’em/’ 
says he—“ You lie,” says I.—With that he ups with a lump 
of a two year old and let’s drive at me—I outs with my 
bread-earner, and gives it him up to Lamprey in the bread 
basket. 

So far from being simple and natural, this specimen of 
English is obscure, affected, allusive, euphuistic; it is clear, 
in fact, that it has all the qualities of the most debased 
literary style. The same qualities are to be found in the 
urban vernacular of to-day. The purport of our argument is 
simply to show that a great deal of what is called bad 
grammar is not bad grammar at all, but simply varying 
idiom. The problem of English teaching in our national 
schools is constantly before our educational authorities. 
From time to time indignant citizens write to the papers 
demanding to know why the children of the poor are not 
taught better English at school. Indeed, in all the discus¬ 
sions verging upon this topic one assumption is always 
tacitly made—that the English of the upper classes is 
right and the English of the lower classes wrong. It is 
this delusion which we are seeking to dispel. King’s 
English is simply one among many dialects of our language. 
It has the same virtues and the same vices as they, and its 
only superiority over any other of these dialects proceeds 
from the social superiority of the class who speak it. 
Whether, therefore, it is desirable that the children of the 
poor should be laboriously schooled to imitate all its 
peculiarities, its vices as well as its^ virtues, must still be 
regarded as an open question. 
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COWBOY SONGS * 

Bt Frank Habris. 

This collection of “ Cowboy Songs ” snggests a good many 
questions, bat I think it settles once for all the century-old 
dispute as to the origin of folk-songs; have they indeed 
sprung from the so-called heart of the people, as the good 
Germans, with their touching belief in German virtue, would 
have us believe, or are they to be attributed to the solitary 
efforts of unknown genius P 

A casual reading of this book, one would imagine, must 
decide that point at least beyond dispute. The people who 
believe in the spontaneous generation of folk-songs are 
always confronted by the difficulty that the poetry belongs 
to the remote past, and does not show itself in the present; 
but this they explain by the sameness of civilised life and the 
{act that poetry demands extravagant passions and wild and 
strange happenings as the subject-matter. 

Yet if ever there was a life which lent itself to poetic 
description it is the life of the cowboy—a life of perfect 
physical enjoyment and strange adventures from morning 
till night; adventures with wild beasts and wild Indians and 
wilder white men. No border raid was ever more exciting 
than the rounding-up of five or six thousand wild Texan 
cattle stampeding madly into the night. There never was a 
more varied life. Worn out with the day’s work of seven¬ 
teen hours in the saddle, the cowboy had perhaps to face a 
Texan “ Norther ” at night, and a fall in three or four hours 
of fifty or sixty degrees in temperature without winter 
clothing at hand to shield him from the icy blasts. Half 
asleep under the paling stars, he was likely enough when 
throwing buffalo chips on the fire to stir up a rattlesnake 
who had crawled to the warmth and sheltered himself on 
the leeside of the wind. At the rounding-up and branding 
of fresh herds he had to face “ passes ” as dangerous as those 
of the bull-fighter, and to show even greater knowledge of 
the nature of the animals he was handling. 

The life on the trail itself was an education in heedless¬ 
ness. Week after week of perfect weather and lazy riding 
in hot sunshine behind the stringing cattle ; yet woe betide 
him if he became really careless and failed to notice the 
faint signs that would show he was being followed by 
increasing bands of Indians, for if he were lulled to careless¬ 
ness some early morning the camp would be surprised, 
the half-sleepy cowboys shot down, and the whole herd 
driven off by a band of red marauders. The danger can 
be expressed in figures; in the early ’seventies cattle 
could be bought at a dollar a head anywhere south of St. 
Antonio to the Rio Grande which were worth in Chicago 
and St. Louis from twelve to fifteen dollars a head. In three 
months ten cowboys could drive a herd of six thousand 
cattle to market. The whole expenses of the driving would 
hardly amount to a dollar a head, so that the return on the 
capital was sixfold, and yet very few people made money 
by it. Two herds out of every three were wiped up by the 

Indians. 

If ever there was a life which lent itself to romance and 
poetry it was this life of the cowboy on the “ Lone Trail ” 
from Spanish America, with its painted churches and the 
lazy life of landed proprietors on great haciendas, and the 
ceremonies of old-world religion, to the hustle and jump of 

the cattle-yards of Chicago. 

This book shows that the life may be as exciting, as 
dangerous, as romantic as you please, and yet may never 
develop poetry at all in any real sense. You turn over the 

* Cowboy Songs, cund Other Frontier Ballads. Collected by 
John A Lomax. (T. Fisher Unwin. net.) i 
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pages of this book and a feeling of dismay grows upon you. 

You get verses like this:— 

THE KAN 8 AS LINE 

Think I heard the noisy cook say, 
“ Wake up, boys, it’s near the break of day,” 
Way up on the Kansas line, 
And slowly we will rise with the sleepy feeling eyes 
Way up on the Kansas line. 

The cowboy’s life is a dreary, dreary life 
All out in the midnight rain ; 
I'm almost froze with the water on my clothes. 
Way up on the Kansas line. 

Or, worse still, this “ Cowman’s Prayer ” which wanders 
about heedlessly rather than blasphemously to this “realistic ” 
conclusion:— 

One thing more and then I’m through— 
Instead of one calf, give my oows two. 
I may pray different from other men 
But I've had my say, and now, Amen. 

But the eye is suddenly caught by something better:— 

THE COWBOY’S LIFE 

For a kingly crown 
In the noisy town 
His saddle he wouldn't change; 
No life so free 
As the life we see 
Way out on the Yaso range. 

The rapid beat 
# Of his broncho’s feet 

On the sod as he speeds along, 
Keeps living time 
To the ringing rhyme 
Of his rollicking oowboy song. 

Hike it, cowboys, 
For the range away 
On the back of a bronc of steel 
With I careless flirt 
Of the raw-hide quirt 
And a dig of a rowelled heel! 

Aud when we get to the end we find that this poem is 
attributed to James Adams; and coming to verses like those 
of “ Dan Taylor,” though they are unsigned one hears dis¬ 
tinctly an individual voice, not only in a love for uncommon 
words, but also in the subservience to the metre once esta¬ 

blished :— 
He used to be a cowboy, 

And they say he wasn’t Blow, 
He could ride the bucking bronco 

And swing the long lasso. 

He could catch a maverick by the head 
Or heel him on the fly. 

He could pick up his front ones 
Whenever he chose to try. 

• • • • 

He is done and quit the business 
Settled down to quiet life, 

And he’s hunting for some maiden 
Who will be his little wife. 

. . * • • 

He will leave off riding broncos, 
And be a different man ; 

He will do his best to please his wife 
In every way he can. 

These u Cowboy Songs ” are not poetry for the most part; 
they are not even good verse. I am inclined to Bay that 
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there is no passage in the book to be compared with one of 
fine rhetoric which has come to ns from Australia :— 

And he sees the vision splendid of the sunlit plain extended, 
And at night the wondrous glory of the everlasting stars. 

• • 

But though it is clear that high poetry is only written by 
great -poets, it is also true that now and then out of the 
forgotten past we have lines and versee of noble poetry ; 
nuggets of gold half-hidden in the quartz scoria of common 
verse. Are these just survivals of great poetry lost and 
pieced out to a drab completeness by common hands ; or are 
they occasional efforts of gifted singers who could not keep 
the high level long enough to write a great poem P One 
can answer this question almost as one pleases. 

In our Border Ballads there are many varieties of both 
sorts. We have the verse in 44 Edom O’Gordon,” when Edom 
has killed a young girl:— 

He turned her over with his foot, 
0 gin her skin was white, 
** I might ha’ spared that bonny face, 
To have been some man’s delight,” 

which is good enough and simple enough for some unknown 
William Morris to have written. There are lines, too, of a 
weird inexplicable charm :— 

It fell about the Martinmas 
When nights are long and mirk. 

And every now and then you come upon a perfect verse, 
like the famous one 

Last night there were four Maries, 
To-night there’ll be but three. 

There was Mary Seaton and Mary Beaton, 
And Mary Carmichael and me. 

You find ballads like 44 The Unquiet Grave,” which opens 
magically: — 

The wind doth blow to-day, my love, 
And a few small drops of rain; 

I never had but one true love, 
In cold grave she was lain, 

which might have been written by a greater Wordsworth, 
and yet which appealed so little to the taste of a later day 
that Buchan transmuted the pure gold of the first line into — 

Proud Boreas makes a hideous noise, 

which is indeed true of the unspeakable Buchan. 

For my part I find no such genius in these 44 Cowboy ” 
verses as is to be found in English and German folk-songs ; 
not & poem in the whole book to be compared for a moment 
to 44 Fair Helen of Kirkconnell,” either in desperate hate or 
in pathos :— 

• • • • • 
i 

1 hacked him in pieces sma’ 
For her sake that died for me. 

• • • • • 

I wish I were where Helen lies, 
Night and day on me she cries, 

And I am weary of the skies. 
For her sake that died for me. 

The conclusion of the whole matter is that great poetry 
is only written by great poets, that the opportunity matters 
nothing; the life may be as adventurous as you will, as 
splendid and picturesque, as strange and wild as you please, 
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but the one thing needed to give it significance is the 
44 sacred singer.” He is the creator and maker, and without 
him the most magnificent life will pass into oblivion and 
leave no memory. 

The lack of genius in America is the most potent and 
most inexplicable fact; perhaps when they have cultivated 
all their prairies they will begin to think of cultivating 
themselves; then in the pitiless glare of ordinary life 
some one may grow to be a tree and cast a shadow. 

ARTISTIC FURNITURE IN OLD 

COUNTRY HOUSES 

By Haldane Macfall 

No man, be he philistine of philistines, lacking in observa¬ 
tion or blunted by the commonplace, who has the slightest 
sense of beauty or comeliness, can have failed to notice the 
widespread improvement in the famishment of the home 
to-day when set against the confusion and lack of taste of 
some twenty years ago. The 44 greenery-yallery ” colouring 
of the aesthetes had at least this quality, that it went with 
an interest in mediaeval surroundings ; and undoubtedly the 
vogue for old oak was largely due to this academism— 
though not wholly ; in the studios the artists of the ’sixties 
had created a love of old English furniture, if a somewhat 
haphazard love. By the mid-’nineties there was something 
like order setting in and making form out of chaos. The 
dealers were becoming keenly interested, and the value of 
old pieces steadily began to rise. Now it so happened that 
this reverence for old furniture had been an established 
virtue in America for some time, and the American market 
was rapidly becoming exhausted. So, when 1900 struck, 
the demand for old English furniture made the study of it a 
most essential and profitable form of research. 

The American writers—always thorough in research— 
were doing sound work, even if their decisions were some¬ 
what at hazard and their dates vague. They were, however, 
exact scholars compared with the officials who arranged our 
national collections. Then came an artist who had given 
his life’s work to the subject, and Mr. Percy Macquoid 
published the four famous sumptuous volumes which 
brought further order out of chaos. By this time—a few 
years ago—the study of old furniture was become almost a 
science. But Mr. Macquoid’6 decisions were often clearly 
arbitrary; and his method of writing made his superb 
volumes most difficult to understand, as difficult at times to 
codify, and left great gaps of vagueness, as books of reference. 
They were, beyond question, the greatest works upon the 
subject so far within reach of the student. 

One thing they did beyond challenge—they vastly increased 
the value of old furniture. The possessors of family heir¬ 
looms found their belongings—many of which had been 
flung into attics—to be of astounding value. They began 
to gaze with sad eyes at the 44 rubbish ” they had scattered 

as 44useless” amongst the cottages. 

Some eight or nine years ago it happened by chauce that 
I took up the study of old English furniture, and was 
engaged a considerable while upon the heavy research, up to 
a little time ago, when there appeared a volume which made 

me realise that at last there was about to be given to the 
-world such .a work as made it futile for me. to continue 
beyond the middle Chippendale period, concerning which I 
had published my last researches—a work which largely pat 
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even Macquoid’s volumes out of date, though Macquoid’s more than a few guesses, which I gave frankly as guesses, 
gumptuons work will always be a necessity to the collector have been tested and found correct. 
owing to its splendid illustrations. Cescinsky’s “ Eighteenth Cescinsky accepts my law that the study of the chair is 
Century Furniture ” does not cover the age of Oak, but for the key to the whole situation. He brings to the study of 
the great age of Mahogany it must become the supreme the chair and all joinery and carpentery, however, a know- 
inthority for many years to come. ledge the lack of which has ever been a source of profound 

This past decade has been a marvellous period for artistic discomfort to me, as to all other writers whom I have read— 
scholarship, unrivalled heretofore. Unfortunately, artistic he has gone through the whole apprenticeship in youth to 
scholarship almost inevitably baulks artistic creation; and as the crafts that create furniture; he has made a profound 
with painting, so with the applied arts, the creative force, study of the tools, and of the period at which those tools 
and certainly the creative achievement, have been over- j were first introduced into the workshops. This alone made 
whelmed, or at least have fought a losing struggle, against me realise, upon the appearance of his first volume, that 
artistic scholarship. But for the old English homes this my work was done, my labonrs upon the subject at an end. 
widespread interest in old English furniture has been a boon, That I always see eye to eye with him I do not pretend ; but 
for it has made such possessions enormously valuable. It is, where I differ I differ always with deep respect, and some- 
therefore, of high importance that the history of old English times with a sneaking dread that I am wrong, since his 
furniture should be part of the knowledge of the gentlefolk training sets enormous value upon his findings, 
throughout the land; and many a gently nurtured girl Then as to ordered arrangement: writing with clarity and 
would do well to master a knowledge of that history before simplicity, Cescinsky’s volumes set the subject before the 
the family possessions are snapped up by the dealers and mind with clear-cut sense of development, of progression, 
traffickers in these treasures at low price. I remember as which is not wholly innocent (as I hope) of the endeavour I 
a young fellow staying in a country house where the large made, if without his deep knowledge, to make the subject 
drawing-room was furnished in the comfortable “saddle-bag” easy for the man in the street. He does not take palatial 
fashion then in the vogue. I noticed an old chair in that room types of elaborate design as the ordinary type—the most 
which was very beautiful, and have since, of course, dis- productive source of blunders to several writers. He as 
covered that it was one of the most exquisite examples of a shrewdly avoids “ freak-pieces.” He adds the help of tables 
Chippendale ribbon-back. The hostess told me that, as a of dates and historic events, without which it were futile to 
girl,she remembered a suite of sixty of “ the old things,” but get a proper grip of the subject. He illustrates every stage 
they were now in the many disused bedrooms of that great with large photographic reproductions taken by himself and 
palatial house. I saw such a chair sold some years ago for cleared of all baffling outside detail, so that no false impres- 
200 guineas, and an easy effort in arithmetic discloses to the sions are left, and he adds drawings of rooms typical of 
curious that in those old deserted rooms were chairs—of the different periods. The one serious flaw in the book is 
*hich they possessed, ’twas said, Chippendale’s bill—of the that the illustrations are scattered over the pages instead of 
value some five or six years ago, if sold at Christie’s, that being always at the top of the page and set above the 
would have run up to about £12,000! Now let us suppose Jiterary matter that describes them. But as a work for the 
that one of the daughters of the house had received as her study of old English farniture from the Walnut age 
bridal present those sixty chairs; she would have been deeply onwards, too modestly labelled “ English Furniture of the 
resentful! Not only ao, but it is an undoubted fact that Eighteenth Century ” (Rontledge), I know no volumes that 
much of the best furniture of the past has found its way can approach it as an authority whereon to found one's 
into the wttages upon the estates of great houses as discarded research and knowledge. The mastering of the subject is 
things. Many a daughter who has had to go out as a made a simple, straightforward affair thereby, which is a 
governess might have known fortune through a knowledge tribute that can be paid to no other volume evor written 
of old English furniture. upon the subject. It is free from superficial matter ; and 

As an authority on old English furniture, I have been being packed brimful of knowledge, it is impossible 
often asked to write upon it, and to recommend the best that it can be superseded as the prime authority on the 
authorities upon it. This has generally been no easy task; subject for many a long year to come. The research 
but the appearance of the first and second volumes of the of these volumes is prodigious. The new matter, as for 
promised three by Cescinsky upon the furniture of the instance the discoveries about mahogany, alone mast repre- 
righteenth century covers more than tbe half of the ground sent the labour of years and the delving into records that 
tUt I made specially my own. The Walnut age, that begins make one gasp at the very thought of it. When I realise that 

the coming into his.own of Charles II. in the year 1660, scarce an essay of my own, scattered as they are through 
tber* is no gainsaying, makes the best beginning for a dozens of magazines, has escaped the author's scrutiny, keen 
thorough mastery of the great age of Mahogany, since with- judgment, and careful consideration, I am astonished. I 
°tiU thorough knowledge of-the Walnut the study of found the eighteenth-centary bills of lading of the “new 
^°ganj is wellnigh impossible. styles ” for the Colonies too appalling to tackle except in 

H*. Cescinsky has come to his task with gifts such as are superficial fashion, aided by American winters upon Colonial 
°ut$ide the hope of possession of such of us as have given I furniture; but Cescinsky seems absolutely to have revelled 
Jews of research to the subject, as I am about to own ; but in the dust of the centuries! To challenge such research 
rided to his training and his gifts is a wide reading of requires equal research. And I write as a defeated rival 
rrei7 writer upon the subject who has bronght sincere study recognising the better man. 

the fascinating business. A a proof of this I apply a But the main point is that at last we have an ordered, 
.Potest. My researches have so far only been published simplified survey of English furniture such as no man whose 
^ stov numbers of magazines and periodicals, yet I find concern is with antique fumishments can possibly do without, 
j“*tnot a single detail of value has been missed. It has And if some member of each old county family have the 

eager endeavour to get unassailable evidence for the common sense to master these volumes, it will not only 
p^nods of fashions—these periods have often lasted but I prevent old furniture of large value being scattered abroad 

e years or a decade, as I discovered again and again by for the vast enrichment of the dealers and the loss to tbe 
j*°***s too long to state here. I find almost without treasury of the house, but it will enable many a lady in 
^ception that by Cescinsky those dates are accepted which I country places to-use a profitable eye at local auctions where 

to be unassailable ; and I am flattered to find that ) golden chances are still lost for a few shillings. 
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REVIEWS 
THE BETRAYAL 

The Betrayal. By Lord Charles Beresford. (P. S. King 

and Son. 2s. 6d. net.) 

The disputes which have arisen among various schools of 
naval thought during the last ten yeare are not easily 
understood by the lay mind; the man in the Btreet has 
heard more or less precise rumours of quarrels between dis¬ 
tinguished Admirals ; of grave differences of opinion between 
Admirals and the Board of Admiralty; of serious slackness 
and of very great divergences of opinion on shipbuilding 
and naval strategy. But how far they were to be believed 
and how far they might be regarded merely as extrava¬ 
gances of the Press or the imaginings of malevolent persons 
who love to stir up muddy waters on all occasions it was 
difficult for him to judge. Therefore Lord Charles Beresford’s 
little book, “ The Betrayal/1 comes at a peculiarly opportune 
season. It is quite short, only taking about one hour to 
peruse; but it is written so that the most uninitiated in 
naval questions may understand, and it contains the whole 
genesis and history of the naval controversies of the past 
decade. It is written in no high party spirit; the views of 
both sides are given a fair hearing, and Lord Charles only 
asks to be judged by results. It will be remembered that 
this book was to have been published some months ago, just 
at the time when Mr. Churchill was transferred from the 
Home Office to the Admiralty and Mr. McKenna given the 
former position. Suddenly it was announced that the pub¬ 
lication was postponed, and no reasons were given for the 
postponement, but they were generally conjectured to have 
some connection with Mr. Churchill’s advent to the Admiralty* 
TbiB is probably the case, because Lord Charles Beresford 
admits in his final review of the naval situation at the 
present day and in the immediate future that many of the 
changes and reforms that he has been advocating so long 
are in a fair way towards being carried into effect by the 
new General Naval Staff which has recently been con¬ 

stituted. 
No reasonable man can doubt for a moment after reading 

this book that Mr. McKenna's administration of the 
Admiralty was an utter failure, and that he himself was 
totally unfitted for a position of such Berious responsibility 
He introduced and fostered a partisan spirit in the Navy 
which had never previously been known. He stirred up the 
Admirals against one another, and authorised secret reports 
which made one officer suspect his neighbour as a likely spy 
on his movements. If officers disapproved of some of his 
methods and ventured to protest, their careers were brought 
summarily to an end ; he allowed the gravest insubordina¬ 
tion, and when the delinquents were pointed out to him he 
made no effort to punish them and to support those who 
were responsible for the control of the Fleets. At the same 
time he lent himself to a policy of “ scrapping ” small unpro¬ 
tected cruisers and providing others with nucleus crews 
which seriously impaired the efficiency of the Fleet and left 
our great trade routes almost entirely unprotected against 
attack. The gravamen of Lord Charles Beresford’s charges 
against this administration lie under the following heads— 
(I) The scrapping of numerous vessels without providing 
others to take their place; (2) The introduction of nucleus 
crews and consequent insufficiency of the personnel of the 
Navy ; (3) Introduction of a system of espionage subversive 
of discipline; (4) Inadequate supply of small cruisers 
and torpedo-boat destroyers; (5) Failure to provide dock 
accommodation on the East Coast; (6) No Headquarters 
Staff to draw up plan of campaigns and to provide co-ordina- 
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tion between all departments of the Admiralty ; (7) Delibe¬ 
rate misrepresentation of what our Navy would have to 
provide against in time of war; (8) Acceptance of the con¬ 
ditions of the Treaty of London. Each one of these charges 
he has proved up to the hilt. However, under Mr. Winston 
Churchill a more hopeful spirit seems to prevail at the 
Admiralty, and already some of these evils are in a fair way 

towards being remedied. 

All the troubles and disputes seem to have arisen with 
the building of the first Dreadnought, which not only divided 
the Navy into opposing factions, but enabled every nation 
to start in a race with us for naval snpremacy on almost 
level terms. Even now there are many who are opposed to 
the building of these giant vessels and who would return 
to smaller ships heavily armoured carrying less guns. Cer¬ 
tainly the recent experiences with the Orion and the Lion 

seem to prove that the limits of safety have been passed, 
for no matter how many guns a ship may carry she is 
useless if she cannot use them in a rough sea on account 
of the tremendous rolling, which may also expose her 
unarmoured poi*tions to the enemy’s fire. This was the 
lesson of Tsuchima, where Rojesvenski’s squadron was 
sunk by the Japanese hitting the unarmoured portion of the 

sides as they rolled in the trough of the wsves. Every one 
who has the interests of his country at heart should read 
Lord Charles Beresford’s book. We hope, however, that we 
have heard the last of these bitter antagonisms, and that 
the old healthy Bpirit of mutual confidence and support will 

once more prevail. 

A BOOK-LOVER'S BY-WAY 

Cameo Book- St amps: Figured and Described. By C>ril 

Davenport. (Edward Arnold. 21s. net.) 

There is a love of books that keeps a man’s nose glued to 
the open page, it may be too literally by the fireside, where 
the heat will warp the covers all unheeded ; or it may be even 
at the bachelor supper-table, where grease and crumb doth 
corrupt. Such a man is bent only on his intellectual nectar, 
which having extracted, he cares no more for the ravished 

flower. But there is a book-love of another order that keeps 
a man hovering ecstatically about the close treasure of his 
shelves, only pausing now and then to take down a volume, 
and with surreptitious hand and eye devour its concrete, 

material satisfaction: as of the solidity of the boards, the 
smoothness of the calf, the cunning elaboration of the gold 

tooling, or the coquetry of the crinkled, uncut edges. And 
to bibliophiles of this kidney the teeming world of books 
invites exploration by many alluring byways. Wherever 
appeal is made to their book-love through the evidence of ft 
kindred love, lavishly expended in adorning the talisman 

Liber, whether in binding or print or bookplate, you may 

be sure of the response. 

Not every collector, we imagine, will stay to profess him¬ 
self animated by such moral considerations as old Thomas 
Hollis, who avowed the rationale of his passion as “ for the 
purpose of illustrating and upholding liberty, preserving the 
memory of its champions, to render tyranny and its abettors 
odious, to extend science and art, to keep alive the honour 
and estimation of their patronB and protectors, and to make 
the whole as useful as possible; abhorring all monopoly 
[0 righteous man !] ; and if it should be the fitness of things 

to propagate the same benevolent spirit to posterity.” In 
all which let us hope he was justified; bnt with most men 
the passion is sufficient apology. 

Mr, Cyril Davenport, however, finding an outlet for his 
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book-lore in the collection of cameo book-stamps, has, by 
the pains he has taken, justified his artistic apologia:— 

» 

I quite believe that all these stamps will in time to come 
be highly esteemed, not only as having an art and an anti¬ 
quarian value of their own, but also as forming a hitherto 
unrecognised and important development of the art of the 
die-sinker. 'They vary considerably in excellence, but some 
of them will at once take place as fine designs of their kind. 

Indeed, while a few have a good deal of the almost lndicrons 
crudity of minor mediaeval art—a small German example of 
“Christ in the Garden of Gethsemane,” with the three 
disciples sleeping under amazing difficulties, is almost post- 
impressionist in its abandon of line and detail—while there 
area few such, the large proportion of designs are remark¬ 

ably true and inventive. 
These cameo stamps on leather were “ produced by means 

of pressure from sunk dies of wood or metal, the design 
showing in low relief.” The subjects range from Biblical 
incidents to contemporary portraits, and from the classical 
to the heraldic. One wonders how they originally came 
into use. Their subjects seem to have been chosen in many 
instances appropriately to the character of the book thus 
enriched; bat this is not invariably the case—e.g., a profile 
portrait of Qneen Elizabeth adorns a “ Novum Testamentum 
Greece * of 1583, and a representation of St. Bernard, 
supported by various canonical and uncanonical figures, 
decorates an “ Ovidius Naso Opera ” of 1528. Perhaps a 
design may have been adopted in some cases by the owner, 
being used as a mark of identification somewhat after the 
style of a bookplate, or a binder may have used oertam 
distinctive designs to mark the work that passed through 
bis hands. 

Mr. Davenport must be one of the true order of biblio¬ 
philes, for this work can only be regarded as a labour of 
lore. There are a hundred and fifty-one designs, each copied 
in line from the original stamp by Mr. Davenport’s own 
hand. The industry that has gone to the production of this 
handsome volume must have been considerable, and we 
suppose the compiler cannot hope for more than a very Belect 
circulation. Under each design is a brief description, with 
elucidations of the subject where necessary. In an interest¬ 
ing introductory note we are initiated into the modus operandi 

of the book-stamper. Great care appears to have been taken 
msome instances to insure a clean impression of the die, the 
wooden board being hollowed out and filled with gesso where 
^ "as to receive the impress. There are even examples 
"h:ch are entirely cut or sunk in a hollow, so that the 
friction of one book against another on the shelf should not 
"ear away the sharpness of the relief. 

congratulate Mr. Davenport on a most interesting 
and hope its sale will exceed all his expectations. 

the polite raconteur 

‘ ^ Chestnuts. By the Hon. Lionel A. Tollemache. 

(Edward Arnold. 2s. 6d. net.) 

^ero he who prefer a cosy corner in the firelight and 
* *bit neglige as setting and circumstance for the r&le of 
*7*teller. Others, alas! as most of us know, have no 

11 Sen8e of time or place at all, but in season and out of 
11,11 opportunity to earth ; these be they whose 

v are always swans, and all their nuts are chestnuts. 
Wou^ accuse Mr. Tollemache of belonging to either 

andwe 8hould imagine, his lips are locked ; 
and^ Woa^ purvey his choice tit-bits along street 

°enow> as on a coster’s barrow, for all the vulgar to 

snatch at—or flee from—he would descend to asking riddles. 
No, when Mr. Tollemache is in his select anecdotage yon 
must picture him in evening dress— and his tie immaculately 
straight; it may be with a very genteel nut clasped 
expectantly in the crackers and a very small glass of the 
very choicest wine at his side. If possible, his chair should 
be at the head of the table, or at least central at one side, 
so that he can command his audience at ease and shame any 
incipient inattention with a glance. Or, if even the after- 
dinner table be too much for your susceptibilities and his 
charming detachment, group your audience tastefully about 
the drawing-room, and let Mr. Tollemache have the 
primmest and most ex cathedra of easy chairs—and then, 
whether yon want to or not, yon will listen, and whether 
you expect it or not yon will enjoy yourself. Yes, even 
when—and this is not really often—it has passed the age of 
a nnt and woos cachinnation frankly, though delicately, as 
a chestnut. 

You will enjoy it because you will enjoy Mr. Tollemache. 
The wine is never impossible, but the glass is always rare. 
It would be worth while listening to much more dubiously 
bons mots to catch the quiet gleam of satisfaction—not 
smack of the lips, perish the thought!—in Mr. Tollemache’s 
eye, and the dawning signal smile as he rounds off one 
of his morsels with a neat phrase, or deprecatingly 
drops a little aphorism, or epigram, or apposite quotation 
(classical for preference) en passant. In fact, if it did not 
seem a little irreverent, we could almost recommend Mr. 
Tollemache as the best nut—might we say the Brazil nut P— 
of the whole appetising dessert. But the other nuts are 
distinctly of good flavour, almost always touched with that 
salt of interest which association with some well-known 
personality lends. There are excellent anecdotes of Gold win 
Smith, of Lecky, and of Francis Newman, and thirty-five 
pages of Sir Francis Galton, whom we should scarcely have 
thought capable of them. As to what they really are like— 
well, the reader will surely have perused Mr. Tollemache’s 
“ Old and Odd Memories ; ” if not the author will certainly 
be surprised. But we will just give one story, which relates 
how—stay, Mr. Tollemache must tell it himself:— 

Of Galton it might be said, as of Enoch Arden, that 
almost to all things could he turn his hand. It is a signal 
proof of his versatility that he was consulted by the 
inventor of the “ long-drop ” in executions. He gave what 
aid he could; but he, of course, felt that such humane 
expedients lessen the deterrent effect of capital punishment. 
With something between a smile and a sigh he exclaimed, 
“ The worst criminals have the most painless deaths ! ” As 
was said of the clemency of the guillotine, Qa vous fait 
sauter la lets et vous ne sentez rien. 

You have it P Dear Galton ! 
There is a delicious story of Tennyson; but for this the 

reader must really buy the whole dish. The little volume 
concludes with a clever Baconian essay 41 Of Cynicism ” and 
an amusing sample of Japanese English. We had almost 
forgotten the Appendix, which gives a list of 44 Passages to 
be Illustrated from 1 Old and Odd Memories * ”—if y0n 
don't happen to have read them. We sincerely hope you 
have, but if otherwise we do not doubt you will want to 
after digesting these 44 Nuts.” 

AN ADVENTURESS 

Sophie Dawes, Queen of Chantilly. By Violette Montagu, 

Illustrated. (John Lane. 12s. fid. net.) 

Miss Violette Montagu has dealt with a character and a 
period in French history of no particular interest to the 
English reader. Sophie Dawes was an adventuress. There 
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are many women of this type, such as Nell Gwyn and 
Elizabeth Chudleigh, who, notwithstanding their abnormal 
ambition, have certain good qualities that compel us to for¬ 
give and forget a multitude of shortcomings. There was 
something lovable about Nell Gwyn, something almost 
uniquely strong about Elizabeth Chudleigh that stamped her 
as a forcible personality. Sophie Dawes, like Nell Gwyn, 
sold oranges, and, like Elizabeth Chudleigh, she had a 
famous lawsuit; but there our comparisons come to an end, 
and we are forced to admit that Sophie Dawes was an 
adventuress without a single good quality to command an 
even half-hearted regard. She was, in short, an objection¬ 
able woman, labouring all through her life to obtain wealth, 
and had a coarse kind of beauty that fittingly coincided 
with her gross methods of worldly advancement. 

Sophie Dawes was born at St. Helens, in the Isle of 
Wight. She wsb the daughter of a fisherman and smuggler, 
and as a child employed her time in picking up winkles on 
the shore. Owing to the intemperance of her father the 
family was forced to seek shelter in the Newport House of 
Industiy. Sophie did not remain here long, but took up a 
position in the home of a neighbouring farmer. We next 
hear of her in London as a milliner’s assistant, and during 
this period of her life she fell in love with a water-carrier. 
For this affair she was dismissed by her employer, and found 
herself reduced to the humble occupation of selling oranges 
at Covent Garden Theatre, an occupation, however, soon 
exchanged for that of an actress. 

We are told that Sophie “ was tall and squarely built, 
with legs and arms which might have served as models 
for a statue of Hercules. Her muscular force was extra¬ 
ordinary. Her lips were rather thin, and she had an ugly 
habit of contracting them when she was angry.” We should 
have thought that such a description was scarcely in her 
favour. She was capable, however, of a kind of animal 
attraction, which accounts for her liaistm with a certain rich 
officer, who, growing tired of her, abandoned her with an 
annuity of £50 a year. Sophie, however, had reached the 
first rung on her ladder of social success. Temporarily 
reduced in circumstances, she became a servant in a house of 
ill-fame in Piccadilly. It was here that she came in contact 
with the Due de Bourbon, the last of the Condes. Sophie 
had by this time probably learnt through former experience 
how to make her new patron a permanent lover, and in this 
matter she certainly succeeded with diabolical ingenuity. 
The Due de Bourbon gave Sophie a thoroughly good educa¬ 
tion, to say nothing of a house he presented to her mother. 
When the Duke returned to France Sophie wrote him many 
letters, calling him her “dearest friend,” and assuring him 
that life without her lover was impossible. As the Doc de 
Bourbon apparently made no reply to these very mercenary 
overtures, Sophie went to Paris, and after waiting eighteen 
months she once more secured the Duke’s affections, and 
returned to her former position. By a very questionable 
arrangement Sophie married M. de Feuchfcres, and carried on 
her Uaitoft with the Due de Bourbon, who posed as her father. 
Fortunately, M. de Feuch&res at last discovered the treachery 
of his wife and severed the union, but not before he had 

administered a severe thrashing. 
On the death of the Duchesse de Bourbon we find Sophie 

reigning supreme as Queen of Chantilly. She had two 
missions in life at this juncture : one was to regain admis¬ 
sion to the Court, and the other to win the wealth of the 
last of the Condos. Sophie achieved both these objects of 
her desire with a wanton disregard of all principle. Much 
space is given to the horribly dramatic incident in this 
book —namely,|the murder orBuicide of the Due de Bourbon. 
We are given elaborate plans of this poor victim’s bedroom, 
and sufficient material for a Royal detective story. Even if 
Sophie Dawes was not^ directly responsible for the death of 
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her patron, for the purpose of obtaining his wealth, she was 
certainly gnilty indirectly. Fate hovers over these 
unsavoury pages with a just hand. Sophie had been the 
means, directly or indirectly, of causing her lover’s death by 
strangulation, and it was death by strangulation that was 
meted out to this crude adventuress during her retirement in 
London. 

Miss Montagu has dono her work well, but she has dealt 
with a detestable creat ure. In her Introduction she expresses 
the hope that her book may be the means of discovering the 
burial-place of Sophie Dawe9. The last resting-place of 
such a woman is of no consequence, and Mr. Algernon 
Ashton is not likely to enlighten ns on the subject. It 
would have been better for Sophie Dawes if she had married 
the water-carrier, or failing that to have spent her days in 

picking up wrinkles on the Isle of Wight. 

SIGHTS IN INDIA 

Thing* Seen in Northern Iwlia. By T. L. Pennell, M.D., 

B.Sc. Illustrated. (Seeley and Co. 2s. net.) 

Da. Pennell is understood to be a medical missionary on the 

Indo-Afgban frontier, but is not unknown in London, where 
be has delivered addresses on the frontier tribes and subjects 
within his special experience. Apart from his professional 
and scientific attainments and his enthusiasm, which have, 
it is believed, won for him a very considerable influence with 
the natives and neighbours at the stations where he has 
lived and exercised his calling, this book shows him to be a 
keen and thorough observer, and at the same time a skilful 
writer. In a short work of small size he has contrived to 
draw attention to a large number of objects which are best 
worth while for a sightseer to visit in Northern India, while 
he has also introduced an accurate and interesting descrip¬ 
tion of rural life in India and some account of the dominant 

religions, which are not commonly to be found in books of 

this character. 
These features of the country Dr. Pennell has learnt, 

at first-hand, on the spot, the only real way of acquiring a 
thorough knowledge of India and its inhabitants, their life and 
ways of thought. He has often driven fifty miles at a stretch 
comfortably, and even slept fairly, in an ekkat a two-wheeled 
bamboo cart, which carries one passenger only, and he looks 
back to his journeys of eighty or one hundred miles in tonga*: 

he has, moreover, enjoyed the hospitality of village headmen 
in their rural abodes. His illustrations of village life are as 
good as his description. He has learnt, and states the troth 
forcibly, that “religion permeates the minutest details of the 
life of both Muhammadan and Hindu,” and, again, “it is one 
of the anomalies of India that her people love their religion 
with a passionate love, though the two greatest of those 
religions are at opposite poles in thought, in practice, and in 
character.” 

The author mentions nine religions in Upper India— 
namely, Brahmanical Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism, 
the Arya Somaj and Brahmo Somaj, indigenous; Christi¬ 
anity, Islam, and Zoroastrianism from outside. His brief 
notice of the Arya Somaj is clear and to the point, though he 
ignores its political tendencies. Not unnaturally he snggests 

that tourists would do well to visit Christian Missions at the 
towns, where they can learn much from the well-informed 

missionaries. Natorally, too, he dwells on the Afghans, w^° 
ruled India for five hundred years from the eleventh to the 
sixteenth century ; and on the ease with which the Afghans— 

whose itinerant merchants now terrorise Indian villagers — 
could reconquer India, “ if the restraining hand of British 
rule were removed.” His warning that visitors should 
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always aim at avoiding offending the susceptibilities of the Not all the anecdotes deal with the Services. There is 
people is sound—hardly necessary, it may be hoped. the story of the old lady whose one weakness in life was “ the 

There are a few small errors to be noticed. The “ war- fall and sufficient airing of bed-linen.” On her death-bed 
like and wily Sivaji ” was not General of the Mahrattas in she personally superintended the airing of two sheets: “ I 
the eighteenth century, as he died in 1680, aged fifty-three, never have lain in damp bedclothes while I was alive,” she 
The rained cities of Delhi are nsnally numbered at seven ; said, “ and I am not going to do it when I am dead.” 
Dr. Pennell says fourteen, without any explanation. The Mrs. Story has an almost inexhaustible store of anecdotes, 
udiving ” into tanks at Delhi is a misdescription, as the many of which cast interesting sidelights on Scottish life, 
jumpers take “footers,” not “ headers.” In the account of Even in 1854 it was not always safe to walk across St. 
the Gwalior fortress its rendition to Scindia in 1886 should 
hare been mentioned. The anthor speaks np for the police 
officials, “a much maligned class; ” and he alludes to the 
sedition-mongers, who told the villagers “ that the plague 
had been sent by Government to thin the population.” The 
fifty illustrations have heen admirably selected and executed : 
they are all of picturesque scenes, many of them quite 
uncommon. This small illustrated volume will be more 
useful and give a better idea of India than many more 
ambitious works. Dr. Pennell should be encouraged to 
publish more fully any special knowledge he may acquire. 

AN OCTOGENARIAN'S MEMORIES 

Jfo. Story's Early Reminiscences. By J. L. Stort. (Made- 

hose and Sons. 10s. 6d. net.) 

Mis. Stort tells ns in her first chapter that she has tried to 
recall, at the age of eighty-three, some of the more marked, 
though still trivial, incidents that have occurred in her long 
life, and the result is a cause for congratulation to herself 
Rud to those friends who induced her to do so. Hers was 
a singularly unclouded life, and the incidents are such as 
might have occurred to any cultured and attractive girl 
lining in Edinboigh in the middle of the nineteenth century, 
the period covered by the book; but, as she aays—perhaps 
unconsciously echoing Madame de StaSl—“even in the 
most uneventful life there are occurrences which, if simply 
and faithfully portrayed, would be found to have a human 
interest far exceeding that of the thrilling and sensational 
incidents which fill the penny dreadfuls.” 

It has been Mrs. Story’s aim simply and faithfully to 
portray these occurrences, and in spite of the inevitable 
anecdotes which have little interest except for those imme¬ 
diately concerned, and others which need the spoken word 
Rod the personality of the raconteur to make them effective, 
she has succeeded well. 

The daughter of Captain Manghan, a retired officer of 
•^Honourable East India Company’s Naval Service who 
pitied in Edinburgh on a comfortable pension, she passed 
,€r among the gay military surroundings of the 
Sottish capital. An accomplished singer (she knew some 
l!ren hundred songs, words and music, in almost every 

arepean language), it is not surprising that she was the 
e° of attraction for a crowd of red coats and blue. 

., ** W0D<krs w^*t the War Office of to-day would have 
j*1 to the gallant Colonel of the Scots Greys who called on 
•rone fine afternoon with his whole regimeut, and while 

t l^8raouated and picketed their horses in the quiet 
^ ,' orme(i the band up in front of her house to serenade 
news )rtariately those were not the days of illustrated 

a?*1* &Q(* anwelcome publicity, but the memoir-writers 

'■chW ^6arS k®nc3 scarcely have such picturesque 
k htx to.record- Hrs. Story would have been well advised 

48 a youthful indiscretion, her verses to the 
a&d id ^U^fon' “ *hich were much talked of at the time, 
lUmj ,Q Sc°t*nian-" The editor of that paper 

^6en ln.a peculiarly complaisant mood when he 
eFEeS ^^ining such lines as “ The wounds mutually 
&re not quite past healing ! ” 

Andrews links on account of the risk from golf-balls, and 
we imagine it will come as a surprise to most readers to 
learn that only a few years earlier there was a Sanctuary 
belonging to Holyrood Palace “ where, so long as a male¬ 
factor of any sort remained in refuge, he was safe from the 
clutches of the law.” 

Mrs. Story’s reminiscences come to an end in 1865, on 
her marriage to Dr. Story, afterwards the celebrated Princi¬ 
pal of Glasgow University. In spite of her advanced age, 
she hopes to finish the record of her life, and the host of new 
friends she will have made by this book will join with her 
old ones in eagerly looking forward to the second instal¬ 
ment. May we ventare to hope that she will beware of the 
“ eloquent circumlocutions ” which abound so freely in the 
present volume? “Turfy expanse,” for grass, and “an 
emblem of the law in the shape of a policeman ” are all very 
well in an Early Victorian diary, but seem out of place in 
the cold print of to-day ; and surely it is unnecessary to tell 
us, when writing of Queen Victoria in the ’forties, that she 
was “then a very young woman, greatly beloved by her 
subjects,” or to insist on the fact that the Duchess of 
Sutherland was also Conntes9 of Cromartie in her own 
right. Many well-known names flit across her pages, but 
her acquaintances of later years should provide still more 
excellent material for another volume as entertaining as 
this. 

MELODIES IN THE MAKING 

Musical Composition. By Sir Charles Villiers Stanford. 

(Macmillan and Co. 3s. 6d.) 

It is now, we hope, an accepted proposition that musicians 
are the better for being men of good general cultivation. 
No one has ever contended, so far as we know, that a know¬ 
ledge of Greek or the art of sculpture will make an unin¬ 
spired musician into a Mozart, but it has long been held by 
the liberal-minded, in face of not a little opposition from a 
certain party in the musical world, that the widening and 
refining influences of some acquaintance with letters and the 
sister arts must have a beneficial effect upon the taste of any 
musician. It is well known by students of musical history 
that in eighteenth-century Germany every professional 
musician was a man of good, probably of University, educa¬ 
tion ; there was no question then of an illiterate person 
becoming a Kapellmeister or Cantor. But in Great Britain, 
daring the greater part of the nineteenth century, it was 
not considered that there was any necessary connection 
between music and general cultivation. The present writer 
well remembers the outcry that used to be raised against 
the maintenance of even the modest requirements of the 
University of Oxford in the case of candidates for a degree 
in music. This state of things exists no longer If you meet 
a musician yon may be tolerably safe in assuming that he 
will be able to discuss with interest and intelligence many 
other subjects besides that one on which he depends for his 
daily broad. Much of this, in our own country, is due to 
the enlightened policy of the directors of our great schools 
of music, to the presence there of Buch men as Macfarren 
Grove, Hubert Parry, and Stanford. 

In the short treatise on musical composition which Sir 
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Charles Stanford has lately published the reader is struck on 
every page by some evidence that the author is a man of 
letters, of taste, of accomplishment, which must have brought 
him to the front in whatever profession he might have 
embraced. As we turn over these lucid, delightfully written 
pages, we look back with infinite regret to the dayB when 
we ventured upon musical study under teachers of a very 
different class to Sir Charles Stanford! It seems that, with 
such a teacher, it must be impossible not to learn, and learn 
pleasantly, the technique of composition ; nay, that even those 
of his scholars who may never hope to produce original work 
may at least be certain of writing down their thoughts with 
taste and elegance, if they do but follow the advice of their 
master. 

The book is intended for students, but we have no hesitation 
in saying that numbers of music-lovers who have no inten¬ 
tion of dabbling in composition would find it exceedingly 
interesting and a very valuable help to their power of 
appreciating music. Such readers need not set to work, as 
would-be composers must, to study modal counterpoint, 
unless they like it. But if they will give their minds to 
what Sir Charles has to tell them about Rhythm Colour, 
the Treatment of Melodies, and Form, they will be surprised 
to find how agreeably they have passed their time, and with 
what addition of pleasure they attend their next Symphony 
Concert at Queen's Hall. We would not wish to encourage 
that vast army of amateur song-composers which nowadays 
invades every one's peace, but as there seems to be no hope 
of driving it back, we may at any rate beg its camp-followers 

and others to read Sir Charles’ chapter on the “ Treatment of 
Voices.” and certainly that on “Danger Signals.” We can 
hardly praise this genially written book too highly, or 
recommend it too warmly. It is not only the treatise on a 
technical subject of a first-rate scholar; it is a masterpiece of 
shrewd observation and of common sense. 

JUSTICE AND MORALITY 

Anomalies of the English Law. By S AMO el Beach Chester. 

(Stanley Paul and Co. 5s. net.) 

Whilst agreeing with many of the views here expressed, we 
cannot but take exception to the manner in which they are 
expounded. Furthermore, having regard to the fact 
announced upon the title-page that the author is a member 
of the English Bar, we think it proper to draw attention to 
certain passages which, according to our view, are, to say 

the least of it, undesirable. 
With regard to our first objection, we fail to discern 

the relevancy of inserting by way of introduction a 
lengthy quotation from Charles Lever satirising barristers. 
Banisters, like the rest of mankind, are open to satire, 
and receive their fair share thereof, but no indication 
is given to us in this introduction whether the author adopts 
the views suggested by Charles Lever or not. If yea, we 
are inclined to believe that a goodly number of the “ learned 
Thebans ” who practise in the Admiralty Court would be 
righteously aggrieved at the suggestion that they would be 
“ sick in a ferry-boat,” even were such a suggestion in any 
way relevant to their capacity as advocates in nautical cases. 

A section dealing with “ Accession Declarations,” and 
incidentally referring the reader to a wrong appendix, is 
similarly introduced without any apparent rhyme or reason, 
and without affording any clue as to the author’s views upon 
the subject. 

As to the appendices, which occupy no less than sixty pages 
of this short book, we regard the insertion of Acts of Parlia¬ 
ment in totOj and without in any way elucidating the ques¬ 
tions under discussion as most inexpedient and cumbersome. 

Furthermore, there is in the text a mass of loosely strung 
quotations and extracts from Bills and other documents 
altogether out of proportion to the space devoted to serious 
exposition of the author's views. The disproportion is the 
more glaring since the facts and documents so dealt with are 
within the knowledge of everybody likely to peruse this 
book. 

In the chapter'upon “ Libel and Slander ” we are not told, 
and it is certainly not self-evident, what precisely are 
alleged to be the anomalies in this branch of the 
law. From the statement at the end of that chapter to 
the effect that what is there suggested as an anomaly 
is nevertheless “ a most proper one,” we are almost tempted 
to conclude that the learned author has not fully realised 
the signification of the word. A more momentous con¬ 
clusion, to which the examples cited throughout the 
work and the general tone thereof inevitably compel us, 
is that the learned author has, however unwittingly, 
introduced themes such as the case of the King against 
Mylins, which have no bearing whatsoever upon .the topics 
under discussion and had far better been omitted, for the 
mere sake of adding an attractive savour to serious themes 
which were otherwise lacking therein. 

The learned author need have had no apprehensions upon 
the subject. A book dealing with such subjects as Divorce, 
Literary Censorship, Public Morality, and kindred topics is, 
alas ! only too certain to find an appreciative audience. 

If the author's real and sole object in publishing, with 
obvious haste, this series of articles was and is to further 
the cause of justice and morality, we can but commend his 
zeal and deplore his methods. As a concluding comment 
we desire to protest most strongly against the imputations 
which are here made upon the integrity of solicitors and 
against the insertion of the names of living and practising 
counsel. Knowledge of the strict yet wise etiquette of 
the English legal profession should have rendered snch 

comment unnecessary. 
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SHORTER REVIEWS 
The Gardener and the Cook. By Lucy H. Yates. Illustrated. 

(Constable and Co. 3s. 6d.) 

Gossiping pleasantly about her gardener and her cook, and 
he whom she, being no Suffragette, delights to term her 
Better Half, the fair author of this entertaining little book 
imparts to her readers a bounteous store of valuable botanical 
and culinary lore which cannot fail to be welcome to all who 
take an interest in the economy of the kitchen. Charlotte, 

the 000k, is a Frenchwoman transported from the sunnj 
South to an old house in rural Sussex with a well-sitcat-ed 

kitchen-garden, indeed an ideal one— 

A little garden walled around, 
Chosen and made peculiar ground. 

Here were grown, in the open air or under glass, all those 
herbs, vegetables, and fruits which a good Frenob 000k 
knows so well how to turn to profitable account at little 
expense, with the best results for one's health and the grati¬ 
fication of the palate. But first of all the prejudices, the 
old-fashioned notions of Charles Mann, the somewhat stolid 

native gardener, promptly dubbed Charlemagne by iu cuiti- 

nibrey had to be overcome. This was in time accomplished, 

and he eventually became inspired with quite an eutlnna^0 

for intensive cultivation. 
The author is justifiably proud of her kitchen-garden 

Now that we have brought it to the point where it yields 
for us not only a never-failing supply of roots and tigumw, 
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but also a continuance of the rarer dainties, we have good 
reason to triumph. It has all been a matter of management, 
of careful rotation of crope, of frequent sowingB, and 
prompt clearings, helped by the use of movable frames and 
a little forcing. 

Charlotte performs wonders with her crocks and pans and 
ramroles, turning out the most appetising ragouts, purkes, 
(ntrUi, and many another delectable culinary concoction. 
Cut h sen lecher let doights merely to read of them. The 
petals of mangolds she requisitions for the soup, nasturtiums, 
flower and leaf, for her salads, and the blind flowers of the 
marrows for an entree. In her hands the whole onion tribe 
become “kitchen lilies,” and in addition to marvellous 
alade, both fruit, floral, and vegetable, she makes delicious 
fruit-soups in the form of purees; and even the buckwheat, 
the sanasin or ble noir of the Bretons, which we usually 
Msociate only with the poultry-yard, she turns into luscious 
smoking hot cakes for breakfast on a cold winter’s morning. 
Some dainty vignette illustrations are scattered over the 
p*g«* of the volume, which is delightful and instructive 
reading. 

Konnen wir nock Christen Sein ? By Rudolf Eucken. 

(Veit and Comp, Leipzig. 3m.60.) 

Dr. Euckbn, of Jena, whose writings on the development of 
modern thought are widely read not in Germany alone, has 
accomplished the task which he owns to having contemplated 
for many years. He has given an answer to the great 
question contained in the title of the present, his latest, 
work. The answer he gives is a most categorical “ Yes ”— 

Cnsere Antwort ist, dass wir es nicht nur kdnnen, 
Modern sein miissen.” When we come to the “ How ? ” 
and the “ Why P ” we find that the task of endorsing Dr. 
Eacken’s reply, easy as regards the main thesis for the 
majority at least of English-speaking readers, has become 
one of great difficulty. Dr. Eucken is not the man to regret 
the existence of this difficulty. He is frankly and 
rigorously combative, and his work bears the stamp of 
»strong individuality. At first sight this would seem to 
he a defect in a would-be reorganiser of the Christian 

orld, but, with certain reservations, we think his way is 
the right way. Attack is surer strategy than defence, and 
U> drift is to court shipwreck. Materialism has held the 
. long enough, and the issue of its reduciio per absurdum 

u by this time clear enough. It is for religion to begin its 
counter-attack. In these two propositions—“ How long halt 
jehetween two opinions ?” and “Man shall not live by 

alone”—the answer to the great inquiry is to be 
Merely waiting for the fire from Heaven ends in 

nothing but the sapping of the spiritual life and the reign 
0 ^terialism and “ Daseinskultur.” That such a con¬ 
summation should be hailed as inevitable, if not desirable, is 
°ne of the saddeBt features of modern French literature. 

6 hare hinted that it is difficult to follow Dr. Eucken in 
•now of his conclusions. His method and his solutions are 

individualistic to unite mankind in one immediate move- 
but there is in his work so much earnestness, 60 

•W insistence on the primary and the eternal, so much 
^nuine faith, that we think it is permitted to Christians 

•pply to him the sublime maxim: 44 He that is not 
|^lnat as is for us.” For pr Eucken does not belong 

joy recognised religious body—a condition that 
a certain mjgfcrmjk But he believes, in an implicit 

at any rate, in the Communion of Saints. He 
that “the Kingdom of God is within you,” and 

re^83OIl> more particularly Christianity, 
1|t . Communion. Religion, further, is something 

P^or to the world, and so compromises and adaptations 
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are valueless. But human life is for ever changing, so 
religion, its motive power, must also develop. Dr. Eucken 
examines the Roman Catholic Church and Continental 
Protestantism to see if they contain the potential germs of a 
religious revival; he concludes rather summarily against all 
existing religious bodies ; he considers that they have either 
too little elasticity or that they have, on the other hand, 
truckled too much to the modern irreligion. This seems to 
us to take too little account of the ancient storehouses of 
faith. We will conclude by recommending the perusal of 
an extremely sinoere, thoughtful, and suggestive book. Dr. 
Eucken thinks it necessary to apologise for the length of his 
introductory remarks—of a general historical and philosophi¬ 
cal import. We think that it is just this that makes the 
strength of the book ; it allows us to go a long way with the 
author before disagreeing with him. 

Michael Angelo Buonarroti. By Sir Charles Holrotp. 

Illustrated. (Duckworth and Co. 5s. net.) 

The Painters of the School of Ferrara. By Edmond G. 

Gardner. Illustrated. (Duckworth and Co. 5s. net.) 

Sir Charles Holroyd has devoted the first part of his 
“ Michael Angelo Buonarroti ” to a complete translation of 
Condivi’s memoir of his revered master, for, as Sir Charles 
writes, 44 The faithful and reverent character of the whole 
work can only be given in a complete translation, its trans¬ 
parent honesty and its loving devotion.” Condivi’s account 
44 has almost the authority of an autobiography.” It is 
written in a simple, unaffected style; tender, intimate, 
always reverential, in which the greatness of the artist and 
sculptor goes hand in hand with the greatness of the man 
himself. Out of Michael Angelo’s religion sprang his 
art; that was the motive power of all he did. His infinite 
toil on the vault of the Siatine Chapel, and his rapid work 
on those innumerable figures, are things to marvel at and 
never to understand. He was a mighty genius through 
which the divine fire worked unceasingly. Night and day 
alike saw him laying on the magic of his colours, or carving 
out of cold and barren marble immortal figures. He never 
seems to have rested; profound slumber was unknown to 
him. He was driven forward by the whirlwind of genius, 
never satisfied with his work as Whistler was, because his 
conceptions were always greater than his actual creations. 
And yet how unspeakably great they are! His 44 David ” 
his “Dawn” and “Night”—has marble ever taken more 
lovely shape ? 

The second part of this volume covers the same period 
and may be regarded as an appendix. 44 It is,” Sir Charles 
writes, 44 a supplementary account of the existing works of 
tho master, and details of their fashioning that may help us 
to realise the mystery of their production from contem¬ 
porary documents—letters, contracts, and the life of Vasari.” 
The Appendix contains a translation of the three dialogues 
on painting by Francisco d’Ollanda. The volume contains 
numerous excellent illustrations, and the only fault we have 
to find is with the printers, who have inserted many letters 
upside-down. 

Mr. Edmund G. Gardner, in 44 The Painters of the School 
of Ferrara,” has written a valuable and interesting account 
of the famous school of painting that existed in about the 
middle of the fifteenth century. Though it originated in 
Ferrara, Mr. Gardner informs us that its influence extended 
to the other cities over which the House of Este held sway 
and finally “ spread over all Emilia and Romagna, produced 
Coreggio in Parma, and even shared in the making of 
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Raphael at Urbino.” Coreggio is not included in the present 
book because bis life and work have been fully dealt with 
in another volume of this excellent series. Cosimo Tnra, 
Lorenzo Costa, Francesco Raibolini, and several other 
painters of this school are fully discussed. Lovers of Italian 
art will find much to linger over in these pages. They will 
find the illustrations well produced, and the list of the 
important works of the painters of the school of Ferrara 
and Bologra extremely useful. 

The Actor's Companion. By Cecil F. Armstrong. (Mills 

and Boon. 2s. 6d. net.) 

Much of the advice to }'oung and ambitious actors given in 
this book is rather obvious, but we must of course remember 
that it is the obvious which is often missed. The author 
puts the results of wide experience and observation at the 
disposal of “ the profession,” and his book should prove of 
considerable use to the inexperienced. Best of all, perhaps, 
is his caution with regard to the playing of small and 
insignificant parts—“ thinking " parts. “ To play a walk-on 
part properly,” he says, “ should entail at the least a very 
careful study of the whole scene, if not the whole play ; ” 
how seldom is this done! “ Above all,” he continues, “ get 
out of the habit of reckoning the size and importance of a 

. part from the number of lines spoken. As well might you 
reckon the stature of a man in feet and inches.” We may 
remind Mr. Armstrong that we do not usually estimate the 
stature of a man in yards or furlongs—his analogy is rather 
unfortunate; but his point is good. We do not invariably 
agree with him in his sweeping generalisations. “ Do not 
be for ever criticising your elders,” he writes, “ they may 
be wrong—they generally are.” As a matter of fact, they 
are generally right; but in 60 far as the statement means 
that the habit of grumbling and fault-finding should be 
restrained, it is useful. But he should not talk about “ the 
repertoire of thiB marvellous writer ” when he refers to 
Shakespeare. In the chapter on “ Scientific Voice Produc¬ 

tion,” by Mr. Frederick James, we may make the comment 
that only the trained ear can detect the harmonics when the 
lower C is struck on a pianoforte; not many people can hear 
the “seconds, fifths, octaves, and so on, right up the key¬ 
board.” On the whole, however, this little book has many 
good aspects, and the introduction by Mr. Arthur Bourchier, 
with a chapter on the Actors’ Association by Mr. Clarence 

Derwent, add to its value. 

All Hail! Simple Teachings on the Bible. By Baroness 

Freda de Knoop. (A. L. Humpheys. 21s. net.) 

This is a large and sumptuous book (500 pages, quarto), 
finely designed, and beautifully printed in red and black, 
the actual Biblical text in red throughout. There are 
upwards of a hundred full-page illustrations, chiefly from 
old Italian masters, brilliantly executed in colour. A sort 
of running commentary is given on all the books of the 
Bible. Much of it is very well done, but it is far from 
being what we should describe as “ simple teachings.” For 
example, what idea would be conveyed to a child’s mind by 
saying that “ the story of the Fall is remarkable not only 
for its revelation of God, but for its insight into the psychology 
of man,” or that the “ allegorical meanings of the Song of 
Songs are quite legitimate as secondary interpretations ; ” 
or “ the paraphrase of the Targum 5 " or of the Revelation, 
that it is “ St. John’s picture of the ideal redeemed society 
which is to regenerate all the nations of the earth. Redemp¬ 
tion of the individual has loug been an accepted fact, but 
the redemption of the larger organism—the community—is 
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necessarily slower in coming.” We might as well talk 
Chinese to children, as read them passages of this kind. 
The fact is that this book is too ambitious in the desire to 
be comprehensive. Besides, its style, size, and price place it 
far beyond the reach of schools and ordinary teachers, for 
whom there are plenty of books of really “ simple teachings,” 
which do not attempt to cope with “ higher criticism.” At 
the same time, we glady add that this work, so carefully and 
enthusiastically carried out, has a value of its own. It may 
find its way into many a rich home, where the Bible is in 
danger of being neglected, and, if really studied by parent 
or governess, form a sound basis for many good and useful 
lessons. It is certainly a beautiful book, and an interesting 
introduction to Biblical literature. 

The South Devon and Dorset Coast. By Sidney Heath. 

Illustrated. (T. Fisher Unwin. 6s. net.) 

Scraps of history, supported by such authorities as the 
M Golden Legend ” and “ Saxon Chronicle,” in addition to 
more modern writers, and little biographical and archaeo¬ 
logical sketches, alternate with the more purely descriptive 
work which one expects in such a book as this. We welcome 
the short outline of the life and work of William Barnes, 
the Dorset poet, who must surely come to his own and rank 
beside Thomas Hardy as a faithful painter of West Country 
folk—higher perhaps than Hardy for his exquisite render¬ 
ing of the moods and emotions of these people. Were it not 
for such fragments of literary work as this sketch, the book 
would rank merely as a good tourist guide, for superficial 
archfieology and “ an eye for country ” are fairly common 
attributes in these days of technical classes and week-end 

tickets. As it is, however, there is sufficient in the book not 
only to fill the wants of the guide-book needing class, but to 
delight the West Countryman as well. The author spent 

long enough in “Wessex” and farther west to gain that 
insight to the pecularities of the country which alone could 
make his book acceptable to a native. A number of photo¬ 
graphic illustrations of exceptional merit are interspersed 

among the pages of the work. 

ktudc critique sur Vahus des statues. By Gustave Pkssard. 

(H. Dar&gon, Paris. 2f.) 

Mr. Chesterton once said, in speaking of monuments to 
great men, that the French way was to make beautiful 

statues of them, the German way to make ugly statues, and 
the English to make none at all. Here wo have an amusing 
attempt to prove that the first part of this proposition is on 
the whole not true, and that the English method is roughly 
the right one. It seems that there are some nine hundred 
statues adorning the streets of Paris, either on duty already 
or in commission, and that a large proportion of them are 
without any merit, artistic or sentimental. M. Raymond 
Strauss in a short epilogue imputes the blame to the artists, 
who have a vested interest in this large output. M. le 
Corbeiller, who also contributes an article, has a measure to 
propose to the Municipality of Paris, by which superfluous 
statues are to be banished to the outskirts of the capital, and 
“surtout qu’on ne statu tie plus aucuu personnage ‘ qu’autaut 

que dix bonnes annees se soient dcoulees entre le jour de sa 
mort et celui de sa petrifaction.* ” The question hardly con¬ 
cerns us whether the exaggeration belongs to the fact or to 
the critics, but this we can safely say, that 31. Pessard acd 
his collaborators have provided the inquisitive tourist with 
a most complete and detailed catalogue of the stone popula¬ 
tion of the streets of Paris. 
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NEW EDITIONS 

X Kentucky Cardinal, by Jambs Lane Allen; Don Orsino, 

by F. Marion Crawtord ; The Benefactress, by the author of 
“ Elizabeth and her German Garden ; ” Dorothy Vernon of 

Haddon Hall, by Charles Major ; Miranda of the Balcony, 
by A E. W. Mason. (Macmillan and Co. 7d. each net.) 

Five additions to Messrs. Macmillan’s dainty sevenpenny 
series are very welcome, bat most pleasing of all will be the 
Kentucky Cardinal and its sequel Aftermath in the same 
volume at this very modest price, uniform with The Choir 

Iwisible. Each book has the usual frontispiece, and is bound 
in the familiar blue covers. 

REFERENCE BOOKS 

Lkbrett'n House of Commons and the Judicial Bench. (Dean 

and Son. 7s. 6d. net.) 

Tta I/jndon Diocese Book for 1912. Edited by the Rev. Pre- 

bendart Glbndinninu Nash. (S.P.C.K. Is. 6d. net.) 

The London Matriculation Directory. (Burlington House, 
Cambridge. Is. net.) 

These three books form most useful and efficient guides 
for politicians, clergymen, students, and all who take 
an interest in the departments with which each deals. 
Although no change has taken place with regard to the 
governing party in the House of Commons since the previous 
issue of Messrs. Dean and Son’s book, a large number of 
alterations have been made in the positions held by the 
different Ministers; so that it is absolutely necessary for 
those who wish to have before them an accurate account of 
the personnel of Parliament as at present constituted to 
P°*8esa some kind of reference-book dealing with the subject. 
And we think that no better choice could be made than by 
selecting the present volume. In past years it has always 
wen found accurate and concise, and it is well and clearly 
Printed. 

f London Diocese Book ” is not only handy as a work 
0 reference, but also contains much of historical interest. 

•Prions sections are well tabulated and quite easy to 
Qd by recourse to the general index. 

Matriculation Directory ” consists mostly of papers 
w the various Matriculation examinations, together 

W t 801116 funeral hints as to text-books, Ac. It is a very 
^fol book for candidates who contemplate studying in 

t° pass one or more of the many subjects set as tests 
lQtbese examinations. 

FICTION 
k Pilgrim, Kamanita. By Karl Gjellerit. (ileincmaun. 

6e.) 

~ 1 K’en iary romance of the pilgrim who sat unwittingly 

,1 * ^ °f Buddha, and afterwards passed through 
^ e ower heavens to perfect Nirvana, bears with it all 

f&grance and charm of the land which gives birth to 

i/ The love of Kamanita and Vasitthi, con- 
fruition on earth, brings them 

JjvJJ ln the after-worlds of Buddhist belief, and it is 
^ Ionian, who leads her lover up through stage 

lion—v^6,0^ ?x*8^nce 1° Nirvana and supreme self-abnega- 
httad Ionian, whose influence gives to the 

n, lj9 Pecil^ar delicacy and power of attraction. 
s *7 of K&manita’s life, as he related it to Buddha 

it* sim ^Qowiug the identity of his listener, is tragic in 
P tcity, and truly Eastern in the gorgeous descriptive¬ 

ness which adorns the narrative. Kamanita tested every 
earthly pleasure and found it fail—found that in pleasure 
he gradually lost sight of himself and his ideals; then he 
turned ascetic. For higher and more nearly selfless motives 
Vasitthi turned ascetic too, else had they never attained 
Nirvana together. 

To the Western mind the end of the story—complete 
absorption in the Supreme Power and loss of identity—is 
unsatisfying; but it is fully in accordance with the Vedic 
teachings of which Herr Gjellerup evinces so rich and 
complete a knowledge. Every page of the book—admirably 
translated, by the way—bears evidence of such familiarity 
with Buddhist teachings and creeds as Western minds 
seldom compass, and the result is a story of singular beauty. 

He who runs may read the story, but to him who reads 
with opened eyes this is more than a story. What the 
“Nibelnngenlied ” is to Germany, what Mallory and 
Chancer and their fellows are to the English, such stories as 
this are to the lands and peoples of their origin—a part 
of the races’ faith and heritage. Behind the pilgrim 
Kamanita is veiled the type, behind the story is allegory, 
not less powerful because alien in principle (though nearly 
identical in effect) from our own creeds. The title of 
the book will cause many to regard it as caviare, probably, 
and will perhaps assist in placing it among the works on 
which Lord Rosebery had a word to say; nevertheless, it 
deserves a place among our classic literature rather than on 
an obscure shelf of a Carnegie library. It is a rare and 
delicate achievement, and a noteworthy book. 
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Across the Footlights. By Fergus Hume. (F. V. White and 

Co. 6s.) 

It seems but a few days ago that we were reading “ The 
Steel Crown,” by Mr. Fergus Hume, and yet here we have 
another romance by the same pen. It may be because the 
last story is still fresh in our memory that we fail altogether 
to appreciate 41 Across the Footlights.” There is a great 
similarity between the two books. Beryl, a young actress, 
is almost an exact counterpart of the young woman in the 
previous book who kept a boarding-house where the 
ex-Queen was murdered. And Dr. Derwent as the noble 
lover corresponds equally well to Anthony Hale. So that 
when all is said and done it is simply the situations that 
change in Mr. Hume’s books; the characters retire to the 
green-room to make a slight change in their costumes, 
always to return and act again the B&me part. After 
several times this becomes monotonous. We admire Portia 
very much, and a good actress in “ The Merchant of Venice ” 
is a delight to behold, but ail Portias taking part in nothing 
bnt44 Merchants of Venice ” are apt to bore one in time, in 
like manner one murder, one villain, one charming girl, and 
one good young man do not necessarily make an enter¬ 
taining story. In this instance the secret as to who is 
the real murderer is well hidden until the last chapters arc 
reached. It is the numerous explanations and cross-exami¬ 
nations of the friends who take it upon themselves to track 
the criminal which drag and make the reader long to tarn 
over the pages quicker than they can be read. The bad men 
are not now putting the country to the expense of a long 
trial ; Mr. Hume manages conveniently to dispose of them 
either in a motor-car accident or by falling over a cliff thus 
clearing the way for every one else to come into his own 
and be happy ever after. 

The Country Heart, and Other Stories. By Maude Eoerton 

King. (A. C. Fifleld. 6s.) 

Onl' gathers from this collection of short stories that their 
authoi'ess possesses the country heart, and, in viewing the 
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multitude of straggles which makes up the world, sym¬ 
pathises in nearly every case with the under-dog. The story 
wh;ch gives a title to the book, “The Junction,” “Sarah’s 
Wr,y,” and “Love’s Birthday” are the four which go to 
foirn a valid reason for reproduction, in book form, of fiction 
better suited by its length for periodical publication. For 
in each of these four stories there is a motive expressed, a 
psychological truth—and in one a physiological truth—which, 
were it published and advertised and hammered home, would 
better the world. Certainly “The Junction ” is a little far¬ 
fetched; a certain John Smith, travelling while hardly 
recovered from an illness, has a talk in the railway carriage 
with John Smith, twenty yeara older. Realising, on awaken¬ 
ing from his dream, that if he carries out the intention of 
his journey he will in twenty years have bartered his soul 
for position, he turns back—but the story must be read for 
full appreciation of the truth which it expresses. 

One other point is worthy of comment. Though the 
authoress realises, as do all who think to any depth, the 
grim tragedy which underlies all life, she realises and gives 
expression to the equally patent underlying principle of 
Ultimate Good—she has found the world sorrowful enough, 
in all conscience, but never hopeless, and its guiding power 
is neither a blind unreason nor a capricious ness. It may be 
gathered that these stories are hardly railway journey 
pastimes, bnt studies which, by reason of their depth and 
power, deserve a wider sale than any volume of short 
stories is likely to achieve. 

Hit Firtt Offence. By J. Stoker Clouston. (Mills and 

Boon. 68.) 

The whole of this book is an amusing and entertaining farce 
from beginning to end. It might almost be called a detec¬ 
tive story but for the fact that there is nothing to discover. 
Chapter I. opens with the promise of a mystery, and when 
to that is added the most absurd mistakes and misunder¬ 
standings that it is possible to imagine, there is nothing for 
the reader to do but to remark “ How silly ! ” and still 
pursue until the end is reached. The plot—if such it can be 
called—reads like a humorous rendering of a well-known 
tragedy that claimed the attention of Europe and America 
not so very long ago, the police inspectors not being omitted 
in the share of chaff. One is compelled to be at breathless 
attention all the way through, the progress of events is so 
rapid. The exit of a cook, the arrival of a Bishop to dinner, 
the mistress taking the cook’s place, seem simple enough 
happenings in themselves, but they cause an endless amount 
of complications, the laughable side of which is always well 
to the fore. For a rollicking, jolly little story, and one which 
is oerfain to drive away a dull half-hour, we can certainly 
recommend “His First Offence.” 

Kalomera. By W. J. Saunders. (Elliot Stock. 6s.) 

Mr. Saunders explains a system of communal government, 
describing it as actually in operation in a mythical country, 
on which a mythical traveller stumbles by accident. Every¬ 
thing is very simple, very beautiful, and the people are so 
bound together by mutual affection that very few exhibit 
other than the most perfect contentment with their most 
perfect lot. It follows naturally that “ Kalomera ” must be 
a very dull place indeed, and so we find it. After the 
manner of idealists, Mr. Saunders leaves out of his 
reckoning the imperfections and frailties of humanity. 
His communal people submit without question to ail the 
rules imposed on them, to marriage at a certain age, to the 
limitation of the number of their children by the State, to 
elimination of the unfif from the race by eugenic methods, 
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and to other small restrictions by which Mr. Saunders uncon¬ 
sciously assists in proving that communal government inevi¬ 
tably develops into tyranny, beneficent or otherwise according 
to circumstances. 

“ Kalomera ” has all been written before, and some of it 
has been put into practice—by the Inca Government of Peru, 
for instance. Even Mr. Saunders’ views on the disposal of 
literature have been anticipated by Lord Rosebery, and 
various writers have given us schemes of communal govern¬ 
ment of equal and greater value than this. The views 
expressed are very elaborate and precise, but they form the 
vision of an individual, and are not a communal expression. 
Mr. Saunders has thus defeated his own end, and, worst fault 
of all, he has shown us nothing new. 

Captain Klek: a Romance of Marseilles. By H. W. F. 

(Watts and Co. 2s. net.) 

All the potentialities of a good story have been spoilt by a 
commonplace recital of facts, and more or less prosy opinions 
on things in general. The only excuse for the book is the 
dramatic and unexpected denouement, which, however, is led 
up to in an uninteresting and oolourless way. Captain 
Klek apparently oould have furnished abundant material 
for adventures by flood aud field. These are relegated to 
the background in favour of insipid reflections by the teller 
of the story which the public might well have been spared. 

THE THEATRE 

“TRILBY” AT HIS MAJESTY’S 

If we dared venture upon such a dreadful heresy, dared to 
tread upon the toes of those devout Shakespeareans for 
whom Sir Herbert Tree represents the High Priest, the great 
intermediary between the dramatist and the public, we 
should say once and for all that we enjoy witnessing Sir 
Herbert in parts such as Svengali or the “ Man who Was ’’ 
infinitely better than when he dons the Cardinal’s robes or 
affects kingly attributes; and, from all we hear, we should 
be far from unsupported in that heresy. It has been a relief 
of late to see him in plays where sheer fine acting is 
demanded—plays where there is no glamour of the declama¬ 
tory, familiar passage, breathlessly awaited by the audience, 
and no beauty of rhythmic verse to carry off mannerisms. 
Having thus flung down the gloved let ub glance at 
“ Trilby.” 

“ Trilby ” stages delightfully*there is no doubt about 
that. If only for the contrasts, so evident in the book, that 
seem to call for the actor’s aid, we might know it. As soon 
as ever the huge—and original—Taffy stalked in, big as a 
sentry-box, the audience settled itself comfortably, fearing 
naught. Mr. Edmund Maurice was “ great ” as Taffy in more 
senses than one, and Mr. A. E. George, excellently made up as 
the red-bearded “ The Laird ” McAlister, was the cause of 
much joy with his Scotch accent and his share of the comedy 
scene when Little Billee’s extremely shocked parents catch 
sight of the riotous art-students’ dance. This scene, by the 
way, was only just Baved from becoming low comedy; 
we could have done without the farcical manoeuvring 
with “ Sandy’s ” sporran and false nose and wreath of roses; 
it failed to hang together with the underlying seriousness 

of the visit. We are presuming that all our readers are 
familiar with the story of Trilby O'Ferrall, so we will not 
occupy space by relating it. 

Trilby herself was an immense and immediate success in 
the person of Mls8 Phyllis Neilson-Terry. Her behaviour 
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with the “ dear boys ** in their studio was perfection ; her 
ringing in Act III. wrought the house into a furore of 
acclamation, and her look of being haunted, when under the 
baleful mesmeric influence of Svengali, sent shudders 
through ns. Her eyes turned to him questioning, imploring, 
deepairing, as she sang ; and Bhe sang as one in a frightful 
dream. So fine a piece of careful, restrained acting we have 
rarely seen. On the other hand, Mr. E. Ion Swinley failed 
to convey the romantic note which is absolutely essential to 
"Little Billee.” An entirely different treatment of the part 
is required—more simplicity, less conventionality in the 
expression of emotion; we never felt for a moment that be 
was the unaffected, lovable “ Billee ” of George da M&urier. 
As Madame Vinard, Miss Hosina Filippi bustled and scolded 
and laughed in exactly the right vein, while the minor 
parts—especially the capital “ Manager Kaw ” of Mr. 
Francis Chamier—were all in good hands. 

As Svengali, we imagine that Sir Herbert Tree is 
unapproachable. He is inside the very skin of the part; 
Svengali’s diablerie, his flamboyant humour, his spider-like 
propensities, his fluency and facility of movement, as of an 
extremely active Fagin, are irresistibly real, and—a point 
we were very much afraid of—he did not overdo the 
mesmeric “ business ” with Trilby. A clever innovation, 
which incorporated the audience with the play, took place in 
the third Act, when the curtain was quickly lowered, and 
Trilby, with Svengali conducting the orchestra, sang as 
though in the ** Cirque des Bashi-Bazoucks.” Not for an 
instant did the bewildered expression leave her face, and 
she is to be heartily congratulated on a remarkably fine 
interpretation. 

“ Trilby ” is billed to run for three weeks only; but we 
shall not be surprised if Sir Herbert Tree decides to produce 
it for a mnch longer period, for the house cheered itself 
hoaree, and the enchantment of the Quartier Latin was upon 
usall. 

“Oat West: A Story of Californian Life,” produced at 
the Palace Theatre'for the first time on Monday evening, is a 
very fierce little tragedy which takes place in a shanty at 
Golden Camp. Inez, a young Spanish wife, is tired of her 
English husband, having taken a fancy to his partner Pedro. 
Pedro, for his part, offers to exchange his partnership for his 
friend’s wife. The two men engage in a struggle ; Inez 
coming upon the 6cene, shoots to kill her husband; but, as 
was to be expected, it is Pedro who is mortally wounded. A 
rough-and-ready trial takes place, Dick taking upon himself 
his wife’s guilt. A Chinese servant, who has been ill-treated 
bj the Spanish woman, comes forward and denounces her, 
uid the curtain rings down upon Inez leaving the shanty 
*1om. The play is in the hands of very capable actors; 
otherwise it would not be one to merit a great deal of praise. 
Struggles, pistol-shots, and much rough handling still 
fcceive an uproarious welcome in some parts of London, 
hut we have repeatedly noticed that West End audiences 
watery little moved when witnessing them. 

Got introduction to Mr. Pelissier’s Punchinellos was 
in a very dainty manner through a light and gauzy 

curtain, which gradually lifted and revealed eight of these 
charming and clever entertainers.* They threw themselves 

their parts with all their usual enthusiasm. “ Why 

Should I Look on the Bright Side of Things ?** an amusing 
3p to-date song, and burlesque of breakfast-tables as they 
appear in comic and serious opera, filled up their programme, 

hey finished with a kind of tableau. We had hoped that 
• y would gradually fade away behind the curtain as they 
^ come to 08; the effect wae so pretty. 

e Grecian Maids and Ziska Dalhi also made their fust 
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appearance on Monday night. These are dancers after the 
style of Maud Allan, employing all the familiar serpentine 
movements of the limbs—in fact, Ziska Dalhi had a snake 
entwined round her as she danced. It is probably clever, 
and it may be graceful, but we always have a horrible creepy 
feeling all the time it is going on, and wish that in the 
second part they might turn into dances similar to those in 
the Empire Ballet. 

SOME NEW FRENCH PLAYS—1. 
I 

The Rostand family seems to have been specially blessed by 
Providence, for it contains three geniuses—all poets! This 
awe-inspiring trinity is touchingly united: no dissension 
ever occurs between its members, no base envy—no jealousy. 
They help each other and collaborate in perfect harmony. 
Indeed this harmony is occasionally so great that it is almost 
impossible not to confuse the poetry of M. Edmond 
Rostand with that of Madame Rosemonde Gerard, his wife, or 
with that of their son, M. Maurice Rostand. Farther, the 
Rostands are really touching in the simplicity with whioh 
they are wont to express publicly the admiration they feel 
for one another. Thus Madame Rosemoude Gerard, who is 
of English origin, expressed last year, in an ardent poem 
published iu an important magazine about the time of the 
triumph of “ Chantecler,” the intense enthusiasm the talent 
and personality of her son Maurice provoked in her maternal 
bosom. She even went so far as to compare him to a 
w carpocracian,” which is not generally considered a desir¬ 
able epithet iu describing a young gentleman of eighteen l 
And since that time she has not varied in her opinion, for 
both mother and child have had the delightful idea of 
writing together a play in verse, which they declared was 
designed for the amusement of little ones. They have drawn 
their subject from Madame de Segur’s charming book, “ Le 
Bon Petit Diable.” 

It is pertinently said that too many cooks spoil the broth. 
Now Madame de Segura broth was excellent, simple yet 
ably flavoured and mixed with various ingredients. Tender¬ 
ness was enhanced by a touch of humour, and sadness was 
dispelled by a healthy, boyish gaiety. But Maurice Rostand 
aud his mother have thought it necessary to add Bpices of 
their own composition, and have thuB destroyed the whole¬ 
some charm residing in the good Madame de Segur’s work ; 
moreover, to preserve a tradition dear to the Rostand family, 
they have not been sparing in lyrical outbursts and sudden 
disconcerting poetic comparisons. 

The subject of “ Le Bon Petit Diable ” is very simple. 
It is the story of a little orphan boy, Charles MacLance, who 
is left in charge of an old Scotch cousin, Mrs. MscMiche. 
The mischievous nature of her ward irritates the door old 
woman, who is continually tyannising over him. In the end, 
tired of being punished without cause, Charles becomes hard¬ 
ened, and really naughty, and does not hesitate to play all the 
most disagreeable practical jokes he can invent upon his 
wicked old cousin. But one day he comes into a large 
fortune. He immediately leaves Scotland for England to 
take possession of his inheritance. Several years later Mrs. 
MacMiche, who in the interval has repented of her harshnesB, 
begs Charles to come back—she is very ill, and wishes to see 
her ex-ward once more befoi*e she dies. Charles consents 
but on arriving in bis former borne all seems so poor and so 
unfamiliar to him that he appears to have become a stiff and 
pretentious young nobleman. However, after having passed 
some hours in the house where he suffered so much formerly, 
he recovers his old character, kind at heart, but very mis¬ 
chievous and gay—in short, a “ good little devil.” He meets 
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Juliette again—his sweetheart in the days gone by, whom 
he had almost forgotten. Suddenly, abandoning his rich 
and frivolous fiancee and his gay companions, he marries 
Juliette, and takes his old enemy Mrs. MacMiche, now trans¬ 
formed into a seraphic octogenarian, to live with them. 

The fairies have not been absolutely alien to all the 
happenings which occur in “ Le Bon Petit Diable.” They 
spend their time helping Charles out of scrapes and saving 
difficult situations. Queen Mab restores Juliette’s eyesight, 
so that she may have the joy of reading Charles’ love- 
letter. It is a pity that these amiable supernatural beings 
did not find the means of suppressing bo me of the oonntless 
enumerations the authors have thought wise to sprinkle 
through the whole play. Indeed the habit of enumerating is a 
poetical process much in favour with the Rostand family. In 
44 Chantecler” there are many examples of this,and Monsieur 
Rostand has evidently transmitted this taste of his to his 
wife and son. In 44 Le Bon Petit Diable ” the enumerations 
are so frequent that they become at length insufferable. 
The actors give one the impression of scholars reciting whole 
pages from manuals of botany, sociology, sentimentality, 
geology, Ac., as the case may be. Of course, 44 Le Bon Petit 
Diable ” contains some very pleasant passages and happy 
verses. But we doubt whether even a schoolboy, cursed with 
lyrical tendencies, would declare that the fingers of his 
beloved were 44 as transparent as sugar-candy ” ! 

44 Le Bon Petit Diable ” did not much amuse the grown-up 
public, still less the children. It is too poor an imitation of 
M. Edmond Rostand’s plays and style to be interesting. 
Imitations are only amusing when due to a stranger who 

takes the trouble to achieve a good copy of his model; an 
imitation due to two members of a trinity possessing the 
same kind of talent is really a very tame affair. 

The staging of the play was quaint and amusing - the 
caste on the whole excellent. The role of Mrs. MacMiche 
was very well played by M. Galipaux, who w as inimitable 
in his personation of a miserly, harsh old Scotch woman. 
Monsieur Pladier as Charles was good, but rather too 
emphatic and declamatory. Mademoiselle Mellat (Juliette) 
posBesses a delightful voice, but she should learn how to use 

and not to abuse the effects she can produce. 
A special drop-curtain had been designed representing an 

enormous copy of Madame de Sdgur’s book in its traditional 
led and gold binding, suspended half-open in mid-air. 
Under it, as though he had escaped from its pages, a 
diminutive Charles was opening a jack-in-the-box, whilst 
in a corner was seen Madame MacMiche collapsed on the 
ground in her fright of her terrible cousin 44 Le Bon Petit 

Diable.” 
Marc Loge. 

PIANOFORTE PLAYING 

Everybody knows that whatever the pleasure may be, you 

do not enjoy it as much when you can have it every day as 
you did when you could have it but seldom. Bridget Elia’s 
cousin used to tell her, as they discussed play-going, that 
the relish of such exhibitions must be in proportion to the 
infrequency of going ; and there was profound sense in the 
parting wish of the little old lady to PomoDa in 44 Rudder 
Grange”—“ I hope that you will have all you want, and 
more, but less if you'd like it! ” There was a time when we 
hungered for a great deal more piano-playing. Now, 
perhaps, we would be glad of less, and regret the good 
old times when sleep and lessons were interrupted by the 
excitement of anticipation, because in a few weeks’ time the 
amazing Arabella Goddard or the loftily serene Charles 
Halle would play a programme of piano-music in our county 
town, and we were to be allowed to go. Even during the 
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London Season there was but little in the way of piano 
recitals; a blissful occasional visit to Professor Ella’s 
Musical Union Concerts is all that we can remember, besides 
the almost maddening delight of the Opera with Patti or 

Nilsson. 
Pianists and their recitals became more numerous as 

the dawn broke which ushered in modern Music’s day. The 
coming to London of Richter (we think it was 1879) marks 
an epoch for the musician, as the Taking of Constantinople 
or the Discovery of America does for the historian. Since 
that momentous visit we have gradually come to have moro 
music, perhaps, than some of us want. But in the few years 
that preceded it great Mme. Schumann, and Rubinstein, and 
Bulow had played the piano to us, and Anna Mehlig and 
Marie Krebs, and Mortier de Fontaine, and Alfred J&ell, 
and Brassin, and Bache, and Dannreutber—we might even 
extend the list. Still, the performances of these marvels of 
technique and taste were not too common, and they could be 
thoroughly enjoyed. The sky would have been expected to 
fall had anything been announced like the deluge of pianists 
which has lately swept over London. Had it been possible, 
one could have listened to ten of them in seven days— 
Messrs. Wesley Weyman, Leonard Borwick, James FrUkin, 
Mark Hambourg, Egon Petri, Percy Grainger, Seigei 
Tarnowsky and Cortot ; Adela Verne and Fanny Bloomfield* 
Zeisler. Ye gods, what a feast! We should have liked to 
hear them all, had we not been convinced that a moderate 
diet in music is best, as is the case with more material food. 
After ten pianistic performances in one week we should 
have resembled the gourmet whom the City waiters know so 
well at the close of the Dining Season, who lays down his 
fretful fork when the salmon is offered, and sighs for a plain 

water-souche with bread-and-butter. 
We had recently been interested in reading a pamphlet 

written by Mr. George Woodhouse, and published by Messrs. 
Reeve, entitled 44 The Artist at the Piano.” This little 

work has been highly praised by M. Paderewski, and in 

spite of the fact that the richness of its style is somewhat 

dismaying to a reader who prefers plain language, we had 
fully agreed with Mr. Woodhouse’s conclusions. (Perhaps 
it was impossible to disagree with a writer who could pen 
such a sentence as this: 44 Despot reason, for one 6hort 

moment, swayed my mentality, and the artist in me dwindled 
to microbic dimensions.”) He discourages slavery to 
theories concerning the production of tone on the piano¬ 
forte, and urges players to make themselves 41 artists,” not 
mere 44 pianists.” Dreading lest any of the performers we 
were to hear should turn out to be 44 theorists ” only, or 

41 rationalists,” we were agreeably disappointed. 

It is true that one of them, Mr. Mark Hambourg, appeared 
to rejoice more in his possession of an exceptionally brilliant 
technique than in his power to sway his audience by the emotion 
of the music, but it was impossible not to delight in his render¬ 
ing of the Scherzo in Chopin’s Sonata in B minor. Was tl»e 
44 cut” he made in the Finale intentional, we wondered, or 

the result of a momentary forgetfulness P If it 
latter, he escaped from the accident with great presence of 
mind. But his playing is so well known, and, we must in 
fairness add, so widely appreciated (his audience was ver) 
large), that we will not discuss it further. Mr. Jams* 
Friskin was very happy in a Partita of Bach. His tone was 
good, his manner clear and incisive, and he let the beautiful 

broad lines of the music make their own effect, instead of 
attempting to engage our attention to details and ornamen¬ 
tation. His opening phrases of Beethoven’s Sonata, 4 be8 
Adieux, L’Absence, et le Retour ” were so charged with 
simple, sincere feeling, that one felt all the more a want of 
warmth in the rest. In Franck’s 44 Prelude, Aria, and 
Fiuale ” he succeeded far better than many of the pianists 

who attempt that difficult and magnificent work, yet he was 
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not broad enough; and, in a different spirit from that in 
which he had played his Bach, he seemed too anxious to let 
as know how subtle a contrapuntist Franck was. He played 
with great spirit an uncommonly pleasant group of pieces 
by musicians who were, like himself, at the Royal College 
of Music—Hurlstone, Dyson, Bridge, Samuel, and himself. 

Mrs. Bloomfield-Zeisler is certainly no “ theorist.” She 
mast in her student days have acquired the ability to play 
anything exactly as sbe chose to play it, and if we may 
criticise an artist of such distinction we should say that she 
allows her own personality to overshadow that of the com¬ 
poser, and that is why we did not completely enjoy her 
Chopin (the Sonata in B flat minor) nor her Rhapsody 
(Op. 119, No. 4) of Brahms. She played as if her own 
enjoyment of the music was intense, and that was very good. 
Bother rhythm and her accents and her expression seemed 
tons to be too much emphasised. Her Scherzo, too, was heavy, 
not impetuous,and the March did not impress by its solemnity. 
It is hard to understand why she played the Rhapsody at so 
slow a pace; the effect was almost clumsy, and to the middle 
section an air, rather arch than graceful, was given. But 
she is a most interesting, and iu some ways, a splendid 
pianist. M. Tarnowsky had already given three recitals 
before we were privileged to hear him, and tidings had 
reached us that he was an artist of the first order. They 
were justified. He hag a singularly beautiful touch, a tech¬ 
nical accomplishment sufficient for every need, ample warmth 
and vigour, and these qualities are made valuable by a truly 
musician-like spirit. 

We never heard Lisxt play the u Moonlight Sonata,” 
bet we have lately read M. Si loti’s animating description 
of that performance which made him say that, compared 
with Liszt, Rubinstein as a pianist no longer existed! But 
M Tarnowsky played the Sonata so finely that we could 
well believe he had acquired something of the Liszt 
tradition about it. He gave all the poetry and the pride 
of Schumann’s Fantaaie in C with unfailing freedom of 
style, and in some arrangements by Liszt he was never 
the mere virtuoso, but always the artist-interpreter. 
Paderewski could hardly have played the “ Auf Flugeln des 
Gesanges ” with greater charm. Finally we heard Mr. 
Percy Grainger play Franck’s “ Variations Symphoniques ” 
with Mr. Beecham’s orchestra at the Palladium on Sunday 
lwt. After such a concert, pray let us hear no more 
*bout the advantage the towns of Germany possess over 
Lrodon aa regards good and cheap musical performances. 
Por eighteenpence you could sit in a comfortable chair and 
listen to the11 Eroica ” Symphony, two Overtures of Beethoven, 
and Franck s lovely piece, all admirably played. 

Mr. Grainger fairly transported us with delight. He seemed 
fflade for such music, sharing to the full the deep feeling of its 
opening pages, and then revelling in the gladness of the Finale. 
This he took at & breathless speed, yet was able to vary 

tone, and put shade into his colour, and attend to every 
nH&nce. It was a triumph of delicately woven joyousness. 
Being loudly called upon for more, he played his own 
^rangement of a folk-song, the name of which we have 
forgotten. One understood, after the appeal of this little 
piece, how he had been able to feel and express so well 
the message of the greater. He is in intimate communion 
*ith the spirit of his music. Mr. Hammerstein seems to be 
doing very well now that he has halved the prices at his 
Opera House. His performance of Faust,” with the flute- 
voiced Miss Lyne as Margaret, and Mr. Harrold, a h aust far 
W°Qd the average, has drawn, as it deserved to draw, an 
ucdience that occupied every seat. That Gounod’s opera is still 
4 trump-card for a manager to play is no doubt a mortify* 
btf fart for some of those whom we may style musical Pro- 

; but we may note that even “ Faust ” would not 
attract a large number of people unless it were particularly 
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well given. The prima donna is still, to the average English¬ 
man, a more powerful magnet than any opera, and Miss Lyne 
is not likely to sing to empty benches for a long time to 
come, if we may venture on the role of prophet. 

NIETZSCHE’S PHILOSOPHY*-III. 

Nietzsche writes of a man who was once a friend, but whom, 
since he has become a successful friend, be has learut to 
hate. “ Success,” he says, “ has always been the greatest 
liar.” The fact that Nietzsche himself was something of a 
musician adds to the significance of his hostile attitude. The 
artistic temperament is one which endows its possessor with 
that capacity for jealousy which is apt to confuse principles 
with persons. 

That Wagner should have won over so many to his own 
views, that he should have been the means of popularising 
ideas and ideals strongly tinged with Christianity—this is. 
enough to account for the philosopher’s anger, enough to 
explain the fury of the iconoclast against the man who 
“ suddenly fell helpless and broken on his knees before tbe 
Christian Cross.” Added to this, Nietzsche’s incurable 
cynicism is a quality which does not help towards a right 
valuation of what is either good or great. 

Thus prejudiced, Nietzsche proceeds to attack Wagner’s 
person, philosophy, and art. He casts donbt upon tbe 
composer’s parentage and legitimacy of birth—an irrele¬ 
vant question. The musician’s philosophy be arraigns on the 
ground that it allows for the existence of God. Wagner’s 
art he denounces as being “ morbid and diseased,” and the 
artist himself as having “ represented through corrup¬ 
tion ; ” while all that he ever wrote is supposed to stand 
self-condemned on the ground of its appeftl to the people, 
its so-called absence of melody and rhythm. He hurls 
abuse at tbe master for what he considers emotional and 
chaotic in his work. Its faults are its incompleteness and 
its vagueness. Wagner was unable to create things as a 
whole; his is a “ style which may mean an infinity of 
things.” What we would ask is, whether such wholesale 
charges are true ; and further, though there be an element 
of half-truth iu them, are such accusations really damaging 
to the cans© for which the composer stood P We venture to 
think they are not. Wagner was able to find so many 
followers for the very reason that his art was so many- 
sided. It was no accident that such masic as his 
grew to be appreciated just at an age when the 
masses were beginning to find a conscious existence 
and were seeking an art for self-expression. Wagner 
taught what many had long though secretly sus¬ 
pected—viz., that melody and rhythm are capable of only 
comparative and ever-varying definition; that each may 
speak many languages according to age, locality and tem¬ 
perament. Music which plays upon the scale of emotion is 
guiltless of self-prostitution. That which appears ohaotic 
to one, reveals rule and order to another who has a deeper 
insight. They who lack the wider power to grasp the work 
in its entirety will always be offended by what they term its 
incompleteness. Vagueness is used as a word of reproach 
by those who are impatient for more detailed guidance. 

To understand and rightly to value all that Richard 
Wagner did for music, we must endeavour to realise into 
what skate the art had fallen one hundred years ago. Its 

• (1) The Case qf Wagner; (2) Nietzsche contra IVo^ner; 
(3) Selected Aphorisms; (4) We Philologists. Being Vol. 
VIII. of the Complete Works. Translated by Anthony M. 
Ludovici and J. M- Kennedy. (T. N. Foulis. 3s. 6d. net.) 
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very life waa in danger. Music in Europe was dying of 
strangulation. Its fields were circumscribed, guarded, 
policed, by law-binding conventionalism, contrapuntal limi¬ 
tations, forbidden modulations, orchestration etiquettes. 
The results were insipidity, unreality, insincerity, and dul- 
ness. The realm of the divine art had come to be regarded 
as a Bort of jardin de plaisir, in which you most conduct 
yourself with respectful good manners. From all this 
Wagner has redeemed us. 

Thanks to him, to-day we understand how the so-called 
laws of music are servants, hut no masters; how music’s 
message is for all, and not only for the few; how it is no 
mere game for the selfish enjoyment of the very elect. For 
such new outlook we are grateful to this inspired explorer and 
pioneer. Wagner and Ruskin would have agreed as to the 
great purpose of music: 11 To say a thing you mean, deeply 
and in the strongest and clearest possible way.11 

We do not forget that Wagner has had disciples who have 
exaggerated, indeed parodied, that which waa characteristic 
of the master himself. From such as these some have 
turned, and rightly turned, in disgust. It is the old story of 
the whole truth being what saves, while the half-truth 
destroys. 

At the end of “ The Case of Wagner ” Nietzsche gives his 
reasons for writing this essay, “ the three requisitions con¬ 
cerning which my wrath and my care and love of art have 
made me open my mouth on this occasion.” 

“ That the stage should not become master of the arts. 

“ That the actor should not become the corrupter of the genuine. 

“ That music should not become an art of lying." 

Here we find Nietzsche’s main objection against Wagner— 
“ that he was an actor,” and that his art represents the 
“ rise of the actor in music.” 

This is important, bearing, as it does, upon the question 
of the composer’s real significance as Reformer of Grand 
Opera, or of 11 Lyric Drama,” as he himself preferred to 

• call it. In this field of art Wagner revived a forgotten 
ideal. His contention was that the Drama demanded that 
poetry, scenery, music and action should be in complete 
accord ; that each character should be individualised by means 
of the “ Leit-motif; ” that the story should flow on with 
none of the conventional interludes; that the orchestral 
accompaniment should enforce every detail, whether of 
thought, word or action. 

Granted that Wagner may be termed in a sense a “ Revo¬ 
lutionist,” yet he may claim the old Greek drama as his 
prototype;—his changes were constructive. Like all cham¬ 
pions of reform, he had to wait for recognition. Gradually 
the lovers of the Lyric drama were converted to his 
teaching, and at length the man himself became to many 
almost an object of worship. The tendency to-day 
undoubtedly is for some enthusiasts to look for more than 
can be found in Wagner. People like Nietzsche, who began 
by taking Wagner as their prophet in all things, are now 
disposed to lay the blame on him for everything they dis¬ 
like, be it in the realm of modem drama, poetry, religion, 
art, philosophy, German Imperialism, or even medicine— 

surely a most unreasonable attitude. These disappointed 
ones would charge Wagner with having been a decadent, but 
we are disposed unhesitatingly to reject the charge. To 
have restored to life the lyric drama, to have put new 
interest into art as a means of expressing all that is real, to 
have shown a power and #kill hitherto unknown in the 
handling of method and technic—these are not signs of 
decadence. No : the more we read of Nietzsche’s “ Case of 
Wagner ” the more we are inclined to ask whether the 
author can to-day be taken seriously, for he himself has also 
written, “Happy is he if like Wagner ... he has 
a dim presentiment of those auspicious powers amid which 
a new culture is stirringand, again, is it not Nietzsche 
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who once spoke of Wagner’s “ clear glance for the only 
worthy position of art ” ? 

In “We Philologists ” we have the outline (published 
posthumously) of a work on educational ideals which the 
author nbver completed. The word “ philologists ” is used 
chiefly in reference to the teachers of the classics in German 
colleges and Universities, whom Nietzsche considered to be 
“ absolutely unfitted for their high task, since they were one 
and all incapable of entering into the spirit of antiquity.” 
Here, as in Wagner’s case, we must bear in mind how 
strongly Nietzsche was prejudiced against anything that 
was German. Yet we can believe that his criticisms are 
well deserved, knowing, as Mr. J. M. Kennedy says in his 
introduction, that “ the observations in this book apply as 
much to England as to Germany.” Whence comes, it is 
asked, the Philologist’s pretension to be a teacher ? and we 
need expect no answer, because the question is rarely asked. 
Classical education, having grown to be a habit, has lost con¬ 
sciousness of its utter prejudice. “ They (the Philologists) 
have the schools in their hands ; but for how long ? ” It is 
to the interest of the Classical Educationalists to keep 
antiquity dark, lest they should lose their calling, and Borne 
of their religious views should be shown to require readjust¬ 
ment. We have the necessary distinction drawn between 
“ Formal (t.e., classical) teaching ” and “ material teaching.” 
Nietzsche truly says: “ The position we have taken up 
towards classical antiquity is at bottom the profound cause 
of the sterility of modern culture ? The mistake which the 
philologist makes is put down to the fact that he “ either 
does not understand antiquity, or the present time, or 
himself.” 

We agree with Nietzsche when he says, “The utility of 
classical education is completely used up; ” with this quali¬ 
fication, that the fault is to be found, not in the power of 
Christian history (“ philologists—theologians in disguise ”), 
butinthe totally unenlightened way in which the classics have 
been used for the purpose of education. Nietzsche says 
rightly that “ we concern ourselves with antiquity at a wrong 
penod of our lives.” He thinks that it is at the end of the 
’twenties when “ its meaning begins to dawn on one.” 

Few will read these thoughtful notes and criticisms with¬ 
out realising their significance for us to-day. The times are 
not lacking in signs that our educationalists are moving— 
and none too soon. Reality is to be the note to which onr 
modern conception of education will be tuned Power to do 
is what we shall seek to draw forth, rather than versatility 
in words and grammatical forms. The whole question is 
one which concerns the nations of the civilised world, and 
cannot be cramped within the boundaries of “ belles lettres.” 
“ I believe,” says Nietzsche, “anamalgamation ... for 
the breeding of better men is the task of the future.” Such 
sentiments will be endorsed by many, who will heartily join 
in the Philosopher’s final rallying cry, “ Educate educators!” 

SHAKESPEARE AND AUTUMN 

To the lover of Nature all her moods are sacred. The ground 
beneath the clump of beech-trees is strewn with the d&ad 
leaves of Autumn, more brilliant than waves of purple 
heather in July ; to the musing wanderer by field and fell 
they recall the gorgeous colouring of the red rose. Nature 
fills her brush with autumn tints, and the wooded slopes 
glow with sacred fire ; one sweep of that brush of hers is as 
a magic wand, crowning death and decay with glory. Hedge 
row and woodland now rest from their labours; the birds 
are strangely mute. The air, charged with moisture from 
marsh and meadow, clothes the oountryside with the artistry 
of Faerie. There is no artist subtler than the mist of the 
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fields. Yesterday every twig and bough was limned sharply 
against a background of ethereal blue, and we revelled in 
the freshness of a landscape of photographic definition. 
To-day a solemn wonder has succeeded. At long range the 
uplands are half blotted out; a spectral veil enshrouds them 
in mystery; they stretch away dim and distant. 

Humankind is eternally endeavouring to level all things 
down from romance to commonplace, and for that reason 
humankind is eternally disquieted. On the far horizon, 
peak on peak, waves of grass-grown down gloom like rollers 
of the ocean. Their broad backs are tilled for God’s 
husbandry by the mattock-hardened hand of man. Is there 
s more pathetic sight than that of a white-haired peasant, 
smock-frocked and bent with toil P He has bowed himself 
tohia task so diligently that he can no longer hold his head 
erect. The sweeping cloud-wrack is a world abov# him. He 
moulds and fashions the world at his feet. One so twisted 
my in the service of his fellows is surely a maimed soldier 
of the State, worthy of some less exacting fate than the 
Hard benches of the poor-house. 

Shakespeare dipped his brush in the hues of Autumn as iu 
the lush colours of the Spring. When Hamlet first meets 
Rosencranti and Guildenstern the atmosphere is that of 
Autumn \\ ho were this brace of subtle rascals—Arcades 

' Surely veritable characters, drawn from life; their 
rumes suggest a couple of furtive German Jews, who 
perchance had overreached the Master at a bargain. His 
revenge was to impale them for all time in his cabinet of 
human types. In spite of the libraries of books written 
on Shakespeare and his craft one book has yet to be 
evolved—“ The Names of Shakespeare’s Characters.” The 
Dickens gallery of figures—some puppets, many vital—pales 

5e^orfe multitude of men and women whom Shakespeare 
<irew—none clothed in phantomry, all citizens of the world. 
He did not, we may be sure, pick his names at random ; if 
^ only knew, many of these names, familiar to us as house- 
old words, would be as key’s to unlock some closed doorway 

° k?11^ Hamlet, it will be remembered, meets his fellow’ 
h iuUr., of old days and instantly falls to moralising-for 

t iat wag his chronic habit of mind. We mortals are fools 
0 * **ure* erer striving to grope after “ thoughts beyond the 
^ its of onr souls,” so he had said to his bosom friend. 
- a probing beneath the surface show of things, he has 

„ f, J tarned fiercely on the tedious foolery of Polonius. 
y®“Q4rksa prison,” he groans, as the old man makes his 

<-*it and the scholars arrive. Rozencrantz, the pettifogger and 
J ^p ant, tries to turn the remark into shallow’ compliment. 

erets°nwhy Hamlet feels imprisoned is, he says, because 

laaj™ u*011 80ftI*8 W011^ the narrow confines of his native 
... * . replies with a remark as revealing as summer 

“0 God \ I could be bounded in a nutshell, and 
myself 4 king of infinite space, were it not that I have 

H it be permissible to read self-revealing 

HftmJ l^esPeares Plays, surely we have in the cognitions of 
very humour wanders in strange climes, a 

^ of the moods of Shakespeare’s self. It must be 

'adY? 48 an *mPressi°naMe lad Shakespeare 
1 native town to seek his fortune amid the 

tom Dtl^ ^°n(*on* His marriage as a mere boy to a 
ft&d °^er *kftn himself had probably set family 

, ds by the ears. We like to fancy that Shake- 

stood by her way’ward weaver of youthful 
- * e must have been a true mother, and as such could 

Ve ^^ted his impetuous pleading? We do not 
e an.v woman could have done so. His father, 

MACMILLAN’S 

P^bftMyat the time in financial straits, we must imagine 
and momse. 

&T’' Shakespeare turned his back on old associa- 
off u/tl! in mingled wrath and penitence strode 

e P^ntom city—the Eldorado of wits—London. 
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There he met hosts of friends, and in dne time found his 
“ oo-mates and brothers in exile.1’ Many a night in the 
early days of his pilgrimage, as he roamed round the city, 
he must have 'gone hungry, buffeted from post to pillar. 
“ The play’s the thing.11 With a few groats tossed him fpr 
trifling service rendered, we may imagine the country-bred 
lad amid a mob of human beings crammed in some “ wooden 
0,” listening with bright eyes and eager response to the 
rant and fustian of a pre-Shakespearean play.” 

When he wrote “ Hamlet11 the fires of those days had 
fallen into cold ashes. He felt the overpowering tragedy of 
Fate—“ What a piece of work is a man.” When the 
domestic actors who had stormed and raved as he turned his 
back on his home had quitted the earthly scene, some would 
have us think that Shakespeare’s mind was a fallen temple. 
We do not believe it. Echoes of dead songs and hymns 
which once were chanted there haunted him with visions; 
so the play of “ Hamlet11 came to him in shreds and patches, 
and in the scene of the scholars we most likely have a scrap 
of autobiography. The talk that follows about “ an aiery 
of children, little eyases,” we know recalls a contemporary 
feud which excited the fraternity of actors. 

It was Autumn, then, when Shakespeare put the story of 
his own struggles into the mouth of Hamlet, and three 
characters of the play—Hamlet and the two eavesdroppers— 
look out of the Royal palace windows on wide belts of 
beech forests touched with the fiery finger of the season. 
Such a scene is visible from the Danish Royal palace 
windows to-day. Then the Prince of Denmark makes con¬ 
fession :— 

It goes so heavily with my disposition that this goodly 
frame the earth seems to me a sterile promontory ; this 
most excellent canopy the air, look you—this brave over¬ 
hanging firmament—this majestical roof fretted with golden 
fire, why, it appears no other thing to me than a foul and 
pestilent congregation of vapours. 

We started to ramble through the misty uplands that lie 
on the borders of our modem London, and our ramble has 
brought us to the dim realm of a tragedy that lay around 
London when Elizabeth was Queen. Seated by a sea-coal 
fire at the Mermaid Tavern, as the Master mused the fire 
burned, and for us he clothed his musings in immortal 
words. 

HOUSES TO LET 

There are some old houses, never too charming in the days 
of their prosperity, when their windows were full of light, 
when their passages resounded with the footsteps of 
commonplace people, and their walls gave back the echoes 
of dull conversation, that in age and neglect seem to be half¬ 
way houses of pure romance. They are to be found in most 
suburbs, in back streets where, for one of a dozen reasons, 
house property is at a low ebb, nooks and corners of villadom 
situated at an unbusinesslike distance from railway-stations, 
places of badly-lighted streets and unmended roads. One 
may perambulate more popular quarters for hours with a 
feeling of depression at the evidence everywhere of the 
paramount bourgeois spirit, seeing through front windows 
the inevitable delf bowl on a table d'occasion, the outlines of 
laboured family portraits, the most recent improvements in 
gas-fittings or electric light shining hardly on those clean, 
smug bookcases, which seem to cry aloud that they have as 
little as possible to do with literature or learning. In the 
gardens one sees the usual round bed with the carefully- 
reared geraniums in the middle, the trim hedge cut weekly, 
the gravel path with an edge as straight as that of a piece 
of notepaper, the whitened steps, and the resplendent door- 
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knocker. Passing by these shows comes some grass-grown 
roadway, haunted by a dilapidated mansion, onoe, no doubt, a 
desirable residence, but now roughened by neglect into some 
deeper thing. There will be a crazy iron gateway, perhaps, 
leaning away from its posts, its two parts held in precarious 
communion by a rusty chain. There will be a mossy 
path, a flight of dirty steps, leading to a blackened door, 
a few frowning, cobwebbed windows, a lofty, unkempt 
hedge, and perhaps two or three rose-bushes which still, if 
it is summer, put forth stunted blooms through the coils 0! 
serpent-like creepers. That and no more ; yet what a door 
this poor ensemble opens to the imagination ! The effect is 
like that of a fine etching, colourless bat fall of suggestion, 
with a faint flavour of the sordid—but it is the romance of 
sordidness. 

One nftver thinks of such a house as quite human in the 
comfortable bread-and-butter sense. It is rather like an 
untidy outpost of fairyland; every loss from the domestic 
neatness is a gain, every touch of dilapidation a new evidence 
of enchantment. If the windows are dusty, the more fit are 
they to frame goblin faces peering forth at midnight. If 
the door is cracked and its knocker corroded, the more natu¬ 
rally might it resound to the ghostly rat-tat of a magician. 
If the roof has lost many slates, so that one can hear the 
raindreps echoing from room to room on wet days, the more 
such an accompaniment fits that higher melancholy which is 
the half of beauty. 

It is likely enough that the house will front a rectangular 
garden, sodden grass plots and lost-looking trees. But 
looking from the front one can never quite rid oneself of the 
idea that it conceals a lovingly arranged pleasure-ground, 
which has somehow escaped the eye of the jerry-builder, a 
kingdom of ruin whose dimensions have somehow evaded 
the mathematics of ground space; an unknown region where 
the grass climbs waist-high and leans over the paths to form 
a tunnel, through which an adventurous child might creep 
for an hour and never see the sun ; where there lingers a 
grey sundial half overwhelmed by encroaching jungle, 
a mimic Greek altar before which he might burn matches 
as incense to the outlandish gods of childhood ; where there 
is entered by stooping beneath a pall of ivy a decrepit 
summer-house, whose interior is hot and dark at noon, and 
its one window a blind eye veiled by a closely-woven 
tapestry of creeper-stems. There may be, too, a quiet 
orchard where all through the months of fruit the leaves 
rustle dryly as the birds swing on the hanging pears and 
apples. There may be invisible rockeries lying in wait to 
tumble the invader into a warm bed of couch-grass, and high 
walls with stone copings, work of the days when private 
property was still an unshaken idol. So much is not a great 
deal to ask, but the finding is doubtful, and it is wiser to stay 
in the road and peer through the rusty gates. 

Who has not, when looking at those landscapes and 
interiors of the Dutch School, been haunted by a longing to 
adventure ever so little beyond where the picture ends, to 
glance through some half-opened door or to round the turn 
of some charming path P It is much the same with our 
empty house. It is not only because what one sees is magical, 
but also because it is so little, that one is filled with a desire 
of what lies beyond. But the wise man goes away with the 
desire in his heart, content with that cameo which Nature, 
battling, like the idealist, with an ugly civilisation, has 
achieved for him. He knows, too, that even could he find 
such a garden as he imagines, and penetrate to its end, he 
would still ache to climb the wall and discover new realms 
of lonely enchantment. And perhaps he would burst 
through some protesting door to behold a railway-cutting 
or the vista, not poetically distant, of a line of workmen’s 
cottages. Then the domain would shrink, the ugliness of 
suburban life would batter upon its frontiers, and he would 
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tom sadly away, like that man who thought he held a price¬ 
less jewel in his hand, and, opening iiis fingers to examine it, 
found a morsel of dry bread. 

R. T. Chandler. 

NOTES AND NEWS 

The Art Gallery of Manchester (Mosley Street) is holding 
during February and March an Exhibition of work by 
Alphonse Legros. Paintings, drawings, etchings, and sculp¬ 
ture are included. 

In connection with 44 L’Entente Cordiale,” Professor 
Brandin will lecture (in French) at the International Hall, 
Cafe Monico, on Saturday, March 2nd, at 3 p.m., on 
“Quelques Humoristes Fran^ais.” when the chair will be 
taken by J. Cathcart Wason, Esq., M.P. 

The next production of the Incorporated Stage Society 
will be 44 Creditors,” atragi-comedy in one Act by August 
Strindberg, translated by Miss Elbe Schlenssner, and 44 The 
Fool and the Wise Man,” a play in one Act by Hermann 
Bahr, translated by Mrs. Washburn Freund. 

We are informed that Messrs. Ernest Brown and Phillips 
bad the honour of submitting for his Majesty’s inspection at 
Buckingham Palace last week the collection of water-colour 
drawings of India by Mr. Reginald Barratt, AJt.W.S., 
which is at present on exhibition at the Leicester Galleries, 
Leicester Square. 

The cast of 44 The Birthright,” by Jan Paulus, which Mr. 
Maurice Elvey is producing at the Little Theatre to-morrow 
(Sunday) for the Adelphi Play Society, includes Messrs. 
Jules Shaw, Leslie Gordon, Leonard Calvert, Laurence 
Anderson, and Maurice Elvey, Misses Liza Macready, Gladys 
Jones, and Mary Mackenzie. The curtain will rise at 8.15. 

Before the Institution of Civil Engineers on Tuesday 
last Mr. F. Shelford, B.Sc., M.I.C.E., read a paper on 44 Some 
Features of the West African Government Railways,” in 
which he dealt interestingly with difficulties of construction, 
methods of signalling, rolling stock and locomotives in the 
West African Colonies, and called attention to some features 
of work in tropical countries which might usefully form the 
subject of discussion. 

In the March number of the Highway, the organ of the 
Workers’ Educational Association, there is to be an article 
from the pen of the Right Hon. Sir John Gorst on 44 The 
Failure of National Education.” The writer attacks the 
National System as 44 a waste of money and energy.” He 
attacks 44 higher education,” as well as 44 cramming ” and the 
examination system. The article seems likely to evoke 
considerable criticism from educationalists throughout the 
country. 

The Victoria and Albert Museum has recently acquired a 
considerable number of drawings and designs by Alfred 
Stevens from the collections made by two of his pupils, 
James Gamble and Reuben Townroe, both of whom died in 
the early part of 1911. These have now been mounted and 
labelled; and a selection has been placed on exhibition in 
Boom 75, advantage being taken of the opportunity to 
Pe*rrange the drawings by Stevens already shown there, 
which are now grouped according to subject throughout the 
gallery. . 
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This department has also recently acquired a valuable 
series of original drawings by Randolph Caldeoott, made as 
illustrations to 44 Breton Folk ” (1880); and a volume of 
fanciful pen-drawings by Riohard Doyle, entitled 44 A Book 
Full of Nonsense. By Dick Kitcat,” dated 1842; but not 
published. Both these valuable accessions are due to the 
generosity of Sir Edwin Durning-Lawrence, Bart. They 
are exhibited in Room 70, where are also placed fifteen 
original studies by the late Sir Frances Seymour Haden, 
P.R.E., of which eight were presented by F. Seymour 

Haden, Esq. 

Exceptional interest attaches to the Poetry Society’s 
treatment of 44 The Hip poly tus of Euripides,” which, in 
Professor Gilbert Murray’s version, is to be given at two 
costume recitals at the University of London next month. 
Dignified simplicity will be the keynote of the production, a 
special effort being made to preserve the beauty of the 
lyrics and to secure clear enunciation. The only music to be 
introduced is by a flute-player from the Royal College of 
Music, and the accessories will be as simple as possible, no 
stage being used, the play being given from the broad steps 

of a marble hall. 

Mrs. Percy Dearmer will give four Dramatic Readings on 
Thursday afternoons in Lent (February 22nd and 29th, 
March 7th and 14th), at three o’clock, at the Queen’s Gate 
Hall, South Kensington. Miss Mattie Kay will sing a 
selection of folk carols, and Miss von Etlinger, of the Inter¬ 
national School of Opera, will sing some of the incidental 
music during the readings. On February 29th the songs 
sung will be those composed by the Hon. Mrs. Reginald 
Fremantle, who will herself accompany them. Tickets for 
the course at £1 (reserved), 10s., and 5s., also single tickets 
at 58. (reserved), 2s. 6d., and Is. can be obtained from the 
Secretary, Morality Play Society, 7, Elsworthy Road, 

London, N.W. 

IMPERIAL AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

By Lancelot Lawton 

THE SITUATION IN THE FAR EAST. 

Admittedly the result of the Russo-Japanese War has 
radically changed the whole trend of international policy in 
the Far East, and has exercised a not inconsiderable 
influence upon affairs in Europe. Let us consider the effect 
it has wrought upon China. To some extent the eyes of 
the Chinese people were opened by the loss of Formosa and 
the seizure of Port Arthur, Kiao-chau, and Wei-hai-Wei. 
The Boxer rising that followed, though fanatical and there¬ 
fore futile, was none the less evidence of the awakening of 
national spirit. On that occasion the Chinese were forced 
to recognise the superiority of foreign arms and of foreign 
methods. Valuable as this bitter lesson proved to them, 
it could not, in the nature of things, be so enlighten¬ 
ing as that conveyed by Japan’s later triumphs over the 
armies and fleets of Russia. On her own territory and, 
as it were, before the eyes of her teeming millions, proof was 
forthcoming to China that with modern training and modern 
equipment, backed by the resources of clever diplomacy 
an Asiatic race could hope to vanquish the strongest of 
Western races. It must be confessed, however, that the 
moral thus strikingly conveyed appealed more to the pro¬ 
gressive or revolutionary elements.in the land than it did to 
the effete Government that sought to prop .tip an already 
tottering dynasty. For, in the long series of diplomatic 
negotiations arising out of the new conditions created .by 
the war, China, in her pitiable helpless ness - was compelled 
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meekly to do the bidding of Russia and Japan. The pro¬ 
gressive party in the nation, to which I have alluded, did 
not fail in its campaign of revolution to make capital out of 
the surrender of Manchuria to these Powers. Thus, as in the 
case of the Boxer rising, foreign aggression has proved to 
be one of the principal factors iu a violent ebullition of 
national spirit. Here all attempts to trace a resemblance 
between the two rebellions must cease, for, so far, the 
dynastic struggle in China has been entirely unaccompanied 
by anti-foreign feeling. Wisely, the blame of Chinas 
plight is to-day laid by her people at the proper 
doors—the Throne and the Central Government—and 
contributory causes are rightly ignored. Whatever may be 
the outcome of the transition now in progress—and many 
competent authorities predict years of strife before China 
emerges as a strong nation—it is certain that with the passing 
of the Manchu dynasty has been removed the one great 
obstacle that for generations has barred the way to con¬ 
structive reform. 

Dark as have been the pages of Far Eastern history 
during the last twenty years, Europe may yet congratulate 
itself that events did not run an infinitely more disastrous 
course. The Russo-Japanese War, with all its vast 
consequences, was indirectly due to a gigantic effort of 
modern enterprise: the building of the great railway 
through Siberia, which afforded a highway for the r^pid 
transit of Russian forces to the uttermost limits of 
Eastern Asia. ThuB the West of its own accord went 
out to meet the East. Calamitous as was the sequel, 
the imagination can picture a state far worse, a state that 
assuredly would have been brought about bad Russia not 
undertaken the magnificent task of constructing a railway 
terminating on the shores of the blue Pacific. In that event 
not only China but Siberia would have been at the mercy of 
Japan, and the “ yellow ” frontiers would have been 
advanced much nearer to Europe than they are at present. 
With truth it may be said that alone Russia bore the white 
man's burden. Though she did not shatter the armies of 
Japan, acting as does a breakwater against the surging tide, 
she dispersed their force and held them in check. Experi¬ 
ence has taught her that a single line of railway through a 
wild and sparsely-populated country is a wholly inadequate 
provision for cultural development in time of peace or for 
the exigencies of war. Hence she is doubling the existing 
track, and is hastening the building of a new line along 
the great Amur, which is to give her communications 
with the shores of the Paciic through territories exclu¬ 
sively Russian. Moreover, the State is doing all that 
lies within its power to people Siberia with sturdy 
pioneers who in time of crisis will provide an army in 
strategic proximity to the scene of possible conflict. Japan 
also is creating a widespreading web of communications, 
and is distributing settlers throughout her newly-acquired 
territories. Thus when next the forces of East and West 
meet it will be upon a scale of even greater magnitude than 
was the case seven years ago, when it was computed that 
more than a million men were engaged, and the battle front 

extended over a hundred miles. 
Having dealt with what might perhaps be termed the 

Continental phase of the situation, we may now turn to 
review the problems of the Pacific, which, too, owe their 
origin largely to the Russo-Japanese war, but which affect 
ourselves and our kindred across the seas and in the United 
States more acutely than does any other phase. Her com¬ 
plete triumph placed Japan in a position of absolute pre¬ 
dominance in Far Eastern waters. This circumstance in 
itself was sufficient to give pause for serious reflection. 
But the unfavourable attitude which our Colonies had 
adopted towards the Japanese, and which, to their 
credit, they never attempted to conceal, afforded grounds 
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for speculation ae to the likelihood of grave complications 
arising in the future. Openly they sided with America in 
her efforts to induce Japan to stem the tide of emigration to 
the Pacific States. The tension was relieved only because 
Japan wisely, and of her own accord, took measures to 
restrict the traffic; but no one would pretend that the 
question has been finally disposed of, or that one day it will 
not revive in an acute form. In the meantime Japan is 
expanding her navy, Australian and Canadian squadrons are 
in formation, New Zealand has contributed a Dreadnought to 
the Imperial Navy, and all our Colonies having interest in 
the Pacific are fortifying their coasts and organising strong 
land forces. 

Viewed in a broad sense, the interests of Great Britain, 
the United States, and Russia should be identical in the Far 
East, inasmuch as all three Powers are faced with the 
problems of Oriental immigration, and are not altogether 
free from the fear of Oriental aggression. It is not without 
significance that the construction of the Panama Canal 
should have been so accelerated as to allow of the opening 
ceremony being performed next year. This undertaking 
will prove itself to be not only a link between oceans, but a 
link between nations. Admiral Mahan has pointed out 
recently that when it is available for traffic the British Navy 
will be brought six thousand miles nearer the Pacific coast 
of Canada, and that whereas now not less than four months 
would be required for the American battle Fleet to reach 
Pearl Harbour (where the defence of Hawaii is concen¬ 
trated), with the Canal less than four weeks will be 
necessary. 

As time goes on circumstances may demand from us a 
more initiative and vigorous line of action in the Far East 
I have already described some of the dangers to be feared. 
The state of China is in itself sufficient to give continuous 
cause for constant anxiety. But there still remains the 
gloomy shadow of that stupendous issue arising from 
Oriental expansion as a whole, which, in spite of everything, 
may drive Great Britain, the United States, and Russia into 
the same camp. 

MOTORING 

To those who have had opportunities of being kept au fait 

with the ramifications and developments of what may be 
termed motor politics it has long been evident that an 
open rapture between the two principal motoring organisa. 
tions—the Automobile Association and Motor Union and the 
Royal Automobile Club—was a matter of time only. This 
view has at last shown itself to be justified, as the recent 
action of the R.A.C. committee in announcing its intention 
of instituting a system of uniformed “ road guides, in 
palpable imitation of the familiar patrol system of the A.A., 
constitutes to all intents and purposes an open declaration 
of war. The strong protests addressed to the Press by Mr. 
Stenson Cooke, Secretary of the Association, against this 
“deliberate piracy of ideas” shows clearly that this is the view 
taken by the committee of the A.A. and M.U., and it is the 
one which will be taken by the ordinary motorist, whether 
he belongs to either of the two organisations, to both, or to 

neither the one nor the other. 

Many people, motorists included, may reasonably ask : 
What concern has the ordinary motorist with the rivalries 
and internecine quarrels of the two organisations ? What 
does it matter to him whether the R.A.C. institutes a road- 
patrol system or not ? The answer is that it matters very 
much, if only for the fact that the interests of the motoring 
community, of which he is a unit, depend largely upon the 
harmonious working and co-operation of the bodies which 
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officially represent him. His interests, both a* regards his 
rights on the read and his equitable treatment in matters of 
legislation and taxation, can only be effectively safeguarded 
by united action on the part of his representatives. How- 
<rer indifferent, therefore, he may be to whatever personal 
jealonsies there may be between the ruling powers of the 
two organisations, or however much he may deplore the 
existence of any friction, it is incumbent upon him to ascer¬ 
tain the facts of the position in order that he may decide os 
to which side is the more deserving of support. 
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The essential facts are as follows; - Six or seven years 
ago the lot of the motorist was an unhappy one. Almost 
the whole of the community was against him ; his rights on 
the road were practically non-existent, and the speed-limit 
regulation was enforced in many quarters with a savage 
hrntahty and a gross unfairness which seriously threatened 
to cripple the industry and kill the pastime. The then 
existing' motoring bodies, including the R.A.C., were appa- 
rently unable to do anything to rectify this state of affairs, so 
1few of the bolder spirits in the movement, among whom Mr. 
Charles Jarratt was conspicuous, determined that something 
mast be done to deal with a position which was rapidly 
becoming intolerable. The result of their efforts was the 
formation in August, 1905, of the Automobile Association, 
ritb a Committee consisting of a number of well-known 
motorists, Colonel W. J. Bos worth as Chairman, Mr. Stenson 
tooke as Secretary, and about one hundred ordinary mem¬ 
bers. Its specific object was to secure the protection of the 
motorist from the grossly unjust and harsh treatment to 

he was subjected by arbitrary and bigoted local 
authorities, who were responsible to nobody for their 
t^ganes. The system of road-patrols was therefore 

instituted, and so efficiently has it fulfilled its object, find 
so invaluable have its services proved to motorists, that in 
six and a half years the membership of the Association has 
risen to nearly forty thousand, representing every section 

1 in the motoring community. Many attempts have been 
made to kill the patrol system, and the Association has 
had to fight strenuously in the Courts to defend its 
legality. Success has crowned its efforts, and at the present 
moment its members can motor iu comfort and security on 
practically every main road in the kingdom. From time to 
time the A.A. and M.U. has added many other valuable 
features to its sphere of operations, including free legal 
defence—which was promptly copied by the R.A.C.—but 
road protection, its original raison d' efre, has always remained 
its exclusive speciality. It is this system which the R.A.C. 
now proposes deliberately to copy, as it copied the legal 
defence scheme, and as it appropriated the idea of a National 
Automobile Council. Should it persist in its intention, the 
only result can be unnecessary duplication and overlapping 
in the patrol system, wasted money, increased friction, and 
the abandonment of the ideal of unity and co-operation. 
As about half of the 7,000 direct members of the Club 
are also members of the A.A. and M.U., it remains 
to be seen whether they will endorse the extiaordinary 
decision of their Committee. In the meantime, it may be said 
that the Press, including even the technical motor journals, is 
practically unanimous in condemning the Club’s proposal, and 
the present writer ventui-es to think that every fair-minded 
and reasonable motorist will follow snit. 

Considerable surprise has been expressed in motoring 
circles that the list of awards in the Monaco “ Rally ” does 
not include the 12h.p. Schneider, which covered the distance 
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of 416 miles between Geneva and Monte Carlo at the excel¬ 
lent average speed of thirty-one miles an honr. This was 
tho highest average speed attained by any car which parti¬ 
cipated in the run, and is certainly remarkable in view of 
the small size of the engine. The Schneidert which is 
universally admitted to be a car of the highest class, and 
embodies several exclusive patents, is one of the few Con¬ 
tinental cars which has folly retained its popularity in this 
country. 

R. B. H. 

IN THE TEMPLE OF MAMMON 
The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial queries 

by return of post if correspondents enclose a stamped, addressed 
envelope. Such queries must be sent to the City Offices, 15, 
Copthall Avenue. E.O. 

Everybody is complaining that the fear of a coal strike 
has stopped business. The Stock Exchange does not 
believe that anything serious will happen ; but the clients of 
the stockbrokers appear to be of another opinion. At any 
rate, they refuse to come into the markets; consequently 
business is dull. I do not believe that any strike will occur, 
for there is no general feeling of injustice to stir the miners 
throughout England. The real trouble is in South Wales, 
where the owners are as truculent as the men. An examina¬ 
tion of the recent accounts of 3ome of the collieries tends to 
force a cool-headed man to suggest compromise. For 
example, North's Navigation has just issued its annual 
report. It has made a nqpfit for the past year of £53,263 ; 
ample depreciation has neen written off, and the ordinary 
shares get 10 per cent. This is a surprising result, when 
we remember that the late Colonel North made a large 
profit when ho sold the colliery for £350,000. • In 1903 the 
capital was £350,000; the shareholders then received a bonus 
of one fully-paid share for every two held, and the capital 
to-day is £650,000. An original shareholder has received 
179 per cent, on his money. The Cambrian collieries show 
an equally good result. In spite of explosions and fires, 
Cambrian has returned in the last eleven years 94} per cent, 
on its share capital, has £160,000 reserve fund, and the 
auditors point out that the value of the investments 
exceeds the balance-sheet figure. Cambrian is run by Mr. 
D. A. Thomas. Surely this gentleman has nothing to 
grumble at. 

Scotland can show even better results, for John Watson, 
Limited, has just issued its report telling us of a profit 
of £52,698, which allows a dividend of 11} per cent, 
after ample depreciation has been written off and £5,000 
placed to reserve. The past history of John Watson 
shows a large return of capital in addition to a dividend 
of £33 per share since 1894. It would be difficult to 
find a more prosperous Company than this. Miners know 
as well as City men the profits that are made by the 
collieries, and the above facts will have to be taken into 
consideration when the Government is considering the 
demands of the minera. There would never have been any 
talk of strike at all had the South Wales owners agreed to 
differentiate between the men who work in dangerous 
places and those whose coal is easy to win. It is absurd 
that a man who risks his life every time he goes to work 
in a face should be paid less than a man who takes practi¬ 
cally no risk at all. Coal-winning is paid by piece-work, 
and therefore a man working in a safe mine can make more 
money than a man working in a mine full of faults and 
with a bad roof. I have been down many collieries, and I 
have never found miners discontented when working in a safe 
mine, but I have found intense bitterness among those 
whose lot has been cast in dangerous levels. We cannot 
draw hard-and-fast lines. Both owners and men should 
realise that peace can only be obtained by compromise. So 
many of the owners and so many of the men feel this to be 
true that I do not think a strike will occur. 

Various new companies -have appeared during the past 
week. Some of ^heih good : sf»pe ^very doubtful. The 
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Ardath prospectus looks attractive, but W. and R. Fletcher 
only gives a certificate of profits for five years, ending 1910, 
and in one of these years the profits would have been 
insufficient to meet the preference dividends. The business 
fluctuates, and whilst the debentures are, no doubt, a 
reasonable security, I could not advise an application for the 
preference shares. The H. and B. American Machine will 
probably be taken up by the Howard and Bullough share¬ 
holders. The preference shares are well secured, and the 
company carefully managed. The Addinsell group have 
offered a small rubber company. The estate is valued at 
£25,330, and the purchase price is £19,700. No doubt the 
followers of Mr. Addinsell will supply the necessary funds, 
but it does not appear to me to be the moment in which to 
invest in rubber companies. Tbe Canadian Finauce and 
Land Company should be carefully avoided. It is merely 
an attempt on the part of “ British Canadian Investments ” 
to get oat of various options they have taken up. 

Money.—In Bpifce of the slight hardening in money rates 
there is really nothing to be afraid of. The Bank reserve is 
as high as it usually is at this time of the year, and it will 
be remembered that last year we had a 3 per cent. Bank Rate 
early in March. I think we may safely count upon a 
similar rate this year. Stock Exchange business is dull, 
and the only demand for money comes from the country. 
The international position is rapidly clearing. The United 
StateB, so far from wanting money, is renewing her loans to 
Berlin. Money will be returning from Egypt, and there 
seems nothing to stop ns from getting cheap money in the 
next three or four months, probably right through till next 
autumn. 

Consols.—If the Bank Rate falls to 3 per cent, we shall 
certainly see Consols over 80, whether the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer decides to do anything or not. We all of us 
abuse Mr. Lloyd George, but in the matter of Consols he is 
in a difficult position. No doubt he would like to popularise 
them and be able to go direct to the British public when¬ 
ever the country needed money. But this would offend the 
great finance houses, and'it is they and they alone who are 
standing in the way of a £5 Consol to bearer with coupons 
attached. I think the bankers are short-sighted. It 
must not be thonght, however, that even if we get the 
£5 Consol the price would appreciate more than half a 
point. Gilt-edged securities bang upon the value of money. 
As money rises and falls, so do Consols. But if the premier 
security could be purchased at the post-offices it would cer¬ 
tainly steady the price. It would also do much more; it 
would give people who have only small funds an opportunity 
to invest that they do not now possess. The present 
formalities in a purchase of Consols are too cumbersome, and 
frighten away the little man, who is usually very ignorant 
in matters of finance. 

Foreigners.—There has really been no market to speak of 
in the Foreign section of the Stock Exchange during the 
past week. The only share that has been dealt in freely has 
been Pern. The gamble here seems to have an extraordinary 
attraction for some people. To the mere outsider, Pern 
Prefs appear to be quite nigh enough. But they are bought 
from Paris, and are talked to unheard-of figures. There 
does not appear to be any difficulty in financing tbe account. 
Chinese are steady, and it looks as though the Republic 
were now established. Nicaragua Bonds have been gambled 
in, and an official statement has now been issued. Careful 
people will leave such rubbish alone. 

Home Rails.—Home Rails, considering that we are on 
the eve of a universal coal strike, have been remarkabl) 
steady, but Great Westerns have been down as low as llfij- 
Certainly the report was extremely disappointing. London 

and North Western look cheap at 138and North Eastern 

Consols, now quoted ex dividend, also appear very attractive 
at 121. Underground Electric income bonds have been 
crumbling away day by day, and the promises that were 
made by those responsible for the market that they would 
go to par, have not been fulfilled. A good many people 
have been picking up Great Central “91’' preference, bat 
the A and B have lost their attractions for the gambler. 
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Taxkies —The Yankee market is absolutely without life. 
London declines to take any lead, and New York refuses to 
gire os the least encouragement. I am continually advising 
;oa that the American market is manipulated solely in the 
interests of the big bankers. There is no Bign that these 
people are baying. Some of them say that they do not think 
we shall get any rise until the autamn. There are jobbers 
in Capel Court who are going short of Steels, which they 
consider should have a 10-dollar drop. If trade continues 
had in the United States, these jobbers may come off 
all right, but it is a dangerous thing to go short of a Morgan 
stock. 

Rubber.—The Rubber Market, like that in American 
Rails, is dead. The pnblic do not want to bay anything, 
and the »hop« have plenty of shares to sell, and cannot sell 
them. Rubber shares will in the end come down to a hard 
indastria] basis. There will always be a slight element of 
*p«ttlAtioD, because rubber from the Amazon will per¬ 
petually intervene to shake the market. There is no induce¬ 
ment to buy rubber shares to-day, because even the least 
initiated can see that the ontput must increase much faster 
thin the demand, and gradually the price must fall. No 
one desires to buy shares on a falling market. 

OiL-Priceg are rising all round. The Shell and the 
bUndard appear to have realised that it is no good fighting 
vben there is enough trade for both. As these two huge 
concerns control practically all the transport of the world 
1 0J have called a truce, and both are coining money. 
*Mkop Producers passed its scheme in spite of the fact that 
|was •* miserable affair, but there was no organised opposi¬ 
te®; consequently Mr. Tweedey had his own way. There is 
JW a chance that we may see a revival in Oil shares, and 
Lobifcos are talked higher. 

Kaffirs,—The East Rand report on the ore reserves was 
isMtroos, and it is now said that Ross Skinner will resign 

a* managership. It looks very much as though East Rand 

would pass ita dividend. I am afraid that all the other 
mines on the Rand are in equally bad shape, and were it not 
for the fact that there are a good many bears in the market, 
we should see a complete collapse in prices. The big houses 
would like to get out in the same way as Wernher Beit have 
escaped, but they find it increasingly difficult. They must 
be satisfied with the millions they have already made, for I 
do not see any future in the Kaffir market. 

Rhodesians.—Naturally the Rhodesian and the Kaffir 
markets go together, bat as Wernher Beit have got out of all 
their Kaffirs, so has Sir A. Bailey sold all his Rhodesian 
shares. Chartereds have been weak, but some people talk 
them higher. I am afraid that nothing will induce the 
public to take a hand in the Rhodesian market. Indeed, 
outside the Goldfields group there is very little of any value, 
and I imagine that the Goldfields are becoming uneasy about 
their finance. They were probably very glad to make au 
amalgamation with the Rho X group. This latter group, I 
understand, are now proposing a battle royal with Mr. 
Hedges. 

Miscellaneous.—The Marconi gamble looks tired, and the 
same may be said for ’Bus stock. But electric light shares 
have been strong all the week, and as the reports oome out 
and show that the companies have held their own, so the 
value of these shares as an investment becomes more 
apparent. There is a movement on foot to wind up volun¬ 
tarily “ Abdy’s." It appears to me an inopportune moment, 
for if the shareholders will only wait they will probably 
get more money. v The industrial market is the one market 
in the House in which there is active business, and the 
public know where they are when they are investing in 
these shares. 

Raymond Radclyppe. 
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SPELING MAID EEZY •» 

'CLASSIC MYTH 8 LEGEND. 
By A R. HOPE MONCRIEFF. 

[CELTIC MYTH 8 LEGEND. 
By CHARLES SQUIRE. 

Tbw* two new books make a threefold appeal to dis- 
cruniiutbg book-buyers.— 

1. They contain the most entrancing stories that the 
imagination of man has conceived. 

t They explain the innumerable references 
iocicaj gods and legenday heroes with wbioh the 
best literature is saturated. .. . 

31 They provide material for the study o , 
whSh. hitherto, oonld only be found eonttered 
through many books and ancient 

Both Entertaining and Informing 
lb tbwe who hare not the vt-f1theL books 

robject, bat who aw interested m with the 
doom ai a boon. To the sohol** al*0* Ahe jaTisbnees and 
«tori« the books will appeal became ^ artist 
beaut; of the iDiute^ns. The mas the musicians 
will Sad herein the stones that nav 
ad paintera of all age* 

A. Aft Gallery of My* ^ B l>[w »/i.r 
1... O’feJ'-'.“floroe-jSw*®- LnlS IcT 

Brc- “ 

a be fornrded to flj Academy. to 
iii*drertuenient,or mention* * - QQ,, 

To the Editor of The Academy 

Sub,—Mr. Lange, in yuer laast isyu, remarcs that “no riten 
langwij remainz long foenetic." This apeerz at furst siet a 
plauzibl argyument agenst eny aprocsiraaishon tu foenetic 
speling; but I beleev it iz unsound. It seemz tu leev out ov 
acounfc the consurvativ forsez that ar at wurc in a hiely siviliezd 
comyuenity whair edyucaishon iz compulsory. For purposez ov 
intercors a standard speech iz eminently dezierabl, and thair ar 
meny indicaishonz that this need iz being felt in the oais ov 
English. We beleev that the discushonz tn which the Simplified 
Speling muuvment iz giving riez wil arouz jeneral interest in this 
important cwestion. 

If sum tolerably consistent sceem ov speling wer adopted, 
antj_az an inevitabl consecwens— mor afcenshon wer directed tu 
the living ward, the teecber wood be aibl, eeven mor than at 
nrezent tu teech the yung hiz oen speech; that iz tu sai, the 
tendensy tu chainj (whotever be its cauz, and that cauz stil 
yearns ns) wood reseev a stil graiter chec than it duz dou. We 
w a mor or les cleer iedea whot constifcyuetsgood speech, on the 
sUH o^ the platform. We aufc tu giv mor atenshon tu this 
cwestion > espeshaly aul teecherz or the muther tun^ shood hav 
cwestion , speech that shood be acwierd hi 
a sound noli; ov tne cie ^ £ nnmported bi rieting or bi 

thair pyuepi • gc'uuiZt mai be ecspecfced tu continyu its 
P™* Tnniez but the reit or chainj in a etandard speech iz 
rapid chainj , Edyucaishon. eeven unaided bi the 
bow'd tu be ry remftrcabl gening in the rait of chainj in 
speling. baz led w the laast fifty yeerz; but dialect 
edyucaited Engl J .jj ftz a comparison ov the cocny 
ha* ton on. JP Jthe pre?.ent dai survz tu sho. In 
speech in Dickens „ parts ov the wurld az ourz ebamj 
a togwij ^ die^irje.is or spee, h tend* tu estraiuj; 
cun not be y?®""0™’id chainj or speech, and thair ■« a very 
thair iz no gam *" £ an iedeal speech tu which aul mat 
* :* ATftin m establishing fcl, this when we insist on 
g Jrnait. We ar tasitly agre "g tut ^ ^ ^ hu prezent 
ftPTbsenH or dialect feetyurz i th» Pee^ Scotch and an 

*n 5b.f „laiz on the twang »rood liardlybe tolerabl tn an tteerius Plftiz on A -rift-ican twang wood ■ 
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cairfuly) the pronunsiaishon ov the 16th sentyury P It seemz 
mor reezonabl to bring it intu acord with the best pronunsiaishon 
ov our oen dai, realiezing that condishouz hav chainjd, and that 
the need for a definit standard haz becum urjent.—Yuerz 
f&itbfuly, 

Walter Ripfmann. 

Simplified Speling Soesiety, 44, Great Russell Street, W.C. 

To the Editor of The Academy 

Sir,—I notice that my old friend Mr. Drummond once more 
assails me, and condemns my conservative views on spelling. 
Moreover, the said gentleman accuses myself and other opponents 
of fetishism, idolatory, churned-up sentimentality, Ac. At all 
events, he need not have added and exploded over our puzzled 
heads the false gods of Israel! To revert to the topic under dis¬ 
cussion, “ speling maid eezy,M Mr. Drummond, as a practical 
man, believes that all orthography should simply be “ as a hand¬ 
maid to oral speech.” Probably it was originally, although 
hever altogether so far as our language is concerned. The hand¬ 
maid deserves, too, a little sympathy (pace Mr. Drummond), for 
what a difficult and impossible master she would have had to 
follow and obey! Certainly, let there be light, and let it spread 
far and wide; and no one imagines that spelling only exists for 
etymologists—important though it be to know the true meaning 
of words one uses. What I asserted was that no written language 
ever remains long phonetic. Our present spelling does atfoi d 
assistance in understanding the meaning of words; completely 
phonetic writing could afford us practically none, for the simple 
reason that, to quote the late Dr. Peile, Professor of Comparative 
Philology:—” Incessant change that operates all the while on the 
sounds of the language will continue to operate as long as English 
is a spoken language.'' 

Another authority, Richard Grant White, also bears out my 
assertion in saying:—“ Pronunciation is the most arbitrary, 
varying, and evanescent trait qf language, and it is so exceedingly 
difficult to express sound fry written characters, that to convey it 
upon paper with certainty in one neighbourhood for ten years, and 
to the world at large for one year, is practically impossible." 

Such being undoubtedly true, I really prefer to stick to an 
arbitrary form of spelling, since I know for a fact that I can 
understand many people’s written speech better than their oral. 
That I should not be able to follow their meaning if people wrote 
as they speak is also certain. 

In spite of Mr. Drummond's further remarks, it is not the 
learned or educated alone, by any means, who make the language. 
It is the wofrtJe vulgus (mob) who exert the greatest influence 
over Bpeech, and they it is who continually alter, or bring into 
being, words and expressions. Some of onr modern languages, 
such as Italian and Spanish, owe their origin to what was the 
vulgar tongue at the time when classical Latin was written and 
spoken. In that sense, I believe, there are two sides to a 
language—and we ought not to sacrifice the literary side too 
much to make it accord with the speech of one particular 
moment.—I am, Sir, yours very faithfully, 

F. W. T. Lange. 

The Library, St. Bride Foundation Institute, 
Bride Lane, E.C., February 17th, 1912. 

To the Editor of The Acaj>emt 

Sir,—One little misprint haB crept into ray alphabet: the con¬ 
sonant ng should be q (not 9). 

There is, I find, a difficulty in the employment of numerals, in 
that they do not as a rule exist in an italicised form; and I 
therefore propose to replace 8 by x and 3 by c (using k for the 
guttural). This will enable every English consonant to be 
represented by an existing type, without the use of digraphs; 
and the alphabet therefore remains exactly as at present with the 
addition of 6 or oe.—1 am, Sir, your obedient servant, 

February 19tb, 1912. 
Immo S. Allen. 
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STANDARDISED P ## 

To tht Editor of Thb Acadbkt 
Sir,—In your issue of Februarv t j . , 

an article loftily entitled “ Critical o • * 
Standardised P " The article ^ ! 8honld 
but the title was a misnomer: there w£f Chint m 
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critical opinion should be standardised; but there were some 
excellent critical judgments with very peculiar applications. 
For example. Mr. Patterson says:—“ Again, mark what a change 
this standardising would make in the often lavish, unconsidered 
praise which we so frequently see heaped on half-deserving and 
even undeserving books." And then he poes on to give us the 
application in such a sentence as this:—‘ With the exceptions, 
perhaps, of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Mr. Wells, real inven¬ 
tion in fiction is dead ’’—which amazing judgment and amazing 
collocation of disparate names shows how badly Mr. Patterson’s 
critical opinions stand in need of what he elects to call 
“ Standardisation.”—Yours, Ac., 

H. 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF NIETZSCHE 

To the Editor qf The Academy 

Sir,—If a writer, a translator, or a critic of Christianity 
wished to strengthen this religion and place it on a firmer foun¬ 
dation in the hearts of men than it ever had before, I do not 
think it could have done it better service than by those words of 
Anthony M. Ludovic, who, in his translation of the philosophy 
of Nietzsche, says that “ Christianity has sided with everything 
weak, low, and botched ; it has made an ideal out of antagonism 
against all the self-preservative instincts of strong life. Now 
what higher praise can be given to Christianity than to tell the 
world that it came not to call the righteous, but sinners to 
repentance ? Those who are righteous are those who have been 
saved from nnrighteousness, and such are commanded to make 
manifest their “ new birth ’’ by seeking to save the weak, the 
low, and the botched.’’ In order to do this the followers of 
Christ were not commanded to be careless of their own bodies, 
or to court persecution in any shape or form, but they were 
taught that if they were bo fully occupied with their own Bel-fish 

interests, and sought only their own soul’s advancement in this 
world so that they became unmindful of the needs of their weaker 
brethren, then the result would be that they would lose their 
own soul even while they believed they were saving it. Instead 
of being “ antagonistic against all the self-preservative instincts 
of strong life," it has strengthened and preserved it against 
destruction. For the greatest destroyer of life is sin; and if the 
aim of Christianity is to destroy sin and save the sinner, then it 
is the greatest strengthener and preserver of life that could for 
ever be.—You re faithfully, 

J, R. Moretox. 
Lynton, Brockley Rise, S.E. 

BORROWED TERMS AND PHRASES 

To the Editor of The Academy 

Sir,—It is more than probable that the quotation from 
Shelley’s ” Ode to a Skylark " — 

Pourest thy full heart 
In profuse strains of unpremeditated art— 

to which Mr. Isidore G. Ascher alludes in your issues of 
December 23rd and 30th, is not itself entirely original, it being 
decidedly reminiscent of ” Paradise Lost," ix., 22-25 :— 

And dictates to me Blumb'ring, or inspires 
Easy my unpremeditated verse: 
Since first this subject for heroic song 
Pleased me long choosing, and beginning late. 

But in any case the modern poet's adaptation of the epithet is a 
vast improvement on the source from which he drew it.—I 
am, etc., 

w \r , r N. W H. 
New York, Jannary 29, 1912. 

WILLIAM PENN 

To the Editor of The Academy 

the interesting article on William Penn w 
fchAt r lB?He °* February 3rd the statement is n 
onlv in hi ^^eved in the clemency of James II., which exi 
than the ■, •i°Wn lmaFination." He had better cause to d 
Barclay of TT F S^emB to k® awar* of. When his follower, Ro 
were with about forty other Scotch Qual 

of James therf n °v ^on^n*ormit;y» it was through the raedii 

Elizabeth of Bob* * Tu?’ ***** were releaae<i- P™ 
Herford WenStw' Protestant Nunner 
Rupert to use his infln Bftrclay and °* R®nn, urged her bro 
the r » was b, J. 

tx her letter of oongratulatioi 
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Barclay she writes: 441 love the Duke of ^ ork for it I The 
vbole story is to be found in the unpublished correspondence of 
Robert Barclay, preserved in the British Museum. 

In religious toleration James was in advance of his age. His 
fill was brought about by his Toleration Act, neither compre¬ 
hended nor desired by the Anglican Church of his day. His 
harshness after the Monmouth rebellion was on quite other than 
religious grounds; it was doubtless the cruelty of feur. The 
frperiences of his youth had been a bitter school, and he had 
learned to dread the first symptoms of rebellion. With how 
much justification later events showed.—Yours, Ac. 

Elizabeth Godfrey. 

Setley, Brockenhurst. 

CHAUCER AND DEMOCRATS 

To the Editor of The Academy 

Sii,— Why are there any Democrats ? " asks Mr. Arthur 
Ma ben in your columns the other week. And, quoting the doings 
in New lork on the occasion of a recent distinguished visit, he 
calls oar attention to 44 Chaucer's story of how the knight and the 
squire and the miller and the clerk and the rest of them set out 
cm their Canterbury Pilgrimage," and bids us *' note the con- 
tiwt For, he says, In Chaucer's day society w as organised 
m a hierarchy,44 while America is a democracy ; and 44 Trees are 
;adged by their fruits ; social and political systems by their 
resalts. 

m I kke Mr. Mochen to mean that the ‘‘results44 seen in the 
Prologue condemn the system which produces the results seen 

in New lork. I am uot a Democrat, noram I a feudalist; but I 
happen to be familiar to painfulness with the 44 Prologue,*' and I 
cannot gee how on earth Mr. Machen is going to twist it into a 
support of his thesis. 

Fim, if Chaucer’s society is a hierarchy, it is very badly 
organised. In the 44 Prologue " there are five main ecclesiastical 
7pft One is a saint: the rest are vicious rogues. The monk 
nres for nothing but sport and good living. The friar is an 
avaricious rake, and will bully or wheedle the poorest widow out 
f her last mite. The Summoner is a drunkard, as witness his 

jw-rel. cherubin’s face, and the white whelks and knobs sitting 
® his cheeks; he will swindle a greenhorn, but overlooks a 
?oodfellow's sin for a quart of wine. To the Purdoner the Host 

: Vou would make me kiss a bit of your old breeches and 
>wear it was a relic of a Saint *’:— 

J glorious “ hierarchy,’4 this ! 
1 fancy, however, that Mr. Machen uses this word loosely. His 

intention is to glorify feudalism in general at the expense of 
democracy, and he cites tbe “ Prologue " as a study of a merry 
England where there was little poverty or distress, and where 
clis» prejudice was unknown because class distinctions were 

wwr questioned. 
1 will not try to argue this point; I will only ask Mr. Machen 

if he has ever read “ Piers Plowman ’* ? There one may see how 
this jolly feudal England looked to those who saw it from below; 
there one may hear the cry of the oppressed and travailing 
peasantry. Chancer, says Skeat, “ shows the holiday-making, 
cheerfoi,genial phase of English life ; but Langland pic 
Mr poor in their ill-fed. hard-working condition, battling 

‘gainst hunger, famine, injustice, oppression, an a . 
rwife J hardships that tried them aa gold .a tried tn the 

"-Yours, Ac., jf, a. 

Februiry, 1912. _ — 
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AN APPEAL FOR ENDOWMENT. 

Twelve yean ago, on the occasion of the Centenary of the death 
of the poet Cowper, the house in which he lived at Olncy 
was presented to the town to form a Memorial and Museum. 
The Trustees have, with a number of gentlemen resident in 
the district, formed an Endowment Committee, of which the 
Bishop of Durham is the Chairman. 

* • • • » • 

The Secretary is Mr. Thomas Wright, the Cowper and 
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writers reprinted from the old files of the paper; but 

a few copies are still available, and can be obtained 

y ordering or direct from the publishers. 

Review of the Week MR. ARTHUR PONSONBY, M.P., is able to 
*rite about politics in a measured and 
authoritative tone. As private secretary to 

framing , , Henry Campbell-Bannerman he had the 
The r5 WL!Ch men to deal affairs of State. 

he has lately published is unex- 

We rosp fC m Phfasine weighty in argument, and 
Mr Po ^ ltS a sense of satisfaction. 

. y/ec°gmses, as every instructed and respon- 
_ 1 lc °* our wonderful political system is bound 

♦ •• _ "" " “ 

By W an(* *he Control of Foreign Affairs.” 
• ^ Ponso"bv. M.P. (A. C. Fifield. 3d. net.) 

Digitized by Google 

to recognise, that democracy can only exert a most 

dangerous influence on international affairs. Of course, 

his theme is to prove the contrary position, but being a 

truthful man of affairs, he is forced into admissions whichr 

shatter his theorem :— 

The entire and sole control of our foreign relations 

rests in the hands of a single individual, who, with 
this immense responsibility thrust upon him, finds 

himself increasingly pressed for time, and becomes 
more and more reluctant to tolerate the interference 

or advice of outsiders, whom he can generally 

accuse with some reason of being ill-informed. His 

work is most arduous and anxious, and he not 

unnaturally becomes impatient at embarrassing or 
ill-timed interpellations. 

The statement that “ the entire and sole control of our 

foreign relations rests in the hands of a single indi¬ 

vidual ” is manifestly erroneous. The Prime Minister 

is always consulted on foreign policy, and the Cabinet 

not infrequently. Mr. Lloyd George flouts Germany at 

the Mansion House, and Lord Haldane whispers honied 

words in Berlin. Mr. Ponsonby would apparently have 

us believe that Foreign Policy is no more beyond the 

comprehension of the man in the crowd who knows 

nothing of its essentials than such simple measures as 

the Budget of 1909 or the Insurance Act. 

The “ Concert of Europe ” which was extinguished 

under the Granville-Gladstone regime, amidst contempt 

and derision, appeals to Mr. Ponsonby’s conception of 

an ideal foreign policy. Great Britain when she pusil- 

lanimously adopted the futile system fell to the lowest 

position in European estimation in which she has ever 

been held. Splendid isolation or a Continental System 

are the only alternatives, and Mr. Ponsonby admits “ that 

the House of Commons as an assembly is not competent 

in itself to deal continuously with the intricacies of 

foreign affairs.” Mr. Ponsonby further admits that “ the 

proposal to institute in the House of Commons a Foreign 

Affairs Committee—as it exists in some foreign coun- 

tries—is fraught with difficulty,” and he proves the thesis 
up to the hilt. His panacea is: 

More frequent opportunities for discussion in the 
House of Commons. 

Answers to Parliamentary Questions. 

The laying of papers on Foreign Questions. 

Pronouncements by the Foreign Secretary in the 
country. 

It was hardly worth while to write a pamphlet of thirty 

pages to place such a sovereign remedy before an 

expectant and famished section of the articulate public 

A summer season for Grand Opera has been decided 
upon by Mr. Oscar Hammerstein, to begin in April and 
continue for three months. The committee whose 

efforts have brought about this satisfactory result in 
eluded among its members the Duke of Argyll the 

of Norfolk, and Lord Howard de Walden, whose intere* 

in music and art is well known. One of the first operas 
to be presented is a new one, “ The Children of Don ” 

by Josef Holbrooke, the libretto being written bv Lord 
Howard de Walden under the name of T. E. 
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Song of a March .Morning 

Green sheltered nooks and forest-ways that twined 
’Mid hawthorn boughs and banks of clustering fem 

In June, to solace weary heart and mind, 
Here do my footsteps turn 
When on a wild March morning sings the wind 
About my lattice till I look and yearn. 

Then, if perchance I cast my book3 away 
And take the path across the windy lea 
Up the wide moorland where the ling is grey 
And knows not what shall be, 
My glad heart sings aloud for such a day, 
Praising the wild March mom, the moors and thee! 

Though bare thy branches and deserted bowers, 
Though bleak the moors without their purple fire 
Of scented heather, and of sun-warm flowers 
On golden broom and briar, 
My heart sings loud in praise of the glad hours 
The wild March morning yields to my desire! 

Winifred Sutcliffe Greavbs. 

St. Raphael 

THOUGH many footsteps scar its drifting sand, 

The desert is not now less desolate 
Than when, a stranger from a silent land, 

Thou wentest forth at dawn from Tobit’s gate. 

Though we have numbered all the stars that knew 
Thy going forth, and scanned the fire that made 

Round thy return a golden mist, we, too, 
Are blind, and in our blindness sore afraid. 

And if no healing bless our darkened sight. 
Is it because, when came some silent one 

To guide us, we refused the proffered light, 
And knew not it was thee till thou wert gone ? 

Or dost thou through the desert travel still 
With seeking souls, unguerdoned, unrevealed, 

Returning not to Him who sent thee, till 
By power of pain the darkened eyes are healed ? 

Dorothy Margaret Stuart. 

Nemesis and the Common 
Denominator 

IT is the fashion to be bitterly pessimistic about the 

level of public taste in reading. The critic gazes 

in sheer hopelessness upon the flood of sentimental and 

sensational trash which the printing presses pour out in 

newspaper, magazine, and book form—a flood so enor¬ 

mous and so ruthless that the survival of a single land¬ 

mark of good taste seems to be a miracle. No one who 

considers how much capital, skill, and labour are devoted 

to the production of " what the public wants ” can avoid 

being cynical on the subject Denunciation is indeed so 

easy and so well justified that it may be carried too 

far. It may, for instance, divert attention from the fact 

that the business of supplying the mass of the public 

with “ something to read ” is not so preposterous as it 

used to be. 

The Education Act of 1870 was an indirect endow¬ 

ment of this class of business. It gave hundreds of 

thousands of commonplace minds the faculty of reading, 

and so created (or at least multiplied indefinitely) the 

demand for reading matter to suit these minds. Several 

firms were established in quick succession to meet this 

demand. Their aims, it is most important to note, were 

frankly and entirely commercial. They did not attempt, 

as the brothers Chambers did in earlier years and on a 

more restricted basis, to educate as well as to entertain. 

They had no ambition to assist in the realisation of the 

ideals which inspired the authors of compulsory educa¬ 

tion ; all they did was to make a study of the products 

of that measure. Instinct, rather than imagination 

goided them towards the common denominator of the 

public mind. Then they set deliberately to work and 

produced, on the huge scale which meant big profits and 

quick returns, stories and snippets which had that de¬ 

nominator as their standard. 

Their method and their past success are both so well 

known that they need not be discussed in detail; what 

is not so widely appreciated is the essential weakness of 

the method. To reach the common denominator invokes 

a certain sacrifice. It means that character has to be 

subdued, if not eliminated; it means that nobody s sus¬ 

ceptibilities in religion, morality, politics, social customs, 

or anything else, are to be offended or even touched. 

Critics need not wonder how the publications of these 

firms come to be so vapid and so inane: their editors 

are compelled to choose what is innocuous, and in doing 

so they smooth away every touch of individuality from 

the stuff they publish. It stands to reason that very few 

writers are able to turn out work to please the million 

and yet display strong personal features. Among the 

few are Conan Doyle and W. W. Jacobs, whose stories 

are appreciated by more or less critical minds and are yet 

enjoyed by the multitude. If there wer£ more of such 

writers, and if their popularity was self-renewing, the 

cult of the common denominator might be permanently 

successful. But because they are exceptional, and be- 
♦ ■ 

cause their power of appeal is bound to wane in time, 

the editor of this type of literature cannot rely upon 

them to give vitality to the insipid rubbish which forms 

the bulk of his publications. He is bound to fall back 

upon sensationalism and upon the most superficial gossip 

about prominent people and events. 

It is possible that, in his effort to reach the widest 

possible audience, he has keyed down the quality of 

his material to too low a pitch. It is even possible that 
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public taste has improved a little since the days when 
hn£e circulations were easily obtained for publications of 
deliberately trashy character. The horizon of the 
average man and woman is certainly wider than it was 
when these publications were started ; and the widening 
has brought a greater variety of interests into his life. 
It is difficult to believe that even the most primitive 
minds would not be sickened in time by the mixture of 

cheap sugar and spice with which they were fed. But 

apart altogether from the question of a slight reaction in 

public appreciation, the prosperity of the cheap magazine 
has been affected by competition. The widening 
interests referred to have been stimulated and repre¬ 
sented by daily and weekly newspapers. Most of these 
journals appeal to exactly the same people; they also, 
apart from political elements, belong to the common de¬ 
nominator class. But they deal with important and 
exciting events in all parts of the world; they force 
attention to political and social problems in which every 
worker or householder is interested; they are actual; 
and they provide all-important information day by day 
on the subject of sport. Their appeal is, therefore, far 

more direct than that of any conceivable magazine. And 
to make their competition more serious, they publish 
stories and magazine articles and pictures. The result is 
that a man or woman will find, in daily or Sunday 
journals, all that his weekly pennyworth used to provide, 

and a great deal more. 
Against this rivalry the old weekly budgets of 

reading matter seem to have no weapon. Even the 

device of competitions, once so valuable in building up 
popularity, has lost its power. It is well known that the 

circulation of these journals is not nearly so great as it 
wed to be; and we may be quite sure that every adver¬ 
tising method has been tried to bring them back to 
their old position. Their proprietors, however, labour 
°uder the difficulty that the cost of advertising and also 
of distributing becomes relatively greater as the circula¬ 
tion falls. The expense of obtaining advertisements for 

their columns also increases. These circumstances, com¬ 
bined with the general tendency for costs of production 
to go up, must bring the finance of the journals nearer 
*od nearer to a critical condition. 

If we turn to the monthly magazine, which represents 
a kss abysmal type of reading matter, we find the same 
decay under competition. Twenty odd years ago the 

was, like the penny weekly journal, the only 
t ing of its kind within the reach of small purses. It had 
practically a monopoly of the lighter and shorter forms 

fiction. It was almost the only form of publication 
which the majority of people were able to buy to read 

m.trams °r to entertain them in an idle hour. A single 

3 modern bookstall will show how radically the 
S. ^on ^as changed. The pride of place has been 

ou-; t0 ^ scvenPenny reprints of novels, which have 
even the fourpenny-halfpenny paper-covered 

^itions which struck the first blow at the supremacy of 

^f&agazine. There is an obvious difficulty in persuad- 
®jSP*ople to buy a sixpenny magazine when they can 

is eorJi °r °nC more» a neatly bound volume which 
, 1 enough, in appearance if not in contents as well, 

* placed upon a bookshelf. 

Competition is, in fact, threatening from above as well 
as below, and is thus narrowing the field which the older 
types of * common denominator ” literature can hope to 

claim as their own. The world has moved past them, 
and they must adapt themselves to the altered conditions 
or slowly perish. Few people, no doubt (apart from the 

shareholders) would be sorry to see them perish quickly. 
But there is more than a financial interest in studying the 
manner in which—apart from palpable competition— 

Nemesis is overtaking them. They were established by 
people who felt contempt, either open or concealed, for 

the public whose wants they proposed to satisfy. They 

had not even the ghost of an ideal before them; their 
object was simply and solely the making of money. And 

because they determined to appeal to the common herd, 
they drew their writers and other auxiliaries from the 
common herd. “ For the illiterate, by the illiterate” 
appeared to be their practical motto, with the result that 

they offered the public bad stuff badly done. The public 
took the stuff until it discovered that newspapers and 
novels were a great deal more entertaining. Those for 

whom rubbish was carefully and cynically prepared have 
repaid the debt by recognising that it is rubbish. 
Perhaps it is now dawning upon the purveyors that 
material selected by commercially minded young men, 

without a trace of literary knowledge or discrimination, 

from a crowd of hacks who have abandoned the last 
shreds of any literary self-respect they ever possessed, 
is not a lasting basis of prosperity. The enterprise is 
cursed in its origin by insincerity and greed: it is there¬ 
fore damned. 

When the situation is carefully analysed by those con¬ 

cerned with it, they will probably come to the conclusion 

that the search for the common denominator is a mistake. 
At present their most successful journals are those which 
appeal to special sections of the public and are con¬ 

ducted by men who have a certain enthusiasm for their 

subject and a certain measure of respect for their readers. 
Even the newspapers have found that an element of 
specialisation is useful, while they seldom descend to the 
depths of imbecility which their diminishing rivals chose 
to sound. Further, the fact will be recognised that those 
publishing venfures which have proved so popular with 
readers of all classes have been organised by competent 
literary men. Some of them have actually maintained a 
decent literary standard; others, not so ambitious, have 
made a direct bid for general appreciation, but have set 
before themselves a minimum* of workmanship. Sensa¬ 
tion and sentiment may be the most prominent ingre¬ 
dients, but they are presented in good form, with an 
individual touch, and even a feeling of zest. They are 

not the work of men who are consciously degraded or 
who are so far from being writers that they are not aware 
of descending to the depths. In following such examples 

it may be necessary for the " common denominator ” 
firms to give up hope of those colossal circulations which 
were once enjoyed. That hope, however, must be aban 

doned in any case ; and the alternative to slow extinction 
between the newspaper and the cheap reprint is an 
attempt to br.ng a h.gher grade of talent into operation 
among the larger groups of readers. 

A. Gowans Whyte 

t 
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DE OMNIBUS REBUS 
The God of Youth 

By Arthur Machen 

N the "Ordo Missae,” according to the Latin Rite, 

the first rubric directs that when the priest is vested 

he shall enter unto the altar and having made due 
reverence, signed himself from brow to breast with the 

sign of the cross, and having invoked the name of the 

Blessed Trinity, he shall then say: 
* I will enter in unto the altar of God." 

To which the clerk replies: 
. “ Unto God, that maketh glad my youth.” 

This is the antiphon of the psalm which follows; the 

words occur in the psalm itself; they are uttered for the 

third time when the psalm has been said. And I have 

offen wondered how many of the priests and clerks who 

say these words daily have formed any precise notion of 

their true significance. The words and the construction 

are simple; simple enough for a child to understand; 

and yet I should be inclined to suppose that nine-tenths 

of those who speak them and those who hear them 

spoken read u laetificet” into “ laetificavit ”—that is, if they 

think about the matter at all. “ Unto God, who made 

my youth a happy one" is, no doubt, the usual translation 

in the minds of priests and people. But it is a wrong 

one; the tense is the present; and therefore the glad¬ 

ness and the youth are supposed to be present also. 

Now the age that we live in has fallen into such dismal 

depths of ineptitude, it has become so destitute of the 

twin faculties of logic and imagination that when con¬ 

fronted by such phrases as these it is totally unable to 

realise two facts: the first, that words may mean and do 

mean strictly and severely what they say, and the 

second that a simple English or Latin sentence, quite 

devoid of technicalities or philosophical terms, or pom¬ 

posities and verbal falbalas of any kind or sort may 

reveal to the humble the profoundest and most impor¬ 

tant mysteries of human nature. 
And what of these words which I have cited, words 

which the Missal rubric directs are to be spoken in a 

clear voice, which are in practice, I am afraid, usually 

delivered in a low mumble; what do they mean P Priest 

and clerk may be elderly people; what do they mean by 

claiming to be still young ? 
Well, I turn to one of the most splendid odes in the 

English language—or in any other language for that 

matter—and find the following: — 

The youth, who daily farther out from the east 

Must travel, still is Nature’s priest, 
And by the vision splendid 

Is on his way attended. 

At length the man perceives it die away, 

And fade into the light of common day. 

But, the poet says later, the man does not, unless he 

be altogether lost, allow the vision to die and fade. He 

gives thanks 
.... for those first affections, 

Those shadowy recollections, 

Which, be they what they may, 

Are yet the fountain-light of all our day : 

Are yet a master-light of all our seeing; 

Uphold us—cherish—three-power to make 

Our noisy years seem moments in the being 

Of the eternal silence: truths that wake 

To perish never; 

Which neither listlessness, nor mad endeavour 

Nor man, nor boy, 

Nor all that is at enmity with joy, 

Can utterly abolish or destroy. 

Hence, in a season of calm weather, 

Though inland far we be, 

Our souls have sight of that immortal sea 

Which brought us hither; 

Can in a moment travel thither— 

And see the children sport upon the shore, 

And hear the mighty waters rolling evermore. 

And because of this, says the poet, let us men be 
united with the joy of the birds, with the young frolic of 
the lambs, let us lift up our hearts and attune them to 
* the gladness of the May.” Spring, and skipping lambs, 
and the trilling of birds’ voices; these are symbols of 
youth, eternally renewed, joyous for ever and ever; of 
youth that dwells in an ageless region; to this region 
of youth let our hearts be lifted up. Winter without there 
may be; within let there be an unending spring and 
skies cloudless for evermore. So, in splendid fashion, 
has Wordsworth glossed the clerk's response: “Ad 
Deum, qui Laetificat juventutem meam "—and one sees 

why the tense is present and not past. 
And to take another light—incomparably the highest 

of all lights—upon the sentence, there is the well-remem¬ 
bered text which tells us that if we would enter the 
Kingdom of Heaven we must become like little 
children; we must regain the youth that we have lost. 
I suppose that intellectual laziness and lack of clarity 
has usually taken this precept to refer to the innocence 
and ignorance of children ; but while the enforced inno¬ 
cence of childhood in certain matters may not be quite out 
of account in the matter, the real and prerogative sense 
is altogether deeper and altogether different in its signifi¬ 
cance. For, it must be noted, that children—save in 
certain regions of thought and actions—are not ignorant 
at all; they are, on the contrary, afflicted with all or 
almost all of the vices of grown men and women; they 
can be jealous and envious, cruel, revengeful and con¬ 
temptible with the best of us; and those who have the 
care and upbringing of them will readily acknowledge 
that the task is difficult and responsible and anxious in 

a very high degree. 
And I cannot think that ignorance, qua ignor¬ 

ance, can ever be a quality of perfectioa Every 
man has to learn the art of ignoring all sorts of 
sciences and arts which are not his business. The 
violinist and the pianist would not be well advised 
if they coarsened up their fine muscles and ruined their 

delicate touch by learning how to dig and how to pick 
oakum ; and because of the manifold imperfections of 
human nature, it were better for many of us if we 
ignored physical science, or almost ignored it But there 
is a great distinction between this deliberate and pur¬ 
posed setting of a subject aside and the mere untried 
and unresolved nescience of childhood; between him 
who sees a road and chooses not to follow it, and the 
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blind man who sees no road at all. We may conclude, 
then, that it is not the innocence and ignorance of 
children which are propounded for our imitation; their 
desirable quality must be sought elsewhere. 

Where? Surely in that faculty of clear and splendid 
vision of which Wordsworth speaks; that faculty of 
seeing’ things in their true light; that is, in the light of 
immortality and eternity. A week or two ago I was 
talking to Mr. Percy Fitzgerald, the last survivor of 
Charles Dickens’s literary friends, and he told me, not 
at all to my astonishment, that the one subject to which 
the master recurred was the days of his youth; the 
storehouse, as Mr. Fitzgerald wisely added, from which 
Dickens drew continually all his literary treasures. The 
actuality which he saw in those tens and twenties of 
the nineteenth century was ugly, squalid and deplorable, 
and he reports that which he had seen faithfully enough. 
Do not let us be with those foolish ones who talk of 
Dickens as a mere fantasist, as a man wholly untrue to 
life; let us, if we begin to hold these vain doctrines, read 
the chapter which tells how Little Dorrit came into the 
world, thanks to the ministrations of Dr. Haggage and 
Mrs. Bangham: — 

“ The flies trouble you, don't they, my dear? ” said 

Mrs. Bangham. 41 But p’raps they’ll take your mind 

off it, and do you good. What between the buryin’ 

ground, the grocer’s, the waggon stables, and the 

paunch trade, the Marshalsea flies gets very large. 

P’raps they’re sent as a consolation, If we only 

kuow’d it. . . . And you a-crying, too? 99 said Mrs. 

Bangham, to rally the patient more and more. 

“ Vou! Making yourself so famous ! With the 

flics a-falling into the gallipots by fifties ! ” 

Hardly, I think, a rose-pink and tinsel picture seen 

under limelight; rather actuality—commonly miscalled 

realism—of the grimmest and sternest kind; and 

Dickens is full of such ugly actualities. You can smell 

-e noisome London reek of the lodgings which Dick 

Swiveller occupied. 

Well, paunches and prisons and the flies that bred in 

them, and the back streets of Camden Town, and every 

W of penury and ugly squalor were the facts of the 

“M'erse chiefly present to the eyes of the young Charles 

^ these things his clear vision turned into 
ndewick*; he saw in things mortal their shining part 

0. Mortality. “ Qui laelificat juventutem meam,” he 

have said in thanksgiving as the shapes of his 

youth rose before him, clad in vestments squalid; and yet 

'? ondid and shining and immortal. 

The truth is that to childhood and youth the universe 

,:5 Presented under the form of a great hieroglyph or 

of hieroglyphs. Most of us forget the shapes and 
^sterious figures that amazed us and awed us and 

! . us as the sun of our young lives rose bright and 
jnous above the dark wood or the high mountain, and 

11 * cystic, holy, and terrible glow and radiance upon 

j c eighty circle of the world, even to its flaming and 

tendons walls. Most of us, I say, forget the majesty 

lu s one about the tree and glinted from the heart of 

‘e rose and flickered even from the dull heart of 

bat a fn St°C^s ^ ^ones* Most of us have forgotten, 
a ew have still remembered, and these we are con¬ 

tent to name men of genius. These are they that con¬ 
tinually do cry, either to other: 

Introibo ad altare Dei. 

Ad Deum, qui lostificat juventutem meam. 

It was Hazlitt who said that a man of genius spends 
his life in trying to show people what he understood 
himself when he was eighteen; in other words, the man 
of genius is he who has the secret of perpetual youth 
and of the interpretation thereof. 

But, what, it will be asked, is the application of these 
doctrines to priest and clerk and mass, to the matter of 
religion ? Simply this: that the object and perfect goal 
propounded by the faith is to make all men, in a sense, 
men of genius. The truly religious man must become 
like a little child and dwell in a perpetual youth; he 
must be a seer of visions, and Anally of that vision of 
visions, which is named Beatific It is vulgarly believed 
that the purpose of religion is to make men good, and 
this is an intolerable error, the fruitful source of false 
arguments and false conclusions. The pure in heart, we 
are told, are blessed, for they shall see God; they are to 
gaze on eternal Reality and Immortal Beauty; their 
purity of heart is the necessary means to an end desir¬ 
able above all things; hence their blessedness. 

In fact, it is the mission of the Holy Catholic and 
Apostolic Church to make us all partakers of the poetic 
vision, of that vision which is the fount and origin of all 
poetry. It is a pity that this truth is not more firmly and 
constantly held by our appointed teachers; if it were we 
should hear less of discourses which, in the phrase of 
one of Scott’s characters, are but a dry clatter of 
morality, which, in truth, are the senile babblings of old 
age—not of that unfading and glad youth which alone 
is worthy to enter in altare Dei. 
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The Content of a Lyric 
PEOPLE who have never attempted the task of 

making a lyric (and there are still a few) and 
those who have tried, but who have forgotten 
their endeavours (a much greater number), are wont to 
think that the writer of a lyric is one of the company 
of angels who can dance upon the point of a needle. 
He is esteemed for an ability to pirouette like a dancer 
upon the extremity of thought. His Pegasus is com¬ 
mended for a supposed likeness to the performing horse 
at a circus. Or the rapid movement of his wings gives 
the beholder afar off the illusion that he is able to 
remain motionless in the void. There are dull auditors 
who believe that, better than a windy orator, he is able 
to say nothing in many words. 

All delusions have some sort of reason for their 
existence. Falsehoods, especially “ those of the largest 
size,” would die a natural death but for a germ of truth 
The belief that lyrics are “ airy nothings ” has this germ. 
The perfect lyric so successfully aspires to the condition 
of music that everything seems to become subordinate 
to the sheer ravishment of rhythm. Matter appears 
almost immaterial; the right feeling everything 

It was a lover and his lass, 
With a hey and a no, and a hey nonino, 

That o’er the green cornfield did pass, 
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In the spring time, the only pretty ring time, 
When birds do sing, hey dmg a ding, ding ; 

Sweet lovers love the spring. 

After that the lyricist may go on to gibberish if only 
he sustain the delightful measure. Youth, love, and the 
spring-time tuned to such a pipe, who would not sing? 
Song it really is; for the word lyric, as we now use 
it, implies poetry which is entirely self-sustained; and 
though the boundaries of every art must remain in¬ 
definable, except to the artist, right feeling (which is a 
polite name for criticism) becomes aware of a change 
when one art has passed its own borders and is de¬ 
pendent upon the hospitality of another. Without the 
aid of actual music, Shakespeare’s song is not complete, 
using the word in the sense that nothing is complete 
that may be bettered. Since Shakespeare thought this, 
who are we that we should presume an opinion? 

So to return to the original question. May a lyric 
be stated in the terms, nothing reduced to infinity? 

One of the charms of poetry is that it is not suscep¬ 
tible of proof other than by example. In the school 
of poesy, so long as you please the other fellows, you 
may break all the rules, and it is the growling pedagogue 

and not you who will be expelled. 

Let us therefore take the first example that comes 
to mind—Shelley’s " Lines to a Skylark.” In point of 
sheer matter, what are its elements? The blithe spirit, 
heaven or near it, the song, the flight, a cloud of fire, 
the blue sky, sunset, an embodied joy, twilight, a star, 
moonlight, the dawn, the moon passing a single cloud, 
a rain-bow, a shower of sunlit rain, a poet, a high-born 
maiden, a palace tower, music, a glow-worm, a dell of 
dew, a rose. There is the rough and incomplete in¬ 
ventory of rather less than half the poem. Here, indeed, 
is “God’s plenty”! The analysis will have sufficed to show 
the essential truth that a fine lyric is not the product of a 
poverty-stricken intellect. Moreover, when we have 
finished our disintegrating and murderous business, and 
re-read the whole poem, it stands the lyric test of con¬ 
veying one impression. Clearer than if we had actually 
heard the lark, we have the enriched sensation of perfect 
listeners. We feel as though Shelley puts a girdle 
round the earth and flies to the highest peak of heaven, 
returning to dower his tiny bird with the accumulated 
riches—every gem of fancy, every tenuous chain of 
thought fashioned into perfect fitness to adorn the object 
of his worship. Nay, rather, it is as though he draws 
into his prism all the unblemished beams of sun and 
moon, and in their supernal light reveals the sublime 
truth/ He achieves his own miracle of expression, “ the 
very image of life expressed in its eternal truth ” 

If anyone still doubts that the lyric entails the ex¬ 
penditure of great wealth, and has a vague idea that 
it may be achieved by the vacant mind in fond pursuit 
of wandering fancies, let him study the handiest antho¬ 
logy, and consider what manner of men were those 
whose names he will most often meet. He will find 
that, almost without exception, they are among those 
whom the world has acknowledged as forming its 
intellectual aristocracy. 

Meanwhile let us take another and simpler instance: 

Hark ! hark ! the lark at heaven's gate sings, 
And Phoebus 'gins arise, 

His steeds to water at those springs 
On chaliced flowers that lies; 

And winking Mary-buds begin 
To ope their golden eyes : 

With everything that pretty bin, 
My lady sweet, arise! 

Arise, arise ! 

Every line contains a fresh image Heaven and earth 
are not enough! It is as prodigal as Nature; and yet 
when we have appreciated the value of every word 
and allowed the whole to form its dominant impression, 
what remains ? We forget the lark, Phoebus, the steeds, 
the springs, the chaliced flowers, even the lady sweet, 
and are conscious of one thing only—the sensation of 
dawn. We recognise at once the expectancy, the virgin 
freshness, the impalpable sense of coming light asso¬ 
ciated in our minds with the breaking of day. This 
lyric is perfect thought wedded to perfect feeling, hence 
the real sense impression. The lively consciousness 
which went to the making of this lyric was what Keats 
longed to sustain when he cried, “ O for a life of sen¬ 
sations ! ” To convey this, the veritable knowledge, 
the poet pours out heaped treasure. It is this divine 
generosity which makes a poem virtuous. 

Style in literature may be compared to taste in the 
art of spending. Just as in life, the world never admires 

those who cultivate that art too closely; so in letters 
the too precious soon seem miserly. There is something 
of the spendthrift about a good lyric poet. Though 

never vulgar, he is always lavish. 
If this be true, does he ever go bankrupt ? Un¬ 

fortunately it is a very common experience. But the 
Muse is not like the High Court. She does not suspend 
discharges. He who recently struggled with beggary 
may, without borrowing, rightfully prove a royal host 
to-day. Instances abound. We have only to examine 
Keats’s last sonnet to find that, though he started an 
“ inspired millionaire,” he became bankrupt before he 

reached the tenth line. 

No—yet still steadfast, still unchangeable, 
Pillow’d upon my fair love’s ripening breast 

is indigence itself compared with 

Bright star, I would be steadfast as thou art 
Not in lone splenctour hung aloft the night. 

Even Milton, rich beyond the dreams of avarice, failed 

for an enormous sum when, having written 

Avenge, O Lord, thy slaughtered saints whose bones 
Lie scattered on the Alpine mountains cold, 

he was reduced to 

that from these may grow 
A hundred fold, who, having learned thy way, 
Early may fly the Babylonian woe, 

as who might not after such an opening? Liberality 

on such a scale would have brought Croesus to penury. 
Wordsworth had a way of calling his creditors together 
pretty frequently, while Browning seems to have had 
difficulty in writing drafts fast enough. Magnanimity 
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is the very soul of Shelley. Keats, on the other hand, 
may at times be suspected of previous hoarding. 

When we feel we have long been slaves to our loves, 

it is interesting to exercise the liberty of questioning 
their beauty half seriously. In such a mood we may 
examine isolated poems as we might human features. 
Some have the reserve of keeping back loveliness until 
they smile. Others charm at first glance, but grow 

plainer as we gaze. One requires the responsive mood. 
Another seems ever irreproachably fair. We do not 

know the moment when Shelley's “ Swiftly walk over 
the western wave,” or Corinna’s going a-maying seem 

commonplace. L'AIlegro and II Pcnseroso will dance at 
any hour of day or night, but in the wrong place or 
at the wrong time we may hate the song of the lotus- 

eaters, Spenser asks for fair days and bowered seclu¬ 
sion, but Meredith and Francis Thompson are surely not 
impossible in the Tube. The expression on the face 
of Miltons sonnet to his wife seems at first too cold, 
too austere for love; but our breath is bated as we 
read that tremendous last line: 

Poetry makes a fair touchstone. The character of a 
friend may be determined by his taste in lyrics. If he 
be a great reader, and yet show indifference to little 

glories, we may legitimately doubt his right to apprise 

the overwhelmingly beautiful. The man who considers 

the best lyrics " elegant trifles ” is either a dull dog or 
a personage with a swelled head. For in poetry, as in 
nature, riches are not esteemed by virtue of their sheer 

amount, and he who cannot see wonder in a daisy will 
rhapsodise to deaf ears before the splendours of a 
sunset. Shelley knew 

The spirit of the worm beneath the clod 

In love and worship blends itself with God. 

So did Francis Thompson. 

Nature is whole in her least things exprest, 

Nor know we with what scope God builds the worm. 

Or lyric, we might add. 
Max Plowman. 

1 waked, she fled, and day brought back my night. 

We may wonder whether, after all, the Philistines are 
not right when we first see William Bond. Certainly 
it is as true of Blake as of Wordsworth that 

You must love him ere to you 

He shall seem worthy of your love. 

Perhaps only the lover would see the intense light 
shining in Blake’s great eyes, even when he says : 

I thought Love lived in the hot sunshine. 

But, oh, he lives in the moonv light ! 

I thought to find Love in the heat of day. 

But sweet Love is the comforter of night. 

Not everyone hears the note of tenderness in the lines 
beginning. 

Little lamb, who made thee? 

^ the sound of the trumpet in 

Prepare, prepare the iron helm of war 
• 

M as an unpractised ear will fail to catch the music 
the speaking voice. The features of this lady may 

seem unworthy to you. That will not stay un- 
1 eness from growing enamoured of its contrariety, 

the society of a good lyric (and really is not one good 

a Magnificent companion for a whole evening?), 
the company of a human being, varies exceedingly. 

** ^neud will burst in upon you and spend the whole 
c' his wit in ten minutes, seeming deadly dull after a 
r uple of hours. The conversation of another will glow 
^dually like the fire of an anvil. Similarly with 

Shakespeare’s Sonnet LXV, Gray’s Elegy, 
MYe flowery Banks” and Brownings 

to be in England ” drag badly after happy 
P^tings. Every reader may be trusted to recall 

^1S of thing for himself; and of the 
*hose that grow more and more expressive, 

* men^on Marvel’s to his coy mistress, Word- 
-aj S ‘^ie dwelt among the untrodden ways,” Keats’s 

e Melancholy,” Shelley’s " Adonais,” and Tenny- 
s St Agnes’ Eve ” 
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Eton Again* 

IN August we reviewed Sir Maxwell Lyte’s last edition 
of the " History of Eton College.” In Mr. Nevill’s book 

the history, though not disregarded, is less prominent, 
but there are anecdotes and memories enough to render 
it more bright and amusing. There is a charm in all 
books on Eton written by Etonians: based, perhaps, 

on a cool assumption of indisputable superiority, reflect¬ 
ing "the spirit of manly independence and splendid un¬ 
conscious happiness which the genius of the place seems 
to have the gift of bestowing.” In Mr. Nevill’s opinion, 
the absence of bullying " in a great measure accounts 

for the independent and buoyant spirit which has ever 
been a characteristic of Etonians in after-life.” There 
can be no question of the affection felt by its alumni 

present and past, for their school, an affection which, 
as Mr. Nevill admits, does not always commend their 
collective company and conversation to men educated 
elsewhere. But if our author carries on the tradition 

which " has become almost a second religion,” he holds 
himself free to criticise with no unsparing hand: not 
being a hidebound laudator temporis acti, he writes 
scathingly of the so-called restoration of the College 
chapel at a cost of over £20,000 in 1847, "in reality it 
was no restoration at all—merely a terrible act of van¬ 
dalism, only exceeded in lack of taste by etc., etc,” and, 
again, "tlie ^discriminating restoration, including the 
destruction of much admirable woodwork.” 

In his opinion, two other great artistic mistakes have 
been committed within the last 70 years: the renovation 
of the College Hall, in which it is conceded a number 
of interesting features were obliterated, and the erec¬ 
tion of the Eton Memorial Hall, in honour of the 
Etonians who fell in the South African War of 1899- 

1902—a deplorable contest, he calls it: he condemns 
the Hall as a huge and incongruous building, the whole 
aspect and style of which are utterly out of keeping with 

* “ Floreat Etona : Anecdotes and Memories of Eton 

College.” By Ralph Nevill. Macmillan and Co. 15s.net.) 
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its surroundings. Nor are his strictures confined to Eton. 
He inveighs against the “ restoration” in 1863 of the 
venerable curfew tower of Windsor Castle, “ now for 
some 48 years disfigured by a roof so monstrous in its 
ugliness that it stands forth as a surpassing and con¬ 
vincing proof of our national lack of artistic taste. . . . 
So it is that in this country, in spite of much meaningless 
gush and prattle of education and appreciation of art, 
almost every fine monument is by degrees vulgarised 
and destroyed.” His views may be noted, but there is 
presumably another side in each case. 

No opportunity of commending manliness and abusing 
namby-pambyism is lost by Mr. NevilL The rough old 
times formed “an era when the sickening cant of 
huraanitarianism, born of luxury and weakness, had not 
yet arisen to emasculate and enfeeble the British race.” 
Hysterical sentimentalism is his aversion: he declines 
to discuss the “ absurd agitation of so-called humani¬ 
tarians for the suppression of the beagles at Eton.” A 
description of the pleasures of the old Montem festival, 
abolished after 1844, invokes an attack on “those hawk- 
eyed commercial gamblers who, calling themselves busi¬ 
ness-men, dominate the modern world,” and, again, “ the 
chilling force of that utilitarian commercialism which 
has since dominated the country.” The good old customs 
of fighting, and flogging furnish numerous anec¬ 
dotes, many of which have done duty in previous books 
on Eton. Fagging, never abused, has shrunk to a mere 
nothing. It was so old a joke to send a green newcomer 
up to Windsor for a pennyworth of pigeon’s milk, or to 
the booksellers for a map of the undiscovered islands, 
or elsewhere for a hot-water ice, that nobody was ever 
deceived. The most tragic fight on record took place in 
February, 1825, between a small boy, Francis Ashley 
(not Ashley Cooper), a son of Lord Shaftesbury, who, 
after a fight of over two hours with a bigger boy, suc¬ 
cumbed in the night to his injuries. Ashley had been 
stimulated by his elder brother with half-a-pint of 
brandy. Dr. Keate made some manly remarks, blaming 
the upper boys on the occasion. 

Mr. Nevill will find a fuller account of the 
fight in Milnes Gaskell’s Eton book published 
in 1883. Fighting disappeared, not “because the 
fellows funk each other,” but when it was branded 
as bad form and began to be considered “ skuggish,” 
an objection strong enough to influence any doubtful 
customs. Flogging was Dr. Keate’s forte, his panacea 
for all offences. If it was another headmaster who 
flogged the whole eleven for playing a prohibited cricket 
match on Hounslow Heath, it was Keate who flogged 
ninety boys one night for insubordination; “ who had 
flogged half the ministers, secretaries, bishops, generals, 
and dukes of the present century,” as Mr. Collins wrote 
in his Etoniana; who said to the boys, “ Remember, you 
are to be pure in heart, or I’ll flog you till you are.” 
When a luckless lad, having to construe Horace’s great 
line. “ Exegi monumentum acre perennius,” rendered it, 
** I have eaten a monument harder than brass,” the 
Doctor observed, “ Oh, you have, have you ? Then you’ll 
stay afterwards, and I'll give you something to digest 
it.” and he did. On another occasion he flogged, by 
mistake, as offenders, l>oys whose names had been sub* 
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mitted to him on paper as candidates for confirmation. 
Notwithstanding his severity he was popular and cheered 
by the boys. But others also could flog. Joynes, as 
Lower Master, once gave a boy thirty-two strokes, re¬ 
ceived without flinching. Dr. Goodford is said to have 
taken a genial view of this form of punishment One 
morning he swished a boy who was coming to breakfast 
with him, and greeted him later on at that meal with a 
cheery, 44 Here we are again! ” 

Mr. Nevill agrees with the explanation which we 
previously offered for the notorious difficulties in induc¬ 
ing the majority of boys to study at Eton. The “leaven 
of indolence” which permeates the school results from 
the presence of so many youths who, as sons of rich 
parents, know that they will have no necessity to work 
for their livelihood. It certainly cannot be said that the 
traditions are very favourable to learningthe masters, 
now numbering sixty-five, are handicapped by funda¬ 
mental difficulties, not easy to surmount. It is something 
that much less idleness seems now to prevail, and the 
masters of to-day appear to possess more influence with 
the boys than was the case in the past. Mr. Nevill 
records his view that of late years the authorities have 
made real progress in their efforts to convert “ an Eton 
education” into more of a reality. If more control is 
exercised over the boys in minor matters, there is evi¬ 
dence that they are still allowed plenty of liberty, which 
formerly was likely to degenerate into licence. An out¬ 
sider cannot fail to be struck with the numerous allusions 
to possible indulgence in alcohol, formerly too common, 
“ copious libations of champagne,” the long glass, Tap, 
the Christopher Inn, money spent in drink, dinners with 
toasts, Bacchanalian feasts, old drinking customs, the 
tent where beer and baccy were the Drder of the day, 
afternoons passed in the consumption of much tobacco 
and some alcohol, the punishments for excesses. Much 
improvement has been effected, and the healthy tone of 
the school will do more. There are indications that the 
cult of athleticism (though still formidable) is not so 
universal as formerly. “Of late years a more satisfac¬ 
tory state of affairs has prevailed, not a few prominent 
athletes and oarsmen having shown considerable 

capacity.” 
Mr. Nevill has succeeded well in pro\ idmg entertain¬ 

ment : he has occasionally repeated himself; for instance, 
about the consumption of almonds and raisins 111 Chapel 
(as ” sock ”), and the stalls allotted to the young 
noblemen, in the references to the Marquis Wellesley 
(not of Wellesley), and the allusions to Trotman’s 
gardens. He has also made some small mistakes con¬ 
nected with the names of Dr. Balston, Arthur Balfour, 
Blake-Hum frey, and Lord Curzon, which he can easily 
verify. His references to many distinguished Eton men 
range from the Duke of Wellington to Lord Roberts, 
from Lord Rosebery (who was believed as a boy to 
have taken the daily “ Times” and to have read it) to 
Greenhall the highwayman, who was captured, hanged, 
and dissected. Among his omissions may be noticed the 
name*of the younger Jobey, who ran so effective a drag 
for the beagles that, in the words of a contemporary 
poet: “ There was no need of aniseed, When Jobey 
tripped it o’er the mead.” 
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REVIEWS 
Music and Nationalism 

Music and Nationalism: A Study of English Opera. By 

Cecil Forsyth. (Macmillan and Co. 5s. net.) 

HE soul of Mr. Cecil Forsyth is vexed when he 

reflects that Great Britain has produced no great 

composers of opera, and that we have, in London 

and our great cities, no National English Opera-houses 

to which 44 The People” may nightly flock, as it does in 

France, Italy, and Germany. His country has been 

splendid in the production of great men, he says, in 

every branch of human activity save one, that is the 

art of music. Why is she unable to show long lists of 

illustrious musicians like her neighbours? We confess 

to thinking that his patriotism is a little too warm when 

he includes British painters among those whose 44 iron 

will, far-seeing wisdom, and incarnate imagination place 

them above and in front of their European contem¬ 

poraries,” and does our roll of sculptors include any 

great name besides that of Stevens? But we agree as 

to Mr. Forsyths main proposition, and are glad that his 

ponderings over his country’s musical deficiencies should 

have led him to an inquiry into the cause. His primary 

intention being to write a book about English opera, 

he was led to a consideration of the deterrent forces 

which have operated against it, 3nd so to the larger 

question of the relation between Nationalism and Music ; 

in other words, he wishes to discover why one nation 

Has developed the musical art more than another, and 

has done so more successfully at one period than 

another. His solution of the problem is highly ingenious, 

and provocative of thought, even if we cannot accept it 

as completely convincing. 

His argument seems, briefly, to be this.* Nations 

which occupy themselves in what he calls “ ex- 

tenonsation,” which are concerned in making a 

hid for44 world power ” rather than in settling and con- 

*j|idating their own affairs of the interior, have been, 

as ne thinks is shown by history, sterile in the production 

of music. But they become instantaneously fertile when 

they ‘sit within their own borders, their backs, as it 

*ere, turned to their frontiers, and their eyes turned 

mwanls.’ For. “the musician depends for his creative 

jmpulse on his inner self,” and " vast projections of the 

natic#nal mind ” (in the direction of territorial expansion, 

etc) ac* as a deterrent upon him.” The history of 

^0,n(‘ UP to the discovery of America, and that of 

England since Elizabeth, afford vivid illustrations of his 

theory. There were no musicians when Europe was an 

Jrmed canip” under the power of Rome, nor in the 

j*nod of “ blood and fire” which lasted until A.l>. 1000. 

ut ^onic “ changes her unsuccessful Caesar for a subtle, 

successful Pope,” bent on universal spiritual and political 

f^wer, and although Italy leads the world in painting 

***! the other arts, she is still unmusical. 

Other nations turn to look in upon thein- 

se'cs» the first and greatest of all developments 

11 musical history—the discovery of Discant—is 

Kiade m this vague time, and the seed of music takes 

roo‘ in England and in Flanders. England, learning to 

develop her interior life, produces a school of musicians 

until 1337, when the 100 years* war put an end to it. 

But it revives, and is one of England's glories until the 

discovery of America makes England an Empire-seek¬ 

ing nation. The peaceable Flemings are the only 

musicians during the period of aggressive wars. They 

live and work at Rome, which, owing to her continued 

assumption of ecclesiastical world power, is unable to 

produce a musician of her own. From 1492, however, 

the date of the discovery of America, the Netherlands 

and England become colonising nations, and music con¬ 

sequently leaves them. Italy, on the contrary, becomes 

a prey to the Spaniard, enters upon a period of artistic 

and political decline, when, lo! Palestrina appears, first 

on the magnificent roll of Italian composers! 44 By the 

compensations of Fate, the nations who were forbidden 

to share in the new dominion of the world, were granted 

the privilege of expressing it in musical art/' We are 

invited, also, to consider that France, the most unsuc¬ 

cessful of the nations who have sought world-power, 

has always maintained a continuous school of music, 

characteristically French; and “the striking effect of 

the segregation of Central Europe from 1500 to 1870, 

and her complete ignorance of the change which was 

taking place from land to sea power.” If Mr. Forsyth 

has indeed hit upon the right cause, the Teutonic school 

of music was certainly a 44 striking effect.” 

We have given the barest outline, or rather indication 

of the trend of this remarkable, and to us, entirely new, 

theory of the conditions which govern the course of 

music's development. We trust we have stated it fairly. 

Mr. Forsyth would not appear to be a professed his¬ 

torian, but he has looked into European history, and 

marshalled his facts in support of his case with clearness 

1 and skill. Whether he convinces us by his explanation 

| of the existence of a vigorous National School of Music 

; in England during the sixteenth century (and may we 

not say it existed until the time of Purcell ?), the period 

when England was preparing for the foundation of het 

world wide Empire, we hesitate to say; and we would 

not have said that France under Louis XIV, and Prussia 

under Frederick the Great, were 44 interionsing” nations, 

44 sitting within their own borders, their backs turned tti 

their frontiers, and their eyes turned inwards.” If our 

author means to limit his argument in the later period td 

the contrast between the sea-going countries and the 

rest, then his reasoning from the Plantagenet wars, and 

the Papal activity is irremediably weakened. 

The chapters in which Mr. Forsyth studies English 

j opera contain much that is interesting, as well as a good 

I deal that we should venture to criticise, had we space to 

I do so. When he says that: 44 No composer has ever 

emerged into world-speech except through his own dia¬ 

lect." we know what he means to say, and agree with 

| him. But when he betrays his prejudices in such a sen- 

: tencc as this the dense-headed aristocratic classes 

who preferred, and who still prefer, mental fog in Italian 

i to sunshine in English,”' we are less inclined to trust 

him as our guide. Borrowing one of his illustrations, wc 

will say that it seems to us that the British race will 

! never come to care for opera as the Italians care, any 

more than that the Italians will some day learn to play 
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cricket as their national pastime. If we have indeed come 

to the end of our career as a colonising nation, and are 

going to produce a Mozart, a Verdi, or a Wagner, no 
doubt we shall be eager (for a time) to go and hear their 

operas, but as to that, we must wait and see. It is the 

first part of Mr. Forsyth’s book, in which he gives us 

so much that is new to think about, that we have enjoyed 

reading, and which we cordially recommend to thought¬ 

ful lovers of music It is all written in a vivacious style 

—perhaps it suffers from the kind of vivacity by which 

it is characterised; it gives an extensive bibliography of 

English opera; there is a good index; and there is a 

great deal about Mr. Thomas Beecham and his schemes. 

Hindu Mythology 
Stories of Indian Gods and Heroes. By \V. 1). Monro. 

M.A. (G. C. Harrap and Co. 5s. net.) 

THIS book is one of a number of volumes of “ Stories,” 

selected and retold by the compilers from original 

sources; the literatures of various countries and ages 

have been indented upon for the series. Though it is 

apparently intended for the instruction of young persons, 

it is worthy of the notice of anyone who cares to know, 

in a general way, something of the great works which 

have for thousands of years provided the mental pabu¬ 

lum of generations of Hindus. The scholar may pursue 

the study of the Hindu scriptures for his own purposes 

—whether to gain a knowledge of the language or to 

examine the religion or manners and customs of remote 

times—but the general reader will soon be satisfied with 

such specimens as this book contains. These stories 

have been culled from the Hindu Vedas, the Epics (the 

Mahabharata and Ramayana), and the Puranas, three 

groups of the scriptures believed to have been composed 

in the long period of 2500 years, from 1500 B.c. to 

A.D. 1 cxx), during which the Sanskrit language was being 

formed by gradual transition from its earliest forms to 

its latest developments as now stereotyped. 

In all this literature there are, as Mr. Monro 

observes, three remarkable points to be noticed, 

which affect its value, though in some respects 

enhancing its interest The original works are 

either properly religious or saturated with religious 

ideas, * Gods and demons, prayers and sacri¬ 

fices, appear everywhere.” The intense religious feeling 

of the Indians of all races and creeds is well known: it 

would be hard to say whether it is the cause, or the effect, 

of the spirit of the literature. Though the mass of the 

Hindu population worship their deities and perform 

their religious ceremonies after traditional methods, they 

know absolutely nothing, as Mr. Monro states, of the 

contents of the Vedas. But if this statement is true of 

the mass, there are many educated persons at the head¬ 

quarters of Hinduism perfectly capable of giving chapter 

and verse for their faith and everything connected with 

it. 
The next point is that the literature almost entirely 

lacks anything worthy of the name of history, though 

there may be a foundation of truth underlying both the 
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Epics, and possibly some parts of the Puranas, religious 

poems “ from which the real religion of the modem 

Hindu is drawn.” The same point has been taken before 

with regard to other Epics, but in default of better 

evidence the Epics are the best, or only, substitute 

available in the place of history. In the preface to their 

translation of the Odyssey, Butcher and Lang wrote 

“ The Epics are, in a way, and as far as manners and 

institutions are concerned, historical documents ” Lastly, 

Mr. Monro dwells on the cxaggera/iont characteristic of 

Indian writings, a feature “ without parallel in any litera¬ 

ture of similar extent.” Macaulay noticed the same ten¬ 

dency in his great Education Minute of 1835, when he 

wrote of Indian History as “ abounding with kings 

thirty feet high and reigns 30,000 years long, and 

geography made up of seas of treacle and seas of 

butter.” Sir Alfred Lyall has also referred to the 

Indian’s incapacity for accuracy. 

Such stories of the Indian Gods and Heroes 

as those contained in this book are, therefore, 

very illustrative of the Indian genius, affording 

it ample scope for imagination and discursive 

treatment of large themes. They are not only full of 

religious ideas, but they inculcate moral principles en 

forced by examples ; such as, for instance, ” what can be 

achieved by steadfast perseverance in the face of ever) 

obstacle,” the fruits of " patient endurance of adversity,” 

the fidelity of woman under severe trials, the chivalry of 

man, bravery and skill in war, sagacity in counsel, " devo¬ 

tion to duty and to the welfare of subjects,” nobility of 

mind, reverence for age, sanctity, and the sovereign, the 

triumph of virtue and the discomfiture of vice. The two 

lengthy Epics, of 60,000 and 210,000 lines respectively, 

are full of diversions (called side-shows by Mr. Monro) 

which bring out these principles by precept and action. 

The names of the gods, as of the heroes and heroines, 

will at first be found strange and repellent, but they soon 

become familiar, and not all of them are difficult. As 

Mr. Monro admits, there is no hero in the stories so 

interesting as Odysseus or Rustem, and the stories can 

never supplant the tales familiar to English childhood. 

But they will open the mind of the reader, young or 

older, to the existence of another literature and of ideas 

of other climes and ages. The illustrations have an 

Oriental appearance and help considerably to the appre¬ 

ciation of the stories. 

As Others See Us 
My Ideated John Bullesses. By Yoshio Markiko. Illus¬ 

trated. (Constable and Co. 6s. net.) 

In his introduction Mr. Markino is very indignant with 

some of the Western people. He is not content with 

being himself received as a very welcome guest in our 

country ; we must like and embrace his whole nation. 

There must be no ” West is West and East is East/ as 

he puts it, and as for the idea of the “ Yellow Peril, 

he pathetically^ tells us that it hurts his heart. He 

assures us that as a “ little kid” he could never get away 
from the portrait of an English girl given to his father 
by a Dutch officer, and hung in his childhood s home. 
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"The men and women, young and old, rich and poor, 
all of them worshipped this picture.” A criticism of this 
statement, when it first appeared in the “ English 
Review,” pointed out that it was a refutation of the theory 
held by Professor Karl Pearson to the effect that the 
human instinct unconsciously obeys the law of “ like to 
like” " Some so-called scientists stupefy people,” bitterly 

laments our Japanese friend. 

1 have not read Professor Pearson’s Book yet, and 

1 shall never read it either, for I hate reading books. 

... I am so astonished that there are many people 

who do nothing but follow after the theory of a few 

books which they have read, and they ignore the 

irue farts which arc before their eyes. 

Thus speaks the artist, and it is the chapters dealing 
with art, and all appertaining to art, that are the best in 
the book. 

From the life spent by the children in Kensington 
Gardens our author passes on to the great love of sport 

inherent in English men and women. It is not until we 
read a criticism of ourselves and our manners that we 
at all understand how very strange they may appear 
to a toreigner. Tradition and custom have so much to 

do with the characteristics of nations and individuals 
that it is quite good and even necessary to have a little 

kindly searchlight thrown on our habits now and again. 
And the instrument in this case is handled in so gentle 
and steady a manner that the most sensitive and shrink¬ 
ing John Bulless can be quite certain that the rays will 
not scorch or even make her blink. When a lad in 

Japan, Mr. Markino's idea of the English dance from a 
moral point of view was similar to that held by the two 

American missionaries who came to England a few years 
*£0 to 44 convert ” our backsliding people. 

A fourteen years’ residence in the country of the John 
Hullesses has convinced him that a ball is not a degrad- 

but a healthy, spectacle. Perhaps after a few more 
spent in the fogs and mists of this Western Island 

k emerge to the truth that the abolition or altera- 
t:°n of laws and “ Votes for Women ” will not do away 

*ith unkindness and crime, and that it is sometimes 
pessary in the interests of the many to temper the 

e'P that might spontaneously be rendered to relieve the 
bufferings of the few. 

Mr. Markino thinks that the difference between the 

<rts ^e two nations (England and Japan) show's 

r,> differences of the two peoples: that whereas 
!ri English study the effect a picture is going to present 
6 J ^hole, the Japanese pay so much attention to each 
^pirate detail that the whole painting is often out of 

J reasonable proportion. He carries this simile to 

B iL11 /0r. care^essness of some of his John 
SSCs fronds with regard to their toilet. Our charm- 

^Juunkr *nend has many privileges, but he must be 

■ .U ^ot aU English women will confess to smear- 

^died” °n a lining to hide “ a bit un- 
' or ^at they are held together in the region of 

two ^ozen pins ” But he shows so sincere 
all j^.ln he relates, and is so joyful and happy with 
t}^S that we are quite certain that not one of 

ms Vxi • k,m a whit the less for putting them in 
x’ - ),JGi in the text and the dainty illustrations. 

The Rise of the. Coburgs 
The Coburgs: The .Story of the Rise of a Great Royal 

House. Bv Edmund B. d’Auvercne. Illustrated. 
m 

(Stanley Paul and Co. 16s. net.) 

IN several of the books that Mr. d’Auvergne has written 
it has not always been possible to say that they have 

not been merely compilations. He has, we must confess, 
had his subject—a subject not of much consequence to 
anyone—that he has set the task of filling in. We are 
not blaming Mr. d’Auvergne. Indeed, to a man of his 
historical reading to be compelled to do such work, by 
the cheap voracity of the majority of readers, must be 
a highly distasteful task. In the present book, for 
example, one can see the process at work. It is clear 
that the first thought has been the making of a volume 
for library readers; but Mr. d’Auvergne also shows 

himself a historical student of considerable reading, with 
a native wit that, if it is sometimes crude, does, at any 
rate, give an edge of sanity to his studies of princely 
persons. There is enough reading in this book to have 
produced a historical monograph of considerable import, 
since it is obvious that the author has his mind well 
stocked with the comparative history of most of the 
European countries, though chiefly those south of the 
Rhine. 

The sub-title that Mr. d'Auvergne uses is " The Story 
of a Great Royal House.” As he says in his preface, 
“ It is the Coburgs who have made monarchy respectable. 
Before their time the king’s trade seemed fit only for 

gilded libertines and gloomy tyrants. Leopold of 
Belgium and Albert of England changed all that. They 

introduced middle-class standards into the palace. They 
were excellent husbands and fathers, and showed the 

bourgeois that a king could be a respectable married 
man as well as he.” One must, we suppose, therefore 
consider that Fate was in business to purify Europe, to 

set Europe in the ways of cleanliness and rightness, when 
she pressed the Coburgs out of obscurity into the light 
of the sun. The account that Mr. d’Auvergne gives in 
his opening chapter of the little old-world duchy in 
Thuringia is sufficient in itself to make one realise how 
obscure their origin was—however important it may have 

seemed to them. And the fact that he traces them 
actually on to the thrones of England, Belgium, to the 
Tsardom of Bulgaria, to the imperial chair of Mexico, 
not to speak of alliance with half the reigning houses of 
Europe, seems to indicate that something other than 
native enterprise was responsible for that continued and 

amazing success. 

The chapters that probably will be read with most 

interest will be those dealing with the Prince Consort. 
Indeed, we think that Mr. d’Auvergne would have been 
well advised if he had not so much dealt with them at 
greater length tfian he has done, but made them more 
of a personal excursus. Everybody knows that the Prince 
Consort was at first most unpopular; but very few, we 
imagine, realise what that unpopularity meant Very few 

can realise that Army officers and ripe Conservatives no*, 
only denounced their Sovereign, but even spoke of the* 
throne as a partisan office, to be abolished by them if 
necessary. The way in which the Prince Consort won 
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his way to the national respect, how he even won his 
wife to the position of love that she held, is told well by 
Mr. d’Auvergne, though perhaps not quite so fully nor 
from so personal a standpoint as we could have wished. 
In fact, all the chapters are good reading. With a family 
that has established so emphatic an identity with most 
of the thrones of Europe, to read their history is to 
become acquainted with the inner history of the nations, 
at least so far as politics and diplomacy are concerned. 
And Mr. d’Auvergne has wisely never forgotten this fact. 
Always through his account of royal persons, great or 
little, we are permitted to have our finger on the pulse 
of history; and the consequence is that it is impossible 
to read this book and not be wiser on much that mattered 
in the bye ways of recent history. 

Shorter Reviews 
English Episcopal Palaces. Edited by R. S. Rait. 

(Constable and Co. 6s. net.) 

HIS picturesque work treats of the houses belong¬ 
ing to the sees of the province of York. Mr. N. 

Nieineyer writes a very good introduction on the 
London Houses, such as York Place, Durham Place, 
and others; also on the lesser country manors and the 
more modern nineteenth-century residences. There are 
four principal articles on Bishopsthorpe, Rose Castle, 
and the Castles of Durham and Auckland. Of these by 
far the best is the learned and exhaustive history of the 
famous Castle of Durham, by Dr. Gee, now the Master 
of University College, Durham, whose fellows and 
students have occupied the great Castle since its transfer 
in 1836, the work of Bishop Van Mildert, the founder 
of the University and the last Prince Palatine Bishop. 

The several writers, in tracing the strange vicissitudes 
of the great see houses, tell many lively stories of their 
occupants, of alterations, of demolitions, of additions, 
according to varying wealth and tastes *. of castles used 
as strongholds and prisons in the days when bishops 
were often military feudal lords; of royal residences, or 
even of palaces lent to kings for a time; of great 
hospitalities, which gave rise to the terms " archiepis- 
copal, inn, or hospice,” and necessitated the building 
of those wonderful mediaeval kitchens, where gorgeous 
banquets, sometimes destined to become historical, were 
prepared on lavish scale. Besides, houses like York 
Place sometimes maintained no less than 800 function¬ 
aries. Such worldly glory has happily departed, though 
even now it may seem somewhat anomalous for a 
bachelor archbishop to enter upon a house with nearly 
one hundred rooms. Many interesting side-lights thrown 
upon history will be found in these pages; many refer¬ 
ences to contemporary social life. Not a little appears 
about the insatiable greed of later Tudor sovereigns— 
including Elizabeth—for Church property: their huge 
confiscations, and sometimes their curious deeds raid 
exchanges with prelates. The important value of old 
account books is constantly shown, as might be expected 
in tracing the story of ancient buildings, and in noting 
the changes of successive centuries. Chronicles, State 
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Papers, Episcopal Registers and Archives, the Lives of 
the Bishops, the well-known books of the Surtees Society 
and numerous other works have been ransacked in the 
compilation of this most interesting record, which is 
done well, though it is a pity that the illustrations are so 
limited. 

Ida; or The Mystery of the Nun's Grave at Vale Royal 
in Cheshire. An Historical Novel. By J. H. Cooke. 
Illustrated. (Mackie and Co., Warrington. 12s. 6d. 

net.) 
THREE hundred subscription copies of this sumptuous 
volume, consisting of nearly 400 pages, with 34 beauti¬ 
fully executed illustrations, have been issued, and a few 
remain, which can be obtained from the pub¬ 
lishers. All who know and have an affection for the 
County Palatine, and especially for Vale Royal, should 
endeavour to possess themselves of the volume. A 
translation of the chronicle of Vale Royal Abbey is 
published for the first time, and is full of antiquarian 
interest. There is a charming legend of the nun Ida 
and the mystery of her grave at Vale Royal, which links 
up in a most attractive form all the research into the 
history of the Cistercian monks, which the author—so 
thoroughly imbued with the romaDtic associations of the 
Vale—has assiduously, even reverently, brought together. 
Two coloured illustrations—namely, “ The Vow of Pnnce 
Edward, afterwards Edward I,” and “The Ded.ca ion 
of Vale Royal Abbey by Edward I,” from original glass 
panels at Vale Royal—are beautifully executed. the 
curious legend of Over Church, with which those who 
know Winsford are familiar, finds a place in the volume. 
The argument of his Satanic Majesty with the monks, 
and his plea for the recognition of his justice and bene¬ 
ficence in frightening a sinner into making an end o 

his existence is quite delightful: 
“ I assist you by demonstrating the terrible resu i 

which happens to those who do not heed your words. 
1'his man, Barny de Gresford, was not fit to live, 
did not want to kill him, but I did want him to i 
himself, so 1 decided to frighten him into doing it, 
and that is why I determined to carry Over Church 
away. Now that he is done for I will let down t 
Church to Mother Earth again. Do not think so 
badly of me after this; I am only a necessary eu > 
helping you to carry out your good work.” 

The villagers awoke to find the church transferred to 
the secluded valley, near Swanlow Lane, some miles 
away from the little village of Over. 

As was to be expected from a native of Vale Royal, 

the author has expended considerable research on what 

has evidently been to him a labour of love, and we offer 
him our cordial congratulations on the beautiful volume 

which he has produced. 

Edinburgh Revisited. By James Bone. Illustrated by 

Hanslip IFletoher. (Sidgwick and Jackson. 2is. 

net.) 

All lovers of Edinburgh, an equivalent to ever)’ 
person of sensibility and comprehension who has visited 
the beautiful and romantic city, will renew their remi* 
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IT buy these prom your bookseller or borrow from the library. 

THE BROAD HIGHWAY 
THE BEST ROMANCE OP THE SEASON. 

PHWA V By JKFFKRY FARNOL 
VJil W jT\ A Over Ooe Million Readers already. Crown 8vo. 

The sweetest story ever told by the Author of " The Bromd Highway " 

THE MONEY MOON Third Impression. Crown 8vo. 0a. 

Alto Grown 8vo, 6s. etoh. 
THE HUMAN COMPASS By Bart Kennedy THI INNOCENT MURDBRBRS 
RAMONA By Hklkn Hunt Jackson By W. Johnson and P. Win 
UNDER WESTERN SKIES By Francis Sinclair 
DESMOND ROURKE, IRISHMAN By John Haslkttk in ™e SHADOW OF PA-MINKH 
LEMUEL OF THE LEFT HAND By Alfred Clark DoRA La*gl018 
THE PHARAOH AND THE PRIEST DUNLEARYi The Humours of a Munitor 

By Alexander Glovatski. 6a. net j Town By Edmond Downxy 

SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON A CO., Ltd., Overy House, too, Southwark Street, S.E., sod Tudor Hooee, ja, Warwick Laos, E.C. 

niscences of delightful surroundings when turning over 
the pages of this charming volume. Printed, as it is, by 
Ballantyne, Hanson, and Co., it is needless to say that 
the bold, clear type is a rest and a delight. Over 70 
excellently executed illustrations carry our mind back 
to the glorious time which we spent in the old capital 
of Scotland’s history and romance. The author apolo¬ 
gises for following humbly in the footsteps of Stevenson, 
Alexander Smith, and Robert Chambers. No such 
apology is necessary for any part of the book. The 
new ground which the author set himself to explore 
m “the old town buildings—once the homes of the 
old Edinburgh gentry, and now tenanted by the very 
poor/’ is in itself a sufficient reason for the appearance 
of the work; but Mr. Bone points out that he has also 
attempted to express and analyse the beauty and charm 
of the new town of the Adams, Hamilton, and Playfair. 
^Ve think the author has admirably succeeded in both of 
the tasks which he set before himself. 

Hie Book of Simple Delights. By Walter Kav\ioxi>. 

Illustrated by Herbert Coi.k. (J. M. Pent and 

Sons. 3s. 6d.) 

Mr. Raymond’s delightful little story of a summer 
holiday spent in an out-of-the-way, old-world village, 
which first appeared as detached papers in various 
periodicals, has since gone through three editions in book 

:0rin* and now comes to us with the added charm of 
Mr. Herbert Cole’s illustrations. It still reads as fresh 
as ever, and true lovers of the country-side will not be 

SOrry to renew acquaintance with it, or, better still, 
Peruse it for the first time. We came the other day 
^pon a possible explanation of an incident which seemed 
to puzzle Mr. Raymond. A carter calls for a quart of 
eider, and saying, “ Here’s luck! ” purposely spills a few 

drops on the earth before drinking. “ Why was that 
1 ation cast upon the ground ? ” asks the author, and he 

°?mes that the wasted liquor was offered as a pious 
nto, the same as had been done by the man’s far-away 

•orefathers. Something very similar is done in Morocco 
u* the present day. When there is a wedding among the 

Berbers, the bride, on her way to the bridegroom’s home, 
is presented with gifts of figs, beans, barley, etc She 
takes a handful of each, and after kissing it, casts it on 
the ground in order to reap prosperity. In all proba¬ 
bility the custom, in one form or another, is a very 
ancient one. 

The Children, and Other Verses. By Charles M. 

Dickinson. (Sampson Low and Co. 5s. net.) 

OVER fifty short poems, mostly of a religious or homely 
nature, are contained in this little volume. Many may 
be already known to the reader, for not a few have been 
extensively quoted in newspapers and reviews, school¬ 
books and collections of verse, both in this country and 

in the United States, where they first appeared. One 
of them, especially, the verses entitled " The Children,” 
should arouse considerable interest at this moment as 
they are said to have been much admired by Charles 

Dickens, who would even on occasion recite them; and 
knowing his fondness for the little ones, the statement 
may very well be true. Indeed, he has often been 
credited with the authorship of the verses, and there is 
an apocryphal story to the effect that the MS. of them 
was found in his desk after his death. A few years ago 
the late Charles Dickens the younger wrote in reply to 
Mr. Dickinson, the real author, that there was no truth 
in it, and that he had denied it over and over again. 

Wit and Wisdom of Lord Tredegar. Illustrated. (“ The 

Western Mail,*' Cardiff.) 

During his long and active life Lord Tredegar has had 
many and often unique opportunities of acquiring wis¬ 
dom, his wit has come to him naturally and is all his 

own. The wisdom seasoned by the wit—or should it be 
the other way about ?—he has imparted to all and sundry 
in some hundreds of public utterances at the varied 
functions he has attended during over half a century. 

He lias joked and dined with publicans and preached 
total abstinence to young people; he is equally at home 
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with Balaclava heroes, of whom he himself is one, and 
with much-abused cabbies for whom he has shown great 
sympathy. But Lord Tredegar has always been most in 
his element among the farmers, and the famous show 
which bears his name owes entirely to his energy and 
fostering care the pre-eminent position it at present 
holds in the world of agriculture. There are plenty of 
plums to be found in this volume, which we leave the 
reader, like little Jack Horner, to pick out for himself. 
I lere is just one to whet the appetite: 411 should like 
the suffragettes to marry the passive resisters and go 
away for a long honeymoon.” 

Some School Books 

How Other People Live. By H. Clive Barnard. (A. 
and C. Black, is. 6d.) 

Regional and Practical Geographies: Europe—The British 

Empire—The British Isles. By David Frew. 

(Blackie and Son. 6d. each.) 

The Association of History and Geography. By A. J. 

Berry. (Blackie and Son. is. 6d. net.) 

Readings in English History from Original Sources. 

Book IV (1688-1837). Edited by R. B. Morgan and 

E. E. Kitchener. (Blackie and Son. 2s. 6d.) 

A Play-Book of History. By Mrs. A. A. Whiddington. 
(Blackie and Son. is.) 

We have said in a previous notice that this series issued 
by Messrs. A. and C. Black provide very interesting 
and instructive reading for a child. The present book 
gives clear descriptions of the habits and mode of living 
of people in various parts of the world. There is just 
sufficient about each country and its inhabitants to give 
a clear idea to the young reader as to how other people 
live, and this is greatly helped by many illustrations. 

Mr. Frew’s three books on geography are described as 
elementary handbooks,” and contain a concise account 

of the countries dealt with. Practical exercises are given 
at the end of each book. 

From a casual glance at 44 The Association of History 
and Geography,” it does not seem that it is a book of 
sufficient simplicity for the school-room. It may be 
that the author intends it for the teacher to read before 
going to class. Much valuable information may be ob¬ 
tained from it that way, but we are afraid that if given 
to a child to study by himself he would vote it to be 
44 dry ” 

“ Readings in English History ” is a series of essays 
compiled from reliable sources, and throws many a side¬ 
light upon the happenings of the various periods of 
history. 

The children themselves are to re-act the dramas con¬ 
tained in Mrs. Whiddington’s book of play-acting. Each 
drama illustrates an event in English history, and for 
boys and girls themselves to take part in its presentation 
is a sure way of impressing it on their memory. 

Fiction 
Carnival. By Compton Mackenzie. (Martin Seeker. 

6s.) 

LTHOUGH one may see without great difficulty 
that the pen that wrote 44 The Passionate Elope¬ 

ment ” is the same that has written 44 Carnival,” 
yet Mr. Mackenzie has certainly set his train on lines 
possible of more development in 44 Carnival” than in his 
earlier work. His instinct is decorative; consequently 
his characters are never complex as characters nearly 
always are in life. To this instinct he gave a free rein 
in his first book: he rode his nag of fiction gaily on the 
snaffle: and since in the present book he has attempted 
to put the curb on this tendency the result is that, 
although his- present method gives greater promise of 
development, 44 Carnival ” is patchier, much more un¬ 
equal, and as a whole less satisfactory than 44 The Pas¬ 
sionate Elopement.” 

Still, the attempt is more ambitious, and that is the 
great thing. It is clear that Mr. Mackenzie is not 
content to rank as an author who writes highly saleable, 
but quite ephemeral, literature. And it is for this reason 
that we would like to leave praise, qualified or unquali¬ 
fied, on one side, so as to point out that its excellencies 
and its faults, its one or two violences, in fact, have 
grown out of the somewhat novel technique he has 
adopted. The story is that of Jenny Raeburn, the home 
in the back street in Islington that she was bom in and 
lived in, her desire to break out of that maddening 
groove, the itch of her feet to dance, her engagement 
in the ballet of the Orient Theatre of Varieties, her 
adventures with the would-be 44 dogs ” in nightly attend¬ 
ance at the stage door, her love for that very puzzling 
person Maurice Avery, who is alternately depicted as 
wordy and empty and as kindly and full of promise, 
but who finally leaves her because she will not live with 
him, the wreckage that this strews about her soul (one 
of the finest things in the book), her betrayal by a 
finished and accomplished libertine, who is also an 
elegant and unmitigated blackguard, her marriage with 
Zachary Trewhella, who is a Cornish farmer, a lay 
preacher, a religious agonist, and a gargoyle withal, her 
visit from Maurice, the jealousy of her husband, and the 
gunshot that closes her account—not the gunshot of 
tragedy, for tragedy always exalts, whereas this gunshot 
depresses. 

Steadily throughout the whole account Mr. Mackenzie 
cleaves fast to Jenny; she never leaves the stage. All 
the other characters are grouped about her; we are 
never permitted to enter to the other characters save 
through her. And that is the point of his method that 
Mr. Mackenzie has not always seen; that is the secret 
that he has sometimes missed, with ruin to his book. 
For example, there are four characters that provide im¬ 
portant centres, at different times, for Jenny’s life: her 
mother, Maurice Avery, Jack Danby (the 44 accomplished 
rake” who seduced her), and Zachary Trewhella. The 
first we never see through her daughter’s eyes; and con¬ 
sequently Jenny’s leaving of home does not capture 

our sympathy because it seems so inexplicably violent. 
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With Maurice the author has a clear difficulty. First we 
see him through Jenny’s eyes, and, for all his wordiness, j 
we are kindled to him. In fact, we resent the windy 
nonsense he talks about art and artists as a flaw in 
characterisation, or even as a snobbery in Mr. Mac- | 
kenzie’s own opinions. But there is his desertion of Jenny 
to be prepared for; and consequently Mr. Mackenzie 
begins to intrude his own sight of Maurice, with the 
result that Maurice as a person becomes jumbled and 
confused—he lacks conviction. As for Jack Danby, if 
Jenny saw him as he is presented to us we are quite 
convinced that she would never have stayed that night 
with him at his flat. And for Zachary Trewhella? Well, 
it is obvious that we see him all the time through the 
eyes of the author. He is absolutely a gargoyle. His 
name, his religious devotion, his language, the very figure 
of him, now seen as of ordinary build, now looming large 
and grotesque—everything indicates him not as a man, 
hut as a gargoyle. In fact, we are seeing him always 
through Mr. Mackenzie’s eyes. But by the technique 
of the book he is considered as having been seen through 
Jenny’s eyes. So when we find her marrying him—she, 
London-bred ballet girl, accustomed to suppers with 
elegants—Sans-Gene marrying Caliban—why, we stand 
up in revolt at that, and the whole latter part of the 
book is ruined for us. And the fault is all one of a new 
venture in technique without a realisation of its restric¬ 
tions. Nevertheless, the book is more than worth 
reading. 

Dead Men’s Bells. By Frederick Niven. (Martin 

Seeker. 6s.) 

In quite a different vein from his last volume, Mr. Niven 
gives us here a comedy—and some tragedy—of adven¬ 
ture in the old days when the western coasts of Scotland 
were the haunts of ships and men of questionable 
character; but, if we must confess candidly, we like the 
first hundred pages, before the adventures begin, better 
than the story of shipwrecks and fights which the author 
would probably term the most important part of his 
book. Up to page 100 the story of the hero’s home-life 
—which is merely a preface to his adventures—is en¬ 
thralling ; the clash of character and temperament is 
extraordinarily well depicted ; and the asides of the hero 
(he tells the affair in the first person) are full of pithy 
sentiments and a certain shrewd humour. These occur, 
of course, in the further progress of his tale, but less 
frequently, and the relation of the tramp of the ship¬ 
wrecked crew—a brilliant company!—begins to drag. 
Here, however, is one of the pleasant interludes: — 

I am of the opinion that he who grows round- 

shouldered in a library reading upon ethics and 

smiling incredulous at any tale of the world outside, 

that comes not to him out of a folio, but through 

some chance visitor who has been away and come 

home again, is the poorest specimen of man alive. 

And when he murmurs, 44 Sapiens dominabitur 

astris,” I cannot but smile. Let him shut out the 

draughts and put flannel round his sore throat, and 

draw his heavy curtains but a little more sedulously, 

and suffocate, and cease. I have seen the breed in 

Glasgow College for whom life was a footnote to 
books and not books a footnote to life. These are 
they who make persecutions. 

We should like to have read more of Effie, the cousin, 
of the jealous, shrewish sister, and of the Calvinistic 
mother who could never possibly comprehend the rebel¬ 
lious spirit of youth or the “ long, long thoughts” of a 
boy who craved for a wider life than that of the farm.. 
Meanwhile, we are grateful to Mr. Niven for a finely- 
written story, the first part of which we shall read more 
than once again. 

The Indian Lily. By Hermann Sudermann. Translated 

by Ludwig Lewisohn, M.A. (John Lane. 6s.) 

STUDIES of the unpleasant undercurrents of social life- 
form the main feature of this book, though there are one- 
or two quite pretty fantasies threaded between. Most 
of them have a terrible clarity and a sense of inevitable 
tragedy, more especially one entitled, “ The Song of 
Death,” which tells how love came too late to a woman 
nursing her invalid husband—came, mercilessly enough*, 
through the murmuring voices of other lovers. Two or 
three of the sketches remind us of Turgenieff at his 
best: they tend to a dramatic, intense conclusion in 
which the drama, however, lies entirely in the mental 
sphere: one of them, “ The Purpose,” is frankly repel¬ 
lent. We see no reason for publishing a lengthy 
account of the endeavours of a faithless wife to get rid 
of her husband, whether the story be a masterpiece of 
literary art or not. However, we are grateful for the 
inclusion of so charming a fancy as 41 Merry Folk,” and 
the book as a whole presents, we suppose, a picture of 
German life that cannot be disregarded. 

Music 
IF our beloved country cannot boast a glorious roll of 

great composers like Italy’ and Germany, nor yet 
a living school of composition equal in success and in¬ 
fluence to those of France and Russia, we may at any 
rate claim that she is doing good work in the production 
of interpreters of music. We have not yet given birth to- 
a Richter, a Paderewski, a Casals, or an \saye, but the 
average excellence of our executants is high, and some 
of them get very near indeed to the top of their class. 
No one who has heard Miss Beatrice Harrison play the 
violoncello can doubt that she has before her the possi¬ 
bility of being ranked among the most eminent of all 
violoncellists. She is very young, and expenence is 
necessary to give her greater freedom, perfection of 
style, and that air which we call 44 authoritative,” but she 
is already, we understand, hailed by the best judges cn. 
the Continent of Europe as a great player, and after 
hearing her recently at Bechstein Hall, in an admirably 
chosen programme, we cordially subscribe to their 
opinion. She is the fortunate possessor of a superb in¬ 
strument by Peter Guanarius of Venice, and she is. 
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worthy of it Now and then she appeared too anxious 
to show us how gTeat a volume of tone she could pro¬ 
duce, and the quality suffered; and sometimes her style 
was, shall we say, a little self-conscious arjd wanting in 
repose, hut her musicianship was clear; she has un¬ 
common variety, knowing how to adapt her means to 
every end; and all she played was approached in a big, 
broad spirit. Her sister, Miss May Harrison, has been 
longer before the public, and is widely known as a 
violinist of unusual accomplishments ; we much regretted 
that we were unable to be present at her recital, as that 
^vent took place at the same time that certain new com¬ 
positions by composers who must be reckoned with were 
to be played for the first time. Of Sir Charles Stanford’s 
new symphony we must wait for another opportunity 
to speak; it should not have long to wait for another 
hearing. It seems to have made a most favourable im¬ 
pression by its moderation, its finish of workmanship, 
and its character of geniality. At ^Eolian Hall Mr. 
Joseph Holbrooke gave one of the concerts at which, 
with such steady perseverance, he seeks to make the 
public of London acquainted with the doings of the 
younger school of native composers. These concerts 
have been going on for eleven years, and their organiser 
shows a long list of works by various British musicians, 
which, perhaps, might not have obtained a hearing with¬ 
out his assistance. We wish he had foregone, in the 
introductory remarks of his prospectus, his gibe at the 
unfortunate givers of chamber and orchestral concerts. 
He says, “In spite of the enormous increase yearly of 
chamber and orchestral concerts in England, it is but 
seldom that English work is made possible by the 
financiers for a permanent place in the repertoire of our 
concerts.” We suppose that concert-givers, like other 
people, must live, and that they have a right to be 
cautious about including in their programmes music 
which will not attract the paying public to their concerts. 

The responsibility is really on the composers. If they 
will, like Sir Edward Elgar, like Sibelius, like Debussy, 
write music which people want to hear, the “ financiers” 
will make no difficulty about performing it. We can 
understand and applaud Mr. Holbrooke’s chivalry to¬ 
wards his brother composers who are less successful than 
himself, but he must be fair towards the promoters of 
the big concerts, who, if rumour is to be trusted, are not 
infrequently “ out of pocket,” even when they have per¬ 
formed programmes of great and generally admired com¬ 
positions. Surely, also, several of the composers whom 
he is championing this year have already succeeded in 
gaining a hearing at the big concerts? Messrs. Norman 
O’Neill, Bantock, Dale, Jervis Read, Dunhill, Delius— 
the musical public cannot now be ignorant of these men 
and the place in the sun they have gained for themselves. 

Mr. Holbrooke himself has made himself widely 
known by the merit of some of his works. At symphony 
concerts here and in the provinces his name is as familiar 
as any one of the younger school; his best works have 
been repeated and are likely to maintain their position 
in the repertory, while we read that London is shortly to 1 
hear his opera, “The Children of Don.” He began his | 
concert the other day with an arrangement for the 
“ .Eolian Pipe Organ ” of the overture to this opera, j 
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We will not pretend to judge such a piece from such a 
transcription; it was vigorous enough, and told a story 
of vehemence and sweeping storms, but we could not 
readily connect its themes with each other, and the more 
marked of these were not in themselves of arresting 
significance. As they were performed by Mr. Sydney 
Scott’s Choir, it seemed to us that Mr. Holbrooke’s 
“ Choral Songs ” were by no means among his most suc¬ 
cessful compositions. We should not complain if concert- 
givers declined to consider them likely to attract the 
public They are not “ modem” in the sense that the 
music is pictorial, a definite illustration of the text, 
though they show the influence of “ modernism” in their 
strange intervals and harmonies. We know, from other 
examples of his work, that Mr. Holbrooke has a sense of 
humour and can express it unmistakably in music, but 
he cannot be said to have done so in these specimens of 
his choral writing. Miss Jean Waterston sang so well 
that it was hardly necessary to apologise for her cold ; 
she did all that was possible for some songs by Messrs. 
Holbrooke, O’Neill, Delius and Scott, but she did not 
convince us that they were beautiful, or really expressive. 
To be honest, we found them dreary, anxious though we 
hope we are to understand and appreciate the aim of the 
composers who adopt the manner of musical speech 
which we suppose is to take the place of that to which 
we have been accustomed. 

We would not wish, in this regard at least, to be like 
Cardinal Newman, whose love for Beethoven and the 
men before him was so exclusive that he could say of 
Schubert, Schumann and Wagner, “ Who are the.se 
strangers, intruding late in the evening upon a dear old 
family party,” and (like Edward Fitzgerald) denied any 
gift of melody to Mendelssohn. A welcome should be 
accorded to the “ stranger ” of our day. It would seem 
that some of our British new-comers, if we may judge 
from their own idea of melody, are as likely as Newman 
to say that Mendelssohn had none, but, if they give us 

music in its new forms, let it be expressive, at any rate, 
and we will try to see its beauty. Some of them are so 
sternly uncompromising that they refuse to grant us 

even so much of melody (in the old sense) as Debussy 
and Ravel and Reger are kind enough to supply. We 
should be grateful if they would occasionally be indul¬ 
gent to our weakness, and let us hear a common chord, 

even if they think the concessions made by the French 
and German masters as regards melody go too far! 

The Pronunciation of Latin 
By Herbert A. Strong (Emeritus Professor). 

THE Classical Association has done much good 

work since its establishment, and its activities 

are seen in the volume called “The Year’s Work 

in Classical Studies,” just edited by Mr. Whibley (John 

Murray). The subjects treated of embrace the whole 

area of classical studies, and are dealt with by specialists 

in each department; all the new books and pamphlets 

which have recently appeared on each subject are named 

and criticised. We miss, however, in this interesting 
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report of the doings of the society during the past 
year any reference to the adoption, or non-adoption, of 
the scheme of pronunciation of Latin which has been 
often discussed by the society. The point on which 
we wish to dwell is that, if Latin is to be retained as 
one of the chief subjects of instruction at our schools 
and universities, it is surely of importance that an 
uniform system of pronunciation should be adopted, not 
merely in Great Britain, but throughout the Empire. 

It is possible, in adopting the pronunciation of a dead 
language to suit modern needs, to act on three different 
principles. It is possible to formulate a scheme of 
pronunciation professing to represent the way in which 
the dead language was actually spoken in its classic 
period; it is also possible to pronounce the dead 
language in the same manner as the mother tongue of 
the learner, which saves trouble; and, lastly, it is 
possible to evolve a method of pronunciation which shall 
fall in with the way in which the dead language is 
pronounced by other nations—in fact, to effect a com¬ 
promise of an utilitarian character. 

We in England have been accustomed, pro¬ 
bably from the time of the Reformation, to 
pronounce the dead language* of which we are 
thinking—viz., Latin—exactly like English, marking, 
however, the quantities as long or short. This 
method of pronouncing Latin, of course, commends itself 
to teachers as the line of the least resistance. It has 
been likewise defended by educational authorities on the 
ground that very many Latin elements have entered into 
our own language, and that by pronouncing Latin like 
English we enable the learner to see the derivation of 
many English words. Against this method of pro¬ 
nunciation is to be said, in the first place, that it 
contrasts with that of all Continental countries and of 
several of our Colonies, and therefore renders inter¬ 
course with foreign nations by means of spoken Latin 
impossible; and, in the next place, it fails to bring out 
the harmony and music of the Latin tongue, which, 
when read by a German or an Italian, is far more 
impressive than when read in our English fashion. 

The third • method, that of reproduction of the pro¬ 
nunciation of Latin as agreed upon by the best Latin 
scholars, is interesting and instructive, but it has the 
great disadvantage of being almost impossible to get 
universally adopted, while at the same time it has the 
further disadvantage of not being the method adopted 
by any of the Continental nations. However, this latter 
method is the one which the Classical Association wishes 
to be universally adopted in England. The Scotch 
association recommends a system resembling, but not 
identical with, that adopted by the English association. 

According to the wish of the latter, c before a vowel 
is pronounced like k. We are to say Kikero, Kiker, 
lor Cicero, Cicer. We are to say wolwo for volvo, and 
we are to trill the r’s. We are to pronounce the two 
as distinctly in such words as penna, as in modern 
Italian. And, what is more, we are to recognise and to 
mark what are called hidden quantities in Latin. For 
instance, arma is to be pronounced with the first syllable 
short; Marcus as Maarkus. The question is whether 
it would not be wiser to recommend the adoption of a 

system which might reproduce some of the classical 
pronunciation, while adopting what we may call the 
common denominator of the methods in vogue on the 
Continent. It is perfectly true that Latin is pronounced 
somewhat differently in the various Continental coun¬ 
tries, but it is equally true that the differences are not 
great, and the old-fashioned Scottish pronunciation, or 
that used by the Jesuits at the present day, would be 
much more easy to impose upon our schools and Univer¬ 
sities than that which scholars have decided to be the 
more correct one. The Continental—or, to be more 
particular, the Italian—vowel sounds might be adopted, 
and the consonants pronounced as in English. The 
difficulty which meets us at present is that the “new” 
pronunciation has been adopted in some of our pro¬ 
vincial Universities and in some of our large schools; 
but in our largest public schools and in the older Uni¬ 
versities Latin is still for the most part pronounced 
like English. The result is that a scholar, passing from 
an institution where one method is in vogue to another 
which adopts the contrary way, is fairly puzzled. 

It is the same with scholars who come from the 
Dominions over the sea, in some of which—as, for instance, 
Victoria, in Australia—the Continental method has been 
long since adopted. The older Universities have from time 
to time issued syllabuses recommending the “ new ” 
method of pronunciatioa It were much to be wished 
that they would issue, in agreement with the newer 
Universities, a simple syllabus which should really and 
truly be acted upon by all the schools where Latin is 
taught in Great Britain and the Dominions. At present 
chaos reigns supreme in this matter, and it would surely 
be wise for those who have it at heart to see Latin 
retained as an important subject in our education to 
secure some standard of national pronunciation of that 
language, and to see that it is universally adopted. 

It is needless to state that the method of pronouncing 
Latin as Englisfi does not aid, as the Continental 
method does, the process of learning modern languages. 
It were much to be desired that pupils were taught 
from the beginning that Latin is the old form of the 
Romance languages, and that these languages are the 
modem form which Latin has taken in the various 
Romance nations. It is obvious that the study of com¬ 
parative philology would be rendered easier by the 
introduction into the pronunciation of Latin* of the 
Continental vowel sounds. We trust that this question 
may be discussed at the meeting to be held next summer 
of the Universities of the Empire, for it is one which 
affects the education of all Latinists. 

THE THEATRE 

“The ‘Mind the Paint* Girl” 
HETHER Sir Arthur Pinero writes a masterpiece 

or whether he does not he has the knack of 
drawing attention to his work in a manner with which 
no other living English dramatist can compete. He is— 
and we say it with no wish to be discourteous—the 
Barnum of playwrights, the Hall Caine among drama- 
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tists. Before writing a play he seems to ask himself, 
“ What is the subject to be exploited at the present 
moment ? What will amuse or annoy the Press and play¬ 
goers most P ” For the most part Sir Arthur Pinero is 
not unhappy in his choice. We can look back upon a 
long line of his plays in which the story' was not only 
interesting but topical. A master of construction and 
a past master in the difficult art of making his characters 
live, he has hitherto, with few exceptions, subordinated 
his thesis to his story 

This cannot be said in regard to his latest play. Sir 
Arthur Pinero is a diligent reader of the newspapers and, 
like many other people, he regards the epidemic of 
chorus-girl marriages as a bad one. So hot is his annoy¬ 
ance, so scornful his feelings in regard to the marriages 
of young and foolish peers with the beautiful and bour¬ 
geois young women of musical comedy, that he has 
entirely ruined his new play in his bitter attack upon this 
new habit. He has spent himself in showing the idiocy 
and the tragedy of these mixed marriages at the expense 
of his drama. We have seen few things more savage or 
more cruel in our time than his exposure of the pre- 
historicism of the domestic life of the musical comedy 
star. The exposure is one, however, rather of the jour¬ 
nalist or of the politician than of the man whose business 
it is to hold the mirror up to nature. The photograph is 
not wholly accurate. The picture is a distorted one ; the 
colours are those of the oleograph. It seems to us that 
Sir Arthur Pinero has written from hearsay rather than 
from observation, and that he destroys his case by 
exaggeration. 

It is very obvious that Sir Arthur Pinero regards the 
young men who marry musical comedy girls as degene¬ 
rates and the musical comedy girls themselves as creatures 
on the verge of lunacy. So earnestly does he desire to 
scourge both the young men and the young women that 
in doing so he has forgotten to make a play. He has 
merely given us a series of cinematographic photographs 
which come under the heading of faked pictures. The 
result is that “ The 4 Mind the Paint * Girl ” is a failure 
as a work of art, as a play and as a story. Indeed, it is 
difficult to recognise the hand of Pinero in this curious, 
episodical, exaggerated effort. Much as we dislike 
saying so, for the English stage owes an immense debt 
of gratitude to this brilliant dramatist, the thing leaves 
us cold, sceptical, bored and astonished. 

We read that the first two acts are devoted to psycho¬ 
logy and atmosphere, to the analytical dissection of a 
set of types. Never, surely, were dramatic critics so 
unintelligent as they have proved themselves in writing 
of this piece. As a matter of fact, there is not a single 
character in 41 The 1 Mind the Paint * Girl” which belongs 
to a recognisable type. The Jew steps bodily out of the 
Adelphi dramas of twenty years ago. The German 
baron who is supposed to be a member of the German 
legation and therefore a highly civilised and distin¬ 
guished person comes from the same place. The City 
merchant is only to be found in the back numbers of 
“ Punch,” A.D. George Du Maurier. The mother of the 
musical comedy star is early Victorian. The young 
peer is grotesque. In appearance he is like a counter- 
jumper, and he talks invariably like a priggish member 

of a polytechnic. The “ Mind the Paint” Girl herself is 
a creature of Sir Arthur Pinero’s imagination, a purely 
theatrical type. Nothing that she says or does or feels 
or sings or wears is recognisable. She is no more like 
the girl of the musical comedy than any gargoyle is like 

a man. 

It goes without saying, therefore, that an air of un¬ 
reality, of machine-made-ism pervades the play from the 
very rise of the curtain. We see at once that Sir Arthur 
Pinero is like nothing so much as a very much too clever 
K.C. It is special pleading, caricature, not life. 
Curiously enough, the whole thing seems to need drama¬ 
tising. It leaves the audience cold, critical, and unenter¬ 
tained. The worst fault of all is that the first two acts 
are inordinately long, and if the first act is bad, the 
second is amateurish. In the manipulation of a large 
number of unessential people the dramatist shows an 
amazing lack of ingenuity. It is impossible to believe 
that Sir Arthur Pinero is responsible for that second act, 
which is merely a series of turns and duologues. Except 
for one or two individually clever performances there is 
not a person on the stage who belongs to the world that 
Sir Arthur Pinero has attempted to portray. The “ boys” 
are ludicrously inaccurate and belong rather to Tooting 
Bee and Brixton than to the Haymarket and Jermyn 
Street. Even the waiters are theatrical, and there was a 
colonel in this act who could never have belonged to any 
English regiment 

Then came the “ great” third act, the scene of which 
was laid in a quite impossible room filled with strange 
cupboards and woodwork and still stranger furniture. To 
this place come most of the people whom we had seen 
behaving like the creatures of Sime in the previous 
act. Daylight was pouring into the windows and yet 
they were made to dance between chairs and sofas. 
Finally the drama began, or rather, the musical comedy 
star was given the chance of bursting into an hysterical 
tirade in order to show us how unsuited she was to any 
place other than the Billingsgate fish-market. Her out¬ 
burst left us cold, as did the outburst of the captain 
whom we have not mentioned before because he belongs 
less to life than any of the others. This act was all far¬ 
fetched, mechanical, and strained. 

All we can do is to ask ourselves, “ What 
is the matter with Sir Arthur Pinero ? ” “ Pre¬ 
serving Mr. Panmure ” was filled with mistakes; “ The 
‘Mind the Paint’ Girl” is unreal. The former 
was constructed with consummate brilliance, wholly 
wasted brilliance; the latter might have been written 
by Mr. Seymour Hicks. It is positively painful to us to 
be obliged to write in this way. We recognise in Sir 
Arthur Pinero a dramatist who has done more for the 
stage than any living man. We beseech him, however, 
to take up once again the pen with which he wrote “ The 
Benefit of the Doubt,” “ The Second Mrs. Tanqueray,” 
“ The Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith,” “ The Amazons,” and 
“ Sweet Lavender.” Better still, let him dip once more 
into the ink with which he wrote “ His House in Order.” 
We beseech him to think less of making an effect and 
more of creating an impression; to discover something 
which he seems to have forgotten—that in the anatomy 
of all human beings there is a heart. 
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It is, of course, proverbial that the part makes the 
actor and not the actor the part. The actors in “ The 
4Mind the Paint’ Girl” have little opportunity of dis¬ 
tinguishing themselves. In the leading part Miss Marie 
Lohr could not be anything but strained and mechanical. 
She worked extremely hard, and the mechanism of her j 
work was apparent Mr. Vernon Steel did nothing to 
make the young peer less Brixtonian than he left the 
dramatist’s pen. Mr. Allan Aynesworth did all that was 
possible with the captain. His sincerity was very valu¬ 
able. Mr. Dion Boucicault as the early Victorian City 
man was miscast. The part should have been played by ! 
Mr. Teddy Payne. Miss Nina Swenning gave a very 
amusing imitation of a well-known Gaiety girl, and Miss 
Gwendoline Brogden showed, paradoxically enough, how 
very valuable a training may be had on the musical j 
comedy stage. Hers was the best performance in the 1 

play, full of vivacity, animal spirits and naturalness. Miss : 
Clare Greet was responsible for the few laughs the play J 

contained. 

“The Geisha” at the Palace 

Theatre 

Many playgoers, ourselves among the number, wel¬ 
comed the opportunity last Monday night of renewing i 
their acquaintance with 11 The Geisha,” that charming ! 
little musical comedy which set a fashion that was | 
followed by many others, some painfully inept, few so 
uniformly good. In the curtailed version presented at 
the Palace, which lasts nearly an hour, the cream of the 
piece is preserved—nearly all the best songs and dances 
once more hold the audience under their unfailing spell. 
We say nearly all—for we missed, with some little regret, 
the woes of the 44 Amorous Goldfish,” the ditty relating j 
the remarkable winking and sighing exploits of the l 
“ Interfering Parrot,” and one or two other tuneful ! 
melodies. However, doubtless it was a fairly puzzling 1 
task to select from such a fund of fine material, and j 
criticism of so beautifully produced and tasteful a ver- ! 
sion cannot be anything but kind. 

It was a risky experiment—it always is in revivals - j 
to introduce topical allusions, but the two or three we 
noticed went down well with the audience and were dis¬ 
tinctly funny, especially, perhaps, the refusal of the . 
Great Functionary to give more than a hundred dollars 
for the English temporary geisha as savouring too much I 
of giving u ninepence for fourpence.” The chief parts j 
were in excellent hands: Mr. Phil Smith was almost as 
agile as the original Wun-Hi, and Miss Blanche Tomlin, j 
though not quite Japanese enough—there was a vague ! 
something lacking, hardly definable —charmed all by her 

ringing voice. The staging and scenery were in the ! 
best style of the Palace, and Mr. George Edwardes’ 
company scored a great success. Other items on the . 
programme are excellent, and “ Les Trombettas” de- j 

serve special mention for a very clever and amusing 
performance. 

Some New French Plays—II 

ALMOST every year Monsieur Abel Hermant, not 
content with giving us a novel, produces a play. 

His plays possess the same characteristics as his 
books—they are precise and bitingly satirical. Indeed, 
M. Hermant is well known as being one of the truest 
painters, if not the truest, of modem society. He is 
cruel; his irony is almost painful; he takes pleasure 
in examining minutely all the workings of the human 
heart, and analysing the cause of every action. He has 
depicted pitilessly the whole scale of modem human 
sentiments, and his personages execute a furious danse 

macabre deprived of all the many artifices and disguises 
in which human nature is prone to dissimulate its real 
and often repulsive aspect. 

However, M. Hermant’s plays do not always attain 
to the merit of his novels, because he is essentially an 
analyst, and cannot very well limit his talent to theatrical 
work, which necessitates forcibly a constant synthesis of 
the action and thesis of the play. Moreover, it is per¬ 
haps erroneous to regard M. Hermant’s comedies in the 
light of “ plays ”—they rather resemble studies of certain 
milieux to which the author wishes to introduce us, 
and it is to be remarked that he never strives to con¬ 
centrate our attention on one or two characters; indeed, 
there is generally no leading hero, each of his person¬ 
ages being sketched with the same care and detail. 
Although this process is a curious one, perhaps the 
secret of a lack of wrarmth resides in it which charac¬ 
terises M. Hermant’s comedies. His audience is troubled 
and bewildered by so many characters all treated on 
the same plan, and, not being able to take particular 
interest in any one leading character, loses interest in 
them all, and is content to follow with cold scepticism 
the rather muddy way (often leading to a quagmire) 
through which M. Hermant’s cynicism is wont to lead it. 

His new play, “ La Rue de la Paix,” which is running 
at the Vaudeville, treats, as its title indicates, of the 
world of fashion. The idea is original and very modem : 
it shows how people of all classes mix freely in the 
salons of a big dressmaker. But there is a lack of 
unity in the w'hole comedy, which explains why it does 
not arouse the interest of the public as keenly as it 

might. 
The subject is complicated—far too intricate to be 

explained in a few lines. We are successively intro¬ 
duced to dressmakers, mannequins, princes, representa¬ 
tives of the old French aristocracy, and of the English 
nobility, who all frequent the showrooms of tw'o of the 
leading dressmakers of the day. And this hetero¬ 
geneous society gives M. Abel Hermant occasion 
for presenting what he believes to be modem types. 
Many of the scenes of 41 La Rue de la Paix” remind one 
of his recent novel, “ Les Renards.” This is no re¬ 
proach, but only proves that M. Hermant is essentially 
practical—and as modern as some of his characters. 

The interpretation is very good, as is always the case 
at the Vaudeville. Monsieur Duquesne is to be 
especially noted as an old French nobleman. Jean Dax 
is a picturesque Egyptian prince ; Andre Lefaur is a 
very amusing couturier and has composed his role with 
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the wit he always brings mto the creation of his parts. 
As for the feminine cast, Jeanne Tribe is a Marquise 
de Hautfort whose daring toilettes contribute greatly 
to the success of her role. Henriette Rogers, who per¬ 
sonifies the “ premiere ” Madame Le Franc, scores a real 
success, and Madame Ellen Andree, one of the most 
original comediennes to be found on the French stage of 
the day, is excellent Marc Log£. 

Foreign Reviews 
“ Die Deutsche Rundschau.” 

•‘¥~>S wird bei uns im allgeraeinen viel zu viel zum 
MJ Fenster hinaus geredet,” says Herr von Brandt, 

at the end of a comparison between English and 
German methods in foreign politics, greatly to the advan¬ 
tage of the former, thus giving the lie to the British 
man-in-the-street, who thinks that discretion and inde¬ 
pendence are not the strong points of our Foreign Office. 
Herr von Brandt is discussing in the January number the 
Morocco business and the “ coup d’Agadir,” and he 
seems to regard Germany s action as a series of well-meant 
blunders, with lucid intervals. The interest shown in 
the matter by English statesmen he regards as almost 
inexplicable, for it was a matter die selbst im Sinne 
der ersichtlich sehr dehnbaren britischen Interessen 
England nichts anging.” English interference was due 
to naval jealousy, and in this connection the writer seems 
to advocate an abandonment by Germany of the race 

for supremacy- on the sea. 
There is in the same number, over the initials 

“ L. B.,” a very interesting article on Harnack’s views 
on practical politics. The starting-point of the study is 
an assertion of Lord Haldane’s that German conduct 
mQthan English is governed by ideas, but that ev en 

in Germany ideas do not lead to general advance: a few 
ardent spirits break from the ranks in different direc¬ 

tions, and that is all. Harnack is not very much of 
an optimist, and his reflections make rather melancholy 
reading. But he is altogether “ on the side of the angels” 
and against the “ unwissenchaftliehen Dilettanten ” who 
imagine there can be more than one answer to the great 
questions. Herr J. Minor, <i profos of the affair of the 
“ Zaubcrflote,” points out the immertse part that Masonry 
has played in German literature. Herr Wilhelm Alter 
continues his survey of Hungarian foreign policy during 
the bid for independence in 1848. He explains the 
failure of Kossuth and his friends to interest Europe, 
and goes particularly into the story of their checks at 
London, Paris and elsewhere. “ Fur die Stuatsmanner 
Europas war ifer Konflikt nur erne /inputa di fatniglta." 

“ Le Mkrciikk dk France." 

Readers of "Casanova, and his Time”—translated 
from the French of M. Edmond Maynial, and recently 
reviewed in The Academy—will be interested to find 
a lacuna in that book filled up by two articles in the 
January numbers of fhe M•'retire. ‘‘Casanova et son 

Evasion des Plombs,” by Dr. Guede, is a very judicious 
account of the famous escape, or rather it is a strong 
refutation of Casanova’s own story. Strangely 
enough the famous charlatan, convicted of lying by all 
manner of testimony, including his own, comes rather 
well out of the transaction, as some of his falsehoods 
appear to have done him real honour. 

In the first January number M. Novicow, in “ A propos 
du Danvinisme social,” replies to criticisms of M. Jules 
de Gaultier, and contends that Universal Brotherhood is 
not the enemy of patriotism. M. Gustave Cohen com¬ 
pletes his account of the revival of popular drama in 
Brittany, and of its greatest representative, Abbe Le 
Bayon. M. Rene Descharraes discusses a forgotten 
book, " Une Course k Chamounix,” by Adolphe Pictet, 
an officer in the Swiss service, who deals with a little 
Bohemian excursion, in which he took part together 
with Liszt, Mme. d’Agoult and George Sand. M. 
Davray discusses a number of recent English novels. 

For January 16 we have appreciations of two poets; 
of Leon Dierx by M. Henri Derieux, and of Verlaine 
by M. Ernest Raynaud. This latter has nothing very 
new in it, except perhaps its exaggerated idolatry, and 
some rapprochements of Verlaine with Whitman. M. 
Emile Magne reconstitutes the home and toilet of 
Ninon de l’Enclos. M. Leon Seche has a most fascinat¬ 
ing account of Hugo’s copy of the works of Ronsard. 
This book, which contains many valuable autograph 
poems by various authors, given here for the first time, 
has unfortunately disappeared without leaving a clue. 

M. Davray discusses Mr. Gosse s poems, and French 
appreciations of Mr. Bernard Shaw and Lafcadio Hearn, 

I as well as Marc Loge’s recent translation of some of 

Hearn’s works. 

I 

44 La Revue.’* 

44 LETTRES INCITES ” of and to Victor Hugo would 
always constitute an exciting discovery. M. Leon S^che 
has found some. The letters and M. Seche’s remarks 

hinge on Louis Boulanger, “ le peintre du cenacle and 
the idolater of Hugo. Sainte-Beuve also has a share in 
the interest. Other features of the first January number 
are an eye-opening pronouncement by Signor Scpio 
Sighele on “ Tripoli et le Nationalisme Italien”—certainly 
no one would accuse the writer of hypocrisy—an account 
by M. Chuquet of the Marechale de Rochefort, lady-in- 
waiting at the court of Louis XIV, and a rather incon¬ 
clusive study on “ La Beaute de la Femme nouvelle, 
bv M. Jean Finot. Miss Doris Gunnell introduces to 
French readers the productions of the Abbey Theatre at 
Dublin, and M. Calderon is very suggestive in his 
prognostics about the future of Latin South America; he 
anticipates huge changes from the Panama Canal. 

The number for January 15 contains unpublished 
maxims attributed to Racine. The discoverer is Abbe 
Bonnet M. Camille Flammarion discusses the history 
and topography of the village of Les Saintes-Maries at 
the mouth of the Rhone. He illustrates by diagrams 
the encroachments of the sea. M. Marcel Laurent re¬ 
counts the career of Anatole de la Forge and his gallant 
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ville speaks from his great knowledge of the East of 
the revolution in China. He says that it is quite a mis¬ 
take to suppose that the Chinese are not ripe for a 
republic; they have always had, in a sense, republics. 
A symposium on “ L’Espionnage” provokes no very new 
or practical utterances, except for M. Faguet, who, ad¬ 
mitting that it is an evil, adds: 44 Mais le jour ou une 
entente reciproque pour supprimer l’espionnage sera 
possible, il sera bon de profiter de la circonstance pour 
supprimer la guerre elle-meme. ce qui ne sera pas plus 
difficile.” 

An Oxford Letter 
STAGNATION has hitherto been the motto of the 

Tories in Oxford. Last term the Postmaster- 
General was suffered to carry a vote of confidence 
in the Government, after a speech which would have 
insulted the intelligence of the average yokel. Tariff 
Reform was dismissed with one word, “ Claptrap ”; the 
•Host extravagant Government with which the country 
l*as been blessed for a considerable period commended 
for economy; and palpable platform inanities were 
palmed off upon the rising generation with unblushing 
effrontery, as if startling additions were being made to 
the philosophy of politics! Next time a Cabinet 
Minister comes to Oxford, perhaps the Tories will en¬ 
deavour to come and outvote him, and next time his 
Majesty’s Government sends one of their number to 
'Xjiound their views, perhaps they will give us someone 
who will make a speech more worthy of our con¬ 
descension. 

The Union has, however, rejected Adult Suffrage ; ex¬ 
pressed alarm at the growing power of trade unions; 
and at the instigation of the President of the Navy 
League (Mr. Yerburgh, M.P.) subscribed to the principle 
of two keels to one ”—a policy, by the way, the neces¬ 
sity for which he signally failed to instil into the minds 
of our iriends at Cambridge. A vote of censure on the 
Government for its reckless attacks on property was 
"id) carried by one vote. Lastly', we are shortly to be 
regaled by a disquisition from Mr. Hilaire Belloc upon 
die iniquities of the party system. The devotees of Isis 
ire making one of their annual sacrifices of comfort and 
freedom at the shrine of that fickle goddess, in hopes of 
aquatic renown. In other words, rowing men are 111 
training for the Torpids, thereby undergoing a physical 

nut to say fiscal- -discipline which is none the less 
rrksome because wholesome. The ’Varsity crew adjourn 
^lore long to Henley—there the better to ply the oar. 

In*) sliould have no difficulty in defeating their oppo- 
rients again this year. 

T,,c iiunting man we have always with us, and tins 
gentleman is “ au moment” revelling in the various 

grinds, or college steeplechases, which abound this 

included such distinguished names as Arthur Bourchier, 
H. B. Irving, W. J. Morris, and Holman Clarke! No 
doubt many of the present performers aspire to such 
giddy heights of fame as have been achieved by the 
aforesaid gentlemen. 

Mr. Cyril Asquith (Balliol) has added to the laurels 
already gained by his brothers by winning a Craven 
scholarship and the “ Ireland.” As these two founda¬ 
tions constitute the blue riband of Oxford scholarship, 
it is nothing less than astounding that of three brothers 
all should have been Craven scholars, and that two 
should have won the 44 Ireland.” Besides this, one was 
elected to an All Souls’ Fellowship, and the present 
representative of the family, having won the Hertford 
Scholarship, seems likely to emulate his brothers success 
at All Souls’. Much as we may deplore talent in the 
opposing camp, we cannot but admire such phenomenal 
success, and needs must weep at so much misguided 
talent. 

Young Oxford. 

Art 

be theatre has not given us anything of much 
murest, except Mr. Laurence Irving as Hainlet, and 

°* tlie Potted ” products of Mr. Pelissier. 1 
‘ have acquitted themselves creditably, I 

their production of 44 Julius Caesar.” The last 
m tl,,s P% was performed by the O U.D.S, the cast 

The 
am 
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Modern Portrait Painters 
THE sixth exhibition of the Modern Society of 

Portrait Painters opened recently at the Royal 
Institute Galleries, Piccadilly. The result, it must 
be confessed, is, on the whole, disappointing. Of 
course, the rise and fall of inspiration in art does not 
follow, or certainly does not appear to follow, any fixed 
rule. The eighteenth century is not a period upon 
which Englishmen can look back with the highest satis¬ 
faction ; yet it produced a group of musicians and 
painters which are still our boast. In our own generation, 
on the other hand, we have witnessed, for a while, at 
least, a general rise in the political and moral temper 
of the people. If we compare the proportion of famous 
pictures on the walls of the Academy about the year 
1/8;, as they appear in Ramberg’s engravings, with the 
pro|>ortion of pictures in a modern exhibition of the 
same body which are claimed by contemporaries as likely 
to be famous, we find that the balance is heavily against 
our time. In the matter of portraits, as we have before 
observed, present-day painters are, of course, heavily 
handicapped. But even so, one would expect to see 
a certain number of portraits, or fancy portraits, painted 
from worthy subjects in the non-millionaire classes 
which should suggest something of permanent worth. 
These, however, are few and far between, and 111 this 
fact lies the proof of our degeneracy. The modem 
painter theorises largely on the technique and ideals of 
art -perhaps, indeed, the subject was never so widely 
canvassed as it is now ; but the result is, more often than 
not, mere eccentricity, without any realisation of the 
vital principles which, when really grasped, express 
themselves in the directness and simple handling that 
always characterises the work of the man who knows, 
wdiether in art or any other subject. 

This exhibition contains a great deal of such eccentric 
production. But it must be admitted also that there 
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is a certain amount of genuine work, both of future 
promise or of actual merit. The military portraits by 
Mr. Lander we do not much like. The care devoted 
to them is unquestionable, but they tell us little that 
could not have been learned from a photograph. Mr. 
Philpot’s picture of “ Sculptor and Model ” has been 
highly praised in some quarters; but, for ourselves, we 
do not greatly admire it. It is pointless; it tells no 
story and conveys no message. As a technical study 
of a nude male it has some merit, but it is a mistake 
to regard such studies as anything but stepping-stones to 
mature work. Mr. Philpot’s profile portrait of Mr. Randall 
Davies is much more to our taste, suggesting, as it does, 
both character and personality. Mr. Waldo Murray is 
most successful in the portrait “ David Copperfield,” 
which hardly represents our idea of that hero, who was, 
indeed, by comparison with this gentleman, a poor 
creature. Mr. Murray's subject suggests shrewdness 
and humour as well as the grit which undoubtedly in¬ 
spired Dickens’s hero, and one could hardly suspect him 
of the mawkish sentiment which diminishes so much 
our liking for David Copperfield himself. Two portraits, 
numbered 10 and 12, are disagreeable but powerful 
representations of modern fashionable ladies of the 
pleasure-hunting sort. What inferences our descendants 
will draw from pictures of this kind we should not like 
to surmise. Mr. Hayward has two very truthful and 
straightforward portraits, those of Mrs. Pitt Rivers and 
Mrs. Sidney Pitt. 

Mr. Kanken has been influenced in one of his portraits 
by the technique of Sargent, which, indeed, he has fairly 
imitated; but the merit stops there; the face is 
characterless and unpleasing. “ A Lady in Blue,” by 
the same artist, is ambitiously eccentric; the colours 
are inharmonious, and the face and the figure are not 
on the same plane. Two of Mr. Ginnet’s portraits we 
like exceedingly -those numbered 18 and 19. The 
little lad holding “ the silver galleon ” is exceedingly 
charming. Mr. Jamieson contributes one of the best 
portraits in the exhibition—that of the Hon. Sir Charles 
Parsons, a virile and truthful work. Mr. G. F. Kelly 
has some pretty Burmese studies, and Mr. Guisti must 
be congratulated on his portrait of Jane Guisti, a de¬ 
lightful child study, truthful and free from affectation. 
Mr. Bell contributes a fairly natural and sympathetic 
portrait of a lady, and Mr. Fiddes Watt has three power¬ 
ful male portraits, painted under the influence of 
Raeburn, the best of which is perhaps that of Lord 
Guthrie, a characteristic piece of work which deserves 

to live. 
Mr. Oswald Birley contributes five ambitious 

portraits, the best of which is that of Sir Ralph 
Anstruther. A haunting and very clever, but 
not wholly agreeable work is Mr. Ablett’s full-length 
4‘ Portrait of Madame R. R. G.” It is marked by elusive 
personality and compelling attraction. A less ambitious 
and more pleasantly characteristic portrait is that of 
Miss Elsie Carter, by Mr. F. W. Carter. This may be 
compared, to its great advantage, with the adjoining 
seated portrait of Miss Una Artavelde Taylor, which 
suggests in every line that the sitter is consciously trying 
to look her part The assertive work by Mr. Crealock, 
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called 44 The Red Sofa,” is a hard and glaring production 
intended, we suppose, to be startling, and so far success¬ 
ful. Mr. F. C. Mulock produces a couple of clever 
pictures, of which the group entitled 44 Thelma Sits for 
her Portrait ” is, in spite of a rather doubtful piece of 
drawing, a delightfully natural and quietly humorous 
work—certainly one of the best pictures in the exhibi¬ 
tion. Mr. Mark Milbanke may be congratulated on his 
striking portrait of Miss Edyth Fenton, the lighting of 
which is as clever as the characterisation. Mr. Ivan 
Lindhe has turned out a pleasantly natural portrait of 
a thoughtful-looking child in that of Miss Tempest- 
Hicks ; and we like, too, Mr. Douglas's unpretentious 
and natural picture of Miss Heysham. Besides these 
there are some clever drawings and sketches by various 
hands. 

Etchings 

ESSRS. GUTEKUNST are now holding at 
their gallery in Grafton Street one of the 

most interesting of their many fine exhibitions- a 
collection of the etchings of the late Professor Legros. 
Legros, Sir Frederick Wedmore points out in his 
preface to the catalogue, was the last but one of the 
real masters of the revival of etching, the last to whom 
he refers—M. Bracquemond—being still alive. In 
this same “ note ” the writer differentiates between 
the three periods in Legros’ work. To the first—the 
French period—roughly speaking, belong those which 
may be called subject studies—almost always studies of 
peasant people—** Le Bonhomme Misere,” “ Les 
Chantres Espagnols ”; then the first English period, 
with the portraits, and finally the beautiful sensi¬ 
tive landscapes. But in the present exhibition, at all 

; events, one is not greatly aware of these differences 
of period, for the joins show very little, and one is 
conscious only of one abiding personality. And what 
a personality! There have not been many artists whose 
work impresses one w'ith such a wonderful sense of calm 
and yet so splendid a vigorousness. For it is a strength 
which is always united with tenderness, and which needs 
no force to impress itself. Whether in the faces of the 
portraits or in such studies as 41 Vieil Homme, Vieil 
Arbre,” or “ Marchand de Monron.” or in the most deli¬ 
cate of the landscapes, tliere is always the same wonder¬ 
ful depth and intensity —a sort of sad grandeur even in 
the slightest things, though the sadness is half concealed 
by a smiling kindliness. 

The changes are there, nevertheless, and one 
1 notices how Legros* work became more and 

more abstract, if one may so express it, as time went 
on, though the same things still continued to interest 
and mattered to him—the quiet presence of Nature in 
certain countrysides, the low hills with the streams wind¬ 
ing in and out among them, the sunny fields, the dignity 
of the labouring peasant people—which recalls Millet. 
Another writer in a catalogue note speaks of Legros 
as the etcher “of quiet streams that had no existence 
save in dreams and memories ” There is, of 
course, a sense in which no work of art can have 
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any existence save in the artist’s mind. The country 
of Burgundy belonged to Legros—in the way that the 
Barbizon country did to Corot, when he would spend 
half the night leaning out of his bedroom window to 
look at it. Then one realises the wonderful skill, 
the effectiveness of those little broken lines which give 
so much individuality to all these etchings, the simple 
compositions and absence of all irrelevances, the com¬ 
plete reliance upon the so wonderfully sensitive medium, 
which make the artistic triumph of the work. It is this 
perfect identification of the thought with the art used 
to give life to it which makes it even hard to separate 
the idea from the form, and which perhaps reached its 
climax in such etchings as “ Les Bouleaux; Bord de 
l’Eau * or “ Le Pr6 en soleille.” 

It is interesting that, coincidently with this exhibition, 
two other galleries are showing collections of etchings, 
and include much beautiful work. At Messrs. Colnaghi 
and Obach’s gallery in New Bond Street “ The Society 
of Twelve ” (there are eighteen members, and some of 
the first of living artists are of the number) is holding 
its seventh exhibition, while Messrs. James Connell and 
Sons also are holding their show of etchings. “ The 
Society of Twelve ” this year has devoted one of its 
rooms to a collection of drawings, the majority being 
by members who show etchings also. Interesting as 
this plan would appear, it must be confessed that the 
drawings are something of a disappointment. 

To turn to the work in the first room. One wall is 
devoted to some dozen prints by Legros, lent by Mr. 
F. G. Bliss. These include several of the larger peasant 
studies and the portrait of Carlyle, as well as some of 
the wonderful little landscapes. Another wall is given 
to seven of Mr. D. Y. Cameron’s beautiful impressions 
of lonely moors and silent places (several of these may 
*k° he seen at Messrs. Connell’s gallery), and another 
to the always interesting work of Mr. E. Gordon Craig, 
including some of his sweeping, vase-like studies for 
Hamlet, and a beautiful “ Dantfc.” Then there is Mr. 
"alter Sickert with a fine study of Whistler, from whom 
* derived his special method of working, a portrait of 

Whistler, and others. Mr. Clausen has some strong 
qmet country studies—" An Old Shepherd ” and a “ Cot- 
taee Anwng Trees.’’ Lastly there are prints by Mr. 

ranris Dodd, Mr. Ian Strang and Mr. T. Sturge Moore. 
Among the best and most interesting things in Messrs, 
nnell s exhibition are some of the etchings by Mr. 

Bernard Eyre, the " Path by the River ” and “ On the 
CS Being full of a delicate individual feeling for 

eauty mystery of solitary places and great dark 
ees. There is an indescribable beauty and delicacy 

0 touch, too, in Mr. H. Frood's "Carros,” as though 
^ery bit of the town and the wall and the road, the 

re trees and the passing people had been a delight 
0 1 e artist as he traced the lines, and which impresses 
Dias tBe drawings of some of the old Italians, 

e exhibition altogether includes some hundred 
them some work by Mr. A. F. Affleck, 

j n ^ Synge, Mr. William Walker, Messrs. W. and 
wouId mention also M. Eugene Bejot’s 

e) touched impressions of riversides, and an old 
mai1 ^ a " Beadle ” by M. Anders Zorn. 

Mr. William- Archer on “Art and 

the Commonweal 19 

ON Friday evening, February 23, at South Place, 
Finsbury, Mr. William Archer delivered the third 

Moncure Conway Memorial Lecture, the chair being 
taken by Mr. I. Zangwill. Mr. Zangwill, introducing the 
lecturer in a witty speech, observed that he was a 
thinker as well as a critic, regretting that the distinction 
was necessary, and remarked that only in England was 
the mighty art of the drama left to commercial enter¬ 
prise. He referred to Dr. Moncure Conway’s influence 
on himself when a youth, naming him as his Emerson_— 
his first serious thinker. 

Mr. Archer began his lecture by remarking that in 
considering the probable relation of art to the future 
of humanity certain doubts and questionings were bound 
to arise; the one great obstacle to progress is the 
sluggishness of imagination.” The artistic faculty and 
artistic discernment seemed to become more and more 
the privilege of the few, while the lack of taste shown 
by the multitude became more and more horrific—that 
was the difficulty. “The true democrat,” said Mr 
Archer, referring to the relation of art to a truly demo¬ 
cratic state, is one who has no relish for national great¬ 
ness which is founded on a precarious and miserable 
existence for the mass of the people." " Common sense 
tries to find some common ground by which all classes 
can unite in the worship of a beauty which shall be 
beneficial to all ’’—but there must be a climbing down 
on the part of the esthetes as well as a climbing up 
on the part of the people. v 

Probably, continued the lecturer, the distance of four 
and twenty centuries lends enchantment to our view 
of Athenian beauty; we see the marble, but not the 
mud; the palaces remain, but the hovels are gone A 
book could be written on “ Philistia in Hellas”—inartistic 
Athens. However that may be, the Greek art was 
truly popular, calculated to give immediate pleasure to 
all kinds of men. Art was not the exclusive possession 
of any class—it was an integral part of the common¬ 
wealth, and played an attractive part in the lives of 
the populace. The artistic temperament is latent in all, 
classes. Will a man or woman of no artistic sense ever 
become considered as abnormal, like a stammerer or 
an albino ? It was rash, said Mr. Archer, to dogmatise 
Beauty of environment does not beget taste, but constant 
hideousness of environment tends to kill what taste 
may exist. He concluded by suggesting some measures 
which might be taken to encourage the combination 
of physical comfort and artistic taste, such as the altera- 
tion of our ugly school buildings, etc., and looked 
forward to the time when good music should be acces¬ 
sible in the meanest districts—when even the schoolbm * 
should “ whistle Mozart or Verdi.” 

The lecture was full of good points, though many of 
them were debatable, and the crowded audience signified 
much enthusiasm both for the lecture itself and for the 
remarkably interesting speeches of Mr. Zangwill a- 
chairman. 
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Notes and News 
THE Drama Society will on Monday afternoon next, 

at Clavier Hall, Hanover Square, present 14 The 
Roman Road,” adapted by Ella Erskine from a 
story by Kenneth Grahame; 44 The Pierrot of the 
Minute,” by Ernest Dowson, and Maeterlinck’s 44 The 
Death of Tintagiles,” translated into English by Alfred 
Sutro. In the casts will be:—Miss Edyth Olive, Miss 
Muriel Hutchinson, Miss Eve Balfour, Miss Ethel Evans, 
Miss Irene Clarke, Mr. Rathmell Wilson, and others. 
Mme. Marie Vantini and Miss Ella Erskine are produc¬ 
ing the plays, and Mr. Val Cuthbert is stage manager. 

Mrs. George Cornwallis-West has stimulated among 
artists special interest in the 14 Shakespeare's England n 
Exhibition at Earl’s Court by offering a prize of £25 
for a poster design suitable for a hoarding advertise¬ 
ment of the Exhibition. Mr. E. L. Lutyens, F.R.I.B.A., 
Mrs. George Cornwallis-West, and Mr. Seymour Lucas, 
R.A., are to be the judges, and already the principal 
art schools have been officially informed of this proposal. 
All wishing to send in designs on approval should 
address them to the Secretary of Shakespeare’s England, 
Ltd., Whitehall House, Charing Cross, S.W., from whom 
particulars may be obtained. 

Mr. Charles Turrell, of St James’s Street, has been 
favoured by her Majesty the Queen and Princess Mary 
with sittings for their miniatures. 

The monthly meeting of the Royal Meteorological 
Society was held on Wednesday evening, the 21st inst., 
at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George 
Street, Westminster, Dr. H. N. Dickson, president, in the 
chair. Mr. J. Fairgrieve read a paper on 44 The Thunder¬ 
storms of May 31, 1911.” He dealt with the thunder¬ 
storms which visited the London district on the Derby 
day, and especially with the movement of the rain which 
accompanied the storm. Having obtained information 
from nearly 700 observers as to the time of rainfall or 
absence of rain, he has been able to prepare an interest¬ 
ing series of maps for each quarter of an hour from 
J2.30 to 845 p.m., showing the areas over which rain 
was actually falling. Mr. R. G. K. Lempfert discussed 
44 The Thunderstorms of July 29, 1911,” and Mr. S. 
Skinner read a paper on 44 The Drosometer,” an instru¬ 
ment for measuring the amount of dew. 

Messrs. Chatto and Windus will publish next week a 
new Life of Brete Harte, by Henry Childs Merwin. The 
book contains a long and picturesque account of the 
early Californian pioneers, their struggles and their suc¬ 
cesses. They are also publishing 44 The Truth About a 
Nunnery: The Story of Five Years in a Paris Convent 
School,” by Marion Ayesha; one of Mr. Arnold Ben¬ 
nett’s earlier novels, 44 Leonora,” in a new and cheaper 
edition, and 44 Boswell’s Autobiography,” a new book by 
Mr. Percy Fitzgerald, embodying the authors theory of 

.the origin of Johnson's 44 Life.” 

Imperial and Foreign Affairs 
By Lancelot Lawton. 

THE TRIPOLITAN FARCE. 

GAIN despatches from foreign capitals declare 
that Russia is persuading the Powers to inter¬ 

vene with a view to ending the serio-comic Turco-Italian 
conflict. On this occasion it would seem that there is 
some welcome truth in the statement. It is devoutly to 
be hoped that the efforts of the Tsar’s Government will 
be crowned with success. Europe is sick and tired of 
a conflict which constantly threatens complications of a 
far-reaching nature, but the end of which, in relation to 
the securing of Italian objects, was a foregone conclusion 
from the moment that hostilities were begun. We had 
almost forgotten that a war was in progress until our 
lethargic interest was abruptly awakened by the can¬ 
nonade at Beirut. The controversy that followed as to 
whether or not the Italians were justified in their action 
only tended once more to draw attention to the futility 
of prolonging the absurd campaign. The presence of 
Turkish warships at Beirut was a menace to the Italian 
sea communication not to be ignored. That a few shells 
missed their mark and strayed into the town was of 
little importance. It is difficult to imagine how on sea 
Italy can restrict the area of conflict so long as Turkish 
warships conveniently shelter in ports from which, in 
a spirit of desperate adventure, they may emerge on 
raiding expeditions. 

Italy’s command of the sea, however, does not neces¬ 
sarily give her command of the desert. Here is to 
be found the real difficulty that confronts diplomatists in 
their efforts to restore peace. With a brave fanfare of 
trumpets in the Italian Chamber the paper annexation 
of Tripoli has been rendered complete. From the mili¬ 
tary, which, after all, is the actual, point of view only a 
fringe of the territory has been occupied; beyond, in 
stubborn array there awaits an ill-tempered horde of 
Turks and Arabs whose attitude towards their enemy 
may be likened to the invitation of one street urchin to 
another to 44 come on! ” while 44 wait and see ” is the 
strictly Parliamentary reply of the Italians. 

It is high time that Europe suppressed the squabble as 
an incorrigible nuisance. So long as it remains with us 
its effect will be to react dangerously on other storm 
centres. For example, the internal conditions of Turkey 
are drifting towards a great crisis; with the coming of 
the crocus the perennial trouble in the Balkans has 
revived; and the insurrection in Albania, seemingly 
destined to be an annual irritation, is again in full swing. 
Surely, then, the Tripolitan farce has gone far enough, 
especially when we reflect that the more or less amiable 
combatants are reduced to such a state of frowning im¬ 
potence that while Italy boldly attacks a couple of small 
war craft on the Syrian coast, Turkey with thunderous fury 

announces her intention of sending back to their homes 
all Italian subjects, harmless and otherwise, found within 
the Ottoman Empire—that is to say, of course, excepting 
the sandy wastes of Tripoli. The civilisation of either 
West or East cannot gain by the further prolongation 
of this Quixotic crusade of the Cross against the 
Crescent. 
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f SEA POWER IN THE PACIFIC 

Although it must not for a moment be supposed that 
the experts of this country have centred their attention 
wholly upon naval activity in the Western hemisphere, 
the public in general, obsessed with the idea of a German 
onslaught by German Dreadnoughts, have failed to note 
the rapidly growing sea-power of the Island Empire of 
the Pacific. There was a time when the man-in-the- 
street displayed something akin to intelligent interest in 
regard to Great Britain’s position in the Far East; but 
that was during the years when the British flag was to 
be seen flying from the peak of some of the most power¬ 
ful ships of war in Asiatic waters. Then came the 
Anglo-Japanese Alliance, and with it the guarantee that 
England’s welfare in the Pacific would be guaranteed 
by an ally—hence the withdrawal of our battle squadron 
to the home region, and the concentration of public in¬ 
terest in the British Navy as simply constituting the first 
line of home defence. But international problems do not 
remain for ever in one quarter of the globe, and the time 
is approaching when the eyes of the world will turn once 
more to the East. Therefore it should prove instructive 
to review briefly the advance made by Japan in recent 
years towards the attainment of sea supremacy in the 
Pacific. 

At the outbreak of the late war she possessed a navy 
comprising 156 warships of all types (including a power¬ 
ful torpedo flotilla) with an approximate tonnage of 
280,00a To-day she can boast a sea strength of nearly 
200 warships, representing a total of some 600,000 tons. 
Of capital ships she possesses fifteen, four of which are 
of Dreadnought or super-Dreadnought armament, while 
Her armoured cruisers number thirteen. In battleships 
and battle-cruisers of Dreadnought or super-Dread¬ 
nought design, built, building, and projected, she ranks 
fourth, and in battleships and armoured cruisers, under 
the old arbitrary designations, fifth, among the navies of 
the world 

After Japan had built in her own yards, early in the 
post-bellum period, the battleships “ Satsuma ” and 
Ala,” and the armoured cruisers “ Ibuki” and “ Kurama,” 

her shipbuilding programme, owing to financial 
Agencies, received a slight check, and it was not until 
die latter part of 1910 that she showed signs of renewed 
activity. It will be remembered that in November of that 
year an order was placed by the Government with 
Messrs. Vickers for the construction, at a cost of two and 
1 ^ millions, of a battle-cruiser which was to have an 
^proximate displacement of 27,000 tons. Until this con¬ 
tact was signed no order had been placed with a foreign 
shipyard since the delivery from Els wick, in 1906, of the 
•jatileships “ Katori ” and “ Kashima,” and it had become 
rcc&gnised as the settled policy of Japan that she had ' 
^ased to go abroad for her warships. In a semi-official 
^mmunication which appeared in the British Press, an- 
•Jjundng the decision of the Japanese Government to 
-^part from that policy, it was stated that the placing 
^ die contract was to mark Japan’s appreciation of 
. efficiency in shipbuilding, and to give expression 
10 practical form to the sincere feeling with which she 

I Raided the dual alliance. It was said further that 44 the 
1 srtent of this feeling may be gauged from the fact that 

.... Japan has now five yards standing idle where she 
can herself build Dreadnoughts in every detail.” 

That Japan had a thorough appreciation of the effi¬ 
ciency of British workmanship there can be no doubt, for 
without the genius and craft of Elswick and of Barrow 

1 the history of Tsushima had never been written. But 
there came a time when she realised that with the 
patterns at her disposal it was materially cheaper to 
construct vessels of war in her own shipyards than to 
order them from foreign countries. Japan commenced 
to build her own ships. The “ Satsuma,” the 44 Aki,” the 
44 Kawachi,” the 44Settsu,” the 44 Ibuki,” and the 
44 Kurama,” have all been constructed in Japanese ship¬ 
yards. That the Admiralty should have departed from 
the policy of building only in home waters was attributed 
at the time by all those who possessed knowledge of the 
actual truth to one main and dominating motive. The 
Japanese, incapable themselves of original development 
in naval construction, or, for the matter of that, in any 
branch of applied science, found it necessary to come to 
this country for the latest and most perfect model of a 
fighting ship. By the time the hull of the battle-cruiser 
had reached appreciable dimensions at Barrow signs of 
activity were evident in at least three out of the five idle 
shipyards in Japan. Therefore it is clear that the new 
contract did not denote a departure from the policy 
decided upon in the year 1906. In other words, beyond 
the periodic placing of isolated orders with foreign ship¬ 
yards—the only means by which she can hope to keep 
abreast with the advance of naval construction—it is 
highly improbable that Japan will turn to the contractors 
of the West for the carrying out of any extensive scheme 
of armaments. 

Towards the close of last year (1911) the “Jiji 
Shimpo ” intimated that the Saionji Cabinet had con¬ 
sented to a further programme of naval expansion (the 
fifth to be adopted since the year 1903) involving an 
expenditure of nine and a quarter millions sterling on 
the construction of one battleship and three battle¬ 
cruisers, the keels of which, according to an official of 
the Admiralty who confirmed the announcement, were to 
be laid with all possible speed. 

In a broad survey of world conditions as they exist 
to-day it requires no effort of the imagination to see 
that Japan holds a position of supremacy in the Pacific. 
Indeed her position is unique. Her Empire is geo¬ 
graphically compact and connected, and the territories 
over which she wields a political influence lie at her 
door. Outside the region of Eastern Asia she has, now, 
no grave national responsibilities, and it is unlikely for 
years to come that the strategical disposition of her fleets 
will take them far from home. Within a few days of 
their base her warships are able to show the flag in the 
coast and river ports of her helpless neighbour, China, 
and to this natural advantage is to be attributed in a 
large measure Japan’s growing influence in the capital 
and in the provinces of that great country. It has not in 
the past been due entirely to coincidence that a contu¬ 
sion, favourable to our ally, of protracted and trouble¬ 
some negotiations with a patriotically stubborn Wai-wu- 
pu has frequently synchronised with the sudden and 

: sinister appearance of a Japanese squadron in the 
! waters of Pechili. 
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MOTORING 

OR the coming season’s racing the Brooklands Club 
committee has, with the approval of the R.A.C., in¬ 

augurated a system of classification based upon the 
volume swept by the engine pistons; in other words, 
upon cylinder capacity. This is a sensible decision, and 
the only wonder is that the ludicrous method of power- 
classification known as the R.A.C. rating should have 
predominated so long, or even been adopted at all As is 
generally known, this method of calculation is based 
solely upon two factors, the diameter of the bore and the 
number of cylinders, and is entirely misleading, inac¬ 
curate, and useless in every way, inasmuch as it ignores 
that essential factor, the length of the piston stroke. A 
striking instance of its absurdity is furnished by Mr. 
John Prioleau in one of his invariably interesting and in¬ 
formative contributions on motor matters to a daily con¬ 
temporary. In referring to fhe 15.9 h.p. Calthorpe he 
points out that by “that egregious calculation” (the 
R.A.C. formula) the engine, having a bore of only 80 
nun., comes into the 15/16 h.p. class, whereas its stroke 
(150 m.m.) brings it into line, so far as actual develop¬ 

ment of power is concerned, with most 24 h.p. machines. 
Even more remarkable and glaring anomalies might 
easily be furnished by an analysis of the various cars 
at present before the public, but it would be a work of 
supererogation, inasmuch as although the R A C. formula 
still remains the official basis of calculation, no one seems 
able or inclined to justify its existence. It is certainly 

time that some rational system of horse-power classifi¬ 

cation were generally adopted and officially sanctioned. 
From the beginning of the industry the makers’ descrip¬ 
tions have themselves been so erratic and arbitrary as to 
be almost useless to the bewildered buyer, whilst the in¬ 
troduction of the R.A.C. formula has rendered his 
confusion worse confounded. 

From the motorist’s point of view quite exceptional 
interest attaches to the recent reports respecting the dis¬ 
covery by a Russian scientist of a process whereby 
* synthetic rubber,” fully equal in elasticity and resilience 
to the natural article, can be produced and marketed at 
about one quarter the price of the latter. Of course this 
is by no means the first time that similar announcements 
have been made, and on more than one occasion during 
the last few years the motorist who is compelled to 
study economy has prematurely congratulated himself on 
the prospect of getting tyres at a price which would 
render the upkeep of his car a comparatively negligible 
consideration. In fact, so frequently has he been dis¬ 
appointed on this account that it will take a lot to con¬ 
vince him that the problem has at last been solved. It 
would be obviously illogical, however, to conclude that 
because a thing has never been done, it never will be, as 
witness the solution of the flying problem. It will be 
recollected that when, in 1906, the “ Daily Mail” offered 
£ 10,000 for a flight from London to Manchester, a nval 
newspaper offered £10,000,000 to any aviator who could 
fly to a point five miles from London and back in a 
heavier-than-air machine, contending that one offer was 
quite as safe as the other. At the present moment such 
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a performance as the one for which the “ Mail ” offered 
its enormous prize would be regarded as mere child’s 
play by dozens of aviators in this country alone. There is 
therefore no inherent impossibility in the discovery of a 
means of manufacturing artificial rubber, and it may be 
said at once that the present announcement is supported 
by a degree of authority which did not attach to previous 
reports of a similar nature. In fact, two or three weeks 
ago the present writer was shown specimens of a sub¬ 
stance which certainly possessed the resilience and the 
appearance of natural rubber, and was informed that 
it could be sold, in any quantities, at sixpence per pound. 
The presumption is that this is the article referred to 
in the reports which have recently appeared in the Press, 
although the price quoted in the latter works out at 
approximately one shilling and threepence per pound. 
At anything like either of these prices it would revolu¬ 
tionise the tyre industry, always assuming, of course, that 
it could Be produced in unlimited quantities. 

From Mr. Aldersey Swann, of 9, Regent Street, 
London, S.W., comes an interesting booklet entitled 
"Hints on Motor-Car Purchase.” It is safe to say that 
after perusing it the prospective buyer of a car, either 
new or second-hand, will have such a clear idea of the 
pitfalls and difficulties which the uninitiated are bound 
to encounter in the selection of a car suitable for their 
individual requirements that they will realise the ad¬ 
visability of securing expert guidance in the operation. 
Mr. Swann points out, with perfect truth, that thousands 
of pounds are thrown away annually by the motor-buying 
community by the simple process of buying the wrong 
car—the car which may be perfectly good value for the 
money paid for it, but which may nevertheless be a 
thoroughly bad speculation by reason of its unsuitability 
for the roads it will be used upon and the work it will 
have to do. In the case of a car, an unfortunate selec¬ 
tion is usually serious, because it cannot be rectified with¬ 
out incumng disastrous loss, as it is well known that a 
car once used, if only for a week or two, immediately 
loses from 25 to 50 per cent, of its market value. The 
vital importance, therefore, of getting the right thing in 
the first place needs no emphasising. We can recom¬ 
mend a perusal of Mr. Swann’s booklet to every intend- 
mg motorist who does not feel thoroughly qualified to 
to for himself in a matter which is one of exceptional 
difficulty, and always will be in view of the widely differ- 
*&£ purposes for which the motor-car is used. 

R. B. H. 

In the Temple of Mammon 
The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 

queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

THE City is in a curious frame of mind. It declines 
to subscribe for new issues; most of them are left 
in the hands of the underwriters. But as soon as 

^ underwriters make a market, it willingly buys the 
j a Pr€m»um. This shows that the investor lacks 

. Mence. Nevertheless, there is a steady stream of 
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investment business all day long, and brokers who eschew 
the gambling fraternity are not grumbling. The new 
Canadian Loan should go very well, for * is a 
full trustee security, and present holders 01 
Three and Three-quarter can exchange into the new 
issue. The terms are good, for the loan carries 
interest for six months, whereas the principal portion oi 
the money is not required until the end of April. At the 
same time we cannot forget that Lazard Brothers Cana¬ 
dian Northern issue was a complete failure. The British 
investor thinks probably that he has had quite enough of 
Canada to last him for a very long time. 

The much-talked-of Sudd prospectus has made its 
appearance, and met w'ith a good reception, but the docu¬ 
ment is silent with regard to paper. As the principal 
weed on the Nile is papyrus, from which the Egyptians 
made all their paper, and as the inventors of the process 
for turning papyrus into fuel have produced already an 
excellent paper from this weed, I am surprised that 
nothing was said about it. 

Coal Substitute was an impudent attempt to take the 
wind out of the sails of Sudd Fuel, and at the same time 
take advantage of the coal famine scare. It is hardly 
likely that anyone in their senses would subscribe, for the 
promoters ask ^75,000 for something that was only going 
to be patented. It is one of the most ridiculous prospec¬ 
tuses 1 have ever met with. 

Higginson and Company intend offering 16 millions of 
Portland Railway Five Per Cent. Bonds at 95J. In spite of 
the fact that the net earnings have doubled themselves in 
the past five years, they are only to-day equal to 1.9 times 
the interest charges on the 34 million dollars of funded 
debt, and there therefore appears to be a very definite risk 
that in the event of a set-back in trade the interests on 
these bonds could not be paid. They are not a first mort¬ 
gage on the whole property, but only upon little less than 
half. However, Messrs. Higginson and Company and 
their associates in Philadelphia, Messrs. Drexel, are sound 
firms, and they probably have a very good reason for 
thinking that the railway will largely increase its earnings. 

The Atchison and Topeka issue will be out shortly, and 
we are evidently going to have a very busy time in the 
bond market. 1 confess that I think those who confine 
their investments to bonds will find themselves come out 
on top in the end, and, taken over a series of ten years, 
their income will probably be larger than that of a man 
who has shares in the same companies. 

Yet another South Wales colliery has issued its annual 
report. D. Davis and Sons is one of our leading col¬ 
lieries ; its profits for the past year are ^155,000. A 10 
per cent, dividend is paid to the ordinary shareholders. 
Since December 31 this colliery has completely changed 
its whole system of finance. The ^10 shares have been 
split into £1 shares : 225,000 shares have been distributed 
as a bonus, and 112,500 shares have been offered to the 
shareholders at par. The right to apply for the new 
shares is w'orth 6s. 6d., and the bonus shares are quoted 
at 28s. No one can say that D. Davis and Sons’ share¬ 
holders have not done well out of their connection with this 
colliery. Presumably miners and their leaders are just as 
capable of analysing a balance sheet and adding up the 
profits as we are; in which case the argument of the 
owners that any alteration in the present terms Aould 
ruin them will lose its point. Messrs. Thackeray, of 
Cardiff, the well-known stockbrokers, publish a little 
manual of the South Wales coal and iron companies. 
The International Coal Co., of which Sir William Lewis 
is the chairman, has paid an average dividend for the 
past 12 years of 11J per cent. Insole’s average dividend 
on ordinary shares for the past 12 years is £y 5s. iod. 
Gwaun-Cae-Gurwen has paid an average dividend for the 
past seven years of £\y 2s. iod. upon the old capital. 
In 1910 the fullv-paid shares had a 10s. per share bonus! 

The Great Western Colliery has paid an average dividend 
for the past 12 years of 12$ per cent. The Glamorgan 
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Coal Company, of which Mr. D. A. Thomas is both 
chairman and managing director, has not quite such a 
good record. Indeed, from 1900 to i9°7 the ordinary 
shareholders received nothing, but in 1908 the collieries 
were revalued, when it appeared that the assets exceeded 
the liabilities by £205,071. £100,000 of this surplus was 
placed to a general reserve fund, and the balance went 
yo the credit of profit and loss. The Glamorgan colliery 
since this re-arrangement has done well. Duffryn 
Rhondda has paid an average dividend on its ordinary 
shares for the past eight years of ^5 8s. per cent. The 
Cynan, under the same chairmanship, has paid £6 17s. 6d. 
for the past four years. The Cardiff Collieries for the past 
five years has returned its shareholders 9 per cent. 
Burnyeat, Brown and Company have pits in the Rhondda 
Valley, and in 1909 paid a bonus of 100 per cent, in 
ordinary shares; in addition, the average dividend on the 
ordinary shares for the past seven years has been £8 4s. 
per cent. United National record is £16 17s. 6d. for the 
past eight years. Penrikyber, a Cory concern, has paid 
£8 8s. 4d. "per cent, for the past twelve years; Partridge, 
Jones have paid £19 3s. 4d. per cent, for 12 years; 
Newport Abercarn £8 6s. 8d., average for 12 years; 
the Main Colliery £14 6s. 8d., average dividend for 12 
years; Lockets Merthyr £11 17s. 4d-» dividend 
for 12 years. Few businesses can show such an extra¬ 
ordinary record of high dividends extending over a long 
period, and I think that the public should take this record 
into consideration when judging between masters and men, 
for we all know that the cost of living to a workman has 
advanced during the past two or three years at least 

25 per cent. 
Money.—The Bank of England is in a fairly strong 

position. Everything is in its favour; its reserve is over 
30 millions. The supply of gold is ample, and as soon 
as the public deposits are realised there should be some 
ease in the money market. The coal strike would, of 
course, completely alter the whole position, and a coal 
strike that lasted any length of time would certainly send 
our bank rate to 5 or 6 per cent., because our exports 
would be stopped, and we should be compelled to borrow 
money from abroad; not only that, but the Savings Bank 
deposits would be heavily drawn upon, and this would 
put a great strain upon the Government. However, 
although to prophesy at the present moment is a particu¬ 
larly foolish thing, I cannot believe that the crisis will 

end seriously. 
Foreigners.—The Foreign Market has been idle, with 

not a bargain doing anywhere. Peru prefs. are probably 
the only stock in which the slightest interest is taken. 
Italians look a little weak, but we can always rely upon 
the Government coming in and holding them up. The 
same may be said of Japanese securities. 1 hear some¬ 
what bad reports of both the silk and rice crops. This is 
a serious matter, for if these two crops were to fail, 
Japan would be one year nearer her inevitable default. 
Egyptian shares have been very heavy, Panmure, Gordon 
and Company having sold 1,000 National Banks. Not¬ 
withstanding the fact that the Agricultural dividend is 
expected to be increased, this share has also shown con¬ 

siderable weakness. 
Home Rails.—The dealers in the Home Railway 

Market are absolutely convinced that the strike will end 
in a compromise; "consequently prices have remained 
ridiculously firm. As this article is written before any 
new’s can be made public with regard to the negotiations 
between the Government, the mine-owners and the miners, 
the less said about the strike the better. The state of 
the market would appear to show a large 4‘bear” account. 
Whether these “bears” will buy back quickly in the event 
of peace being proclaimed, or whether they will decide to run 
their “ bears,” it is impossible to say, but the knowledge 
that such an account exists has kept prices extremely 
steady. Tn Little Chats, however, there are still plenty 
of “bulls” who now talk about an output from the Kentish 
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collieries in general. We have heard so often that these 
collieries are on the point of producing coal that, although 
I admit that there is coal in Kent, 1 will not admit that 
it can be produced at a profit or in a merchantable quan¬ 
tity untilT have seen it with my own eyes. If the water 
difficulty can be overcome no doubt Kent will turn into a 
great coalfield, but has it been overcome? That is the 
question. 

Yankees.—My paragraphs of the preceding fortnight 
might just as well be reproduced this week for all the 
change that has taken place in this market. The jobbers 
are satisfied to snatch their profits each day, and dealing 
in the market is nothing more than gambling—one jobber 
against the other. It would be simpler if those gentlemen 
tossed for pennies. The decision of Roosevelt to stand 
again for President has not helped matters. It is very 
doubtful whether any “ bull ” market will be established 
until the Presidential Election is over; certainly nothing 
will be done during the next few months. 

Rubber.—Rubber shares droop each day, and dealers 
complain that the public has entirely lost all interest in this 
market. The real reason for the weakness is that a certain 
number of rash speculators believed that we should see a 
boom this spring, and they bought without being abletopay 
for their stock. They are now being squeezed out, for the 
dealers in the House resolutely decline to carry rubber 
shares; they one and all think them too high. 

Oil.—We have had a really exciting week in Oil. The 
Shell Transport officially notified that they had purchased 
the Rothschild Oil business in Baku. Rothschilds and 
Nobels have always commanded the Russian business. 
Nobels because their output is twice as large as that of 
any other firm, and Rothschilds through their immense 
international influence. Naturally, the news sent Shells 
up, especially wrhen it was found that a new’ issue would 
be made giving the old shareholders a very handsome 
bonus. But these bonuses cut both ways as far as the 
market is concerned, for a great many people have not 
the money to take up large blocks of shares, and there 
was a good deal of selling in Shells in order to pay for 
new shares. Another piece of news was that the first 
shipment of Egyptian Oil had left the Red Sea. All 
arrangements have now been made for the proper work¬ 
ing of the Egyptian oil field, and although for a long 
time I was extremely sceptical as to whether there was 
oil in Egypt, I am now inclined to believe in it. Egyptian 
Oil Trust looks a fairly cheap share, and is now being 
bought. But those who want to participate in Egyptian 
oil, and do not care to pay for high-price shares, might 
buy Red Sea Oil Fields, although Trusts are probably 
the better share of the two. 

Kaffirs.—Kaffirs look at the moment as though they 
would never hold up their heads again. Even the faithful 
Teuton is getting out. The German is the greediest 
gambler in the world, and also one of the most confiding. 
Germany is a market for more rubbish than any other 
country in Europe. How’ever, there is nothing to be 
said for the Kaffir Market, and Rhodesians are just as 
neglected as their sisters. The public will have nothing 
whatever to do with these mines. Who can blame them. 

Tin.—All the speculative activity of the Stock Exchange 
has been concentrated on the Tin shares of Nigeria. 
Anglo-Continental and Edmond Davis Co., which a few 
weeks ago were quoted at 20s., have been rushed up to 
2%. Champions, Bisichi, Rayfield, and Gurum River have 
all been the medium of large gambling transactions. 
Wild stories are going about with regard to the value 
of the lode that has been discovered on Anglo-Continental 
ground. I need hardly say that if this lode has one-tentb 
of the value attributed to it, Mr. Edmond Davis is not 
the gentleman to sell shares in the company at £1 and 
upwards, or to give calls to the market for the purpose 
of keeping prices steady. There has been a steady un¬ 
loading of Anglo-Continental by insiders. No doubt 
Nigeria wrill in the end turn out quite a reasonable amount 
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( of tin, but we must not forget that all these alluvial 
* propositions die out very rapidly, and are certainly 
amongst the most risky things in which a person can 
invest his money. 

Miscellaneous.—The Marconi market is now tired. 
No one ever speaks of the Spanish Marconi, and the other 
issues of this firm are also dull. Shipping shares look 
weak, but the great house of Debenham has issued a 
report showing a profit of ,£114,000, and the Preferred 
and Deferred Ordinary get their 6 per cent., whilst 
£20,000 is divided between the Deferred shareholders 
and the participation fund. Liberty and Co., the soundest 
of all our shop investments, have also issued a splendid 
report. The capital of the company is covered twice over 
by first-class assets, and Liberty preference shares are as 
£ood an investment as anyone could wish to have. Paquin 
dividend has been increased, but the report has not yet 
been issued. These three great shops all of them offer 
excellent investments to the public. They are all splen¬ 
didly managed. Raymond Radclyffe. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
CRITICAL OPINIONS: SHOULD THEY BE 

STANDARDISED? 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Stt,-~If H. ” (let him not hide bashfully behind a 
single letter) will be good enough to read the article, he 

vill find there, in the middle of paragraph 4, a clearly 

set-out method of standardising critical opinion. Possibly 

there are better systems to be had; I hope there are. But 

the point is that “ H. ” ignores a concise, five-line method 

in order to rush in and say, “ There was no hint as to 

hou critical opinion should be standardised.” 

As to 44 invention ” in fiction, I used the word in an old- 

time sense, possibly in a sense unknown to “ H.” And 

seeing that his (?) idea of this kind of invention is so 

v«rv different from mine—judging by the manner in W'hich 

he writes—it were idle to pit the one against the other. 
Alas! that “ H.” should so badly need—according to his 

letter—not only the standardising of his (?) literary ideas 

ty such a process as the one given in the article, but also 
that he should be in such eagerness to correct the innocent 

by filing an indictment against himself.—I am, sir, vours 
very truly, 

Billericay, February 23, 1912. J. E. Patterson. 

“SPELING MAID EEZY.” 
t • 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir, Mr. Peter Leslie iz glad u and v ar not inter- 
j chainjaibl, and long s ded. But it did not di ov its oen 

acord. When Rivington printed a book for a former 

Bishop ov Durham he uezd the curent tiep for s which 

tad been introeduest bi Mr. Bell at the erly part ov the 

l ^ sentuery. On submishon ov the proof tu hiz lord- 

I he demanded long s be substitueted at considerable 
los and tiem tu the printer, jujing from Mr. Leslie’z con- 

fcfvativ simpathiz tueord the prezent speling, we imagin 

ta wud been on the bishop’s sied uphoelding long s, 
l aultho he now rejoises in its departuer ! 

j k. lmmo S. Allen haz the failing ov moest 44 pairents. ” 

I ‘ Brandmuther wuns said tu her grandchildren : 44 Gan be 
| yorselz; therz fu liek yer.” He haz ventuerd the opinion 

j the noetaishon ov the S. S. Society iz “ amatuerish.” 

. % Jt iz, but it iz preferabl tu hiz higel-depigeldy 
Wicstuer ov leterz, nuemeralz, ligatuerz, diacritics, and 

1 
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, “ haitches ” galoer. Mai we be deliverd from such a 
I hoj-poj! He needz tu cultivait modesty, and be les dis¬ 

paraging ov uther projects when hiz oen “ bantling ” iz 

aflicted with untiemly 44 moelt. ” Stil, I prefer hiz alfabet 

tu the prezent w*un, and no dout it iz caipabl ov duing good 
wurk az an instrument in the handz ov aibl teecherz, a 

staij, let us hoep, it iz not liekly tu reech or long retain, 

if ataind. 
I can enduer Mr. Lange’s conservatizm when I remem¬ 

ber hiz apeels on behaaf ov the Simplified Speling advoe- 

caited bi the S. S. Boerd, admits speling duz not egzist 

for etimolojists, and that speech haz a claim az well az 

the literary sied ov iangwaij. The literary sied wil be 

literary, poetic, emoeshonal and elevaiting whotever kiend 

ov speling iz uezd. Speling duz not impart the slietest 

ecstasy tu the printed paij, I can enjoi Shakespear in 

cny garb, in hiz oen printerz letering, the curent formz,- 

in Sir Isaac Pitman’z gloerius Fonotipy, or in hiz neet 

fonografic caracterz. It iz Shakespear*z oen miety pouer 

which awaikenz kindred feelingz within us, and not the 
mecr ded, mecanical, unemocshonal leterz which convai 
hiz thauts. If we admit that ther iz poetry in alfabetic 
formz, then Isaac Pitman must hav been very foolish and 
destituet ov aul muezic when he lithograft in fono¬ 
grafic caracter porshonz ov Shakespear. I no he woz 
niether, and Mr. Lange wil admit the saim. If so, whi 
claim a virtue for the curent speling which cannot be 
establisht bi eny parity ov reezon or ecspeeriens? That 
aul ar familiar with it adz no moer tu its beuty (?) than 
the length ov servis ov Mr. Laboucher’z coet aded tu 
its 44 sweetnes.” 

Mr. Lange aserts foenetic rieting wud practicaly aforcf 
no asistans tu the meening ov wurdz. An unworontab? 
asumshon. It practicaly reiteraits Mr. Wallis* 44 haaf 
divien ” theory, which history won’t supoert in the 
slietest degree. Ar we tu asuem that aul befoer Johnson’r 
dai wer destituet ov aul nolej ov the meening ov wurdz, 
aultho ther wer dieshonariz befoer hiz tiem, and English¬ 
men new the meening of wurdz and understood eech 
uther and the books thai red just az we du tudai, not¬ 
withstanding that the speling prior tu hiz advent woz moer 
foenetic than now; that filolojists ov tudai mai thank thair 
starz Heven haz blest them with such a perfect (?) 
instrument tu reveel the etimolojical loer lokt up in the 
egzisting speling. Imajin the Egyptian darknes thruout 
the land had we not spelt az we du ! Tu thank God for a 
Hous ov Lordz iz but a feebl praaer compaird tu the 
imprecaishon which aut tu asend for an orthografy which 
haz cum bi chans, devoid ov stability, destituet ov reezon, 
dificult and costly tu tcech and tu reed, and cauzd untoeld 
soro tu milionz ov children ! This the grait reveeler, for¬ 
sooth ! What an iedol! 

Richard Grant White’s “ imposibility ”—tu convai 
sound bi riten caracterz upon paiper with sertainty in 
wun naiborhood for ten years—has been acomplisht bi 
Isaac Pitman, his brutherz, and sunz and fonograferz for 
75 yeerz. Fonograferz the wulrd-wied oer ar aible tu reed 
eech utherz leterz; and eeven thoez riten in diferent 
caracterz and formz curent at the begining ov the Fono¬ 
grafic crusaid can be red tudai. Whot haz mi friend tu 
advans against this fact, not the wurk ov a theorist? 

Mr. Lange menshonz Italian and Spanish. The former 
iz foenetic, moer so than English. Hav aul the calamitiz 
befaulen it that await ourz? Further, hav Italian 
Spanish and German undergon no modificaishonz ? Ar 
filolojists in Italy, Spain and Germany unaibl tu divien 
the meening ov foentic formz, and are filolojists distrusted 
and fiiolojy despiezd in thoez landz? Wher du the in¬ 
terests ov children and eduecaishon cum in in Mr. Lange’s 
economy?—Yuerz, etc., H. Drummond. 

Laburnum Hous, 
Hetton-le-Hole, February 24. 
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Notes of the Week FOR sheer and detrimental nonsense the mani¬ 
festo of the Socialist Party to the coal-miners 
of Great Britain is hard to beat. Passing over 
a good deal of Limehouse language we come to 

r:jls astonishing paragraph: “The dominant classes, 
their every action, virtually admit that you, 

{fre workers, are the real foundations of society ; that 
}ou produce the wealth upon which all must exist; that 
)ou are the only necessary class; that you can live 
Without them, but that they cannot live without you/’ 
For suggesho falsi this would be difficult to excel. Mr. 
ilfour once said that he was “a child in mundane 

rijatters, but we do not think that he ever intended to 
jnvey that he was a child who believed that the labour- 

mk' cksses are the only necessary classes—that they 
COu^> live without employers, but that employers could 
not ^ve wi*hout them. Employment is an interchange- 
'1)e *erm with capital. So far as we know—and we 

something of the subject—capital is mobile; if 
1 oes not find conditions favourable to its use in one 
^ icf*transfers itself to another where the conditions 

rt oetter. This, of course, works out to the Socialists’ 

JU. 1 ie Syndicalists’ elysium, because it first restricts 
reij ma^ destroys employment, and leads direct to that 
tlu*t ^ which they so much desire in the hope 
itim. b* able to sxutch a little plunder in the 

101 which they have produced 

I The next paragraph proceeds: " Have nothing to do 
with intervention, conciliation, or arbitration. Refuse to 
accept any binding contracts. Keep your freedom of 

* action at all costs.” Poor Mr. Asquith f If he had fell 
sure that counsel such as this would prevail with the 
miners, he might have saved himself the powerful but 
apparently wholly unconvincing oration which he de 
Jivered to their representatives at the Foreign Office. It 
is obvious that if no agreement is to have any binding 
effect, you are reduced to elementary conditions of 
chaos; and even the British Socialist Party, little given 
to clear thinking as they are, appear to recognise this 
fact, since in the last paragraph of this extraordinary 
production they advise those whom they are addressing 
thus: “ Keep your revolutionary weapons bright, sharp, 
and ready for use. Stick to your guns with all tfce 
courage you possess, and make ready for the great final 
struggle for the co-operative ownership of the coal mines 
and other means of making wealth by the entire com- 

I munity, which shall give you and your fellows the full 
| product of your labour henceforth and for all time ” 

The special line of the Socialist papers is to charge 
employers with being plunderers and vampires. No 
doubt in that net they can catch a large haul of ignorant 
and perhaps imbecile persons; but the main point to be 
observed is that they themselves are bent upon plunder 
and robbery under arms. Therefore the text of their 
lecture js, that those against whom they would strike are 
the plunderers, and they are the agency appointed—ac¬ 
cording to the Christian Commonwealth, by the Divinity 
—to set a bad world right; and according to the atheis¬ 
tical papers of the Socialist class they are the agency to 
set matters right as soon as the criminal courts have 
been abolished. 

With their usual ferocity and perseverance the youth¬ 
ful poets of this country are distributing articles and 
verse on the immortal theme of Spring. They have 
discovered that the trees are budding, that the laik is 
singing, that the west wind is balmy, and they express 
in more or less lyrical stanzas the hope that Phyllis will 
come tripping through the dell where the wild violets 
grow, or words to that effect. Far be it from us to cast 
ridicule on the inspiring influences of Spring; we feel 
them as strongly as anyone—but we keep quiet about it 
No one shall persuade us to spread the information that 
the grass is green or that the birds are singing. All 
the editorial offices in London know it well, and by the 
time April arrives all those whose duty it is to read the 
Spring poems are strongly in favour of a Bill for the 
exportation of Spring poets to tha Falkland Islands, or 
Celebes, or any other spot on the confines of the postal 
jurisdiction. But they are an irrepressible race, and we 
suppose that then, banned from their wonted haunts, 
they would start a paper of their own devoted exclu¬ 
sively to rhyming—which, by the way, would not be a 
bad idea over here. For then if we required to leam 
anything about Spring when the* March north-easters 
rage we could buy their, paper, poke the fire, into a 
cheerful blaze, and take it all in one dose. 
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At Dawn 
O Day! swift-footed huntsman of the Night, 

Chase from my heart these howling wolves of care, 
That with envenomed teeth are fain to tear 

Joy from its native covert of delight 
Speed now thine arrows, that in dread affright 

Send Darkness to her dim primordial lair; 
Then let me hear upon the slothful air 

Thy waking horn put silence into flight. 

Do me this kindness, bright adventurous One, 
For soon—full soon, beneath the western sea 

Thou must recline, thy joyful hunting done, 
Thine empty quiver hanging helplessly, 

And all thy life’s hot deeds for ever fast 
Frozen in the changeless waters of the past. 

Max Plowman. 

The Dark Ages 
By Hilaire Belloc 

THE greatest of all quite modem historians. Fustel 
de Coulanges, said once, in that terse manner 

which gives him a great claim to style, “ History serves 
no purpose.” Hanotaux repeated that phrase last Thurs¬ 
day in a really great speech which added to the dignity 
of the French Academy; but he repeated it to refute it. 
History, he well said, does serve a purpose and a prac¬ 
tical purpose. It is the memory of mankind. To establish 
history truly is to base the present upon a solid founda¬ 
tion. To establish it falsely is to build askew. Not to 
establish it at all—if indeed that were possible to any 
human society—would be to prepare anarchy. History 
has a purpose; and one aspect of that purpose is most 
practical: the explanation of ourselves. How did Chris¬ 
tendom come to be, and what is, Europe? If you are 
wrong upon the major lines of that, you are likely to go 
wrong upon the present conducf of the State, for you 
will not comprehend yourselves. You are likely to go 
wrong even in details, for history is the object-lesson of 
politics. What, for instance, could we say of the per¬ 
petually recurrent enthusiasms for democracy and their 
no less perpetually recurrent failures, save that those who 
feel these enthusiasms have not preserved a memory of 
bow European mankind corporate has acted in the past ? 

Now of all the questions demanding an accurate 
answer the most important for us Europeans is this: 
How did Christian Europe come to be? The answer 
to that question must be sought in the answer to a more 
particular question: What were the Dark Ages ? What 
happened between the fading out of the Imperial power 
and the great Spring of energy whose three branches 
were the advent of the Norman race, the Papacy of 
Gregory VII and the shock of the Crusades? As 
anyone might expect who was prepared for the irony 
of Providence, this, the most critical of all historical 
questions, is also the most baffling. Say that the Dark 
Ages were the conquest of civilisation by German tribes 
and you are wrong; with these consequences attached to 
your error—that you are perpetually discounting a re- 
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newed German energy, which never materialises; treat¬ 
ing Englishmen as Germans (which they stubbornly 
refuse to be); making of culture an exception, of crass¬ 
ness a rule. And if you do not look out you will end up 
as a Pragmatist or find yourself without aeroplanes in 
a great war, or lose your power of clear expression—no 
unimportant factor in the health of a State. Say, on 
the other hand, that modem Christendom is nothing 
more than the Roman Empire, and that the barbaric 
immixture due to the transformation of the Imperial 
Army in the fourth and fifth centuries was negligible, 
and first of all you falsify documents and misinterpret 
actual happenings (thereby poisoning all your history 
at the roots) and secondly you will not understand, or 
rather you will misunderstand, two fundamental things 
which still determine our moment: the conversion of 
what lies beyond the Rhine, that is, the expansion of 
Europe; and the Reformation. Well knowing that the 
answer to that question: What were the Dark Ages ? is 
the key to all our origins, every historian with an instinct 
for his trade makes for that problem; and in this 
latest product of English scholarship* Mr. Fletcher, of 
Magdalen, once more attempts the answer. 

Before proceeding to an examination of that answer, 
let me first praise a quality in his work which is the 
rarest and most necessary quality in any historical work 
—unity of view and the impression of personality. Mr. 
Fletcher has been blamed in several of his past books 
for a raciness of style, a conversational idiom, and a 
strength of conviction, which are thought inimical to 
scholarship. It is an error. We may differ from the 
convictions, we may prefer another English, but the 
prime thing demanded of an historical work is a method 
of language and a scheme of thought. If we have not 
these we have nothing. These two characters, which 
have marked all Mr. Fletcher’s work, mark this latest 
book of his most strongly, and the reader should be 
grateful. Roughly speaking, Mr. Fletcher’s answer is 
something of this kind. When the Empire declined the 
federated and auxiliary troops whose leaders took over 
the local governments of the West were nations. They 
were Germanic nations. Their effort, though not con¬ 
sciously national, was necessarily national none the less. 
It was conditioned by the gradual corruption of the 
Christian Church, and above all by the ever-varying and 
ever-increasing claim of the Bishop of Rome. That 
answer is not very different from the answer of what may 
be called the orthodox school of English history. It is 
not quite the answer of the German school (now surely 
dead); it is certainly not the answer of the French 
school—now most vigorously alive. It is still the answer 
of the English school, which, though biassed, does look 
on as something of a spectator while the violent predis¬ 
positions of the two Continental traditions, sprung from 
the violent and isolated accident of a Prussian success, 
now forty years old, disturb the stream of history in 
Europe. 

* The Making of Western Europe. Being an Attempt 

to Trace the Fortunes of the Children of the Roman 

Empire. Vol. /: the Dark Ages, joo-iooo A.D. By C. 
R. L. Fletcher. With maps. (John Murray. 7s. 6d. 
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How far is that answer sound ? 
One of its main factors challenges not history as an 

objective science, but something inward, essential to the 
establishment of a final truth, but not susceptible of 
positive proof. It would not be accurate to say that we 
have here one point of view challenging another with 
regard to the story of the Christian Church. That kind 
of phrase is otiose. It is used by those who shirk. It is 
not a case of one man seeing the convex, another the 
concave side of the same thing; it is a case of inter¬ 
preting rightly or wrongly a character and a motive. If 
one party to the quarrel is right then the other party is 
wrong. Well, that interpretation, which is opposed to 
Mr. Fletcher's, regards the establishment of the Church 
in the first four centuries not as accidental to, not as 
subsidiary to, not even as auxiliary to the story of Chris¬ 
tendom, but as the soul and information of the whole. 
It argues (to take one effect of the quarrel) somewhat 
thus: 44 If you think that the spiritual battle between 
Aryan and Catholic was a comic thing, or a thing due 
to something less in man than his major interests, a 
thing which you can both comprehend and despise, 
you will mis6 at the outset of the whole matter of the 
* 

Dark Ages.” Here is no question of preferring the one 
antagonist to the other, but a question of compre¬ 
hending both the violence and the rationale of that 
antagonism. 

Let me give a modern instance. A man who, not 
having visited Ireland, should say, “ What is all this 
quarrel between Protestant Ulster and the South and 
West ? Why should a religious difference make all this 
pother? Let us consider more important things,” would 
quite misunderstand modem Ireland. Many men have 
so misunderstood it in the last few weeks, and the 
English State has suffered from the misunderstanding. 
So it is with the inception of the Dark Ages. You must 
regard the Catholic millions opposing the Aryan 
thousands of the Courts as your clue; you must enter 
into their passions, feel their rage, until you appreciate 
that capital summary delivered, I think, in the Sorbonne 
thirty years ago, “ the polarisation of energies in the fifth 
and sixth centuries was not between two races; it was 
between two religions.” And what religion can do let 
any man judge by considering the shock he would receive 
if he came upon a society where wealth were despised. 
So with the continuation of those forces after the Aryan 
had been absorbed, digested, and cast out. It is not an 
aspect or a point of view which says that the increasing 
claims of a united clerical organisation on up to the 
eleventh century was the soul of Europe. It is a truth 
or an untruth. If it is a truth all is explained and, upon 
that merely temporal side which is the first as it is the 
lowest business of history to grasp, the establishment of 
unity was the saving of civilisation. 

Two men at Oxford twenty years ago, looking at that 
divine head which is commonly called the Ariadne of 
the Vatican (and which a German thought to be a 
Bacchus because two curls in the lady’s hair suggested 
horns) were moved to opposing thoughts. The one, a 
classic, said, 11 Your religion has destroyed all that! ” 
The other answered, “ It saved all that could be saved 
and preserved the seeds alive.” Present at that curious 
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opposition, a younger man, I retained the memory of it; 
I recalled it sharply the other day when; after reading 
that fine passage (I think of Mr. Sturge Moore) in which 
there is mention of some breath of “ blue Mediterranean 
air ” coming through the mists of intervening Chris¬ 
tianity, I rose from my reading and saw the lovely wax 
of Leonardo in Berlin. I recalled it again, when, rising 
here in England from the reading of a good French 
modem Pagan, who had quoted, “ The gods stir in their 
sleep,” I saw on the walls of my own house that head 
of St Louis of Reims, which certainly surpasses the 
Greek. It is of the late thirteenth century and of the 
North. An older Gaul could never have done such 
things. 

To have been led into so long a disquisition upon the 
fundamental matter of the whole debate is a just compli¬ 
ment to a work as stimulating as this of Mr. Fletcher. 
I must in the little space remaining to me do what a 
plain review should do, and mention excellences and 
occasional errors. In the first place the arrangement of 
the book is excellent; each chapter deals with a great 
section possessing a real unity; each lias its argument 
and its table very clearly prefacing it. The summing up 
of Charlemagne’s career and character upon pages 263- 
265 is a good, clear and accurate piece of organic prose. 
The same must be said of the summing up of Justinian’s 
upon pages 137-138; and in that connection let me 
mention the proper insistence laid upon the refusal of 
society at the end of the Empire to bear the burden ol 
taxation necessary to its continuance. It is the whole 
story of the Merovingian welter. 

On the other hand, apart from debatable points, there 
are one or two—very few—statements that a mere critic 
would call errors. The statement with regard to the 
celebration of the Eucharist on page 18 is near the wind. 
We cannot say, “ What its shape may have been in the 
third century we have little means of knowing,” for we 
have the famous description of Justin Martyr actually 
a hundred years earlier; and we must not say that 
Arnulf, 11 according to his family tree, had married into 
a Roman senatorial house from Narbonne.” The point 
is of capital importance, for Amulf was the ancestor of 
Charlemagne. He did not marry into a Roman family 
from Narbonne. He was a member of a Roman sena¬ 
torial family of Narbonne, and the woman he married 
was half a German and half a Latin. Amulfs paternal 

grandfather was the son of Ferreolus of Narbonne. But 
it is no criticism rof an important book to pick out 
erroneous details even in a point of this moment, and I 
will not proceed with it 

Spelling and Sophistry 
THE scheme of reformed spelling recently promul¬ 

gated by the Simplified Spelling Society has 
been opposed by a great variety of arguments. Some 
critics attack it on aesthetic, some on philological, 
grounds. One writer maintains that our present spelling 
is not difficult; another that its difficulties have a great 
educational value. Some object that the new spelling is 
too simple, and others that it is too complicated. Such 
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arguments may be sound or unsound, but none of them 
ives the real reason of our hostility to the new system— 

a reason so simple and homely that no one cares to 
express it in plain English. In our heart of hearts, we 
dislike the prospect of reforming our spelling for the 
same reason that we dislike getting out of a warm bed 
on a cold winter morning: because it means exchang¬ 
ing a condition of perfect comfort for one of extreme 
discomfort. On such occasions the mind is always ready 
with a host of excellent reasons against making the pro¬ 
jected plunge, as that one’s watch is probably fast, that 
insufficient sleep is harmful to the system, that the time 
between waking and rising is that most conducive to 
quiet meditation and the forming of good resolutions, 
and so forth. Such arguments are well enough when 
whispered to one’s own indulgent conscience. But if a 
friend, who has already risen and dressed, assures us 
that the watch is not fast, but slow, describes the de¬ 
lights of being up and about, and taunts us with moral 
cowardice for not following his example, it becomes 
necessary to discover the exact time and to ascertain 
whether we, in fact, are the fool for being in bed, or he 
for being out of it. The S.S.S. have recently assumed 
the role of the strenuous friend towards English letters. 
It behoves us, therefore, to dispense for the time being 
with all arguments inspired by sentiment, or personal 
inconvenience, and to examine their contentions in the 
light of pure reason in order to discover whether we, or 
they, are the deluded victims of prejudice and precon¬ 
ception. 

In the first flush of annoyance most of us feel on 
seeing the English language for the first time in its new 
apparel, the real merits and defects of the proposed 
changes are equally obscured. Now it is not possible 
that all the ability and learning enrolled under the 
banner of the Simplified Spelling Society have been 
concentrated on a single object for several years without 
achieving some noteworthy result. What, then, are the 
tangible fruits of their labours? For many years a 
respectable minority of thinking persons in England and 
America have been convinced that our system of spell¬ 
ing is far from ideal, that it is getting farther from the 
ideal every year, and that some changes must sooner or 
later be introduced. To arrive at this position was easy, 
but it inevitably led to the proposition that we should 
forthwith set about reform, and here the difficulty 
began; for among the hundreds of schemes suggested 
by individual enthusiasts none had any claim to be pre¬ 
ferred before its competitors. Even the most moderate 
reformers, who advocated merely the abolition of a 
few individual anomalies, were at a loss to decide how 
any particular word was to be represented if the present 
spelling were discarded. 

The publication of “ Simplified Spelling ” has 
changed all this. Now for the first time the 
reformer can say exactly what reform means. Now 
for the first time the layman is in a position to estimate 
how much alteration is necessary to bring our system to 
complete uniformity, and to decide whether this is an 
e nd to be pursued or one to be hindered. To this it 
must be added that the S.S.S. have had some very 
difficult problems to face, and have solved some of them 1 

in a very praiseworthy manner. The decision, for 
example, to represent the long a, in doubtful cases, by 
the digraph aa, as in faather, is agreeable alike to old 
English usage, reason, and the genius of the language 
It is as conspicuous a success as spelling humour 
hyuemor is a conspicuous failure. Considered from this 
point of view, 14 Simplified Spelling ” cannot fail to have 
a certain amount of interest for any thinking person, 
and deserves a more respectful handling than it has 
received in some quarters. It is not, however, as an 
exercise in speculative phonetics that the new system 
has been put forward, but as a serious proposal of 
practical reform, and as such we propose to examine it. 

Sophistry, like legal fraud, has two main tactics. One 
is to represent a simple issue as a complex one, and by a 
variety of intricate arguments to confuse the victim’s 
better judgment. The other is to represent a complex 
issue as a perfectly simple one, and so gain his assent to 
a proposition he has never even considered, which 
logically involves the abandonment of some of his dearest 
and most vital convictions. The latter is the method 
adopted by the S.S.S. with no small effect in their 
recently published pamphlet. It will, therefore, be 
found necessary to examine some of their arguments 
with considerable minuteness. 

One of the first features we notice with surprise in 
the new spelling is that some of the plurals are formed 
in s and some in z. The reason of this is as follows. 
All true consonants are divided into two classes, the 
voiced and the unvoiced. Thus b, g, z are voiced, and 
A k, $ are unvoiced. The voiced consonants are so- 
called because in forming them we start the vocal chords 
vibrating before releasing the closure of the mouth; in 
the unvoiced we do not. Now it is a law of speech that 
when a voiced consonant is followed by a sibilant, the 
latter will also be voiced. Thus the plural of cub is 
sounded cubz. In like manner an unvoiced consonant 
will be followed by an unvoiced sibilant. Thus the 
plural of cup is cups. The reason of this is very simple. 
When the vocal chords are vibrating on the first con¬ 
sonant they will, unless silenced by a special act of 
will, continue to vibrate for a fraction of time, thus 
giving to the succeeding sibilant the characteristic sound 
of a voiced letter. 

What advantage is gained by representing this fact of 
phonetics in our spelling? None whatever. On the 
contrary, great disadvantages are entailed. We make 
this distinction in speech because (at least in rapid enun¬ 
ciation) we cannot help doing so. To observe it also 
in writing is to involve ourselves in the needless incon¬ 
venience of considering every time we form a plural 
whether the word ends in a voiced or an unvoiced con¬ 
sonant. On the side of retaining the present form of 
the plural in every case are also ranged all arguments 
from sentiment an^I old association. Not only in our 
own language, but in Greek, Latin and French the letter 
s and not the letter z has always been connected with 
this function. It will be seen, therefore, that the dic¬ 
tates of utility and sentiment, so far from conflicting, 
unite in condemning the proposed innovation. 

This feature of the new system deserves special atten¬ 
tion because it illustrates better than any other the 
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fallacy which lies behind nearly all the arguments put for¬ 
ward, namely, that the essence of a word is its sound, and 
that the spelling exists merely to represent the sound in 
writing. This proposition is nowhere explicitly stated, yet 
it will be found to be the major premiss of the great 
majority of their arguments. How false this assumption 
is may be seen at once by considering the position of 
deaf mutes. To them a word is simply a combination of 
letters associated with an idea, but with no audible im¬ 
pression, and our present system of forming the plural 
presents little difficulty because the letter s is used to 
represent, not only the sound of sibilation, but the idea 
of plurality, while the new system would be both diffi¬ 
cult to master and impossible to understand. 

It is true, of course, that letters arc symbols of sounds. 
But it is equally true that they are, in many particular 
cases, symbols of ideas; and, historically speaking, this 
function is the older. The earliest letters were pictures; 
and although the former function is now the most im¬ 
portant, neither must be ignored. Nor can a scheme 
which consistently suppresses this dual aspect of ortho¬ 
graphy have any practical value. 

« 

Another example of the same dialectical device is to 
be found in the argument which the reformers oppose to 
those who maintain that the existing spelling helps us 
to a knowledge of the origins of words. “ The scholar,” 
they reply, “does not need these indications to help 
him to the pedigree of the words with which he deals, 
and the ignorant are not helped by them; so that in 
either case they are profitable for nothing.” The major 
premiss of this argument is clearly that humanity is 
divided into scholars and ignorant persons. Such a pro¬ 
position needs only to be stated in order to be at once 
rejected. Most of us are neither perfect scholars nor 
perfect ignoramuses: we are something between the 
two. There is probably no one so ignorant that he has 
not learnt something about the words cupboard and 
forehead by seeing them spelt in the orthodox way 
which he would not have learnt if they were spelt cubord 
and forid. There is probably no one so learned that 
he does not feel the force of such words as schism or 
hygiene, spelt as they are, more easily than if they were 
spelt sizm and haijyeen. 

Our irregular spelling may be compared to our wind¬ 
ing English roads. Both have grown up in rather a hap¬ 
hazard way and would be improved if certain extreme 
irregularities were removed. The proposals of the S.S.S. 
may be compared to the proposition that we should 
re-survey the whole country and lay down a complete 
new system of rectilineal and parallel roads, using the 
ancient ways only where they chanced to coincide with 
ihose of the new system. 

Such a proposition would, of course, be fiercely resisted 
-on sentimental grounds. But what we wish to insist 
upon is that we should be justified in opposing both 
propositions on purely practical grounds alone. “ Le cceur 
a ses raisons que la raison ne connait pas,” says Pascal; 
and these, it may be added, have often more reason 
behind them than those which parade in the livery of 
logic and commonsense. 

*95 

On Similes 
T is astonishing how readily similes are misused by 

hasty writers. And yet one would think that the rules 
which govern their use are simple. They fall naturally 
into two distinct classes, so distinct that it is hard to 
see how they can be confused. You may use a simile 
for fwo not merely distinct, but exactly contrary pur¬ 
poses. You may liken a small thing to a great, in order 
to show some hidden greatness which you have found in 
it; and in the same way you may proclaim the discovery 
of some unexpected beauty in what is ugly, or some 
unseen rarity in what is commonplace. Or, on the other 
hand, you may liken a great thing to a little in order 
to express its greatness in terms easily conceived by the 
limited human imagination. Thus it is common to 
express vast and vague ideas in sharp, concrete forms. 
Take for an example of the first the wonderful descrip¬ 
tion of the sleeping Imogen : 

... on her left breast 
A mole cinque-spotted, like the crimson drops 
T the bottom of a cowslip, 

A daring and beautiful simile. And in the second case 
you may find the vast idea of the State reduced into 
a concrete and easily comprehended form by the use 
of the simile that the State is like a mother—or a grand¬ 
mother or a stepmother, according to the speaker’s 
political persuasion. 

Such are the two distinct functions of the simile. 
There may be branches to this double rule; there may 
even be subtle exceptions; but the majority of 
similes may be gathered under these heads. Yet 
apparently it is easier than one would have thought 
to confuse these separate functions. The common con¬ 
fusion is of the following kind. One may say, for 
example, that a street lamp shining dimly through the 
fog is like the moon struggling to fling itself through 
a bank of clouds. That is not a great simile, but the 
discovery of an unexpected beauty in the prosaic lamp 
may serve to console a man for the more, .manifest 
inconveniences of the fog. But, upon the other hand, 
there is no point in reversing the simile, and saying 
that the moon seen behind the clouds is like a street 
lamp in a fog. For the street lamp in a fog is not 
naturally associated with any idea of beauty, nor is 
the moon behind the clouds so great or so rare a thing 
that it need be expressed in smaller terms to bring it 
within the range of the human understanding. Yet 
this trick of inversion is not uncommon. Here are two 
very humorous examples. They represent the crash of 
the commonplace mind as it falls in its sudden attempt 
to express something rare and beautiful. The first was 
in an article which set out to describe the glory of the 
plum and apple orchards in spring. In a high imagina¬ 
tive flight the writer said that the pink and white blos¬ 
soms were like confetti! 

Did one wish to describe a wedding poetically, one 
[ might say that the pavement before the church was 

like the floor of an orchard which the west wind had 
j covered with blossom, and in this lyrical 'strain do 
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homage to the beauties of spring and of love. The 
simile would be legitimate. But the man who, as he 
looked at the delicate beauty of orchards in flower on 
an April morning, could think of nothing better than 
a pavement sprinkled with soiled fragments of coloured 
paper should be forcibly restained from writing upon 
such high subjects. 

One can, of course, defend this simile as belonging 
to the second class. A faint idea of the glories of 
field upon field of flowering orchards might be given 
to someone who had never seen an orchard in spring, 
were he shown a handful of confetti and told to imagine 
hundreds of trees all covered with it. But this, I take 
it, was not the writer's intention. 

The other example also comes from an obvious essay 
at fine writing, a description of the magic of summer 
seas, to which, indeed, the author was bold enough to 
set his name: 44 Below, the incoming tide creamed and 
bubbled, but nowhere else on the wude sea—a patchwork 
guilt of magical colours—was there any movement." 
41A patchwork quilt of magical colours! ” There could 
be imagined no finer combination of the commonplace 
and the grotesque. The delicate and shifting tints of 
a summer sea have a beauty which many may feel, and 
few venture to describe; but if there is one thing which 
they resemble less than another, it is that stiff collection 
of squares and triangles in violently conflicting colours 
which is known as a patchwork quilt. Yet with the 
careless this may pass for fine writing. Nor can one 
here suggest the defence that this simile is an expression 
in commoner terms of something great and rare. You 
might give a London child who had never seen the 
sea some dim and imperfect suggestion of its majesty 
by telling him that it w>as an enormous Serpentine, but 
to say that he should be shown something like a huge 
patchwork quilt would be to court his disappointment. 
Did the writer merely reverse his simile, one would 
cease to cavil. Were he to describe howr he would lie 
awake of mornings, and, looking at a comer of his quilt, 
have pleasant visions of the coasts of Devon, one would 
be inclined to envy him his imagination. But to have 
used it as he did was to profane one of the most 
beautiful devices of language. 

There is no finer example of the simile, as it is used 
to put some beautiful but elusive idea in a sharp, concrete 
form, than one which is to be found in Stevenson’s 
“ Epilogue to an Inland Voyage.” There the crash and 
the glitter of summer thunder-storms are likened to 
knights in armour rolling up and dowrn the stairs of 
heaven. Another simile in the same bold order begins 
Mr. Alfred Noyes’s poem, 14 The Mermaid Tavern": 

“ Under the foggy sunset London glowed 
Like one huge cobwebbed flagon of old wine.” 

There you have all the mysterious beauty of an 
autumn sunset in London streets, which takes a hundred 
vague shapes in the mind, which puts a man to his 
“ loom, weaving and weaving to set it to words,” and 
still eludes description, caught and imprisoned within 
the dimensions of a bottle. They are both noble 
examples of the fine art of the simile. C. V. 

REVIEWS 
The Imagination of Albert Durer 

• 

Albrecht Durer. By Dr. Nuchter. Translated by Lvcv 

Williams, with introduction by Sir Martin Conway. 

(Macmillan and Co. 6s. net.) 

IR MARTIN CONWAY reveals in his in¬ 
troduction to the life of Durer a pleasing 

sense of the awakening of the more intelligent 
of the older school of criticism to the reality 
of art; yet he somewhat confuses the meaning 
of the word 44 emotion,” making it stand the rather for 
“ emotionalism." The mistake accounts for his missing 
the significance of the art of Durer in a very essential 
and basic part of his high achievement. ’Tis true that 
Sir Martin Conway, in describing Durer as less emotional 
in his art than Holbein, means to praise him, under the 
idea that, being more intellectual, he thereby achieved a 
higher art. Both positions are wrong. Durer was a far 
more emotional artist than Holbein; and art is not an 
affair of intellect, but of the emotions—not of emotional¬ 
ism, but of the senses. A great intellect may have scant 
sense of art An act of intellect is valueless as art 
until it is turned into terms of the senses; it is only 
a,fter being tested by experience, that is to say, through 
the feelings, that it can thrill the imagination, which is 
the highest experience of the senses. It was exactly in 
his wide, deep, and lofty imagination that Durer in his 
woodcuts and engravings reached to realms of tense 
poetry (only another word for art) that make the flights 
of Holbein seem humdrum and commonplace. As a 
painter of portraits, Holbein is immeasurably the greater 
artist, as indeed he is always a greater painter; but he 
ever walked nearer the earth; and when Durer drew 
upon the wood-block his soul took wings that sent him 
ranging in a wide eagle-flight of which Holbein knew 
little, and for which his capacity for soaring was utterly 
inadequate. 

Holbein was never stirred by the deep emotions 
aroused in Diirer’s poetic senses as proved by 
the series of great engravings and woodcuts, chosen with 
consummate skill in this very volume, and most of them 
wisely reproduced to their original scale. The profound 
emotional perception of 44 Melancholy "—the tense still¬ 
ness of that silent city before which 44 St Anthony” is 
seated contemplative and apart in the famous engraving 
—the tang of corruption and decay in the presence of 
the very splendour of the world that is given forth by 
the immortal engraving of 44 The Knight, Death, and the 
Devil,” all reveal emotion reaching almost to passion* 
of which Holbein was wholly innocent All this is 
beyond the arguing; and if this vital significance of the 
art of Durer be missed, one turns dumbfounded and 
perplexed to discover what makes the professors give 
rank and position to the genius of Durer! That an 
artist should have intellect is of enormous value, since 
his intellect will lead him to range into vast realms of 
emotion which the dullard does not frequent; but it is 
the emotions, not his intellect, that must be ranged. The 
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Beauty fallacy clearly plagued Diirer, even as it lay like 
a blight upon many generations. His inquisitive mind 
made him search scientifically for beauty, but he gave 
it up with a sad shrug: “ Beauty ? What it is I know 
not” And in turning his back on the foolish simpering 
jade he discovered the reality of art. 

Written with child-like naive simplicity, with a wise 
page upon Diirer’s methods of craftsmanship, this thin 
volume in its alluring blue cover, is alone well worth its 
modest price for the full-sized reproductions of the 
world-famous engravings and woodcuts which have be¬ 
come the model to the centuries. And even though 
it be sad economy not to give each fine reproduction 
a leaf to itself—which had been abundantly recompensed 
by omitting those tedious word-pictures opposite each 
design, in which we are told that a canary is meant for 
a canary, and an apostle for an apostle, as though poor 
blundering humanity, unaided by the professors, might 
mistake these things for a jampot or the fourth dimen¬ 
sion—a vile habit bred by the early Victorian school¬ 
master critics—yet the life and the introduction flung 
amongst the well-chosen and well rendered designs add 
to the richness of a valuable book—a significant book. 

Haldane Macfall. 

English Churches 
County Churches: Cornwall. By J. Charles Cox. Illus¬ 

trated. (George Allen and Co. 2s. 6d. net.) 

Our Homeland Churches and How to Study Them. By 

Sidney Heath. Illustrated. (The Homeland Asso¬ 

ciation. 2s. 6d. net.) 

The first of these two books, by Mr. Cox, is one of a 
series of interesting little handbooks describing the 
various parish churches of England; it does not profess 
to be an architect’s vade mecum, but it contains a sur¬ 
prising amount of information most useful to any student 
of this particular phase of architectural history. 

As the book may thus appeal to a wider circle of 
readers than perhaps was originally intended, it will be 
as well to notice one or two statements in which the 
author is slightly at variance with other authorities. On 
page 17 of the Introduction, et seq.t he gives the periods 
of some phases of Gothic work as: “ Early English 1190 
to 1270, Decorated 1270 to 1380, Perpendicular from 
the beginning of Richard II’s reign to end of Henry 
VIII.” This agrees with the classification adopted 
by Rickman, an early authority, except that he considers 
true perpendicular to end with Henry VII, but varies 
from the dates given in some modern text books, which 
are “Early English 1190 to 1307, Decorated 1307 to 
1377, Perpendicular (excluding Tudor) 1377 to 1485.” 
Of course in each case there were “Transition” periods 
between each style, and it is not possible to draw a hard 
and fast dividing line, for each gradually merged and 
grew into the later, slowly losing the essential character¬ 
istics, or personality as we may term it. Concerning the 
“ Low-side windows ” or Lychnoscopes, which are some¬ 
times thought to have been formed in order that lepers 
might see the altar from outside the church, he says: 
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“ The intelligent ecclesiologist will always set his face 
sternly against the leper theory, a modern fancy based 
on a foolish conceit.” But another writer says: “ More 
particularly, however, it is conjectured they were used 
by the solitarii, or lepers, who were not admitted to the 
interior of the church; and certainly they are found, as 
might be expected, most frequently in churches near 
which existed a lazar-house.” Which statement is cor¬ 
rect ? Again, on the question of the “ Sanctuary ” ring 
on external doors, he upsets our firmly settled ideas with 
the remark, “ Absurd! ” 

In the various individual churches considered, the 
author must have been at great pains to condense such 
an amazing amount of information into so small a 
space, for the book is crammed with facts and figures, 
and it is a matter for congratulation that few omissions 
or errors are noticeable. One or two may be pointed out 
which might be rectified in the next edition:—No men¬ 
tion made of the chancel of St Austell Church being 
much out of line with the nave, pointing to the north. The 
Norman arches to west porch at St. Germans are not 
true semi-circles, but flattened. St. Buryan: Attention 
might have been drawn to the unusual proportion of chan¬ 
cel and nave at St. Buryan, the former being much 
longer than in the generality of cases, owing to the 
church being a collegiate one in the old times. At St. 
Columb Major we trust the good verger will not be over¬ 
whelmed by an avalanche of architectural students 
looking for the remarkable “ wal l-flower” ornament re¬ 
ferred to on page 81—obviously a misprint for u ball- 

flower”—the characteristic ornament of the Decorated 
period. Regarding Egloshayle, the statement as to the 
carved snakes on jambs of west doorway conflicts with 
Sedding, who says they are carved the reverse way, 
viz., ascending on the south jamb, and descending on the 
north. 

The book is excellently printed and bound; the 
photographs are very clear and of much value for 
reference. Perhaps in the next edition a few plans 
could be given, which would help the text very much. 
We can heartily recommend the book to all interested in 
this fascinating subject 

The Homeland Association is to be congratulated on 
the excellent series of “ Pocket books ” now being issued, 
and the present book is perhaps the best yet published in 
its new amended form. The photographs are very clear 
and well chosen, with many charming architectural 
sketches. These, however, would have been of more 
value if, in each case, a scale had been drawn thereon, 
with a few figured dimensions. Some of the sectional 
details would be rendered clearer if the profiles were 
blacked in with a line much thicker than the rest 
of the sketch; this applies as well to the plans of the 
piers. One point to be commended is that the illus¬ 
trations are well arranged and near the text referring 
thereto. 

The reproductions of a few types of church plans at 
the end of the book are hardly up to the other illustra¬ 
tions, not being well drawn; a typical cross section of 
a church would be a valuable addition to the typical 
interior elevation given on page 153, and one or two 
plans to a larger scale would be an advantage. 
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Sedding might have been mentioned in the biblio¬ 
graphical index as an authority on Norman work. Orien¬ 
tation is worth fuller treatment; and in the comparison 
of the periods of Early English, Decorated, and Per¬ 
pendicular it should perhaps have been stated that 
broadly speaking the pitch of roofs became flatter as 
each later style developed. 

As in Mr. Cox’s book, the author is at variance with 
other architectural authorities on some points, and we 
should hardly consider St. Stephen’s, Walbrook, 44 Wren’s 
masterpiece.” 

The book is exceedingly well printed, is a valuable 
addition to any student’s library, and is well worthy of 
a place on any architect’s bookshelf. 

Orchids and Penal Servitude 
Pilgrims to the Isles of Penance: Orchid Gathering in 

the East. By Mrs. Talbot Clifton. With 54 

Illustrations from Photographs, and a Map. (John 

Long. 12s. 6d. net.) 

ORCHIDS and penal servitude do not at first sight seem 
connected in any way, but the explanation by the 
authoress is found at the end of the book: — 

4 

I wish to thank him (the reader) for his condescen¬ 
sion to my want of skill in having read to the end, 
and to draw his attention to the fact that I have also 
made a concession to his human frailty in that instead 
of naming this book “ The Orchid Pilgrimage,’* as 
I wished to do, I called it, in order that it might be 
popular with him, “Pilgrims to the Isles of Penance,” 
for I knew that whilst he would probably not care 
for a book the title of which breathed of flowers, he 
would undoubtedly favour it did the title savour of 
sin. 

This is obtaining readers by false pretences, but inas¬ 
much as the book both as to its Orchids and its Isles of 
Penance visit is quite interesting, the authoress is merely 
placed on probation not to repeat the offence. 
After an appreciation of her husband, 41 The Explorer,” 
and his travels, the authoress takes us to Calcutta, 
Burma, and Mandalay, treating of various matters en 

route, and then to the Andamans or the Isles of Penance 
for India’s worst men—mostly murderers. 

The prison system is described at great length, and 
comparisons made with the English system; also those 
obtaining in Guayaquil, Lima, and Bolivia. It would 
appear that in the Andaman Settlement well behaved 
long-term convicts are made into jailers; the authoress 
cannot see why it should not be possible at home, and 
states: 41 Because a man has happened to embezzle 
money or commit a burglary it does not follow that he 
would be incapable of filling a position of trust and 
responsibility in the limited capacity of a jailer.” She 
adds that the petty officer or jailer so created dare not 
reprimand outside workers very severely even if they 
dawdle, as the men might turn round and kill him. 
Under our present English prison system it is quite 
difficult enough to maintain discipline without complaints 
from the over-cared-for prisoners, but we shudder to 
think of the results of introducing such a system as that 
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advocated here. Probably the reprimanded ones would 
follow the same course as their Indian fellows. 

An interesting chapter headed, 44 He who is about to 
Marry is on the Road to Repentance” (a Greek proverb), 
describes the convict marriage market. Women, if well- 
behaved, have only five years of jail, and can then marry 
or go into service. The prospective husband, who must 
have done his ten years’ (contrast this with the five years’ 
only of the woman) is allowed to see the marriageable 
ladies and points to the one he wants. If everything is 
satisfactorily arranged, and divorces obtained from their 
respective spouses in India, they are officially married 
before the Chief Commissioner and then live in huts on 
the main isle. 

After leaving the Isles of Penance our travellers 
visited many islands collecting orchids—their original 
reason for the journey. Many strange habits and cus¬ 
toms are described and commented on, the comments in 
one case, we should say, involving research at the British 
Museum or some other store of ancient lore. Of orchids 
we know nothing, but orchid-lovers or millionaires (the 
terms are almost interchangeable) will doubtless read 
this part of the book with much interest. 

The general tone and contents of the volume give one 
44 General Satisfaction,” the name given by a Hindu 
cook to a pudding which the authoress rightly surmised 
must be 44 Tipsy Cake.” The pictures from photographs 
are descriptively excellent, but the poetry of the 
authoress is not so good as her prose, and her spelling 
in places is incorrect—surely 44 Burgainvillia” should be 
44 Bougainvillea.” The writer has strong opinions of her 
own, including views on occultism, but these opinions do 
not detract from the general charm of the book. 

The Breath of the South 
The Romance of Nice. By John Douglas Errington 

Loveland. (Duckworth and Co. 6s. net.) 

The title of this book involves at first sight a certain 
ambiguity. Perhaps it is a wilful misapprehension on our 
part, but we could not avoid a feeling that an antithesis 
was aimed at, that the author was in fact implying, by 
contrast, 44 The Gloom of London.” At all events there 
is no doubt that the right time to publish books about 
the Riviera is the epoch of London fogs and blizzards. 
The 44 P. and L.-M.” show a similar appreciation of the 
value of antithesis by discharging their broadside of gay 
and garish landscape right into the mists and chills of 
Regent Street; to have selected Upper Tooting for 
their place of attack would have been to strain antithesis 
too far. Similarly Mr. Loveland waits for the lights of 
heaven to be turned down before he raises the curtain 
on his scene of warmth and brightness. We will, how¬ 
ever, add, to combine honesty with patriotism, that the 
comparison between England and the Riviera is not 
always so obviously to the advantage of the latter; the 
English climate has many moods, and if some, perhaps 
the majority, of them are strangers to our blessings, there 
are others, to be found even in the first quarter of the 
year, that challenge comparison for kindliness and charm 
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with anything in the whole world. Nice varies less, and 
her smiles are more constant, but her wind is as bitter 
as her sun is sweet, and she has her moods of wantonness 
and cruelty. Mr. Loveland has dealt in one chapter with 
the chief natural disasters that have befallen the fair 
city of the South—the floods, the earthquakes and the 
pestilences, and elsewhere he has words of tempered 
reproof for the Mistral. The jewels of Nature are 
always bought with a price. 

But, when ail deductions have been made, we come 
back to the essential fact—that Nice means first of all 
sunshine and flowers: “ Cette bourgade du soleil et des 
fleurs,” to quote Banville and the title-page of the 
present work, which latter contains a chapter on the 
vegetation of the Riviera that should have lures for the 
most unbotanical prisoner of the Northern mists. 
“ Biferique rosaria Paesti” has magic to lend, wherever 
Winter reads about Spring and Summer. Even the in¬ 
dustries of the Riviera provide a chapter not devoid of 
fragrance; the wine has lost its ancient flavour, but it is 
pleasant to read of the surpassing vintages of former 
days, and the gracious art of the perfumer and the noble 
history of the olive are beautiful pages in the story of 
commerce. 

The real meaning of the title, “ The Romance of Nice,” 
is, however, the story of the town and its vicissitudes. 
The author confesses that it is rather slippery ground; 
his predecessors have feared it or angrily shunned it. 
The glitter of modernity that pervades the Riviera 
blinds us for the sober glow of history. Mr. Loveland 
claims that the historical side can be explained and illus¬ 
trated in a short compass, and to a great extent he has 
made good his claim. But, interesting as his many his¬ 
torical chapters are, we find that it is difficult to carry 
away much knowledge from them. The story of Nice 
consists too much of a series of isolated facts for a con¬ 
secutive history to be very successful. Nationality has 
never given to these regions her life-giving impress. To 
understand fully the various episodes narrated in these 
pages it is necessary to have a very intimate knowledge 
of the ensemble of European history through a long 
series of centuries. It is a pageant rather than a drama. 
Eut it is a pageant in which many of the scenes are 
beautiful and striking, and we are glad to behold such 
episodes as those of Queen Joanna of Naples and her 
children, of Duchess Marguerite de Valois and the 
gallant pirate, or of the weird obsequies of Paganini. 

Mr. Loveland has a very pleasing and suitable style, 
and he wins us from the first by a modesty and sincerity 
that does not shrink from the imputation of “ book¬ 
making.” It is a pity that he has let his modesty entrap 
him into a short outburst of the cant of the “hustler”— 
that he should plead in favour of his book that “people 
require literary fare to be set before them without the 
trouble of going to look for it.” The “hustler” is not 
very well served in the historical chapters, and many of 
the others are far too good to be dedicated exclusively 
to him. Then the most interesting and intelligible part 
of the history—the classical part—is very fully and 
clearly told. The point of view is always sympathetic, 
and we feel that the writer has entered into the soul of 

the country, and does not try to measure it by alien 
standards. Very excellent are the chapters on the 
religion, customs and legends of the Riviera, though we 
found the one on the Carnival, unfortunately the last 
in the book, rather too generous of journalistic touches. 
Finally we will mention a chapter on the street names of 
Nice, by which the threads of history are identified and 
gathered together; it is an excellent plan, and is full 
of suggestion for good popular historical writing. 

African Pastels 
Pastels under the Southern Cross. By Margaret L. 

Woods. (Smith, Elder and Co. 6s. net.) 

In the days of our youth Mr. Rider Haggard cast a 
glamour over South Africa. He made us dream of Zulu 
chiefs, impis, assegais, and witch-doctors. We grew 
familiar with that comprehensive term, “to wipe out,” 
as applied to the warfare of these intrepid black heroes. 
We could, at that time, have scored heavily in an exam¬ 
ination on the nature of a kopje and a Kaffir kraaL 
Something of this old romance has left us now, ex¬ 
changed for hazy notions of the Boer War and with very 
far from hazy notions when we glance at the current 
price of Kaffirs! Mr. Rider Haggard’s vigorous work 
cannot possibly be described as pastels. He had only 
one colour scheme in view when he wrote his stirring 
stories—a colour scheme in blood-red. Now South 
Africa has her word-painters, and Mrs. Margaret Woods 
has certainly mixed her paints to some purpose, if with 
rather too lavish a hand. Pastels these studies certainly 
are. It is a colour book with scene after scene painted in 
varied hues, delicate, vivid, strong, by one who has 
travelled in many lands and converted her pen into a 
brush with all the limpid colours of an artist’s. We give 
an example of her use of colour: — 

There is no more foam on the water; it is all 

smoothly awash with pale blue and mauve and pink 
and pure light, a€rial almost as the immeasurable # 

sky above. The noble curve of the mountains, now 

sweeping round us, would seem, but for their craggy 

outlines, rather a visionary cloud-country than solid 

rock, so translucent they stand in their vivid rose and 

opal and blue; here mysteriously in shadow, like 
cherubim folded in their wings, there glowing softly 

in rosy light like rejoicing seraphim. 

There is much in similar vein, as if the author were 
insisting a little too ardently on the title; but neverthe¬ 
less these Rhodesian sketches do not entirely depend 
upon the liberal, and sometimes blinding, use of colour. 
One of the most interesting chapters in the volume is 
entitled, “ At the Grave of Cecil Rhodes,” and here we 
are given a vivid portrait of that great rough-hewn 
dreamer whose dreams came true. We are shown the 
grandeur of his last resting-place in the Matoppos. Mrs. 
Woods writes: — 

Leonardo would have revelled in these rock- 

backgrounds, immeasurably weirder than any he ever 

saw, weirder even than those he imagined. Colossal 

kings are there, larger than those of Egypt; vast 
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fortresses, fabulous monsters, half-emerged from 
their dens. . . . 

Rhodes was the man to whom we owe our present 
sovereignty over Rhodesia, the man who was called 
" The Great White Chief” by the Matabeles, and 
“ father,” too. We may smile at their childlike belief 
that a statue of Rhodes, representing him as bareheaded, 
would not admit of heavy rains until he put his hat on; 
but nevertheless it testifies to their belief in the greatness 
of the man. 

Mrs. Woods has some interesting things to say in 
regard to the physical beauty of the negro type, the 
bravery of many a Kaffir woman, and also in regard to 
the question of dress. We are told that the native 
African “ regards clothes as ornaments, and ornaments 
as clothes.” On one occasion Mrs. Woods informs us 
that a certain Mashono chief begged a missionary to give 
him a pair of trousers. “On the following Sunday, 
when the service was in full swing, the church door 
opened and the chief advanced up the aisle slowly and 
with majestic port, wearing one half of the trousers. 
He had shared the pair with his brother.” 

Shorter Reviews 
The Dreadnought of the Darling. By C. E. W. Bean. 

Illustrated. (Alston Rivers. 5s. net.) 

THE alliterative title of this volume suggests a novel 
after the manner of Mr. Le Queux, in which the 

wealthy heroine thinks nothing of keeping a first-class 
battleship among her possessions. As a matter of fact the 
book before us is not a novel at all. It is an Australian 
travel-book dealing with a trip on the River Darling 
in a little steamer, portly and snug-looking with her 
cargo, called the “ Dreadnought.” Mr. Bean has written 
his account in a chatty and light vein, and does not 
make any pretence in regard to the niceties of style. 
Now and again we come across some clumsy sentences, 
such as: “ There were six feet of it (water) over the 
weir, and the skipper, drawing four feet, was anxious to 
be away so as to get in as many trips as possible with 
the station wool whilst the river lasted.” Although the 
skipper could not draw water after the manner of his 
ship, he was an excellent fellow, a lover of his calling, 
manipulating a bend in the river dexterously, cracking a 
joke, or giving his beloved cockatoo an almond when the 
pet remembered to ask for it properly. Even the cook, 
who suffered from rheumatism, had his genial moments, 
and Bill, the boy, worked with a cherub’s smile upon 
his face. “ The ‘ Dreadnought,’ ” writes Mr. Bean, “ was 
bursting her seams with invincible cheerfulness.” It 
may be that the author had good sport in the bows and 
brought down many a bird, but for our part we could 
not have tolerated the Imp playing on a mouth-organ or 
the screech of a gramophone. We are not greatly 
attracted by the possibility of a swim under the circum¬ 
stances indicated on page 58: “ You’ve only to hop out 
of your clothes and jump in off the steamer and swim 
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ashore; an’ then get ahead of her along the bank an’ 
jump in again an’ swim back.” 

We are given in these pages something of the history 
of the Darling, together with a certain amount of 
geology and natural history connected with it Mr. 
Bean knows and loves his subject in all its bearings, and 
even such an enthusiast could not have given this great 
river a more affectionate name. 

Underground Jerusalem: Discoveries on the Hill of Ophel, 

1909-1911. By H. V., of the Ecole Biblique et 

Arcli^ologique in Jerusalem. Illustrated. (Horace 

Cox. 7s. 6d. net.) 

It is not very many months since there was great excite¬ 
ment in Jerusalem and elsewhere over the alleged 
sacrilege of a party of European archaeologists under 
the leadership of Captain Parker, who were supposed to 
be in search of the Temple Treasures said to have been 
buried beneath the site of the Mosque of Omar. Captain 
Parker and his associates did not appear to be communi¬ 
cative on the subject of their mission or to have any 
desire to reply to the attacks which were being made 
against them. They probably felt secure in the Govern¬ 
ment protection which had been vouchsafed to them. 
Their native assistants were, however, in a less for¬ 
tunate position, and we believe that a number of these 
are still lingering in prison or exile on account of the 
part they took in Captain Parker’s explorations. To 
judge from the present deeply interesting and handsome 
volume these explorations were sufficiently harmless, but 
we must not forget that the present is admittedly but 
a partial account of the work of the expedition, which, 
in fact, is not yet completed, and with the present 
material it is impossible to say whether there was any 
basis for the suspicion under which the party fell or 
not. 

The work effected by the expedition, as recorded in 
the present volume, has been the thorough exploration 
and consequent cleaning out of the wonderful series of 
underground passages by which the Hill of Ophel, which 
lies between the village of Siloam and Jerusalem, is 
undermined. These passages include the famous Siloam 
Tunnel excavated in the time of Hezekiah as a part of 
his system for supplying the city with water. Another 
of them is identified by the author with the aqueduct or 
sewer through which an entrance was effected into the 
city immediately previous to its conquest by David, as 
related in the fifth chapter of the Second Book of 
Samuel. Some of the works which have been redis¬ 
covered by this expedition are placed back as far as 
the twentieth century before the opening of the Chris¬ 
tian Era. By means of the archaeological finds made in 
these tunnels, and also in some neighbouring tombs, 
“ H .V ” has sketched a reconstruction of the district of 
Jerusalem in prae-Israelite times, by which, as well as by 
the greater part of his account of the explorations, the 
appetites of his readers will be whetted so keenly as 
to render the publication of the promised larger volume 
an eagerly expected necessity. 
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An Angler at Large. By William Caine. Illustrated. 

(Kegan Paul and Co. 5s. net.) 

The reader who takes up this book with the set intention 
of reading it through in a limited number of sessions 
will lose badly by his intention. It is a discursive, 
gossipy book, and its full flavour is best obtained by 
making of it a companion, by reading bits here and there 
when in the right mood—the times for opening the book 
can be judged by the reader after perusing the first 
page or two. If it be treated in this way, it will prove a 
very pleasant book indeed. 

The title, unfortunately, presupposes a knowledge of 
angling on the part of prospective readers; but 
since the angler is very much at large his public 
need not have been limited by his title to fellow- 
anglers. He discourses on singing catches in the open 
air, “ of an ass,” of a “ Gorsedd ” played out in true Druid 
fashion, whereby he discovered that his own bardic 
appellation is “Pen Twadl,” of old-time anglers, of 
water-colour painting, and of many other things, but 
very seldom in technical jargon does he discourse on 
fishes and fishing. 

Some of the articles are made up of little more than 
fooling, but it is clever fooling, of the kind that makes 
for good, wholesome amusement. At times the humour 
is rather broad, the satire rather patent, but often there 
are fine, delicate touches on which one comes unex¬ 
pectedly and with delight. And, since the writer is a 
man endowed with a large faith in the good that is in 
human nature, his book is healthful to read, and contra¬ 
dicts the view so often put forward that the world could 
not be worse if it tried Our angler has his satirical 
moments, but he is no pessimist. Nor is he a sentimen¬ 
talist. He has done some fine, cheery descriptive work; 
he has outlined, as it were in charcoal, a few of the 
characters who lightened or vexed his angling days, and 
he has contributed to our general store of available 
amusement. “ An Angler at Large” is not only a book 
to read: it is a book to read slowly, and to keep. 

The Practical Science of Billiards and its Pointer. By 

Colonel C. M. Western, R.A. (Simpkin, Marshall 

and Co. 3s. 6d.) 

A Senior Wrangler does not of necessity make a 
good billiard player, and although this book purports to 
treat only of the science of the game, and is a useful 
addition to billiard literature as such, still it will not 
teach a man to play billiards. It will tell him 
what ought on fixed rules to happen, but the 
game itself depends so much on temperament, 
condition, strength, and a thousand and one minor points, 
that we think the many books written by professionals 
on the game as actually played would be of more 
service. 

Mr. Hemming, Q.C. (not a billiard player himself), wrote 
a book, “ Billiards Scientifically Treated,” to which the 
author refers in a footnote as being beyond the grasp of 
all but advanced mathematicians. Colonel Western states 
that he has really written his book to show how easily 
players may learn where balls will go to if hit with a 
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certain strength by means of a machine used on the 
table, called a pointer, and which the author has patented. 
How far a novice or anyone wishing to play or improve 
their game would prefer this method to lessons from a 
professional they will best be able to judge after reading 
the book itself, and perhaps using the pointer. At all 
events, to billiard-lovers anything that may add to their 
knowledge of the game or improve their play is at all 
times welcome, and in this case not expensive. 

Imaginary Speeches. By Jack Collings Squire. (Stephen 

Swift and Co. 3s. 6d. net.) 

The minor art of parody is a very difficult one, and 
it is pleasant to note in this volume of professed parodies 
that the author has neatly achieved success in almost 
every case. His speeches by Lord Rosebery, by Mr. 
Lloyd George, by Mr. John Burns, and others, are 
excellent, and hit off admirably the characteristics of 
each orator. His skits on “ The Sort of Poems Modern 
Poets Write ” are so good that they might almost be the 
actual verses “ lifted” from various papers; the sestet of 
his “ Exquisite Sonnet ” must be quoted : — 

O move not, cease not, heart ! Time’s acolyte 

Frustrates forlorn the windows of the west, 

And beats the blinding of our bitter tears, 

Immune in isolation; whilst the night 

Smites with her stark immortal palimpsest 

The green arcades of immemorial years ! 

What it all means we haven’t the slightest idea—which 
is exactly the effect intended. All the other “poems” 
are on a similar high level of fun, except perhaps the 
third, which is a genuine poem, lacking the spirit of 
parody entirely. Clever imitations in seven styles of 
“ The Sort of Prose Articles” now in vogue follow, and 
the book finishes on a weaker note with a model leading 
article, a model musical criticism, a model puzzle corner, 
etc. Most of it is very entertaining, but the “ Imaginary 
Speeches” and the verses are the best part of the enter¬ 

tainment 

System des naturalistischen Transcendentalisms oder: 

Die Losung der Weltrdtsel unter Ausschaltung des 

Uebersinnlichkeits prinzips. By Dr. Eduard 

Loewenthal. (Henri Loewenthal. Berlin.) 

A LITTLE book—only 12 pages—with a big title; there 
is really some more of it, but the subject is sufficiently 
defined by what we have transcribed. And big though 
the title be, the subject is bigger. In fact, the whole 
great question of Whence and Whither is summarily 
answered in these 12 pages. The “ Ursubstanz ” con¬ 
tains the answer to the problem of the universe, and 
this primary substance is perfectly ascertainable and 
palpable. The coarse primary substance combines with 
the aetherial factor to form life ; life is bom from original 
matter by “ Fulgorogenesis,” by analogy with the for¬ 
mation of the Solar System; gradual development is 
a fallacy, as all production is instantaneous. The final 
Whither?—i.e.t Immortality—is the necessary correlative 
of the initial Whence? The thesis is a lofty one, and 
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is presented in a convincing manner, with a challenge to 
official German science by way of prelude. It is Dr. 
Loewenthal’s latest word in a long and earnest cam¬ 
paign for his ideas. The most obvious criticism of his 
theory is that it belongs to the deservedly suspect cate¬ 
gory of 11 symmetrical notions”; yet one such notion 
may happen to contain more than a half-truth about this 
world of ours, and a truth does not become an accepted 
truth by “ Fulgurogenesis”—“Magna est Veritas et 
praevalebit” 

Dickens' Honeymoon and Where He Spent it. By Alex. 

J. Philip. (Chapman and Hall. is. net.) 

On June 14 last year the Mayor of Gravesend unveiled 
a black marble plaque affixed over the doorway of a 
little boarded cottage at Chalk, a mile or two from the 
borough. The plaque, with a reproduction of Dickens* 
head, had been executed by Mr. Percy Fitzgerald, who, 
as all the reading world knows, was a personal friend 
of the novelist; and it commemorates the fact that 
Dickens spent his honeymoon and wrote part of “ Pick¬ 
wick” in that humble spot. A few years ago quite a 
Pickwickian controversy raged as to the claims of two 
or three houses in the neighbourhood for this honour, and 
the little booklet under review contains the letters and 
reasons which influenced the decision of the authorities. 
That the matter is of any great consequence may be 
questioned; in any case, it is of some interest, and for 
students who like to know all about the author whose 
works fascinate them “ Dickens* Honeymoon ’* is well 
worth reading. 

Fiction 
Pomander Walk. By Louis N. Parker. (John Lane. 

6s.) 

F novel-readers who are growing tired of the feast of 
misery which is so consistently set before them now¬ 

adays, in the form of unhappy marriages and situations 
which end inevitably in the divorce court, will turn to 
this most charming and dainty of romances, they will 
realise what can be done in the sphere of fiction by 
a skilled hand without recourse to unsavoury develop¬ 
ments. " Pomander Walk ” on the stage was delightful, 
but we think it is even more so in the form of a story. 
It has the delicate old-world flavour throughout; the 
spell of the poet and his violin, the moonlit evenings, 
the awful parrot with its command of sailor language, 
the elegant retired butler, the big-voiced and great¬ 
hearted retired admiral, the mischievous, merry Marjo- 
laine, whose laughter was the delight of Pomander Walk, 
whose sadness was its despair—the spell of all these 
is simply magical. We happened to read this book 
during a journey by train—not by one of the fast 
expresses which are the pride of England, but by one 
of those irritating strings of vehicles which achieve a 
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decent speed only to put brakes on and stop at the 
next station. The journey, however, was anything but 
tedious. People alighted ; people arrived ; people trod 
on our toes and sat on our overcoat disastrously; people 
opened windows which we wanted closed—in fact, exe¬ 
cuted all those petty annoyances for which at ordinary 
times we should have glared them into apologetic 
servility. But we cared not at all; we laughed at 
“ Doctor Johnson,** the dreadful parrot, “ named after 
the great lexicographer in consideration of his astonish¬ 
ing fluency of speech,*’ who says “the very things 
Charles used to say,” and we wondered thereby as to 
the character of Charles; we chuckled over the acute 
wooing of the Admiral by wily Mrs. Poskett; we smiled 
at the ornate Brooke-Hoskyns and his boasts about 
“ my friend H.R.H. the P. of W.”; and we very nearly 
missed alighting at our destination, thanks to Marjo- 
laine’s lover, secreted in the house of an antiquary, 
longing for a square meal, and forced to subsist on “ two 
eggs, a red herring, and a pot of currant jelly”! Let 
us have more such delightful volumes, and we shall feel 
that the world is not yet full, as so many modern 
novelists would have us believe, of mismated men and 
women and lovers morbidly interested in their own sickly 
states of mind. 

The Way of an Eagle. By E. M. Dell. (T. Fisher 

Unwin. 6s.) 

We should have hazarded the guess that this was a first 
novel, even if the inscription, “ The First Novel Library,” 
had not been imprinted on the cover. The author has 
all the faults of the amateur in fiction. It is unlikely 
that he (or she) will ever produce quite so tedious a 
book again. A certain narrative gift must be conceded, 
but one looks in vain for any spark of inspiration, any 
glow of description, any vivid piece of portraiture. The 
story pursues its sluggish and all too relentless course, 
and, long before the end, the least semblance of interest 
which the reader may have had in any one of the charac¬ 
ters has disappeared. 

The scene of the narrative is laid in India, but there is 
nothing in the book to warrant the belief that E. M. 
Dell knows more of India than may be gleaned by a 
casual study of the morning newspapers. Muriel Roscoe, 
the heroine, is left in charge of a young Army officer at 
a lonely outpost. An outbreak of the tribesmen is 
feared, and “ Nick **—the young officer—escapes with his 
fair charge. One night Muriel is nearly murdered by a 
native, but Nick, arriving just in time, overpowers and 
slays the would-be assassin. So far from being grateful, 
Muriel—in the fashion of a silly and spoiled school miss 
—conceives a rooted antipathy to Nick, and with the 
gradual disappearance of that antipathy—for you must 
know that the sympathetic reader is not defrauded of his 
wedding-cake in the last chapter—the remainder of the 
story is concerned. Nick, by the way, is typified by the 
“ eagle ** of the title. Judging, however, from those 
revelations of his character which are afforded us, we 
think an even better title would have been, “ The Way 
of a Bear.” 
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The Shape of the World. By Evelyn St. Leger. (G. P. 

Putnam’s Sons. 6s.) 

While there are many thoughtful passages in this book, 
as a novel it is not a success. The records of the 
Javelin family show that for twelve generations each 
male representative of the race ended his life miserably. 
We have an account of the lives of two of these men, 
and also of their faithful and devoted wives. The women 
are real; their perseverance for and with their unhappy 
partners is commendable and natural But when we 
come to the two Sir Christopher Javelins, we are face to 
face with very extraordinary men indeed. During part 
of their lives their actions read more like those of men 
possessed with an evil spirit or of ogres from fairy stories 
than of ordinary human beings. After reading about the 
first Sir Christopher, and how, after a rather jolly but 
quite innocent supper party, he changed from a genial, 
thoughtful and sympathetic husband and neighbour 
into a morose and tyrannical beast, we confess that 
before we are half way through with the delinquencies 
of Sir Christopher number two we are bored to death. 
The author insists very strongly on the hereditary theory, 
although the crazy spell under which the masters of the 
house of Javelin are bound is admittedly broken by the 
arrival of a daughter and an accident which scatters or 
otherwise disarranges some of the superfluous brains of 
the young lady's father. The story is rushed to its 
close, the author apparently being as tired of the Javelin 
family as is the reader. Evelyn St. Leger we think 
would be more successful as a writer of essays than a 
writer of fiction. 

The Theatre 
“The Easiest Way” 

THE Americans are a young people. The best and 
the worst of their youthfulness and inexperience 

comes out in their plays and books—the best showing 
them overflowing with enthusiasm, a very ingenuous 
cocksureness in their discovery of that which has been 
known for generations, and a determined belief in the 
good as well as the bad; the worst proving them to be 
rather nigger-like in their lust for noise, and utterly 
impatient of the rudimentary rules of good taste in a 
desire to be realistic. There have been many attempts 
on the part of certain theatre managers to win success 
with the native plays of America. With one or two 
notable exceptions—44 Arizona " is one, 44 The Dictator ” 
another—these plays have not been appreciated by 
English playgoers. The super-refinement of a tired and 
blas6 people has been jarred by the youngness and 
crudeness of these efforts, which have been dismissed as 
melodramas. Several of them, especially one well called 
“Paid in Full," were infinitely better, truer, fresher, and 
more sincere than anything to be found on the English 
stage by English dramatists. Precisely these things can 
be said of the latest American importation,44 The Easiest 
Way,” recently produced at the Globe Theatre by Miss 

Brooke, which happens to have been written by the man 
who wrote “Paid in Full.” 

It would be a fine thing for English playgoers if all 
our dramatists and writers for the stage, of whom many 
are not dramatists, were to spend every day of one week 
in the stalls of the Globe Theatre. They would imbibe 
a much-needed and splendid tonic, and return to their 
obviously over-furnished desks determined to break 
away from the bad habits of self-consciousness, porten¬ 
tousness, an over-indulgence in finnicky detail, and a 
positive fright and horror of life as it is lived. The 
freshness and strength of the 44 The Easiest Way " would, 
at first, shock them. The fact that its author knows 
nothing about the misused word construction of which 
we hear so much, and the results of which send us into 
the street bored and tired after an evening with a heavy, 
lifeless, artificial, machine-made affair, would, at first, 
give them unspeakable horror. They would smile in a 
supercilious manner because Mr. Walter does not take 
two whole acts in which to explain the geography of the 
house in which his scene is laid, or bring in unnecessary 
characters merely for the purpose of making it clear 
that the leading characters will slowly enter R.U.E. and 
not L.U.E. They would, at first, certainly dub Mr. 
Walter an amateur because he knows nothing of and 
cares nothing for the tiresome shibboleths of English 
dramatic writing as it is practised to-day. Eventually, 
however, they would be carried away, as the audiences 
are carried away, by the very directness and simplicity of 
effect, the superb colloquialism of the dialogue, and the 
admirable vitality of the characters. With the story they 
might not ever be in sympathy. They are too far gone 
in artificiality to appreciate or even understand a slice 
cut out of life. To them life is a very much too crude 
affair. It stands in need of treatment, of dramatising, of 
disguising. They would, however, much to their surprise, 
discover at last that it is the simple everyday things of 
life which move playgoers, and how good that would be 
for the immediate future of the English stage, both from 
the artistic and the commercial standpoint. 

Mr. Eugene Walter asks us to see what will happen to 
a pretty, self-indulgent, uncivilised, youngish woman who 
has been 44 run " by an equally self-indulgent, uncivilised, 
successful business man when she falls in love with an 
even more uncivilised, strong, and unsuccessful man who 
will marry her if she goes straight. He puts 
these three typical American types before us as he 
has seen them. He makes no excuses for them. 
He makes no attempt to dress them up in stage clothes 
or bowdlerise their manner of speech. He just takes 
them by the hand as they passed him on Broadway and 
leads them on to the stage. They are foreigners to us. 
They do things and say things that are not easy for us 
to understand. All the same we know them to be alive. 
We are immediately convinced that we are watching men 
and women. It is very refreshing, very exciting. It is, 
indeed, a new experience. They are neither the hectic, 
neurotic creatures of Mr. Eden Phillpotts* “The Secret 
Woman,” nor the old-fashioned, mechanical stage pup¬ 
pets of Sir Arthur Pinero's 44 4 Mind the Paint' Girl.” We 
follow these crude, living, uncivilised people of a young 
country with open mouth and the most intense interest. 
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We forget that we are watching a mere play, and believe 
that we are first among the picturesque mountains of 
Denver, and afterwards in New York. It seems to us 
that we are spying through a keyhole. The story is 
sordid and horrid. The inability of the pretty woman to 
fight against poverty is sad. For all that the whole thing 
is so full of vitality, of the clash of temperament, of 
atmosphere, and of truth that every act grips and every 
scene seizes the attention. There is, too, an inevita¬ 
bility about the whole thing that carries us along and 
finally sends us away under the belief that we have not 
been in the theatre, but in America, among her (to us) 
strange, prehistoric people. 

Mr. Walter is to be congratulated upon a most able 
piece of work. The freshness, fearlessness, and unself¬ 
consciousness of his character-drawing and dialogue are 
very stimulating. His play acts upon us like a strong 
breeze from the sea. It sweeps before it the stuffiness 
and artificiality of English plays. Produced and put on 
to perfection, it is played almost to perfection. Mr. Guy 
Standing’s performance as the successful business man 
is far and away the best, truest, and most imaginative 
piece of acting that we have seen for many years. He is 
right from first to last. It places him high up among 
living actors. The same may be said for Mr. Godfrey 
Tearle, who is wholly admirable. The two American 
actresses, Miss Laura Nelson Hall and Miss Violet Raud, 
are beyond praise. When we come to Miss Sarah 
Brooke we cannot speak quite so enthusiastically. Un¬ 
like the other members of the remarkable cast, Miss 
Brooke acts. She has excellent moments and is very 
sincere, but there are times when she forces the note 
and works too hard. No other English actress could 
do much better in the part, except Miss Doris Lytton, 
who would have put pace into the play and electricity 
into her work. 

The Drama Society 
LAST Monday afternoon the Drama Society pre¬ 

sented three plays at the Clavier Hall, viz., “ The 
Roman Road ” adapted from “ The Golden Age,” by 
Kenneth Grahame, “The Pierrot of the Minute,” by 
Ernest Dowson, and “ The Death of Tintagiles,” by 
Maurice Maeterlinck. We may warmly congratulate the 
Drama Society, which has already produced plays by 
Ibsen, Wilde, and Stephen Phillips, on its latest per¬ 
formance. 

“ The Roman Road ” is one of the most charming in¬ 
cidents in “ The Golden Age,” but we are inclined to 
think it gained nothing in being presented on the stage. 
The part of the boy was taken by Miss Irene Clarke, and 
though she acted well and with considerable naivete, we 
never lost sight of the fact that she was a girl, and her 
presentation was in consequence very far behind the de¬ 
lightful portrait Mr. Kenneth Grahame has given us. 
Mr. Rathmell Wilson made an excellent artist, but some¬ 
how or other the play was not convincing. We looked 
for the Roman Road in a Wessex village. It was not 
there. The artist apparently sketched curtains, and both 
the performers came perilously near to the dread 
Olympians themselves. 

“ The Pierrot of the Minute ” inspired a very excel¬ 
lent performance. The humour, the pathos, the exquisite 
poetry were presented with considerable skill. The play 
is in rhymed couplets, but Miss Rita Sponti, as Pierrot, 
never once produced a jingling effect; indeed, she made 
an ideal pierrot, and gave a most pleasing rendering 
throughout. Miss Ethel Evans, as a Moon Maiden, was 
not quite so satisfactory. She emphasised the rhymes 
too much, and now and again lost the poetry of the 
character and became a mere pantomime fairy. But 
apart from this defect she did extremely well, and her 
dancing was particularly effective. It was a pity that 
Pierrot’s hat was copied from Aubrey Beardsley’s draw¬ 
ing, for it too closely resembled the spotless headgear of 
a baker. 

We noticed, before the performance of the first play, 
a little girl standing with her nurse among the audience, 
and put her down at once as an infant prodigy. She 
had long fair hair arranged in the charming Italian 
fashion. She looked pale, shy, and so mysteriously clever 
that we guessed that here indeed was one of Maeter¬ 
linck’s fantastic and ghostly children. When the curtain 
was pulled aside for the concluding play we saw that this 
little girl, Miss Joan Carr, was none other than Tinta¬ 
giles himself. She was the success of the afternoon. 
She gave to Tintagiles the very spirit of Maeterlinck’s 
fine drama, and produced, with her tiny, pathetic voice, 
that spiritual gloom, that haunting touch of the sinister, 
which is so great a part of Maeterlinck’s genius. Tin¬ 
tagiles was no ordinary child. He saw more than his 
two beautiful sisters, Ygraine and Bellangere, played by 
Miss Edyth Olive and Miss Eva Balfour, more than the 
bearded Aglovale. In the night the Mad Queen sent 
her three servants to take him away. He slept between 
his sisters, his gold hair wound about their dark tresses; 
but all his sweetness availed nothing. He was dragged 
forth and hidden in a gloomy vault. Ygraine tried to 
open the iron door of his prison; she pleaded, she cursed, 
she thundered with her white arms upon the cold metal. 
We heard the plaintive cry of Tintagiles, then came 
silence and Death. “The Death of Tintagiles” was a 
wonderful performance, and if the Drama Society keeps 
up to its high standard, we wish it all the success it so 
richly deserves for presenting poetic drama with a fine 
sense of its literary and artistic qualities. 

Music 
BACH’S “ High Mass ” is one of the few works of 

which one is tempted to say that it is better to 
hear it indifferently performed than not to hear it at all. 
The recent performance by a “Festival Chorus” from 
Birmingham was not so good as we had expected it to 
be ; still, the noble music, unapproached in magnificence 
by any other, triumphed as it always does. The sopranos 
of the Chorus were very good indeed, and the altos were 
not far behind them; the tenor quality was penetrating, 
but the vocalisation somewhat stiff. The basses, dis¬ 
appointing at first, came out well in the Sanctus. Both 
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orchestra and soloists fell below their usual high level 
of excellence, and Dr. Sinclair cannot be called an inspir¬ 
ing conductor. He adopted the slower tempi which used 
to be the rule, and there is little doubt that when one has 
heard the music taken at a more vigorous pace, it is 
difficult to reconcile oneself to the older beat The 
“ Crucifixus ” was, however, sung with such beauty of 
tone and reverence of spirit, that it compensated for 
much that was less perfectly done. 

It may seem unnecessary, at this time of day, to laud 
the work done by Sir Henry Wood and the Queen’s Hall 
Orchestra, but it happens with conductors and orchestras, 
as with solo artists, that sometimes they surpass them¬ 
selves, and communicate quite a curious feeling of delight 
in the supreme perfection of work done. Of such a 
sensation as that we were delightedly conscious last 
Saturday. A programme had been chosen which, for a 
catholic-minded lover of music, might serve as a model 
of what such things should be; everything was in right 
harmony and right contrast, it needed only that every¬ 
thing should be, as it was, perfectly interpreted. Nothing 
better than a Brandenburg concerto to follow “ L’Apres- 
midi d’un Faun” could have been found; the aim of 
both pieces is sheer beauty of sound; Debussy has a 
poetical fantasy as the basis of his music; we do not 
know what was in Bach’s mind as he wrote the enamour¬ 
ing sentences of " No. 5 ”; but if Debussy’s faun thought 
he saw nymphs flitting down the glade, we may be 
allowed to see all kinds of beautiful scenes as we listen 
to Bach. 

When Mendelssohn played a suite of Bach’s to Goethe, 
the poet thought “he saw a number of well-dressed 
people walking in stately fashion up and down a stair¬ 
case.” As we listened to “ No. 5 ” on Saturday, we also 
saw people of noble and cheerful mien, people of an 
extraordinary vitality, yet delicate withal, women as 
lovely as Helen, and men as chivalrous as Bayard, and 
they were all saying such clever, charming things, and, 
unlike the faun and his nymphs, they were unmistakably 
real These music-pictures were succeeded by Haydn’s 
best known and most welcome symphony, the “ Bell,” 
one of the most innocent and transparent contributions 
to the musical gaiety of nations. Then we had Saint- 
Saens’ popular Pianoforte Concerto in C Minor, and Mr. 
Holbrooke’s brilliant variations in “ Three Blind Mice” to 
conclude with. This first-rate programme was played 
superlatively. It was one of those afternoons when Sir 
Henry Wood was “ at the top of his form,” revelling, as 
it seemed, in his enjoyment of the music, and in the 
response given to him by the artists of his band. Tech¬ 
nical perfection was achieved with a sense of unlimited 
ease, and the music was made to speak with rare direct¬ 
ness. M. Pugno was the pianist in Saint-Saens’ Concerto, 
and his superb playing moved the audience to unbounded 
enthusiasm. But it was his management of the clavier 
part in Bach’s Concerto (with him M. Fransella and Mr. 
Maurice Sons) that deserved the warmest tribute of 
astonishment and delight How he wove the texture of 
the piano part into that of the flute and the violin, how 
he supplied ground colour, now vivid, now in shadow, 
how he led and then retreated, how he interpenetrated 
the orchestra, and blended his sounds with theirs—all 

this is not to be described in words. But it will remain 
in the recollection of the writer as one of the most con¬ 
summate exhibitions of a pianist’s art that he has heard. 

The other performance which so stirred our admiration 
was that of Herr Franz von Vecsey. We have never 
forgotten an occasion when he was a little boy, and we 
heard him playing Bach by himself (no one, as far as he 
knew, was listening), in a great country-house in Berk¬ 
shire. The child had been romping in such high spirits 
all the day that it was thought unwise for him to excite 
himself with music But when evening came his distress 
at the prohibition was so genuine that the fiddle-case 
was unlocked, and he was left by himself in the dark. 
No one who heard him then could ever have doubted 
that, however his technical powers might develop, he 
would certainly become a player worth hearing in Bach, 
and worth hearing, too, in any music, for the sake of the 
love for it of which his heart was evidently full. Now 
Franz von Vecsey looks as if he might be nearly twenty 
years old, and he is, without any doubt, one of the 
greatest violinists of his time. Technically he speaks to 
us with the last word of virtuosity ; violin playing can go 
no further. He can do everything, and more. Since the 
best days of Sarasate there has been no one, not even 
Kubelik, so unerring in the execution of the most horrid 
difficulties. Passages of bravura in the highest octave 
which the other violinists just succeed in bringing off 
with a kind of squeaky swiftness flow limpidly from Von 
Vecsey’s bow with an effect as clear as if it was Pach- 
mann playing the notes on a pianoforte. In the device 
of “ down-bow staccato ” he is phenomenal, and better 
than all this, which, after all, is only necessary for 
virtuoso’s music, he has an immensely big tone, rich, 
sweet, sonorous. Still better, he has vigour and sanity 
of temperament to an uncommon degree, and, best of all, 
he is a real musician. Personally, we prefer Bach’s 
“ chaconne ” begun more slowly and with greater stateli¬ 
ness. But when the player had, so to speak, “got into 
his stride,” his performance of the masterpiece was mag¬ 
nificently human, every phrase of it alive and deeply felt. 
No violinist within our recollection has played the 
chords, or that wonderful surge of arpeggios round the 
theme with such absolute mastery. It mattered little 
what else Herr von Vecsey played. If he can play Bach 
like that, all the world will go to hear him, in whatever he 
chooses to give them. But we should like to hear him in 
an entire programme of Bach’s music. 

Praise, such as we have now given to Herr von Vecsey, 
was lavished last year on a young compatriot of his. 
Mile. Suzanne Morvay, a pianist. We went to hear her 
last week, and must suppose that she was not by any 
means at her best, for her execution was very uncertain, 
many straightforward passages in the “ Appassionata ” 
being blurred and disfigured, and her ideas of rhythm 
and phrasing were often incorrect. At the same time 
we must bear witness to her fine tone, and to a certain 
all-round bigness in the young lady’s performance, and 
it may be hoped that with study and experience she will 
become an artist. Another pianist, but one already an 
artist, is Mr. F. S. Kelly, whose accomplishment has, for 
some years, been widely known in musical circles. As 
a public performer we cannot help saying that he is one 
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of those who play so well that we wish he played a little 
better. His execution seems quite impeccable, and he 
has the true artist’s view of the structure of the composi¬ 
tion he is playing. He does everything that he should 
do to bring out the lines, to present the parts in their 
due relation to each other, etc., etc. But he does it 
rather too conscientiously; he somehow conveys the 
impression that it is study rather than instinct which has 
taught him to be so correct, and while he makes us 
admire the music, he does not altogether succeed in 
making us love it. He might stumble over his notes here 
and there, and it would readily be forgiven him, if he 
would play with greater warmth, and infuse a more 
affectionate spirit into his fingers. 

The Philosophy of Nietzsche*—IV 

(Conclusion.) 

CCE HOMO” is Nietzsche’s autobiography, and 
is the last prose work wfhich he wrote. It is 

divided into four principal sections, entitled: — 
14 Why I am so wise,” 
41 Why I am so clever,” 
44 Why I write such excellent Books,” 
44 Why I am a Fatality.” 

The third section includes ten chapters on his chief 
works. 

The extraordinary egoism of such method of auto¬ 
biography is naively defended by the translator by 
reference to Goethe’s saying, 44 Nur Lumpe sind 
bescheiden ”—44 Only nobodies are ever modest” Critics 
are further warned against ‘‘judging a book such as 
this one, with all its apparent pontifical pride and surging 
self-reliance, with undue haste or with arrogant assur¬ 
ance.” But whose is the assurance? Nietzsche, in his 
own preface, speaks of 44 Zarathustra ” as 44 the greatest 
gift that has ever been bestowed upon mankind,” and 
44 the loftiest book on earth, the deepest book, born of the 
inmost abundance of truth,” while in another place he 
writes: 44 When Dr. Heinrich von Stein honestly com¬ 
plained that he could not understand a word of my 
4 Zarathustra/ I said to him that this was just as it should 
be.” 

A few additional extracts may illustrate Nietzsche’s 
exalted estimate of himself and his writings: — 

44 I am essentially the anti-ass, and on this account 

alone a monster in the world’s history—in Greek, and 

not only in Greek, I am the Anti-Christ." 
44 My concept 4 Dionysian * here becomes the 

highest deed; compared with it everything that other 

men have done seems poor and limited.” 

44 I am the first Immoralist.” 
44 Voltaire, as the opposite of everyone who wrote 

# Ecce Homo. By Friedrich Nietzsche. Translated 

by Anthony M. Ludovici. (T. N. Foulis. 6s. net.) 
Nietzsche, His Life and Works. By A. M. Ludovici. 

(Constable and Co. is. net.) 

after him, was above all a grandee of the intellect: 
precisely what I am also.” 

44 Before 4 Zarathustra ' there was no wisdom, no 
probing of the soul, no art of speech.” 

44 I alone have the criterion of 4 truths * in my 
possession. I alone can decide. ... I am the 
mouthpiece of truth.” 

Such arrogant self-laudation and self-confidence merely 
places the writer on a perilous and melancholy pinnacle, 
where he may well be left to the sober judgment of 
sane men. It is just, perhaps, to add that Nietzsche 
believed himself to be on such a pinnacle, as when he 
wrote: 44 Life always becomes the harder towards the 
summit—the cold increases, responsibility increases.” 

In A. M. Ludovici’s 44 Life and Works ” there is a fair 
and succinct account of Nietzsche’s position, if from the 
point of view of an ardent disciple. As an iconoclast, 
Nietzsche’s attacks were mainly directed against 
Christianity, Christian morality, and modern Democracy. 
The really important question lies in the assumed truth 
of the philosopher’s postulates. He assumes that the 
Christian type of man is undesirable and despicable— 
ergo, Christian morality is undesirable in its effect on 
the race. 

The concepts 44 good ” and 44 evil ” are not absolute 
values—ergo, they were invented simply to promote the 
domination of one specific type of man. Some so-called 
sins no doubt are relative, but, according to Nietzsche, 
it is assumed that no sin can be absolute—ergo, Christian 
valuations of morality are false and cannot be justified. 
Nietzsche’s 44 Transvaluation of Values” is the overthrow 
of Christian morality. As to morality in the abstract, 
Nietzsche assumes “that all forms of morality are but 
weapons in the struggle for power.” This conception is 
based on the premiss: 44 Will to power, and not will to 
live, is the motive force of life.” 

Here we are at the root of the matter. But here 
Nietzsche is in direct conflict with the teachings of 
biology and anthropology that 44 activity ” is resultant 
from the desire and will to live—in other words, “the 
struggle for existence.” Hence his deduction is that 
moral law is not resultant from the 44 struggle for exist¬ 
ence,” but from the desire for power and domination. 
Therefore Christian ethics are not a noble but a slave 
morality. But we may observe that, even if primitive 
moral law was instituted as a means of self-defence in 
the struggle for existence, there is a subsequent period 
in the history of mankind when there dawned on 
consciousness the revelation of a higher motive, the 
laws of love and self-sacrifice, the idea of absolute good 
for men. Such altruism, thus defined, has no place in 
the philosophy of Nietzsche. However valuable, however 
trenchant, and however full of clear insight many of 
his aphorisms are, we still contend that the main lines 
of his destructive criticisms are based on conceptions, 
postulates, and premisses which are themselves highly 
debatable, and in no sense beyond the reach of con¬ 
troversy. 
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The Miracle of Five Hundred 
Years Ago.—I 

By Frank Harris. 

HE sceptical argument of our time, triumphantly 
conscious of strength, has become scientific- 

moderate in statement. “ Miracles only happen,” we 
are told, with a pleasant leer, “ when miracles are be¬ 
lieved in,” for which truth we render grateful thanks, 
while appending the corollary that there are always some 
devout souls who believe in miracles, and some more 
devout still to work miracles when the need is most 
urgent 

On January 6, 1412, there was born in the little village 
of Domremy, to Jean Dare, a labourer, and Isabelle 
Romee, his wife, the girl-child who was destined to 
become world-famous as Jeanne Dare. 

When Jeanne came to her teens, the state of France 
was desperate, the monarchy of France fallen to con¬ 
tempt By the Treaty of Troyes, signed in 1420, 
Henry V, King of England, was given peaceable pos¬ 
session of Aquitaine, Normandy, and Brittany. The 
Duke of Burgundy held not only the great province of 
Burgundy itself, but Paris and the lie de France, and 
he was an ally of the English. Provence even was in 
revolt After the defeats of Crevant-sur-Yonne and 
Verneuil, the cause of Charles, the Dauphin, seemed 
hopeless. His kingdom was shrunken to the little duchy 
of Berry. In derision he was called the “ King of 
Bourges.” It looked as if France must become English. 

As a child Jeanne had been noted merely for her 
piety and eagerness to learn. We know now that it 
was a passionate love of country which set her soul 
aflame. A band of Burgundian pillagers raided the 
district in which she lived, and murdered some of the 
inhabitants. France lay like a fair woman at the mercy 
of foreign ruffians. Throbbing with pity and indig¬ 
nation, Jeanne besought her patron Saint Michael, the 
Archangel, and the Saints Margaret and Catherine to 
rescue France from the hands of the savage English. 
For some time her prayers remained unanswered; but 
her fervour grew with her growth, and soon her beloved 
saints came to her in visions, and spoke to her with 
distinct voices. Ever more imperiously they ordered 
her to drive the English out of France—to “ bouter 
1’Anglais hors de France” and to anoint the Dauphin 
Charles as King in Rheims. 

One morning, after spending the whole night pleading 
her own unworthiness, she ventured to tell her uncle, 
Andre Laxart, of her mission. At first the good man 
would have nothing to do with it She must be mad, 
he said. But bit by bit Jeanne’s earnestness won on 
him, and at length he consented to conduct her to the 
Sire de Baudricourt, who was the governor of the nearest 
fortress, which happened to be Vaucouleurs. The good 
knight laughed the mad notion to scorn, and advised 
Laxart to take the girl back to her father and get her 
whipped into a saner mind. “ A prophet is not without 
honour-” 

Jeanne was forced to return to Domremy, but there 
was no rest for her in her native place. The visions 

grew ever clearer, the voices more insistent. She returned 
alone to Vaucouleurs and saw Baudricourt, and told him 
that she must see her king. “ Before mid-Lent,” she 
cried, “ I must be face to face with the King, if I have 
to wear my legs to the knees to get to him! ” Baudri¬ 
court still refused, though Jeanne shook him to hesita¬ 
tion. She then made a pilgrimage to Saint Nicholas- 
du-Port, and on the way won three gentlemen to faith 
in her divine mission. Their names were Bertrand de 
Poulangy, Jean de Sonnecourt, and Jean de Metz. 

With this backing Jeanne returned to Baudricourt 
again, and at length prevailed. He bought her a horse 
that cost a hundred and sixty livres, or say two hundred 
and sixty pounds of our money; gave her, besides, a 
suit of armour and a pair of spurs. 

“ Go ahead, my girl,” he said, “ come what come may.” * 
He appointed her, besides, as escort, a gentleman, Colin 
de Vienne, whom he charged with a written letter to 
the King, an archer named Richard, too, and a servant, 
Julian. Jeanne spent the night in thanksgiving and 
prayer, and early next morning, February 24, I429> 
started with her little band of six to drive the 
English out of France. She was not yet seventeen years 
of age. Was there ever a more insane adventure? 

There were more than eighty leagues to cover, across 
a country infested by marauding bands of English and 
Burgundians. By something like a miracle Jeanne and 
her escort met with no hindrance, and arrived at Chinon 
ten days later, on March 6. The little band had used 
all haste, and had covered twenty-five miles a day in 
wintry weather, over bad roads, Jeanne always in the 
front, her heart burning within her. It is the bare truth 
to say that she had turned her followers into passionate 
enthusiasts before the journey’s end. Within an hour 
of reaching Chinon, Colin de Vienne sent his message 
to the King, whom he was unable to see; but Charles 
replied that he would see the girl on March 9. 

Up to that time the little shepherdess had never seen 
the King, who was then twenty-six years old. Everyone 
knows the story of how, in order to test her, he concealed 
himself among his courtiers, and how Jeanne went to 
him at once, and, kneeling before him, told him what 
the angel-voices had told her. Her passionate earnestness 
brought the genial Dauphin almost to belief. He con¬ 
sented to see her in private. She had been instructed, 
she said, to assure him that he was legitimate, a 
thing which his own courtiers at the time doubted 

greatly. 
The Dauphin was won to hope, if not to faith. But 

naturally the courtiers and churchmen were against the 
girl. They had her examined spiritually by the prelates of 
Courthay, and physically by some matrons of Poitiers, 
for an old saying had got about that only a virgin 
would be able to save the crown of France. The 
spiritual test was severer than one would imagine. But 
Jeanne’s innocent sincerity and native good sense turned 
the obstacles into stepping-stones. A certain Abbe 
Seguin, from Perigord, in the extreme south of France, 
pushed his scepticism to the point of asking her whether, 
in the talks she had had with St Michael, the Archangel 
had spoken to her in French or in Latin—Latin, of 
course, being the language of the Church and of the 
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educated. Jeanne looked at him, and replied: * In 
French, Monsieur l'Abbe—better French than yours.” 
And everyone laughed in delight, for Seguin's French 
accent was as strong as the garlic he loved. 

Jeanne returned to Chinon in triumph, and the 
Dauphin at once accorded her such an establishment 
as might have been given to a prince of the blood. 
Jeanne ordered her armour at Tours, and her standard 
at Blois. Behind the altar of the little church at Fierbois 
her “voices” told her to find her sword. The Duke 
d’Alen^on gave her a great war-horse, and without 
practice she mounted it at once in such fashion that the 
Bastard of Orleans, the Comte de Richemont, the old 
soldiers Xaintrailles, La Hire, and the Marechal Derais 
became enthusiastic partisans. 

Early in April, after praying the whole night, Jeanne 
began the campaign of the Loire “ with a shining face.” 
On April 29 she made her entry into Orleans, and sum¬ 
moned the English to leave the forts and ramparts which 
they were occupying. They replied to her with foul 
jests and insults. On May 4 she carried the fort of St. 
Loup by assault, on the morrow the fort of the Tour- 
nelles. Jeanne, who insisted on putting up the first 
scaling-ladder, had her shoulder pierced by an English 
arrow, which stuck out more than a foot behind her 
back. She broke the arrow off with her own hands 
and pulled it out of the wound. The women who were 
attending her burst into tears as they saw the blood 
spurt out. The heroic child cried to them : “ Do not weep, 
good people; it isn’t blood, but glory! ” Orleans was 
delivered, the English driven back upon Paris, the first 
part of Jeanne’s mission concluded. 

San Gimignano 
HP HE late autumn sun was heavy on hill and plain: 

all Tuscany was golden brown beneath its burn¬ 
ing splendour—all but the dust-grey olive-trees and the 
cypress groves, whose spires stood out like charred 
splinters against the glare. 

The waters of the Elsa, that flow through vineyards 
and country towns to lose themselves in the Arno twenty 
miles below Florence, had shrunk to the merest thread, 
wandering crookedly in their rock-strewn channel. Its 
dry boulders were baked white, and it seemed in its 
nakedness more like a ruined highway than a river. At 
intervals along its course a row of poplars spread their 
screen of autumnal gold against the blue of the sky. 
Our road, shielded awhile by a double row of them, 
skirted the stream, and then, running out into the open 
glare, left the valley, and ascending in a steep spiral 
the flank of a conical mound, began its rolling course 
across country. On it went, now running along a hog- 
backed ridge, now encircling the sweeping periphery of 
a knoll, or dipping down into some rolling wave-trough 
of the land. All those mounds and hollows, in spring¬ 
time deeply rosed with sainfoin like rich, undulating 
tapestries, the olive-yards whose floors are then a deli¬ 
cate, rippling lake of sky-blue flax, were parched and 
dried to crumbling clods. 

Still the road ascended, and the winding plain and the 

high-walled town which we had left, grew lower beneath 
us, while further ranges of grey hills, dimly seen through 
the heat-haze, rose on the circumference of the horizon. 
An endless succession of vineyards and olive groves 
bordered our way, broken occasionally by a dry stream- 
bed or an irregular patch of scrubby thicket At rare 
intervals we passed a white-walled farmstead, flecked 
with sharp-edged lights and shadows, its compact group 
—rude loggia festooned with tangled vines, arid stone 
threshing-floor, out-houses cumbered with red-painted 
mule-carts, wooden tubs, oil-barrels and willow baskets, 
the culminating spires of its three or four cypresses— 
rose like an island out of that sea of fruitfulness. And 
all this countryside, which seemed so still and passive 
under the sun, was swarming with busy labour; for 
in those upland vineyards crowds of sun-browned con- 
tadini—men, women, boys, girls, and little bare-foot 
children with beady, squirrel eyes—were gathering in 
the vintage. 

Some, up ladders, were reaching the purple clusters 
from the vines which, wedded to pollard elms and 
maples, clamber out of reach or hang in heavy garlands 
from tree to tree. Others ranged in rows along the 
screens of vines, trained in the more modern fashion 
on to espaliers of reed-canes, gathered the bunches into 
baskets and emptied them into the tall tubs, there to be 
pounded up with a wooden pestle into foaming crimson 
juice. Others, again, carried these tubs to the ox-cart, 
whereon they packed them together for transport to the 
farm. Sometimes men would shout to each other in their 
rich Italian, or a woman called to the children, and 
there were sounds of whistled tunes and voices of unseen 
workers chanting some weird old Tuscan stornello. At 
midday they are to be seen all encamped under a shady 
tree, eating and drinking, or stretched at full length 
enjoying a siesta. 

All these brown country-folk seem so happy and con¬ 
tented ; pleasant and courteous, with the frank, unspoilt 
manners of Nature ; pleased to show their goodwill to us 
by liberal presents of grapes. 

As yet our destination remained hidden by inter¬ 
vening hills, and we had ceased for a while to expect it, 
when, as we rounded the corner of a sweeping, uphill 
curve, it swung into distant view directly opposite us, 
ranged splendidly along its high ridge, the olive-groves 
running up like waves about its walls and houses, and its 
lofty square towers, one out-soaring the other, as in a 
picture of some impossible city of romance. It had come 
upon us with the uplifting shock of a revelation; then, 
suddenly, as we stood gazing at it, seemingly so silent 
and deserted on its remote hill, a bell clanged out in 
one of its towers, and then another and another till the 
air rang with beaten bronze signalling the noon. It 
seemed as if the fierce brilliance of the sunlight had 
changed to sound, and soon that sound had built a vast 
invisible dome above the city, which dissolved into 
silence as the bells one by one stopped ringing, leaving 
a stillness profounder than before. 

An hour later we had climbed the steep slope and 
entered the arched gateway. The stone-paved street, 
extending without footpaths from wall to wall; the 
gaunt, grey houses enclosing and darkening it in rising 
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perspective as it ascends to the high piazza, give a vivid 
impression of age. At the top of the curving street is 
another arched gate, and shooting gauntly up behind it 
a group of four lofty towers dominates the whole ascent 
There is something appalling in their grim, windowless 
masses, blocked starkly against the sky. Naked of any 
artistic adornment to tell of the loving zeal and sweet 
reason of civilised man, they seem rather the monuments 

•* 

of a monstrous inhumanity—a brute force—and recall 
vividly the cruelty and turbulent anarchy of the age that 
erected them. 

In San Gimignand survives the empty shell of a 
vanished life. Its greyness demands the contrast of 
rich colour, its soaring immobility that of diversified 
movement Every street is like an empty stage waiting 
for the brilliant pageantry of its native centuries—the 
processions of war and religion and civic rejoicing; all 
the rich colour of art and artistic industries; the wild 
extremes of life and living; chivalrous love and fierce 
cruelty; full-blooded life and stem asceticism; reckless 
immorality and the ecstasies and visions of saints; a 
riotous drama played by men and women so emotional, 
so subjective in their outlook, that their very thoughts 
and aspirations seemed to take visible and tangible form. 

We left the town at sunset As we made our way 
down the narrow street towards the Porta San Matteo, 
the savour of burning wood and the keen acrid scent of 
fermenting grape-juice, issuing from the door of some 
dark vat-house, stirred in the mind delicate processes 
that touched the margins of half forgotten impressions. 
Stopping under the massive arch of the gate, we looked 
back again into the narrow vista of street, dark and 
sunless as a tunnel, with its pavement of great stone 
blocks and the sombre fronts of its towering grey palazzi. 
A group of townspeople were standing at the gate, idly 
content, their work ended for the day. The lamplighter 
had lighted the lamp and was slinging it up on its cord 
to its place in the centre of the lofty arch. 

Outside the walls the golden light of sunset possessed 
the whole land, bathing like a standing lake the dusky, 
rolling country before us; flooding the upper air with 
its rare, sparkling essence; blazing orange on the 
weathered stone of the rugged town-walls and the tower¬ 
ing gate, till the lamp hoisted by the provident lamp¬ 
lighter looked sick and ineffectual—a glow-worm spark 
in the pervading glare. 

Along the road we passed brown-skinned contact ini 
returning to the town from their work in the rich vine¬ 
yards below. Some strode along in groups of three or 
four, talking; others followed the slow ox-wagons, in 
which the wooden tubs, laden with the day’s vintaging, 
were being drawn up the steep slope to the town. The 
solemn grey oxen that pulled them had wide branching 
horns and large, serene eyes like sky-reflecting pools; 
strings of scarlet wool tassels hung over their projecting 
brows. One of the peasants carried a huge bunch of 
purple grapes which swung heavily from its stalk under 
a crown of green vine leaves. He had not had the 
heart, it seemed, to throw this superb cluster into the 
tub, to be pounded up with the rest. 

A mile farther on we passed the last wagon, and the 
twilight was already far advanced. Thenceforward the 

country was empty: the town had received its children 
within its gates for the night. In the distance behind us 
it looked mournful and desolate on its bleak hill-top, 
standing, with its long ramparts and gaunt towers, 
blackly against the steel-cold sky. But it is the scene 
outside the Porta San Matteo that remains in the 
memory as the very essence of autumnal fruitfulness. 

Evening after evening throughout the late autumn 
and the winter such sunset wonders repeat themselves, 
and for one who has wandered during those months 
through Tuscany and Umbria, these glorious daily holo¬ 
causts, whether seen from a high-perched castle in the 
Arno valley, from the desolate shores of Lake Trasi- 
mene, or from the rocky watch-towers of Siena and 
Orvieto, colour and sublimate the memory of every other 
impression of that time. 

Martin D. Armstrong. 

Gaho Hashimoto: A Great Japanese 
Artist.—I 

By Yone Noguchi 

THE art of Gaho (Mr. Hashimoto’s nom-de-plume, 
signifying the “ Kingdom Refined ”) is not to 

discard form and detail, as is often the case with the 
artists of the “Japanese school/' while they soar into 
the grey-tinted vision of tone and atmosphere. His 
conventionalism—remember that he started his artist’s 
life as a student of the Kano school, whose absurd 
classicism, arresting the germ of development, invited 
its own ruin—was not an enemy for him by any means. 
With the magic of his own alchemy he turned it into 
a transcendental beauty, bearing the dignity of artistic 
authority. I am sure he must have been glad to have 
the conventionalism for his magic to work on afterward ; 
and when he left it, it seems to me, he looked back to it 
with a reminiscence of sad longing. Conventionalism is 
not bad when it does not dazzle. To make it suggestive 
is an achievement. To speak of Gaho’s individuality 
in his pictures does no justice to him. His thought and 
conception are the highest, and at the least different 
from many another artist in the West. It is not his aim 
at all to express the light and colour of his individuality. 
I believe that he even despised it He had the volumes 
of the Oriental philosophy in himself; and his idea, I 
believe, was much influenced by the Zen sect, Buddhism, 
w'hose finality in teaching is to forget your ego. Gaho 
often talked on Kokoromochi in picture, to use his 
favourite expression, which, I am sure, means more than 
“ spirit." “ Now what is it ?" he was frequently asked. 
“ Is it in its nature subjective or objective ? Or is it 
something like a combination of the two?" He was 
never explanatory in speech in his life. He thought, as 
a Zen priest, that silence was the best answer. Let me 
explain his Kokoromochi in picture by my understanding. 

It is life or vital breath of the objective character, which 
is painted by one who has no stain of eye or subjectivity. 
To lose your subjectivity against the canvas, or, I will 
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say, here in Japan, the silk, is the first and last thing. 
And the perfect assimilation with the object which you 
are going to paint would be the way of emancipation. 
You have to understand that you are called out by a 
divine voice only to be a medium, but nothing else. I 
am afraid that the phrase, “ Let Nature herself speak,” 
has been over-used. However, it is peculiarly true in 
Gaho's case. I think Gaho thought that to flash the 
rays of his individuality in his picture was nothing but 
a blasphemy against Nature. In that respect he is the 
humblest artist, and at the same time his humility is 
his own pride. Indeed, it is only through humility you 
are admitted to step into the inner shrine of Nature. 
Art for Gaho was not the matter of a piece of silk and 
Chinese ink, but a sacred thing. And to be an artist 
is a life’s greatest triumph, and I am sure that Gaho 
was that 

I have been for some long time suspecting the nature 
of development of artistic appreciation of the Western 
mind, when only Hokusai’s and Hiroshige’s pictures, 
let me say, of red and green in tone of conception, called 
its special attention, and I even thought that our 
Japanese art, with the silence of blue and grey, would 
be perfectly beyond its power of reach. When Nature ‘ 
soars higher, she turns at once to the depth of dreams, 
whose voice is silence. To express the grey stillness 
of atmosphere and tone is the highest art, at least, to 
the Japanese mind. Not only in the picture, but in 
the “ tea house ” or incense ceremony, or in the garden, 
the appreciation of silence is the highest aesthetics. It 
gives you a strong but never abrupt thrill of the delight 
which is nobly touched by the hands of sadness, and 
lets you lose yourself in it, and slowly grasp something 
you may be glad to call ideal. And the same sensation 
you can entertain from Gaho’s art, which you might 
think to be reminiscent of a certain artistic paradise 
or Horai, the blest—one of his favourite subjects— 
enwrapped in silent air. You may call it idealism if 
you will, but it was nothing for him but the realisation. 
While you think it was his fancy, he saw it with his 
own naked eyes. It is true that he had been delivered 
from idealism. And I should say that dream, too, is 
not less real than you and I. 

He never jars you. His art is a grey ghost of melody 
born from the bosom of depth and distance, like a 
far-off mountain. And it gives you a thrill of large 
space that binds you with eternity, and you will under¬ 
stand that what you call reality is nothing but a shiver 
of impulse of great Nature. His art, indeed, is the 
highest art of Japan, which, I believe, will be also the 
highest art of the West. It quite often stirs me with 
a Western suggestion, which, however, springs from the 
soil of his own bosom. I know that there is a meeting 
point of the East and West, and that, after all, they 
are the same thing. He found the secret of art, which 
will remind any highly developed mind of both the 
East and West of some memory, and let it feel some¬ 
thing like an emotion and fly into a higher realm of 
beauty. (Gaho’s beauty is the beauty of silence.) It 
goes without saying that his art is simple, and his vision 
not complex. However, it is not only an Oriental 
philosophy to say that the greatest simplicity is the 

greatest complexity, and I will say that Gaho holds 
both extremes. The elements of his art embrace some¬ 
thing older than art, larger than life, something which 
inspires you with the sense of profundity. They give 
us strange and positive pulses of age and nature, and 
the sudden rapture of dream, for which we will gladly 
die. They give us the feeling of peace and silence, 
and suggest something which we wish to grasp. The 
delight we gain from Gaho is purely spiritual His 
pictures are living as a ghost which vanishes and again 
appears. 

His conception of Buddhism was not sad, although this 
religion is generally said to be a pessimism, but joyous 
and sympathetic. I am sure that to associate Buddhism 
with something of grief and tears is not a proper under¬ 
standing at all (See Gaho’s pictures of the Buddha 
and Rakans, the Buddha disciples. They do not in¬ 
spire any awfulness.) Tenderness and joy, with a touch 
of sorrow, which is poetry, are the road toward the 
Nirvana. For Gaho, silence meant the highest state of 
peacefulness. The sad joy, which is the highest joy, 
is an evolution which never breaks the euphony of life, 
while tears and grief are rebellious. His art inspires in 
us a great reverence, which is religious, and it is always 
justified. And it reveals a light of faith under which 
he was born as an artist, and he was glad to fulfil his 
appointed work. Then his aspiration is never an acci¬ 
dent, but the force which he cherished and has made 
grow. 

SOME OLD THEATRES OF 
PARIS 

The Com£die Francaise 
FROM THE REVOLUTION TO THE 

COMMUNE.—I. 

THE history of the Comedie Francaise during the 
Revolution is of a particularly dramatic character. 

When the Revolution broke out, the " Ordinary 
Comedians of the King,” as the actors of the Comedie 
Francaise were named at that period, were obliged to 
debaptize their theatre, which they appropriately named 
the “ Theatre de la Nation.” Soon, however, an incident 
occurred which provoked a grave schism. This was in 
1789, when Marie Joseph Chenier brought to the 
Comedie Francaise a tragedy, in five acts, entitled 
41 Charles IX.” This play marks a date never to be 
forgotten in theatrical annals, for the title-role was 
created by Talma, who made in it his first real debut, 
obtaining at once a colossal success. In fact, it is not 
improbable that his triumph contributed in no small 
measure towards augmenting the exasperation which 
reigned amongst the actors of the Comedie Francaise, 
for even those fervent disciples of Art were influenced 
by the tumultuous ideas of renovation which were 
surging through all classes of French society at that 
period. A dissension soon broke out between the mem¬ 
bers of the troupe. The democrats, ardent partisans of 
the new doctrines, separated themselves from the 
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royalists, and moved to the playhouse of 44 Les Vari6t6s 
Amusantes,” situated in the Palais-Royal, which became 
later the Com6die Fran^aise. 

In 1793, a courageous author, Laya by name, signed a 
play called “ L’Ami des Lois,” which was represented 
at the Th&itre de la Nation. In it he attacked violently 
the ultra-revolutionary party and railed at Robespierre 
and Marat. The two terrible revolutionaries conceived 
a violent wrath at such a daring proceeding—especially 
Robespierre, who called the Theatre de la Nation a 
disgusting haunt of aristocrats and insulters of the 
Revolution—and the play was immediately prohibited. 
Although many attempts were made during the following 
year to have the interdict abolished, the incident came 
to a close on September 4 of the same year in a truly 
dramatic manner. All the actors and actresses of the 
Com^die Frangaise were arrested. The men were 
despatched to the prison of the Magdelonnettes; the 
women were incarcerated in Sainte-Pelagie. They would 
certainly have fallen victims to the insatiable 11 widow ” 
(as the guillotine was nicknamed) had it not been for 
the devotion of Charles de la Bussifcre, registrar at the 
“ Cabinet des Pieces Accusatrices,” to whom were con¬ 
fided the papers of the prisoners. Thanks to him, all 
the actors were saved, also Mademoiselle de Sombreuil, 
Talleyrand, P^rigord, and many others. His method of 
accomplishing his good actions is worthy of being 
noted, as it is a fine example of intrepidity and self- 
controL 

De la Bussiere’s office was situated in the Pavilion 
de Flore, in the Tuileries Palace, where each day were 
deposited the documents of accusation. De la Bussiere 
was entrusted with the task of sorting and classing them. 
So every day he withdrew some of the papers of the 
convicted persons he wished to save, and after having 
locked them up in his own private drawer he used to 
replace in the fatal box containing the papers of con¬ 
demned persons the documents he could not abstract. 
For it was necessary that a batch of victims should be 
despatched daily to appease the sanguinary appetite 
of the people. About one o’clock in the morning he 
used to go to the Comit6 du Salut Public, as the mem¬ 
bers of the committee preferred that hour to begin their 
deliberations. On his way to the Comite he would go to 
his office furtively and without a light. One can imagine 
the scene. The man bent over the half-open drawer and 
withdrew the accusing papers. Then noiselessly he 
crept to a pail full of water which served to cool the 
drinks of the midday meal. He plunged the documents 
into the water and let them soak until the characters 
traced on them were blurred and unreadable. During 
all this operation De la Bussiere did not waver. He was 
cool and collected, and his self-control never left him. 
Then, when the documents were well soaked, he rolled 
them into little balls, which he hid in his pockets, and 
went to the public baths of the Seine. There he dipped 
the soft masses of paper once more in the water of his 
bath-tub, and divided them into tiny pellets, which he 
flung into the river, through the window of his cabin. 
Nine hundred and twenty-four persons owed their lives 
to his heroic intervention. 

Foreign Reviews 
“ La Revue Bleue." 

In the number for December 30 we find some curious 
notes on Mme. de Stael’s “Corinne,” taken by Stendhal 
before a journey to Italy. His comments are most un¬ 
sympathetic M. Roger Levy begins an account of the 
life and ideas of Alphonse Karr, which he concludes in 
the next number. M. Georges Bossert contributes a 
very able synopsis of 41 La Marche de TEvolution Indus- 
trielle depuis Cent-Cinquante Ans.” For January 6 
M. H.Jacoubet gives the first of a series of three articles 
on a journey through China; a lecture of M. Camille 
Julian, entitled “ Idees Communes et Faits G6n6raux k 
la fin des Temps Prehistoriques,” and delivered before 
the College de France, is printed; and there is also 
an entertaining interview between an American lady 
and Raoul Rigault, the Communard Prefect of Police. 
M. Joseph Reinach begins a series of three articles, 
covering the history of Franco-German relations ab ovo> 

exalting the importance of natural boundaries, and re¬ 
gretting the resolutions that led to Italian adventures 
instead of expansion along the Rhine. 

In the January 13 number M. F. Roussel-Despierres 
has the first of two studies on Faith as an article on 
Politics; he concludes that Socialism has but a short 
time to live or command, because it wants faith. M. 
Lux quotes at great length and with complete appro¬ 
bation a recent article of The ACADEMY on Heine. For 
January 20 and the following number M. Regis Michaud 
contributes a portion of Emerson’s diary. In the former 
number M. Francois Maury speaks in the warmest terms 
of the Poincar6 ministry and its mission. M. E. 
L^monon examines the international situation as be¬ 
tween England and Germany, and pleads for a close 
military alliance between us and the French. In the 
number for January 27 we find a study by M. Maurice 
Croiset of the religion of Euripides. Our high expecta¬ 
tions are amply fulfilled; he explains to us the paradox 
of the dramatist’s agnosticism; but curiously enough he 
does not notice recent attempts to prove that the 
“ Alcestis ” is a satire. M. Paul Gaultier maintains that 
the higher animals have a conscience. 41 Chez les 
animaux superieurs, sa presence me parait incontest¬ 
able,” he says; and he finds further signs of a definite 
mentality. 

“ La Revue Critique d’Histoire et de Literature.” 

DECEMBER 30: M. Alfred Loisy is to the fore with a 
number of criticisms of books on religious subjects. 
The most interesting of his operations is that performed 
on wThat must be an extraordinary book, 41 La folie de 
Jesus,” by Dr. Binet-Sangle, who appears to maintain 
that in order to study the foundation of Christianity, 
one ought to be a specialist in brain disease. 44 Depuis 
dix-neuf cents ans, l’humanite occidentale vit sur une 
erreur de diagnose.” M. Loisy justly comments that 
to make an assertion like this 44 il fallait etre midicin, 
mais rien que medecin.” 44 My ” discusses editions of 
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Sophocles, three new volumes of Herrn Schneidewin 
and Nauck, and one of Herr Fr. Schubert. M. Balden- 
sperger treats of M. Cassagne’s work on Chateaubriand 
as a politician. January 6: M. Loisy analyses rather 
than judges that brilliant work, noticed a short while 
back in The Academy—the “ Adonis and Esmun ” of 
Count Baudissin: 44 Finement deduit, d’aucuns peut- 
etre seront tentes de lire: trop finement.” January 27: 
M. Gaston Wiet’s edition of the Khitat of Maqrizi is 
dealt with over the initials “ M. G. D ” “ My ” discusses 
Herr Fick’s work on the Odyssey, his theory of an 
^Eolian source for the Homeric poems, and his hypo¬ 
theses about astronomical numbers. The seventh 
volume of the “ Cambridge History of English Litera¬ 
ture ” is dealt with by M. Bastide, who, with some jus¬ 
tice, censures the neglect of Milton in this part of the 
work. 

“ Revue des Etudes Napol£oniennes.m 

A WORD is wanted to describe the labours of the his¬ 
torians of Napoleon; they have almost created an 
independent body of knowledge; we wonder whether 
“ Napoleology ” would be of any use to them for the 
christening of their new science. We have found M. 
Chuquet’s publication, “ Feuilles d’Histoire,” rather idola¬ 
trous, but this of M. Edouard Driault goes considerably 
further. Yet, whatever our sense of proportion may 
prompt us to think of the object of the new venture, 
there can be no doubt about the manner of its first 
realisation. The new review is daintily got up and 
admirably printed, and the matter is correspondingly 
good. The general plan presents no very unusual 
features; there is to be a special article yearly on litera¬ 
ture, dealing with internal affairs under the two 
Napoleons—for Louis Napoleon also belongs to Napo¬ 
leology ; the first of these articles appears in the first 
number, and is excellently done by M. Roger Levy. M. 
Aulard is another permanent-looking contributor. The 
editor has a prefatory article, giving the historical 
bibliography of his subject, from which Stendhal is 
rather strangely excluded, and defining the scope of the 
periodical, which is to help in the discovery of the good 
sources, and is also to be a 44 centre d’etudes.” He also 
has “ Souvenirs du Centenaire ” on Moscow and 1812. 
M. Masson gives the biography of the Count de Mont- 
holon up to Saint Helena, and M. Rene Schneider 
estimates the art of Canova. 

Varia. 

We have to notice the appearance of a new Greek quar¬ 
terly written in French and entitled Le Philosophe 
de nos Temps et la Religion Philosophique, edited by 
Dr. B. Agapon. As all the articles break off, at an 
interesting point in the discussion, with the talismanic 
words, “ a suivre,” it is early days to discuss conclusions, 
but certain initial quotations show that the aim of the 
review is to preach some sort of a dogmatic religion or 
Christianity. LCEuvre has a dainty number. Comte 
M. Prozor describes the performance, which took place 
last August at Munich, of Steiner’s 44 Porte de l'lnitia- 
rion ”—a Rosicrucian play. Another article treats of 

Bossuet as a great dramatist—whose work might, how¬ 
ever, be difficult to produce. We have received a copy 
of an article reprinted from the Dkpiche de Toulouse, 
dealing with Italian Futurism, from the pen of M. 
Camille Mauclair. The writer is as sympathetic as he 
well could be, but it is difficult, from any broad point 
of view, to feel much sympathy for a movement that, 
while expressing some possibly just Italian grievances, 
denies some of the first principles of human social life. 
Finally, we will notice a highly appreciative article, in 
the Corriera della Sera for December 15, on Mr. 
Bagot’s “ Italian Year,” which was also reviewed in The 

Academy. Signor Guglielmo Emanuel, the writer of 
the article, whose standpoint may be described as a 
“ chastened Futurism,” finds that Mr. Bagot is one of 
the first foreign writers to do justice to modern Italy, 
and as some Italians have lately taken a great dislike 
to anything savouring of History, this becomes high 
praise. 

Indian Reviews 
HE numbers of the Hindustan Review for January 

and February are still pervaded by the Kings 
visit to India, and as repetition rather than originality 
is the bane of Indian literature, these topics are likely to 
do service fpr some time. This journal, published at 
Allahabad, approves the Durbar boons, but offers little 
in the shape of reasons for doing so. Like many other 
Indian periodicals, it makes, without any justification, 
sweeping statements in disparagement of Government 
or of the Government policy. For instance, it attributes 
to the gross neglect of the Bengal Government the 
backwardness of Behar (the new Province) in education 
and public spirit: the fact being that the Beharis are 
and always have been the Boetians of India, hopelessly 
incapable of intellectual competition with the Bengalis. 
An Indian writer on economics is praised for his at¬ 
tempts to diagnose the contributory causes of Indian 
famines and to furnish suggestions for the prevention 
of their frequent occurrence. Not a word is said of 
the fact that famines are caused by the failure of the 
seasonal rains, which the Government endeavour to 
mitigate in every manner possible. The increase in the 
Excise Revenue from liquors and drugs is, again, laid to 
the charge of Government, the facts being that by in¬ 
creased taxation and better administration the Govern¬ 
ment do all they can to check intemperance. The 
immense preponderance, numerically, of Indians over 
Europeans in the service of the State has been explained 
many times, by Lord Curzon and others; and higher 
posts are constantly being filled up by appointments 
of Indians. A writer in this journal puts forward claims 
to more and better appointments for them, without any 
regard for the requirement of fitness for the posts, and 
he has the boldness to state that the “ Services ” are 
periodically reorganised in favour of Anglo-Indians as 
against Indians. The reverse is the actual truth, and 
the writer ought to know it. 

Objection is taken to the very frequent use, by an 
English writer, of 14 native ” for 44 Indian.” The writers 
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in these journals are on the look-out to make such criti¬ 
cisms, and, as the possible charges against the Govern¬ 
ment and its officers are limited in number, they must 
have recourse to the old stock which have done duty so 
often. A fairer spirit would raise the value of such a 
periodical. 

The issues of the Wednesday Review, of Trichino- 
poly, from January 17 to February 7, show the questions 
which were agitating the Madras Presidency after the 
King had left India. This newspaper aims at hearty 
co-operation among Hindus and Mahomedans with a 
view to building up 4t an Indian nationality” It is an 
academical aspiration, dependent on English soldiers 
remaining in the country (when British rule has ceased) 
to protect it from invasion. Nationality will not be 
within the range of practical politics for some centuries. 
This fact is recognised, in so many words, in an article 
on “ Home Rule for India,” based on rather a poor paper, 
a mere ballon d'essai, written by Mr. H. G. Keene, a 
retired octogenarian Civilian. The Bishop of Madras 
made some sensible remarks on a capacity for friendship 
that can break down the natural barriers of race and 
religion being no small contribution to public life in 
India. This journal properly remarks that this con¬ 
tribution must come equally from Indians and English¬ 
men 

The Collegian, of Calcutta (two numbers), for January 
contains the usual records of educational events. It is 
satisfactory to see that the Government grant of fifty 
lakhs of rupees for popular education is intended to be 
annual, permanently; but £330,000 will not go far 
among 315,000,000 souls. Who can deny that education 
is progressing when the Begum of Bhopal presides at an 
Anglo-Oriental educational Conference and delivers an 
address on Moslem education of Mahomedan women in 
India ? Papers on science and philosophy, the syllabus of 
moral philosophy, and mathematical treatises will appeal 
to the educational professors rather than to the general 
reader. 

Spring Bulbs at the Horticultural 
Hall 

EW of the fortnightly meetings of the Royal Hor¬ 
ticultural Society are so delightful as that at 

which spring bulbs are the chief feature. Personally we 
are not sorry to see that plump old-fashioned flower the 
hyacinth in some small measure coming into its own 
again, if only on account of its matchless scent. In the 
competitive classes to be seen in the annexe was demon¬ 
strated its eminent suitability for pot-culture. The 
possibilities of early spring bulbs grown in moss fibre 
were well illustrated in the first-prize groups of Lady 
Tate and Miss E. M. Rawlins, who showed tulips and 
hyacinths respectively. With regard to the bulb which 
at the present day holds pride of place—the daffodil—we 
fancied we perceived traces of approaching finality in 
the multiplication of varieties. Most of the seedlings 
shown were decidedly inferior to already existing kinds. 
One of the most pleasing groups of this flower was that 

Mr. Christopher Bourne, but so great was the attend¬ 

ance at the show that we were unable to gain a close 
view. Many novelties were staged by that expert raiser, 
Mr. Herbert Chapman. The one which pleased us most 
was Madonna: this, like the very* similar Alabaster, has 
both trumpet and cup of pure ivory white. 

The attempt to effect so-called 44 improvements ” in 
so dainty a flower as the Chionodona we cannot but 
deprecate. Among Messrs. Cartwright and Goodwin’s 
Silver Flora medal group of daffodils we noticed espe¬ 
cially Longfellow’, Mistress Prue, Mrs. H. J. Veitch, and 
the Triandrus hybrids. It goes without saying that such 
firms as Messrs. Sutton and Veitch staged immense and 
excellent exhibits. The latter firm's new Indian azalea, 
appropriately named 44 Blushing Bride,” gained an award 
of merit. Messrs. Carter, closely following the model of 
their highly successful exhibit at the corresponding show 
of last year, displayed a charming miniature lawn fringed 
with spring bulbs tastefully arranged. With regard to 
rock-gardens, as usual a prominent feature, the best 
arranged were those of Messrs. Wallace and Mr. 
Clarence Elliott, the latter displaying, among other 
choice plants, a magnificent mass of that superb saxi¬ 
frage Burseriana gloria. The most notable group of 
orchids was that of Sir George Holford, consisting prin¬ 
cipally of Cattleyas and Laelio-cattleyas. On Messrs. 
Sanders’ stand we noticed the finest specimen of Cym- 
didium Hookeri grandiflorum which we ever remember 
seeing. The flower spike held no less than fifteen 
blooms. Some beautiful hybrid Gerberas were shown by 
Mr. H. N. Ellison. These dainty flowers cannot fail to 
increase in popularity when their cultural needs become 
better known. Messrs. Allwood Brothers had one most 
remarkable carnation, named La Rayonnante, in colour 
soft pale yellow and of immense size. Awards of merit 
were given to Corylopsis multiflora, a remarkable flower¬ 
ing shrub shown by Miss Willmott, and to Mr. Gill's new 
red Rhododendron Cornubia. One or two of the groups 
afforded flagrant examples of that deplorable overcrowd¬ 
ing against which we have protested more than once in 
these columns. Upon our way out we were much enter¬ 
tained with a demonstration of the working qualities 
of a fruit cleaning and grading machine, invented and 
manufactured by Mr. Becker, of Jersey. In conclusion, 
we are gratified to note that the suggestion which we 
made a considerable time ago, as to extending many of 
these meetings into a second day, has been adopted. 

Notes and News 
His Majesty th$ King has promised to lend four in¬ 

teresting portraits, in mezzotint, line, and fine brush 
work, of the Stuart period, from the collections at 
Windsor to the Loan Section of the Royal Amateur Art 
Society’s exhibition, which is to be held from March 10 
to 13, at Surrey House, 7, Marble Arch, W. 

Mr. Arthur Bourchier will open the annual Shakespeare 
Festival at Stratford-upon-Avon on the afternoon of 
Monday, April 22, with a performance of 44 The Taming 
of the Shrew,” and not 41 Much Ado About Nothing,” 
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as previously announced. Mr. Bourchier will appear as 
Petruchio, and Miss Violet Vanbrugh as Katharina. 

At the 300th performance of “ Bunty Pulls the 
Strings,” at the Haymarket Theatre on Tuesday evening, 
March 19, a new one-act play entitled “The Man in 
Possession” will be produced. The author is Mr. 
Frederic Sargent, and the cast consists of Mr. Jerrold 
Robettshaw, Mr. Gerald Ames, and Miss Vera Cobum. 

Messrs. Blackwood announce for immediate publica¬ 
tion a new novel entitled “ Yellowsands,” by Adam 
Gowans Whyte. It records the remarkable holiday ad¬ 
ventures of a retired manufacturer of vinegar who, with 
extraordinary success and tact, fills the unexpected role 
of Cupid’s ambassador. The problems solved by his 
prosaic commonsense afford comic situations of which 
the author has made excellent use, while in the descrip¬ 
tion of a “literary” boarding-house the humour is 
sharpened by satire. 

If the sum of ,£2,000 can be secured during the next 
few weeks, Colley Hill, Surrey, one of the most lovely 
and interesting points within easy reach of the Metro- 
polis, will be preserved as a free and open space to the 
nation. The National Trust for Places of Historic 
Interest and Natural Beauty have recently received a 
generous promise of £ 1,000, provided the sum mentioned 
is raised within the time specified, and a local fund has 
been instituted, to which Mr. Arthur Trower, of Wippie, 
Redhill, is Hon. Treasurer. 

The “ French Theatre Society, Ltd.,” have taken The 
Little Theatre, Adelphi, for the whole of the coming 
season, and will open on April 24 with a programme of 
French plays varying from light farce to tragedy. M. 
Louis Tunc, with Mile. Miriam-Deroxe of the Vaude¬ 
ville, will appear, among other artistes. Mr. E. Vaughan 
Grey is managing-director, and among others associated 
with him on the board of directors is M. Jean Duhamel, 
M.A. (Paris), one of the directors of the “ Coin de 
France,” and London correspondent of Excelsior. 

On the afternoon of March 19 the “ Iphigenia in 
Tauris” of Euripides will be produced at the Kingsway 
Theatre for a series of special matinees on Tuesdays and 
Fridays. “ Iphigenia ” will be presented in Professor 
Gilbert Murray’s translation in English verse. Special 
music has been composed by Mr. S. P. Waddington, and 
the dances, arranged by Miss Margaret Morris, help in 
the unfolding of the dramatic story. The dresses and 
scenery are being designed by Mr. Norman Wilkinson, 
and the production of the play is in the hands of Mr. 
Granville Barker. 

_ • 

Lord Haldane has written an introductory note to a 
volume entitled “ Germany in the Nineteenth Century ” 
which will be published in a few days by the Manchester 
University Press. The contents are a series of lectures 
delivered at the University on “ The Political History ” 
by Dr. J. Holland Rose; “ The Intellectual History,” by 
Professor Herford; “ The Economic History,” by Pro¬ 
fessor Conner; and “ The History of Education,” by 
Dr. Sadler, Vice-chancellor of Leeds University. Since 
delivery the Lectures have been revised bv the authors, 
and it is hoped that in their present form they will help 
to promote a more sympathetic attitude in this country 
towards Germany. . 
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PAUL’S PARAGON 6*. W. E. Norris 
r 1T?0 t(?Vck tenderness through the story makes the reader 
feel that things really human are here handled, and handled with a masterly 
and human tooch. A memorable novel!M—DAILY MAIL. • 

THE GOOD GIRL 6*. 

“ A novel which we can heartily admire . . 
it down after the first few pages.”—OBSERVER. 

EVERYBODY'S BOY 6«. 

VincenMTSuUivan 
, we defy eny one to 

Lindsay Bnshford 
“A charming fantastic story with dalightfal backgrounds of a most enter- 

tainlng group of charaeters who express themselves with refreshing wit . . 
cleverly individualized.”—DAILY MAIL. 

A LOST INTEREST 6s. Mrs. George Wcmyt* 
"There is a splendid touch of farce in this book, it is a delightful comedy 

with real seriousness behind it, written with a masterly combination of light 
wtt and deep insightMORNING LEADER. 

8UCCE8S 6*. Una L. Silberrad 
“Miss Silberrad in her new novel has succeeded. It is the admirable 

humanity of Miss Silberrad s novel that gives it its depth and beauty—a 
humanity that bestows on even the least of her characters something 
which we call reality.”—WESTMINSTER GAZETTE. 

HERITAGE 6*. Valentina Hawtrey 
“Miss Hawtrey has a distinct and powerful talent of her own. There Is a 

sombre strength in this stonr. But it is a fine, bold conception, developed 
with vigour, sympathy, and skill. "—DAILY MAIL. 

QUEED (9th Impression) 

A CIRCUIT RIDER’S WIFE 6«. 

IN THE SHADOW OF ISLAM 6s. 

THE GREY STOCKING 4/6 net. 

Sydnor Harrison 

Corra Harris 

Demetra Valca 

Maurice Baring 

MY IDEALED JOHN BULLEB8ES 6s. net. 
Yoshio Marking 

Illustrated by the Author, with 6 Plates In Colour, and so Black aad 
White Draw lags. 

“ Rarely has more refreshing and penetrating criticism been passed upon 
the Englishwoman of to-day than by the well-known Japanese artist and 
writer, Mr. Yoshio Markino, who, as will be seen In this book, deftly 
analytes the character of onr countrywomen, and shows us how they appear 
to the enlightened Eastern miod.”—WEEKLY DISPATCH. 

IN PRAISE OF OXFORD Thomas Seccombe 

H. Spencer Scott 
Yol. II — HAMMERS AID CUSTOMS low Ready. 
Yol. I.—HISTORY AID TOPOGRAPHY. Already Published. 

Demy Bvo, 6/- net per volume, said separately. 

“No Oxford man could fail to spend many a pleasant hour dipping into this 
fat Oxford anthology, crammed with interesting things. No Oxford man 
should fail to get this second instalment of Messrs. Seccombe and Scott's 
great Oxford anthology."—OBSERVER. 

THE IMPERIAL CONFERENCE 
OF 1911 FROM WITHIN <*/• net.) 

Sir John G. Findlay, K.C.M.G. 

DISTRIBUTION AND ORIGIN R. F. Scharff. Ph.D. 
OF LIFI II AIIK10A (IM net.) 

FORECASTING WEATHER W. N. Shaw, F.R.S. 
1M not. 

WHAT IS AND WHAT MIGHT BE 
ith Impression lav Ready (4/0 net) 

E. G. A. Holmes 

EIGHTEEN CAPITALS OF CHINA 
With 100 lUnstratlona (ft/- t at.) 

W. E. Ceil, LL.D. 

THE COMMENTS OF BAGSHOT J. A. Spender. 
Sod SERIES (M B*t). 

CONSTABLE & CO., Ltd., LONDON, W.C. 
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Imperial and Foreign Affairs 
By Lancelot Lawton. 

INDUSTRIAL ANARCHY: THE 
INTERNATIONAL ASPECT. 

OT the least serious aspect of the coal strike is the 
detrimental effect which it is producing upon 

British prestige and interests abroad. The writer hap¬ 
pened to be visiting St. Petersburg and Berlin some 
months ago at the time when the transport workers 
were idle, and the opinion prevailed in these two capitals 
that Great Britain was undergoing a domestic upheaval 
of a nature such as to warrant the application of the term 
*4 revolution.” Bad as the situation was then, and critical 
as it undoubtedly is to-day, it must be confessed that 
the brief telegrams transmitted abroad by the news 
agencies convey a distorted impression to foreign readers 
inasmuch as, for the sake of journalistic enterprise, they 
make the most of gloomy circumstances and invariably 
ignore or treat only lightly of hopeful signs. Thus the 
impression has gained ground on the Continent that 
Great Britain has lost her stability as a nation, that her 
citizens can no longer boast that they are gifted more 
than any other nation with a commonsense which in time 
of crisis enables them to shun panic and to seek just 
compromise, and that, in short, the pressure of economic 
conditions, the outcome of our energy and enterprise in 
the past, has at last given shape to an unendurable 
burden. I found that the Russian people were be¬ 
wildered by the lurid accounts of fatal collisions between 
the troops and strikers in Wales, Liverpool, and else¬ 
where ; such frenzied exhibitions of popular passion in 
"‘free England” were beyond their comprehension. A 
statesman in office seriously expressed to me the opinion 
that, after all, we who dwelt in the home of so-called 
liberty might be forced to the conclusion that govern¬ 
ment by the people for the people, which he termed 
letting, in effect, the masses rule the classes, was a policy 
fraught with grave peril. “ The disquiet in England,” he 
added significantly, 44 points a moral to those who are 
responsible for the destinies of Russia.” And it is no 
exaggeration to say that the labour troubles in this 
country will of a certainty induce Governments in foreign 
lands, afflicted with ambitious democracies, to stiffen 
their policies of repression. 

There is another important aspect of the question. A 
well-known publicist has recently conducted a vigorous 
campaign with a view to proving that so intimate are 
the financial relations between the nations that war is 
becoming almost an impossibility. With equal force it 
might be urged that because of this widespread web of 
finance labour troubles on any serious scale in any 
single country are of world wide concern. British trade 
will lose considerable ground in foreign markets—to that 
extent foreign nations are destined to gain; but it is to 
be doubted very much whether such gain will counter¬ 
balance the losses inevitably to be incurred by the dis- 
'urbance of trade and finance not common to England, 
•he storm-centre, but world wide. A St. Petersburg 
banker spoke to me of the losses occasioned indirectly 
in Russia by the strike of transport workers in Eng¬ 

land, and he declared that these losses were 44 enormous 
—running into millions.” He mentioned then that he 
had received information that a stoppage of coal mines 
in England could not be averted; hence he and his col¬ 
leagues were pursuing a very cautious policy which, 
plainly put, meant that so uncertain were conditions 
in England that international business was seriously 
hampered. Evidently people in distant Russia realised, 
long before we seem even to have suspected, the 
calamity awaiting the nation, and they wisely made 
preparations accordingly. 

But although at the present moment we are in a par¬ 
ticular sense the victims of apparently uncontrollable 
circumstances, the problem with which we are faced must 
not be regarded as peculiarly English. For the evil 
spirit of unrest is abroad in all quarters of the world; 
the rise in the price of commodities is general; and 
similar labour troubles to those experienced in England 
to-day may perhaps be witnessed in any other part of 
Europe to-morrow. With truth it may indeed be said 
that at no time in history was the world outlook so 
grave. In Asia as well as in the West the organised 
forces of democracy are either exerting the tyranny of 
newly gained power or at least are actively engaged in 
attempts to acquire such power. For this lamentable 
state of affairs education and the spread of communica¬ 
tions may be held responsible. In many instances educa¬ 
tion has merely resulted in converting ignorance into 
arrogance. The spread of communications, narrowing 
as it does the circle of the world, has facilitated the inter¬ 
change of dangerous ideas and, above all, has brought 
near to peoples in distant lands the spectacle of demo¬ 
cratic progress elsewhere. Great Britain and America, 
where popular movements have advanced to a far greater 
extent, and where, for better or for worse, the party 
system is more highly developed than in any other 
country, are held up to untutored masses as States in 
which idealism, if it has not been attained, is at least 
attainable. 

Thus in Japan, where the Divinity and the Monarchy 
are indivisible, we find revolutionary Socialism making 
progress. In China a dynasty, after reigning two and 
a half centuries, is swept away amid a veritable typhoon 
of popular anger. One cannot help reflecting: What 
would Confucius have thought of a republic in China? 
In Persia and in Turkey, as in Japan and China, the 
popular demand is for a constitution and for a system of 
party government similar to those which exist in Eng¬ 
land, while the unrest in India and in Egypt, though 
scarcely so tangible, is none the less significant. Coming 
nearer home we find that the Social Democrats in Russia 
and in Germany not infrequently, speak of England as a 
land prosperous and happy because of the expression of 
its liberty in a generous constitution, and of a system 
of party government. But the unrest in England has 
given rise to new thought throughout the world. On 
the one hand the democracies of Europe merely regard 
it as further evidence that the free soil of England is 
favourable to the growth of their cherished principles; 
on the other, the rulers of Europe ask, as did my friend 
the Russian statesman: 44 If such things are possible in 
England, then, while there is yet time, it is for us to 
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take heed that our peoples do not absorb English ideas 
of government.” But already the evil has gone too far 
to be arrested. Assemblies for the expression of public 
opinion now exist in all countries, even to the uttermost 
ends of the earth. Monarchs and statesmen are begin¬ 
ning to mutter imprecations upon the Mother of Parlia¬ 
ments. They point to the fact that when faced with the 
forces of lawlessness and anarchy the benevolent British 
Government knows no other method of repression than 
the employment of ball cartridge. Yet, when this, the 
only method, is resorted to in Russia, the high and 
mighty English Press does not hesitate to term it 

bloody reaction.” In the meantime, while nations, 
jealous of each other’s place in the sun, build up huge 
armaments, the creeping paralysis of democracy grows 
almost undisturbed. For events are proving that demo¬ 
cracy knows no frontiers. Labour is making of the 
world one vast Trade Union. The English coal strike 
is only the beginning of the struggle, and of the end. In 
the future it will be che world that will go “on strike.” 
At this stage the problem is seemingly one without 
pacific solution. For when autocracy becomes benevo¬ 
lent democracy turns tyrannical. 

MOTORING 
0 

X_TOWEVER much or little the Royal Automobile 
Club may do, in addition to its really useful 

work in connection with “ certified trials,” to justify its 
existence and its claims to be the leading body of British 
automobilism, it must be admitted, even by its de¬ 
tractors, that it does things exceedingly well for its 
members from the purely “club” point of view. And 
the efforts of its committee in that direction have cer¬ 
tainly been thoroughly appreciated, judging from statis¬ 
tics of the business done at the Pall Mall palace during 
the last nine months of 1911. It appears that in that 
period 153,000 meals were served, and 14,000 bedrooms 
let. The number of Turkish baths given was 6,500, and 
18,700 admissions to the swimming bath were recorded. 
1 he rifle-range was used to the extent of 195,000 rounds, 
and 3,000 games were played in the squash racquets 
courts. For the whole year the receipts of the Club 
from its various sources of revenue amounted to nearly one 
million pounds. After this gigantic record of work accom¬ 
plished it seems difficult to contest the right of the club 
to be regarded as the principal promoter and safeguarder 
of motoring interests in this country, and still more diffi¬ 
cult to understand why its committee should have 
suddenly decided to concern themselves about such a 
trifling matter as road protection for its members. One 
would have thought that they would have left this de¬ 
partment to that plebeian organisation the A.A. and M.U., 
which initiated it and which has shown its ability to 
carry it out successfully. Possibly, however, it has been 
found that catering on such an elaborate scale requires 
more money than the present membership can provide, 
and that it would be a good thing to lure a few thousand 
members of the A A. from their allegiance and transfer 
their fees t • the coffer* of the dub 

I 

It is generally supposed that the use of movable head¬ 
lights on motor cars is prohibited by law, and the 
average motorist, however much he may realise their ad¬ 
vantages both to himself and other users of the road, 
is deterred from adopting them from fear of painful 
legal consequences. A writer in the “ Motor,” however, 
argues that this view is quite erroneous, and that it is 
the user of the fixed headlight who is really breaking 
the law. As a matter of fact, the clause in the Motor 
Car Act which deals with the point is ambiguous. First 
of all it expressly stipulates that the light must shine in 
the direction in which the car is going and intends to 
go, and secondly it prohibits the employment of “ search¬ 
lights,” which definition is supposed to cover all lights 
which are movable. But it is obviously impossible for 
a fixed light to comply with the regulation when the 
car is turning a corner, as for a certain definite period 
of time the illuminating beams will be thrown straight 
ahead and not in the direction in which the car is going 
and intends to go. It seems clear from this that the 
fixed light is illegal, and that the law requires the use 
of a light which will move according to the change of 
direction of the car. As regards the prohibition of 
searchlights, it seems feasible to assume that the regula¬ 
tion simply refers to hand-operated lights directable at 
will in any direction, and therefore capable of annoying 
and bewildering other users of the road. The “ Motor” 
writer makes out a very good case for his contention 
as to the real meaning of the Act, and it will not be 
surprising to find the use of movable headlights become 
more general in the near future. 

Thousands of Pounds 
are wasted every year in the 

purchase of unsatisfactory 

or unsuitable Motor Cars. 

Intending Buyers of Cars (either new or 

second-hand) are invited to write 

Mr. H. L. ALDERSEY SWANN, 
Consulting Motor Engineer, 

9, Regent Street, London, 5. IF. 

for a copy (post free) of 

“ Hints on Motor Car Purchase,” 

which contains much valuable information, 

and shows how the purchaser can entirely 

avoid all the worry, trouble and risk 

attending the buying of a Car of any make, 

and also save money both in first cost and 
upkeep. 

Teltgrams, " Sw4*etter,” London. Tiltphone: 3616 Ctntral. 
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The second officially inspected demonstration of the 
hill-climbing powers and general efficiency of the 15 h.p. 

Napier was concluded on Tuesday last. It may be 
remembered that the trial was to consist of a week’s 

running over two circular routes, selected for their 

unusual difficulty, the object being to show that the 
Napier 44 15 ” could be depended upon in the most adverse . 
touring conditions. When it is mentioned that the cir¬ 
cuits referred to include Greenhow Hill, which is nearly 
three miles long and has gradients of I in 5**?, and 

Sutton Bank, which rises nearly 700 feet in a mile and 
boasts of a stretch with a gradient of 1 in 3.9, it will 

be admitted that the test of having to cover these cir¬ 
cuits from twelve to fifteen times a day for six consecu¬ 
tive days was as severe a test as any car could be ex¬ 
pected to undergo. The official certificate of perform¬ 
ance, just issued by the R.A.C., shows that it was carried 
out by the Napier 44 15 ” with perfect success. It sets 

forth that the total distance run was 417 miles, that the 

petrol consumption was 18.97 miles per gallon, and that 
there were no involuntary stops throughout the trial, the 
car running throughout with perfect regularity. It is 

also to be noted that the weather and road conditions 
were particularly unpropitious, rain falling on four days 
out of the six, and the roads being very heavy in parts, 
in consequence of the severe weather experienced just 
previous to the commencement of the trial. In the final 
test at Brooklands the flying half-mile was covered at a 
speed of 55.12 miles per hour, so that taken all round 
the performance must be regarded as one of high ex¬ 

cellence, and one which still further enhances the 
reputation the 15 h.p. Napier has enjoyed ever since its 

introduction several years ago. R. B. H. 

In the Temple of Mammon 
The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 

queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

ALL business on the Stock Exchange is overshadowed 
by the Coal Strike. The members, however, take 
a hopeful view. We hope that it will be justified, 

but we must not forget that the present fight is the fight 
of Syndicalism against Capital. There is a difference 
between Syndicalism and Trades Unionism. The differ- 
ence between the tiger and the bear. The one is out for 
blood, but the other can be kept quiet with a lump of 
sugar. We do not quite know the financial resources 
of our new enemy. We arc well aware that the trades 
unions cannot keep up the fight very long unless they get 
foreign aid. A million men cannot be put out of work 
without a complete dislocation of trade. The soft goods 
houses are getting daily cancellations of orders. All the 
provision houses are in the same plight, and the bankers 
and financiers, not knowing which way matters are likely 
to turn, are conserving their funds. Had the strike been 
settled peaceably, we might have seen a little boom on the 
Stock Exchange, for everyone was confident, and the 
markets were nearly all over-sold. There was never a 
time when there were so few stale “ bulls ” in the House. 
The German trouble frightened a>vay speculators, and the 
desire of the banks to keep funds over the end of the year 
prevented any new account being opened. Therefore if 
the Coal Strike be amicably settled within a reasonable 
time, we shall probably see a big rise in securities. 

There have been few new issues of any importance since 
I last wrotfc. The City of Vancouver offered us nearly a 
million of 4 per cent, bonds at 98, which look cheap. The 
Atchison issue of ^1,830,000 4J per cent, bonds at 102^ 
was, of course, a sound investment, yielding £4 8s., but 
it would appear to me that those who desire to invest their 
monev in the Atchison Railwav would do better to buv 
convertible bonds. They would get a smaller yield on 
their money, but they would get a very valuable option 
which, if a boom came along, would give them a hand¬ 
some profit. The Kentucky Traction offer of one million 
dollars of 5 per cent, bonds at 92 was not at all attractive. 
The information was meagre. Maple and Company issued 
125,000 Ordinary shares at 42s. 6d. Maple’s business is, 
and always has been, managed faultlessly. I mean by 
this that all the risks taken have been carefully considered, 
and that the directors show a combination of courage 
and caution that is rare in business, and that when found 
invariably leads to success. The issue was cheap. The 
British Columbia Fruit Lands is another of those Cana¬ 
dian land companies that is trying to get the public to 
buy Canadian land at an inflated value. It offered a 
6 per cent, bond at 97J, an offer which, considering the 
risk, does not strike me as particularly attractive. Alby 
United Carbide asked the public to subscribe for 150,000 
5J per cent, cumulative convertible Preference shares. 
The prospectus is an excited document ; not satisfied with 
telling the public that the profits for 1911 were more than 
two and a half times greater than the sum required to 
pay the dividend on the Preference shares, it goes on to 
say that the profits for 1912 are estimated at ^60,000, 
those for 1913 ^111,000, and that afterwards the annual 
profits should be ^191,000. Alby Carbide has always 
beaten the big drum, and although no doubt it has now 
attained success, one is apt to view the concern with some 
suspicion. Sudd Fuel underwriters were left with about 
60 per cent., and other new issues appear to be going on 
about the same basis. The public seems anxious to have 
a finger in every pie, but its appetite is small, and it is 
content to take a little bite at each dish it is offered. 

• Money.—The Money position depends entirely upon 
the Coal Strike. The Bank of England could reduce its 
rate to 3 per cent, were it not for the labour difficulties. 
But until the trouble is over we are not likelv to see anv 

0 0 

movement on the part of the directors. Indeed, were the 
strike to last any length of time, it is possible that the rate 
might go back to 4 per cent. But, as I pointed out last 
week, a long-continued strike and period of unemployment 
would cause a heavy drain on the P.O. Savings Bank, 
which might have to be met by Government borrowings. 
Taxes appear to be coming in very well. They will be 
held in the Bank of England until the end of March. 
The Government might decide to delay the disbursements 
for the Sinking Fund, and utilise their spare cash in pro¬ 
viding for the drain on the Savings Bank in preference 
to borrowing from the market. There are ample funds 
in New York, and at present Wall Street is lending 
freely to Germany. The German position is much more 
difficult than is generally understood. The President of 
the Reichsbank is perpetually warning investors against 
over-speculation. He has great reason, for it is 'well 
known that the German banks have lost nearly three- 
quarters of a million through gambling in real estate of 
various big Berlin builders. There has been a boom in 
Berlin, and the collapse has now come. Prince Hohen- 
lohe, Prince Furstenberg, and Prince Ratibor have been 
running numberless speculations which at one time were 
popular, but arc to-day quite out of favour. The financial 
position in Germany remains dangerous. 

Foreigners.—Things in the Foreign Market have 
looked black. Even the favourite gamble, Perus, have 
been weak, for the “ bulls ” do not like the February 
traffic return. Chinese shares were also offered on the 
bad news. It seems clear that trouble wdll continue until 
the Republic is firmly established, and it is now said that 
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the foreign bankers will decline to lend any money until 
the situation clears. Japanese bonds were also weaker 
on the failure of the Tokyo Loan. It is semi-officially 
announced that the Japanese Government no longer in¬ 
tends to support its own market. This is a hard thing to 
believe, but probably very large blocks have been bought 
on the downward grade. Japanese Fours, which a year 
ago were 91, have been dealt in under 86. I have steadily 
suggested that my readers should get out of their 
Japanese securities while the market was being kept firm. 
They will probably find more difficulty in unloading now. 
The question as to whether a Government should support 
its stocks in the open market is one that is being perpetu¬ 
ally discussed. It is a great temptation to a poor State, 
and especially to one that is continually borrowing, but 
that the policy generally ends in disaster seems certain. 

Home Rails.—The dealers in the Railway Market, 
while pretending that they thought that the strike would 
come to nothing, slyly sold short. Consequently, all 
through the labour troubles we have had a comparatively 
firm market. Little Chats are actually higher than they 
were a year ago. . Brums look cheap ex dividend, and 
the same may be said of Great Western. As I write the 
tale goes round that the strike has been settled, and the 
market has a good tone. If this rumour be true, we shall 
see a sharp rise throughout this section of the House, 
and it w’ill be an excellent thing to buy such stocks as 
North Eastern, Great Western, London and North 
Western, and Great Central 91 Prefs., all of which are 
sound 5 per cent, investments. The Metropolitan have 
been bid up nearly ten points on the story that they have 
entered into a combine with the District. At first it was 
said that the Great Central had acquired the extension, 
but there seems to be no truth in this. It would, of 
course, be an excellent piece of finance if the Great 
Central could carry such a deal through, as at present 
it has to pay the Great Western half its takings over the 
Joint Line. If it possessed the Metropolitan, it could 
run a certain amount of local traffic on its own, and take 
the whole of the profit. 

Yankees.—Yankees remain flat, stale and unprofitable. 
There is nothing new to report, and no one should specu¬ 
late in this market. Even jobbers are afraid to keep their 
books open even a single night, as they never know what 
may happen. 

Rubber.—Rubber shares have hardened up a little, but 
I have no reason to alter the opinion I have so often 
expressed. I cannot see any future in the Rubber Market 
at all. I think that all the leading shares are quoted too 
high. Working costs must increase, and the price to be 
obtained for the material should steadily fall. 

Oil.—The little excitement in the Oil Market has died 
down. I am told that the Shell people have 12,000 tons 
of oil ready for shipment from their Egyptian property, 
and that they have thought it good enough to buy a large 
block of Oil Trust shares at 4. When the market in 
Egyptian Oil shares really starts going, we might see a 
good rise here, but at the present time no one seems 
inclined to speculate. The demand for oil gradually in¬ 
creases, and the price in Russia is very firm. 

Kaffirs and Rhodesians.—These markets are com¬ 
pletely dead. East Rand notify another breakdown, 
which, like so many other pieces of bad news, was kept 
back from the public. Chartered have been extremely 
weak, and some people say will go back to par. No one 
now supports any South African share. There are no 
leaders, and the dealers are gradually leaving the market 
in order to gamble in Tin shares. 

Tin.—Everybody is gambling in tin, but no one seems 
to know anything about it. Indeed, it was not until 1902 
that tin was actually discovered, and in 1909 a market 
began to be made in Champion Reefs, and later on the 
Nigerian Tin Corporation, the Naraguta, and the Bauchi 
were brought out. The Bastard group were really the 
first people to popularise Tin shares, and it can hardly 

be said that their manipulation of the market inspired 
confidence, for they always appeared ready to sell. How¬ 
ever, the railway will soon be finished, and it is then hoped 
that machinery will be sent up capable of washing big 
quantities. Optimists expect that the 1,800 tons of tin 
oxide that were produced during 1911 will be more than 
doubled during the current year. Tin is now being held 
up by a very strong syndicate, who find little difficulty in 
financing themselves, for they are able to pay interest 
on their advances by the money they make out of the 
rash “ bears.” Dozens of the companies now floated are 
really hopeless propositions, but I am told that Anglo- 
Continental is to be put to 5, and that Tin Areas has 
some very good ground. My correspondent in Nigeria 
also speaks well of Bisichi and Rayfield. Those who 
desire to gamble should therefore confine their attentions 
to these properties. It is the fashion now to bring out 
prospectuses of companies, get a jobber to make a market 
in the shares, and sell out immediately. There has never 
been any boomlet on the Stock Exchange about which 
so little information was available as there is about these 
Tin properties. It is quite clear that those interested are 
only too anxious to sell, and this would lead one to 
suppose that the mines are of much less value than the 
newspapers declare them to be. However, the gamble 
goes on whether there are any values or not, and at the 
present time it shows no signs of stopping, but the 
greatest caution should be exercised. 

Egyptian.—It is said that Mr. Newland, who is known 
to us through his energies in Christineville, proposes to 
establish an Egyptian Association. I am not aware that 
Mr. Newland has a wide acquaintance with Egypt, neither 
did I know that Sir Pieter Bam was deeply interested in 
things Egyptian. An Egyptian Association would be a 
very good thing if it were headed by Sir Ernest Cassell, 
and supported by such firms as Greenwell and Company, 
Borthwick, Wark and Company, De Zoote and Gorton, 
Guttman and Company. Agricultural Banks were firm 
on the increased dividend, but it is said that Nationals 
will not pay more than 16s., and they have been very 
flat in consequence. Union Fonciere have been flat on the 
tale that they will pass their dividend. The company 
appears to have borrowed large sums of money from the 
banks in order to develop its properties. It now pro¬ 
poses, instead of funding this debt, to place the profits 
each year to a fund for the repayment of its indebtedness, 
and allow the shareholders to go dividendless for three or 
four years. The Egyptian cotton crop looks like turning 
out much bigger than anyone expected, but it will take a 
long time before Egypt recovers from the recent collapse 
of credit. 

Miscellaneous.—The Industrial Market has been 
weak, but the reports of the City of London Electric, 
which has increased its dividend to 8 per cent., and the 
Charing Cross, which also shows improved profits and a 
maintenance of the dividend, have kept this section firm. 
Nearly all these Electric Lighting companies, as I am 
continually pointing out, are under-valued. They are 
thoroughly sound investments. The pool that is handling 
Cement does not find it propitious to put them up, and 
Marconis have also been rather flat, but there has been 
some good buying of Selfridge Debentures. The report 
will be out in a day or two, and at 79 the security looks 
fairly cheap. Raymond Radclyffe. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
SPELLING MADE REASONABLE. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Since reading Mr. Drummond’s letter to y#u I 
have set about “cultivating modesty,” and so will not ask 
for more than a few lines of your valuable space. My 
suggested system— 

(1) Requires only the ordinary alphabet -f oe. 
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(2) Provides a distinct symbol for every simple English 
consonant. 

(3) Uses h after a vowel to impart “length.** 
(4) Indicates accent as well as pronunciation. 

There are no “ligatures/* numerals, or diacritics.—I am, 
sir, your obedient servant, 

Immo S. Allen. 

THE CENSORSHIP. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir.—In this fight over the Censorship does not the 
case of the authors bear on the face of it the damnation of 
one-sidedness? We are being practically told these men 
alone are the representatives and “upholders of a finer 
social life.'* Is that so in fact? And where are the 
banned dramatic authors who have “raised the intel¬ 
lectual status of the country**? What are the high moral 
and intellectual treats the people are being deprived of 
but cheap gibes at religion, flippant jests manufactured 
out of things sacred to thousands of hearts, perverted 
versions of the recognised social position of man and 
wife, paltry sexual vices invert 1y magnified into glorious 
virtues, the penalties of youthful wrong-doing distorted 
into a chimera of wholesale national disease, and so forth, 
the whole miserable bag and baggage calculated to draw' 
money from the public by an appeal that is anything but 
elevating? If this is not some of the “truth being with¬ 
held by statute,** is it really credible that a Censor is 
mainly occupied with the irresponsible repression of 
genius ? 

There is surely only one legitimate use for the Theatre— 
viz., to provide wholesome recreation. This desirable dis¬ 
tinction the Censor is, presumably, anxious to uphold. 
It is the Censor’s State duty to keep morbidity, politics, 
legal and medical questions, anarchical propaganda, 
defiance of the safeguards of social order, the authors’ 
self-glorification or revenge or vilification of any particular 
class, etc., off the boards, not alone in the interests of 
society at large, but also because the public want the true 
English. Shakespearean spirit to move them—wholesome, 
good-natured chaff, real men and women, not ghosts or 
ghouls. We go to the theatre and spend our shillings for 
refreshment, to laugh and cry at a witty epitome of human 
folly, to learn tolerance and how to discriminate between 
kindness of heart and self-advertisement, between mock- 
heroism and self-sacrifioe, to see the naturally represented 
results of that slip-shod social vice (called “liberty** by the 
libertine)—the vice that places inclination before duty or 
consideration for others. One goes once again to reassure 
oneself that the greatest freedom, the fullest life is alone 
possible under the safeguard of recognised ideals. These 
ideals are commonly called conventions, and it requires 
no genius to jeer at conventions, ns every schoolboy 
knows. 

The theatre is not a place forauthors* “problems’* at all, 
because discussion with the author is denied, and he only 
takes a mean advantage of the paying public if he throws 
his rotten egg. It is adding insult to injury to tell the 
public they can go to the police court for a remedy if they 
do not like it. The public are not considered at all seem- 
inglv.—Yours faithfully, 

H. H. A. S. 

“ SPELING MAID EEZY.” 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—If allowed to trespass once again on your space 

I would like to say a word or two in reply to the letter in 

The Academy of last week. 

Mr. Drummond—whose dogged advocacy of reformed 
spelling is so unceasing and, at the same time, interesting 
—now states that he can enjoy the works of Shakespeare 
in any garb! Such a confession is rather surprising to 
me, and I am certain it is what very few people can say 
with truth. 1 presume, however, Mr. Drummond really 

wishes to imply that he admires Shakespeare chiefly as 
set up and produced in Sir Isaac Pitman’s “glorious” (?) 
phonotypie. Possibly Shakespeare, if he were to come to 
life again, would not, since he would scarcely be able to 
read his own writings in such a questionable shape. Nor, 
on the other hand, would Mr. Drummond be able to 
understand the immortal bard if he spoke, and, therefore, 
to take his utterances down phonetically would render 
them but worthless to both present or future generations. 

Now literature is, I repeat, something more than mere 
speech, for it is a record, and preserves for us not only 
the present day’s utterance, but the language of the past; 
and, although we all know that our English spelling is 
unavoidably faulty in certain directions, phonetic writing 
nowadays would be a mere makeshift and dependent on 
assistance of the older orthography. 

As a writer of phonetic shorthand myself, I have 
frequently had occasion to bless the system when trans¬ 
cribing my own or other people’s notes on account of the 
want of separate forms to express words pronounced 
alike but different in meaning. For instance, when 
phonetically written, knight = night, knave = nave, hymn 
= him, corps = core, beau = bow, roe = row, raze = 
raise, deer = dear, rain = rein, wring = ring, dough = 

'doe, room = rheum, etc., etc. (N.B.—In how many cases, 
too, the particular letter, which reformers would dismiss 
as redundant, would actually be the secret key to the 
word !) 

Of course, as is well known, the chief cause why our 
spelling has become so unphonetic compared with that of 
other tongues is on account of our language being so ex¬ 
tremely composite, unlike German, Italian, or Spanish, to 
which Mr. Drummond refers. It is easy to perceive why 
there is so little difficulty as regards the spelling of these 
latter, for they, unlike English or French, have kept clear 
of the foreign element and have, so to speak, grown up 
undisturbed in their native bed. 

English, on the other hand, can never hope to be written 
phonetically and still remain the language as handed down 
to us by our ancestors of many past generations—hence, 
in my humble opinion, we will have to rest satisfied with it 
as it is and let the language live and alter as it has 
hitherto, i.e., gradually.—I am, sir, yours very faithfully, 

F. W. T. Lance. 
The Library, St. Bride Foundation Institute, 

Bride Lane, E.C., March 4, 1912. 
We shall hold our columns open for one more week 
to this discussion, after which the correspondence must 
he closed.—Ed., Academy. 

MEDICINE AND THE PEERAGE. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—It has been generally stated in the Press that the 
illustrious Lord Lister, whose recent death the whole 
civilised world has been deploring, was the only medical 
man ever raised to the peerage. There is, however, the 
case of Lord Ilkeston, who, under his former name of 
Sir Walter Balthasar Foster, was a well-known medical 
man, but, unljjce Lord Lister, he received his peerage, not 
for his medical achievements, but for services rendered to 
the Liberal cause.—Yours very obediently, 

Algernon Ashton. 

10, Holmdale Road, West Hampstead, N.W. 
February, 1912. 

PERIODICALS RECEIVED. 

The Atlantic Monthly; Friendly Greetings; Sunday at 
Home; The Boy’s Own Paper; The Girl’s Own 
Paper and Woman's Magazine; The Literary Digest, 
iV. Y.; The Triad, Dunedin; Cambridge University 
Reporter; N.R.A. Journal; Everyone's Story Maga¬ 
zine; The Wednesday Review, Trichinopoly. 
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The Cowper & Newton Museum 

Olney, Bucks. 

AN APPEAL FOR ENDOWMENT. 

Twelve year* ago, on the occasion of the Centenary of the death 
of the poet Cowper, the house In which he lived at Olney 
was presented to the town to form a Memorial end Museum* 
The Trustees have, with a number of gentlemen resident in 
the district, formed an Endowment Committee, of which the 
Bishop of Durham is the Chairman* 

The Secretary Is Mr* Thomas Wright, the Cowper and 
Newton Museum, Olney, Bucks, to whom Contributions 
should be addressed. 

CANADIAN PACIFIC 
OCEAN AND RAIL SERVICES TO 

. . AND THROUGH CANADA . . 

TRANSATLANTIC—Fast and luxurious " Empress " Steamers 
to Canada. Only Four days* open sea. TRANSCANADA— 
Finest Trains in the World, running through the world’s grandest 
scenery. Direct connection w.th every part of Canada. Fastest 
route to Western States. TRANSPACIFIC—Fast Route to Japan 
and China. All-British Route to Australia and New Zealand by 

Caoadian-AustraJian Mail Service via Vancouver. 

For further particulars apply 

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY, 
U-M.Charin* Cross, S.W. i 67-88. Kin* William St, 

•• ■ w iviUlia vIUCC 1 

18, St. Augustine*e Parade, Bristol. 

Uniox-Castle Line Royal Mail Service 
TO 

80UTH AND EA8T AFRICA. 
, WEEKLY SAILINGS. 

MONTHLY DIBECT SEBVICE TO EAST AFBICA. 
Via the SUEZ CANAL. 

Calling at GIBBALTAB, MARSEILLES nf NAPLES 

PLEASURE CRUISES TO THE CONTINENT. 
(Hamburg and Antwerp.) 

Bgdnosd fares for Tourists daring Spring sad Summer, to 
MADEIRA, LAS PALMAS and TENIBBXFFE. 

For further information apply to:— 

DONALD OURRIE ft GO., MANA6ER8, LONDON AND SOUTHAMPTON. 
Branch Offices of the Company at Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester and 

Glasgow. 

CUNARD LINE 
PLEASURE CRUISES 

LIVERPOOL 

MEDITERRANEAN tl ADRIATIC 
try the 

“SAXONIA” AND “CARPATHIA” 
• • • Porta of Call • » . 

CADIZjTANCHER .GIBRALTAR, ALGIERS, 
MALfA, SYRACUSE, ALEXANDRIA, 
ATHENS, CORFU, TRIESTE, FIUME, 
-PALERMO, NAPLES.- 

• For full particulars apply— 

. THC CUNARD S.S. CO., Ltd., LIVERPOOL. 

Published hj the Proprietors at Cannon House, Bream’s Buildings, London E.C. Office for Advertisements, bt, Lincoln’s 
h.eld>, London, \\,L_ Printed by Hosskr K Co., The Chancery Lane Press, London, E. C. 
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P & O Passenger Services. 
EGYPT, INDIA, CEYLON, STRAITS, CHINA, 
JAPAN, AUSTRALASIA, and all Eastern Ports. 

(Carrying Malls under Contract with H.M. Government.) 

Frequent »nd IU(uUr Sailings from and t. LONDON MtMEILUt k IRINUSI. 

P & O Pleasure Cruises S' 
to Manana. 

AROUND THE COASTS OP EUROPE, 
NORWAY and the MEDITERRANEAN. 

- Programme on Application. 
For Passage, Freight and all information apply— 

PENINSULAR St ORIENTAL 5TEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY. 
102. Leadenhall Street, E.C., or Northumberland Avenue, W.C., LONDON. 

P & O Round the World Tours. 
Rif ft the royal mail 

IVI \ K STEAM packet company 
• A*A#WJ#A • iRoyal Charter dated 1839). 

PLEASURE A HEALTH CRUISES. 
For farther particulars apply for Illustrated 

Booklets to 

London 1 18, Moorgate Street, E.C.; 
or 51, Cock spur Street, S.W. 

THK AZORM. 

PORTUGAL. 

WIIT INDIES. 

Round SOUTH 
AMERICA. 

Fare mssnm Sailing 

Prom 
> £22. 

Days 
23- 

Every 
Thursday 
Fortnight. 

>9- 
Fortnightly 

Wednesdays. 

£12. 
—,- 

a 
upwards. Weekly. 

From 

London. 

Southampton 
ft Cherbourg. 

0°°- | xo weeks. I 

t Including Hotel Accommodation. 

Southampton 
ft Livtrpool. 

FEARLESS 
CRITICISM 

/. 
[/Or/ 

Weakly Review 

of Politics, Art, 

Music, Literature, 

and the Stage. 

lit support of principle // 
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Notes of the Week WE have been going through a course of the 

Socialist periodicals lately. The literary 

composition of most of them may at once 

be acknowledged to be excellent It is the greatest 

error possible to despise a foe. The papers have literary 

merit and from this a lesson can be drawn. The classes 

to whom these papers mostly appeal are not sunk in 

ignorance, are not devoid of the desire to improve them¬ 

selves. The Socialist who caters for them puts before 

them well-written and well-reasoned articles. Of course, 

the basis may be wholly fallacious, but the vehicle is 

a worthy one. How do the anti-Socialist organs think 

these classes should be approached ? Surely they pro¬ 

vide a very different class of literature, composed largely 

of claptrap expressed in very poor English. If the 

•Socialists can reach the classes for whom they write 

with articles which attain to a high literary standard, 
• • 

is it not in the light of an insult on the part of the anti- 

Socialist propaganda to approach these same classes 

vith ill-written articles savouring of the vulgarities of 

election posters ? 

During the last week a great difference in tone has 

been observable in the utterances of Labour leaders 

and also of the Socialist Press. There is no doubt that 

they realise that they have made a huge mistake, which 

will cripple their activities for some time to come. It 

may be and it is perfectly true that the miners will in 

appearance at all events derive some benefit from the 

stoppage which has occurred. Unfortunately, however, 

the agitator largely misleads his clients. An immediate 

appeal to greed is what he thinks pays—at all events 

so far as he is concerned. It is no part of his business 

to point out that additional burdens on enterprise tend 

directly to unemployment To meet new exigencies it 

will be necessary to scrap the aged or comparatively 

inexpert workman, and in the case of the many collieries 

which are almost worked out, or which produce a very 

small margin of profit, thousands of men may be thrown 

out of employment, because new conditions render it 

unprofitable to continue to work them. A few weeks 

ago Labour leaders and Labour papers were clothing 

" feigne? zeal in rage, in fire, in fury.” Now speeches 

and articles are unexceptionable for their statesmanlike 

tone and moderating counsels. How this Niobe differs 

from that Niobe! 

The epidemic of window-smashing which has recently 

prevailed in London has brought many comments and 
suggestions from various quarters as to the best method 
of dealing with the “ ladies ” who imagine that they 

assert their independence and equality by such tactics. 
Among them that of the revival of the old-time ducking- 
stool is, perhaps, the best. A convenient pond, with a 

charge for admission to the ceremony—what could 
better be calculated to cool the mad imaginations of the 
stone and hammer brigade? And, as a correspondent 
sarcastically remarks, the sixpences charged “to view” 
would soon pay for the broken windows. Meanwhile, up 
to the time of our going to press, a certain fair lady still 

eludes the attentions of the police—surely so many 
gallant men never before were rivals for a lady’s hand? 

—and thereby chooses the better part. 

Mr. John Lane, in the last number of “ The Bodleian,” 

discourses upon the subject of booksellers and pub¬ 
lishers, quoting Horace Smith’s dictum to the effect 
that, “were there no readers, there certainly would be 

no writers,” and carries the idea further by remarking 
that, “without booksellers, there would have been no 
market for books.” We have travelled far in matters 
literary since the days when a publisher was a book¬ 

seller, when the two terms were practically inter¬ 
changeable—so far, indeed, that it takes a very acute 

bookseller to determine accurately what is and what is 
not “ good stock.” When the name of an author is 
unfamiliar, he has to depend on the reputation of the 

publisher, and the whole trade is hedged about by 
difficulties, especially now that the cheap reprint and 
the cheap novel have flooded the market Mr. Lane 
points out that the prospective purchaser, failing in 
his quest at one shop, will not “ keep on trying all the 
shops in the town,” and here is a problem for both 
publisher and bookseller which we dare not attempt, 

interested though we may be, to solve. 
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Capitulation 

As the Hebrew captain thrice did go 

About the walls of Jericho, 

Blowing each time a trumpet call 

So that the high-heaped stones might fall, 

So I, with ceremony due, 

Levelled against the heart of you 

Two songs I sang and watched to see 

Opened thereby a breach for me; 

Twice I used all my singing craft, 

And watched, and waited—and you laughed. 

I would not stay to sing a third; 

I doubted if your heart had heard 

The other song, more sweet than these, 

Concealed within their melodies. 

And yet .... perhaps some after-tone, 

From the forgotten lute-string blown, 

Sang in your heart, and still sang on 

For half a year, while I was gone. 

And not o’er levelled walls I went 

To kiss the dear capitulant, 

But through a door herself unbarred 

I went, to be her latest guard. 

Richard Buxton. 

The Centenary of Berthold 
Auerbach 

THE centenary, on Wednesday, February 28, of the 
birth of Berthold Auerbach, the foremost imagina¬ 

tive writer in the Germany of his day, ought not to 
pass without notice in this country, where much of his 
best work, by means of translation, has been rendered 
available for the enjoyment of English readers. Auer¬ 
bach has been dead just thirty years: during the last 
part of his life his strength was diminished by ill-health 
and trouble, and his literary output came to an end 
some time before the close of his career. Thus almost 
half a century has elapsed since the heyday of Auer¬ 
bach’s power, a period sufficiently long to test the per¬ 
manence of an author’s work. Auerbach has sustained 
that test satisfactorily, and his series of “ Village Tales ” 
from the Black Forest have succeeded in passing the 
jealously guarded portals of the classics. 

These “ Village Tales ” give a marvellously photo¬ 
graphic picture of the people to whom they relate. In 
this work Auerbach may fitly be compared with the 
Dutch genre-painters, so true are they all to the life of 
the people. Auerbach’s stories present as a rule very 
simple and ordinary incidents of village life in the 
Schwarzwald; his personages are those who in his day 
might be met in his native village or any of its neigh- 

Digitized by Google 

bours. Anyone could relate the incidents of which his 
stories are composed, but only the genius of Auerbach 
could attach such deep significance to the scenes of 
humble life, the every-day occurrences, and the unassum¬ 
ing people of whom he wrote; he alone in those days 
possessed the poetic insight coupled with exceptional 
literary style which could invest apparently ordinary 
people and incidents with entrancing interest for the 
reader. He was able to grasp inner character as well as 
outward form ; thus his “ Village Tales,” though they 
attracted their readers as exquisite idylls of German 
country life, rose far above the level of mere sketches 
of manners and customs to that of poetic creations deal¬ 
ing with the universal truths of human nature. These 
Tales combined humour with pathos, .minute observa¬ 
tion with profound reflection on the problems of life, and 
all these qualities were clothed in a literary style which 
was the envy of his contemporaries. 

The first series of these stories immediately secured 
for Auerbach a place in the forefront of contemporary 
German literature. The Tales were translated into most 
European languages, and their author at once found 
himself a writer with a universal reputation. “ The 
Village Tales of the Schwarzwald ” (1843) was not the 
first of his publications; he had already published 
several biographical studies, and above all had written 
a philosophical biography of the author who had wielded 
and continued to wield the greatest influence over his 
thoughts—the lens-polishing philosopher, Spinoza, whose 
works Auerbach had also translated into German. With 
his reputation firmly established, he essayed other forms 
of literature. He wrote plays and novels of ordinary 
modern life, but in neither was he as successful as in 
the Tales of the Villages, to which he afterwards re¬ 
turned. It is on these, on his “Village Tales of the 
Schwarzwald,” his “ Little Barefoot,” his “ Joseph in the 
Snow,” his “ Edelweiss,” and his “ After Thirty \ ears.” 
that his well-founded reputation rests and will continue 
to rest so long as the language in which he wrote 

remains a living tongue. 

Auerbach was ever a fervent patriot and lover of his 
country. In his student days he had suffered imprison¬ 
ment at the hands of the despotic Government by which 
Baden was then enthralled. In later years, after the 
era of Liberalism had dawned, he was high in favour 
of the Government of the same Grand Duchy, and 
during the period which culminated in the outbreak of 
the Franco-Prussian War he devoted his pen to the 
furtherance of the interests of his country. He was a 
loyal and ardent son of his Fatherland, as well as one 
of its literary glories; yet not all his services to Ger¬ 
many availed when in the early ’eighties the Empire 
was swept by the hurricane of Anti-Semitic hatred. 
Auerbach, like many another devoted son of his Father- 
land, wras denounced as “ a foreigner without any share 
or interest in anything German,” merely on account of 
his Jewish birth. His health had already been under¬ 
mined ; the ingratitude of the Anti-Semitic onslaught 
sank into his soul, and he died at Cannes within less 
than a month of his seventieth birthday. 
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The Art of the So-called Futurists 

By Haldane Macfall. 

THE public flock to Sackville Street these days—to 
giggle, ’tis true; but they flock. Even such as hailed 

the bastard art of so-called Post-Impressionism are here 
wreathed in mockery of smiles; yet the fatuously called 
Futurists are nearer the essence of art, spite of their 
many failings—failings due to the primal-academism of 
the Post-Impressionists—whilst their good qualities are 
their own. 

The “Futurists" issue a proclamation; much of that 
proclamation is not original—even Nietzsche is bor¬ 
rowed. Much is embarrassingly what I have been preach¬ 
ing and practising in the wilderness these close on 
twenty years. Their manifesto gives March 18, 1910, 
as their great day of revelation—their “ Battle of 
Turin" They fill their creed with contradictions at 
every hand that rebut a certain fine essential basis of 
art; but we are coming to that 

First, let us take the “ multi-coloured manifests” that 
a group of these men flung from the clocktower in 
Venice. To destroy the old Venice is not to create the 
new. Art is the utterance of Life ; not the act of death. 
To create is vitality; it is death that destroys. 

But let us to our " muttons." Art is the act of the 
artist in communicating to his fellows his impressions 
as received through the senses. It is that—all that— 
and nothing but that. It has no relation to science or 
logic or reason—these things may be in it or not be in 
it, but they have no necessity in it. The artist sees, 
smells, tastes a peach; why the peach is round, or the 
like, has nothing to do with him. In looking at a work 
of art—in a painting, which is the art of vision—we have 
only one question to answer: Has the artist conveyed 
to our intelligence through our sense of vision, and 

through vision alone, the impression he essayed to 
arouse ? If he has, then he is a true artist; if he has 
done it with compelling power, he is a great artist. The 
question whether “ we want it,” or “ like it," or “ don’t 
want it,” or whether it be “ beautiful" ~or “ ugly ” or 
“moral” or “immoral,” has nothing to do with art. 
The sole foundation of it as a work of art is whether 
• * 

it conveys to us the impression essayed by the creator 
of it. All art answers this question; all that is not 
art does not answer it The means by which it is done 
■ 

is no question of art, but of craftsmanship. It is the 
fight of the artist to use any means in his power that 
will compel the impression into our sense of vision. 

Let us see how far the “ Futurists " answer this trial; 
m what they win to art, in what they fail to win. For, 
niark you, as a lad I saw these crowds stand and giggle 
at the art of Whistler, and there were Academicians, 
and nearly all the critics amongst them, just as they are 
giggling to-day ! All that proves nothing, one way or 
the other. 

These men have made a deadly blunder in calling 
themselves by the fatuous name of Futurists. The art 
°f Pointing has nothing to do with the future—the 

future is hidden from the eye, and the art of painting 
can only reach the intelligence through the vision. The 
art of painting has nothing to do with the past—since 
the past is also outside the ken of visioa But we must 
not judge sincerity as folly because it wears the cap 
flung to it by fools. Let us come down to the fact that 
at least they realise that art through the vision cannot 
create the past—that, at least, is a greatly significant 
fact that shall stand to them for righteousness. In that 
alone they stand rid of the blight of academism; and 
thereby rid of death. 

These men have grasped two great facts in the art 
of painting—one is that art must interpret life; the 
other is that the gamut of the instrument of painting 
to-day is so vast, so far beyond the instrument within 
the reach of the old masters, that colour can now be em¬ 
ployed as colour orchestration—in other words, that 
harmonies of colour must be used like music to utter 
the impression desired; for instance, the fierce passion 
of a revolt requires great tragic harmonies, quite dif¬ 
ferent from the gentle mood of a Marriage Feast. 

Let us glance at the achievement of these men in 
these, their two stronger qualities. 

Letting all else go for awhile, it must strike the most 
ordinary observer, whether he scoff or praise, that every 
one of these men is feverishly concerned with life. I 
do not say that any one of them is as yet a man of 
genius—we are coming to that—but I point out what 
is obvious, that every man of them is concerning him¬ 
self with life. The ordinary skilled painter is remark¬ 
able for his skill of hand—only too often as remarkable 
for his poverty of vital interest. We stand and wonder 
why he does not sing of some vital thing; compose 
some big epic or drama of life; see life whole—wonder 
why his sense of life is so tame. With these Italians 
there is, baulked and hesitant and clumsy enough in 
expression—for reasons I will presently try to explain— 
a marked grip of passion, of its kind. Before we glance 
at the reason for its somewhat Halting utterance, let 
us survey their other fine quality, their grip of colour- 
orchestration. 

Again letting all else go for awhile, a remarkable 
quality in these men is their command of colour. In 
the work of Severini, in particular, the orchestration of 
colour is marvellous. I am treating now simply the 
pure musical effect of colour, so remarkably free from 
the dingy, low tones of most old art. It is, therefore, 
astounding to me that some of these men—above all 
that Severini—should not have discovered that art and 
science can only live together in adultery. I should have 
thought that his innate instinct for colour would have kept 
him from baulking the musical utterance of his impression 
by using little mathematical dots, and putting them into 
scientific triangles and cubes and the like falsities. One 
might as well confine the volume of sound in an orches¬ 
tra to the sharp, staccato tick-tack of piano notes. One 
might as well deny the splendour of the sustained notes 
of violins and ’cellos and wood and brass—for line 

• 

answers to the sustained note. And the day that 
Severini and his fellows—above all Severini—get rid 
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of science and create pure art, the day that Severini 
flings science and geometry into the gutter and lets him¬ 
self go with the sustained notes of line added to his 
colour, he will increase his art by enormous strides. The 
whole cube and triangle and round-spot business is 
rotten from roof to gutter; and the moment that these 
men realise this falsity, they will utter a remarkable 
art, for many fine gifts of artistic vision are already 
theirs. Rhythm can never express itself in cubes and tri¬ 
angles ; and these men are concerned with the highest 
dramatic intention—passion. There is the thrill of it, 
curbed and baffled and imprisoned, behind this falsity 
of science. It will one day burst into song. They are 
all men of talent, but require understanding and courage 
to become men of genius. 

It is the basic intention of art to reveal, not to baffle 
or conceal. Art exists as a revelation, and only as a 
revelation. The senses are far higher than the Reason; 
the passions are far more vital than the mere Reason. All 
that is great and noble in life is the result of great and 
noble passion. To reveal the emotions of life is the 
supreme and sublime act of art. 

The manifestos of these men prove that they have 
come to considerable grips with this compelling truth; 
they also prove that they have not come to grips with 
the futility of dragging science into the significance. 
Another heavy fault lies as hindrance across their ful¬ 
filment : The art of vision can only be defiled by drag¬ 
ing in the assistance of other arts such as literature— 
other arts debauch the vitality of the art of vision just 
as sadly as do Science or Reason or Mathematics or 
Geometry. Every man of this brilliant brother¬ 
hood pleads guilty to this adulteration of his art, 
since every one needs a literary description of the in¬ 
tention of his picture. Yet his literary description gives 
us the accusation by which each picture shall be tried; 
and scarce one achieves the impression desired—almost 
inevitably, as may be seen, owing to the baulking of that 
impression by science. Let us survey them. 

The finest achievement in colour is what everyone 
seems to call the Patch-Work Quilt. This large “ Pan- 
Pan Dance at the Monico ” is a superb arrangement in 
colour. Unfortunately the size of the room prevents 
one from focussing these paintings—every manager of 
capacity in London seems to be afflicted with small gal¬ 
leries—but even across the narrow room one can realise 
the splendour and vitality of the colour-orchestration 
of Severini. The decorative effect on a wall would be 
gay and glowing; the purity of colour is orchestral; 
but Severini baulks the splendour of it all with the tri¬ 
angular and arbitrary snick-snack of its patches, 
through which, in spite of its stammering utterance, it 
is wonderful that he should have got as much rhythm 
even as is suggested. There has been much laughter 
about these painters trying to paint such sensations as 
those of “ The Jolting Cab,” by Carra, and his “ What 
I was Told by a Tramcar”; but these emotions are 
quite within the reach of the painter if he confine him- 
-self to the impressions as roused in his vision, and not 
in any other of his senses. It so happens that Carra 
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has wilfully distorted them by confusion with sensa¬ 
tions outside vision; and has further bemuddled them 
by trying to combine what other people feel, whereas 
it is the basic significance of art that he shall say, and 
can only with truth express, what he himself has felt— 
and through the sense of vision alone. But to sneer 
at him for essaying to express what his eyes have sensed 
is the act of dullards. Our sole concern is whether he 
has conveyed to us with convincing power what his 
eyes have experienced; and that essay is far higher in 
art than to paint a radish in a soup-tureen, because 
Franz Hals could paint a codfish or Raphael an orange. 

The school claims to paint action and violence; and 
they are absolutely within their right. But they have 
not the right to paint it except caught on the wing. A 
painting, from its very conditions, cannot represent sus¬ 
tained movement—the brush cannot give a prolonged 
act, nor the canvas hold it. And the most feverish de¬ 
sire of one or two of these painters to break through 
the obvious limitations of their instrument but confirms 
the fact by their utter failure to do so. With literature, 
which is a sustained and prolonged art, it is just the 
reverse—indeed, it is impossible to get the instant poetic 
utterance of the painter. 

The idea of seeing objects through people is again 
false vision, and therefore bad art Art is not Rontgen 
photography. Again, the combining of a group of men 
to employ the same tricks of thumb or methods is utter 
academism—academism being the negation of all art, 
since it is the attempt to see life as one thinks that 
others see it, not as one sees it oneself. Personality 
is an absolute essential of all artistic utterance. 

Again, the objects of Nature are the forms by which 
art utters itself, since by them alone can the artist com¬ 
municate what his eyes have seen. The flame of the life of 
man cannot be except through the lamp of his body. And 
the moment the artist begins to invent symbols to repre¬ 
sent what the objects of Nature should be, he stands 
confessed a failure and a mediocrity, for he is trying 
to drag in the reason to explain what his art should have 
the instinct and skill to utter. It will be seen, there¬ 
fore, that the blemishes of the school are its inability 
to keep within the realm of vision. But these weak¬ 
nesses may disappear; and the sense of passion, the 
vitality, the remarkable colour-orchestration, the feeling 
for action, the lyrical gifts, must compel the whole 
school to realise that cubism and triangulation baulk 
rhythm and destroy that orchestration of which there 
is much remarkable promise. They must shed the poets 
and the journalists, and burst into song as painters. 
They have at least ceased to look back. They are full 
of ridiculous literary pseudo-philosophy, but no worse 
than the old men. They have to learn that art hymns 
life, not death. And they should cease from writing 
cheap literature and scribbling cheap ideas, and give 
themselves wholly to the glorification of the life instincts, 
not of the death-dealing negations of life. Museums 
are cemeteries. Leave the dead to bury their dead. 
To wish to destroy all past art is fool's talk. I am the 
last man to be suspected of harbouring reverence for 
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the academies; but the art of the past uttered the past 
in consummate fashion. Let the art of to-day utter 
our age. I have hammered upon that for many a long 
year before the “ Battle of Turin” of March 18, 1910. 
But if " art can be naught but violence, cruelty, and injus¬ 
tice,” then to the devil with the whole ridiculous business. 

The Miracle of Five Hundred 
Years Ago.—II 

By Frank Harris. 

IT now remained for Jeanne to crown the Dauphin in 
Rheims. Flaming still with eagerness, she turned, and 

took Jargeau, Beaugency, Meung, and, as the crowning 
glory, gained the great battle of Patay. Not for a 
hundred years had the English been beaten by the 
French on a fair field. 

But the opposition increased with Jeanne’s success, 
envy and hatred seething about her feet. She had the 
politicians against her always, the time-servers La Tr£- 
mouille and Regnault de Chartres. They slandered her 
from morning till night, and scoffed at her pretensions, 
and at length decided the King not to follow her to 
Rheims. As usual, Jeanne at this check spent the night 
on her knees. What was she to do ? What should she 
do ? What did the voices counsel ? At first she prayed 
in vain. For some time past the visions had not shown 
themselves clearly to her, the voices had been faint. 
Once again Jeanne’s sincerity conquered. Towards 
morning Michael himself appeared to her. "You were 
told to go to Rheims,” he said. " Go, then.” At break 
of day she mounted her horse, unfurled her standard, 
and set forth. The people crowded after her, and before 
noon the King was fain to follow humbly enough. His 
army soon swelled to twelve thousand men, and on the 
way they took Troyes and Chalons almost without 
striking a blow.. 

On July 17, Charles VII was crowned king in the 
great cathedral at Rheims. The standard of Jeanne 
was the only one unfurled before the altar. "After 
going through the danger,” she said, " the least one can 
do it is to allow it to share in the honour.” 

In these golden summer days Soissons, Vitry, Eper- 
nay, Laon, Montmirail, Provins, and a dozen other strong 
places caught fire from Jeanne’s enthusiasm and returned 
to their allegiance. The Duke of Lorraine tendered his 
submission to the King. The campaign was over—the 
miracle of miracles accomplished. In less than six 
months a girl of seventeen, without friends or help, had 
freed France from the English. 

Let us pause here for a moment to ask: What was 
the secret of Jeanne’s success? What gave her that 
mysterious irresistible influence over rude warriors de¬ 
pressed and embittered by continual defeats, and over 
wily, ambitious churchmen, all sour with suspicion of this 
absurd girl-rival? The secret of her strength was that 
she had lived much in soul-communion with God. There 
is no other way of winning influence over men. For 
years she had thought of what was right and just, and 
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talked with heavenly ministers, and when she came 
among men she spoke with singular authority, for her 
lips were still hot with the divine fire. 

Her mission ended, Jeanne begged the King to allow 
her to return to Domremy. Her work was done, she 
said. But the King would not have it He appealed 
to her: Would she abandon him now, with the victory 
half completed? Paris was still in Burgundian hands. 
Jeanne insisted that her work was done. The Dauphin 
would not be refused. The appeal to the woman to give 
still was irresistible. Jeanne stayed with her King. She 
" knew ” that it would cost her her life. At once the 
angel voices left her. Indeed, it appeared as if the 
powers that upheld her had now deserted her. She 
failed in her attacks on Paris, and was made a prisoner 
at Compiegne on May 24, 1430, and a little later was 
sold to the English, who took her as a prisoner to 
Rouen. 

The passion of the noblest woman in the world lasted 
for a whole year. The Bishop of Beauvais, Cauchon, 
was the president of the infamous tribunal which spent 
ten months in seeking to condemn a girl to death and 
dishonour a saint He had promised his English pay¬ 
masters a "good outcome.” 

On April 13, Jeanne was made to hear her accusation, 
which consisted of a dozen articles. She was possessed 
of devils, was a witch, a liar, blasphemous, thirsting for 
human blood, a murderess, an impious idolatress, a 
schismatic; they even went so far as to charge her with 
filial impiety. She was declared, too, to have "re¬ 
lapsed,” because, by taking away her woman’s garments, 
they had compelled her to clothe herself in men’s clothes 
which they left in the cell for her. 

On May 30, 1431, she was delivered over by the 
priests to the executioners and burnt on the public place. 
As they tied her to the stake she cried to Cauchon: 
" It is through you that I am brought to death! ” De¬ 
siring to make his infamy as complete as possible, 
Cauchon on the morrow paid men to throw her ashes 
into the Seine. 

So Jeanne died in the third year of her great adven¬ 
ture, before she was twenty years of age. 

Now, what is the lesson of her life to us, the meaning 
of her failure? The tragedy of Jeanne’s life is just as 
simple as the secret of her success. The virtue she had 
amassed in those hours of solitary communion with the 
Archangel Michael and with Saint Catherine in Dom¬ 
remy carried her irresistibly to her achievement; but 
no one lives in the world without paying the world’s 
price, or among men and women without being affected 
by common views and common desires. Gradually 
Jeanne’s stock of primitive virtue wore away. After 
Rheims she ought to have returned to Domremy, and 
in solitary communion with the Highest again filled her 
soul with the perfume of the Ineffable. Had she done 
so, she would have been the greatest of the Christian 
saints, dowered with the gentleness of Francis and with 
more than the courage of Dominic: as simply human 
as St. Elizabeth, as devoted as St. Teresa, she would 
have enlarged our conception of the possibilities of 
womanhood. 
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That was not to be. Jeanne was to make mistakes 
like other mortals, and like others she was to fall short 
of the highest, and to be punished finally, not for her 
shortcomings, but for her glorious achievement. So in 
that public square at Rouen, where ail the fiends of the 
Pit seemed loosed against her in hootings and hellish 
laughter, the brave woman-soul went again to God, and 

the mortal put on immortality. 

DE OMNIBUS REBUS 

Some Uses of Reverence 
By Arthur Machen. 

(<tjE must have been one of the sunniest men that 

jLl ever lived." 
I will not say Who it was to whom this cheery com¬ 

mendation was addressed; I do not dare to say, lest 
# • 

it be forced on me at last that the only reverence in 
the world has taken refuge with atheists and painting 
men, and vagrant poets and strolling players. As to 
whom, by the way, there is extant this moving story. 

There were two of them in the dressing-room. The 
call-boy had been upstairs and along the landing with 
his thrilling shout: “ Quarter-of-an-hour, gentlemen, 
please,” and time was growing short. One of the 
players, a lean, nervous, choleric man, was late and in a 
terrific fuss. He could not find his “ props,” his “ three- 
and-a-half ” and 44 blue liner ” were mysteriously astray. 
He began, like Peter, to curse and to swear, using lan¬ 
guage which would make the hair of Academy readers 
to stand on end. Unmoved, the other actor, the fat man, 
drew on his tights, adjusted his wig, painted over the 
join, fixed with spirit-gum beard and moustache; to him 
the torrent of foul talk was but as the rippling of the 
brook through the still wood. At last, maddened with 
nerves and flurry and fuss and the shout: 44 Overture 
and beginners gentlemen, please,” the lean player 
began to mix holy names with his foul, exuberant im¬ 
precations. Then his brother turned: 44 Dear old chap,” 
he said, “ I don’t mind * blank,’ or 4 dash,’ or 4 dash blank,’ 
or 4 blank, blank dash ’ ”—these, be it remarked, were 
the words of truly foul and hideous import that the 
testy actor had used—44 but ” (and he pointed a solemn 
finger to the flies and to the skies),44 nunty His Nibs! ” 

Let me translate. “Nunty”—sometimes “nanty”— 
is a corruption of the Italian 44 niente,” and the phrase 
may be taken to mean in gross, 44 leave the governor out 
of it.” And I say indeed that there was more reverence, 
more true awe of the unseen in this greasy and profane 
dressing-room than in the holy place where I was told 
last Sunday that, 44 He must have been one of the sun¬ 
niest men that ever lived.” 

For the place in which this astounding and horrible 
sentence was delivered is thus described by the Deacon 
in one of the Liturgies of the East: — 

From everlasting to everlasting : the Altar is fire 
in fire : fire surrounds it : let Priests beware of the i 
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terrible and tremendous fire, lest they fall into it, and 
be burnt for ever. 

All the symbols of the awful, tremendous mystery in 
which we were engaged were visibly and sensibly pre¬ 
sented to us. On that altar and before it the flame of 
the tapers burned, symbolising the presence of a Light 
greater than that of the sun at noonday; the pale sweet 
smoke of the incense had floated in the air as the priest 
went about the holy place, mystically signifying that 
here was no longer common, unblest earth and stone 
and wood, but heaven descended, and fleshly things 
sublimed and lifted up into the state of Paradise, and 
the air of our contamination and mortality perfumed 
and transmuted by the prayers of the saints, and the 
ministry of the heavenly choir, and the blood and tor¬ 
ments of the martyrs, and of all those who from the 
beginning have despised the spirit of their age and the 
Prince of this world. The high service proceeded with 
its whispers and its hints of things ineffable, of that 
eternal beauty which glows behind all the dim veil of the 
visible universe, and, above all, of one great life and 
of one deed of almost incredible marvel which had 
bridged the great abyss, which had set up a ladder 
between these poor and sorrowful and anguished and 
squalid depths of ours and that high heaven which is at 
the root of every man’s desire. We had in the Creed 
made our profession of belief in the invasion and re¬ 
demption of our mortal world by the world of tran¬ 
scendence, and then the man in the surplice lifted him- 
self up in the pulpit and told us, amongst much matter 
which was of more than doubtful use and profit, that 
44 He must have been one of the sunniest men that ever 

lived.” 
Now, I am not going to be theological. On and off I 

have defended the Faith in these ACADEMY pages for 
the last five years, speaking in and out of season. And 
I find, not with much surprise, that my brethren and 
fathers in the English Church, do not see the point of 
it at all. Now and again I receive a letter and a prayer 
from some Roman Catholic priest (utterly unknown to 
me), whose work is in the middle west of America or by 
obscure shores of the Pacific Sea; these, it seems, 
understand what I mean and approve; though I make- 
no secret of the fact that I am not addictus jurare in 

verba magistri magni, Pontificis Romani. 

But from the 44 orthodox ” Anglican I hear nothing ; 
he is too busy—in determining the exact date of the in¬ 
troduction of the surplice and in pretending that the* 
Reformation didn’t happen—to bother about religion. 
Besides, a great number of my Anglican friends—apt* 
as ever to acquire the vile dregs and poisons that good* 
Romans long to purge away from their Church—are- 
looking forward to the day when it will be possible to* 
employ incense and tapers after the exact use of the* 
ancient and glorious Church of Sarum without priest, 
deacon, sub-deacon, servers or congregation being 
pledged to a belief in anything whatever. I cannot 
share in these high dreams; so I cannot speak to these 
persons, and I have no right to address the members 
of the Holy Roman Catholic and Apostolic Church. Sou 
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as I say, I shall have nothing to do with this preacher 
from the strictly theological point of view. Let him be ; 
he meant well—as the poet means well who writes dog¬ 
gerel that is neither sound nor sense; as the painter 
means well who depicts the little girl, and the fox- 
terrier, and the kitten; as the politician means well as 
he sits in his study and thinks how votes are to be 
obtained by a further sacrifice of law-abiding, innocent, 
and poor men to violent ruffians and the throwers of 
stones, both male and female. 

I protest, then, not as a theologian, but as an artist; 
and I would define artist fro hac vice, not as a creator 
of beauty, but as one who loves beauty in all the whole 
of the wonderful ways of life, who strives to discern it 
in the highest things and in the lowest things, and dis¬ 
cerning, to adore it, and, adoring it, to be penetrated 
bv it and to feed on it. 

To such a one, I take it, where there is beauty even 
in the smallest degree, there is nothing common or un¬ 
clean. He is attentive above all to God in the highest, 
as the source of all beauty and of every perfection and 
splendour of the visible world; but man’s eyes here 
below cannot always be directed to the bright glory 
of the sun in his majesty. He must often be content to 
catch half lights and broken colours of the supreme love¬ 
liness in the little flower in the cranny of the wall; he 
must see it in the curve of great rounded hills; it must 
be sung to him by the voice of a lonely brook rippling 
and shining in a lonely valley. A shadow of the perfect 
vision appears amidst the shadows of an ancient wood; 
it glows radiant from the symbols of the old painters; 
it is heard in the hallowed line of true poetry; it surges 
through the harmonies and cadences of mighty prose. 

Ah! and does not the concealed light of this ever¬ 
present beauty burn in things still commoner—accord¬ 
ing to our customary estimate ? The station brook 
babbled out of Paradise in Mr. Masefield’s poem; but 
through the ages up to those recent years not only the 
works of God, but all the works of man, even to the 
humblest, bore on their faces some dim lineaments of 
their eternal splendid source. Not only the flower in the 
wall, but the very wall itself, had its grace and its 
mystery; it guarded not only the Squire’s walled garden, 
but also 7rapaS€uros. 

There were days when the thatched cottage was as 
fitly in its place and for its purpose as the king’s palace ; 
when the tavern seemed but a far-off echo of the cathe¬ 
dral. There are foolish people who say now that there 
are no sacraments, because every meal is a sacrament. 
And, indeed, this was once true in a sense: when the 
hisrh sacraments were discerned and adored men could 
not eat and drink together in amity and good fellowship 
without some high grace and glory falling on them from 
the far-off painted window above the altar. 

So I say it is for the artist to see the beams of this 
glory everywhere; not to forget that in every stone 
there probably is a high sacrament and a great mystery; 
and hence, and in accordance with a general rule, to 
protest with all his might against those who would turn 
his srold to dross. And there is no subtler, no deadlier 1 

i 
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way of doing that than by introducing into the highest 
sphere the laws and conventions of the lower sphere. 
Let us conceive ourselves before a Turner picture listen¬ 
ing to a person connected with the Woods and Forests 
proving the solitary pine to be an eminently healthy 
pine, planted in the soil with exactly the right chemical 
constituents. Let us read Tennyson's “ Morte d’Arthur ” 
and be instructed how Lyonesse probably refers to the 
Scilly Islands. Let us listen to some great music and 
be told about sound-waves. These are but feeble illus¬ 
trations of the horrid sense of incongruity and desolation 
that the words at the head of this article produced in 
the soul of one listener at all events 

Spelling and Sophistry: Who Are 
the Sophists ? 

By William Archer. 

HE article on “ Spelling and Sophistry” in The 

Academy of March 9 is one of the most 
reasonable arguments for unreason that have come under 
my notice. It would be very cogent indeed if the 
Simplified Spelling Society proposed that the adult 
generation of the present day should forthwith alter 
its spelling, and if the interests of that generation were 
alone to be considered. Unfortunately for the argu¬ 
ment, neither of these assumptions is true. “ In our 
heart of hearts,” says the writer, “ we dislike the prospect 
of reforming our spelling for the same reason that we 
dislike getting out of a warm bed on a cold winter 
morning: because it means exchanging a condition of 
perfect comfort for one of extreme discomfort” This 
is a very candid statement of the writer’s very natural 
frame of mind; the only trouble is that, as a parable 
of the existing situation, it is quite irrelevant. We are 
not asking this writer, or anyone else of a slugabed 
disposition, to tear himself away from the cosy couch 
of habit, and plunge into the cold tub of reason. We 
do not hope, and do not particularly desire, to alter 
the spelling of this generation. Many people, we find, 
take pleasure in using the new spelling, simply because 
they prefer a good tool to a bad one. Such support 
we welcome, inasmuch as it spreads the knowledge of 
the movement, and helps to awaken the public mind. 
But we do not attach any extravagant value to it. It 
is not the practice of this generation that matters. 
What we have to do is to stimulate thought among 
intelligent people, and help them to realise the folly 
and cruelty of hanging their own quite natural prejudices 
like a millstone around the necks of all coming genera¬ 
tions of English-speaking children. Whether this writer 
does or does not choose to get out of bed is perfectly 
indifferent to us, if only he will open his mind to the 
importance of making it comparatively easy for his 
children, or at any rate his grandchildren, to get into 
bed. He has perhaps forgotten how he tossed and 
tumbled through several years of his childhood before 
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he reached that condition of comfort to which he now 
clings so tenaciously. Possibly if he was brought up 
in a literate home, and had a quick visual memory, 
his period of acute discomfort was comparatively short. 
But, for the average English-speaking child, spelling 
is an apple-pie bed of the worst sort, full of ingenious 
and complex torments. It is true that in time “our 
very torments do become our elements,1” and that is 
the happy condition which our sluggard friends have 
reached. But the fact that some of us have become 
inured to disabling and time-wasting (that is, life- 
wasting) discomforts is surely a poor reason for obsti¬ 
nately imposing them on the whole English-speaking 
race for ever and ever. 

The writer’s criticisms of our system are not without 
ingenuity; but they, too, leave us comparatively in¬ 
different Our system does not profess to be a final 
revelation from heaven, but only a temporary means 
to an end. Before reform can be achieved, it is manifest 
that the educational authorities of the English-speaking 
world must agree to sanction the permissive use (at 
least) of a rational system in schools and in examina¬ 
tions. Before they do so, they will quite certainly 
hold a conferenoe to determine what system shall be 
accepted; and the time will then be ripe, no doubt, 
for the introduction of a much more scientific and 
elegant notation than ours. We are none of us attached 
to such forms as hyuemor, nor do we believe that they 
will be final. Our system is only an instrument of propa¬ 
ganda, constructed under two very hampering conditions, 
to which we deliberately submitted as a matter of policy. 
We felt that we must accustom the public eye and 
mind to the idea of rational spelling through the medium 
of a system which should (a) introduce no new letters 
or diacritical marks, and should (b) in no case depart 
so widely from the current value of any particular letter 
or diagraph as to render it incomprehensible without 
serious and systematic study. We knew that no con¬ 
ceivable system could hope to escape opposition and 
ridicule; and we felt that in order to educate the public 
intelligence we must work with a system which anyone 
could understand at a glance, even though it should at 
the outset fill him with abhorrence. 

One of the writer’s individual criticisms is worth a 
moment’s examination. He says that no advantage is 
gained by differentiating the voiced from the voiceless 
sibilant in the plural—by writing cups with an s and 
cube with a z. If this were proposed as an isolated 
measure of reform, there would be no particular ad¬ 
vantage in it; but the moment you adopt the principle 
of “one sound, one symbol,” it becomes absolutely im¬ 
perative. A good many members of the S.S.S. have 
urged the convenience of retaining one invariable 
symbol for the plural. But what results? You cannot 
distinguish between the adverb hens (hence) and the 
plural of the domestic fowl, between fens (a barrier) 
and the plural of fen, between plais (a locality) and 
the plural of play, between a sheep’s flees and the plural 
of flea—not to mention a hundred other difficulties. 
Of course, our critic will say, “ Well, then, why tamper 
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with the beautiful arrangement by which, in our current 
spelling, these differentiations are made by the employ¬ 
ment of ce for s, and by other devices?” Why? I 
will tell him why—in order that millions and millions 
of children through untold centuries may not be sub¬ 
jected to the waste of life involved in the useless and 
mentally harmful process of memorising these futile 
and inconsistent devices. Of course, if he deliberately 
prefers to leave the children to their fate, further argu¬ 
ment is useless. He had better say so and have done 
with it. Why make a show of reasoning when your 
fundamental position is one of deliberate unreason? 

As for “ the needless inconvenience of considering 
every time we form a plural whether the word ends 
in a voiced or an unvoiced consonant,” such an argument 
shows how far we have drifted from the very conception 
of spelling as the representation of sound. If there is 
any “inconvenience” in writing s when we say s, and 
z when we say z, it can only be because our ear is so 
dull as to be actually uncertain which sound we produce. 
That is a condition which spelling reform will amend— 
greatly to the advantage of fhe spoken language. 

As to the traces of etymology in spelling, we are 
told that it is a sophistry to say "the scholar does 
not need these indications to help him to the pedigree 
of the words with which he deals, and the ignorant are 
not helped by them; so that, in either case, they are 
profitable for nothing.” The sophistry, by the way, is 
Sainte-Beuve’s; the answer to it (which, also by the 
way, is Archbishop Trench’s) is: 

Most of us are neither perfect scholars nor perfect 
ignoramuses; we are something between the two. 
There is probably no one so ignorant that he has 
not learnt something about the words 44 cupboard ” 
and 44 forehead ” by seeing them spelt in the orthodox 
way, which he would not have learnt if they were 
spelt 44 cubord ” and 44 forid.” 

Let us consider this argument a little further. If 
it is of any considerable value that every time we write 
the word cupboard we should be reminded that it 
originally meant, not a closed receptacle, but a mere 
shelf for cups, what a pity that our ancestors should, 
in their spelling, have weakly given in to so many 
vernacular curtailments, and thus deprived us of so 
many delightful reminiscences that might always have 
played around our pens! For instance, how many 
people every day write the word “ handkerchief ” without 
reflecting that kerchief was originally cover-chief, and 
meant a covering for the head, chief being, 
as all the world knows, derived from the Latin caput? 

What a pity that the slovenly contraction bridal should 
obscure the edifying fact that the word originally meant 
bride-ale! Who, in writing nostril, is reminded of nose- 

thrill? It is only too probable that thousands of people 
every day write surgeon without recalling the Greek 
derivation which is manifest in chintrgeoni and sherif 

without thinking of shire-reeve. If it were really of 
any value to be reminded of its origin every time we 
write a word, we ought to form a society for restoring 
to the language the words handcov ere kief, bridcale, 
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nosethrilf chirurgeon, shircreeve, and hundreds of others 
which the mean-spirited phoneticism of our ancestors 
has unhappily disguised for us. And what about the 
not infrequent words in which the current spelling con¬ 
veys false etymological information ? Does our critic 
cling to the g in foreign and sovereign because it re¬ 
minds him they are not connected with regnum, and 
to the c in scent because it recalls to his grateful recollec¬ 
tion the ignorant scribe or printer who first put it there ? 

Seriously, it is no sophistry, but plain truth, to assert 
that nothing worth knowing about etymology can be 
learnt from spelling alone, without special study, and 
that special study will be as easy after spelling has been 
rationalised as it is to-day. To burden the educational 
life of children with “ etymological evidences ” is like 
insisting that they should always carry pounds of sand, 
gravel, and road-metal in their pockets as evidences of 
geology. It is foolish enough that we grown-up people 
should insist on bearing this burden; but w'e have, as 
our critic says, become unconscious of it; and, anyway, 
it is not we who matter. If people would only realise 
that we are not trying to force an uncomfortable reform 
upon them personally, but are striving to confer an 
inestimable boon upon their children and their children’s 
children for all time to come, we should hear less of 
the quite ridiculously disproportionate arguments now 
brought forward as pretexts for conservatism. It is 
time that mental inertia should cease to pose as superior 
mental activity. 

The Anarchists* 

R. VIZETELLY has given us a study of Anar¬ 
chists and Anarchism from the days of Bakunin 

to the Houndsditch and Sidney Street affairs. It is 
not a controversial study, “ but a record of the rise, pro¬ 
gress and different phases of Anarchism during the 
last forty years.” Such a subject presents numerous 
difficulties, but Mr. Vizetelly has marshalled his facts 
together with such skill that we are not only able to 
follow the rise and progress of Anarchism, but happily 
its declining power too. Without bias, hardly express¬ 
ing an opinion for or against the Anarchist, Mr. 
Vizetelly has nevertheless shown him in his true colours. 

A book of this kind should tend to upset the scare¬ 
monger, the man who prattles of the concerted power 
of the Anarchists, all of whom in his opinion wear black 
ulster coats, red ties, and take their orders from a buxom 
wench. Most of the Anarchists mentioned by Mr. 
Vizetelly are altogether lacking in the faculty of organi¬ 
sation, for their own petty grievances seem to come 
before any desire to work towards a common end. Many 
* f us would agree with Anarchists, Nihilists, and Social- 

n The Anarchists: Their Faith and their Record, including 
Sidelights on the Royal and other Personages who 
have been Assassinated. By Ernest Alfred 
Vizetelly. With Portraits. (John Lane. 10s. 6d. 
net.) 

ists that there is much to put right in this world. Omar 
thought so when he sang: — 

Ah, Love! could you and I with Him conspire 
To grasp this sorry Scheme of Things entire, 

Would not we shatter it to bits—and then 
Re-mould it nearer to the Heart’s Desire 1 ” 

All this is true enough, but neither Omar’s spiritual 
revolt nor the Anarchist’s bomb will bring about a change 
for the better. The Anarchist aims at the destruction 
of law and order. He rails at authority in high places, 
and would convert the world, if he could, into a very low 
place indeed, filthy with free love, mentally degenerate, 
hopelessly blasphemous and chaotic. The blowing up 
of kings and queens, presidents and judges is all part 
of the horrible madness of Anarchism. It is diabolically 
destructive, and it ever has been, and ever will be, 
utterly futile. 

Michael Bakunin, the father of modern Anarchism, 
had an extraordinary career. Mr. Vizetelly writes: 
“Assuredly it is not often that a man is sentenced to 
death on three successive occasions by the judges of 
three different Governments, and yet emerges from those 
sentences unscathed by the firing-party’s bullets, the 
hangman’s rope or the headsman’s axe.” In looking 
at his portrait, however, we are not surprised to find that 
he possessed a charmed life, but it is rather unkind of 
Mr. Vizetelly to write: “ The general aspect of his 
massive figure recalled that of the late Lord Salisbury, 
the slight stoop being identical with the English states¬ 
man’s.Below the moustache appeared a thick and 
sensual underlip, and then came a full, unkempt, frizzy 
beard, blanched in parts, and much of the Salisbury 
pattern.” Bakunin distrusted all government. He de¬ 
sired to make a clean sweep, and to dispense with 
authority and law. He wanted everyone to repeat: — 

“ I am as free as Nature first made man, 
Ere the base laws of servitude began, 
When wild in woods the noble savage ran.” 

We are given a vivid description of Ravachol’s life, 
his murder of Rivollier and the old hermit of Chambles, 
to say nothing of his outrage upon the grave of Roche- 
tailtee. He may have professed certain elementary 
Anarchist principles, but here was a villain whose crimes 
were perpetrated solely for the purpose of getting 
money. During his trial his mistress, La Rulhiere, wept 
and confessed that she still loved him—the one human 
touch in an otherwise inhuman record. When Ravachol 
was on his way to the guillotine, the chaplain begged 
him to repent. Ravachol replied: “Take away your 
crucifix! If you show it to me I shall spit upon it! ” 

Mr. Vizetelly concludes his interesting and valuable 
work with the following sound dictum: “ That the bases 
of society will be ultimately modified seems certain, but 
we take it that the Anarchists, in spite of all the 
noise they have made in the world, will have no share in 
devising the new order of things which progress must 
eventually bring in its train.” 
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REVIEWS 
A. New Light on Bach 

). S. Bach. By Albert Schweitzer, Dr.Philos. With 
a Preface by C. M. Widor. English translation by 
Ernest Newman. 2 vols. Illustrated. (Breitkopf 
and HSrtel. 21s. net.) 

I NINETEEN years ago the illustrious French 
organist and composer Widor made the acquaint¬ 

ance of a young Alsatian, Albert Schweitzer, and their 

common love for the music of Bach soon united them 
in friendship. One memorable day they had been play¬ 
ing some of the Choral Preludes, and Widor remarked 

to Schweitzer that though he could understand Bach s 
logic in his purely instrumental works, he found him 
enigmatic in those which were founded on a Chorale. 
“ Why these sometimes almost excessively abrupt anti¬ 

theses of feeling ? Why does he add contrapuntal 
motives to a chorale melody which have often no rela¬ 

tion to the mood of the melody ?” Schweitzer solved 
these mysteries by bidding the master consult the texts 

of the Chorales used by Bach. Such an examina¬ 
tion, he said, would show that the relation of Bach s 
music to its text is the most intimate that can be 
imagined; that, though Bach rises superior to what may 
be styled “ confident and pretentious programme music/’ 
and never aims at trying to express in music what music 
is incapable of expressing, he seizes every occasion of 
faithful delineation of the verbal text, and is thus the 
" most consistent representative of ‘ pictorial music ’ in 
existence.” They played through the whole of the 
Choral Preludes, Schweitzer pointing out how the con¬ 

trapuntal motives had indeed no relation to the mood 
of the melody, but the closest relation to the verbal 
expressions in the text. In a flash Widor understood. 
He saw that Bach was “ much more than an incompar¬ 
able contrapuntist,” that “ his work exhibits an unparal¬ 
leled desire and capacity for expressing poetic ideas, 
and for bringing word and tone into unity.” He begged 
Schweitzer to write an essay on this special v ie\\ of 

Bach. That essay, in six years, had expanded into a 
complete book on the divine composer. This was 
then translated into German, and now we have before 
us an English translation of the German edition so 
admirably made by Mr. Ernest Newman, with altera¬ 
tions and additions by the author, and an invaluable 

index by himself, that it is a book which no one who 
professes a love for Bach should delay for a moment to 
buy. For the serious student it is henceforth indis¬ 
pensable; for the amateur it will prove of entrancing 

interest 
For a long time, but more especially in recent years, 

the kind of music to which the word “programme” or 
“pictorial” may be prefixed has been the subject of 
hot discussion among musicians. Niecks, in his book on 
musical expression, says that the old orthodox and all 
but universal doctrine that “ pure music, unconnected 
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with anything definite in thought or nature—a mere 
formal play with tones—is the only legitimate instru¬ 
mental music ” is not even now an extinct belief. We 
had fondly supposed that it was, that the most un¬ 
compromising champions of the older view had begun 
to clear their minds of cant, and take up a more tole¬ 
rant attitude towards pictorial music.. But, like M. 
Widor, we had never supposed that Bach, in spite of 
certain pictorial fragments which have often been 
pointed out, would one day be brought as the weightiest 
witness on the side of the heretics! Yet Dr. Schweitzer, 
a trained philosopher, a profound historian, an excep¬ 
tional musician—Widor and his own writings testify to 
this—so brings him, and Mr. Newman, an expert in 
criticism, regards the evidence as decisive. Nor is 
Schweitzer the first to remark upon the * pictorial 
elements ” in Bach’s style, for he tells us that Mosewius. 
one of the earliest Bach aestheticians, always dwells on 
the M penetrating musical treatment of the text as the 

characteristic feature of his art” 

It is a subject of the deepest interest for us of Great 
Britain who have a right to be keen about all that con¬ 
cerns Bach. Popular admiration of his music may be of 
recent growth, but it is steady and in the main sincere. 
We can answer a question which M. Schweitzer has in¬ 

cidentally put as to where one can hear the Branden¬ 
burg Concertos—why in England, at almost any 

orchestral concert! It is indisputable that during a 
hundred years, since old Wesley worked like a hero 
for Bach, and Kollmann printed in England the fuse 

edition ever issued of the first part of the Well-ten- 
pered Clavier” (what honour for England!) Bach> 

music—at any rate his organ and his clavier mu^ic— 
1 has been regarded as a priceless treasure by all our 

more serious musicians. It may be the case that some 

of our specially close students of Bach have discern? 
something of the definite pictorial tendency in him 
which M. Schweitzer has demonstrated, but most of 1' 
have probably accepted, without inquiry, the conclusion- 

of the great Bach biographer and critic, Spitta, which, 
with less rigidity, have been re-affirmed by Sir Hubert 

Parry. Niecks, indeed, asked whether Bach was noi 
“ a clandestine cultivator of programme music, and 
affirmed his conviction that this suspicion could easily 

be justified by speaking instances from his purely instru¬ 
mental work, still more bv the instrumental portion of 

1 * 

his vocal works. 

But any idea of this kind was anathema to 

Spitta. If he found Bach imitating in niusic 

the idea contained in a verse of his text—the 
descending intervals which suggest the Fall of Adam, 
for instance—he “ regards this coincidence of strikingly 

expressive themes or figures with characteristic or ex¬ 

pressive words” as accidental, and warns us against 

“ attributing to them a closer connection than can ever 

have dwelt in the mind of the composer.” Sir Hubert 
I Parry speak of Bach’s " besetting temptation to empha¬ 

sise an idea with a semi-humorous stroke of realistic 

suggestion,” to his “ extreme susceptibility to the style 

and meaning of the words set,” and he has. more often, 
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as it would seem, than he likes, to note specimens of 

Bach’s “ frank realism/1 “ unblushing realism/1 and so 

on. But he will not admit that the sunl total of these 

examples show's that Bach was a writer of “ programme 

music” He goes only as far as this: " In nearly all the 

great choruses of the cantatas it is clear that the words 

generated in him the impulse to express in music the 

•actual phase of praise, prayer, contrition, or exaltation 

embodied in the text,” but he affirms that after the 

early “ Sonata on the Departure of his Brother,” M Bach 

never again wrote what may be described as programme 

music, for he recognised that the actual naming of a 

programme for instrumental music has the effect of 

circumscribing and belittling the music ” It looks as if 

Sir Hubert had what Schweitzer thinks Spitta had, M an 

instinctive fear that Bach might be pressed into the 

service of a certain kind of pictorial music that he 
hated” 

Xow Schweitzer does not push his conclusions too 
far; he does not assert that Bach would have written 

a pictorial tone-poem as the moderns do, but he asserts, 

and we cannot find any flaw in his copiously illus¬ 

trated argument, that Bach had a definite, methodically 

arranged musical language, that he had worked out for 

himself a set of musical phrases to typify, not only mood 

and feeling, but characteristic verbal expressions. 

When the chorale offers him a picture, Bach takes that 
as the basis of his music/' We are carefully reminded, 

however, that “ the examples of the more external order 

< f tone-painting are relatively few in number ; the tone 

greatness of Bach is not revealed in these, but in a 

Kind of spiritualised tone-painting, in which the pictures 

^e only symbols for words and ideas.” We should indeed 

hesitate to follow a commentator who should make too 

juch of the specimens of this “ external order of tone- 

pamting,” but, though M. Schweitzer again and again 

joists on the “ pictorial ” as the fundamental tendency 

in s music, we never find him mistaking the letter 
or the spirit His communion with Bach has been too 

intimate for that. The book is conceived in a large 

; it is written most lucidly, without one dull or dry 

As Widor well says, it is " among the works the 

significance of which consists in the fact that while they 
are founded on a thorough professional knowledge, 

1 py treat their subject from the standpoint not of a 

Jngle art, but of art and science in general.” 

The sketch of Bach’s life is brilliant, and the 
^ apters on the appreciation and performance of 

1115 are admirable. It has always been 

g Problem why, until the nineteenth century, 
c s music never won the love and praise 

H. it deserved. M. Schweitzer’s remarks upon this 

?°int are Ruminating. He thinks that in earlier days 
^en were toQ sjrap]e value the work of the previous 

operation as highly as that of their own. They were 

unvmced that music was always advancing, and as 

n lr o*n art was later than the old art, it must neces- 

_ r»y come nearer to the ideal.” ” Bach was the end of 

0 epoch, not the beginning of a new/’ and “ even 

In£ the Master’s life, art had taken a path which 
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led it far away from Cantatas and Passions. People 

were weary of fugues, and longed for music which should 

be spontaneous feeling and nothing else. The concept 

of Nature, which, in the epoch of growing rationalism, 

transformed philosophy and poetry, asserted itself also in 

music.” This is not true, perhaps, of England under 

the reign of George III, when Handel was still regarded 

as a god, though it is so of other countries. But we 

must leave the reader to find out for himself all the 

interest and the wisdom of this book. He will read 

the history of chorales; a survey of the state of Teutonic 

music and its origins; lucid analyses of all Bach’s prin¬ 

cipal compositions; practical notes on the best manner 

of performing them; as well as the chapters to which 

we have drawn special attention, those on the aesthetics 

of Bach and his system of tone painting. An uncommon 

measure of gratitude is due to M. Schweitzer for having 

written such a book, and also to Mr. Newman for having 

translated it so well. 

Indian Finance 

The Indian Monetary Problems. By S. K. Surma. 

(The Law Printing House, Madras.) 

THERE is nothing to show who the writer of this book 

is, or what claims he possesses to be considered an 

authority on so difficult a subject as Indian finance. 

He bears a Brahman name, and the book was printed 

at Madras. There is internal evidence of his connection 

with journalism. Some of his papers have already 

appeared in Indian periodicals. If he has learnt nothing 

else, he has at any rate acquired self-confidence, which 

enables him to criticise unhesitatingly the financial 

policy of the Government of India, both in London 

and India, as having been wrong throughout. While 

regretting that there is no source to which an average 

Indian can turn for profitable guidance, he says that 

“ superficial writers like (the late) Sir John Strachey 

have of course interposed erroneous conclusions in their 

treatises.” Indian readers are "to be warned off the 

book” on "India and the gold standard,” because it 

is "an apology to the existing conditions. . . . Con¬ 

sistency is by no means the besetting sin of the Finance 

Department” The Government, he says, have freely 

exercised the right of meddling [jiV] with the volume 

of the currency, forgetting a very sensible and sane 

principle; and elsewhere he writes, " The action of the 

Government was timidity itself.” But the Government 

will not be encouraged to issue financial works (for 

perusal of the average Indian) by the statement that 
the constant reading of official reports and publications, 
where (he says) a high standard of literary excellence 

is not always maintained, has spoilt his " English some¬ 

what. . . . We journalists are fed on such pabulum.” 
It has evidently disagreed with him. It is not our busi¬ 
ness to defend the Government policy, but there are 

certain obvious points which the writer has ignored. 
He treats of the Government as an irresponsible bureau¬ 
cracy—“ that is to say, a bureaucracy not responsible 
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to the will of the people as expressed by their chosen 

representatives ”—the real fact being that the Govern¬ 

ment is responsible, and acknowledges its full responsi¬ 
bility, to the English nation for the welfare of India. 

Its financial policy is conducted with the utmost caution, 

after elaborate inquiries in England and India. Its 

policy must vary with the circumstances affecting gold 

and silver. 

Books appear from time to time which it would be 

desirable to correct, but which would require other 

books of equal length to expose their errors. This 

is one of them. It is only possible to indicate some 

of the main matters in controversy. From 1835 India 

had a silver standard and a rupee currency. The exports 

from India normally exceed greatly the imports into 

India, the balance of trade being practically adjusted 

by the Secretary of State’s bills of exchange payable 

in India. From 1871 to 1893 the exchange value of 

the rupee fell almost continuously, the fall being due 

to the decline in the price of silver, consequent on its 

increased production and the demonetisation of silver 

in a number of countries. The Government was 

seriously embarrassed by the continuous fall in the 

exchange value of the rupee. There was no saying 

where the fall would stop. Further taxation in India 

to raise additional rupee revenues was most undesirable, 

if not impossible. It was therefore decided, in 1893, 

on the recommendation of Lord Herschell’s Committee, 

to close the Indian mints to the coinage of silver, and 

to allow rupees to be demanded in exchange for gold 

at the rate of 15 rupees for £1. Since Sir Henry 

Fowler’s Committee of 1899, the English sovereign has 

been declared legal tender in India, at the rate of one 

sovereign to 15 rupees. A gold standard reserve in 

England was established in 1900, and in 1906 it was 

decided that a portion of the reserve should be held 

in silver in India. Since 1899 the exchange value of 

the rupee has generally remained steady at about is. 4d. 

Through certain causes, in 1908 the demand for the 

Secretary of State’s bills on India was unusually dull, 

and special facilities for remittance in the opposite 

direction were required. The Secretary of State sold 

sterling bills on London for some months. Since 

November, 1908, trade has resumed its normal course, 

and the Secretary of State’s bills have been sold as 

before that year. 

India has thus a gold standard, but not a gold 

currency. Its metallic currency is a silver token of 

enormous magnitude. It is a question whether, with 

the native tendency to hoard gold, the introduction of 

a gold currency would be possible. Mr. Surma’s con¬ 

tention is that India flourished under the silver 

standard ; that the gold standard is fraught with diffi¬ 

culties, and the adoption of a gold currency impossible; 

that the mints should be reopened to the coinage of 

rupees, and the blessings of an " automatic standard 

be conferred upon the country. By automatic standard 

he means a silver standard, and begs the whole question 

by calling for a " stable automatic standard which would 

be a trustworthy standard of value for long periods of 

time.” His argument is apparently that silver has 
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fallen 14 too deep to be afraid of further fall; it can only 
come up." Admitting, thus, the fluctuations possible in 
silver, what becomes of his plea for stability ? He asks, 
also, for another International Conference to 44 overcome 

all monetary difficulties by an understanding with the 

Powers who are yet large purchasers of silver for sub¬ 

sidiary use." 

There is no reason to suppose that the Powers would 

agree to such a Conference, or that any more good 

would accrue from one than has resulted in the past. 
Mr. Surma's desire for the resuscitation of silver leads 
him to attribute the “ keeping down the price of silver " 
to the influence of the Secretary of State’s bills, but 
he does not suggest by what other means the 41 home 
charges ” of the Secretary of State should be met, the 

charges to which he again applies opprobriously the 
terms "drain” and "tribute," which have often been 
disproved. Nor is Mr. Surma more to be trusted in his 
views against borrowing for reproductive works, such 

as railways; nor does he see that it is the railways 
which convey food to famine-stricken areas, and render 
a famine of food practically impossible; nor does he 
recognise the fact that the railways are proving to be 
a most valuable and lucrative property to the Govern¬ 

ment. His advocacy of bimetallism (that is, the cur¬ 
rency of both metals at a fixed ratio between gold 
and silver) may be accepted in theory, but, the effort 

to get it generally accepted having failed some years 
ago, the Government of India had to take other action 

in self-defence. Their business has all along been to 

protect the finances of India—in other words, to pay 
their way. For this object Mr. Surma is not responsible. 
The Government of India must attend to it He is 
entitled to his own views, but he is not justified in 
charging the Secretary of State with the improper 
motive of importing gold " in the interests of the Lon¬ 
don money market.” Whether it will ever be profitable 
to introduce a gold currency in the teeth of the ineradi¬ 
cable tendency to hoard gold is a question constantly 

discussed; but there is the further question whether 

a gold currency is essential if exchange can be kept 
steady with a gold standard, with gold and silver 

reserves. Whatever may be the Government policy, it 
will presumably be in favour of gold, whereas Mr. Surma 

is for silver. He may be useful as a critic, but not 
as a supporter. His statements and arguments may 
be challenged and refuted by financial experts advo¬ 
cating the gold policy. 

The Cradle of an Empire 
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Mort du Grand Electeur. Avec un portrait, deux 

cartes, et un plan de Berlin. By Albert Wadding- 

ton. (Plon-Nourrit. 12 fr.) 
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been long needed by French students. We, in England, 

Classic Myth and Legend. 
By A. R. HOPE MONCR1EFF. 

Celtic Myth and Legend. 
By CHARLES SQUIRE. 

These two new books make a threefold appeal to discriminating book-buyers:— 

1. They contain the most entrancing stories that the imagination of man has conceived. 
2. They explain the innumerable references to mythological gods and legendary heroes with which the 

best literature is saturated. 
3. They provide material for the study of folk-lore which, hitherto, could only be found scattered 

through many books and ancient MSS, 

BOTH ENTERTAINING AND INFORMING, 
To those who have not the time to closely study the subject, hut who are interested in mythology, these 

books will come as a boon. The music-lover and the artist will find herein the stories that have inspired the 
musicians and painters of all ages. 

AN ART GALLERY OF MYTHOLOGY. 
There are 12 Coloured and 60 Monochrome Plates after Lord Leighton, Sir Edward Burne-Jones, G. F. 

Watts, Sir E. J. Poynter, Sir L. Alma Tadema, Ford Madox Brown, &c., &c. 

Fo The Gresham Publishing Co., Dp nilf if 111 
34-5, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C. LlCCtU Lll 111 

Please send me the booklet, 44 Myth and Legend - - 
in Literature and Art.'* I am a reader of The Academy. DOOKICI 

Nam .......*... 

Address . PTCC 

the GBESHAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 34-5, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND. W.C. 

To The Gresham Publishing Co., 
34-5, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Please send me the booklet, 44 Myth and Legend 

IN Literature and Art." I am a reader of The Academy. 

Nam . 
Address 
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have also felt the want, and the satisfaction of it, .even 

by a work written in French, gives us cause for grati¬ 

tude. M. Waddington has all the best qualities of a 

French historian—clearness, method, picturesqueness, 

and the power of giving logical continuity to a tortuous 

narrative. If the succeeding volumes maintain the high 

standard of the first, which, considering the peculiar 

difficulties of the early history of Brandenburg, it should 

not be too much to hope, the present 14 Histoire de 

Prusse” should be a work of permanent value. 

To Englishmen, as to Frenchmen, the history of 

Prussia is of the most poignant interest. It is the 

history of the most complete instance of national success 

that modem Europe can afford us. It is the history 

of the gradual but almost unchecked advance of a once 

secondary Power to be one of the undisputed arbiters 

of the destinies of civilisation. And to the dispassionate 

student of history Prussia means something very 

definite; it is the clue by which he may pick his way 

through the mazes of German history. Without such 

a clue, Germany is a mere welter of changing names 

and conflicting ideals. Prussia is the purpose of Ger¬ 

many; she is the informing mind of the German body 

politic, gathering, like any human mind, consciousness 

with growth. 

The present volume may be divided roughly, though 

formally it is not so divided, into two halves—the origin 

and the reign of the Great Elector. The second half, 

which is rather the longer, is the more instructive, be¬ 

cause it is the less bewildering. It is very much to 

the credit of M. Waddington that he has succeeded in 

giving some coherence to the earlier period ; he has 

succeeded by keeping his three principal threads always 

separate and distinguishable. The three converging 

lines are the history of Brandenburg, the history of 

Prussia, and the history of the Hohenzoilern family. 

The last-mentioned thread is the really important one, 

as linking up all the others. The stories of the various 

territories of the Holy Roman Empire would be mere 

histories of the vicissitudes of the clouds. The Hohen- 

zollerns gave Brandenburg a soul, and it is to them 

and to their mountain homes in South-West Germany, 

admirably described by M. Waddington, that we must 

go back if we want to understand her real beginnings. 
The reign of the Great Elector is the coming of age 

of Prussian history; it is the moment when all the 

threads of the past are gathered together and the whole 

future is clearly visible in the germ. With him begins 

the series of enlightened despots who to the cares of 

good administration in their own estates added the 

dignity and responsibilities of a European position. 

M. Waddington is disposed to question the existence 

of a lofty German patriotism in the breasts of the 

Hohenzollems. Down to the times of Frederick the 

Great they always paid a certain amount of lip-service 

to the ideal of the Empire. Many of them had an 

undoubted reverence and affection for the representa¬ 

tives of German and Christian unity, but perhaps it is 

not too severe a description of their general conduct to 

say that it was a “ loyalism constant dans son incon- 
stance,” and possibly Frederick I, the first Elector, was 

not the pure patriot that he has sometimes been repre- 
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sented. Facts were too much against the Empire, when 

to Barbarossa himself, asking if he were indeed the 

master of the world, a lawyer could reply, “ Sine pro* 

prietate.” The building of a national State and a 

centralised Power in Brandenburg and Prussia was the 

truly practical and, in the end, the only patriotic course. 

The rulers of the great German States, and above all 

Prussia, became, consciously or not, “ les h^ritiers de la 

puissance imperiale.” The Empire was, in fact, in com¬ 

mission, and he who realised this held the future in 

his hand. Protestantism was a great force in loosening 

the shackles of traditional conceptions. Most important 

of all, Prussia did not show her cards till she was in a 

position to win the game. The quiet and patient work 

of many of her rulers outweighed the follies of a few. 

44 Compromise—but not yourself ” might serve as a motto 

for her early statesmen. 

There is a certain piquancy in watching the earliest 

manifestations of modern conceptions. Waldecks 

44 Gottes Partei ergreifess ” and many utterances of the 

Great Elector are like the far-off retrospective echoes of 

sounds that are to-day ringing in our ears. 44 The future 

of Germany is on the sea ” might, though it would have 

remained a pious aspiration, have been enunciated more 

than two hundred years ago. 
A special feature of M. Waddington’s narrative is his 

treatment of the Polish question. 44 C’etait le role natural 

de la Pologne de convertir les peuples de la Vistule; 

en cedant cette mission aux Teutoniques, le due Conrad 

. . . preparait la ruine future de sa patrie polonaise.’ 

This thread is followed up with great skill. 

A Remarkable Divine 

The Life of Augustus M. Toplady, By Thomas Wright. 

(Farncombe and Son. 5s. net.) 

Augustus Toplady was not one of those men whose 

every word and action are of permanent interest to 

humanity. Whether or no the famous “ Rock of Ages” 

be the greatest of hymns (in spite of the fact that in 

its original form it contained one of the most ludicrous 

lines in the whole body of written verse) is not of the 

highest importance, since the author of one short master¬ 

piece seldom remains more than a name in the world’s 

memory. But Toplady was a remarkable man and a 

remarkable divine in a century of remarkable divines. 

As a preacher he carried all before him ; as a theological 

pamphleteer he was deadly; as a man of the world 

he was both wise and witty; as a leader of religious 

thought he was undeviating in his earnestness. He was 

incapable of false enthusiasm, and he was far above 

the mercenary motives which influenced so many o! 

the preachers of his own and the succeeding times— 

preachers of whom Dr. Dodd in reality and Charles 

Honeyman in fiction are unforgetable types. 
Toplady was born at Farnham in 1740. He was, 

as Mr. Wright says, 44 cradled in sighs and tears,” his 

father having died at the siege of Cartagena six months 

before. His childhood was very far from frivolous. 

From an early age he was in the habit of keeping <1 
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precocious diary, in which he recorded such sentiments 
as: “I always love God, and endeavour to cast away 
all impurity and all sin whatever,” and “ I am now 
arrived at the age of eleven years. I praise God I can 

remember no dreadful crime: and not to me but to 

God be the glory.” He went to Westminster School 
and to Trinity College, Dublin, where, in a letter to 
John Wesley, written at the age of seventeen, he re¬ 
marked of the University: " I do not believe that there 
is one that fears God in it” He was at that time 
strongly Arminian in his views, and the Thirty-Nine 
Articles gave him great difficulty. Happily a perusal TVie Roll of the Seasons. By G. G. Desmond. (Stephen 

of some discourses on John xvii. converted him, and Swift and Co. 5s.) 

he was thenceforward a convinced Calvinist and strenu- There are few kinds of writing more secure from the 
ous opponent of Wesley. About this time he published intrusions of the mercenary amateur than the nature- 

a volume of religious poetry. He was ordained in 1762, essay. In execution it demands a large and minute 
and after several short curacies and charges he settled knowledge, an air of blitheness, a serenity of mind 
at Broad Hembury, near Honiton, where he lived for which can look Nature in the face without winking, 
more than half of the few years still remaining to him an infinite simplicity, and, what follows therefrom, an 
in life. But he was no rural recluse. He had many infinite tact. If it be badly done, it is scarcely more 
friends among the prominent clergymen of the day, readable than the worst of novels, and, if it be well 
and his hymns, his many powerful controversial writings done, it is the joy of very few. The uninitiated may 
(aimed for the most part at Wesley and his teachings), peep into this sequestered nook of literature, and glance 
and his occasional sermons in London churches brought around with pleasure or boredom, as the case may be; 
him into fame. In London he made the acquaintance but one and all withdraw soon, and seek more vivid 
of Dr. Johnson, and he does not seem to have been delights. There remain only the learned, to whom the 

overawed by the great man, for he was himself no testing of each tiny fact about flower or leaf, or bird 
mean talker. Mr. Wright records an amusing con- or beast, is a delight, and the wise, who may or may 
versation which he had with one Thomas Olivers, a not be learned also, who love to forget the more garish 
protagonist of the Wesleyans and Toplady s bitter foe scenes and doings in order to dwell with the reticent 
in print. In London, also, he met Catherine Macaulay, inhabitants of the woods and fields. Whether the 
the “fair historian,” a lady of great beauty, but slight learned will approve Mr. Desmonds pages we dare not 
literary merit, whose personal charms caused her to be hazard even a guess, for his knowledge appears to us 
thought a better writer than she was. With her so vast that we fear either to confirm or to criticise it. 

Toplady was on terms of familiarity, and it is not He writes as from a lifetime of unharassed observation, 
unlikely that he would have aspired to make her his and it is almost impossible to believe him a dweller 
wife had he not felt that his would be a short life in cities. But of the spiritual effect of his essays we 
and that his work needed all his attention. In 1771, can testify more openly. His love of nature rings true 
having left Broad Hembury, Toplady began to preach as a bell, and the stories he has to tell of it make 
regularly in London, at the Orange Street Chapel. He the louder activities of civilised man seem very crude 

was then at the height of his fame, and large numbers indeed. A perusal of such a book as this puts one 
°f people flocked to hear him. But his health was out of humour with the cunning of statesmen, causes 
miserable and his triumph short-lived. In* 1778, at the the most pressing social questions to appear a trifle 
*ge of thirty-eight, he died at Knightsbridge. irrelevant, and throws calm but insistent doubt upon 

Mr. Wright’s book is an accumulation of material the importance of humanity as opposed to other forms 
rather than an artistic biography. Very many of his of life. To the wisdom of the flowers the greatest 
pages cannot be of the least interest to any save fanatics sage is a bungler, and the saint toils in vain after the 
on the subject of the British hymn-writers. There are example of their patience. 

some celebrities of whom one writes exhaustive tomes, No doubt, to continue too far in this strain of thought 

embodying every known detail, and some of whom one would be to give a false perspective of things, but to 
writes brief and pregnant memoirs. Toplady belongs deny the importance of the smallest act of nature which 
most emphatically to the latter category, and we cannot Mr. Desmond chronicles would be equally foolish and 
see wbat useful purpose is to be served by the publi- far more dangerous. The exaltation of trifles is a main 
cation of copious extracts from his childish diaries, or business of an age which is largely concerned with 

0 °f the dates of his hymns and essays, or of trifles, and it is to such an age that there comes most 
exact accounts of his friends. Apart from this, wc pertinently any book bearing a message of the small 

I c no fault to find with Mr. Wright’s work. It is things which are not trifles. Whether Mr. Desmond 
7*r’ not obviously laborious, and far richer in humour writes of snakes, or squirrels, or daisies, or early flowers, 

J^an we should have expected from the subject. The or pike, or foxes, or the horns of a cow, or anything 
•, JjJB65* perhaps, are those not directly concerned else, we feel that all he writes is not only a discussion 

Jj J°plady. hut with the astonishing Mrs. Macaulay of nature, but a very immediate criticism of man. 
to infatuated Dr. Wilson, who seems to have Herein, we think, lies a chief value of such a book as 
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worshipped her throughout as a species of tutelary deity, 
and actually went to the length of placing a statue 

of her in one of his churches in London. There are 
many interesting illustrations in the book, and short 

accounts are added to the main text of a number of 
hymn-writers contemporary with Toplady. 

Some Nature Essays 
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44 The Roll of the Seasons.” It is a fresh wind among by the tragic tone of “ The Life of Charlotte Bronte,” 
the philosophies, and yet does not estrange us by so 
much as a mention of the word. In a purely literary 
way Mr. Desmond’s greatest triumph is to be really 
interesting, for to make the nature-essay really interest¬ 
ing is far from easy. Learning is in vain without a 
power of moving among the flowers and birds as among 
intimate friends. Mr. Desmond always writes with 
distinction and always unobtrusively. He is content 
to subordinate his manner to his matter; he is far 
from offending by any carelessness; but he has the 
instinct that all the attention of his reader is needed 
for the quiet tale he has to tell, and that only by the 
exercise of close attention can its fascination be realised. 
If one skims his pages, they will be found dull; if one 
reads them with care, each sentence has its message, and 
the book will be closed with the feeling that one has 
walked in pleasant places and in very charming 
company. 

Shorter Reviews 
Mrs. Gaskell. By Esther Alice Chadwick. (Herbert 

and Daniel. 2s. 6d. net.) 

HE plan of this remarkably well-arranged and 
intelligent anthology of passages from Mrs. 

GaskelTs writings gives a better idea of her personality 
than many a laborious biography. First we have a very 
good reproduction of Richmond’s portrait. The pure 
sweetness of the face is a sort of key to the whole book, 
and to the character it reveals. Then comes a well- 
written and sufficient introduction telling in brief fashion 
the life-story of Mrs. Gaskell, and adding a few words 
of characterisation. A calendar of the principal events 
in her life follows, and is very useful to a reader wishing 
to locate quickly the period of any of her books. The 
selections come next, and are all classified under various 
headings, such as Social Questions, Humorous, Descrip¬ 
tive, etc. The extracts are often introduced with a few 
words of explanation or information, which are generally 
illuminating. A series of short 44 Appreciations and 
Testimonial ranging from Frederick Greenwood to Mr. 
Clement K. Shorter, still further helps the process of 
realising the characteristics of Mrs. Gaskell. There is, 
of course, a Bibliography; and, what is new to us, an 
Iconography, or list of portraits and busts of the 
authoress. The appearance of the book is quite charm¬ 
ing, and we wonder how it is done for the price. 

Such a collection as this will perhaps help to restore 
the balance of Mrs. Gaskell’s fame, which has leaned 
far too heavily to one side on account of the vogue of 
“ Cranford.” The charm and quaintness of that book 
have captivated all so much as to obscure the stronger 
and deeper aspects of Mrs. Gaskell’s gifts as a writer. 
Perhaps some will be led to read “ Mary Barton ” and 
44 North and South,” and will find in them powers they 
had not hitherto suspected in the writer of 44 Cranford.” 
And if on the other hand some have been oppressed 
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they also will discover the middle course of Mrs. 
Gaskell’s art in the above-mentioned novels. 

We can only hope that the present volume may 
lead to a revival of interest in a writer so pure, and so 
free from the exaggerations that mark much of the 
work of to-day. Although Mrs. Gaskell belonged to 
that mid-Victorian period which we now regard with so 
much cynicism, she had nothing of the stuffy atmosphere 
which spread over that time. The re-reading of an 
author of such delicacy and sensitiveness, coupled with 
such strength and sanity, will be a good augury for the 
future of our literature. 

2,000 Miles on Foot. By E. W. Fox. Illustrated. 

(The Walter Scott Publishing Co. 6s.) 

In his preface, Mr. Fox remarks that people write books 
upon every conceivable topic nowadays, that walking 
has always had a peculiar charm for him, and that his 
chief object has been to get among the people and out 
of the beaten tracks. After that, we know what to 
expect. 

He is unnecessarily careful to explain that he has 
44 made no attempt at fine writing and finished drawing.” 
A mere glance at his book attests this. Such sentences 
as 44 We walk along leisurely until he ventured a word 
or two,” 44 You feel so full of health and vigour, too. We 
laugh and chat away on every topic . . and 441 am 
rather disappointed with the remains .... you often 
experience this feeling,” betray a carelessness and abso¬ 
lute disregard for what Mr. Fox is pleased to call ‘‘fine 
writing ” which go far to mar enjoyment of his book, if 
they do not actually spoil the sense. 

The 44 finished drawing,” too, is very obviously absent. 
A very, very post-impressionist sketch of Edinburgh 
Castle, possibly made from an aeroplane, renders the 
author’s prefatory statement quite unnecessary, and we 
are rather in doubt as to the sex of one 44 peasant ” 
subject of a quarter-page drawing. On page 146 occurs 
a very useful catalogue of equipment required for a 
walking tour, but this is more than balanced toward 
the end of the book by a detailed description of Skibo 
Castle and that benefactor of the English-speaking and 
reading race, Mr. Andrew Carnegie. We do not doubt 
that Mr. Fox got out of the beaten track on his walking 
tours. 

So sketchily is this book written, however, that Mr. 
Fox fails altogether in taking us with him to the places 
of interest which he visited. We learn that he went to 
the Plain of Carnac, 44 where are the finest Druidical 
remains in the world.” At Le Faou, we learn, “the sea 
is quite near, and is romantically situated.” It usually 
is, for that matter. But Mr. Fox has not the gift of 
reproducing scenes in words, or of creating mind-pictures 
for his readers. We know that he walked two thousand 
miles; we know that he went to Skibo Castle and inter¬ 
viewed Mr. Andrew Carnegie. We know that he wore 
Burberry clothing, read 44 Arsene Lupin,” and soaped his 
feet when they were sore—an excellent remedy. For 
the rest, we find him guilty of no small amount of 
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unconscious humour, both in writing and drawing, but 
guiltless of decided purpose or great care in the manner 
of his book-making. He walked two thousand miles, 
catalogued the places through which he walked, and 
indexed his catalogue. That is all. 

The White Wallet. By Pamela Glenconner. (T. Fisher 

Unwin. 5s. net.) 

41 The WHITE Wallet” is an anthology in prose and 
verse, with no definite thread on which to string its many 
pearls; but it should not be overlooked or depreciated 
on that account, for the collection shows evidence of 
a very delicate taste and a true appreciation of the best 
things. Authors so diverse as Browning, Hazlitt, Samuel 
Butler, Meredith, Emerson, Clough, and William Morris, 
are here represented by quotations; ancient and modern 
literatures are drawn upon for gems of thought and of 
expression; and we notice some quite charming selec¬ 
tions from the pen of Lady Glenconner herself. Many 
anonymous pieces, new to us, will delight the reader, 
and although 41 The White Wallet” is not a volume to 
read straight through, it belongs to that eclectic list of 
anthologies which are especially suited to the quiet half- 
hour when novels pall and serious study is out of the 
question. Without any ulterior meaning, we should say 
that it deserves a place on the shelf of favourites which 
lovers of literature keep near to the bedside for the 
solace of a wakeful hour. 

The Heroes: Being the Stories of The Argonauts and 

Theseus. From Kingsley’s “ Heroes.” (Blackie 

and Son. is.) 

Holidays at Sandy Bay. By E. S. Buchheim. (Blackie 

and Son. is.) 

.4 Soldier's Son. By Annette Lyster. (Blackie and 

Son. is.) 

Messrs. Blackie and Son, always on the look-out for 
something either to amuse or instruct the young folk, 
are now issuing a series entitled 44 Stories Old and New.” 
The object of this series we are told is 44 to include, along 
with many charming stories by the best children’s authors 
of to-day, a due proportion of those older tales which 
never grow old.” The present three books come under 
the heading of those for children of nine to eleven, and 
are very entertaining reading. The print is clear, the 
illustrations good, and the stories undoubtedly interest¬ 
ing, for on opening44 Holidays at Sandy Bay,” somewhere 
in the middle of the story, we became so engrossed that 
we read it through to the end. 

.4h Introduction to Practical Chemistry. By G. B. Neave 

and J. Warson Agnew. (Blackie and Son. 2s. net.) 

A New Algebra. Vol. II. By S. Barnard and J. M. 

Child. (Macmillan and Co. 4s.) 

The object of the present book on chemistry is two-fold. 
It is to meet the requirements of First Year Students in 
the Technical College at Glasgow, of which college the 
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authors are lecturers and demonstrators, and also to 
serve as a guide for those who wish to have only an 
elementary knowledge of the subject. Illustrations of 
many experiments are given with detailed instructions as 
to their performance. 

The graduated series of books on algebra for a school 
course is completed in the second volume just issued by 
Messrs. Macmillan. Special treatment is accorded to 
equations and a careful exposition is given of the mean¬ 
ing of 44 limit.” 

A third volume is promised shortly, and is being pre¬ 
pared principally for the use of mathematical specialists 
in public schools. 

Fiction 
The House of Lisronan. By Miriam Alexander. 

(Andrew Melrose. 6s.) 

HEN such men as Messrs. A. C. Benson, A. E. W. 
Mason, and W. J. Locke have expressed the 

opinion that a book is competent, above all other manu¬ 
scripts submitted to their judgment, to bear off the 
prize of two hundred and fifty guineas in a fiction com¬ 
petition, the mere everyday critic grows dubious over 
venturing his opinion on the merits of the work. We 
know not what were the merits of the other MSS., but 
it appears, on reading 44 The House of Lisronan,” that 
if the 44 vivid and dramatic qualities,” with which the 
three who sat in judgment credit this book, were the 
qualities most desired, then the book deserves the place 
that has been given it. So stark and clear are the 
scenes which make up the story, so intense are the 
emotions it calls up, that realisation of its faults comes 
not with the first reading. The story grips and sweeps 
one along with it after the manner of Hewlett’s or 
Wells* earlier work, forces on from scene to scene, and 
so skilfully and naturally is this accomplished that the 
construction is very seldom evident—for the most part 
the story accomplishes itself in ordered sequences of 
consequences following upon act. 

The plot hinges on the enactment of the law against 
the Catholics in the reign of William of Orange, and the 
terrible effects of that law on the landed proprietors of 
Ireland. Dermot, Lord of Lisronan, swears vengeance 
on Wynyht, the Dutchman who ousts the rightful 
owners from their home, and whose brutality renders 
Dermot’s mother a paralysed cripple to the day of her 
death. Force of circumstance and a high sense of 
honour compel Dermot to marry Julia, whom he be¬ 
lieves to be Wynyht’s daughter. When, long after the 
marriage, Dermot finds that his wife is not Wynyht’s 
daughter, and falls in love with her, it is too late, for 
Julia’s heart has gone to Barry FitzUlick. The tragic 
chapters in which Dermot’s vengeance on Wynyht is 
accomplished, and the difficulty with his wife and Barry 
his friend is settled, hold some of the most powerful and 
convincing writing in modem fiction. The scenes de- 
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picted are terribly, wonderfully clear, free of any descent 
to melodramatic effect or sensationalism, and, if this is 
to be considered a first novel, evidence of power on the 
part of the author to accomplish really enduring work. 

When the effect of action has cleared away—when 
one pauses from the stirring recital of deeds to consider 
the doers, then the weak points of the work begin to 
appear. Ethna, Dermot’s mother, is the only character 
who commands sympathy and admiration, and she dies 
early in the book, leaving Dermot free to accomplish 
his vengeance. Julia is too contradictory in her attri¬ 
butes, even for a woman; Barry FitzUlick is almost 
contemptible at times, though we do not question his 
bravery; Dermot himself, though he rises to greatness 
at the last, never quite wins our sympathy, and it is 
significant with regard to Wynyht, the villain of the 
piece, that the authoress only mentions his love for his 
son when dramatic effect demands it. The book con¬ 
cerns violent times and violent deeds, limits of emotions 
and passions. When the thrill of its end has subsided, 
one is left questioning whether there were no half-lights 
among these black shadows and fierce glares which the 
authoress has rendered so well, and is left, too, almost 
certain that she will yet write a book which, including 
equally powerful writing of more normal people, will be 
great work. 

The Matador of the Five Towns; and Other Stories. By 

Arnold Bennett. (Methuen and Co. 6s.) 

IN this volume Mr. Arnold Bennett has collected 
twenty-three of his short stories, the first of which, 
giving title to the book, is the best. The “ Matador ” is 
a footballer, the idol of the populace, and rarely have 
we seen the mental status of the crowd at a football- 
match so mercilessly analysed as in three or four of 
these pages. When a goal is scored, “ the host of the 
fifteen thousand might just have had their lives saved, 
or their children snatched from destruction and their 
wives from dishonour; they might have been 
preserved from # bankruptcy, starvation, prison, 
torture; they might have been rewarding with 
their impassioned worship a band of national 
heroes.” Jos Myatt, the hero, is followed to his home 
at 41 The Foaming Quart,” where his wife lies ill; he has 
a sordid bet with one of his friends that it will be a 
boy-child, and, pitiably small, we are shown him snarl¬ 
ing in the bar over the payment of the money while his 
wife is dying upstairs. It is a powerful little story of 
a terrible under-world, hardly human. 

Most of the tales here brought together, however, are 
pure comedy, and of them all we like best “ The Cat and 
Cupid.” The authors methods in the short story corre¬ 
spond precisely with his methods in the novel; we feel, 
as we read, that he is trying to suppress the profusion of 
detail in the picture he sees, but that for a page or two 
it simply must be set down ; and in this abbreviated 
form there is no risk of weariness to the reader—the I 
setting is carefully made, and Mr. Bennett proceeds to 

insert the gem. Exceedingly humorous are many of the 
situations in which these Five Towns worthies are placed, 
and the reader who does not chuckle vastly over the 
whimsicalities of 44 The Long-lost Uncle ” or 44 The 
Tiger and the Baby” will be quite unworthy of such 
a feast Without competing with Mr. Wells or other 
acknowledged masters of the art, Mr. Bennett succeeds 
perfectly in his depiction of an incident, a tiny romance, 
a comical contretemps, or a tragic hour, and without 
doubt all those who have learned to know the murky 
Midland towns through his books should not miss the 
opportunity of increasing their knowledge given by these 
clear vignettes. 

Camilla Forgetting Herself. By A. L. Vahey. (Stanley 

Paul and Co. 6s.) 

SOME novels appear to be designed exclusively for the 

inevitable 44 half-hour in a railway carriage ” wrhich over¬ 
takes us all, sooner or later, and which may be expressed 
more briefly by the one word,44 boredom.” Of that order 
is Mr. Vahey’s book—we hesitate to call it a story, for 
it is nearly innocent of plot. There are Camilla and her 
husband, who do all sorts of absurd things, and a couple 
of rich bachelor uncles, both unconvincingly erratic. 
There are also a variety artiste and a London landlady 
who makes use of a dialect which fails to convey an 
impression of Cockaigne, either old or modem. 

The suitability of the book for a railway journey lies 
in that it matters very little where the reader opens 
it, or how soon he or she has to close it. 44 Geoffrey's ” 
affectation of theatricality may amuse for a few pages, 
but it grows dull after a time; Camilla ought to have 
squashed it in the first chapter. Mr. Vahey has given 
us over three hundred innocuous pages, but, before 
adventuring further into the domain of fiction, he ought 
really to study life as men and women live it, that he 
may give us other than puppets with visible strings. 
Neither the 44 Joy ” of which he speaks in his dedication, 
nor the happiness which makes this a better world, can 
result from depicting or reading of such trivial incon¬ 
sequences as are set forth in this slight work. Some 
readers, perhaps, will find it amusing, if they take it in 
very small doses, but the majority will probably follow 
Camilla’s example with regard to herself. 

The Door Ajar and Other Stories. By Virginia Mil- 

ward. (William Rider and Son. is. net.) 

Each of the seven short stories that Miss Milward has 

to tell treats of the pathetic and rather harrowing side 
of life. But they do not grip; there is too much striv¬ 
ing after effect. A person pondering over the leaves 
of an old book and wondering whether such and such 
people committed a crime in the sixteenth century 

soliloquises thus: — 

Had they anything to do with it? 
Were they connected with the plot? 
Surely not? 
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This is not an isolated instance; similar passages occur 
again and again throughout the stories. There is also 
a very unnecessary amount of padding before the 
climax is reached, and a great deal too much explana¬ 
tion after it has taken place. There is no short, terse 
finish to leave one amazed and gasping for more of the 
good things to come. If it is any praise at all we can 
safely say that the stories are “harmless,” but we are 
afraid that is all the commendation we can bestow. 

The Long Hand. By Sir William Magxay, Bart. 

(Stanley Paul and Co. 6s.) 

Sir William Magnay has chosen a somewhat unusual 
setting for this romance—Bavaria in the time of the 
English Regent Thompson. It would not have been 
amiss if the author had favoured us with a further in¬ 
sight into the doings of this remarkable man. As it is 
we are asked to follow the adventures of some lesser 
lights: one, Rayward, an Englishman seeking excite¬ 
ment—and finding it; Von Varstein, a Bavarian traitor ; 
Von Arnburg, in disgrace; his queenly sister; and 
various swashbuckling Austrian officers. Of course, 
Una von Arnburg s beauty sets everybody by the ears, 
and equally, of course, the Englishman, after many tribu¬ 
lations, scores. The story is briskly told and is full of 
incident. 

Music 
WE have read with interest, and not without some 

gentle amusement, certain communications re¬ 
cently sent us about the doings of the London 
Opera House by Mr. Hammerstein. He is still an opti¬ 
mist, and his faith in the doctrine that the London 
public will believe anything that you order it to believe 
is touching. We are a gullible people, no doubt, yet 
is there a Thomas-like spirit of inquiry in some of us. 
That the London Opera House, during the short period 
when " theatre prices ” were charged, was “ run at least 
without loss,” we are glad to know, and ready to be¬ 
lieve ; but is not language a little strained when we are 
told that the past season “ will 4 be memorable ’ for the 
appearance of several artistes hitherto unknown to fame, 
who have sprung at a single bound into extraordinary 
popularity, and have become recognised as 4 stars ’ in the 
musical firmament, Miles. Felice Lyne and Victoria Fer, 
MM. Orville Harold and Jose Danse standing pre¬ 
eminent in this category ” ? Mr. Hammerstein knows 
how to temper his tuition of Londoners with flattery, j 
It is “the phenomenal musical intuition of the English 
which enabled them so quickly to recognise individual 
merit and create 4 stars/ ” We should like to ask Mmes. 
Bellincioni, Pacini, Wedekind, Camilla Landi, Messrs. 
Paderewski, Busoni, Bauer, Kreisler, Casals, and a few 

others what their view was, once upon a time, as to 
the quick musical intuition of the British public ! 

Durable musical fame is not ensured by any amount 
of what the vulgar call 41 booming,” and the truth is 
that though Miss Lyne has a very pretty voice, and an 
admirably easy and natural vocalise, she is not yet a 
distinguished artiste by any means; Mr. Harold has a 
fine voice and is full of promise, and these two singers 
are, no doubt, well able to attract a full house; but if 
they are 14 stars,” their magnitude is not great. Mile. 
Fer and M. Danse are excellent members of an opera 
company better deserving the name of artistes than their 
more popular colleagues, but it is no good pretending 
that they are what the world calls 44 stars,” and we can 
only smile when we are told that with these four 44 dis¬ 
coveries,” and some fresh ones, the 44 coming season 
may become historical.” We wish it might, but we 
have our doubts. 44 The chorus, orchestra, and the 
brilliance of the mounting have been the subject of 
universal approbation,” says Mr. Hammerstein. We 
can admit that much good work has been done in these 
departments, but not that it has always been above 
criticism, and Mr. Hammerstein is our sole authority for 
the universality of the approbation it has received. 

He has given us some quite pleasant, and some quite 
respectable performances, but it would seem from his 
language that he imagines he has created something like 
a new standard of opera for us, taught us what we did 
not know, given us the best. These are but fond 
dreams ; his estimate of his productions may be accepted 
by people who have had no opportunity of judging what 
opera can be, but those who have been to Vienna, 
Munich, Berlin, Covent Garden, and to some of the 
best performances in Paris and Milan, will not accept 
it. We were, and are still, most cordial in our desire for 
Mr. Hammerstein’s success, that he should add to our 
pleasure and our profit in matters operatic. But his 
first season has been a disappointment. He has not 
done us any special good, and it is right to point out 
that we English do not invariably take new-comers 
at their own valuation, nor believe all that we are told. 
How he will fare in his summer season at Covent 
Garden prices we will not. venture to prophesy. He 
must give us better and more interesting performances 
than those we have had if he is to rival the older house. 
It would seem that he has a distinctly good chance .of 
success when he reverts to his policy of creditable per¬ 
formances at moderate prices. There are quite enough 
people in London who have never, or very rarely, been 
to Covent Garden, or to foreign opera houses, who will 
delight in what he gives them, and fill his house. The 
splendid dames of suburbia will drag their reluctant 
squires to Kingsway, and we shaU, like Horace, see 

. . . the pert shopkeeper whose throbbing ear 

Aches with orchestras which he pays to hear, 

Whom shame, not sympathy, forbids to snore, 

His anguish doubled by his own encore. 

And when Mr. Hammerstein, dropping his policy of self- 
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laudation, gets a company together which can give us 
performances equal to those of Vienna or Munich, or 
the best average of Covent Garden, we think we can 
promise him that he may count on the support of those 
who go to an entertainment, not because its manager 
says it is good, but because the experienced voice of 
sober musical people recommends it Before we bid 
good-bye to Mr. Hammerstein we may perhaps be 
allowed to point out that the gentleman who expresses 
the director’s views on paper does not write very good 
English. 

It has often been remarked that the concerts organ¬ 
ised by Messrs. Broadwood are among the most agree¬ 
able that we have. The spirit which animates them, the 
selection of performers and works to be performed, is 
almost invariably happy. Freshness, variety, refine¬ 
ment, are special notes of these concerts. One may be 
fairly certain that one will not be bored at any of them. 
Music “ for the chamber ” is, of course, their special 
province, and they do not confine it to instrumental 
music and songs, but they offer us choral singing of the 
best kind from time to time. We constantly look back 
with pleasure to the appearance of Dr. Walford Davies 
and his choir from the Temple Church, and hope to 
hear again those excellent musicians in ^Eolian Hall. 

Last week, some members of the “ Barrow Madrigal 
Society,” a body of singers justly celebrated in the 
North of England, came with their conductor, Mrs. 
T. M. Bourne, to sing part songs and madrigals, new and 
old. To anyone who had not previously heard one of 
the first-rate Northern choirs of this special kind the 
singing of these artists from Barrow must have opened 
an entirely new view of the possibilities of choral sing¬ 
ing. We can easily believe that during the twelve 
years of its existence, this Barrow choir has won more 
than seventy prizes at the great competition Festivals 
which have sprung into such vigorous life since the seed 
was first planted at Kendal by that gifted and lamented 
pioneer, Miss Mary Wakefield. The temptation is great 
to write at length of the various masteries which make 
this Barrow Society so distinguished, but we will con¬ 
fine ourselves to offering its members our respectful and 
wondering congratulations on the mastery they have 
obtained of the art of expressing mood and pictorial 
scene by means of tone-colour. This was specially 
shown in their singing of Delius’ cruelly difficult and 
very beautiful “ Craig Dhu,” Debussy’s “ Winter,” Elgar’s 
“ Evening Scene ” and “ There is Sweet Music ” ; in the 
two last, the dull, uninspired music was, at it were, trans¬ 
figured by the expressiveness of the tones in which 
it was sung. If only the choir had sung Lasso’s popular 
“ O la, che buon eco ” to the original words, it would 
have been perfect. We have never heard the echo more 
beautifully rendered. There were instances of an over¬ 
anxiety to emphasise words in “ Dead in the Sierras,” 
and now and then the first sopranos sang, as it seemed, 
with a slight timidity. But these were trifling blemishes, 
and are only mentioned because this is a choir which 
deserves to be judged by no lower a standard than that 
of perfection. 

The Theatre 
“Proud Maisie” at the Aldwych 
TO write a play round the character of “ Bonnie Prince 

Charlie” was rather a dangerous experiment on the 
part of Mr. Edward G. Hemmerde, K.C., but to write 
it in blank verse, courageous though such a feat may 
be, was to court boredom and, we fear, failure. High- 
flown sentiments, rich and elegant metaphors, came 
flooding from the lips of the stage-people hour after 
hour; there was far too much talk, far too little actual 
progress. Moments which mighf have been intensely 
dramatic were weakened sadly by the urgent necessity 
(becoming obvious, of course, at such times) of keep¬ 
ing up the blank-verse convention, though we have to 
admit, and do so with pleasure, that in one love-scene 
between Maisie (Miss Alexandra Carlisle) aend Neil 

♦ 

MacAlpine (Mr. Henry Ainley) the effect was superb--- 
almost Shakespearean. 

The story opens in the armoury of Pitcour Castle, and 
for two acts drags rather slowly, relieved, however, by 
some very pretty fencing-bouts and a harpist’s song. 
In the third act, the Hall of the Castle, Mr. Archdeacon 
has spared no expense or trouble, and the result, as far 
as a picture full of life and pleasing to the eye is con¬ 
cerned, is marvellous, and one excellent moment came 
when Prince Charlie (Mr. Ben Webster) made his 
dramatic entry and his followers went mad with delight. 
Then—alas! but it must be said—the proceedings grew 
tedious; the speechifying was carried to an inordinate 
length. Still, as a spectacle, with its pipers, 
its charming minuet, its thrilling song of “ The White 
Cockade,” and its toasts to the hero and his cause, Act 
III would be hard to beat. 

The plot is fairly simple, although, judging by ques¬ 
tions which we overheard, some of the audience were 
rather befogged over it. Neil MacAlpine, a Hanoverian, 
loves “ Proud Maisie ” of Pitcour, and there are sundry 
tense situations between her twin-brother Guy (Mr. 
Leon Quartermaine) and her lover. Maisie looked very 
charming in kilts and made pretty play with the foils, but 
this was merely by wray of interlude. In the last act, 
impersonating her brother, she was killed by her lover in 
a duel, and he, discovering his mistake, takes his own 
life. Thus ends a play which might have been thrilling 
and effective had it not writhed throughout in the 
shackles of monotonous blank verse. 

For the staging and the acting, scenery and produc¬ 
tion, we have nothing but praise. Miss Alexandra Car¬ 
lisle took her part perfectly, and Mr. Henry Ainley, 
after delivering his lines too rapidly in the first act, 
finely interpreted “ Young Lochvar.” Mr. Ben Webster 
had all the swagger due to the personality of the Prince ; 
Mr. Blake Adams, with the only decided Scotch accent 
in the play, introduced some pleasant humour as Duncan, 

1 a servant, and Mr. J. H. Barnes as the Earl of Pitcour 
assumed the necessary solemnity and solidity of de¬ 
meanour in the crises of the story. 
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If the “Fantastic Comedy in Three Acts/* by Leon 
Brodzky, produced by Mr. Maurice Elvey on Monday 
afternoon at the Court Theatre, was not very edifying, 
it was at least amusing in parts, thanks to the excellent 
company which interpreted it. “ Interpreted ” is perhaps 
too dignified a word, for “ The Humour of it,” as this 
comedy was entitled, descended several times into the 
realm of sheer farce. A poetical youngster in the full 
flush of first love is caught declaiming verses before his 
mistress’s window at dawn (he really must have been 
very much enamoured); and the energetic policeman 
who attempts to arrest him takes him for a burglar. 
Misunderstandings of a varied and laughable kind 
follow inevitably, and four navvies, engaged on drain- 
work in the garden, are bribed by the poet to capture 
his lady—a plot which fails, but which gives Messrs. 
Leslie Gordon, Leonard Calvert, J. R. Collins, and 
Telford Hughes opportunity for extremely good and 
clever studies as the “ British workmen ”; they might 
have stepped from the street to the stage, so natural and 
delightfully awkward were they. Mr. W. G. Fay as 
the lady’s father, Mr. Fewlass Llewellyn as the police¬ 
man, Mr. Pickering as a milkman, and Miss Irene Clark 
as Phyllis, were all good, and the strenuous part of 
“ Charley,” the poet-burglar, was taken with just the 
right amount of self-importance and melodrama by Mr. 
Lawrence Anderson. The comedy was preceded by a 
weak little one-act affair, well performed, but hardly 
worthy of detailed criticism. 

The Incorporated Stage Society 
It really seems a very great waste of time for anyone 
to translate into English two plays such as were pro¬ 
duced at the new Princes Theatre on Monday afternoon. 
They seem so absolutely objectless; they do not amuse, 
interest or instruct. In “ The Fool and the Wise Man ” 
the curtain is lifted to disclose Vinzenz Haist, a middle- 
aged, successful, matter-of-fact business-man engaged 
with Regel, his lawyer, in making his will in favour of 
his daughter Sophie provided she marries the man he 
has chosen for her. For some reason probably only 
known to the author, Vinzenz is made to appear very 
unwell, and spends a great part of his time covering 
himself up with a rug on the sofa. Living in the same 
house is a musical brother, Edouard, who once stole 
something and is still unrepentent about it. Hugo, a 
still more musical brother, arrives, and we believe that 
we are now intended to draw the great contrast between 
the steady-going, practical man, whose motto is “ self- 
denial and work,” and the artist who “ has lived.” But 
why, simply because a man cares for beauty and soul¬ 
stirring emotions, he should be represented as partly out 
of his mind at forty we fail to see. A long conversa¬ 
tion ensues between the brothers with occasional gasps 
from the daughter who has little else to do, and the 
curtain rings down upon Hugo commanding Sophie “ to 
li\e and praise the Lord.” We have not yet chosen the 
wise man from the three. 
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The “ Creditors ” are the husband and the divorced 
husband of one, Thekla, and they are creditors inasmuch 
as they both gave her all they had—the one position, 
money and a good name, and when these failed to 
satisfy Adolf came along with his art and his fame. 
She took all and gave nothing, and Adolf being disillu¬ 
sioned turns and pours out his troubles to Gustav the 
first husband, not knowing who he is. Gustav advises 
him to assert himself and leaves to watch through a 
keyhole the stormy scene that takes place. Adolf then 
takes his turn at the keyhole and learns of the previous 
relationship of his wife with Gustav. Gustav plays up 
to the woman until she consents to fly with him that 
night, and then tells her he does not want her. Adolf 
staggers in. In turn she clings to him for comfort only 
to find that he has shot himself and is dead at her 
feet. 

Mr. E. Harcourt Williams as Adolf had an especially 
difficult part, and he played it well. In fact, the acting 
throughout was good, and we can only wish that the 
plays were more worthy of the talents displayed. 

Mood and Atmosphere 
By J. E. Patterson. 

ANCY—mood—atmosphere—thought. How they 
seem to tread upon one another’s heels, jostling 

and changing places, and appearing even to 
change personalities as they run along the hedged-in 
highway of the mind! Yet we know that each one is 
ever its distinctive self, close akin although they all four 
are. We are quite cognisant that, while one is a sensa¬ 
tion, another is a growth from it, separate and different. 
Fancy—thought in gay attire, the gambolling outcome 
of a mood—is no more than, and as such is the all- 
sufficient, bright fairy of the mind, the entertaining tale¬ 
teller at the bivouac on life’s fierce battle-field. She is 
the smiling elf who, with witching glamour, screens into 
a comer the doubts and defeats of the struggle, then 
paints a beautiful allegory on the screen. 

Thought (surely the instant growth of mood, from 
which it takes its hue and texture) is at best—that is, 
when reflective—a dredger that scours the bottom of 
Truth’s well for some of her pearls, but does not always • 
know the value of the gem it finds. Yet thought and 
atmosphere are as unlike as a brother and sister can be ; 
for if there is a suggestion of sex here—and there 
appears to be—it is that thought is the masculine and 
atmosphere is the feminine. Certainly the latter is far 
the more subtle, elusive of touch, and difficult of analysis. 
Again, is not one a sort of garment for the other—say, 
a cloak of distinguishing colour? The mind of moods 
(not the “moody” man) is the mind of atmospheres, 
whether or not it can put them into words, music, or 
colour; it is the mind with many changes of raiment, 
bright for joyous occasions, sober for times of serious 
import, sombre for the reception of sad tilings. Thought 
whence superficially spring all things human—is the 
pack-horse on the beaten road of mentality; but moods 
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are the wild mules of genius—trained or untrained, 
active or inactive—leaping to sudden life from the 
hidden coverts of personality and circumstance, or steal¬ 
ing slowly into recognition and governance, like fog over 
a valley, or the temporarily unmarked changes that come 
from time to time in the social conditions of a people. 

We are commonly aware that a mood can to some 
extent be conveyed to paper or to canvas, but it cannot 
truly be spoken. With the very sound of the voice 
mood takes flight as an elf at the approach of garish day, 
and the more pensive, tender, illusive, not to say fan¬ 
tastic, it is, the more quickly, easily is it lost. As in¬ 
dividuality and temporary environment appear generally 
to be parents of a mood, silence is the only midwife 
that can bring it into the world properly, and silence is 
its one successful nurse. Therefore, when once the sen¬ 
sation is fully bom, it is fairly easy to give it extended 
life in that emotion-mental creation with which it came 
to you, unsought, and undiscoverable even when you try 
to seek it out. Yet to do this adequately, to transfer 
its real personality, its charm and distinction from all 
other of its kin, you must take it in the first warm flush 
of life. If once it begins to play hide-and-seek among 
the comers and goers in the market-place of thought, 
it soon becomes as hard to capture as a Jack-o’-lanthorn ; 
it then leaves you, tantalised and disappointed, as re¬ 
taliation for lack of encouragement when it first came. 
And when you have done that, have imprisoned on 
paper, in colour, or in that series of sounds which speaks 
a universal language, what have you done ? Not secured 
your mood exactly, not carried from the generating 
station of the mind that illogical, spontaneous, unguid- 
able something, which we term a mood, to your paper, 
your canvas, or your instrument. 

No. What you have done is to create an atmosphere. 
In giving the mood that form, that similarity to sub¬ 
stance, in which only can it be sensed by another person, 
it has gone through a metamorphosis, and so subtly, so 
secretly that even while you did the conveying from 
mind to form it changed unknown to you. How many 
an artist—whether in colour, music, or words—has found 
himself the very temporary abiding-place of such a sen¬ 
sation, failed to catch a semblance of it as it passed, 
owing to the pressure of other matters, not to failure in 
attempt, and regretted his loss ever afterwards. Not 

# that it bore away with it the idea with which it came. 
On the contrary, the idea is rarely, or never, forgotten; 
it is remembered well enough, followed, and dwelt on— 
but the colouring is gone. It has slipped out of that 
garment of particular hue, and stands naked, unabashed, 
and undistinguishable from that endless army whereof 
it is merely a unit, yet was an officer high in state. An 
escaped mood is no more easy to bring back than arc 
the formations of yesterday’s clouds. 

And how does it come? What is its real source, its 
originating point? Not exactly the individuality of the 
person to whom it plays the part of a hurried, quiet 
visitant; not the environment nor the circumstance of 
the moment, all of which help to give it that distinctive 
hue. Its actual begetter is some passing touch of 
emotion, mostly arising in one’s sub-consciousness, un- 
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obtrusive, barely recognised till it is fully in evidence, 
and is itself brought into the centre of feeling by no 
matter what means, and generally by something that 
defies analysis. Thus we come face to face with the 
fact—debatable, possibly—that emotion is the only true 
origin of mood, which, gentle or violent, transferred from 
the mind, or living and dying there within a few minutes, 
is no more than the colouring of thought. We have 
pointed out that thought may pursue a lost mood, yet 
cannot overtake or revive that sensation, any more than 
it can beget a new one. The coming of moods, their 
whys, wherefores, and exact place of origin are as in¬ 
explicable, as far beyond our power of control, as are 
the stars. Here emotion serves the place of Nature; as 
she, moving at the root of all things of growth, change, 
and development, brings the propagating agents to¬ 
gether, so does emotion set mood and thought working 
to the end of some definite creative effort. Emotion is 
the prime origin of thought; and this brings with it, 
from the instant of its birth, its especial colour—mood— 
for the occasion, which in turn becomes atmosphere when 
successfully transferred to literature, music, or painting. 

Notes and News 
The next meeting of the Royal Microscopical Society 
will be held on Wednesday, March 20, at 20, Hanover 
Square, at 8 p.m., when a lecture entitled “ Fairy Flies 
and their Hosts” will be delivered by Mr. Frederick 
Enock. 

The lecture at the Royal Geographical Society, in 
the Theatre, Burlington Gardens, on Monday, March 
25, will be by Douglas Carruthers, on “ Exploration in 
N.W. Mongolia,” with Earl Curzon, the president, in 
the chair. 

The next two lectures at the Royal Society of Arts 
will be on Monday, March 18, by Noel Heaton, B.Sc.. 
F.C.S., on “ Materials and Methods of Decorative Paint¬ 
ing,” and on Wednesday, March 20, by F. Martin 
Duncan, on “The Work of the Marine Biological 
Association.” 

Mr. Imre Kiralfy has this year gone to the great 
Latin races for inspiration for this season’s “ White 
City” Exhibition. France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and 
the South American Republics provide the “atmo¬ 
sphere ” for an exhibition which will reveal the glories, 
arts, genius, products, and remarkable progress made 
by the Latin nations of the world within recent years. 

Messrs. A. and C. Black are publishing two books for 
anglers, “The Art of Worm Fishing,” by Alexander 
Mackie, M.A., and “ Dry Fly Fishing in Border Waters.* 
by F. Fernie, A.M.I.C.E., with an introduction by J. 
Cuthbert Hadden. Mr. Mackie is a disciple of Stewart, 
with thirty years’ experience of the sport, and Mr 
Fernie also has had many years’ experience with a 
dry fly in the very home of the wet fly. 

In view of the criticism meted out to the new postage 
stamps of this country, the Junior Philatelic Society has 
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initiated a public art contest, with prizes, for an ideal 
postage-stamp design for the British Isles. It is antici¬ 
pated that, as the British Government has held no such 
public competition sinoe 1839, when Rowland Hills 
scheme was nearing its fruition, much interest will be 
aroused in this contest, the successful designs in which 
will be shown to the public at the Jubilee International 
Stamp Exhibition to be held in the Royal Horticultural 
Hall, Westminster, next October. 

Tchekhofs famous play, “The Seagull” which 
Maurice Elvey is producing for the first time in London 
at the Little Theatre, on Sunday, March 31, for the 
Adelphi Play Society, met with such a bad reception 
on its first presentation in St. Petersburg that it was 
quickly withdrawn. Later it was presented as the first 
performance of the now world-famous Artistic Theatre, 
Moscow, and its success was so great that it established 
that theatre on a firm financial basis. The Adelphi Play 
Society has been fortunate in securing Miss Gertrude 
Kingston for “ Madame Arcadina,” this being Miss King¬ 
ston’s reappearance in London after her visit to America. 

The committee of the forthcoming Exhibition of 
Designs for Mural Paintings and for the Decoration of 
Schools, etc., have now issued a final circular containing 
full particulars of the competitions offered to artists, and 
of the exhibits which it is hoped to secure. The exhibi¬ 
tion will be opened at Crosby Hall, Chelsea, S.W., on 
Saturday, June 1, and a number of definite offers of 
wall-spaces to be decorated, and of funds to bear the 
expenses, have already been secured. The circulars 
will be sent to anyone interested, on application to the 
Hon. Secretaries, Mural Decoration Committee, Crosby 
Hall, S.W. 

Bartholomew Fair, with all its old-time sports and 
pastimes, booths and shows, will be among the attrac¬ 
tions at the “ Shakespeare’s England ” Exhibition at 
Earl’s Court this summer, and Mr. Patrick Kirwan, the 
Master of the Revels and Manager of the Globe 
Theatre, who is organising it, has now practically com¬ 
pleted his arrangements and secured all the artists he 
requires. The scenery surrounding the Earl’s Court 
Bartholomew Fair will depict the sixteenth century 
Smithfield as it is represented in prints and other 
illustrations. 

Imperial and Foreign Affairs 

By Lancelot Lawton. 

THE REJECTION OF ARBITRATION. 

THERE is general agreement that the amendments 
made by the Washington Senate to the proposed 

Arbitration Treaty between Great Britain and the 
United States are so drastic as to render ratification 
purposeless. Thus the dream of pacifists that a lasting 
state of universal tranquillity was in sight vanishes, as 
it wfere, in a single night. By reason of their common 
ties and sympathies it might have been expected that 
the two great nations of the Anglo-Saxon race were 
peculiarly fitted to inaugurate permanent machinery for 
the settlement of international disputes; yet no more 
unfortunate choice could have been made from among 
the Powers. The rigid lines upon which the foreign 
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policy of America is conducted are, in the main, re¬ 
sponsible for the collapse of the Arbitration Treaty. To 
begin with, the Monroe Doctrine has become almost as 
sacred as the Constitution itself, and questions arising 
out of its application cannot therefore be submitted to 
international discussion. Then, largely with a view to 
avoiding complications with European Powers, it has 
always been a cardinal feature of American policy to 
shun alliances. One of the speakers, during the debate 
in the Senate, declared that the real object of the 
Arbitration Treaty was to pave the way for an alliance, 
offensive and defensive, between Great Britain and the 
United States. While a statement of this kind was 
palpably untrue, and therefore irrelevant, it is not in¬ 
opportune to consider the possible effect of the Senate’s 
action in the domain of what might be termed Higher 
Policy. 

Close observers of events in the Far East have not 
been slow to realise that in this region is developing 
a situation not less menacing to peace than that existing 
in Europe, a situation in which America is destined to 
play a leading part The Panama Canal will strengthen 
her position both commercially and strategically; but it 
will compel her to divide her naval strength between 
two oceans. Meanwhile Japan is building up a large 
navy which she can concentrate in the Pacific. It cannot 
be Russia whom she regards as her rival on the sea, for, 
in the nature of things, many years must elapse before 
that Power can station any considerable fleet in Far 
Eastern waters. America, then, sets the standard of 
Japan’s naval armaments. America is to Japan what 
Germany is to England. It will be recalled that when 
there was ail' imminent prospect that a comprehensive 
treaty of arbitration might be concluded between Eng¬ 
land and the United States considerable doubt was 
expressed as to whether or not the alliance existing 
between England and Japan would conflict with such an 
instrument Thereupon the Tokyo Government con¬ 
sented to a revision of the terms of the alliance so as 
to render it inoperative against any nation with which 
either of the signatories had contracted arbitration 
treaties. The action of the Washington Senate has, 
however, restored the Anglo-Japanese Alliance to its 
old form. Consequently it is possible to conceive cir¬ 
cumstances in which Japan would call upon Great Britain 
to join her in taking the field against the United States. 
It may be objected that no Government in this country 
would respond, involving what must virtually amount 
to civil war between two branches of the Anglo-Saxon 
family. Nevertheless, the obligations of the alliance are 
clearly expressed and are, let it be emphasised, 
reciprocal. 

Such a situation as that which I have described could 
not be averted without a deliberate denunciation of the 
treaty on our part; a procedure that would constitute a 
stain upon the honour of England. It was because 
responsible statesmen on both sides of the Atlantic 
feared complications of this kind that a decision was 
arrived at to conclude an arbitration treaty. When the 
Anglo-Japanese Alliance was originally arranged the 
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problems of the Pacific had not given rise to anxiety 
in America and in our Colonies. But the aggressive 
actions of Japan in the Far East, together with the 
immigration difficulties, revealed the fact that British 
policy was in conflict with Anglo-Saxon interests. 
•General arbitration offered a satisfactory solution which 
was welcomed by our Colonies, and tended to the con¬ 
solidation of the Empire. In destroying the treaty the 
Washington Senate has wrought far-reaching damage. 
Japan, already made aware of our real attitude in con¬ 
sequence of the revision of the Alliance, is frankly 
displeased. Then, doubtless as a result of the turn 
which events have taken, the Colonies will frame their 
naval policies with a view to meeting the situation in 
•the Pacific—not, as they have hitherto done, with a 
realisation that the fate of the Empire as a whole was 
afloat in the North Sea. Again British foreign policy 
•enters into conflict with Anglo-Saxon interests. 

The Senate, in its desire to avoid international en- 
:tanglements, has missed an opportunity of smoothing the 
path of international relations; for approval of the 
Arbitration Treaty would not only have served the 
cause of peace in a general sense, but would have re¬ 
moved from the Anglo-Japanese Alliance those clauses 
the mere existence of which produced constant irritation 
and the effect of which, in certain eventualities, might 
have been to plunge America and England into war. 
.Already I have shown that the rigid character of 
American policy has wrecked the treaty. Other causes, 
Ihowever, contributed to the rejection, and these, it must 
■be confessed, were of a nature such as to reveal in the 
majority of the Senators a lamentable lack of Statesman- 
Hike qualities. Thus we are told that the Assembly, 
^desirous of preserving its treaty-making prerogatives, 
held that these would be assailed were arbitration to 
be accepted on all issues arising between the two nations, 
and that Mr. Roosevelt’s opposition to President Taft, 
and therefore to the treaty, exercised a considerable 
influence over the votes and Senators. Once more the 
utter futility of entrusting parish politicians with affairs 
of State is strikingly demonstrated. Apparently Little 
lEnglanders are not without their counterpart in Little 
.Americans. But the incident is not altogether lacking in 
Jhopeful symptoms. The stabbing of the treaty was 
• only accomplished as a result of the following narrow 
tdivision: for, 42; against, 40. When two individuals 
•stand in the way of a re-union of the great Anglo- 
Saxon race the ideal which it is sought to attain cannot 

* be long deferred. 

THE NAVAL ESTIMATES. 

At the moment it would seem that all movements 
•towards the attainment of peace among nations are in 
an unhappy state. No sooner is a practical step taken 
•towards an understanding between Germany and Eng¬ 
land, than a deliberate campaign under authoritative 
auspices is begun in Berlin in order to pave the way 
for the official announcement of a programme of naval 

-expansion, details concerning which have already been 
^allowed to leak out in the customary semi-official form. 
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Great Britain’s reply, and the only one that could have 
been made in the circumstances, is that if other Powers 
increase existing programmes then she will frame sup¬ 
plementary estimates “ both for men and money/’ The 
methods pursued by Great Britain and Germany as a 
preliminary to establishing relations of enduring friend¬ 
ship are, to say the least, peculiar. While Admiralties 
decide to build ships it is becoming increasingly hard to 
find the right kind of men to man them, for both 
countries are afflicted with the growth of Socialism, the 
spirit of which is reflected in labour unrest. 

MOTORING 
URING the first ten years or so of the history of 

the motor car as an important factor, actual and 
prospective, in the life of the world, it will be admitted 
that the French dominated the position. The belated 
efforts and clumsy productions of the British manufac¬ 
turer were, if not legitimate matters for ridicule and 
contempt, at least ignorable from the point of view of 
serious competition. How fundamentally matters have 
changed is strikingly shown by a plebiscite recently 
undertaken by the well-known French journal, La Vie 

Automobile. Our Continental contemporary publishes 
a list of the names of the 6,700 cars owned by its 
readers, and compares them with those owned by them 
in 1909, when a similar plebiscite was carried out. An 
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analysis of these lists shows that in 1909 the total 
number of British cars owned by the readers of the 
paper was 23; this year it is 218. The only makes 
represented in 1909 were the Daimler (23), the Napier 
(8), and the Austin (2). At present the numbers are, 
respectively, 102, 17, and 11. In addition to these the 
motoring readers of the French journal referred to now 
use the following British-made cars:—Rolls-Royce (37), 
Vauxhall (14), Sunbeam (12), Calthorpe (10), Argyll (8), 
and Arrol-Johnston (7). The significance of these 
figures, as indicating the sterling excellence of the 
modem British car, will be appreciated when one reflects 
that France is the home of the industry, and that it is 
well protected by tariff duties on imported productions. 
It should also be remembered that the British cars re¬ 
ferred to above represent merely those used by the 
readers of one paper, who obviously constitute only a 
small section of the French motoring community. 

Of the British cars mentioned above, the Vauxhall 
is one of the most enterprising. At present the com¬ 
pany are building a number of cars for Russia, including 
five which are destined for the Russian War Office. It 
is interesting to note that the latter are ordered to be 
fitted with folding seats, and with tables to facilitate 
the study of maps. There are also other special fit¬ 
ments, such as sword baskets suited to military use. 
This business from Russia is no doubt the direct result 
of the remarkable success of the only Vauxhall entered 
for the Russian Reliability Trial of last autumn. Many 
inquiries, by the way, continue to be received by the 
Vauxhall Motor Co. for the booklet entitled M From the 
Baltic to the Black Sea,” which graphically describes the 

performances of the car in that memorable contest. 
At the present moment the motorists of the United 

Kingdom have ranged themselves—if one is to judge 
by the heated discussions proceeding in the organs de¬ 
voted exclusively to motoring matters—into two hostile 
camps—the advocates respectively of the Royal Auto¬ 
mobile Club and of the Automobile Association and 
Motor Union. The ostensible bone of contention, or, 
rather, casus belli, is, of course, the question as to 
whether the first-mentioned body is justified in inaugu¬ 
rating a system of “road guides” on lines similar to 
those of the AA. “patrols,” and this particular point 
is debated with considerable feeling by the partisans 
of the rival organisations. The motor papers are doing 
their best to pour oil on the troubled waters by advocat¬ 
ing a conciliatory policy, i.e., a mutual arrangement 
whereby the patrols of the A.A and M.U. shall recog¬ 
nise badges on the roads they attend to, and vice versa. 
This implies, of course, that the guides or patrols of 
the two bodies would have their respective spheres of 
operation defined so as to prevent overlapping and 
unnecessary duplication of duties. As the 250 or so A.A 
patrols to whom the duty of “ road protection ” is 
assigned are obviously incapable of efficiently covering 
the whole of the ground, this suggestion seems a 
sensible one, and one calculated satisfactorily to solve 
the immediate difficulty. But unfortunately the course of 
events in recent years seems to suggest that the root of the 
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trouble between the two organisations lies much deeper 
than is indicated by the “ road guide ” matter, namely, 
in a deep-seated jealousy concerning influence and pros¬ 
perity ; and, assuming that this is so, any arrangement 
such as is indicated could only have a temporary value. 
It must be left to each motorist to consider what the 
two bodies have respectively done for his benefit, and 
which is the more deserving of his support in the present 
issue. In the meantime it is evident that the AA. and 
M.U. has forfeited nothing of its popularity. During 
last month its ranks were augmented by no fewer than 
650 new members, including three M.P/s, namely, Sir 
Clement Lloyd Hill, K.C.M.G., Lieut.-Col. the Hon. B. 
Bathurst, and Mr. G. G. Wilson. The Rt. Hon. Lord 
Cranworth, Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan, and General Sir 
Herbert Plumer were also included in the list of new 
members. 

In the Temple of Mammon 
The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 

queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

THE Stock Exchange resolutely declines to believe 
that the Coal Strike will last any length of time. It 
is supported in its view by the business that it is 

getting. There is no doubt that during the past week 
most of the brokers have been busy. Investment brokers 
have had quite an unusual number of orders, and the 
speculative portion of the public has caught on to the Tin 
gamble, with the result that almost every punter now has 
a few Nigerian Tin shares. Prices remain steady in 
almost every market. Men of business arc firmly con¬ 
vinced that the Coal Strike cannot last. Apparently the 
only people who think that we are face to face with 
revolution are the newspaper men, who undoubtedly take 
the gloomiest view. The hysteria of our halfpenny Press 
is not catching; otherwise we should have seen a panic 
on the Stock Exchange, instead of which we have been 
happy in an extraordinary revival of business. 

Promoters, however, appear nervous. They find that 
the public declines to subscribe for any new issues. With 
the exception of Maples, I cannot call to mind any new 
issue that has been over-subscribed during the past few 
weeks. It is true that Leach’s Argentine Estates Prefer¬ 
ence issue was a success, for we are officially informed 
that the lists closed practically at the moment of opening. 
On the figures, these Preference shares would seem to 
be a 9 per cent, investment. The Debentures certainly are 
a very reasonable security of their class. It is also said 
ihat the Akwara Tin Trust was well supported. This 
company asked for ^100,000 to be given to the directors, 
who do not appear, by the way, to be closely connected 
with Nigeria, in order that Mr. Henry Judd might pur¬ 
chase properties in Nigeria for resale to the public 
through the Akwara. Naturally, such a company must 
be a pure speculation. Mr. Judd is an honest man, and 
he will hardly acquire any concessions unless he thinks 
that they are worth prospecting. Personally, I view 
Nigeria and its tinfields with considerable suspicion. 
Serious-minded people who have been through these tin- 
fields cast the gravest doubts upon their \alue. That 
there is tin in Nigeria we will all admit, but that there is 
sufficient to pay dividends on the inflated values gamblers 
haye placed upon the shares seems to me impossible. 
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Alluvial tin mining is one of the most dangerous specula¬ 
tions a man can go into. There is nothing to go upon. 
Alluvial tin occurs in isolated patches, and whilst one 
yard may be very rich, the next yard may contain no tin 
at all. It is true that one or two of the companies have 
paid very good dividends, but it is doubtful whether these 
dividends have been distributed out of money earned on 
the fields or money made on the Stock Exchange. Up to 
the present there is no solid basis for the boom. It is said 
that large quantities of tin are being accumulated in 
Nigeria, and that they will be sent down as soon as the 
railway opens, with the idea of humbugging the public 
that this output can be kept up oermanently. Those who 
know say that the first two or tnree months’ output after 
the railway has opened cannot be taken as any criterion 
of the value of the field. 

There are various new companies being prepared for 
the public. Lamport and Holt Debenture issue is in the 
hands of the Lord St. David’s group, and has been eagerly 
underwritten. A big ^700,000 company is to be estab¬ 
lished for the purpose of providing France with a system 
of cold storage, which, it is stated, she now lacks. The 
scheme is reported upon by M. Marcel Vacher, a director 
of the Bank of France, jointly with M. Andre Ripert, 
an authority on cold storage. The Oil Trust has a big 
New Zealand oil venture, and one or two other oil com¬ 
panies are being offered for underwriting, one with a 
capital of ^2,000,000. But the public will have to 
change its mind if the promoters of these schemes are to 
turn them into successful ventures. The Cadbury Prefer¬ 
ence issue is, of course, gilt-edged, and will go amongst 
the shareholders. 

Money.—There is no chance of the Bank Rate being 
reduced until the Coal Strike is settled. Indeed, this strike 
has had a considerable effect upon the Money Market. 
The open market rate is now practically the same as that 
of the Bank of England. The position of the Bank is, 
however, very strong. It completely controls Lombard 
Street. The position in Berlin is not good, and the 
settlement at the end of this month is looked forward 
to with a certain amount of anxiety. However, New 
York is financing Germany with great liberality, and as 
long as nothing happens in Wall Street, Germany will 
probably be able to scrape through. As there is now 
very little fear of any international complications, Paris 
will probably once again begin to lend freely to her neigh¬ 
bour, for there is a great deal more money in the French 
capital than the French financiers know what to do with. 
If the Coal Strike were to end suddenly we might get a 
3 per cent, rate within the next fortnight; certainly during 
the first week in April, when the German squeeze should 
have passed away. 

Foreigners.—The Foreign Market has shown very 
little sign of movement during the week. Holders of 
Chinese securities were reassured by a statement that the 
Great Powers intended to finance the Republic, and would 
shortly issue a loan. At one time it looked as though 
we should see a veritable slump in all Chinese securities, 
but the very strong banking groups that support the 
Chinese issues have stood up manfully and stopped all 
selling by their bold attitude. The gamblers in th« 
Peruvian Corporation are evidently trying to get out, and 
the Preference show a fall of two points, and are still, in 
my opinion, too high. It is curious to note the strength 
of Italians. They are very little dealt in in London, but 
whenever any come on the market they are at once pur¬ 
chased, it is said for the account of the Italian Govern¬ 
ment. Japanese have remained steady, in spite of a very 
discouraging article in the current number of the 
Economist. As everyone knows, the Japanese Govern¬ 
ment keep a large balance in London. They are always 
buyers of Treasury Bills. Although the Japanese balance 
of ^37,000,000 is a great help to the London market, it 
is apparently gradually becoming a fictitious reserve, for 
the note issue in Japan is increasing rapidly. The Tokyo 
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Loan is to be paid into the account of the Government, 
and was really an attempt to keep up the gold reserve 
in London, where the money will remain, whilst the work 
for which it was borrowed will be j>aid for in notes. Japan 
cannot continue this financial policy. It is afraid to let 
down its reserves in London because its European credit 
depends upon them. At the same time, if it continues 
to issue bank notes in Japan, it will gradually find itself 
w’ith a depreciated paper currency, which will do even 
more to destroy its credit than the loss of its gold reserve. 
The Tokyo loan was a desperate resource, but the 
^8,000,000 thus obtained will soon vanish, and the ex¬ 
travagant little country will then have to consider other 
ways of raising money. 

Home Rails.—If there is one market that should have 
been completely pulverised by the Coal Strike it is that 
in Home Rails. Yet so determined is the optimism of 
the Stock Exchange that prices have hardly fallen at all. 
Great Easterns are down five points from the top. Great 
Northern Deferred, two points; Great Western, in spite 
of the bad dividend, are now quoted 118J ex dividend, and 
their highest during the present year has been 122J. The 
Lancashire and Yorkshire shows a fall of three points; 
Midland Deferred are 71^ ex dividend, and the best they 
have been done at this year is 75J. North Easterns have 
fallen four points, and North Westerns at 134 ex dividend 
compare with 140$. Really, this slight depreciation is 
hardly worth talking about, especially w'hen we remember 
that the highest prices of the year were cum dividend. 
Most of the lines are now attempting to save money by 
cutting down the number of their passenger trains. The 
South Eastern will probably lose very little by the strike, 
for at this season of the year nearly all its traffic is season 
ticket traffic. It has treated its season ticket holders 
very unkindly, although it has, no doubt, made money 
by doing this. Were the strike to continue, the mineral 
traffic, out of which most of the companies pay their divi¬ 
dend, would fall away tremendously, and in spite of the 
fact that all the leading lines yield 5 per cent., I am not 
inclined to advise a purchase until peace is declared. 

Yankees.—No one seems to expect any important 
business in Yankees. Morgans support their own par¬ 
ticular and special favourites, but outside the Morgan 
interests the market is left to look after itself. It is 
difficult to say whether we shall get any immediate rise 
here. The chances are that we shall not. There is no 
speculative account open. Mexico North Westerns, which 
were boomed and puffed with the object, no doubt, of 
getting rid of stock, have been very flat, and a good many 
gamblers have been landed with a heavy loss. They will 
get no sympathy from me, for a gambler who buys 
puffed shares deserves any loss that may come to him. 

Rubber.—Rubber shares picked up, and it is said that 
there is a persistent demand for the raw material, and 
that some of the companies have sold the whole of their 
output for twro years. The Pataling report was only 
moderately good, but it did not discourage the dealers. 
Batu Caves, another old-established company, made a 
somewhat better show. But here also there was nothing 
to encourage the speculator. Both reports show that it 
is becoming increasingly difficult to keep the working 
costs down, whilst the output from the older estates is 
now almost stationary. 

Oil.—Oil shares have been firm. Probably because 
everyone is talking of the advantages of oil fuel. Shells 
soon recovered their fall, and the rights to the new shares 
are now selling at 4s. 3d., which is a very handsome 
little bonus. Ural Caspians have been a good market, 
and even the revolution In Mexico did not permanently 
depress Mexican Eagles. It looks very much as though 
we should get a fairly steady business in Oil shares. Red 
Seas are now quoted at 22s. 6d., and Egyptian Oil Trusts 
are 3J. Both look like going higher. General Petroleum 
of Trinidad is also a share that should be watched, and 
it is said that Lobitos will also be marked up. 
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Egypt.—The Egyptian Market has been dull. It would 
seem as though the Zervudachi liquidation had not ended, 
in spite of all that the newspapers say. The system of 
putting shares up to auction and pretending to sell them 
keeps these liquidations hanging on a long time. There 
are still National Banks on offer, and although the price 
has recovered from the lowest, this market looks fairly 
weak. Some of the dealers are hopeful, but I confess that 
at the moment I think it would be wiser to wait and see 
how the Cairo settlement at the end of the month turns 
out. 

Kaffirs and Rhodesians.—This section of the Mining 
Market has been absolutely neglected. Prices have 
hardened a little simply because the dealers have bought 
a few shares back. But the public declines to have any¬ 
thing whatever to do with anything South African, and 
the magnates will have to wait some time before they 
can do any more unloading. 

The Industrial Market has been fairly steady. Almost 
all the reports that come out show an improved business, 
and the general tendency is to buy good sound industrial 
shares showing a yield of 5 per cent. There are dozens 
of securities in this market that are very much under¬ 
valued, and 1 think that as soon as the Coal Strike has 
ended we. shall get a general rise in values all through 
the list. The public do not quite realise that sound in¬ 
dustrial is one of the best things they can put their money 
into. 1 am continually pointing out the advantage of 
investing in Electric Lighting shares. All the reports 
are now issued, and all are up to expectations. 

Raymond Radclyffe. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
" SPELING MAID EEZY." 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—In support of the thesis in your article this week 
entitled “Spelling and Sophistry,’* that the essence of a 
word is its spelling, not its sound, may I adduce the 
following facts? “ Tea,” pronounced “ tee,” is from the 
Chinese word “ tcha.” There is a dialect of Chinese 
on the coast whence it first was shipped which pronounces 
it “ thay.” The leaf was therefore called “ te-a,” a dis¬ 
syllable contracted into “ tay.” But people, seeing it 
written “tea,” pronounced it “tee,” because “ ea ” is 
so pronounced usually in English. The pronunciation is 
wrong, the written word is correct. Which should be 
preserved? Yours, etc. H. 

Sir,—I thank yu for the spais aloted tu this discushon, 
the ecselent foloing ov MSS., and the comendabl spirit 
manifested in yuer articlz; aul indicaishonz ov advans 
upon the daiz ov 70 yearz ago, when Pitman and Ellis 

.wer ridicueld. Thai shud be had in everlasting remem- 
brans. 

The “ cannot-be-fasht ” atitued which yu plaifuly pleed 
iz met with in every reform ; and wer it tu sucseed wud 
rezult in stagnaishon and deth. Stil, reformerz must 
recogniez it, and not push materz too fast. The sceem 
which the S.S.S. haz put foerth shud be confiend tu 
scoolz, wher it iz moest needed. Along with it the 
sujested ruulz for provizshonal uez, az outliend in the 
S.S.S. booklet, miet be prest upon the atenshon ov rieterz 
and printerz. If this coers wer foloed for a fu yeerz much 
progres wud be maid. 

Yu hardly du justis tu the erly reformerz when yu 
sai, “ Now for the first tiem the laiman iz in a pozishon 
tu estimait how much olteraishon iz nesesary tu bring our 
sistem tu compleet ueniformity. ” Ecscluuding sistemz 
containing nu leterz, ther wer several oeld leter alfabets 
launcht. Thoez bi Ellis, Fleay, Sweet, Jones, Evans, 

Soames, Pitman, and utherz, aul boer does rezemblans tu 
the S.S.S.’s plan. A fu yeerz befoer hiz deth Sir Isaac 
Pitman develoept an Oeld-Leter sceem, preferabl in ser- 
tain respects tu that ov the S.S.S. Hiz method meets yuer 
objecshon tu “ humor ” being renderd “ hyuemor.” On 
the “ yue ” diegraf ther iz a consensus ov opinion that 
“ yue ” “ must go.” Further, Dr. Sweet, with the 
countcnans ov the Filolojical Sosiety, dru up an ecselent 
list ov amended spelingz 32 yeerz ago. The S.S.S. shud 
revieu it. 

I imajin yu oeverrait the dificulty in uezing “z” tu 
pluraliez voist consoenants. Ther iz comparativ eez and 
considerabl gain bi the innoevaishon. If leterz ar tu 
reprezent soundz—thair pricmary object—whi shud “ z ” 
not be uezd when it iz the best leter tu discharj this ofis 
for voist emanaishonz? It iz az rcezonabl tu sujest that 
aul consoenants be voist and nun unvoist; aul distincshonz 
to be void. 

We cannot conseev ov a wurd without a sound, and if 
its voecability iz not its vietal fors, whi trubl tu hav 
soundz atacht tu leterz? Enything wud du. Iz it 
analogus tu siet def muets ? Sound iz beyond thair pael; 
but thoez pozest ov speech shud not be deprievd ov the 
servises ov the servants ov sound, nor shud soundz be 
robd ov simbolz bairing recogniez valucz. Whielst it iz 
tru leterz wer simbolz ov iedeaz that no longer obtain, 
thai cannot and du not perform that dual capasity now. 

Whether the prezent outwerd form ov a wurd iz the 
truest and best for indicaiting its history iz denied bi the 
hiest authoritz on filolojy. Even if this testimony wer' 
not given, how can it be held that our particular ortho- 
grafy—the wurk ov ignorans, chans, and pedantry—iz 
the moest perfect for this ofis, when its elements and 
history arc ov the moest unstailbl caracter? Niether the 
leterz, nor the actual formz, can boest ov long lief. 
Supoezing “ j,” “ u,” and “w” had remaind without 
the pael ov the alfabet, and the simbolz for the “ ith ” 
and “ th ” soundz had been retaind, how wud the form 
ov wurdz—spelt acording tu thoez chainjez—afect thair 
history? It cud not, acording tu surmiezez, be the saim 
az now, therfoer this historical plee iz week and incorect. 
The hoel thing, so far az simbolz ar consernd, haz been 
a mater ov chans. Tu maik a further chainj in the ortho- 
grafic formz wud ad tu thair pedigree. If history iz an 
iedol wurthy ov wurship, then tu ad tu it must increes the 
valu ov the iedolatry, which- wurshiperz ov iedolz aut tu 
encuraij. 

I regret if I hav dun Mr. Allen an injustis. I hav not 
The Academy containing hiz alfabet bi me, oenly noets ov 
it giving oeh (a ligatuer), 8 (th), t3 (ch) (az nuemeralz), 
6 (a diacritic). If I hav rongly copid thoez caracterz I 
apolojiez. I think I remember Mr. Allen discovering 
“ nuemeralz ” did not maik good italics ! Wher did I get 
this from? 

When I said I enjoid Shakespear in eny garby I afirnad 
whot I beleevd and hav ecspeerienst. Az Mr. Lange iz 
not dispoezd tu dispuet the plezhur I deriev from a fono- 
tific reprezentaishon ov the poet, it foloez that buety and 
rithm iz not confiend tu the curent leterz. An important 
point gaind. 

Az Shakespear cud reed hiz oen variant forms, I 
imajin he wud not be wun whit behiend me in reeding a 
foenetic rendering ov hiz rietingz. At eny rait, a fu 
minits wud sufies tu coech him, unles hiz miety miend, 
on reviziting us after the ecspeeriens ov too wurldz, had 
lost its nimbelnes. Az the poet’z orthografy woz fairly 
foenetic and I had a noelej ov the pouerz ov the noetaishon 
curent in hiz dai, whot shud prevent me understanding 
him? Iz not this wun ov the ofises ov a foenetic alfabet? 

Literatuer iz simboliezaishon huemaniezd and maid fit 
for uez; and if this simboliezaishon iz ov a foenetic 
caracter it haz aul the virtuez ov an illojical sistem and 
nun ov its faults. Ded tiep iz not literatuer. It is the 
emoeshonz in moeshon which giv a charm tu printed 
mater. 
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v.* 
The redundant leterz which fasinait Mr. Lange ar not 

recwierd oraly, nor bi repoerterz, nor bi Mr. Lange when 
he iz reeding hie shorthand noets. Els, whi riet foenetic 
shorthand? Mr. Lange proovz too much. 

What Germany haz dun bi amending her speling mai 
and shud be atemted and dun bi England. Mr. Lange 
cannot deni this. Germany iz not aloen in her orthografic 
modificaishonz; nor shud the wurk ov Sir W. Jones 
in the East be forgoten. 

I obzerv Mr. Lange duz not atemt tu maintain hiz 
cwoetaishon from Grant White, nor duz he refuet mi stait- 
ment ov fact that fonografic mater haz past between 
fonographerz for seventy-five yeerz without the slietest 
duebiety, ecsploedz the contenshon that a foenetic 
noetaishon wud obliterait meening, history, rithm and 
poetry, sentiments and arguements beyond the rainj ov 
facts, ecspeeriens and reezon. 

Fienaly, mai I apeel tu yuer reederz tu reed Dr. A. J. 
Ellis’ “ Plea for Fonetic Speling Max Muller’s 
“ Spelling,” incorperaited in hiz “ Chips from my Work¬ 
shop ”; Prof. Skeat’s “Principles of English Ety¬ 
mology ” ; Dr. Sweet’s “ Handbook of Phonetics ”; Prof. 
Loundsbury’s “ English Spelling and Spelling Reform 
the publicaishonz ov the Simplified Speling Sosiety, includ¬ 
ing its nu organ, “The Pioneer,’’ and the “ Bulletin,” 
and booklets ov the S.S. Board ; and tu look upon this 
ewestion moer in the interests ov eduecaishon and les 
from sentiment? 

With gratitued tu The Academy until it oepens its 
columz again tu us.—Yuerz, ets. H. Drummond. 

Tu dhe Editor ov The Academy. 

Sur,—Wi rait bekaoz wi wish tu komyunikeit thaot 
mour extensivli dhan wl kan bai spiking. Dhis ritn 
wurd iz a kaunterpart, or shud bl, ov whot wi wud sei 
if wi spouk. Harmoni betwin spoukn and ritn wurd iz 
gud : ani dissimilariti betwin dhi tuu iz a los. In ofering 
an apel or aasking mai wei tu a reilwei steishon ai du 
not wish to komyunikeit a histori ov mai wurdz. Fuli 
dun dhis wud bi sou komplikeited dhat ai shud never 
kac mai trein. Similarli in raiting wl komyunikeit 
aidfaz, not histori. If wun raits dhi wiird nation, sou 
beluvd bai oponients ov fonnetik speling, dhi ritn wurd 
livz unexpleind dhi yusful, neseseri and up-tu-deit fakt 
dhat its proununsieishon haz ceinjd and iz nau neislion. 
Dhat iz dhi moust yusful fakt ov aol; dhi wun kardinal 
esenshal fakt omited ! Hau pathetik tu lisen tu an un- 
letered person traiing tu prounauns dhi l in should. If 
tudei wi weir tu ceinj dhi speling ov nation tu naishon 
or neishon^ dhen tumorou dhis ceinj wud bi an etimolo- 
jikal historikal fakt. Dhouz hu plid for ould historikal 
formz are rlli enimiz ov histori, dhat iz ov modern and 
yusful histori. 

Ai ernestli houp dhat dhi Simplifaid Speling Sousaieti 
wil widhdrao dheir prezent skim and substitiut a truer 
wun. Oe for saund in hoem and aolsou poet feilz mizerabli. 
Ounli a person wel aqueinted widh English wud nou dhat 
eo in hoem woz prounaunst houm but in poet pouet. 
When wi ceinj let ijs do beter dhan dhat. 

Sidni Bond. 
I This correspondence is now closed.—Ed., Academy.] 

THE PRONUNCIATION OF LATIN. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—May I be permitted to call attention to an error 
in the letter of Professor Strong relating to the pronun¬ 
ciation of Latin in your issue of March 2nd? It is not 
true that the Classical Association insists on the observ¬ 
ance of “ hidden quantities ” in Latin. In the Report 
of the Committee on the Spelling and Printing of Latin 
Texts, adopted by the Association in 1906, it is laid dow n 
that “ in texts of Latin authors intended for beginners 
the quantity of long vowels be marked, except in syllables 
where they would be also long by position. ” The matter ^ 
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was further discussed at the recent General Meeting of 
the Association on January 9th, at King’s College, 
London, but no further pronouncement of the Association 
was made on the subject. 

E. A. SONNENSCHEIN. 

(Vice-President and late Hon. Sec. of 
The University, the Classical Association). 

Birmingham. 

GEORQE VILLIERS AND BILBOA. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—“ The Genuine Works of His Grace George 
Villiers, Duke of Buckingham ” (Glasgow: Printed by 
Robert Urie, 1752) is a very interesting volume, begin¬ 
ning with “ The Rehearsal.” In the introduction, headed 
“The Publisher to the Reader,” one finds (page X): 
“ But what was so ready for the stage, and so near 
being acted, at the breaking out of that terrible sickness 
(i.e., the Great Plague), was very different from what 
hath since appeared in print. In that, he called his poet 
Bilboa; by which name the town generally understood 
Sir Robert Howard to be the person pointed at; besides 
there were very few of this new sort of plays then extant, 
except these before mentioned; and more, than were in 
being, could not be ridiculed. The acting of this farce 
being thus hindered, it was laid by for several years, 
and came not on the public theatre, till the year 1671. 
During this interval, many great plays came forth, writ 
in heroic rhyme, and, on the death of Sir William 
D’Avenant, 1669, Mr. Dryden, a new laureat, appeared 
on the stage, much admired, and highly applauded; which 
moved the duke to change the name of his poet from 
Bilboa to Bayes, whose works you will find often men¬ 
tioned in the following Notes.” Have the “ Notes ” of 
any later commentator explained why the Duke chose 
Bilboa (the Bilbo of Shakespere and the Basks, now 
Bilbao since about 1825), the capital of Biscay (which is 
mentioned on page 269 of this very book), as the name 
of his first actor? The bay-leaves of the Laureates crown 
perhaps explain Bayes, which heads the list of “ The 
Actors Names ” on page 13. But, if there was any 
motive for associating him with Biscaya, it is perhaps 
not too fanciful to see in lines 9-11 of page 18 : “ Bayes: 
Yes, here it is. No, cry you mercy : this is my book of 
Drama Commonplaces; the mother of many other plays.” 
a reminder of the fact that in the Biscayan language, 
which Sir Thomas Browne,* of Norwich, was studying at 
that very time, Bat and Bay mean Yes, and Es means No. 
Was it an allusion to any marked wavering in Drydens 
views and opinions? Bayes begins his utterances in the 
dialog of The Rehearsal w'ith Ay 28 times, with Nay 
7, with Yes 14, with No 17 ; and in many other places 
with such affirmatives as Right, Well, Why, So. 

Edward S. Dodgson. 

* Sec The Academy, February 8, 1908, p. 448. 
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calfe Wood. Mills and Boon. 2s. 6d. net. 

Canadian Trails: Hither and Thither in the Great 
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Somerset ”). Illustrated. J. W. Arrowsmith, 
Bristol, is. net. 

The Pigeon: A Fantasy in Three Acts. By John Gals¬ 
worthy. Duckworth and Co. is. 6d. net. 
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and Co. 42s. net. 
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The Hindustan Review, Allahabad; The Collegian, Cal¬ 
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Notes of the Week THE prayers and lamentations of the Prime 
Minister, and his readiness to rub shoulders 
with the lowliest in the perfectly futile attempt 

to save his face, are in effect inflating the lungs 
of the raucous, rampant Socialist with increasingly 
poisonous gases. Asserting his claim to the nimbus, 
he rushes about, proclaiming loud-mouthed threats, such 
as he thinks become the tyrant of Prime Ministers and 
comptroller of Parliaments. The latest cheerful item 
on his agenda is a general strike in May—a suggestion 
which, if it does not stagger humanity, is pretty sure 
to reduce Mr. Asquith and his Government to prayerful 
attitude. In this connection it is interesting to read 
the remarks of a member of the Russian Duma: — 

A member of the Right, M. Novitzky, said England 

had been overtaken by a calamity, whereas in Russia 
all was quiet. The British Premier was probably 

warming his hands at someone else’s fire, and all the 
Ministers were shivering because they had no coal; 
while in St. Petersburg there was enough, because 

the Prefect of Police kept a vigilant watch over 
criminal organisations. 

The only peaceful persuasion known in Russia is that 
of the persuasive policeman. Elsewhere we refer to a 
new and very valuable persuasive element, which will 
be, we think, in an excellent state of efficiency in May 
next. 

According to Miss Josephine Knowles, who lectured 
on “ Unmarried Daughters ” at the Steinway Hall early 
this week, the parents of the present day are most in¬ 
considerate persons " when a jester goes a-wooing.” 
They introduce him to all the lady's female relatives, 
“ smother him with aunts, sisters, and cousins,” and sit 
affectionately round the unfortunate, embarrassed young 
couple until it is time for the poor fellow to depart. So, 
in time, fearing that so great a display of intetest may 
extend into the hypothetical married life, he sails off to 
the placid harbour of bachelordom while she reaches the 
rough waters of spinsterhood. Miss Knowles, we fancy, 
doth protest too much. “ The tyrannical father must 
go! ” she cries dramatically; but the father of that 
description is a rare bird now, and never were men and 
women more free to go about together, unquestioned 
and trusted, than at the present time. Fifty years ago 
the aunts, sisters, and cousins treatment was the correct 
thing; not so to-day. 

Another terror has been removed from our daily life. 
Until recently we suffered under the belief that the 
telephone harboured all sorts and conditions of 
obnoxious things, lumped together by the average man 
under the comprehensive title of “ germs.” Every time 
we used the telephone we had a good look round, and 
if we caught sight of a suspicious-looking speck of dust, 
we lifted it out and killed it at once. Now, to our un¬ 
utterable relief, we learn that “ the transmission of tuber¬ 
culosis by the medium of the telephone mouthpiece is 
practically impossible,” experiments having been carried 
out by high authorities which seem to prove this com¬ 
forting statement. If some kindly scientist will get to 
work on these lines and show us that tea and coffee do 
not shorten life, that tobacco is a great invention, and 
(for the benefit of the ladies) that it can be demonstrated 
that two pounds of mixed chocolates per day are a sure 
preventive of biliousness, we shall be grateful, and life 
will once more assume its normal garb of happiness. 

Signor Marinetti, lecturing at the Bechstein Hall last 
Tuesday, proposed “ to abolish from literature and paint¬ 
ing the dominant and intertwined conceptions of woman 
and beauty,” and to destroy all museums and academies; 
he also remarked that " a scaffolding is the most beautiful 
thing in the world.” These heresies from Italy! In 
the recitation of a poem by a Futurist, charmingly 
called “ A Song of Madmen,” in which occurred many 
terrible words—delirium, revolt, cataclysm—we seem to 
perceive a gleam of hope. People with bees in their 
bonnets are often more entertaining than people with 

feathers in their caps. 
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The Captive 

The laughing Love, who heard sweet Summer call, 

Hastened his steps to join her golden train. 

Brought flowers, and dreamy songs whose echoes fall 

Softly as wild-rose petals after ram; 

But Summer, roaming down her sunlit lands, 

Rifled his blooms, poor Love! and left him lone, 

Disconsolate, with brimming eyes, his hands 

Drooping and blossomless, his radiance flown. 

And you, who pitiful held him to your breast, 

And I, who kissed him as he sobbed to sleep. 

Took him awhile as any sheltering guest, 

Knew not that waking, Love would laugh and creep 

So closely to our hearts! Yet now we know 

When Summer calls again he shall not go. 

Wilfrid L. Randell. 

A Check to Syndicalism 
THE miserable servitude to the Labour vote under 

which the Liberal Administration has existed 
since it was returned in 1906, and which has naturally 
increased in degradation since 1910, when the People’s 

Budget cost the Liberal Party one hundred seats and left 
it no clear majority in the House of Commons, is stereo¬ 
typed in the measure introduced into the House of 
Commons on Tuesday by Mr. Asquith. During the same 
period the Labour Party has become transformed. The 
old-fashioned trade unionist has been submerged, and 
the Anarchist—variously designated Socialist or Syn¬ 
dicalist—reigns in his stead. 

From such premisses certain results are sure to flow. 
Since the Liberal Party have held the reins of office, 
protection for person and property has only been vouch¬ 
safed with a glance askance at Mr. Keir Hardie. When 

Mr. Churchill was at the Home Office, his daily round 

was ignorantly to interfere with sentences and to do his 
utmost to bring the administration of justice into dis¬ 
repute. It is not proposed here to dwell upon the cumu¬ 
lative result which is before our eyes to-day, but rather 
to suggest that for a poison an antidote is apt to he 

discovered. 

After the failure of the Government to provide for 

the continuance of the ordinary services of daily exist¬ 
ence during the recent strike at Liverpool, and the failure 

to protect life and property at Tonypandy, a freer use 
of military power was made by Mr. Churchill, and the 
worst features of the earlier era were not repeated. 
The Government were, however, apparently in cold 
shivers as to what their patrons, the Labour leaders, 
would say to them for their use of the military arm, 
and they therefore promulgated a platonic circular 
sketching out an auxiliary police force. The circular 
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was sent to the police authorities, and there is little 
doubt that it is suitably housed in an obscure pigeon¬ 

hole. 
Active and determined minds having assimilated the 

lesson that in future personal safety and private rights 
would not be adequately protected by a Government 
themselves under the control of the law-breakers, 
realised that in the future, at all events, in a 

far greater degree that in the past, the individual would 
be compelled to protect himself and his interests. The 
only way in which organised disorder can be adequately 
met is by organising the forces of order. 

From this idea has sprung one of the most astonishing 

movements of the times. We refer to the civilian force. 
Inaugurated a few months ago with uncertain prospects, 
the movement is to-day of surprising vigour. Many 
thousand men have been enrolled, all of them men of 
fine physique, many of them time-expired soldiers. The 
force is bound by strict rules of discipline and well- 
uniformed. The men are available to protect private 
property at any time, and when sworn in as special 
constables—as has been done in the case of hundreds— 
organised and serviceable material is immediately avail¬ 
able in aid of the civil power. There is an excellent 
mounted company, and many of the men are skilled, 
and are able to work services which the enemies of 
society and humanity wish to paralyse to effect some 
subversive and revolutionary end. The most effective 
reply to the Syndicalist ideal of paralysing industry will 
be the success on lines of the utmost magnitude of the 
civilian force or volunteer police. 

The Times, in an admirable article commending the 

movement two months after its inception, wrote: — 

When Liverpool babies were dying in hundreds 

because railwaymen would neither bring their food 

to the town nor allow others to bring it, Liverpool 

citizens, however willing to aid the police and save 

their children, were powerless for want of organisa¬ 

tion. The Volunteer Police Force aims at giving 

them as much organisation as would have enabled , 

them to keep the railways running and to maintain 

the food supply until such times as the railwaymen 

were willing to resume work. They would not in 

such a case assume any right that does not belong 

to every citizen, or discharge any duty that is not 

incumbent upon every citizen. They would merely 

exercise their right and discharge their duty in co¬ 

operation and under intelligent direction, instead of 

as isolated and ineffective units. The Labour men 

say that this is directed against them. In that case 
it is evident that their movements are directed against 

the public at large. The Volunteer Police Force is 

not directed against anyone. It is purely defence. 

It is, in fact, an organised effort on the part of the 

public to save itself from starvation and loss in manv 

forms while certain parties are fighting out a quarrel 

of their own. 
1 

A most powerful and flourishing organisation, and one 
which deserves well of the law-abiding amongst the 
public * Cecil Cowper. 
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Syndicalism, and After.—I 

By E. Ashmead-Bartlett. 

ONLY the most unsophisticated now believe that the 
strike and the resulting deplorable chaos, which 

are rapidly turning these islands into a vast poor-house 
of unemployment, are due to economic causes which 
were incapable of solution or adjustment. It would be 
absurd to deny that the miners have no grievances; it 
would be equally absurd to deny that the owners have 
no cause for complaint. In every great industry— 
especially that of mining, which is carried on under 
conditions of peculiar difficulty and danger—there must 
be cases of hardship and injustice, but the whole trend 
of latter-day relations between capital and labour is to 
remedy these evils as they arise by legislation, or by 
mutual agreement, or by the machinery of the Concilia¬ 
tion Boards, which have done such useful work during 
the past few years. 

In the mining industry the questions and disputes 
which arise between owners and men vary according 
to districts in a manner which is almost incompre¬ 
hensible to the lay mind. When you have an expert 
from Durham openly declaring at the Round Table Con¬ 
ference that the conditions under which the miners 
work in Yorkshire, and their complaints, are Greek to 
him, it is easy to grasp that the troubles in South Wales 
and the troubles in Scotland may be in many instances 
as far apart as the two poles. 

From the business standpoint it has been clearly 
shown at the Conference that it is utterly impossible for 
a body of owners and men sitting in London to attempt 
to settle the affairs of collieries scattered all over Great 
Britain. It would be just as futile to try every case of 
petty larceny committed throughout the British Empire 
in London as to endeavour to fix in Downing Street an 
equitable minimum wage for each individual colliery or 
district. Therefore the question naturally arises: How is 
it that the parties have not realised this fact—which 
must be obvious to any man of commonsense—and 
settled their disputes locally, as they have managed to 
do hitherto? The answer is simple. For the first time 
® the history of industrial life in this country Syn¬ 
dicalism has attempted to usurp the functions of the 
Government and to dictate its own terms to the com¬ 
munity by means of a General Strike. It must be borne 
,n that although nominally only the miners are on 
^nke, in reality, as the men’s leaders knew from the 
s*art (basing on this fact their plan of campaign), a coal 
Mn"ke *ould sooner or later automatically and in spite 
°f themselves or their true wishes affect the employ- 
ment of almost every worker in the country. It has 
been from the first not an economic struggle, but a 
deliberate attempt on the part of the extremists among 
• c mens leaders to force their will on the nation by 
",eans of an industrial revolution. As one of the most 
i Eminent openly boasted a few days ago, “ The Govem- 

We are the Government." Syndicalism is the 
n S(dfish of all forms of Government; it is a caucus 
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ruling not in the interest of the nation and of the people 
as a whole, but in the interest of a particular section of 
the community. In the case of the Miners’ Federation, 
which has been holding up the country for three weeks 
past, it is absurd to argue that the leaders even considered 
the true interests of their men. It has been engineered 
in the interests of a small band of revolutionaries who tem¬ 
porarily control the votes of the men by means of “an 
open ballot," and the brutality of “ peaceful persuasion.” 
But to bring about this vast revolutionary Socialistic 
movement it was necessary to fix on some economic 
principle or cause—because we have not yet reached 
that state of cynicism (although we are fast approach¬ 
ing it) where even an excuse is not thought necessary; 
it was also essential to make a demand which the 
Syndicalists knew from the first would not be capable of 
easy adjustment, otherwise the opportunity for a display 
of power which would terrorise the Government and the 
country into further concessions would be lost. 

Therefore, on February 2 the Joint Conference of all 
the Miners’ Federations of Great Britain adopted a 
Schedule of Minimum Wages—varying in different dis¬ 
tricts, but based on figures which the most skilful cross- 
examination at the Round Table Conference failed to 
disclose—which the owners were brusquely ordered to 
accept or else face the risk of a general strike. The 
various Miners’ Federations at the same time pledged 
themselves to stand together and to refrain from work 
until their demands had been met in every district. 
Thus in this summary manner two experiments were 
initiated which have never been tried before in this 
country: (i) the dangerous principle of a Minimum 
Wage, whereby a man is to be paid a fixed sum irre¬ 
spective of whether he earns it or not; (2) a general 
linking up of a number of federations with widely diver¬ 
gent interests which pledge themselves to a common 
cause. Was there ever a more arbitrary action? The 
owners were not even consulted in the framing of the 
Schedules; invaluable information, without which no 
impartial authority would attempt to fix a minimum 
wage, was never examined; Parliament was never con¬ 
sulted as to whether it approved of the principle of a 
minimum or not; and the public, who were bound to be 
the chief sufferers in any upheaval in the coal trade, 
were totally ignored. This is Syndicalism with a ven¬ 
geance, and Syndicalism which did not even possess 
the single virtue of acting in the true interests of those 
it professes to represent. 

Do not for a moment suppose that a Union official 
in Yorkshire cares two straws about the conditions under 
which the men work in South Wales; or that the miner 
of Scotland mourns for the hard lives of the men of 
Durham ; or that the men of Northumberland ever give 
a thought to the miners of Scotland. Like a pack of 
wolves who are merely brought together for the sake of 
devouring a common prey they are equally willing to 
tear one another to pieces should no other victim be 
available. The truth of this cannot be gainsaid, because 
some of the Unions—for instance, those of Yorkshire 
and Durham—are very rich and have money enough to 
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keep their men out on strike for many weeks, whereas 
other Unions (those, for instance, in South Wales, and 
some in Scotland) are very poor, and their funds are 
already depleted. Therefore, naturally, one would sup¬ 
pose that as ail the Federations had united to fight for 
what they tried to make the public believe was a great 
ideal or principle—namely, a Minimum Wage—they 
would at once have pooled their funds so that the burden 
and hardships of this struggle with the capitalist would 
fall on all these heroes equally. But the Unions, which 
profess to hate capital in any form, are very careful 
when it is a question of parting with their own funds, 
and one of the first steps taken by the men's leaders 
after they had presented their loaded pistol at the heads 
of the owners was to make it perfectly clear to one 
another that as far as the sinews of war were concerned 
each must rely on what he possessed. 

Before the fatal resolution of February 2 was passed, 
which committed all the Miners’ Federations to a 
common policy, there were not wanting voices to warn 
the men against the fatal consequences of such a drastic 
decision. Many of the men’s leaders realised the danger 

of placing too much powder in a single gun, which 
might explode if let off, and thus inflict more damage on 
the hunters than oh the hunted. Many of the owners 
in the federated area, who were, for the most part, on 
excellent terms with the men’s leaders, begged them 
to consider carefully before entangling themselves with 
the “ Welsh and Scottish elements,” to quote Mr. Enoch 
Edward’s own words. But the warning fell on deaf 
ears. The temptation to handle such a big gun 

charged with so much powder for the first time was 
too much for the extremists, who carried the day. 

Had the men’s leaders foreseen all that has occurred 
since even they would have hesitated before taking on 
their shoulders such a mighty responsibility. Had they 
ever foreseen the amount of misery and suffering their 

action would inflict on all other workers it is only reason¬ 
able to suppose that some, at least, amongst them would 
have advocated a less drastic policy. They made the 

fatal blunder of imagining that the Government and the 
owners and the public would yield to this first essay in 
Syndicalism without a struggle. The memory of Lime- 

house was still fresh; the recollection of the action of 
the Government during the railway dispute last summer 
was fresher still, and they believed they had only to 
make their demands known to find the full strength of 
a united Cabinet behind them. They neither desired 
nor anticipated a long-drawn-out strike. They wished 

for a short struggle, just long enough to enable them to 
give an object lesson of their power and to make the 
country feel the iron glove without depleting the Union 
funds to too great an extent. The funds are the life¬ 
blood of the Union officials. Without this resource 
many of those who are negotiating in London, or filling 
agreeable billets in the various centres of the Federa¬ 
tions, would be “ getting ” coal at the face of some 
seam hundreds of feet below the earth. They would 
far rather repudiate for ever the principle of a Minimum 
Wage than be faced with such a contingency. 
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Evolution 

“ Evolution Old and New,”* now reprinted more 

than twenty years after its second edition, was “to 
show . . . that evolution not only tolerates design, but 
cannot get on without it.” Such were Butler’s own 
words, but to the unbiased reader of these days the 
true purpose of the book is a good deal more obscure. 
The question of design seems to be settled to Butler s 
satisfaction in the first few chapters, largely with the 
help of Paley’s Natural Theology, which Butler con¬ 
fessed to thinking an intellectual tour dt force, and 
which was consequently a curious aid for him to choose 
in a scientific argument. (Indeed, Butler’s qualifications 
for attacking a burning biological question were so slight 
that he felt constrained to preface his book with a 

quotation to the effect that ignorance of a subject need 
not prevent a man from making up his mind about it.) 

Thereafter his main purpose seems the glorification of 
the “ older evolutionists ” at the expense of Charles 
Darwin. 

A great deal of the book is taken up with memoirs of 
Buffon, Lamarck, and Dr. Darwin, and with analyses 
of what Butler considered to be their philosophy. He 
diverted himself greatly by a cunning effort to explain 
Buff on’s many inconsistencies as a result of Buff on’s 
capricious habit of irony; when Buffon’s conclusions 

were right they were serious; when they were wrong 
they were ironical; an ingenious idea, but a dangerous 
method of criticism. After this Butler animadverted 
upon the neglect of Dr. Darwin and Lamarck by Charles 
Darwin, an indictment in which his hostility to the latter 

appears triumphant over everything else. He then 
begged the whole question with the utmost complacence, 
and switched off to an interesting, but not vastly im¬ 
portant, dissertation upon the wingless Madeira beetle 

Such a book naturally annoyed many people and 
puzzled many more. Grant Allen’s remarks in Thf. 

ACADEMY of May 17, 1879, still seem pertinent:— 

Is he (Butler) a teleological theologian making fun 
of evolution? Is he an evolutionist making fun of 
teleology? Is he a man of letters making fun of 
science ? Or is he a master of pure irony making fun 
of all three and of his audience as well? 

• 

A number of people must have echoed the last question, 

but as a matter of fact Butler was in deadly earnest. He 
felt the subject to be of grave importance, and he felt 

himself, as a man of intellect, capable of coping with it. 

His lack of special knowledge, however, and his quarrel 

with Darwin, upset his balance, and his work reveals 

only the spirited amateur. Darwinism is now beyond 

Butler’s attacks, an$ the latter’s views have ceased to 

have any scientific interest, if they ever had any. But 

he was a powerful and imaginative writer, with a great 

gift of illustrating dry theory by concrete instances, an 
for this reason even his least successful books have an 

interest. 

* Evolution Old and Sew. By Samuel Buti.fr. (Fifkl 

5s. net.) 
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REVIEWS 
Poets, Major and Minor 
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.Six Lyrics from the Ruthenian of Taras Shevchdnko; also 

The Song of the Merchant Kalashnikov from the 
Russian of Mikhail Ldrmontov. Rendered into Eng¬ 
lish Verse, with a Biographical Sketch, by E. L. 
Voynich. (Elkin Mathews, is. net.) j 

A Mere Song. By Muriel Elsie Graham. (Elkin 

Mathews, is. net.) 
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The Comfort-Lady, and Other l erses. By C, A. Nichol¬ 

son. (Elkin Mathews, is. net.) 
I 
1 

<4T) ALLADS and Verses of the Spiritual Life ” j 
-■J is a title which leads us to expect much. 

Few modem poets have been entirely successful with 
religious or semi-religious subjects, and we fear that 
Mrs. Nesbit is not an exception. This is not to say 
ttat she does not succeed often, or that there is no 
P°ttry in this volume; but simply that the essential 
things of the spiritual life, its inwardness and its 
mysticism, are rarely touched upon. The majority of 
these poems have religious topics, but they deal more 
Mth the external and picturesque aspects of religion 

with its unseen world of realities, which are dis¬ 
tinctively spiritual. There are verses which, in their 
definiteness, detail, and colour, remind us of the earlier 

illiam Morris—the former part of “ Ruckinge Church,” 
instance: — 

The boat crept slowly through the water-weeds 

That greenly cover all the waterways, 

Between high banks where ranks of sedge and reeds 

Sigh one sad secret all their quiet days, 

Through grasses, water-mint and rushes green, 
And flags and strange wet blossoms, only seen 

Where man so seldom comes, so briefly stays. 

Inch the mediaeval colour of Catholicism is very 
effectively set forth in many of these poems. A new 1 

social sympathy is struck in the latter part of 
*e volume, and the stanzas in which this is heard are 
J? aps the most vital in the book. A remarkable 
k *s poem, entitled “ Inasmuch as ye did 

In order to show that Mrs. Nesbit is 
aP* e of real poetry, we quote the following lines ; 

from “ Via Amoris,” in which, perhaps, she comes 

nearest to fulfilling the promise of her title: 

! Come, Love ! the house is garnished and is swept, 

Washed clean with all the tears that I have wept, 

Washed from the stain of my unworthy fears, 

Hung with the splendid spoils of wasted years, 

j Lighted with lamps of hope, and curtained fast 

Against the gathered darkness of the past. 

When we open “ The Circle and the Sword ” we find 
ourselves in a very different atmosphere. Here is the 
spiritual life indeed. The powers both of expression 
and of thought displayed in this slender volume make 
it worth any half-dozen collections by modem minor 
singers. It belongs to the Celtic School, but we detect 
in it signs of strength which only too rarely characterise 
that school. There is a religious mysticism which is 
often amazing, though occasionally somewhat obscure, 
as in the poem entitled “ The Sword.” The following 
lyric is a good illustration of this aspect of Mr. Plunkett’s 
work: — 

I see his blood upon the rose 

•And in the stars the glory of his eyes; 

His body gleams amid eternal snows, 
His tears fall from the skies. 

I see his face in every flower; 

The thunder and the singing of the birds 

Are but his voice—and carven by his power, 
Rocks are his written words. 

All pathways by his feet are worn, 

His strong heart stirs the ever-beating sea, 

His crown of thorns is twined with every thorn, 
His cross is every tree. 

Sometimes the imagery becomes almost too stagger¬ 
ing, and one feels that there is a straining after effect. 
But always there is something arresting and forceful, 
while in several metrical experiments a real mastery is 
shown. We sincerely hope to see more of this poet’s 
work, for it is full both of achievement and promise. 

A small but exquisitely printed and bound brochure 
next claims our attention. “New Poems” is delicate, 
cultured verse, the work of one who can express sweetly 
the sentiments that most of us are unable to put into 
words, although a little more emotion and individuality 
could occasionally be desired. “Amor Triumphans” 
will fairly represent its quality: — 

Lord of my trembling heart, I yield to thee, 
The fight is over, I am spent and faint; 
In vain, in vain I prayed not to desire, 

And shut the door against fierce love’s complaint. 

No more can 1 forbid my King his throne 

Or save myself from sinking at his feet,— 

Left me in thy strong arms and hold me close. 
My Conqueror ! Is the surrender sweet? 

We owe a debt of gratitude to the two ladies who 
have given us in “Magyar Poems” a glimpse of a 
literature that is too little known in this country. Wo 
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arc more familiar with the music of Hungary, thanks 
to Liszt and Brahms, than with her poetry. This volume 
will help us to realise that she has a wealth of poets 
as well as of weird, wild melody. Selections from no 
fewer than fifteen sources are given, and are preceded 
by a few words of biography in each case. The poems 
often read like original work, and not like translations, 
which is perhaps the best praise that can be given, 
although the accuracy of the translations is vouched 
for by Arminius Vamb6ry, who contributes a “ Fore¬ 
word/* The note oftenest sounded in these poems is 
that of patriotism: there is a reality and passion in the 
expression of this sentiment which is too rare in the 
England of to-day. We wonder when an English poet 
will utter such a desire as this, by the greatest Hun¬ 
garian lyric poet, Petofi:— 

A thought torments me: ’tis that I may die 

Among my pillows, fading like a bloom 
Whose root the canker gnaws, or wasting slow 

Like a pale candle in an empty room. 

Oh, God, it is to Thee my fervent prayer 

Thou wilt from such a death Thy servant spare ! 

Let me be as a tree by lightning riven, 

Or by a storm torn up, in Nature’s ire; 

A rock from mountain crest to valley driven 

By an earth-shaking thunderbolt of fire; 

When, of their thraldom tired, the nations rise, 

And the red standard boldly is unfurled 

Above the battlefield, wTith this device, 

These blessed words, “Freedom for all the world !’’ 

All students of Continental literature, as well as all 
lovers of poetry, should secure this collection. 

A booklet with a similar aim is a translation from 
the Ruthenian of the peasant poet Shevchenko. It is 
a poignantly sad life-story that the translator has pre¬ 
fixed to these lyrics. Bom in serfdom, Shevchenko 
had to contend with almost every Hindrance that a poet 
can encounter. Surely, never was a genius so sorely 
beset with difficulties. A passionate love for his native 
soil breathes in these few' lyrics, as the opening of 
No. IV will indicate : — 

Dig my grave and raise my harrow' 

By the Dnieper side 

In Ukrdlna, my own land. 

A fair land and wide. 

I w’ill lie and watch the cornfields, 

Listen through the years 

To the river voices roaring. 

Roaring in my ears. 

Mr. Voynich has done well to translate these, and 
to add to them a poem by the much better known 

Russian, Lermontov. 
Many a young verse-writer must have been grateful 

to Mr. Elkin Mathews for the opportunity of making 
his bow in the dainty “Vigo Cabinet Series,” in which 
garb our last two singers appear. Muriel Elsie Graham 
shows much technical power and a certain sw'eet fluency 
in " A Mere Song” These are verses of considerable 

promise, as two stanzas of “ The Witnesses ” will 
show:— 

From gaslit rooms where mirth is loud. 

And silence jars, 

We pass from out the chattering crowd— 

And lo ! the stars. 

Clear eyes that watch with grave disdain 

Earth’s shadow' show, 

Where phantom millions chase in vain 

A phantom glow. 

The curiously named volume by C. A. Nicholson 
bears the stamp of a forceful individuality. Our poet 

divides his powers chiefly between two such dissimilar 
classes of topics as the childlike and the horrible. The 

child-poems have a certain naivete, while the ballads 
have the right sense of horror so essential to a good 
tragic ballad. Of course, there are instances of other 
kinds of work, but we feel that we would like to see 
more of Mr. Nicholson’s verse before expressing too 
strong an opinion. We subjoin a tiny lyric, “To the 
Comfort-Lady ”: — 

Dear, as you softly pass, 

The flowers spring anew; 

Your feet scarce brush the grass 

Or shake the silver dew. 

Yet in the dawn I feel 

Your shadow-wings are near; 
Sorrow itself you heal 

As you pass softly, dear. 

One thing strikes us as we reach the end of this 
little list of verse-books. Very few of them, if any, 
can hope for a wide circulation, while some will scarcely 
pay the expenses of publication. Even the best poetry 
is too often like a voice crying in the wilderness. Yet 
these things do not deter our versifiers from the risks 
of publication, so that, in a sense, some may be said 
to be willing to suffer for the cause of poetry. No cause 
is hopeless while it has devotees of this kind; hence 
we look forward to a time in the not very remote future, 
after the present transitional period has somewhat 
passed, when poetry shall again find its ancient 
ascendency. 

Bergson Criticised 
A Critical Exposition of Bergson's Philosophy. By J. 

M’Kbllar Stewart. (Macmillan and Co. 5s. net.) 

M. BERGSON is one of the few philosophers who have 

attained to a certain degree of popularity, for, generally 

speaking, philosophers are very far from being popular. 
It is not because, unlike his predecessors, he has been 
able to express himself so lucidly that he who runs 

may read the Riddle of the Universe. Bergson has 
probed the skein of the nature of intuition as apphe 
to Time, Matter, Freedom, etc., and in the process, like 
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the philosophers of the past, he has succeeded in tying 
that skein into knots, to say nothing of his mystified 
readers as well This is inevitable; but the point is 
that Bergson has contributed as much to literature, per¬ 
haps more, than he has done to philosophy itself. We 
are often puzzled and bewildered in the intricate mazes 
through which he leads us, and, though we may not be 
able to grasp anything like the whole of his meaning, 
we are, nevertheless, quick to perceive the charm of 
his style and the dazzling and poetic force of his many 
metaphors. Bergson in philosophy, Huxley in science, 
and the late Professor William James in psychology are 
all famous for their fine literary style, and the dark 
places through which they have led us have assuredly 
been illuminated and made even pleasurable, because 
in carrying out their respective arguments they have 
contributed to literature. 

Dr. J. M’Kellar Stewart writes <rthat metaphor is not 
always conducive to clearness, and that illustration is 
apt to be confused with argument. My aim has been 
to present clearly the root ideas of his philosophy so 
far as they appear in the work which he has made 
public, to examine their validity, and to consider their 
value as a contribution to modern philosophic thought." 
We shall probably have many volumes written on similar 
lines, but our contention is that philosophy and meta¬ 
physics have always tried to express the unutterable, 
and if, therefore, the result is very far from satisfying, we 
may as well have all the beauty of language as a 
recompense for our disappointment. This is just what 
Bergson gives us, and what Dr. Stewart, with the best 
intention, takes away. 

closing sentence in Bergsons treatise on 
Laughter" is as follows:—“The philosopher who 

gathers a handful (of the comic foam) may find that 
the substance is scanty and the after-taste is bitter.” This 
might be even more truthfully applied to the philosophy 
that tries to label the exact nature of intuition in 
relation to things spiritual. We know that intuition is 
a ^tivated form of instinct, that it is something over 
and above ordinary intelligence; but the bitter taste 
comes when we try to define it further. And why? 
Because spiritual intuition is a flash from the Divine, a 
glimpse of the Vision that is one of the secrets of the 
soul, and can only be understood by others through a 
|°n£ process of initiation. Over and over again we 

tad long arguments on metaphysical subjects. 
Jver and over again we have restated our case; but 
^er repeated efforts the right word, the right phrase, 
0r another’s understanding, has not come. We dimly 

l^rcrive the truth ourselves, but the perception is 
inward, exclusively of the spirit. Outwardly we rotate 
® blurred and murky circles, the circles of words of 

1 e hrite vainly trying to voice and explain the Infinite. 

^ant’ in his “ Critique of Pure Reason,” regarded all 
Jvnowledge as belonging to “ the material, the mechanical, 
^ mathematical,” and, in consequence, conceptions of 
J°d and Immortality received no place in his method 
0 reasoning. Kant's outlook, correct enough as far 

as it went, was necessarily limited. Bergson’s aim is 
“ to establish the position that the faculty of knowledge, 
as Kant understood it, is a mere fragment of that faculty 
in its entirety.” In other words, Bergson has risen 
above a purely materialistic basis, so that his conception 
of knowledge is the material added to the spiritual, and 
the ever-expanding study of psychology is daily adding 
to knowledge and giving it a deeper and broader signi¬ 
ficance. Dr. Stewart writes: —“ By a literally super¬ 
human effort the philosopher may transcend the point 
of view of intelligence, and by a stroke of sympathetic 
insight perceive or feel the impulsion at the heart of 
reality.” We have surely gone far and travelled wisely 
when we realise, as the older philosophers were too timid 
to do, that there is an inner knowledge—call it faith, 
spirituality, or what we will—that sees further than reason, 
however pure, finds a hand that leads us forth to a place 
where the light shines, and where we discover “the one thing 
needful.” Dr. Stewart writes:—44In successive efforts 
of intuition, philosophy musf pursue its task. Philosophy 
thus introduces us into spiritual life. That is its domain.” 
The dictionary interpretation of the word philosopher is 
“one who acts calmly and rationally in all affairs of 
life.” Thanks to Bergson and to others of his school, 
the philosopher now stands for a good deal more, and 
it is a welcome sign of advancement that this is so. 

There is one remark of Bergson to which we must 
take strong objection. He writes44 The doctrine 
which I hold is throughout a protest against mysticism, 
since it proposes to reconstruct the bridge (broken since 
Kant) between metaphysics and science ” Since modern 
philosophy has introduced us into the spiritual life, it 
cannot afford to discountenance the teaching of 
the mystics. Since this book was published, Miss 
Evelyn Underhill, in the February English 
Review, has written a most able article on "Berg¬ 
son and the Mystics” She cannot have read the 
passage we have just quoted, which is so strongly 
antagonistic to mysticism; but she shows, nevertheless, 
with wonderful lucidity, that Bergson’s philosophy can 
be applied to the work of the mystics with considerable 
advantage. If Bergson's basis of philosophy is intuition, 
then intuition is no more finely developed than among 
the mystics. The root idea of the mystics, irrespective 
of religion and nationality, has always been the same. 
They have seen the same Vision, whether in Germany 
or Persia, from different points of view. Some have 
lifted the veil higher than others, but all are afire with 
the same flash of spiritual insight, all are aware of the 
oneness of the universe and of the intimate relationship 
between the Beloved and those who hear His call. A 
new and happy laughter will ring through the philosophy 
of Bergson when this brilliant writer, in striving to voice 
the unutterable, joins hands with the mystics. Dr. 
Rudolf Steiner has done so, and, more, he has shown 
that just as earthly knowledge may be attained accord¬ 
ing to the intellectual capacity, so may the spiritual 
knowledge be acquired, little by little, through the pro¬ 
cess of initiation, meaningless to the many, all-important 
to the few whose eyes have been spiritually opened. 
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The Land of the Conqueror 
The Normandy Coast. By Charles Merk. Illustrated. 

(T. Fisher Unwin. 6s. net.) 

Le Ligendaire du Mont Saint-Michel. By Etienne 
Dupont. (Robert Duval, Paris. 3 fr.) 

Tombelaine: Une Citadelle Anglaise et ses Bastilles en 

France pendant la Guerre de Cent Ans. By Etienne 
Dupont. (Louis Jouan, Caen.) 

The Settlement of Normandy. By G. F. B. de Gruchy. 
(Jaques and Son. is. net.) 

R. FISHER UNWIN has temporarily left 
our English shores and crossed the Chan¬ 

nel for the latest addition to his well-known 
and always welcome “ County Coast Series ” 
of descriptive, historical, and literary handbooks, 
hitherto devoted exclusively to the coast-line of this 
country. The reason for the inclusion of what one may 
term this “ extra ” volume in the series is no doubt to 
be found in the fact that the history of Normandy was 
for a long period so closely interwoven with our own, 
from the time of Edward the Confessor to at least the 
Pea«e of Bretigny in 1360—when England renounced 
her claim to the ancient duchy—if not to the close of 
the Hundred Years War, which terminated about a 
century later. 

The Rev. Mr. Merk, who is English chaplain at 
Dieppe, has been long resident on this picturesque coast, 
and is quite at home in describing its white cliffs and 
long stretches of yellow sands, its green hills and 
pastures, and the grand rocks facing the Channel 
Islands and including the famous Mont St. Michel with 
its mediaeval dungeons and ancient abbey. The fashion¬ 
able seaside resorts, the old-world fishing villages and 
hamlets, the numerous harbours, and the many coast 
towns of greater or lesser importance, all receive their 
share of notice, both topographical and historical. Of 
all these places, however, probably the most interesting 
to those of English blood is the little town of Dives, 
from whence Duke William, that “ very great war-man, 
called Billy the Norman,” sailed to the conquest of 
England in 1066. 

The event is duly chronicled on a memorial stone in 
the vicinity; but it is difficult nowadays to imagine that 
his fleet of four hundred ships and a thousand transport- 
boats ever found room to remain for a month, awaiting 
a favourable wind, in the mouth of the little river. It 
should be borne in mind, however, that that stream 
has been gradually silting up during the centuries, and 
“ green fields now extend where the fleet of the future 
Conqueror rode at anchor.” The book is embellished 
with a charming coloured frontispiece, and many fine 
engravings from photographs vividly depict the rich 
province which once formed part of our English realm. 
The Normandy coast is an ideal spot for a holiday, 
and, as it is but a five hours’ journey from London, 
many of us, whose forefathers may have hailed from 
there, might do worse than pay it a visit at vacation 
time, taking Mr. Merk’s entertaining and instructive 
volume as “ guide, philosopher, and friend.” 
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M. Etienne Dupont, who is a judge at the Civil Tri¬ 
bunal at St. Malo, has been at some pains to collect 
together the various legends and traditions connected 
with the Mont St. Michel One of the earliest incidents 
in its history—the meeting of Harold and William near 
the sanctuary of the Archangel, when on their way to 
wage war against Conan, Duke of Brittany—is repre¬ 
sented on the famous Bayeux tapestry. Tiphaine 
Raguenel, the wife of the redoubtable Bertrand 
Duguesclin, had a residence there, in which she occupied 
herself with the study of astrology. The history of the 
Mount, both legendary and otherwise, is romantic in the 
extreme, and most tragic also. Louis XI used it as a 
State prison, in which he confined his miserable victims 
in cages. There is a horrible story at a later period of 
a poor prisoner being devoured alive by rats. The 
fortress was several times unsuccessfully besieged by the 
English, and it looms largely during the Wars of 
Religion, being contended for by both parties. 

Its near neighbour, Tombelaine, was a thorn in the 
side of the French during the whole of the Hundred 
Years War. It was captured by the English by a 
coup-de-main, and at once strongly fortified, and during 
that sanguinary period it proved useful alike for both 
attack and retreat, and with quite a small garrison defied 
all the efforts of the French to subdue it, until towards 
the close of those prolonged hostilities, when the garrison 
surrendered with the honours of war, England being no 
longer able to render assistance. 

Mr. de Gruchy’s little volume consists of a paper read 
by him at a meeting of the Jersey Society last year, on 
the occasion of the millenary of the foundation of Nor¬ 
mandy by Rolf, the first duke; and with regard to the 
Channel Islands, which are all that remain to us of 
the ancient duchy, he points out that our present 
sovereign is “the forty-fourth duke in succession of the 
blood of the founder.” Mr. de Gruchy is very proud of 
his Norman descent, and he claims that Jerseymen are 
a more ancient nation than the French, and with their 
brothers of Guernsey, Sark, and Alderney represent the 
old Norman people to-day. “ Indeed,” he says, “ I think 
that we Islanders are justly entitled to boast that 
we are the only true Normans left, because we 
alone have kept up an unbroken loyalty, both to our 
old Norman institutions and to that Norman family of 
Rolf the Viking, for whom our forefathers first won a 
Duchy, and then a Kingdom, which has grown into a 
World-wide Empire over four hundred millions of souls ” 

An Artist on Tour 
Through India and Burmah with Pen and Brush. By 

A. Hugh Fisher. (T. Werner Laurie. 15s. net.) 

IF Mr. Fisher had used his pen as well as he can wield 
his brush, this book might have been published to 
greater advantage. Anyone may read it through care¬ 
fully, and have nothing to say in favour of the text. 
Some of the illustrations, more particularly those in 
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colour, are worth a glance in passing; but even they 
hardly attain to the standard of merit which pictures 
of Indian scenes and persons have often reached. It 
is, briefly, the typical work of a superficial observer, who 
has endeavoured to “embody some of my impressions 
and experiences,” but has failed to convey a single item 
of information that has not already appeared often in 
other publications, while he has constantly written without 
taking the trouble to verify his facts. He has made at 
least one egregious mistake, which is inexcusable even 
in a globe-trotting artist The illustration at page 204 
is of “The Kutab Minar and the Iron Pillar, Fatehpur 
Sikri.” The minaret and the pillar are at old Delhi, 
ten miles from modern Delhi. Fatehpur Sikri is about 
twenty-four miles from Agra. Mr. Fisher visited both 
Fatehpur Sikri and Delhi, but still he can attach such a 
description to his illustration. Again, in his account of 
the Muharram celebration at Agra, Mr. Fisher writes 
that both Hassan and Hussein (sons of Ali and Fatima, 
the daughter of Muhammad) died in battle, being killed 
at Kerbela. He has evidently written without a know¬ 
ledge of the facts. Hassan succeeded his father Ali as 
Caliph in 661 A.D., but after a few months abdicated 
and retired to Medina. After eight years spent in ease 
and quietness, he met his death there by poison at the 
hand of one of his wives. It was Hussein (Hassan’s 
brother) who was killed on October 10, 680 A.D. (now 
the tenth day of the Muharram), at the battle of Kerbela, 
fought with Yezid, ruler of Syria. As Hassan had died 
years before that battle, Mr. Fisher’s statement is in¬ 
accurate. 

It is fair to criticise Mr. Fisher, as he is keen 
to criticise others. For instance, he relates that a police 
inspector at Benares told him that Warren Hastings 
concealed himself in a well there “ during the Mutiny.” 
Mr. Fisher does not appear to be aware of the personal 
danger to which Warren Hastings was exposed at 
Benares when Chait Singh rebelled in 1781. It can 
easily be supposed that the native inspector, thinking 
in the vernacular and translating into English, used the 
word mutiny when he meant the rebellion of 1781, but 
that he did not mean the mutiny of 1857. The imputa¬ 
tion against the inspector of confusion in history was 
scarcely deserved. Mr. Fisher’s own inaccuracies should 
not have occurred. He refers to the Auchterlony Monu¬ 
ment in Calcutta (erected to Sir David Ochterlony). He 
calls Howrah the terminus of the Eastern Bengal Rail¬ 
way, whereas it is the end of the East Indian, as Sealdah 
is of the Eastern Bengal. He writes of Howrah as on 
the south side of the Hooghly, whereas it i9 on the 
west. His verbal mistakes are innumerable. A few 
may be mentioned. He writes of Akhbar, Koda, Sookua, 
Teester, Sawar, Idgar, Shaddra, Jaswan, Ruri, Jacobs, 
Tarshoon, where he should have written Akbar, 
Koila, Sookna, Teesta, Sawai, Idgah, Shadera, 
Jaswant, Rohri, Jacob, Trisul. His proofs should have 
been examined by some expert. He refers to some 
pensioners at Benares of the old Mogul dynasty as 
“ some old Delhi kings,” though the last monarch of 
the race died in 1862. It would be tedious to catalogue 

his slips. He has trusted to his ear, which has deceived 
him. Such instances show the superficial character of 
his knowledge. Like all temporary visitors to India, 
he has a “ political ” chapter of his observations, of the 
usual Radical type, in which Mr. Keir Hardie, Mr. Ram¬ 
say Macdonald, and others have preceded him. His 
idea is that we should help India to become a nation, 
and that “ our rule should be so conducted as to prepare 
India for ultimate self-government and a place in the 
future councils of a British confederation among the 
other units of the Empire.” Fortunately he is also 
aware that “ many, many will be the years to come ere 
the Mohammedan will he down with the Hindoo, and 
a little Parsee shall lead them to the sound of Sikh flutes 
and Christian tabors ”! 

As Mr. Fisher has seen the surface of the country 
and the sights of some of the chief towns of India and 
Burmah, so he has picked up scraps of old information 
without pursuing any object thoroughly, with the result 
that his book is of no value whatever for present delecta¬ 
tion or instruction, or for future reference. Of little 
use as a guide-book, it is quite useless to anyone desiring 
a knowledge of India beneath the immediate surface of 
things. 

The Free Trade Fallacy 
The Path of Empire. By H. Page Croft, M.P. (John 

Murray. 2s. 6d. net.) 

FREE Traders will not like this book, but they 
ought to be made to read it, nevertheless. Mt. 
Joseph Chamberlain, who has probably done more than 
any other man toward consolidating the Empire, has 
written an all too short preface, in which he points out 
that we cannot, if we would keep our own position, 
afford to neglect our Colonies and their claims. Then 
the author, taking each aspect of his subject in detail, 
points out our shortcomings and neglect of an urgent 
problem, and speaks with a certainty weighted by un¬ 
mistakable facts of the consequences of further neglect. 
It has been remarked often enough that statistics may 
be made to prove anything, but here are vital facts which 
prove the value to England—and even the necessity— 
of Colonial preference. It is pointed out and proved 
that a preferential tariff could not be made a means of 
damaging us by our foreign neighbours, since these 
latter already exclude practically all that they do not 
want of our goods, while we exclude nothing. Further, 
the old Free Trade cry that our Colonies are negligible 
consumers of our goods in comparison with foreign 
countries is as false as the big loaf bogey, for the 
German Empire consumes as much and no more than 
Australasia, though the proportion of inhabitants is ten 
to one. New Zealand and Canada, with the same pro¬ 
portion of inhabitants, buy as much as the United States,, 
and South Africa purchases more than France. The 
“unscrupulous war-cry of the Free Trade tub-thumper” 
is criticised and exposed, in view of the increasing cost 
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of living under Free Trade conditions, which every 
country but our own has abandoned; and the appeal of 
J. J. King, the railway magnate of the States, is quoted, 
in which he pleads that, “ if British Preference were 
carried, American farmers would have to accept less for 
their wheat which was conveyed to the United 
Kingdom.” 

The author passes to criticism of the Navy and Army, 
and unreservedly and justly condemns the failure of 
Lord Haldane’s Territorial system, outlining an alter¬ 
native scheme which, though it would bring about a 
storm of hostile criticism, has at least the merit of pro¬ 
viding us with an efficient defensive force—and the 
Territorial scheme has never got as far as that, nor does 
there seem any likelihood that it ever will. As is pointed 
out here, in every respect the force has fallen short of 
the minimum requirements for safety as laid down by 
the War Minister. Space will not permit of excerpts, 
but the book is one which every thinking man, regardless 
of party, should read for himself. It is crammed with 
facts and just but unsparing comments, for here is a 
man who is not afraid to show us our weakness, and 
to cause us to doubt whether we have not passed through 
advancement and the pause at the summit to the first 
steps of decline. So long have we neglected substance 
for shadow, sunk patriotism in party squabbles, and 
degraded politics by vote-catching legislation that 
decline may well await us. Here is one, a voice crying 
in the wilderness of party strife, who outlines a plan 
by which Motherland and Colonies may rise higher yet. 
The plan may be imperfect, may need many modifica¬ 
tions before it can win adoption; but here, at least, is 
proof that some remain among us able to think beyond 
immediate and selfish interests, and to consider the wel¬ 
fare of the English rather than the well-being of a 
county or a class. The book, short though it is, is well 
worthy of serious consideration by all thinking men— 
and by Radical extremists, too. 

Shorter Reviews 
On Horseback through Nigeria. By J. D. Falconer. 

Illustrated. (T. Fisher Unwin. 12s. 6d. net.) 

IT has become quite a common custom with publishers 
to insert on the paper wrappers of their books little 

notices bearing witness to the merits of the works en¬ 
closed, and presumably intended—or partly intended— 
for the guidance of reviewers. In this case, however, 
we find ourselves in disagreement with the publisher 
when he states that this is “ a handbook which will be 
found indispensable” by all who are interested in the 
progress and development of British dominions. For, 
as the author himself observes toward the end of his 
book, the casual traveller who spends but a night in 
every town has little opportunity of entering into the 
inner life of the people, and it is little more than a 
pleasant, gossipy record of a river voyage from Forcados 

to Nassarawa, and thence on horseback to the shores of 
Tchad, to the ancient Bornu kingdom, to Kano and 
Sokoto, and many other places of note in Nigeria. 
There are interesting little records of native life and 
customs, somewhat superficially observed, and at the 
commencement of the book Dr. Falconer has given an 
excellent pen-picture of the hopeless dreariness of the 
marshy, malaria-haunted, fever-stricken Niger delta and 
of the ugly realism which makes up a trader's life, his 
excitement at the coming of the mail from home, and 
the hourly monotony amid which he spends his days. 
But this insight to the life—the inner personal life—of 
the Niger territories extends but a few miles beyond 
Forcados. Up country, Dr. Falconer becomes a tourist, 
albeit a very observant and intelligent tourist, and he 
gives us only such impressions of each place as can be 
gathered in a day and a night, or in even less time. 
One charming little legend of the origin of monkeys is 
so well told that we could wish the author had spent 
more time on his trip, and had gathered up other speci¬ 
mens of Banchi and Hausa folk-lore. As it is the book 
is a pleasantly descriptive record of travel, but certainly 
not an “ indispensable handbook,” either to those who 
desire to visit Nigeria or to those who wish to acquire 
their information relating to the country at second-hand 

One point well worth noting is the profusion of kings 
—on one occasion Dr. Falconer had quite an escort of 
kings to guide and assist him on his way. Another point 
worth mention is the quality of the illustrations in the 
book, which, even in these days of universal Kodak-ism, 
are of exceptional merit, both as regards the interest of 
the subject-matter and the style of reproduction. 

The Dragon of Wessex. By Percy Dearmer, M.A., DD. 

(A. R. Mowbray and Co. 3s. 6d. net.) 

We can imagine no better book for a boy of twrelve or 
thirteen than this story of England in the days of 
Alfred. As a rule, the author who endeavours to com¬ 
bine amusement with instruction fails dismally in both 
undertakings. Dr. Dearmer, however, must be reckoned 
among the exceptions. He has a fine historical imagina¬ 
tion, and has captured and contrived to convey some¬ 
thing at least of the England of Alfred’s day—an Eng¬ 
land of wild forests and yet wilder men, of feasting and 
of fighting, of rude barbarians and of pale-faced monks. 
The struggle of the English with the Danes has rarely 
been more vividly depicted. Dr. Dearmer's impression 
of our heathen invaders differs markedly from that of 
Mr. G. K. Chesterton: — 

The Northmen came about our land, 
A Christless chivalry : 

* % 

Who knew’ not of the arch or pen, 
Great, beautiful, half-witted men 

From the sunrise and the sea. 

In this book they appear as foemen worthy of English 
steel, brave, courteous and chivalrous, though with a less 
sensitive code of honour than the men wfho fought with 
Alfred. Which view may be the correct one is, perhaps, 
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a matter of little moment The main thing is that Dr. 
Dearmer has succeeded in writing a first-class boys’ 
book, which happens at the same time to be a valuable 
introduction to one of the most stirring and fruitful 
periods of our national history. 

Castellinaria and other Sicilian Diversions. By Henry 

Festing Jones. (A. C. Fifield. 5s. net.) 

There is a slight disadvantage in reviewing this present 
work of Mr. Festing Jones, inasmuch as it deals in 
some measure with people and places treated in 44 Diver¬ 
sions in Sicily,” by the same author, but if the earlier 
work is as interesting as tthe book under review it is 
worth reading. 

The author is evidently quite at home with the 
Sicilians and lived their life—the life of the people; so 
much so that he was asked to be44 compere” or god-father 
to two if not more children bom to his friends, and 
thus became one of their family circles. For obvious 
reasons Castellinaria is not marked on any map of 
Sicily, but that is of no moment, as geography does not 
matter. We have a long and interesting account of 
marionettists whom the author helped with their plots— 
quite a Sicilian institution. As the Buffo said of one 
of the scenes, 44 There is nothing like it in Dante,” and 
later, 44 Who can bear testimony to the truth of Dante’s 
words ? We cannot cut his poem open and see his inner 
meaning, whereas I have cut my inferno open for you.” 
The Buffo goes to Catania for a holiday with the author 
later on and furnishes perpetual amusement, not only for 
him, but for the readers of the book. 

We have also a vivid relation of a visit to Messina 
and a description of the horrors there after the earth¬ 
quake, also a lengthy account of the sulphur mines and 
the inner working of the 44 Mafia,” which does not seem 
in reality to be the dreadful murder organisation which 
the Yellow Press makes it out to be. Altogether we 
thank the author for a very charming book giving vivid 
descriptions of the inner life, peculiarities and customs 
of a country comparatively unknown to the majority of 
even travelled Englishmen. 

Fiction 
The Forest on the Hill. By Eden Phillpotts. (John 

Murray. 6s.) 

NCE more, in the very heart of Dartmoor, we have 
wandered and played the spy while Mr. Philh 

potts brings forward his villagers and moormen to act 
their little parts for our behoof. The more we read of Mr. 
Phillpotts’ later novels, the more we feel sure that he 
is unjust in painting the Dartmoor folk in such sombre 
colours. Tragedy haunts the people of his books ; they 
ache with trouble and sorrow; an undiscovered murder 
(with Redstone, the murderer, living happily with the 
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wife who knew of his crime) forms the main theme of 
44 The Forest on the Hill,” and the suicide of Redstone, 
in order to save the suspected man under sentence of 
death, closes the story. It is really too bad. Fascinating 
though the finely-conceived plot may be, with powerful 
situations and pages of description that for their beauty 
have rarely been equalled, we suffer from a sense of 
repulsion. Cannot Mr. Phillpotts overcome this morbid 
desire to show the worst side of his chosen locality? 
It is true that Dartmoor has its bleak, wintry moods— 
well we know it!—and in those moods is fit setting for 
tragic passions; but when book after book deals with 
the grim human—or inhuman—aspect of life we are 
moved to protest Why may we not have from the same 
masterly hand an idyll without tragic consequences—a 
flower without so many poisoned thorns ? 

Timothy Snow and John Redstone, both suitors for 
the love of Drusilla Whyddon, are finely contrasted 
characters—the one cold, sceptical, moved to strange 
heights and tremendous emotion only by his one fierce 
passion, the other hearty, impulsive, unphilosophic, 
anxious in his bluff way to be 44 straight” and 44 sporting.” 
Drusilla gives up Timothy, whom she loves, at the in¬ 
stigation of old Lot Snow, who points out to her for 
his own miserly ends that such a marriage would spoil 
his nephew’s chances. Redstone wins her at last, after 
she has passed through deep waters; but he, in a fit of 
overwhelming temper, had struck Lot Snow and killed 
him. The nonchalance with which Redstone treats his 
dreadful deed will puzzle the reader—it is inconsistent 
with his character, although the author endeavours to 
bring it into correct perspective with the processes of 
his mind. Moyle, the policeman, who loves Audrey 
Leaman, a tempting, voluptuous maid who flirts with any 
man, discovers Lot’s body and concludes that Timothy is 
guilty, Timothy’s movements, made innocently enough, 
being highly suspicious. So the tangle goes on, until 
Redstone cuts the knot in his own terrible fashion. 

Between the pages describing these tense situations 
are many less depressing interludes; the intermittent 
chorus of rustics, the idyllic wooing of Timothy and 
Drusilla, the laughter of that gentle, optimistic old man, 
Redstone’s grandfather; but the general effect is one 
of gloom. We shall be glad when Mr. Phillpotts has 
worked out his present vein of dire discontent with his 
Dartmoor folk; perhaps then he will paint them in softer 
moods, less exaggerated, more as they really are. 

Passion-Fruit. By E. Charles Vivian. (Heinemann. 

6s.) 

The movements and perturbations of the human being 
under the influence of love (and its various imitations) 
form the theme of nine-tenths of the novels of the 
period, and to imagine, and having imagined, to create 
plausibly a situation or a set of circumstances which is 
not hackneyed, is sufficiently creditable an accomplish¬ 
ment to distinguish an author from the crowd. Mr. 
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Vivian has done this, and done it well. His hero, Wilfrid 
Stevens, a young engineer, vows himself “ in life and 
death ” to a girl before he has the slightest idea of what 
life is; he then takes up a position in India, and falls 
beneath the spell of one of those fragrant, irresistible 
women whom Kipling described so well in his earlier 
books—women who live on the admiration of men, and 
who as a rule are not too scrupulous in their love-affairs. 
At first this Mrs. Ashburnham plays with the 11 fresh ” 
youngster; but she wakens his passion, and—here is 
an original situation—he wakens her love. And there 
is the girl at home, building her castle of dreams on an 
unsubstantial foundation—the good faith of the absent 
lover. 

Tragedy is here indicated, of course; and tragedy 
comes; but for the way in which the author deals with 
his characters we have nothing but praise. Poor, 
ordinary Jessie, at home, is bewildered at the change in 
Stevens when he returns; she has never realised the great 
fact that the spirit is attacked by the gate of the senses— 
that the love of most men, once gained, must be retained 
by the practice of many little innocent arts and graces. 
Had she been more passionate, had she dressed in the 
“ mauve silk ” and used the compelling “ heliotrope per¬ 
fume” so dear to the heart of her unknown rival, she 
might have brought the impressionable youth back to 
her side. But the experienced woman of the world, in 
such a case, nearly always wins. Stevens, becoming 
famous by reason of a clever discovery of new pro¬ 
cesses in the manufacture of steel, is dissatisfied and 
morose, hears of the death of Ashburnham, and abruptly 
takes passage to India. The rest of this story we may 
leave readers to ascertain, merely stating that the sad¬ 
ness of the ending is relieved by a gleam of hope. The 
flaws which we noted in the author's former work—a 
certain forced humour and a propensity for the smart 
saying—are here absent. The book may be regarded in 
two lights, perhaps—as a study of the effects of tropical 
climate and exotic surroundings on a normally cool 
English temperament, and an illustration of the rash¬ 
ness of too early, too eager, plighting of faith. There 
are other subsidiary characters in the story, and of these 
one incurable optimist, Ridgway, is quite a notable 
success. The hope for slighted Jessie lies in Ridgway’s 
unconfessed love; for Stevens, with his life’s work. 
“ Passion-Fruit ” maintains its interest consistently, and 
not until the very end did we slacken in our intentness 
upon its tangled plot 

The Fen Dogs. By Stephen Foreman. (John Long. 

6s.) 

The period towards the close of the Napoleonic Wars 
is the time that Mr. Foreman has chosen for his story 
of “ The Fen Dogs," but there is no long-drawn-out and 
tedious description of campaigns—the campaigns that 
have been responsible for so many books and much 
romance. Mr. Foreman confines himself to an account 
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of what occurred to two English soldiers, tracing their 
fortunes through the latter part of the Peninsular War 
and then following them to their homes in the Fen 
district. The contrast between the two men is very 
vividly indicated, while Sanchia, a young Spanish 
woman, who is loved by them both in accordance with 
their different ideas of the passion, is a very real figure 
indeed. The times were stirring; people loved and 
hated well and fiercely, and Gordon Ye well and Anthony 
Waynford had no particular reason for being on good 
terms with each other, although Waynford had prac¬ 
tically saved Ye well’s life when they met abroad. Other 
dwellers in the Isle of Ely form a good background for 
the story. There is Manna Waynford, Anthony’s father, 
a noteworthy type of the kind of man produced by the 
Calvinism of the age; his wife, Margaret, who sym¬ 
pathised with and strove to abate her husband’s 
periodical fears of hell and the judgment to come; 
Christopher Tizack, an ex-schoolmaster and avowed 
Bonapartist; and Anna Matthewman, a love-sick maiden 
who gives as much affection as she is capable of to 
Gordon Ye well. No paragraph in the book is super¬ 
fluous; Mr. Foreman has an excellent story to relate, and 
makes good use of every page. We hope that we shall 
have many more to read from the same pen. 

Men and Dreams. By Mary E. Mann. (Mills and 

Boon. 6s.) 

This is a volume of little sketches and stories, mere 
♦ 

fragments of lives which the authoress has gleaned from 
time to time, as fiction-writers will. Some of the charac¬ 
ters are drawn from the life of rural Norfolk, and are 
reproduced with a fidelity that only a keen student of 
the slow-moving counties on which the North Sea 
washes could accomplish. For your Norfolk rustic is as 
no other villager, a being whose ways must be learned 
with infinite patience and care by those who would 
write of him, and one who must be known from youth 
up if he is to be reproduced as is done here. One or 
two of the stories are somewhat dull; the rest are at 
least interesting, and from among these may be chosen 
a few of exquisite delicacy and artistic power. “ Back to 
the Land ” is a fine, though brief, sketch embodying a 
sidelight, as it were, on one aspect of modern agricul¬ 
tural conditions; “ A Country Churchyard ” is a study 
rather than a story of a forgotten “ gentleman,” written 
with artistic restraint and developing a note of deep, 
true pathos; and “ A Man and a Dream,” the first story 
of the collection, bears in its few pages a message that 
never grows old. Eliminating a small minority of the 
contents of the book, it may be said of the remainder 
that they convey an atmosphere of simplicity, and 
evince a depth of understanding of the types which the 
authoress portrays, with sufficient force to sustain, if not 
to enhance, the reputation Mrs. Mann has already estab¬ 
lished. The book is an effective argument in favour of 
short stories in volume form. 
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The Theatre 
“98.9” at the Criterion Theatre 

E should imagine that the new play produced by 
Mr. Robert Loraine and written—although the 

author matters very little under this supermanly regime 
—by Mr. C. B. Femald is the outcome of a risky and 
rather ingenuous conference. We can imagine Mr. 
Robert Loraine, airman and actor, meeting Mr. C. B. 
Femald, an ambitious and not much-produced dramatist, 
and suggesting with some laughter and much enthusiasm 
a play which should be the very reverse of " Man and 
Superman.” We deduce this without having recourse to 
any of the “ Boys’ Own Paper ” methods of Sherlock 
Holmes. Mr. Robert Loraine has “ Man and Superman” 
on the brain. No wonder. When his fortunes were at 
a low ebb he produced “ Man and Superman ” in 
America. Since when, in the language of the typical 
millionaire, he has never looked back. Mr. Loraine has 
played Mr. Shaw’s very amusing, precocious play 
hundreds of times. No doubt he begins to believe he 
is John Tanner. He is undoubtedly something of a 
superman. He has flown. He has been successful while 
still upon the sunny side of forty. He is an actor- 
manager in London, and his portrait may be seen in 
the foyer of the Criterion Theatre any day of the week 
enshrined in blossoms. His name, in almost abnormal 
print, is to be seen daily in all the newspapers, while 
that of his author must be examined beneath a micro¬ 
scope. So we like to think that " 98.9 ” is the outcome 
of a pleasant and enthusiastic conference between a man 
and a superman, and that the scheme of the play came 
from the brain of the latter. 

Whether this is so or not, the fact remains that " 98.9 ” 
is " Man and Superman ” the other way round—the other 
way round, the wrong way—the other way round without 
any of the sparkle and daring, studied precocity, well- 
thought-out impromptu of the owner of the right of way. 
Mr. Shaw invented a curiously fascinating, unpleasant 
maiden who ran a man to earth without any of the 
instincts of the true sportswoman. Mr. Shaw, owing 
something perhaps to the management of the Drury 
Lane Theatre, but not acknowledging it, placed a motor 
car in the middle of one of his scenes. Mr. Shaw, who 
is never happy unless he is breaking the prescribed rules 
of the game, made several of his characters out-Fabian 
Fabians in their undamable flow of words. Mr. Loraine 
and Mr. Fernald, a little unwisely as it turns out, have 
made their hero the hunter, have obtained certain quite 
realistic effects from the flight of an aeroplane, and have 
out-Shawed Shaw in the length of some of their speeches. 
With an amusing but somewhat childish wish to puzzle 
the critics on the first night—a very easily puzzled set— | 
Mr. Loraine withheld the name of the author, and there i 
were some very unanalytical people who jumped at the 
conclusion that the piece was a burlesque of Bernard 
Shaw by Bernard Shaw. But these people had not 
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followed the output of England’s champion word-juggler 
very closely. The piece did not contain any of the usual 
jibes at law and order. It lacked also the usual Shavian 
note of sexlessness. The work was obviously that of 
someone without the courage to be original, but who 
proved himself to be a good enough workman to rely 
wholly upon himself. 

"98.9” has several points. It contains several very 
charming scenes in the best spirit of high comedy. The 
whole of the first act is very deft, very full of amusing 
detail. It gleams with very nearly witty dialogue, and 
has a curtain which compels applause. Its second act 
begins with a long and tiresome song off stage and never 
recovers from it. It certainly has one delightfully 
realistic although irremediably mechanical effect—the 
arrival of the superman in his aeroplane. This also, like 
the song, takes place off, but it is so well managed that 
the most unimaginative person in the audience can see 
the approach, its arrival and the descent in the garden 
at Bordhigera. Very little else happens in this act. Very 
little else happens in the next. The characters talk and 
talk and talk, and then suddenly the author drags in a 
cinematograph machine so that the superman shall have 
all the conversation to himself while showing the pro¬ 
ceedings of the heroine on the screen—the heroine who 
has, in the true Shavian manner, lied to her will-be 
husband. Just as in "Man and Superman” we had the 
willing collapse of the hunted man who wanted nothing 
so much as to be married by the girl upon whose charm¬ 
ing head he had poured accumulations of amazing oppro¬ 
brium, so in "98.9” we found the heroine willing and 
ready to fall into the arms of the restless, hysterical, 
garrulous, comedian-tragedian-farceur as soon as he 
should stop talking and ask her one direct question. 
This he did at the convenient hour of eleven, so all was 
well. 

As we have endeavoured to show, “ 98.9 ” would be a 
brilliant piece of work if it wasn’t for its plot. In other 
words, “ 98.9 ” would have been one of Mr. Fernald’s best 
plays if he had not been persuaded that “ Man and 
Superman ” was the greatest effort of our epoch. We 
know very well that Mr. Fernald is capable of writing 
work which is strikingly original. We shall never forget 
his "Cat and the Cherub.” It seems a great pity that 
in writing for Mr. Robert Loraine he was obliged to 
duplicate. We have really had something too much of 
supermen. We pine to find upon the stage once more 
ordinary human beings—men and women who do not 
bear upon their shoulders, as collars bear upon their 
bands, the labels of their makers, the Pinero, the Sutro, 
the Carton, the Galsworthy, the Eden Phillpotts, the 
Granville Barker, and the George Bernard Shaw—all 
" as now worn.” It is time that we sent an army of 
scavengers into the theatre to point powerful hoses upon 
all this freakishness, unhealthiness, and distortion, and 
to sweep up into one mighty pile all the studiously 
bizarre ideas, the feverishly strained impromptus of 
our hectic dramatists who sign petitions against the 
Censorship and advertise like Labour members. 

It is quite unnecessary to say that there is no 
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other actor in London who could have played the 
part of this Topsy-turvy Tanner. Mr. Robert Loraine 
gambolled with his part, and issued his Niagaran 
torrent of words with an air of enjoyment that was 
almost infectious. Men of long memories looked at 
each other with moist eyes and said, 44 Ah! Charlie 
Wyndham all over again/* Let Mr. Robert Loraine 
find a David Garrick, and in future move Mr. Bernard 
Shaw into his programme of special matinees. Nausea 
is setting in. Save us—oh! save us from these 
Shavians, these propagandists, these petition-signers. 

“Hippolytus” at the Imperial 

Institute 

The Poetry Society was setting itself no mean task 
when it decided to render the Hippolytus of Euripides 
as a poetic performance, and without reference to pre¬ 
vious dramatic representations. At the Imperial Institute 
on Saturday evening, March 16, an attempt was made to 
avoid a theatrical atmosphere, and to give an interpre¬ 
tation which was dignified, restrained, and as simple as 
circumstances would allow. The field of criticism was 
thus greatly diminished, and at the same time any 
defect became more glaring. Both from emotional and 
elocutionary standpoints, the performance failed to be 
impressive. In mitigation of the elocutionary defect it 
must be conceded at once that the acoustics of the 
Marble Hall of the University of London were far 
from perfection. A flight of stone steps, usually trodden 
by quaking students, but now by the Chorus of Greek 
maidens, was utilised as a stage; at the foot of the 
steps a portion of the Marble Hall was curtained off 
and served as the auditorium. 

The attendant acoustic difficulties may be largely 
responsible for the lack of intelligibility of much of the 
work of the Chorus. In training the Chorus, a method 
somewhat akin to the recitative of modern opera was 
adopted by Mr. Robert Stephenson, the 44 didaskolos ” 
and stage manager. Miss Efga Myers, owing to the 
sudden indisposition of Miss Ella Erskine, read the part 
of Phaedra in addition to interpreting Aphrodite, and 
must be congratulated upon a very praiseworthy per¬ 
formance. Mr. William Stack, as the wrongfully-used 
Hippolytus, and Mr. Gilbert Hudson, the chief hunts¬ 
man, expressed some fire and emotion in the rendering 
of their speeches, but most of the inwardness of the 
play was lost because of the extreme calmness and 
dignity of Mr. Robert Stephenson in the character of 
Theseus. The Nurse was not the fortunate possessor of 
that fine musical voice which was an absolute necessity 
of the Greek stage. The version chosen by the Poetry 
Society was the translation by Professor Gilbert 
Murray, which, though having the advantage of rhyme, 
seems to lack the power of some of the earlier 
translations. 

Music 
LAST week brought a rather severe disappointment 

with it—the music written for a masque by Sir 
Edward Elgar. The Press had not, so far as we are aware, 
indulged in those convulsive throbbings indicative of the 
near birth of some great thing, usual with it when the 
fremiire of a work by Elgar is approaching; but musical 
people had hoped that the popular composer would be 
found to have asserted his genius in this new departure, 
and given the world something worthy of the composer of 

Gerontius” and the “Enigma Variations.” He has a 
vivid imagination, and it might have been thought in spite 
of the failure of his Coronation music, that the splen¬ 
dour of the motive of the “ Crown of India ** would have 
stirred his genius to a corresponding musical glow. He 
is fond of experiments, and this opportunity was a new 
one. He was at one time said to be engaged on music 
for a grand ballet taken from Rabelais (it would have 
been pleasant to hear his delineations of Grangousier 
and Pantagruel), and thus one had come to think that 
a masque by Elgar might be the very thing in which he 
would succeed. We cannot say that he has done so. 
The book of the “ Crown of India” is by Mr. Henry 
Hamilton, who must have fettered his muse according to 
the principle of Dryden*s apology for his verses in “ King 
Arthur*’: “ These sorts of entertainments are principally 
designed for the eye and ear. Therefore, in reason, 
the librettist’s art ought to be subservient to the 
composer’s.” 

It is a dreary production—one that fails to excite any 
interest at all. The mounting is, of course, sumptuous, 
but the piece has no life. The music is appropriate, and 
that is the highest praise that can be given to )t. 
It is dull, uninspired, made up of the clever orchestral 
mannerisms from which Sir Edward seems to find it 
difficult to free himself. The 44 Flag of England,” very 
well sung by Mr. H. Dearth, is an advance in one im¬ 
portant respect upon 44 Land of Hope and Glory,” and 
the grotesque dance is happy enough. But we fear that, 
had the masque been performed and no composer’s name 
given, the music would have received little attention. 
It might have been thought that it was by some young 
composer endowed with a curious gift of imitation, and 
deeply versed in all the Elgarian details and devices, 
from 44 Gerontius * to the Violin Concerto. Great Bacon 
had his say about masques: 44 Let the music be loud, not 
puling.” We would not apply the latter epithet, in its 
literal sense, to the music of the 44 Crown of India,” yet 
we have a suspicion that Bacon would not improbably 
have judged Sir Edward to be disobedient to his 

counsel. 
Unless some great poet should arise, capable of writ¬ 

ing verses which would be delightful to listen to for 
their own sake, we cannot help thinking that wordless 

masques would be more likely to become popular than 
such a rhetorical production as Mr. Hamilton’s 44 Crown 
of India” The art of the Russian dancers, and “The 
Miracle ” have recently shown us that action, without 
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a word spoken, but aided by the right music, can enchain 
our attention for the space of an evening's entertain¬ 
ment ; and has not everyone felt at times that the 
music-dramas of Wagner would be very enjoyable even 
if the singers were suddenly afflicted with dumbness? 
We hope Sir Edward Elgar will write music for a fine 
ballet or a wordless masque, when he will not be 
hampered by an uninspiring text. It looks as if he had 
lost heart, feeling himself to be engaged on an unprofit¬ 
able and hardly possible task while labouring over this 
“ Crown of India," and one cannot wonder if he did. 

In some important respects the concert given by Mr. 
Balfour Gardiner was the most interesting of all those 
heard last week, for it showed that there is real grit 
and power in a group of young British composers, who 
can speak for themselves and tell us their thoughts in 
a way that is not only new and striking, but good and 
pleasant to listen to. Mr. Bax, greatly daring, had taken 
words from “ Prometheus Unbound," and set them for 
two sopranos, chorus, and orchestra, and, though he may 
not have succeeded in expressing Shelley as one could 
imagine a modem Schubert expressing him, his work 
contains much that is beautiful. Mr. Balfour Gardiner's 
ballad, “ News from Whydah,” is a real ballad—the best, 
we suppose, since Stanford’s “ Revenge ”—picturesque, 
rhythmical, the music admirably illustrative of the words. 
Mr. Percy Grainger’s work in the " Songs from the Faroe 
Islands," set in a most original manner, but one that 
completely justifies itself; his “ Irish Tune from 
Londonderry,” for unaccompanied chorus; and his 
choruses from the “ Jungle Book ” stamp him as one 
of the most interesting composers of the day. Anyone 
who can combine such skill of scholarship with such true 
poetic feeling, who can so unmistakably express himself 
while he enables us by his music to understand the 
words to which it is set—better, surely, than we could 
without it—may justly be called a composer of original 
power. Mr. Bell and Mr. Delius were worthy to stand 
in with the rest, though their merits, being better known, 
do not require re-statement A word of hearty praise 
is due to the performers. Soloists, chorus (the London 
Choral Society, under Mr. Arthur Fagge), and the New 
Symphony Orchestra, all of them did their best, and it 

was very good. 

Among the world's greatest pianists, both Sauer and 
Busoni are conspicuous, though we well remember how 
long a time had to elapse before the genius of the latter 
came to be generally recognised in England. The pre¬ 
sent writer may perhaps be pardoned if he recalls, not* 
without a modest satisfaction, that his was one of only 
two or three voices which cried aloud in London from 
the very first that Busoni was a great pianist. This 
must have been fourteen or fifteen years ago. Now, at 
last, the Italian player can well-nigh fill Queen's Hall, 
and it is known that in a country more musical than 
ours he is not considered to have any superior. But 
he does not play better now than he did. He was 
always a great artist, a great master. We trust that 
his performance of Liszt's beautiful sonata, the other 
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day, converted some of those who were still so dull 
as to believe in the stupid British view of Liszt, opening 
their ears to the poetry and splendour of which the 
sonata is so passionate an example. But even Busoni 
is not likely to popularise the sonata, Op. 106, of 
Beethoven. Perhaps no one who cannot play the sonata 
will ever thoroughly understand its depths. 

Herr Sauer, as he always does, attracted a large 
audience, and delighted it by the exhibition of his abso¬ 
lutely flawless technique and the chiselled symmetry of 
his designs. He is not one of the players whose warmth 
of feeling communicates itself electrically to his hearers. 
But in this there is compensation, for the hearer, not 
being overwrought and carried away by his own 
emotion, is able to follow the music with a special kind 
of clearness, and at the same time, if he will, can gain 
an insight into the technique of the pianoforte more 
vivid than that which he could receive from any other 
pianist. 

SOME OLD THEATRES OF 

PARIS 

The Gom^die Francaise.—II 

AFTER Louis XVI's fall, comedians who had 
repaired to the Varies Amusantes were forced 

to call their playhouse the “ Thefttre de la Libert6 et de 
l'Egalit6,” which they soon changed to the still more 
patriotic appellation of11 Th64tre de la R6publique.” Their 
old comrades, just liberated from prison, thanks to De la 
Bussi&re's generous but anonymous intervention, joined 
them once more, and the two troupes, reconciled, began 
their performances in 1794. 

A new quarrel occurred, however, in 1795, and, led 
by Mademoiselle Raucourt, the famous actress, cele¬ 
brated for her beauty, her talent, her wit, and her 
scandalous life, they went to occupy the Salle Feydeau, 
where they remained until 1797. It is related of La 
Raucourt that on her death-bed she declared smilingly: 
“ This is the last scene I shall ever play—I must play 
it well!” 

In 1797 they returned to the Odeon, where they stayed 
until that theatre was destroyed by fire, when they began 
again their peregrinations, and occupied successively the 
Theatre de Louvois, the Op6ra, and the Salle Favart. 
At last, in 1803, Napoleon ordered that a new theatre 
should be erected for the Comedie Franchise,, to which 
he contributed a yearly subsidy of one hundred thousand 
francs. The new house was accordingly built in the Rue 
de Richelieu at the Palais-Royal, where it still stands 
to-day. 

During the First Empire the performances were not 
extremely brilliant. But when Napoleon took a few 
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days of rest between his campaigns, he used to summon 
the Comedie Fran^aise to perform before him at which¬ 
ever palace he was staying, either Fontainebleau, Saint- 
Cloud, Versailles, or Compiegne. Bonaparte professed 
a fervent admiration for Talma, from whom, it is said, 
he had received lessons of deportment And M. Loire, 
in his interesting book called “ Anecdotes de Th6atre,” 
tells us that one day when Talma was at Fontainebleau, 
where he had played the previous night in the role of 
Caesar, the Emperor made the following remark: — 

“You speak against the throne with too much 
conviction, with too much sincerity, whilst address¬ 
ing Ptolemacus in your first scene. Caesar is not a 
Jacobin; he only protests against the authority of 
monarchs because he feels that the Romans are listen¬ 
ing to him. He is far from being convinced that the 
throne, which is the object of his greatest desire, is 
so despicable. You ought to make one feel that he 
speaks in one way whilst thinking in another. “ 

• 

The Emperor had also a profound admiration for 
Mademoiselle Georges and Mademoiselle Mars, the two 
feminine stars of the Comedie Fran^aise of that period. 
Mademoiselle Georges conquered the proud conqueror of 
Europe, and Alexandre Dumas tells us how Napoleon 
treated this “ sentimental business ”: — 

Le Premier Consul fit dire k THermione qu’il 
Tattendait k Saint-Cloud. L’invitation £tait brusque 
mais tout-^-fait dans les manures du Premier Consul. 
Dame, le Premier Consul £tait Thomme de Rivoli, 
d’Arcole, des Pyramides et de Marengo. Antoine 
avait bien ordonn6 k Cl£op£tre de venir le joindre en 
Citesie, Bonaparte pouvait bien dire k Hermione de 
venir le trouver k Saint-Cloud. Certes, non moins 
belle que Cl£op£tre, elle aurait pu descendre la Seine 
sur une galore dor6e comme Tautre remonta le 
Cydnus; mais c’eut £t6 bien long. Le Premier 
Consul £tait press6 de faire ses compliments. Her¬ 
mione entrait & Saint-Cloud k minuit-et-demi; elle en 
sortait k six heures du matin. Elle en sortait vic- 
torieuse comme C16op&tre; elle avait tenu le mattre 
du monde k ses genoux. 

During the Empire the Comedie Fran9aise continued 
to enjoy as great a vogue as ever, notwithstanding the 
absence of a great part of the French population, en¬ 
gaged in Napoleon’s campaigns. In 1812 one of the 
most remarkable plays given was “ La Mort d’Henri IV,” 
by Legouve, which, although obtaining a legitimate 
success, was violently criticised by some, who reproached 
the author for not having given his hero a sufficiently 
firm and frank character, and especially for having, with¬ 
out any proofs, attributed to Marie de Medicis the 
murder of her husband. 

That was the epoch when patriotic and imperialist 
plays were warmly welcomed, and even during the crisis 
of the Hundred Days the performances of the Comedie 
Fran^aise continued, and the house was nearly always 
full. 

Little Towns in France: Gien 

LONG before starting from England, even, I had 
picked out Gien on my map and made a note 

of it It was in the very centre of France; it was on 
the Loire; it would take me so many weeks, travelling 
by easy stages, to reach it from Le Puy. At Gien, 
therefore, I made the most elaborate arrangements to 
receive letters, picture postcards, love-letters, and, more 
important than all, letters of credit. I decided, too, in 
my own mind, that it would prove an enchanting town, 
and that I should stay there and have a great many 
adventures. I looked it up in Baedeker in the train 
from Cosne, but his utterance was more cryptic and non¬ 
committal than ever: “ A town with 8,270 inhab., 
situated on the right bank of the Loire, i#m. to the S. 
of the station, possesses an important Faience manu¬ 
factory. The town is commanded by a fine Chateau 
(now the Palais de Justice), dating from 1494, beside 
which is a church in the Classic style with a Gothic 
tower.” 

From that, you see, it might have been any sort of 
town. I saw the fine Chateau from the train, a few 
minutes after leaving Briare, also the Gothic tower, so 
that in ordinary circumstances there would have been 
absolutely nothing about the station at Gien to 
encourage one to alight. 

This station is situated in the midst of a very 
melancholy plain—a plain bounded on one side by the 
river, along whose bank the town smiles and spreads 
itself, and boundless on the others. The one and a 
quarter miles between Gien and the railway (and what 
a distance it seemed!) I made in a very stuffy omnibus, 
my heart sinking at every flop and thud of the horses’ 
hoofs. The inn, I discovered, was a large square house, 
newly fitted up, filled with commis-voyageurs, and, even at 
a first glance, pitilessly uninteresting. But I did not give 
up hope yet; I went out to explore the town. Alas! 
beautiful as the place undoubtedly was, with its crooked 
streets full of tall, gabled, fifteenth-century houses, and 
its long peasant quay with its rows of trees reflecting 
themselves in the Loire, you felt you had explored it in 
an hour; it suggested no “possibilities.” Having ex¬ 
plored it you were done, for Gien is effectively isolated 
(for the pedestrian) by its setting of flat green expanses 
across which you can see the roads winding white and 
dusty for miles. Only a hero would have the energy to 
proceed along one of them. No, emphatically Gien was a 
place to stop in for a morning or an afternoon, and pass 
on. I resolved to pass on to Orleans at once; first of 
all, though, I must pick up my letters. 

The Post Office at Gien is new, and in the imposing 
style beloved of the Third Republic. It is all of gleam¬ 
ing white stone, and to enter it you have to put your 
shoulder and your weight against a heavy, self-closing 
door. I squeezed in and presented myself before the 
very official-looking young woman in a black overall 
and carefully protected cuffs, who presided over the 
Poste Restante. Her face, as I remember it, was the 
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very incarnation of bleakness. I exhibited my card and 
an addressed envelope and asked for my letters. I may 
have asked with some confidence, for I certainly 
imagined that they had waited for me at least a week. 
She swung the revolving pigeon-holes languidly round 
and made a cursory examination among the G’s; and, 
yes, I think I detected a gleam of malice in the fish-like 
eye behind the gold-rimmed pince-nez, as she remarked 
impassively, “II n’y a rien M’sieu! ” I should have en¬ 
joyed tearing down her protecting cage of iron and 
giving that young woman a thorough shaking; instead, 
cursing, I sought a Pernod in the moth-bitten Grand 
Cafe du Loiret, most comfortless and dismal of its 
kind. So I should have to spend the night in Gien 
after all! I may as well state at once that— 
unhappy prisoner awaiting ransom at the Hotel de 
l’Ecu—I spent a week there. I am sure it was the 
hottest week in an exceptionally hot year. 

The town huddles low and airless by the steaming 
river, and how I lived through those days of exaspera¬ 
tion I can’t at all imagine. Gien had indeed played me 
false. 

Long before the arrival of the registered letter that 
was to set me free, I felt like the oldest inhabitant. 
Commis-voyageurs by the dozen came and went; I re¬ 
mained. One of these, however, a M. Raimond, stayed 
rather longer than the majority, and, as comrades in 
misfortune, we attempted to console one another. 
Doubtless out of compassion for my obvious melancholy, 
he took me for a walk after dinner one beautiful hot 
evening. While the rich greens and the soft rosy tints 
of the sunset lingered on in the sky we sat on the stone 
parapet above the Loire, by the bridge. The faces of 
the houses on the other side of the river were become 
dark and their details indistinguishable, though the 
lines of the roofs and chimneys marked themselves out 
against the sky with exaggerated distinctness. I hap¬ 
pened to notice just then that the apex of the bridge 
did not seem to be in the middle, a fact which spoilt 
its symmetry when viewed from the quay. I remarked 
upon this to M. Raimond. “ It was the Prussians,” he 
said, with flashing eyes; “ the whole of a night they 
bombarded the town, and the bridge was broken as you 
see. Ah, but we could crush them now! u he muttered, 
between clenched teeth. “ They are afraid of us! ” He 
put up an imaginary rifle to his shoulder, took cover 
behind the parapet and fired shot after shot. He 
showed himself altogether in a new light, the good M. 
Raimond—his, indeed, was a soul above the carded 
wool and knitting-needles in which he dealt. 

We became intimate with a swiftness that was a 
little dizzying. He showed me a photograph of his wife 
and daughter, who resided at Bourges; then he pro¬ 
ceeded to further confidences. He had been born at 
Gien—he would show me the very house; he had not 
revisited the place for twenty-six years; trade was not 
so good as it had been; during the years of his service 

militaire he had risen to be a corporal. . . 

We set off to visit the house of M. Raymond’s birth, 
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down a long street running parallel with the river to the 
far end of the town, nearly to the great Faience works 
which form its only industry. It is quite a different 
place, the Gien of the end near the factory, from the 
old town nestling round the Chateau; dirtier and more 
vital We stopped at last in front of a small baker’s 
shop. M. Raimond, putting one podgy hand upon his 
heart, waved the other towards it, with pardonable 
pride: “ It was in this humble little house that I was 
bom,” he remarked, emotion nearly choking his utter¬ 
ance. I took off my hat; it seemed the natural thing 
to do. Then we entered, invited down a narrow passage 
to the back room by the baker, a man of ample propor¬ 
tions, whose red neck bulged over a collarless shirt. 

The room was very bare and plain, furnished only 
with a deal table and a few kitchen chairs, and lit by 
one guttering candle stuck in the neck of a bottle. 
It seemed to be full to overflowing with large females 
and small boys, and it was some time before I dis¬ 
entangled them. There was a mother, several aunts, and 
various kinds of children of both sexes. The aunts 
were very fat and seemed to swell over the table, breath¬ 
ing stertorously; and they had unfathomable memories 
for relationships. After M. Raimond had displayed the 
photograph of his wife and daughter, the baker begged 
us to " take something ”—a drop of comfort “ Alas, but 
not for me because of my stomach,” said the fattest 
aunt, with one little beady eye on the gin-bottle. “ I 
suffer so much with my stomach.” 

A roaring sound came from the deepest abysses of 
the baker’s frame as he reached down from the shelf a 
bottle labelled “ Marc,” and handed round the fetits 

verres. The suffering aunt he helped first and most 
liberally, continuing all the time to roar inside himself. 
Chariot and Auguste, the two boys, had their poison 
diluted and mitigated by a lump of sugar. With the 
usual contempt of the Englishman for the potency of 
foreign drinks, I drank mine neat, with the others. I 
drank—and wept. I do not know of what “ Marc ” is 
manufactured—it is white like gin, and tastes like a 
kind of bastard brandy—but I trust that I may never 
encounter it again. The back of my gullet smarts now 
at the mere memory. We left hastily, leaving them 
grouped round their guttering candle—a Teniers-like 
“ interior ”—and M. Raimond and I returned to the 
Hotel de l’Ecu. Thinking of the photograph that he 
had shown me (of the wife and daughter resident at 
Bourges) I was shocked to notice that my companion’s 
equilibrium was far from perfect. . . . 

The relieving letter arrived, thank goodness, the next 
morning, and I fled from Gien (like a released prisoner) 
by the first available train. My last memory is of a 
dog-cart race down the long dusty road that leads from 
the station to the town. Of the two little carts com¬ 
peting, one was driven by a stout woman who seemed at 
least twice as wide as the seat she sat on, the other, a 
milkman’s, by two little boys dressed in black overalls. 
The old woman was nearly suffocated with laughter. 
The carts were drawn by big yellow dogs with open 
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mouths and slavering tongues—a breed very common 
throughout Beauce, Sologne, and the Orteannais—and 
swayed giddily from side to side as they turned the 
comer into Gien, and vanished out of my sight. 

Douglas Goldring. 

The Genius of Peploe 

By Haldane Macfall. 

There is a display of paintings by the Scottish 
artist Peploe at the Stafford Galleries, over which 

it would be well for every art-lover to ponder. That 
display represents one of the most remarkable men of 
genius in painting to-day—a man whose influence is as 
prodigious as his life is modest and retiring. Amidst 
all the din of the studios, amidst cry and counter-cry, 
the serene work of this man stands out, one of the 
purest colourists of our generation. 

It is strange that the two most original movements 
in British painting of our time should have been initiated 
in the North. Old Joseph Crawhall, with his chap-book 
woodcuts, set afire the romantic genius of James Pryde, 
and brought forth a fine endeavour in art, of which 
William Nicholson and Gordon Craig are brilliant 
masters. Craig is the widest-ranging poet of them all, 
and his large art has already had an astounding effect 
on the theatre of Europe, and is overwhelming the whole 
artistry of the romantic drama and opera. In the years 
to come his art will show in all its vast importance. 
The other school came from still farther north, initiated 
by Peploe. To understand its full significance we must 
go back awhile to its origins. 

The realistic movement, of which Courbet was the 
powerful master, founding largely on the mass-realism 
of the Tenebrosi, had, by the mid-century, created a 
photographic school of painters who were losing the 
essential significance of art—artists who were imitating 
nature instead of uttering the impressions that life and 
nature aroused in their senses. In England a romantic 
realism lay under the false academic intention of the 
Pre-Raphaelites, and both Millais and Holman Hunt 
went out into the open and employed broken colour to 
utter the music that nature aroused in their vision—in 
so far, at least, with lesser powers, they strove to carry 
out a part of the stupendous revelation of Turner. But 
it was in France that Manet, taking up the vast achieve¬ 
ment of painting where Velasquez and Frans Hals and 
Vermeer had laid it down, brought mass-impression to 
realism, and essayed to paint the impression in large 
masses of colour which uttered the mood of the thing 
seen. Whistler brought the revelation to England, with 
lesser powers, but exquisite vision. He saw life and 
nature in colour harmonies far lower in key than nature, 
but he made colour lyrical. It almost seemed, except 
for Brabazon and Sargent, that impressionism must fall 
into undertones, when the Scottish school arose, which 
essayed to place colour somewhat higher. Of the Scots 
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was young Peploe, who first of all mastered exquisite 
yet vigorous handling of paint under the revelation of 
Whistler; but he was soon in the open, and with fresh 
eyes saw the splendour of light, and early surpassed 
Whistler as a colourist, developing a lyrical utterance 
in colour of which Whistler had no knowledge. Peploe 
drew to him the vigorous genius of Fergusson, and 
later developed the colour sense of Joseph Simpson and 
other brilliant men—and women. 

It is impossible to survey this small display of Peploe’s 
work in London without being struck by the fact that 
in him we have one of the most original artists in 
Europe now living. He uses colour like music If most 
of the pieces be on the sketchy side, there is not one 
that is not a poem in colour orchestration. His fine 
draughtsmanship, his unerring sense of arrangement, his 
consummate selection, all are but the means to the 
utterance of colour in such lyrical fashion that it “ sings ” 
in our eyes. There is no living man to surpass him in 
this lyrical use of colour. His range of subject is small 
enough, his outlook on life and his grip on the moods 
of life are narrow enough—as yet. But so far as he 
feels life, so far as life has made its impress upon 
his soul, he utters it with superb mastery. Granted 
greater passion, larger outlook, a wider ranging vision 
and imagination, his art would become of enormous 

significance. 

Peploe has been called to no formal societies of 
painters, and probably has not the slightest wish for such 
recognition. Whilst art collection funds and art collec¬ 
tion societies are given over to collecting old masters 
and second-rate specimens of second-rate modem 
masters, such master work as that of Peploe is passed 
by. Yet he is a wise man who collects such art as this; 
and when the cult for this second-rate Academician, and 
that New English Art Clubman, and the like, has the 
verdict of time passed upon it, the art of Peploe will 
be one of the treasures of great price. He who becomes 
the owner of a work by Peploe will live to bless the 
day. A body of official collectors for the nation who 
neglect to secure such treasure are unfit for their work; 
and the nation that neglects it deserves to pay for it 
a hundredfold, as it will one day pay for it and for 
the art of men of genius like Brangwyn and Brabazon. 
That day will inevitably come. 

There are two small pictures of sand-dunes, not only 
exquisite in their green and grey harmonies, pulsing 
with light, but the very winds seem to impel the clouds 
across the heavens above. They are pure lyrics of the 
dunes, sweet and fragrant and wind-filled. There are 
paintings of still life, above all a piece of wizardry with 
a bottle, a glass, and some fruit, that are a joy for ever. 
The flower pieces are as fine. The seaside schemes, 
with women’s dainty skirts aswirl—scenes throbbing with 
summer sunlight—are poems of colour. There are 
street scenes in which the sun makes holiday with all 
his bravery on white walls shimmering, and casts lilac 
shadows that glow with his reflected gold. Every small 
canvas a poem, every one a joy to possess. There is 
a portrait of a woman painted with pure flesh hues that 
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have been built up in masses as though a skilled sculptor 
swept in the forms with clay until the paint breathes 
life—flesh, with blood stirring beneath the flesh. Every¬ 
thing masterly and virile as it is exquisite, subtle, and 
delicate. The colours thrill the eye, so that one realises 
that here is a vision that sees pure colour in the world 
as our eyes have seen it, playing and counter-playing in 
its vivid subtlest harmonies—so that flesh shows flesh, 
the heavens as sunlit blue in the myriad leagues away, 
grass bleached to greyness by the fierce onslaught of 
the midday sun. Such faculty to see colour in all its 
tender gradations was given to none of the old masters. 
The vision is rare, the power to utter it most pitifully 
rare. When it is granted it should never be passed by. 

This colour orchestration of Peploe’s is typical of all 
that is vital in the arts to-day. Many are seeking false 
gods, many are playing with primal academism and 
other mimicries. It is said that Peploe is in Paris, con¬ 
cerned awhile with the fantastic business of scientific 
composition and the like academisms. But he, and the 
newer men with him, will shed that from them, and 
emerge, perhaps, with added strength. Artists are 
seeking to give the emotional significance of things 
instead of merely painting sticks and stones. The 
moment an artist realises that art is not the copying of 
nature he is on the way to salvation. And when all 
this toying with mimicry of primal man is done, the 
poets will burst into song. Not the least of the poets 
is Peploe, and not the least of the schools is the school 
that he has inspired and led and created. 

Foreign Reviews 
44 Die Deutsche Rundschau.” 

WO centenaries and one bi-centenary are cele¬ 
brated in the February number. Of the former 

one is easily divined, Tchaikowsky supplying us with 
the mnemonic; the story of the Moscow expedition 
is excellently retold by Colonel von Kurnatowski, who 
shows reason for discounting the 44 quern Deus vult 
perdere ” that is often made to serve as commentary to 
this enterprise. Berthold Auerbach, the novelist of the 
Black Forest, is the other centenarian. Herr Alters 
masterly study of the Hungarian Revolution of 1848-9 
is continued, and Herr Wolfgang Michael reprints a 
very important article, that has already appeared in 
the Contemporary Review, on the relations of England 
and Germany; he gives the history of these relations 
from the sixteenth century, and shows that they were 
steadily friendly; the present tension should not, and 
must not, last. 

The bicentenary is the birth of Frederick the Great, 
and gives rise to three contributions of different kinds. 
Herr Herman von Petersdorff, author of a life of the 
great king, gives of his hero a portrait in which the 
colours also are of the heroic order. Frau Elisabeth 
von Moeller has a capital essay on Frederick as his- 
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torian of the Seven Years* War. The motives of the 
author are well analysed, and his high conception of 
literary duty is illustrated—44 Ich lecke meine Kleinen, 
ich versuche sie zu glatten.” Finally, a story by Frau 
Sophie Hoechstetter presents an episode from the life 
of Margravine Friederike Luise of Ansbach, Frederick’s 
sister. 

44 Le Mercure de France.” 

The two February numbers are too full of good things 
for us to do more than hint at some of their contents. 
For February 1 there is a reprint of an article by Sir 
James Crichton-Browne disposing of part of the Froude 
legend about Carlyle’s married life. M. Charbonnel 
treats of the sources of Lamartine’s philosophy. M. de 
Pouvourville speaks of the characteristics of colonial 
literature, and claims a pre-eminence in this genre for 
his countrymen. M. Paterae Barrichon keeps Arthur 
Rimbaud before our eyes; it is a powerful piece of 
writing, though the subject has become perhaps rather 
tiresome. 

The second member contains a highly appreciative 
essay on 44 H. G. Wells et la Pens^e contemporaine,” by 
M. Ren6 Seguy. Among the 44 inedits ” are some letters 
of Chateaubriand, as minister, written during the 
Spanish War of 1823, and a short essay by Sir Joshua 
Reynolds on the encouragement of talent and the neces¬ 
sity for enlightened patrons. M. Caussy shows Voltaire 
as squire and man of business at his estate of Gex, 
near Feraey, and M. Morel contributes some startling 
facts about the number of books printed in various 
countries. Interesting to readers of The Academy 

should be the sympathetic notices by M. Davray of Mr. 
Frank Harris’ 44 Women of Shakespeare,” and Mr: 
Darrell Figgis* “ Shakespeare, a Study.” 

44 La Revue.” 

The number for February 1 contains, by way of 
44 Documents inedits,” some letters of . Marceline 
Desbordes-Valmore and the concluding article on 
Anatole de la Forge. M. Gabriel Compayre, illustrious 
master of 44 pedagogie,” celebrates, in rather disjointed 
fashion, 44 Sa Majest6 l’Enfant ”; his analyses of some 
novels about children are illuminating; he regrets a 
common absence of simplicity. Baron d’Estournelles 
de Constant has entitled an article 44 Saint-Louis,” but 
he has written principally—and wittily—on the Anglo- 
Saxon aversion to speaking foreign languages. M. J. 
Finot gives the introductory chapter of a new book on 
sexual relations; M. P. Chauvel writes with disquietude 
on the advance of Mahomedanism, and M. J. Vi6not 
replies vigorously to M. Reclus* strictures on French 
Protestantism. 

A heading that catches the eye in the second 
February number is 44Ce qui manque en France”: the 
thing lacking is a French equivalent of Dr. Barnardo’s 
homes. 44 Lettres in^dites ” of Sainte-Beuve and 
Fromentin are presented to the world; the former’s 
correspondent is Pierre Lebrun, while the latter’s vivid 
and sincere letters are addressed to various friends, and 
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deal frequently with the progress of his painting. M. 
Emile Hinzelin’s article on Belgium, and M. Faguet’s 
reflections on the times of Philip-Augustus suggested 
by a posthumous work of M. Luchaire, are particularly 

good reading. 

“ La Revue Bleue.” 

February 3.—An “ enquete ” is opened on the relation 
of Syndicalism to Parliamentary Government, on the 
lines of a distinction between professional and revolu¬ 
tionary Syndicalism. The two first excellent contribu¬ 
tions to the debate are furnished by M. Paul Deschanel 
and the Russian statesman M. Kovalewsky, and the note 
is given to the former, who sees a real solution for future 
good-government in the rational exploitation of the 
Trades Union organisations; revolutionary Syndicalism 
is, on the other hand, nothing but a disaster and a 
danger for everybody. M. Paul Flat recommends the 
“ Ligue Fran^aise d’Education morale,” a non-sectarian 
body for promoting general morality. Emerson’s un¬ 
published diary is continued. 

February 10.—In this and the next number M. Schure 
has a finely imaginative account of the vanished con¬ 
tinent, Atlantis. Signor Colajanni, an Italian pro-Turk 
deputy, discusses the " Psychologie de TExpedition 
Italienne en Tripolitaine ” Much of his diatribe rings 
true enough, but he has a slight access of patriotic 
hysteria towards the end, referring, in his native italics, 
to the English occupation of India as “ le plus grand 
d61it de tous les siecles.” M. Jacques Lux has the first 
of a series of short causeries on Dickens—here on 
Dickens as a musician. 

February 17.—The “ enquete ” on Syndicalism is con¬ 
tinued, the witnesses being M. Vandervelde and the 
Swiss deputy M. Virgile Rossel; we are to expect Sir 
William Bull’s evidence shortly. M. Barthon commu¬ 
nicates an interesting letter by Sully Prudhomme on 
Italian painting. M. Maurice Lair diagnoses the situa¬ 
tion in the German Reichstag, and M. Latreille has new 
material on Lamennais and his rupture with the Church. 

February 24.—M. Jules Claretie tells the story of the 
famous actress Dejazet; M. Paul Gaultier is good on 
that popular theme, “ L’Adolescence criminel,” and there 
is a very judicious account of the Papal Index, show¬ 
ing how it defeats its own ends. 

“Revue Critique d’Histoire et de Litt£rature.” 

February 3.—M. Bastide reviews a translation of 
Mr. Churton Collins’ “ Voltaire, Montesquieu et Rous¬ 
seau en Angleterre "; his congratulations to the author 
come unfortunately rather late. He also deals with a 
translation of Byron’s letters, repeating the worn-out 
Continental dogma that this poet is not properly under¬ 
stood in England, and he reviews an American rehabili¬ 
tation of John Dennis. M. Roustan discusses several 
books on Bismarck and modern Germany. Dr. Binet- 
Sangle replies to M. Loisy. 

February 17.—M. Fossey praises Mr. Garstang’s 
“ Land of the Hittites.” “ My ” deals with Mr. R. J. 
Walker’s ingenious hypothesis on Greek choric metres. 
M. Albert Waddington notices in some detail M. Bost’s 
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* Predicants Protestants des Cevennes et du Bas- 

Languedoc.” 
February 24.—M. Breal notices the “ Eulalie ou le 

Grec sans Larmes ” of M. Salomon Reinach, who, in his 
turn, discusses the ninth masterly volume, by M. Perrot, 
of “ L’Histoire de l’Art dans l’Antiquite.” M. Coumille 
speaks very highly of the Cambridge “ Companion to 
Latin Studies,” edited by Mr. Sandys. M. Henri de 
Curzon deals with the big work on Mozart of MM. de 
Wyzewa and de Sainte-Foix. 

“ L’CEuvre.” 

The February number is a strong one. Several 
articles discuss the present position of the drama in 
France from various points of view, and, a fropos of the 
“ acclimitation ” of Bernard Shaw, a characteristic letter 
of that writer to M. Lugne-Poe is given. Count Prozor 
continues his account of the wonderful Rosicrucian play, 
“ La Porte de l’lnitiation.” M. Maurice Rostand contri¬ 
butes a poem, and M. Legrand-Chabrier writes about 

the work of Jean Lorrain. 

March in the Rock Garden 

OMEBODY once said something very pretty about 
daffodils and the winds of March. Countless 

nobodies have been saying the same thing ever since. 
Those who have succumbed to the charms of rock- 
gardening know that daffodils are but one among 
innumerable delights of the present season, for they are 
now, and have been for the last five or six weeks, 
enjoying to the full the fresh and dainty beauty of 
the earliest dwarf Alpines and bulbs. 

In a carefully planned and thoughtfully planted rock- 
garden (we studiously shun the use of that dreadful 
word “rockery”) there should be no perceptible gap 
between the last flowers of autumn and the first flowers 
of winter. That period of the year which in most 
gardens is a complete blank may be rendered bright 
with a number of varieties of winter-flowering crocuses 
—Crocus Imperati is nowadays so cheap that it may be 
planted in thousands—snowdrops, never forgetting 
Galanthus cilicicus, irises, for example tingitana, persica, 
Heldreichi, histrio, histriodes, Danfordiae, ericas, winter 
aconites, scillas, chionodoxas, cyclamens, hepaticas and 
so ad infinitum. One of the earliest of these little 
jewels which arrest the eye by their sheer brilliance 
of colour, so determined do they seem to make up by 
their exquisite quality that which they lack in size, is 
Scilla bifolia. One cannot have too many of these 
diminutive flowers peeping out from every odd corner. 
They may well be interspersed with that tiniest and 
earliest of daffodils, Narcissus minimus, which so cheer¬ 
fully braves the tempests of winter—stout-hearted little 

fellow that he is. 
The number of colour schemes which one may work 

out to one s heart s content at this season with but two 
colours—namely, blue and yellow—is amazing. There 
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can, for example, be no more charming picture than 
that presented by Narcissus pallidus praecox inter¬ 
mingled with Hyacinthus azureus, one of the most 
exquisite of all blues; and Muscari Heavenly Blue is a 
perfect foil for the Tenby daffodil, Narcissus obvallaris. 
Pale yellow polyanthuses afford a pleasing background 
for the grape hyacinths, and primroses for Scilla siberica 
or Chionodoxa sardensis, the Glory of the Snow. But 
one must beware of attempting to contrast the acrid 
yellow of the Winter Aconite with any other colour in 
the world. Leave him severely alone. 

Anemone blanda is lovely enough alone, but it also 
provides just that slight protective mat about the neck 
of the bulb for which choice daffodils are so grateful 
during a late frost In my garden there are at the present 
moment, flowering side by side, two masses of Anemone 
blanda and Anemone fulgens, that incomparable scarlet 
windflower which I should like to see growing in great 
drifts twenty yards across. Next year I mean to try 
the effect of intermingling them. Few people appear 
to realise the possibilities of Erica caraea as a carpeting 
plant It will give just the requisite shelter against the 
south-west winds which invariably arise on purpose to 
spoil the frail purple splendours of Iris reticulata, and 
the colour contrast is superb. In a good rock-garden 
there is always plenty of room for that sweetest and 
dearest of natives, the common primrose. But you have 
only to buy a few packets of seed of G. F. Wilson’s blue 
primrose and set a plant here and there amidst the pale 
sulphur of the common variety to paint a delightful 
picture. The great thing in these matters is to avoid 
following blindly the colour schemes of other people. 
A few experiments made as the result of one’s own 
observations may secure an artistic triumph, and the 
sphere of action is illimitable. 

The feature which always strikes me most forcibly 
in most rock-gardens is the unskilful manner in which 
they are constructed. Until we become artists in stone, 
as the Japanese are, we shall never make any real pro¬ 
gress. At present, unless one is an expert, the only 
safe rule to follow is, “ Stratify your stones.” If you 
live in a region devoid of natural rock, as is the fate 
of most gardeners who affect the cultivation of Alpines, 
the least you can do with that which you import is to 
try and make it look at home. Never mind the argu¬ 
ment which will inevitably be levelled against 
you, that rock-gardening is unnatural. All gar¬ 
dening is unnatural. What can possibly be more 
wholly artificial than the herbaceous border ? But 
who complains of that? If you are careful to stratify 
your stones and to preserve throughout your garden a 
uniform dip, with just a slight break here and there, 
then, once the plants have become established, your 
garden will look as if it had been thus for all time, 
as though it were a surviving remnant of prehistoric 
loveliness amidst the degenerate offspring of later days. 
If, on the other hand, you fail from the first to preserve 
such uniformity, your best efforts will never result in 
concealing from the critical eye the builder’s refuse-heap 
air about your stonework. 

There is one point upon which I must confess rank 
heresy. I know that ponds and pools and puddles are 
out of place in the strict Alpine garden. But personally 
I consider a water-garden to be an almost indispensable 
adjunct of the rock-garden proper. At the present 
moment Primula rosea and Omphalodes vema, growing 
side by side amidst the stones at the water’s edge, form 
together one of the most satisfying harmonies of the 
whole year. And further, when, late in July and August, 
the Alpine garden, no matter what pains and fore¬ 
thought you may have exercised, will be looking dull 
and sleepy, the gorgeousness of the water-lilies will 
atone for the general lack of brightness. 

What English gardeners have so far failed to realise 
is that which our allies in the Far East should have 
taught them long ago—the need for working out some 
definite plan for the construction of the garden as a 
whole before ever a plant is inserted. That is the 
reason why a true Japanese garden is intrinsically 
beautiful, its floral beauties being, as it were, mere 
accidental attributes. The second direction in which we 
have gone astray is in our failure to grasp, and, having 
grasped, to carry into effect, general principles. Once 
we become enamoured of the Alpine, we are not strong 
enough in will to resist the temptation of having “ a little 
bit of everything.” That is the most fatal mistake one 
can make. After many years of study and hard-won 
experience, I have arrived at the conclusion that the first 
factor of success in a rock-garden is not only to place 
one’s rocks in bold masses, but also one’s plants. Once 
that be done, the remainder will follow of its own 
accord. 

“ And more, think well; do well will follow thought,” 
said the ancient sage. If our principles of construction 
and planting be good, our gardens cannot fail to be 
things of beauty. If not, then no amount of individual 
beauty in the flowers themselves will suffice to conceal 
the underlying ugliness. R. E. N. 

The Magazines 

IN the Fortnightly Thomas Hardy gives us a poem, 
entitled “ God’s Funeral,” in which he tells us that, 

to him, God is dead and about to be buried. This would 
account for the acute depression that seems to have 
visited him. The poem is sonorous with that peculiarly 
direct speech distinctive of Mr. Hardy’s poetry; but we 
can assure him that his is quite an individual emotion: 

. there are many to whom God is neither dead nor about 
to be buried, and who therefore find occasion for hope 
and courage in the world. Mr. S. G. Gardiner, in an 
article, “ The Prospects of the Government,” take unction 
to his soul by reason of “ the legislative harvest of the 
last six years,” and exhorts the Ministry to press for¬ 
ward with a full programme. It would be interesting to 
discover how many of these legislative reforms are 
administrative dead letters; and also to define the atti- 
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tude of the majority of the ministry to the demands of 
the altogether new democracy that has arisen. Mr. 
W L. Courtney, in “ Sappho and Aspasia,” writes a 
balanced and learned article in which he does no more 
than simple justice in seekimg to show that both these 
women, and particularly the former, owe the ill-fame 
that comes with the mention of their names, not to 
themselves, but to the Greek comic dramatists. They 
were not the only folk who suffered from the raucous 
laughter of Aristophanes and his fellows. Mr. Callicot, 
in " The Philosophy of Clothes,” prints a document he 
has lately discovered, which he seems to suggest as 
having given a hint to Carlyle for “ Sartor Resartus ” 
It is difficult to see the least relevance. The idea of 
the artificial and false value created by clothes'is no rare 
one in the minds of men—as Mr. Callicot's own citations 
are sufficient to prove. An important article that de¬ 
serves to be widely read is that by Mr. S. Gelberg on 
"The Russian Consul-General and the Russian Jews.” 

There are a number of striking contributions in this 
months English Review. M. Ivanof writes on " The 
Theatre of the Future” in an article where the indebted¬ 
ness, if not the actual derivation, from Nietzsche's “ Birth 
of Tragedy” is very marked. The article is translated 
by Mr. Stephen Graham; and we can only hope that M. 
Ivanof, who is, it appears, one of the " most brilliant ” of 
modern Russian essayists, does not in his native lan¬ 
guage use quite the sledge-hammer style that his 
translator gives him. But the matter needs, and will, 
one way or another, have to receive, careful attention. 
The coming of a drama where the scene shall be created 
by music, whether of words in poetry or instruments in 
an orchestra, is indicated in many tendencies—and 
nowhere more clearly than with'such workers as Gordon 
Craig, who applies the reverse of the logic and seeks to 
make soenery and action independent of words. Mr. 
Henry Newbolt continues his “ New Study of English 
Poetry,” and takes for his text the subject of Rhythm. 
There is not a very great deal that is new in his remarks, 
which is another way of saying that there is not much 
new to be said. Moreover, poetry is what poets make 
it; and such poets are not much inclined to be ruled by 
anything outside their own instinct, right or wrong, as 
to what may be the fit habiliment for the thing they 
have to deliver. Nevertheless, such studies have their 
use in stirring up a wider interest; but to do so to the 
best effect, surely Mr. Newbolt would have been wise 
had he distinguished more clearly between new rhythms 
and non-rhythms. Not all that calls itself rhythm is 
rhythmic, however much it may declare itself as " moving 
more faithfully to the inward rhythm,” as anyone who 
has attempted to read the post-Chauoerians will readily * 
discover. Mr. Austin Harrison has a rousing article on 
the relation of ship-building to the proposed German 
understanding, entitling it " Lord Haldane and the 
Lorelei.” Mr. Rowland Kenney, in a paper that is very 
illuminating in view of the present labour crisis, indicates 
"The Brains behind the Labour Revolt.” To those 
whom the present troubles perplex it will be found a 
reasoned and historical explanation. More, it shows, 
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what is not often recognised, that the present revolt is 
not now only an instinct, but a reasoned and organised 
discipline. 

Prince Kropotkin re-enters the Nineteenth Century 

after a lengthy lapse, with an examination of the " In¬ 
heritance of Acquired Characters.” Those who know 
his work will not need to be told about the clarity of 
his thought and the width of his knowledge. It is only 
necessary to say that those who wish to realise the 
various difficulties that lie in the way of such inheritance, 
difficulties raised by Weissmann, will do well to read 
this essay, where they are arraigned and dealt with 
Mr. D. S. MacColl replies to Mr. Frederic Harrison in 
an article entitled “ ‘ Ugliness” * Beauty,' and Mr. 
Frederic Harrison.” He puts his finger on the essence 
of the matter in using the word "tragic” in his defini¬ 
tion of, and his defenoe of, Realism. When realism is 
tragic, realism is unimpugnable. But how much of the 
realism with which he deals is tragic? Excepting the 
best of Rodin, even the most of Rodin, we dare venture 
to say, none of it. Tragedy exalts and purges—and 
when does Zola that ? Or Gorki ? Or, for that matter, 
much as we admire Rodin, does " La Vielle Heaulmiere ” 
exalt? And to speak of tragedy apart from exaltation 
as tragedy is to speak as “ extra-specials ” write. An 
admirable article is that by Mr. W. S. Lilly on * Cardinal 
Newman and the Catholic Laity.” It is, as its title 
suggests, based on Mr. Wilfred Ward's late biography. 

What will appeal to most as the first thing to be read 
in the Cornhill will undoubtedly be "Henry 
Labouchere,” by Mr. G. W. E. Russell. There are some 
good stories, but it is much too short to bring us at all 
near the man. Mr. W. H. Hudson proves once again the 
perennial fascination of nature in "The Temples of 
the Hills.” Blackwood's are not always happy in the 
poetry they print, and Eleanor Farjeon's "Colin Clout, 
Come Home Again,” is no more than facile and elegant 
verse. But there is the substance of much poetry in a 
fascinating article by W. A Craigie on " The Norwegian 
1 Vardogr.' ” It is true that " The idea of premonition 
or foreknowledge, that instinct by which one feels that 
something is about to happen without being able to 
give a definite reason for the belief, is not familiar to 
most people, but has in recent years become a subject 
of serious study.” And in that study emerges the fact 
that these things that so lately were ruled out as against 
reason and beyond belief, are always in most power in 
those places of the earth where people are not herded 
in towns and taken away from the heart of Nature. 
Which, rightly considered, is the strongest proof of their 
truth. 

In the International Journal of Ethics there are two 
articles that the reader should not miss. The 
first is by the editor of the Quest, Mr. 
G. R. S. Mead, on " The Doctrine of Re-incar¬ 
nation Ethically Considered,” and the second is by 
Mr. Horace M. Kallen on " The Essence of Tragedy." 
They both, and in ways more nearly alike than appears 
at first sight, leave one thinking on the problems that 
underlie all life. In The 'Open Road this month M. 
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Augustin Hamon concludes his essay on “ The Tech¬ 
nique of Bernard Shaw’s Plays.” This is the fourth in¬ 
stalment, and the whole four numbers are worth purchas¬ 
ing for the sake of this essay. It goes without saying 
that there is much to disagree with, for M. Hamon 
often takes for technique what Mr. Shaw probably 
meant as a defiance of technique; but the article is 
thought-provoking. The translation is effective, though 
it errs sometimes from being too exact, from not having 
sufficient of graceful paraphrase. 

Notes and News 
The next meeting of the Royal Geographical Society 

will take place on April 1st, in the Theatre, Burlington 
Gardens, when Mr. A. M. Kellas will lecture upon “ The 
Mountains of Northern Sikkim.” 

Eight tennis-courts, five of which will be open to the 
public, are to be a feature of the “ White City ” 
Exhibition this summer. They have been specially 
prepared with turf brought from a Yorkshire moor, and 
•the grass, we understand, is “ guaranteed to go through 
a season’s hard wear without showing a patch.” 

The Anglo-French Association proposes a tour in 
France at Easter, the party to be limited to thirty in 
number, the route to include Paris, Avignon, Tarascon, 
Niraes, Arles, etc, with various excursions, one of which 
will be with the object of visiting the poet Mistral. The 
Secretary is Mrs. B. Sands, 110, St. Martin’s Lane, W.C. 

Mr. Maurice Elvey announces that in addition to Miss 
Gertrude Kingston, the cast of Tchekhofs play, “ The 
Seagull,” which the Adelphi Play Society is giving at 
the Little Theatre on March 31, will include Madame 
Lydia Yavorska (Princess Bariatinsky). The play was 
first read by Tchekhof himself in her house in St. 
Petersburg. 

Forthcoming lectures at the Royal Society of Arts 
are as follows:—Monday, March 25, 8 p.m., Noel 
Heaton, B.Sc., on “ Materials and Methods of Decora¬ 
tive Painting ” (2nd lecture); Tuesday, March 26, 4.30 
pm, Leonard Lovegrove on “ British North Borneo ”; 
Wednesday, March 27, 8 p.m., Theodore E. Salvesen on 
“The Whaling Industry of To-day”; Monday, April 1, 
8 pm., Noel Heaton on “ Materials and Methods of 
Decorative Painting ” (3rd lecture). 

Messrs. Herbert and Daniel will publish on Monday 
next, the 25th inst., “The Heart of a Russian,” by 
M. Y. Lermontov, translated by J. H. Wisdom and Harr 
Murray. This is a translation of the Russian master¬ 
piece which under the title of “A Hero of Our Time,” 
has enjoyed on the Continent a vogue comparable to 
Alfred de Musset’s “ Confessions d’un enfant du siecle,” 
and is specially interesting to English readers as reveal¬ 
ing the influence of Lord Byron upon the author, a close 
friend and disciple of Pushkin. 

A meeting of the Library Assistants’ Association was 
held on March 13 at 24, Bloomsbury Square, with the 
President (Mr. Berwick Sayers) in the chair. A resolu¬ 
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tion was carried protesting against the appointment of 
untrained candidates as Librarians, and papers were read 
by Miss Ethel Fegan, M.A., of the Ladies College, Chel¬ 
tenham, on “ Non-Municipal Librarianship,” and by Mr. 
C. J. Tumell, M.A., of the London Library, on “ The 
Subject-Index of the London Library” Both papers 
were keenly discussed. The next meeting of the Asso¬ 
ciation will be held at the British Museum on Wednesday 
afternoon, April 7, when Mr. G. K. Fortesque, LL.D., 
Keeper of the Printed Books, will speak. 

In celebration of the 25th anniversary of the founda¬ 
tion of the English Goethe Society, the Council resolved 
to establish a Goethe Scholarship Fund. It is proposed 
that the revenues of the Fund be employed to found 
an annual Scholarship, to assist the holder in carrying 
on, in Germany, special Goethe research work. The 
Fund was inaugurated at the banquet at the Trocadero 
on July 5 last by a special donation of £500 from Mrs. 
Ludwig Mond, and it is hoped that members and friends 
will respond to the appeal for further donations. The 
address of the Secretary is 129, Adelaide Road, N.W. 

Imperial and Foreign Affairs 
By Lancelot Lawton. 

THE EUROPEAN SITUATION. 

IN introducing the Naval Estimates on Monday, Mr. 
Churchill correctly described the present age as one 

of “ violence and deep-seated unrest.” During the past 
week there have been ominous signs that we are again 
approaching an international crisis of first magnitude. 
Little definite news has been allowed to leak out. But 
if, as is supposed in some quarters, a coup cCitat is con¬ 
templated, then it might be argued that the absence of 
authoritative information is in itself a circumstance 
of some significance. It is known with tolerable cer¬ 
tainty that in more than one capital of Europe diplomatic 
circles are disturbed, and it may be found that the 
belated decision of the Government to take drastic action 
towards ending the Coal Strike was not altogether un¬ 
influenced by the foreign situation. In these days of 
abrupt diplomacy, when treaties are no longer regarded 
as pledges of honour between the nations, the world may 
be shocked but it will hardly be surprised by any 
development, no matter how startling. The reports 
which have given rise to the present feeling of uneasi¬ 
ness originated with the recall of M. Tsharykoff, the 
Tsar’s Ambassador in Constantinople. Two reasons are 
given for this severe disciplinary measure. It is stated 
that the ex-Ambassador, acting entirely on his own 
initiative, raised the question of the opening of the Dar¬ 
danelles, and that later, realising how distasteful such 
a policy would be to the Committee of Union and 
Progress, he declined to second the efforts of his own 
Foreign Minister in the direction of securing peace 
between Turkey and Italy. Whatever truth there may 
be in these assertions, it is clear that the dismissal from 
his post of so eminent an ambassador as M. Tsharykoff 
was not decided upon without serious reason. Hitherto 
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in Russia he had been regarded as one of the most 
brilliant members of the diplomatic service. His name 
was mentioned as a probable successor to M. Izvolsky, 
and again to M. Sazanoff, when that statesman, owing 
to ill-health, was compelled temporarily to relinquish his 
duties as Minister of Foreign Affairs. While owing to 
the obstruction of the Ambassador at Constantinople 
matters were at a deadlock so far as Turkey was con¬ 
cerned, Russian diplomacy made some headway at Rome, 
inasmuch as it induced Italy to set forth the terms upon 
which she would be prepared to conclude peace. The 
view is held that these terms show a proper respect for 
the amour frofre of Turkey. It is believed that no 
explicit treaty recognising the sovereignty of Italy in 
Tripoli is required. The withdrawal of the Ottoman 
troops, however, is insisted upon as a preliminary to an 
44 agreement ” defining the status quo that the authority 
of the Sultan is religious, not administrative, judicious, or 

political. 

Naturally Russia was not without self-interest in seek¬ 
ing to restore peace. The placing of mines and the 
extinction of lights in the vicinity of the Dardanelles is 
a menace to her shipping; and, generally speaking, the 
existence of a state of war causes not a little incon¬ 
venience to the valuable trade in grain from the Black 
Sea. Furthermore, the internal situation of the Ottoman 
Empire has given rise to considerable anxiety in St. 
Petersburg lest, with the advent of spring, the long- 
deferred 44 trouble in the Balkans ” should become a 
dread reality. The Cretan question is again in the fore¬ 
front Then Albania is seething with unrest Finally, 
the leaders responsible for the revolutionary activity in 
Macedonia have administered a rebuff to the Govern¬ 
ment mission dispatched to the scene with the object of 
compromising with them. They have boldly declared 
that no reforms will satisfy them ; their one and only aim 
is to secure autonomy through European intervention, 
and it is their intention to carry on the revolution until 
they are successful. Nor is the outlook in Con¬ 
stantinople itself any more reassuring. The Court- 
Martial still remains, and further severe restrictions have 
been placed upon the Press and upon the right of public 
meeting. 

Seemingly the Ottoman Empire possesses no states¬ 
men who, in face of public opinion at home, dare put 
a end to the Turco-Italian conflict. The view prevails 
in Constantinople that every day that the war is pro¬ 
longed brings nearer the inevitable exhaustion of Italy’s 
resources. Even the considerate nature of the terms 
offered has produced an undesirable effect upon the 
minds of Turkish statesmen, who fancy that they can 
detect signs of yielding on the part of Italy. Moreover, 
they never cease to cherish the idea that fear of com¬ 
plications will induce the Powers to exert pressure at 
Rome. But in the contemplation of forlorn hope the 
Ottoman Empire has lulled itself into a slumber which 
strangely resembles death. Gradually out of the mys¬ 
terious haze which accompanies the workings of High 
Diplomacy one cannot fail to note the signs that portend 
the grouping of a formidable array of Powers whose 

aim is either to compel peace or, as the alternative, to 
dismember Turkey. Since the passing of Count Aren- 
thal from the scene there has been something in the 
nature of a rapprochement between Russia and Austria 
In this connection it is important to observe that in 
Vienna the Italian terms of peace are looked upon as 
44 large.” It is clear, then, that if Turkey does not end 
the war, the war will end Turkey. 

I have summarised what may be described as some of 
the under-currents which led Russia to take the initiative 
towards mediation. The feeling of uneasiness which 
undeniably exists throughout Europe, however, rests 
upon the circulation of definite reports the truth or 
otherwise of which cannot be determined. These reports 
had their origin in a statement telegraphed to a Vienna 
newspaper from its Berlin correspondent, who, it is said, 
enjoys exceptionally friendly relations with the Foreign 
Office in the German capital. It was asserted that joint 
action between Rome and St. Petersburg was being 
negotiated, in accordance with which, while Italy at¬ 
tacked the Dardanelles, Russia was to carry out similar 
operations in the Bosphorus. The dispatch further 
stated that: 44 Russia cannot allow her grain trade be¬ 
tween the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles to be dis¬ 
turbed. Here, then, is the basis upon which, perhaps, a 
Russo-Italian understanding, impossible under other cir¬ 
cumstances, could be reached. In addition to this, 
serious anxiety prevails in St. Petersburg lest the pro¬ 
longation of the war should cause disturbances in the 
Balkans in the spring. In any case, the conversations 
which are now proceeding between Rome and St. Peters¬ 
burg contain elements that may prove dangerous for 
Turkey. M. Tsharykoff, hitherto a hindrance to a 
rapprochement between the two Powers, is now 
dismissed.” 

On Monday, two days after the above message was 
published, there was an all-round heavy drop in prices on 
the St. Petersburg Bourse which reacted throughout the 
European stock markets. In the Russian capital, where 
the banks and financial circles are in close touch with the 
Government, the Bourse is not altogether an unreliable 
barometer. On the following day the Vienna correspon¬ 
dent of the Times telegraphed to his journal in the fol¬ 
lowing terms: 44 However much or little truth there may 
be in the rumours of a Russo-Italian agreement for joint 
action against the Bosphorous and the Dardanelles, it 
is quite certain that if the Committee (of Union and 
Progress) obstruct a tolerable settlement, a hard blow 
will be hit at some vital spot of the Ottoman Empire.” 

Apart altogether from the general situation arising 
out of the Turco-Italian conflict it is no secret that the 
relations between Russia and Turkey have long been un¬ 
settled. We have dealt with this aspect of foreign affairs 
on more than one occasion in the columns of THE 
Academy. It would seem now that events have taken 

a critical turn. 

Previous to the Potsdam agreement, as a result of 

which Germany recognised the paramount position of 

Russia in North Persia, German activity, doubtless in¬ 
spired by Turkish ambition, was conspicuous in the 
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region of Lake Urmia. Among other concessions it was 
sought to run a steamship service on the lake. Since 
that time Germany has withdrawn from the field, but the 
pretensions of Turkey have not been relinquished. 
Russia, unable to secure satisfaction as a consequence of 
diplomatic representations at Constantinople, has long 
been strengthening her army in the Caucasus, and recent 
reinforcements have been on an enormous scale. Mean¬ 
while similar movements of Turkish troops have been 
directed towards the north-west Persian frontier. Early 
this week it was definitely stated that the Anatolian 
Army Corps was advancing on the Urmia region. An 
official denial from Constantinople, coupled with the an¬ 
nouncement that assurances acceptable to Russia had 
been given, was not received with the least credence in 
St Petersburg, where, on the other hand, the assertion 
is made that Turkey is daily reinforcing her array on 
the frontier, and that she has actually invaded territory 
indisputably Persian. The Caucasian railway system 
now extends to Julfa, which is situated within one 
hundred miles of the Urmia region. Russia, therefore, 
is in a favourable strategical position to strike in the 

event of war. 
From the remarkable chain of circumstances which I 

have narrated it will be realised that there is ample 
justification for the widely held opinions that dark clouds 
are gathering over the European horizon. Nor when we 
look in other directions do we find symptoms any more 
reassuring. The negotiations between France and Spain 
over Morocco are at a deadlock, and the unfriendly 
reception accorded Mr. Churchill's frank speech by the 
Berlin Press is regarded as the death-knell of an Anglo- 
German rapprochement. 

MOTORING 

HE Brooklands racing season of 1912 opens on 
Easter Monday, April 8th, with the following pro¬ 

gramme—eight events for cars, two for motor-cycles, and 
a flying competition. The first-mentioned comprise two 
handicaps, one over about three and one over about eight 
miles, for cars the maximum speeds of which are under 
70 mites an hour; two handicaps, over about six and 
nine miles respectively, for cars which can do 70 miles 
an hour or more; a handicap confined to Mercedes cars 
of all classes and ages; the “ First Hybrid Stakes," for 
“cycle-cars," i.e., the little mono and duo four-wheelers 
which form the connecting link between the motor-cycle 
and the car proper, and which look like becoming very 
popular for run-about purposes this year. The aero¬ 
plane handicap, which is an out-and-home cross-country 
race over about ten miles, open to all classes of heavier- 
than-air machines, will provide the most attractive 
feature of the meeting to the ordinary spectator. 

To-day (Saturday) there is to be an entertainment at 
the Royal Automobile Club to celebrate the first anni¬ 
versary of the opening of the new club-house. It is 
restricted to members and their gentlemen guests, and 

will consist of fencing, swimming, diving, water-polo, and 
possibly boxing and wrestling. The growth of the Club 
since the initiation of the scheme by which the numerous 
provincial clubs were able to become associated with 
it has been satisfactory, there being, at the end of last 
year, no fewer than 126 affiliated organisations, and a 
total membership of nearly 27,000. During last year the 
ranks of the fully-fledged members of the Club were 
increased by 1,108. 

Another world's record for non-stop engine running 
has just been broken—this time in America. A cable¬ 
gram received on the 3rd inst. from Oakland, California, 
states that a “ Warren " has covered 10,380 miles in a 
road test, the engine running continuously night and 
day without a single stop. If duly authenticated by the 
A~A.A., this feat shows that there are some American 
cars which can be relied upon. 

Developments of an important nature in connection 
with the Automobile Association and Motor Union may 
be expected at an early date. Details are being with¬ 
held for the present, but it may be assumed that the 
action contemplated will constitute a practical reply to 
the recent “ challenge ” from the R.A.C. 

Never in the history of the motor industry were there 
such opportunities as there are at present of securing 
first-class second-hand cars at prices almost ludicrously 
out of proportion to their intrinsic value. Doubtless the 
influx of cheap American cars has contributed largely 
to bring about this state of affairs, as the motoring com¬ 
munity, like all other sections of society, contains a 
large number of individuals to whom absolute up-to- 
dateness is a sine qua non. Whether the buyers of the 
low-priced new cars, of which little or nothing as regards 
durability is known at present, are wise or not is another 
matter. One thing is certain, namely, that the judicious 
buyer can now secure a good sound car of admittedly 
first-class make and in perfect running order at an 
absurdly low price, simply because it is second-hand and 
of a type a year or two old. Glancing over the show¬ 
rooms of Messrs. McCurd, Limited, of Store Street, 
Tottenham Court Road—the firm which has the unique 
record of eight years' trading in second-hand cars with¬ 
out incurring a single law-suit—the writer noticed the 
other day a 35 h.p. 1909 Clement-Talbot touring car, 
complete with hood, screen, five lamps and Stepney 
wheel, and guaranteed perfect in every detail, to be 
sold for £235. The original price of this was consider¬ 
ably over £700. The same firm also had a 1012 h.p. 
De Dion, genuine and fully licensed, a five-seater with 
detachable tonneau, in appearance practically equal to 
new, for sale at £y$ complete, and ready for the road. 
These examples may be taken as indicative of the 
general state of the second-hand industry at the present 
moment—due largely to the American M invasion.” 

Realising how much the maintenance of a car’s reputa¬ 
tion depends upon the way in which it is treated by its 
driver, Messrs. Edge, Ltd., have decided to institute a 
competition for drivers of privately-owned Napiers, to 
encourage them to secure the most economical running 
and best possible results generally from their cars. Six 
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awards are to be given, ranging from £50 to £10, the 
period covered being from April I to September 30 of 
this year. Drivers whose cars are entered in the com¬ 
petition will be required to send in monthly reports of 
mileage and running expenses to Messrs. Edge, duly 
attested by the owner of the car. Entry forms, which 
must be returned on or before March 31, will be supplied 
on application to the firm. Napier owners will obviously 
find it to their advantage to see that their drivers enter 
the competition. The certain result will be reduced 
running expenses and greater care of a fine car. 

The Austin Advocate is a monthly periodical edited by 
Mr. H. Welsh-Lee and published by the Austin Motor 
Company, Limited, of Northfield, near Birmingham. In 
addition to articles of special interest to Austin owners, 
such as those headed “ Repairs ” and 41 Austin-Sankey 
Steel Wheels/* it contains a characteristically practical 
contribution from the pen of Lord Montagu, dealing 
with two motoring problems which urgently call for 
solution, a humorous article by Mr. Alex. Gray, a useful 
guide to touring in Holland, and a very interesting 
description of a week’s travels through Northern Albania 
—the whole excellently and lavishly illustrated in black- 
and-white and colours. 

In the Temple of Mammon 
The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 

queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

A SUDDEN tremor came over the markets at the end 
of last week—one of those unaccountable attacks of 
nerves to which the Stock Exchange is so subject. 

But such spasms seldom come unless the buying has been 
too profuse. For ten days we had really good business. 
Investors believed that the strike would either not come 
at all or quickly end, and speculators, tired of doing 
nothing, had stormed various markets with great courage. 
Then, suddenly and with apparently little warning, the 
whole position changed. The wildest stories w*ere cir¬ 
culated through the House with regard to the foreign 
situation. It was declared that a Continental war was 
inevitable, that Russia intended to bring up the question 
of the Dardanelles, that Italy would bombard Constanti¬ 
nople, and that Austria meant to have her share in the 
partition of Turkey. There wras nothing particularly new’ 
in any of these stories; they have all been talked about 
for months past, but such talk has no effect upon a 
stock exchange that is “bearish.” It is only dangerous 
when there are “ bulls.” 

The sensation of the week has, of course, been the 
collapse in the Tin Market. All Friday morning those 
behind the market were busy buying 500 shares and 
selling 1,000, and when they had got out of everything 
they banged prices as hard as they could. Seldom has 
the House seen such a scene. Every jobber had known 
for days past that the position was hourly growing more 
dangerous, but it is very difficult for a man inside the 
market who is dealing in thousands of shares every hour 
to keep cool. All his energies are attracted to preserving 
a fairly even book, so that in the event of a collapse he 
may not find himself a “ bull,” or, in case a sudden rise 
comes, he may not be short. A market such as that in 
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Anglo-Continentals is a risky market to job in, and when 
the dealers found big blocks offered them, they at once 
thought that the boom was over and stampeded. Ever 
since four o’clock on Friday the Tin dealers have been 
completely demoralised. I have persistently warned mv 
readers against this market. There was no justification 
at all for the sudden rise. It is preposterous to imagine 
that Anglo-Continental possesses a reef nine miles long, 
that the average width for a mile and a half is 30 feet, 
and the average value 25 per cent, in tin. Even sup¬ 
posing that the tin only goes 70 per cent., with tin at 
^190 a ton, this would mean a value of over ^33 per 
ton. Such figures are simply fanciful, for no human 
being in his senses can imagine a shrew’d person like 
Edmund Davis selling shares in a bonanza such as this. 

No doubt, there is a good deal of tin in Nigeria. That 
has been conclusively proved by the monthly returns of the 
companies that are already producing. But that this tin 
exists in vast quantities there is no proof whatever. 1 
have before stated that my information from Nigeria leads 
me to believe that the best propositions are Anglo- 
Continental, Tin Areas, Bisichi and Rayfield, wfith perhaps 
Narraguta, and that these companies will produce from 
tw'o to three thousand tons of tin during the current year 
seems quite certain. It is possible that Nigeria, when it 
has been thoroughly prospected and when the railway 
has opened up the country, will take second place to the 
Straits Settlements. But this will take a long time. The 
Tin boom, at the moment of writing, looks like dying. 
I think, however, that on the opening of the railway con¬ 
siderable quantities of tin oxide will be sent down, and 
the returns of the companies will largely increase, at any 
rate for the time being. This will probably produce a 
recrudescence of the boom. We have not heard the last 
of Nigerian tin, but we must not forget that Mr. Edmund 
Davis, who manipulates the market, is one of the 
shrewdest gamblers in the City of London. He probably 
considers that the events of the last fortnight are a mere 
flash in the pan. When he comes to real business we 
shall all be astounded. Certainly, the present moment is 
the time to be out of Tin shares. Gamblers who like a 
flutter must wait before they jump in again, but they will 
have to be extremely smart if they think that they can 
play the game of speculation better than the shrewd Jews 
who run this Tin gamble. It is the business of this clique 
to get out at the top and in again at the bottom, and it 
is also their business to see that the public buy at the top 
and are shaken out to a man at the very lowest levels. 

There has been very little trading in new issues. The 
Forum Tin was well subscribed, and the Central Lafon 
also went well. The applicants for the Preference shares in 
Leach’s Argentine Estates only received 5 per cent, of what 
they applied for, and a good market sprang up when the 
allotment letters were received. The Lamport and Holt 
issue came out at an unfortunate moment, but it had the 
backing of Lord St. Davids, Sir Owen Philipps, and Lord 
Pirrie, and was a quite sound investment. 

Money.—There is still a stringency in Berlin, and this 
will keep money fairly firm until the end of the quarter. 
But if the strike ends before then, and nothing unforeseen 
happens in Continental politics, there is no reason why 
our Bank of England should not reduce its rate. The 
country is, of course, taking a considerable amount of 
money for use during the strike. But although it wants 
cash for strike funds, the demands for trade must fall 
off. The slump of the past few days on the Stock Ex¬ 
change has considerably reduced the 44 bull ” account, 
and the House lenders of money are not uneasy and can 
readily supply their clients. There is again a stringency 
in 44 floaters.” It will be remembered that once before 
the Government paid off bills in preference to paying off 
the debt, and it would seem that they are now doing the 
same thing. The joint stock bank of the present day 
must keep a large amount of its money entirely liquid. 
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and the best way to do this is to buy Treasury Bills, which 
are always falling due and always being renewed. All 
the bill discounters also reguire these Treasury Bills in 
order that they may deposit them with the banks as 
security against loans. Therefore, a shortage in 
41 floaters ” is an unpleasant thing for Lombard Street. 
Some years ago, when Mr. Asquith wfas Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, there was a serious shortage, and it looks as 
though the Asquith policy were to be pursued again. It 
is said that the Government hope by thus manipulating 
the market in 44 floaters ” to force bankers and dealers in 
money to buy Consols in lieu of Treasury Bills. 1 do not 
think that they will succeed. There has been some talk 
for the past week of all the banks combining to refuse to 
lend money to the Trade Unions on their securities, and 
this is spoken of as a necessary and patriotic act. It has 
been openly declared that some of the banks have refused 
to make advances to the Trade Unions, and one paper 
snggested that a bank having a good many Trade Union 
accounts, and consequently making a good many ad¬ 
vances, should be pilloried, and that its name should be 
published and held up to public obliquy. Such rubbish 
makes one feel very sad. It is the business of a bank to 
lend money on the best possible terms, and on the best 
security. A Trade Union is a perfectly legal body, and 
no bank has any right whatever to refuse facilities to a 
customer merely because its manager may hold political 
opinions that are opposed to those of the would-be 
borrower. The manager is the servant of the directors, 
and the directors are the servants of the shareholders. 

Foreigners.—The financial group who control Chinese 
finance are determined not to allow China to borrow any 
money except through them, and as all the Governments 
are backing this group, the unfortunate Chinese financiers 
will have some difficulty in getting their loan through. 
It seems to me that Great Britain has not the propor¬ 
tionate preponderating influence intheaffairs of China that 
her trade justifies. She does well over 50 per cent, of the 
Chinese business, and the only country that in any >vay 
comes near her is Japan, who does about 15 per cent. Ger¬ 
many only has 4 per cent. Yet it is popularly supposed that 
she controls the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank, and 
she certainly makes herself felt in a very obtrusive manner. 
The United States trade with China is very small. Yet 
the United States insists upon its share in all the financial 
business that is going. The Japanese financial figures to 
hand up to the end of December show an increase in the 
ordinary revenue of 11J million yen, but an advance in 
the extraordinary revenue of nearly 45 million 
yen. Thus the total revenue has fallen 33J million 
yen on the year, whereas the total expenditure 
shows an increase of nearly 64 million yen. This 
is a very serious position. For last year revenue 
showed an excess over expenditure of nearly 61 million 
yen, whereas this year expenditure shows an increase 
over revenue of over 36 million yen. Japan has reduced 
the internal debt, and the external one has fallen 74 million 
yen on the year, whereas the floating debt has increased 
58 million yen, so that the total debt of the country has 
only fallen 16 million yen during the year. It will be 
interesting to note how far the bank-note issue of the 
Bank of Japan has altered during the period. It is quite 
clear that Japan is becoming more and more embarrassed 
each year, and how it proposes to increase the taxation 
to meet the additional expenditure no one seems to know. 
The country is already taxed to the uttermost. There is a 
growing feeling in the City against Japanese securities, 
and the price is only kept up because the Government 
supports its own market. No one was surprised at the 
slump in St. Petersburg. The Russians have been heavy- 
gamblers for the past twelve months, and they have been 
wildly buying every conceivable kind of industrial and 
mining share. Most of the business has been financed in 
Paris, and we presume that the Paris bankers have at last 
decided on a shake out. The slump will only indirectly 
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affect London, as English speculators have kept out of 
everything except Lenas. That the slump is in any way 
connected with politics I do not believe. 

Home Rails.—The Home Railway Market has been 
very dull. This is hardly surprising when we remember 
that the strike is now being felt acutely. If it lasts 
another fortnight all the railways in the Kingdom will 
find their dividends threatened, for it will be impossible 
to regain the traffics. The railway strike last year, 
although it cost the companies a considerable sum of 
money, only affected traffics temporarily. The present 
strike will actually destroy business, and cause a loss 
which will never be regained. Therefore I again repeat 
my advice of last week to keep out of railway stocks 
until the strike is over. Had not the Stock Exchange 
been very short of shares, we should have seen a much 
bigger slump. 

Yankees.—There is still no business in the American 
Market, and the dealers in London have practically 
nothing to do. Nevertheless, bankers on the other side 
are beginning to look for fresh business and talk more 
hopefully. They will find it difficult to get in the English 
speculator. He never comes in except on the top of a 
raging, tearing boom. Very few people have the courage 
to buy American rails at the bottom. Indeed, practically 
no one but a banker ever does this. 

Rubber.—Some of the dealers in the Rubber Market 
are quite confident that we shall see a boom in Rubber 
shares. I am quite unable to find any reason for a boom 
here, for prices, although not high, are still too high to 
tempt the buyer. The Harpenden report showed a very 
reasonable profit, and the dividend for the year is 110 per 
cent. This, on the estimated crop for the current year, 
should be maintained, and at £9 Harpenden shares are a 
fair Rubber investment, for the capital is only ^30,000, 
and the capitalisation is very low. The company has just 
added to its acreage, and it does not appear to have paid 
too much for the block. 

Oil.—Even the Oil Market felt the slump in specula¬ 
tive securities. But the talk about oil fuel still continues. 
Egyptian Oil Trust have been weak, and Eastern 
Petroleums, in which there is also a deal on, are now 
quoted 20s. ; whilst Red Seas, which is another specula¬ 
tive favourite, are 22s. 6d. Ural Caspians at 32s. 6d. 
have not moved since the make-up. It is said that the 
British Roumanian and the Roumanian Oil Company 
intend to amalgamate. They are both in the same stable,, 
and the amalgamation will probably save money to both 
companies. It seems to me that there may be a revjval 
in the Oil Market, for prices are very high, and the good 
companies, such as Shell, Burma, and Spies, must be 
doing well. The big New- Zealand Oil Company is not 
yet out, although it is being talked about. 

Kaffirs and Rhodesians.—The little flutter in the 
Mining Market has died down, and the dealers are now 
probably sorry that they bought back. Aurora West is 
making a new arrangement of capital, and is writing its 
shares down to 10s., and increasing the number w-ith 
the idea of giving General Mining and Finance shares in 
lieu of the cash they have lent the company. Thus 
Messrs. Albu will have a marketable security in place of 
a paper debt. The profit made by Aurora West works 
out at hardly more than 4s. 6d. a ton, and it is not a share 
that I can recommend. 

There has been quite a little boom in Electric Lighting 
shares, and although it has slackened off during the last 
few- days, all prices have risen considerably. Various 
stories are going about with regard to City of Londons, 
which jumped up to ^19, and it is now said that City of 
London, County of London and Westminster have made 
a deal with the Diesel Oil Engine Company. To-day all 
the Electric Lighting shares except City of Londons yield 
an investor well over 5 per cent., and they may be safely 
bought. But Citys appear to me to have been marked up 
too rapidly. Raymond Radclyffe. 
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CORRESPONDENCE 

THE ILLEGALITY OF STRIKES. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—From a strictly economic point of view, and 
therefore from a point of view of constitutional legality, 
there should be no strike on the part of the miners, since 
the interests of the latter, which are wholly economic 
interests, cannot be served other than by a capital form 
of debit; that is to say, a labour form of credit. For 
what, as a matter of strict economic right, does a strike 
mean? It means the choice of financial loss on the part 
of the workers in order to secure financial gain. Thus 
strikes can never be held to advance the interests of 
Labour, because they merely play into the hands of 
Capital. Strikes simply amount to fights or revolutions, 
carried on by the aid of capital, in which the longest 
pockets are bound to win. The question of their legality 
thus becomes absolutely ignored. 

Now if Labour desires to secure financial gain, it must 
seek some form of procedure which does not involve it 
in financial loss, that is to say, it must adhere to some 
lorm of procedure which originally credits and not debits 
it with something. 

If the purpose of the present strike has nothing to do 
with securing financial gain, what is its purpose? 

The question for Labour to answer is, therefore : What 
form of procedure is there for securing financial gain upon 
an original basis of credit and not debit—by keeping and 
not breaking an industrial order of things? 

And this, let me say, is quite as important a question 
for Capital as for Labour, because the breach of an indus¬ 
trial order causes loss to the masters as well as to the 
men. 

The matter resolves itself thus : How is money primarily 
made by masters and men? By the former it is primarily 
made by the aid of the latter, and by the latter it is 
primarily made by the aid of the former. Thus, the form 
of procedure for securing financial rights upon an original 
basis of credit is for Labour to debit Capital with the 
profits made by Labour. On the other hand, the form 
of procedure for securing industrial rights upon an 
original basis of credit is for Capital to debit Labour 
with the profits made by Capital. 

Suppose, for illustration, the net profit from Labour 
is £100, and the net profit from Capital is £100. Here 
we have a sound—and by “ sound ” I mean legal—busi¬ 
ness form, because it is a complete self-supporting form, 
of a dual system of economics. But suppose, as another 
illustration, the net profit from Labour is £ioo, and the 
net profit from Capital but £5°. Here we have an 
unsound, aad therefore an illegal, business form, because 
it is a one-sided self-supporting form, of a dual system 
of economics. 

Labour—and this is the key to the whole difficulty— 
has as much right to debit Capital with the profits made 
by Labour as Capital has to debit Labour with the profits 
made by Capital. In the second of the above instances, 
therefore, Labour would be perfectly justified in demand¬ 
ing another ^50 from Capital, and should be legally 
supported in its demand. 

The question of the right form of profit or gain which 
Capital makes out of Capital, or which Labour makes 
out of Labour, is quite a different matter altogether, and 
wholly irrelevant of political justice or freedom. 

Let us just apply this to the present crisis. The miners 
are demanding a minimum wage, that is to say, they seek » 
to debit Capital with a form of profit wrhich is industrially 
illegal. But it must not be inferred from this that the 
miners have no case, onlv that their case needs to be 
justly and lawfully stated, which can never be done by 
ignorant officials or agitators employed by them ; neither 

can their interests be advanced, nor have they ever been 
advanced, by strikes.—I am, sir, your obedient servant, 

H. C. Daniel. 
Loughton, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge. 

THE REJECTION OF ARBITRATION. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Thanks to the Washington Senate the inglorious 
Arbitration Treaty between Great Britain and the United 
States has happily disappeared from the scene. Conceived 
and welcomed in a moment of panic, it was a direct 
challenge to the rest of the wTorld, and would in all prob¬ 
ability have precipitated a general Armageddon. How 
much longer are w'e to be lulled into a false security by 
amiable assurances as to the unthinkableness of a conflict 
between the two branches of the Anglo-Saxon race? And 
how much longer are we to suffer ourselves to be dragged 
at the heels of the Unites States in a tacit support of the 
preposterous Monroe Doctrine? Small wonder that Ger- 

| many grows restive and threatening when she finds herself 
shut out from all participation in the New World. Surely 
we should be wise as well as generous to recognise her 
claims, and to aid her in the acquisition of some of that 
temperate part of South America which is still but sparsely 
peopled and where she has herself planted flourishing 
settlements of her sons and daughters. Why we should 
support the Monroe Doctrine against so desirable a ful¬ 
filment of Germany’s aspirations I confess that I cannot 
see. 

Mr. Lancelot Lawton in his article speaks of the 
Panama Canal weakening America’s position by com¬ 
pelling “ her to divide her naval strength between two 
oceans.” Surely the reverse is the case; for the Canal 
will immensely strengthen her naval position by enabling 
her warships to pass quickly from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific, and vice versa, without taking the long voyage 
round by Cape Horn. Indeed, I would go so far as to 
say that the near completion of the Panama Canal calls 
for great diplomatic care on our part, inasmuch as it will 
add yet another to the many forces by which Canada is 
urged to practical union with the United States. 

It appears to me, in conclusion, that the establishment 
of Germany in South America would, in conjunction with 
our presence in Canada, provide a very salutary counter¬ 
balance to that immense increase of power w’hich the 
United States will receive on the completion of their 
magnificent undertaking, the Panama Canal. I am, sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
Immo. S. Allen. 

March 16. 
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The Cowper & Newton Museum 

Obey, Bucks. 

AN APPEAL FOR ENDOWMENT. 

Twelve years ago, on the occasion of the Centenary of the death 
of the poet Cowper, the house in which he lived at Olney 
was presented to the town to form a Memorial and Museum. 
The Trustees have, with a number of gentlemen resident in 
the district, formed an Endowment Committee, of which the 
Bishop of Durham is the Chairman. 

The Secretary is M-, Thomas Wright, the Cowper and 
Newton Museum, Olney, Bucks, to whom Contributions 

should be addressed. 

CANADIAN PACIFIC 
OCEAN AND RAIL SERVICES TO 

. . AND THROUGH CANADA . . 

• TRANSATLANTIC—Fast and luxurious "Empress" Steamers 
to Canada. Only Four days' open sea. TRANSCANADA— 
Finest Trains in the World, running through the world's grandest 
soenery. Direct connection with every part of Canada. Fasteat 
route to Western States. TRANSPACIFIC—Fast Route to Japan 
and China. All-British Route to Australia end New Zealand by 

Canadian-Australian Mail Service via Vancouver. 

Per further particulars apply 

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY, 
62-65, Charing Croaa, S. W. i 67-68, King William St., 
LONDON. E.C. 24, James Street, Liverpool. 120, St. 
Vincent Street. Glasgow. 41, Victoria Street, Sallaat. 

18, St. Augustine** Parade, Bristol. 

Union-Castle Line Royal Mail Service 
TO 

80UTH ANO EAST AFRICA. 
WEEKLY SAILINGS. 

MONTHLY DIRECT SERVICE TO EAST AFRICA. 
Vii the SUEZ CANAL. 

Caning at GIBRALTAR, MARSEILLES gad NAPLES 

PLEASURE CRUISES TO THE CONTINENT. 
(Hamburg and Antwerp.) 

Reduoed faxes for TourUtg daring 8pring and Summer, to 
MADEIRA, LA8 PALMAS and TEIVERIFFE. 

For further information apply to:— 

DONALD CURRIE ft CO., MANAQER8, LONDON AND SOUTHAMPTON 
Branch Offices of the Company at Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester and 

Glasgow. 

CUNARD LINE 
PLEASURE CRUISES 

LIVERPOOL 
to tha 

MEDITERRANEAN & ADRIATIC 
by the 

“SAXONIA” AND “CARPATHIA" 
. . . Porta of Call • • • 

CADIZ. TANGIER, GIBRALTAR, ALGIERS, 
MALTA, SYRACUSE, ALEXANDRIA, 
ATHENS, CORFU, TRIESTE, FIUME, 
-PALERMO, NAPLES.- ... 

For full particulars apply— 

THE CUNARD S.S. CO., Ltd., LIVERPOOL. 

P & O Passenger Services. 
EGYPT, INDIA, CEYLON, STRAITS, CHINA, 
JAPAN, AUSTRALASIA, and all Eastern Porta. 

(Carrying Mails under Contract with H. M. Govern®eat.) 

Frequent and Regular Sailings from and to LONDON, MARSEILLES 8 6RINMSI. 

P & O Pleasure Cruises j£8T 
AROUND THE COASTS OF EUROPE, 
NORWAY and the MEDITERRANEAN. 

_ Programme on Application. 
For Pa stagt, Freight and all information apply— 

PENINSULAR A ORIENTAL STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY, 
102, Leadenhall Street, E.C., or Northumberland Avenue, W.C., LONDON. 

P & O Round the World Tours. 

n n THE ROYAL MAIL K M X P STEAM PACKET COMPANY 
• (Royal Charter dated i8»). 

PLEASURE & HEALTH CRUISES. 
For further particulart apply for Illustrated 

Booklets to 

Londons 18, Moorgate Street, E.C.J 
or 88, Cockmpur Street, S.W. 

Canary I elan, A 
Madeira._ 

THKAZORKS. 

SPAIN A 
PORTUGAL. 

WRIT INDUS. 

Round SOUTH 
AMERICA. 

Park 
Lungin of 

Toua 

From 

l 

Days 
*3- 

07i *2- 

upwards. 

■RaRBraai 

£100. about 
10 weeks. 

Sailing 

Every 
Thursday 
Fortnight. 

From 

London. 

Soutnampten 
Ot Cherbourg. 

Weekly. 

f Including Ho»el Accommodation. 

FEARLESS 

CRITICISM 
In support of principle 

In exposure of humbug 

In scorn of cant A, 

/ 

/O'. 

W vZ ■ 

& 

£ cV $ 

Weekly Review 
of Politics, Art, 

Music, Literature, 
and the Stage. 

ONE PENNY WEEKLY 

of all Newsagents—or sent 

direct from the Publishers, 

for 6s. per annum (post free) 

or 3s. for six months. 

COMMENTATOR, Ltd., 31, Essex 8t., London 

Published by the Proprietor at Cannon House, Breams Buildings, London E.C. Office for Advertisements, 63, Lincoln’s Inn 
Fields, London, W.C. Printed by Bonnf.r & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls Passage, Londoa, E. C. 
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ACMILLAN S NEW B00K8. 
Ruins of Desert Cathay. PctmmJ Nmd*. 

of Explorations in Central Asia and Westernmost China 

By M. AUREL STEIN. With numerous Illustrations, 

Colour Plates. Panoramas, and Maps from Original 

Surreys. 2 vols. Royal 8ro. 42s. net. 

The Field.—"The book will take its place, not merely as the 
leading work of travel published this season, but as one of the finest 
and best works of travel ever published." 

Tennyson and His Friends. Edit*! by 
HALLAM. LORD TENNYSON. With Portrait., 

8vo. I Os. net. 

A History of the Eastern Roman 
Empire from the Fall of Irene to the 
Accession of Basil I. (A.D. 802-867). By 

J. B BURY, Lilt D, Regius Professor of Modern 

History in the University of Cambridge. 8vo. 12s. net. 

NEW NOVELS. 

The Charwoman’s Daughter. Br 
JAMES STEPHENS. Extra Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d net. 

The Ladies' Field — ' A most refreshing study, delightful to read 
not only because of its literary art, but because it shows once again that 
poverty and obscurity have uo barriers to erect against natural dignity 
and independence of sonl." 

The Victories of Olivia and other 
Stories. By EVELYN SHARP. Author of » The 

Youngest Girl in the Schx>l,*' 8tc. Extra crown 8ro. 6s. 

T.P.'s Webely.—** The whole book is worth reading, as is nearly 
every word written by Miss Sharp, and her tales a"* not scrappy, being, 
like tom; of Kipling’s, quite little books of their own." 

MACMILLAN « CO., LTD., LONDON. 

LATEST NOVELS 
IN GREAT DEMAND 
Published by STANLEY PAUL & CO. at 6s. each. 

RHODA BROUGHTON 
BETWEEN TWO STOOLS. (Sec,U Bditiea.) 

ARABELLA KENEALY 
THE WOMAN-HUNTER. (Setead Bditiea.) 

DOUGLAS SLADEN 
THE UNHOLY ESTATE (by the Author of “The 

Tragedy of the Pyramids,** Eighth Edition.) 

ARCHIBALD MARSHALL 
THE MYSTERY OF REDMARSH FARM. (Third Edititu.) 

THE LIPE OF CESARE BORGIA. Rafael Sabatini. 
Illustrated. Second Edition 16a. net. 

THE LOVE AFFAIRS OF THE VATICAN. Da. Ahoelo 
S. Rappoport. Illustrated. Second Edition 16a. net. 

A WINTER HOLIDAY IN PORTUGAL. By Captain 
Granville Bakke. Coloured Frontispiece and 40 Original 
Drawings. 12a. 6d, net. 

DAVID GARRICK AND HIS FRENCH FRIENDS. By 
Dr. F. A. Hrdocock. 10b. 6d net. 

AN ACTOR*S NOTE BOOKS. A Record of some Memories, 
Friendships, Criticisms sod Experiences of Frank Archer. 

7 a. 6d. net. 
a 

WOMAN ADRIFT. The Menace of Suttragism. By Harold 
Owen. 6a. 

STANLEY PAUL A CO., 31, Ewi Street. Uadea. 
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Special Literary Retrospect 
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JOURNALISTIC and SECRE¬ 
TARIAL TRAINING FOR LADIES.— 

Rapid systematic coaching. Special course in 
Journalism. Excellent introductions given. — 
Telephone or write, THE TRIANGLE 
SECRETARIAL OFFICES, 61, South Molton 
Street, W. 

Typewriting carefully and 
accurately done. Remington. Ordinary 

MSS. 8d. (inclusive) 1,000 words. Long 
London business experience. Strict confidence 
observed.—Howard, 18, Queen’s Road, 
Tooting. 

•SPEAKING IN PUBLIC 
Bow to Frodiw Ideas and As*air* ^tvH. 
Piuenev. 3/-, peel H by 
Cues, beymsiur. trT» ^ 
... » ’II  V* t.l All Bookseller* ne|JL w pestlrb. 
Also ^ey tnm Manager, 

\\I Tbs Speaker's Library,' 
\ \\u^ bM, Strand, London. 
' * " Mott stncily practical handbook 

for speakers we have met with."—Times. 

t"Thi» book is perfm in clearness and grip of 
subject."—The Standard. 

Bargains in books.- 
Webster’s International Dictionapr, 2 

vols., 1907, new, 20s. ; Baily’s Magazine of 
Sports and Pastimes, 64 vols., i calf, £7 10s. ; 
Golf Illustrated, 12 vols., £3 3s.; The Fine 
Art Scott’s Novels and Oak Stand, 28 vols., 
£2 10s.; Country Life, beautifully illustrated, 
a set to date, 30 vols., £15; Hamerton’s Paris 
in Old and Present Times, as new, cost 
£4 4s., price £2 28.; Harper’s Road Books, 
Brighton, Hastings, Oxford, Ac., 11 vols., as 
new bargain, ^3 3s.; Sir Thos. Lawrence, by 
Lord Gower, with a Catalogue of his Engraved 
Works, many plates (£& net), for £s 5*- » 
Rudder’s History of Gloucestershire, folio, 
calf, rare, 1779, £t 6s.; Worsley’s History of 
the Isle of Wight, quarto, calf, 1781, rare, 
£3 3s.; Oscar Wilde’s Works, 12 vols., .£3; 
Tiffen’s Bow, Chelsea and Derby Porcelain 
Manufactories, scarce, 15s. ; Church of England 
Pulpit, 28 vols., £2 2s. ; The Connoisseur, a set 
to date, £6 6s.; Encyclopaedia of Sport, 2 vols., 
half-calf, £2 28.t cost ^4 4s., 1897; Times 
Century Dictionary, 8 vols., f levant (pub. 

i5»-)» for £6 los< » George Eliot’s Novels, 
21 vols., 35s.; Harmsworth*s History of the 
World, 8 vols., 30s.; Manual Ritual and 
Mysteries of Freemasonry, 3 vols., 10s. 6d. ; 
Harmsworth’s Atlas, 30s.; Sporting, Big 
Game, Angling, Natural History, First Edits., 
Occult Works, Facetiae, rare Books, all kinds. 
List free. — BAKER’S GREAT BOOK 
SHOPS, 16 and 16, John Buoht Strut, 
Birmingham. 

Typewriting promptly and 
accurately done. iod. per 1,000 words. 

Specimens and referenoes.—Address Miss 
Messer, The Orchard, Cottertll Road, Sur¬ 
biton, S.W. 

A Beautiful Booklet for Half-a-Crown 

SOUTH AMEfilCAN SCENEBY. 
Consisting of Reproductions of 24 

Water-Colour Sketches. 

Price 2m. 6d. net, or post-free 2s. 9d. 

Andrew Reid A Co., Ltd., 

50, Grey Street, Newcastie-on-Tyne. 

the ideal policy 
enables Policyholder* 10 reap the benehis of the* 
investment* During Their Owm Liraniua, and in 
the event of premature death to leave their legal 
representative in possession of a comfortable home 

Krbk from Mortgage Debt or encumbrance. 
GOOD PROSPECTS FOR ACTIVE AGENTS. 
SPECIAL BENEFITS for TOTAL ABSTAINERS. 

Prospectus and Terms post-free. 
The City Life Assurahcb Comfahy, Ltd , 

6. Paul Street, Finsbury, London, E L. 
M. GREGORY, Managing Director. 

THE 
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Edited by HILAIRE BELLOC. 
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B. 0. 
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JubIui. 

LAV ABD THB QBBAT 
■TATB. By B. 8. P. 
Haynes. 

OB THB BBBD OF A BBV 
MEDIUM. By Thomas 
Seesombo. 

SLUSH ABD GUSH. By 0. 8. Street. 

Sixpence Weekly. 
At all Bookstalls and Newsagents. 

Publishing Office: 10, John Street, Adelphi, W.C. 
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A Wallet of Things Gathered from Pages in Waiting. 

SHRIEKS AND THROBS 
Some Glimpses into the Shaping of a Shocker—By C. B. Lawrxrci. 

NEW BOOKS NEARLY READY 
Particulars of Interesting Volumes Likely to be Published this Month. 

BOOKS OF THE MONTH 
A Chronicle of the Noteworthy Publications of February with a 
Reviewing Commentary. 
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Contents of some March Reviews and Magazines. 
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Notes of the Week WE axe glad that a week of negotiations, which 
it was known on all hands were foredoomed 
to failure, has passed into the limbo of 

the futile. When one of the parties to a conflict rates 
the Government of the day in such lowly esteem as to 
ignore its sovereign authority, and impudently declares 
“ We are the Government,” the intervention of that 
Ministry, to be useful, must be on lines which will effec¬ 
tively dispose of that illusion. Frankly, praise may be 
given to Mr. Asquith for his belated firmness. He has 
shown the hare-brained, ill-balanced, and ignorant 
claimants of omnipotence in the State that they are 
really very foolish—albeit detrimental—people, and so 
far good has been done. We do not think, however, 
that the intervention of the Government has been useful, 
cr was ever likely to be useful. Their record of lament¬ 
able weakness in relation to trade disputes; their sub¬ 
serviency to the labour vote, their numerous assaults on 
the sanctity of law and order, and their pusillanimous 
failure under the aegis of Mr. Churchill to stamp out 
pillage, ruffianism and violence concealed beneath the 
guise of labour troubles, laid upon them an almost hope¬ 
less handicap when they came forward in arbitral 
attitude to adjust differences between those whom they 
had wronged and those who had been their specially 
favoured clients. 

Labour has received—as it deserved to receive—a 
very definite snub and set-back in a quarter where it 
had persuaded itself it had only to demand to have. 
The lesson may be a useful one.. In future it is to be 
hoped that the law will not be altered because labour 
does not happen to like it, but will be impartially and 
fearlessly enforced. We are anxious that the conditions 
of labour shall be improved so far as is consistent with 
the maintenance of the essential exigencies of the trade 
of the country. When it is clearly seen that the welfare 
of the country is no factor at all in the estimation of 
pestilent agitators working for social revolution, no 
paltering must in future be tolerated. All law-abiding 
and respectable elements must coalesce to stamp out a 
plague which can only involve the destruction of the 
prosperity of the nation. 

An extraordinary example of what may be done by 
determined and desperate men even in these days of 
protection for the inoffensive citizen is given in the 
robberies and murders which have thrown a district of 
France into a condition almost of panic during the past 
week. The average law-breaker hesitates before taking 
human life; these criminals, however, adopted the tem¬ 
porarily safer method of shooting first and looting after. 
The equipment of the authorities seems to have been 
pitifully inadequate.; popular indignation, however, s 
roused, and the first move has been made in the direc¬ 
tion of smarter machinery for the capture of the miser¬ 
able, inhuman beings—not to be called men—who think 
nothing of killing half a dozen people for the sake of 
gold. 

The “ Simple Life ” Conference now in progress at the 
Caxton Hall takes a very pessimistic view of the average 
bachelor's energy. Two ladies clad in Greek costume 
give him lessons in the art of cleaning shoes; a machine 
—guaranteed not to blush—teaches him how clothes 
may be washed; he is told how beds should be stuffed 
with chaff, how to cook and eat a nut, and how the 
danger of damp sheets may be avoided. In this connec¬ 
tion a gentleman “ who has given up several years of 
his life to a crusade against the ordinary sheet ” exhibits 
a wonderful sheet of his own. An ordinary pair, he 
affirms, can be placed on a bed in thirty-two different 
positions. When we have a spare week or so we are 
going to calculate this out carefully and check his 
figures ; for the present we take his word for it, since he 
can hardly have any sinister object. But how trivial 
become our little occupations of building ships, selling 
merchandise, cotton-spinning, writing books, exploring 
continents, contrasted against the white light of so noble 
a life-work! The world goes on—but in the silence of 
his room he labours for humanity, dictating to his 
reverent secretary the results of his latest sheet-turning 
experiment. He makes us ashamed of ourselves; we 
will go to, sell up, retire from our ignominious careers, 
and devote our remaining years to finding the precise 
Euclidean thirty-third position in which a pair of sheets 
may be arranged. Dear man!—we could ill spare him. 
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“First the Blade, then the Ear, 
after that . . .” 

WHATEVER the dream I dream may be, 
Whatever the hope I hope, 
I know, by the flash of the vasty sea, 
By the glow on the grassy slope, 
By the light that lies along the sky 
At night, when the last birds homeward fly, 
By the gleam of the wet rose-hedge in June, 
By the way that in winter the grey night falls 
When the lonely bird on the moorland calls, 
By the fiery sun and the high, calm moon, 
I know, I know in my beating heart, 
I know, I know in my secret soul, 
By a thousand symbols that shine and start 
And give me a calm and a high control— 
By the world that already my Dreams have made, 
At the gate of which fall back, dismayed, 
The pillagers, mockers, and drinkers of wine, 
They to whom Beauty is not divine 
But a thing to be sullied, and raped, and tost 
In the heap with their dreams that they mocked— 

and lost— 
I know, I know in my lonely heart. 
I know in my quiet, singing soul 
That the Hope lives on and the Fears depart. 
And the god in man shall have more control 
And more, and more ; and the voiceless hope 
And the dream too strange to be wholly told, 
That some old dead dreamer dreamt on his slope 
Straying along through the wind-blown grass, 
Soul in the vastness, feet in the mould, 

Shall come to pass; 
And out of Time—Eternity: 

And a God shall walk where now man gropes, 
Whatever the whole high Dream may be, 
Whatever the hope of hopes. 

Frederick Niven. 

The Fascination of Print 

F a being from some happy planet where the printing- 
press is unknown, and where spelling, easy or diffi¬ 

cult, new or old, has never troubled the intellectual 
atmosphere, could pay a visit to Earth, one of his first 
questions would be as to the curious behaviour of nine- 
tenths of the people he saw. Why, we can imagine him 
asking, do your inhabitants all carry round with them 
squares and oblongs and scraps of this material you term 
"paper,” hiding their heads often from the view of their 
fellow-creatures, studying as though for their lives the 
signs and portents thereon designed ? And the extra¬ 
ordinary thing about this inquiry is that we should 
hardly know how to answer it intelligibly at short 
notice. 

We are bound to notice that from professor to errand-boy 
almost everyone we meet is engrossed in newspaper, 

story-book, or print of some description. The Tubes 
in the morning present a picture of rows of knees and 
legs whose owners are concealed from public sight by 
reason of their earnest devotion to the public duty— 
the duty of knowing what has happened since they went 
to bed; the ’buses show much the same spectacle, varied 
by humorous interludes of wind and weather. In the 
evening a mysterious force urges us to 
purchase still more papers, to vanish again behind the 
scarcely dry sheets, in a fever lest any item of the day s 
news should escape our notice. The youngster, sent with 
a message merely into the next street, pulls from his 
pocket a frayed copy, grimy and extremely badly 
printed, of the exciting adventures of his favourite 
desperado, and stumbles along, eyes close to the page, 
jaws dropped, in a trance of esoteric ecstacy. We 
have reached that stage of the disease when it becomes 
impossible for us to take a journey of even twenty 
minutes’ duration in company with our own thoughts. 

And herein, one may well imagine, lies danger. For 
in our unceasing desire to ue lulled by second-hand ideas, 
to find temporary oblivion in news that is frequently 
utterly unimportant, we are becoming desperately un¬ 
interesting members of a crowd ; our individuality counts 
less ; we think as other people think, talk as other people 
talk. Our critical faculty becomes dulled, our intellectual 
plane is insensibly lowered. How often will you find a 
man or a woman—unless you seek those homes and 
gatherings where such things are specially loved and 
studied—ready or able to chat on anything above the 
level of the current topics of the morning’s paper? How 
often does an original, inspiriting idea crop up in the 
average conversation? 

The point to note with regard to this lack of brilliance 
is that it is not due to a definitely poor mental equip¬ 
ment ; more probably it results from the fact that nowa¬ 
days the brains are rarely exercised properly. Not twice 

in a year does the ordinary man or Woman sit down 

and think out a subject thoroughly, or allow the mind t« • 
drift where it will. We are all of us under the spell 
of print, and we cannot, we dare not, break away from 
its basilisk eyes. The “materials,” the “knowledge,*’ 
and the “ command of words ” which Dr. Johnson 
noted as essentials to the art of conversation are here, 
are available ; the “ imagination to place things in such 
views as they are not commonly seen in,” the “presenc - 
of mind,” and the “ resolution ” which formed the re¬ 
maining requisites are not now so easily found. We 
must read, read feverishly, insatiably, at every possible 

moment, and the leisure of spirit which enables us t« ■ 
unpack the mind and to blow the dust from its crannie- 
and shelves, costing nothing to obtain, is lost in » 
maze of printed words. It is a question whether 
have not sacrificed as much as we have gained in our 
restless desire to know, from moment to moment, how 
high and terrible the weeds in the world’s great garden 

have grown, while the flowers in our own little secret, 
shadowy places droop and perish for lack of sun an<i 

shower. 
Wilfrid L. Randell 
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Syndicalism, and After.—II 
By E. Ashmead-Bartlett. 

EVER since they found the owners adamant and the 
Government strictly neutral the men’s leaders have 

been in a desperate quandary. The strike had been 
ordered and must* go on. Dnce they had committed 
themselves to the Schedule of February 2 they could not 
withdraw, because they had no power to change the deci¬ 
sion of the ballot of that date. Had they returned to the 
districts and said: “ We have made a blunder; the 
owners will not give way, we must therefore withdraw* 
the Schedule of February 2 and negotiate on the amount 
of the Minimum,” it would have been a confession of 
failure and defeat which the leaders would never have 
survived. They would have been “ outed ” from the 
leadership by other aspiring claimants to their posi¬ 
tions of trust and comparative ease—who are ever wait¬ 
ing at the face of the seams for promotion to an office 
of emolument above the ground. Under the circum¬ 
stances the failure of the Round Table Conference was 
a foregone conclusion. There was only one possible 
solution to the impasse, namely, for the Government to 
introduce a Minimum Wage Bill which would enable 
the men’s leaders to return to the districts and say: 
“ We have done all in our power; we have not got what 
we wanted, but we have only yielded to force majeure.” 

On the day following the breakdown of the Round 
Table Conference Mr. Enoch Edwards, M.P., Chairman 
of the Miners* Federation, gave an interview in the 
Manchester Guardian, regretting the failure of the Con¬ 
ference to come to a settlement and stating clearly that 
as far as the Federation Area was concerned an agree¬ 
ment might have been reached, and the failure to do 
so was entirely due to contact with "the Welsh and 
Scottish elements.” The following facts therefore stand 
out clearly from Mr. Enoch Edwards own statement: — 

(1) That there never need have been any strike 

within the Federated Area, viz., Lancashire, Cheshire 

(North and South), Yorkshire (North and South), 

Staffordshire, Cannock Chase, Nottinghamshire, 

Leicestershire, Warwickshire, and North Wales. 

(2) That the owners in the Federated Area were 
willing to negotiate an agreement at any time. 

(3) That the present deadlock is entirely due to 

contact with the Welsh and Scottish elements. 

(4) That had the dispute been amicably settled 

within the federated area, the Welsh and Scottish 

elements would also have been obliged to come to a 

speedy understanding. 

I hus Mr. Enoch Edwards practically admits that the 
Miners’ Federation has made a colossal blunder in trying 
to force its will on the entire community by means of a 
general strike. The net result has been to plunge the 
•* untry into chaos, and to reduce hundreds of thousands 
of other workers to the verge of starvation. Now the 
Unions find themselves faced with compulsory arbitra¬ 
tion which is what they have been trying to avoid for 
vears. 
m 

Under these circumstances, it having been clearly 
shown that the differences of the owners and men were 
capable of adjustment within the Federated Area, and 
would have been settled but for the determination of 
the Syndicalists to force a general strike on the country, 
it is clearly the duty of any Government, which stiff 
professes to govern, to introduce legislation which will 
render it impossible for such a state of affairs to occur 
again. But as usual Mr. Asquith has taken a halfway 
course which pleases no one, and has merely made 
himself the sponsor of a measure which does not profess 
to deal with the evils of Syndicalism—the vital point in 
the whole controversy—but which is merely designed 
to get the men back in the pits by hook or by crook. 

The Bill may suffice for that purpose for the reason 
that the men’s leaders having forced the Government 
to accept the principle of a Minimum Wage, are only too 
anxious to resume work before the Union funds are 
altogether depleted. But there is absolutely no clause 
in the Act as it stands at present to prevent the Miners’ 
Federation from calling out the men again six months 
or a year from now; and they can also prevent them 
from returning to work now if they so desire as they 
are in no wise bound to accept the adjudication of the 
District Boards. Therefore some clause should have 
been inserted which would prevent either party 
from repudiating the judgment of the determining 
authority. This can only be done by making it illegal 
to use Union funds in support of a strike after the 
determining authority has settled the minimum rate and 
the safeguards for a particular district A clause should 
be inserted in the Bill on these lines to make it of any 
value: — 

(1) When an adjudication has been made (as pro¬ 

vided in the Act) it shall be unlawful for any associa¬ 
tion of employers or of workmen to make any pecu¬ 

niary or other payment in support of any employer 

or workman who refuses or neglects to carry out or 

abide by the terms of such adjudication. 
(2) When an adjudication has been made (as pro¬ 

vided in the Act) it shall be a misdemeanour for any 

person to incite or persuade any employer or work¬ 

man to disobey the terms of such adjudication. 

Even with the additions the Bill would remain a most 
imperfect measure. It is in any case merely a panic 
panacea to hold good for three years, which probably is 
about the time the present Government hope to remain 
in office. 

It seems highly probable that the Bill will become 
law without containing any safeguards to prevent a 
repetition of these strikes in the future. The desperate 
position to which the men’s leaders have been reduced 
was shown by Mr. Keir Hardie’s action in the House 
(22nd inst.) when he tried to bribe the Government 
into accepting the men’s schedules of five shillings for 
datallers (men employed at a fixed daily wage) and two 
shillings for boys, by offering to withdraw the men’s de¬ 
mand of a fixed schedule for hewers. But for once Mr. 
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Asquith stood firm and refused to accept Mr. King’s 
amendment to this effect, which was negatived without 
a division. The still more desperate plight to which the 
Government has been reduced is clearly shown by Mr. 
Asquith's efforts to bring the parties to a settlement 
without recourse to legislation. On Friday night the 
debate was adjourned, and all Saturday, Sunday and 
Monday were spent in further fruitless negotiations 
which were foredoomed from the start to failure. The 
owners have made their position perfectly clear, and 
from it they will not recede one jot or iota. This is 

their position: — 

(1) They are still willing to accept the definition of 

a Minimum Wage as laid down in the Government’s 

proposals. 
(2) They refuse absolutely to accept the Schedule 

for hewers contained in the resolution of the Miners’ 

Federation of February 2. 

(3) They will oppose any attempt to saddle them 

with the schedules of five shillings for other under¬ 

ground workers and two shillings for boys, whether 

it be by Act of Parliament or by pressure brought to 

bear at a private conference. 

(4) They will oppose the insertion of any figures 

whatsoever in the Bill. 

(5) They will agree to abide by the decision of the 
District Boards in regard to all three Schedules. 

On Monday the Government made frantic efforts to 
induce the owners to give way and to consent to the 
insertion in the Bill of the schedules of five shillings 
and two shillings, in spite of the fact that Mr. Asquith 
had argued strongly against the undesirability of such 
a course on Friday in the House. On the other hand the 
Miners' Federation threatens the Government that the 
men will not return to work even if the Bill is passed 
unless these two schedules are inserted. Only one 
course can save the Government in this crisis. They 
must pass the Minimum Wage Bill, bad as it is. Then, 
if the Miners’ Federation refuses to allow the men to 
return to work, the Government must afford adequate 
protection to all those men who are willing to return to 
the mines pending a settlement of the schedules by 
District Boards, as is provided for in the Bill. The pass¬ 
ing of the Bill will almost certainly break the strike. 
Already the men are wavering in many districts, and 
each day a few are trickling back to the pits. If the 
Miners' Federation still holds out after the Bill becomes 
law then their quarrel is no longer merely with the 
owners, but with both the Government and the nation. 

It will be the bounden duty of the next Con¬ 
servative Government to reconsider the whole of the 
laws governing Trade Unionism, especially the Trades 
Dispute Act, and to place on the Statute Book such a 
measure as will render it a criminal conspiracy, punish¬ 
able with penal servitude, for a band of irresponsible 
Syndicalists, each with widely divergent interests, to 
organise social disruption by means of a general strike, 
in order that each may obtain his own petty ends quite 
irrespective of the true interests of the country. 
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REVIEWS 
Historical Art 

Histoire de I'Art dans VAntiquity. Tome IX: La Gr&ce 

Archaique. By Georges Perrot. (Hachette and 

Co. 30 fr.) 

Religione e Arte Figurata. By Alessandro Della Seta. 

Illustrated. (Danesi, Rome. 16 lire.) 

Madonne Florentine. By Mario Ferrigni. Illustrated. 

(Ulrico Hoepli, Milan. 18 lire.) 

THERE are a hundred ways of talking about art, 
and most of these ways are beset by dangerous 

pitfalls. We can be betrayed into all kinds of noxious 
paradoxes—the negation of matter, the negation of 
spirit, the negation of sanity; we may fling the glove 
in the face of Nature or science or religion. The best 
way, if we are truly conscious of the dangers of the 
road, is not to engage in it at all, but to leave it to 
those adventurous spirits who are likely to find some 
joy in it Art, like gentlemen, sport, humour, and some 
others, is a conception that ill repays lip-service. The 
very words that express these notions are two-edged 
and turn against the user of them. The frequent use 
of the word “ gentleman,” for instance, may sometimes 
prejudice us against the person who employs it, and 
precisely in the fashion he is most anxious to avoid. 

The danger, however, lies chiefly in the metaphysical 
or a priori point of view; it is the suppression of the 
time-element, of the historical sense, that leads to the 
ineptitudes and blasphemies at which we have hinted. 
The historical method cures all the diseases of the mind. 
The three books we are about to discuss all serve to 
remind us that art is one of the vital functions of the 
human mind, and demands no sacrifice of equally essen¬ 
tial qualities. Signor Della Seta shows us art as the 
twin-sister of religion, inseparable from her during their 
minority, but eventually following a path of her own. It 
is the broadest kind of historical view. Signor Ferrigni 
takes a more particular subject, and reads the history of 
the great centuries of Italian art in the light of certain 
social phenomena. This method is as fruitful and in¬ 
structive as the former one ; any thread is good to guide 
us through the labyrinth of a period, and the study of 
the Florentine women of the time and their influence on 
art provides a new and efficient clue. As to the ninth 

volume of “ L’Histoire de TArt dans l’Antiquit6 ” of MM. 
Perrot and Chipiez, it stands in little need of our flattery. 

The present volume, for which M. Perrot is respon¬ 

sible, and which is entitled “ La Gr&ce Archaique,” is 
sound, brilliant and comprehensive. There is, indeed, m 
an archaeological work of encyclopaedic character little 
place for the faults to which ordinary art literature is heir. 
The archaeologist is a member of a senate recruited from 
all times and nations, and whose debates are governed 
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by strict rules of procedure. No cry of 14 Art for Art ” 
can embarrass him, because he is watching this same art 
in its cradle and in its first attempts to walk. 

Signor Ferrigni’s book on the Florentine Madonnas 
is an extraordinarily seductive one. If there were 
nothing but the pictures to recommend it, we should 
have classed it among the most desirable volumes we 
have seen; but they are more than pictures, they are 
perfect illustrations of the thesis contained in the text. 
The main contention, though it leads to some small con¬ 
troversy about “ ambients ” with M. Marcel Reymond 
and with the restless shade of Taine, is a fairly safe one ; 
it is that the art of the Quattrocento and the Cinque- 
cento owed a considerable debt to the ladies and peasant 
women who posed for the pictures of the Madonna. 
Mothers and mistresses naturally played some part in 
inspiring painters with an ideal of womanhood. The 
Florentine type of feminine beauty may have well been 
the deciding circumstance among all the circumstances 
that produced the Renaissance as we know it It was 
"the face that launched a hundred ships.” Signor Fer- 
rigni goes a step further when he contends that the 
artistic conception of the Madonna reacted on the 
Florentine women, on their character and appearance. 

He sees, moreover, the hand of woman in all the great 
artistic movements and periods ; Aspasia must have been 
for something in the masterpieces of Periclean Athens. 
But for Florentine art woman, as its principal subject, 
was all-important. “ La forma d’ arte e la Madonna . . . 
F elemento reale, formale concreto e la Donna ” But this 
was a climax. During ten centuries a Byzantine con¬ 
ception of art and religion had given a succession of life¬ 
less figures, and at best the accessories made an attempt 
at realism; the Virgin herself remained rigidly within 
the tradition; even Cimabue had no model. Then 
Giotto came to breathe the breath of life into dead limbs 
and features, and the Madonna was crowned Queen of 
Art. But it was through no direct evolutionary process: 
"La donna, non Maria di Nazareth, diventa Madonna.” 
It was the culmination of the war between the flesh and 
the spirit St. Francis had given a new turn to this 
struggle, through his discovery of joy as an element of 
religion, but it was but a temporary check to the victory 
of the flesh, and his great message ended in a fashion¬ 
able pietism, "II snobismo della poverta.” Signor Fer¬ 
rigni’s enthusiasms sometimes lead him into a truculent 
disregard for the limitations of his subject. About the 
Medici he will allow “nil nisi bonum,” very properly, 
since they are dead, though with him that is not the sole 
or even the principal consideration. “ Benedette tiran- 
nidi! ” is his cry, though it must be patent that a political 
system cannot be justified on artistic grounds alone. 
* Panis et circenses ” is a recognised trick of mushroom 
dynasties, and they must show other titles to the ap¬ 
proval of posterity than the bribes by which they 
obtained and retained their power. But bursts of wilful¬ 
ness and certain flourishes of rhetoric do not in the least 
diminish the value of the book, even though the author 
modestly disclaims having proved anything by it. We 
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found the chapter on Masaccio especially good, and the 
reasons why Donatello and the other great sculptors do 
not play a role in this book proportionate to their real 
glory are well stated. 

• • • 

Signor Della Seta is concerned with more general 
truths. Religion and art are at their birth inseparable 
for the most practical reasons. Indeed, all early art is 
practical and utilitarian. We find this truth re¬ 
peated by M. Perrot, though in a totally different 
context. But utilitarian, in the religious sense, refers 
directly to magical uses. The first art was, in fact, 
nothing but imitative magic. The whole object of 
religion was, by following certain rules, to shield against 
hostile powers this present life, and to ensure a happy 
existence in the other world. This could only be at¬ 
tained by the creation of images of the persons 
interested, or of the powers whose protection was sought 
or whose malevolence was feared; the dead could, more¬ 
over, have their physical wants supplied by representa¬ 
tions of the necessary aliments or tools; where action 
was needed for the fulfilment of a want, action had to 
be indicated in the pictorial counterpart. This art, 
which is seen in its most complete form in ancient 
Egypt, was strictly unprogressive. Religion stunted 
artistic growth, as it arrested political development by 
throwing its weight into the scale at the moment of 
codification. Imitation, if we may be allowed to 
play upon words, is in two opposite senses the 
end of art. 

It was left to the Greeks to set rolling again the ball of 
progress. Greece was not the heir of Mycenae; Homer 
and the sculptors made her art. A freer air, blowing 
from some unknown region, turned her sons to other 
thoughts than the mere propitiation of the blind forces 
of Nature. A rich mythology harmonised the gods. 
Magical conceptions persisted, as everywhere, among the 
lower orders, but the artists were meanwhile satisfying 
the cultured classes and educating the uncultured by 
creating the ideal of physical beauty and by labouring 
at purely decorative themes. The inner frieze of the 
Parthenon, Signor Della Seta considers, is the only 
monument of classical Greece containing a magical idea. 
It expresses, though not in a very pure or primitive form, 
the idea of the dedication of the Athenian people to 
the gods. Imperial Rome had its votive crowds, but 
Rome has always loved crowds (witness the Victor 
Emmanuel monument); besides, sacrifice was an all- 
important function in Roman religion, and a sacrifice 
involves a certain congregation of persons interested. 

Signor Della Seta has some very good observations to 
make on the respective methods of presenting crowds 
that prevailed in Greece and at Rome. When he gets 
to India Signor Della Seta finds it paradoxical that both 
the Brahmins and the Buddhists, whose creeds led them 
to look for the eventual annihilation of life, should have 
ended by imitating the practices of Egypt, and Asia 
Minor, and affiliating their religion to the magical con¬ 
ceptions of other civilisations. The Buddhists seem to 
have got their images and some accretions of their 
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system from Alexander the Great The same pheno¬ 
menon causes some bewilderment in the story of primi¬ 
tive Christianity. The pages that treat of the Icono¬ 
clasts and of the various aspects that their protest has 
assumed are some of the most interesting of the present 
work. Signor Della Seta regards the struggle as one 
between Greece and Judaea, the Germans of the Re¬ 
formation being in a sense the modern representatives 
of the ancient Jews. These latter he regards as rather 
an anomaly in the history of religion, which, as a rule, 
demands, like the black man in “ Lavengro,” “ a good 
bodily image.” The image must be there, though it 
need not be an idol; the latter is magical, is a medium 
through which to work on external nature, and is con¬ 
cerned solely with the future; the Christian or Buddhist 
image or picture is commemorative, and appeals to the 
past and the virtue of good example. The book is a 
most stimulating one, and the illustrations are numerous 
and well reproduced. j 

« 

We have already said something of M. Perrot’s book, 
and we shall say but little more about it. It forms a 
part, and not the least considerable part, of a work of 
first-rate importance. In it the last word in archaeological 
research is said with scholarly restraint and yet with all 
the charm of the French historian. The general truth 
is presented with the true Latin grace and skill, while 
the particular proposition is argued with incisive and 
resistless logic And the illustrative plates, though some¬ 
what inconveniently arranged, are miracles of elegant 
and exact reproduction. The chief headings deal with 
coinage, painting and pottery at the end of what M. 
Perrot calls “ le moyen ige de la Grece.” It is the 
reflorescence of art after the winter of the Dorian in¬ 
vasion. This catastrophe may be loosely compared to 
the Turkish invasion of Europe in the fifteenth century, 
which also led to migrations and a renascence. 

The history of Greek art is the history of the Ionians, as 
M. Perrot, in the wake of other authorities, clearly estab¬ 
lishes ; but the heresies are old and many, and it is well 
to have their refutation enshrined in a work of monu¬ 
mental importance. The slender data for an account of 
Greek painting are made to bear all the fruit of which 
they are capable. But the most valuable section is 
undoubtedly that which deals with Greek pottery. The 
whole question of colours and firing is treated with admir¬ 
able detail and precision. We see the basis of all our 
aesthetics in the idea of the purest utility. In early 
times “ la palette des peintres de vases ne comprend que 
trois couleurs fondamentales: le noir, le blanc, le rouge 
violac6,” and that simply because of the difficulties of 
firing. The same “ palette trhs pauvre ” belongs to 
Greek painting, but is 'attributed to somewhat different 
causes. The understanding of Greek colour has been 
retarded by the exigencies of excavation and the dangers 
of contact with the light, but a solution is being provided ! 
by more careful methods. The prisoners of the dust, 
when the doors of their cells are thrown open, cannot 
bear in their eyes the restored gift of the sun. 

The Attack on Traditional Logic 

A New Logic. By Charles Mercier, M.D., F.R.C.S. 
(Wm. Heinemann. 10s. net.) 

Formal Logic: A Scientific and Social Problem. By 

F. C. S. Schiller, M.A., D.Sc. (Macmillan and 
Co. 10s. net.) 

FORMAL logic, entrenched in the strong fortifi¬ 
cations of the tradition of two thousand years, 

is at last the object of a powerful attack. Both these 
writers appear in the forefront together, though from 
a different standpoint, with varying method. Dr. 
Mercier, in his preface, makes a sort of apology for a 
book on logic from a practising physician. As a 
student of psychology, he was led to consider methods 
of thought and inductive reasoning. He says : “ It was 
as a prolegomenon to the study of insanity that I was 
first moved to examine the logic of tradition, and to 
substitute for it the new logic that is here propounded.” 
There is some humour in this position; but when he 
adds, “ From the professional logician I can expect no 
mercy,” it is curious that he does not notice that some 
professional logicians were moving along parallel lines 
of direct attack. Dr. Schiller, a fellow and tutor of 
C.C.C., Oxford, writes: “T confess that to myself the 
discovery of the source of logic’s troubles came as a 
great relief. For, in common with most teachers of 
formal logic, I had found it a very difficult subject to 
teach without loss of self-respect.” 

Dr. Mercier contends that “the central doctrine of 
traditional logic is that all reasoning is the bringing 
of particular cases under general rules; its insoluble 
difficulty was to determine the way in which general 
rules are established.” Symbolic logic is simply 
materialism; for “ all the thinking is done before the 
data are put into the machine, and all the machine does, 
and all that symbolic logic can do, is to add and 
subtract.” Symbolic logic is merely “a kind of cal¬ 
culus, and rests upon a confusion between the province 
of logic and the province of mathematics.” Dr. Schiller 
agrees, when he says that “ it is necessary to pull down 
the pseudo-science of formal logic, and to show what 
an incoherent, worthless, and literally unmeaning 
structure it is, before it is possible to build up the true 
logic of real reasoning, w'hich starts from the act of 
thought, and so does not lose touch with science and 
practical life.” 

Both writers agree that restriction to the technicalities 
of the so-called laws of thought is inherently antagonistic 
to psychology and science, and, in short, to the thought 
process itself. Both are hostile to the practice, which 
still obtains, of making traditional logic a compulsory 
subject of examination for many important degrees and 

distinctions. 
According to a growing custom, against which we 

have protested before, Dr. Mercier s book is accom¬ 
panied by a publisher’s laudatory review, in which it 
is stated, with some assurance, that, “couched in un- 
technical language, the issues raised in the book car 
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be as well decided by the man in the street as by the 
professor of logic.” 

This assertion we cannot but controvert. Much of 
the language is of necessity highly technical. Nor 
could the author possibly avoid technicalities unintel¬ 
ligible to the “ man in the street” (Is it not time that 
this mythical and hypothetical personage was decently 
interred?) To discuss the science and art of the pro¬ 
position, the subject of the first book, would be im¬ 
possible without the use of technical language. Books 
II, III, and IV are concerned with the science and art 
of reasoning—empirical reasoning, inference or deduc¬ 
tion, and analogy. Dr. Mercier defines empirical reason¬ 
ing to be the logic of discovery, of truth, of fact, of 
matter, coterminous with induction; but his view of 
the method of discovering truth by inductive reasoning, 
which he expounds at considerable length, differs from 
the usually received doctrine of induction. 

Again, deductive logic should go much further than 
the text-books, whose inferences are too limited. So- 
called laws of thought “make no reference to thought. 
They refer to things, not thought.” For example, 
“ Whatever is, is,” means “ Whatever thing.rt " Every¬ 
thing must either be or not be.” “ These are not laws 
of thought They make no reference to thought. They 
are statements, not about thought, but about things.” 
The real value of deductive logic is in testing con¬ 
sistency. 

In Book IV, Dr. Mercier emphasises the vast import¬ 
ance of the logic of analogy, and argues that the 
analogical reasoning of mathematics has always been 
most illogically excluded from logic. He very rightly 
contends that, in order to be complete, logic should 
treat of the methods of reasoning by which mathe¬ 
maticians, biologists, physicians, chemists, and men of 
science generally arrive at their conclusions. For by 
analogical reasoning, as distinct from induction and 
deduction, 44 some of the greatest triumphs of the human 
intellect have been achieved.” 

Dr. Mercier writes in clear and lucid style, with a 
wealth of illustration, largely derived, as might be ex¬ 
pected, from medical science. His book, if perhaps too 
lengthy (particularly Book I) and occasionally verbose, 
is certainly thorough and comprehensive. 

Dr. Schillers work covers much of the same ground, 
but there is considerable difference in the sequence and 
arrangement. Introduced between the many sections 
on technical formal logic are important chapters on the 
theory of ideas, the general nature of inference, the 
problems of causation, of inference, and of induction, 
and a very important chapter on the laws of nature. 

It is interesting to compare with Dr. Merrier’s view 
the position of Dr. Schiller in reference to formal laws 
of thought “Are they,” he asks, “‘unmitigated non¬ 
sense ? * The question shows that we have become 
critical, and are ripe for a real solution of the problem. 
It is necessary to renounce entirely the formal con¬ 
ception of their function, in order to see that they really 
are principles of thought, and play an essential part in 
the functioning of our intelligence.” Dr. Schiller then 

draws a definitive distinction between “ law,” “ canon.” 
and “ postulate.” “ The laws ” are not “ laws,” nor 
“ canons,” but “ postulates,” and a postulate “ requires 
the intervention of a will.” If it is not willed, it is 
no necessity of thought; and the failure of formal logic 
lies in the fact that “ it has throughout systematically 
shut its eyes to the constant intervention of volitions 
in the course of thinking, and thereby pledged itself to 
make nonsense of the theory of any process of thought 
which depends on such intervention.” 

Hence, later in the book, in his admirable summary 
of conclusions, Dr. Schiller points out the curious fact 
that formal logic does not seem even appreciably to 
improve the formal accuracy of thinking. “ Formal 
logicians are apparently just as liable as other mortals 
to fall into formal traps—e.g.9 to argue from ambiguous 
terms, or to convert A propositions wrongly. The 
reason probably is, that just because formal logic is so 
alien to real thought its lessons are cast to the winds 
so soon as anyone begins to do his real thinking.” 

This remarkable statement, which may astound some 
old-fashioned professors of teaching, quite explains the 
stiff awkwardness in intellectual attitudes which charac¬ 
terises the methods of formal logic, and the total dis¬ 
regard of psychological process of reasoning. After all, 
formal logic is little better than a kind of intellectual 
game, and a game whose rules are loose, and the terms 
ambiguous; and the question even arises: “ Is it really 
such a good game, even for those who like it? ” For 
it is a game which has developed an intolerant dogma¬ 
tism, ignorant of its own limitations, which in reality 
exclude dogmatism “upon those logical topics which 
involve a knowledge either of material truth or of human 
psychology.” 

At the same time Dr. Schiller holds the view that 
it is perfectly possible to effect a compromise, between 
psychologic and pure or formal logic, which is scientific¬ 
ally tolerable. We doubt whether Dr. Merrier would 
go so far as this, though he would certainly accept with 
enthusiasm Dr. Schiller’s clever estimate of the evil 
effects on science and religion, in the past and even 
now, of the false ideals of formal logic. “Is not science 
now entitled to regard all its accommodations to formal 
logic as blunders and impediments to scientific pro¬ 
gress ? ” While of religion “ it is not too much to say 
that,a large proportion of the best humaft thought has 
become profoundly alienated from religion, thanks to 
the malign influence of formal logic.” This in¬ 
fluence has led astray both the advocates and the 
adversaries of religion by implanting in them a common 
rationalism, which fatally misapprehended the true 
function and vital value of religion. And this rationalism 
had its roots in nothing else than formal logic.” The 
rest of this most interesting section on religion, which 
is all too short, and capable of expansion, is a remarkable 
indictment of the evil effects of the formal ideals of 
fixity, and certainty, and of truth as compulsory and 
coercive in principle, and of “ heresy ” as a theological 
crime, fabricated wholly out of formal logic. It may be 
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commended to the attention of rationalists and ecclesi¬ 
astics alike. 

Dr. Schiller’s and Dr. Mercier’s books have each their 
value in pointing out the decay of traditional logic; 
but the special importance and interest of Dr. Schiller’s 
treatise lies in the fact that it is the work of a pro¬ 
fessional teacher, who admits that he has passed through 
the fog of disillusion to the light of discovery. 

The Evolution of the Dervish 

Reviewed by Sir Charles Walpole. 

Mysticism and Magic in Turkey: An Account of the 
Religious Doctrines, Monastic Organisation, and 
Ecstatic Powers of the Dervish Orders. By Lucy 

M. J. Garnett. Illustrated. (Sir Isaac Pitman and 

Sons. 6s. net.) 

The mystic is a product of the Orient There must 
be something in human nature peculiarly susceptible of 
mysticism, which has helped it to spread, like successive 

circles in the water, from its Central Asian fountain¬ 
head. To travel back as far as we can towards its source, 

we find ourselves confronted with Mithraism, which, as 
it shows traces both of the A vesta and the Vedas, may 
be presumed to be an Aryan cult, possessing, as it does, 
elements common to the belief of both the Iranian and 
Hindu races. The worship of Mithras, which in the 
palmy days of Persian supremacy spread through Baby¬ 
lonia and Asia Minor, increased its area of influence 
in the Greek colonies through the interchange of ideas 
resulting from the conquests made by Alexander the 
Great, and half a century before the birth of Christ 
established itself in Rome, and spread through Italy, 
the Balkan States, Spain and North Africa, the Rhine¬ 
land and Britain. 

Mithraism fought a stout fight with Christianity 
during the first three centuries of our era, and was 
finally vanquished at the beginning of the fourth cen¬ 
tury. Its spirit was largely responsible for all the other 
forms of mystic religion cradled in the East, such as 
Zoroastrianism, Gnosticism, Manicficeism, and Suffiism; 
was probably an ingredient in Neo-Platonism; and 
undoubtedly had a material effect on the development 
of the mystic side of Christianity itself. Mithraism 
was a system of dualism. Ormuzd was the good prin¬ 
ciple, Ahriman the bad. Mithras was the mediator. 
He recurs in, different phases as the Sun God, the God 
of Light, the Chaldean Shamash, the Greek Helios, 
and the Roman Sol Invictus. Through him the worthy 
soul ascends to the abode of Ormuzd, and to attain 
this ultimate goal the mystic accepted a life of 
asceticism. Step by step he passed through the seven 
degrees to wisdom, purity, and the abode of the blest. 
Each step was attained by the observance of solemn 
ceremonies after lustral purification, prolonged absti- 
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nence and severe self-mortification; each step was sealed 
by a sacramentum, or oath of secrecy, and a branding on 
the forehead. No progress could be made without the 
knowledge of the most sacred formulae, and the 
crowning stage was the achievement of ecstatic exalta¬ 
tion. The path to this consummation lay through 
purification from sin, resistance to sensuality, prolonged 
asceticism, and the contemplation and expectation of 
a better life. The faith was founded on a belief in 
the immortality of the soul and the resurrection of the 
body. 

The ceremonies of these mystics included the sacrifice 
of animals, the communion of bread, water, and wine, 
libations, the chanting of hymns, the accompaniment 
of music, the ringing of bells, the burning of candles, 
and the maintenance of an unextinguished fire on the 
altar. The community was a democratic brotherhood 
All were equal—slave and master, rich and poor, bone 
and free. Such was the crystallisation of Mithraism in 

its latter days; and with strange similarity does the 
system compare with the cult of the mystics of con¬ 
temporaneous and successive forms of faith. 

Miss Lucy Garnett, who has resided and travelled 
for many years in the land of the Ottomans, says in 

her preface that her aim is to give an impartial account 
of the Dervishes of Turkey, and observes that “ in con¬ 
troversies with respect to Islam and civilisation no 

notice is taken of the ihystical side of this creed as a 
native element of antagonism to the most essentia' 

doctrines of Islam.” This is undoubtedly true; and 
though we do not agree with her when she says that 

“ from the Suffiism of the Dervish order sprang the 
movement of Babiism ” in 1844 in Persia (for there 
is no reason to believe that Mirza Ali Mohammed, " The 
Bib,” was ever a member of a Dervish brotherhood), 

she is probably right when she says that “should a 
movement derived from the Suffiism of the Dervishes, 

and similar to that of Babiism, break out in Turkey . . 
it may be expected to have corresponding results.” 

Suffiism began to develop in the early part of th 

ninth century, and was a term applied to the practice 

of those who adopted an ascetic and) quietistic mode 
of life. It grew out of a spiritual feelinjj and emotional 

faith. It aspired to achieve the inward life of dying 

to self and living to God, to apprehertd the Divine 

realities and revelation through iUuminationvand ecstasy, 

and subsequently developed into a speculati^ and pan 

theistic movement, the ultimate expectation 
annihilation of consciousness by absorption in V 

Suffiism borrowed largely from ChristiamV* ^roD1 
Buddhism, from Neo-Platonism, and other ffa* o; 

mysticism. The hermits, the monasteries, the^osar'’ 
nirvana, contemplation of the primeval Being, all®11111 
buted to the development of Suffiism, which in tl^ 
part of the tenth century became an organised ^eID 
with its school of saints, rules of discipline, novi^f 
directors, and hierarchy of saints, the purpose * 
being the discipline of the soul by a process 
tion, the contemplative life, and the illumin^on ° 
ecstasy. 
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Miss Garnett’s little volume is a careful study of the 
system and practices of the Dervish orders. She begins 
with a history of the rise of the Dervish brotherhoods, 
their founders and early martyrs, their colleges and 
monasteries, and goes on to describe “ the succession 
of saintly beings unto whom the will of Allah has been 
revealed, and through whose instrumentality the 
destinies of mankind are governed,” and the holy men 
on earth “ who are admitted to intimate communion with 
the Deity,” with their ranks and stations and 
successions. 

The best and most interesting chapter in the book 
is that wherein she describes the Dervish monasteries 
and shrines, and gives an admirable picture of the 
tekkeh, or monastery, and the daily life of the little 
band of Dervishes, with their sheikh, who people it. 
In a later chapter she gives an elaborate and exact 
account of the weird sacred dance of the Mevlevi Order 
founded by Jelal-ud-Din, the so-called " Dancing 
Dervishes.” Another interesting chapter is devoted to 
the ceremonies of initiation of a novice, involving the 
prayers, rubric, and ritual set forth at length, and 
explains the various stages which lead up to the attain¬ 
ment of the “ fourth degree,” the state of ecstasy, when 
the " seeker ” is in direct communion with Allah. The 
whole is a striking and instructive example of the effect 
of hypnotic influence and auto-suggestion. 

We also have a chapter on the reed-flute, drums, alms- 
bowls, and rosaries of the Dervishes, and the various 
items of their dress, with the mystic and symbolic 

meaning attributed to each portion. 

The last chapter tells us of the antagonism which has 
existed from early times between the Dervish Orders 
and the Ulema, the orthodox expounders of the Koranic 
law, who accused these mystics of “ making innovations 
on the dogmas of Islam, of following practices forbidden 
hy the Koran, and of denying the very existence of a 
personal Allah.” Though nominally Sunnis, they 
virtually belonged to the heterodox sect of the Shias.' 
We could wish that Miss Garnett had further elaborated 
this phase of her subject—more particularly the relation 
which the long supremacy and final extinction of the 
Janissaries (who on their formation were under the 
especial protection of Hadji Bektash, the founder of the 
hektashi Dervishes) bore to the jealousy of the orthodox 

\ % Moslems against the mystic brotherhoods ; and also that 
'he had given us some information as to their influence, 

any, on the ‘‘Young Turk ” movement of the present 
<bv. 

44 Charity ft 

in • 

The advanced free thought attributed to some of the 
the Waders of the Committee of Union and Progress may 

have more connection with the Dervish Orders than we 

i* been generally given to suppose. 

oVl *^e hook is illustrated with photographs of no very 
^ ^ Attest. There is a curious little slip in the note to 
" , IW. Lam is, of course, not the last letter of the 

55 ^ ‘^Tahic alphabet; and Alef-Lam are the first two letters 
** * the name of Allah. 

Charity. By R. B. Cunninghame Graham. (Duckworth 
and Co. 6s. net.) 

THIS is a volume of quite entertaining short 
stories written in Mr. Cunninghame Graham’s well- 
known polished style, and dealing mainly with Scottish 
and South American episodes. The author is, of course, 
pre-eminently qualified to treat of experiences with 
which he has met in those two regions of the world. 
Why the volume is entitled " Charity ” is shrouded in 
some mystery, and the author probably has in his mind 
some grim, dour joke which is not obvious to the 
ordinary mind. The story in the preface may point a 
moral in the direction of charity. The Consul’s story, 
entitled “ Charity,” may have some dim relation to that 
highly desirable human attribute. The remainder of the 
stories have no pretence whatever to deal with charity 
in any form or shape. They are quite entertaining in 
themselves, and on a railway journey, between inevitable 
dozes, they will be found a welcome relief. In the story 
entitled “ Aunt Eleanor ” we are glad to notice a tribute 
to a famous cross-country family: — 

44 Well, Jackson,M she would say, 44 you have got 
a young one there. I think he would make a better 
hunter than some of those I see trotting down to the 
meet. They breed them far too long-backed nowa¬ 
days, not like the well-ribbed-up, short-legged, well- 
coupled-up-ones that I remembered when I hunted as 
a girl with the Fitzwilliam hounds.” 

Jackson, “a staid lad, who had been brought up with 
Lord Fitzwilliam as an under-strapper in the hunt 
stables, always used to say:— 

4 Them as rides with my lady ’as to know ’ow to 
ride; but then I passed my youth with Lord Fitz¬ 
william. They was a serious family, all rode to 
’ounds, and all of ’em rode blood ’orses, from the old 
lord down to the little gals.’ ” 

As is inevitable in the work of Mr. Cunninghame 
Graham the ci-devant Socialist and Trafalgar Square 
spouter often peeps forth as in this passage, which 
strikes one as being absolutely untrue: — 

Policemen stood about upon their beats, stout and 
well fed, looking with scorn if a taxpayer in a thread¬ 
bare coat passed by them, and ever ready, after the 
fashion of the world, to aid the rich, the strong, and 
those who did not need their help, and spurn the 
miserable. 

Another passage in the same story, which is entitled 
44 Set Free,” and which is probably the best story in the 
book, is marred by a too-restricted view: — 

Still, it was Christmas week, and the glad tidings 
preached so long ago, so fitted for the quiet ways and 
pastoral existence of those who heard them first, so 
strangely incongruous with us of modern times, was 
still supposed to animate men’s minds. 
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This passage is essentially the reflex of the mind of the 
slum orator who can only rivet his thoughts upon the 
many incidents, which repel us all, to be observed in 
great cities. To those who dwell in the country the old 
message, “so htted for quiet ways and pastoral exist¬ 
ence” still carries its lesson to our minds as in days 
long gone by. The monstrosities of cities are not the 
sum total of the potentialities of the world as it exists. 

The author attempts to follow into Paraguay and to 
exalt the career of emigrants from Scotland who have 
made their home there, and he suggests, as is not un¬ 
natural to one of his nationality, that these Scottish 
settlers are in effect the aristocracy of the South 
American country. We shall certainly not fall out with 
him in regard to the hints he throws out in this connec¬ 
tion, but something a little more convincing than scat¬ 
tered obiter dicta will be necessary' if the author ever 

wishes seriously to substantiate this position. 

Shorter Reviews 
Sir David Dale: Inaugural Address Delivered for the 

Dale Memorial Trust. By the Rt. Hon. Sir Edward 

Grey, M.P. To which is prefixed a Memoir by 

Howard Pease. (John Murray. 3s. 6d. net.) 

OF the ninety-seven pages of this little book only thirty- 
four are occupied by Sir Edward Grey's address, but 

Mr. Howard Pease has discharged his duty adequately 
in the memoir, which, besides the necessary biographical 
details, incorporates a number of appreciations from 
those who knew Sir David Dale well, so that the whole 
forms something of a concise memorial to the eminent 

leader of industry. 
The volume is not without a special interest just now, 

in view of the unrest in the labour world, for perhaps 
Sir David Dale’s greatest distinction lay in his success 
as an arbitrator, a work for which his tact, wide outlook 
and unprejudiced mind peculiarly fitted him. It is this 

phase of his work that Mr. Howard Pease emphasises, 
and with its value he is evidently in large agreement: — 

A truer sympathy would lead to a larger under¬ 

standing and a better handling of the difficulty; the 

employer must, as the statesman has already done, 

take Demos into partnership. The English work¬ 

man is no Socialist, and he has never yet paid much 

attention to the counsel of Jack Cade; but when, 

as at election times, he has taken a prominent part 

in public meetings and has ** heckled ” peers and 

Cabinet Ministers to his heart’s content, one can 

well understand that he will resent any inability to 

voice those grievances in his own trade which most 

nearly concern him. It may sound paradoxical, but 

in reality the increase of Socialistic ideas coincides 

with the growth in importance of the individual 

citizen : it is the result of dissatisfaction with the 

present condition of things. Remedy this, and 
Socialism as a definite system w'ill go by the board, 

for liberty—so dear to all Englishmen—under a 

Socialist common wealth would be as ‘"dead as Queen 

Anne. ” 

It is this, too, that Sir Edward Grey takes as text for 
his oration, expounding its bearings on modem labour 
problems in that broad, statesmanlike way which we 
have learnt to expect from him. If this little book is 
widely read by those who are at present involved in 
labour controversy, on both sides, we imagine it will 
tend to help that spirit of common understanding and 
conciliation the diffusion of which would be the best 
memorial Sir David himself could have desired 

Letters from China and Some Eastern Sketches. Rv 

Jay Denby. Illustrated by H. W. Hayter. (Murray 

and Evenden. 6s. net.) 

If these letters are genuine, which we very much doubt, 
Mr. Denby’s father deserves our sympathy for having 
had the trial of reading page after page devoted to a 
very cheap kind of humour. Mr. Denby has a sense of 
humour, but it savours strongly of the music-hall, and 
will amuse those who see something exquisitely funny 
in red noses, minute bowler hats, and a mere wisp of 
a walking-stick or one of great size with prodigious 
spirals. In short the book frequently offends against 
good taste, and on more than one occasion is distinctly 
vulgar. 

On board the s.s. “ Culveston,” bound for China, Mr. 
Denby gives an account of the people he meets, and 
his choice description may be judged from the follow¬ 

ing .* “ The heat has given her skin the appearance of 
that of a boiled fowl. Even her mother shuts her eyes 

when she kisses her daughter good-night” There is a 
missionary’s wife who laughed so much over a story 
about a man in tin armour drinking whisky-and-sod.i 
through a straw that she “ squirmed till her hair came 
down.” 

Some of Mr. Denby's observations of life in Shanghai 

are quite interesting; but he will persistently try to 
be funny, with the result that those who have a nio' 
perception as to w'hat is genuinely humorous are likely 
to be considerably irritated. Much is written about sea¬ 
sickness. little boys falling down ventilators, and 
J apanese waitresses taking a bath in the moonlight, but 

what we particularly object to is the following ;— 

Since writing you last week, the harem skirt has 

made its comic, baggy appearance in Shanghai. 

People tell me that it w'ill not become a popular 

fashion, but personally I incline to the belief that 

women who have legs which a cattle-dealer would 

describe as “ beef to the heel ” will fight for b 

retention with the hysterical courage of despair. 

Comment on a gross excerpt of this kind is needle 

Mr. Denby must school his humour, and might do worSk 
than study the clever and really amusing illustrations 0 

Mr. Hayter. 
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In Dickens Street. By W. R. Thomson. (John Smith 
and Son, Glasgow. 3s. 6d. net.) 

Some five or six years ago Mr. G. K. Ches¬ 
terton wrote an illuminating monograph on Charles 
Dickens. That book has been rcail by Mr. Thomson, 
who quotes from it frequently in the course of these 
papers. The influence of “ G. K. C.” is indeed apparent 
on every page of this book. It is perhaps a pity that 
Mr. Thomson did not confine himself to a sympathetic 
study of Mr. Chesterton’s criticisms, without attempting 
to imitate his mannerisms. The result makes, on the 
whole, for tedium. Mr. Chesterton has admittedly a 
neat turn for paradox, but there is a distinction, which 
Mr. Thomson appears to have overlooked, between 
paradox and perversity. Thus we are asked to regard 
Mr. Micawber as being primarily a poet; Mrs. Gum- 
midge’s spleen is set down to the fact that she conceived 
a secret passion for Mr. Peggotty; the Fat Boy of 
" Pickwick ” was in reality an incurable sentimentalist; 
and Jenny Wren anticipated Nietzsche in her worship 
of the superman, as personified by Sloppy! Really, this 
sort of thing won’t do, nor would Mr. Chesterton be 
guilty of such absurdities. To regard Dickens as a 
symbolist is to miss most of his fun and all of his mean¬ 
ing. Dickens—perhaps alone among the great English 
novelists—may be regarded as a perfect creator in that 
he said all that there was to say about his characters. 
They need no further explanation from any man. It 
is, of course, possible that Mr. Micawber may have been 
a poet. It is equally possible that he may have 
nourished, deep down in his soul, a secret passion for 
trigonometry. But all this is entirely irrelevant. To 
the genuine lover of Dickens the supreme and eternal 
significance of Micawber lies in the fact that he was— 
Micawber. 

London: South of the Thames. By Sir Walter Bes.ant. 

(A. and C. Black. 30s. net.) 

With the issue of “ London: North ” and “ London : 
South ” the stupendous task of a survey of the huge city 
as it stood at the beginning of this twentieth century is 
completed, and we might almost term it Sir Walter 
Besant’s enduring monument. The work which he and 
his assistants so carefully carried through was far in 
excess of the labours of the classic Stow. In those days 
London was not much more than what we now' term 

the City ”; it needs but a moment’s thought to imagine 
the immense difference, the formidably increased detail, 
faced by modern chroniclers. The present volume, in 
series with its predecessors, is full of handsome 
engravings, cuts, and reproductions of old prints; 
occasional page photographs and maps give the modern 
note. Wisely, the publishers decided not to revise the 
hree last volumes of this work ; it was disti 

We think, to leave them as they were planned, so that 
they represent for future students and historians a pic- 
{UTe °f London as it stood at a certain definable period. 
To have altered them and brought them up to date might 

have held some slight advantage for those who now wish 
to refer or to verify, but it would have introduced dis¬ 
crepancies and variations, taking the series as a whole, 
which would militate against its usefulness as a standard 
work on the period chosen. We congratulate all con¬ 
cerned on the splendid manner in which, ten years after 
Sir Walter Besant’s death, the project has been carried 
to a successful issue. 

.4 Short Introduction to the Bible. By Gilbert T. 

Sadler. (Williams and Norgate. 2s. 6d.) 

This little work consists of short notes on each book 
of the Bible, based on the most advanced so-called 
higher criticism. The Old Testament, and a consider¬ 
able part of the New, is regarded as a sort of mytho¬ 
logical quarry for the student of folk-lore. We are told 
that “ little is known of any historical Jesus ; though the 
existence of such a leader of the early Christians need 
not be denied.” 

The philosophy of the Fourth Gospel is “ not 
Christianity, but Alexandrianism,” and the miracles were 
stories composed by the writer himself from incredible 
traditions, and as to the Logia, ” No man Jesus in his¬ 
tory ever so spake.” In fact, the Christ-myth of the 
Gospels was simply built up by St. Paul, and developed 
by the Evangelists in the second century, from old 
Testament sources. 14 By 4 Christ ’ no man is meant, but 
the ideal Love-spirit born of the Soul (the Virgin 
Mary).” In other words, the God of Christians is a 
metaphysical and subjective conception evolved from 
the inner consciousness. It is curious to have to add 
that this book, absolutely destructive of historical Chris¬ 
tianity as received by the Church, is alleged to be 
intended for the use of Christian teachers. 

Fiction 
Clouds. By Charles Igolesden. (John Long. 6s.) 

R. 1GGLESDEN has added one more story to the 
large number of novels dealing with the clash 

of temperaments in married life. Basil Blake, as a 
young undergraduate, plights his troth to Peggy 
Pringles, a young woman with blue eyes and golden 
hair, and eventually marries her. The man is intellec¬ 
tual, cultured, somewhat taciturn, and remarkably solid; 
the girl querulous, vain, exacting and jealous; so that 
it is not difficult to imagine the strained situations in 
which they are from time to time placed. Basil finds that 
beyond the pretty blue eyes and golden hair there is 
very little left in his wife to admire; her soul is small 
and cannot respond to her husband’s insistent demands, 
while as for his intellectual pursuits, she evinces no 
interest in them at all. She flirts outrageously and 
chooses for her companion a widow of a very shady 
reputation. In desperation her husband endeavours to 
take her away in order that they may start afresh amid 
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different surroundings. The note of tragedy is struck, 
however, and its vibrations are still making themselves 
heard as we reach the last pages of the book. 

Mr. Igglesden is well versed in the myths and legends 
of the Kentish districts, and has a keen appreciation of 
the beautiful scenery to be found round and about the 
Weald. He has chosen an interesting group of persons 
with whom to people his novel, but he is not an author 
who shows the gradual unfolding of character. 
With the exception of Basil, who is at first blinded by 
the beauty and outward attraction of the girl he marries, 
each one fully realises from the very beginning his own 
and his neighbours’ capabilities and limitations ; as they 
acted in the first chapter so they act in the last. Time 
and circumstance have little to do with their moulding. 

Even in the constant misunderstandings between Basil 
and his wife there is no great climax reached. The dis¬ 
putes are in the nature of a series, and the desire for a 
fresh start is merely a change in the medicine of recon¬ 
ciliation. The descriptions form some of the most in¬ 

teresting parts of the book; they are presented to the 
reader in a vivid and realistic manner, and place the 
author far above the level of those writers who depend 
so largely on dialogue to fill the pages of their novels. 

Through the Postern Gate: A Romance in Seven Days. 

By Florence L. Barclay. Illustrated in Colour by 
F. H. Townsend. (G. P. Putnam’s Sons. 6s.) 

ACCORDING to the announcements of her pub¬ 
lishers, Mrs. Barclay counts her readers in 
hundreds of thousands. The advance copy of the 
present work with which we have been favoured bears 

the legend 44 100th thousand ” on the cover, and this 
several days before the announced date of publication. 
At this rate there is no knowing what figure the sales 
may not attain—the Messrs. Putnam evidently arc look¬ 
ing forward to a huge circulation. Although dedicated 
“ To My Mother,” we fancy the story will appeal less 
to the matrons than to the vast heroic band of single 
ladies of uncertain age whom the poet has ungallantly 
termed 44 Maidens withering on the stalk.” For it will 
suggest once more, especially to those of them who are 
connubially inclined, that 44 While there is life there’s 

hope.” 
According to our latest census there cannot be tar 

short of a million of these lady celibates, who belong to 
all classes, including Suffragettes, militant and other¬ 
wise And a perusal of the domgs of the ^ ind the 

Aunt, not 
will be as balm to theirjMjW thoq 

hearts. The Bog||^ 
the Aunt, C hristo^ 
already in long 
meeting. Ye 
twenty-six j 

has a 441 

its ampl| 

well-pq 
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cording to Mr. Townsend’s charming illustrations. The 
“ knotty bunches of muscles ” of the modern athletic 
girl are not so much as mentioned, so Guy, like many 
another young man before him, falls desperately in love 
with this fair creature not quite old enough to be his 
mother—although she talks as if she thought she were, 
and comes to the conclusion that she ought to marry the 
Professor. The Boy insists on a seven days’ trial court¬ 
ship, with the result we have previously hinted at. It is 
altogether very sentimental, but how it all comes about 
wild horses would not make us say, as the author has 
pledged us to secrecy, and noblesse oblige. 

The Snake. By Inglis Powell. (John Lane. 6s.) 

Considering what a very good background to 
a story can be formed by the w'eird superstitions 
of the Indian natives, it is surprising that more writers 
have not availed themselves of this fantastic setting 
And when it is an Englishwoman who, to gain her own 
diabolical ends, allows an Aghorri, at the instigation 
of her ayah, to initiate her into the rites of his terrible 
faith, the interest is all the greater. Diana is a ver\ 
complex character. Left as a young child greatly to 
the care of a native woman, she imbibes many of that 
person’s strange fancies, and is in danger of growing 
up more like a Rajpattie than an Englishwoman. She 

is sent to England for several years, but the leopard 

cannot change his spots. Her rebellious and passionate- 

nature is only suppressed for a time, and breaks out in 
all its fierceness and uncontrol when she falls in love 

with her cousin’s fiance. He does not return her affic 

tion, preferring the less arduous, but more gentle, Isa. 
whom he eventually marries. It is when she is baulked 
in the attainment of her great desire that Diana is per 
suaded to invoke the aid of the gods of the land. S 10 
yields herself at their shrine, and from henceforth her 

life is bound up with that of a huge snake. The pre 
servation of this monster is supposed to ensure the 
gradual removal of all obstacles from the path of t 1 
merciless woman in her unholy pursuit of the man w ose 
ruin she schemes to bring about. She has long peno s 
of prostration, during which time the snake goes a ut 
its deadly work. The story ends amid tragedy, an 

in the hands of a less capable writer would aPP^r so 
unreal as to be simply ridiculous; but Mr. Powe z 

managed to convey a certain amount of ^orce(fT 
interest into the narrative, so that, on the whole, c 
Snake ” can be commended as an entertaining book 

k Prelude to Adifenture. By Hugh Walpole. (Mill-*5 

land Boon. 6s.) 

rfter reading a novel, the critic finds himself 
praise impulsively and generously, he is 

nr 11 by the thought that on a second rea - 
Ber vision might show him faults which his 

^Hecintive mood carried him over safely. But 
^^Lal so close to the first is impossible, and 
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would be unfair to author and reader; nevertheless, we 

intend to read Mr. Hugh Walpole’s latest story again 

soon, and meanwhile high praise must be his portion, for 

he has achieved here something far higher than he even 

attempted in his previous books. We remember “ The 

Wooden Horse ” with gratitude, but it did not lead us 

to anticipate great things from its author; from the 

man who can write so fine a study as 44 The Prelude to 

Adventure ” we definitely expect a great book if he will 
continue on that high plane. 

If we were to sketch the plot, it would seem absurd, 

melodramatic It opens with the killing of one Cam¬ 

bridge undergraduate by another, by a blow on the chin 

in a fit of passion: that much we may disclose; and 

its masterly analysis of the mind of Olva Dune as he 

meditates on the deed ; his behaviour before his friends 

—both those who suspect him and those who do not; his 

conclusion that the mighty force compelling him gently, 

gravely, irresistibly to confess proves the existence of 

God; his love for sweet Margaret Craven, sister of the 

chum who suspects him—all this is a wonderfully woven 

piece of work. There is not a morbid line in the book, 

despite this apparently morbid situation; in fact, it is 

a thoroughly healthy and sane story, with humorous 

moments which relieve its steady, almost stately, pro¬ 

gress. Poor hysterical Bunning, whose linen 44 always 

looked as though it had been quite clean yesterday and 
would be quite filthy to-morrow," whose life 44 was spent 

in marching, magnificently and whole-heartedly, to the 

sacrificial altars and then discovering that he had simply 

been asked to tea,” is quaintness itself—occasionally a 
‘tie over-drawn, but not sufficiently so to spoil his 

effect We imagine from certain indications that Mr. 

Walpole has read much of Mr. Henry James. So much 

the better; that 14 sacred fount99 has done him no harm. 

He has written a book to be proud of ; and if, in a future 

work, he carries forward the story of Dune until the 

reunion with Margaret, we shall hope to read it and to 
fold it worthy. It will be a difficult task, but we believe 

that Mr. Walpole could do it well. 

t'ood at the Game. By Nat Golld. (John Long. 2s.) 

There are in “Good at the Game” all Mr. Nat 

Goulds usual troupes of performers. There is the 

race-horse owner—in the present instance,, also a first- 

c*ass cricketer, and, if necessity arises, his own jockey— 

l. c or(*inary gentle, kind, and loving English girl, and 

* e shady and semi-shady characters. The Test match 

the opening of the book is very realistically related, 

ut we do not think that the descriptions of the races 

^ equal to the author’s usual standard. They do not 

Hr C keenness of anticipation that so many of 
prolific writer’s books have inspired And we think 

at ‘t is no exaggeration to say that it is principally 

Iarihr V*Vl<* ^escr^P^ons that Mr. Gould's popu- 

alwa^ 3S res*ec* * ^or> though the young ladies are 

and ‘VCry n*Ce' anc* young gentlemen very worthy 
^ove Merest has always been of second 

rtance when compared with the great events at 
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Important New JOHN LONQ Novel now in 

Great Demand 

SECOND EDITION 

CLOUDS 
A Story of the Kentish Coast 

By CHARLES IGGLESDEN 
Author of * A Flutter with Fete." 

This is a novel quite out of the common run, set in 
the delightful garden county of England, and written, 
as THE TIMES says, by *• a noted authority on Kent 
a*d its topography." Mr. Igglesden knows every inch 
of Kent, and in the course of his charming story gives 
many a glimpse of historic spots in the county. 

r " • — — ■ ■ ^ ===r 

Daily Chronicle says: "Mr. Igglesden intermixes descriptions 
of real places and events with imaginary characters in a very 
effective way. • Clouds * is a good story, one to get and read." 

At all Libraries and Booksellers . 6a 

An intending prospectus containing a synopsis of this and 
forthcoming Novels post free on receipt of a post-card. 

JOHN LONG, Ltd, Publishers, London. 

LIONEL JOHNSON. 
ESSAYS AND CRITICAL PAPERS. Crown 8vo, 3x1 pp.§ 

6a. net. 

“ Outside the * Vie Littdraire'of Anatole France. I have known no finer 
examples than these essays of that rare kind of journalism which is also 
literature, being written with personality, delight, and passion.”— Ma. H. W. 
Nsvinaoit in 7a* Nation. 

SOME POEMS OF LIONEL JOHNSON. Newly 
Selected. With an Introduction by L. I. Goiniy. Roy. 
i6mo. In. net. 

AN1MA CELTICA. By Reginald L. Hinb. Crown 8vo, 
5a. 6d. net. (Ready To-day.) 

PROSPERO and other Poema. By William Gsrakd. 

Fcap. 8vo, 5a. 6d. net. 
, t Clitle] poem, a stately piece. In heroic couplets, has fire as well 
as dicaity. . . . The book as a whole should confirm and extend Its 
writer's good reputation.”—Scotsman. 11 

LONDONi ELKIN MATHEWS, VIGO STREET, W. 

stake in the racing world. It may be that 44 Good at 

the Game ” is only one of the minor books that many 

authors send forth while they are engaged upon work 

of the kind that has given them their claim to popularity. 

Captain Quadring. By William Hay. (T. Fisher 
Unwin. 6s.) 

THE author gives a striking picture of the old con¬ 

vict days in New South Wales and Tasmania, with 

a none too flattering account of the officials in cha«rP 
of the prisoners at God's Post. ® 

Captain Quadring, the only man who has succeeded 
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in striking terror into the hearts of the convicts, was 

himself sent out at the Governments expense in con¬ 

sequence of a charge made by his brother, with whom 

he had always been at enmity. The brother also finds 

it necessary to seek the shores of Australia, and the 

meeting of the two is perhaps the most dramatic part 

of the story. The feminine interest is sustained by Miss 

Beckworth, who ends by making one of the brothers 

happy. The tale is written just a trifle too much on the top 

note throughout; the intensity begins to pall, but it is 

quite a readable volume. 

A Question of Latitude. By Laura B. Luffman. (John 

Lane. 6s.) 

The story is that of Millicent Mainwaring, who goes 

out to spend a year with Australian relatives, and lands 

in Melbourne burdened with traditions and conventions, 

and steeped in insular aloofness During the year she 

sheds all her bad habits—for which, at the beginning 

of the story, we dislike her exceedingly—and at the time 

wheg her visit should terminate she capitulates to and 

marries Fred Heron, the masterful man who has done 

more than anyone else to make her a true, lovable 

woman. So far does Heron reform her that she subdues 

her pride to the extent of marrying him while still under 

the impression that he is a ‘‘drover/' though he turns 

out to be of right blue blood in the end. 

We are certain, very shortly after Heron and Millicent 

have made each other’s acquaintance, that he will marry 

her, after the way of masterful men in stories, but it 

speaks much for the author’s power that this certainty 

detracts not at all from her really enjoyable book. The 

ugliness of life in a Melbourne suburb, as viewed through 

English eyes; the charm and fascination of “ camping 

out ” in the bush; the points which differentiate our 

cousins “ down under ” from ourselves—these and many 

other features of Australian life are rendered with fresh¬ 

ness and skill. The virility of the youngest continent 

marks this book, and its characters live before us and 

evoke real interest, real emotions, for all is felt and told 

with sufficient force and simplicity to hold the reader 

from first chapter to last. It is a fresh, strong story, 

and the author deserves a large public 

A New Edition 
rlhe Rubdiydt of Omar Khayydm. (Fitzgerald). With 

38 pictures from photographs by Mabel Eardley- 

Wilmot. (Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner and Co., 

Ltd. 7s. 6d. net.) 

WE wonder how many years will pass before Omar 

Khayyam shall cease from appearing in the guise of 

luxurious gift-books ? To many of them, unfortunately, 

approval cannot be given, but the present issue is admir¬ 

able in the extreme; we have rarely seen photographs 

so delicate and beautiful as those here reproduced. Each 

one is chosen with unfailing taste, and each one really 

does reinforce the mystery and charm of the verses. 
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The Theatre 
“ The New Sin ” at the Royalty 

Theatre 

TRANGER, and still stranger, are the ways of 

dramatic critics They have lately discovered a new 

Messiah among dramatists. They have hailed him with 

delightful enthusiasm and the usual number of split infi¬ 

nitives. His name is Mr. B. Macdonald Hastings, and the 

name of this wonderful play is “ The New Sin.” Mr. B. 

Macdonald Hastings is not yet the Messiah among 

dramatists. “ The New Sin ” is not a play at all. It 

is merely a very improbable, very cynical, very strained 

story, treated in dialogue and divided into three pieces. 

It would have been better if it had not been treated in 

dialogue, but written in imitation of the descriptive 

English of Mr. H. G. Wells or Mr. Eden Phillpotts. The 

dialogue is as far-fetched and unnatural as the story 

itself. 

We have seen as well as read the play. Mr. Hastings 

has got together several possible people—a man who 

draws for the illustrated papers, his brother (who is very 

nearly a degenerate^ a successful draper (in itsell 

a full description of a man), a Labour Member, a writer 

of successful melodramas, and a manservant These 

are very ordinary every-day people. Mr. Hastings has 

met them. He has even, we dare say, listened to them 

and smoked pipes in their rooms. But when Mr. Hast¬ 

ings made up his mind to put them into a play, we 

believe that he must have been suddenly attacked with 

very laudable nervousness. Mr. Hastings did not rely 

upon himself. We gather from results that he under¬ 

went a serious course of Mr. George Bernard Shaw 

and Mr. Granville Barker. The result is that not one of 

his very possible characters talks like a human being 

They all talk like Fabians. They are all self-consciously 

talking for effect. We rise from reading the handy 

little volume published by Messrs. Sidgwick and Jack- 

son with the same relief that pervades us when we leave 

Caxton Hall after having listened to Mr. Victor Gray¬ 

son, or some such place in which either Mr. Shaw or 

Mr. Barker has delivered himself of a torrent of egotism. 

We left the Royalty Theatre with precisely the same 

feeling. We said to ourselves, “ This new sin is a hybrid 

thing, a freak, an abortion." It is founded on an im¬ 

possible thesis, and is made even more unreal by its 

treatment. 

Conceive it if you can. There is a man with the 

Fabian name of Hilary Cutts. He is one of the many 

sons of a man who made a fortune out of sock 

suspenders, and who left a will cutting Hilary out of 

it and making it impossible for the rest of his family to 

benefit under it until Hilary shall have died. It is 

Barker. It is Shaw. It is perversion. Mr. Hastings 
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then, a slave to these two writers, fills Hilary’s mind with 

a sort of flippant morbidity. He makes him discuss 

with his friends the idea of suicide simply because his 

brothers and sisters, unable or unwilling to earn an 

honest living like other people, sponge upon him. The 

falsity of all this seems to have been borne in upon Mr. 

Hastings halfway through the play, when, in order to 

compel an unwilling sympathy for Hilary, he drags in 

the degenerate brother who has got himself into severe 

trouble. It is here, too, that Mr. Hastings finds it 

necessary to use the much-scorned long arm of coin¬ 

cidence which has helped to make good royalties for 

his friend the melodramatist, the writer who belongs to 

the school which is scoffed at, jeered at, and held up to 

ridicule by all Shavians. The successful Gnendraper 

who has taken such a sudden fancy to Hilary is no less 

a person than the degenerate brother’s employer, the 

man who has thrown him out of his emporium for illicit 

love-making. He makes the degenerate shoot the suc¬ 

cessful linendraper through the back with Hilary's 

revolver, and he makes Hilary proclaim himself the 

murderer in order that he may be saved from the un- 
m 

pleasantness of committing suicide, and his brother from 

hanging. 

This brings us to the third and last act, in which 

nothing happens except, of course, the Caxtonian super¬ 

abundance of impossible conversation. But Mr. Mac¬ 

donald Hastings, chuckling gleefully up his sleeve, has 

a surprise in store for us, or those of us who have not 

yet realised the creeping sentimentality of the present 

generation of Englishmen. Hilary’s sentence of death 

is turned into one of penal servitude for life, and so the 

curtain falls upon the degenerate brother, faced once 

more with hunger or with honest labour, and a noise 

made by Jim in his throat which is something like a 

laugh. Jim is the writer of melodramas. It is a pity 

that Jim did not write this play, or, rather—because Jim 
is a self-respecting man and he would never have written 

it—it is a pity that Jim did not give Mr. Hastings a few 

healthy and straightforward remarks about this new 

school of playwrights. In this case " The New Sin ” 

would never have been written, and we should never 
have been bored. 

^Ve are always glad to welcome the new dramatist 

^ to encourage anything which may improve the con¬ 
dition of home-made drama. We are of opinion, how¬ 

ever, that such a piece of work as “ The New Sin ” does 

®°re to throw the stage back than anything written 
hy the hack melodramatist or the successful purveyor of 

^chine-made plays modelled upon Gordon. It is not 
encouraging to see a man of Mr. Hastings’ evident 
ability wasting himself as an imitator. The theatre is 

n<* was never intended to be and will never become 
the home of perversion and freakishness unless it is 

subsidised by a Socialistic Government. If ever such a 
eatre is to be found in this country it will be found 

Perpetually empty. The music-halls will have drawn not 
f3Khty per cent, of playgoers, as at present, but all 

P aygoers, within their comfortable walls. 

Music 
ALMOST anything may be forgiven to a society 

like the Philharmonic, which has so noble a his¬ 
tory, so splendid a record of good work done for music 

in England, work which we trust will be carried on with 

ever-increasing lustre during the second century of the 

ancient society’s existence. So we will not cavil over¬ 

much at the rather ill-balanced richness of its last pro¬ 

gramme, beyond saying that it is better to have only 

one great soloist at such a concert, and if he is a pianist, 

that his performance should always be with the 

orchestra; also that two new works by native com¬ 

posers is one too many for a Philharmonic concert. 
Magnificent as Signor Busoni was in the two familiar 

legends of Assisi and Paula, such solos are better 

suited to a recital; and, equally wonderful as was the 

peerless Casals (now rightly decorated with the gold 

medal of the society) in a suite of Bach, it is none the 

less true that Queen’s Hall is not a suitable room ici 
which to hear an unaccompanied violoncello, and that 

the suite he played belongs by right to the domain of 

the chamber concert 

It was a great pleasure to hear for the first time the 

brilliant symphonic variations called “Life Moods’* of 

Mr. Arthur Hervey, a composer whose work is not as 

often heard as it ought to be. Without going into 

details, for which we have not space, as to these varia¬ 

tions, we wish to point out with some little emphasis 

what a personal note there is in all that Mr. Hervey 

writes, and with what sincerity of feeling and purpose 

he holds a via media among composers of to-day. It is 

clear that he knows all the most modem “ tricks of the 

trade,** as well as the most approved of the established 

orchestral devices. He could be as bizarre as anybody, 

as deliciously discordant, as obscurely profound. 

But he does hot choose to be anything but clear, har¬ 

monious, and orderly, whether in thought or its expres¬ 

sion. Yet he can be himself, resisting any temptation 

to follow the ultra-modern leading, without producing 

the least impression of being old-fashioned. These “ Life 

Moods" are very cleverly imagined, and worked out 

with great orchestral ingenuity; indeed, the composer 

makes in them a distinct advance in richness of orches¬ 

tral colouring. But we have many men deeply skilled 

in orchestral writing. We have not so many who can 

put sunshine into their music as well as shade, who can 

depict the pleasant side of life as well as the anxious. 

Compared with Mr. Herve/s variations, the " Invoca¬ 

tion ” of Sir Alexander, Mackenzie, despite its remark¬ 

able ease of orchestration, was monotonous, and, to 

speak truth, heavy. A light touch has infinite charm, and 

an “ Invocation,” though it should not, of course, be 

superficial, may yet come from one who has a light 
heart and an affectionate faith. 

The concert of the London Symphony Orchestra 

conducted by Herr Steinbach, was of superlative ex¬ 

cellence. There were three pieces only in the pro- 
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gramme, but they were enough—the third “ Leonora ” 
Overture, the Violin Concerto and the fourth Symphony 
of Brahms. It is to Steinbach than most of us owe 
the solution of the more difficult problems set iby 
Brahms. At one time the E minor Symphony seemed 
as obscure as it did at first to Brahms’ great friend, 
Mme. Von Herzogenberg, who could say to him: 
“ The more penetration I bring to bear on it, the more 
impenetrable it becomes, though more stars define them¬ 
selves in the twilight glow. ... I have the feeling that 
this work of your brain is designed too much with a view 
to microscopic inspection, as if it were a tiny world for 
the wise and the initiated in which the common people 
that walk in darkness could have but a slender portion.” 
Then Steinbach came to us and dispelled the darkness, 
let us into “ those locked chambers of his soul,” to which 
Brahms, in this symphony, had first had recourse. En¬ 
lightened, like Mme. Von HerzogenbeTg, we could say 
with her, of the Andante, that it is all melody; a “ walk 
through exquisite scenery at sunset, when the colours 
deepen and the crimson glows to purple,” and “ how 
beautiful the end where the gay apprentices slouch 
home from work and the peace of evening sets in.” 

Yes, when" Steinbach conducts the fourth Symphony 
we feel that it is the more satisfying than the other 
three, more salutary to hear than its predecessors; 
neither bitter nor unripe as Brahms feared it might 
prove, but having a sweetness which is not too sweet. 

A young violinist who had previously made a remark¬ 
able success at one of the Classical Society’s concerts, 
Herr Adolf Busch, played the solo part in the violin 
concerto very much as we ourselves like to hear it 
played. Of course he satisfied all the technical require¬ 
ments of the work, and he played it with a kind of 
impersonal charm, making his violin primus inter pares, 
as if it were really part of the orchestral, and not charg¬ 
ing the music too much with his own passion and 
eloquence as we have sometimes thought Kreisler and 
Ysaye have done. As played by the magnificent 
orchestra and this admirable soloist, under the guidance 
of Steinbach, the noble music was rendered with a 
perfection of balance which was rare and delightful. 

Interest of a very different kind was excited by the 
performance at Queen’s Hall of the choir from Oxford 
House, Bethnal Green, in “ Gerontius.” It was not that 
this choir succeeded, where others of greater accom¬ 
plishment have failed, in making us think “ Gerontius ” 
to be anything but a very unequal work, and one of 
whose immortality we are rather doubtful; but that a 
choral society, recruited entirely from the neighbour¬ 
hood of Bethnal Green, should be able to cope so well 
with the very considerable difficulties of the music, is a 
matter for rejoicing and congratulation. We liked to 
hear about the association from the head of Oxford 
House, how the choir does not disdain to give recital 
performances of “II Trovatore ” and “Faust,” though 
willing to approach the greater sublimities of “ Geron¬ 
tius.” It sang the music really well; the only point as 
to which it might be useful to offer criticism being a 
not unnatural stiffness in the phrasing. That, however, 
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is possibly the result of the extreme pains taken to sing 
the words intelligibly. In clearness of enunciation the 
Oxford House singers are much in advance of many 
choirs of greater fame, and, we suppose, of greater 
opportunity. To enable the musical association at Beth¬ 
nal Green to carry on its excellent work, pecuniary help 
from outside the district is badly needed, and if anyone 
who reads these lines should feel inclined to help these 
enthusiastic musicians of the East End of London, 
feeling that their own enjoyment of music’s blessing 
will be heightened by the knowledge that they are 
aiding the less fortunate to enjoy it too, let them send 
a donation to A. P. Charles, Esq. (Hon. Sec.), Excelsior 
Hall, Bethnal Green, E. 

Of the givers of recitals during last week we must 
mention the many-handed and many-fingered Godow- 
sky. While he was playing his twenty-four “ Ton- 
Fantsien ” and his arrangements of Chopin, which 
might be called “ Duets for two hands,” it certainly 
seemed as if his fingers must be countless. One cannot 
stifle a feeling of regret at the waste of contrapuntal 
skill and digital perfection shown by this too-brilliant 
musician and pianist. 

One of our best a lieder ” singers, Mrs. Soraers- 
Cocks, known professionally as Mme. Le Mar, is un¬ 
happily leaving us, to settle permanently in Canada. 
Without a rival in Debussy and Reger, and among the 
first in Schubert, Brahms, and old English song, she 
will be very much missed from many a concert platform, 
and it must be hoped that she may, at any rate, pay us 
visits and give recitals from time to time. She gave a 
semi-private “Farewell” concert at Leighton House 
last week, singing the two finest of Debussy’s “ Baude¬ 
laire’* set, and the “ Chevaux de bois,” and some of 
Reger's and Wolfs best and least hackneyed songs, as 
well as some Schubert and Brahms. Her splendid sin¬ 
cerity, unexaggerated force and admirable musicianship 
were all displayed at their best, and the concert served 
but to intensify one’s regret at the departure from 
among us of so rarely gifted an artist. 

The Queen’s Hall Orchestra gave a concert on Satur¬ 
day whose only fault was its length. Sir Henry Wood 
secured a fine performance of Strauss’ “ Don Juan,” a 
work of wonderful beauty, and one which we admire 
more and more. A word of special praise may be given 
to the oboe player, but the whole orchestra was in first- 
rate mood. Casals in Dvorak’s Concerto, and an Inter¬ 
mezzo from that of Lalo, gave everybody a lesson in 
style and the art of bowing, and Brahms’ Haydn Varia¬ 
tions, taken at the proper speed, and not dragged into 
an unnecessary solemnity, were played with a clearness 
and simplicity worthy of Steinbach. 

Mr. Josef Holbrooke’s Concert 
As on some day of fog and gloom there may suddenly 

come to one a sense of sunshine, brought by the un¬ 
expected scent of violets for sale at the street corner, 

so did the music of Mr. Josef Holbrooke, in a somewhat 
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dreary London concert hall, bring instantly to one’s 
mind the long breakers of the west coast of Ireland, 
the magic caves of Cornwall, or the wild desolation and 
haunting fantasy of the Scottish Highlands. 

To analyse the sextette (op. 33b) with which Mr. Hol¬ 
brooke opened his concert last Monday at the Steinway 
Hall would be unprofitable, and should be impossible. 
It is not music to be pulled to pieces and reconstructed 
as one might the work of the clever composer who, 
knowing his laws x>f harmony, never transgresses from 
those excellent but hampering rules. It is purely Celtic. 
Listening to it, one sees at once the low deserted shores, 
the enchanted castle, or murmuring forests that have 
such an irresistible call on this musician. Such 
music as this should be allowed to tell its own 
story; and one would rather not hear that story either 
in the concert hall or theatre, but in the heart of a dark, 
sodden forest, in the evening after rain, in the silence 
of some warm September night One felt this again in 
the fine song, 14 Come not When I am Dead/' and per¬ 
haps especially in the most suggestive and delicate suite 
illustrating scenes from 44 Fairyland.” The rest of the 

programme consisted of some interesting songs by Edgar 
Bainton and Afford Hale, sung with much feeling by 
Miss Joan Ashley, a serenade for ten wind instruments 
by Jadashon, and a miniature suite for five wind instru¬ 
ments by Mr. Holbrooke. 

When is Mr. Holbrooke going to be recognised as the 
great creative force he undoubtedly is in English music ? 
The sextette and the 44 Fairyland ” suite should be 
heard again and again in our concert halls. Only from 
such music, from such a composer, can we look for a 
school of English music that shall be typical of England, 
free from any foreign influence or the taint of the 
academy, and therefore a national music which the 
artistic foreigner must regard with esteem for its 
vitality, its independence, and its strength. 

SOME OLD THEATRES OF 
PARIS 

The Com^die Francaise.—Ill 
T is perhaps on the stage of the Com6die Francaise 

that romanticism won its first victory. 44 Marie 
Stuart,” by Lebrun, produced in 1820, remains 
a date of real importance in the annals of French litera¬ 
ture. Later, in 1829, was given 44 Le Maure de Venise,” 
by Alfred de Vigny, a faithful copy of 44 Othello.” But 
the date especially to be remembered is January 25, 
1830, when the famous battle of the first night of 

44 Hemani ” took place. 
One knows how the Censor had permitted the play 

to pass with the secret hope that the public would take 
upon itself the task of condemning the too daring 
romanticism. We can easily imagine the handsome 
playhouse invaded by the defenders of the new school, 
these defenders being mainly recruited from the studios 
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and colleges. We can see the actors, timid and suspicious, 
and Mademoiselle Mars flatly refusing to recite some of 
the verses of Hugo’s drama; and especially we remark 
Theophile Gautier, superb and truculent, attired in a 
bright scarlet coat, which horrified the good bourgeois 
who had dared to risk their lives in such a crowd! We 
can hear the thunders of applause, the tumultuous 
enthusiasm which the play provoked after a very 
agitated presentation. And we feel the delirium of 
the 44 romanticists ” when they witnessed the triumph 
obtained by 44 Hermani ”—44 Le 4 Cid ’ de M. Victor 
Hugo,” as the critic Janin termed that play. 

At this period some of the greatest artistes that have 
ever appeared upon the first stage of France were to be 
found at the Com6die Francaise. The feminine rdles 
were especially well played by Anais Aubert, a delicious 
ingtnue, very graceful and candid, and extremely pretty. 
The speech Figaro makes in 44 Le Barbier de Seville” 
might apply without any alteration to her: — 

44 Figurez-vous la plus jolie petite mignonne, douce, 

tendre, accorte et fratche, aga£ant Tesprit, pied furtif, 

taille adroite £lanc6e, bras dodu, bouche ros^e, et des 
mains ! des joues ! des dents ! des yeux ! 99 

But the glory of the Theatre de Moliere at that period 
was Rachel, whose d6but at the Com6die Franfaise took 
place in 1838. M. Pougin, in 44 Les Acteurs et les 
Actrices d’Autrefois,” declares that— 

Rachel, c’^tait la Trag6die en personne. C’^tait 

tour & tour tout l’ensemble de la passion, la jalousie, 

la fureur, la haine, l’ironie, et toujours la majesty 

la grandeur et la po^sie. Une seule note lui man- 

quait parfois, peut-^tre; la tendresse dans son 

expression la plus pure et la plus p^n^trante; et 

pourtant il lui arrivait de trouver dans Polyeucte, par 

exemple, des accents touchants et pleins de 

m&ancolie. Elle restait, du reste, une artiste 

v^ritablement unique, qui, d&s son apparition, souleva 

Tenthousiasme, excita Tadmiration la plus complete 
et la plus justifi^e. 

In 1842, Rachel was made a societaire, but she seems 
to have been rather capricious, for in 1849 she breaks 
her engagement at the Com6die Francaise, only to renew 
it in 1851, when she continues her triumphs in tragedy, 
which, thanks to her, reconquers the place and im¬ 
portance it had lost at the death of Talma. 

During the revolution of 1848 the Com^die Frangaise 
again changed its name to the Theitre de la R6publique, 
and the following year Ars&ne Houssaye was appointed 
director. From 1850 to 1852, Victor Hugo, De Vigny, 
Scribe, George Sand, Emile Augier, De Musset, and 
Sandeau all triumphed there. It was the glorious period 
of romanticism. 

M. Gustave Lanson, the eminent professorr after 
having subtly analysed the tendencies of the romantic 
school, declares that the skeleton of romantic drama 
resembles the meagre Voltairean tragedy, 44 with its dry 
and conventional psychology, its stiff abstractions, and 
its excessive simplifications, only masked by much his¬ 
torical erudition and philosophical pretentions.” 

In 1852 the Second Empire proclaimed that from 
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henceforth the Comedie Fran^aise must print on its play¬ 
bills the ancient monarchical formula: 41 The Ordinary 
Comedians of the King will give,” etc. It reminds us 
of the time of Louis XIV! In 1855 Rachel created 
her last r61e in “ La Czarine,” one of Scribe’s dramas; 
for, alas three years later, the great artiste died at 
Carmet, and the Comedie Fran^aise, desirous of render¬ 
ing public homage to the actress who had been its chief 
glory, closed its doors on the day of her funeral. 

In i860 the inimitable Coquelin aine made his debut 
in the rdle of Gros Rene in 44 Le D6pit Amoureux,” and 
eight years later his brother, Coquelin cadet, appeared 
for the first time as Petit Jean in Racine’s 44 Les 
Plaideurs.” In 1865 the house witnessed once more a 
very tumultuous evening, when 44 Henriette Marchal,” a 
comedy-drama written by the brothers De Goncourt, the 
founders of the impressionist school, was produced. 

1870! War was declared on July 18, and the 
audience, after listening to the 44 Lion Amoureux,” the 
patriotic tirades of which seemed very appropriate under 
the circumstances, clamoured for the 44 Marseillaise.” 
There was a moment of panic among the actors. No 
one knew the national hymn sufficiently well to declaim 
it before the excited public. So the order was given 
to the orchestra to play it, beginning very slowly, and 
the audience intoned it in a deep vibrant chorus. 

During the “terrible year” the Comedie Franqaise 
went through many vicissitudes. In September all the 
theatres were closed by order of the authorities, and the 
theatre was transformed into a military hospital; the 
two 44 foyers ” became wards for the wounded. On 
October 25 the theatre gave a benefit performance for 
the victims of the war, and poems appropriate to the 
circumstances were recited. One especially created great 
enthusiasm. It was entitled 44 Les Cuirassiers de 
Reichshoffen,” and was signed 44 Emile Bergerat.” 

On January 18, 1871, a dramatic incident occurred. 
The battle of Buzenval had just been fought, and as 
the artistes were playing “Tartufe” one of their com¬ 
rades, Didier, was brought to the theatre, where he had 
so often played, in a dying condition. He had received 
a mortal wound in the last battle of the siege, and, 
although he was immediately operated upon in the 
theatre itself, he died shortly afterwards. He was 
only twenty-six years of age. M. Jules Claretie, the 
actual distinguished director of the great national theatre, 
has made the heroic young actor the central figure of a 
most interesting novel. 

During the Commune, the Comedie Fran^aise con¬ 

tinued ^'representations, in spite of the meagre receipts 
—necessarily, otherwise it would have inevitably been 
closed and condemned. Many times the 44 Communards ” 
tried to billet soldiers in it, and to place cannon there, 
so as to overlook a whole quarter of Paris. But the 
Com6die Fran^aise was resolved not to allow itself to 
be suppressed. By its energy it won its case, and gave 

its last performance during the sway of the Commune 

on May 21, 1871. 
We will not continue further this short history of the 

first theatre of France. To do so would necessitate a 

too long and exhaustive study. From 1871 to our day 

there has been no exclusively historical event that has 
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influenced or troubled its career. It has remained, what 
it has always been, the temple of real Art, and the per¬ 
fection with which plays are mouhied and presented can¬ 
not be surpassed. 

Those who would like to read the story of this theatre 
during the early ’eighties should consult M. J. J. 
Weiss's interesting and witty book, 44 Autour de la 
Comedie Fran^aise.” They will find in it amusing criti¬ 
cisms of many of the artistes who still play the young 
premiers and inglnues. This great theatre must surely 
possess in its precincts a modem 44 fountain of youth,” 
for, strange to say, its societaires never grow old. 

Marc LogI 

Song from the Western Isles 

NOTHING is more marked at the present day than 
the revival of interest in the arts and literature of 

primitive races—arts and literature which in the classic 
eighteenth century would have been stigmatised as 
44 barbarick.” It is not surprising that the recognition cl 
the importance of the Celtic spirit in literature should 
be accompanied by a corresponding awakening with 
regard to its manifestation in music. If in their litera¬ 
ture we find some expression of the mind of the Celtic 
races, may it not be said that in their music we find 
the revelation of their soul? The gift of musical ex¬ 
pression seems to have been granted pre-eminently to 

the Gaels of Scotland and Ireland and the Cymn of 
Wales. Their wandering melodies have been preserved 
from time immemorial in the memory of the peasants 
of these countries, but until the present day few attempts 
have been made to give them a more permanent form, 
or to make them accessible to music lovers in general, 
though men like Bunting have from time to time helped 
to rescue them from oblivion. In Ireland Dr. Joyce has 
recently published a collection of several hundreds of 
native airs, and Mrs. Needham, Mrs. Milligan Fox, 
Herbert Hughes and others have done much towards 
making known melodies which were in danger of being 

lost for ever. 
A recent issue of the Journal of the Folk Song 

Society* is of particular interest to lovers of folk-music. 
It publishes 105 44 Songs of Occupation” from the 
Western Isles of Scotland, collected by Miss Frances 
Tolmie, a native of Skye, whose acquaintance with Gaelic 
poetry and music began, as she says, with her life. In 
her interesting 44 Notes and Reminiscences,” included in 
this number, she tells how she became possessed of some 

of the songs. In her girlhood she had as escort on her 

visits among the women of her native district, Effie Ros< 

who is thus described: — 

She was a kind creature, but w’ild-looking, and 

apt to turn crazy if unduly provoked; she had 
immense front teeth, tawny locks of hair strayed 

* Frederick Keel, Esq., Hon. Sec., 19, Berners Street, 
VV. Annual subscription, 10s. 6d. 
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from beneath her cap over a high and peaked fore¬ 
head, and her old skirts hung in fringed tatters 
over her bare feet. Effie's conversation usually 
turned on the ancient lore of the district, and to my 
extreme satisfaction she sang old waulking-songs 
as we went over the moor, carefully teaching me 
the refrains. 

From this woman, from Margaret Macleod of Portree, 
“ Herrott ” McVicar of North Uist, and others, Miss 
Tolmie learnt the songs now given in the Journal—songs 
whose form proclaims them to have come down from a 
remote past, and which, under modern influences, are 
being rapidly forgotten. The Gaelic words have been 
translated and annotated with the help of Dr. G. Hen¬ 
derson of Glasgow University, and Miss A. G. Gilchrist 
has carefully studied and analysed the airs. 

The collection is admirably arranged, each air being 
given together with the source, the Gaelic words, and 
an English translation. There are interesting and valu¬ 
able notes on the customs and legends in which the 
songs had their origin, as well as on the characteristics 
of the airs and their relationship to those of other 
countries. Miss Gilchrist contributes an essay on the 
vexed question of the gapped scale system. She con¬ 
siders that very few of the airs given correspond with 
the modem major or minor scale, differing in this respect 
from the Lowland Scottish music 

Apart from its extreme interest to lovers of folk- 
music this collection should be valuable to the anti¬ 
quarian for the light thrown on some ancient customs. 

Gaho Hashimoto: A Great Japanese 
Artist.—II 

By Yoke Noguchi 

GAHO'S life of seventy-five years, which had closed in 
the month of January, 1907, can be divided into three 

periods. The first is that in which he was engaged in 
the pursuit of the ancient method by copying the models 
after the fashion of the Kano school; the second was 
that in which he slowly broke loose from the trammels 
of the Kano school, and ventured out to make a 
thorough exploration of the conspicuous features of 
various other schools; and the final was that in which 
lie revealed himself nobly, with all the essence of art 
which he had earned from his tireless journey of previ¬ 
ous days. In one word, he was the sum total of the 
best Japanese art. It is said that his long life was but 
one long day of study and work. He shut himself in 
his silent studio from early morning till evening, from 
evening till midnight, sitting before a piece of spread 
silk, with a Chinese brush in hand, as if before a 
Buddhistic altar where the holy candles burn. Now his 
research went deep in the Chinese schools of the ages 
of Sung, Yuen, and Ming, and then his thoughts 
lingered by the glimmer of the Higashiyama school’s 
reminiscences. He confessed that he received no small 
influence from the Korin school, and I have more than 
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one reason to believe that his knowledge of the Western 
art also was considerable. His catholicity of taste 
severely discriminated them, and his philosophy or con¬ 
ception of art stood magnificently above them, and 
never allowed them to disturb it under any circum¬ 
stances. His great personality made him able to sing 
the song of triumph over his boundless artistic know¬ 
ledge which had no power to oppress him. You might 
call his art a work of inspiration if you wish; but I 
am sure that he hated the word inspiration. It was 
through the religious exaltation of his mind that he 
could combine himself with Nature, and he and the sub¬ 
ject which he was going to paint were perfectly one 
when the picture was done. His artist's magic is in 
his handling of lines. He believed that Japanese painting 
was fundamentally one of lines. WhaT a charm, what a 
variety he had with them. See the difference between 
the lines he used for the pictures of a tiger or a dragon 
in clouds, the Oriental symbol of power and exaltation, 
and a bird or other delicate subject. The lines them¬ 
selves are the pictures. However, that does not mean 
to undervalue his equal pre-eminence in his art of 

colour. 
Gaho — or Gaho Hashimoto — was born in the 

fifth year of Tempo (1832) at Kobikicho, in Yedo, 
now Tokyo. From his seventh year he was taught how 
to draw and paint; at thirteen he became for the first 
time a pupil of Shosen Kano. It is said that Gaho 
was from an artistic family; we can trace back to 
Yeiki Hashimoto, who lived some time in the Meiwa 
(1764), and from whom the family line has continued 
unbroken down to the present. Yeiki was originally 
a native of Kyoto; and there he happened to be known 
to Suwonokami Matsudaira, the Shogun’s minister, who 
took him into his service; and on the lordship's return 
to Yedo Mr. Hashimoto accompanied his master. And 
he happened to settle at Kobikicho, where the Kano 
family lived, and soon gained Kano s friendship. Since 
that time the family line was continued by Ikyo, Itei, 
and Yoho. Gaho was Yoho’s son. The year after he 
became a student of the Kano School he lost his father 
and also his mother. It is said to be extraordinary that 
he was called upon to act, after only four years of 
pupilage, as an assistant to his master Shosen in paint¬ 
ing personal figures on the cedar door of the Shogun 
palace. At twenty years of age he was made head 
pupil. When he married he was twenty-six years old, 
and he began to lead his independent life, which turned 
tragic immediately. While the problem of getting his 
subsistence was not easy, his wife, whom he married 
with hope, became insane. 

Mrs. Hashimoto was obliged to withdraw to the 
Higuchi village in Saitama prefecture, where was an 
estate of her husband’s master, to avoid danger in the 
city; but she grew worse, and ran mad. And it is said 
that such a sad turn was from the reason that she was 
often tormented by some country ruffians. She was 
soon taken back to the city again, where she was put 
under her husband’s sole protection. . Thus, when poor 
Gaho's mind was completely engrossed with his family 
trouble, the great restoration of Meiji (1866) was an¬ 
nounced, and the feudalism which had prospered for 
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some three hundred years fell to the ground. Whole 
Japan was thrown at once in the abyss of social tumult 
and change; under the speedily-felt foreign invasion 
she lost herself entirely. What she did was to destroy 
old Japan; she thought it proper and even wise. It 
was the darkest age for art; when people did not 
know of the safety of their own existence, it goes 
without saying that they had no time to admire art and 
spend money for it. It is perfectly miraculous to think 
how the artists managed to live; there are, of course, 
many heart-rending stories about them. 

Gaho’s is sad enough, although it may not be saddest 
of all. He gave up his own painting temporarily, and 
tried to get a pittance by painting pictures on folding 
fans which were meant for exportation to China. And 
it is said that he was often scorned by his employer for 
his clumsy execution and, sadder still, he was told to 
leave his job. Is it Heaven’s right to treat one who 
was destined to be a great artist like that? He now 
resorted to a manual work of linking metal rings for 
making a sort of net-work; this chain-work, when 
finished, it is said, was made into something to be worn 
as an undergarment Then he turned to take up the 
handicraft of making “koma” or bridges (a kind of 
small wooden or bamboo pillow inserted between the 
body of a musical instrument and its strings) of the 
shamisen, a Japanese guitar; and he was paid, I am 
told, one sen for a single piece of that koma, and to 
make twenty it took him three days. Fancy his earning 
of twenty sen for his steady work of three days! To 
recollect it in his later days must have been for him the 
source of tears. And fancy again his immense wealth 
when he died, the wealth which, not his greed, but his 
single-minded devotion to art invited! In fact, there 
was no person so unconcerned of money as this Gaho. 
It was his greatness to believe amid the sudden falling 
of art that the Japanese art which had grown from the 
very soil a thousand years old could not die so easily, 
and that the people’s mind would open to it in a better 
condition; it was his prophetic foresight to behold the 
morning light in the midnight star. He was patiently 
waiting for his time when he should rise with splen¬ 
dour ; and he never left himself to be ruined among 
the sad whirl of society and the nation’s unsympathetic 
commotion. He walked slowly but steadily toward the 
star upon which he set his lofty eyes. He stood aloof 
above the age. His life, not only in his art, was the 
song of triumph, too. 

To his relief, his insane wife died; and his appoint¬ 
ment as a draughtsman at the Imperial Naval Academy 
meant for him a substantial help. He kept it up till 
the eighteenth year of Meiji, when the revival of 
Japanese art began to be chronicled as Gaho expected, 
in the formation of art societies like the Kanga Kwai 
or Ryuchi Kwai. When he left the Naval Academy he 
was called to do service at the Investigation Bureau of 
Drawing and Painting in the Department of Education. 
His fellow-workers were the most lamented Hogai 
Kano, another great artist of modem Japan, and Kwa- 
kuzo Okakura, that able art critic, in whose guidance 
Kano trusted. And those three men at the start are the 
true life-restorers of Japanese art. When the Tokyo 
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School of Art was founded (22nd year of Meiji) Gaho 
was first made warden of the school, and then its 
director. And he was appointed professor when his in¬ 
vestigation bureau happened to close up. However, he 
voluntarily resigned his professorship when Mr. Oka¬ 
kura, then the president of the school, was obliged to 
resign his office. Gaho took the principal’s chair of the 
Nippon Bijitsu when Okakura established it afterwards; 
but this school soon became a story of the past.- 

Gaho has left his successors perhaps in those artists 
like Kwanzan, Shimomura, Taikwan, Yokoyama, 
Kogetsu Saigo and Shunsho Hishida, who are doing 
some noteworthy work. And I believe that he died at 
the right time if he must, when we had returned to our 
original sense of art, and the real merit of such an artist 
like Gaho is truly appreciated. We buried him with the 
nation’s lamentations. 

The Revival of Printing—IV 

THE PRIVATE PRESSES OF TO-DAY. 

By Robert Steele. 

THERE are at present in this country three private 
printing presses of the first rank, producing work 

completely satisfactory to the book buyer of refined taste 
—those of Mr. T. J. Cobden-Sanderson, Mr. St. John 
Hornby, and Mr. Lucien Pissarro. Each of the books 
they produce is a harmonious structure, showing careful 
design in every detail. Each press has its own special 
interest, its points of difference from the others, a well- 
marked physiognomy reflecting in some degree the 
personality of its originator. 

Everyone who knows the Thames is familiar with 
the appearance of the old riverside inn called “ The 
Doves.” It was to a cottage beside it that Mr Cobden- 
Sanderson many years ago removed his bindery. His 
bookbindings—each in its pattern and ornament a care¬ 
fully thought-out translation of the internal rhythm of 
the book it protects and adorns—had long given him 
a high rank among artists. In 1900 the problem of 
pure typography, the expression of the harmony between 
the matter and the form of the ideal book, engaged his 
attention. He has since then printed in monumental 
form some of the great literary expressions of creative 

or destructive thought. In presence of his books we 
are conscious of an aristocratic aloofness from common 

m 

motives which marks the mystic, that adjustment ot 

means to an end—“ order touched with delight ”—which 

marks the artist. They impress us not by splendour 

of ornament or by illustration—save for pen-drawn 
flourishes in one or two of them, they are bare of orna¬ 
ment—but by architectonic perfection of design and 

execution. Among them are the English Bible, works 

of Milton, Goethe, Shakespeare, Emerson, Carlyle. 
Browning, and Wordsworth, masterpieces of literature 
set forth in forms befitting their magnitude. 
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Three hundred copies or so of each book are printed, 
with a few on vellum, and very few of them are now 

obtainable, except at enhanced prices. Nor is this to 
be wondered at, for the Doves Press books rank among 
the finest pieces of pure typography ever produced. 

Mr. Cobden-Sanderson as a printer may be described 
as an inheritor of Blake in * spirit, if not in technique. 
Mr. St John Hornby, who prints under the name of the 
Ashendene Press, represents another aspect of English 
cultivation, the true dilettante spirit Italy has thrown 
her charm on him, as on so many others of our country. 
His collection of beautiful Italian metal work and 
coloured ware is well known, and it was only natural 
that, after his first amateur essays in printing were 
made, he should turn to Italy for his models and for 
the subjects of his press. The first Italian printers, 
Sweynheym and Pannartz—readers of “ The Cloister 
and the Hearth ” will remember meeting them on the 
road—used a fine semi-Gothic type in two books printed 
at Subiaco. William Morris had experimented with it 
so far as to design a fount modelled on its main lines, 
but had laid it aside. Mr. Hornby, who had been print¬ 
ing small editions of favourite books in the “ Fell ” 
type since 1895, commissioned in 1900 the design of 
a new type on the same basis, now known as the 
44 Subiaco ” type. With this type he has printed two 
volumes of Horace, three of the "Divina Comedia,” 
More’s 44 Utopia,” and a number of smaller works in 
octavo and smaller sizes, before venturing on the great 
enterprise of his press, a magnificent folio Dante. It 
is not too high praise to say that this volume may 
worthily stand beside the Keimscott Chaucer. It con¬ 
tains all the writing of Dante, prose and verse, and is 
printed in long double columns illustrated by woodcuts. 
A sumptuous Virgil, printed on Japanese paper, has 
since been issued. The Ashendene Press books are 
perhaps the most rarely met with of modern works. 
They are printed in very small numbers—only forty of 
the Virgil were issued, for example—and most of the 
copies have been given away by the printer. The 
largest number of any book printed is only one hundred 
and fifty, excluding a very few vellum copies, and thus 
the continued value of the productions of the press is 
assured. 

Mr. Lucien Pissarro, at the Eragny Press, treats the 
printed book from a different point of view. He is a 
painter himself, and the son of Camille Pissarro, one of 
the greater names in nineteenth century French art. 
He aims, not at the illustrated book alone, but at the 
book illustrated in colour—or perhaps it would be truer 
to say, at the album with suitable letterpress. Blake 
and Walter Crane had already achieved this very 
strikingly, building up their page of illustration and 
text and reproducing it by lithography. The dis¬ 
tinguishing feature of the Eragny books is the use of 
woodcuts for his colour printing, and of a type designed 
expressly to harmonise with the engraved line. The 
text of his first little book, “The Queen of the Fishes” 
(1894), now very rare, was reproduced mechanically 
from a hand-written copy. From that time till 1903 
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the Eragny books were printed in Mr. Rickett’s 41 Vale ” 
type. They form, however, a distinct series, and, as 
they are all hand-printed and contain woodcuts of great 
originality, they are well worth the attention of the 
book-collector at their present low prices. By 1903 his 
own type, the 44 Brook ” fount, was ready for use, and 
since then all his books are printed in it. A few of 
them—e.g.f the 44 Areopagitica ”—are merely decorated 
books of the ordinary type, with borders and initial 
letters; but the majority contain woodcuts, either in 
colour or plain, and some of them music in addition. 
The printing of his woodcuts in colour is exquisite. 
Each colour is printed in turn from a separate wood 
block, even including the gold, and the effect is that 
of some bright tapestry from an old Flemish loom 
expressing new and strange dreams. Some of his most 
successful efforts have been in the printing of books 
with an exotic or an old French sentiment—the 
44 Histoire de la Reine de Matin ” of Gerard de Nerval, 
the 44 Poemes Tir6s du Livre de Jade ” of Judith Gautier, 
Villon, Ronsard, Verhaeren. Two books of music, 
44 Some French and English Ballads ” and 44 Songs by 
Ben Jonson,” are marked by a very successful revival 
of old methods of music-printing in red and black. The 
little book of Mme. Gautier, Mr. Pissarro’s latest pro¬ 
duction, is the finest he has yet printed. The letterpress 
is in a grey ink to harmonise with the ground of the 
illustrations, lined with red and with the initials printed 
in gold. On every page is either an illustration in gold 
and colours or an ornamental design of flowers, giving 
an impression of brilliancy and softness not easily 
imagined. 

Among the minor presses of the present day we need 
only mention the Cuala Press in Dundrum. It is of 
an importance rather literary than typographic, owing 
to the number of works by Mr. Yeats, Mr. Synge, A. E. 
(George Russell), and other Irish authors issued by it. 
The books are printed by Irish girls on Irish paper, 
and are sold at a moderate price. 

Women Artists at the Grafton 
Galleries 

HE exhibition of pictures by the members of the 
Women’s International Art Club at the Grafton 

Galleries is of uneven quality. Some of the work 
is good, a little of it is very good, and a proportion of 
it is exceedingly poor. The element of pure eccentricity 
is, however, small, being represented by a few unhappy 
daubs of the post-impressionist kind—bad alike in 
drawing, colouring, and arrangement The remaining 
paintings on these walls are genuine enough; there is 
plenty of honest effort of the kind that makes it difficult 
for the critic to be hard on failure. It must be said, how¬ 
ever, that many of the works exhibited are merely 
studies and sketches, which should have been prelimi¬ 
naries to more finished productions. Studies and 
sketches have their value, of course; they often catch 
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and record effects not attained in the finished work; 
but the painter who never gets beyond them is a failure, 
nevertheless; and this is a fact which must be borne 
in mind. 

Miss Ethel Walker is one of the most capable 
exhibitors in this gathering. She works in sombre 
colours—perhaps a little too sombre at times—and her 
pictures are of a distinctly melancholy cast, as of one 
whose outlook in life is not specially cheerful. But this 
emotion is genuine and not affected, and there is a cer¬ 
tain poignancy in it which compels respect. Her best 
work is perhaps the “ Portrait of a Lady ” (27)—a fine 
full-length of a lady in black, simply and directly 
treated, with no straining after effect, and full of 
character. It is pitched in a low key throughout—there 
is, indeed, not a touch of bright colour in it—but it is 
one of the most masterly things in the exhibition. 
Another and well-finished picture by the same artist is 
that which is entitled 44 Old Letters ” (34); again with 
the inevitable touch of sadness, expressed finely, with 
reserve, but with deep feeling well suggested in the 
colour scheme, the pose of the figure, and the surround¬ 
ings of the old-fashioned room. Two bold pieces of 
work, which we should be inclined to rank as sketches, 
full of light and warmth, are Miss Fox’s “ La Vieille 
Maison ” and Miss Atkinson’s 44 Flying Clouds ”—show¬ 
ing great mastery of the brush and translucent cleanness 
of colour. The charm of still waters is well reproduced 
in Miss Hicks’s 44 Moninkendam ”; and the drowsy 
warmth of a summer afternoon is excellently expressed 
in Miss Clarke’s picture (10), which shows a group 
of old women dozing in the shade of an almshouse. 
Miss Rossignol’s “ Road under the Cliff ” may be men¬ 
tioned for its clever lighting; and Miss Dods-Withers 
sends a careful and impressive picture, in low and har¬ 
monious tones, of “ The Fortress Church of Albi,” which 
leaves on the mind an abiding impression of a vanished 
past that this age can ill spare. 

Much will be forgiven to Miss Grace Stodart’s 
44 Fairies’ Pool ” for the warm haze of summer sunshine 
and shadow that pervades her picture of children play¬ 
ing round a forest pool; and one could condone the hard 
and rather staring greens in Miss Knight’s 14 Picnic ” for 
the vividness of the summer sunshine with which she 
has managed to saturate it. Three clever figure studies 
are Miss Hollingsworth’s 44 Bather ” and Miss Richard¬ 
son’s 44The Chrysalis” and 44The Dancer.” The two 
last-named are serious and careful pieces of work, well 
posed and well lit, marked by no little feeling, and full 
of promise for the future. Miss Griffiths is responsible 
for a clever and characteristic portrait, that of 44 Miss 
Gwendolin Lally,” and there is much merit, too, in the 
portrait (91) contributed by Miss Rossignol. There are 
some good water-colours, also. Miss Fisher’s impressive 
picture of 44 The Castle, Lerici,” and Miss Hannay’s 
44 Chalk Cliffs in Sunshine ” leave abiding memories; 
and Miss Rawlins deserves something more than a 
casual mention for her 44 Upland Way ”—a charming 
study of a beautiful old-world track. And one of the 
best pictures in the exhibition—perhaps the very best— 

is Miss Defries’ 44 La Peche,” an admirable study of two 
shrimpers, with wet sand and grey sea, and a subtle 
suggestion of the monotony of toil throughout For 
this alone the exhibition is worth a visit. 

Notes and News 
The present-day library subscriber may have forgotten 

Zola’s wonderful picture of a French coal strike in 
44 Germinal.” Here, without taking sides, the great 
French novelist gives an unforgettable impression of 
actual happenings, sympathetically presenting the diffi¬ 
culties of the capitalists and the position of the men and 
their leaders. 44 Germinal ” is published in English by 
Messrs. Chatto and Windus, in Mr. Vizetelly’s transla¬ 
tion, and a sixpenny edition is obtainable. 

The first production of Mr. Zangwill's play, 44 The 
Next Religion,” will be at the Pavilion, by the New 
Players’ Society, on Thursday, April 18, at 2.30, when 
Mr. Henry Ainley will appear as Rev. Stephen Trame, 
and Miss Adeline Bourne will take the part of Mary 
Trame. The play will be repeated on the following 
day, and on both occasions Major-General Sir Alfred 
Turner (President), assisted by Lady Turner, Lady Ten- 
terden, Lady Evelyn Guinness, Hon. Mrs. Bertrand 
Russell, Sir Harry Johnston, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., Lady 
Johnston, Lady Meyer, Mrs. Zangwill, and the ladies 
of the Reception Committee, will receive in the foyer 
after the performance. 

The arrangements for Mr. Oscar Hammerstein’s 
summer season at the London Opera House are pro¬ 
ceeding apace. Already over £25,000 worth of sub¬ 
scriptions have been received. Negotiations for Signor 
Mascagni’s new opera, 44 Isabeau,” are expected to be 
completed in a few days. A new opera, entitled 
44 Dispetti Amorosi ” (Lovers’ Quarrel), by Pirelli, has 
also been secured. 44 The Merry Wives of Windsor ” is 
in active rehearsal, and will be produced quite early in 
the season. The repertoire for the first week of the 
season, which commences Monday, April 22, will include 
44 Romeo and Juliet” (for the opening night), 44 Mignon 
and 44 La Favorita.” 

During Mr. Arthur Bourchier’s short season in Glas¬ 
gow and Bournemouth arrangements have been made 
for a season of French plays at the Garrick Theatre. M. 
Lugn6-Poe and his wife, Madame Suzanne Despres, 
supported by a company of the best Parisian artistes, will 
open on Easter Monday, probably with 44 Sapho." 
Other plays in a most interesting repertoire will be 
44 The Lily,” 44 The Marionettes,” 44 Electra ” (one of the 
French actress’s finest representations), and possibly 
44 La Rafale.” Miss Andrews, through whose medium 
London has made the acquaintance of many of the best 
foreign artists, was the presenter of Madame Despr6s in 
1908, and she has been chosen by M. Lugne-Poe, who 
this time brings his own company, to manage the forth 
coming season 

Messrs. A. and C. Black are publishing a book by 
Mr. James A. Manson (“Jack High”), entitled “The 
Complete Bowler,” being the history and practice of the 
ancient and royal game of bowls. It gives a connected 
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sketch of the history of bowls from its inception to the 
present day, and explains how the game is played, how 
greens aie constructed and maintained, how the bowl is 
made, and what are its peculiarities, with much else of 
importance on the practical side of the pastime. They 
are also publishing a second book by Mr. J. T. Bealby, 
BA., who, a few years ago, gave up a successful literary 
career to grow fruit in British Columbia- “How to 
Make an Orchard in British Columbia ” is the title, and 
it is intended for the use of those who are taking up 
fruit growing in that region without previous experience 
of orchard work. 

Imperial and Foreign Affairs 
‘ By Lancelot Lawton. 

KOREA UNDER THE JAPANESE. 

HE news which has recently reached this country 
concerning a plot directed against the life of 

Count Terauchi, the Governor-General of Korea, has 
once more drawn attention to the unsettled conditions 
which exist in that unhappy country. Altogether fifty 
persons are to be placed on trial, and it is an interesting, 
not to say a significant, circumstance that, with the ex¬ 
ception of three, all of them are Christians. 

In any consideration of the prevailing situation sym¬ 
pathy'for the unhappy lot of the masses must not be 
allowed to overshadow the principal cause of the 
Empire’s downfall. This cause was to be found in the 
hopeless incompetence and widespread corruption of the 
Korean Administration. At one time Korea was a 
country of no mean importance in the world, and there 
is substantial evidence to show that her territories origin¬ 
ally extended far beyond their present boundaries. To 
Korea Japan owes much of her culture, a circumstance 
which in itself should induce her to lean to the kindly 
side in governing the people. Western Powers have not 
been so tolerant in their treatment of Korea as they 
were in the case of Japan. Immediately Korea opened 
wide her doors to foreigners her independence was 
menaced. On the other hand, Japan, in spite of the 
hostile acts of her warriors, received not only encourage¬ 
ment, but real assistance, from the Powers in the task 
of reforming herself. It was due largely to the success 
achieved by her in this direction that Korea was later to 
suffer the loss of her independence. Dissimilarities of 
national and individual characteristics accounted for the 
rise of the one Empire and the fall of the other. During 
centuries of isolation the Japanese had lost nothing of 
their valour or virility. Although, viewed from the 
Western standpoint, their administration was, to say the 
least, comical, it nevertheless contained elements of 
strength out of wliich it was possible to mould firm the 
foundations of an enlightened State. In Korea circum¬ 
stances were altogether different. So soon as foreigners 
were permitted to enter the country they gazed upon the 
ruins of a State. Era after era of maladministration, 
accompanied as it was by hideous cruelties and extor¬ 
tion, had taken the heart out of the people. The govern¬ 
ing classes had no desire to change an order of things 
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under which they as individuals had prospered for so 
long. A glance at the map of the Far East will suffice 
to show the importance of Korea’s geographical situa-. 
tion. It is clear that occupation of the country by any 
Power carries with it facilities for domination in Chinese 
waters. The Japanese, therefore, could not view with 
other than the utmost alarm the prospect of their neigh¬ 
bour falling a prey to Russian aggression, I dp pot 
think it has ever been seriously contended, that, having 
succeeded herself in securing entry to the comity of 
nations, Japan could have shaped any effective policy 
towards Korea save that which aimed at absorptioa 

Unable to defend herself against attack Korea had; 
literally forfeited her place among the nations. So long 
as she was permitted to exercise control over her foreign 
relations she constituted a menace to the safety of Japan 
and imperilled the peace of the world. The fate that 
has overtaken her is the fate that must assuredly over-, 
take all decadent nations. It is one of those significant?^ 
“ lessons of history ” which the Great Powers in the hey^ 
day of their prosperity are too often prone to forget. In; 
Korea we are undoubtedly witnessing one of the most 
interesting evolutions of modern times—the endeavour- 
of one Oriental nation to reform another. It must not be 
forgotten that Japan herself is little more than twenty 
years in advance of Korea in the adoption of Western 
manners and customs. As yet the Japanese themselves 
have ill digested Western civilisation, and consequently, 
while in Korea many evidences of material reform may 
be seen as a result of their activity, it is difficult to find 
any real indication that their presence has raised the 
social or moral standard of the people. Nor is it pos¬ 
sible to see how the Japanese could ever achieve marked 
progress in this last direction, for in spite of all that 
has been written or said in their favour, it is undeniable 
that they both think and act differently from ourselves in 
regafd to all fundamental matters which we look upon 
as necessary to the sanctity of the home, and also in a 
large measure to the preservation of common honesty 

and integrity. 
There is one aspect of the existing situation in Korea 

which cannot fail to arouse deep and widespread interest 
For the first time in modem history Christianity has 
surrendered to the forces of heathenism the task of re-, 
forming heathenism. While it is no longer seriously con¬ 
tended that there can be no real civilisation without 
Christianity, the fact remains that the beliefs of Oriental 
peoples leave untouched many problems with which 
Christianity makes some attempt to grapple. Among the 
Koreans missionary effort has been remarkably success¬ 
ful, considerably over two millions of the people having 
embraced Western religions. Generally speaking, the 
native Christians are opposed to the Japanese regime, 
and for this reason the missionaries themselves incur 
the suspicion and frequently the displeasure of the autho¬ 
rities. One can already detect the germs of a conflict 
between enlightened Christianity, with its lofty ideals, on 
the one hand, and the forces of materialism, as exempli¬ 
fied by the Japanese reformers, on the other. Of this 
there is little doubt, that had Korea passed under the 
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domination of a Western country she would eventually 
have accepted some form of Christianity as a national 
religion. Japan cannot show her a moral code superior 

in any important feature to that which she already 
possesses, while a comparison of the respective systems 
of ethics in the working has by no means convinced the 

Koreans of their own unworthiness. 
Owing to the maintenance of a rigorous censorship 

little is known concerning the actual situation in the 
peninsula. As recently as January of this year a resident 
in Seoul described the Administration of Count 
Terauchi as that of a military autocracy, and added: — 

He can run counter if it pleases him to his Cabinet 
and every official. His decision is final. He has but 
one master—the Emperor of Japan. Such authority 
to be given to one man is exceedingly dangerous. 
It is also unfair. It is unfair to the Koreans; it is 
unfair to the Japanese here; it is unfair to the 
foreigner who is in business in Korea; it is unfair to 
those who invest money in Korea; and, above all, it is 
unfair to the Governor-General himself, for it makes 
him an autocrat and perhaps a temporary tyrant. 

The Japanese themselves in certain instances are 
frank enough to criticise the new regime. For example, 

a member of the Diet who toured from end to end of 

Korea declared that the policy of his country could be 
summed up in the words “ military despotism,” while the 
Tokyo Asahi, a journal of standing, stated that the autho¬ 
rities vigorously suppress the publication of all comment 
on the Korean Administration except such as is flatter¬ 
ing to the Governor-General. Occasionally items of 

news leak out which serve to show that the hapless 

Koreans are still the victims of oppression. 
Korea has suffered the only penalty which can await 

a decadent nation. Korea, the Land of the Morning 
Calm, has become Chosen, an integral part of Japan, the 

Land of the Rising Sun. Japan has yet to prove her 

fitness for the task she has undertaken. It is idle for 
her, while pretending that the Koreans are her brothers, 
and that the customs and languages of the two nations 
are closely identified, to treat them as though they were 
conquered people. So far the record of Japan in the 
peninsula is one that her best friends would like to see 
effaced. It began with the brutal murder of the Queen. 
Next came the establishment of the Protectorate as a 

result of intimidating the Emperor at the bayonet point; 
to be followed by his forced abdication and the placing 
upon the throne of his witless son. And now the last act 
.of all has been accomplished—Korea is no more. 

MOTORING 

MOTORISTS are reminded that the new Local 
Government Board Order prohibiting the use of 

u cut-outs ” comes into force on Monday next. There 
seems to be some difference of opinion as to whether the 
prohibition extends to the fitting of alarm signals 
-operated by the exhaust between the engine and the 
silencer, but the wording of the new regulation should 
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leave little doubt upon tlie point It is quite clear that 
the exhaust gases must not be released in any way into 
the open air until they have passed through the silencer 
—which must be efficient—and those who continue to 
use certain popular warning devices operated by the 
exhaust must be prepared for trouble with the autho 
rities. The Order says nothing about the utilisation of 
the gases for horn or siren purposes after they have left 
the silencer, so that no doubt the makers of warning 
devices will now turn their attention in this direction. 

According to the Autocar, report has been made to 
the London County Council that during January last ap¬ 
plications for the registration of 754 motor cars, 122 
heavy motor vehicles, and 360 motor cycles were dealt 
with. The number of licences to drive motor cars and 
other cycles issued during the month was 3,685, bring¬ 
ing the total number up to 207,468. In view of this rapid 
development of mechanically-propelled locomotion it is 
not surprising to learn that an organised effort is being 
made to deal with the problem of what to do with the 
London horses and cab-drivers who find their occupa¬ 
tion gone. A correspondent to the Morning Post an¬ 
nounces that a committee is to be formed to raise and 
administer funds, a portion of which will be used for 
the purchase and painless extinction of those cab and 
'bus horses which have had their day and are too 
decrepit for further use. The remainder will be applied 
to the amelioration of the condition of other horses 
which, under proper feeding and treatment, are still 
capable of useful work in different departments, and of 
the drivers whose services as such are no longer required 
by the community. The scheme is a commendable one, 

and it will be surprising if it does not meet with sym¬ 
pathy and practical support from the motor industry, the 
prominent members of which have always been noted 
for their readiness to respond to charitable appeals. 
Their generous instincts are not likely to be otherwise 

than stimulated by the reflection that it is to the inexor¬ 
able march of the all-conquering motor that the trouble 

is due. 
Of the minor problems associated with present-day 

motoring that of dazzling headlights is one which is 
receiving attention at the hands of the authorities, and 

it is possible that regulations of some sort will be made 
in the near future. In the House of Commons the other 
day Mr. Burns stated that the question of preventing the 
accidents which are sometimes due to the use of exces¬ 
sively powerful lamps by motorists was under considera¬ 
tion, and practical experiments had recently been made 
by the engineering inspectors of the Local Government 

Board. At present, however, he was not in a position 

to say in what direction an effective remedy could be 

found. 
While in matters of general motor design the American 

makers may still have something to learn from the best 

Continental and British practice, they fully maintain 

their reputation for ingenuity in the accessories depart¬ 

ment A very handy device of American origin, in the 
shape of a “ jack ” which, by the operation of one rachet, 

lifts the car entirely from the ground and thus leaves 
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all the wheels clear for tyre or wheel removing purposes, 

a to be seen at the premises of Messrs. Jarrott and 

Letts, of 45, Great Marlborough Street, W. One of its 

advantages is that it enables the tyres to be relieved 

from the weight of the car w'hen the latter is in garage 

for any length of time, and also keeps them free from 

contact with grease and damp. The apparatus is rather 

expensive—four guineas—but we understand that many 

inquiries have already been received for it-from all parts 

of the country. 

Of the three hill-climbing and road efficiency tests 

(each consisting of six consecutive days' running) to 

which the 15 h.p. Napier has been subjected during the 

last few months under official observation, the last was 

much the most exacting, both on account of the excep¬ 

tional difficulty of the circuits selected and the unfavour¬ 

able weather experienced during the trial. According to 

the R.A.C. certificate of performance (No. 346) the total 

distance covered was 409*4 miles, and the average petrol 

consumption 18.6 miles per gallon, which in the circum¬ 

stances was extremely good. In the speed test at Brook- 

lands the flying half-mile was covered at the rate of 

55.12 miles per hour. In the course of the trial the 

car had to negotiate Sutton Bank, with gradients of 1 in 

5.9, fifteen times, and it is stated to have done this with 

I Effect ease. 

RESULT 
OF THE 

GREAT IRISH 
Hill Climbing Test 

of the Proved Best Small Car 

The NAPIER‘15’ 
Under Irish Automobile Club Observation. AGAIN the *15* Napier has succeeded. Tbe 

route waB a circular one of over 46 miles, from 
Glendalough to Wicklow Gap, Ireland, nearly all 
the way over tbe Wicldow Mountains, rising in 
three places to over 1,500 feet. Tbe roads were 
very bad owing to recent heavy rain, etc. Total 
distance covered was 467 miles, occupying five 
days. Petrol consumption averaged over 19 miles 
per gallon. No adjustments were made to any 
part throughout, and the car ran with perfect regu¬ 
larity all the time, and climbed everything on the 
standard gears with which the car was fitted. As 
a hill or mountain climbing car, the * 15 ’ Napier is 
the Best Small Car in the World. 

WILL YOU TEST ITS EFFICIENCY 
ON HILLS? IF SO, WHEN. PLEASE? 

S. F. EDGE, LTD., 
14, New Burleigh St., London, W* 

Rodge-Whitworth Wheel* ere worth their extra coat. 

In the Temple of Mammon 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 
queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
h> the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

THE Stock Exchange has quite got over its short 
attack of nerves, and is now' confident that every¬ 
thing is for the best in this best of all possible worlds, 

h considers that the strike has ended, and it declines to 
believe that any harm will come of it. It would not be 
so confident w'ere it not getting business. It is a curious 
thing that people should choose days like the present to 
speculate, for to the thinking man capital appears to be 
threatened. However, all is rosy to-day, and even the 
promoter has plucked up courage and is bringing out new' 

Mr. Birch Crisp has a 4J per cent. Kahetian 
™ay Imperial Russian Government guarantee bond, 
wnich is being sold at 97$ and certainly looks cheap, for 
toe security of the Russian Government guarantee is 
heyond question. Sir Max Aitken, through his Roval 
Securities Corporation, is offering us ^205,400 Western 

aftada Power Company 5 per cent, first mortgage bonds 
J1* The money is to be used in a hydro-electric instal- 

°P *he Stave River in Vancouver, B.C. Perhaps 
e business will be prosperous, but in any case it is 

speculative. There is also a considerable element of 
''Peculation in the Assam Oil Company’s issue of Prcfer- 
2J* s^ares, in spite of the fact that the experts, Sir 

omas Holland and Sir Boverton Redwood, bestow their 
on the issue. The Tin companies that have been 

alWk Sccn? ^avc £one very well, and, indeed, Tin is 
e fashion at the moment. The market is quite re- 

xnAv ^rom ^e slump, and the public is gambling in 
^ subscribing ,0 Tin shares. 

Thousands of Pounds 
are wasted every year in the 
purchase of unsatisfactory 
or unsuitable Motor Cars. 

Intending Buyers of Cars (either new or 
second-hand) are invited to write 

Mr. H. L. ALDERSEY SWANN, 
Consulting Motor Engineer, 

9, Regent Street, London, 5. IP., 

for a copy (post free) of 

“ Hints on Motor Car Purchase," 

which contains much valuable information, 
and shows how the purchaser can entirely 

avoid all the worry, trouble and risk 
attending the buying of a Car of any make, 

and also save money both in first cost and 
upkeep. 

migrants, “ SwamUar.” London. Tihphom . Cantrml. 
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Money.—The Money Market remains easy, and if the 
strike ends a fall in the Bank Rate seems inevitable. Ger¬ 
many appears to have arranged her finances for the end 
of the quarter, but it will be noted that the Dresdner Bank 
in its report states that it proposes considerably to curtail 
its credits. This will no doubt be the policy of all the 
other large German banks. If the American Market 
becomes brisk, it is possible that Wall Street will be 
asking Germany to repay the loans. This should react on 
Berlin, but it will only affect London indirectly. 

Foreigners.—It would seem that the four Great Powers 
are quite determined not to allow the Anglo-Belgian 
group any participation in the Chinese loans. It is 
said that they have lent Yuanshi Kai very large sums of 
money on the understanding that a ^60,000,000 5 per 
cent, loan is to be floated in the autumn, and that out of 
this their loans are to be repaid. It is a thousand pities 
that the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank, with its three 
confederates, should have held up Chinese finance in this 
way. It will be a bad thing for China, and not a good 
thing for England, for the Hong Kong and Shanghai 
Bank is largely influenced by German sentiment, and can 
hardly be called a purely British institution. The Bank 
of Athens report is not yet out, but the dividend is to 
be reduced, and the London Manager declares that the 
whole of the Zervudachi losses have been written off. 
English people do not read Egyptian papers, and they 
have therefore missed a dramatic account of how Zer¬ 
vudachi and the manager of the Bank of Athens met at 
midnight with other financiers and attempted to save the 
great firm. The courts in Egypt are to be asked to make 
all these deals effected on this fateful day illegal, but it is 
doubtful whether they will do this. It looks very much 
as though Foreigners would all firm up. There has cer¬ 
tainly been no selling of any importance during the past 
week. 

• Home Rails.—It is an extraordinary thing how firm 
Home Rails keep. The traffic losses are stupendous, and 
notwithstanding the large secret reserves of most of the 
big companies, they must affect the dividends on the heavy 
lines. The companies that will feel the loss the least are 
the passenger lines, who carry small quantities of minerals 
and who are cutting down their expenses regardless of 
the comfort of their passengers. Brightons, Chathams 
and South Easterns might conceivably get through with 
a minimum of loss. But North Easterns, Midlands, and 
London and North Western cannot possibly recover their 
position, even if the strike ends before Easter. North 
Easterns are particularly badly hurt, and Great Central, 
who even now run their passenger traffic at a loss and 
rely almost exclusively on goods for their profits, will 
be hurt more than any of the lines. Indeed, it is very- 
doubtful whether they will be able to maintain their 
dividends on the *91 Preference. Great Eastern appear to 
be coming out very well. They are maintaining their 
services, and the price of the stock is very steady con¬ 
sidering all things. 

Yankees.—A change has come over the Yankee Market, 
and a good many speculators in Wall Street are buying. 
Eries are 8 dollars up on last year’s prices, and Steels, 
which made up last account at 65J, have been vigorously 
bid for. Even the much-despised Rock Islands have been 
bought, and it looks as though there were a gamble on 
here. Unions and Southern Pacifies have also had a big 
rise, but whether all the advances of last week can be 
held is doubtful. Amalgamated, in view of the very 
strong position of copper, they look like going much 
higher. A year ago they were 65, and they are now 
82J. Even Canadian Pacifies have been firmer, and 
Grand Trunks have held their own. 

Robber.—The reports of Selangor, Anglo-Malay, Labu, 
Cheviot, and Sungeiway have all been issued during the 
week, and a careful study of these documents shows 
plainly that we shall never again see the huge dividends 

of 1910. Selangor is one of the best of the Rubber 
companies. It has very wisely reduced its distribution 
to 275 per cent., and it can maintain this rate, at any rate, 
for another year. Anglo-Malay also paid a reduced divi¬ 
dend, but it is doubtful whether it will not again have to 
reduce its distribution. All the reports are definitely dis¬ 
appointing to the boomster, and they show how little 
reliance can be placed upon prophecies by experts. Those 
people who bought Rubber shares last April on the appear¬ 
ance of Messrs. Parry and Muraour’s “ABC ” will find 
themselves heavy losers, for not only have the shares 
fallen in value, but the dividends estimated in this little 
book have not been reached. 1 again repeat my advice, 
never to buy a Rubber share unless it shows a clear 
10 per cent, return, and even then the greatest caution 
should be exercised, for working costs are rising rapidly 
and the price of rubber only just holds its own. 

Oil.—The Oil Market has been remarkably good. The 
strike on the Maikop Spies has put heart into the holders 
of Maikop shares. I have always had a very- good opinion 
of this company, and I am glad to say that it is now 
turning out quite a large amount of oil. There is no 
news to report with regard to the Egyptian Oil properties, 
but it is said that Mr. Hicks has succeeded in his cam¬ 
paign against the directors of the Galician Oil Trust, and 
that a new board will be appointed under his supervision. 

Kaffirs.—Kaffirs have been cheerful, but it cannot be 
said that the public is in this market, and it would seem 
as though South Africans only rose J to fall J. The 
British public decline to gamble in Kaffirs. They have not 
forgotten the East Rand fiasco, and they very wisely keep 
out of this market. In my opinion the price of all Kaffir 
shares is much too high, but this market is so carefully 
handled by the big houses that if they choose to put up 
everything they can do so. 

Rhodesians.—There has been quite a small boom in 
Chartereds, which were dealt in by the thousand at 31s. 
All kinds of stories are circulated with regard to Chartered, 
but no one seems to have anything definite to say, and 
there is no tale that I have heard that will bear close 
examination. But that big blocks have been bought 
during the past few days is a certainty. Naturally, the 
whole of the Rhodesian Market strengthened. Globes, 
Giants, Lonelys, and Tanks were all quoted better. 

Tin.—The Tin Market has been quite good. Anglos 
have been over 6 and Tin Areas 14s. Kaffirs are also one 
of the market gambles, but these are being dealt in for 
special settlement. The public should carefully avoid 
Nassarawa and Ninkada, or, indeed, any of the outside 
shows. It is much safer to keep to Anglo-Continental, 
Tin Areas, Rayfield, the new shares in which have gone 
to 1 j, than touch companies about which no one knows 
anything. The ,Geri Tin Syndicate report was very good, 
and these 5s. shares are now 32s. bd., but I would rather 
have Rayfields at the same price. 

Copper.—It seems more than likely that we shall see 
a big Copper boom. Tintos are already moving up, and 
there is talk of deals on in Cordoba, Whim Well, Mount 
Elliott, and the South American Copper Syndicate, a con¬ 
cern that is being run by Mr. Herbert Edwards, of super¬ 
aeration fame. There is very little doubt that copper 

will be put to ^75 a ton, and this will affect all the 
copper-mining shares. Most of them on this market are 
little better than gambles, and should only be bought 
purely as a speculation and not on their merits. 

Miscellaneous.—The Miscellaneous Market has be*n 
very active. All the Marconi issues have been heavily 
gambled in. Canadian Marconis look very top-heavy, and 
Spanish, which have also been rigged, seem dan¬ 
gerous. The Marconi Company is said to be going to 
buy up some of these subsidiaries, but this is mere non¬ 
sense. The Marconi Company itself is getting very short 
of money, and although it is doing a large business, it 
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requires more working capital. Furness Withvs have 
been bid for, and P. and O. Deferred have touched 340, 
and are said to be going to 500. All Electric Lighting 
issues have risen, and are very firm. Brewery shares 
and Cements hang fire. 

Raymond Radclyffe. 

_ I 

CORRESPONDENCE 

*• SYNDICALISM, AND AFTER.” 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Mr. Ellis Ashmead Bartlett always writes easily 
and refreshingly but not usually so unintelligently as in 
the article on “ Syndicalism, and After ” which appeared 
in your last week’s issue. It is quite child’s play for 
anyone having the requisite knowledge of modern labour 
movements to stand every one of his contentions on its 
head and make it look ridiculous; and I have such know¬ 
ledge as far as Syndicalism is concerned, having been 
present when it was, so to speak, officially born in this 
country; having discussed it with its parents and sponsors, 
and having watched the exceedingly rapid growth of the 
lusty infant with interest and sometimes with alarm. 

Mr. Bartlett seems to imagine that the miners’ strike 
is the first manifestation of Syndicalism in this country. 
It never dawns upon him that the fearsome thing may 
have been learned to some extent from the employers 
themselves. If his foreign adventures have made him 
forget the great engineering lock-out, let me give him a 
quite recent example of employers’ Syndicalism, one that 
happened this year, in fact. When, about the commence¬ 
ment of 1912, the workpeople at two mills in East Lanca¬ 
shire struck work the cotton mill owners locked out a 
trifle of 160,000 operatives, and determined to keep them 
°ut until some sort of a surrender on the non-trade-union 
question—the cause of the dispute—had been forced upon 
the workers. That was an exhibition of Syndicalism. 
Bid Mr. Ellis Ashmead Bartlett hurtle any stones at the 
employers’ heads? 

It is a good argument to say Syndicalism is selfish if 
you say it to every organisation that practises it; but no 
statement could be more libellous than to say the miners’ 
strike is selfish, unless it be meant that the owners are 
*lfish in prolonging it. Let Mr. Bartlett consider two 
things in favour of the miners. First, they do lose by the 
strike in the way of the surplus which their wages give 
over strike pay; and, second, that they struck work to 
•ealise a benefit which would only assist one-fifth of their 
Number. How does the attitude Of the coalowners com¬ 
pare with this? Do they lose anything? In answering 
that question it should be remembered that coal is now 
nearly four shillings a bag to the poor, and that what is 
,)e'ng sold at that starvation-bringing figure is not all 
waL 

I would like space to deal with Mr. Bartlett step by 
''ttp* One must remind him of one thing about the 
minimum wage. It is not new, except as legislation. 
*hc standard wages paid to trade union men in skilled 
mdustries is a minimum wage ; and the 25s. to 27s. paid to 
•ble-bodied workmen by a large number of city and town 
m’porations is a minimum wage. The introduction of 
htse minima (they are also maxima, if you like) has 

forked well, and yet every argument against the miners 
'•jttnands applies equally to them, and was raised and 
‘p eated when they were decided upon. 

^ One word in conclusion. I have an equal hatred for 
. 'Realism with Mr. Bartlett. Its object is the awaken- 

w<* °f class-consciousness with a view to carrying on a 

class war. It is, therefore, apti-social. The only differ¬ 
ence between us is that I understand the thing I hate. 

Arthur Shepherd Wade. 
“ Ingledene,” St. John’s Road, 

Old Trafford, Manchester. 
March 26, 1912. 

MR. FERNALD AND OUR DRAMATIC CRITIC. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Vour Dramatic Critic—I use the term without 
malice—strains his prerogative of stating his own opinions 
when he writes in The Academy that “ 4 98.9’ would have 
been one of Mr. Fernald’s best plays if he (myself) had 
not been persuaded that 4 Man and Superman ’ was the 
greatest effort of our epoch.” That sounds very like a 
statement from knowledge of fact, and I deny that I am 
or ever was so persuaded. Apart from this, although the 
criticism contains two basic surmises discordant with the 
facts and one round misstatement likely to annoy the 
box-office, I am not ironical -when I say it is above the 
average which the dramatic author learns to expect. The 
play was written neither for Mr. Loraine nor w'ith his 
knowledge beforehand, nor with the knowledge that he 
intended to revive “Man and Superman,’’ nor with any 
memory of that play—which I had not seen, read, or 
thought of for five years preceding. If the critics could 
enlarge their horizon to contain something more than Mr. 
Shaw—to contain something of the world and the times we 
live in and the trend of thought since 1870—then what 
slight philosophic burden this light entertainment under¬ 
takes to carry w'ould be discovered standing on its own 
legs, w'hile the critics would be standing on their own 
legs—in all cases where their legs are long enough to 
reach the ground. C. B. Fernald. 

4, Marlborough Road, N.W. 
March 25th, 1912. 

NAMES OF NOVELS. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—The success of “ Bella Donna ” at St. James’s 
Theatre has naturally heightened public interest in the 
novel on wfhich it is founded. Mr. Fagan, however, is 
more fortunate in the success of his play than is Mr. 
Hichens in the title of his romance. That title had 
already been adopted by Wilkie Collins, and for years past 
his story has figured among the “ yellow-backs ” pub¬ 
lished by Messrs. Chatto and Windus. I do not know* 
the precise date of this earlier novel, but probably it too 
was using an already used title, for, looking over some 
secondhand books the other day, I lighted on a volume 
entitled “ Bella Donna : Or, The Cross before the Name,” 
by Gilbert Dyce (Chapman and Hall, 1869). It is be¬ 
coming, in fact, increasingly difficult for novelists to avoid 
taking each other’s titles. A very curious proof of this 
occurred a year or two ago, when two ladies, unknown 
to each other, simultaneously produced a story entitled 
“ Ships of Desire.” Our women writers, indeed, seem 
to have been more unfortunate in this blundering over 
titles than their masculine colleagues. Miss Broughton 
christened one of her most delightful books “ Belinda,” 
regardless of the fact that another “Belinda” had already 
been given to the world by Miss Edgeworth; Charlotte 
BrontS left a fragmentary MS. entitled 41 Emma.” Per¬ 
haps this was only a provisional title, or perhaps Miss 
Bronte, whose admiration for Miss Austen was not per- 
fervid, had forgotten the latter’s masterly story of Emma 
Woodhouse, with its incomparable portraits of old Mr. 
Woodhouse, of Mr. Elton, the clerical coxcomb, and of 
his vulgar little wife. A change of titles was not un¬ 
known to the author of ” The Professor,” the MS. of 
which work originally bore the title of “ The Master.” 
By altering this, Miss Bront€ cleared the ground for Mr. 
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Israel Zangwill, and thus unconsciously saved him from 
the error committed by Mr. Hichens. V. C. P. 

PEACE WITH HONOUR. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Tne alarming state into which this country has 
been suddenly plunged by the present crisis in affairs must 
be apparent to every individual, wThethcr high or low, rich 
or poor, educated or ignorant. No one in their senses 
will deny that, unless a quick act of redemption is made, 
England as a leading political Power must cease to exist. 
The crisis has broadened into a case of our economic 
salvation or ruin. Surely, w'ith such an appalling vital issue 
facing us, it is time to cast aside all kind of partisan spirit 
and strife, and, like rational beings, listen to a common 
policy of peace and security, no matter from whose brain 
it springs? As a national way out of the present disas¬ 
trous chaos such a policy cannot be termed a one-sided 
or partisan policy, but a strictly patriotic policy by which 
the whole nation is given free breathing space; that is to 
say, it is a policy which, if carried out, would not only 
liberate every individual unit in the country, but bring 
honour to all parties alike by saving the national honour 
and stability. H. C. Daniel. 

MR. WILLIAM WATSON AND MR. RUDYARD 
KIPLING. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—1 have only just discovered, on returning from 
a visit to America, that I have been represented as saying 
to a New York interviewer: 41 I do not as a rule con¬ 
sider that what Kipling writes signifies much.” Will 
you kindly give me the opportunity of saying most em¬ 
phatically in your columns that I never uttered either the 
words above quoted or anything in the least resembling 
them? William Watson. 

A CORRECTION. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—in its issue of March 22, the Daily Telegraph 
announced that 44 Sir A. Van Dyck, famous painter, died 
1599.” What a careless blunder ! Of course Van Dyck 

did not die in 1599, but was born in that year. He died 
in 1641. Algernon Ashton. 

10, Holmdale Road, Wrest Hampstead, 
London, N.W. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
VERSE. 

Poems Dramatic and Lyrical. By Clifford Bax. (The 
Orpheus Press, C. W. Daniel. 4s. 6d. net.) 

To the King-Emperor. A Poem by N. D. Kavi, M.A. 
Illustrated. (H. M. A. Shivji and M. G. Sheth, 

Bombay.) 
The Pagan Trinity. By Beatrice Irwin. (John Lane. 

5s. net.) 
John O' Dreams, and Other Songs. By Lady Alix 

Egerton. (The Saint Catherine Press, is. 6d. net.) 
Irish Fireside Songs. By P. J. McCall. (M. H. Gill and 

Son, Dublin. 2s. 6d.) 
Helen, and Other Poems. By Bernard Drew. (A. C. 

Fifield. 2s. 6d. net.) 
Translations from Heine and Goethe. By Philip G. L. 

Webb. (A. C. Fifield. 2s. 6d. net.) 
Warriors of Peace. By G. J. Gawley. (Hodgetts. is.) 
Songs and Sonnets, and a Little Play. By Edith E. 

Wattson. (The Christian Commonwealth Co. is.) 

Cupid and Psyche. From the Latin of Apuleius by the 
Rev. G. R. Woodward, M.A. (Herbert and Daniel. 

3s. 6d. net.) 
The Norse King's Bridal. Translations from the Danish 

and Old Norse, with Original Ballads by E. M. 
Smith-Dampier. (Andrew Melrose. 2s. net.) 

‘Saint Bride of the Flames, and Other Verses. (A. C. 
Fifield. is. 6d. net.) 

Some Poems of Lionel Johnson Newly Selected. With 
an Introduction by Louise Imogen Guiney. (Elkin 
Mathews, is.) 

Verses. By Agnes Fox. (Elkin Mathews. 2s. 6d. net.) 
Welsh Lyrics of the Nineteenth Century. Selected and 

Translated by Edmund O. Jones. First Series. 
Second Edition. • (D. Nutt, is.) 

.4 Calabash of Kola Nuts: West African Rhymes. By 
O. Dazi Ako (J. M. Stuart-Young). (Lynwood and 

Co. 2s. 6d. net.) 
The Rubdiydt of Omar Khayyam. Rendered into English 

Verse by Edward Fitzgerald. Illustrated by Mabel 
Eardley-Wilmot. (Kegan Paul and Co. 7s. 6d. 

net.) 
Chaucer Redivivus: A Playlet for the Open Air or Hall 

By W. S. Durrant, M.A. Frontispiece. (George 

Allen and Co.) 
Songs at Random. By Oliver Davies. (J. M. Dent and 

Sons. 2s. 6d. net.) 
Poems of the North. By H. F. B. Brett-Smith. (B. H. 

Blackwell, Oxford. 2s. 6d. net.) 

THEOLOGY. 
Byways of Belief. By Conrad Noel. (Frank Palmer. 

5s. net.) 
The Blessed Sacrament and Unity. By Gerard Sampson, 

C.R. (A. R. Mowbray and Co. 6d. net.) 
The Christian Hope: A Study in the Doctrine of Immor- 

tality. By Wm. Adams Brown, Ph.D., D.D. 
(Duckworth and Co. 2s. 6d. net.) 

Thoughts at Sunrise: Being Some Meditations on Morn¬ 
ing Mysteries. By Edward J. Brailsford. (Charles 

H. Kelly, is. net.) 
The Athanasian Creed. By the Rev. A. E. Burn, D.D. 

(Rivingtons. is. net.) ^ . 
Immortality and Life Eternal: A Study in the Christum 

Contribution to a Universal Hope. By W. P» 
Robertson, B.D. (Skeftington and Son. 3s. W- 

net.) . 
Hard Questions: Doubts and Difficulties of a leaching 

Parson. (T. Fisher Unwin, is. net.) 
Thoughts on Ultimate Problems. By F. W. Frankland, 

J.P., F.I.A. (David Nutt. is. 6d. net.) 

EDUCATIONAL. 
Elementary Regional and Practical Geographies :--Thc 

British Empire Overseas. (8d.) The British lsUs. 
(6d.) Europe. (6d.) By David Frew, B.A. With 
Maps. (Blackie and Son.) 

.4 New Algebra. Vol. II (Parts IV-VI). By S. Barnard. 
M.A., and J. M. Child, B.A., B.Sc. (Macmillan and 

Co. 4s.) 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
The Fiscal Relations of Great Britain and Ireland. (P 

King and Son. is. 6d.) 
The Persian Crisis, ign. (The Persia Committee. 3°'- 
The Creator, and what wc may know of the Method vl 

Creation. By W. H. Dallinger, D.D., D.5<\ 
(Charles H. Kelly. 6d. net.) 

Traitement Mental et Culture Spirituelle. La Santc < 
l'Harmonic dans la Vie Humaine. By Albert L. 
Caillet. (Vigot Freres, Paris. 4 frs.) 

Vagrant Men. By Alfred T. Story. (Duckworth and Co. 

2s. 6d. net.) . . 
Beauty and Ugliness, and Other Studies in PsychologyJ 

.Esthetics. By Vernon Lee and C. Anstrutner- 
Yhomson. Illustrated. (John Lane. 12s. 6d. net ) 
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A Book of Short Plays, and A Memory. By Mrs De 
Cowrey Laffan (Mrs. Leith Adams.) (Stanley Paul 
and Co. as. 6d. net.) 

Modern Morality and Modem Toleration. By E. S. P. 
Haynes. (Watts and Co. 3d.) 

Speculative Psychology and the Unity of Races. Bv 
N. R. D’Alfonso. (E. Loescher and Co., Rome. 
1 lire.) 

The Friends of the Insane, The Soul of Medical Educa- 
tion, and Other Essays. By Bayard Holmes, M.D., 
Chicago. (“ The Lancet-Clinic ” Publishing Co., 
Cincinnati, U.S.A. $1.) 

Tree Lore. By Francis George Heath. With Frontis¬ 
piece. (Charles H. Kelly. 3s. 6d. net.) 

Irish Finance. By the Rt. Hon. Thomas Lough. M.P. 
(T. Fisher Unwin. 6d.) 

The Living Corpse. A Drama in Six Acts and Twelve 
Tableaux. By Leo N. Tolstoy. Translated from the 
Russian by Mrs. E. M. Evarts. (Brown Bros., 
Philadelphia. $1 net.) 

Literary Essays. By James Lindsay, D.D., M.A. (Wm. 
Blackwood and Sons. 3s. 6d. net.) 

Our Foreign Policy and Sir Edward Grey's Failure. By 
G. H. Perris. (Andrew Melrose, as. 6d. net.) 

The New Sin: A Play in Three Acts. By Basil Mac¬ 
donald Hastings. (Sidgwick and Jackson, is. net.) 

The Drama of Love and Death: A Study of Human 
Evolution and Transfiguration. By Edward Car¬ 
penter. (George Allen and Co. 5s. net.) 

The Book of the " Cambridge Reviewj8yg-i8gy. 
(Bowes and Bowes, Cambridge, is. net.) 

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND MEMOIRS. 
La Campagne de 1812: Mdmoires du Margrave de Bade. 

Translated, with Introduction and Notes, by Arthur 
Chuquet. (Fontemoing and Co., Paris.) 

4 Psychic Autobiography. By Amanda T. Jones. With 
Portraits. (Wm. Rider and Son. 4s. 6d. net.) 

The Lady of Beauty. (Agnes Sorel.) By Frank Hamel. 
Illustrated. (Chapman and Hall. 15s. net.) 

I he Lighter Side of a (treat Churchman's Character. 
Being Reminiscences of the Late Dean of St. Paul's, 
the Very Rev. Robert Gregory, D.D. By his 
nephew, J. J. Hannah, Dean of Chichester. (The 
S.P.C.K. 3d.) 

William Morris, his Homes and Haunts. By the 
Countess of Warwick. Illustrated. (T. C. and E. 
C. Jack. is. 6d. net.) 

Campaigns on the North-West Frontier. By Capt. H. L. 
Xevil, D.S.O. Foreword by Field-Marshal the 
Earl Roberts, K.G. With Maps and Illustrations. 
(John Murray. 15s. net.) 

FICTION. 

An Excellent Mystery. By Countess Russell. (Stephen 
Swift and Co. 6s.) 

Anna Strelitz. By Low Lathen. (John Long. 6s.) 
A Derelict Empire. By Mark Time. (Wm. Blackwood 

and Sons. 6s.) 

PERIODICALS. 

The Bookseller; Transactions of the Essex Archaeological 
Society; The American Architect; Constitution 
Papers; The Bookfellow, Sydney; University Corre¬ 
spondent; Wednesday Review, Trichinopoly; The 
Parsi, Bombay; Literary Digest, N.Y.; Publishers' 
Circular; La Revue; Mercure de France; Revue 
Bleue; Revue Critique d’Histoire et de Literature; 
Le Carnet d'Epicure; The Pelican Record; Cam¬ 
bridge University Reporter; N.R.A. Journal; Century 
Magazine; The Periodical; The Malthusian; Girl's 
Own Paper and Woman's Magazine; Boy's Own 
Paper; Sunday at Home; Friendly Greetings; The 
Moslem World; Atlantic Monthly; The Papyrus; The 
Autograph, N.Y.; Roman Documents and Decrees. 

INSURE YOUR HORSES 
WITH THE 

NATIONAL LIVE STOCK 
INSURANCE CO., Ltd. 

Hud Office: 10, Euez Street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Wot Eod Office: 59, St. Junes'! Street, London, S.W. 

Directors : 

Lord Marcus Bkvjford, C.V.O. 
G Mui* RiTCHiK, Esg. Clauds G. Brvan, Esu. 

Uanagtr and Surtlary — H. Wimslok CLIFFORD. 

THOROUGHBRED racers, polo ponies, 

8TKEPLECHA8BR8, HURDLERS, HUNTERS, 

bbood mares and foals, farm and 

trade H0RSR8, CATTLE, fto., 

IH8UHED at tho LOWEST POSSIBLE BATES. 

Write for Booklet, " Blood Stock'* (which will be test free on application), 
ttouiai^g photographs of many of the most famous racehorses in the 

world, insured with this Company. 

MODERN BUSINESS PRACTICE 
Business knowledge pays big dividends to *11 who are 

connected in any way whatever with business. The Investor— 
the Stockbroker — the Company Promoter — the Lawyer — 
Accountant—Secretary—Manager—Chief Clerk—|unior Clerk 
can learn from "MODERN BUSINESS PRACTICE" vital 
facts which will enable him to increase hit profits or his 
earning power to a truly remarkable extent. 

AUTHORITATIVE ADVICE ONLY 
A book which is to deal with Business usefully and 

practically must be authoritative. A practical business man 
will not follow outside advice unless it comes from "a man 
who knows what he is talking about." Every subscriber to 
•' MODERN BUSINESS PRACTICE " will have the benefit 
of advice from 

CELEBRATED BUSINESS MEN 
in all departments of business enterprise. 

There is nothing the Business Man ought or might wish to 
know concerning business that Is not covered by this 
comprehensive book. 

"MODERN BUSINESS PRACTICE" teaches: How to Buy a 
Business—How to Run a Business—How to Advertise—How to Deal with 
Income Tax—How to Keep Account Books—How to Conduct Corre¬ 
spondence—How to Estimate Costs—How to Pile Correspondence—Business 

WFWFLtWfTrM-ir- 
How to Constitute a Partnership—How te Porm a Limited Liability 
Company—How to Insure—How to Deal with Business Disputes—How to 
Read the Money Article—How te Understand the Stock Lists—How to 
Deal with your Banker—How to Organize a Mail Order Department—How 
to Organize a Dispatch Department—How to Avoid Legal Dispute*—How 
to Treat Employee*—How to Prepare Card Indexes—How to Sell Goods. 

THE CHEAPEST COMPLETE BUSINESS BOOK 
Not only ig "MODERN BUSINESS PRACTICE" the 

most up-to-date and authoritative book on business, it It also 
the cheapest. 

ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET FREE. 
THE GRESHAM PUBLISHING COMPANY, 
34*35A, Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C. 
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The Cowper & Newton Museum I IP & O Passenger Services. 

Olney, Bucks. 

AN APPEAL FOR ENDOWMENT. 

Twdvc years ago, on the occasion of the Centenary of the death 
of the poet Cowper, the house hi which he lived at Olney 
was presented to the town to form a Memorial and Museum, 
The Trustees have, with a number of gentlemen resident in 
the district, formed an Endowment Committee, of which the 
Bishop of Durham is the Chairman, 

The Secretary is Mr, Thomas 'Wright, the Cowper and 
Newton Museum, Olney, Bucks, to whom Contributions 
should be addressed. 

CANADIAN PACIFIC 
OCEAN AND RAIL. SERVICES TO 

. . AND THROUGH CANADA . . 

TRANSATLANTIC—F**t and luxuriou*" Bmpre,» •• Steamer* 
to Canada. Only Four daya* opan taa. TPANSCANADA— 
Flneat Train* in tbn World, running through tha worm's giaudaat 
scenery. Direct connection with ever; part of Canada. Fastest 
route to Western Sistes. TRANSPACIFIC—Fast Route to Japan 
and China. All-British Route to Australia and New Zealand by 

Canadian-Australian Mall Service via Vancouver. 

For further particulars apply 

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY, 
U-65, Chnrlag Cross, S.W.« €7-6* King William St.. 
LONDON, E.C. *4. J a me a Street, Liverpool. ItO, St 
V1ACIQI iJirgCL UlMgUW, ~mum w iwawa -w ■ i« ■« 

IB. St Augustine’s Parads, Bristol. 

Union-Castle Line Royal Mail Service 
to 

80UTH and EA8T AFRICA 
WBBKLY SAILINGS. 

NONTHLT DIBECT SEBVICE TO BAST AFBICA. 
VIA the SUEZ CANAL. 

at GIBBALTAB. MARSEILLES ui NAPLES 

PLEASURE CRUISEST TO THE CONTINENT. 
(Hamburg and Antwerp.) 

Beduesd Yarns for Totuiste during Spring and Snamsr, to 
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obverse “ Republique Francaise,” and the date 1806; 
and an envelope, in the left hand top corner of which 
are three announcements, printed thus: 

Republic of China. 
The President’s Office, 

Nanking, China. 

Above this is a line in Chinese characters undecipher¬ 
able by us. The Chinese stamps on the envelope are 
three green stamps and one yellow one, and the green 
stamps are marked “three cents” and the yellow one 
“one cent,” but round the centre they all have the 
words, “ Chinese Imperial Post ”: the Empire and the 
Republic jostling each other as in the early Napoleonic 
regime. Does it mean that Sun Yat Sen will be another 
Napoleon? That is improbable, for in the letter are 
these words: “ The President wishes to inform you that 
he has approved of women being admitted into the 
provincial assemblies, and in the Assembly at Canton 
there are two women members.* It seems strange that 
in a letter from Nanking, dated February 16, 1912, and 
signed “Ma Soo, Secretaire du President,” the news 
should come that the new Republic of China is before 
all other States in admitting women not only to the 
suffrage, but as members of the governing body. 

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited Manu¬ 
scripts which are not accompanied by a stamped addressed 
envelope. The receipt of a proof does not imply the 
acceptance of an article. 

Notes of the Week THE Chancellor of the Exchequer is becoming 
quite an orthodox Minister. A sense of 
responsibility, decorum in statement, and 

moderation in legislative proposals are the hall-mark of 
the erstwhile swashbuckler. Whilst such a mood pre¬ 
vails, everything which the Minister produces will 
receive respectful notice in this journal. Praise of Mr. 
Lloyd George should not be withheld in appreciation 
of the splendid surplus which he has been able to show, 
nor for his resistance to the temptation which must 
have assailed him to devote at least a large portion of 
it to the objects which he is known to have at heart. 
The course which he has adopted is entirely worthy 
of a responsible statesman of the Empire. We do not 
think that the income-tax payer—grievous as his burden 
continues to be—will, in the present condition of the 
world, utter any loud complaint because he derives no 
relief in the present year. On the whole, the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer has deserved well of his country in 
presenting an honest, if a humdrum, Budget. 

It is curious how history repeats itself. We have 
before us a gold louis ; on one side is the first Napoleon’s 
head, with the words, “Napoleon, Empereur,” on the 

Precisely what a “ half-time cookery scholarship ” is 
we do not know, but there has been a competition for 
eighteen of these distinctions during the past week, 
under the care of the L.C.C. And, after all, why should 
cooks be deprived of degrees ? Authors, scientists, 
doctors, and others may have letters after their names, 
but without the genius of the cook where would they 
be ? Happy the Doctor of Divinity served by a Licen¬ 
tiate of Cookery; fortunate the Master of Arts who re¬ 
tains a Master of Stoves and Pans! One little fact, 
however, relating to this honourable competition fills us 
with dismay. There were sixty-three entrants, and we 
read that “for weeks the competitors have been prac¬ 
tising,” and that “almost every district in London is 
represented.” Who consumes the maiden efforts of the 
untrained—the “ sad ” cakes, the tough pastry, the 
leathern joint, the watery vegetables, the tarts that 
refuse to “ rise,” and the jellies that won’t “ set ” ? Nobly 
the martyrs suffer in silence, sweetly trustful that later 
on they may be rewarded by succulent dishes from the 
fair hands of that same pupil who now so anxiously 
opens the oven door to see if her pie has again decided 

to become a pudding. 

We are informed that tlie Committee for the Russian 
Press has been notified that the Court of Justice in St. 
Petersburg, after having examined the case concerning 
the publication of “ The New Collection of Letters of 
L. N. Tolstoi,” has finally decided that fourteen of 
Tolstoi’s letters must be destroyed. The remainder, 
however, may be published. 
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Love the Immortal 
* • * 

HERE, where the happy river sings 

Its wordless lyric in the glade, 

I sit and dream of those lost things 

That charmed the Grecian man and maid. 

Those lovers who, through Arcady, 

Roamed from the dawning till the night: 

While Pan’s enchanted melody 

Filled their young souls with sheer delight. 

Careless of time, perchance they too 

Paused on this laughing stream to gaze, 

And heard the wood-dove’s dreamy coo 

Go echoing through the leafy maze. 

But, ah, where have they wandered now, 

The happy Grecian maid and man ? 

And what to-day is worth their vow? 

For dust are they, and dust is Pan. 

Ronald Lewis Carton. 

The Syndicalist Bubble 

A FEW weeks ago we wrote that a large proportion 

of the miners had struck work on grounds which 

they did not all understand. A Yorkshire Radical paper 

was very wroth with us, and labelled our view “ A New 

View of West Riding.” It is not very likely that we 

should take a new view, because our conclusions were 

based on an intimate knowledge of the Yorkshire miner 

over a long course of years. The journal we refer to 

made an accusation that the view we put forward 

suggested that the miner was a very gullible person, 

ready to do as his leaders told him, and scarcely daring 

to call his soul his own. In many cases such a view 

is strictly accurate. The tyranny of the Miners' Federa¬ 

tion during the last fifteen or twenty years has left little 

freedom or volition to the ordinary miner. At a Parlia¬ 

mentary election they must vote as they are told, or 

incur pains and penalties practically depriving them of 

their means of subsistence. The same consequences 

would follow if the miner did not vote to order in con¬ 

nection with strikes, and hitherto he has obeyed the 

crack of the whip, the governing reason being that he 

was told and believed he would gain something for 

himself by so doing. 

When the present strike was ordered, the miner— 

pace the Yohkshire journal which has takfen us to task— 

obeyed his leaders' orders with the utmost docility, 

because he believed the object in his leaders’ minds 

was to get “ summat for we ” at the expense of the 

owners. He downed his tools, and had quite a good 

time on strike pay, fully believing that when the word 

was uttered to resume, he would find that he had 

enjoyed a nice holiday, got back a bit of his own from 

the Union funds, and could metaphorically dance a 

hornpipe on the prostrate form of the mulcted owner. 

The spectacle which the miner has been witnessing 

for several weeks past has positively confused his 
powers of comprehension. Innumerable conferences, 

juggling with figures, a Prime Minister in tears, an abso¬ 

lutely fleshless Act of Parliament, the creation of district 

wages boards, everything except what they wanted— 

“ summat for we.” 

The miner cannot realise that he struck work for an 

idea. In the main area of the country he forewent his 

wages, and damaged his prospects and the prospects 

of the calling on which he is dependent at the bidding 

of an anarchical and perfectly futile novel breed of 

spouters. These people cared nothing for the interests 

of the miner. They were seeking for themselves the 

bubble—notoriety, a seat in the House of Commons 

and £400 a year for a life of idleness, relieved by inter¬ 

ludes of anti-national and pernicious drivel. 

The miners of the North failed to grasp the fact that 

the only persons who would profit by a strike were first 

of all the professional agitator and secondly a com¬ 

paratively small section of those who struck work. They 

are now realising that they have been fooled, and they 

do not like the discovery. Their method of showing 

their exasperation may not be logical, but it is human. 

Having been led into a cul-de-sac, they will not retrace 

their steps. They will not resume the work, which they 

passionately admit they were betrayed into relinquish¬ 

ing. They have deprived themselves of much which 

they would rather have continued to have for no 

tangible advantage. They have championed a cause, 

and at the same time have killed it. The abnegation 

of the many for the advantage of the few, the general 

strike, the solidarity of labour, the new shibboleth of 

the Syndicalist, are now viewed with abhorrence by 

those who were to have been the devoted disciples of 

the cult 
It is a little pitiful that hard-working and in the mam 

honourable workers should be the unconscious sport 

and victims of self-seeking and vain stump-orators. In 
the case of the coal miner, disillusionment has been 
rapid, and he will not easily forget the lesson that then 
are worse enemies in ambush for his destruction, than 
the owners who pay him a fair day’s wage for a fair 
day’s work, whose interests are identical with his own, 
and who are not the demons of rapacity which the 
shirker orator—for his own abject ends—likes to repre¬ 
sent them to be. CECIL COWPER. 
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The Abnormal Child 

IN many educational conferences of recent years, and 
in various articles in the literary journals, general 

attention has been drawn to the improvement which has 
taken place in the provision of reading-matter for the 
growing child. In our own country, we seem to be on 
the right road at last with regard to this difficult 
problem; but it is not so long ago—within the memory 
of most persons who are over forty—that the “ Child’s 
Book" was one of the most ludicrously stilted and 
unnatural productions imaginable. It overshot the mark 
to an appalling extent in its endeavour to be educative 
and moral, belabouring the embryo intellect with facts 
and figures, maxims and monitions, until it must have 
been black and blue—blue in more senses than one. 

A favourite device employed by the writers of these 
moral persuaders was the exploitation of a mythical 
"George” and “Henry,” two horribly good and ab¬ 
normally inquisitive boys whose abysmal ignorance and 
voracious desire for information were only equalled by 
the eagerness of their tutor—a nameless, officious shade 

to impart it Not a chance was missed. They could 
hardly step outside the door without exploding the 
tutorial mine; no item of the innocent landscape was 
safe from bombardment by pellets of compact instruc¬ 
tion. “ What an amazing large tree! ” exclaims Henry, 
posing before the reader as violently athirst for know¬ 
ledge, when we are perfectly aware all the time that 
he was aching to climb the tree, tear holes in his new 
suit, hunt for nests, and make his hands green and very 
grubby. “ How wide its branches spread! Pray, what 
tree is it?’ 

“I can tell you,” replies George, distended with 
virtue; M it is an Oak. Don’t you see the acorns ? ” 
Now we are fairly in for it; no earthly tutor could resist 
that, and the worthy perambulating encyclopaedia opens 
fire with the deadly accuracy of a naval gun. “Yes, it 
is an Oak—the noblest tree this country produces; not 
only grand and beautiful to the sight, but of the greatest 
importance from its uses." He emits a stream of in¬ 
formative eloquence upon the hapless oak, and when 
he comes to the surface for breath (if we may so 
suddenly change our metaphor), Henry—or George— 
carefully prompts him. “Is oak wood used for any¬ 
thing besides shipbuilding ? ” “ O yes! ” the tutor 
rapturously replies; “ it is used for doors and window- 
frames; floors and staircases are sometimes made with 
it. . . 99 and so on. In the course of the talk divergence 
is permitted to the insect that constructs the oak-apple ; 
and the mentor concludes gracefully: “ I will now repeat 
to you some verses describing the oak, with the various 
animals living upon it—and then we will walk.” By this 
stage of the proceedings everybody concerned must 
Have wanted a walk badly. 

The tutor crops up again a few pages farther on, 
unloading his mental stock as enthusiastically as though 
he were in the throes of a summer sale; but we can 
hardly blame him, for who could refuse the wily George ? 
* You were so good,” he wheedles, “ when we walked out 
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last, to tell us a good deal about oaks. I thought it 
one of the prettiest lessons I had ever heard. I should 
be so glad if you would give us such another about 
Firs.” “ So should I, I am sure,” chimes in Henry (the 
villain); and off they go on Firs. We mentioned the 
ignorance of the two promising pupils; but on this 
occasion they began to show off on literary matters. 
George didn’t know a fir-tree when he saw one, but he 
could remark with the utmost nonchalance, “ Are there 
not some lines in Milton’s 1 Paradise Lost ’ about the 
straightness and lightness of the Pine?” Whereupon 
Henry, determined not to be outdone, swings his stick, 
bares his noble brow to the breeze, and murmurs: “ I 
remember, too, that the walking-staff of the giant 
Polypheme was a Pine ’’—having read of it that morn¬ 
ing, doubtless, for the first time in his life. Dear boy— 
how we long to take it out of him in the seclusion of 
the study! But no; it would never do; he would ask 
us, between his sobs, of what wood the cane was made, 
and we should have to go and look it up in the . . . 
frankly, we hardly know where. Perhaps we might 
question George. 

A neat variation of this gambit is obtained by the 
Inquisitive Child. Says little Jack, one winter’s evening, 
“ Papa, pray tell us some stories about what you have 
seen in your voyages. I have been vastly entertained 
with 4 Gulliver’s Travels ’ and ‘ The Adventures of 
Sinbad the Sailor ’; and I think, as you have gone 
round the world, you must have met with things as 
wonderful as they did.” The good Captain Compass 
rises to the bait admirably, and launches forth into an 
amiable description of English ways, disguising coal as 
“ a black stone that burns,” butter as “ greasy matter ” 
and baffling the listeners (who, we fear, were not very 
sharp) by mentioning that many of the natives “ ate the 
leaves and other parts of vegetables growing in the 
country, some absolutely raw, others prepared by the aid 
of fire.” Great excitement is caused when the clever 
Captain’s trickery is unmasked. “ Sally Meanwell ” is 
another animated interrogation-mark, who evokes from 
her mother rivulets of economic dissertation concerning 
the difference between rich people and poor people. The 
moral at the end comes like clockwork—a cork to keep 
the lesson in, presumably. 

Even the dumb animal creation is utilised in the 
effort after instruction; or, rather, we should say the 
loquacious animal creation, since for the purposes of the 
story its members are gifted with the power of human 
speech to an uncomfortable extent. “ What shall I do,” 
inquires a little dog, * to show my gratitude to our good 
master ? I cannot draw or carry burdens, like the horse ; 
nor give him milk, like the cow; nor produce him eggs, 
like the poultry.” He bewails his incapacity, this obser¬ 
vant, moral, quadrupedal prig, “ hanging down his head99 

at the finish “ in silent despondency.” “ My dear child,” 
replies his mother, “ though your abilities are but small, 
yet a hearty good-will is sufficient to supply all defects.” 
This sounds a trifle ambiguous; but, at any rate, the 
little dog adopts the tail-wagging tactics of a sycophant, 
and works hard for earthly glory. “ He would run and 
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bark with the utmost fury at any strange pig that offered 
to come into the yard.” Plucky little fellow! His master 
was one day asleep, in a summer-house, and Fido per¬ 
ceived some pieces of mortar falling from the ceiling. 
“ He comprehended the danger ” (mark this) “ and began 
barking to awake his master; and this not sufficing, he 
jumped up and gently bit his finger.” In this most 
approved fashion the master’s life was saved. But the 
moral can be heard approaching, so we will pass on. 

“William,” another infant prodigy, “first drew the 
vital air ” in the year 1821. At the age of four “ he was 
detected in a falsehood—not an aggravated case, but 
an act of plain delinquency. His father therefore cor¬ 
rected him with due severity, but not, perhaps, with 
greater harshness than he was corrected by his own 
conscience; for he had at this early age begun to feel 
the evil of sin, and to dread its consequences in another 
world.” After this treatment, we are told, “ if his infant 
perceptions discovered anything wrong in his sister or 
brother, he promptly took upon himself the duty of 
preceptor, and kindly administered reproof and instruc¬ 
tion.” What would we not give to have watched four or 
five-year-old William, with warning hand extended, re¬ 
buking the immoralities of the sister and brother 
younger than himself! He went to school at Penzance, 
"where the delightful scenery, physical and moral, 
seemed to vie with each other.” He was noted for good 
behaviour; doubtless the remarkable character of the 
scenery inspired him. “ At the appointed hour he would 
cheerfully quit his playmates for his class-meeting or the 
juvenile prayer-meeting.” Once, at a picnic near Truro, 
the party chanced upon a churchyard, and "this scene 
gave rise to profitable conversation,” in which no doubt 
the cheery, jovial William excelled. His great desire 
was to be a missionary (we knew it—they all pine to 
worry the poor Heathen), but an early decease put an 
end to his aspirations. He was simply too good to live, 
was William; it was the best way out of the difficulty. 
He and " Little Percy,” who at eight years of age ob¬ 
served that he thought he should not live long, and 
improved the occasion by commenting on the sweetness 
of death to one who was prepared for it, were a brilliant 

pair. 

Before Ballantyne, Kingston, Henty, Jules Verne, and 
others gave the world of boyhood—and girlhood—their 
delightful tales of adventure, free from obvious moral 
“ tags,” this was the sort of nerveless stuff that writers 
turned out in amazing quantities. Now, perhaps, danger 
lies in the opposite direction; cheap and lurid publica¬ 
tions, sensational and sometimes distinctly injurious, find 
too ready a market, and are read too freely by errand- 
boys and lads at school. Those who can take the median 
line, who can write healthily without being priggish, and 
can depict the boy who is regarded by his fellows as 
a " jolly good sort,” are sure of a welcome; and in the 
thought that the present-day " George ” and “ Henry ” 
are supplied in an appetising manner we may suffer the 
vagaries of their predecessors of sixty years ago to pass 
into the kindly oblivion of books unread. 

Wilfrid L. Randell. . 
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REVIEWS 
A History of the Flute 

Six Lectures on the Recorder and other Flutes in Relation 
to Literature. By Christopher Welch, M.A. 
Illustrated. (Henry Frowde. 10s. 6d. net.) 

THE bn six lectures, amplified by notes so copious 
that a full page is hardly sufficient for many of 

them, have expanded themselves into a handsome 
volume of more than 400 pages. They contain an 
amount of learning and literature which is positively 
staggering. The main subjects are exhaustively dealt 
with, and illustrated by a wealth of reference which 
is drawn from a curiously wide range of authors. It 
would seem as if Mr. Welch had devoted a lifetime of 
leisure to the consideration of flutes in relation to litera¬ 
ture. He expresses the hope that any who look upon 
reading as a pastime, or who wish to get information 
without trouble, will put his volume down. He has not, 
so he says, attempted to render its pages attractive by 
imparting to them the graces of style, or pleasant by 
excluding from them what is dry, dull, and heavy. He 
has addressed himself solely to students. Yet to the 
present writer, who believes that he has read every word 
in the book, the reading has been as agreeable as a 
pleasant pastime; he has been conscious of no dulness. 
The technical part of the book cannot fail to interest 
anyone who has the least tincture of the musical anti¬ 
quary in him, while the literary excursions must be 
entirely delightful to anyone whose appetite is whetted 
by the sound of such names as Theocritus, Virgil, 
Shakespeare, Milton, and—Pepys! 

Everybody who has read " Hamlet ” has heard of a 
"recorder,” but no one, not even the dictionary-maker, 
the historians of music, or the commentators on Shake¬ 
speare, seems to have had a clear notion about the 
nature of the instrument, which belonged to the "fipple 
flute” family, and had a singularly sweet and gentle 
tone. In the course of the long chapter, “ Literary 
Errors on the Subject,” we learn apparently all that 
there is to know about recorders and their various 

ancestors and relations, till we arrive at the sad 
announcement of the decline and death of the recorder, 
whose life was extinguished in the eighteenth century 
by its rival, the German flute, which proved to be more 
useful in combination with other instruments. 

Henry VIII appears to have been the most passionate 
of flute-lovers, for he had a collection of one hundred 
and fifty-four flutes, of which seventy-six were recorders. 
Shakespeare’s knowledge of these instruments is 
stated to have been extraordinarily wide and accurate, 
and he honoured them as he honoured no others. “ In 
Shakespeare the flautist can find nothing at which to 
cavil, even if he have the eye of a lynx.” Milton is 
found wanting. In spite of the fact that he was a great 
lover of music, and had been brought up by his father, 
who was a most eminent musician, he is not always 
accurate about flutes. He confuses the pan-pipe with 
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the straw-flute, and actually portrays a performer playing 
on two instruments at once, “ a situation which no 
imagination could realise/’ That depends, however, on 
the character of the instruments; for does not Mr. 
Welch give us a picture of a Basque tabourer who is 
performing on the tabour and the pipe (“ Toontoona 
and Cherule ”) at the same time ? Pepys rivalled Great 
Harry in his delight in flutes. His diary has been 
ransacked by Mr. Welch, and we read all about his 
flageolets and his visits to Drumbleby, his flute maker, 
and his desire to make his wife a proficient. It may 
serve as an instance of our author’s minuteness of detail 
if we mention that nearly two pages are devoted to 
discussion of the curious fact that the wind music in 
the Virgin-Martyr ” made the emotional Pepys “ really 
sick, just as I have formerly been when in love with 
my wife.” 

Not the least interesting portion of the book is that 
in which we are taken to ancient times and instructed 
about temple flute-players and tomb-pipes. The book 
is well illustrated, the pictures and title-pages of various 
eighteenth century books about flutes being as humor¬ 
ously delightful as the many diagrams of musical instru¬ 
ments are useful. We congratulate Mr. Welch on the 
completion of his book, which enriches our library with 
a book of immense research, to which we hope often 
t# return, both for profit and pleasure. 

The Interpreter of Hegel 
James Hutchison Stirling, His Life and Work. By 

Amelia Hutchison Stirling. (T. Fisher Unwin. 
10s. 6d. net.) 

THERE is a certain type of reader who will plunge nobly 
into the biography of anybody, from an archbishop to 
a music-hall star, in the hope of extracting therefrom 
anecdotes or witticisms wherewith to enliven his con¬ 
versation. Should any such happen to light upon the 
volume before us, it is to be feared that he will have 
experienced somewhat of a shock before he returns to 
the surface. 

Miss Stirling, in her account of the life and work of 
her father, has given us a deeply interesting and valuable 
book; but it is the u work ” which makes it so, and the 
occasional glimpses we get of the philosopher s “ life” 
will scarcely be sufficient to compensate the general 
reader for wading through the many pages of very hard 
reading—if, indeed, he has the fortitude to do so. But 
for the student of philosophy one can scarcely imagine 
a more instructive and entertaining work. It makes as 
excellent an introduction to Stirling’s chef d'oeuvre, 

“ The Secret of Hegel,” as that work undoubtedly does 
to the German philosopher’s “ Encyclopaedia.” 

Before Stirling published, in 1865, the work referred 
to—which Lord Haldane, in an admirable little preface 
to the “ life/* calls “ the greatest of his books ”—Hegel 
was, in England, nothing but a name, and, although his 
philosophy had been given to the Germans forty years 
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earlier, or more, it was still a sealed book to the majority 
of his countrymen. At the beginning of his researches 
Stirling goes to his German master in Heidelberg, seek¬ 
ing enlightenment; but the German master is blind, 
and wisely refuses to lead the blind. 

41 Other writers,” he replies, “ may be this, may 
be that; but Hegel!—one has to stop ! and think l 
and think !—Hegel! Ach, Gott! M Such a weary 
look of exhausted effort lengthens the jaw ! And 
it is our last chance of a word with our late teacher; 
for henceforth he always unaccountably vanishes at 
the very first glimpse of our person, though caught 
a mile off. 

After another fruitless appeal for help, to a fellow- 
countryman this time—“ a man of infinite ability, and 
especially conversant with German”—Stirling became 
convinced that: 

It must be with his own pick-axe, so to speak, that 
he must make his way through the walls of Hegelian 
philosophy. . • . If the Hegelian system were to be 
understood at all the only course that remained was 
to take it in its place as part and parcel of what is 
called German philosophy in general, and, with that 
object, to institute, necessarily, a systematic study of 
the entire subject from the commencement. Now 
that commencement was Kant. 

It is not our intention to follow Stirling in his task 
of “making his way through the walls of Hegelian 
philosophy,” even if it were possible in a short review. 
As Lord Haldane points out, Stirling wrote for the very 
few', and, although his biographer implies that the book 
is an attempt “to indicate, in terms intelligible to a 
technically uninitiated reader, Stirling’s general philo¬ 
sophical position and the nature of the service which he 
and thinkers such as he have rendered to mankind,” we 
cannot help feeling that it is to the “very few” that 
this book will appeal. To understand it, “one has to 
stop! and think! and think! ” And that is just what 
the ordinary reader of biography objects to do. 

We do not wish to say that the book is altogether 
without human interest; far from it. Stirling’s youth, 
including a glimpse of the Eglinton Tournament, cf 
which Miss Stirling remarks, with a scarcely warranted 
contempt for the present generation, “few people now 
living have probably heard ”; his early manhood, with 
the delicious description of his wooing; his experiences 
as a surgeon among the ironworkers of South Wales; 
his letter from Paris during the coup cfitat of 1851 ; 
and an occasional peep at the philosopher’s later 
domestic life, give us some small idea of the man apart 
from the philosopher. But take away the philosopher, 
and, after all, there is little left! Surely no one but a 
philosopher of the deepest dye could have written to 
his wife, after twenty-five years of connubial bliss, a 
letter composed of: —“ Got up shortly after seven— 
breakfasted about eight—ate two eggs and ham in pro¬ 
portion—drank two large cups of coffee. Walked to 
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Schoolock by Ascog,” and so on for a score of disjointed, 
Jingle-like observations! 

No, there is not very much in Stirling's life to hang 
a biography on—but his philosophy! We cannot do 
better than echo the German professor’s pious exclama¬ 
tion : M Ach, Gott! ” 

A Philosophical Critic 
Wordsworth, Tennyson, and Browning: A Study in 

Human Freedom. By Solomon F. Gingerich, A.M., 
Ph.D. (George Wahr, Anne Arbor, Michigan. 
$1.00.) 

Thjs book is really a treatise on Freewill, via Words¬ 
worth, Tennyson, and Browning. While its author has 
many things to say which can be termed, strictly speak¬ 
ing, literary criticism, his main purpose is philosophical. 
That purpose is well indicated in the concluding passage 
of the introduction: — 

We shall see, first, how the power of will and the 
spirit and theory of freedom have entered into the 
making of their poetry; and, secondly, how the sur¬ 
render of their wills to a higher will led them into 
the region of the transcendental and the mystical, 
and how each characteristically bodied forth his 
vision of spiritual freedom and personality; and, 
thirdly, what ethical and artistic estimates may be 
made of their respective performances from the point 
of view of our inquiry. 

After all, this seems rather an d priori method, and such 
it proves to be on inspection. One cannot escape the 
suspicion that the writer has brought freewill to the 
poets he deals with, rather than extracted it from an 
inductive reading of their works. He has amassed a 
large number of passages which certainly do bear the 
meaning he requires, but he shows a very strenuous 
and unyielding insistence on the main theme. The 
work is well knit, if only from the persistence of ideas. 

It is the business of the philosopher to bring a uniting 
significance to all the facts he deals with, and we have 
both the strength and weakness of the philosophical 
method illustrated in this volume. In its strength it 
does help to show us the leading ideas and forces that 
go to the making of great poetry. We see that poetry 
has much more “ fundamental brain-work ” in it than 
some give it credit for possessing. There is, however, 
a point at which the boldest philosopher must stop short, 
and recognise that his most brilliant hypothesis is but 
a groping in the dark. The difficulty is to know exactly 
when this point is reached. Professor Gingerich seems 
scarcely to know, and it is this which makes some of 
his writing about mysticism, particularly in his study 
of Wordsworth, unsatisfactory in many respects. It is 
an attempt to explain too much; and mysticism is the 
last thing to which mere explanations should be 
appended, though its phenomena and leading ideas are 
capable of classification. We recognise freely, however, 
that with most other matters the Professor displays a 
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grasp and certainty which indicate an intellect of unusual 
power. 

The treatment of Wordsworth is con amort, occupying 
rather more space than either of the others. Its fresh¬ 
ness consists more in the strength of the mind brought to 
bear upon the poet’s works than in any remarkably new 
ideas concerning them. Tennyson is not so lovingly 
dealt with, but the writer’s estimate of him is both fair 
and discriminating. Especially worthy of remark is the 
quotation of Tennyson’s own thoughts on Freewill, with 
which Professor Gingerich seems to agree; it probably 
represents that difficult matter as clearly as is possible 
in this mortal state: — 

41 Man’s freewill is but a bird in a cage; he can 
stop at the lower perch, or he can mount to a higher. 
Then that which is and knows will enlarge his cage, 
give him a higher and a higher perch, and at last 
break off the top of his cage, and let him out to be 
one with the Freewill of the Universe.” 

In the chapters dealing with Browning we have some 
good criticism of his treatment of passion. A quotation 
will best display this: — 

When the senses and passions are aroused, flesh 
and spirit glorifying each other, and the crisis of 
life is at hand, the soul is doomed if it does not make 
its choice according to its highest impulse, even 
though at odds with the slipshod and superficial con¬ 
ventions of society. This is shown in the poems, 
” Youth and Art ” and ” The Statue and the Bust,” 
and in many another poem of Browning. 

Although the name of Bergson is never mentioned, 
one finds the leaven of his teaching in these Browning 
chapters. This is most likely due to the influence of 
William James, to whom Professor Gingerich acknow¬ 
ledges his indebtedness. And, when one thinks of it, 
there is a surprising amount of what may be called 
Bergsonism in Browning—which reflection might form 
the starting-point for an instructive discussion on the 
genealogy of philosophical ideas. 

The book is a study of ideals of strength in poetry, 
and, as such, is very welcome, for it comes as a necessary 
counterblast to much of the wallowing sentimentalism 
of recent verse, and the insistence of the writer on the 
importance of mysticism and transcendentalism is good 
and timely. Twelve or more errors of printing, and one 
of the spelling of a proper name, might have been 
corrected by a more careful reading of proofs; but the 
volume is one to be reckoned with, despite its flaws, 
in the literature of criticism. 

Literary Essays 
The Early Literary Career of Robert Browning. Four 

Lectures by T. A. Lounsbury, LL.D. (T. Fisher 
Unwin. 4s. 6d. net.) 

Thackeray Studies. By A. J. Romilly. (Elliot Stock. 
2s. 6d. net.) 

The perfectly sane and discriminating critic of Brown¬ 

ing is rare, for Browning as a poet is generally liked 
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or disliked with intensity. Those who have fallen under 
his spell seem to lose part of their critical faculty, and 
will listen to no detraction concerning (heir idol; while 

those who are daunted by his obscurity are inclined to 
run to the opposite extreme. The truth about Browning 
is, however, leaking out at last. Prof. Lounsbury, of 
Yale University, has appeared to deliver us from the 
mere Browning enthusiast. A book of criticism such 
as his will do the fame of Browning more good than 

. the rhapsodies of all the Browning societies. The Pro¬ 
fessor, while maintaining an attitude of appreciation, 
does not shirk the task of dealing with Browning’s 
shortcomings; his strange limitations and the tortuous 
ways of his mind are delineated in convincing fashion. 
The book is valuable because it is based on a study 
of contemporary documents and criticisms, as such a 
work should be; nothing is taken at second hand, and 
the writer manages to remove many misconceptions by 
his ippeal to these sources. 

Prof. Lounsbury dares to say that Browning could 
not write really actable or successful plays, in spite of 
the assertions of his admirers to the contrary. His 
analysis of the weaknesses of the motives in “A Blot 
on the ’Scutcheon ” is one of the most penetrating bits 
of criticism we have recently read. This is how Brown¬ 
ing as a dramatist is summed up: 

The truth is that, so far from being a great drama¬ 

tist, second only to Shakespeare, Browning, in the 
proper sense of the word, is no dramatist at all. No 

great poet who has set out to write plays has failed 

more signally than he in mastering the technique 

of the art. None has shown so little comprehension 

of those details of expression, construction, and 

arrangement which unite to make a play successful on 

the stage. . . . His dramas throughout exhibit vital 

defects as acting plays. They lack organic unity and 

order, and what we may call inevitable development. 

What is further unsatisfactory in them is the utter 

inadequacy of their portrayal of human nature, and 
too frequently their unfaithfulness to it. But, so far 

as the average theatre-goer is concerned, worse than 
anything else is their lack of sustained interest. 

This criticism is well supported in Prof. Lounsbury’s 
dealing with the plays. 

The true history of Browning’s relations with Mac- 
ready is clearly told, perhaps for the first time. Several 
traditions receive very rough handling in the course of 
the book; we imagine they will hardly recover from 
such treatment | 

The obscurity of Browning is criticised at considerable 
length, and very scant respect is meted out to the 
famous saying of Swinburne on this matter. Both the 
dearness and fairness of the following passage will 
strike the reader: — 

The thought, as he has come to see* it, may strike 

him as perfectly clear; but he fails to fulfil the first 

duty of a writer, which is to take mentally the place 
of the reader whom he addresses; to have distinctly 1 
in his mind how what has been uttered will appear 

to him who necessarily lacks the subtle chain of 
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association which in his own case has connected 
thought and expression. That which has come un¬ 

invited to die one in flashes of inspiration must be 
supplied to the other hy the agency of reflection and 

study. All exertion of this kind which is unnecessary 

ought to be spared to the reader. The author who 

is unwilling to perform his duty in this respect has no 
right to complain when those, even of highest culti¬ 

vation, refuse to do for him the labour which he has 

no business to impose. 

Concerning the future of Browning’s poetry, what will 
the ardent Browningite think of this? “The poems of 
Browning that will carry his name down to remotest 
posterity will be those that are the least representative 
of him in the eyes of no small number of his present 
admirers.” Yet we feel that all this needed saying; 
and we would reiterate our previous statement that the 
critic is, on the whole, appreciative. We should be 
interested to see another volume of his on Browning’s 
later work. This is a book that fulfils a distinct function 
amid the mass of Browning criticism. 

The chief fault we have to find with “ Thackeray 
Studies ” is its extreme meagreness. The booklet con¬ 
sists of only three not very long essays, and Tom Tay¬ 
lor's poem reprinted from Punch of 1864. The 
essays themselves are, however, very good work, so 
that we wish that Mr. Romilly had given us more. 
There is real discrimination in them, allied with a style 
of great clearness and some distinction. We hope that 
this writer will give us a further demonstration of his 
power. 

Indian Archaeology 
Archceological Survey of India: Annual Report, igoy-8. 

Illustrated. (Superintendent Government Printing, 
Calcutta. 37s. 6d.) 

WHEN Lord Curzon was Viceroy of India he made an 
animated and sustained onslaught on the number and 
size of the annual and other reports written by every 
officer of Government on every conceivable subject. He 
also resuscitated the Archaeological Department, ob¬ 
tained from England ih 1902 the services of a specialist 
in archaeology to be its Director-General, allotted more 
money for expenditure, and generally fostered it with 
all his energy, both by legislation and administratively, 
with the splendid results in the shape of conservation 
and restoration of ancient monuments which have 
appeared of late years, to the delight of the many persons 
interested in the antiquities of the country, to the re¬ 
moval of the reproaoh of vandalism levelled against 
the English, and to the .great satisfaction of the native 
community. It may be wondered what Lord Curzon, 
if he had still been Viceroy, would have said or done 
if this bulky annual report—apparently only Part II of 
it—on the work of a favourite Department had come 
before him. He must have noticed that it has. appeared 
three years after the period with which it deals, and 
that it contains, without any attempt at consolidation 
or abbreviation, all the detailed reports of the depart- 
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mental officers in extenso, with the plans, ground plans, 
sections, elevations of the buildings, palaces, temples, 
convents, monasteries, shrines, stupas, dagobas, manda- 
pas, caves, monoliths, railings, etc, surveyed, besides 
pictures of the sculptures, figures, carvings, doorways, 
inscriptions, everything, in fact, that could be included to 
make the report complete. 

The departmental operations of the year extended, 
in respect of conservation and restoration, to a limited 
number of places all over India, selected according to 
the importance of the ancient remains, regardless of 
races or religions. Their names need not be given, as 
they would convey little or no meaning apart from the 
details. The excavations and conservation were 
systematically conducted, and evidence was obtained on 
various contested points. For instance, Dr. Vogel offers 
a confident opinion, based on the excavations of Saheth 
Maheth, that the site of Maheth represents the city 
of Sravasti, the capital of Kosala, on the upper course of 
the Rapti. The site of this place, where the Buddha 
lived for many years, has been seriously disputed. In 
the interests of epigraphy a large number of inscriptions 
were copied. Much attention was also paid to the 
history of Indian religion and mythology, as well as to 
Indian history—for instance, in the case of the first 
Vijayanagara dynasty, its viceroys and ministers. Ex¬ 
perts and others interested will also find much informa¬ 
tion regarding the legendary scenes from the life of the 
Buddha, the cult of Buddhism, the Bodhisattvas, and 
other Buddhistic remains, including a quantity of mis¬ 
cellaneous finds. In fact, like much Indian official work, 
the report is remarkable for its thoroughness and for 
good results achieved, often under difficulties. 

The Archaeological Survey is not a novelty in India. 
Appended to this report is a list, twenty-four pages long, 
of archaeological reports published under official authority 
for more than forty years past. But the Department 
has entered upon a new lease of existence and utility 
since Lord Curzon revived it. He has, moreover, lately 
saved it from decapitation, and it has ample work left 
to perform. Archaeologists, antiquaries, and possibly 
architects also will delight in this annual report, and 
no one can fail to appreciate the illustrations; but its 
contents might, on publication, be with advantage com¬ 
pressed into readable limits. 

Shorter Reviews 
T^ne Story of the Bagpipe. By Wm. H. Grattan Flood, 

Mus.Doc. Illustrated. (The Walter Scott Publish¬ 
ing Company. 3s. 6d. net.) 

R. FLOOD’S historical survey of the bagpipe is the 
latest addition to “ The Music Story Series,” edited 

by Mr. Frederick Crowest—a series to which he has 
already contributed a book upon the harp. It is a most 
industrious and careful compendium of information 
about the instrument which, more, perhaps, than any 
other, has power to excite opposite feelings of passionate 
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love and deadly hate. There are many misguided 
people who “ cannot stand ” the music of the bagpipes, 
but to the more judicious we can confidently recommend 
Dr. Flood’s curious and entertaining chapters. It will 
surprise many an Irishman and Scotsman to learn that 
once there were English pipes, and that the ancient 
instrument had so wide a range and plays such a definite 
part in history and literature. Whether it will ever be 
possible to persuade the Highlanders that they originally 
got their pipes from Ireland is a matter which we will 
not attempt to decide. 

Dr. Flood is as doubtful about the antiquity of some 
of the famous Scottish pipe-melodies as modern 
Hebraists are about the antiquity of the Pentateuch, 
and his chapters on the pipes of Biblical and classical 
times, on Welsh, English, and French pipes, will excite 
less controversy among Northerners than those which 
deal with the music of their own bonnie land. Still, there 
is a great deal of varied information, as to the interest 
of which all must agree. We were sorry, however, not 
to find mention of the important fact that, although 
Dr. Johnson owned that “he did not like musick,’’ 
admitting that “ he knew a drum from a trumpet, and 
a bagpipe from a guitar, which was about the extent of 
his knowledge of musick,” he nevertheless appeared 
fond of the music of the bagpipe which he heard in the 
Hebrides, and “ used often to stand for some time with 
his ear to the great drone.” 

The Religion and Ethics of Tolstoy. By the Rev. 
Alexander H. Craupurd, M.A. (T. Fisher Unwin. 
3s. 6d. net.) 

Of the penalties attaching to genius one of the 
severest is the liability to be explained and interpreted 
by inferior minds. One would give much at times 
to have, instead of commentaries on Shakespeare, 
Shakespeare on the commentators. The reader who 
takes up this book hoping for fresh light on one of the 
greatest of modern thinkers will be disappointed. Mr. 
Craufurd is evidently a man of wide reading; he is fond 
of introducing his sentences with “as Emerson thought 
. . .; as John S. Mill observed . . .; as the late W. R. 
Greg observed, . . .” and the book is freely adorned 
with Scriptural tags and phrases. He is also in a sense 
broad-minded, but apart from these two qualifications 

he has little to fit him for the somewhat exacting task 
he has set himself. This, perhaps, matters the less as 
for the most part he uses Tolstoy’s name merely 
as a peg on which to hang his own rather ill-digested 
opinions on matters philosophical, religious, ethical, social 
and artistic. The book, written only a few weeks after 
Tolstoy’s death, bears evidence of hasty construction; if 
there is a definite scheme, Mr. Craufurd has obscured 

it by an unwise and irritating prolixity. 
His prose style is extremely uneven, varying from a 

succession of short positive statements to a sentence 
such as that extending over part of page 69 and most of 
page 70, which, after eight clauses each introduced by 
“ as if,” leaves the reader floundering in uncertainty as 
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to its meaning. Mr. Craufurd has also an early Vic¬ 
torian love for the unbridled use of italics. 

These faults might perhaps be forgiven to a writer 
who brought to his task some sense of his own inade¬ 
quacy, but we cannot forgive Mr. Craufurd when we 
find him on page 77 speculating as to the probability of 
Tolstoy's having, after death, modified his opinions more 
in accordance with the views of his commentator, or 
when we read the following sentence in the chapter on 
Tolstoy’s views on art: — 

Tolstoy was one of the most candid and open- 
minded of men. So it is likely enough that he would 
have admitted the validity of some portion of the 
criticism here offered; for it is not entirely incon¬ 
sistent with his own views as to the functions of art. 
He might well have admitted that he had spoken 
rather too precipitately and unguardedly on this sub¬ 
ject. And we, on our part, should be quite willing 
to meet him half-way in seeking a reconciliation of 
our apparently conflicting views of art. 

.Although Mr. Craufurd was evidently interested in 
the teaching of the great Russian, we cannot think he 
was wise in the choice of a subject, and he will assuredly 
give little satisfaction to lovers of Tolstoy. 

.-1 h Easter Anthology. Edited by William Knight. 

(Sidgwick and Jackson. 2s. 6d. net.) 

.4ri Anthology of Imaginative Prose. Edited by Pro¬ 

fessor R. P. Cowl. (Herbert and Daniel. 3s. 6d. 
net.) 

For private reading and study Professor Knight has 
prepared this original “ Easter Anthology ” and pub¬ 
lished it at a timely moment; it contains most of the 
finest poetry that has been written concerning the 
season, much of it familiar, some of it new. That the 
result should be somewhat in the nature of a hymn- 
book is perhaps inevitable: but we are sorry not to see 
that sweet, solenm hymn, 44 O Sacred Head, surrounded,” 
in so full a collection. And since in his preface Pro¬ 
fessor Knight on more than one page lays especially 
strong emphasis upon the literary quality of everything 
he has selected, even stating that when any passage 
“ falls below the level of the highest poetry ” it has been 
omitted, how came he to include a lyric which rhymes 
44 linn ” with 44 hymn,” 44 morning ” with 44 dawning M and 
“ returning ” ? It is pleasant to see, however, some true 
poems here by Whittier, Browning, Keble, and many 
other well-known names, and the anthology as a whole 
is excellent 

Professor Cowl's volume is designed 44 to exemplify 
the powers of English prose as a medium of imagina¬ 
tive or poetic expression, and to illustrate the wealth of 
our literature in those varieties of prose commonly de¬ 
scribed as ornate, impassioned, cadenced or rhythmical.” 
In this object it succeeds admirably, drawing its treasures 
from the most varied sources. We should like to have 
seen two or three passages from Robert Louis Steven¬ 
son's work included; they might have taken the place 
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of one by Poe, which is rather 44 poetic ” prose than 
imaginative. On the other hand, some of the most mag¬ 
nificent periods of Scripture are here, and they serve 
almost as critical touchstones whereby the worth of the 
others may be judged. The whole book is inspiring 
and is a storehouse of good things. 

Irresponsible Impressions of India. By E. Geo. Turn- 
bull. (Murray and Evenden. is. net.) 

The writer of this little book, which is dear at the price, is 
presumably a woman, not only because she poses as a 
British matron and a mem sahib, but because of the 
subjects chiefly handled. Her impressions are super¬ 
ficial, derived from observations of such ordinary objects 
as turbans, women's saris, colour, shops, shopping, ser¬ 
vants (passim), birds and animals, female life, the furda 

system, music There is scarcely an original remark, 
hardly one that the freshest globe-trotter might not have 
recorded. The writer has nothing to tell of the im¬ 
portant affairs of India, of the great towns, the famous 
and beautiful relics; the obsession of the East, in its 
obvious novelties and lights, appears in every line. The 
forced character of the attempt to be perpetually 
humorous palls on the reader, and it is not redeemed by 
the spitefulness which charges Anglo-Indians with quite 
a common complaint of swollen head and with 44 pure 
unadulterated snobbery.” The airs of the little tin 
gods of Simla have long been exposed, but to include 
all Anglo-Indians in such sweeping abuse is simply 
libellous. 

Fiction 
The Ship that came Home in the Dark. By Agnes 

Grozier Herbertson. (Methuen and Co. 6s.) 

THIS is one of those quiet and accomplished stories 
which want only a greater clearness of outline and 

a more powerful and passionate structure, but want that 
clearness and that passion very badly; for without them 
the emotional novel is bound to be morbid. In fiction, 
as in painting, it is very necessary that the air should 
be able to circulate around the scenes and characters, 
and one rather feels the want of fresh air in Miss 
Agnes Herbertson’s latest book. Not that it is 
morbid or sentimental to any excess, but that 
it should not have been morbid or sentimental at 
all; and this fault is perhaps over-emphasised by the 
improbability of the plot. It is difficult to believe 
that two cousins should be so alike as to make it possible 
for them to change places, the one to elope with a lover, 
the other to take her place as the wife of a blind man. 
And it is hardly credible that even a blind man should 
not be suspicious at the sudden transformation of the 
hard and selfish Marjorie Forrester into the gentle, con¬ 
scientious Margaret Arnold, whom he has known for 
years, and yet mistakes for his wife. 
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Such things happen fitly only in novels that stipulate that form of fiction in the most approved style. The 
a certain artificiality of plot, which one accords to them period is that of the French Revolution. Enter Dermot 
but denies to more faithful representations of life. If O’Mara, Irish gentleman, to the Ch&teau Liniere, where 
we pass over this drawback, the problem of the false dwell the master of the ch&teau and his pretty and 
wife's situation is worked out skilfully enough, and we 
can appreciate the tense but not unsweet atmosphere in 
which her impersonation compels her to live. The story 
progresses in a series of simple and ordinary scenes and 
conversations, none of which is overwrought, no word of 
which grates. By what means Dan learns of the decep¬ 
tion we need not declare. The ending of the book is 
hardly definite ; much more must have happened, for we 
are quite sure that Dan, though quixotic enough to take 
his true wife back again, could not have borne with her 
for long. Marjorie was not the sort of person who 
commits only one base action in life. Miss Herbertson 
does not clear up these doubts, however. She leaves 
Dan in a bad temper, Marjorie unreformed, and Mar¬ 
garet on the eve of marriage with an old lover. It is a 
little unkind and a little inartistic. It reminds us of the 
slenderness of the plot and recalls to us those vast and 
complete panoramas of life which the novel once gave 
to us, work of a day before authors learned that it is 
artistic to end one's novel with a question mark. 

Likeness. By Edith Dart. (Mills and Boon. 6s.) 

“Likeness” belongs to the class of story that is 
completely within bounds, so far as the censorship of 
novels is concerned, and it may with confidence be 
recommended for perusal by girls of all ages. The plot 
concerns the marvellous likeness of Nan Arnold, lady 
typist, and Evelyn Coventry, millionaire’s daughter. Nan 
achieves the conventional goal of femininity after sundry 
minor adventures, among those being one of assuming 
the personality of her double for an evening, during 
which she meets Bernard, the hero, planned on lines to 
delight a schoolgirl’s heart. This assumption of another’s 
identity is made a great and awesome thing, and occupies 
several chapters—the thrill fails through being over-long 
drawn out in preparation and accomplishment. 

We note a tendency throughout the book to introduce 
quotations, whether relevant or not to the subject-matter, 
to an almost tiresome extent. Apparently, when the 
authoress is at a loss for a phrase of her own, she uses 
one coined by somebody else, and inserts an apology by 
means of inverted commas. There is also a quantity 
of unnecessary psychological disquisitions which merely 
burden the story. The evolution of Nan is quite a 
simple process, and had been more forceful without 
these tedious explanations. The book is free from 
undue sentimentality and quite healthful in tone, and, as 
already noted, might form a welcome addition to the 
Mbrary shelves of any girls’ school. 

The Red Fleur-de-Lys. By May Wynne. (Stanley Paul 
and Co. 6s.) 

THIS book embodies the requisite number of thrills for 
good melodrama, and deals with the “ properties ” of 
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aristocratic niece Rosaline. Enter also Lolo, a half¬ 
witted girl, who at the conclusion of the story saves 
Dermot from her brother’s vengeance at the cost of her 
own life—and Dermot takes Rosaline back to Ireland, 
her uncle having died through a wound given him by 
Jean de Ribas, half-witted Lolo’s brother and the villain 
of the piece. Enter also, from time to time, the in¬ 
evitable “ howling mob " of those days. 

We recognise every character; we know that Jean de 
Ribas will be dark and passionate, and will scowl, and 
make love to Rosaline at most inopportune moments; 
we know, also, that brave Dermot will win her heart, and 
carry her off to be “ happy ever after ” at the end, for no 
story of this kind—and such stories are legion—ever 

! finished otherwise. We are not disappointed—every¬ 
thing turns out exactly as it ought, and ev£n the villain 
repents. It is clockwork stuff, sometimes realistic 
enough, sometimes nearly stagey, and possessing in itself 
one scene—that of Lolo’s death—of real power and 

! pathos. With that one exception, the book leaves us 
; unmoved, for we have met these people so many times 

before, and can foretell their actions too well to be 
stirred by perusing the story. 

1 lings of Desire. By M. P. Wjllcocks. (John Lane. 
6s.) 

There is hardly any need to commend a new novel by 

Miss Willcocks—her work by this time is sure of its 
large circle of readers; but to praise when possible is 
the reviewer’s duty. “ Wings of Desire ” is perhaps not 
quite in such serious vein as ‘'The Wingless Victory,” 
but considered as a story of adventure, as well as a 
character study, it stands on a higher plane of literary 
art. The old theme of a search for lost treasure forms 
a part of the plot, but it is dealt with in quite the most 
original method we remember having seen, and the lives 
of the Devonshire folk, which become very tangled in 
the course of the story, are excellently displayed. Mis* 
Willcocks has a pretty knack of metaphor—we need 

only instance her description of Anerley, the journalist, 
who, “ when other folks put out to sea, would be left be¬ 
hind picking up shells.” She has many original 

thoughts, and her way of putting them into the mouths 
of the quaintest people saves any appearance of a forced 

effect. Elizabeth, the old French servant, is a gre.it 

success, and we cannot resist quoting one of her 
remarks: — 

1 

j M En effet,** said Elizabeth, calmly, " Madams 

Sara and M. Billee were made for one another. 

When Je hon Dieu framed them both, he held them 
up, one in each hand, and said : 4 VoiUt! mes enfants. 

two halves of a pairfect whole. And don’t you 
forget it.’ But they mislaid one another. That’s 

1 where the mischief began. N'est-ce pas, Madame? ” 
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Captain Billy Knyvett, who in his stay-at-home inter¬ 
vals is the friend of everybody, and in some degree the 
deus ex machind of the fortunes concerned, is splendidly 
drawn, and the contrast between Archer Bellew, novelist 
and literary man, and Anerley the solid, practical jour¬ 
nalist, is fascinating. “Wings of Desire” is a fine 
achievement in fiction and should add to the excellent 
fame of its author. 

Songs MESSRS. ASCHERBERG send us some set¬ 
tings for voice and piano of poems by 

Oscar Wilde, made by Mr. H. V. Jervis-Read, 
which incline us to the belief that in him we 
have a composer of songs who may be destined to 
do very valuable work, and win a distinct place among 
our British Schuberts. That he has the gift of a genuine 
musical lyrist seems clear, for his music bears so close a 
relation to the poetry that the effect of unity in thought 
is completely gained in the best of the songs. He has 
not written any passages, as it seems, simply because he 
thought them musically effective, but he has written 
music which gives the impression that it springs 
naturally from the poetry, and, moreover, he does it 
without appearance of effort. There is much to praise 
in the two earliest of the songs, “ Requiescat,” op. 21, and 
u Ballad of the Greek Seas,” op. 23. The first is not 
very original in melody, and the lengthening out of such 
monosyllables as “tread,” “speak,” etc., sounds awk¬ 
wardly, but the air of the song is refined, and there are 
some pleasant touches in the piano part. In op. 23, the 
spirit of a ballad is successfully caught, and the musical 
narration is correct in accent, but, in spite of a well 
varied accompaniment, the theme is hardly strong 
enough, having regard to the length of the song, and, 
unless sung by some exceptional artist, might become 
monotonous. In the “ Four Impressions,” op. 28, Mr. 
Jervis-Read has done much maturer work. In pictorial 
expression, the “ Garden ” is very happy; still better is 
“ The Silhouettes ” in five-four time. Here a persistent 
figure is used in the piano part with singularly good 
effect, and the second verse, with its change of time and 
mood, stands out sharply against the austerer atmosphere 
of the first and last. " The Moon,” rhythmical with its 
eleven quavers to the bar, is perhaps, the best of the set, 
consistent in treatment, and suggesting, by its strange, 
attractive modulations, a very definite picture of some 
northern night. “ The Sea ” is the most difficult of all 
the songs. As a study of harmonies it is very interest¬ 
ing, and would probably prove to be a very fine song, 
were it adequately performed. 

Indian Magazines 
THE Calcutta Collegian for February 15 mentions 

gratifying instances of educational activity in 
India, including the proposed University at Dacca and 
the inauguration of a College of Science at Ahmedabad 
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constructed from four lakhs (nearly £27,000) presented 
by a wealthy Indian gentleman. For the Moslem Uni¬ 
versity twenty-six lakhs had been collected, and only 

nine more were required. A paper on Emerson from 
an Indian point of view, which originally appeared in 
America, fills eight pages. Emerson appeals to the 
Oriental mind. His mysticism suits the contemplative 
East The invention of our present system of arith¬ 
metical notation is claimed for the prodigious intellect 
of the ancient Hindus, whereas it has commonly been 
ascribed to the Arabs. Now the latter are said to have 
merely transmitted the system to the West. An article 
on the English language and its history is a mere sum¬ 
mary of encyclopaedic information, but it makes the 
journal valuable to its subscribers. The same might be 
said of the papers on history and green manuring. 

The Wednesday Review (of Trichinopoly) of Feb¬ 
ruary 14 continues to dwell upon the good effects of 
the Kings visit to India. It states that the Madras 
Government have appointed a committee of seventeen 
gentlemen to report upon the question of religious and 
moral instruction in schools; but, having regard to the 
practical difficulties, the editor is sceptical as to the 
ultimate success of any scheme. He will do a public 
service if he exposes not only the difficulties but also 
the political dangers attaching to any such policy. The 
creation of the new Governorship of Bengal has raised 
the question of direct communication between the new 
Government and the Secretary of State, after the man¬ 
ner of Madras and Bombay. All Governorships should 
be placed on the same footing, and this will probably 
be done. We notice the reproduction of an article 
in extenso from The Academy on “ De Omnibus 
Rebus: God’s Beasts,” by Arthur Machen. 

The United India and Native States (of Madras) of 
February 17 is a typical native newspaper, though pub¬ 
lished in English. Some commonplace editorial notes 
on current topics, some * editorial musings criticising a 
civilian official, a paper on women-workers in India, 
another on the draft of the newspaper regulation for 
Cochin, some correspondence, brief reviews of seven 
books, some cuttings and comments, fill the columns of 
the journal, from which news is conspicuously absent. 
A number of advertisements, chiefly commercial and 
medical, complete the issue. Its tone is conventional 
and unobjectionable. It advocates keeping self- 
government for India in view, though it may not be 
granted during the present or succeeding generation. 
It would be interesting to know the circulation of such 
a paper, and by whom it is commonly read. 

The Journal of the Anthropological Society of 

Bombay for 1910 and the Silver Jubilee Meiporial 
Number for 1911 reach us together. If Government 
officials in India are sometimes caught napping through 
want of knowledge of the people of the country, their 
manners, customs, peculiarities, etc., this voluntary society 
is at hand to supply information of a miscellaneous and 
searching character. The society has an official English¬ 
man as president, but the writers are nearly all natives 
of Tndia, well-educated men who ought to be able to 
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get at the correct facts, which they certainly can present 
in good style. The “ Basavis in Peninsular India,” by 
an official Indian, deals with an unpleasant subject of 
certain temple servants. The 11 Gosavis of Western 
India,” by a Judge in a Native State, is an illuminating 
monograph on a particular class of the population. The 
Silver Jubilee Number contains special contributions. 
The history of the society shows good work done for 
twenty-five years. The index of the papers read during 
the period and of anthropological scraps ranges over 
the whole field of anthropology, though from a perusal 
of the titles the merits of the papers cannot be gauged. 
The specimens in this number are varied and excellent, 
whether they deal with legal matters, ethnography, 
ancient engineering, superstitions, Hindu rites and mar¬ 
riage, or Totem theories. In such societies all classes 
of the community can meet freely, and interchange ideas 
to their mutual advantage. 

The Wednesday Review (Trichinopoly) of February 
21 shows a proper appreciation of the sentences passed 
on the persons concerned in the murder of Mr. Ashe a 
year ago, and it is satisfactory to note a desire that the 
real wirepullers of sedition should be caught and 
punished. The new native member of Council, Madras, 
is expected to advance the cause of his countrymen 
whenever opportunity offers, quietly and unostenta¬ 
tiously. Some remarks by Sir Bampfylde Fuller are 
quoted, showing what cause the Mahomedans had for 
their complaint of being abandoned: he might have 
dwelt more strongly on the fatal mistake of departing 
from an Englishman's word. When an Indian writes 
on the subject of English women and matrimony he 
generally exposes his ignorance and manages to say 
something disagreeable; it is notorious that some 
blemishes can easily be found in the English system ; 
the writer has to admit that within Hinduism there is 
much that is reprehensible. 

The Sunday edition of the (Bombay) Parsi for 
February 18 supports the Governor’s advocacy of 
science rather than literary culture to meet the absence 
of a scientific spirit among the educated men of the 
day. There must be room for both in the Presidency. 
A long extract from a paper written by Sir Charles 
Trevelyan in 1838 contains his opinion that “the exist¬ 
ing connection between two such distant countries as 
England and India cannot, in the nature of things, be 
permanent; no effort of policy can prevent the nations 
from ultimately regaining their independence.” The 
gradual withdrawal of the English as the Indian people 
become fit to govern themselves is the aim of a certain 
class of politicians, but nevertheless the consolidation of 
British rule in India continues and is likely to prevail. 
Trevelyan’s ideas of 74 years ago are hardly worth re¬ 
producing now. The Parsi, like many Indian papers, is 
too full of borrowed articles and advertisements, mixed 
with its so-called news columns, to come up to the 
English standard: its speciality consists in its illus¬ 
trations, which are generally copies of pictures of dis¬ 
tinguished Englishmen. As might be expected from a 

Parsi journal, it strikes no note of disloyalty. 
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Of Decadence in Art 

By Haldane Macfall. 

THE Authors’ Club wanted to hear about Art and 
the Decadence of Art; so—they called Sir Philip 

Burne-Jones to banquet, and drank deep of wisdom! 
The dry part of the feast, however, was beyond slaking. 
Sir Philip gave no slightest hint that he understood the 
basic significance of Art, nor that he understood what is 
Decadence in Art; and the resulting diatribe, though 
lively in intention, lacked body. After all, sawdust may 
stuff a passable dummy, but is poor substitute for the 
soul of man. Sir Philip—this conveys no hostility—Sir 
Philip is scarcely accounted a creative artist of power; 
he therefore is gifted with no more insight into the 
creation of art than your ordinary critic. Yet that is 
no reason why he should not have a deep sense of art. 
And had the Authors’ Club not called him to prophesy 
—with true British confidence in a baronetcy—we might 
never have discovered the scantiness of his Art sense. 
But, like all who have scant sense of Art, he speaks with 
so much truculence upon the subject that it seems wise 
to weigh what he pours forth with such confidence. 

Sir Philip clearly mistakes Art as being Beauty. By 
consequence, were he right, we should have to blot out 
most of the supreme achievement of man’s hands. Art 
has no relation whatsoever to Beauty. Great Art cannot 
stand on such a condition Most mediocre Art could 

stand on such a foundation. Before Sir Philip can speak 
with authority on Art he must discover what constitutes 
the basic significance of it; then, and then only, can he 
estimate whether a painting be art or not; and then, and 
then only, can weight be given to his words. The realm 
of Art is a prodigious activity—being no less than the 
utterance of all that the human being has felt. It is that 
and no other—but it is all that. It is the right and the 
function of the artist to communicate to his fellows all 
that Life and Nature arouse in his senses. If Sir Philip 
will only brood over this awhile he will realise that, to 
the human being, it is the next most important thing to 
Life itself. 

Not only does Sir Philip not grasp what is Art: he 
proceeds to scold the Decadence of Art—yet he does 
not even know what is Decadence in Art! Decadence 
is loss of vitality. An artist may be a fellow of the 
grossest morals ; he may see only the most sordid things 
of life; but if he be vital, if his Art be true and power¬ 
ful, he may yet be a colossal artist. We have the right 
to say he is a coarse beast if he offend against our moral 
sense of what is correct; but we have no right to say 
he is decadent, far less to say that he is no artist Then, 
again, as in the case of Hogarth and other great masters, 
an artist may be intensely moral and correct, yet in 
order to lash at vice he shows vice to be a hideous 
thing; he is none the worse artist for that—he would 

be a poor artist were he to essay to show beautiful things 
as hideous, or hideous things as beautiful. 

Decadence, I have said, is loss of vitality. A sure and 
certain sign of decadence in Art is academism. The 
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moment that a man mistakes the sincere utterance of 
what he has sensed, and essays to utter instead what he 
has heard other men uttering, he is an academic—he 
is decadent It does not matter whether a man mimic 
Michelangelo or Botticelli or Velazquez or the Primi¬ 
tives or primal man or Gubbins, he is a mimic; he is 
not truly uttering himself—he is a decadent Every 
school of painters has died out in mimicry, has been 
slain by academism. The fact that the word 44 Deca¬ 
dence ” has been puritanically used by genteel folk for a 
couple of decades to mean something naughty or not 
quite nice, does not make Decadence mean these things, 
which may exist, and indeed have existed, in the Art of 
some of the greatest giants—whether we like it or not 
does not matter. 

Now Sir Philip flings the verdict of Decadence against 
what is fatuously known as Post-Impressionism. That 
there is, and can be, no such thing as Post-Impression-' 
ism, since Impressionsm is not a slab of time, 
we may let go by. The movement labelled Post-Impres¬ 
sionism covers so wide and varied an endeavour that it 
cannot be judged until one understands it. Sir Philip 
does not in the least understand it, any more than do 
the critics. It so happens that a large section of these 
primal-academics are indifferent artists. Sir Philip is 
quite right in condemning them if he condemn them as 
being indifferent artists; but he cannot condemn them 
as being incompetent craftsmen. The aesthetes, of 
whom were William Morris and Sir Philip’s father, 
Burne-Jones, were just as academic—were just as much 
mimics of the dead—and were just, by consequence, as 
Decadent In other words, they did not utter life as 
they felt and saw it, in terms of their age; they tried 
to utter life in the way they thought that mediaeval 
artists would have uttered it. Their Art was false from 
end to end. But surely he would be a convicted fool 
who denied them great craftsmanship! 

I hold no brief for any academism, whether primal 
academism to-day, or mediaeval academism in Burne- 
Jones’ day, or Michelangelesque academism in William 
Blake’s day. It is all false Art from roof to gutter; it 
is all Decadent. The fact that it may have pious inten¬ 
tion makes it no less rotten at the core as Art than the 
fact that other painters in these movements may have 
been grossly vulgar. British artists and British criticism 
can have no value so long as they make these mistakes; 
which lie like a blight on official criticism. No man is 
great in Art by the measure of his mimicry of Michel¬ 
angelo or Raphael or Giotto or Velazquez or of Savage 
Man ; he is great solely by his power in giving utterance 
to what he has felt of life—and in that alone. He is 
noble in the degree of the utterance of all that is noble 
as he has felt nobility. But it may be a part of his 
nobility to show hideous things to be hideous. 

When, therefore, Sir Philip Burne-Jones debated the 
question’whAher Art be to-day in a healthy condition, 
it is clear that he ought first to know what is Art and 
what is health. To qualify by stating that what he 
meant was 41 the cult of the hideous and the modem 
iconoclast" also demanded the need that we should 
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know what he means by iconoclasm. Certainly “ a new 
generation of painters has grown up,” though this is 
scarcely a source of woe; but when he wept over the 
44lawless spirits” 44who had deliberately cast aside and 
trampled on the eternal and fundamental laws of all 
true Art,” he alarmed us little, for—the fact may be 
strange to him—there are no eternal and fundamental 
laws of all true Art. Art is not a science, but an instinct. 
There is no fundamental law about it But if there were, 
then the fundamental laws of primal-academism would 
be just as right as the fundamental laws of his father, 
Burne-Jones. The very fact that they are not the same 
proves that there are no fundamental laws. Art 
has nothing to do with laws. A thousand artists 
may achieve the utterance of the same mood by a 
thousand different ways, and by the old Academicians 
the art of young Rossetti and the art of the young 
Burne-Jones were considered just as nursery-like and 
mad as the fantastic business of the Cubist is considered 
childish and mad by Burne-Jones’ son. Both Arts, as it 
happens, are or were academisms, and held and hold 

scant relation to vital Art. 

The display of so-called Post-Impressionism at the 
Grafton Galleries is called 44 shameful ” by Sir Philip—so 
indeed a large mass of it was—utterly contemptible. 
But the landscapes of Van Gogh, the art of Manet and 
Cezanne, can scarcely be called " shameful,” being about 
as powerful and compelling as it were well possible to 
be. Its relation to much of the drivel on the walls could 
only have been discovered in the frantic wits of English 
criticism. As to its “ugliness,” and its 44incapacity,” 
one might as well speak of the ugliness and incapacity 
of Velazquez. To deny good work is to make one’s ver¬ 
dict on bad work of no weight; and Sir Philip’s con¬ 
tempt of much bad work to-day is further watered down 
by the fact that he does not really understand in what 
it is bad. To accuse primal-academism of 44 obliterating 
the past ” is intensely comic, when its whole object, and 
downright basic object, artistically, is to recreate the 
past—only it is an effort to recreate the past of an 
earlier age than that which Sir Philip’s father tried to 
create. And surely the golliwogs in the nursery are an 
improvement on the hideous human abortions of dwarfs 
that the age of Velazquez considered the fit playthings 
of children! Both Sir Philip and Dr. Hyslop would do 
well to remember the hideous things throughout all 
artistic ages; and if the present day be decadent be¬ 
cause of certain hideous and mad things, what about 
the woman with many breasts, the fauns and the 
thousand hideosities of Renaissance, Dutch, Spanish and 
Greek Art? It is all at bottom a mere scolding of 
modernity by shrewish minds that have not grasped the 
significance of Art, and are steeped in a sad jumble of 
bookish theories that have no relation to Art whatso¬ 
ever. A lot that these shrews say is true—for quite a 
different reason than they think ; even more is farcical— 
for the same reason. 

Mr. William Archer, in speaking upon 44 Art and the 
Commonweal,” in an interesting address, shook the 
whole fabric of his contention bv this same mistake in 
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confusing Art with Beauty. * “ The Worship of Beauty ” 
has nothing to do with Art; and so long as the critics 
continue to peddle in this falsity, so long will Art be 
discouraged, misunderstood, and passed by—and so long 
will mediocre endeavour be encouraged to the starva¬ 
tion of genius. Mr. Archer, as champion of Ibsen, surely 
understands that Art is a far more significant, vital, and 
prodigious thing than Beauty! Surely he realises that it 
is the province of Art to show hideous things hideous, 
tragic things tragic, pathetic things pathetic, as much 
as beautiful things beautiful. The unforgivable lie in 
Art is to show unbeautiful things beautiful. The 
sooner this critical cant is destroyed, hanged, drawn, and 
quartered, the better. 

Some New French Books 

By Marc Loge. 

M CHARLES PETIT is a missionary who has 
• had the pleasant idea of profiting by his 

many years of residence in China. He possesses a 
real literary gift, and his books are always warmly 
welcomed by the French reading public His last work, 
“ L’Anneau de Jade,” is a fine study of the China of 
yesterday, which recent events have proved to be rapidly 
disappearing. In one of his preceding books, “ Le 
Chinois de Mile Bambou,” M. Petit proved himself a 
keen observer of the Chinese character. In the present 
one he has carried this quality further. He describes 
in an incisive style the vicissitudes and torments endured 
by the esteemed philosopher Cheng-Ta-Min, once this 
dignitary has caught a glimpse of the bewitching grace 
of the little dancing girl “ Fleur de Lotus.” Cheng-Ta- 
Min forgets the precepts of the sages, mocks at the 
reserve and dignity he has hitherto observed in his 
private life, scoffs at moral laws which he has until 
then enforced and practised. He sacrifices his career 
in order to win the love and gratitude of the hard¬ 
hearted young woman, submits himself to every humilia¬ 
tion for the joy of her smile—the only reward she gives 
him. The old philosopher proves that even in China 
the proverb, “ There is no fool like an old fool ” may 
be fitly applied, and that the eternal feminine is just 
as powerful in disturbing the beatitude of old mandarins 

. as she is in driving to madness many sages of the 
Occident. 

M. Petit has rendered his work particularly interesting 
by descriptions of Chinese customs, morals, and 
character, which have evidently been “pris sur le vif.” 
The delightful depidtion of a Chinese funeral reminds 
us by its picturesque precision of Lafcadio Hearn's best 
pages. But whereas the Anglo-Japanese writer took 
in general a purely Oriental point of view, M. Petit 
describes the Chinese characteristics with an irony and 
a slightly sarcastic style which denote in him the Occi¬ 
dental who cannot but be amused by the people amongst 
whom he is obliged to live. All the characters are well | 

drawn. The action, however, is not sufficiently con¬ 
densed. Also, there is a lack of harmony in the book, 
taken as a whole, resulting from the non-observance of 
the importance of certain details. The characters, for 
instance, are all designated by Chinese names, without 
giving their meanings, while the heroine is spoken of 
in French as “ Fleur de Lotus.” Such little incongruities 
surprise one on the part of so talented an author as 
M. Charles Petit. 

M. Emile Magne's new book is a completion of the 
work which appeared a few months ago at the Mercure 

de France, and is entitled “Voiture et les Annees de 
Gloire de l'Hotel de Rambouillet.” The author gives 
us a detailed account of Voiture’s life from 1635 to 1648, 
and, controverting the general idea that many of the 
political and intellectual manifestations of the time were 
centralised in that small but select circle, he shows us 
that the members of the Hotel de Rambouillet were 
in truth rather shallow and very affected. In reality 
they considered literature as an amusement, not as an 
art, and the personages who frequented Mme de Ram- 
bouillet’s drawing-room were more conspicuous for the 
vivacity of their intelligence than for the purity of their 
morals. The personalities with whom M. Magne has 
especially occupied himself in his work are Voiture and 
Julie d’Angennes, Mme de Rambouillet’s famous 
daughter. 

As long as Richelieu was in power, politics were 
excluded, and amongst the members of the aristocracy 
who frequented the “ salon ” we find the names of the 
Due de Montansier, Mme de Longueville, Marquis de 
la Salle, whilst the gens de lettres were brilliantly repre¬ 
sented by Costar, who wrote a “ Defence of the Works 
of M. de Voiture ”; Sarrazin, who composed an 
“ Apology of Epicures’ Morals ”; Mairet, the famous 
author of “La Sophonisb6,” the first real French 
tragedy, that is to say the first in which were applied 
the rules recognised by the Italian poets; and Rotrou, 
the only dramatic author of the period who defended 
the “ Cid ” of his friend Pierre Corneille. Many dis¬ 
tinguished women also contributed to the renown of the 
Hotel de Rambouillet, amongst whom we may note 
Mme de Sabl6, Mile de Scud6ry, Mile Paulet, Mile 
de Coligny, all of whom were more or less intimate 
with the frivolous and gallant Voiture, who in truth 
knew but one passion—gambling. And during the last 
period of the H6tel's vogue, Scarron, St. Evremond, La 
Rochefoucauld, Mme de Lafayette, and even Mme de 
S6vign6 were all the guests of the Marquis and 
Marquise de Rambouillet. Nevertheless, it is curious 
to note that M. Magne does not believe that the H6tel 
de Rambouillet exercised so great an influence on the 
intellectual movement of the period as is commonly 
supposed. 

Mme Jacques Moriau devotes herself to the descrip¬ 
tion of the different kinds of sentimental crises women 
are exposed to. We already owe to her p^n “ Une 
Passion ” and “ L’Epreuve du Feu.” In all her works 
a woman’s figure dominates, and around it the whole 
action revolves In her last book, “ Le Tournant 
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(Bernard Grasset. 3fr. 50c.), the anxieties of a young 
Woman tormented by jealousy are depicted with evident 
conviction. After ten years of matrimony, Madeleine 
Lozet and Robert, her husband, suddenly find that they 
know each other less intimately than on the first day 
of their love-match. Robert is absorbed in his political 
career, also by a flirtation with a pretty, unscrupulous 
adventuress. Madeleine, who is childless, is lonely 
and sad. She has even lost her religious faith, and 
occupies her leisure in cultivating jealousy—a most 
enervating and unprofitable undertaking. She dissimu¬ 
lates this by a sentiment of false pride, but at last, 
outraged by being obliged to receive her rival at her 
table, she declares to Robert that either he must cease 
this intimacy or she will leave the house. Robert is 
stubborn, so is Madeleine, and the result is that she 
abandons the demeure conjugate. Once away from her 
husband, Madeleine resumes her intellectual life of 
former years, and discovers the bookstalls on the quays 
of Paris. A curious and unlooked-for result of her 
bibliomania is that faith is restored to her. She under¬ 
stands that the noblest attitude a 44 Christian ” wife can 
assume is to pardon her erring better (?) half. So, 
when her husband loses a dearly loved brother, who 
was naturally an idealistic freethinker, Madeleine comes 
gently to the fore and says, 44 Sob not; I am here,” 
which is, of course, most touching and effective. 

Mrae Moriau is not content to separate and reconcile 
her hero and heroine. She even goes to the length of 
giving us clearly to understand that, thanks to the 
intervention of Providence, Madeleine is about to be¬ 
come a mother when the book closes, and she makes 
Robert consent that the prospective child, who will 
surely be a boy, shall be brought up religiously. Like 
most of Mme Moriau’s works, the plot is rather too 
childish. There are, however, some keen observations, 
such as when she declares that many of the misunder¬ 
standings and even separations which occur between 
husband and wife are the result of a mutual reticence. 
Marriage, to be durable, ought to be based on a recip¬ 
rocal frankness, and on the understanding that, when 
one does anything that displeases or offends the other, 
this latter should proclaim the fact immediately. A 
stitch in time is said to save nine, and a word in time 
would certainly in many cases consolidate many totter¬ 

ing and unstable unions. 

“Rusty Pans” 

14 Where a brook chatters over rusty pans.” 

THIS line, from Mr. John Masefield’s latest 
poem 44 The Widow in the Bye-Street,” may j 

be said to typify not only the art of its author but 
the art of to-day. The reign of 44 prettiness ” is over, 
and we may be devoutly thankful; but if the day of 
ugliness is to take its place, shall we be much better ! 
off than we were before ? In our fear and hatred of 
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what may be termed “ the chocokte-boxy M in art, we 
moderns take to strange devices. We even turn our 
backs on Beauty herself, lest she should lead us astray; 
or, if we seek her, we trick her out in odd and unwonted 
disguises. Beauty unadorned is obvious—even the 
common herd can recognise and worship her. But to 
be obvious is the supreme sin of the twentieth century, 
so the initiated seek for Beauty in dirt and rags, 
under which they alone can perceive her charms. All 
honour to their quixotic venture, but there is a danger 
that in their quest for Beauty they may fix their gaze 
too steadily on the dirt and rags which are her disguise. 

Poets without number have written of clear brooks, 
and the amber shallows where the pebbles lie in the 
netted sunlight; but this is obvious, and Mr. Masefield 
therefore arrests his readers’ attention by the new device 
of 44 rusty pans.” We have all of us, alas! seen brooks 
defiled by rusty pans, but we generally turn away and 
try to forget them. To modern art, the pans are an 
essential part of the picture; and if we cannot see 
Beauty in them—why, Beauty must go to the wall! 
Soon we shall see only the rusty pans. This is what 
the moderns hail as realism, generally qualified by the 
appropriate adjectives stark and naked. 

Now, realism as a reaction against morbid senti¬ 
mentality is healthy, but the realism of the present 
day is in danger of becoming merely the cult of the 
sordid, or at best of the bizarre. Our modern realists 
do not, any more than the despised sentimentalists of 
an earlier day, see life steadily and see it whole. And 
those who are merely lookers-on at art and literature 
are so anxious to be original that they are afraid of 
criticising anything that is new. The truth is, we are 
all uneasily afraid of making fools of ourselves before 
posterity. How terrible if posterity should acclaim 
what we had rashly condemned! We are more like 
to be laughed at for the facility of our applause. Our 
forefathers were less timid. They mocked at what was 
new, and cared nothing if with their mockery they 
broke the heart of a Keats. We, going to the opposite 
extreme, hail a poem as immortal almost before it has 
seen the light of day. Keats has come into his own 
in spite of mockery. Let us hope that our modern 
authors may as triumphantly emerge from the severer 
ordeal of praise. . 

44 The Widow in the Bye-Street ” is a typical piece 
of modern art. Mr. Masefield is undoubtedly a poet. 
He gives us passages which prove it He has the seeing 
eye and the sympathetic heart, the poet’s aching 44 sense 
of tears in mortal things.” But in this case has he 
written a poem? He has taken as his subject lust, 
murder, and the retribution of the law. None of these 
is outside the realm of poetry, yet Mr. Masefield may 
be credited with having written an excellent 
if dreary short story, an acute study in psycho¬ 
logy, a clever piece of journalism, a moral ser¬ 
mon—anything rather than a great poem. The 
contemporary fear of the 44 chocolate-boxy ” is with him 
a mania. He will be strong at all costs, and strong 
he is—at the cost of poetry. He is obsessed -an ugly 
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word, but eminently suitable—by the ugly and the 
sordid. His cats are “hungry/* his very chickens are 
“mangy/* with “necks so ragged and so sore/* He is 
not content with the pathos of poverty and wounded 
love and a mother’s despair. His widow’s occupation 
is stitching shrouds “night and day to give the worm 
his dole.” His hero has “arms all red from wallowing 
in the muck .” The countryfolk of an earlier day would 
have flocked to the fair like flies to honey; Mr. Mase¬ 
field’s come “like blowflies to the roast.” He revels 
in'strong words, such as “lecher” and “bawdy” and 
“ whore.” And yet he stops short of true realism. His 
people talk an impossible mixture of dialect and low 
slang, with here and there a dash into the language 
of Mr. Masefield when he allows himself to be a poet. 

His technique, too, is a revolt against the obvious 
and ordered beauties of sound and rhythm. Like Cal- 
verley, he is weary of bowers and flowers and “ all the 
brave rhymes of an elder day,” so he rhymes “ Anna ” 
with “ banner ” and “ manner,” “ lasted ” with “ bastard,” 
and “ districts ” with “ statistics.” 

The lover of poetry is the more angered at this 
degradation of poetry because Mr. Masefield might be 
a fine poet if he would rid himself of this affectation 
of the day, which is often neither more nor less than 
a method of advertisement. Realism and poetry are 
not incompatibles, but the realism must be so transfused 
with poetry that both are one. To compare Padraic 
Colum’s “ Drover ” with Mr. Masefield’s poem is to com¬ 
pare a small thing with a large, but how incomparably 
greater is the former in its simplicity and sincerity. 
Mr. Colum has done what Mr. Masefield has failed to 
do. He has taken realism and transfused it with poetry 
till his bit of ordinary common life is all glowing with 
the “light that never was on sea or land.” Hear the 
“ Drover ” speak: 

I hear in the darkness 
Their slipping and breathing. 

I name them the bye-ways 
They’re to pass without heeding. 

Then the wet, winding roads, 
Brown bogs with black water; 

And my thoughts on white ships 
And the King o’ Spain’s*daughter. 

• • • • 

And the crowds at the fair, 
The herds loosened and blind, 

Loud words and dark faces 
And the wild blood behind. 

Is not that worth all Mr. Masefield’s detailed descrip¬ 
tions, vivid though they are? It is time for some true 
poet to arise and deliver us from “ rusty pans,” or in 
“ur revolt we may turn for relief to unbridled senti¬ 
mentalism. The views of life expressed by a Masefield 
or an Arnold Bennett may, In spite of a high order 
of genius, drive us into the arms of an Ella Wheeler 
Wilcox or a Mrs. Barclay. 

The Death of Robert the Strong 

By Hilaire Belloc. 

UP in the higher valley of the River Sarthe, which 
runs between low knolls through easy meadow- 

land, and is a place of cattle and of pasture 
interspersed with woods of no great size, upon a summer 
morning a troop of some hundreds of men was coming 
down from the higher land to the crossings of the river. 
It was in the year 866. The older servants in the chief 
men’s retinue could remember Charlemagne. 

Two leaders rode before the troop. They were two 
great owners of land, and each possessed of commissions 
from the Imperial authority. The one had come up 
hastily northwards from Poitiers, the other had marched 
westward to join him, coming from the Beauce, with 
his command. Each was a Comes, a Lord Administrator 
of a countryside and its capital, and had power to levy 
free men. Their retainers also were many. About them 
there rode a little group of aides, and behind them, 
before the foot-men, were four squadrons of mounted 
followers. 

The force had already marched far that morning. It 
was winding in line down a roughly beaten road between 
the growing crops of the hillside, and far off in the valley 
the leaders watched the distant villages, but they could 
see no sign of their quarry. They were hunting the 
pirates. The scent had been good from the very early 
hours when they had broken camp till lately, till mid* 
morning; but in the last miles of their marching it 
had failed them, and the accounts they received from the 
rare peasantry were confused. 

They found a cottage of wood standing thatched near 
the track at the place where it left the hills for the 
water meadows, and here they recovered the trace of 
their prey. A wounded man, his right arm bound 
roughly with sacking, leaned against the door of the 
place, and with his whole left arm pointed at a group 
of houses more than a mile away beyond the stream, 
and at a light smoke which rose into the still summer 
air just beyond a screen of wood in its neighbourhood. 
He had seen the straggling line of the Northern men 
an hour before, hurrying over the Down and coming 
towards that farm. 

Of the two leaders the shorter and more powerful one, 
who sat his horse the less easily, and whose handling 
of the rein was brutally strong, rode up and questioned 
and re-questioned the peasant Could he guess the num- 

• bers ? It might be two hundred; it was not three. 
How long had they been in the countryside? Four 
days, at least. It was four days ago that they had tried 
to get into the monastery, near the new castle, and 
had been beaten off by the servants at the orchard wall. 
What damage had they done ? He could not tell. The 
reports were few that he had heard. His cousin from 
up the valley complained that three oxen had been 
driven from his fields by night. They had stolen a 
chain of silver from St. Giles without respect for the 

| shrine. They had done much more—how much he did 
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not know. Had they left any dead ? Yes, three, whom 
he had helped to bury. They had been killed outside 
the monastery wall. One of his fields was of the 
monastery benefice, and he had been summoned to dig 
the graves. 

The lord who thus questioned him fixed him with 
straight soldierly eyes, and, learning no more, rode on 
by the side of his equal from Poitiers. That equal was 
armoured, but the lord who had spoken to the peasant, 
full of body and squat, square of shoulder, thick of neck, 
tortured by the heat, had put off from his chest and 
back his leather coat, strung with rings of iron. His 
servant had unlaced it for him some miles before, and 
it hung loose uptfn the saddle hook. He had taken off, 
also, the steel helm, and it hung by its strap to the 
same point. He preferred to take the noon sun upon 
his thick hair and to risk its action than to be weighed 
upon longer by that iron. And this, though at any 
moment the turn of a spinney might bring them upon 
some group of the barbarians. 

Upon this short, resolute man, rather than upon his 
colleague, the expectation of the armed men was fixed. 
His repute had gone through all the North of Gaul with 
popular tales of his feats in lifting and in throwing. He 
was perhaps forty years of age. He boasted no lineage, 
but vague stories went about—that his father was from 
the Germanies; that his father was from the Paris 
land; that it was his mother who had brought him 
to court; that he was a noble with a mystery that 
forbade him to speak of his birth; that he was a slave 
whom the emperor had enfranchised and to whom he 
had given favour ; that he was a farmer’s son ; a yeoman. 

On these things he had never spoken. No one had 
met men or women of his blood. But ever since his 
boyhood he had gone upwards in the rank of the 
empire, adding, also, one village to another in his pos¬ 
session, from the first which he had obtained no man 
knew how; purchasing land with the profits of office 
after office. He had been Comes of Tours, Comes of 
Auxerre, Comes of Nevers. He had the commission 
for all the military work between Loire and Seine. 
There were songs about him, and myths and tales of 
his great strength, for it was at this that the populace 
most wondered. 

So this man rode by his colleague’s side at the head 
of the little force, seeking for the pirates, when, un¬ 
expectedly, upon emerging from a fringe of trees that 
lined the flat meadows, his seat in the saddle stiffened 
and changed, and his eyes fired at what he saw. Two 
hundred yards before him was the stream, and over it 
the narrow stone bridge unbroken. Immediately beyond 
a group of huts and houses, wood and stone, and a 
heavy, low, round-arched bulk of a church marked 
the goal of the pirates—and there they were! They 
had seen the imperial levy the moment that it left 
the trees, and they were running—tall, lanky men, un¬ 
kempt, some burdened with sacks, most of them armed 
with battle-axe or short spear. They were making for 
cover in the houses of the village. 

Immediately the two leaders called the marshallers 

of their levies, gave orders that the foot-men should 
follow, trotted in line over the bridge at the head of 
the squadron, and, once the water was passed, formed 
into two bodies of horse and galloped across the few 
fields into the streets of the place. 

Just as they reached the market square and the front 
of the old church there, the last of the marauders 
(retarded under the weight 6f some burden he would 
save) was caught and pinned by a short spear thrown. 
He fell, crying and howling in a foreign tongue to gods 
of his own in the northland. But all his comrades were 
fast in the building, and there was a loud thrusting 
of stone statues and heavy furniture against the doors. 
Then, within a moment, an arrow flashed from a window 
slit, just missing one of the marshals. The Comes of 
Poitiers shouted for wood to burn the defence of the 
door, and villagers, misliking the task, were pressed. 
Faggots were dragged from sheds and piled against it. 
Even as this work was doing, man after man fell, as 
the defenders shot them at short range from within 
the church-tower. 

The first of the foot-men had come up, and some half- 
dozen picked for marksmanship were attempting to 
thread with their whistling arrows the slits in the thick 
walls whence the bolts of the Vikings came. One such 
opening was caught by a lucky aim. For some moments 
its fire ceased, then came another arrow from it It 
struck the Comes of Poitiers and he went down, and 
as he fell from his horse two servants caught him. 
Next, with a second shaft, the horse was struck, and it 
plunged and began a panic. No servant dared stab it, 
but a marshal did. 

Robert, that second count, the leader, had dismounted. 
He was in a fury, mixed with the common men, and 
striking at the great church door blow upon blow, 
having in his hand a stone so huge that even at such 
a moment they marvelled at him. 

Unarmoured, pouring with sweat, though at that 
western door a great buttress still shaded him from the 
noonday sun, Robert the Strong thundered enormously 
at the oak. A hinge broke, and he heard a salute of 
laughter from his men. He dropped his instrument, 
lifted, straining, a great beam which lay there, and 
trundled it like a battering-ram against the second hinge. 
But, just as the shock came, an arrow from the tower 
caught him also. It struck where the neck joins the 
shoulder, and he went down. Even as he fell, the great 
door gave, and the men of the imperial levy, fighting 
their way in, broke upon the massed pirates that still 
defended the entry with a whirl of axe and sword. 

Four men tended the leader, one man holding his 
head upon his knee, the three others making shift to 
lift him, to take him where he might be tended. But 
his body was no longer convulsed; the motions of the 
arms had ceased ; and when the arrow was plucked 
at last from the wound, the thick blood hardly followed 

it. He was dead. 

The name of this village and this church was Bri^- 
sarthe ; and the man who so fell, and from whose falling 
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soldier songs and legends arose, was the first father of all 
the Capetians, the French kings. 

From this man sprang Eudes, who defended Paris 
from the sea-rovers; Hugh Capet, and Philip Augustus, 
and Louis the Saint, and Philip the Fair; and so 
through century after century to the kings that rode 
through Italy, to Henri IV, to Louis XIV in the 
splendous of his wars, and to that last unfortunate who 
lost the Tuileries on August 10, 1793. His line survives 
to-day, for its eldest heir is the man whom the Basques 
would follow. His expectants call him 11 Don Carlos/* 
and he claims the crown of Spain. 

Balzac.—I 

By Frank Harris. 

NEARLY all the literary misconceptions about 
France and the French derive, I think, from 

Coleridge. A German transcendentalism he had a cer¬ 
tain Gothic contempt for the order and lucidity, the clear 
purpose and proportion of the Latin spirit. French 
poetry seemed to him mere rhetoric: the Alexandrine 
contemptibly inadequate; French thought and criticism 
even he regarded as shallow, superficial—all summed up 
in Voltaire and sneering scepticism. Strange to say, 
Matthew Arnold, a typically French mind, if ever there 
was one, took up the dirge: in all the arts the French 
were second-rate, if you please; they had no Michel¬ 
angelo, no Dante; no Goethe, no Beethoven; no Cer¬ 

vantes, no Velazquez; no Shakespeare, no Milton. Their 
poetry, too, was never 44 magical/* and so forth and so on. 
The swan-song of prejudice is often epigrammatic, and 
the beaten have not many friends in matter-of-fact 
England. 

It is a truism that great men come to their own 
slowly: as a rule they are mis-seen during their lifetime ; 
the jury of their peers is collected slowly; one or two in 
a generation; suddenly one speaks authoritatively, and 
the firmament is richer by a star. 

A little later the man in the street ” knows the name 
and place of the new luminary. 

It is a curious fact that though the French have a 
more widely-diffused love of art and literature than any 
other European nation, and I really think, a more dis¬ 
interested and more passionate admiration of artistic ex¬ 
cellence than any modern people, they are not much 
quicker than others in discovering their greatest. Balzac 
was bom about the same time as Victor Hugo: and 
for the sixty years he lived he was completely over¬ 
shadowed by the immense reputation of the poet, whose 
genius might be likened to a storm-cloud shot through 
with lightnings. No one, neither Sainte-Beuve nor 
Scherer, seemed to have any notion in his lifetime of 
his true proportions; even Theophile Gautier, who loved 
him and painted the best portrait of him in existence, had 
no idea that Honore Balzac enlarges our conception of 
French genius. 

Foreign judges were even slower. With the exception 
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of a brilliant page of Swinburne in his Essay on Blake, 
and an excellent though somewhat whimsical eulogy by 
Mr. George Moore, I know nothing in English at all 
worthy of the subject Balzac’s petty failings seem to 
have had a greater attraction for his critics than his 
divine qualities and his prodigious achievement. The 
notice in the “ Encyclopaedia Britannica,” signed “ A. L.,” 
talks in Oxford Street fashion about “the loathsome 
sins of the Marnefs [sic], whose deeds should find no 
calendar but that of hell/* and concludes with the de¬ 
lightful judgment: “ Balzac holds a more distinct and 
supreme place in French fiction than perhaps any 
English author does in the same field of art.** Surely 
that judicial 44 perhaps ” is one of the gems of fatuity. 
If a Frenchman, writing a review in an encyclopaedia, 
showed that he could not spell 44 Hamlet/* Englishmen 
would lift their eyebrows in surprise; but Mr. 44 A. L.” 
can mis-spell Mameffe and no one even notices or cor¬ 
rects the blunder. Yet the ignorance displayed goes 
trippingly on all fours with the extravagance of the 
moral condemnation. The inadequacy of all such 
English judgments (the “ Encyclopaedia Britannica ” 
gives as much space to 44 bamboo ° as to 44 Balzac *’) is 
not merely personal, but comes from a false and inade¬ 
quate conception of art. The critic has no understanding 
of the truth that the domain of art is as wide as life 
itself; he prefers a pirate captain by Stevenson, or a 
stage highwayman to 44 La Cousine Bette’* or 44 Gobseck,** 
because art to him is a childish amusement and has little 
or no relation to the realities of life. 

The least we can do is to approach Balzac in a more 
reverential spirit Mr. 44 A. L.** may believe that in him 
44 there are only too many elaborate studies of creatures 
sunk below the surface of humanity, the embodiments 
of infinite meanness and nameless sin,” but Balzac is not 
to be dealt with in this way. He has gone far beyond 
his critics: vague rhetorical epithets are peculiarly out of 
place when applied to him. He himself has seen the 
difficulty (which Goethe also admitted) of realising good¬ 
ness, or nobility, or virtue for us by means of words: 
44 Les beaux sentiments" he says, in a phrase which sticks 
in the mind, 44pent-itre ne sont-ils pas littiraires" 

At the very outset I feel the need of apologising for 
even trying to estimate or describe Balzac in the scanty 
space allotted to me. I can only excuse myself by ex¬ 
plaining that some readers took my recent criticism of 
the realism of Zola and Daudet and the Goncourts to 
include also the inaugurator of the method, and imagined 
that when I wrote that modem realism had not produced 
a single masterpiece, I intended to rule out the works of 
Balzac. 

One instance will show my position better than a 
score of generalities. Balzac opens his 44 Pere Goriot ** 
with a description of a Paris lodging-house: he begins 
like a realist, like Zola would have begun, by giving 
you a detailed description of the outside of the house 

Then he takes you inside and shows you the mistress 
of the house descending the stairs in the morning with 

slippers that go flic-flac at every step. She enters the 

dining-room and finds her cat on the table drinking the 
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milk of one of her boarders; she chases it away because 
the milk belongs to a favourite lodger.* The two or three 
pages of details at the beginning are all wasted ; no one 
can picture the house from them: they are worse than 
superfluous. One knows the house by the slip-shod 
mistress and the cat: one has lived in it; the faint 
smell of last night's dinner lingers about the breakfast 
table: the evocation is magical. Balzac needed the 
description of the house to set his imagination working, 
but once this was effected he should have taken away 
the scaffolding and begun the novel with the mistress 
coming downstairs. Your realist heaps up tedious and 
unnecessary details and forgets the ray of light which 
alone gives a glimpse of the scene. Balzac sometimes 
accumulates too many details, but he never forgets the 
ray of light, and often his chiaroscuro is finer than that 
of Rembrandt. The misfortune is that, as usually 
happens, the realists, his followers, have copied his man¬ 
nerisms and his mistakes without his genius. 

A Great Pioneer of Commerce 
HE modest disposition of the late Mr. W. Keswick, 

M.P., accounts for the circumstance that since his 
death comparatively little has been heard of a career 
which was almost of national importance. Among those 
individuals who by reason of occupation or inclination 
are interested in the wonderful countries composed 
within the term “ Far East," his memory will be regarded 
as imperishable To him must be assigned a place of 
honour in the circle of distinguished men whose genius 
has implanted British tradition amid the ancient civilisa¬ 
tions of the remote lands of Asia—a circle which com¬ 
prises, among others, names as varied and so well known 
as those of Sir Harry Parkes, Lord Elgin, Sir Rutherford 
Allcock, Sir Francis Adams, Sir Robert Hart, Sir Ernest 
Satow, Sir Archibald Douglas, and Sir Thorpas Jack- 
son, several of whom are still happily among us. 

Mr. Keswick enjoyed a wide reputation as an authority 
on Far Eastern questions. He spoke rarely in the 
House of Commons, but his words always carried great 
weight, and in any debate having foreign affairs for 
its subject were looked upon as coming from a peculiarly 
well-informed quarter. Although particularly interested 
in the furtherance of British commercial and financial 
interests in the Far East his vision was not in any 
sense a restricted one, and at no time did he fail to 
realise, what to-day is too frequently overlooked, that 
foreign policy has no other object than the promotion 
of the welfare of the Empire as a whole. His views, 
therefore, were essentially statesmanlike in their scope. 
The story of Mr. Keswick’s life is the story of fifty years 
of active and unceasing labour in connection with the 
Far East, and the period it covers begins, as it were, 
at a time when the gates of the Orient had but lately 
been opened to the peoples of the West. 

While his retiring nature was not the least of the 
many qualities which endeared him to a wide circle of 
friends, those who knew him will regret that his utter¬ 
ances did not afford more glimpses into the personal 
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side of his life. Consequently we are compelled to 
fall back upon scraps of information concerning his 
widespread activities and experiences; but these are 
more than sufficient to show how eventful, not to say 
exciting, was his career. The “ Princely Commercial 
House of Jardine Matheson ” has attained to world 
renown. Its offices are located in every port throughout 
the Far East; evidences of its enterprise are to be 
witnessed in China, Japan, and Korea, and wherever 
the British flag is afloat in this region its ships are 
seen. In short, it may with truth be said that the 
introduction of British trade to these vast markets and 
the maintenance of its supremacy is in a large measure 
due to the colossal activities of this great firm. Thus 
it is that diplomacy and commerce have gone hand in 
hand, together battling against the prejudices of strange 
peoples, overcoming in remote lands the perils and 
hardships of feudal conditions, to emerge in triumph, 
leaving the impress of British influence with its con¬ 
crete gain to the British Empire. 

At the time of his death Mr. Keswick was directing 
from London the policy of Jardine Matheson, with its 
many subsidiary enterprises and far-flung ramifications. 
As a young man, little more than twenty years of age, 
he was a member of the firm in Shanghai. Then, how¬ 
ever, conditions in the Far East differed widely from 
those that rule to-day. It is no exaggeration to say 
that often the lives of foreigners were in hourly 
peril. No representative of the Queen was per¬ 
mitted to reside in Peking; war with the Chinese 
was actively in progress, and rewards were offered 
for the heads of “ foreign barbarians,” varying 
in accordance with the status of the victims, and 
rising to as much as 30,000 dollars in the case of Sir 
Harry Parkes. Japan itself was still a hermit kingdom, 
in which the Monarchy had for centuries been over¬ 
shadowed by an assertive Shogunate. 

Space will only permit the description of one or two 
of the outstanding incidents in a romantic career. In 
Yokohama to-day Jardine Matheson is known as “ No. 1 
Firm ” for the simple reason that as the first concern 
to establish itself in Japan it naturally appropriated the 
first numeral. It was the late Mr. Keswick who estab¬ 
lished the firm in Japan. To gain some idea of his ex¬ 
periences we must turn to the narrative of Captain 
Henry Holmes, an honest and adventurous mariner of 
the old school, who, in a curious little pamphlet, 
has left on record a picturesque account of a 
memorable voyage to the Far East. In January, 
1858, he chartered a “fine new ship,” the “ Troas,” 
of 700 tons, and, as steam had not then dis¬ 
placed canvas in distant voyages, set sail for Shanghai. 
On his arrival he found that the one topic of conversation 
was the prospect that, in accordance with the treaty con¬ 
cluded by Lord Elgin, certain ports in Japan were to be 
opened eight months hence to foreign trade. Like the 
bold mariner that he was, he decided not to wait until 
the time had expired, but to make immediately for a 

Japanese port and risk the consequences. Nor were 
his agents, Jardine Matheson, lacking in enterprise. 
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Readily they gave him their co-operation. A cargo of 
200 tons of sugar was promptly taken on board, and 
Mr. Keswick accompanied the vessel in order to direct 
its movements. Thus uninvited the good ship “ Troas ” 
bore down upon shores which had been closed to 
foreigners for two hundred years. Captain Holmes, who 
was no stranger to perilous expeditions, admitted that 
the undertaking was somewhat hazardous, as they did 
not possess any charts or harbour plans. He cheerily 
related, however, that with a favourable wind they soon 
caught sight of the mysterious land and shaped a course 
direct for Nagasaki harbour, “with some doubt if we 
would be allowed to enter.” With ensign at the peak 
they sailed boldly on. On one side there was a strong 
fort bristling with brass guns glittering in the sunlight: 
“ I was in some doubt,” declared the captain, “ as to 
whether they would fire upon us and send the mast over 
the side; but no, I was allowed to proceed up the har¬ 
bour unchallenged.” Although the party was permitted 
to land and move about the streets unmolested, their 
presence was regarded with considerable suspicion, and 
it was only after much persuasion that they secured the 
sanction of the authorities to unload the cargo, further 
difficulty being experienced in disposing of it. Alto¬ 
gether they were forty-four days in the port. 

While Mr. Keswick was attending to his business the 
Captain, having more leisure, occupied himself with 
the purchase of curios and the study of local manners 
and customs. Soon he made friends with a family, the 
head of which, he discovered afterwards, was a pawn¬ 
broker of considerable wealth, who possessed among 
his pledges six English shillings. With pride he re¬ 
turned one day to the ship, where he found Mr. Keswick 
somewhat curious as to his continued absence, but not 
unwilling, after some persuasion, to pay a visit to his 
new friend, the pawnbroker. Together they were enter¬ 
tained in true Japanese style with tea and sake, while 
the ladies of the establishment played selections on an 
instrument which Holmes described as a banjo. The 
captain summed up his observations on this occasion in 
the following discerning passage : “Asa business people 
the Japanese people are sharp, keen, and calculating, 
and very enterprising, quite capable of taking a pro¬ 
minent part in the commerce of the world, and fully alive 
to the value of the almighty dollar; seclusion had not 
wearied their appetite for the love of Mammon.” 

An Oxford Letter 
T may be of some consolation to those who have 

been misled by certain vain babblers in the Radical 
Press into thinking that Oxford and Cambridge are 
hot-beds of revolution to know that the “ principles of 
Socialism” were rejected by 118 votes to 69 at the 
Oxford Union. Presumably the Socialists polled every 
man they could, as it had been specially manoeuvred that 
this motion should arise at the last debate of term, 
which is always an “ off ” night, and under the auspices 
of a Socialist president. But it did not require a very 
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large attendance to defeat the small number of ex¬ 
tremists who would right the world with their infallible 
specifics. 

Much capital has been made out of the voting at the 
Unions by people who have obviously never graced 
either University with their presence. It is notoriously 
no criterion of undergraduate opinion. Speaking for 
Oxford, only one-third of the ’Varsity are members, and 
even among these it is always possible to get a Tory vote 
if only sufficient energy is displayed ; while of those who 
do not belong the vast majority are Conservatives, since 
nearly every Radical becomes a member, while every 

“ gentleman of colour ” (and these are invariably Radical 
and revolutionary) not only joins the Union, but makes 
a point of always voting. Thus there is a substantial 
caucus of “ black ” men and the regular Radical at- 
tenders to outvote, and the task falls upon the shoulders 
of the Unionist majority—who are, at best, but spas¬ 
modic voters. But outside the Union there is a large 
body of Tory opinion, which being for the most part 
inarticulate and not seeking rhetorical fame, is carefully 
overlooked by those who would have us believe that the 
rising generation is imbued with their own unwholesome 

doctrines. 
Mr. Hilaire Belloc was supported by a large majority 

in his strictures upon the Party System. How far it 
was of the nature of a complimentary vote it is im¬ 
possible to say, but we sometimes show our appreciation 
of a case well stated, apart from its intrinsic merits or 

demerits. 
Everyone has suffered from the Coal Strike, but it 

had a peculiarly bad effect upon us at Oxford, for we 
almost lost our heads, and talked wildly of descending 
into the pits and hacking out coal ourselves—or dying in 
the attempt. As was pointed out by the sceptical, the 
latter contingency would have been far the more 
probable one. However, the movement sobered down 
into organising an Oxford Branch of the Civilian Force 

—to which little exception can be taken. 
That the Dark Blues would triumph in the Boat Race 

this year was a foregone conclusion, but that their 
victory should have been accompanied by such an amaz¬ 
ing series of events was, to say the least of it, quite 
unlooked for. In spite of impressions and abortive 

| attempts Mr. Bourne has at last done that which many 
famous strokes—notably Mr. Gold and, of recent years, 
Mr. Stuart—had failed to accomplish, and a new record 

j has been achieved. While admiring the plucky way in 
which Cambridge have fought against a succession of 
misfortunes, both in training (when -they lost the ser¬ 
vices of several of their men through illness), and in the 
matter of the choice of stations, it must be admitted 
that Oxford thoroughly deserved their victory, since 

; they were manifestly superior in form, length, and 

strength. 
Of the sports we managed somewhat unexpectedly to 

j make a draw, and now that these two great encounteis 

have been decided we are left undisturbed to enjoy what 

peace we may—until next term. 
| Young Oxford. 
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Art 
The Royal Society of British 

Artists 

HIS year’s exhibition is distinctly above the 
average. There is a great deal of conscientious 

work, and a large proportion of it is really skilful as 
well as pleasing. The note of eccentricity is not entirely 
absent, and there are a few pictures of which it may 
be said: “ Of course, it was very clever, but I couldn’t 
understand it” In this category must in honesty be 
placed Mr. Joseph Simpson’s crude and affected paint¬ 
ing, “After the Ball,” a daub of vivid greens and 
staring arabesques, portraying an expressionless female. 
Such inspiration as there is in it is derived from Manet 
and the impressionists, and the tout ensemble supplies 
a terrible warning against copying only the failings 
and mannerisms of an inspired master. The idea is 
good enough, but the execution is on a totally different 
plane. It is a relief to turn from this to Mr. Laszlo’s 
admirable portrait of Miss Mildred East, a characteristic 
and delightful work, in which the charm is produced 
without any sacrifice of character. But Mr. Laszlo 
himself produces—perhaps of set purpose—one of the 
most unpleasing things in the exhibition in a companion 
portrait, which haunts one with crude and cruel contrasts 
of colour that intensify the pitilessness of the portraiture. 
Mr. Laszlo gives proof in this picture of a power 
that recalls that of Mr Sargent in his most judicial 
moods. Mr. Hal Hurst casts his favourite prettiness 
to the winds in the vigorous portrait of Miss Cecil 
Leitch, a sturdy golfing damsel, three-quarter length, 
caught at the top of her swing, and following the ball 
with strained intensity—a strange contrast with the 
languid prettiness of another girl portrait by the same 
artist on the opposite wall. Two charming, but some¬ 
what smoothly painted, nude subjects are contributed 
by Mr. Horace Middleton—“ The Red Rose,” a very 
pretty and gracefully posed damsel seated on the ground 
and studying her features in a mirror held at arm’s 
length in her right hand, and “ The Echo,” a group of 
little girls bathing in a rocky cove, while a slightly older 
one sits on the rocks in the foreground and rouses the 
echoes. A word of praise should be given to Mr. Albert 
Collings’s very pretty portrait study, “ The Smile/1 a 
charmingly natural piece of work. 

The exhibition can boast some interesting landscapes. 
Sir Alfred East’s “ Lever Park, Bolton,” has little but 
its size to commend it; Mr. Muirhead produces a beauti¬ 
ful grey sunset effect in “ Evening Glow, St. Ives, 
Huntingdon ”; and Mr. Whitehead’s " September Morn¬ 
ing ” catches with great exactness and feeling the effect 
aimed at “Wool Bridge,” by the same artist, is a 
beautiful piece of work, full of subtle blending of tender 
tints and unexaggerated reflections. This is, to our 
mind, one of the best things in the exhibition. Mr. 
Laidlay’s very clever and restrained “ Wreck on the 
Hampshire Coast ” is another picture to remember. Mr. 
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Elphinstone produces some extraordinary wet light in 
“ After the Storm,” and there are some delightful over¬ 
hanging willows in Mr. Adams’s “ Bathing Place.” Mr. 
Trier is ambitious and decidedly successful in his 
idealised but far from unfaithful and fascinating view of 
“ The Thames at Greenwich.” Another clever and 
faithful rendering of light is to be found in “ An April 
Morning on the Wye,” by Mr. Bruhl, and there is a 
charming sunlit valley in Mr. Brougier’s “ St. 
Margherita.” Mr. Rooke’s quiet but forcible rendering 
of “ Brixham Quay ” is another picture that abides in 
the memory, and Mr. Elphinstone scores another marked 
success in his Dutch landscape—a canal with a barge and 
two mills behind it—“ The Two Mills.” 

There is plenty of good work among the water¬ 
colours, but little to be long remembered. Mr. Eyre’s 
fine picture of “The Groote Kirke, Dordrecht,” is a 
capital study of many-tinted waters backed by an old- 
world town and tower. Mr. Ernest Haslehust has 
some capital sketches in his usual bold and clever style ; 
Mr. Rooke gives a delightful Norwegian view in 
“ Opheimvand, Norway ”; and Mr. Horace Middleton 
makes a new departure in his admirable “ Cornish Sea¬ 
scape,” with splendid foaming seas. Mr. Edwin Noble 
has a witty and delicate picture of “ The Mice in 
Council ”; Mr. Hawksworth's “ Penzance,” and Mr. 
Walters’s “ East Guildeford, from Playden, near Rye,” 
both strike true and characteristic notes. Mr. Tatton 
Winter’s “ Wet Road ” is very expressive. In the ante¬ 
room there are, as usual, some etchings—many of them 

good. 

Etchings and Drawings 
At the exhibition of the Royal Society of Painter- 
Etchers and Engravers, held in the Gallery at Pall 
Mall East, a special interest attaches this year to the 
little space of wall devoted to the works of the late 
Professor Legros, one of the founders of the Society 
and the teacher of many of its members. Most of these 
etchings—there are seventeen in all—belong to the 
time when Legros lived in France, and were made 
before the year 1863. Some were etched during or 
after his visit to the north of Spain. There are one or 
two portrait heads, including the “ Vieil Espagnol,” but 
the rest are large studies of peasant people, the lines 
free and simple as always, and sometimes even, as in 
“ Les Btlcherons,” little more than outlines, and never 
failing to give that clear, direct impression of space and 
light. But the great beauty of them all is their quick 
strength and intensity of feeling—the expression, for 
instance, of the faces of those receiving “ La Com¬ 
munion dans l’Eglise St M6dard,” as they kneel almost 
huddled together on the steps, not wrapped in the 
emotion of visionaries, but full of a deeply human 
earnestness. It is this intense earnestness which gives 
dignity and beauty to the least thing of Legros’, and 
through which one feels the agony of emotion in “ La 
Mort de S. Francois,” the horror of “ Le Souper chez 

Mis&re.” 
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It is natural that these seventeen etchings should 
claim the great part of the attention of anyone who 
comes to The gallery. Legros is not with us now, and 
we have recognised the greatness and nobility of the 
work which he carried on in our midst. Etchings by 
present members of the Society, however, fill the large 
room, and the names and work of many of the etchers 
are well known. With such a large number, and so 
little space at our disposal, it would be idle to attempt 
a comprehensive review. We must be content to re¬ 
mark a few of those studies which for some individual 
quality of thought or touch have stood out among the 
many, which are often as clever and frequently more am¬ 
bitious. Among these one cannot fail to remember Sir 
Charles Holroyd’s small etching of “ Landor’s Garden/’ 
There are other interesting things of his, chiefly, per¬ 
haps, his “ Stockley Bridge,” with its firm lines and 
broad shadows—an odd little bit of hill and stream de¬ 
tached from its neighbourhood. In somewhat the same 
way, in spite of its essential differences, Mr. Herman 
Webster’s “ Road to Louviers ” is beautiful, while in 
Mr. Edward W. Charlton’s “Winding Road” there is 
also an originality of treatment, and a particular ex¬ 
pression of light, which gives a singular charm to this 
etching. Technically “ The Winding Road ” has some¬ 
thing in common with Mr. A. Hugh Fisher’s “The 
British Bridge, Canton,” though the latter, which seems 
to be the outcome of one swift impression, is a good 
deal Japanese in design. Miss Minna Bolingbroke’s 
“ In the Hen Run ” is another etching of a simple thing 
seen, and so drawn, in a special way. The netting of 
the hen-run—charmingly worked out—reaching right up 
to the top of the picture, and a number of hens in one 
corner of the enclosure, are all its subjects. In Mr. 
Bernard Eyre’s “ Appledore,” and Mr. Synge’s “ Hos¬ 
pital Courtyard, Rothenburg,” is the charm of two 
beautiful places. There is a Whistler-like “ Silver Tide” 
—an aquatint—by Sir Frank Short, but of the rest, 
many of which are interesting, it is impossible to speak 

individually. 

Some Old Water-Colours 

MESSRS. Agnew are holding their forty-fifth 
annual exhibition of water-colour drawings in 
aid of the Artists’ Benevolent Institution at 
their Bond Street* gallery. The collection is, on the 
whole, less fine than that of last year, though there is 
always, of course, the historical interest in an exhibition 
of this kind. It is that which justifies the inclusion of 
a number of pictures, worth little for their own 
sake, because they are the work of men of im¬ 
portance in their day. But there are some real 
and beautiful things here—above all, several of the 
water-colours of David Cox, painted on that rough 
paper, intended for wrapping, which made him so happy 
when he came across it, and which now seems almost a 
part of his own work. Those great rough commons 
crossed by stony roads, the figures of strong country 

people battling with winds, the watery skies, the lovely 
red and blue touches for the poppies and cornflowers 
in the grass—the beauty of all these things in “ Crossing 
the Stream,” “ Shrimpers: A Breezy Morning,” and 
“ Returning Home ” would make one grateful for the 
exhibition if they were all it contained. 

There are also some Turners, but for the most part 
they do not belong to the number of his fine things, 
for they are chiefly those examples of laborious painting, 
with little beauty even of colour, of which he produced 
so many. There are two or three of the golden water¬ 
colours here, but none equal to the finest of those in the 
national collection, though one is the well-known “ Kuss- 
nacht." There is nothing of De Wint’s either to equal 
one or two of the beautiful things that were to be seen 
last year, but among those now exhibited are his boldly 
sketched “ Road from Bethesda,” * On the Dart,” 
and *Bernkastel.” 

There is one lovely water-colour by F. Girtin, “ The 
White House, Chelsea Reach,” which has caused a 
certain amount of discussion, as the picture generally 
regarded as the original is in the possession of Mr. E. 
Montifiore Nicholls. The dark water and the sky are 
divided by a strip of low land, upon which a little white 
house stands, not prominently, and hardly indeed de¬ 
serving to be called a central object, but quietly insistent 
There is a water-colour by Cotman, too—“ Dinant, 
Belgium ”—lovely in its clean, straight lines; and an 
“ Old Windmill ” by T. Greswick. 

There are a number of the pictures of such men as 
David Cox’s master, Varley, Collier, Leitch and Birket 
Foster, some of Prout’s colourless paintings of archi¬ 
tecture, and one of Copley Fielding’s best water-colours, 
“ A Showery Day on the South Downs,” which 
justifies a contemporary’s not very complimentary 
description of this painter as “ a skilful exponent 
of down scenery.” The exhibition includes a 
certain number of more modern pictures, the most 
interesting being Burne-Jones’s “ The Sleeping Beauty ” 
and “ Cupid and Psyche,” which have all the beauty of 
line and tone inseparable from his work, though they 
lack the special qualities of water-colour. 

Notes and News 
The portrait in oils of himself, which the Italian 

Government has invited Walter Crane, R.W.S., to paint 
for the Uffizi Gallery, Florence, is now completed, and 
will be shown, together with a selection of drawings and 
water-colours by this artist, at the Leicester Galleries, 
Leicester Square, on and after Saturday, 13th inst. Ex¬ 
hibitions of cabinet pictures and water-colour drawings 
by Harold and Laura Knight, A.R.W.S., and water¬ 
colours of “ Country Folk ” by Henry Henshall, R.W.S., 
will be held at the same time in these Galleries. 

The next production of the Incorporated Stage Society 
will be “ Los Intereses Creados,” translated from the 
Spanish of Jacinto Renavente by Frank Ros and Beryl 
de Zoetc. 
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A special matin6e will be given of 14 Bunty Pulls the 
Strings,” at the Haymarket Theatre on Easter Monday. 
This will be in addition to the usual Wednesday, Thurs¬ 
day, and Saturday matinees. 

The monthly meeting of the Royal Meteorological 
Society was held on Wednesday evening, the 20th ult, 
at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George 
Street, Westminster, S.W., Dr. H. N. Dickson, President, 
in the chair. 

The Queen has graciously accepted a copy of 44 Our 
Homeland Churches and How to Study Them,” recently 
published by the Homeland Association for the En¬ 
couragement of Touring in Great Britain, and has com¬ 
manded that her thanks should be conveyed to the 
Editor for sending her such 44 an interesting book.” 

Professor Otto Pettersson delivered a lecture on 44 The 
Connection between Hydrographical and Meteorological 
Phenomena,” discussing the violent climatic changes of 
the Mediaeval Age, due probably to alterations m the 
oceanic circulation caused by the influence of the moon 
and sun, and drawing the conclusion that such influence 
must have been greater in those days than it now is. 

Among the future engagements at the Palladium are 
included the Beecham Opera Co., presenting “Tann- 
hauser,” 44 Tales of Hoffmann,” 44 Lohengrin,” and 44II 
Trovatore,” plaving each for one week. Mr. Walter 
Gibbons will also shortly present an abridged version 
of 44 Veronique,” under the personal direction of Mr. 
George Edwardes. 

Mr. Murray will publish after Easter Mrs. Atherton’s 
novel, 44 Julia France and Her Times,” in which this 
popular author treats of some of the burning questions 
of the day. The scene is laid in England. The author 
of the anonymous satire in verse, entitled 44 The Setting 
Sun,” which was published by Mr. Murray a fortnight 
ago, is Sir Ronald Ross, F.R.S., whose work in connec¬ 
tion with the reduction of the mosquito pest, and there¬ 
fore of malaria, in West Africa, has made him famous. 
He is already the author of one book of verse, entitled 
44 Philosophies.” 

Messrs. Mowbray announce the publication this 
summer of the 44 Dictionary of English Church History” 
which has for some time past been in preparation under 
the editorship of Canon Ollard of S. Edmund Hall. This 
volume is the work of expert scholars. During the last 
fifteen years a great deal has been published on English 
Church History, in series, biographies, and isolated 
monographs, and in the Dictionary every effort has been 
made to embody the results of recent research in one 
work which shall be, within its limits, definitive. The 
desire throughout has been to provide true history, not 
history written from a point of view. 

Imperial and Foreign Affairs 
By Lancelot Lawton. 

YUAN SHIH-KAI AND HIS CRITICS. 

LTHOUGH nearly six weeks have elapsed since, 
by the irrevocable decision of the national dele¬ 

gates, Yuan Shih-kai was elected President of a united 
China, doubts have been freely expressed as to whether 
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on that occasion all differences hitherto existing between 
the Northern and the Yangtze provinces were in reality 
brought to an amicable settlement Moreover, in certain 
quarters there has been a marked disposition to question 
the loyalty to the republican regime of the North itself; 
while some prophets have gone so far as to predict the 
complete severance from the new federation of those 
provinces, situated in the extreme south, which habitually 
look to Canton for political guidance and inspiration. It 
has been stated by writers who advance the latter theory 
that the spirit of materialism as exemplified in the 
modem Cantonese must inevitably come into conflict 
with the purely Chinese traditions which still permeate 
the thought and lives of those millions who dwell in the 
northern latitudes. 

To none of these theorists, then, does a united China 
appeal as being within the bounds of reasonable possi¬ 
bility. Apart altogether from what they are pleased to 
term natural hindrances to federation, almost without ex¬ 
ception they would seem to find fault with the personality 
and ability of the nation’s Chief Magistrate, and their 
complaint resolves itself into the conclusion that, so far, 
the hour has not yet brought forth the man. To meet 
the arguments of the pessimists with confidence would 
necessitate an almost complete disregard of those wise 
counsels which are continually being offered by some of 
the most eminent authorities of the day, who, in speak¬ 
ing of China’s future, warn us that to dogmatise is to 
betray ignorance of conditions that have moulded the 
nation’s destiny from time immemorial. Rash specula¬ 
tion—and this is all that prophecy can mean in the 
present instance—forms no part in the mental equipment 
of the sinologue, or, for the matter of that, of the 
Chinese statesman. It is, however, permissible, without 
venturing too far into conjecture, to endeavour to show 
the unlikelihood of predictions ever becoming realised 
when based either upon ignorance or upon perversion of 
facts. Within the past week two significant items of 
news have reached this country. The first tells us that 
a Cabinet, presided over by the most eminent Cantonese 
of the day, Tang Shao-yi, has been formed, comprising 
representative men drawn from south, mid, and north- 
China, a Cabinet which is freely spoken of as being a- 
working coalition of varied political elements. The 
second dispatch states that on Monday last Dr. Sun Yat- 
sen, in formally resigning the post which he has occupied 
for the past few months, stated definitely that a settle¬ 
ment had been effected between North and South, and 
that it was now his duty, and that of his colleagues 
in the Nanking Government, to retire and hand over 
their charge to abler hands. Thus it would seem that at 
one stroke, as it were, two of the main arguments that 
writers have advanced so frequently of late fall to the 
ground. The fact that the first Prime Minister to be 
appointed under the Republic should be a Cantonese of 
such standing as Tang Shao-yi cannot fail to have an 
admirable effect upon his fellow citizens in the southern 
metropolis, and upon the millions who people the pro¬ 
vinces of the two Kwangs. On the other hand, it is clear 
that by the inclusion in the Cabinet of some of the men 
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who were so dosely identified with the movement which 
sprang directly from the success of the Wuchung revolu¬ 
tion, the federation of the Yangtze provinces with the 
north has been finally cemented. There only remains 
then the argument of those who daim that whatever 
form of government is established, neither the person¬ 
ality nor the abilities of the President are calculated to 
secure the smooth working of that government. In sup¬ 
port of this argument some writers have endeavoured 
to point a dismal moral from the recent incendiary out¬ 
break on the part of Yuan Shih-kai’s troops in the north, 
declaring that it revealed the utter isolation and helpless¬ 
ness of the one man upon whom the hopes of China 
were centred. The facts, however, do not warrant such 
a conclusion. To begin with, even the incident itself is 
not altogether a matter for amazement. It is true that 
the very forces of which the mutinous regiments formed 
representative units were of Yuan Shih-kai’s recent crea¬ 
tion ; but it should be remembered that during the four 
years of his enforced retirement he completely lost touch 
with the personnel of the army which, responding to the 
insidious policy of the Regent, had gradually transferred 
its allegiance to the Manchus. The real wonder is that 
on the fall of the dynasty the Chinese statesman should 
have retained sufficient influence to have been able to 
command the services of the Northern Army at all. 

Again, if we examine the events of the past few 
months we shall find nothing to justify the forebodings 
of the pessimists. On the contrary, there is one long 
chain of evidence bearing witness to those remarkable 
qualities that have enabled Yuan Shih-kai to surmount 
stupendous difficulties in comparison with which the 
Peking outbreak sinks into insignificance. The facts 
speak for themselves. Yuan Shih-kai, called from igno¬ 
minious banishment by those who had sent him thither, 
and who still feared and hated him, returned to the 
capital after four years’ absence, only to find himself sur¬ 
rounded by a host of bitter enemies. In constant danger 
of his life, calmly and resolutely he set himself the task 
of healing the ills that afflicted his unhappy country. For 
weeks he laboured almost alone. His was the one per¬ 
sonality to which the eyes of all men turned. Yet by 
neither party was he trusted. At this period one false 
step would have brought his ultimate downfall, for, 
although the Court had learnt the lesson of submission, 
such was the Imperial spirit that bullying coercion might 
have resulted in summary reprisal. To save the country 
it had become necessary to save the face of the Throne. 
Only by the force of persuasion, tempered by concession 
—persuasion that employed all the arts of a traditional 
Chinese courtesy—could the dynasty be brought to a 
realisation that its high duty lay in supreme surrender. 
Here, again, lurked danger for Yuan Shih-kai. Had he, 
in arranging the terms of that surrender, exceeded the 
maximum of concession which the victorious South felt 
disposed to grant their hated rulers, he would have called 
down upon his head the wrath of the entire Republican 
cause. Cautiously, and with marvellous perseverance, he 
proceeded to carry out his policy. Step by step the 
Manchus gave way before his masterful insistence, until 

the final act of all was accomplished—the act of 
abdication. 

Even then weeks of wearisome negotiation were to 
pass before Sun Yat-sen and his democratic followers, 
suspicious to the eleventh hour of the motives underlying 
the actions of the man who had already become known 
as the Dictator, consented to acknowledge his leadership 
and to entrust in his hands the destiny of China. That 
he should have triumphed not only over active opposi¬ 
tion, but also over suspicion which had its mainspring in 
motives of lofty patnotism, constituted the vindication of 
Yuan Shih-kai’s personality and abilities. Throughout 
the entire period of the interregnum, when the alarmists 
were painting the picture of political anarchy and social 
disruption, his was the influence which kept the intricate 
machinery of government in motion From end to end of 
China. 

From the earliest days of his official life Yuan Shih- 
kai, time and time again, has been confronted by ob¬ 
stacles which would have brought about the speedy 
retreat of any man who did not possess in the highest 
degree the attributes of courage and determination; but 
these obstacles he has always either surmounted or 
brushed aside, for failure has played no part, however 
small, in the career of this great man. Can the critics 
of Yuan Shih-kai point to a more notable example in 
history where the qualities of indomitable perseverance 
and outstanding ability have combined in a man of lowly 
origin, or for the matter of that, in any man, however 
highly bom, to carry him steadily onwards from obscurity 
to the proud position of being head of a State containing 
four hundred millions of people ? 

Motoring and Aviation 

THE worst enemies of the A.A. and M.U. cannot 
accuse it of indifference or lethargy where the in¬ 

terests of its members are concerned. Already the 
advantages and privileges allowed to members in return 
for their two guineas per annum are almost too numerous 
to mention in detail, and every season witnesses im¬ 
portant additions to them. The latest innovations and 
extensions are the establishment of a bureau for the 
special purpose of supplying members contemplating 
day-runs out of London, with reliable information as 
to the state of the weather, the probable outlook for the 
day, and the condition of the roads in various points on 
the main routes round London; and an important de¬ 
velopment of the patrol organisation both in England 
and Scotland. The “ road and weather ” bureau will re¬ 
ceive its information by telegram early every morning 
throughout the week, Sundays included, and the in¬ 
formation will be at the disposal of members from 9 a.m. 
upon application by telegram or telephone. Particulars 
of the towns, etc., from which the daily weather reports 
will be dispatched, and complete information as to the 
patrol-extensions, can be obtained from the Secretary 
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of the Association, Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, 
London, W. 

The proprietors of the London Aerodrome at Hendon, 
the Grahame-White Aviation Company, Limited, are to 
be congratulated upon having organised for the Easter 
holidays the most varied and interesting aviation enter¬ 
tainment ever submitted to the British public, and the 
prices of admission have been fixed so low—6d., is., and 
2s. 6d.—that it will be the fault of the public if they do 
not avail themselves of the opportunity of witnessing 
the amazing advances that have been made in the art of 
aviation within the last year or two. With the exception 
of Sunday, on which day proceedings will be confined to 
exhibition flying by Mr. Grahame-White and other well- 
known aviators, there will be handicap races, passenger- 
carrying contests, and altitude competitions every day 
from Good Friday to Monday. On Good Friday and 
Saturday proceedings commence at 2.30 p.m., and con¬ 
tinue without intermission until 6.15 p.m., whilst on 
Easter Monday there will be an uninterrupted series of 
flying competitions from 12 o'clock noon until 6.15 in the 
evening. The following is a brief synopsis of the pro¬ 
gramme, according to the advance announcement-sheet 
issued by the promoters: Good Friday, a parade of aero¬ 
planes of all types and exhibition flights by the com¬ 
petitors ; the first section of a three days’ speed contest 
open to all types of aeroplanes; a fast and slow 
passenger-carrying contest; and, at 5.30 p.m., an altitude 
contest open to all kinds of heavier-than-air machines. 

On Sunday, exhibition flying only, as already men¬ 
tioned. Saturday, exhibition flying, a “ figure eight" 
speed competition, the second instalment of the three 
days' speed contest, and a handicap for monoplanes 
only. On Monday flying will commence at noon and 
continue throughout the day, the items including exhi¬ 
bition flying, a speed handicap confined to biplanes of 
any type, the conclusion of the three days' speed con¬ 
test for all kinds of heavier-than-air machines, a cross¬ 
country handicap, a relay race, biplane and monoplane 
competing in pairs, and an altitude passenger-carrying 
competition, open to all types of aeroplanes. It is to be 
hoped that the public will show their appreciation of 
the efforts of Mr. Grahame-White and those associated 
with him to popularise aviation in this country, and to 
remove the stigma that we, alone among the great 
nations of the world, are blind or indifferent to the 
possibilities of the new mode of locomotion. 

The Motor advises those of its readers who contem¬ 
plate Easter touring to lay in a good stock of petrol 
before leaving London. Prices in town remain the 
same, namely, is. 4d. to is. 6d. for good brands, but in 
the country they vary considerably according to point 
of delivery, and in all cases they are higher than in 
London. With regard to the present high prices of all 
grades of motor spirit, much discussion is taking place 
in motoring circles. It is strongly felt that, in view of 
the largely increased quantities being imported, and the 
new sources of supply that are being opened up from 
time to time, the prices now being demanded for petrol 
are exorbitant and unwarranted, and suggestions are 
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McCURDS 
have the finest selection of sound, high-class 

SECOND-HAND CARS 
IN LONDON 

AT PHENOMENALLY LOW PBICES 

Every Car thoroughly examined before 
being offered for sale, and its exact 
condition stated to the purchaser. 

McCURDS are probably the only 
firm in the motor car industry who 
can point to 8 years* trading without 
a single lawsuit—an absolute proof 

of honest and satisfactory dealing. 

SPECIAL AQBNTS FOR WARREN, ENFIELD, 
AND SCHNEIDER CARS 

McCURDS, Ltd. 
STORE STREET, TOTTENHAM 

COURT ROAD. LONDON, W. 
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r The INDEPENDENCE 
of the OWNER of a 

‘15’ NAPIER 
The Proved Best Car 

NEVER in the history of the petrol car has it 
played so prominent a part as it does to-day. 

Everyone who travels has recently experienced great 
inconvenience by the reduced service of trains. Be 
independent of all the railways in future. Possess 
your own mode of travel. 

WE offer you to-day in the 415 ' Napier a car¬ 
riage that will transport you anywhere with 

speed and comfort. Recent tests under Royal 
Automobile Club observation have proved it the 
most efficient and reliable small car made. 

THE demand for this model has surpassed our 
calculation, so, to ensure delivery at a reason¬ 

ably early date, orders should be placed at once. 

WRITE for the Napier Book for 191a, and 
copies of our Royal Automobile Club Cer¬ 

tificates. Read them before you buy any car. 

S. F. EDGE, LTD., 
14, New Burlington St., London, W. 

Rudge-Whitworth Wheel, are worth their extra co,t. 
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being put forward for combined action of some sort on 
the part of motorists to deal with a position which 
threatens to become really serious for car owners of 
moderate means. 

We are informed by Messrs. Brooke and Co., Ltd., of 
Lowestoft, that Mr. H. Hollingsworth has instructed 
them to build for him a boat to take part in the British 
International Trophy Race of 1913. It is stipulated that 
both hull and machinery are to be built in England by 
Messrs. Brooke, and that the boat is to be running by 
the end of the year. Apart from this, the firm has a 
practically free hand in the matters of design, construc¬ 
tion and equipment. Mr. Hollingsworth is well known 
in motor boat circles for his keenness in the British 
Motor Boat Club’s 21-foot class. 

In the Temple of Mammon 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 
queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

EVERYTHING closes hopeful. The Stock Exchange 
goes away for Easter perfectly happy. While the 
halfpenny papers are telling us of the millions that 

have been lost in the strike, the City is chuckling over its 
gains. No doubt many people, having made money in 
trade, have been gambling in the House. At least nine- 
tenths of the business done on the Stock Exchange is 
speculative. Not one-fourth of the members could exist 
if it were not for the speculation they encourage. The 
investment broker exists, but he is in the minority. 

The new issues have not done particularly well. We 
do not know whether many people subscribed to the two 
Diesel Engine issues, but the Consolidated Diesel will 
probably get enough money out of its original share¬ 
holders. The builders of the Selandia engines will have 
to fight for their patents; that is quite clear. Yet there is 
probably enough business in this engine to go round, for 
it is admittedly the best oil engine on the market. Oil is 
all the rage just now, and the Oil Market one of the best 
in the House. 

Money.—Money was tied up to the end of the quarter, 
but the new Government year will bring relief. City men 
are disgusted at the muddling way in which Mr. Llovd 
George handles the Exchequer. To be compelled to 
admit to a mistake of 6} millions is degrading, and no 
excuse can possibly be made. The Deutsche and the 
Disconto reports are out. The Disconto has improved 
its cash position, but although its capital is the same as 
the Deutsche, it has not anything like the business. 
These German banks trade as close as they possibly can, 
and none of them carry more than half the cash that 
an English bank thinks necessary, but they amass large 
profits. The three leading banks make over four millions 
between them. With the new quarter we should see 
considerable ease in the Money Market, and perhaps a 
reduction in the Bank Rate, but the strike will affect the 
balance of trade to some extent, and cause a slight dis¬ 
location which will speedily pass away. 

Foreigners.—The Foreign Market has been dull, 
unless we except Tintos. The report was good, the divi¬ 
dend was increased 2\ per cent., and Paris has been 
buying heavily. Tintos are always a splendid market, 
and the Copper position is so good that even to-day they 
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do not look an expensive purchase. Perus are dull, and 
the Birch Crisp Russian Railway loan did not go. 

Home Rails.—No one appears to be buying Home 
Rails. Nevertheless, the dealers are so short that the 
market remains firm. In a few weeks’ time we shall 
know pretty accurately how much money the lines have 
lost through the Coal Strike, and we shall then be able to 
see how far the dividend will be affected. As I have 
pointed out, a railway like the Great Central, that pays 
nothing on its ordinary capital and has only just begun 
to make distributions on some of its junior Preference 
issues, will be hit very badly indeed. This line makes 
little out of its passenger business, and relies for its profit 
on minerals. The southern lines, on the other hand, do 
only a small business in goods and minerals, but carry 
large numbers of passengers, and their returns have fallen 
very little. The gamble in the Underground stocks goes 
on merrily, but it is impossible for any sober-minded 
person to discover how present prices can be justified. 

Yankees.—The Yankee Market remains strong. It is 
said that trade is improving all over the United States, 
and that business is rapidly growing better. Some people 
predict a range of prices higher than that which heralded 
the last panic. This is mere “ bull ” talk, but undoubt¬ 
edly both in Copper and Steel the outlook is good. 
Gambles in Rocks and Eries are taking place, and 
although both lines have great possibilities from an 
amalgamation point of view, it is difficult at the moment 
to say where an amalgamation can come in. J. J. Hill 
strenuously denies that he has bought a single Erie share. 
The Canadian Pacific are equally firm in their assertions 
that they do not want the line. That somebody is buying 
is quite certain, but the secret is well kept. 

Rubber.—The auction sales are not going off particu¬ 
larly well, and the dealers are letting down the price of 
shares. They will have to come down very considerably 
before I can advise a purchase, for they are all too high. 
The Rubber magnates are in no hurry to sell, for they 
are receiving big dividends, and they all got in at the 
bottom. The unfortunate public dare not sell because 
they got in at the top. Where the yield to a magnate 
may be calculated in hundreds, the yield to the public 
may be calculated in very minute fractions. 

Oil.—Shells have been one of the features of the Oil 
market. They have been steadily bought in Paris, Berlin, 
and Amsterdam, and there is no doubt that this company 
is now doing a very large business, and making a pro¬ 
portionately large profit. It is quite the soundest of the 
Oil companies. The indefatigable Mr. Allen has arranged 
a big Oil combine, in which Roumanian, British 
Roumanian, Central Roumanian, Bana Moreni, and 
Roumanian Consolidated will join hands. Roumania is 
the coming oilfield. Chelekens have been doing well, and 
Ural Caspian are also worth watching. 

Kaffirs.—Everything in the Kaffir Market has gone 
flat, and on one or two days the Cape came in and sold 
Randfontein. If Randfontein Central fell much lower 
they might be worth picking up, for although I doubt 
whether they will pay a dividend this year, they have got 
a big mill and a long life. 

Rhodesians.—Rhodesians have been dull, the support 
seems to have been taken away from Chartered, and the 
whole of the market has been flat. Sir Abe Bailey has 
now handed over the management of Eldorado to the 
Gold Fields group. The best of the Rhodesian mines 
appears to me to be Cam and Motor, but the whole 
market is so flagrantly manipulated that wise people 
keep out. 

Tin.—Tin shares have slackened off, but I am told that 
after Easter a vigorous attempt will be made to boom 
this market, and those who have bought will probably 
have an opportunity of getting out. I still think it wise 
only to hold good things as Tin Areas, Naraguta, 
Rayfield, Bisichi and Anglo-Continental. 
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Miscellaneous.—The Marconi gamble looks like boil¬ 
ing over. Prices are going too high. I see no possible 
justification for the rise. Shipping shares have been dull, 
but have hardly fallen much. Electric Lights are steady 
and still good purchases. Raymond Radclypfe. 

THE WHIM WELL AND MONS CAPRI MINES. 
The Government geologist has reported to the Govern¬ 

ment that the Whim Well and Mons Capri Mines are the 
best copper properties found so far in Western Aus¬ 
tralia. The Whim Well holds a large interest in the 
Mons Capri, and in both much French capital is inter¬ 
ested. Dividends of 10 per cent, and 12$ per cent, have 
been paid in the past two years, and a strong demand 
exists for Whim Wells in view of the large potentialities 
of the company, the properties, on which the ore developed 
is of the high grade of 5 per cent, and more, being only 
about 12 miles from the seaboard, with which it is con¬ 
nected by the company’s own light railway. The shares 
stand round about 32s. 6d., but are talked to 40s. or 
over. 

THE CENTRAL CARPATHIAN OIL COMPANY. 
To the speculative investor the £1 shares, stand¬ 

ing round about 16s., of the Central Carpathian 
Oil Company would appear to be particularly attractive. 
This company was formed in July last year under 
distinctly encouraging auspices, viz., to acquire a 
group of fifteen proved oil properties in the 
centre of the Galician districts of Tustanowice and 
Truskawiec, already containing several producing wells 
and others which were then approaching the producing 
stage. With the Oil Share Market in a state of activity, 
this company’s shares are rumoured to be on the eve of 
a marked appreciation, and this is not surprising con¬ 
sidering the progress which has been made on the 
properties. Apart from the working of the wells, which 
were in the producing stage at the time the company 
acquired its property, the development work on a large 
area available for drilling has been of a most promising 
character. On March 12th a dividend of is. per share 
was declared for the half-year ending January 31, and 
the present price carries this dividend. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
NAMES OF NOVELS. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—I was interested in the letter on 44 Names of 
Novels,” especially with the reference to Mr. Hichens’ 
novel and play called 11 Bella Donna.” The writer, 
however, is mistaken in several matters. Wilkie Collins, 
I believe, never wrote a novel bearing that name. I 
myself did, with this title, 44 Bella Donna; or, The Cross 
Before the Name,” published not by Chapman and 
Hall, but by Bentley, in 1869. The memory of it to me 
is very pleasant, for Boz was so struck by it that he gave 
me a commission to write him a story in three volumes 
for his journal, and for which he gave me ^500, which 
again led on to half a dozen more. I have an idea that 
Messrs. Chatto and Windus have included it in their 
yellow-backed series. I may add that the worthy old, old 
Bentley was a very 44 sporting ” publisher, ever questing 
after new talent. Thus on this occasion, when I was un¬ 
known and untried, he said to me, “ I believe in you. 
Write me a good story in three volumes and I’ll give 
you one hundred and fifty pounds, or in two you shall 
have one hundred.” So he did. 

The Athenaeum, Percy FitzGerald. 
Pall Mall. 

41 SYNDICALISM, AND AFTER.” 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—I should like to draw Mr. Arthur Shepherd 
Wade’s attention to the irrelevance of his criticism of Mr. 
Ellis Ashmcad Bartlett’s article. The primary duty of a 
critic is to understand the subject he criticises, and not 
be trapped by his own or other persons’ opinions. By the 
action of such advice we should have a little more order 
and a little less chaos, for our present benighted condition 
has been encouraged by the rule of mere opinion and the 
lack of profound understanding. 

Now what have the critical objections to one form of 
Syndicalism, stated by Mr. Bartlett, to do with the critical 
objections to another form of Syndicalism, stated by Mr. 
Wade? If, as the latter appears to think, the organic 
uniformity of Capital is a vicious principle, then his 
apparent defence of or sympathy with the organic 
uniformity of Labour possesses a moral kink. Mr. Wade 
is critically confused over a mere name—Syndicalism; 
whilst Mr. Bartlett is critically clear over a hard fact— 
industrial stagnation. Thus Mr. Wade is led to accuse 
Mr. Bartlett of a critical weakness which he himself 
possesses. Mr. Bartlett was perfectly justified in stating 
that the present crisis is the first display of Syndical war¬ 
fare in this country, because Capital, when it remains 
idle, is, unlike Labour, allied to a form of self- 
augmentative value by way of interest. Without some 
form of self-production Capital would be valueless. Syn- 
dicalisrn, therefore, in the form of an organic or self- 
producing unity, whether that form be a Capital or Labour 
form of unity, is not a destructive force or principle. 
What logical use, therefore, can Mr. Wade be said to 
make of the term? Mr. Bartlett’s use of it is plain or 
logical enough, in that he denounces, not its organic or 
self-productive form of unity, but its inorganic or inert 
form of unity. 

But will you allow me, as a profound student of these 
problems, to discover the true source of this alarming 
civil or social upheaval? It will show why the Govern¬ 
ment failed—for its failure cannot be denied—and it will 
also show why every political cure, except the right one, 
must fail too. This upheaval has not originated from any 
organic form of unity on the part of Capital or Labour, 
which are mutually self-preservative, but it has originated 
from an inorganic form of unity, or, to use a strictly 
scientific term, a parasitic form of unity on the part of 
Capital and Labour, which form, as science proper demon¬ 
strates, is a mutually self-destructive form. Thus we 
have just seen how the parasitic form of unity, in a 
Labour form, can make war upon the parasitic form of 
unity in a Capital form. 

As far as Capital’s organic form of unity (self- 
productive form) is concerned, the organised idleness 
(parasitic form) of Labour is virtually impotent. Capital 
in an organic form can do what Labour in an organic form 
cannot do, namely, remain quiescent and yet self- 
productive through accumulating interest. It is Capital’s 
negative organic or parasitic form of unity (that which 
causes idle waste or expenditure) which Labour’s negative 
organic or parasitic form of unity has, on account of 
centuries of absolutism, been forced to attack. It is 
simply a natural process, as certain, in the case of disease, 
for a nation as for an individual. And this war, once 
started, will never end till both Capital and Labour emerge 
from it upon a basis of organic equality. 

We shall then get a true civilisation—a healthy social 
foundation. In the past the parasitic form of Labour 
had no chance against the parasitic form of Capital, 
because the latter was, from the beginning, an organised 
form of parasitism. But now that Labour’s parasitic 
form of unity has become, like its old enemy’s form, an 
organic principle of idleness or stagnation, no earthly 
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power, military or civil, can stop the Armageddon which 
will and must ensue. I am, sir, yours obediently, 

Cambridge. H. C. Daniel. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF “ SHALL ” AND " WILL ” 

IN THE INDIRECT SPEECH. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—One of the papers connected with education, in 
reporting, in this day’s issue, one of the recent speeches | 
delivered by Mr. J. A. Pease, says: “ He thought he 
would be able ” that afternoon to get some credit, at any 
rate, from his political opponents for endeavouring to hold 
the balance as fairly as M it could be held by a Minister.” 
An English scholar would infer from this quotation that 
Mr. Pease, in his direct speech, said, 44 I think I will be 
able,” which he never said, merely because Mr. Pease 
is too great a linguist ever to use 44 I will be able ” for 44 I 
shall be able.” This negligence on the part of that paper’s 
reporter leads me to think that the wrong use of shall or 
willy in the indirect speech, might have serious conse¬ 
quences in a court of justice. 

In the indirect speech, says the grammarian Onion, 
That auxiliary is commonly used which reflects the form 

of the direct statement.”* 

At first sight, this rule seems to be vague, but when we 
give the matter our careful consideration, we cannot help 
coming to the conclusion that it is perfectly dear, and in 
accordance with logic and reason. In fact, if a speaker, 
in the direct speech, makes use of I shall, this speech being 
reported, in the future, must run thus : 44 The speaker 
says he shall ”; and the same speech being reported in the 
conditional mood must be : 44The speaker said he should,” 
by virtue of the sequence of tenses, which is identical in 
both the English and French languages; similarly, if, in 
the direct speech, the speaker says, 44 I willy*9 this speech 
being reported, in the future, must be : 44 The speaker says 
he willy” and in the conditional: 44 The speaker said he 
would." 

We will now suppose ourselves to be in a court of 
justice, where an honest but an imprudent doctor, who, 
conscious of having given, through error, the wrong 
medicine to his patient, would say to himself, in a kind of 
soliloquy: 44 I shall kill the patient!” This statement 
being overheard by, say, a witness in the habit of mis¬ 
placing his shalls and wills, and being given in evidence 
before a jury composed of purists, in these words : 44 The 
doctor said that he would kill the patient,” might lead that 
jury to bring in a verdict of 4‘guilty of premeditation,” or, 
in other words, of 44 guilty of murder ” ! If, on the other 
hand, the witness’s evidence were the correct one, that is 
to say, 44 The doctor said that he should kill the patient,” 
this would induce the jury to come to the conclusion that 
the doctor, in his direct speech, in the future, simply 
said I shall kill the patient! 99 which is the mere ex¬ 
pression of an involuntary act, and would lead either to 
the doctor’s acquittal, or to his being sentenced by the 
judge to only a few months’ imprisonment for gross 
negligence or for manslaughter. 

Adolphe Bernon. 

* Mr. B.’s Direct Speech. 
(Future.) 

Mr. B. "(speaking): I shall 
be ill. 

(Conditional.) 
Mr. B. (speaking): I said I 

should be ill. 
* * * 

(Future.) 
Mr. B. (speaking): I will give 

that man a reward. 
(Conditional.) 

Mr. B. (speaking): I said 1 
would give that man a 
reward. 

Mr. B.'s Indirect Speech, ; 
or Reported Speech. 

(Future.) 
Mr. B. says he shall be ill. 

(Conditional.) 
Mr. B. said he should be ill. 

* * Sr 

(Future.) 
Mr. B. says he will give that 

man a reward. 
(Conditional.) 

Mr. B. said he would give 
that man a reward. 
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Notes of the Week THE herd of Syndicalists who have been so 
badly found out in connection with the Coal 
Strike by the more intelligent workers of the 

00turtry, are trying to save their faces by promising dire 
events in the near future. Once bit, twice shy. The 
Miners obliged them by striking for an idea, and they 
^e now resuming work wiser although much poorer 
niea They struck to enable inflated wind-bags to air 
&eir oratory in the House of Commons instead of at the 
pit-head, and to draw £400 a year as a trifling honora- 
num. Of course it is annoying to these gentry to dis- 
cover that they have played the wrong cards, and being 
roob-orators who have no respect for the intelligence of 
the audiences they address, they believe they can delude 
^ a second time with the confidence trick. 

d° not think that the substance will again be 
^ficed for fhe shadow. Workers have had enough 
0 revolutionaries who would subvert organised society 
0 serve their selfish ends. The workers’ gorge rises at 
^called leaders who are too comfortable in their 

rths to tell them plainly whither Mr. Vernon Harts- 
°m and other persons of that type are leading them. 

plague on both your houses. Intelligible statement 
an(l demonstrable concrete benefit will be demanded 

in future in lieu of fantastic doctrines, and the betrayal 
of the worker. 

We have the greatest respect for Sit Herbert Tree’s 
judgment in theatrical matters, but we rather regret to 
observe a statement attributed to him in connection 
with Miss Phyllis Neilson-Tenry. We have given un¬ 
stinted praise to that lady for her portrayal of Trilby 
and Desdemona, but we do not know on what ground 
Sir Herbert Tree is reported to have said that the 
actress will make a great name in the direction of 
tragedy. Neither Trilby nor Desdemona are tragic 
parts, although they are connected with tragedy. To 
know what you can work at is, according to Carlyle, the 
most difficult problem which confronts mankind. With 
a long experience of the theatre, we believe that actors 
and actresses, when they attain to celebrity, show 
greater lack of perception in this respect than those en¬ 
gaged in other walks of life. It would be pitiful if a 
chance expression of opinion were to mislead a young 
and promising actress as to the sphere in which eminence 
in the future will surely be realised. 

Surely the 14 Saturday Letter-bag ” of the Westminster 
Gazette—a page which we used to read with great in¬ 
terest—is becoming rather a happy hunting-ground for 
faddists? For the last few months its correspondents 
have been allowed to run wild. Columns have been 
written on whether it is correct to say “ John is not so 
brave as James,” or “John is not as brave as James”; 
on the faculty of visualising numbers or “thinking in 
pictures ”—which, with all due deference to Sir Francis 
Gabon’s fascinating work, can be made a very dull dis¬ 
cussion ; and on many other subjects which require the 
liveliest treatment if they are to be at all tolerable. This 
week comes a half-column letter cheerfully entitled 
" Teeth and Appendicitis,” which, after various pic¬ 
turesque physiological details, deals with the charms of 
drinking “ much warm water all day long ” in order to 
“empty the capillaries and soothe the nerves.” Per¬ 
sonally we prefer full capillaries and troubled nerves to 
the absorption of warm water all day long. The writer 
proceeds to recommend woollen nightcaps, woollen gar¬ 
ments and night-stockings, and sleeping in blankets, 
and we hope rheumatic readers will be duly grateful. 
The next item is a letter with the heading “Talking 
Horses ”—but we refrain, merely begging whoever con¬ 
trols the “ Saturday Letter-bag ” to remember the poor, 
starving waste-paper basket. 

The faddist, in fact, seems to be particularly to the 
front just now. One gentleman "has just completed 
168 hours” on home-made lemonade and stout. The 
result was “ a beautiful feeling of elasticity in the body.” 
If he continues this treatment for many more hours we 
warn him that his body will soon become so beautifully 
elastic that it will flip his soul off to another world. 
Record-breaking is all very well, but there are limits 
beyond which it becomes dangerous—and silly. 
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April 

I WELCOME with delight 
Thy solitude, Thy light, 
O dewy April morn, 
Thou child of heaven, new-born! 

When mist lies o’er the sea, 
The vale, the flowering lea, 
When up and down the hill, 
Is seen the daffodil, 

April, thy breath is mild, 
Thy spirit undeflled; 
Sometimes I see thee smile, 
And sometimes weep the while. 

Within my secret shrine, 
Thy smiles and tears entwine, 
Emblems of one most dear, 
I ever dream of here. 

Gwendolen Talbot. 

The Alluring Quotation 

IF Longfellow had never written anything but his 
“ Psalm of Life,” and if Charles Kingsley had 

written nothing but his admonitory verse “ Be good, 
sweet maid, and let who can be clever,” they would 
yet have reached a fame undying, if rather circum¬ 
scribed ; for out of every hundred victims who pen 
gentle inanities to adorn that repository of the infi¬ 
nitesimal, the modern girl’s autograph album, fifty seem 

4 to select one of these two commendably blameless exer¬ 
cises in rhyme, thus disclosing the shortness of the 
tether within whose radius they browse. The first 
quotation probably represents to them the acme of 
poetic passion, and the second, setting aside the doubt¬ 
ful compliment it contains (which is invariably missed), 
stands for some measure of that mysterious, semi- 
religious comfort of which “ The Lost Chord” is another 
example.* the windy, meaningless " grand A-men ” has 
thrilled many an immature listener into a delightful 
imaginary intimacy with the next world. But if those 
who insert these quotations only knew the irritating 
effect of their well-meant efforts upon the more eclectic 
ones who for their sins have albums thrust upon them, 
they might seek other less hackneyed material. Hardly, 
perhaps, were it discreet to advise them to write original 
contributions; it would be extremely interesting, how¬ 
ever, to know what imperishable tags would be selected. 

To most reading men, probably, there are words and 
phrases which whenever seen bring with them a sense 
of acute distaste. One will admit a permanent anti¬ 
pathy to the adjectives “ opaline ” and “ opalescent,” 
arising from the perusal of the works of a certain lady 

novelist who sadly overworked those two words; 
another will shudder at the sound of “compunction,” 
“ primordial,” " matutinal,” “ bourgeois ” ;• a third hates 
to hear or see the combination “ buxom wench ”; and 
we all prefer not to read of the “ succulent bivalve,” and 
other cliches of the provincial journalist. Whether, in 
the first place, it is because the words are ugly and 
unmusical, or by reason of some mental kink in the in¬ 
dividual, it is hard to say; possibly both are predisposing 
factors. In the case of quotations, however, sight and 
sound take a subordinate place to taste; and here, too, 
step in culture, education, and a sense for the capabilities 
of the English language. The pure style is never 
loaded with quotations. “ A straightforward style,” said 
Professor William James, “ means a flexibility of verbal 
resource that follows the thought without a crease or a 
wrinkle, as elastic silk underclothing follows the move¬ 
ments of one’s body; ” and the very existence of a 
“ flexibility of verbal resource ” implies that the writer’s 
equipment is sufficient for his purpose without the fre¬ 
quent assistance of powder and shot from other people’s 

pouches. 

Nothing betrays the incompetent or undeveloped 
essayist so thoroughly as his use or misuse of quotations. 

Lacking ideas, he is driven to desperate foraging before 
his first sheet is covered. The poor quotation is dragged 
in by one ear, howling for release, and we get a dozen 
or a score of sentences beginning: “ Who does not 
remember the gentle Elia's words upon this very sub¬ 
ject ?”.... “ We might do worse than follow Carlyle’s 
dictum to the effect that . . . “Tennyson once 
wrote. . “ Let us see what Whittier has to say on this 
theme. . .” “ There is a passage in 1 Paradise Lost 
some of my readers may be familiar with it—which. . 
and so on. Between each quotation will wriggle a vague 

little sentence to “ join up ”; at the finish the M author 
will sign his name, and send the poverty-stricken con¬ 
coction in as an original essay. How many times have 

we seen them, smiled, and sighed! 
To compose the neat essay, with just the one or two 

quotations that shall drive the point home and warm the 
reader with a glow of appreciation, requires deliberate 

and definite concentration of thought Hundreds of 
young writers are misled by the chatty, effortless style 
of Lamb, Thoreau, or Hazlitt into the belief that any¬ 
thing they choose to set down must be of value. 

Vaguely dissatisfied with the result, they brace and 

stiffen their work with borrowed bolts and stays, and 

the last stage is worse than the first—it is neither one 
thing nor the other, but a hotch-potch, an ambitious at¬ 

tempt and obvious failure. “ The art of quotation,” wrote 

Isaac Disraeli, “requires more delicacy in the practice 

than those conceive who can see nothing more in a 

quotation than an extract.” 
The apt, judiciously chosen quotation is like the extr.i 

charge in gun-testing, which enables the well-aimed 

projectile not only to hit the mark, but to penetrate the 
armour-plate. Used too freely, it simply wearies the 
reader and savours of pedantry; neglected, it often 

means an excellent opportunity lost W. L. R- 
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Balzac.—II 

By Frank Harris. 

THE realist is continually trying to paint ordinary 

men and ordinary women: the result is drab 

commonplace. To go further: even if he could give a 

photographic representation of life, the result would 

still be inadequate and unsatisfactory. We want life 

as seen by a great man; literature is the speech of 

great men; the more they tell us about life the better; 

but they must always tell it to us in terms of them- 

selves.- the glimpse we catch of them is at least as 

important as their vision of life; and all great men are 

profoundly convinced of the truth that progress and 

growth do not depend on ordinary men and women, but 

on themselves and on their peers—not on the sailors in 

the forecastle, but on those who set the course and steer 

the ship. 

The great painter, whether in words or colours, is 

possessed at the same time of two ideas which seem 

contradictory. He does not want to paint you a par¬ 

ticular valet, but the valet; and at the same time he 

feels that, if he generalises the valet spirit too broadly, 

the result will be, not a living man, but a wooden type. 

He must generalise as far as possible without losing 

the flavour of the individual. He has to do a living 

portrait which at the same time will be a great picture: 

no one who ever wrote understood this better than 

Balzac. One said of him, “ His very scullions have 

genius.” His mind was like the elephant’s trunk that 

can uproot trees and next moment pick up pins: he 

tad the widest range of generalisation with the most 

extraordinary greediness for individual and character- 

istic peculiarities. He will tell you in one sentence 

taat “bankers are bandits,” outseeing Proudhon, and 

next moment will paint you an old man, down to the 

°ne yellow waggling tooth in his mouth, with more than 

particularity of Dickens. His sympathy is wider 

than that of any other artist. All sorts and conditions 

°f humanity are equally beloved by him. He will paint 

^n angelic woman dewy fresh from the heaven of 

Swedenborg, and with the same passion of realisa- 

tl0n distil you the last drop of gall from the acrid soul 

°f Cousine Bette. He will depict a chivalrous colonel 

0r a Jew usurer, a Paris journalist or a poet, a convict 

or a prostitute, a swindler or a millionaire, a modest 

Hignon or a fille aux yeux d'or, a great lady or a saint 

0r a Baronne Hulot, with the same sovereign im- 

P^hality. No one, not even Shakespeare himself, has 

width and acuteness of vision. His outlook is as 

much wider than that of Shakespeare as our world is 

morc co°aplex than that of Elizabeth, and, if we do 

n°t Kt think his masterpieces as consummate as the . 

masterpieces of Shakespeare, it is perhaps because wc 

are still too near them to judge them fairly; for a dozen 

volumes of Balzac are master-works, and must remain 

part of the furniture of the human mind for centuries 

to come. 

The wonder is that, while Balzac stands with Shake¬ 

speare himself in creative power and wisdom, he has 

come to this supreme eminence in spite of a literary 

style almost as careless and loose as that of St. PauL 

He did not go to old French for neologisms like his 

romantic contemporaries, Victor Hugo and the rest, but 

to the chemical laboratories of Paris and the dissecting- 

tables for special terms, to the studios and stock ex¬ 

changes and machine shops for expressive slang. And 

thus he formed for himself a voice of incomparable 

richness, variety, and colour, whose very range includes 

harshness of tone and dissonance of accent. It is this 

heedlessness and apparent formlessness of his literary 

style which points us to his main defect as a writer. 

Verbal correctness and smoothness, as he himself saw, 

matter little: a great figure is as fine in sandstone as 

in marble: indeed, the very defects of the materia! 

frequently add to the impressiveness of the conception. 

But Balzac’s carelessness of verbal form was only part 

of his general carelessness. He was almost everything 

rather than a scrupulous and great artist Goethe has 

got a pregnant word on the matter: M In der Beschraen- 

kung zeigt sich erst der Meister " (“ By his self-control 

we know the master ”). It was rare indeed that Balzac 

could control and limit himself: but now and then he 

reached even this height: " Le Curb de Tours ” is a 

triumph of the artist spirit, an almost faultless work of 

supreme art. 

Balzac's life is as interesting and as wonderful as his 

prodigious achievement In 11 Louis Lambert ” he shows 

us that he was a thinker of the first order while still 
a schoolboy, and when a man he was continually getting 
into hot water through' what looked like childish heed- 
lessncss and extravagance.- with the years he grew 

unworldly-wise; imagination ran away with the grey¬ 
beard—M Those whom the gods love grow young.” 

He had studied law and spent his youth among notaries 
and attorneys, and while still in his teens, had learned the 

value of money in the harshest school. Yet he lost 
himself in wild speculations, and, like Rembrandt, 
collected bibelots and works of art that kept him poor 
to the very end of his life. 

There never was so indefatigable a workman. He 
had already written forty or fifty volumes before he 
published " Les Chouans ” at thirty years of age. 

Nearly all these early works are lost; but shortly before 

publishing the first of the memorable novels which 
remain to us he wrote to his sister, “ Sans genie je suis 

flamb£” (“If I haven’t genius, I shall come to utter 

grief”), and then proceeded in the next twenty-five 
years to write fifty volumes more. He often had three 
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novels on the stocks at the same time: this one to pay 
a pressing debt, that one to buy a wonderful picture, 
the other to defray the expenses of a journey to Warsaw 
or Budapest. When over forty he fell in love with an 
admirer of his genius, a Madame Hanska: a little over 
ten years later he married her: at once riches, position, 
everything were his. With a boy’s eagerness he ex¬ 
claimed, “ 1 have just finished ‘ Cousin Pons *: now I 
have learned my trade: now I can write without think¬ 
ing of money: now I will show the world what I can 
do!" In six weeks he was dead. 

Other heights in other lives, God willing. 

As I have tried to show, Balzac is one of the wonder¬ 
workers—the magician who, with Shakespeare, has most 

% enlarged our conception of human genius and creative 
power. He has given us, too, not only masterpieces, but 
the inspiration of ceaseless striving, heroic ardour, and 
an all-embracing passionate human sympathy. If the 
House Beautiful of Shakespeare is the most lovely ever 
fashioned by man, it reminds us now of a mediaeval court 
where lords and ladies move among gardens and flowers 
to the sound of lutes and viols, and now of a cathedral 
with Gothic porches of kneeling virtues, set off with 
humorous grotesques and lustful gargoyles, and adorned 
with airy pinnacles, leading the vision to the blue; 
Balzac, on the other hand, has built for us a modern 
city, and peopled it, not with kings and queens and 
lords and ladies and their dependents, but with the men 
and women of to-day—shopkeepers, doctors, lawyers, 
workmen and working women—and the innumerable 
products of modem industrialism. Now and then, it is 
true, we miss the organ and the glorious music of the 
soul; sometimes, too, we miss the clowns and jesters 
and humorous jollity of an easeful, pleasure-loving exist¬ 
ence; but what a crowd there is, what a bustle and 
press of life, what varied passions, what marvellous 

variety! 

A Few Notes on Monsieur 
de Regnier 

ONSIEUR HENRI DE REfGNIER, who was 
officially installed as a member of the Acad6mie 

Franqaise on January 19, is one of the most dis¬ 
tinguished of modern French poets. He was among the 
founders of the so-called " Symbolist ” school, and is cer¬ 
tainly the greatest exponent of its doctrines. Perhaps this 
is because, as he himself has said, he was possessed of a 
dual nature, being at once a symbolist and a realist 
The realism in him has prevented his verse from de¬ 
generating into incoherent mysticism, as has been the 
case with some poets of his school. 

The faults of the Symbolists arose chiefly from the 
fact that they formed a school which preached the use 
of the symbol in poetry to the exclusion of other means 
of expression. 

Now, symbol is the term given to a visible object 
representing to the mind the semblance of something 
which is not shown, but is realised by association with 
it. As such it has always been one of the highest forms 
of poetic expression. The Bible affords repeated 
examples of its use. It is, perhaps, the most powerful 
vehicle for lifting poetry out of the world of petty 
objective realities into the realms of the spiritual and 
the abstract. 

The Symbolists did not discover anything new; they 
merely abused a time-worn method, and this arose 
chiefly from the fact that they formed themselves into 
a school with a doctrine of art. The fashion has sprung 
up in France for each new group of poets to form a 

l school, and to formulate a fresh definition of art. This 
is manifestly absurd, as art defies definition and has 
nothing to do with dogma. 

Baudelaire, Sully Prudhomme, and Verlaine afford 
striking examples of this. The first mentioned lived 
at the time when Gautier and Leconte de Lisle were 
preaching the doctrine of impassiveness in poetry 
Sully Prudhomme belonged to the " Pamassiens,” who, 
inspired by these same masters, preached that poetry 
should be the perfect expression of eternal truths, and 
declared that the little personal details of everyday life 
were unworthy of the muse, while Verlaine was the 
forerunner of the school of Symbolists who would rob 
the sentiments they express of all their individuality by 

expressing them in symbols. 

Yet the work of each one of these three poets affords 
a refutation of the doctrine they preach, the personal 
or lyrical element predominating m all three. 

Art is like a beautiful woman, whose mobile face 
reflects all her thousand changing moods. You cannot 
define her charm because her face is the expression of 
all human feelings. 

The Symbolists, then, were the lineal descendants of 
these three great poets, who were themselves shoots 
from that tree of many flowers, Romanticism. And 
Monsieur Henri de Regnier, as we have already pointed 

out, is their greatest living representative. 

He is famous for his use of the vers litre (irregular 
verse)—that is, verse freed from all the traditional 
restraints of prosody, admitting hiatus, neglecting caesura, 

and very often disregarding all questions of metre, and 
relying on mere rhythm. It is early days to criticise 
the vers litre, but De Rdgnier has produced some quite 

unrivalled effects by means of it 

Stephan Mallarm6 and Jos6 Maria de Heredia were 
probably the two poets who exercised the greatest in¬ 
fluence on his work. He is also a great admirer of 
Andre Ch6nier, and has known how to breathe some 
of that great poet’s pagan freshness into his poems. 

Monsieur de Regnier established his reputation when 
still quite young. As a leader of the Symbolist move¬ 

ment, he was a constant contributor to the numberless 

reviews to which that movement gave birth. He counted 

such well-known literary men as Leconte de Lisle and 

I Francis Viele-Griffin among his early friends, and 
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he was one of the group of young poets who used to 
carry their homage to Paul Verlaine in his squalid den 
in the Cour St. Francois, and who used to visit Stephan 
Mallarm6, who, absorbed in dreams, lived a life of 
ostentatious isolation in the Rue de Rome. 

His earliest poetic publications were “ Les Lende- 
mains ” in 1885 and 44 Apaisement ” in 1886. Then 
came “Sites” in 1887 and “Episodes” in 1888. But 
his peculiar genius really manifested itself for the first 
time in his “Poemes Anciens et Romanesques,” which 
appeared in 1890. In them he employed the vers litre 
for the first time. 

Then came “ Tel qu'en Songe ” in 1892, “ Ar^thuse ” 
in 1895, and the “Jeux Rustiques et Divins ” in 1897. 
This last series contains his poem “ Le Vase,” which is 
undoubtedly one of the masterpieces of French 
literature. 

“Les Medailles d'Argile,” published in 1900, was 
dedicated to Andr6 Chenier, whose work, as we have 
already pointed out, was one of the sources of Monsieur 
de Rigniers inspiration. Then in 1902 came “ La Cit6 
des Eaux,” dedicated to Jos6 Maria de Her6dia, and 
in one of these poems, “ Maryas,” Monsieur de R6gnier 
pays a tribute to the genius of his other master, St6phan 
Mallarm6. “La Sandale Ail6e,” 1907, is his latest 
poetical publication. 

The change from the impersonal language of symbols 
to the direct expression of personal emotions is marked 
in definite progression throughout his works. But it is 
particularly noticeable in the poems of his latest series, 
44 La Sandale Ailee,” which are frankly lyrical in 
character. 

None can deny that R6gnier is a great and 
original poet The reader is dazzled by the variety and 
brilliance of the images which he evokes. He seems to 
lead us through an ever-changing landscape, now bathed 
in the shadows of melancholy, now bright with sunshine, 
and echoing with the laugh of satyrs and fauns, now 
dark with storm-clouds of tragedy, or clothed with the 
crimson robe of desire, while all its beauties are seen 
through a faint violet haze of mysticism. 

R6gnier is equally well-known as a novelist, his prose 
works belonging to the maturer years of his life, the 
first, 44 La Double Maitresse,” appearing in 1900, when 
the author was already thirty-six years of age. Since 
that date he has published six other novels—44 Le Bon 
Plaisir,” 44 Les Rencontres de Monsieur de Breot,” 44 Le 
Mariage de Minuit,” 44 Les Vacances d’un Jeune Homme 
Sage,” 44 Le Pass6 Vivant,” and 44 La Peur de 1’Amour.” 

The realistic side of his character is apparent in his 
novels. He is an extraordinarily facile writer, his prose 
appearing to flow freely from his pen without any 
apparent effort. His style is at once clear and ornate. 
He has great powers of picturesque description, and 
knows how to make his characters interesting. He is, 
above all things, a pleasant and observant writer, and 
his books contain first-rate portraits of modem life. 

S. A.-B. 

REVIEWS 
An Inhabitant of Heaven 

The Child of the Dawn. By Arthur Christopher 

Benson. (Smith, Elder and Co. 7s. 6d. net.) 

NSPIRED by 44 an intense belief in God,” writing with 
a “passionate belief in Love,” and under some 

influence which caused this tale to 44 rise unbidden in 
his mind,” Mr. A. C. Benson again uses his privilege of 
access to dead men’s writings. In 44 The Thread of 
Gold ” these stopped short on our side of the grave; 
“The Child of Dawn” begins on the other side. It 
describes the death, the heavenly adventures, and the 
rebirth, of a man who writes very much like Mr. Benson 
himself. In fact, Mr. Benson goes so far as to say that 
the book, though written by a translated spirit, does 
express his own opinions, and speaks of it in terms 
wholly inappropriate to the 44 unbidden ” inspiration of it, 
as when, for example, he says that 44 the idea of trans¬ 
migration and reincarnation is here used as a possible 
solution for the extreme difficulties which beset the ques¬ 
tion of the apparently fortuitous brevity of some human 
lives,” or as when he says that 44 one may be permitted 
to deal with the subject ” of immortality 44 imaginatively 
or poetically.” We can only say that Mr. Benson has 
been fortunate in finding a kindred spirit among the 
blest, one who has his own tenderness for Nature and 
animals and schoolboys, and all his own serene and 
amiable religiosity tinged with the same graceful aspira¬ 
tion and comely doubt. 

The writer, though long an inhabitant of heaven, who 
has seen God, is not always able to express himself, and 
makes the excuse that “there are no human terms for 
it all,” or that something is “too sacred to be written 
down,” and apologises for using 44 the words of earth.” 
He is happier, in fact, in speaking of England, rejoicing 
in one place to find that 44 if man is made in the image 
of God, heaven is made in the image of England,” which 
gives him an excuse for the remark that a certain part 
of heaven was like a village in 44 the pleasant Wiltshire 
countryside.” Does he mean the Wiltshire of Hindon, 
or of Pewsey, or of Snap, or of Lyneham, or of Lydiard 
Tregoze? The vagueness is characteristic of both Mr. 
Benson and his venerable friend. Its excuse is, no 
doubt, the haste which caused him (or them) to write: 
441 must remind you carefully of one thing which I shall 
beg you to keep in mind.” Perhaps the same haste 
is sufficient to explain the fact that, where 44 there were 
no divisions of time,” it was yet possible to say, " One 
day I said,” etc.; and the fact that sometimes the 
heavenly inhabitant walks in the ordinary manner, but is 
sometimes mysteriously transferred, or has a scene 
changed before his eyes. 

Naturally Mr. Benson tells us nothing sensational 
about the next world. At first it appears very much 
like an ordinary monumental mason’s heaven, with cul¬ 
tured variations: “All of beautiful &nd gracious that 
there had been in religion, all of joyful and animated 
and eager that there had been in secular life . . they 
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were all one now; only sorrow and weariness and 
dulness and ugliness and greediness were gone,*’ But 
the mere bliss of harps and so on is vulgar in comparison 
with the strenuous delights of Mr. Benson's heaven. 
Again and again we are reminded that there is no 
idling, no stupid “ saintliness.” The happiness is that 
which 41 comes of intense toil, with no fatigue to cloy it.” 
It is a place of M hard and urgent work.” “ If you 
expect all to be plain sailing up here,*’ says an old 
inhabitant to Mr. Benson’s friend, " you are mistaken.” 
It is, however, one of the most serious faults of the book 
that the labours and trials seem invented to suit the 
theory that labours and trials are good for men; we are 
not made to feel that in heaven, at least, these labours 
and trials are more than ceremonies, with no end but 
in themselves. 

As work is exalted, so is pain. “ To meet loss and 
sorrow upon earth, without either comfort or hope, is 
one of the first of lessons,” says the old inhabitant 
already mentioned. One of the sights of Mr. Benson’s 
heaven which resemble those of literary heavens, is a 
"Tower of Pain,” governed by the ‘‘most tried and 
bravest of all the servants of God.” This tower is, 
"in fact, nothing but the Tower of Love.” Elsewhere 
the old inhabitant remarks: "How dull we should be 
without suffering! ” But this, too, is a term without a 
corresponding import If such things were possible in 
heaven, we should say that these and similar passages 
are due to an easy acceptance at second hand of the 
doctrine of beneficent pain. It comes with the less grace 
in a book where the hero " sometimes thought it almost 
wrong that anyone should have so much to enjoy,” and 
where another is thankful for a not very exalted billet 
which is " better than he deserves,” remarking: “ But 
what miserable creatures we all are, and how much more 
miserable we should be if we were not miserable! ” 
Pain is conceived as a mere test to be passed before 
receiving a certificate; to see God, man has to jump 
deliberately over a precipice, with that end only in 

view. 
Another of the advanced doctrines of the place is 

that, as Maeterlinck says, " life is right.” Thus the old 
inhabitant informs the newcomer that on earth "each 
of you gave and received just what you were meant to 
give and receive, though these are complicated matters 
like the higher mathematics. . . .” Thus, too, we are 
frequently reminded of the goodness in things evil, and 
of the bad characters, " untrustworthy, sensual, feckless, 
no one’s enemy but their own,” who yet "preserve 
through it all a kind of simple good nature. . . . These 
were the sort of people to whom Christ was so closely 

drawn.” 
But the writer of the book is far removed from these. 

His own aspirations are, in spite of himself, towards 
the state of a monumental mason’s angeL His friend 
speaks much of love, and " how terrible perfect love is,” 
but without conviction. Much more significant is the 
Fact that the old inhabitant is like "one of those 
wonderful pure youths of an Italian picture, whose whole 
mind is set on manful things, untroubled by the love of j 

woman. . . He makes a sharp Manichean division 
between body and soul, speaking with respect of love 
that " is not of the body.” He favours most a kind of 
gentleness. The Gospel at first, he says, was “a per¬ 
fectly beautiful thing—on the idea that one must act by 
tender impulse, that one must always forgive, and for¬ 
get, and love; that one must take a natural joy in the 
simplest things, find everyone and everything interest¬ 
ing, delightful . . .” Significant again is the passage 
where a " tiny child ” appears to Mr. Benson's informant 
and his beloved Cynthia. " Where on earth has this 
enchanting baby sprung from ? ” she asks. “ Out of our 
two hearts, perhaps,” he answers. " At which Cynthia 
blushed, and said that I did not understand or care for 
children.” The book is full of these subtle, inconsistent 
comments. They would have been even more in place 
in one of Mr. Benson's ordinary volumes of essays. The 
machinery of his next world is rarely interesting, often 
incredible, and even when good, as in the rebirth at the 
end, is employed without much skill; it should have 
been left for the author of “The Blue Bird.” So 
elaborate and venerable a device was not necessary to 
recommend Mr. Benson’s sympathies with advanced 
thought, which are so refined as not to offend the most 
old-fashioned. . EDWARD THOMAS 

The Toilers of the Sea 

Sea Fisheries: Their Treasures and Toilers. By Marcel 

A. H£rubel. Translated by Bernard Miall. (T. 
Fisher Unwin. 10s. 6d. net.) 

The author tells us in his introduction to the English 

edition that this book was written mainly for the French 

people. Since the craft of sea fishing and the organisa 

tion of sea fisheries are more highly developed in 

England, probably, than in any other country of the 
world, he has to make constant reference to our fishing 

ports, our fishermen and their methods: 

The model I have held before their eyes [that is. 
the eyes of his countrymen], the country I advise 

them to imitate, is Great Britain. I will even say 

that it is enough to understand the history and 
economy of the English fisheries in order to formu¬ 

late the general rules of the industry. 

In spite of the fact that the French are notoriously hardy 
fishermen, and have had much to do with the develop¬ 
ment of the Newfoundland Banks, this is no doubt true 
Many ports on the Breton coast send their quota of 
ships and men to the fog-laden North-West Atlantic. 
You cannot be at St Malo in March, and see a hundred 
gotlets and trois-mdts set forth, without realising how 

hardy a fisherman the Frenchman is, or, indeed, be 
anywhere on the CSte cTEmcraudt without feeling how 

important an element the fishing industry is in the 
economy of Brittany. Still, fishing has never been 
organised in France upon the same scale or in the 
same way as in England. It is for the industrial genius 
shown by the English in this matter that M. H6rube. 
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reserves his praise—for such triumphs of organisation 
as may be seen in the great English fishing ports of 
Grimsby, Hull, Yarmouth. These he holds up in con¬ 
trast to the long string of little fishing ports and villages 
on the coast of France. And, if we except Boulogne 
and Fecamp, it is quite clear that France has nothing 
to compare with the greater English fishing stations, 
either in equipment or in method. 

It is to be hoped, however, that the French reader 
of H6rubel has not run away with the notion that every 
fishing community in England is on the same scale and 
every fishing port run in the same way as Hull and 
Grimsby. H6rubel writes with obvious regret about the 
limitations of the Breton fisherman. He fishes always 
within sight of the village steeple. He is jealous of 
his neighbours, suspicious of all innovations. He is one 
of the worst enemies of the fishing grounds. But it 
is common knowledge to all who dwell within hail of 
their own coasts that these conditions are not altogether 
absent from them. Mr. Miall, in a translator's note, 
has taken occasion to point out that we also have many 
impoverished fishing villages and a large number of 
share-fishermen working in sailing boats. The motor 
is certainly coming along to help them through their 
terribly severe competition with the power of steam 
(which is merely a phase of the power of capital); but 
this is also happening in some of the ports of France. 

Of course, when all this is said, the fact remains that 
England is the first fishing country in the world, and 
that Frenchmen, as well as other people, have a lot to 
learn from us. We should not, however, be loth to learn 
our own lessons wherever they are to be found, and 
both English and French should have a careful eye 
upon Germany. That extraordinary nation, which has 
come late into the fishing industry, is already doing 
some very remarkable things. Mr. Fisher Unwin 
specially recommends this book to the study of 
politicians. We agree that it will do them good. And 
nothing will do them more good than to read M. 
H^rubel’s account of the development of the German 
fishing port of Geestmunde: — 

Geestmunde is a thing of yesterday. The estuary 

of the Geest, a small tributary of the Weser, used 

to shelter a few fishing-boats. The arrangements 

for selling their fish were so primitive that the 

fishermen themselves decided to demand a quay and 

wharfage from the commune of Geestmunde. The 
little port did well; but as long ago as 1892 the 

Geest had become too small for the handling of the 

fishing-boats, and as the port of Bremerhaven had 

begun to excavate docks, the Prussian State decreed 

the establishment of a special fishing harbour, pro¬ 

vided with a modern equipment. An enormous 

breakwater was built in the Weser, to provide a 

foundation for the ulterior installation of the build¬ 

ings of the new port. The area gained from the 
river was 180 acres. Such was the origin of the 

present Geestmunde. This port furnishes one ex¬ 

ample the more of the method and power of work 

of the Germans. While the English and ourselves, 

entangled in a - network of secular interests and 
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traditions, are obliged to reckon with the past, our 
neighbours across the Rhine, like the Americans of 

the States, will at a single breath create new things 

and preside at the inauguration of the working of 
the new structure. 

All this proceeds on the assumption that the future 
of the fishing industry is the future of a highly organised 
and highly capitalised industry—that it will become 
more and more centralised, more and more subject to 
the processes of the division of labour, which rule out 
to a very large extent the kind of developments which 
many of us would like to see along our coasts. The 
development on more efficient lines of the business of 
fishing in the smaller communities is a very difficult 
question. To attempt to keep alive small fisheries, 
except for purely local purposes, would seem to be an 
almost hopeless battle against the tendencies of indus¬ 
trial evolution; but we do not think it is quite hopeless. 
Steam trawlers have been introduced into some of our 
small ports with a certain amount of success, and the 
advent of the motor unquestionably opens up wide 
possibilities to the little fisherman, who has been terribly 
handicapped for many years by having no more reliable 
motive power than the wind. M. H6rubel has some in¬ 
teresting remarks on this subject France is the peculiar 
home of the motor, and until very recent years we lagged 
terribly behind in the utilisation of this innovation. But 
even in France full advantage has not been taken of 
the possibilities of the motor-boat. Other countries 
have done so, and have leaped ahead. For instance, 
little Denmark has seven hundred motor-boats, while 
France has only three hundred and seven. But the cult 
of the motor is growing. It is found possible to equip 
existing fishing boats with motor engines at a cost of 
£22 per horse-power. To convert the whole of the six 
thousand fishing boats in France suitable for this trans¬ 
formation would therefore cost under a million of 
money. 

This question is being actively discussed by the sea 
fisheries committees all over the United Kingdom, and 
there are many advocates of a scheme under which the 
Government would advance money to the fishermen 
on easy terms of repayment in cases where suitable 
boats are in existence. It is a highly important 
economic question. In the early part of his book 
M. Hirabel shows conclusively that a great deal of 
what is known as the “ depletion ” of the fishing grounds 
is due to the local fishermen themselves. They are 
either not able or not willing to go far afield. They 
fish the same grounds over and over again—the same 
grounds that were fished over and over again by their 
forefathers. This, combined with the natural changes 
in the habitat of fish pursuing food, alters the topo¬ 
graphical distribution of the marine population. For 
instance, on the French coast sardines are driven farther 
out to sea by the over-fishing in-shore. If the fishermen 
were able to follow them, the fishing would be more 
immediately profitable, and the injured ground would 
be rehabilitated. This is a consideration which applies 
strongly also to many English fisheries. We have dwelt 
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on the economic aspect of M. H6rubel's work, because 
for us, as a great fishing nation, that is the most im¬ 
portant ; and though the graphically scientific first 
section, in which the conditions of sea fishing are 
examined, is exceedingly interesting, it contains little, 
if anything, that has not already been done in English. 
It is, indeed, based to no small extent on the investiga¬ 
tions of Englishmen, and especially on the work of 
that most useful institution, the National Marine 
Biological Laboratory, which has its headquarters at 
Plymouth. 

The translation is exceedingly well done, and the 
work has great value either for those who are engaged in 
the fishing industry itself, or for those who are interested 
in it as administrators or politicians. 

Lafcadio Hearn and European 
Criticism 

La Lumi&re Vient de VOrient: Essais de Psychologic 
Japonaise. By Lafcadio Hearn. Traduit de 
1'Anglais par Marc Log£. (Mercure de France, 
Paris. 3 fr. 50 c.) 

Lafcadio Hearn: L'Homme et VCEuvre. By Joseph de 
Smet. (Mercure de France, Paris. 3 fr. 50 c.) 

Lafcadio Hearn has been too much of late in men's 
minds and mouths for us to attempt to say anything 
very new about him. The romance of his life has given 
impetus to his literary fame, and we have now only to 
wait for the Devil's Advocate before he is numbered 
with the immortals. Nevertheless, the present moment 
is an interesting one in the literary life of Hearn; it 
is the moment of his appeal for European recognition. 
One of the books before us contains a biography and 
an appreciation; the other, which has only a secondary 
interest for English readers, consists of a French trans¬ 
lation of one of his best works, supplemented by 
a suggestive little introduction. From this latter we 
will quote an admirable phrase, partly because it gives 
us the key to Hearn's life and work, and partly because 
its application may help us not to be too unjust to the 
other commentator, M. de Smet It runs thus: 41 Ce 
clair et juste esprit savait admirer pleinement, avec 
passion—et c'est cet enthousiasme pour le beau, le vrai 
et le juste, qui pinetre les oeuvres de ce grand 6crivain, 
qui leur donne a toutes cette saveur si originale, ce 
charme si vraiment exotique, qui nous retient et nous 
enchante.” This capacity for admiration is always the 
birth-mark of sincerity, and often of genius. Enthusiasm 
is less likely to warp the judgment than cold-blooded 
indifference. Unfortunately, admiration involves a con¬ 
trary ; we cannot often serve two masters; antithesis is 
the root of all taste. Hearn only admired Japan 44 with 
passion,'' because he found ugly the sum of what he 
had seen of our Western civilisation: M. de Smet can 
only exalt Hearn by depreciating English literature and 
English standards of criticism. We have referred to 
the 44 Advocatus Diaboli," who, we assume, must appear 
and play his part before Hearn becomes a classic; it 
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may even be that he has appeared already in the person 
of Dr. George Gould; it may be, also, that he will assume 
his favourite disguise—that of an epoch, a period of 
indifference. What we may take for granted is this, 
that the fame of the great exile is in the hands of what 
we may conveniently call the Anglo-Saxon race. 
Foreign criticism can only confirm national judgments; 
it cannot reverse them. Byron can only be the unique 
poet for those who imperfectly understand the language 
he wrote in; Schlegel, not Shakespeare, is the third 
member of the German dramatic trinity; ALschylus and 
Euripides we measure only with the measure of ancient 
Athens. When sense and sound are once joined to¬ 
gether in the sacred rite of literature, let no man of 
alien speech strive to put them asunder. To put the 
whole thing en forme lapidaire, we may be and we are 
interested by such a book as M. de Smet's, but we must 
not take him too seriously. He has pages on Hearn’s 
style and categorical statements about English literature 
that would surprise us were we not familiar with the 
habits of international criticism. We have often 
searched the first pages of a foreign book on an English 
writer for some short phrase of apology or deprecation, 
hinting that the critic is aware of a partial disqualifica¬ 
tion for his office, and we have always searched in vain; 
English critics on foreign authors we seldom read, but 
we are ready to believe that they are as unconscious 
of their limitations as their foreign brethren. 

There is another point connected with international 
criticism that is rather forcibly suggested by M. de Smet's 
book. Patriotic critics are very fond of raiding a foreign 
literature and kidnapping and naturalising its most bril¬ 
liant representatives. M. de Smet, for instance, is per¬ 
petually asking himself the question, 44 Is Lafcadio 
Hearn English ? " There are many ways of answering 
a question of this sort, most of them probably in the 
negative, as far as Hearn is concerned. The questioner 
combines a number of these ways to form an answer 
to his own question. Hearn was English as regards 
certain mental characteristics 44 mais il n'est pas Anglais 
seulement ni m&me principalement. Une ime de 
Meridional k l’imagination ardente se r6v£le chez lui 
par des traits frequents.” He is, in fact, more of a 
Southerner than an Anglo-Saxon; elsewhere he is 
called a Latin. To insist on his taste for Flaubert and 
Maupassant is, we think, rather superficial, as the 
novelists of this school make a more or less universal 
appeal. Hearn's mother was undoubtedly a Southerner, 
and his writings are certainly unique in the history of 
English literature. That is in the nature of things; 
some of Stevenson is almost equally exotic. But the 
fact remains that, as he wrote in English, he belongs 
to English literature, and he stands and falls by the 
judgment of the English-speaking races. In literature 
nothing is of equal importance with the medium. Sense 
and sound, we must insist, are so indissolubly connected 
that to Separate them is to lose both bone and reflection. 

With all his limitations, M. de Smet has written an 
excellent book. If he would recognise these limitations, 
they would ipso facto almost cease to exist, but they 
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are less the author’s fault than that of what we must 
regard as a vicious tradition. To begin with, he has 
that most inestimable faculty, for which we have already 
quoted Madame Loge, of admiring with all his soul. 
Then he has given us a clear and concise narrative of 
the life of Lafcadio Hearn, showing us the man as be 
was, a most lovable mortal and a great artist. We feel 
it as rather a paradox to speak of a man as lovable who 
would have none of us and our European civilisation, 
and who left us for men of another skin and another 
religion, but the word is so true that we must let it 
stand—“c’est plus fort que nous.” We have only to 
look through some pages of “La Lumiere vient de 
rOrient ”—“ Out of the East ” is more familiar, but less 
accurate, as Madame Log6 points out—to return under 
the wand of the magician. He has the gift of tears, and 
he holds the gates of loveliness. Let us conclude with 
the words of one of his Japanese friends: “ II est le seul 
homme parfait que j'ai jamais rencontr&” 

Lovely Kashmir 
Beyond the Pir Panjal: Life Among the Mountains and 

Valleys of Kashmir. By Ernest F. Neve, M.D., 
F.R.C.S.(Edin). Illustrated. (T. Fisher Unwin. 
12s. 6d. net.) 

So many books have been written about Kashmir and 
its attractions that there seemed to be hardly room 
for another. But Dr. Neve has cleverly produced a 
volume which, representing the recollections of his 
life and work for a quarter of a century in that country, 
has a freshness and fulness of information that leave 
nothing to be desired. Other books have generally 
been* written from a particular point of view, such as 
travel, mountaineering, sport, description. Dr. Neve, 
being well read in the previous literature, is aware of 
this, so that his object has been “to combine and to 
set forth in compact form the great variety of interests 
in Kashmir and the chief characteristics of the central 
and outlying valleys with their widely distributed in¬ 
habitants.” It might be said that he has recorded some¬ 
thing of everything and everything of something. The 
Kashmir Medical Mission, to which he has so long been 
attached, is naturally the special subject on which, and 
on its mainspring (the propagation of Christianity), he 
writes with ease and enthusiasm. If the reader is never 
allowed to forget the missionary spirit which continually 
reappears, it must be remembered that this connotes an 
intimate acquaintance with the people. 

A general impression of Kashmir may be summed up 
in the old lines, applied originally to another Oriental 
country, that “ every prospect pleases, and only man is 
vile.” Dr. Neve has evidently no high opinion of the 
Kashmiri character: perhaps he has some feeling on the 
point, because ninety-three per cent of the population 
are Muhammadans and the fanatical followers of the 
Arabian prophet are notoriously more difficult to influ¬ 
ence in religious matters than the lower castes of 
Hindus. About five per cent, of them are Shiahs, whom 
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the orthodox Sunnis regard as outcasts. The Sunnis 
are friendly with the Hindus, the Shiahs abhor them and 
are more friendly to Christians than the Sunnis are. 
The Muhammadans generally are grossly illiterate. The 
Hindus in Kashmir are almost all Brahmins, numbering 
about 65,000, and are usually called Pandits: they are 
eager for education, are intellectually superior to the rest 
of the population, and practically monopolise the official 
State service. Considering the size of Kashmir (including 
Jamma), 81,000 square miles, the population of Kashmir 
is sparse, under 1,300,000, of whom more than a million 
are engaged in agriculture, rice being the staple crop, 
grown chiefly by terrace cultivation under irrigation 
up to an altitude of 7,000 feet. The ordinary Kashmir 
is by nature deceitful and given to petty larceny, dirty 
in appearance and deficient in morals; perjury prevails 
in the law courts; the towns and villages are devoid of 
sanitation; disease and poverty have made an indelible 
mark. For centuries Kashmir has been subject to con¬ 
stant changes of administration, good rulers have been 
rare; for long periods religious persecution was rife, 
and tyranny, oppression, exaction, and virtual slavery 
at the hands of the rulers alternated with anarchy, dis¬ 
order, and even civil war. In fact, Kashmir has been 
downtrodden for centuries, and is only now emerging 
from mediaeval conditions. 

The country received a fresh start, so to speak, in 
1846, when the British Government, having obtained it 
from the Sikhs in lieu of a war indemnity, transferred it 
to the Mahirijd Golab Singh for seventy-five lakhs of 
rupees and a nominal annual tribute. Since taking the 
State under protection, by a treaty, and appointing a 
President, the British Government cannot free itself from 
a general responsibility for the prevention of maladminis¬ 
tration by the reigning Mahdrdji and his officials. A 
settlement of the land revenue was initiated in 1887 and 
completed in 1889-95, introducing throughout rural areas 
increased cultivation, which has led to a prosperity pre¬ 
viously unknown and the elements of civilisation. The 
famines which decimated the population down to 
1877-79 should never recur: if the floods cannot be 
altogether prevented their violence will be mitigated; 
no precautions can avert such an earthquake as occurred 
in 1885, when 3,000 persons perished, 10,000 houses 
were wrecked, and 40,000 cattle and sheep were de¬ 
stroyed. Within the last thirty years Kashmir has 
undergone great changes; cholera has diminished in 
Srinagar, the capital, since the introduction of a pure 
water supply, but it is still sporadic, and reappears too 
frequently, with small-pox, enteric, and tuberculosis con¬ 
stantly prevalent. Administrative and material improve¬ 
ments have taken root. Serianthore has been revived 
under a State silk factory, with 3,000 employees: in one 
year over 260,000 lbs. of silk were produced. The 
Medical Mission, started in 1864, met at first with much 
opposition: its work is now greatly appreciated by the 
people. The record for ten years of 436,000 visits from 
out-patients, 14,700 in-patients, and 40,700 surgical 
operations, speaks volumes in its favour. Last year 
23,642 new out-patients and 1,979 in-patients attended 
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the hospital. Dr. Neve shows that evangelisation 
through the Medical Mission is making some progress, 
and he writes hopefully. The people do not object to 
the gospel teaching; they recognise its merits in some 
respects: 11 It is the idea of changing their religion, of 
Breaking their caste, and being formally, by the act of 
baptism, cut off from all their old associations and family 
ties. There lies the crux.” The" school attached to the 
Mission is doing great work for the people, though the 
material is not promising. “ The character of the Kash¬ 
mir boy is not good. He is often studious, but is usually 
untruthful, conceited, superstitious, cowardly, selfish, and 
extremely dirty.” The motto of this school is “In all 
things be men.” Manliness is encouraged by physical 
training, which includes aquatic sports on the Jhelum. 
The education is carried out on original lines, suited to 
the requirements of the boys and the country. The 
difficulty which the Government of India is experiencing 
in respect of religious instruction can be solved in a 
missionary school which offers education on its own 
terms. The establishment of residential hostels, each 
of which will be a private institution with its own 
religious instruction, appears to offer the possibility of 
a solution. 

Dr. Neve has travelled widely about Kashmir, both 
for his Medical Mission work, in camp in the interior of 
the State, and on expeditions along the hot valleys, over 
the snow passes, up into the high mountains, to eleva¬ 
tions of many thousand feet: he visited Leh, the capital 
of Ladakh, and saw the demon dance at the Hemis’ 
monastery, which has been previously described. His 
fifty-eight illustrations are very varied, and deal with 
subjects of all kinds, ranging from mountainous scenery 
and the lovely flowers of the meadows to the village 
life, the cane bridges, and the leper scholars. His ac¬ 
counts of his tours will be most useful to all future 
travellers in Kashmir, and they will learn from it quite 
as much of the history of the country and the religious 
phases through which it has passed as they will desire 
to know. The book achieves well its object of describ¬ 
ing the country from different points of view, including 
sport with leopards, bears, etc., and shows clearly that 
the Medical Mission is working hard to improve the 
moral and physical condition of the people. While pro¬ 
gress is now being effected throughout the State, Kash¬ 
mir has long lee-way to make up. Its scenery, climate, 
and natural advantages will always remain, when civilisa¬ 
tion, bringing sanitation, education, and prosperity in its 
train, render it the earthly paradise it may properly aim 
at becoming. 

The Aden Hinterland 
The Ijind of Ue. By Abdtllah MansOr. (G. Wyman 

Bury.) Illustrated. (Macmillan and Co. 8s. 6d. 
net.) 

The general impression regarding Southern Arabia is 
that it is for the most part a desert, impenetrable by 
human foot. That this is by no means the case is 
shown by Mr. Bury in the very interesting narrative of 

his adventures in the region with which he favours his 
readers. The Hinterland of Aden is the country with 
which he is concerned, and he shows to what an extent 
it was until very recently a terra incognita, by stating 
that when just ten years ago the British and Turkish 
Governments agreed to demarcate their common boun¬ 
dary in that region, both the Home and the Indian 
Foreign Offices were surprised to find that the boundary 
line crossed mountains and valleys more or less thickly 
populated. Of all Europeans, Mr. Bury is the best 
acquainted with the numerous tribes and chieftains who 
inhabit this region. He is in fact thoroughly at home 
with them, and is received by them, or almost all of 
them, as a friend and honoured guest whenever he cares 
to visit them. He has thus ample opportunity of learn¬ 
ing to know these peoples in their intimate life, and 
of the fruits of this opportunity he has given in the 
present volume. Of this unknown region he quotes 
Mr. D. G. Hogarth: — 

It may hide anything you like to imagine within 
its secret area, three times the size of these islands of 
ours. We know just as much or as little of it as 
the Moslem geographers knew in the Middle Ages— 
and that is all. 

Mr. Bury, however, has not traversed the whole of 
this region. He has, for instance, penetrated but a short 
distance within the sand-covered desert. But the paths 
which he has not yet attempted hold out many an 
attraction to the explorer. 

Here and there ruined palaces and temples to Baal 
or Astaroth peep up across the desert, or, crowning 
some slight eminence, defy alike the obliterating pall 
or the insidious erosion of the driving sand. Their 
massive beauty is eloquent of former grandeur. 
Sand-silted and weathered black by the fervent sun, 
they crouch on guard facing the void throughout the 
arid centuries, their silent halls that once rang with 
the tramp of mail-clad guards or echoed to princely 
revelry now the home of the puff-adder and an 
occasional desert fox. 

The volume is in two parts. The former is a descrip¬ 
tion of the Aden Protectorate and of certain military 
operations conducted therein: the latter is an account of 
certain districts beyond the limits of that Protectorate, 
never previously visited by Europeans, based on the 
travels of the author in the guise of a down-country 
chief, undertaken during the course of seven years. Mr. 
Bury is master of a bright, cheery, interesting style 
which, while imparting much important information, 
leaves the reader conscious only of reading a pleasurable 
book. He has produced a very living narrative whose 

interest detracts in no degree from its value. Tales of 
stirring adventure are scattered through the text It 
is filled with stories of fights, expeditions and explora¬ 
tions ; but why is nothing said of the texts of the 
valuable inscriptions of which mention is sometimes 
made? Perhaps copies of these inscriptions may be 
reserved for a companion volume, which we hope Mr. 
Bury has in contemplation. If so, we hope that he will 
not repeat the worst defect of the present book, the 

absence of an index. 
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Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables 
for All 

How to Make an Orchard in British Columbia: A Hand¬ 
book for Beginners. By J. T. Bealby, B.A. (A. 
and C. Black, is. 6d. net.) 

Gardening for the Ignorant. By Mrs. C. W. Earle and 
Ethel Case. (Macmillan and Co. is. net.) 

One and All Garden Books: Monthly Reminders; Small 
Greenhouses; Window Gardens; Poppies. Illus¬ 
trated. (Agricultural and Horticultural Association, 
id. each.) 

THESE half-dozen handbooks for beginners and 
amateurs in fruit, flower, and vegetable growing 
should command a large circle of readers, for there are 
few who are not fond of plants and flowers, the cultiva¬ 
tion of which will often prove of the greatest assistance 
to the health of mind and body of those who have 
leisure to indulge in the pursuit Mr. Bealby *s book will 
of necessity appeal almost solely to those who contem¬ 
plate fruit growing on a more or less large scale in 
British Columbia, although it could not fail to be useful 
to any prospective pomologist without experience of 
orchard work. The volume is crammed full with such 
information as the practical inquirer is likely to seek, 
and it is all given in clear, plain language, covering 
selection and price of land, cost of outfit. Government 
assistance, climate, markets, varieties to select, clearing 
and planting, cultivation of the orchard, and many other 
details with abundance of figures to bear them out Any¬ 
one contemplating fruit culture in British Columbia— 
and for the right man there is scarcely a more promising 
form of Colonial enterprise—cannot afford to ignore this 
little book, which will prove an invaluable guide. The 
province has for some time been supplying the markets 
of Great Britain, Germany, Sweden, Holland, and even 
Australia and New Zealand, and now there are markets 
in South Africa, China and Japan calling to her also. 

As Mr. Pecksniff once observed: “ It is an ancient 
pursuit, gardening. Primitive, my dear sir; for if I am 
not mistaken, Adam was the first of our calling.” Yet, 
though so ancient, there are, nevertheless, many would- 
be votaries of Pomona still utterly ignorant of the art 
over which she presides. It is for these that “ Garden¬ 
ing for the Ignorant ” was primarily written, but it will 
also be found most useful by such as have already em¬ 
barked upon their novitiate in this delightful calling. 
The two ladies who are responsible for the production of 
this little work are to be congratulated on the way in 
which they have accomplished their self-imposed task— 
that of teaching the art of gardening from its very rudi¬ 
ments. To them this has no doubt been in a great 
measure a labour of love, for they are both enthusiastic 
gardeners, also u keen vegetarians, or, rather, fruitarians,” 
which should imply a considerable knowledge of their 
subject The book is divided into months, and to each 
is allotted a generous quota of cultural information. 
Consisting of some 250 pages only, it does not, of course, 
profess to be exhaustive; but flowers and vegetables 
are very fully dealt with, fruit receives a lesser share of 

attention, and there is a concluding chapter on the 
greenhouse, for— 

Who loves a garden, loves a greenhouse too. 

Alluding, in her Introduction, to the Latin names of 
plants, Mrs. Earle tells a rather amusing story of an 
" old Scotch lady, who said to a minister who was admir¬ 
ing her flowers, 'Ah, but, Doctor, ye ken the Latin 
names of a* the flowers; I ken but twa, and they are 
just Aurora Borealis and Delirium Tremens., ” 

The series knows as “The One and All Garden 
Books,” under the general editorship of Mr. E. O. 
Greening, F.R.H.S., is deservedly popular, and the pub¬ 
lishers now claim for it an annual sale of a million and a 
half copies. These penny booklets are brightly written 
by practical horticulturists; they are neatly printed on 
good paper, and well illustrated. 

“ Monthly Reminders,” by Leslie Greening, F.R.H.S., 
is a well up-to-date calendar of work in garden, green¬ 
house, and frames, dealing with flowers, lawns, fruit- 
trees, and vegetables, and will prove most handy and 
useful “ Small Greenhouses,” by T. W. Sanders, F.L.S., 
and “Window Gardens,” by the same author, are devoted 
to somewhat kindred subjects, and will appeal particu¬ 
larly to those who, without possessing a garden, may 
yet boast a tiny greenhouse or some window-boxes. 
Mr. Sanders, who is President of the National Amateur 
Gardeners* Association, shows how easy it is to make 
the home cheerful and beautiful at small cost by culti¬ 
vating flowers in its immediate surroundings—on the 
window-sill, the balcony, the porch, and in the dwelling- 
rooms. The work on greenhouses deals more with the 
span-roofed, the three-quarter span, and the lean-to, but 
it will give valuable hints to those who have a conser¬ 
vatory opening out of a room, which many small houses 
possess. “Poppies,” by George Gordon, V.M.H., gives 
an interesting history of this fascinating flower through 
its various developments, and full cultural directions, 
together with descriptions of the numerous varieties 

now grown. 

The Making of Northern Nigeria 
The Making of Northern Nigeria. By Captain C. W. J. 

Orr, R.A. (Macmillan and Co. 8s. 6d. net.) 

A FEW weeks only have elapsed since M. Morel’s work, 
dealing with the peoples and problems of Nigeria, made 
its appearance. Captain Orr’s historical and sociological 
study of the country complements M. Morel’s lighter 
and more personal record, and at the same time presents 
Nigeria in a manner interesting as it is historically and 
statistically complete. 

The early days of exploration from Mungo Park on¬ 
ward yield a story of the grimmest fight man is called 
on to wage—that against climate—and the roll of those 
who suffered defeat is an appalling one. Mungo Park 
went out and died; Homeman went out and died; 
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Nicholls set out from Old Calabar and died; Tuckie, 
Ritchie and Lyon, Peddie, Major Gray and Doctor 
Dochard, Major Laing and Clapperton, all headed 
parties to the interior, and, out of them all, only one 
came back in addition to Clapperton’s servant Lander, 
who solved the vexed problem of the Niger’s course, 
and proved it identical with the waters which run to the 
sea through the “Oil Rivers” delta. Captain Orr, re¬ 
cognising that such a story as this of the early pioneers 
needs no embroidery, tells it in a bald, plain way which 
renders it terribly impressive, and forces home the con¬ 
viction that “we ha’ paid in full” for the protectorate 
of Northern Nigeria. 

There follows the history of the Royal Niger Com¬ 
pany, its work of combining a profit for its shareholders 
with the best interests of the natives, the suppression of 
slave-raiding and inter-tribal difficulties, the delicate 
handling of French and German competitors who, once 
or twice/ very nearly grasped the richer portions of the 
land for their own “ spheres of influence.” All this one 
must read for full understanding of the causes which led 
up to the establishment of the Nigeria Protectorate; in 
this book the many duties and interests of the Com¬ 
pany are welded into one connected narrative, a story of 
absorbing interest, well and concisely told. 

Then, having considered the country and its people, 
and the parts which Fulani and Mohammedan influence 
have played in the history of the land, Captain Orr 
goes on to tell of the formation of the Protectorate—the 
transfer of government from private enterprise to 
national responsibility—of administration, the organisa¬ 
tion of Provinces, the problems arising out of taxation 
and the abolition of slavery, and the progress of com¬ 
merce and trade, religion and education Having read 
and considered the whole, one is forced to the con¬ 
clusion that colonisation such as is being accomplished 
in Nigeria is no mere land-grabbing, for the country 
stands not as an asset, but as a vast responsibility 
assumed by Great Britain, with, in the far future, some 
possible small profit accruing, but certainly with no 
present advantage. The ten years’ administration from 
which we must judge of the country’s value to its “ pro¬ 
tector ” shows a distinct advance toward good and effi¬ 
cient government for the people of Nigeria under their 
own rulers, and the British Empire gains, in return for 
capital expenditure of human life and health, and a 
heavy annual charge on the Imperial exchequer, cer¬ 
tain concessions of trading rights and free and equal 
passage with other nations on the waters of the Niger. 
Yet we may Count a greater, though immaterial, gain in 
that justice has replaced oppression, and that all men 
are free to-day where the slavers raided a few years 
ago. 

The author of this valuable work presents all the 
graver problems which affect Nigeria, together with 
details of official work and life, and records of native 
life and character, in a manner which bespeaks careful 
study and accurate, intimate knowledge of his subject. 
He has provided a history of official work in this great 
Protectorate which ought to take a high place among 
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standard books on West Africa, and at the same time 
has compiled a volume of absorbing interest to all men 
given to other than superficial study of their kind. 

Some Studies by Tolstoy 
The Forged Coupon, and Other Stories and Dramas. 

By Count Leo Tolstoy. Edited by Dr. C. Hagbbrg 

Wright. (Thomas Nelson and Sons. as. net.) 

Hadji Murdd, and Other Stories. By Count Leo Tol¬ 

stoy. Edited by Dr. C. Hagberg Wright. (Thomas 

Nelson and Sons. 2s. net) 

In his maturity Tolstoy wrote stories because of some 
divine necessity; in his old age he wrote them as a 
means of relaxation. There was an intermediate period, 
when the artist struggled for supremacy with the moralist 
in the soul of Tolstoy. Finally the moralist worn One 
notes a growing absorption in social problems, a delibe¬ 
rate withdrawal from the sphere of human activities, a 
complete change oT standpoint The old joy of creation 
has gone. All is vanity and vexation of spirit Art has 
degenerated into mere didacticism. 

It would have been well had Tolstoy listened to the 
monitions of his friend Turgenev. “ I am writing to 
you specially to say how glad I have been to be your 
contemporary, and to express my last and sincere re¬ 
quest. My friend, return to literary activity! That gift 
came to you from whence comes all the rest. . . . Great 
writer of our Russian land, listen to my wish! ” And 
was there, one wonders, no inner voice that whispered to 
the novelist, urging him not to immolate his genius on 
the altar of a theory? 

These are stories of Tolstoy’s decline, written, as we 
have said, as temporary relaxations from the pressure of 
a hundred haunting problems. Yet in them, too, some¬ 
thing of the ancient fire still burns. Especially true is 
this of “ Hadji Murdd,” where for once Tolstoy throws 
aside the mantle of the prophet. He is thinking of old 
times in the Caucasus, where, as a young man, he first 
came face to face with war, and stored those impressions 
which were afterwards to result in the writing of “ The 
Cossacks.” It is a story founded upon fact, but the fact is 
changed and transmuted in the crucible of Tolstoy’s art. 
There is little here of the slavish and senseless realism 
—or, rather, literatism—which disfigures so much of his 
later work. The whole story glows with passion, and 
the figure of Hadji Murdd, the Circassian warrior—fierce, 
revengeful and cunning, yet with something of the sim¬ 
plicity of a child—must take front rank among Tolstoys 
studies in portraiture. It is true that the author is never 
able to conceal either his convictions or his prejudices. 
His hatred for all that is called civilisation, his withering 
contempt for the sleek, stupid officialdom of the Russian 
military aristocracy, his passionate indignation against 
those outbursts of cruelty of which as a soldier in the 
Caucasus and the Crimea he had seen only too many- 
all these things are apparent. But they are implied 
rather than definitely stated. 
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• For the rest, these stories are chiefly of interest as 
illustrating the psychology of their author in the later 
years of his life. They are meant to point morals. They 
are sermons in disguise. It is only too sadly apparent 
that literature has ceased to be an end in itself for 
Tolstoy. It has become a means for the dissemination 
of certain opinions. And, as one closes the book—not 
without a certain feeling of weariness—one thinks of 

“Anna Karenina.” 

Shorter Reviews 
Essays on Duty and Discipline. (Cassell and Co. 3S. 

net.) 

HIS series of some forty papers on the training of 
children in relation to national and social welfare is 

a remarkable index to the times in which we live. Fifty 
years ago, both in school and home, children were 
brought up under a fairly strict and wholesome dis¬ 
cipline, and strong, healthy citizens were given to the 
State. But the growth of a sickly sentimentalism, side 
by side with a sort of pseudo-Socialism and a concilia¬ 
tory and effeminate system of education, has led to a 
marked laxity in the region of duty, obedience and dis¬ 
cipline, and a corresponding weakness in moral fibre. 
These degenerate tendencies may be noted in the home, 
the school, and the police-court; in mines, in factories, 
and in the Legislature itself. The writers of these in¬ 
structive essays are drawn from many and varied ranks 
and professions: Bishops, Generals, Schoolmasters, Pro¬ 
fessors, Physicians, Magistrates, Compilers of Criminal 
Statistics, and others. All are dominated by the same 
idea, viz^ the danger of the State from lack of discipline, 
and the resultant decline of British determination and 
will force. Discipline is now often regarded as an en¬ 
croachment upon the liberty of the individual Leaders 
of education seem to think that their chief mission is to 
eliminate force and compulsion from the training of 
youth. Where just punishment is concerned parents 
make children think that teachers are their natural 
enemies. The desire for artificial amusements is having 
a weakening effect on all classes. In many elementary 
schools children are actually taught to play! The old 
free and natural games of childhood are dying out. Nor 
do we observe that children are any happier for this 
artificial cult of the so-called “philosophy of joy and 
happiness/* On the contrary, numbers are spoilt, irri¬ 
table and irritating. Foolish fondness is crushing the 
healthy spirit out of their lives, making them self-willed, 
unruly, independent, and disobedient Such is the 
gloomy picture drawn by these essayists, and on the 
whole we do not think it is overdrawn. Prebendary 
Carlile fears that “ before any improvement can be ex¬ 
pected, there must come a great revulsion of public 
feeling, causing a reversion to an older type of national 
character/’ We strongly commend these valuable 
papers to all concerned in national education. 
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Jungle Folk: Indian Natural History Sketches. By 
Douglas Dewar. (John Lane. 10s. 6d. net.) 

It is over a century ago since Gilbert White, in 
his “ Natural History of Selbome/’ taught the world 
how much that is interesting is to be found in the ob¬ 
servance of small matters, “ too commonly overlooked as 
common occurrences,*’ that lie at everybody's door. 
Anglo-Indians who follow in Gilbert White’s footsteps 
have a larger and more interesting field to work in than 
the Hampshire parson-naturalist; while the great abun¬ 
dance and variety of animal life in India compel obser¬ 
vation by the most casual spectator. 

In “Jungle Folk ” Mr. Dewar gives us much informing 
and amusing gossip about the birds and beasts that are 
most familiar to the Anglo-Indian, with an occasional 
diversion into such matters as hawking and cobras. 
Scientific writers are, as a rule, so afraid of letting them¬ 
selves go, that one would as soon look for amusement 
in an Act of Parliament as in their works. But with 
Mr. Dewar there is a smile in every page, and his touch 
is so light that one only realises, when the process is at 
an end, that a large amount of information has been 
imparted in an amusing form. The doctrine of natural 
selection is his bugbear. He never loses an opportunity 
of girding at it; but surely he is hardly justified in 
assuming that any writer of weight claims that the whole 
of organic evolution is accounted for by the doctrine. 

Mr. Dewar's quips are delightful. To tell us that 
a bird is as conspicuous as a lifeguardsman in full 
uniform, or that another one builds a nest as beautiful 
as a dak bungalow conveys as much as is required by 
nine hundred and ninety-nine people out of a thousand. 
It is interesting to know that a tame mungoose becomes 
so attached to its master that it is liable to die of grief 
when separated from him. 

The History of the Kutb Minas (Delhi). By R. N. 
Munshi. (Fort Printing Press, Bombay.) 

• 

It is curious that this should have been written by a 
Parsi gentleman, instigated by reading an entry in a 
chronology of India. “ The Kutb ” is the famous 
minaret, ten miles from Delhi, measuring between 238 
to 242 feet in height, one of the loftiest and most perfect 
towers in the world. Hitherto it has been ascribed (1) to 
Kutb-ud-din, the first Slave King of Delhi (1206-1210), 
as a memorial of his victory in 1193 over the Hindus; or 
(2) to his son-in-law and successor, the King Altamsh 
(1211-1236); or (3) partly to both. Authorities and 
writers have recorded different opinions. The official 
view, expressed in the recent “Imperial Gazetteer,” at¬ 
tributes its completion to Altamsh about A.D. 1230. Mr. 
Munshi's conclusion, after examining the evidence of his¬ 
torians and inscriptions, is that it was built by Altamsh 
(a) to perpetuate the memory of both (1) the King Kutb- 
ud-din, and (2) Kutb ud-din Bakhtiar Kaki, a contem¬ 
porary Muhammedan (why Mohamedan?) saint, whose 
tomb is adjacent; and (b) for use as a mazina for the 
muezzin’s call to prayer. An interesting question for 
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archaeological investigation, but of no practical import¬ 
ance, is thus raised. When the Government move to 
Delhi they may find time to have it solved. 

The Frogs of Aristophanes. Translated into Kindred 
Metres by Alfred Davies Cope. (B. H. Blackwell, 
Oxford. 3s. net.) 

The “ Frogs ” of Aristophanes is a drama so well known 
that no description is required. Another translation was 
not really necessary, but Mr. Cope’s new version has a 
freshness and vigour which justify its production. His 
preface and argument are sufficient without discounting 
the interest in the play itself. In using, as he says, “ the 
ordinary language of the twentieth century ” Mr. Cope is 
up to date. Such lines as: “ Don’t keep on fooling, feel 
your stretcher well, and pull for all you’re worth,” 
“ Stop! Easy! take your oar and shove her in,” “ I didn’t 
care a damn,” * Right oh! catch hold,” * Wait and see,” 
“ Don’t be shy about it,” adapt the classic style to 
modern language. “ Croak, croak, croak,” represents the 
frog’s noise well enough. The sesquipedalian expres¬ 
sions used by jEschylus cannot be rendered in single 
English words. Some of the phrases, like “green¬ 
grocer ” goddess, and “ weasel ” for “ we shall,” rather 
grate upon the reader, whose sympathy must be with 
the magnificent uEschylus in his contest with the homely 
Euripides. Every Greek scholar should know of this 
translation. 

Fiction 
The Lure. By E. S. Stevens. (Mills and Boon. 6s.) 

N nearly all that “ The Veil ” promised we find fulfil¬ 
ment here. The actual plot of this book is of little 

consequence. Anna Moorhouse, ingenue, is initiated into 
love and the ways thereof by Huntly Goss, a fascinating 
philanderer, but manages to marry Peter Host in time 
to save herself from the inevitable end of Goss’s wiles. 
In the second part of the book, the author transports us 
to the Upper Nile; Anna finds that her youthful idol 
is very sorry clay, and Peter, her husband, is worthy of 
all the affection she can give him—we leave her at the 
point of "transferring her illusions” to Peter. 

The author has a way of making a melodramatic situa¬ 
tion appear natural—grippingly natural—and the indirect 
way in which the Soudan and Egyptian hinterland are 
pictured renders the scenery amid which the second part 
of the book is set convincingly real; the sun of Egypt 
shines over the Nile for us, and the miasma reek rises 
from the marshes where the wildcat “ Crocodile Com¬ 
pany ” had its working headquarters. These things are 
rendered with subtle, artistic skill. 

But it is with the development of Anna that the book 
concerns itself most, and here is fine work, restrained, 
delicate, and skilful, in spite of the few lapses to poor 
English of which the author is guilty. We object—this 
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by the way—to Anna’s consciousness during a taxi-ride 
with Goss of “ the smell of the soap that he used.” With 
such a sybarite as Goss the smell would not have been 
apparent We object, also, to “ different to,” for Goss 
would never have been guilty of such a barbarism. 

We do not admire any of the characters, with the 
possible exception of Goss, whose brilliant selfishness is 
made virtuous by his perfect consistency—even in his 
villainy he is admirable. Anna is not a lovable woman; 
Peter Host is a mere figure—he is the silent, strong man 
of many stories, the stock hero without whom Merriman 
never worked. The other two are creations, and of the 
two our sympathy goes to the wrong one, in spite of 
injured Mrs. Goss and the imbecile stepson whom that 
villain Goss planned to murder. It is such a thorough, 
efficient, sympathetic study, that of Goss. 

Taken as a whole, “ The Lure ” is a book rich in 
detailed observation, marked from first chapter to last by 
strength and sensuousness, and artistic restraint. If at 
times the story moves slowly, there is plenty of food for 
thought by the way, and the slight faults of style are 
more than compensated by the value of the work as a 
whole. The author has given us a really noteworthy 
book in “The Lure,” and two fine character studies in 
Anna Moorhouse and Huntly Goss. 

Dame Verona of the Angels. By Annie E. Holds worth. 

(Methuen and Co. 6s.) 

This story conveys several morals, the chief of which is 

—so far as one may judge by the tone of the book— 
entirely unintentional. Verona Palmer, illegitimate 
daughter of Ursula Palmer and Peter Thriepland, is 
legitimised in the eyes of the world by being passed off 
as the daughter of the woman whom Peter married 
abroad, and whom he brought home to Scotland together 
wfth his infant daughter. Peter is a rigid Presbyterian. 
Verona develops inherited Catholic tendencies, which are 
fostered by contact with Camille Palmer—Verona’s un¬ 
recognised aunt The author lays stress on Camilla’s re¬ 
venge on Peter for the wrong done to Verona’s mother, 
but this point is not well brought out; the whole story, 
in fact, is told in somewhat patchworked and inconse¬ 
quent fashion. At the end Verona, having vanquished 
an earthly love—which was never very strong—for her 
‘r vocation,” chooses to become a Benedictine nun, but 
dies, presumably of over-much fasting and privation, 
when she is about to take the vows. 

The story is tenderly, delicately told, and there are 
passages of real power and pathos, scenes of real beauty. 
But throughout the book we see how Verona's foster- 
mother, her father, and many others, make calls to which 
she, blinded by the belief in her “vocation,” fails to 
respond. She lived and died beautifully, but so use¬ 
lessly; in spite of the pathos of such a story as this, 
“ the pity of it ” is the chief sentiment evoked by its 
tragic conclusion. The world wants women like Verona, 
and that they—even in fiction—should follow wandering 
fires and yield to the mediaeval superstition which calls 
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them to the life of the convent, is indeed a pity. There 
was room for Verona, and great work for her, in the 
world; there she ought to have stayed. 

Lord of Iron gray. By J. B. Harrie Burland. (Green¬ 
ing and Co. 6s.) 

SELDOM, is it that melodrama, of the class which pushes 
character out of sight altogether for the sake of incident, 
can be made really attractive in print—except to the 
juvenile reader—but we confess that in this book the 
feat has been achieved. The amazingly incredible is 
made credible and real, the story leaps forward—there 
is no slow movement in it, but every chapter is crammed 
with incident—from scene to scene, from tragedy to 
sentiment, and from sentiment to passion, with irresis¬ 
tible convincingness, until the last great crash rights 
all, and leaves the heir of Irongray safe beside his 
mother on the deck of the “ Elsinore.” There are a 
family vendetta, a great detective, a lady who ought not 
to but does love the hero, a half-breed rightful heir to 
the title, a mysterious family resemblance between the 
hero and another man who is only seen through windows 
at night—until the last chapter or two—and hosts of 
other u properties ” of melodrama writers. All these be¬ 
come living realities in the hands of the author, who 
lands us back in the realm of impossible happenings and 
makes us believe in them, until we close the book with 
a suspicion of real emotion at the fate of gallant Rikaro, 
who gave his life for his step-brother. 

It is a bewildering, thrilling, mystery-adventure-detec¬ 
tive-love story, with a plot that defies description, and 
the suggestion of a serial story “ curtain ” about the 
end "of nearly every chapter. But in spite of the fact 
that it is melodrama and nothing more—in spite of all 
things—it is most decidedly a book to read, and will 
be laid aside with regret by all who venture beyond the 
first chapter. 

Une Neurosthdnique: Roman Psychique. By Adh£mar 

de Montgon. H. Daragon, Paris. 3 fr. 50 c.) 

The quotation from Alan Kardec that figures on the 
title page—“ Plusieurs savent ce qu’ils ont et6 et ce 
qu’ils ont fait ”—helps to explain the idea worked out in 
this novel. The heroine is carried away by an irresis¬ 
tible desire for love, and '‘makes shipwreck of her 
life ” on the iron reef of stronger wills than her own. 
The root idea is that this disaster was bound to happen 
to her, because it had already happened to her in a 
previous existence. The story of the prototype is told 
in a short prologue, and is glanced at from time to 
time in the novel itself. Another similar existence is 
adumbrated in a historical episode recounted by one of 
the characters, and, in the ravings of her death-agony, 
the heroine merges all her unhappy incarnations into one 
grim and pitiful whole. The story is not a masterpiece 
of fiction; it is too much akin to a problem for that; 
but it is impressive, and attains the very praiseworthy 
object of modem novelists in leaving us with an acute 
sense of depression. Scientifically it seems to us rather 
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thin, but that is as it should be; orthodox Catholicism, 
Modernism (we nearly wrote it with a small “ m ”), and 
Brahmimsm seem to be chief lines of inspiration. 

Two Worlds. By Lieut.-Colonel Andrew C. P.. 
Haggard. (Stanley Paul and Co. 6s.) 

The two worlds alluded to in the title of this novel are 
Western Canada and England. In Vancouver Island 
we are told of hunting and fishing in the company of a 
typical backwoodsman; we are besieged by wolves; 
we are introduced to Colonial society by an atheistic 
hero; we make the acquaintance of a violet-eyed mes- 
merist and dally with the cruder aspects of spiritualism. 
In England we sup with chorus girls, we promenade 
the lawns of Hurlingham and make a remarkable aero¬ 
plane flight to Corsica. We shudder over an imminent and* 
very deliberately arranged suicide; we meet a Christian 
Scientist with a title; and we are dazzled by the descent 
of an earldom, not altogether unexpected, since only 
three lives stand between it and the hero. Lieut.-Col. 
Haggard looks upon life with a tolerant eye and finds 
most of it amusing. His characters are not commanding, 
his hero being the usual manly young Englishman and 
his heroine remarkable only in her spiritualistic attainr 
ments, but neither are they entirely shadowy. The 
book, in fact, is very commonplace. It is replete with 
the easy little devices and common properties of fiction; 
And, in spite of its dealing so much with Vancouver, it 
tells little of the “thing seen.” 

Fire in Stubble. By Baroness Orczy. (Methuen and 
Co. 6s.) 

“ M. LEGROS, tailor-in-chief to his Majesty Louis XIV 
and to the Court of Paris and Versailles, bowed himself 
out of the room ”; and the fore-note of the chapter is, 
“ This act is an ancient tale new told.”—0 King John*” 
iv, 2. So opens the latest book by the Baroness Orczy. 
It is absolutely different from any others previously 
written by her, and is not an improvement It is full of 
incident, but of too impossible a character: the time is 
that of Charles II. It is crowdedwith villains and villainy* 
although, strange to say, no one is killed. The Titus 
Oates Conspiracy, the State Trial in Westminster Hall 
to which the inevitable Rochester contributes evidence, 
and some glimpses of Paris and French life, with a 
happy ending, make up the book ; but it altogether lacks 
the vivid interest of many of the earlier works of this 
talented authoress 

The “Quartier** in London 

TO those who have never been to see it for them¬ 
selves, but who have read Du Maurier, the 

Quartier Latin is a glorious world of studios where de¬ 
lightful and original students paint hard and fence 
harder and embrace fascinating models of unquestion¬ 
able morals; where everybody knows everybody else by 
his or her Christian name; and where wonderful dinners 
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are eaten in restaurants of world-wide reputation for 
an infinitesimally small number of francs. In a word, it 
is a very Arcadia, at the mere mention of which a con¬ 
glomeration of Boule Miche, Bal Bullier, and Quatz’ 
Arts runs riot in the imagination. 

Some of us have been and discovered the remains of 
Trilby land, have felt the wonderful atmosphere which 
still influences the place, and have met the very brothers 
of Dodoe, Zouzou, and the rest. 

The other evening my heart was filled suddenly with 
the nostalgic du Quartier, but, my presence being unfor¬ 
tunately necessary in London, I fared forth sadly in 
quest of an antidote. My wanderings led me through 
Piccadilly Circus and Shaftesbury Avenue and then 
into the depths of Soho. Here I felt that I was grow¬ 
ing warm in the search, and occasional bursts of French 
conversation from people in weird clothes and floppy 
hats and still more weird hair fell upon my ears with 
the charm of the old days when there were gendarmes 
to blarney and cochers to wrangle with. 

I tried hard not to see the English advertisements on 
’buses and theatres, and stifled my ears to all that was 
not foreign, and penetrated deeper into the London 
Quartier Latin. In the narrow muddy streets, which by 
a stretch of the imagination easily became cobbled, chil¬ 
dren cried shrilly to each other with many tongues, and 
save for the fares in taxis hardly an English-looking 
face was to be seen. There were boulangers, char- 
cutiers, marchands de vin, caf6s, tabacs, and I began to 
believe that I was across the Channel. Then in a side 
street I came upon a charmingly lighted, clean-looking 
restaurant with a French name and the name of a 
French proprietor over the door. 

u Ca, c'cst mon affaire? thought I, and, without more 
ado, walked in rejoicing. A confused babble of clash¬ 
ing plates and knives and forks and French talk and 
laughter greeted me from the number of little tables. A 
" Bonsoir, Monsieur! ” from the waiter, who, with napkin 
under arm, relieved me of coat, haf and stick, made 
my heart leap. My English tongue was loosened, for¬ 
gotten, cast away, and the old talk came back as I was 
shown to a comer table which I had asked for from a 
voluble bootbrush-headed gar^on. This was the Quar¬ 
tier without having the bother of crossing, unpacking 
and seeking the nearest bureau de change. Praise be to 
the Bon Dieu, my being no longer ached to get away. 
I was there. Omelette aux fines herbes, poulet en cas¬ 
serole, gibier, viande r6tie, petits suisses, vin rouge, 
pousse caf6 of all colours, all, all were there! The Bon 
Dieu was indeed good, and I, miserable dolt, had never 
discovered this place before. Espice (fimblcile! 

And round me were students of all nations, models to 
suit all tastes; here and there grandes dames with beaux 
messieurs, their napkins tucked into their collars; over 
behind the palm a young fellow with his p’tite amie— 
and were they or were they not holding hands across 
the table ? The waiter moved away quickly to look after 
his charges, and I saw with joy that they were. On the 
other side were four people, bearded and moustached, 
round a domino game, and smoking cigarettes which 
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were none other than Maryland. Behind them, oh joy! 
sat a dame de comptoir, fat, prim, and with the air of a 
duchess. 

Jealously I guarded the same knife and fork through¬ 
out the meal, whiph, however much I prolonged it, was 
all too soon eaten and drunk to the last cup of cafe 
complet. With a final “ Bonsoir \” to the gar^on and 
another to the dame de comptoir, who rewarded me with 
a gracious smile, I gradually came out into the streets 
again, and my delighted abstraction was not broken into 
until I was heartily cursed in fluent Cockney for nearly 
getting under the wheels of a passing hansom. 

A. H. G. 

The Bosphorus 

By R. J. Turner. 

WELL-KNOWN traveller has said that if ever 
the federation of the nations of Europe becomes 

an accomplished fact the Bosphorus will inevitably be¬ 
come their summer resort. Be that as it may, it would 
be difficult to find a more beautiful spot than the strait 
which divides Europe from Asia. Approached from the 
sea in the short twilight under a sky of wonderful pea¬ 
cock blue, with the lights of the city and its minarets 
outlining the unequalled situation of Constantinople, 

which guards one end of the strait, or ploughing its blue 
waters under a midday sun, the effect is equally enthral¬ 
ling. The beauties of the Golden Horn, that charming 
inland arm of the Marmora, have been extolled, but for 
freshness and variety of colouring commend me to the 
Bosphorus, with its fringe of stately palaces surmounted 
by the sombre green of the cypress-covered heights. 

To appreciate its charm let us take a leisurely steamer 
from the bridge at Stamboul, where from the deck of 
the craft one can feast one’s eyes upon an unending 
kaleidoscope of colour as the human stream of all nations 
crosses and recrosses that historic structure. Whatever 
may be said of the Turk, he shows himself to be a 
capable sailor-man in getting away from the bridge and 
its surrounding waters, teeming with craft of all descrip¬ 
tions, without consigning some of their occupants to a 
watery grave. Opposite, on the Asiatic shore, lies 
Scutari, quite a large town, almost entirely Turkish, and 
famous in British eyes for its memories of the Crimea. 
Hugging the Constantinople shore we pass the Arsenal 
at Topane, and a little farther on the temporary abode 
of the Senate and Chamber of Deputies. Some stormy 
scenes have been witnessed within those walls. One can 
imagine the excitement if the members, one day gazing 
out on the waters of the Bosphorus, should suddenly 
encounter the guns of an Italian cruiser. She could 

almost poke the black muzzles of her 12-inch guns 
through the windows of the Legislative Chamber. I 
am afraid it would require more than the fiery eloquence 
of a Lutfi Fikri to withstand such grim arguments. 

A stage farther on, and we see the Mosque to which 
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the present Sultan wends his way every Friday at 
Selamlek, a ceremony robbed of much of its gorgeous - 
ness sinoe the deposition of Abdul Hamid. Now, 
instead of thousands of troops, a regiment of cavalry, a 
battalion of infantry, and the Sultan's Albanian body¬ 
guard, together with a hundred or so of officers, con¬ 
stitute the uniformed force. The distance from the 
Palace is short The building, noted more for its enor¬ 
mous size than its artistic beauty, does not compare, from 
an architectural point of view, with the adjacent Tcheri- 
gan Palace, which, while being adapted for Parlia¬ 
mentary purposes, was unfortunately gutted by fire. It 
was said to have cost three millions sterling, and was 
remarkable for its beautiful outlines and scheme of 
decoration. 

Bebek comes next into view, a favourite residential 
quarter, and the home of the Khediva, the mother of the 
Khedive of Egypt, whose leviathan yacht, the “Mah- 
roussa,” is frequently to be seen anchored higher up the 
Bosphorus, opposite Beicos. 

Across the strait, about a mile wide at this part, is 
Candilli, a charming summer resort utilised by several 
English families, notably the best-known man in Con¬ 
stantinople, Dr. John McClean, the guardian of the 

British Seamen's Hospital at Constantinople, and of the 
health of the English community generally. On the 
same side, a little farther north, lies the delectable dis¬ 
trict known as the sweet waters of Asia, in contra¬ 
distinction to the sweet waters of Europe, on the Golden 
Horn. This pleasant spot, the favourite resort of 
Turkish ladies, has, alas, been rendered almost unrecog¬ 
nisable by a violent storm which uprooted trees and 
silted up the river, which debouches into the Bosphorus 
almost under the frowning towers erected by Mahomet 
the Conqueror's predecessors, preparatory to the con¬ 
quest of Constantinople. It was sixty years after the 
building of the towers before the conquering hordes 
found their way across the strait and commenced the 
erection of the great camp at Roumili Hissar, the base of 
Mahomet’s operations on the city, which for a thousand 
years had withstood the assaults of the Turk, but was 
now doomed to succumb to this great warrior's prowess. 
The city defences still range for some thirteen miles 
along the shores of the Marmora, and the story of the 
wonderful old walls, as told by that distinguished his¬ 
torian, Sir Edwin Pears, on a personally conducted 
tour ought not to be missed. 

But we have still about ten miles of the waterway, 
with its winding channel, to traverse. On both sides, 
close to the water's edge, are ranged numerous palaces, 
many abandoned at the time of the deposition. The 
pashas and princes who inhabited them could not afford 
to withstand the coming of the Young Turk, with their 
master exiled to Salonika, so they went in haste, in 
many cases leaving their goods and chattels, including 
the occupants of the harem, behind. What grim tales 
some of those palace gates opening to the Bosphorus 
could tell. The silent caique with its dumb rowers, the 
shapeless sack, the gentle splash, perhaps a muffled cry, 
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and the deep waters with their swift currents keep their 
secret for ever. 

Arnoutkeuy, with its wooded heights, the erstwhile 
residence of His Britannic Majesty’s Consul-General, 
we leave behind us; likewise the unrelenting outline^ 
of Robert College, with the Stars and Stripes flying from 
the topmost tower. It is amazing what an eye the Turk 
has for a pleasant outlook, and for adapting his archi¬ 
tecture to the surroundings. What lovely situations the 
numerous houses and kiosks occupy on both sides of the 
Bosphorus, and how they fit in with the cypress groves 
and the lovely contours of the hills! Soon our Clyde- 
built steamer approaches Therapia, the summer quarters 
of the diplomatic world. Here, exposed to the full force 
of the cool breeze which blows from the Black Sea, only 
a few miles off, one can keep delightfully cool in the 
warmest weather. 

An almost Cowes aspect is lent to the scene by the 
presence of the various yachts, or stationnaires, as they 
are called, of the Embassies. It is comforting, somehow, 
to see the Union Jack flaunt at the stem of H.M. “ Imo- 
gene,” moored at no great distance from the Embassy 
where Sir Gerard Lowther dispenses the hospitality 
invariably extended to the Englishman abroad. His 
Excellency sustained a severe loss recently in the de¬ 
struction by fire of the handsome building which the 
British Government provides for the summer residence 
of its Ambassador. 

Away to Kavak, the entrance to the Bosphorus from 
the Black Sea, beyond which Russia's fleet may not 
advance. Here all ships must call for a pilot and 
quarantine. Back' to Stamboul as the sun sinks behind 
the hills, one feels that it is good to be alive amid 
such lovely scenes, but mingled with ftie feeling of satis¬ 
faction comes the practical British matter-of-fact thought 
—if it were only in the hands of a people of energy and 
initiative, what could not be made of the Bosphorus! 

A Great Pioneer of Commerce.—II 

HEN, in February, 1859, Yokohama was opened 
to foreign trade, Mr. Keswick was early on the 

scene, and established the first offices of “No. I Firm " 
in a bungalow which was little more than a fishing hut. 
At that time conditions in the country were very un¬ 
settled. On one occasion four Russian naval officers were 
found lying in the streets literally cut to pieces, the head 
of one being cleft asunder. “We passed a night of 
suspense,” says Captain Holmes, the faithful recorder, 
“ fearing that any moment we might be attacked. But 
soon the cloud passed. All was bustle in the town; 
produce came pouring in, and the shops were filled with 
beautiful and costly works of art" Not long afterwards, 
the little band of foreign residents experienced their 
first earthquake, when every house in the town was 
damaged, and Captain Holmes, who was on his ship 
in the harbour at the time, declared that she “ dropped 
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as if all support was gone, and as if she was falling 
into the abyss of a fathomless cave.” For some years 
afterwards the presence of foreigners was bitterly 
resented; outrages and even assassinations were of 
frequent occurrence; and on one occasion Imperial 
envoys arrived from Kyoto with a message from the 
Emperor, announcing his determined purpose to expel 
the “ red-headed barbarians,” whose conduct he charac¬ 
terised as insolent. In spite of the perils of his situation, 
the surroundings in which Mr. Keswick found himself 
were full of picturesque incidents. Proud Daimyos, 
with retinues of Samurai, two-sworded and fierce- 
visaged, were frequently to be seen passing along the 
streets, through avenues of kneeling people with heads 
bowed low. 

In April, i860, Captain Holmes left for England, 
having enlisted the help of Mr. Keswick in obtaining . 
a cargo composed of bales of silk and tubs of fish and 
seed oil. The journey was not without its adventure, 
for the tubs began to leak, the oil finding its way 
through the scuppers to the sea; and in spite of the 
fact that as a consequence the ship sailed a considerable 
part of the way in a sheet of smooth water, she 
developed a discomforting list. On arrival, however, 
the captain was compensated by the congratulations of 
Mr. Joseph Jardine, who told him that he had come 
safely “to a good market,” and that the silk was worth 
a guinea a pound. To Mr. Keswick, no less than to 
the hardy mariner whom he assisted, belongs the honour 
of opening trade between England and Japan. 

Yet another striking incident in his career was the 
part he played in enabling Prince Ito and his com¬ 
panions, among whom was Count Inouye, to reach 
England. According to the great statesman’s own 
story, he succeeded in persuading the manager of 
“No. 1 Firm” to facilitate the passage of himself and 
friends. 

They were compelled to discard the two swords 
which it was customary for Samurai to wear at their 

sides, and to disguise themselves as merchants—a 

class in the community occupying at that period a 

position of marked inferiority in the social order. 

Their attire consisted of second-hand European 

clothes, and Ito in his narrative mentioned that a 

constant source of discomfort was the wearing of 

boots several sizes too large for the feet. To assist 

further in the concealment of their identity they cut 

their hair in foreign style, and the great statesman 
subsequently remarked with some pride : 44 Although 

our physicians at that time had their queues cut off, 

I may safely say that we set the first example to the 

nation for dressing the hair in foreign fashion.** At 

the last moment a doubt arose as to whether passages 

by the steamer would be available, and when this 

information was conveyed to the little band there was 

much consternation. Japanese were not allowed to 

leave the country, and it was realised that any 

foreigners assisting the escape of the little band were 
running considerable risk. 44 In the event of our not 

being able to leave,** Ito declared, 14we are ruined and 
disgraced ; so much so that we have no alternative 
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but to kill ourselves here, because if we go home 
with this semi-foreign appearance we shall certainly 

be killed as spies. So .we had better die at this 
moment rather than be brought up at the court, 

making a sorry crestfallen picture, to be sentenced to 

death.** The members of the party were about to 
commit hara-kiri when the representative of 44 No. 1 

Firm ** begged them to be rational, and to 

await the results of his further efforts in their behalf. 

Eventually all obstacles were overcome, and Ito and 

his companions succeeded in reaching Shanghai, 
where they re-embarked on a sailing-ship bound for 

England, via the Cape. 

On arrival in England it was a representative of 
“ No. 1 Firm ” who met Ito and his friends, who saw 
that they were fitted out in European clothing, so that 
they “ looked like gentlemen,** and searched high and 
low to find for them residential quarters where they 
could also secure a measure of education. Ito lived to 
become one of the greatest statesmen the world has 
ever produced, the Bismarck of Japan. He has himself 
confessed that his rise to eminence was in no small 
measure due to the experience that he was able to gain 
as a consequence of his visit to England, and to the 
circumstance that, fortified with enlightened views, he 
returned to Japan at a time when his country was in 
the death-throes of feudalism. 

When we reflect upon the state of barbaric unrest 
that existed in Japan at the time, constantly threatening 
as it did the lives of foreigners, we may appreciate the 
courage of Mr. Keswick in arranging for Ito’s escape 
to England. Were no other achievement to be placed 
to his record than this, it could well be said of him 
that he has contributed to the making of history. Thus 
in more than one instance his early life exhibited 
initiative and courage of high order, qualities which 
have made the British Empire what it is to-day, but 
which unhappily we find only too often lacking in the 
young men of our times. LANCELOT LAWTON. 

The Magazines 
IN the Fortnightly this month Mr. S. M. Ellis writes 

upon “ George Meredith and His Relatives.” The 
article is largely explanatory of “ Evan Harrington,” 
for, as is well known, it was in that novel Meredith most 
indulged himself in the autobiographical inclination that 
visits all who write. In his other books it is possible to 
find his friends and acquaintances, but in “ Evan Har¬ 
rington ” alone is it possible to discover any reference 
to his relatives. Perhaps, as Mr. Ellis hints, Meredith’s 
subsequent reticence on the whole subject of his early 
life may partly arise from the fact that in that book he 
treats of some of his relatives with such frankness 
Exactly what that frankness was one has hitherto only 
been able to guess; but now it is possible to realise its 
fulness. Mr. Ellis is competent to speak, it appears; for 
he, like Meredith, is a great-grandson of the “great 
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Melchisedek,” and a grandson of one of the daughters 
whose effort to baffle discovery of the fact that their 
father was a tailor provides so much of the plot of the 
novel Mr. Paul Seippel, in an article that is rather 
more journalistic than critical, deals with M. Romain 
Rolland's “Jean Christophe.” Despite the fact that he 
depreciates the value of his work by foreswearing the 
higher business critical examination (which it is not 
necessarily too early to begin), he succeeds in giving us 
an article that one turns to at once because of the light 
it throws on one of the most noteworthy of modem 
writers, and his methods. Auditor Tantum, whoever he 
be, writes a sly article on 44 The Leader of the Opposi¬ 
tion,” in which the ostensible purpose seems to have 
been an appreciation of the present leader, but which 
happens to be a somewhat invidious comparison between 
him and the late leader. Mr. W. S. Lilly in 44 Substitutes 
for Christianity” deals with some of the laughably 
pompous make-believe religions of the French Revolu¬ 
tion with an indignation that seems a little dispropor¬ 
tionate. 

The Oxford and Cambridge Review now takes its 
rank as a monthly. In his foreword the editor informs 
us of his intentions, and it appears that its literary 
articles are to be as a sort of condiment to the political 
and religious matter. When one comes to survey the 
magazines it is almost distressing to be told of more 
political matter. There is room, and abundant room, 
for a monthly magazine that shall confine its attention to 
literary matter, making it of the highest value both in 
choice and treatment; but on the political side there is 
too heavy a weight to be Borne each month. It tells its 
own tale when the most interesting article in the present 
number is “John Milton, Journalist,” by J. B. Williams. 

In the English Review Mr. Maurice Hewlett has a 
lengthy poem entitled “ Hypsiple.” One might indeed 
read the name Persephone instead; for the tale that he 
tells is no more than a kind of variant of that legend, 
which has been told often enough in English verse. It 
is a little surprising to find Mr. Hewlett sprinkling the 
poems so freely with rhymes not only bad, but so faulty 
sometimes as to be quite humorous. But the more im¬ 
portant matter is that the poem has no spiritual signi¬ 
ficance at all. Mr. Scott-James, who Has recently retired 
from the Daily News, writes about “The Crisis in 
London Journalism.” Much of what he says has, of 
course, been said before, and about more important 
things than journalism; yet it is good to have them said 
again. Certainly there is room for any venture, dramatic 
or literary or journalistic, that assumes intelligent appre¬ 
ciation in a sufficiently supporting body of readers; but 
the chief difficulty is that this also assumes intelligence 
in those who inaugurate and conduct. Miss Cicely 
Hamilton is very angry at “ Man.” Moreover, she is a 
little unjust, too. She has only one good word to say 
for him, and she says that in satire. Yet she should 
remember that most of her indictments are double-edged 
swords—with an edge for each sex. In “ Coal and the 
Nation ” Mr. Rowland Kenney deals with the matter of 
the late strike. He does not give us the fulness of 
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information that hitherto he has done in his articles; he 
rather contents himself with adequately reviewing the 
situation. Walter Sickert, in “ The Futurist 4 Devil- 
among-the-Tailors,’ ” succeeds in not taking a very firm 
attitude either way, but he gives us one admirable story. 
Mr. Frederic Harrison continues his articles 44 Among my 
Books.” This month he deals with drama, on which he 
has much to say of interest. When he says, however, 
that Shakespeare should be seen staged rather than 
read, apart from the fact that one remembers Charles 
Lamb’s wise words on this subject, it is a considerable 
problem to see Shakespeare staged. That is to say, one 
of the main strengths of Shakespeare’s drama is his 
construction, his wise culmination, and his subtle alterna¬ 
tion of events, and where, one would like to ask, may 
one see this to-day? It is certainly better to read 
Shakespeare than to see Shakespeare’s skill abused. 

“ The Real Issue in Ireland,” by Mr. Erskine Childers 
in the Nineteenth Century, shows its writer to be very 
well acquainted with his facts. His array of figures and 
arguments is most impressive. It is a pity that the 
Nineteenth Century does not more often use articles of 
literary interest The nearest approach is one entitled 
"A Catholic Layman,” by Mrs. Algernon Grosvenor, 
dealing with Sir John Simeon, a name that is rescued 
from oblivion by its appearance in some of the bio¬ 
graphies of the nineteenth century; and the actual thing 
itself is to be found in Mr. Hamilton-Hoare’s 44 Horace 
and the Social Life in Rome,” in which it is possible to 
discover an interesting account of the company that the 
wise Maecaenas gathered round him. Mr. Heathcote 
Statham strikes a timely blow for the power and value 
of oratorio in his article 44 Oratorio versus Opera.” It 
is the habit of most people to consider a passing fancy 
as an eternal artistic criterion; and the present disap- 
praisal of oratorio is no more than a passing fancy. Mr. 
Statham, moreover, says some admirable things. For 
example, to say of Bach that “ his style was all formed 
on the organ, and he writes for solo voices as if he were 
writing for a solo stop on the organ,” is the more illumi¬ 
nating because it is a neglected truth. 

In BlackwoocCs this month there is a profoundly in¬ 
teresting article on “ Charlotte Bronte’s H6ger Family 
and Their School,” by Janet Harper. This period of the 
life of the Brontes has often been treated, but, as it 
were, in a parenthetical fashion. And yet it is thrown 
up into new relief in the present study. It is, of course, 
late in the day to emphasise the importance of the 
Pensionnat H6ger not only in the lives, but no less in the 
psychologies of the Brontes; consequently it is excellent 
to have its curriculum outlined without particular refer¬ 
ence to them. In this way one is enabled to draw one’s 
own deductions. The same may be said for Mr. Arthur 
Weigall’s article, 44 Napoleon’s Great Adventure.” It 
seems a strange thing to say; yet, despite the multitude 
of books on the subject of Napoleon, one that shall deal 
adequately with the growth and development of his 
psychology is much needed. Nowhere, however, is it 
better illustrated than in the Egyptian campaign. There 
especially he revealed the opportunism of a nature that, 
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if not always megalomaniac, was at least always pre¬ 
disposed to megalomania. He was quite content, indeed 
was actively desirous, to establish an empire in the East 
that should even, if need were, vie with and oppose 
the French Republic—was, in fact, anxious to pick up 
history where Anthony left it In 44 The Riding of 
Minemilebum ” Mr. John Buchan gives us one of his 
arrestive tales. In the Cornhill Mr. Edward Cadogan 
has an essay on Russia, the limitations of which are well 
set out in its title, 44 On the Threshold of Russia.19 He 
is very sympathetic with just that part of Russia that 
always stirs the profoundest anger of Englishmen. The 
kind of article of which one never tires is by Mr. Horace 
Hutchinson, and is entitled 44 Birds of a Sussex Garden.41 

How fascinating it is to read even a bare list of the 
names of birds! Among those rare articles in rather 
obscure magazines that one finds as it were by accident 
and keeps and treasures afterwards is one in the current 
number of The Utopian, dealing with the life and attain¬ 
ments of Giordano Bruno of Nola. It is what it pro¬ 
fesses to be, and one cannot do less than recommend it. 

Hope’s Antithesis 
'TlS well to look, where higher worlds are gleaming— 
Light after light, across the Eternal Seas— 
And say how far above this strife and scheming 

They move—like hearts at ease; 
Nor ill to think how, where those star-strewn spaces 
Can catch no echo from our darkling fight, 
The watchers at their lone or leaguered places 

Must bless our beacon light! 

'Tis well to know (as those whose faith is certain) 
That Golden Years already touch the gate, 
That we but need to pass to-morrow's curtain 

To find the crooked straight; 
Well, too, that those blind Powers at war with meekness 
Through one more day compel our souls to steer 
By the vast strength that comes from mortal weakness, 

By courage bom of fear. 

'Tis well to see, through gibe and contradiction, 
That Good Supreme must make for goodness still, 
That all the evil known is human fiction, 

Or erring human will; 
And good, so long as human art discloses 
Its jealous care, in all man's hand has made, 
It should be with the griefs as with the roses— 

If they are real, they fade. 

'Tis well with men when higher hopes will kindle 
In ripening years, that still have proved the best, 
When they have seen youth's irksome follies dwindle. 

And know that work is rest 
Aye! Even well, though wisdom Time has given, 
Were doomed, with Time itself, to slip away, 
And Youth, renewed, on some wide field of Heaven, 

Should call to endless play. 
G. M. Hort. 
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The Theatre 
“Othello” at His Majesty’s 

THE production of 44 Othello ” at His Majesty’s 

Theatre on Tuesday will be memorable for the 

extraordinarily fine presentment of the title rdle by Sir 

Herbert Tree. We do not think that any of the actor's 

predecessors can have surpassed him in power, in dignity 

and in coherent delineation of the proud warrior's tran¬ 

sition from overmastering love to that state, when love 

indeed was not banished, but outraged feelings and 

native pride demanded the sacrifice which involved the 

crash of his own existence. Sir Herbert Tree's per¬ 

formance will undoubtedly display added beauties and 

polished lineaments when the stress of a first night's 

representation no longer weighs upon him. 

We make no apology for adopting the somewhat 

unusual course in criticism of at once and without pre¬ 

face dealing with the pre-eminent performance of the 

evening. 
We do not agree with* the view attributed to Sir 

Herbert Tree that 44 Othello " is a finer tragedy than 
44 Macbeth," or that it occupies the foremost place in com¬ 
parison with other tragedies of Shakespeare. The trend 
of the play is somewhat too obvious from the beginning, 
and the culmination, reached after many acts, was inevit¬ 
able from the Beginning. 

Beautifully staged and picturesquely mounted, the 
play will excite curiosity and interest 

No praise is too high for Miss Phyllis Neilson-Terry 
as Desdemona. She looked charming, and acted with 
true art. Desdemona cannot be a wholly congenial 
character to a young actress, but so far as we were able 
to observe Miss Neilson-Terry made no mistake, and 
she is entitled to unstinted admiration. 

That Mr. Laurence Irving's Iago was immensely ap¬ 
preciated by the first night audience was abundantly 
apparent. We have some doubt whether other audiences 
will endorse the verdict Full allowance should be made 
for a young actor presenting an Extraordinarily difficult 
and complex part for the first time, but is the true read¬ 
ing that Iago was an impish, malevolent sprite? If so, 
one of the greatest of Shakespeare's characters assumes 
diminished importance in our view. We view Iago as 
super-subtle, cunning beyond measure, and a model of 
discernment We do not think that Othello would have 
been so utterly decoyed by an Iago who was conspicu¬ 
ously deficient in these qualities. We own that we 
should look forward with the utmost delight to Sir 
Herbert Tree's own portrayal of the part. 

The other roles were adequately presented, although 
it would be wrong to suggest that they were, with the 
exception of Brabantio—Mr. A. E. George—acted with 
much distinction. 

We offer our cordial congratulations to Sir Herbert 
Tree on a notable production. C. C. 
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The Adelphi Play Society 

CERTAINLY the modern dramatist who is desirous 
of achieving something more than mere journalism 
in drama (and there are several such, as we know) is in 
an unhappy plight The commercial theatre has no 
use for his work. His only opportunity seemed to have 
been the various societies which, on Sundays or other 
days, produced plays and relied on their membership for 
an audience. But these have now waged war on him. 
They have declared that there is no dramatist but the 
foreign dramatist It is an opinion that we disagree 
profoundly with, although it is doubtless true that their 
own procedure will cause their assertion to be realised. 

For example, on Sunday, the 31st, at the Little 
Theatre, we had an opportunity of seeing Anton 
TchekoPs "The Seagull.” Some time ago the Stage 
Society did the same writer's “ Cherry Orchard”; and 
it is difficult to resist the impression that the chief 
interest in each performance was the strangeness of 
the writer's outlook, a strangeness that is the outcome 
of the wide difference between the whole framework 
and basis of thought and emotion in Russia and Eng¬ 
land. The personal and social assumptions are drawn 
from quite different depths of human nature. Russia 
knows England better than England knows Russia, and 
therefore the realisation of that strangeness is acuter 
here than there; but to think that it is identical with the 
strangeness with which great drama breaks upon the 
imagination is to think very shortsightedly. One is a 
strangeness that remains for ever; the other is to be 
removed by knowledge and education. The Oresteia is 
forever wonderful, haunting the imagination, even as 
Hamlet himself does; but we know and understand the 
causes of the actions, whereas on Sunday the mind 
denied real existence to the characters because, while 
one felt the truth of Tolstoy's remark that TchekoPs 
art was photography, the mind was at a loss to grasp 
the seat and causes of their behaviour. 

It is perhaps little to the point to say that the play 
was constructionally weak. It has its place, of course, 
when it is claimed for Tchekof that he is more worthy 
of attention than English writers; but it is true that 
drama must put construction into the melting-pot so as 
to cast new forms from it Nevertheless, it was humor¬ 
ously irritating in the first act to see the majority of 
the characters brought before us in pair after pair, each 
pair giving us the clue to the significance of their 
after relation. In this way Masha and Medvedenko, 
Sorin and Treplef, Treplef and Nina, and Pauline and 
Dorn, were duly introduced to us, naively enough. And 
their relations were as duly impressed, an impression 
that gave us the respective attitudes in the play that 
largely had to serve in the stead of characterisation. 
Consequently, when Nina in the second act turned to 
Trigorin the writer we felt that there was a hiatus un¬ 
explained. This was particularly unfortunate, because, 
being the seat of the whole subsequent tragedy, the 
mind had to take as a postulate what it could not ac¬ 
cept as a conviction. It is true that all drama moves on 
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postulates, but these postulates have their place at the 
outset of the play: and all subsequent changes must 
be logically developed from them. But this logical de¬ 
velopment is the essence of characterisation, which is 
the greatest of difficulties that the dramatist has to 
face; and it was in this very problem that Tchekof 
chiefly failed to convince. The less his characters had 
to do in whatever action was forward the better he 
convinced us of the truth; Sorin, Shamrayef and Dorn 
standing out quite clearly to the mind, where Nina, 
Trigorin and Treplef were like clouds that took their 
shape according to the currents that blew through the 
play. And when in the last and fourth act (in which 
the play really began, and which with a little retrospec¬ 
tive dialogue might have been made the whole of the 
play) Nina, discarded by Trigorin and yet rejecting 
Treplef, goes out to fulfil a theatrical engagement at 
a cheap provincial theatre, and Treplef s pistol-shot has 
been heard, while Trigorin plays at cards, there is a 
strange feeling of insincerity and inconclusion. It is 
like a rumour that affects us in no way. 

This was not only the feeling of the observer; it was 
also clearly one that affected the actors also. Mr. 
Leonard Calvert as Sorin, and Mr. Leslie Gordon as 
Shamrayef, were excellent, as was also Mr. Ross Shore 
as Dorn; whereas Mr. Elvey, who can put conviction 
into so much, failed entirely to convey us a sense of 
Trigorin. It was not his fault; nor was it the fault of 
Lawrence Anderson that Treplef remained only a 
nebula. The fault in each case was the ineptitude of the 
dramatist when he had not only to draw a character, 
but to make it live and act As Nina, Lydia Yavorska 
had as difficult a task, which she made the worse by 
awkward gesture and ruinous pronunciation. It was 
Miss Gertrude Kingston who enabled the play to carry 
through. It was not alone that the character of Madame 
Arcadina, Trigorin's lover and an actress off and on the 
stage, was Tchekof s best achievement by far in the 
play; it was rather that Miss Kingston gave it the 
strength and conviction of a really fine piece of assured 
acting. There is no question that the play was an 
enterprising thing to do, and the audience was a full and 
distinguished one that rallied to .it; but we remain of 
the conviction that a pioneer society'such as this would 

be better employed on plays by home authors. 

Old English Masters at McLean’s 
Galleries 

ESSRS. McLEAN'S Spring exhibition is of rather 

exceptional interest. The Early English school 
of landscape painters has never had full justice done 
to it, and, although this exhibition is but a step, it is, 
nevertheless, a step in the right direction. There are 
something over a hundred pictures and sketches, many 
of them of high quality and all of them interesting; 
but it is not fully representative. The truth is that 
distinct harm has been done by limiting the study of 
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our early landscapists in practice to those who worked 
in water-colour, which was really an accidental medium 
of expression, adopted for its convenience in out-of-door 
work. That it had its special merits, of course, speedily 
came to be recognised; but the objective was still land¬ 
scape and plein air generally. The movement may be 
said to have run parallel to, if it did not inspire, such 
work in literature as the devotion to the cult of the 
open air in writers of prose like Borrow, or of poetry 
like Wordsworth. It found expression in Gainsborough; 
it struggled for utterance in Hoppner, and won a 
devotee in his pupil, Calcott; while its very soul was 
apparent in the splendid achievement of Turner. 

What it was that awoke men at the latter half of the 
eighteenth century to so intense a realisation of the 
beauties and call of nature has never, that we know of, 
been adequately studied or stated. It is customary to 
remark upon it as a reaction from the current 
artificialism, and to leave it at that But whence did 
that remarkable impulse arise? Dr. Johnson, a genuine 
man if ever there was one, hated the country, and selects 
for depreciation just that scenery which the nature- 
lover most admires. Bunyan stood alone in his day 
in his passionate appreciation of fine scenery; with his 
contemporaries such appreciation was but a feeble 
academic echo of classical models. The rise of the 
nature school of artists has never been explained, 
though it is recognised as a fact, and an important one. 
Nor has full and fair treatment yet been accorded to 
the men who expressed the new inspiration in colour 
and line, though its advocates in speech and song have 
not lacked their sacred bard. 

The theme is a fascinating one, and might easily be 
elaborated into a bulky volume, far beyond the limits 
of this notice. Perhaps this exhibition may inspire 
some leisured student to undertake it. The first thing 
to be observed is the delightful collection of oil sketches 
by Constable, always so much happier in the immediate 
presence of Nature than in elaborating memories of her 
in his studio. He is most at home with grey, 
showery skies, still waters, and peaceful, spreading 
landscapes “ wherein it seemed always afternoon ”—and 
Saturday afternoon at that—cujus fax jugis est summa 
jucunditas—where there is no echo of coal strikes or 
the noisy abominations of modem life. He is sensible 
of the soft environment of atmosphere; his outlook on 
life is tinged with melancholy; he will not expect too 
much of it, and blue skies with him are few and far 
between; but he understands the richness of middle 
tints, and how it is that “ the low sun takes the colour.” 
There are eighteen of these sketches to choose from, 
and it is hard to pick out special ones for mention. 
Several of them come from the dispersed collection of 
the late Mr. Staats Forbes—that strange combination 
of financier and art-lover—and these are among the best 
of them. Numbers 3, 4, 5, 10, 14, 15, and 16 may be 
specially noted, but we are inclined to covet them all. 
A beautiful study of grey skies and sea and wet sand 
appears in “Shrimpers,” by Jock Wilson; and the 
vigorous sketch entitled “ An Old Church ” justifies all 
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the good things that have been said of that youthful 
genius who was cut off in his early prime, William 
Muller. “ Pan ” (No. 48) is an equally lively work by 
the same artist. Patrick Nasmyth was one of those 
rare painters who could combine an almost photographic 
minuteness of execution with a wonderfully truthful 
sense of proportion and values; he is not to be imitated, 
but his work will always give pleasure, as in the 
exquisite landscape (No. 50), with its brilliant light and 
perfectly modulated distance, and in his equally striking 
“ Sandy Road ” (No. 46). There is some beautiful 
woodland effect in “ The Gipsies' Tent ” by a little- 
known painter, G. B. Willcock, and there are some 
characteristic pigs by Morland (No. 104). 

There is a charming architectural study in oils by 
J. S. Cotman, “An Old Chapel,” and a characteristic 
specimen of his simple and direct style is to be found 
in “ The Harbour,” a boat lying on the mud against a 
harbour wall, the whole suffused with the ruddy glow 
of a rich sunset. His large picture, “ The Mill,” is an 
evident reminiscence of Rembrandt's famous picture, 
reproduced by one whose sympathies and genius would 
be in most perfect accord with it Cotman is one of 
those who have not yet fully come into their own. His 
water-colours are represented by one picture only (No. 
35), in which he is hardly at his best. There are one 
or two typical drawings by Prout, and two glorious 
water-colours by De Windt, “ The Angler, near Pul- 
borough,” pulsating with light and full of pure, trans¬ 
lucent colour, and a still more lovely sketch of the 
Wharfe (No. 40), a study of boats on quiet waters in 
his best style. Two sketches by David Cox show his 
power of rendering atmosphere in relation to trees and 
foliage, in an age when that relation was but imperfectly 
realised; and T. B. Hardy's restrained but exquisite 
picture of Scheveningen, and still more so his “After¬ 
noon,” are masterly productions. Crome has some half 
a dozen paintings to his credit, the best of which is, 
perhaps, “ Moonlight on the Yare,” a fine tour de force; 
and J. Linnell's picture, “On the Wensum” is typical 
of his strength as well as of his weakness. W. Collins’s 
“ On the Heath ” is a clever little work, and George 
Vincent deserves a mention for his “On the Stour.” 
Thus the collection is clearly one which is worth a visit, 
and one, too, which suggests larger possibilities in the 
study of our early landscape painters as a whole. 

Foreign Reviews 
Die Deutsche Rundschau. 

N the March number “ Catrejns Irrfahrt ” and “ Durch 
Persien und Russisch-Turkestan” are concluded; 

the penultimate instalment of “ Die auswartige Politik 
der ungarischen Revolution 1848-49,” is specially in¬ 
teresting, as containing an account of the debate in the 
House of Commons on the Russian intervention, with 
Palmerston’s conclusions. Professor Hugo Gressmann 
treats of Hebrew origins, religion and ethnology, in con- 
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nection with the story of Moses. Herr Gustav Cohn is 
alternately optimistic and pessimistic, but on the whole 
democratically cheerful, about the 44 Finanzlage des 
Reiches/’ and its kindred subject, the burden of arma¬ 
ments ; he is hard on the “ Junkers/’ and a keen partisan 
of well-regulated death duties. The widow of the 
philosopher, Eduard von Hartmann, tells the story of 
his early years. Dr. A. Stolberg treats of balloons in 
Arctic exploration, and Herr Heinrich Fried jung 
examines the oft-quoted phrase attributed to Schwarzen- 
berg, and supposed to summarise his policy towards 
Prussia—41 Avilir puis d^molir.” The phrase is found in 
the speeches and conversations of many Prussian states¬ 
men during the preceding years, and seems to be apocry¬ 
phal, as far as Schwarzenberg is concerned. 

“ Lb Mercure de France.” 

The number for March 1 contains two excellent 
studies 44 de longue haleine,” by MM. Octave Uzanne 
and Fr6d6ric Bar bey respectively, on Mme de Pompa¬ 
dour as patron of art and letters, and the career of Marc- 
Louis Reverdil as “lecteur” at the court of Stanislas 
Poniatowski. Possibly M. Uzanne does not add much 
to what the Gonoourts have told of his heroine, except in 
the matter of her relations to Voltaire, but he gives a 
good impression of the ennui and 44 bflillement ” of the 
court of Louis XV. There are good articles on Pierre 
Quillard and L6on Bloy. 

For March 16 there is a formidable list of good things. 
M. Jules de Gaultier replies wittily and weightily to M. 
Novicow, defending his 44 Darwinisme Social ” and at¬ 
tacking pacificism all along the line. M. Viele-Griffin 
attacks M. Barres at points where he has laid himself 
open to the enemy. M. Jacques Mesnil discusses Italian 
matters in a sad, pacificist, anti-clerical strain ; he thinks 
that the Murri murder case, a sort of pendant to the 
Dreyfus affair, and the Banque de Rome have had some¬ 
thing to do with the expedition to Tripoli M. Jules 
Bois resumes his side of the case in the controversy and 
litigation about his 44 Vaisseau de Caresses.” A transla¬ 
tion of Tolstoi’s 44 Kreutzer Sonata ” is begun, Mrs. Ken- 
nard’s book on Lafcadio Hearn is severely criticised, 
and M. Delattre’s study of Herrick is favourably noticed. 

“ La Revue Bleue.” 

March 2.—44 Lettres in^dites ” of Joseph de Maistre 
to M. G. M. de Place are given in this and the following 
numbers. M. Paul Flat introduces a new movement 
for the dissemination of French ideals through an inter¬ 
national congress of the universities. M. Le Chfltelier 
explains further in the number of March 23. Sir William 
Bull supplies the final contribution to the debate on 
Syndicalism. Mr. Bernard Shaw is to the fore; M. C. 
Cestre analyses his general treatment of love, and M. 
Roz has a rather perplexed criticism of 44 Mrs. Warren’s 

Profession.” 
March 9.—44 Nos Erreurs en Tunisie ” inspire M. G. 

Moreau with some sound reflections; he thinks the 
desire to please has been exaggerated. M. Lux quotes 
at great length and with much appreciation the article 

of Mr. Frank Harris on the Goncourts which recently 
appeared in The Academy. 

March 16.—M. Paul Louis has an exceptionally good 
essay on capitalism and large fortunes in ancient Rome. 
M. Joseph Reinach’s presidential address to the Parlia¬ 
mentary group for the suppression of tuberculosis is 
printed. M. Lafinistre, & profos of a recent reprint in 
this periodical, tells the story of Sully Prudhomme’s 
journey to Rome, accompanied by the writer of the 
article. M. Louis Villat begins an account of the Dutch 
family of Jacobsen, who were obliged as Catholics to 
seek a new home in France, and who, in the eighteenth 
century, developed the island of Noirmontier. 

March 23.—In addition to the contributions already 
referred to, there is an article by M. Bastide—44 Les 
Franqais d’Autrefois apprenaient-ils l’Anglais?” With¬ 
out coming to any very definite conclusion, he seems to 
find the common judgment—that the English language 
was discovered for Frenchmen by Voltaire—grossly ex¬ 
aggerated, but he gives numerous and startling examples 
of grotesque ignorance of this matter in responsible 
quarters; ambassadors who could not understand 
a word of the language of the country are indeed a 
curious anomaly; it appears that the English Revolu¬ 
tion owed something to this phenomenon. 

Notes and News 
Mrs. Alfred Hunt and Miss Violet Hunt are joint 

authors of a new novel which Messrs. Chatto and 
Windus are to publish on the 18th inst. The book, en¬ 
titled 44 The Governess,” contains a preface by Mr. Ford 
Madox Hueffer. 

Papers to be read at the Meeting of the Institution 
of Civil Engineers, on April 16, include 44 The Remodel¬ 
ling and Equipment of Madras Harbour,” by the Hon. 
Sir Francis J. E. Spring, K.C.I.E., M.InstC.E.; “The 
Alteration in the Form of Madras Harbour,” by Hugh 
Henry Gordon Mitchell, M.InstC.E. 

The Adelphi Play Society's production of 44 Peer 
Gynt ” has been fixed for June 2. Their performance on 
April 28 will be a triple bill consisting of Strindberg’s 
44 Fraulein Julie,” Tolstoy’s 44 The Cause of it All,” and a 
new play by an English author, Mr. Clifford Bax, 44 The 
Poetasters of Ispahan.” 

The next meeting of the Royal Microscopical Society 
will be held on Wednesday, the 17th inst., at 20, 
Hanover Square, when papers will be read by Mr. J. D. 
Siddall on 44 The Life-history of a Marine Diatom from 
Bournemouth ”; and bv Mr. E. B. Stringer on 44 A 
Modified Form of the Lever Fine-adjustment, and a 
Simple Turn-out Device for the Sub-stage Condenser.” 

Mr. Maurice Baring, Sir V. Chirol, the Bishop of 
Exeter, Sir James Wolfe Murray, and Sir Albert Spicer 
contribute their impressions of the recent English visit 
to Russia to the second number of the quarterly 
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Russian Review. The Review is carrying out its pro¬ 
gramme of making accessible to English readers the 
views and work of leading men of various parties in 
Russia, and the collection of a strong list of representa¬ 
tive names in a single number is striking testimony to 
the interest which is felt in that country in the move¬ 
ment for friendship with England. 

The London Opera House re-opens for the Summer 
Season on April 22 next. The following is the first 
week's repertoire:—April 22 and 27, “Romeo and 
Juliet”; 23 and 26, “Mignon"; 24, “La Favorita " ; 
and 25, “ Tales of Hoffmann.” The engagement of Dr. 
Nikisch as conductor for the production of “ The Chil¬ 
dren of Don," the new opera by Lord Howard de 
Walden and Mr. Josef Holbrooke, on June 7, and for at 
least two subsequent perforamnces, has given the 
greatest satisfaction in musical circles, as it is felt that 
the production of a work which is likely by its character 
to mark an epoch in musical history could only be under¬ 
taken by a conductor of the very highest standing. The 
opera has been now fully cast, and the special scenery 
and costumes are in the course of making. 

Their Majesties the King and the Queen have been 
graciously pleased to deposit on loan at the Victoria and 
Albert Museum an interesting group of musical instru¬ 
ments. The loan consists of a harmonium, a piano, and 
a harpsichord. The most important and interesting 
piece of the three is the harpsichord, which is said to be 
the original one bequeathed by Handel to King 
George II. It was made by Hans Ruckers the Elder, 
the first of that celebrated family of Flemish musical 
instrument makers who worked in Antwerp. It is in¬ 
scribed “Joannes Rvckers Me Fecit Antverpiae, 1612," 
and bears the characteristic “ rose ” trade-mark repre¬ 
senting a seated angel playing a harp between the 
letters “ H. R.” This and the piano are shown in the 
East Court (Room 45), in which another harpsichord 
made by a member of the Ruckers family is also shown. 
The harmonium is exhibited in the East Cloister of the 
North Court (Room A). 

MOTORING 

THE motoring season of 1912 has now fairly com¬ 
menced, and during the next few months motorists 

will be taking delivery of cars at the rate of hundreds 
per week. It is therefore opportune to remind them that 
they have the option of registering in any county they 
may choose, and that by paying the registration fee 
to the Council of a county which does not look to police 
traps and fines as an important source of revenue for 
local purposes they can do something towards securing 
rational and considerate treatment for motorists gene¬ 
rally. They should bear in mind that the sovereign they 
have to pay for the registration of each car is not 
allocated to road improvement, but to the general funds 
of the county in which they register, and that by paying 
in a county which is notorious for its “ traps ” they are 
directly contributing to their own undoing. The Autocat 
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points out that the London County Council has received 
between £20,000 and £30,000 from this source of 
revenue alone, and that in the outer fringe of London 
“ traps ” are more numerous than in any other part of 
the Kingdom. Surrey and Sussex also have an unen¬ 
viable reputation among motorists for their respective 
Councils' relentless enforcement of the legal limit, and 
it certainly seems justifiable that the motoring commu¬ 
nity should mark its disapproval of “ persecution ” by 
withholding its fees from those and other counties 
whose authorities are apparently actuated by prejudice, 
unfriendliness, or avarice in dealing with the car and 
its driver. Our technical contemporary has taken the 
trouble to compile a list of the English counties which 
have been practically free from traps during the past 
year, and which are therefore deserving of the considera¬ 
tion of the motorist when effecting the registration of 
his car. It reads as follows:—Bedfordshire, Cambridge¬ 
shire, Cornwall, Derbyshire, Devon, Dorset, Gloucester¬ 
shire, Herefordshire, Herts, Leicestershire, Monmouth, 
Norfolk, Northants, Northumberland, Oxford, Rutland, 
Somerset, Suffolk, Warwickshire, Wiltshire, and York¬ 
shire (except the West Riding). In place of rushing to 
the County Council Offices which may be nearest, the 
motorist, on taking delivery of his car, should take a 
little trouble and apply for a registration form to the 
Clerk of the Council of any one of the counties specified 

There appears after all to be a possibility of the 
estaBlishing of really harmonious relations between the 
two great motoring organisations, the A.A. and M.U. 
and the R.A.C. In replying to the toast of ^Auto- 
mobilism " at the dinner of the R.A.C. Associates last 
week, Mr. Joynson-Hicks, chairman of the Associa¬ 
tion, expressed his conviction that there was no need 
for friction between the two organisations, each of which 
was working for the good of motorists, and he said 
that it was the wish of his committee to work with the 
utmost cordiality with the R.A.C., and to stand side 
by side with it “ so that they might do even more than 
they had done before for the good of the movement, 
and secure the considerate use of the roads of the 
country." This declaration from the popular chairman 
of the A.A. will afford general satisfaction in motoring 
circles, and it is sincerely to be hoped that the amicable 

feelings expressed therein are reciprocated on the other 
side. As a matter of fact, members of these organisa¬ 
tions have been getting very tired of the everlasting 
recrimination between them, and wondering whether 
their money was being spent to the best advantage. 

The importance of securing expert and disinterested 

advice in the selection of a motor car, new or second¬ 
hand, cannot be too much impressed upon the mind of 
the prospective buyer. If purchasing a new car on his 
own initiative he is almost certain to select one which 

is in some respects unsuitable for the work it will have 
to do; while if making a speculative venture in the 
second-hand market, without competent advice he is 
running a thousand risks. As an instance, the other 
day a friend of the writer bought a second-hand car of 
good make from a reputable dealer, and on the first run 
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both brakes went wrong—the side one breaking com¬ 
pletely, and the foot-brake not acting at all—with results 
that might easily have been disastrous. There are, of 
course, many experts whose assistance can be obtained 
for a guinea or two, and there are others who are pre¬ 
pared to assist the buyer entirely in his choice of a car 
and test it thoroughly, free of any charge whatever. 
One' of the best-known of these is Mr. H. L. Aldersey 
Swann, Consulting Engineer, of 9, Regent Street, 
London, S.W., whom the writer can recommend with 
confidence, from personal knowledge. Mr. Swann is an 
exceptionally capable and experienced motor engineer, 
thoroughly familiar with the qualities of all the principal 
makes of cars, and his services both in selection and test¬ 
ing are given to the buyer without charge of any sort. 
We recommend any of our readers who may be think¬ 
ing of buying a car to write to the address mentioned for 
a free copy of his booklet entitled “ Hints on Motor 
Car Purchase/1 

Imperial and Foreign Affairs 
By Lancelot Lawton. 

BY RAIL TO INDIA.—I. 

HE announcement this week that the Societe 

d'Etudes which was recently formed in Paris is 

about to despatch a staff of experts to examine the 

various routes suggested for the Trans-Persian Railway 

will dispel any doubts that were entertained as to the 

seriousness of the project. So soon as the reports are 

available negotiations will be opened between Great 

Britain and Russia with a view to a joint scheme being 

finally decided upon. Already the two Governments 

have agreed in principle that the linking-up of the Indian 

and Russian railway systems, by means of a line across 

Persia, will not clash with the High Policy of either 

State, and that it will tend materially to promote mutual 

welfare in the form of commercial development. 

It is not generally known that another scheme to pro¬ 

vide an overland route to India has entered upon a 

preliminary stage. This scheme, as in the case of the 

Trans-Persian project, emanates from St Petersburg, 

and although so far it has not been accorded official sup¬ 

port, the promoters are believed to be very highly placed 

personages. Briefly, it consists in a revival of the much- 

discussed proposal to build a line from Samarkand, on 

the Russian Central Asian Railway, to a point some¬ 

where near the Oxus River, and from thence straight 

across Afghanistan to Peshawur. This route would lie 

through very mountainous country, but in the matter of 

distance it offers enormous advantages over any that 

may be decided upon across Persia Both the schemes 
involve grave questions of High Policy, and before the 
British Government commits itself to support either Par- 
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liament will be afforded not one but many opportunities 
of debating upon the subject Much that can be said 
for or against the one applies with equal force to the 
other. 

It is the change in the international situation alone 
that has at last brought within the region of practical 
discussion the question of providing a railway route to 
India, a question which, at frequently recurring intervals 
during the last sixty years, has been mooted only to be 
dropped in the face of the hopelessness of political con¬ 
ditions. Active opposition to the Trans-Persian project 
has begun to make itself manifest; and when it becomes 
more generally known that the Trans-Afghanistan pro¬ 
ject is supported in exceptionally influential circles in 
Russia, doubtless it will also meet with considerable hos¬ 
tility in this country. Already it is contended that as a 
result of the Anglo-Russian Convention Persia, to all 
intents and purposes, has ceased to be a “ buffer State,” 
and fears are expressed that the proposed railway may 
imperil the safety of the Indian Empire. Such objec¬ 
tions were only to be anticipated when we reflect that 
our approval of the scheme, even in principle, involves 
an important departure from traditional policy. But the 
circumstance should not be overlooked that this tradi¬ 
tional policy was based upon the fear of Russian aggres¬ 
sion. The creation of the Triple Entente, however, has 
brought to us a sense of security in regard to our Indian 
Empire. Pessimistic critics, not unmindful of the fickle 
character of international relations to-day, and anxious 
to gain a reputation for statesman-like foresight, are not 
slow to point out that while the construction of the rail¬ 
way involves a permanent departure in policy, no effec¬ 
tive guarantee of the continuance of Russia’s friendship 
can possibly be forthcoming. 

Although the fact accomplished, that is to say, the 
cordial nature of the relations existing between Great 
Britain and Russia, must be a determining factor in the 
decision of the two Governments to give their support 
to the railway, the circumstances which have led to the 
fact accomplished should not be forgotten by those who 
on first consideration are inclined to oppose the project. 
To Russia the world-wide activities of Germany were as 
much a matter of concern as they were to Great Britain. 
But in the Middle East, more particularly in Persia, 
these activities came into direct conflict with the interests 
of the two Powers. Surely, then, the sensible procedure 
was that Great Britain and Russia should compose their 
differences rather than allow a Third Power to creep 
into the breach and share the spoils. In the Far East 
Russia and Japan have pursued a similar course. To 
prevent the encroachment of other Powers they have 
arrived At an arrangement which is tantamount to a 
declaration of “ hands off ” to the rest of the world. 

The signs of the awakening of Persia to a sense of 
national consciousness rendered it imperative that Great 
Britain and Russia should make themselves responsible 
for the future of that country. Had they neglected to 
do so the task would assuredly have fallen to the hands 
of others. Germany did not hesitate, in face of the 
Anglo-Russian Convention, to apply at Teheran for 
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several important concessions, and it was only when she 
had arrived at some understanding with Russia regard¬ 
ing the ultimate joining up of the Baghdad line with the 
Persian Railway that her activity subsided. 

To have acquiesced in the setting up of Constitutional 
Government in Persia and at the same time denied the 
country adequate railway development was inconceivable. 
In any regrets that Persia is no longer to be a “ buffer 
State ” the all-important fact must not be lost sight cf 
that with the completion of the Baghdad Railway the 
isolation of India will practically cease. Although the 
last section of this line will be under international con¬ 
trol, the undertaking, generally speaking, is to be domi¬ 
nated by Germany; and it is not concealed that it will 
be used to spread German influence, if not systematic 
colonisation, in the region of the Middle East. The 
present sea route to Bombay via Brindisi occupies eleven 
and a half days. A sanguine estimate of the Baghdad 
line reduces that time to ten days. The promoters ot 
the Trans-Persian scheme declare that the new route 
which it is to provide from London to Bombay will be 
about 5,700 miles, and compute that the whole journey 
will be covered in seven days—three days less than by 
the Baghdad route. Here, surely, sufficient justification 
for the construction of the Trans-Persian Railway is 
forthcoming. Were we not to embark upon the enter¬ 
prise we should abandon to Germany the prestige of 
providing what to all intents and purposes would be the 
first overlancT route to India, or, to be strictly accurate, 
to a point within close proximity of India. Nor would 
much time elapse before a second route under foreign 
control would be created. 

Russia has already contracted with Germany to con¬ 
nect the Persian railways with the Khanikin-Sadijeh 
branch of the Baghdad system. Then in time the Per¬ 
sian railways will be joined up with the Caucasian 
railways, and the final link in the second overland route 
to which I have alluded would be provided by the pro¬ 
jected line that is to cross the Caucasus. Great Britain 
and Russia, therefore, in deciding to support the prin¬ 
ciple of a Trans-Persian railway are merely anticipating 
events which no action of theirs can avert. It is the 
opinion of that eminent authority, Colonel A. C. Yate, 
0 that in carrying out this scheme Persia may be no more 
than the instrument of the ambitions of greater Powers; 
but none the less the prospect is full of promise for her, 
and if ever she has the opportunity of reviving the past 
glories of Maushirwan and Shah Abbas, this is it. 
British interests, political and commercial, will be best 
served by a strong Persia, and if this railway is to 
strengthen Persia it will strengthen Great Britain. From 
a strategic point of view there is no railway route safer 
for India than that of the proposed Trans-Persian rail¬ 
way.” Nor is there any reasonable ground for fear that 
the undertaking may cause friction with Germany. No 
objection will be raised to a connection with the Bagh¬ 
dad Railway. Consequently events may yet prove that 
far from being an element of international discord, the 
line will contribute in no small measure to international 
harmony. 

In the Temple of Mammon 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 
queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

THE holidays are over and the Stock Exchange came 
back to work; but found none. This was not 
pleasant, and it cast a gloom over the spirits of 

the House punters, who even refrained from plunging in 
Tin shares. No one away on their Easter holidays seems 
to have thought of sending their brokers an order to buy 
anything. Consequently there were no orders to execute, 
and the result was depressing. Yet the coal strike has 
ended, and the Board of Trade Returns are reasonably 
good. They are almost quite good. Trade has been 
interfered with by the strike, but the damage appears 
more moral than material. Large works using thousands 
of tons of coal a week have been compelled to shut down, 
but the smaller factories have kept open. The actual 
damage done by the strike has been much exaggerated. 
We have had an attack of nerves; our confidence has been 
shaken. It is useless railing at a nation because it has 
nerves. All large bodies of men seem subject to these 
strange tremors in these days. Witness Germany and her 
Anglophobia. Everyone has strike mania on the brain. 
Last year France had it very badly; now it is our turn. 
No new companies have made their bow since I last wrote, 
but many are ready. A few little Tin companies have 
been registered. These fifty-thousand-pounders do not 
publicly flaunt their beauties—they are shy. They will 
not even tell the Stock Exchange what they possess. 
They confide in one jobber, to whom is given the put 
and the call. If he cares to print a slip for his clients, 
well and good; but the officials of the company do not 
know anything. Thus the law is evaded. *Tis sure 
the jobber must get his information from the official, and 
it would seem clear that if any purchaser found flagrant 
misstatements made he could demand his money back. A 
sound judge would brush aside the legal quibbles and 
hold that a secretary who told a broker who told a jobber 
who told another broker who told a client was but a chain 
of connected statements all published with intent to sell 
shares. Thus the damage done by the snowball must 
be paid for by the man who originally started it 
rolling. Thirty or forty little Tin companies have been 
put upon the market in this insidious manner—some of 
them deliberate swindles. A man who buys shares 
on a definite statement that can be traced home to the 
office of the company could, if he chose to spend the 
money, get back what he had lost. The thing has become 
a scandal. Unless it is stopped it will end in disgrace to 
the Stock Exchange. 

Money has been a little cheaper. But the active con¬ 

dition of the American Market may prevent any lowering 
of rates. New York has lent Berlin a good deal of money, 
and she will require repayment if the buying in Wall 
Street grows much bigger. Then Berlin will have to 
make fresh arrangements. The end of the quarter is over, 
and the new loans can of course be made, but their making 
will harden markets. 

Foreigners have hardly moved since last week. It is 

now said that Russia will join the Four Powers in the 
Chinese loan pool. It w'ould seem to an outsider that 
China is not being treated very well, and that the Powers 
are making trouble for themselves. England is now one 
of five. Yet her trade is as much as all the other Powers’ 
put together. Perus have not been strong. The 14 bull ” 
account here is very stale indeed. 

Home Rails.—The traffics arc not good, but we do not 
know what savings the railways effected during the strike. 
The lines show great reluctance in going back to the old 
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schedule of train service. They do not intend to give 
the public what they gave before the strike—unless, of 
course, they are forced by public opinion. It is said that 
the trunk lines intend working together and running their 
trains at agreed times. They pretend by this that they 
can thus give a better all-round service and save money. 
But I doubt it. Some of the railways have behaved dis¬ 
gracefully during the strike, and put the public to vast 
inconvenience without any real reason. If they intend 
to continue this policy they are most short-sighted. They 
have just instilled into their public the travelling habit, 
and a few months of slow trains, crowded and dirty car¬ 
riages, will disgust that same public, and takings will fall 
away. Enterprise such as that shown by the Great 
Eastern, which did not take off a single train, must tell in 
the end. This line is steadily making headway. The 
strike has given it a magnificent advertisement. The kind 
of notoriety earned by the Great Western and the South 
Eastern, who have treated their customers very badly, will 
have a bad effect upon both companies in the long run. 

Yankees.—Wall Street has decided that, Election or 
no Election, it must gamble, and the little man has been 
buying Rocks and Eries whilst his richer brother has pur¬ 
chased Unions or Canadian Pacifies. The sentiment has 
changed, and a “ bullish " tone holds. Unions are going 
right away back to 185 or perhaps 190, whilst no one 
is rash enough to forecast the future of Canadian Pacifies. 
The story that the land and the railway will be formed 
into separate companies has been told any time these 
past three years. It is always denied. It does not seem 
credible that the directors will forego the advantage of 
holding the land and the railway in one tight grip. The 
two things work together in a new country like Canada. 
Rocks are again the centre of a financial cyclone, and no 
one pretends to know what is going on. The railway is 
admittedly a huge agglomeration, and would prove a 
godsend to a rich rival. Whether the Union Pacific intend 
taking control or whether any other big house has the 
matter in hand, we do not know—we do know that the 
stock is being bought, and paid for. 

Rubber shares are still out of favour. Such reports as 
appear do not impress us, and though many newspapers 
continue to write about Rubber as though it was an im¬ 
portant market in the House, we may accept their remarks 
with a smile. Puffing Rubber is good business for these 
papers, for they earn a great portion of their dividends by 
reporting the speeches made by optimistic chairmen. But 
whatever the papers may say, the public resolutely refuses 
to buy, thereby showing sound commonsense. 

Oil looks all the time as though it were on the eve of 
a boom. But, unless we except Shells, the market is dull 
and orders scarce. Shells have had a big rise, but I think 
the price justified. This company, in conjunction with 
Royal Dutch, is growing bigger each day. It is said that 
Amsterdam has taken a hand in the Red Sea deal and 
that Chelekens are going up. The Allen and Barnett oil 
deal will soon be readv. There is even talk of a rise in the 
Oil Trust of Galicia, that astounding promotion now in the 
hands of Mr. Hicks. 

Kaffirs.—The Kaffir magnates, having agreed that 
shareholders should see their reports before the meeting, 
kindly sent out a huge budget the day before the holidays. 
I do not suppose many people took away the half-hundred¬ 
weight of printed matter to read at the seaside or in the 
country. A more uninteresting collection of reports has 
never been seen before. These magnates are very wise. 
They know that most mining reports are mere nonsense 
to all but the initiated, and that the speech of the chair¬ 
man is the only clear light ever thrown upon them. Now 
we get the reports but no speech. Much good may it 
do us ! 

Rhodesians.—They say that this market is cheerful. 
It has, however, curious ideas of being cheery. Yet 
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Chartered have been steady, and the dealers talk them 
higher. But Mines are dimode, flat, and stale. 

Tin shares were promised a big rise after Easter. I 
honestly think that the Goldfields purchase of 10,000 
shares in Anglo at £$ should help the dealers. I know 
that the insiders talk the price to £10 and back their 
opinion. If Anglos rise they will take other Tin shares 
with them. And I believe they will rise. 

Miscellaneous shares are dull, if we except Marconi, 
which go on rising in spite of the 14 bull ” account. But 
the jobbers arc afraid of Canadian Marconi, and stand 
aside. Hudson Bays have touched 131 on the definite 
tale of splitting—a tale I believe in. They say the Indo 
China Steam Navigation will be absorbed, and that the 
shares are worth par. 

Raymond Radclyffe. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

GRANT ALLEN’S VERSES. 

To the Editor of The Academy*. 

Sir,—By a remarkable coincidence I was reading 
“ Only an Insect " in 44 Ladhope Leaves: A Spring 
Garland," dated 1887, just before reading it in The 

Academy Supplement, and was taken with the fact that 
Grant Allen must have rewritten it and added this 
clause which is not in your copy :— 

“ For never as yet 
In its wordy strife 
Could philosophy get 
At the import of life, 
And Theology’s saws 
Have still to explain 
The inscrutable cause 
For the being of pain. 
So I somehow fear 
That in spite of both 
We are baffled here 
By this one singed moth." 

Margaret M. Macpherson. 

Belville, 27, Seaview Terrace, 
Joppa, near Edinburgh. 

“ THE WRITER’S TRAGEDY." 
(A Postscript to 44 The Writer’s Trade.") 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—The article on 44 The Writer’s Trade " (reprinted 
from The Academy of July 7, 1900) is one to which every 
author must feel compelled to add a postscript. Not so 
much because he may disagree with so admirable, so 
humorous, so comforting a description of the trade of 
trades, as because the subject is at once so close to the 
universal and so deeply personal. The spirit of literature 
itself depends upon the way in which writers view their 
craft, and each author finds his individual inspiration or 
his despair in the attitude which he cultivates towards 
his ideals on the one hand and the necessities of the 
market on the other. If all of them could bring into play 
the serenelv philosophic temper suggested in the reprinted 
article, authors would be the most contented race on 
earth. But the invincible fact is that they are among the 
most discontented of men; and one of the reasons is that 
they are constitutionally unable to accept the principle, 
so persuasively offered by this author of twelve years ago, 
that they should be satisfied with their destiny as 
ephemeral writers. The emphatic aversion of the 
ordinary human being to annihilation at death is sub- 
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limated, in the author’s case, into an imperishable hope 
that some fragment at least of his work will gain im¬ 
mortality. In nine hundred and ninety-nine cases out of 
a thousand this hope is absolutely vain, but its vanity 
makes it all the more precious. So also does the impos¬ 
sibility of predicting literary immortality. The immortals, 
as the writer already mentioned remarks, 44 rarely know 
their luck.” This means that every author with any 
ambition above royalities must hope, in the silent 
recesses of his heart, that the luck may be his own. 
Neglect cannot kill the hope; for nothing is more 
notorious than the world’s coldness towards its living 
geniuses. Nor can the absence of a conviction that im¬ 
mortality is deserved, or of a deliberate intention to court 
it, affect the desire, because many immortal works have 
been produced unconsciously, as it were, without any 
idea that the words would live to be honoured by 
countless generations. 

Every author, therefore, hunts a will-o’-the-wisp in his 
dreams. That is pathetic enough, but it is not so dis¬ 
turbing as the impossibility of finding any reliable test, 
save that of Time, for the value of the work which he 
is doing. The desire of Grant Allen and of Hazlitt to 
be remembered by works which posterity has agreed to 
forget is typical of this tragic difficulty. And if writers 
are apt to be hopelessly mistaken about their productions, 
the critics are not much more useful as a guide. The 
mathematical sum of contemporary criticism about a 
book or about the relative merits of an author’s suc¬ 
cessive books, generally approximates to zero. How 
many authors have not sighed for the Infallible Test 
which will enable them to gauge their own progress or 
guard against their own retrogression ! In the absence 
of this test, the author is perpetually haunted by the 
thought that he is losing ground, or working in the 
wrong direction, or following wrong methods. Then when 
he satisfies his artistic conscience, or pleases the critics 
he honours most of all, the little devil doubt does not 
cease to torture him with its mark of interrogation. No 
author can be philosophical unless he feels convinced 
that his tenth book is better than his ninth, and his 
seventy-third better than his seventy-second. But who 
or what is to provide the conviction? 

Added to these insoluble problems of the spirit there is 
the half-soluble problem of the conflict between artistic 
ideals and vital necessities. Grant Allen declared that he 
44 never cared for the chance of literary reputation except 
as a means of making a livelihood for Nellie and the 
boy.” This sort of declaration deceives nobody, least 
of all the man who makes it. 44 Nellie and the boy ” 
are, from the artistic point of view, irrelevant and a 
nuisance. And in this connection it is necessary to kill 
and bury the ancient fallacy that woman is the essential 
inspiration of works of genius. Woman is not the 
celestial wind which fills the sails of the artistic craft. 
She is, at best, nothing but the ballast; and too much of 
this kind of ballast has sunk many a noble ship. The 
blunt truth of the matter is that exceedingly few women 
have any real sympathy with the deepest and highest 
ambitions of the writer. As a rule they are only too 
ready to exchange quick returns for the verdict of pos¬ 
terity. The success that they appreciate is the success 
which translates itself into money or glory within the 
author’s lifetime. They have no patience with the man 
who steadily pursues, in seclusion and neglect, an ideal 
so delicate and so visionary that he can hardly put it into 
words. They are quite willing that he should sell the 
vague illusory thing he calls his soul, in order that he 
may gain the whole world for himself and for her. With 
all their sensitiveness of heart and power of intuition, 
there never was a woman who shed a single tear on the 
day when her husband stopped creating things of beauty 
and turned to the practical business of an author’s life— 
the production of something that would sell. 
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The root of the whole matter is that the author, in this 
world of hunger and thirst, of material civilisation, and 
uncertain standards of judgment, is a tragic figure. He 
never knows whether he is immortal or one of the least 
of mortals; and the more he climbs, or appears to climb, 
the more certain he becomes that he is the latter. In 
such circumstances it is an ironical counsel of perfection 
to bid him be of good cheer and consider himself as 
ephemeral. I am, sir, 

Yours faithfully, 
Logicus. 

PESSIMISM. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—There are so many failures in life through want 
of confidence in oneself, so many disappointments as the 
result of our past efforts to achieve some great end in life, 
so many wrong methods, and so much wasted time before 
we get on the right track (if ever we do get there), that 
the majority of individuals may well call this a pessimistic 
age. If we could only commence life with the experience 
we end it with we might have some idea before we started 
on anything whither our thoughts and actions were lead¬ 
ing us. But even here we have no certainty as to results. 
For men are such peculiar creatures that they not only 
fail to get any good to themselves out of their past experi¬ 
ence, or the experience of others, but in all probability if 
they had things to do over again they would do them 
worse. Some optimistic individuals go a little way with a 
cheerful gait, and think, like Alexander, they soon will 
weep because they have no more worlds to conquer. They 
imagine they are born with faculties and powers capable 
of almost anything, but when they have gone a few steps, 
despair takes hold of them, and they are crippled for life. 
It is not generally through want of capability so many 
men fail in their undertakings. What is lacking is want 
of patience, or steady persevering effort. Most men also 
lack confidence in the Almighty, and so lose faith in them¬ 
selves. And when a man comes to such a state as this, 
and says, 44 I cannot do this; it is impossible,” then ho 
makes what is possible impossible, for no man can do 
what he believes impossible to do. But if we believe we 
have power in ourselves to do whatever we desire to do, 
and then set ourselves to work to do it, we will soon 
realise that the thing which once seemed impossible has 
become a possibility and an actual fact. Yours faithfully, 

44 Lynton,” J. R. Morton. 
Brockley Rise, S.E. 
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The Bookseller; " The Queen " Newspaper Book of 
Travel; Publishers' Circular; School World; Revue 
Critique d'Histoire et de Literature; Revue Bleue/ 
La Revue; Hindustan Review; Wednesday Review, 
Trichinopoly; Educational Times; Peru To-day; 
The Bibelot; Literary Digest, N.Y.; The Inter¬ 
national, N. Y.; Bedrock, a Quarterly Review of 
Scientific Thought; Book Monthly; Journal of the 
Imperial Arts League Incorporated; University 
Correspondent; Cambridge University Reporter; The 
Welldoer; Deutsche Rundschau; English Review; 
Mercure de France; Empire Review; The Utopian: 
The Vineyard. 
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The Cowper & Newton Museum 

Olney, Bucks. 

AN APPEAL FOR ENDOWMENT. 

Twelve yean ago, on the occasion of the Centenary of the death 
of the poet Cowper* the house in which he lived at Olney 
was presented to the town to form a Memorial and Museum. 
The Trustees have, with a number of gentlemen resident in 
the district, formed an Endowment Committee, of which the 
Bishop of Durham is the Chairman. 

The Secretary is Mr. Thomas 'Wright, the Cowper and 
Newton Museum, Olney, Bucks, to whom Contributions 
should be addressed. 

CANADIAN PACIFIC 
OCEAN AND RAIL SERVICES TO 
. . AND THROUGH CANADA . . 

TRANSATLANTIC—Past and luiorious "Emprm" Steamers 
to Canada. Only Four day*’ open tea. TR A NSC AN ADA— 
Flnaat Trains in tha World, running through tha worm's giaudest 
sosnery. Direct connection with every part of Canada. Fastest 
rant a to Western State*. TRANSPACIFIC—F»nt Rome to Japes 
and China. All-British Routs to Australia and New Zealand hy 

Canadian-Australian Rail Service via Vancouver. 

Far further particulars »ppiy 

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY, 
•l-M, Charing Cross, S. W. i S.W. 1 S7-6S, King William SL, 
LONDON, E.C. »4, games Street, Liverpool. ISO, St, 
Vlacaat Straet, Glasgow. 41, Victoria Street, lUllaat 

IS, SL Angnstina'a Parade, Srlatol. 

Union-Castle Line Royal Mail Service 
TO 

SOUTH MD EAST AFRICA. 
WEBKLY SAILINGS. 

MONTHLY 

Calling at 

DIRECT SERVICE TO EAST AFRICA. 
VU the SUEZ CANAL. 

GIBRALTAR. MARSEILLES as A NAPLES 

PLEASURE CRUISES TO THE CONTINENT. 
(Hamburg and Antwerp ) 

Bed need ferae for Touriete daring Spring end Summer, to 
XADHKA, LAS PALMAS and TSBERIFFE. 

For further information epply to:— 

00NAL0 CURRIE * CO.. MANA8ER8. LOfiCOM AM SOUTHIMPTO!) 
lirarvch Officer of the Company at H-mi in*: ham. l.iveri^ool, Mauciu-*irt and 

Glasgow. 

|. CUNARD LINE J 
" PLEASURE CRUISES 

LIVERPOOL 

MEDITERRANEAN 81 ADRIATIC 
by the 

“SAXONIA” AND " CARPATHIA " 
... Pw l. of Call ... 

CADIZ. TANGIER, GIBRALTAR, ALGIERS, 
MALTA, SYRACUSE, ALEXANDRIA, 
ATHENS, CORFU, TRIESTE, F1UME, 
-PALERMO, NAPLES.- 

For full particular! apply— 

THE CUNARD S.S. CO., Ltd., LIVERPOOL. 

I 

n 

P & O Passenger Services. 
EGYPT, INDIA, CEYLON, STRAITS, CHINA, 
JAPAN, AUSTRALASIA, and all Eastern Ports. 

(Carrying Malle aoder Contract vith H.M. Gorerameet.) 

Frequent and Regular Sailing* from and te LONOOI, IftttflUit A WOOL 

P & O Pleasure Cruises s Ua Im, 

AROUND THE COASTS OP EUROPE, 
NORWAY aad tha MEDITERRANEAN. 

- Programme oo AppOmdaa. 
Far fUMfi, Freight mad all imfermaiitm apply— 

PENINSULAR A ORIENTAL STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY, 
102, Leedeahell Street, E.C., or Nerthuabcrland Avenue, W.C., LONDON. 

P & O Round the World Tours. 

R.M.S.P. 
THE ROYAL MAIL 

STEAM PACKET COMPANY 
(Royal Charter dated 18)9). 

PLEASURE & HEALTH CRUISES. 
For further particulars apply for Illustrated 

Booklets to 

Loadont IS, Moor gat a Street, EX.j 
or SS, Cock spur Street, S.W. 

To Farr J Lrkotm or 
Tour Saiuho From 

Gibraltar. 
MOROOOO, 
Canary tales, A 
Madeira. 

Preen 
fu. 

Days 
U 

Evorv 
Thursday 
Fortnight. 

London. 

▼HKAIORtS. 07i «»■ 
Fortnightly 

Wednesday*. 
Southampton 
81 Ch-tkourg. 

SPAIN £~ 
PORTUGAL. £tt. 

upwards. Weekly 
Southampton 
A Liverpool._ 

WEST INDIES. 
Prom 
lv>- 

From 
u 

Fort niuh try 
Wedn-ed.yt 

Sourlianpton 
A Chrri our*. 

Round SOUT»4 
AM a RIGA.J £100. about 

to weaka. Weekly. 
Southampton 
A Liverpool. 

♦ Including Hotel Accommodation. 

FEARLESS 
CRITICISM 

In support of principle 

In exposure of humbug 

In scorn of cant 

Weekly Review 

ot Politics, Art. 
Music, Literature, 

and the Stage. 

ONE PENNY WEEKLY 

of all Newsagents—or sent 

direct from the Publishers, 

for 6s. per annum (post free 

or 3s. for six months. 

COMMENTATOR, Ltd., 31, Eeaex SL, Le"d»a 

Published by the Proprietor at Cannon House, Breams Buildings, London E.C. 
Field 
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HULL EDUCATION COMMITTEE. 
MUNICIPAL SCHOOL OF ART. 

The above Committee invite applications for the post 
of Head Master of the Hotl Municipal School of Art. 
The salary offered is £400 per annum. The gentleman 
appointed must have had a good artistic training and be 
experienced in the work of a School of Art. A candidate 
with experience of artistic crafts will be preferred. 
Forms of application containing particularsoi the duties 
and conditions of appointment may be obtained from 
the undersigned and most be returned not later than the 
10th of May. Canvassing will be considerd a disquali¬ 
fication, 

J. T. RILRY. 
Secretary of Education. 

Education Offices, 
Albion Street, Hull, 
_April 16, 191a._ Typewriting carefully and 

accurately done. Remington. Ordinary 
MSS. 8d. (inclusive) 1,000 words. Long 
London business experience. Strict confidence 
observed. — Howard, 18, Queen’s Road, 
Worthing._ 

Typewriting promptly and 
accurately done. lod. per 1,000 words. 

Specimens and references.—Address Miss 
MBSSKR, The Orchard, Cotterill Road, Sur- 
biton, S.W._ 

A Beautiful Booklet for Half-a-Crown 

SOUTH AMEBICAN SCENERY. 
Consisting of Reproductions of 24 

Water-Colour Sketches. 
Price 2s. 6d. net, or post-free as. gd. 

Andrew Reid & Co., Ltd., 
50, Grey Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

Bargains in books.- 
Webster’s International Dictionary, 2 

vols., 1907, new, aos.; Baily’s Magazine of 

Sports and Pastimes, 64 vols., f calf, £7 xos*» 
Golf Illustrated, la vols., £3 3s.; The Fine 
Art Scott’s Novels and Oak Stand, a8 vols., 
£2 xos.; Country Life, beautifully illustrated, 

a set to date, 30 vols., £15; Hamerton’s Paris 
in Old and Present Times, as new, cost 
£4 4s.t price £2 as.; Harper’s Road Books, 
Brighton, Hastings, Oxford, &c., 11 vols., as 
new bargain, £3 3s.; Sir Thos. Lawrence, by 
Lord Gower, with a Catalogue of his Engraved 
Works, many plates G&8 net), for £5 5s.; 
Rudder’s History of Gloucestershire, folio, 
calf, rare, 1779, £6 6s.; Worsley’s History of 
the Isle of Wight, quarto, calf, 1781, rare, 
£3 3s.; Oscar Wilde's Works, ia vols., £3; 
Tiffen’s Bow, Chelsea and Derby Porcelain 
Manufactories, scarce, 15s. ; Church of England 
Pulpit, 38 vols., £2 as. ; The Connoisseur, a set 
to date, £6 6s.; Encyclopedia of Sport, a vols., 
half-calf, £2 as., cost £a 4s., 1897; Times 
Century Dictionary, 8 vols., f levant (pub. 
£15 f°r £6 IOS* * George Eliot’s Novels, 
21 vols., 35«.» Harmsworth's History of the 
World, 8 vols., 30s.; Manual Ritual and 
Mysteries of Freemasonry, 3 vols., 10s. 6d.; 
Harmsworth’s Atlas, 30s.; Sporting, Big 
Game, Angling, Natural History, First Edits., 
Occult Works, Facetiae, rare Books, all kinds. 
List free. — BAKER’S GREAT BOOK 
SHOPS, 16 and 16, John Bright Street, 
Birmingham. 

Journalistic and secre¬ 
tarial training for ladies.- 

Rapid systematic coaching. Special course in 
Journalism. Excellent introductions given.— 
Telephone or write, THE TRIANGLE 
SECRETARIAL OFFICES, 61, South Moltoo 
Street, W. 

•SPEAKING IN PUBLIC 
flow to Produce Ideas and Acquire 
fluency, 8/-, peelby 
Che*. Seymour. . ^ 
MlBooWUc* ^ 

vU The Speaker's Library,' 

\ ** • Mott strictly practical handbook 
for speakers we have met with.”— Tima. 

♦ •'This book is perfect in clearness and grip of 
subject.*'—Tk* Standard. 

CITY LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED. 
6, Pawl Street, Fikssuey, London, K.C., 

Direct attention to their famous 

IDEAL POLICY, 
combining House Purchase with Life Assurance. 
Guaranteed Loan, Cash Surrender and Paid-up 

Values endorsed on every policy issued. 
Prospectus Post Free. 

Agents wanted. Excellent prospects. 
M. GREGORY, Managing Director. 
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Notes of the Week INTO the details of the loss of the liner Titanic 

on her maiden voyage, which has cast a gloom 

over at least two continents during the past 

week, we need not here enter; but it occurs to us that 

far too much, in the case of the famous ships travers¬ 

ing the Atlantic route in particular, has been sacrificed 

to speed. It has become the fashion of late years for 

huge vessels to race across the ocean in order to make 

a record; and although we have no proof that the 

Titanic was attempting such a feat, it has been true in 

many instances, therefore an inference may be drawn. 

It is stated that a wireless communication informed the 

captain of the Titanic of the existence of a large 

unexpected icefield through which he would have to 

pass. If on their journeys—which, of course, must be 

speedy within reason—a moderate latitude were given 

to the commanders of these vessels, they would pro¬ 

bably consent to lose a little time even if their com¬ 

panies were mulcted in a certain damage, in order to 

ensure the safety of the large number of lives, the 

valuable mails and property entrusted to their charge. 

We do not know—we never may know—if the disaster 

was an unavoidable one ; but if it is true that the warn- 
• 

mg to which we alluded was sent, no deviation from 

her course involving loss of time should have been 

Digitized by 

allowed to weigh for one moment in the balance 
against the safety of the vessel. 

It is curious to note, in this connection, some words 
of Dr. Samuel Johnson concerning the sea, which we 
have just been reading. Johnson heartily disliked 
travelling by sea. 44 No man will be a sailor,” he once 
remarked, 44 who has contrivance enough to get himself 
into a jail; for being in a ship is being in a jail, with 
the chance of being drowned.” During the two days 
which he and his familiar spent together at Harwich, 
from which place Boswell was to sail for the Continent, 
they chanced to enter the church, and Johnson was 
moved to say, 44 Now that you are going to leave your 
native country, recommend yourself to the protection 
of your Creator and Redeemer.” Probably had the 
learned Doctor lived in these times he would have 
overcome to a great extent his fear of the sea ; but the 
least fearful among us has been unpleasantly reminded 
during the past few days of the terrible unforeseen 
dangers that may destroy the finest ships, equipped 
though they may be with the latest inventions of 
science. 

It has recently been pointed out by an American 
aviator that a flight from England to America is 
possible (speaking geographically) of which only 270 
miles would be over the sea. The route suggested is 
by way of Scotland, the Faroe Islands, Iceland, Green¬ 
land, Baffin Land, and Labrador or Hudson Bay. It 
is a pretty conceit, regarded from the armchair; and 
the fact that America can be reached (again speaking 
geographically) with such short sea-passages will sur¬ 
prise many people; but we sincerely hope that no 
ambitious air-man will be tempted to try the flight just 
yet. Let him keep to Hendon and Brooklands until 
his coursers are a little more sure on their wings. 

Judging by some of the articles and correspondence 
in the papers recently one would imagine that the 
44 silly season ” instead of the London Season was 
close at hand. In one evening paper we notice a 
column on 44 Why don’t Women feel Cold ?” ; another 
gives us an article on 44 Making Love” ; sundry lengthy 
screeds on the theme of 44 The Eclipse of the Sun ” we 
presume must be exempted from the charge of irrespon¬ 
sibility. If all unnecessary items were eliminated from 
our 44 news ’’-papers how much smaller they would be ! 
Some of these items, however, are necessary in the 
sense of being amusing. Certain sensitive girls have 
found that Shakespeare is 44 too profane,” and a letter 
signed 44 A Father” has appeared in a New York 
journal asking the Board of Education 44 to provide 
some harmless expletives to be used in case of 
emergency.” We may be permitted, perhaps, to assist 
this worried parent. 44 Dear me!” and “Bother!” 
are at times very useful; 44 Tut-tut! ” and 44 Hang it!” 
may suit for stronger occasions; and when in extremis 
he may exclaim 44 Confound it! ” The latter, however, 
should be employed with great caution, as it is never 
heard in the best circles. 
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The Pear Tree 
When Winter, like some evil dream 

That cheerful morning puts to flight, 
Gives place to Spring’s divine delight, 
When hedgerows blossom, jewel-bright, 

And City ways less dreary seem, 
The fairy child of sun and rain,— 
My neighbour’s pear-tree, flowers again. 

His plot is not so fair a thing 
As country gardens newly green, 
Where winds are fresh and skies axe clean. 
There, like some gay-apparelled queen, 

In broidered kirtle walks the Spring; 
But dust and smoke have soiled her gown, 
And dimmed her beauty here in town. 

Yet so the tree is glorified, 
More gracious for the grimy wall 
Whereon the fragile petals fall, 
And rows of houses, grim and tall, 

That shade the garden’s farther side,— 
More beautiful for growing here, 
Where even Spring is almost drear. 

Ethereal in the dawning light, 
A sun-kissed cloud in glow of day, 
All rosy in the last red ray 
When twilight spreads her mantle grey; 

And like an angel tall and white, 
With murmurous wings and shining hair, 
By night the tree keeps vigil there. 

Dorothy I. Little. 

The Everlasting Samuel 
WE certainly shall not echo the remark of Millar, 

the publisher of Johnson’s dictionary, when the 
last sheet was brought to him: 11 Thank God, I have 
done with him.” 

We shall never have done with Samuel Johnson, and 
we have no desire to have done with him. In some 
aspects he is not dissimilar from Cowper. As time goes 
on, the two names seem to attract added lustre. 

There is nothing meteoric about Johnson or Cowper. 
That is the explanation of the permanence of their ap¬ 
preciation. Both perhaps had certain elemental eccen¬ 
tricities, and both were certainly actuated by an 
impregnable belief in God. 

It may be—we only hazard the suggestion—that faith 
and the attributes which it lent to their characters, are 
the explanation of their immortality. 

Our theme is Johnson, who in no way shared in the 
advantages of birth and position which in some degree 
were useful to Cowper. How comes it that this shabby, 
seedy, out-at-elbows son of a Lichfield bookseller, who 
was too poor to graduate at the University—which after¬ 
wards bestowed on him the degree of M.A. honoris 
causd—has been almost worshipped by Carlyle, pane¬ 
gyrised by Lord Rosebery and Mr. Birrell, and immor¬ 
talised by Boswell, who did not meet him until he was 
53 years of age? Johnson, the scrofulous, the husband 
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of the absurd widow Porter over 20 years his senior, 
the man who made his home, in Carlyle’s vigorous 
phrase, a “ Lazaretto ” for the halt, the maimed, and 
the blind, the man who did not trouble to be polite, 
the man whom Lord Chesterfield slighted in his earlier 
years, and George the Third and Lord Bute courted 
in his age and rewarded with a pension. 

“ There's a divinity that shapes our ends 
Rough-hew them how we will." 

There is a danger, as has been justly pointed out, 
that Boswell’s garrulous work may withdraw attention 
from Johnson’s literary eminence. Mr. Birrell, in 
“ Obiter Dicta,” refers to Johnson’s work as of the finest 
literary quality. 

To leave the famous dictionary out of view, we have 
his inimitable paraphrase of Juvenal’s third satire 
ascribing all the inconveniences, the sycophancy and the 
profligacy of ancient Rome to the London of his day. 

44 Carus erit Verri, qui Verram tempore quo Vult, 
Accusare potest." 

To be coupled with this is the “ Vanity of Human 
Wishes.” According to Lord Rosebery, “two of the 
noblest poems in the language.” Less important are 
many contributions to the “ Gentleman’s Magazine ” and 
the “Rambler.” Next we come to his play, “Irene,” 
which Garrick failed to make a success of, but which 
excited the admiration of Mr. Pott, who said that it 
was the best tragedy of modem times ; a saying which 
was repeated to the “bear” of Bolt Court, and drew 
from him the remark, “ If Pott says so, Pott lies.” 

The “ Journey to the Hebrides,” “ Rasselas,” and the 
“ Lives of the Poets ” are the most conspicuous of 
Johnson’s literary output, and no author who can claim 
such an one need fear the verdict of literary posterity, 
however grievously contemporary opinion “ may hint at 
fault, and hesitate dislike.” 

The reason why Johnson is better known as a 

conversationalist and as the “ King ” of the Literary 
Club, which met once a fortnight at the Turk’s Head 

Tavern, and afterwards elsewhere, is partly because he 

attracted around him a distinguished circle of admirers, 

amongst whom may be mentioned Sheridan, Fox, 
Burke, Sir Joshua Reynolds, Goldsmith, Adam Smith, 

Gibbon, Garrick, Dr. Burney, and partly perhaps because 

a public which is not literary will yet read intimate 

revelations of personal character, which may perchance 

include a few excerpts from the chronique scandaltust. 

Poor Johnson! his merits unrecognised, except by 
a few devoted friends, until he had reached the age 
when ambition is of no account, and adulation is Dead 

Sea fruit. In spite of all the pathos of his early 
struggles* we like to think of him as the virtuous 
scholar of whom he wrote in bitterness: 

There mark what ills the Scholar's life assail, 
Toil, envy, want, the patron and the gaol, 
See nations slowly wise and meanly just, 
To buried merit raise the tardy bust ; 
If dreams yet flatter, once again attend : 
Hear Lvdiat's life, and Galileo's end. 

Cecil Cowper. 
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A Note on William Watson 
By W. G. Blaikie Murdoch. 

MR. WILLIAM WATSON is probably the best- 
known English poet of to-day, and honours have 

been showered on him in profusion. Some years ago, 
on the publication of a collected edition of his works, 
the newspapers vied with one another in praising him; 
and indeed Mr. William Archer, on this occasion, de¬ 
clared that the poet “ is clearly seen to be of the great 
race,” while an anonymous writer spoke of “ Mr. Watson’s 
right to the foremost place among our living poets.” 
Clearly this last was no more than a reviewer’s idle 
word, for at the date it was spoken Swinburne was 
alive and at work, and to set him behind the poet in 
question were an absurdity not worth brawling with. 
One may note, moreover, that at this time Davidson and 
Francis Thompson were still writing, while a deal of 
fine work was being done by Mr. Yeats, A. E., Mr. Binyon, 
and Mr. Symons; yet this also one waives, for the object 
at present is not the mere statement of personal prefer¬ 
ences in relation to modem poetry; it is, rather, to 
examine Mr. Watson critically, and to see whether his 
mansion in tl)e world of letters is built on a sure 
foundation. 

Swinburne was a great poet who chanced also to be 
a scholar and a brilliant critic, but Mr. Watson is a 
scholar and brilliant critic who chances also to write 
verse. His “ Excursions in Criticism ” is among the 
best things of its kind, and its qualities live in many of 
the author’s poems ; but it is questionable whether, good 
as they are in a prose work, these qualities are of a 
poetic nature. For Mr. Watson’s is a pedestrian muse, 
and he is devoid of the element usually symbolised by 
Fire; while further, his verse is frequently of a deriva¬ 
tive order. Too often one is forcibly made aware what 
he has lately been reading, and, though one always feels 
that the scholar has distilled with rare ability, one is 
reminded also that poetry wrought on this principle 
does not savour “ of the great race.” These carried 
with them constantly the necessity to express them¬ 
selves in verse, and accordingly their songs sprang from 
human passion, and not from desire to emulate bygone 
models. But with Mr. Watson it is otherwise, for he 
frequently gives the impression of singing, not because 
emotion stirred him, but because admiration for this or 
that poet wakened in him a desire to write poetry him¬ 
self. Read, for example, the “ Sonnets to Miranda.” 
Nowhere does the soul of a man rise from them, and 
throughout one looks in vain for any intimate suggestion 
of joy or suffering actually experienced by the singer. 

Rather akin to the Augustans in having a slight pre¬ 
dilection for handling the obviously poetical, Mr. Watson 
further resembles that school in his sparkling wit and 
cleverness. His poems on Burns and Matthew Arnold 
embody some of the cleverest criticism ever written of 
those poets; his " Centenary of Shelley ” gives lucid 
expression to just those almost ineffable thoughts which 
Shelley is wont to evoke in most of his lovers; while in 
“Wordsworth’s Grave” he writes what is, in all likeli¬ 

hood, the most brilliant study ever done of “ the renais¬ 
sance of wonder.” He writes it, besides, with those 
elements of force, precision and brevity which, com¬ 
mendable in prose, are among the inherent qualities of 
poetry, and are, moreover, among the very ingredients 
which serve to give good verse that quick appeal, that 
omnipotence, which it always has in contradistinction to 
even the best prose. And this cleverness, so marked in 
his rhymed critiques of literature, is equally salient in 
his observations on life, while in many of these he is 
pregnant with allusiveness and significance. Take for 
instance the following, ,f Byron the Voluptuary ” : — 

Too avid of Earth’s bliss, he was of those 
Whom delight flies because they give her chase. 

Only the odour of her wild hair blows 
Back in their faces, hungering for her face. 

That is as brilliant as the finest things in Pope, yet it 
is just herein that Mr. Watson’s most serious failing 
lies, for the demand made by the foregoing and kindred 
poems is hardly the demand of real poetry. Coleridge 
excludes from the category of true poets those who 
merely serve to excite wonder at their skill, and, while it 
were gross injustice to say that Mr. Watson ever seems 
actually to flaunt his cleverness, the fact remains that 
cleverness is the taste which his works chiefly leave in 
the mouth. 

Mr. Watson’s idolaters affirm that he is a master of 
technique, yet in this also they may reasonably be chal¬ 
lenged. It is true that he is never careless, while there 
are many of his poems wherein not a word could be 
changed without injury to the meaning. Furthermore, 
inversions and expletives are conspicuous by their 
absence from all his books; while, above all, he never 
fails to make his meaning absolutely clear. But does 
one not ask of a poet something beyond qualities of 
this kind? for poetry, viewed technically, is the art of 
making rhythmic beauty out of words; and it is in this 
relation—more, perhaps, than in anything else—that Mr. 
Watson shows himself alien to “ the great race.” He 
lacks elasticity, and in consequence he seldom achieves 
a melody which captivates the ear, and bears one away 
on wings, as it were. He has few of the gentle, andante 
cadences of Wordsworth, none of the sonorous music of 
which Milton is the high-priest, none of the haunting 
airs which permeate Swinburne, the Wagner of poetry. 
In one of his poems he speaks of the “ frugal note ” of 
Gray, and with equal aptness may one apply this word 
“ frugal ” to his own song; for it is thin and cold, it is 
like a mosaic, or like a picture whose colours stand out 
in patches and are not gradated. It is only at a very 
few places that he attains the true poetic quality of 
rhythm, and even on these occasions he has not strength 
in him to maintain it for long, while his cadences do 
not mingle into each other—a fact brought home to one 

on recalling this verse: — 

Thy voice from inmost dreamland calls; 
The wastes of sleep thou makest fair; 

Bright o’er the ridge of darkness falls 
The cataract of thy hair. 

There the first line is one of which Tennyson might 
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have been proud, but the melodious element wanes 
perceptibly in the rest of the poem; and turning to 
study Mr. Watson when he uses a longer line, one finds 
that with this medium—more difficult merely to write 
well in, yet, in the hands of a true poet, more easy to 
make music with—he too often displays this same want 
of staying power. An extract from his “ Hymn to the 
Sea ” should amply prove the justice of this stricture: — 

Grant, O regal in bounty, a subtle and delicate largess; 
Grant an ethereal alms, out of the wealth of thy soul 
Suffer a tarrying minstrel, who finds, not fashions his 

numbers, 
Here to capture and prison some fugitive breath of thy 

descant, 
Thine and his own as thy roar lisped on the lips of a shell, 
Now while the vernal impulsion makes lyrical all that 

hath language, 
While, through the veins of the Earth, riots the Ichor 

of Spring. . . . 

With the above still in mind, turn to Swinburne’s 
“ Erechtheus ” or " Hesperia,’* and then ask wherein lies 
the difference between the two singers. The eider 
poet's song is like the free, flowing draughtsmanship of 
Hals or the mighty Rubens, and it is clear that ideas 
come to him already clad in music. His flight is to the 
younger writer’s what an eagle’s is to a hawk's, for Mr. 
Watson's poem bears insignia of effort, and his utter¬ 
ance recalls the spasmodic drawing of the post- 
impressionists. 

It has been a difficult and unpleasant task to write 
this sequence of attacks, for Mr. Watson is an author 
who naturally excites a generous point of view; and, 
if the above suggests a cavilling spirit on the part of 
the critic, he has been roused to this by the indiscri¬ 
minate praise the poet has won. But, though it is 
extravagant to call Mr. Watson “ of the great race,” he 
is certainly kin thereto, however distant the relationship, 
the mark he chiefly bears of this consanguinity con¬ 
sisting in the clear, silvery quality of note he periodically 
commands. Unquestionably hard at many places, his 
voice is withal never harsh ; and, while it was apposite to 
compare him to mosaic, it were even more apposite to call 
him a masterly flautist—an eulogy best clenched by 
quoting from his masterpiece, “ Wordsworth’s Grave”: — 

From dewy pastures, uplands sweet with thyme, 
A virgin breeze freshened the jaded day. 

It wafted Collins’ lonely vesper-chime, 
It breathed abroad the frugal note of Gray. 

It fluttered here and there, nor swept in vain 
The dusty haunts where futile echoes dwell— 

Then, in a cadence soft as summer rain, 
And sad from Auburn voiceless, drooped and fell. 

It drooped and fell, and one ’neath northern skies, 
With southern heart, who tilled his father’s field, 

Found poesy a-dying, bade her rise, 
And touch quick Nature’s hem and go forth healed. 

Those verses enchant at once by their purity and clarity 
of tone, and one lays them down with a thrill which, 
albeit indefinable, is recognisable instantly as that which 
true poetry alone can evoke. For in the house of song 
there are many mansions, and whoso plays his own in¬ 
strument well—however insignificant that instrument 

may be—makes his calling and election sure, and is 
worthy of a place in the kingdom of art This, then, is 
what Mr. Watson has done; for, playmg only the flute, 
he plays it with consummate skill, perhaps plays it 
better than anyone else. Derivative as he sometimes is, his 
best songs have nevertheless a genuine personal accent; 
and he is, with the possible exception of Mr. Austin 
Dobson, as supreme among bookish poets as Charles 
Lamb is supreme among bookish essayists. His in¬ 
variable lucidity, also, though already mentioned, may 
well receive a further tribute here. One hears men 
speak of " mute inglorious Miltons,” while Browning 
has been called an “ inarticulate Shakespeare ”; but 
these phrases are absurd, for however passionate and 
poetical his feelings, however weighty his intellect and 
personality, be a man mute or inarticulate he is neither 
Milton nor Shakespeare. The capacity to express him¬ 
self intelligibly is among the prime and positive con¬ 
stituents of the poet, and, would a man win this proud 
name, he must be prepared to face the Titanic labour 
which lucid speech in verse is prone to entail. Prime 
facie Mr. Watson is ever ready to give such labour, and 
his devotion in this respect reminds one of the lofty 
artistic idealism which is palpably his, and permeates his 
every line. In this aspirational fragrance lies his most 
endearing trait—a trait the more precious just now when 
art for art’s sake is a rare quantity, when many eminent 
writers are wont to make a laughing-stock of form and 
style, and are concerned rather with the propagandism 

of creeds. 

Two Great Leaders 
THIS is a volume of essays forming a series of side 

studies to the author’s two well-known works on Pitt 

and Napoleon. The book is divided into parts, the first 
consisting of essays by Mr. Rose himself; while the 

second part is made up of hitherto unpublished letters 

of Pitt to the most eminent men of that period. The 
most interesting are those which passed between Pi t 

and George III. They show the old King up in a very 
favourable light as being a vigorous, hardworking, 

strong-minded man who hated having his views crossed 

or his appointments interfered with in any way what¬ 

soever. They also show the troubles the unfortunate 

King was continually having with various members of 

his family, especially with the Prince of Wales, who was 

repeatedly running into debt from which he had to be 
extracted by his father and Pitt and the faithfu 
Commons. The King's letters remind one irresistibly 

of some to be found among Queen Victoria’s published 

letters. There is the same keen interest in a vast 
variety of subjects, vigour of style, and stubbornness 

pervading both. Pitt’s letters to the King are models 

of deportment, and the one he wrote when advocating 

the King to remove the Duke of York from the com¬ 

mand of the Army in Holland is really a masterpiece 0 

firmness and tact. But we confess we much prefer Mr. 

Pitt and Napoleon. By J. Holland Rose. (G. Bell and 

Sons. 10s. 6d. net.) 
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Rose’s own essays to the letters, which, however in¬ 
teresting in themselves, can only be studied profitably 
with a history of the times by one’s side so that their 
bearing and significance may be fully appreciated and 
understood. 

Some of the essays make fascinating reading and 
throw new, valuable light on many of the most vexed 
questions of that stormy age. Mr. Rose may claim to 
have finally settled the old controversy; " Did Napoleon 
really intend to invade England?” After a most 
careful and exhaustive narrative of the facts he has 
come to the conclusion that he had a serious intention 
of doing so from March 2 to July 31, 1805, provided 
Villeneuve could make his appearance off Boulogne at 
the end of July or the beginning of August, 1805. We 
think that Mr. Rose’s opinions and conclusions on this 
subject are sound and accurate. As he so forcibly 
points out, they are fully in accordance with Napoleon’s 
aggressive character, which often delighted in taking 
the gravest risks; on which occasions he would com¬ 
fort himself with the reflection that he at least was 
undertaking an enterprise which none of the famous 
warriors of antiquity had ever attempted before. Un¬ 
fortunately, or, it may be, fortunately, the vexed ques¬ 
tion of what would have happened had Napoleon landed 
can never be settled. It is difficult to see how he could 
have been prevented from occupying London. There 
was nothing like a regular army to oppose him ; merely 
a few scattered battalions and a horde of ill-trained, ill- 
disciplined Militia without any central organisation. 
Could they have stopped even for a few hours the finest 
army ever led by the greatest warrior of this or any 
other age ? At the time Napoleon himself was just in his 
prime, a very different man from the worn-out Monarch 
who had lost faith in himself and in his star and in 
the very army which he led to defeat at Waterloo. The 
Army at that time (1805) was a very different one 
from the heterogeneous and ill-commanded one 
brought together after the Emperor’s return from 
Elba. But in spite of the defects in our Military System 
the experts do not seem to have had any real fear of a 
successful issue. But if the experts did not believe an in¬ 
vasion feasible one hundred years ago it is difficult to see 
why anyone should believe for one moment that Germany 
could accomplish it successfully at the present day, when 
we are no longer dependent on fickle tides and winds, 
but on steam and wireless telegraphy. 

Another interesting essay is the one devoted to show¬ 
ing up the inaccuracies, romance and gross exaggera¬ 
tion in the famous memoirs of that beau sabreur Baron 
de Marbot. We think this task hardly worthy of Mr. 
Rose’s great historical powers, because Marbot’s in¬ 
accuracy and boasting must be obvious to any student 
of the period, and constitute half the charm of the 
work. Also Mr. Rose, being a practical student and not 
a man acquainted with warfare outside of the pages of 
history, hardly realises how far the keenest of observers 
may be led in inaccuracy and exaggeration in moments 
of great tension, excitement and nervous strain. For 
instance, Lord Methuen’s description of the Battle of 

the Modder River as "the hardest fought battle in the 
annals of the British Army,” as a gross and 
ridiculous exaggeration places everything ever written 
by Marbot completely in the shade. But as long as men 
love warfare and heroic deeds and first-hand pictures 
of the great men of a great age in the midst of their 
exploits, the memoirs of the Baron will easily hold first 
place, inaccurate though they be. 

There is also another very interesting essay entitled 
“ Napoleon’s Conception of the Battle of Waterloo.” 
Mr. Rose carefully states the reasons for the Emperor’s 
defeat, and we think that on the whole he fairly states 
the case, with some notable omissions. Napoleon him¬ 
self was undoubtedly chiefly responsible for the disaster 
because he departed from the golden rule on which he 
laid such stress throughout his prodigious career: 
“ Never separate your forces on the eve of battle.” At 
Marengo he made the same mistake as at Waterloo, but 
was saved by the initiative and the true appreciation of 
the strategical position shown by Desaix. Judging by his 
own hard and fast rules for the conduct of war, after 
Ligny the Great Captain had no justification whatso¬ 
ever for sending one-third of his troops in pursuit of the 
Prussians when he was on the eve of attacking Welling¬ 
ton. If their purpose was to guard his right flank 
Grouchy could have accomplished that object much better 
by never leaving the Emperor’s side. With Grouchy 
in line Wellington would have been crushed at Water¬ 
loo long before the Prussians could have intervened. 
This was the principal cause of Napoleon’s defeat, but 
there were other contributory ones. Napoleon made a 
poor choice of lieutenants to assist him in Belgium. He 
left the mighty Davoust in Paris—the Marshal who by 
temperament and skill was better fitted to meet Welling¬ 
ton than any other, and to whom he should have 
given Ney’s command. Had Suchet been in Grouchy’s 
place one can hardly imagine him failing to march on 
Waterloo after a careful consideration of the strategical 
position, and at any rate he would never have wasted 
valuable hours sitting in a farmhouse at Walhaim eating 
strawberries, with the sound of the guns of Waterloo in 
his ears, trying to decide whether to march on Namur 
or on Waterloo. Another factor which told heavily 
against the Emperor was the absence of Berthier as 
Chief of his Staff for the first time in almost twenty 
years of incessant warfare. 

Mr. Rose points out how little Napoleon actually had 
to do with the direction of the operations against the 
English after the failure of D’Erlon’s onset He then 
left the conduct of the attack to Ney, and he himself 
went to Planchenoit to protect his right flank against 
the attack of Bulow’s Corps. But this does not exone¬ 
rate him from the wretched manner in which the battle 
was conducted. Napoleon himself made blunders, and 
so did his adversaries, but whereas he suffered from his, 
they, with the aid of vastly superior numbers, managed 
to muddle through. The stars in their courses seemed 
to fight against the doomed Emperor, and almost make 
one regret that he did not perish early in the day before 
his sun had finally set in disaster and defeat. 
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REVIEWS 
The Triple Crown 

La Premitre Renaissance: Rome au Temps de Jules II 
et de Ldon X. By E. Rodocanachi. Illustrated. 
(Hachette and Co.) 

T is difficult to write soberly about Rome. She stands 
for all the earlier conquests of European civilisation, 

and she resumes one side of all the great controversies 
if, indeed, they be not various aspects of one great 
controversy, that have rent and distracted our more 
modem Europe. The latest form of the debate is to 
be found in the stupendous asseverations of the Futurists, 
who are a natural development of the " R6sorgiments,” 
which was a heritage directly derived from mediaeval 
facts and ideas. Rome “tout court” means so much 
that it means nothing. Limited to the pontificates of 
Julius II and Leo X, it may lose almost nothing of its 
connotation, or it may become a more or less manage¬ 
able subject. M. Rodocanachi has selected his plan of 
attack with superlative skill, and has pushed it home 
with such success that we must end by confessing that 
he has given us a complete account of the 
time and place. One omission would prima facie 
astound us—the absence, we mean, of anything more 
than bare allusions to the great movements that were 
fermenting and the enormous events that were passing 
in another comer of Europe. What makes this lacuna 
the more striking is the fact that the work closes with 
a chapter on the sack of Rome in 1527, for this 
catastrophe is inseparably connected with the con¬ 
vulsions of the German Reformation. But reticence is 
the soul of art, and without suppressions M. Rodo- 
canachi’s splendid picture could never have been 
painted. Still, it is a little curious to find no mention 
of Martin Luther’s epoch-making visit to Rome. 

The final chapter, already referred to, on the sack 
of Rome, is in a sense quite irrelevant. It is inspired 
by an imperious sense of the operations of Nemesis and 
by the marvellous dramatic signification of the disaster. 
To reach this point of history, the author has to pass 
almost in silence over the reign of Adrian VI and most 
of that of Clement VII. But the irregularity of the 
procedure is justified in our eyes by the wonderful 
literary quality of this epilogue. It quite irresistibly 
recalls to us the story of an earlier sack of Rome, as 
interpreted by one of the masters of literary history; 
it gives us the same thrill of expectancy and the same 
shudder of fulfilment as Livy’s narrative; it only lacks 

a Camillus. 
Leaving the epilogue out of account, the book is 

divided into five parts, entitled respectively “La Cour 
Pontificate,” “ Artistes, Gens de Lettres,’’ " La Ville et 
le Peuple,” “Administration de la Ville,” and “Les 
Fetes et les R^jouissances.” Each of these sections 
gives a vivid and detailed picture of one or more aspects 
of Roman life. After a very brief introduction we are 
at once ushered into the presence of the cardinals who 
formed the papal court, and who, as M. Rodocanachi 
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justly observes, were the corner-stone of Roman society. 
They were concerned in every activity of the gorgeous, 
bustling metropolis of the Renaissance, and there was 
room in their ranks for many shades of individual 
character and taste. Bembo, Bibiena, Riario, Ippolito 
d’Este—these are no ordinary names, but help to 
explain the lustre and many-sided efficiency of an insti¬ 
tution that had just been seriously questioned, in a 
sense, for the first time in history. The story of their 
magnificent but not tasteless profusion is full of interest, 
and, if the “ Scarlet Woman ” school may find in it 
much useful material for diatribes, there is a hint of 
consolation for those who believe that both the Renais¬ 
sance and the Reformation were but isolated episodes 
in a continuous development. An unexpected and 
unsatisfactory feature of sixteenth-century culture was 
its contempt for and reckless treatment of antiquities 
that did not fit into its aesthetic scheme. The archi¬ 
tectural remains of an older Rome were the worst 
sufferers, and much irreparable damage was done by 
the most enlightened leaders of taste. The Eternal 
City has always suffered from these tendencies, and the 
vandals have generally some specious principle in their 
mouths to justify their depredations. The logical figure 
called Dichotomy is at the root of most human wrong¬ 
doing. 

For a specimen of M. Rodocanachi’s power of recon¬ 
stitution we would refer the reader to his hunting 
narratives. The Popes themselves were very keenly 
and personally interested in the things of the chase, 
and battues on a grand scale, as always, formed an 
important item in the life of Rome. But, as in more 

recent times, these functions were conducted in a 
manner that somewhat surprises our modern English 
notions. The main object was to massacre as many 
beasts as possible, and by the shortest way possible; 
consequently “ les engins dont on se servait 6taient des 
plus varies, arcs, arbaletes, masses ferries, 6pieux, 
javelots, haches.” Sang-froid was not apparently the 
principle virtue of the hunters; a hound is slaughtered 
and decapitated in mistake for a stag; duels and brawls 
are frequent incidents. But the true sporting risks were 
not altogether absent; we find Leo X himself in 
imminent peril of his life from a hunted wolf. Culture 
and luxury were not exclusive of the manly virtues. 

One fact about Rome, whether ancient, mediaeval, or 
modem, is that she is a curious blend of nationalism 
and imperialism. She is a focus of universal culture, 
and she is the hearth of an ardent and exclusive civic 
patriotism. Both phenomena are strikingly iDustrated 

in the present work. The capitad of the artistic Renais¬ 

sance had few native artists; it is with a shock that 

we learn that the cognomen of Giulio Romano was due 
to his being almost the only Roman among the artists 

of the period. For the reverse of the medal we have 
but to turn to literature; the Romans claimed to be 
the sole heirs of the language of Cicero, and the pre¬ 

tensions of certain foreigners to adopt as their master 
the tyrant of the Latin idiom—whose rule, by the way, 
was disputed by the other-half-Rome—was fiercely 
resented. The fortunes of the French scholar Longueil 
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illustrate this provincial jealousy. A section of the 
book that should particularly appeal to those who love 
Rome for herself, and consequently cherish her most 
native and intimate moods, is that devoted to the 
redoubtable statue, Pasquino. 

The imperial character of papal Rome is well indi¬ 
cated by what has sometimes been mistaken for a 
modern phenomenon—the all-pervading influence of 
the Germans. German bakers, German booksellers, 
German printers confront us in the various sections of 
the work, and as well their inevitable corollary—German 
innkeepers; while German bankers, especially the im¬ 
portant house of Fugger, played a great part in papal 
finance. It is perhaps surprising to find the Jews enjoy¬ 
ing a share of official consideration, and we learn that 
the time of their greatest suffering belongs to a later 
date. No greater testimony to the prestige of Rome 
can be found than in the fact that the Roman syna¬ 
gogues enjoyed precedence over all those of Italy. “ II 
faut,” says an eighteenth-century writer, “ que la source 
de l’infaillibilit6 soit bien abondante puisque les 
ruisseaux en coulent jusque dans les synagogues.” 

M. Rodocanachi’s book is a splendid addition to the 
library of Rome-lovers. It is most abundantly and 
excellently illustrated, and for general elegance of form, 
apart from a certain unwieldiness in its paper covers, it 
is unsurpassable. The bibliography is copious, and 
more than one good clue is suggested for the guidance 
of those who would wander in the difficult mazes of the 
most fascinating “ garden of history ”—Rome. Athens 
belongs to one race and one time, but Rome is of all 
the ages, and to know Rome is to know mankind, or, at 
least, all that we of Europe can as yet know of mankind. 

The Next Religion 
The Next Religion: A Play in Three Acts. By Israel 

Zangwill. (Wm. Heinemann. 2s. 6d. net.) 

The comedy of the Censor {not the comedy that the 
Censor has written) is a problem much deeper than most 
people who trouble themselves about it are willing to 
admit For the office is not an artistic one at all, but 
only a moral one. Its business is not to decree what 
is not good drama, but only to decide what is not good 
morality, or, on odd occasions, what is not discreet 
allusion. In other words, it assumes a position that 
permits it to be shattered with ridicule even while it 
undertakes a series of decisions that might be justified 
from the point of view it has abjured. We think we 
have read all the plays that have been censored (we 
have certainly fried hard to do so), and we can only 
recall one that was of the slightest artistic consequence, 
just as we have not found one that has been morally 
objectionable. There would be something laughter- 
moving about the colossal irony of this if it were not 
that mischief has been wrought by it that it will be 
very difficult to pluck out in years to come. For, with 
a healthy spirit of opposition, a good many people have 
arisen in defence of these censored plays, and so a 

fictitious value has been attached to them. They have 
been defended as drama, with some heat and indigna¬ 
tion, with the result that the standards of drama have 
been lowered in their favour. It is a lowering that will 
take a deal of rectification, which is, perhaps, the 
heaviest of all charges that after-times will have to make 
against the unhappy business of the Censorship. 

For example, had “ The Next Religion ” been acte*4. 
in the ordinary way, we cannot think there would have 
been any great to-do about it, one way or another. Mr. 
Israel Zangwill would have been seen marching along 
through it, beating his big drum, and beating it so 
effectually that in the end of all he drove his stick 
through it and left us all as we were before. Then 
Mr. Zangwill would have disengaged himself from his 
burst instrument and bowed to our plaudit, or been 
surprised at the marks of our disapproval; and we 
should have gone home wondering if the text of the 
sermon was in the drum before it was burst, or after, 
and a little weary of the type of man who chose drums 
to beat when there were flutes and violins and even 
trumpets to be played. Instead of this, we are asked 
to place, on the shelf that contains the magical names 
of our English dramatists, a book that is of no con¬ 
sequence in that relation, but which is made to appear 
of consequence by a note to the effect that “the per¬ 
formance of this play in Great Britain is forbidden by 
the Lord Chamberlain,” and a dedication to Frederick 
Whelan, who is acclaimed as “the chivalrous champion 
of all forlorn hopes.” Who would not rally to an appeal 
so romantic as that? And so we lose our sense of 
perspective. 

The play in its three acts runs through the space of 
some twelve years. We are first of all shown the 
Reverend Stephen Trame in his study at Dynthorpe 
Parsonage, which is the model of all that is comfortable 
and desirable to the bodily being of man. Here he 
is visited by his old friend, Hal McFadden, a doctor 
who does not practise. McFadden is a Freethinker 
(that is to say, he belongs to the cult that claims the 
freedom of thought as an exclusive property); 
but, since he is about to be married to a de¬ 
vout Churchwoman, he has come to ask his old 
friend to marry them, trusting that the personal 
relation and Trame's personal excellence will 
smooth over the slight to his conscience. Then Trame 
informs his old friend that he is no more a Christian 
than McFadden himself, that he does not believe in 
an after-life, that prayer is a mockery as there is only 
one God, and that the God of irrevocable law, to which 
God we must bow and do our duty, and live on only in 
the memory we leave behind us. McFadden not un¬ 
naturally asks what Trame is doing in charge of a 
Christian church, not holding its creed; and the result 
of his visit is that Trame resigns the living, despite the 
entreaty of his wife. 

Two years pass. The second act shows us Trame 
undergoing the penalty of heroism in a Whitechapel 
room, with no fire and no food. It is a picture that 
is of the essence of heroism, except that it is not 
heroism. A man cannot make a hero unless he believes 
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in his hero; and Mr. Zangwill clearly does not believe 
in the hero of his creation. Even when Mrs. Trame, 
who does not believe in her husband’s glorious new 
religion, but who has, nevertheless, gone with him to 
suffer, comes into the room and threatens to sell herself 
for hire in the effort to find food for her son, it all 
seems fantastically unreal. It is, of course, tragic; it 
must be tragic; people do not say things like that save 
in moments of dire tragedy—so we say to ourselves in 
our attempt to wipe away from the scene Mr. Zangwill’s 
mockery. So, when Mrs. Trame’s mother and father 
enter, he a Colonial bishop much horrified at his son-in- 
law’s apostasy, the comedy widens and genuine laughter 
comes. And the culminating stroke of this act is the 
culminating stroke of its comedy. For no less a person 
than Hal McFadden’s agnostic father, a man who has 
made a million of money casting cannon and other 
tender instruments of death, comes in to embrace the 
new religion and to buy its founder a church during 
the time a great cathedral shall take to build. 

Ten years pass. Now we are shown the vestry of 
St. Thomas’s Temple. St. Thomas, it may be said, is 
the cannon-founder himself, who, while the cathedral 
was a-building, unhappily died. The occasion is the 
dedication of the temple to his memory. Stephen Trame 
is to officiate, and his son, now full grown, has written 
the music. Then Hal McFadden turns up, to see, as 
he says, what is being done “ with my money.” He 
makes some pertinent remarks on the subject, too. He 
points out that the cathedral, the choir, the service, and 
so forth, are in no degree different from the ordinary 
ecclesiastical ritual, and wherefore, then, the need for 
revolt? By the time Hal McFadden says that, a good 
many people must have been thinking it All the way 
through this act there have been ominous groans from 
the overstretched drum-skin, and Mr. Zangwill’s new 
religion has sounded a little hollow. However, Trame 
shows McFadden the great difference between his and 
other religions, that difference being that he finally and 
completely rejects all thought of a future life, a life 
beyond the grave. Immediately, then, a hot-gospeller 
from Dynthorpe, anxious to slay someone in vindication 
of the old religion, enters, and, finding no one better, 
slays Trame’s son. It was the one thing needed. Mrs. 
Trame rises at once to full height, claiming her son as 
not dead, but living. At first she refuses to let Trame 
preach his sermon and tell the waiting congregation that 
her son is dead, never to be seen again, never to take 
up a completer life; then she defies him, knowing that 
the audience would give him lip credence, but that their 
hearts would be far from him. And the last words of 
the play are hers as she shouts, 44 The Resurrection and 
the Life!” In other words, the new religion drum is 
finally burst, and Mr. Zangwill’s stick is seen protruding 
through the other side. 

There certainly does not seem purpose in it all. As 
we have said, there is no doubt that we are the victims 
of a sermon, but it is very puzzling to discover whether 
the text of that sermon be the drum before or after 
bursting. For this reason the play fails completely to 
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grip the attention. But there is also another and much 
deeper reason. It is a contradiction in terms to think 
of a dramatist who does not create men and women. 
Men and women are the very foundation of his structure, 
the very pivots of his piece. And here it is imperative 
to say that Mr. Zangwill, who in his stories has given 
us characters who hold the imagination, fails entirely 
in this play in this necessary faculty of creation. In¬ 
deed, it is not easy to create characters and thwack a 
drum at the same time. But, whatever the cause, the 
result remains. We should do a considerable injustice 
to Mr. Zangwill in paying too much attention to this 
book (in spite of a natural inclination to spite the 
opprobrious office of the Censor), because he has done 
much better things. We still enjoy his Ghetto studies. 

The Home University 
The History of England: A Study in Political Evolution. 

By A. F. Pollard, M.A. 

Canada. By A. G. Bradley. 

Landmarks of French Literature. By G. L. Strachey, 

M.A. 

Climate and Weather. By H. N. Dickson, M.A. 

Peoples and Problems of India. By T. W. Holderness, 

K.C.S.I. 

The School. By J. J. Findlay, M.A., Ph.D. 

Architecture: An Introduction to the History and Theory 

of the Art of Building. By W. R. Lethaby. 

The Problems of Philosophy. By Bertrand Russell, 

M.A., F.R.S. 

Anthropology. By R. R. Marett, M.A. 

Rome. By W. Warde Fowler, M.A. 
(Williams and Norgate. is. net each.) 

ONE must interpret the continued and unperturbed 
output of the 44 Home University Library ” as a sign of 
its success. There can be no doubt as to the fact that 
it has abundantly merited success, and we have already 
more than once testified in detail as to that merit But 
it is not always the things that the healthy mind would 
wish to succeed that do in fact succeed. Take, for 
example, such a work as Professor Pollard’s 44 History.” 
A book so thorough, so adequate, and yet so individual, 
so truly deserves to succeed and to be read widely that 
one is inclined to doubt that it will. One of the most 
admirable features of the library has been (and con¬ 
tinues to be) the number of quite noteworthy treatises 
it has given us—books that are themselves, wholly apart 
from their place in a series, entitled to careful attention 
from those who specialise in the subjects they handle. 
Such a book is Professor Pollard’s. There are matters 
in the book that one would like keenly to dispute upon 
with the author; but this is as it should be; it is part 
of the value of the book. 

Mr. Bradley’s writings on the subject of Canada have 

proved him an incontestable authority on the Dominion. 
In none of his previous books, however, has his subject 

lent itself to the compiling of a ready handbook; but 

in the present instance that was the obvious thing to 
be done, with the result that he has given us what 
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cannot fail to be a most useful guide and indication to 
the intending emigrant, although we are inclined to 
think that some of the adversities do not seem to have 
received quite the attention that they might have done. 
It is no light thing to urge men to take up a life that 
must needs mean the annulment of “ intellectual being.” 

In his 44 Landmarks in French Literature” Mr. Strachey 
has provided us with a handbook that is admirable in 
itself, and the more admirable in that it fills a very 
patent need. The amount of information that he con¬ 
veys in the small space at his disposal is wonderful. 
More than that, however, he picks the salient features 
of his landscape so deftly that he conveys very happily 
the general outline of that part of it that does not 
appear. His derivation of French literature from its 
sources in the 44 Chansons de Geste,” the “ Romans 
Bretons,” and the “ Fabliaux ” is very apt, and he might 
have drawn several deductions from this in the course 
of his book. 

A subject of perennial interest in these islands—a 
staple source of conversation, moreover, to the none too 
fecund insular wit—is the weather. Books on the sub¬ 
ject abound, and presumably are sold, in spite of the 
fact that the sources of weather vagary seem to be so 
little known or heard of in conversation. Among such 
books Dr. Dickson's will take a strong place, if only 
because of the fact that he explains luminously, not 
only the weather of the British Isles, but the weathers 
of the world. And all in 250 pages! Among others 
he explains the principles that govern weather in India; 
and, in contradistinction to him, Sir T. W. Holdemess 
takes upon himself to explain the rather more recondite 
principles that govern the behaviour of the peoples of 
India. It is an even more fascinating problem. In a 
happily arranged system of chapters he deals in turn 
with 44 The Country,” 44 Its History,” 44 The People,” in 
the several departments, their 44 Religions,” and so on 
to the problems that beset the English rule in that 
country that is a continent. It is a book that ought to 
be read. 

Professor Findlay in 44 The School” has a subject 
that might well have lent itself to a treatise on what 
in fact education is, and what its purport is to do. There 
are a good many folk, we imagine, even among those 
that we, in a fit of humour, call the educated classes, 
who would like to know (as certainly other people 
would) what their education has left them with, save 
social deportment. Professor Findlay, however, has 
kept to the more sober paths of things as they have 
been, and are, and has given us a handbook that deals 
adequately with that branch of the matter. What most 
will acknowledge as a more fascinating subject falls to 
the care of Mr. Lethaby in 44 Architecture.” 44 The first 
need,” he says, 44 of all architecture is need itself, honest 
response to high necessity.” It is a happy formula if 
the word necessity be understood. At times through 
the book we seem to catch Mr. Lethaby in a mood that 
is none too sympathetic towards the 44 necessity ”—what 
one may call the spiritual necessity—of decoration, as 
it is best seen, for example, in Gothic. There are 
necessities far other than the empiric or the economic. 

Apart from this slight lack of sympathy with one of the 
finest inspirations that has ever visited the human mind, 
Mr. Lethaby has written a book that should prove rarely 
useful. It covers a very wide field. 

Mr. Bertrand Russell in his little book, 44 The 
Problems of Philosophy,” handles an important 
matter. Strictly speaking, the problems of philosophy 
are as often as not set for it by poetry, and therefore 
to know and love the great poetry of the world, to 
be impassioned by the beauty it presents, and to have 
the mind subdued by it, is to be faced by naked reality 
before philosophy has set upon it to reduce it into 
categories. Yet to see them so reduced, and to see 
why and how they need be so reduced, is to see reality 
the clearer, if it is also to see it smaller; therefore Mr. 
Russell's book is one that should prove of considerable 
value to all thinkers, tyro or expert. Partly those 
problems will be made clearer by a proper understand¬ 
ing of the nature and origin of man. And to this end 
Mr. Marett's 44 Anthropology ” should be useful. In 
some ways it is a disappointing volume, as Mr. Marett 
does not seem to have been able to do himself justice; 
but when one comes to consider the amount of informa¬ 
tion he has managed to pack away in it, it seems a 
churlish act to grumble. 

Mr. Warde Fowler has a more familiar subject in his 
44 Rome.” Indeed, the first difficulty that must have 
presented itself to him must have been how to avoid 
the general tenour of such books. He has done so, 
however, and done so to a marked degree by taking 
us behind, and showing us the meaning of, the outer 
circle of events. 

The English Counties 
The Counties of England: Their Story and Antiquities. 

By P. H. Ditchfield and other Writers. 2 vols. 
(George Allen and Co. 21s. net.) 

THESE two volumes are intended as summaries of and 
companions to those excellent 44 Memorials of tht Coun¬ 
ties of England M which, under the able editorship of 
Mr. Ditchfield, have been appearing at intervals during 
the last ten years or more. It is not easy to exaggerate 
the importance of such a series. 44 What do they know 
of England who only England know ?” asks Mr. Kipling, 
with a somewhat shallow scornfulness. To which it may 
be answered that a knowledge of England is at least no 
bad introduction to that fuller knowledge of the world 
which it is given to but few men-—write they never so 
omnisciently—to attain. And if it be true that the 
proper study of mankind is man it would seem to follow 
that the proper study of mankind is England. 

But, sentimental reasons apart, these books have a cer¬ 
tain very definite value. For England—the England 
that we have known and loved—is slowly passing before 
our eyes. It is becoming merged into something wider, 
something, it may be better, it may be worse—some¬ 
thing, at least, entirely different. Democracy has ac¬ 
complished its work only too efficiently. The spread* of 
popular education and the multiplication of the means 
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of transit have already succeeded in altering the geo¬ 
graphical configuration of the country. The ancient 
landmarks have been removed. The old modes of 
speech are fast disappearing. Everywhere the influence 
of the Council school is making itself felt, and before 
long the soft burr of Sussex or of Devonshire will have 
been displaced by a universal Cockney. Democracy has 
doubtless its triumphs—and in any case it is too late to 
put back the clock—but to many of us the price paid 
will appear an excessive one. 

It is not of such an England that our authors write. 
This is a history of the English counties. A county, 
viewed from the standpoint of sober reason, may appear 
an entirely arbitrary and artificial limitation of territory. 
But it is nevertheless true that each of the counties of 
England possesses its own characteristics; each has had 
its own history. From the rugged fastnesses of 
Northumberland to where— 

The milk-white mists of Devon 
Shut in the seaward sky. 

England is able to boast of its splendid, and splendidly 
varied, story of the shires. One might reasonably 
imagine, for instance, that, if nothing else, the English 
legal system was the same in all parts of the country. 
This is not so, however. 14 Throughout the greater part 
of England,” writes Mr. Ditchfield, 44 in the inheritance 
of property the law of primogeniture is in force. But 
in many places the custom of Borough English, or 
junior right, prevails—i.en the youngest son inherits his 
father's property in case the latter dies intestate. I be¬ 
lieve that at the present day if a man so dies in the 
city of Gloucester, his property goes to his youngest 
son. The same is, or was, the custom in Leeds, Derby, 
Leicester, Nottingham, Stafford, and Stamford, and also 
in many manors in the counties of Sussex, Suffolk, 
Surrey, Essex, Norfolk, Middlesex, in a part of Somer¬ 
set, and some few manors in Hampshire, Nottingham¬ 
shire, Lincolnshire, Huntingdonshire, Hertfordshire, 
Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Kent, Devon, Cornwall, 
Rutland, Herefordshire, Berkshire, Shropshire and Mon¬ 
mouthshire. Whence its origin? It probably comes 
from some general race custom, and has been preserved 
by the descendants in the settlements they occupied. It 
shows the attachment of the people to the customs of 
their forefathers. We must look for its origin in Eastern 
Germany, to old Slavic lands, and to German territories 
which were influenced by Slavs, as the source of Borough 
English or junior right.” 

Differences, too—well-marked differences—have de¬ 
veloped in the style and character of English architec¬ 
ture. Differences in dialect. Differences in the charac¬ 
ter of the people. There is a whole wealth of folk-lore, 
embodying local characteristics, clustering round each 
county. We have heard of 44 Silly Suffolk,” while the 
ancient Cheshire couplet— 

Cheshire born and Cheshire bred, 
Strong i* th' arm and weak i* th* yed, 

is still quoted with glee by the men of Lancashire. A 
whole book, too—nay, a whole library of books—might 

be written upon the distinctive ecclesiastical44 uses ” pre¬ 
vailing in this country before the Reformation. 

To tell the story of a county within the compass of 
some twenty pages is no easy matter. It is due to Mr. 
Ditchfield and his extremely well-qualified assistants to 
say that they have almost achieved the impossible. No 
essential fact has been omitted, and if the general im¬ 
pression left upon the mind of the reader is that of a 
bird's-eye view of the counties of England, that arises 
from the very necessities of the case, and was, moreover, 
probably the intention of the editor. 

A word should be said in conclusion about the illus¬ 
trations, which are indeed excellent—the frontispiece 
to Volume I of Durham Cathedral being particularly 
admirable. The whole work, indeed, is a monument of 
scholarly care and research, and a valuable contribution 
to a subject which is, or, at least, should be, of para¬ 
mount interest to all Englishmen. 

Some Thoughtful Criticisms 
Byways of Belief. By Conrad Noel. (Frank Palmer. 

5s. net.) 

Mr. NOEL clams for Catholicism that it 44 does not so 
much avoid the crude enthusiasms of this or that heresy, 
but is their complement It understands their affirma¬ 
tion and refuses only to understand their limitations. 
It has nothing in common with the cautious invalid, but 
partakes freely of the varied banquet of life, and is 
blessed with a good digestion.” And it is from this 
standpoint that the author proceeds to examine closely 
many of the byways of the Christian Faith. Any sect 
which claims to believe any small portion of Scripture is 
analysed, its tenets sifted carefully through a sieve, the 

meshes of which are so accurate that nothing is allowed 
to pass through that is worthy of being retained. On 
the other hand, Mr. Noel can hit very hardly indeed 
when through the thin veneer of 44 righteousness ” he 

sees nothing but falseness and cupidity. His criticism 
is scathing, but in many cases it cannot be said to be 
unmerited. 

In dealing with the Tolstoyan theory, Mr. Noel calls 

attention to the fact, so very often overlooked by those 

who call themselves Christians, that the Church was in 

existence at least two hundred years before the Bible, 
and that it was these early saints who decided which 

books were to form the Bible as we know it to-day, and 

which were to be consigned to the Apocryphal GospeL 

If this were more fully recognised probably fewer people 

would talk so glibly about 44 God's Word ” while despis¬ 

ing and rejecting the Church whose official literature it 
is, and more would remember that the Faith was 44 once 

delivered to the saints,” and did not owe its origin to the 

Reformation and Henry VIII's desire for a repeated 

change of partners. 
We must confess never to have heard of many of the 

peculiar fanatics who figure in the chapter headed 
44 Shorter Studies in Credulity,” towards the end of 
the book. When dealing with the Pelagians—44 Pelagic 
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disbelieved in original sin, and believed most emphati¬ 
cally in his original self”—Mr. Noel is unkind enough 
to suggest that “ had he lived now he would have been 
a follower of Bernard Shaw, or Shaw of him, except that 
neither of them would think of following anybody but 
himself.” 

The Puritans generally are credited with the very 
large amount that is due to them for their great piety 
and, in many cases, almost blameless lives, and great 
sympathy is shown to the rank-and-file of the 
Salvationists, but the Kensitites and teetotallers are not 
so leniently dealt with. Quoting from an old pamphlet 
issued by John Kensit, it is strange to note the utter 
ridiculousness of some of the means employed by this 
enterprising and business-like firm who, we suppose, 
profess to appeal to the intelligence of their fellow 
Christians. “ We see signs of a revival of paganism in 
England ... in the sunflower craze of a few years ago, 
in Sun Insurance companies, and even in Sunlight Soap, 
an emblem, shall we say, of Satan’s fawning flat¬ 
teries. . .” We are afraid that even advanced Ritualists 
will not be able to throw any light upon the obscure 
meaning of the above passage. 

In no part of the book, unless in the chapter on 
Christian Scientists, is Mr. Noel so severe as he is with 
the teetotallers who persist in speaking of fermented 
liquor as the “ Devil in solution,” and try their hardest 
to claim Christ as an adherent to their cause. He quotes 
the Marriage Feast of Cana and the Institution of the 
Last Supper as positive proofs of the Nazarene’s sanc¬ 
tion to a stronger and more invigorating draught than 
“barley-water or some other ‘temperance’ beverage.” 
He goes on to quote the fine passage by Mr. Gilbert 
Chesterton in “ Heretics,” where he contrasts the 
Rubdiydt of Omar with the Gospel of Christ But we 
must refrain from any more quotations, and recommend 
those who wish further to pursue “ Byways of Belief ” to 
do so from the book itself; and we can assure them that 
the time devoted to its perusal will be keen intellectual 
enjoyment, for apart from its theological standpoint, 
there is an unobtrusive vein of humour running through 
the whole volume. 

A Woman Mountaineer 
High Mountain Climbing in Peru and Bolivia. By Annie 

S. Peck. Illustrated. (T. Fisher Unwin. 12s. 6d. 
net.) 

There is an amazing amount of detail in this closely- 
printed volume, sufficient to force one to the conclusion 
that its author must have been an indefatigable diarist. 
The book tells of a partial ascent of Sorata in Bolivia, 
of a visit to the source of the Amazon, and of five at¬ 
tempts to scale Huascaran, the last attempt resulting in 
the conquest of the north peak on that twin mountain. 
Miss Peck came down, in company with one sound and 
one badly frost-bitten Swiss guide, realising that she 
had reached a higher point than had any other man or 
woman in America, and justly proud of herself. She 
tells the story of her adventures spiritedly and well, 
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and makes the relation of the various expeditions so 
real that one grows quite excited—as she must have 
done—over the final conquest of Huascaran. 

There is one irritating peculiarity which persists 
throughout the book—the aboriginal inhabitants of the 
country are always spelt “indians.” Surely the races 
which include the nations that Cortes, Ahnagro and the 
Pizarros found flourishing and left enslaved—nations 
with centuries of traditions, civilised arts, and great 
men among them—are entitled to a capital letter for 
their common appellation. One can imagine the storm 
of protest that Miss Peck’s countrymen and women 
would raise if they were persistently described as 
“ americans,” without the big A. Another little point 
worthy of note is that Miss Peck found, in many cases, 
the men who accompanied her were not up to the level 
of endurance she personified, and irritated her because 
they were not her equals in climbing and staying powers 
—often they wanted to go back when she wanted to go 
on. This becomes more striking when one learns from 
her preface that she believes strongly in the equality of 
the sexes; how, after having found men such inferior 
beings, she can retain that belief, seems rather puzzling. 

Habits and customs in Peru and Bolivia occupy many 
interesting pages, and, though we have not much to 
say in praise of the photographs accompanying the 
letterpress, Miss Peck had an eye for the picturesque, 
and a useful knack, of picking out the points worthy 
of detailed study and description. As to the M climbing” 
pages of the book, we gather that its authoress climbed 
well, sometimes magnificently, and that she had always 
before her as an incentive the hope of getting higher 
than any other “ american.” It is a peculiar attribute of 
the nation, that form of ambition. She made some con¬ 
tributions to scientific knowledge, and climbed higher 
than anyone else; there lay her reward. The actual 
pleasure to herself in the climbing may be judged from 
the thought which possessed her—so she tells us—on 
looking back at Huascaran: “I have beaten you at last, 
and I shall never have to go up there again,” she thought 
but did not say. 

The mere man, reading, will pause here to comment— 
“Just like a woman! ” And he will be right By the 
records of her expeditions Miss Peck has proved herself 
a brave, capable mountaineer, but she has not advanced 
her theory of the equality of the sexes: no, not even a 
little bit.- 

Shorter Reviews 
Edward King, Bishop of Lincoln. By G. W. E. Russell. 

(Smith, Elder and Co. 7s. 6d. net.) 

THERE are many who hold that, should the dis¬ 
establishment of the Church of England ever 

come about, that Church would immediately divide into 
two new sects, representing the Ritualistic and Evan¬ 
gelical types of Anglican. Had such an event come to 

* « • 

pass in the days of Edward King, he had surely been 
numbered among the Ritualists. 
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His biographer, who undertook the work at the re¬ 
quest of Bishop King’s literary executors, had little mate¬ 
rial from which to fashion incidents, for the life of a good 
man is often almost devoid of incident—and one cannot 
doubt that Edward King was a good man in the fullest 
meaning of the word. Yet this is a story of great if 
quiet interest; there were no early struggles to record, 
but we see, rather, a steady growth which has in it the 
ever-interesting characteristic of inevitableness; having 
gone from his curacy to Cuddesdon College, and fulfilled 
every expectation there, the rest of the way was sure, 
and, however it may have been with the good bishop, 
the end of the way is plain to our sight after reading of 
his first years at Cuddesdon. 

But, as if to justify the trite proverbs concerning life’s 
chequered pathway, Bishop King met with trouble in 
later life. Anglicans well remember his trial, before the 
Archbishop of Canterbury, at the instigation of the 
Church Association, and its somewhat unsatisfactory 
result In this biography that result is made to appear 
conclusive, is given an air of finality and decision; but, 
though the trial itself certainly established a precedent, 
the same cannot be said of the verdict, which, setting 
a rule in certain details, left the principle untouched— 
from a layman’s point of view—and fortunately left 
Edward King in the See of Lincoln, though unfortu¬ 
nately it weakened him, physically, to an extent which 
interfered with his work in some ways. 

We see him as a Ritualist, a believer in confession and 
fasting communion—yet no Evangelical Anglican could 
be further from Romanism than he was. In this bio¬ 
graphy the line of demarcation is deeply, clearly drawn 
and shown, and we cannot but admire the consistency and 
liberal character of the man. He stood, not only for a 
creed, but for the life which inspired the creed—the 
spirit behind the word. 

The author has drawn largely—almost too largely— 
on the mass of correspondence left behind by this 
sixtieth successor to St. Hugh at Lincoln; he has 
treated his subject with the partiality of enthusiasm— 
and surely he had cause here, though, especially in his 
account of the trial of Bishop King, his partiality leads 
him to conclusions which admit of controversy and a 
suspicion of bias. But he has accomplished an interest¬ 
ing work in that he has shown us not only Edward King 
the bishop, but, clearly and intimately, Edward King the 

man. 

Bryn Mawr College Monographs.—Vol. VIII: The 
Egyptian Elements in the Legend of the Body and 
Soul. By Louise Dudley. Vol. IX: The Legend of 
Longinus in Ecclesiastical Tradition and in English 
Literature, and its Connection with the Grail. By 
Rose Jeffries Peebles. (J. H. Furst Company. 
Baltimore. $1 each.) 

The first of these monographs presents the result of 
studies directed towards an elucidation of the problem 
of the origin and development of legends concerning 
the separation of the Soul from the Body at death, 
the starting point of the authoress's investigation being 
M. Batiouchkofs article which appeared in Volume XX 

of Romania. Her general conclusions are that the 
various versions of the theme known to us are traceable 
to Egyptian sources, those sources being themselves 
based upon popular beliefs many centuries antecedent 
to the Christian era, the interrelation of which, however, 
is still matter of conjecture. Apart from its more tech¬ 
nical interest the monograph should appeal to students 
of ecclesiastical history as showing the influence of 
Egypt upon primitive Christianity through the medium 
of the Alexandrian Church. 

In the second of these two volumes the subject of the 
monograph is the body of legends relating to Longinus, 
" the blind soldier who pierced the side of the Crucified 
and regained his sight through the blood which touched 
his eyes, who thereupon believed in Christ and after 
many adventures suffered martyrdom.” The object of 
the dissertation is a fresh investigation of the origin of 
these legends in ecclesiastical and popular tradition, and 
an endeavour to trace their use in mediaeval English 
literature, as has already been done in the field of 
French literature by Carl Kroner. The result of these 
investigations is the conclusion that the legends are 
purely fictitious, and that the accounts of Longinus 
found in martyrologies represent the results of a general 
myth-working process. The connection of the story 
with that of Balder slain by the arrow of mistletoe is 
shortly described, whilst its relation to the history of 
the Grail is investigated in considerable detail. The 
authoress is at considerable pains to prove that the rites 
of the Grail are traceable to a purely Christian origin, 
and whilst not altogether convincing in her explanations 
of the obvious difficulties arising from the paganisation 
of the legends, she leaves none of those difficulties out 
of sight The topic of spear-rites in general opens up 
a wide and fascinating field of study which the authoress 
wisely refrains from entering seriously, but at the same 
time we must confess to feeling that the mediaeval story 
appears to us to have a much more intimate connection 
with pre-Christian folk-lore than would be gathered 
from this monograph. 

Sport in Vancouver and Newfoundland. By Sir John 
Rogers, K.C.M.G. Illustrated. (Chapman and 
Hall. 7s. 6d. net.) 

It is necessary to read but a very few pages of this 
book to gain the impression—or, rather, conviction— 
that a seasoned sportsman wrote it, one who has heard 

and followed the “ call of the wild,” which he mentions 

more than once, in many lands. He confesses with regret 

that he is growing too old to follow the call as often and 

ardently as he would; but, in spite of years, the spirit 

is there still, and the hunter instinct is keen as ever. 
In Vancouver, he went for salmon on the rivers and 

for wapiti in thick, disheartening bush; in Newfound¬ 

land he fished, to the extent that season and circum¬ 
stances permitted, and went out for caribou. He writes 

no story of mighty bags and creels and blood-curdling 

adventures, but transcribes from a diary which tells of 

almost everyday happenings. The simple, Straight- 
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forward relation of his doings, bearing in every line the 
impress of sincerity, and bespeaking the sportsman 
rather than the writer, compels interest, and makes this a 
book to be read by all to whom the call of the wild 
appeals. It is a simple, manly book, the outcome of 
two seasons’ manly sport 

The author puts modern “ big-baggers ” to shame by 
his declaration of the manner in which he set out to 
hunt, rather than to kill, for records—here is the spirit 
of the true hunter, a genus growing rarer as our fatted 
pheasants and organised battues under the name of 
sport increase. Here a man went out and sought 
game on its own ground, pitted his skill and knowledge 
against the instinct and cunning of his opponents, and 
he is not ashamed to tell of his defeats. From the point 
of view of the stylist, there is little to commend in the 
book; from that of the sportsman, it is a book well 
worth reading. 

Fiction 
Success. By Una L. Silberrad. (Constable and Co. 

6s.) 

HERE is a certain indefinable attraction in all stories 
dealing with big things—apart from the personal in¬ 

terest—so long as the stories steer clear of melodramatic 
excess. It is the mighty fortune in “ Monte Cristo ” 
which renders the story of perennial interest; it is the 
big abstraction in each of Wells* earlier works that 
gives rise to the reissues in “ popular ** form. Here we 
are faced with a similar cause of interest, for Michael 
Annarly, a genius of the engineering world, deals in big 
ideas, and by them wins success in the end. 

The authoress shows remarkable familiarity with en¬ 
gineering technicalities, patent laws, and matters of a 
like nature, and we confess that—because of the mag¬ 
nitude of his ideas, we find Michael the genius more 
interesting than Michael the man, though the psycholo¬ 
gical intuition displayed in the working out and gradual 
formation of his character leaves little to be desired. 
The heroine, Nan, is a very human and interesting 
study, and the written story ceases at a point which, 
although it does not state her " success,** leaves us no 
doubt as to the actual end beyond that last page. 

For two-thirds of its length the story is gloomy in 
the extreme—save for a fine opening scene. Once that 
is over, the interest flags, and deepens again too slowly 
for present-day readers. As a whole, the book is 
patchy, uneven work, scenes of fine insight to character 
and motive being spaced out by work which seems 
padding by contrast In spite of the charm exercised by 
its big ideas, the book lacks grip in parts, though it is 
well above the average of modern fiction. 

Prisoners' Years. By I. Clarke. (Methuen and Co. 
6s.) 

The materials from which the author's plot is con¬ 
structed must be very nearly threadbare by now. Felix, 

the hero, renounces all things for the sake of embrac¬ 
ing the Roman Catholic faith, and Evodia, his betrothed, 
finds herself unable to share in his altered life since he 
accomplishes his renunciation without informing or con¬ 
sidering her. After many days of pining and minor 
tribulations, Evodia also accepts the same faith, Felix 
is reinstated in his position of heir to estates and wealth 
by his grandfather, and everything looks rosy—as we 
felt certain would be the case before commencing 
chapter two. 

The renunciation is a very machine-made affair; 
Felix is not a little bit convincing in his great resolve 
and greater sacrifice. Again, the implacable fury of the 
old grandfather against all things pertaining to Rome, 
forming as it does one of the few live, strong emotions 
of the book, is too strong a passion to permit of Felix’s 
reinstatement—it is, the author is careful to point out 
at the beginning, a subject on which the old man 
could never be brought to change his mind, and yet at 
the end we are asked to believe that he did change it 
The inconsistency is so marked that one loses patience 
with the author, to a certain extent 

There are descriptive pages, rather guide-bookish, on 
Italy and North Africa, which had been better for a 
little careful paragraphing. Evodia, the heroine and 
chief character, makes rather an interesting study, but 
suffers, in common with the other characters, from the 
author’s obvious attempts to point a moral. Had more 
attention been given to the story, the moral would have 
taken care of itself. 

Paul's Paragon. By W. E. Norris. (Constable and 
Co. 6s.) 

The “ paragon,** Guy Hilliar to wit, proves on acquaint¬ 
ance to be a very ordinary young man indeed. Paul 
adopted him in boyhood, believing him to be an orphan. 
When Guy reached young manhood his father, an utter 
scamp and adventurer, turned up—but the Messina 
earthquake disposes of him conveniently enough. Re¬ 
mains Lady Freda Barran, a widow with whom Guy had 
become entangled, and, when Guy’s guardian has dis¬ 
posed of her, Guy is free to marry Audrey Baldwin, 
the girl obviously meant for him. 

The good people of the book are singularly colour¬ 
less ; so far as they axe concerned, it is a flat story, 
rather monotonously told, and we are unable to work up 
any degree of enthusiasm about Paul Lequesne, Guy, 
or the Baldwins—they are all such terribly commonplace 
people, and they do exactly the things we knew they 
would do. Lady Freda excites our admiration, for she 
is certainly a clever little woman in spite of her manifold 
sins and wickednesses; and Hilliar senior, whose en¬ 
trance to the story threatens to wreck “ Paul’s paragon ” 
just when his career is in the making, is a perfectly 
charming old villain, who borrows money off his friends 
and disappears with glorious sang froid, exploits bubble 
companies with superb disregard of business principles, 
and regards honesty as a trifling matter which, if in¬ 
convenient to one’s plans, may be dispensed with. The 
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casuistry with which this old scoundrel justifies himself 
is one of the best things in the book. Apart from these 
two sinners, 44 Paul's Paragon ” can scarcely be called 
an exciting work. 

The Theatre 
“The Pink Lady” at the Globe 

Theatre 

LL lovers of genuine musical comedy, which should 
never flag for one moment from the word 44 Go,” 

have been anxiously awaiting the advent of 44 The Pink 
Lady” from New York. Her reputation has preceded 
her. Many an Englishman returning to the old country 
after a sojourn in the United States has told his fellow 
countrymen of the wonders of this new star of the firma¬ 
ment of the West, of the charm of her music, of the 
beauty of her actresses, and of the indescribable drol¬ 
leries of her Dondidier; her own countrymen have never 
failed to sing her praises, and frequenters of fashionable 
restaurants have already heard specimens of her fas¬ 
cinating music which has been played over here during 
the past six months with marked and ever increasing 
popularity. In New York 44 The Pink Lady” enjoyed a 
prodigious success, running without intermission for 350 
nights, which seemed to augur well for its success on 
this side. 

Nevertheless, it was a bold experiment on Mr. Charles 
Frohman’s part to bring over the entire cast and to 
produce the play here. London and New York tastes 
differ vitally on the subject of musical comedy. True, 
44 The Belle of New York ” enjoyed enormous popularity 
over here, but the same cannot be said of many other 
musical comedies of recent years which have hailed from 
the New World. There is usually too much noise and 
strenuousness about the American Chorus to suit the 
English taste; the humour is usually of an entirely diffe¬ 
rent kind—typical, in fact, of each nation's character¬ 
istics, and as a general rule the topical songs and topical 
illusions which appeal irresistibly to an audience in New 
York lose all their significance in London, and vice 
versa. 

But44 The Pink Lady ” is not altogether an American 
production; it is founded on the French of 44 Le Satyre,” 
by Georges Berr and Marcel Guillemand; the book and 
lyrics have been written by C. M. S. McLellan, and set 
to music by Ivan Caryll. Thus it can be described as 
an international play suitable for production anywhere. 
On Thursday night at the Globe Theatre 44 The Pink 
Lady” came, was seen and conquered. And what an 
audience to conquer! The play must have an indescrib¬ 
able charm to have been able to move to laughter and 
reiterated plaudits the sea of severe faces which gazed 
upwards on the lithesome forms, as they danced, sang, 
and tried by every legitimate means to please. We can 
never understand why first night notices of musical 
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comedies should so often be written for the Press and 
for the public by a class of person who never go near a 
musical comedy except on the first night—when seats 
are free—and who profess to look upon it with scorn 
and derision. Surely it would be much more honest and 
fair both to the actors and to the public if newspapers 
in this enlightened and enterprising age employed 
various critics for various types of plays. It is all very 
well to send the same critic to review a great 
musical comedy like 44 The Pink Lady,” but what, 
for instance, is the use of sending a lover of melo¬ 
drama to write about a highly intellectual study of 
human nature and human passions like “ Belladonna" ? 
or why should a man who enjoys the tragedies of Sardou 
be asked to give his opinion on light-hearted Bernard 
Shaw? 

We might quote innumerable instances of the incon¬ 
gruity of this system and of the injustice to which it 
gives rise. What can, or does, an average modem 
theatrical critic care or know of musical comedy? The 
critics on Thursday night all went there to scoff, but 
before the end came many of them—not having had all 
their better and natural feelings entirely atrophied by 
prolonged association with Shakespeare as represented 
at His Majesty's, by Ibsen, by Galsworthy, and by that 
long list of writers of effete, soulless modem problem 
plays—were irresistibly swept off their feet by the charm 
of Miss Hazel Dawn, by the sweet singing of Miss 
Alice Dovey and by the irrepressible humour of Mr. 
Lalor. Thus on the morning after the production the 
Press notices read as if every critic had written a damn¬ 
ing judgment on the piece beforehand—simply because 
it came from New York and contained American Chorus 
girls instead of English ones, which is an unpardonable 
offence in the eyes of the loyal, conservative, ancient, 
thirty-years-on-end-without-a-break critics, in these days 
of musical ducal chorus girl marriages—but had, at the 
last moment, after a sharp tussle with their better feel¬ 
ings, hit on a compromise which consisted of neither 
praise nor blame, but of a kind of sickly sanctimonious 
patronage and hopes for future prosperity. Some such 
comments as the following took place between the 
acts: 44 What nonsense, isn't it ?” 441 can't make out 
what it's all about” 44 How terribly vulgar.” 44 What an 
awful noise they make.” 44 Really, I don't think I can sit 
it out.” It is by expressions of this kind that these gentle¬ 
men endeavour to preserve one another's intellectual 
respect Not one dared to admit that he was thoroughly 
enjoying himself. But nevertheless we noticed that 
when it came to the question of sacrificing a valuable 
cigar or missing the opening lines of a new act that the 
cigar was almost invariably relegated to the carpet 

But, dear Pink Lady, please do not take any notice of 
these phylacteries of professional critics. They no 
more represent public opinion than Irving repre¬ 

sents Shakespeare's Iago. For beyond these 
highly intellectual gentlemen called critics—who dare 
not pronounce an honest judgment because their souls 
are supposed to be superior to musical comedy—is a 
great, generous, pleasure-loving public who appreciate 
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beauty, wit, music and laughter, and who will continue to 
support you just as long as you care to stay among us. 

We have no space in which to praise each individual 
performance. Miss Hazel Dawn made the loveliest 
Pink Lady, acting and singing with rare charm; she 
quite carried the audience with her on Thursday night, 
and will continue to do so every night she chooses 
to appear. Miss Alice Dovey is not one whit behind 
her in her singing and acting. Every one of the charm¬ 
ing young ladies in the chorus or just out of the chorus 
or who sing or who dance or who just look pretty de¬ 
serves our thanks and commendation. No praise is too 
high for Mr. Frank Lalor, who plays the role of Don- 
didier; he is a real, genuine comedian, the like of whom we 
have not seen for years in this country. He would make a 
wonderful Iago, judged from Mr. Laurence Irving's in¬ 
terpretation of that r61e. We would like to add two 
words to make the play a little more consonant with 
English tastes. Let Mr. Frohman send all the young 
* bloods ” (Lucien Garidel, Maurice d'Uzac and Co.) 
round to the nearest tailor (we could send him some 
good names) and have them properly dressed, because in 
these days the "entente” might suffer if they are 
allowed to pose as Parisian jeunesse dorie in their present 
attire. Also, do not let the young ladies scream quite 
so much at the Satyr's Ball; it is unnecessary, offensive 
to the ear, and quite untrue to life. In Paris they have 
no fear of Satyrs; a motor bandit might cause such a 
turmoil, but a Satyr, never. Well, we must leave the 
delightful Pink Lady. She is assured of success. Go 
to her all who have the honesty to admit that they love 
beautiful women, shapely forms, laughter, music and all 
that makes up the sparkling wine of life. 

County Associations: Some 

Suggestions 

By HERBERT A. Strong (Emeritus Professor). 

WHETHER true patriotism, in the widest and 
Imperial sense of the word, is a strongly marked 

trait of the British nation, is a moot point, and unfor¬ 
tunately there seem good reasons for thinking that 
industrial unrest and discontent exhibited at a critical 
time in the history of our foreign relations give good 
warrant for the opinion that the average man's 
patriotism in this country cannot be very deep. On the 
other hand, it is interesting to notice that local 
patriotism has increased, and continues to increase, if 
we may judge by the number of county associations 
recently formed, which advertise their existence and 
their meetings in the daily Press. The present writer 
has been present at many of these county reunions, 
and one and all have left in his mind the most pleasant 
recollections. In some cases the meetings take the 
form of dinners, in others of smoking concerts, picnics, 

or teas; occasionally lectures are given upon subjects 
connected with the county in question, and discussions 
follow. The great and outstanding feature of all these 
meetings is the frank spirit of cordiality pervading all 
the members of their county societies, and the entire 
suppression of caste feeling. 

It has always been stated that local patriotism or 
clannishness is more strongly developed in Devonshire 
and Yorkshire than in other counties of England, but 
other counties are speedily following their example. 
It is no exaggeration to state that there is hardly a 
town of any reasonable size in the British Empire where 
a Devonian society does not exist, and many such 
societies are formed in places far removed from the 
flag of England. A gentleman from Pernambuco in¬ 
formed the writer that there were four Devonians in 
that cheerful locality, who met together annually and 
ate their clotted cream and “ viggy ” pudding. A de¬ 
pressing saying was current some time ago to the effect 
that “ the further you go West the more convinced you 
are that the wise men came from the East” This 
merely implied that “ up-country men ” or “ foreigners ” 
(as West Country men used to style those coming from 
another county) did not understand the ways and 
thoughts of their Western brethren. And it is precisely 
in proportion as the members of a country realise the 
importance and the interest of maintaining their in¬ 
dividuality that county associations will prove most 
useful to their own district and to the nation at large. 

Each county should manifest a special pride in con¬ 
tributing its own particular trait to the national 
character. To this end it would be well if the 
different associations could each establish a per¬ 
manent committee to deal with subjects of historical 
or local interest, before the memory of such interests 
has passed away. First and foremost, it should be the 
object of such committees to keep alive the memory of 
its “ worthies,” or great men, by statues, monuments, or 
records, and it is pleasant to be able to affirm that the 
great memories of Drake and Raleigh, as well as the 
presence of their descendants, still animate the seamen 
of whom the West boasts itself the cradle. In the next 
place the folk-lore of each county should be system¬ 
atically sifted, the superstitions recorded, and the 
popular songs proper to each county collected. Then 
the place-names should be investigated, and as far as 
possible traced back to their original source. This is, 
of course, a proceeding which requires much patient 
investigation and research, only to be carried out by 
specialists; but it is a work to which the members 
of each county could contribute both funds and 
information. 

There is also the very important question of county 
dialects, which are gradually changing or tending to 
disappear under the levelling influence of national 
education. We possess, indeed, the Oxford Dialect 
Dictionary, but what is needed is a complete vocabulary 
of the special words and sounds of every county; every 
day that passes makes the compilation of such a voca- 
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bulary a work of more difficulty. In Devonshire, it is 
pleasant to note, there are many villages where the 
old Western dialect, with its Saxon pronunciation and 
its several Celtic words, still lingers intact; but in the 
more fashionable parts the attempt of the inhabitants 
to emancipate themselves from their natural tongue has 
produced a horrible imitation of Cockney English. To 
produce a good dialect dictionary it is necessary to get 
the local word or expression from some trustworthy 
person, a native of the county, who will faithfully 
transmit it to a trained philologist; the latter should 
investigate the origin and history of each element of 
the dialect. It is not exactly known as yet which of 
the rivers of the West bear Celtic and which bear pre- 
Celtic names; though it may be generally true to assert 
that the names of rivers and hills or tors are commonly 
Celtic, while those of Devonshire towns and villages 
are mainly of Saxon origin. 

Lastly, it would be of the greatest interest to have 
from the pen of an author interested in each county 
some novel or treatise illustrating the manners and the 
peculiar humour of each county. In the case of Devon¬ 
shire, 44 Lorna Doone ” has done much in this way, and 
that charming little book from the pen of an Irish lady, 
“ Devonshire Idylls ” ; but there is no reason why every 
county should not even yet produce its own Sir Walter 
Scott, who shall master the particular traits of his own 
locality and put them upon record 

Materials are at hand in plenty. Many books and 
pamphlets are stored in the different libraries, having 
reference to local history, manners, and customs. It 
should be a labour of love for an enthusiastic champion 
of his own county's virtues to cull what is most charac¬ 
teristic in these. " The Exmoor Scolding ” is a classic 
in itself, and throws much light on the language and 
manners of the dwellers on Exmoor long ago; a master- 
hand would use it as an episode. For Cornwall there 
are books like Quiller Couch’s admirable 44 Troy Town,” 
which has really seized the peculiar humour of the West 
of England, and 44 Forty Years in a Cornish Rectory,” 
which gives a most interesting account of Cornwall 
before railways came to disturb it, when smugglers 
found a sure haven on its coasts. Many choice little 
bits of humour are picked up by residents in each county 
which it would be a pity lo allow to pass into oblivion— 
" Carent quia vate sacro” Such is the following: — 

Those who have visited the pretty little village of 
Chagford, on the borders of Dartmoor, will have 
noticed that the main street, down which runs a brook 
of clear running water, has been partially illuminated 
by four electric lights, the electricity being derived from 
water-driven dynamos, the local waterfalls being used 
to propel them. This innovation was considered almost 
miraculous by the inhabitants. • One native, unused, 
indeed, to witness miracles, but predisposed to accept 
the miraculous, was heard to remark: 44 Curious thing, 
Bill, to think that vire should come out of water! ” 
44 Ess, he,” was the answer, 44 but then you must bear 
in mind that Chaggyford water is bewtiful water! ” 

Method and Madness 

OU must agree,” protested an apologist for the 
“Futurists” recently to an irate critic, "that 

there is method in their madness.” 

44 That may be,” was the answer, 44 but my objection 
is that there is madness in the method.” 

Whatever truth there may or may not be in this retort 
in its relation to the Futurists, it has a happy general 
application, and strikes at a common and popular fallacy. 
For it is often supposed that madness and method are 
antithetical, that insanity is a state of utter mental 
anarchy without the slightest semblance of logic, reason 
or sanity in its actions and states. But the truth is (and 
it has been illustrated of late by quite a series of 
lawless outbreaks) that the demented or mentally defec¬ 
tive are often capable of quite cogent logic so far as 
their own experiences and capacities admit; this appear¬ 
ance of proper reasoning and a certain desperate sincerity 
are often among the most embarrassing and dis¬ 
tressing characteristics of unsound or unbalanced 
mental states, and it is generally difficult or even impos¬ 
sible to separate what is sound from what is unsound, 
what is wise from what is foolish, what is good from 
what is bad, what is sublime from what is ridiculous 
(which we know are removed from one another by a 
mere step) in their madness. Don Quixote, for instance, 
was certainly mad, although his was a fine and noble 
folly from which commoner intellects and natures arc 
free; and Blake, to the 44 man in the street,” must have 
often seemed as mad as mad could be, whereas to those 
who know the higher wisdom madness of this kind is 
but the beginning of virtue. 44 If a fool were to persist 
in his folly he would become wise ” is a favourite 
aphorism of aspirants to superior or divine wisdom. 

Perplexing as it is, a similar apology is very often put 
forward by men and women whose actions and words 

leave no possible doubt that they are no longer wholly sane 
—in spite of their protestations of precedents and illustra¬ 
tions from history. Don Quixote, we know, had a great 
many exemplars in his mind to support him in his noble 

purpose, and perhaps the difference between him and 

King Arthur of the Round Table is merely a difference 
of time, circumstances, environment, or even merely of the 
point of view. The conflict which inevitably begins 
when this fine whirlwind of madness tilts at the wind¬ 

mills of commonplace sagacity (or stupidity) is a very 
difficult one to deal with, requiring on the part of those 
in authority much generosity, firmness, patience, wisdom 
and sympathy. 

There is a very real and dangerous dilemma in such 
circumstances, as when the nobler impulses of the heart 
are alienated from or imperfectly co-ordinated with in¬ 
tellectual wisdom, for those in whom this divorce is 
manifest fail to distinguish between that opposition of 
the vulgar crowd which has always met the pioneer of 
truth and progress, and that of a finer and supenor dis¬ 
cernment of what can or cannot be done in the present; 
of a practical and intellectual wisdom based upon all 
human experience and history instead of upon some one 
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current or movement within it. Such misguided men 
and women put themselves upon the pedestal of the 
Misunderstood, and imagine that there are none in the 
whole wide world of a different opinion who understand 
theni, and claim for themselves a preposterous superi¬ 
ority of genius, wisdom, and power. Meanwhile, it is to 
be observed, there are, as a rule, no other evidences in 
their works, actions, or words of any such genius or 
far-seeing superiority of vision, but, rather, too often, a 
very manifest inferiority of intellect, experience and 
breadth of view. It is, indeed, no uncommon thing tor 
many who are more or less below the average standard 
of capacity and intellect to see or feel this difference 
as a superiority, and not to realise that a difference of 
opinion may possibly arise, not from their superiority of 
experience or feeling, but from their inferiority in these 
respects. The real situation is, perhaps, a little farcical 
when it is truly realised, and hardly one which lends 
itself to serious and reasonable discussion. Moreover, 
it is not only painful but impossible to try to reason 
with men or women who claim to transcend reason, for 
there is no way of explaining to them or making them 
see just where and why their actions are mistaken. 

To see this principle in action one may illustrate it 
by the case of a man who is intoxicated trying to reason 
that he is perfectly sober, and the same thing may be 
seen in all matters of taste and conduct Thus selfish¬ 
ness never sees itself as selfishness, stupidity does not 
see its own stupidity, hysteria does not call itself 
hysteria, vulgarity in its very nature is oblivious to its 
own vulgarity, and folly certainly does not see itself as 
folly. If vice or folly or ignorance could see themselves 
as vice, folly, and ignorance, it would plainly be the be¬ 
ginning of better things. It is only by entering a higher 
state that one is emancipated from the lower. Merely 
by looking within it is as impossible for a man to know 
his own ignorance or error as for a dreaming man to 
know that he is dreaming; he does not discover this 
until he awakes. There is nothing in the reason or in¬ 
tellect itself which tells of the validity or invalidity of 
the images or materials presented to it, and nothing is 
perhaps more singular than the subtlety which has often 
been shown by the otherwise sane in defending certain 
preposterous beliefs, as, for instance, once upon a time, 
the belief in witches. 

The fact is that the power of reasoning never wholly 
leaves the human consciousness even in dreams or in¬ 
sanity ; there is always going on some sort of process 
of co-ordinating, reasoning upon and explaining the 
impressions and experiences of a man’s consciousness. 
The phenomena of dreaming, according to Mr. Havelock 
Ellis, “ furnish a delightful illustration of the fact that 
reasoning in its rough form is only the crudest and 
most elementary form of intellectual operation, and that 
the finer forms of thinking involve much more than logic. 
‘ All the thinking in the world,’ as Goethe puts it, 1 will 
not lead us to thought.’ ” And the same is true not 
only of the dreaming consciousness, but of all the various 
planes of intelligence, taste and experience from child¬ 
hood and barbarism upwards. F. H. M. 
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Back Files 

HE autumn of 1869 was the birth date of both 
THE ACADEMY and Nature, which may thus be 

regarded as twin periodicals. The first number of each 
of these papers saw the light in November of that year. 
The period and the fact are alike significant. A national 
system of education was about to be evolved, and simul¬ 
taneously the most merciless war of modem time— 
that between France and Germany—was destined to 
blaze into fury. The epoch was characterised in Great 
Britain by vast industrial development, and by an 
accretion of diffused national wealth which probably 
has not since been matched. Meantime, in the arena 
of war, this nation witnessed the terrible drama of the 
pulling down of ancient civilisation. The creation of 
United Germany and the French Republic has since 
obliterated the ashes of those fires, and clothed with 
green the ravined chaos of the past. These altered 
political conditions are world-factors, in accord with 
which modem international ideas have perforce to be 
standardised. In England, in 1869-1870, our merchants 
and manufacturers were reaping a golden harvest, and 
a quickened pulse beat in literary and scientific coteries. 
Men who are now middle-aged were then in the flush 
of early enthusiasms. 

Both the periodicals whose inception forms our text 
have grown grey in years, but both retain their juvenile 
fire and vigour. That they have thus each secured a 
niche in contemporary literature is evidence that they 
meet a real want. Before us lies the announcement of 
The ACADEMY, “a new literary review,” published 
monthly by John Murray at the price of sixpence. It 
is described in the announcement as “ a monthly record 
of Literature, Learning, Science, and Art.” A list is given 
of thirty-eight distinguished contemporary writers who 
had undertaken to contribute to its pages. Its field of 
operation is thus described: 

Papers on General Literature and Art, Theology, 
Science, Philosophy, History, Geography, Oriental and 
Classical Literature; Classified Lists of New Publica¬ 
tions, Contents of Literary and Scientific Journals, 
Articles selected and analysed, etc.; Literary Intelli¬ 
gence ; a Record of Scientific Progress in all Countries, 
including Reports of the Congress of Naturalists at 
Innsbruck and that of Philologists at Kiel. 

It is clear that the venue of The Academy has 
somewhat changed with changing times. Its ideal to¬ 
day is to make literature rather than journalism. Some 
of the monthlies affect the ponderous, aim at filling the 
rdle of the literary pantechnicon. The ACADEMY 

rather attempts literary swallow flights. Its articles 
seek to seize the salient points in argument or review, 
and to put them tersely and compactly. Apparently 
in its early days it overlapped the territory now more 
specially occupied by Nature. 

The first number of the latter periodical is notable 
by reason of the reproduction of Huxley’s translation 
of and comments on Goethe’s “ Aphorisms of Nature.” 
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Huxley was at that period the High Priest of the school 
of Materialists, a school in which most eager boys of 
the early ’seventies served a term of apprenticeship— 
a term often short-lived, for, in spite of brilliant exposi¬ 
tion, the inherent barrenness of the teaching speedily 
became apparent to them. “ We are powerless to pene¬ 
trate beyond Nature,” says the first of these aphorisms. 
We hear the contradiction of that assertion (taking 
Nature as the mistress of things material only) every 
time we enter a church or the temple of any creed, 
every time we listen to the wind in a forest glade or 
the thunder of the waves on a sea-shore. The forces 
which move us, and in which we move, reach beyond 
material phenomena. Were it not so, this bitter saying 

would be true: 

We are puppets, Man in his pride, and Beauty fair in 
her flower. 

Goethe’s second aphorism contradicts his first. “ She 
snatches us up into her circling dance, and whirls us 
on until we are tired and drop from her arms.” Is not 
this to 44 penetrate beyond her” ? Goethe does not affirm 
the annihilation of force, which is inconceivable. The 
annihilation of matter is clearly incompatible with any 
sane theory. “ Everything is new, and yet naught but 
the old,” says Goethe. We know that our horse of 
to-day traces his ancestors back through the Hipparion 
and the Anchitherium to the Orohippus of Eocene days 
—a four-toed hoofed creature, not larger than a fox. 
One must strain the sense of words to bring the fact 
and the aphorism into line. " We constantly act upon 
her, and yet have no power over her.” 44 She is always 
building up and destroying, but her workshop is in¬ 
accessible.” 44 She is the only artist, working up the 
most uniform material into utter opposites. Forty 
years have brought about a marked change of attitude 
in scientific circles as to the Ultima Thule of material 
phenomena. More and more men are coming to the 
conclusion that beyond the phantasmagoria of Nature 
lies a region dominated by spiritual forces. We believe 
Huxley himself in his latter years became far less dog¬ 
matic in his matter-creed and its limitations. The 
modern school, certainly in England, has shifted its 
point of view, and regards the message of the 'seventies 

as but half-truths. 

** The diversity of her works is in unity.” 44 She 
performs a play.” 44 She changes for ever and ever, 
and rests not a moment Quietude is inconceivable 
to her, and she has laid her curse upon rest.” Nature 
thrives upon catastrophe. Let a bit of moorland or 
woodside lie undisturbed, and the types of its fauna and 
flora tend to level down to uniformity. A few hardy 
forms will crush out their comrades and reign supreme. 
Break down the monopoly by fire or the woodman’s 
axe, and shy rarities will spring up as if by magic. 

44 That which is most unnatural is still Nature.” 44 She 
rejoices in illusion.” 44 Her children are numberless. 
Over greatness she spreads her shield.” 44 Her mechanism 
has few springs, but they never wear out.” 44 Life is 

her most exquisite invention, and death is her expert 
contrivance to get plenty of life.” 

I bring to life, I bring to death. 
The spirit does but mean the breath. 

That is the message of an outworn creed. Blind leaders 
of the blind are its professors. Modern solutions bring 
us ever nearer to the central oneness of force. We 
begin to realise that unity and beauty are elemental, 
and, as a corollary, that 44 it is the Spirit that quickeneth.” 

A. E. Carey. 

Indian Reviews 

COLLEGES for the higher education of 

Indian girls are noticed in the Collegian 

(Calcutta), No. 2, for February, as existing at 
Lucknow, and contemplated at Bombay, which 
generally takes the lead in progress. The foun¬ 
dation of two valuable Professorships at Calcutta, one 
for Indian History and Antiquities, the other for Mathe¬ 
matics, to commemorate the King’s visit, should conduce 

to elevate the study of those subjects to the European 
standard. The Cawnpore Agricultural College and cer¬ 
tain technical scholarships to England and Western 
countries supply openings for students in other than 
literary careers. The educational progress of the last 
quinquennium is shown by figures, which, large as thev 
are, still leave much room for improvement In a re¬ 
markable address to some students the Editor of the 
Hindustan Review advised them “to follow the good 
ideals of the Europeans—their honesty of purpose, their 
devotion to principles, their punctuality, single-hearted 
love for one distinct aim of life, and, above all, their 
sense of self-sacrifice.” India wants such sound speak¬ 
ing from her best mea Learned papers on the Calculus 

and the Law of Refraction, with others on Education, 

Chaucer, and Prose and Poetry, complete an excellent 

number. 
The proceedings of the Legislative Councils in In ia 

must be a boon to the Indian Press as affording matter 
for irresponsible criticism. The Wednesday Review 

(Trichinopoly) of February 28, as usual, contains com 
ments on various matters debated, and frankly opposes 
too rapid advance in the direction of local self-go^em 
ment. Its remarks on English politics are hardly wort 
recording, but presumably the readers of the joum 

require some guidance. The same might be said of an 
Indian’s views on English life through Indian eyes. 
The writer on Industrialism promises a series of papers 
in greater detail. Indian journals would be much better 
employed in telling the English of the facts, wants, and 
ideas of India than in conveying inferior information of 
England to Indian readers. It is noteworthy that Mr. 
Gokhale’s Compulsory Education (Elementary) Bill did 
not receive universal support; the Editor would prefer 
that it should first be free, gratis, and that the managers 

of primary schools should receive adequate grants; but 

no suggestion is offered for meeting the cost. 
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Writers on special subjects such as Islam are apt to credit 
their readers with knowledge which they do not possess. 
Thus in the Moslem World for April, Dr. Margoliouth, 
discoursing on Moslem Tradition, writes round his sub¬ 
ject but offers no definite conclusions. There were two 
sources of Mahomedan law, the Koran, and the previous 
practice not abrogated by the new Code. The practice 
of the Prophet was substituted for the unabrogated 
practice, but there is an enormous literature of Tradition 
which deals with the question whether Texts in the 
Koran are abrogated or not Two learned authorities 
throw doubts on the authenticity of any tradition, and 
Dr. Margoliouth concludes that as we investigate the 
sources of the “ traditions, we find that we know less ” 
about Mahomed. From his exposition of Mahomedan- 
ism, reviewed elsewhere in this number, it is evident that 
he has the whole subject at his fingers’ ends, and might 
have written more clearly about Moslem tradition. The 
other doctrinal paper, on modern Anti-Trinitarianism 
and Islam, is a sound protest against any compromise, 
through Unitarianism, between Christianity and mono¬ 
theistic Islam. If Moslems are opposed, as they em¬ 
phatically are, to the doctrine of the Trinity, orthodox 
Christianity cannot compromise with them, by yielding 
the main citadel of their position. There are several 
geographical articles, showing the prevalence of Islam 
in various foreign countries and mission work therein. 
They are full of information and show good grounds of 
hopefulness for the mission cause. Few people would 
have supposed that there are seventy-nine Christian 
workers of sorts on the eastern border of Afghanistan; 
their number has unfortunately been reduced by the 
recent death, at the Bannu hospital, of Dr. T. L. Pen¬ 
nell, the writer of the paper on Islam in Afghanistan, 
a most highly qualified, influential and popular medical 
missionary. We had always understood that “ the 
Book” of the " People of the Book " meant the Christian 
hibie, and that the people indicated Christians: it is 
surprising to find seven full pages devoted to proving 
the proposition. Sufism, or the mystical side of Mahome- 
danism, is a special branch of Islam. The whole purpose 
of Sufism, the M way ” of the dervish, is to give him an 
escape from the prison of the body through the seventy 
thousand veils which separate him from uniting with 
Allah, the one reality. It will be interesting to see later 
how the early experiences of the mystics are developed. 

The Author Exposed 

/CONSIDERING the frequency with which author 
^ appear as characters in novels, it is remarkabl; 
difficult to recall any portrayal which seems genuine t 
those who know many authors. Young men writinj 

first novels" are very prone to choose an author a 
their hero. He is generally a flame-eyed being, wit! 
sensitive ideals and beautiful instincts, who write 
masterpiece after masterpiece until a cruel world atone 
for its neglect by crowning him with bays, in the shap 

of unprecedented cheques for royalties. Occasionally 
the theme is varied by making the author startle the 
world with his first work of genius, thereafter plunging 
into terrific love affairs with a selection of the women 
who throw themselves at his feet. The invalid-author, 
tenderly nursed by an ugly duckling who ultimately be¬ 
comes his only swan, represents another phase of the 
author’s author. But in none of these popular forms do 
we find the author as he generally is—a man of quite 
ordinary appearance and normal brain capacity, with a 
fondness for tobacco and a quiet life, generally inclined 
to be lazy, and to dream about incredible literary pro¬ 
jects, well versed in the ways of the market, the 
peculiarities of publishers, the value of words per 
thousand, the capabilities of the literary agent, and the 
unutterable failings of editors, yet keeping a glow of 
inspiration alive somewhere, like an altar-lamp in some 
underground and almost forgotten shrine. The author, 
in fact, is a plain man slightly coloured by a trade which, 
more easily than most trades, is capable of being 
elevated into an art. 

At each annual meeting of the Royal Literary Fund 
the soul of the benevolent is harrowed by stories of 
authors who have received microscopic sums for books 
which represent the work of months. The only circles 
which are not affected by these stories are the circles 
of authors themselves. “ Small profits and slow returns ” 
is the recognised law of literature; yet the publication of 
books goes on unchecked, and the writing of books in 
the hope of publication become more and more preva¬ 
lent. This anomaly is explained by the fact that every¬ 
one, in his inner heart, firmly believes that he can write 
a successful book. He (and especially she) is ready 
to make the attempt with the slightest encouragement. 
Out of the tens of thousands who yield to the tempta¬ 
tion, there are thousands who have cultivated the knack 
of writing, in journalism and other occupations. Thus 
we get a huge army of semi-professionals, engaged in 
a kind of secondary campaign of book-making. They 
are men of the world, who write books as a hobby, or 
with a genuine artistic impulse, or in the hope of 
adding a little to an already sufficient income. In this 
way the increasing over-production of books, in spite 
of the notoriously poor remuneration for authors, is fully 
explained. 

Every one of these side-liners, of course, nurses the 
hope of hitting the public taste so accurately that he 
may be able to devote himself entirely to literature. 
However, most of those who are exclusively authors 
have begun as specialists; and even the side-liner, when 
he gives up all other occupation and becomes an artist, 
ceases to be a man of the world almost at once. Apart 
from such questions as royalties and cheap editions, his 
thoughts move on a different plane from those of the 
ordinary man of affairs. His outlook on life is different; 
he tests things by a subjective standard which the poli¬ 
tician and the stockbroker recognise only out of business 
hours; and he concentrates upon dramatic and aesthetic 
values with all the enthusiasms and all the limitations 
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of a connoisseur. The world agrees to put him in a 
compartment by himself, next to the Poet, the Artist, 
the Musician, and other ministers of the emotions. He 
does not object to this glorious isolation, but of late 
years he has shown a curious tendency to assume that 
it does not exist in certain cases. Nobody would be 
more indignant than an author if a politician or a 
stockbroker were to set himself up as an arbiter in 
artistic matters, but the author does not hesitate to 
adopt a pontifical air on questions of statecraft and 
economics. This is a phenomenon which, on artistic 
grounds, deserves to be considered critically. 

More than one author has become a Member of 
Parliament within recent years; and in every case litera¬ 
ture has lost more than politics gained. One of the 
culprits recently gave thanks in public for his release 
from political chains; and there is at least one other 
great writer who must have longed ardently for the 
quiet of his study during the last few years. Another 
writer would probably have entered Parliament if the 
political machine had been built to his own particular 
specification; and he occupies himself in fluttering round 
the unclassed political groups, uttering weird heresies and 
distracting everybody's attention (including his own) 
from the fact that he is a great creative artist. Perhaps 
the most curious spectacle of all is that which was pro¬ 
vided during a recent election, when a romancist of the 
Middle Ages wrote letters, as a “working-man” to 
“ working-men,” on the famous People’s Budget. The 
effect was both farcical and tragic. Don Quixote, as an 
election agent, would have been more at home than this 
darling of the libraries as a missionary for the Radical 
Government. Still later we have had a manifesto, signed 
by several eminent authors, on the Syndicalist prosecu¬ 
tions. The manifesto showed a pathetic ignorance of 
the nature of the prosecutions; its reasoning was so 
flimsy and fallacious that the youngest law-student could 
have riddled it to shreds. Yet the signatories evidently 
thought that their reputation as artists would lend 
serious weight to their opinions on a question of State 
which they had not taken the trouble to understand. 

These are typical instances; and it is difficult to 
escape the feeling that they are due to the disease of 
Authors’ Vanity. Prominent writers are so accustomed 
to adulation and to respectful attention from the Press 
that they are easily inclined to the belief that they are 
persons of importance in a general sense. Literary 
circles have a habit of mutual admiration; and literary 
men, as individuals, are exceedingly jealous of each 
other. Both features are the outcome of the irritability 
which goes with the pursuit of art Taken along with 
the cases of misplaced publicity we have mentioned, they 
indicate that the author is wise who speaks to the public 
only through his art. Dignity demands it; common- 
sense demands it. And if the culprits studied them¬ 
selves and the results of their action with the same 
critical eye as they bestow upon the creations of their 
imagination, they also would demand it. 

Adam Gowans Whyte. 

Foreign Reviews 
La Revue. 

HE first March number is distinguished by the pub¬ 
lication of the presidential address which Baron 

d’Estoumelles de Constant was to have delivered at the 
Congress of the 44 Union Interparlementaire ” for the 
limitation of armaments last October. The Congress 
was prevented from meeting, and the Revue has secured 
this interesting document. There is not much that is 
new in theory, except perhaps the particular attention 
paid to naval armaments, which are alleged to serve no 
purpose whatever. An interesting obiter dictum is: 
44 Debarquer une arm£e est impossible en pays civilise, 
ennemi; .... soutenir cette arm6e et la ravitailler est 
plus impossible encore.” 

In the same number M. Camille Flammarion discusses 
44 La connaissance de l’avenir,” and gives several well- 
authenticated illustrations; M. Hinzelin concludes his 
capital impressions of Belgium; the Sainte-Beuve 
correspondence comes to an end, and a series of letters 
of Mgr Duchesne gives from his side the history of the 
composition and condemnation of his 44 Histoire ancienne 
de l’Eglise.” M. Charles Simond speaks of Ruskin, and 
M. Trarieux has high praise for 44 Mrs. Warren’s Pro¬ 
fession ”: 44 Ce Bernard Shaw est un monsieur de 
premier ordre. Je pense que, depuis Ibsen,. . . il n’y a 

pas eu en Europe beaucoup d’esprits mieux dou6s que 
lui parmi les auteurs dramatiques.” 

44 L’ltalie de demain et la France ” engages Signor 
Scipio Sighele and M. Albert Dauzat in the second 

March number. The former is concerned to demonstrate 
that Tripoli is merely the road to Trieste; the latter is 
inclined to throw water on Franco-Italian rapproche¬ 

ments—they are desirable, but exposed to the storms of 

chance and caprice. M. Faguet writes of George Sand 
and her friends, particularly Pierre Leroux and Chopin; 
his article is partly a review of M. Kar6nine’s recent 

book on George Sand. M. L60 Claretie tells the story 
of Chateaubriand’s one play, the 44 Moise,” withdrawn, 
after the dress rehearsal, by the author himself. MM 
H. Poincar6, Jean Mascart, and Edmond Haraucourt 

celebrate the seventieth birthday of M. Camille Flam¬ 
marion by reviewing his exploits in various fields. 

Revue Critique d’Histoirf. et de Litt£raturk. 

March 2.—Dr. Rhys Roberts’ edition of Dionysius 0 

Halicarnassus is very favourably noticed. 44 Well meant 

perhaps summarises the judgment of 44 R.” on Hamack> 

44 Aus Wissenschaft und Leben ” ; the great theologian s 

contributions to latter-day research appear to be some 

times trivial. . 
March 9.—M. Chuquet reviews a large number 0! 

recent historical books of varying calibre. 
March 16.—M. de Ridder finds 44 Religione e arte 

figurata,” lately noticed in THE ACADEMY, defective m 

certain respects. M. Loisy reviews two books ea 
more or less directly with the sources of Judaism 
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Indogermanen irn alten Orient,” by Herr M. Gemoll, and 
“Kananaer und Hebraer,” by Herr F. Bohl. 

Revue des Etudes Napol£oniennes. 

The March number contains a most interesting 1812 
article by M. Driault, who describes fully and graphically 
the preparations and negotiations that heralded the 
Great Expedition. The measures taken to ensure home 
defence and to buy off England, even at the price of the 

status quo in Spain, and the probable ulterior objective 
are thoroughly discussed. M. Gabory tells of Napoleon’s 
Megalopolis—La Roche-sur-Yon—and its somewhat 
burlesque development. M. Radiguet discusses the 

“Acte additionnel de 1815,” an abortive attempt at 
constitutional democracy a Canglaise. M. Gonnard deals 
with the Liberal exploitation of the Napoleonic legend 
in the M Bibliotheque Historique.” Highly interesting 
1812 documents from the Russian archives are given by 
M. Serge Goriainow, and the diary of the 1st Russian 
Corps is also published in this number. Finally there 
are some letters of the Queen of Naples. 

Repertorium fOr Kunstwissenschaft. 

Dr. O. Wulff, using the researches of Herrn Strzy- 

gowski and L. von Sybel as a peg on which to hang his 

reflections, examines very thoroughly the origins of 

primitive Christian art; though he talks a good deal 
about syncretism, he concludes in favour of a real unity 
in this art; the starting-point was, however, not Rome, 

but the East. Herr Robert Stiassny discusses ancient 

Salzburg art, and Herr Karl Simon the little-known 

Frankfort artists, the Fyols; reproductions of pictures 
by Conrad Fyol are given. 

The Week in Parliament 

By a Regular Devotee. 

There never was a Parliament that professed so 
much zeal—and yet it is curious to note that like 

so many of its predecessors it always comes back to 
work reluctantly. However heavy the coming work, it 

has the air of the bather who puts his toe in to test 

the warmth of the water and withdraws it again quickly. 

The Whip, knowing from experience the impossibility 

°f getting much work done the first day, put down a 

moderate programme for Wednesday last when the 

House reassembled. The Army Annual Bill was the 

Modest pilce de rksistance. The Labour men, led by 
Keir Hardie, protested against the use of the military in 

strikes, and proposed that the oath of allegiance sworn 

hy the soldier should be varied so that he need not be 
calkd upon in case of riot—a preposterous suggestion 

which even stalwart John Ward could not support; he 
actually crossed the floor of the House and sat among 

*s youthful enemies the young Lords until he delivered 

Important New JOHN LONG Novel now in 

Great Demand 

THIRD EDITION 

CLOUDS 
A Story of the Kentish Coast 

By CHARLES IGGLESDEN 
Author of “A Flutter with Fete.” 

This is a novel quite out of the common rnn, set in 
the delightful garden county of England, and written, 
as THE TIMES says, by “a noted authority on Kent 
and its topographyMr. Igglesden knows every inch 
of Kent, and in the course of his charming story gives 
many a glimpse of historic spots in the country. 

Daily Chronicle says: "Mr. Igglesden intermixes descriptions 
of real places and events with imaginary characters in a very 
effective way. • Clouds ' is a good story, one to get and read." 

6a. At all Libraries and Booksellers. 6a. 

An interesting prospectus containing a synopsis of this and 

forthcoming Novels post free on receipt of a post-card. 

JOHN LONG, Ltd*, Publishers, London. 

his oration, after which he resumed his seat on the other 
side. Everybody wanted to get home to dinner, and 
pourparlers began. At last it was agreed “ that if the 

Hardie—I mean Army—Annual finished at a reasonable 
time—the Opposition Whips would not object to, say, 
two small Government Bills going through a stage—but 
it must be distinctly understood that they are got 

through by 8 because if not " that terrible little bore 
Chiozza Money had a motion on the vast subject of the 
Nationalisation of the Railways—and heaven knew only 
too well what that meant if he once got under weigh. 
We should all have to sit till 11.” 

So the Labour men were sat upon as quickly as pos¬ 

sible. Sir Rufus Isaacs, the Attorney-General, made a 
speech like a proposition of Euclid, proving that all 
citizens were bound to preserve order—that soldiers 
were citizens—and that, being trained, they were more 
expert than civilians—therefore Hardie is absurd_ 
Q.E.D. 

The first of the little Government Bills was to provide 
sites for more Government Offices in Whitehall. The 
youthful Wedgwood Benn, who represents the First 
Commissioner of Works, was received with a good- 
humoured cheer as he came for the first time to the 
box which is dented with the blows of Gladstone’s 
signet-ring. He did not thump the box, but explained 
that his iconoclastic Government intended to pull down 
those picturesque old houses near Montague House to 
make room for another Palladian Palace to house the 
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Board of Trade. He also proposed to do away with 
Tooks Court to make room for an extension of the 
Patent Office, regardless of the feelings of the ghost of 
Mr. Snagsby, who “ pursued the lawful calling of a law 
stationer ” there in the days of 44 Bleak House.” This 
is a subject the House delights in, and to the horror of 
everybody the clock meandered to 8 and 8.15 before 
the Government had what it wanted. If there had been 
the smallest hiatus between the completion of the 
Government business and 8.15 all would have been well. 
The Speaker would have been off like a lamplighter be- 

. cause there would have been nothing before the House, 
but as it was there was no interval, and everybody 
groaned when that patriotic Briton, Leo Chiozza Money, 
rose to his feet with his hands full of figures. 

A count cannot be called between 8.15 and 9.15, I 
believe, but at the very earliest moment possible a 
Member rose and as a protest against this breach of 
procedure pointed out to the Speaker that instead of 
40 being present there were only 4, and the bells failed 
to produce anyone from anywhere. The House at the 
commencement of the most momentous sitting of the 
last quarter of a century was in darkness at 9.20. 

On Thursday some people got up at six to secure a 
seat, and by three o’clock the House was quite, and the 
Galleries were nearly, full. There were few questions; 
all the party leaders were cheered, and at 3.15 Mr. As¬ 
quith was on his legs—looking strangely like Mr. Glad¬ 
stone did in 1893, with the same white, waxen 
appearance. He devoted some 20 minutes to historical 
introduction and then pursued his way very carefully 
with notes. 

His speech was a masterpiece of compression: if he 
had learnt it by heart and found it took five hours and 
then recited it again and again until he fitted it into 
two he could not have been more precise and concise. 
Not a word was thrown away from start to finish. His 
own side curiously enough were very silent all through it 
—they rarely cheered and three or four slept Towards 
the end he slowly quoted extracts from Mr. Bonar 
Law’s speech at Belfast: 41 In order to remain for a few 
months longer in office ”—(Opposition cheers)—44 his 
Majesty’s Government had sold the Constitution.”—(Re¬ 
newed Opposition cheers.) 

This is all very well for Ulster, but, said Mr. As¬ 
quith impressively, 44 Am I to understand that the right 
hon. gentleman is prepared to repeat it on the floor of 
the House of Commons ? ” He reminded me of Sergeant 
Buzfuz trying to frighten Sam Weller. 

441 have said it here,” said Bonar Law nonchalantly. 

This was dreadful—a young man new in the Leader¬ 
ship daring to lounge on his seat and answer a veteran 

in this manner. 

But worse was to come. The Premier went on: “ Is it 
that I and my colleagues are selling our convictions ? ” 

44 You haven’t got any,” retorted the unabashed Bonar, 
to the unconcealed delight of his friends. 

As a chronicler of the scene rather than a reporter of 

what was said I do not propose to give the substance 
of the Bill. By this time it will be in print 

The Bill appeared to us to be a patchwork piece of 
work. Safeguards were proposed that came strangely 
from the lips of the most Democratic Premier of the 
age—the Veto of the Lord Lieutenant, and a Senate 
of 40 to be nominated at first and not elected. In a 
tone which accused whilst it excused he pointed out that 
this was only the first instalment of a plan of Home 
Rule all round, and hinted that in the no distant future 
Wales, Scotland, and even England would have separate 
Parliaments and apparently nominated Senates. (I lay 
back and wondered who would compose the English 
House and who would be nominated to form its Senate.) 

Carson rose slowly and dourly to oppose. With bent 
head and stem jaw he glared at the Prime Minister as 
he tore the speech to atoms. He taunted the Govern¬ 
ment with being under the heel of John Redmond; he 
solemnly declared that Ulster would never submit, and 
sneered bitterly at a scheme of Home Rule all round 
which was to be brought in piecemeal whilst the Con¬ 
stitution was in a state of flux. Why had not the Pre¬ 
amble to the Parliament Bill been acted upon? Why 
had not the solemn declaration of the Prime Minister to 
put the House of Lords in order as soon as possible not 
been carried out? Why was this Home Rule being 
sneaked through with intervals? 

John Redmond delivered a carefully prepared and 
impressive harangue—concluding in tearful tones with 
a quotation 44 from the beautiful words with which the 
proceedings of the House were opened this afternoon.” 

0 

A quotation which will be used for months to come in 
scores of dissenting chapels throughout the land- Mr. 
Redmond was no fool in using the prayer of the Church 
of England to catch Nonconformist votes. 

Everybody poured into the Lobby when Ramsay 
MacDonald rose to give the blessing of Labour to the 
Bill, and for the rest of the evening Members were 
cudgelling their brains to give something “crisp and 

snappy ” to the Lobby men for the morning papers. It 
was as good as a speech, and saved needless jumping up 
and down to catch the Speaker’s eye. Friday was a bye 
day. The Unionists having been successful, the ballot 

produced a useful little Bill for the erection of College 
Houses. It is the work of the new Unionist Social 
Reform Committee, and on that account was barred 

by the Government and the Labour men, who cannot 

bear to allow any credit to the Unionists in trying to 

better the conditions of the working classes. 

Having moved the adjournment of the Home Rule 
debate on Thursday night, Mr. Balfour rose to speak 
after questions on Monday. He looked in the best of 
health, and the whole House, after a welcoming cheer, 
settled itself to listen to an intellectual treat At his best 
there is no one to touch Mr. Balfour in the House of 
Commons; his absence fan be felt, and when he is 
present he towers over everyone—Asquith, Lloyd 
George, Winston, are not in the same street with him 
His long experience on the Front Bench, his remem¬ 
brance of things that are merely history to most of us. 
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and his knowledge of Constitutional history, made his 
speech the most striking performance of the whole 

debate. 

With unerring skill he pitched upon points which 
many men would scarcely have noticed. He asked if 
any of the great architects of Constitutions had ever set 
about building up one part without at least having a 
plan of the whole. Did the framers of the Constitution 
of the United States do it ? Did Canada or Australia 
or even the Government themselves when they set up 
the South African model do it ? He taunted the Govern¬ 
ment with having no scheme ready for the rest of the 
United Kingdom. He described the Government plan 
as a fair-weather Constitution which would never stand 
the stress of rough weather, and showed conclusively 
how we had been hampered in our past hours of trial 
before the Union became an accomplished fact. 

Mr. Balfour was followed by Mr. Herbert Samuel in 
a neat speech in which he gracefully complimented Mr. 
Balfour on his return, but even his machine-like mind 
failed to convince the House on the question of the 
figures. 

Party passion was hushed for a moment at the open¬ 
ing of Tuesday’s debate, when, with bared heads, we 
listened in silence to a few well-chosen words of sym¬ 
pathy from the Premier on the subject of the “ Titanic” 
disaster. 

Mr. Walter Long opened the debate in one of the 
best efforts he has made. Tim Healy was amusing as 
usual, and whimsically hinted that it might be a good 
thing if Ulster appointed the Senate and left the rest 
of Ireland to man the Irish Commons. 

Bonar Law rose to speak at 9.15. He seemed nettled 
at Asquith’s remark on the New Style, and showed that 
his predecessor had used far stronger expressions than 
he himself had. He declared that there was an air of 
unreality about the whole debate, and that the Govern¬ 
ment were gambling on the chance of good government 
m Ireland, and that a debt of honour was being paid 
with the price of shame. Birrell wound up somewhat 
m the nature of an anticlimax. He preached at the 
House as if he felt that it was more in keeping with 
the solemnity of the occasion than his usual flippancy, 
although he drifted into the latter style towards the 
eud. There were two divisions; the numbers in each 
were exactly equal, which in itself is a most unusual 
occurrence, and when the Unionists found the majority 
was under a hundred they yelled themselves hoarse. 
1 have reason to know that John Redmond was very dis- 
satisfied with the result. 

So ended the first round, with all the honours to the 
Opposition. Excepting Asquith’s speech, there were no 
speeches of outstanding merit on the Government side, 
whilst both Mr. Balfour and Mr. Bonar Law made 
tremendous onslaughts on the Bill, and many lesser 
lghts made contributions which will be of the utmost 

use in the constituencies. The sober men on the 
government side are beginning to realise the difficulties 

th*t lie in their path. 

The International Society of 
Sculptors and Gravers at the 

Grafton Galleries 

ARIETY is the note of this exhibition. Seldom, 
we imagine, has good and bad work jostled to¬ 

gether in such startling proximity. Millet finds himself 
cheek by jowl with the Post-Impressionists; Manet and 
Strang may be seen in the same Gallery; Alfred 
Stevens hangs within sight of the abomination called 
" Decorative Arrangement,” by Wolmark. The best 
things shown are very good indeed; the worst are so 
bad that one wonders at any self-respecting society ex¬ 
hibiting them at all. This lack of consistency is to be 
regretted. In art, as in other things, there is a measure 
of good and evil; and there should be some attempt at 
excluding the obviously bad at all events—the incom¬ 
petence which seeks to disguise itself as the eccentricity 
of genius. Only thus can the level of the Society be 
maintained at a point which will ensure its being taken 
seriously. 

The work of Alfred Stevens is of especial interest. 
Unpretentious, delicate, and thorough, he has now fairly 
won recognition as a master, though not, of course, on 
the very highest plane. What he lacks in breadth of 
conception he makes up in gentleness and grace, and 
especially in conscientious thoroughness of finish and 
balanced harmonies of colour. The picture, “ L’Atelier,” 
is an excellent instance in point—a model, apparently, 
looking at the frame containing a study from herself. 
There is not an inharmonious touch in the picture; the 
idea may be slight, but it is perfectly carried out The 
technique is finished, but not overdone; and the merits 
of the picture continue to reveal themselves with closer 
inspection. Sisley, the famous Impressionist, is repre¬ 
sented by a clever study of wind among trees in spring¬ 
time—“Le coup de vent, matin6e de mai.” The wind 
is there, and the foliage, but the blending of the re¬ 
solved tints is not so perfectly achieved as in some other 
examples of that school. M. Vuillard gives a clever 
sketch broadly painted in his " Jeune fille dans l’ateiier”; 
there is an excellent sketch by Manet called "Still 
Life ”—a study of a dead rabbit hanging by a window 
which looks out on a street, with the distortions pro¬ 
duced by a glass medium in the view beyond wonder¬ 
fully indicated. On the other hand the study of flowers 
by the same artist can only be characterised as a dull 
smudge. But the expressive bronze head by Rodin 
atones for much—it is a noble piece of work from .a 
master hand. Two other delightful works by Alfred 
Stevens are the “ Femme aux Tourterelles” and "Pen¬ 
sive ”; the former noteworthy for the graceful central 
figure, exquisitely painted, of a woman in Japanese cos¬ 
tume; the latter for the beautiful and expressive face 
and the wonderful finish of the hands. Other works 
are by Gauguin and Van Hogh. 

The Octagonal Gallery also contains two fine works 
by Millet, " The Sower ” which is too well known to need 
description, a wonderful blend of pathetic sentiment and 
harmonious colour; the other, “ Une famille de 
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paysans,” a group of father, mother, and a shrinking 
child, also marked by that strange pathos of poverty 
which the master knew so well how to express. The 
same room contains two modern portraits—that of Miss 
Tinnie Greaves, by Mr. Walter Greaves—a remarkably 
expressive and characteristic work, painted in quiet but 
effective tones; the other, Mr. W. D. Adams’ clever 
rendering of a typical modem damsel, marked by that 
self-reliant hardness which is becoming so common a 
feature in the 11 newest woman.” M. Renoir’s “ Jeune 
fille lisant ” is characteristic of the Impressionist School 
—very clever, and revealing more merits as you look at 
it It remains a question, however, whether the same 
ultimate effect could not have been gained by more 
direct methods. In the Large Gallery attention is at¬ 
tracted to the quietly effective sunlight falling upon grey 
walls through arching foliage in Mr. Alfred Withers’ 
“ Le Moulin de Nazareth ”; and there is some rich 
colour and exquisite drawing in Mr. Charles Shannon’s 
“ Wood-nymph ”—the purple shadows on the nude figure 
are particularly well managed. A fine Impressionist pic¬ 
ture, a vision of sunlight and dancing wavelets and 
rugged chalk cliffs, is M. Monet’s “ Falaises k Pourville,” 
though it suffers from the proximity of a terrible 
“Femme couch6e” of the crudest Post-Impressionist 
school. Mr. E. F. Boyd’s “ Porte della Misericordia ” 
has some convincing water on Impressionist lines; and 
M. Courbet’s “ Nu ” is a brilliant piece of foreshortening 
and clear colour—though the hair is a little hard and 
u snakey.” 

The pictures numbered 66 to 70 show the Post- 
Impressionist rampant; but M. Guerin’s brilliant “ Por¬ 
trait ”—a seated girl in decolletie dress—is for all its 
staring colour a very expressive and haunting work, both 
in unstudied naturalness of pose and in the expression 
of a personality. “ Sevillianas,” by M. Br6al, is both 
clever and humorous. Mr. William Strang’s pictures are 
as strong in their appeal as odd in their technique; 
and the opportunity for studying them in this exhibition 
is one for which students will be grateful. Generally 
his methods are, no doubt, to be avoided; but he makes 
his works express his mind in quite irresistible fashion— 
the girl-portrait which he calls “ The Story Book ” is 
particularly striking. His purity of colour is very notice¬ 
able. A decorative work by him, “ Laughter,” is 
remarkable for some of the individual figures—especially 
the little girl on the right of the picture. Other works to 
be mentioned are Mr. John Laver/s vivid Moorish 
sketches; M. Maurice Denis’ extraordinary pink and 
purple “ La Plage ”—full of sunlight and movement, and 
clever drawing of the nude, in spite of its extraordinary 
colour; Mr. Dekkert’s “Scotch Fishing Village,” and 
Mr. Walter Russell’s “Love.” One hopes that Miss 
Vera Willoughby has not struck the right note in her 
extraordinarily repulsive but cleverly archaic renderings 
of the myths of Pasiphae and Clytemnestra. Mention 
must be made of a sketch portrait in crayons by Mr. 
Sargent, and clever portrait busts in marble and plaster 
by Mr. John Tweed and the Countess Feodora Gleichen. 
There are also some good water-colours which we have 
not space to particularise. 

Digitized by 

Notes and News 
Mr. Arthur Trower’s book “ Our Homestead and its 

Old-World Garden ” will in future be published by 
Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston and Co., Ltd., to whom 
all inquiries for the work should be addressed. 

“ Paul Burdon ” is the title of a new novel by Sir 
William Magnay which Messrs. Stanley Paul and Co. an¬ 
nounce for immediate publication. The story tells of a 
farmer in serious difficulty for want of capital and the 
curious circumstances which bring him deliverance. 

Messrs Holden and Hardingham, of 12, York Build¬ 
ings, Adelphi, will publish immediately a new novel by 
Sybil Campbell Lethbridge, entitled “The Shoreless 
Sea,” dealing with the question of divorce from an 
original point of view. 

“ Denys of Auxerre ” is the title of a new poetical 
drama in five acts by James Barton, which will shortly 
be published by Christophers. Its theme is the story— 
traced by Pater from the stained glass of Auxerre 
Cathedral—of a pagan revival in the Middle Ages. 

A cable just received announces that “ The Blue 
Bird,” with the Haymarket Company, was produced on 
Easter Monday night in Sydney, N.S.W., with complete 
success. This is the first performance in Australia of 
Maeterlinck’s fairy play. 

A volume of verse by Mrs. Victor Campbell (the wife 
of Lieut. Victor Campbell, R.N., who commands Capt. 
Robert Scott’s Eastern Party of the Antarctic Expedi¬ 
tion), entitled “ The Choice—and Other Poems,” is 
shortly to be issued at 2s. 6d. net by Messrs. Lynwood 
and Co., Ltd., 12, Paternoster Row, E.C. 

Mr. Andrew Melrose publishes on the 17th inst a 
novel of exceptional interest, called “ Daphne in the 
Fatherland” The pictures it gives of German life and 
character in high places are so intimate that it has 
been judged advisable for the author to remain 
anonymous. 

Practically every house at the “ Shakespeare’s Eng¬ 
land” Exhibition at Earl's Court will be a model of 
some famous sixteenth century building, and that these 
will be archaeologically accurate even to their minutest 
detail may be depended upon inasmuch as the design¬ 
ing and the construction of the Elizabethan town has 
been entrusted to the distinguished architect, Mr. Edwin 
Lutyens. 

The Drama Society will give the first production of 
Mr. Richard le Gallienne’s tragedy “Orestes,” at the 
Boudoir Theatre, 12b, Pembroke Gardens, Earl’s Court, 
on Monday afternoon, May 6. Mme Marie Vantini will 
produce the play, and among those in the cast will be 
Miss Edyth Olive, Miss Beatrice Irwan, Miss Eve Bal¬ 
four, Mr. Henry Austin, Mr. William Fazan, and Mr. 
Rathmell Wilson in the name-part. 

The revision of Chaffer’s “ Marks and Monograms on 
Pottery and Porcelain,” which has been undertaken by 
Mr. Frederick Litchfield, assisted by Mr. R. L. Hobson 
of the British Museum, and Dr. Justus Brinckmann, 
Director of the Hamburg Museum, is nearly ready for 
publication. Two years have been spent in the collecting 
and arranging of the vast amount of new material which 
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it was found necessary to incorporate, while no less than 
1,500 new marks have been added. 

With Mr. Martin Hardie, A.R.E., as editor, Messrs. 
A. and C. Black are commencing the publication of a 
new inexpensive art series called '^Artists’ Sketch 
Books.” Each volume will contain 24 reproductions of 
pencil drawings of well-known centres, and the artists 
have been encouraged to express their individuality both 
in choice of subject and execution. The first four 
Sketch Books will be “ London ” and “ Edinburgh,” by 
Lester G. Hornby, “ Paris,” by Eugene B6jot, and 
u Rochester,” by K. Kimball. 

Dr. George Brandes, the famous author of the critical 
study, " William Shakespeare,” and “ Main Currents in 
Nineteenth Century Literature,” etc., published by Mr. 
Heinemann, has at last, after much persuasion, con¬ 
sented to come over to this country to give a series of 
lectures at the different universities; he has also 
promised to give one popular lecture on “ Shakespeare” 
or “ Hamlet ” in London some time in the middle of 
May. It will be recalled that in February last Dr. 
Brandes celebrated his 70th birthday. 

Mr. J. H. Shannon, President of the Royal Society of 
Portrait Painters, has accepted the position of Chairman 
of the Fine Art Committee of the Anglo-Latin Exhibi¬ 
tion at Shepherd’s Bush. The magnificent Fine Art 
Palace at the White City is being divided into four sec¬ 
tions, which will comprise the best art treasures fully 
representative of the Schools of France, Spain, Italy 
and Great Britain. Some exceedingly remarkable paint¬ 
ings—hitherto not publicly exhibited—are being brought 
from abroad. 

Every student of Napoleonic history is confronted 
with the difficulty of knowing what books he should con¬ 
sult of the hundreds on that period. The most complete 
aid to selection is Kircheisens “ Bibliographic du Temps 
de NapoI6on” (two volumes, 12s. 6d. net and 8s. net; 
Sampson Low and Co.), which gives descriptions of 
every one of these books in classified sections. Vol. I 
is divided into three parts: Part I contains books on 
Universal History between 1795 an^ 1815; Part II 
books on the histories of individual countries during that 
period; Part III is reserved for books specialising on 
the Napoleonic wars. Vol. II, of which the first part 
is now ready, includes Napoleon’s own writings, and 
books upon his correspondence, biographies, memoirs, 
etc.; works dealing with the members of his family, 
his court, and all those with whom he came in contact. 
The size, length, price, various editions and publishers of 
each book are given, and wherever translations have 
been made similar details are also given. 

Imperial and Foreign Affairs 
By Lancelot Lawton. 

THE COMING ANNEXATION OF MANCHURIA. 

IN the columns of The ACADEMY, as far back as 
November 18, we hinted that certain Powers were 

about to take advantage of the embarrassing situation 
in which China then found herself in order to execute a 
coup de main. At a later date we announced definitely 
that it was the intention of Japan to annex the pro¬ 
vinces of Southern Manchuria, and that, in this event, 

Russia would take similar action in regard to Northern 
Manchuria, and would seek to extend her influence in 
outer Mongolia by establishing a Protectorate resem¬ 
bling that which she now exercises over Bokhara. Since 
that time confirmation in regard to these impending 
events has been forthcoming from a variety of sources, 
notably the Peking correspondent of the Daily Tele¬ 

graphy believed to be that well-known authority on Far 
Eastern Affairs, Mr. Putnam Weale, and from the St 
Petersburg correspondents of the same journal and of 
the Observer. Hitherto Great Britain, which has pledged 
itself in not one but many treaties to preserve intact 
the doctrine of the Open Door, has stood in the way of 
the fulfilment of Japan’s ambition. Within the last 
few days, however, there have been significant activities 
in the diplomatic circles of capitals that will be directly 
affected by the coming change. For example, in Tokyo 
international jurists of semi-official standing have pub¬ 
lished views boldly favouring annexation, while both 
Russia and Japan have declared their inability to par¬ 
ticipate in the Four Nations Loan to China without first 
having come to some arrangement whereby their pre¬ 
tensions in the Manchu-Mongolian spheres receive ade¬ 
quate recognition. M. Sazanoff was to have made an 
important declaration before the Duma concerning 
foreign policy, but at the last moment he considered it 
advisable to defer any utterance on the subject until 
after Easter. Inspired statements emanating from St. 
Petersburg inform us that he will deal comprehensively 
with the Far Eastern situation. 

All indications, therefore, point to the fact that China 
is about to suffer the penalty of weakness temporarily 
arising from efforts at reforming herself. In other 
words, we are about to witness a piece of international 
vandalism no less indefensible than that which shocked 
the world in the case of the annexation by Austria of 
Bosnia-Herzegovina. As a matter of fact the territories 
involved in the Far East are much greater in extent 
and infinitely more valuable in resources than the 
provinces which Turkey lost in the Balkans. Should 
British acquiescence be forthcoming Sir Edward Grey 
will doubtless be in a position to justify his policy. It 
is no new thing to be told that the pivot of this policy 
rests in the European situation. Idealists urge that in 
the Far East, as elsewhere, British tradition requires that 
as a first duty we shall strictly fulfil our treaty obliga¬ 
tions, or, in plain language, that once having given our 
word to uphold the integrity of China we should keep to 
it. But the self-same idealists belong to a class of 
pacifists who habitually oppose a policy of naval ex¬ 
pansion. Yet to obstruct Japan and Russia in the Far 
East would involve a return on our part to a position of 
splendid isolation; and to maintain this position in view 
of the growth of modem armaments generally a navy 
approximating at least twice our present enormous 
strength would be required. We share the regrets that 
Great Britain’s alliance with Japan and her entente with 
Russia are about to be revealed to struggling China as 
nothing less than examples of diplomatic opportunism; 
for we cannot forget that the foundation of these friend- 

• ships, as expressed in the unctuous phraseology of 
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treaties, was a desire to see the integrity of China main- 
tained. Doubtless such disregard of international obliga¬ 
tion cannot fail to react unfavourably upon our interests 
in China, and will cause our policy in the future to be 
viewed with not a little suspicion, a circumstance all 
the more to be deplored when we reflect that China is 
now in a state of transition where she has much to offer 
in the way of trade, commerce, and concession to those 
nations who win her confidence. But the final judgment 
is inevitable that the so-called British reputation for 
honest dealing, involving as it did the protection of the 
weak nations of the earth, has broken down completely 
amid the stress occasioned by the mad race for arma¬ 
ments. 

It is largely due to the aggressive measures adopted 
by Japan in the South that China is about to be shorn 
of her Manchurian domains. In the North Russia has 
exhibited a spirit of compromise; but not unnaturally 
her Imperial interests have required that she should 
regulate her activities in accordance with those of her 
neighbour, Japan. The outstanding feature of the situa¬ 
tion as it exists to-day is that Japan, which concluded an 
alliance with Great Britain because of her professed 
abhorrence of Russian methods, and which, animated by 
this motive, raided the money markets of the West in 
order that she might go to war with Russia, has since 
pursued a policy in Manchuria deliberately aimed at the 
absorption of that territory, a policy infinitely more 
reprehensible in character than that to which she so 
vigorously objected in the days when Russia was in 
complete occupation. This policy may be best summed 
up in the words “ conquest by railway.” 

It will be recalled that the Chinese Eastern Railway was 
originally promoted by Russia as a joint Russo-Chinese 
concern. The interest of the Chinese in the company, 
however, was merely nominal, and their inclusion had 
no other object than that of saving the face of China 
and, if possible, blinding the world to the real motives 
which lay behind Russian aggression in the Far East. 
When, in August, 1905, Japan took over the southern 
section of the line she aimed at making its ownership 
exclusively Japanese. By an Imperial ordinance pro¬ 
mulgated on June 7, 1906, sanction was given to the 
establishment of a South Manchuria Railway Company; 
and the preliminary requirements having been complied 
with share subscriptions were invited during September 
and October of the same year. Of the total issue 
of 600,000 shares at £20 per share, 500,000 are held by 
the Japanese Government in the name of the Minister 
of Finance, while the remaining 100,000 are divided 
among 7,3 54 persons. With the exception of twenty-five 
Chinese, mostly domiciled in Japan, all the shareholders 
are Japanese. The total capital of the Company is 
twenty millions sterling, which sum also represents the 
extent of its borrowing powers. Owing to economical 
management a dividend of six per cent, is paid to 
private shareholders, and two and a half to the Govern¬ 
ment. Besides conducting the railways the company 
controls harbours, warehouses, steamers, mines, fac¬ 
tories, gas and electric light works, telegraph and tele¬ 
phone systems, and tramways. Moreover, to all intents 

and purposes it exercises sovereign rights on behalf of 
Japan in large territories adjacent to the line, superin¬ 
tends immigration, and administers colonies. Hospitals, 
schools, and laboratories have been established, and at 
fifteen different centres systematic town planning is 
being carried out. In short, the undertaking has been 
managed solely with a view to giving Japan a monopoly 
of the entire resources of Southern Manchuria. The 
Tokyo Government decides for itself, and in doing so 
naturally takes a wide view, the extent of area within 
which a railway project may be considered as competi¬ 
tive with the South Manchuria line. Thus China is 
precluded from developing her own territories by means 
of independent railways. Japanese goods are given 
preferential rates and preferential treatment generally, 
and Japanese subjects have been allotted all the best 
properties and sites in the towns and districts under 
the administration of the Company. In the building up 
of this colossal enterprise, which has effectually elbowed 
British interests out of Southern Manchuria, British 
money, in the form of debentures floated at a compara¬ 
tively low rate of interest in London, has been largely 
employed. In this instance at least the alliance has not 
been without its concrete advantages to Japan. On our 
side we are left to extract as much comfort as we can 
from the knowledge that we have generously provided 
our rivals with the sinews of war against ourselves. 

MOTORING 

T will surprise many touring motorists to learn that 
they will find in Cape Colony scenery far more 

beautiful than any in the South of France, and that if 
they only realised what grand motoring possibilities 
there are awaiting them in that country they would go 
there in preference to any part of Europe. Such is the 
opinion expressed by Mr. S. F. Edge on his return to 
this country after a three months’ tour of investigation 
in South Africa. As is generally known, the object of 
the journey was to ascertain at first hand what type of 
motor vehicle was best adapted to meet the require¬ 
ments of the country and the people, and, as might have 
been expected from so shrewd and careful an observer, 
Mr. Edge has brought back with him a good deal of 
interesting and valuable information. In matters of 
motor construction he finds that all the British manu¬ 
facturers who have attempted to cater for the South 
African market have proceeded on radically wrong lines 
in several important respects, notably with regard to the 
suspension. He regards it as “sheer purgatory” to 
drive cars which have merely had their ordinary springs 
stiffened in such a country; especially long, flat, and 
flexible springs, consisting of many thin blades, being 
absolutely essential to counteract the blows and shocks 
which are unavoidable. Wood wheels and bodies are 
impossible owing to the great heat, and all paint and 
varnish are undesirable for the same reason. These 
facts should be carefully noted by all touring motorists 
who may be induced by Mr. Edge’s glowing reports to 
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journey to South Africa and see its beauties for them¬ 
selves. 

In the current issue of the Autocar, the interesting 
contributor who signs himself 44 Owen John ” deals with 
a matter about which, as he rightly says, all motorists are 
very sore at present, namely, the exorbitant price de¬ 
manded for petrol He expresses the conviction that 
if the big motoring organisations, instead of expending 
their energies and the money of their members in putting 
patrols where they are 41 worse than useless,” would 
take some practical steps to keep the price of petrol 
reasonable for their subscribers, they would win 
thousands of fresh adherents, even if they had to econo¬ 
mise in other directions. There is sound sense in this 
suggestion that something should be done by the A.A. 
and the R.AC. to enable their members to secure motor 
spirit at a lower price. 44 Owen John ” finds, in a motor- 
bus circular recently sent to him, that the price of petrol 
(without the tax) is calculated therein at less than five- 
pence per gallon, and we all know that the taxi-driver 
obtains all he requires for eightpence per gallon, and 
it certainly seems strange that organisations boasting 
of such enormous memberships should be unable or un¬ 
willing to arrange for their members to be supplied with 
the spirit at something near those figures, instead of 
nearly three times the price. Patrols on the roads are 
unquestionably very useful when they are located in 
the right spots, but petrol at a reasonable figure is of 
even greater importance. 

One of the latest inventions of interest to the motorist 
is that of flexible glass, a material which is said to 
combine the advantages of mica with the transparency of 
glass, and, in the opinion of the Motor, is likely to super¬ 
sede both these substances for motor wind-screens, side- 
windows for closed cars, etc The new material, called 
41 Verre Souple,” is, says the Motor, a composition the 
exact nature of which is kept secret, but it has all the 
apparent characteristics of mica with a considerably 
greater degree of transparency, and without its inflam¬ 
mability. It has the great advantage of weighing prac¬ 
tically nothing compared with plate glass, of which 
the ordinary wind-screen is necessarily made, and con¬ 
sequently will not require the very heavy fittings which 
are imperative to sustain the weight of the glass. Alto¬ 
gether the “ Verre Souple,” which is shortly to be placed 
on the English market, seems to be eminently suitable 
for the purposes indicated. 

In a letter to the Autocar a user of the new 10-12 
h.p. 4-cyL Belsize gives his experience as follows: 441 
have now driven it 1,984 miles, and am delighted with 
it in every respect. Apart from one puncture, I have 
had no stop on the road. The car is silent, comfortable, 
fast, and thoroughly reliable. On long runs I can easily 
average 30 miles to the gallon. I might point out that 
the Belsize is used entirely for calling upon collieries 
over the worst by-roads in Northumberland, Durham, 
and Yorkshire, in all weathers, and if there was any¬ 
thing weak in it I feel confident that I should have 
broken it before now, as I never consider my car in the 
slightest” 

As the special bargains of the week, Messrs. 

McCurds, Ltd., of Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, 
are offering an absolutely brand new 1912 two-cylinder 
8-9 h.p. Renault Voiturette, listed at 36210, for £185; 
and a 40 h.p. Zust, 1909 model, which originally cost 
about £600, for jfioo. This is in perfect condition and 
extremely fast. The price at which it is offered would 
not, of course, cover the cost of the body alone, and is 
a striking proof of the smallness of the outlay necessary 
at the present time to secure a fine and powerful car of 
a model a year or two old. 

In the Temple of Ma 91 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 
queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

STOCKBROKERS are happy; they have seldom been 
so busy. Their investment clients have plenty of 
money to put away, and their gambling clients are 

growing prosperous on the numberless 41 tips 99 that 
always seem to come off. We have had some years of 
depressed values in the stock markets; gradually prices 
had fallen too low. It is, therefore, not difficult to find 
cheap securities. As soon as a financial group finds a 
bargain it quietly proceeds to buy all the shares it can 
lay its hands on. It then searches about for something 
upon which to boom the stock. An amalgamation or 
a novel patent is usually sufficient. Then the price 
mounts like a rocket newly fired, and carries with it 
all the gamblers. This game has now been played for 
many months past. It has been a season of fireworks, 
and almost every set-piece has come off. There have 
been few damp squibs. Brokers and dealers and the 
lucky insiders have coined fortunes. The outside public 
console themselves with pieces of paper. The Marconi 
gamble is a good example of the latest style of Stock 
Exchange finance. I do not wish to decry the advan¬ 
tages of the Marconi system, although in the disaster to 
the Titanic we see only too clearly its limits, for the ship 
had been sunk two days before any messages were re¬ 
ceived, except mutilated and contradictory fragments. 
Had the Marconi process been as perfect as the gamblers 
claim it is, the Titanic could have talked with Cape Clear 
coherently for some hours, and given a lucid explanation 
of the disaster. But, as far as anyone knows, only 
broken, disjointed messages appear to have been received. 
The latest news with regard to the Marconi boom is that 
the company has in hand a process of wireless telephon¬ 
ing. Kent Coal is to be consolidated, and all Mr. Burr’s 
numberless finance syndicates are to be offered to the 
public as one 3 million pound company. Mr. Deacon is 
to be the managing director. 

Money.—The Money Market has changed since last 
week. New York appears to be financing her 44 bull 99 

account in London, and this is probably done in order 
to save the transfer of the German money from Berlin 
to New York. Rates have hardly altered at all, but the 
general feeling in Lombard Street is that there will be no 
reduction of the Bank Rate, mainly owing to the increase 
in trade and the increased demand for money in Wall 
Street. 

Foreigners.—Foreigners show very small changes. 
There is really very little business. The squabble over 
the question as to who is to finance China, and how it is 
to be financed, still goes on, and the latest story is that 
Russia has joined hands with Japan. It is also reported 
that the big Paris banks intend to finance Japan and 
lend her the money which she will need if she is to 
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participate in the Chinese loans. I confess that I did 
not expect that the French banks would fall a victim to 
the blandishments of the Japanese, for a French banker 
is a cautious person, and up to the present he has looked 
upon the financial overtures made by Japan with great 
coldness. 

Copper.—Tintos fluctuate with the price of Copper. 
There seems to be a fairly big 4 4 bull ” account in the 
metal, and although a rise is certain, it will probably take 
some time before Tintos reach 85. 

Home Rails.—Almost the only point of interest in the 
Home Railway Market has been the sharp rise in the 
Southern stocks on the story that the Kent Collieries 
would be producing coal within a few weeks. Dover A’s 
have jumped to 65^. There is no doubt that, quite apart 
from Kent Coal, the Southern railways have done much 
better out of the strike than any of the Northern lines. 
The Stock Exchange refuses to believe that any of the 
railways have been seriously damaged by the strike, and 
the market remains firm throughout. 

Yankees.—Yankees show signs of reaction. The pace 
here has been strong, and a certain amount of profit¬ 
taking has taken place. Amalgamated, however, are 
talked higher, and Milwaukees and Rocks are also said 
to be going better. The 4 per cent. Preference of Union 
Pacific are worth buying, as it is possible that they 
may be one day paid off. 

Rubber.—The Rubber Market remains in a very un¬ 
interesting condition. The Asiatic report was good, but 
the price of these shares is too high. There are still a 
good many stockbrokers who believe that it is only 
a question of time before we get a new boom in rubber. 
1 am unable to agree with them. I do not think that we 
can have a revival of interest in this market while prices 
remain at their present levels. There is nothing to go 
for, and the speculator always likes to feel that some¬ 
thing may happen. I do not see how he can ever per¬ 
suade himself into the belief that the yield on Rubber 
shares will improve. 

Oil.—Oils are booming. Shells are to pay an increased 
dividend. Ural Caspians have everything ready for the 
opening of navigation. Big deals have been done in Red 
Seas and Egyptian Oil Trusts. Maikop Victorys are 
talked very much higher. A lar^e deal is on in Petroleum 
Solid Fuel. Mr. MacDonald is only waiting for per¬ 
mission to strike a gusher on the Standard of Mexico 
ground. Chelekens are good, and, indeed, there is hardly 
a share in the Oil Market that is not promised a rise. 

The Egyptian Market is improving. The Agricultural 
report was very good, and it is said that this company 
will now be able to broaden its loan operations, by which 
it will not only make more profit, but considerably reduce 
its risks. Salt and Soda have had a very good year, and will 
increase their dividend, and Union Fonciere are to have a 
still further rise. There may be a shortage of water this 
year, but Lord Kitchener seems determined to do every¬ 
thing he can to help business in Egypt. 

Mining Markets.—The Mining Markets have been 
quite neglected. Nothing has been done in either Kaffirs 
or Rhodesians, and even in Tin shares the business has 
fallen away greatly. Anglo-Continentals have, however, 
been marked up, but whenever they go over 6 sellers 
seem to come in, and it is now said that the Goldfields 
sold all their shares at £6. The Bisichi report was not 
satisfactory, but we are promised a big output here when 
the hydraulic method is in progress. Half a dozen new 
companies are threatening the market, but the promoters 
are waiting for the spirits of the gambler to revive. 

Miscellaneous.—The Miscellaneous Market is really 
the best in the House. City of Londons have actually 
risen to 22, and the latest story is that Speyers are buying. 
Hudson Bays are to be split, and they are talked to 150. 
Marconis look dangerous, but all the Kent Coal com¬ 
panies have been eagerly bought. They have caught 
the 44 bears ” in London General Omnibus, and it is now 
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a question of negotiating the price at which they are to 
be let out. 

Raymond Radclyffe. 

COPPER MINING. 
Naturally the rise in the price of copper is drawing 

closer attention to all classes of Copper shares, and among 
the medium-priced specialities none perhaps is in better 
favour than the dividend-paying Whim Well Company. 
The Government Geologist has reported that the com¬ 
pany’s mines are the best discovered in Western Australia, 
and, as they are situated within twelve miles of the sea¬ 
board, over the company’s own private line to the port, 
working costs are largely reduced. These shares are 
talked to 40s. or 50s. 

THE CENTRAL CARPATHIAN OIL COMPANY. 
Of the more newly-formed companies whose mission it 

is to produce oil, one of the most successful has been the 
Central Carpathian Oil Company (whose shares of jQi 
denomination have risen to about 17s. 6d., which, how¬ 
ever, has some nine months’ working to its credit). The 
company was formed ostensibly to acquire a number of 
proved oil properties in Tustanowice and Truskawiec, the 
well-known oil-producing districts of Galicia, and since 
its inception its progress has been phenomenal, both in 
the matter of maintenance of production and new dis¬ 
coveries. The company’s shares are the subject of 
optimistic market gossip, and last month a dividend of 
is. per share was declared, equal to 10 per cent, payable 
at the end of this month. Profits of so substantial a 
character leave the proprietors happy, for a new oil 
company should be better than an old one, and the invest¬ 
ment retains its potentialities. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
“SHALL” AND “WILL.” 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Mr. Bernon’s contention is not very convincing, 
and I would even go so far as to say that his grammar 
is at fault. If Mr. B. says, 44 I shall be ill,” his state¬ 
ment should surely be reported, 44 Mr. B. says that he 
will be ill.” To report it as 44 Mr. B. says that he shall 
be ill ” is, with all respect to Mr. Bernon, incorrect, 
because the change of person from first to third almost 
necessarily implies a change from shall to will. I say 
44 almost,” because an absolute rule for the use of “shall” 
and 44 will ” has never been evolved, and one is obliged 
to trust in many cases to the sound of the words as they 
affect the educated ear. 

But is not this complicated usage quite an unnecessary 
hindrance to the acquirement of English? Why should 
not all persons use 44 will ” in the direct narration of a 
fact: I will go, he will go; the indirect narration, present 
and past, appearing as : He says he will go, he said he 
would go. 

44 Shall ” would then be used only when there is an 
idea of (a) necessity—You shall go, it shall be; (b) un¬ 
certainty—When I shall go, if it shall be; and then, as 
before, we would have the corresponding indirect state¬ 
ments—(a) He ordains that you shall go, He ordained 
that it should be; (b) He says that if it shall 
be so, He said that if it should be so. Such a 
rule as this involves very little departure from standard 
usage, and at the same time gets rid of the complication 
and uncertainty which at present attend the use of 
“shall” and “will.” I am, sir, your obedient servant. 

Immo S. Allen. 

London Institution, 
Finsbury Circus, E.C. 

April 9, 1912. 
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SYNDICALISM. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—May I ask your courtesy for a reply to Mr. 
Daniel's criticism of my letter to you on the subject of 
Syndicalism? I have read Mr. Daniel's thoughtful re¬ 
marks with interest, but it seems to me that he does not 
make out his charge of irrelevance. My criticism of 
Mr. Ellis Ashmead Bartlett’s first article on 44 Syndi¬ 
calism, and After,” was directed toward showing that 
in all essentials a general lock-out is an exhibition of 
Syndicalism equally with a general strike. They both 
produce the same disaster—the stoppage of an industry. 
Now, inasmuch as the whole tone of Mr. Bartlett’s article 
was to lay the blame of initiating Syndicalistic action in 
this country upon Labour, whereas there are outstanding 
instances of employers having previously taken action 
similar in all respects except that of being called Syn¬ 
dicalism, I maintain that my criticism was perfectly 
relevant. 

1 did not wish to display any sympathy with Labour, 
14 possessing a moral kink ” or otherwise. I wrote as I 
did because I believed that the bias against Labour was 
unfair, and that the best way to understand a Labour 
dispute is to judge upon rules of strict justice applicable 
to Capital and Labour alike. For, after all, unpalatable 
though it may be to those who are not classed with the 
artizans, Capital and Labour are mutually dependent, 
and Capital, separated from its complement, is the more 
helpless. Mr. Daniel’s views on the general question 
of industrial strife do not really concern me as a corre¬ 
spondent, but I have read with astonishment his 
statement that 41 Capital, when it remains idle, is, 
unlike Labour, allied to a form of self-augmentative 
value by way of interest.” Is the Scriptural philosophy 
of the buried talent all wrong? 

I suspect what Mr. Daniel means is that the capital 
invested in any given industry can, on that industry 
being stopped, be diverted into reproductive activity 
elsewhere. But even then its self-augmentative value 
rests upon alliance with Labour, and, moreover, such 
diversion is only possible with the movable surplus 
capital of an industry, relatively a small proportion of 
what is required in such industry. All the capital which 
is in the shape of lands, buildings, machinery, legal 
rights, not only loses its self-augmentative value when 
Labour is withdrawn, but, without Labour (that is, when 
lying idle) loses with increasing rapidity its actual value. 

Labour and Capital are helpless apart from each 
other, and surely that is the strongest reason for each 
side having the strictest fair play when they come to 
grips as in the miners' strike. The articles written in 
denunciation of Labour in the really powerful Press of 
the country only serve to delay the coming of that 
community of interest between the two which will end 
industrial unrest. It is because I believe such a 
rapprochement between Capital and Labour, perhaps by 
way of co-partnership schemes, certainly never .by In¬ 
dividualism or Syndicalism, is best helped forward by 
complete fairness to Labour as well as to Capital, that 
I have troubled you with an expression of my views.— 
Yours faithfully, Arthur Shepherd Wade. 

St. John’s Wood, Old Trafford, Manchester. 
April 10, 1912. 

HOME RULE AND NO RULE. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—As a political ideal, Irish Home Rule is no 
better and no worse than any other political ideal—than, 
as an instance, a National Union form (a combined 
English, Scottish, Irish, and Welsh form) of Home 
Government. For it is not the actual unit of govern¬ 
ment which counts or matters, but the actual character 
of the unit. The actual unit of government, as history 
has repeatedly demonstrated, is of no executive value 
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whatsoever, otherwise we should not now find Ireland, 
or rather an Irish Nationalist Party, demanding it. The 
actual unit of government, minus its character, is but a 
national ground of conflict. 

As economic ideals, there exist no facts to show that 
a Home Parliament for Ireland, or a strictly Labour or 
Socialistic Parliament for England, would be any worse 
than our existing form of Parliament. 

Ideally, every one of them can be, and are held to be, 
bad, but, practically, not one of them can be shown to 
be good. The supreme fact that we have got to face is 
this : So long as government is based upon conflicting 
ideals, so long will it be without economic value or 
substantial greatness. What the common majority in 
England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales desires is not 
a common nominal form, but a common substantial 
form of Home Rule, or, in other words, a real House 
of Commons in the place of a sham one. 

What the uncommon majority desires is of no moment, 
seeing that such a majority is a purely ideal majority— 
a myth.—I am, Sir, yours obediently, 

H. C. Daniel. 

Loughton, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge. 
April 13, 1912. 
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Notes of the Week IT is undesirable until the evidence has been 
heard and sifted to make comments on incidents 
connected with the disaster to the Titanic; we 

only desire hypothetically to offer a warning, which is 
confirmed by our daily experience, against implicit 
reliance even on the most marvellous of latter-day 
inventions. At the inquiry which is to be held 
it will no doubt be elucidated how far wireless 
telegraphy was valuable in saving life, and how far 
—if at all—it failed on a most critical occasion. We 
are for the moment concerned with a doubt as to 
the degree in which it would be prudent in time 
of war to credit the accuracy of wireless messages. 
That such messages can be tapped is admitted, 
a fact which includes the ability to alter the 
purport of the message. Probably in the case of 
squadrons the messages would be conveyed in a code 
which it would be believed was unknown to the enemy, 
and the only course would be to suppress the message, 
since there would be no possibility of tampering with 
it. The circumstances might be otherwise on the 
trade routes, and the interception of a message might 
lead to false and misleading repetition which would 
surely involve the destruction of the vessel which sent it 
forth. The Marconi system is so wonderful that it is 
most distasteful to hint at failure in emergency. It 
would, however, be criminal on the ground of admira¬ 
tion to claim infallibility which might tend to disaster. 

The opening of the new Hygiene and Physiology 
Laboratories at the Battersea Polytechnic by Judge 
Benson, Master of the Worshipful Company of Drapers 
which equipped it, reminds us of the tremendous 
growth and influence of these admirable institu¬ 
tions. On the Continent the authorities long 
ago recognised that a specialised form of trade 
education was an invaluable aid to the commercial pros¬ 
perity of a town, and there is now a tendency towards 
the resumption, in a modified form, of the principle of 
the ancient 41 guilds ” even in this country. The modifi¬ 
cation, in the case of the 14 Polytechnics,” consists often 
in the maintenance of an excellent programme of lec¬ 
tures on artistic and literary subjects, so that Judge 
Benson's warning that students should not “overlook 
that preparation for general culture which is essential 
to the proper development of the human intellect ” is not 
so necessary now as it might have been a few years ago. 

The members of the G.P.O. Arts Club, whose sixth 
exhibition was opened on Tuesday in the old Post Office 
buildings at St. Martin’s-le-Grand, will grow unduly 
optimistic if they take too much heed of the speech of 
Captain Norton, who presided. His idea that “Art is 
now spreading everywhere,” and that 44 to us, as a great 
manufacturing nation, its cultivation and application 
were essentials to our future progress,” may be correct 
—but we have not yet reached the stage when “the 
commonest household utensil is rejected if it is ugly.” 
We put up with many worse things than ugly pots and 
pans. Round London, and in dozens of provincial 
towns, we tolerate the building of street after street of 
terribly uniform, unbeautiful, hutch-like houses, the very 
sight of which on a grey day is calculated to sadden a 
man's thoughts. Garish, plastered 44 picture-palaces *' 
spring up like mushrooms at every other corner in shock¬ 
ing contrast with honest weather-beaten stone, and no 
comment is made. And what shall be said of the sombre 
London County Council schools, uncouth monstrosities 
in their grim settings of asphalt, cages in which boys and 
girls are taught how fine a thing is beauty, how great a 
thing is art? 

The sun, suffering under the temporary indignity of 
last week's eclipse, evidently determined to be magnani¬ 
mous and to show us what he really can do when he 
likes. It is still April, the month of doubtful showers 
and doubtful poets, and yet we are bathed in sunshine 
day after day; we have left off overcoats, the little tea- 
tables are set out daintily in the Park, and not the sus¬ 
picion of a rain-drop has been seen for about three 
weeks. It may be that by the time these lines are in 
print umbrellas will once more resume their normal 
April sway; meanwhile, we are duly grateful for their 
unaccustomed idleness, and uncommonly amused at the 
way in which the poets have been 44 sold.” If this 
unusual climatic exuberance is an earnest of another 
summer such as we enjoyed last year, so much the 
better; but if it is all the summer we are going to have 
. . . no, we shrink from pursuing so depressing a train 
of thought. Let us rather make the most of it while it 
lasts! 
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Invocation 

WHEN men defame the Cause they smiled upon, 

And weaklings turn their faces from the fight, 

When our fine vision dims to darkest night, 

And Victory's beginning seems the end, 

O may I stand with those who battle on, 

Staunch in the ranks so pitifully thinned, 

And may I have the strength of the Great North 

Wind .... 

And the courage of you, my Friend. 

When Death creeps grimly to my quiet room 

And chills my soul with his harsh whispered word, 

When daylight flickers, and the world grows blurred, 

And Life goes wasting like a candle-end, 

O may that vision still shine through the gloom! 

And as my tired heart's pulsing slowly stills, 

Give me the calmness of the everlasting hills .... 

And your dear arms, my Friend. 

Thomas Moult. 

“We Took Sweet Counsel 
Together ” 

Editorially the academy has consistently 

advocated a cessation of the senseless antagonism— 

based on no vital considerations—which has long pre¬ 

vailed between Germany and Great Britain. We have 

not adopted this course with any desire to invalidate 

or weaken existing understandings which continue to 

have value, and are the outcome of the mistaken policy 

which Germany initiated and tenaciously follows. Those 

understandings must be firmly, albeit judiciously adhered 

to. Does such adherence necessitate the continuance 

of the present unsatisfactory relations between the 

Teutonic nations? 

This inquiry is dealt with in a thoughtful paper in 

the current number of the Contemporary Review, with 

the tone of which, however, we do not entirely concur. 

The writer describes the relative positions of the two 

countries thus; — 

Germany treats it [improved relations] as an 
opportunity to ask Great Britain : 44 What are you 

ready to give me, or allow me to take from others?” 
Great Britain has to ask herself : 44 What price am 
I prepared to pay in order to conciliate the German 
people whom I appear unwittingly to have offended?” 

We do not adopt the attitude of “ sackcloth and 

ashes" which appeals in this proposition to the able 
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Contemporary reviewer. We are not prepared to bribe 

the German people to induce them to return to an atti¬ 

tude of sanity as advantageous at least to themselves as 

it would be to us. We are prepared to afford ever)’ 

evidence of good-will, and to confute every suspicion of 

fundamental enmity. Beyond that it is impossible to go. 

In the paper to which reference has been made the 

writer expresses the hope that all forces will combine 

to eliminate a contest “ which might prove suicidal as 

well as homicidal." That is a hope in which every re¬ 

sponsible man in either nation must cordially concur, and 

in itself it is a sufficient consideration to induce clear 

thinking and circumspect action. 

The eternal theory of the necessity of bribes is a 

wholly vicious one. It is but a variation of the ancient 

and exploded policy of “ buying off the barbarians.” 

It is a policy foredoomed to failure, and stamped with 

ignominy. 

Two nations, co-equals in power, in self-respect and in 

dignity contain within themselves all the elements of 

honourable negotiation and of peace with honour. Huck¬ 

stering is consistent with neither. 

Rivalry in commerce and rivalry in naval construc¬ 

tion are commonly mentioned as the two elements of 

danger in the situation between the countries, and in 

addition—on the part of Germany—an impression which 

we believe is unfounded that Great Britain intends to 

be a permanent obstacle to her acquisition of Colonial 
territories which are as necessary to her now, as they 

were to us a century ago. 

Rivalry in commerce is inevitable, and is not 

unhealthy; rivalry in naval expansion will be far more 

ruinous to Germany than it will be to us. The supposed 

British obstruction to German Colonial expansion is a 

myth. It is only manifested—and rightly manifested- 

when Germany deliberately chooses positions which 
menace, and are apparently intended to menace, Great 

Britain’s Imperial communications. 

If such a statement in brief of the position of the two 

countries has essential elements of truth, there is no 
occasion to quarrel with the opinion of the Contemporary 

reviewer: 44 Assuming that good-will and good-faith 

exist on both sides, a permanent accord could be struck 

up with ease and promptitude." 

Are we to assume that the essentials—44 good-will and 

good-faith," do not44 exist on both sides" ? If so, it would 

be as useful to beat the wind, as to prolong illusory 
discussions. 

Each nation has on critical occasions refrained from 
seizing the opportunity of the other’s embarrassment. 

May we in all charity ascribe that action to 44 good-will 
and good-faith"? If we may make that assumption, 

why are we to predicate that at a time such as the 

present, when neither Germany nor Great Britain is 
seriously weighted with difficulties, sweet reasonableness 

cannot prevail, and clouds of prejudice and misunder¬ 

standing be dispersed? 
Cecil Cowper. 
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Too Late 
Quern Deus vult perdere, prius dementat. 

By E. Ashmead-Bartlett. 

HOW strange it seems! How it transcends everything 
that the greatest writers of romance have ever 

created from the fecundity of their imagination; how 
feeble does poor little scientific man appear to-day! How 
puerile are his efforts when Nature says: “ You think 
you know all and can do everything” But how splen¬ 
didly there shines through it all that one heritage of 
man which science cannot touch or improve, and which 
the most elemental forces of nature cannot deprive him 
of at the supreme moment of his trial—his courage 
and his steadfast devotion to those of whom he is 
the natural protector. What strange reflections arise 
in the mind from the loss of the Titanic! How is it, 
one involuntarily asks oneself, that Columbus was able 
to cross the Atlantic in a vessel of thirty tons on his 
maiden voyage without the loss of a life, whereas 
Captain Smith four hundred years later leads sixteen 
hundred to their doom in the mightiest vessel ever 
created by the ingenuity of man? Forty-five thousand 
tons of steel and iron, palm gardens, solariums, 
gymnasiums, Parisian cafes, and swimming baths now 
lie smashed to atoms beneath two miles of ocean. So 
great is the pressure at that depth that it is doubtful 
if anything remains of the Titanic except small pieces 
of metal. 

How much turns on trifles! The fatalist will say that 
the gods had ordained many thousand years ago that 
on a certain date a ship of a certain size and carrying 
certain people would go down, and that some would 
be saved and others drowned, and therefore it is no 
use considering the little “ ifs ” which naturally arise 
in the mind after the event. But others who do not 
place the responsibility on the gods, acting through 
their handmaiden, Nature, but who believe great 
disasters arise from chances which might have been 
avoided, will eagerly see confirmation of their theory 
in the loss of the Titanic. In the first place, Messrs. 
Harland and Wolff were under contract to have her 
ready to make her maiden voyage in April. For 
certain reasons the work was very much behind, 
re~/v:r*l?y the internal fittings, the cates, millionaires’ 
solariums, and cabins de luxe, and it was only by work¬ 
ing day and night and by paying extra wages that 
she was completed in time. The loss of a single day 
would have kept her back, and at one time it looked 
as if the whole question would turn on whether Messrs. 
Harland and Wolff’s men would remain at their task 
on the occasion of Mr. Winston Churchill's visit to 
Belfast on February 8. Frantic efforts were made to 
induce them to do so, and they did; not a day was 
lost, and the Titanic was ready in time. Thus the 
Ulster Unionist Committee by preserving order in 
Belfast enabled her to start on her fatal voyage. 

When leaving Southampton the suction of the 
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Titanic broke the ropes holding the New York to the 
quay and she all but drifted across the bows of the 
Leviathan, a collision being only just avoided. This 
caused a delay of a little over an hour, and but for 
this delay the Titanic would probably never have struck 
the fatal iceberg. Then, again, when Captain Smith 
received a warning from the Amerika of the presence 
of large fields of ice he altered his course and went 
twelve miles farther south. Had he not received this 
warning he would have remained on his original track, 
and although she might have struck another berg the 
Titanic certainly would not have struck the one which 
sank her. Had one of these incidents not occurred the 
Titanic would probably now be lying alongside the 
quay in New York, and Mr. Ismay, instead of being 
held up to execration by an irresponsible section of 
the American Press, would now be hailed as one of the 
masters of this scientific age. 

Probably very few passengers who cross the Atlantic 
ever take the trouble to count the boats and compare 
the number of seats which they contain with the number 
of souls on board. They are more often regarded as 
a great nuisance to the pleasure-loving passengers until 
the moment of actual disaster arises. They are in the 
way, they obstruct the view, and they look so absurdly 
small and ridiculous when compared with the ship that 
instead of inspiring confidence they are apt to excite 
derision. For years they have merely been regarded 
on these great liners, not as a possible haven of refuge 
in times of disaster, but merely as interesting relics 
of an antiquated system of Board of Trade regulations 
which refuse to recognise the improvements in ship¬ 
building which have rendered them—in the eyes of 
both constructors and passengers until the Titanic 

sank—quite superfluous. There is a great deal to be 
said for this point of view. A disaster often occurs 
at sea when boats are of no use whatsoever, or else 
it is impossible to launch more than one or two before 
the end comes. In a gale they are hardly likely to 
float if the parent ship cannot, and even if they do it 
is almost impossible to launch them, as they turn over 
or are smashed against the side. If the ship is sinking 
and has a tremendous list only those boats on the side 
where the list exists can possibly be launched. Not 
probably in one case out of fifty will a vast number 
of boats be found to be any real means of salvation 
for passengers and crew. 

Therefore it is absurd for the travelling public to be 
lulled into a sense of false security by the fact that 
in future every vessel is to carry sufficient boats for 
every soul on board. The case of the Titanic was 
altogether exceptional, and may never arise again in 
a hundred years. However, there is one argument in 
favour of carrying boats for everyone on board, and 
that is the danger of fire. Sooner or later one of these 
great liners, honeycombed as they are with fires, 
dynamos, and multitudinous electric devices, is sure to 
be burnt. It is just as foolish to say that they cannot 
burn as it is to say that they cannot sink. There is 
an immense amount of inflammable material aboard. 
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and although the steel hulls might never succumb to 
the flames the passengers might easily be driven by 
the smoke and flames into the sea. In a case of this 
sort, especially if the sea were calm, it might be possible 
to save everyone. These great vessels are variously 
described as “ floating palaces” or “ floating hotels.” 
Now if we imagine a hotel on land, the most luxurious 
and comfortable that money could create, how many 
would care to stop there a week at a time if over the 
door a notice was posted: “ The management think it 
only right to warn their guests that in the event of fire 
it is only possible for one-third of the inmates to escape ; 
the rest must be satisfied to be burnt in their rooms99 ? 
Yet this is the state in which the floating hotels have 
been crossing the Atlantic for years. 

For years the public have been lulled into a sense 
of false security. It is quite easy to see, reading 
between the lines of the stories of the survivors, that 
hardly anyone expected the Titanic to sink until 
practically the last half hour before she took her fatal 
plunge. There was no panic, no rush for the boats 
except in isolated instances, and no great desire on the 
part of many to face the rigours of a freezing night 
in an open boat. Consequently the boats were not filled 
to anything like their full capacity; there was room 
in them for at least three hundred more. When the 
end came the boats were from a mile to a quarter of 
a mile away from the ship and were safe from the 
suction or from being swamped by the drowning 
multitudes who had jumped into the sea. Those who 
were left on board behaved nobly when they found 
the Titanic was doomed. There seems to have been 
but little wailing and gnashing of teeth, and the 
majority, whatever their nationality, met their end 
bravely and with dignity It is no use lamenting over 
their sad fate; we are now concerned with the future. 
The Board of Trade is making its usual eleventh-hour 
deathbed repentance after having been asleep for years, 
and a Committee of the American Senate is also holding 
rigid but hardly impartial or judicial investigation. 
The Titanic disaster was international in its scope ; the 
ship was English, but practically every nation was 
represented on board, and therefore from the ashes let 
us hope the Phoenix of some international agreement 
for the regulation of ocean traffic may arise, which will 
do away with such anomalies of racing through ice fields 
in order to arrive a few hours ahead of a rival. 

No power on earth can make ocean travel absolutely 
safe or ships absolutely unsinkable. Vessels will be 
snatched from us in the future just as they have been 
in the past, but a great deal can be done to reduce the 
loss of life on such occasions to a minimum. It is a 
sad reflection that the Battle of Trafalgar which gave 
us the command of the sea for one hundred years cost 
England fewer lives than it has taken, through this 
disaster, to arouse the Board of Trade from its long 
slumber of neglect and self-contentment, and to bring 
home to the great shipping trusts a full sense of the 
responsibility which they owe to the public. 
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REVIEWS 
A Fantasy, and Some Poetry 

Colombine: A Fantasy, and Other Verses. By Reginald 

Arkell. With some Drawings by Frederick 
Carter. (Benn and Cronin, Craven House, W.C. 
is. net.) 

One Hundred and Five Sonnets. By Isidore G. Ascher. 
(W. H. Blackwell, Oxford, as. 6d. net.) 

London Windows. By Ethel Talbot. (Stephen Swift. 
3s. 6d. net.) 

THE Fairy Play is a very risky thing to write in 
these days; we are too busy and too excessively 

practical to bother about the creatures of moonlight and 
mystery, the Pucks and Titanias, Cobwebs and Peas- 
blossoms, who a few years ago were sure of a welcome. 
Every-day existence worries us more; coal annoys us, 
telephones fret our tempers, we get smashed in the post 
and run over by motor-buses. Therefore, to Mr. Arkell, 
who has had the courage to write such a dainty, and, we 
fear, profitless fantasy as “ Colombine,” we are exceed¬ 
ingly grateful. The little play was produced at Clavier 
Hall last December, and we wish we had seen it, for 
it possesses just that delicate sense of the borderland 
between tears and laughter which many poets strive to 
capture and very few attain. 

Harlequin and Pierrot enter amicably, having decided 
not to fight for Colombine, since “ fighting’s going out of 
fashion ”: 

Harlequin : The whole trend of modern thought is 
opposed to it. None of the best people do it. 

Pierrot : I suppose not. 

Harlequin : Arbitration’s the thing nowadays. 
Pierrot: What's that? 
Harlequin : Why, you each talk until you're out 

of breath, and the one with the most breath wins. 
Pierrot (taking a deep breath): That seems a 

good idea ! 

An old countryman, one of two who have been listening, 
is chosen as arbitrator, and the friendly rivals plead 
their cause before him. The irresistible Pierrot wins, 
and goes off with his Colombine, and in the darkness the 
two old men pass slowly along, peering cautiously into 
the night, carrying lanterns: 

The Old Man : You was dreaming, Dan'l. That's 
about the size of it. 

Dan’l : And I tells 'ee I wur as wide awake as 
you be. Us had been sitting over-long by the clump, 
and all of a sudden I looks up and sees a fairy. 
“ Lawks-a-mussey, Nathan'l," I sez, “ be I dreaming 
or be I cracked? " 

“ Colombine ” is excellent; and so, in a modest way, are 
the verses with which the author completes his volume. 
With one example of his style we must leave this charm¬ 
ing book. The poet writes a rhyme, simple and clear, and 
the critics call it “ rubbish 99; whereupon— 

The simple poet took his lay, 
And turned it round the other way, 
Shuffled the sentences about, 
And took a dozen commas out. 
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The critics took the volume, and 
Read, marked—and failed to understand; 
Then fell upon their stomachs flat 
This prodigy to marvel at. 

When a poet tmblushingly on the cover of his book 
invites his readers to consider “ One Hundred and Five 
Sonnets,” certain qualms are bound to arise. The sonnet 
is such an exigent form—not only with reference to skill 
in construction; of no other method of poetry can it be 
said with such emphasis that there must be a reason 
for deliberately choosing it Mr. Ascher is far too 
fluent Within his volume we find many poor sonnets, 
none very bad, a few good ones, and three or four 
that may be called fine. He has a sonnet on the tele¬ 
phone, on the Suffragette, the aeroplane, daffodils, gera¬ 
niums, crocuses, violets, twilight, spring, summer, books/ 
friendship, and dozens of other themes; many of them 
worthy of an unambitious verse or two but quite too 
trivial to suffer a spurious ennoblement in the crystal 
case of the sonnet Frequently his work resolves itself 
into a series of statements; here, for example, is the 
sestet of " Evening on the Cliffs ”: 

The sea-gulls flit and rest upon the foam, 
The shimmer lingers as if loath to leave, 
The sea is sobbing plaints as if to grieve 
Departing splendours; over heaven’s dome 
The creeping shadows of the evening weave 
Their spell of peace, as darkness greets its home ! 

And as another instance we give the sestet of “ Cloud 
Shapes”: 

O shapes of dreams that haunt our summer day, 
O visions clad in spectral loveliness ! 
You change and pass and melt and dim our sight; 
We trace your beauty in oblivion’s way, 
’Broidered in skies above earth’s saddened stress, 
Paling as shadows greet the coming night! 

Where is the thought? where the justification for using 
the finest, most severe form known to the poet ? 

The penultimate line of the last quotation illustrates 
a rather frequent flaw in this collection—the awkward 
or too sibilant verse. "As love emboldened chases 
ghosts of care; ” " How can we read your marvels on 
earth’s zone?” "And folly’s laugh, love’s sighs, and 
hatred’s gust; ” " Your strange, portentous vastness 
heedless flings; ” " Upon your skirts hope’s fingers still 
shall trace,” are some specimens, and the last one re¬ 
minds us of Matthew Arnold’s astounding “ last line ”— 
" Thou mak’st the heaven thou hop’st indeed thy home” ; 
so that Mr. Ascher sins in good company. Against 
these criticisms, which we make in fairness both to poet 
and reader, is to be set the high praise no critic, how¬ 
ever Draconian, could withhold from so indubitable a 
success as the following sonnet entitled “ Communion”: 

If evanescent thought had lightning wing 
And vivid life and power to fly to thee, 
Tinted and glad with hope’s imagining, 
And mellowed into truth and constancy, 
Its subtle, mystic force might surely take 
Its vital beauty from thy graceful mind, 
And like the faint approach of dawn, awake 
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WHITE GODS. 

Price 3/6 net cloth; 6/- net leather. 

This human document is the intimate confession of a 
man who cannot ease his soul of its burden of sin and 
remorse by openly denouncing himself, because it would 
involve the woman he loves in an unpleasant notoriety; 
he therefore anonymously, and through the medium of 
the printed page, tells the tale of his black treachery, 
and pours out all his grief and agony, his love and long¬ 
ing. It was in the vast solitudes of the far North, the 
realm of the White Gods, whither he had gone to wrest 
a fortune from the unwilling soil to lay at the feet of his 
beloved, that this tragedy of a soul took place. 

FIRST REVIEW i- 
aThis is a volume, written in very beautiful English, 

containing the confession o( failure of a man who loved 
a girl in southern lands, but on travelling to northern 
regions was influenced by the White Gods and forced to 
marry a northern maid. The pages brim over with life¬ 
long regret of one who, seeking to touch the stars, fell 
back into the depths abysmal. A dainty volume by a 
dreamer and a poet.”—Freeman's Journal. 

WEBNEB LAURIE, Clifford’s Inn, LONDON 

The joy of faith with sympathy entwined. 
But who can clasp the sweetness of a thought? 
Or drape a fancy with a flower’s dress? 
Or paint the light which summer days have wrought ? 
Or tint a dream with unknown loveliness? 
My thought is but a sob—a sigh—a breath— 
Or else the world has strangled it to death. 

Sonnets entitled "Half Knowledge,” "The Mystery,” 
"Modem Unrest,” and perhaps two more, are on the 
same high plane. We have read them all, and enjoyed 
many of them while regretting that they were, techni¬ 
cally, sonnets; but these few, which stand out from the 
rest unmistakably, will be chosen as flowers for that 
garden which every lover of poetry cultivates in his 
quiet, leisure moments. 

Miss Talbot sees no sonnets through her "London 
Windows”; the irregular lyric, with an occasional hint 
of the old-fashioned ballad, is her chosen style. In her 
hands the result is prettiness without much strength— 
a quite fascinating prettiness, in many cases; but there 
is no question that she would be a better poet without it. 
When she forgets the pallors and languors, the " silver 
lances of the rain ” and the " grey silences ” that hold 
her in thrall, she steps at once to a very much finer 
performance, as in “A Song in Exile,” the first and 
fourth stanzas of which we quote: — 

I dreamed a dream, when toil was over, 
Dreamed of the milk-white cliffs of Dover 

Across the Channel foam; 
Stretch out thy hands in fear and pity, 
Stretch out thy hands, O London city, 

To draw thy vassal home. 
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Home, where through murky winter air 
The fountains whisper in the Square— 

Ah, for the shouting street, 
The grey spires shining after rain, 
And the broad sunset red again 

Beyond the roofs of Fleet. 

On the same distinguished note is "A London Love 
Song.’* A quaint little poem entitled “ Summer Under¬ 
ground" we seem to remember having read in the 
columns of The Academy, though we cannot discover 
any acknowledgment of its previous appearance. For 
the rest, Miss Talbot observes, as we have suggested, 
9ome very pretty things through her "Windows," but 
if she will sit at them awhile longer and not look at the 
works of Rossetti or Swinburne for twelve months, we 
fancy she will see things much more clearly and learn 
to write about them much less prettily; which will be 
good both for herself and her readers. 

« 

Stranger than Fiction 
My Memoirs. By Marguerite Steiniieil. Illustrated. 

(Eveleigh Nash. 10s. 6d. net.) 

Madame Steinheii/s name has been rendered noto¬ 
rious by the alleged murder of her mother and her 
husband; she was tried on these charges at the Paris 
Assizes in November 1909, when a verdict of “Not 
guilty" was returned in her favour. The greater 
part of the present volume is devoted to that 
sensational affair, and will interest both those who are 
partial to the study of mysterious crimes, and those who 
may desire to know something of the extraordinary 
methods sometimes adopted by the French police and 
magistracy when they are “ working up ” a case. The 
historical student, however, will probably turn, in pre¬ 
ference, to Mme Steinheil’s curious account of her 
relations with President Faure. 

She and her husband—a painter of some ability, 
related to Meissonier—first met him in Savoy in August, 
1897, when he was inspecting the frontier forts there 
and watching the manoeuvres of the French Alpine 
forces. At that time the President was fifty-six years old, 
Mme Steinheil being eight-and-twenty, whilst her hus¬ 
band was in his forty-ninth year. The marriage had 
not been a satisfactory one. Indeed, the lady tells us 
that not long after the birth of her only child, a daughter, 
she thought of applying for a divorce, but ultimately 
decided to continue living with her husband, on terms, 
however, of purely platonic friendship. They 
knew many artistic and literary celebrities, and Mme 
Steinheil relates various anecdotes of such men as 
Bonnat, Henner, Massenet, Copp^e, Pierre Loti, and 
Emile Zola. Her account of the last-named is marred 
by a singular blunder, for she describes him as a 
gourmet, whereas the truth is that, although Zola knew 
how to provide a choice menu when he was giving a 
dinner to his friends, he himself was habitually satisfied 
with the plainest fare, and invariably bolted his food, 
so little did he know of the art of eating. 
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Mme Steinheil makes an even stranger misstatement 
about President Faure, whose great “friend and con¬ 
fidante ” she claims to have been; for she represents 
him as telling her that he was bom at Le Havie, 
whereas he must have been aware that his birthplace 
was No. 71—now 65—Faubourg St Denis, Paris, where 
his father carried on business as a joiner and chairmaker. 
Moreover, he never went to Le Havre until he was two* 
and-twenty. 

Mme Steinheil’s assertion is the more curious because, 
according to her own account, she assisted Faure in pre¬ 
paring his memoirs, which were to have constituted “a 
secret history of France since the time of the Franco- 
German War." We are rather surprised that the Pre¬ 
sident should have chosen Mme Steinheil as his 
collaboratrice in such a work, when already he had at his 
elbow, as it were, a young woman of great literary talent, 
that is, his daughter Lucie, now Mme F61ix-Faure- 
Goyau, whose books—notably her Life of Cardinal 
Newman and her study on the women figuring in 
Dante’s poems—have been highly commended by dis¬ 
tinguished critics. It is true that, judging by the 
volume before us, Mme Steinheil is also possessed of 
ability as a writer. There are pages in her book which 
would do credit to such famous feuilletonistes as 
Gaboriau, Richebourg, Mont6pin, Boisgobey, and Jules 
Mary. In particular, there is a strange and wonderful 
story of a pearl necklace, which, she asserts, was—like 
other articles of jewellery—given to her by the 
President, who feared that there might be a dreadful 
scandal if it should be found in his possession—Mme 
Steinheil's idea being that he had received it, in pay¬ 
ment of a gambling debt, from some unprincipled royal 
personage, who had stolen it from its rightful owner! 
The reader of Mme Steinheil’s work will there learn 
how most of the pearls composing this necklace ulti¬ 
mately passed into the possession of a German Jew 
whom she represents as of an orthodox repulsive type. 

Among the various illustrations to the book—which 
include some portraits of Mme Steinheil, showing her 
to have been, in appearance, a very charming woman— 
there will be found a representation of a gold box in 
which Faure is said to have sent the necklace to his 
confidante, this box being, we think, of Russian design. 
We do not desire that an inference should be 
drawn that the royal thief, from whom Faure received 
the pearls, was a Russian Grand-duke. At the 
same time we may say that among all the 
stories of necklaces which have been current since the 
days of that famous collier which was made for La Du- 
barry, offered to Marie Antoinette, and finally stolen by 
the Countess de la Motte, we know of none superior to 
that which Mme Steinheil relates in the graphic style 
of a very experienced sensational novelist 

She informs us, in the same way, that she usually 
worked on the presidential memoirs in a little blue 
drawing-room at the Elys£c Palace. Oh, those little 
blue drawing-rooms, and bedrooms also, how often have 
they not figured in works of fiction! At the mere 
thought of them the shades of Balzac and George Sand, 
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and Prosper M6rim6e, seem to rise and hover round us! 
But Mme Steinheil also relates that she usually gained 
access to the palace by way of the small garden-door at 
the corner of the Rue du Colis^e and the Champs 
Elys^es. In that connection, we may tell her that she 
was not the first woman to enter the palace gardens in 
a surreptitious fashion by that same postern. Many 
years before her time it was used by a fair creature who 
was called “ Miss Howard/' when she visited another 
President of the French Republic, one who was named 
Louis Napol6on. 

Mme Steinheil states that she was with M. Faure a 
few hours before his death, and mentions that on arriv¬ 
ing at the Elysie she found him with his private secre¬ 
tary, M. Blondel. The time, she says, was about five 
o’clock, but it must have been somewhat later, for the 
Prince of Monaco only quitted the President at five, 
and General Hagron and Police-Commissary Paoli saw 
Faure aftei*wards, that is, before M. Blondel joined him. 
According to Mme Steinheil, the President had a first 
attack of dizziness whilst she was with him. She tells 
us that he was feeling very worried about the Dreyfus 
case—which is certainly true—and also that he had been 
in the habit of taking some drug detrimental to his 
health, presumably one of those preparations which give 
one a momentary fictitious strength, but which eventually 
leave one weaker than before. 

Into the latter part of Mme Steinheil’s work we do 
not propose to enter. So far as she herself is concerned 
the alleged murder of her husband and her mother is res 
judicata. She tells the grim, ghastly, weird story in great 
detail She admits various deceptions which she prac¬ 
tised on the authorities, and she also acknowledges that 
she slipped a pearl into the pocket-book of her servant 
Couillard in order to bring about his arrest. Her own 
arrest and her prolonged incarceration at the prison of 
St Lazare were largely brought about by her foolish 
and fantastic behaviour. But, judging by her narrative, 
she was then in a mental condition bordering upon in¬ 
sanity, and one must strongly condemn the conduct of 
certain Parisian journalists, who took shameful advan¬ 
tage of her distracted state, and impelled her to say or 
do things of which she would not otherwise have 
thought Altogether, her book is a very strange one, 
and it will doubtless find many readers. 

A Theatrical Entente 
.4 Cosmopolitan Actor: David Garrick and his French 

Friends. By Frank A. Hedgcock, D.^s-Let. (Stan¬ 
ley Paul and Co. 10s. 6d. net.) 

The original French edition of this work was presented 
to the University of Paris as a thesis for the Doctorat 
is-Lettres. The present volume is, as its writer tells us, 
" a very free rendering and adaptation of the former 
essay. It is, too, an enlargement of it.” The work is, 
therefore, no slipshod piece of compiling of the kind 
popular in our day. Dr. Hedgcock has been almost 
over-careful in giving references to all his authorities 
and sources. The bibliography of works in both 
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Macmillan’s New Books. 
Yola. I. and II. Ready on Tuesday. 

The Wessex Edition of the Works of 

THOMAS HARDY 
la Prose and Verse. 

With Prefaces and Notes. In 20 vols. 8vo. 7A. 6d. 
net each. Printed from new type. Each volume will 
have a Frontispiece in Photogravure and Map. Two 
volumes issued monthly. 

1. Teas of the d’Urbervilles. with a new 
General Preface. 

2. Far from the Madding Crowd. 

Prospectus post free on application. 

A History of the Eastern Roman Empire 
from the Fall of Irene to the Aooosaion of 
BasU I. (A.D. 802-867.) 
By J. B. BURY. Litt.D., Regius Professor of Modern 
History in the University of Cambridge. 8vo. 138. net. 

The Statesman’s Year Book for the 
Year 1912. Edited by J. SCOTT KELTIE, LL.D. 
Crown 8vo. los. 6d. net. [Tuttday. 

The Venetian Sohool of Painting. 
By EVELYN MARCH PHILLIPPS, Illustrated. 8vo. 
7s. 6d. net. 
Intended for the general reader who is interested in Art- 

It considers the Venetian painters in relation to one another, 
and traces the evolution of the school from its dawn to the 
decline. 

Individuality and Art. 
By HERBERT E. A. FURST. Uustrated. Extra 
Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d. net. 
In this work the author seeks to prove that the artist's 

work and manner is the inevitable result of the interplay of 
natural forces, subject to natural law and necessity. 

The Mafuln Mountain People of British 
Hew Guinea. 
By ROBERT W. WILLIAMSON. With an introduction 
by A. C. HADDON. Sc D., F.R.S. With illustrations 
and Map, 8vo. 148. net. 

The Life of David Livingstone. 
By C. SILVESTER HORNE. M.P. Illustrated. 
Globe 8vo. is. set. [Macmillan's New Shilling Library. 

A Lyttel Booke of Nonsense. 
By RANDALL DAVIES. Illustrated with old Woodcuts. 
Fcap 4to. 38. 6d. net. 

Hew Two-Shilling Edition of 
The Novels of Manrioe Hewlett. 

With Frontispieces. In cloth binding. Crown 8vo- 
28. net each. Two volumes issued monthly. 

8. The Stooping Lady. 6. Fond Adventures. 

The Three Knaves. 
By EDEN PHILLPOTTS. With Frootitpiece. Pott 
8vo. 7<1. net. [Macmillan's Stvt*penny Strut. 

The Giant Fisher. 
By Mrs HUBERT BARCLAY. Author of " Trevor 
Lordship.'* With Frontispiece. Pott 8vo. 7d. net. 

[Macmillan's Stvenpenny Sfrits. 

MACMILLAN AND CO., LTD., LONDON. 
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French and English, which is included in the book, 
shows that he has mastered the entire literature of his 
subject, and hence he speaks with an authority only too 
rare in works of this character. Indeed, the number and 
length of his footnotes are likely to irritate the reader 
who seeks solely for amusement, though it should not 
deter him from the perusal of the work, which is 
interesting enough even four passer le temps. 

Part I consists of a biography of Garrick and an 
appreciation of his qualities, in which he is considered 
successively as Actor, Admirer of Shakespeare, Poet, 
Dramatist, and Man. Parts II and III are concerned 
with the specific object of the work, Garrick’s French 
friends and his visits to Paris and the Continent; while 
Part IV gives his French correspondence. Though the 
work does not profess to be an exhaustive one, since 
it deals chiefly with only one aspect of Garrick’s many- 
sided career, yet it is important because of its correction 
of numerous existing errors and its filling of the many 
gaps in the work of Garrick’s other biographers. 

The triumphs of the actor, like those of the orator, 
are proverbially short-lived. We are reduced to the 
accounts of contemporaries for our understanding and 
appreciation of the nature of those triumphs; and the 
best and most glowing description is only the palest 
substitute for the original splendour. This is what we 
feel over and over again in reading this work; there 
is, nevertheless, a sufficient body of testimony to elevate 
David Garrick into the rank of the greatest actors of 
all time. Not least wonderful were, of course, his 
powers over a French audience, when, without the aid 
of scenery (often in a salon), and usually with the most 
inappropriate costume, he managed to thrill and move 
a company not one-tenth of which understood the 
language in which he was speaking. Moreover, the 
scenes chosen for this display of power were usually 
from Shakespeare, who was regarded in France at that 
time as a barbarian and a violator of all the artistic 
canons of tragedy. No doubt this points to a rather 
strenuous type of pantomime. Dr. Hedgcock shows 
that Garrick’s chief fault as an actor was his 
restlessness and over-emphasis; yet we wonder how 
many modem actors could rival some of these feats. 

There is perhaps room for yet another treatise on 
Garrick—one from the psychological and scientific 
point of view. His was a plastic personality, ready 
always to pour itself into the mould of whatever 
character he was taking with a completeness and 
abandon that was positively astounding. Of course, 
there are the usual rather apocryphal stories of Garrick’s 
power to mystify others by his entire change of appear¬ 
ance, demeanour, and voice, though our author always 
recognises when they are apocryphal. Northcote’s story 
of Reynolds’s experience in endeavouring to paint 
Garrick is, however, worthy of more credence: 

When the artist had worked on the face until he 
had drawn it very correctly, as he saw it at the time, 
Garrick caught an opportunity, whilst the painter 
was not looking at him, totally to change his counten¬ 
ance and expression, when the poor painter worked 
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on to alter the picture and make it like what he then 
saw; and when Garrick perceived that it was thus 
altered, he seized another opportunity, and changed 
his countenance to a third character; which, when 
the poor tantalised artist perceived, he, in a great 
rage, threw down his pallet and pencils on the floor, 
saying he believed he was painting from the devil, 

and would do no more to the picture. 

The result of this extreme plasticity seems to have 
been some lack of the power to produce any remarkably 
original work as writer or poet It is, indeed, but small 
claim that Garrick can make to this last exalted title, 
for his abilities in verse are hardly worthy of 
recognition. 

This leads us to consider what is perhaps the saddest 
part of Garrick’s work—the vandalism he practised on 
Shakespeare. No doubt his admiration for that great 
poet was sincere enough so far as it went, but one 
cannot help regretting that it did not go further. His 
alterations and emendations, not only of the words of 
Shakespeare, but also of his plots, are amazing to us 
to-day, however familiar we may have been with the 
facts. What would the present generation think of a 
tampering with " Hamlet ” such as that described by 
Thos. Davies in his “ Dramatic Miscellanies ” ? 

The First Act ... he divided into two, the first 
ending with Hamlet’s determination to watch, with 
Horatio and Marcellus, in expectation of seeing the 

ghost of his father. In consequence of this arrange¬ 
ment the old Third Act was extended to the Fourth. 
Little or no change, in language or scenery, was 
attempted till the Fifth Act, in which Laertes arrives 

and Ophelia is distracted, as in the old play. The 
plotting scenes between the King and Laertes to 

destroy Hamlet were entirely changed, and the char¬ 

acter of Laertes rendered more estimable. . . . The 
Gravediggers were absolutely thrown out of the play. 
The audience were not informed of the fate of 
Ophelia; and the Queen, instead of being poisoned 
on the stage, was led from her seat and said to be 
in a state of insanity, owing to her sense of guilt. 
When Hamlet attacks the King, he draws his sword 
and defends himself, and is killed in the encounter. 
Laertes and Hamlet die of their mutual wounds. 

Yet this sets forth Garrick’s treatment of Shakespeare’s 
great tragedy! 

One is not altogether grateful for the influence which 
his French friends had on Garrick’s views of 
Shakespeare; for it was undoubtedly in deference to 
some of their opinions that Garrick carried out his 
“ reforms.” Amongst those friends he numbered 

Voltaire, who once wrote concerning Letoumeur, the 
French translator of Shakespeare: — 

There are not enough insults, fool’s caps, or pil¬ 
lories in all France for such a scoundrel! The blood 

boils in my old veins when 1 speak of him. lbe 
most terrible part of the business is that the monster 

has a following in France; and, to crown all these 

disasters and horrors, I am the man who was formerly 

the first to speak of this Shakespeare. I was the 
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first to show to the French people the few pearls I 
had found in his enormous dunghill: I did not expect 
that I was to help to tread under foot the crown of 
Racine and of Corneille, to adorn the brow of a bar¬ 
baric histrion. 

Of the other of Garrick's friends in France not 
many will be more than mere names to any but the 
student—Bonnet, Morellet, De La Place, Suard, 
Beaumarchais—yet they live for us in these pages, and 
present an interesting picture of the social life of their 
country in the Seventeenth Century. Dr. Hedgcock 
is to be thanked for illuminating this period more fully 
in such entertaining fashion. 

Sport and Travel in the Arctic 

Hunters and Hunting in the Arctic. By the Duke of 

Orleans. Translated by H. Grahame Richards. 

Illustrated. (David Nutt. 7s. 6d. net.) 
The Arctic Prairies: A Canoe-Journey of 2,000 Miles in 

Search of the Caribou. Being the Account of a 
Voyage to the Region North of Aylmer Lake. By 
Ernest Thompson Seton. Illustrated. (Constable 
and Co. 12s. 6d. net.) 

Of all the bear tribe, the Polar bear is the least 
suspicious and the least vindictive. On an open ice¬ 
floe, without any kind of cover, he is easily sighted from a 
great distance, and allows himself to be approached by 
a yacht under steam, so that he can be shot from the 
bridge. If the conditions are not sufficiently favourable, 
the hunter takes up his position in a boat, while his 
comrades drive the bear into the water, where he is 
easily overtaken and disposed of; or he can be lured 
within range by burning lard or fish. But of the many 
slain by the Duke, one only, that had escaped from him 
severely wounded some days previously, showed fight. 

In this volume the Duke relates some incidents of his 
encounters with bears, reindeer, walrus and seals during 
his Arctic voyages, but the chief space is devoted to 
bears, and the great number killed by himself and others 
is somewhat astonishing. He mentions a party of five 
professional hunters he met who had bagged eighty, 
without counting those that had escaped wounded. 

The Duke justly remarks that at this rate of destruc¬ 
tion the Polar bear will soon become almost completely 
extinct; and, recognising this as he does, it is somewhat 
disconcerting to find that his own proceedings were as 
deadly to the bears as those of professional hunters. In 
one season upwards of forty fell to his rifle. Half-grown 
cubs were slain with their mothers. Nothing was spared. 
It is impossible also to read, without a protest, of the 
practice of firing at long ranges at animals so easily 
approached. He relates how on one occasion he opened 
fire from the ship at a distance of more than five 
hundred yards on a bear that came trotting along 
ahead of two sailors: a second wound was inflicted at 
a thousand yards, after which the animal escaped for 
the day. With reindeer and seals the Duke was equally 
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unsparing, allowing neither age nor sex to escape. This 
is how he disposed of a doe reindeer and fawn: — 

I sighted for three hundred yards, and saw that my 
bullet raised a small cloud of dust short of them. 
Sighting higher and farther ahead of them because 
of their speed and the distance, I tried a second shot, 

and had the good fortune to bring down the mother, 

who rolled down the slope, whilst the fawn continued 
its flight. It fell to my fourth bullet, my other three 
shots having only grazed it. It is indeed difficult to 
bring down an animal the size of a fawn, when 

running, at a distance of more than five hundred 
yards. 

Here is a part description of a seal hunt: — 

The young ones were not at all timid, and per¬ 

mitted themselves to be slaughtered without seeking 

to escape. . . . We commenced with the young. . . . 
On the first floe we found three young seals, who 
stared at us with their round eyes, but made no 
attempt to move. ... I shot them one after the 
other. 

This is mere lust of killing. In one of George Eliot's 
novels there is a boy who is described as “ very fond of 
birds; that is, of throwing stones at them." The Duke 
reminds us of that boy. 

Mr. Seton is a traveller of very different calibre. His 
numerous works have established his reputation as an 
authority on the wild animals of North America. In 
this volume he tells us of a summer journey of two 
thousand miles in a canoe, undertaken in 1907, to see the 
caribou in their primitive condition, and to explore the 
undefined shore lines of the Aylmer and Clinton-Cobden 
Lakes close to the Arctic circle. There, nature is still 
absolutely unchanged ; there, the wild Indian still roams 
through vast forests and prairies; there, still the wild 
buffalo elude the hunters, fight the wolves, wallow, 
wander and breed ; and, still there, is hoofed game by the 
million to be found where the Saxon is as seldom seen 
as on the Missouri in the times of Lewis and Clarke. 

Never comes the trader thither, 
Never o'er the purple main 

Sounds the oath of British commerce, 
Or the accents of Cockayne. 

Starting from Athabasca Landing on May 1, he 
reached the treeless prairies, commonly known as the 
Barren Lands, on August 1, and on August 20 erected a 
cairn at the northernmost point of his canoe travel. In 
those twenty days he had the supreme good fortune to 
meet with caribou and musk oxen, both far south of 
their usual summer range. 

It is satisfactory to hear of the vast herds of caribou 
seen by him, reminding the reader of the great herds 
of buffalo that roamed the southern prairies seventy 
years ago. Like the American buffalo and the spring¬ 
bok of South Africa, the caribou have the habit of 
migrating at certain seasons in enormous numbers. One 
such migration, that took four days and nights to pass 
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a given point, was estimated to contain twenty-five 
million indivduals. This was the estimate of a less prac¬ 
tised observer than Mr. Seton. Judging from his own 
observations, the caribou on the Barren Lands, between 
the Mackenzie River and Hudson's Bay, cannot number 
less than thirty million head, and may be double that. 
According to the most liberal estimate, the numbers 
killed yearly by native hunters cannot exceed forty 
thousand; so the caribou are likely to survive for many 

a long day. 
Space will not permit of notice of the many points 

of interest touched on by Mr. Seton. His considerations 
on the ebb and flow of animal life, as shown in the fur 
statistics of the Hudson Bay Company, that " guardian 
angel of the North," are of permanent value; while the 
kindly and sympathetic humour of his writing makes the 
pages interesting to the most casual reader. On one 
subject only his equanimity forsakes him, and his pen 
is steeped in gall. In the tropics the mosquito may and 
does convey deadly diseases, but he does not make 
every moment of existence a burden, as he does near 
the Arctic circle, where he makes " a hell on earth of the 
land that for six months of each year might be a human 
paradise. Ten billion dollars would be all too small 
reward, a trifle totally inadequate to compensate, mere 
nominal recognition of the man who shall invent and 
realise a scheme to save this earthly paradise from this 
its damning pest and malediction "! 

Shorter Reviews 
Despatches from Paris, J7S4-1790. Vol. II (1788-1790). 

Selected and Edited from the Foreign Office Corre¬ 
spondence by Oscar Browning, M.A. (Camden 
Third Series. Vol. XIX. Offices of the Society.) 

HIS is the second volume of despatches copied (obiter 

it might be said) from the Foreign Office records 
for Mr. Oscar Browning, when he was contemplating 
a history of the Foreign Policy of Pitt, on which he has 
written fully elsewhere. He has only now been able 
to publish them and write the preface: he considers 
that their chief interest lies in the attitude of the 
younger Pitt towards a friendly understanding with 
France. He is convinced that Pitt had even a 
passionate desire for this friendship, but admits that 
its proof would require the publication of many more 
documents; he relies largely on the psychology of Pitt. 
This assertion cannot be proved from these despatches, 
which were addressed by the Duke of Dorset, the 
English Ambassador Extraordinary to the French 
Court, 1783-1789, and his successors to Pitt's Foreign 
Secretary, the weak Marquis of Carmarthen, who 
became Duke of Leeds in 1789. Pitt's name is hardly 
mentioned. On page 171 there is a marginal note on 
a despatch of March 12, 1789, "Extract sent to Mr. 
Pitt and the Board of Contract." This is surely a 
mistake for the Board of Control, established in 1784 
for Indian affairs. The extract referred to French 
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military movements in India. Pitt's policy was to 
maintain peace and preserve the balance of power in 
Europe. Having for this purpose formed an alliance 
in ,1878 with Holland and Prussia, he recognised the 
obligation to protect Holland when threatened by 
France. The French disturbances of 1789 he regarded 
as a domestic quarrel. As the opening of the States- 
General occurred on * May 5th, and the Bastille 
was stormed on July 14th, 1789, which has been 
regarded as the commencement of the Revolution, it 
is not clear why Mr. Browning labels these despatches 
up to June 18th, 1790, as being signed "before the 
Revolution." Their interest would have been greater 
if he had quoted also some of the enclosures mentioned, 
such as Louis XVI’s letters and speeches. The informa¬ 
tion about Tippoo Sahib's embassy to France shows how 
the mission was at first wholly complimentary, but 
later developed some propositions and desired to 
engage artisans and " even soldiers ” for India. The 
French were too busy to attend to Tippoo. 

Such despatches form the material of history, and 
are worth publishing; they go to correct or corroborate 
other accounts and supply details based on local 
information. But life is not long enough for many 
persons to read original despatches. 

The Unvarying East: Modern Scenes and Ancient Scrip¬ 
tures. By the Rev. E. J. Hardy. Illustrated. (T. 
Fisher Unwin. 7s. 6d. net.) 

The Rev. E. J. Hardy has dedicated this book "to 
Sunday-school teachers who would learn in order to 
teach ”; but the volume is so interestingly written and 
has so many excellent illustrations that it should appeal 
to a much wider circle of readers. Mr. Hardy writes: — 

The ignorance of the Bible that prevails is so great 
that I am not surprised at an experience related by 
Sir Ernest Shackleton. To a little waiting-maid who 
brought to him tea one morning, he said, 44 What a 
rainy day, Mary! It’s almost like the Flood.” 

“ The Flood, sir? ” said the little maid. She looked 
at me with a puzzled smile. 44 Yes,” said I; 44 the 
Flood—Noah, you know—the Ark—Mount Ararat.” 
She shook her head and murmured apologetically, 
44 I ain't had no time to read the papers lately, sir.” 

A young woman who, prior to her visit to the Holy Land, 
called on an old lady and chatted to her about Jerusalem, 
Bethlehem, etc., when " The old lady put down her 
work, removed her spectacles, and exclaimed, * Well, 
now! I knew all those places were in the Bible, but 
I never thought of their being on the earth!'" The 
present volume should dispel these whimsical vagaries, 
for Mr. Hardy is of the excellent opinion that " the ac¬ 
quisition of knowledge of Eastern ways gives us, if not a 
Fifth Gospel, certainly a setting of the four we have, in 
newer and more clearly cut type." 

The author has an intimate knowledge of the East. 
In the volume before us his plan has been to select 
a number of verses from the Bible, and to show that 
the customs, manners, and scenes of the Orient have 
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changed but little .since they were first written, for the 
Holy Land of to-day is in many respects the Holy 
Land of our Lord’s life upon the earth. The book 
covers a wide range of subjects, and as each subject 
has been treated in a vivid and interesting manner, 
the volume cannot fail to add valuable knowledge to 
our study of the Bible. Mr. Hardy is the author of 
44 How to be Happy Though Married.” If we mistake 
not 44 The Unvarying East ” will add to the happiness 
of many a Sunday-school teacher, for by means of 
these bright and informing pages there should be fewer 
yawns from the pupils, and fewer surreptitious drawings 
in no way connected with Scripture. 

The National Insurance Act, igu. With Introduction 
and Notes by J. A. Lovat-Fraser, M.A., LL.M. 
(Waterlow and Sons. 5s. net.) 

National Insurance. By A. S. Comyns Carr, W. H. 
Stuart Garnett, and J. H. Taylor, M.A. With a 
Preface by the Right Hon. D. Lloyd George, M.P. 
(Macmillan and Co. 6s. net.) 

IN the first of the above works Mr. Lovat-Fraser has, 
probably with wisdom, refrained from giving any 
explanation of, or commentation upon, the text of the 
Act, and has contented himself with a short introduc¬ 
tion, which is simply a brief precis of the principal 
provisions of the Act In the second the authors have 
been more ambitious and have ventured upon a lengthy 
and carefully studied interpretation of the whole scheme 
of national insurance. In view of the present attitude 
of the British Medical Association, and of the probable 
results thereof, it is obvious that the fourth chapter, 
which deals with the Act as affecting the medical pro¬ 
fession, will very shortly need revision. With regard 
to such thorny problems as, for example, the right of 
a workman to refuse certain employments, and the 
provisions as to workmen found by test to be incom¬ 
petent being required to accept less skilled employment, 
the authors do not hesitate to admit the extreme 
difficulty of the working of such provisions, and even 
suggest that they may prove to be little more than dead 
letters. There is an excellent index and a useful table 
of cases. Upon the whole, we think we cannot do better 
than repeat the words of the author of the Preface when 
he says: “ It would obviously be impossible for me to 
express agreement with all the opinions indicated by 
them [the authors] on questions of interpretation, but 
they appear to have collected a mass of information 
which cannot fail to be of value, and to have dealt with 
their subject from every point of view. I heartily 
commend their book to all who wish to bear their share 
in working out the scheme which Parliament has 
initiated.” 

The White Gods. (T. Werner Laurie. 3s. 6d. net cloth; 
6s. leather.) 

At a casual glance we were inclined to smile at this 
little volume as one of those intimate 44 soul-revela¬ 
tions ” which of late years, since the 44 Englishwoman’s 
Love Letters” made their loud splash and died away 

in whispering ripples, seem to have held a morbid 
fascination for a certain class of writer. They are so 
easy to write, and, for the sentimentally inclined young 
lady, so honeyed to read. There is about this book, 
however, a quality which separates it from the crowd of 
mildly philosophic essays, and gives it a gentle distinc¬ 
tion. The writer has an acceptable prose style, and, 
whether his experiences be those of the imagination 
or actual events, they are redeemed from banality by 
his manner of relating them. 44 The White Gods ” are 
the snows and the ice-spirits of the North, whither the 
angry lover flies to hide or nullify his despair, and of 
his thoughts in those frozen regions the first portion 
of the book tells, in the form of somewhat impersonal 
letters. We quote one brief passage in philosophic 
vein: — 

If one stand aside from life and become a spectator 
of it, as were the Greek gods, one can preserve one’s 

poise, but I realise that he who would participate in 
life must often find it difficult to keep his serenity— 

must, indeed, at times find it impossible to do so. 
Yet it seems to me that he is greatest who joins 

with a whole heart in life’s recurrent struggle and 
yet preserves his equipoise and balance in the midst 
of it. 

Some few pages strike rather a too emotional note, a 
note which coming from the man’s side of the discussion 
seems strained and out of place; but, on the whole, 
the book is an interesting study of a curious personality 
and of a trial which, if not a real occurrence, is wonder¬ 
fully well imagined. 

Fiction 
Herself. By Ethel Sidgwick. (Sidgwick and Jackson. 

6s.) 

OR ability to present within a few lines an exact 
picture of the fascinating and irresistible qualities 

of the Irish character it would be difficult to surpass Miss 
Sidgwick’s descriptions of Harrie and her cousin Pat 
in 44 Herself.” No laboured explanations are necessary; 
the picture is there, clear and beautiful, before our eyes* 
and yet we know that should we wish to look closer 
into the painting all the details would have been care¬ 
fully filled in. It may be that the placing of the people, 
whose real home is in our sister Isle, amid French 
scenery and surroundings, adds greatly to the charm 
of the first part of the story, or it may be that Miss. 
Sidgwick feels more exhilarated when one of the 
44 bhoys ” comes very near to the centre of the stage. 
Whatever the reason may be, it is certain that the first 
portion of the book, dealing with Versailles, has a 
greater grip than when the scene is changed to Farover, 
an English village, and Irishmen are relegated to the 
background. One, at least, is again to the front 
towards the close, and it is in Donegal that brave little 
Harrie at last finds healing for all her sorrows. 
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One or two of the scenes between a Mr. and Mrs. 
Escreet reminded us somewhat of similar entertaining 
conversations which took place between Mr. and Mrs. 
Assingham in “ The Golden Bowl,” but we were disap¬ 
pointed to find that Mrs. Escreet in no way retains our 
first impression of her. She degenerates, by no easy 
stages, from a wife who is in complete sympathy and 
has a perfect understanding with her husband, into a 
jealous and fault-finding woman. Pat is irrepressible 
all the way through; and it is with great regret that we 
leave him utterly broken and destitute as he breathes 
his last in a hospital ward. We hope to read many 
more of Miss Sidgwick’s charming stories, but to sustain 
the interest she evokes at the start she must keep 
before her all the time only those characters with which 
she is thoroughly in sympathy; she will then surpass 
anything that she has previously writtea 

Wayward Feet. By A. R. Goring-Thomas. (John Lane. 
6s.) 

We are introduced to two sets of wayward feet in this 
book, which is made up of two fragmentary stories of 
people connected only by the fact they knew each other 
by sight. We presume that the only object, iii introduc¬ 
ing the second set of feet, was to make the book of 
average length, for this second sketch is, otherwise, 
objectless, and is not a little disgusting in parts. The 
drawbacks of the French marriage system have been 
pointed out before, and by critics who stated the subject 
from a broader view-point than that of a rather neurotic 
girl, far too ignorant of sex and sex problems to be even 
half French, as the author makes her. 

The first sketch is an excuse for some exceedingly 
witty dialogue and excellent character study—until the 
author abandons light comedy for pathos. In this he 
succeeds in painting a very harrowing scene or two, but 
the result is inconclusive. We do not suggest that an 
author should find a satisfactory end for each of his 
stories, but we venture to suggest that he should, at 
least, tell a story. Mr. Goring-Thomas has not done 
this; he has given us an irritating, inconclusive glimpse 
of a half-dozen people, and then rung down the curtain 
on them—possibly because they had begun to bore him 
—and turned his attention to others. Here is fine 
characterisation, and some brilliantly clever writing, but 
the lack of construction renders both ineffective. To be 
readable, fiction depends to a certain extent on plot, 
which is quite a negligible quantity here. 

The Joys of Jones. By Fred Gillett. (Greening and 
Co. 6s.) 

Mr. Fred GlLLET evidently set himself the task of 
writing a humorous book, but the result as it appears 
in “ The Joys of Jones ” is not altogether satisfactory. 
Many irrelevant quotations are simply dragged in for 
no apparent reason whatsoever. 11 Abandon ope all 
ye '00 enter ’ere!” is the greeting vouchsafed by a 
person in a responsible position to Jones when as a 

youth he applied for a post as junior clerk in a large 
city firm. Leaving London, we travel with Mr. Jones 
to Norfolk, where he goes to recoup his health after a 
breakdown. He is met at the station by a “ witty ” 
farmer who “ wonderful laughed ” at all his own and a 
few of other people’s jokes. The remainder of the book 
is concerned with the life of Jones at Cloves’ farm. Of 
what his “joys” consist is not very apparent, unless it 
is in falling off hay-stacks and being laughed at by 
two smart young women of the village. The prevalent 
idea that country people are slow in speech and move¬ 
ment must be dispelled after reading “ The Joys of 
Jones,” for no one seems to have any time except to 
jerk out a few remarks and hurry off. “ Pulse ? normal 
as Greenwich! Let’s try the temperature! . . . Eh, 
what? well, you don’t look much of a corpse. . . . Eh, 
what ? ” are a few of the exclamations ejaculated 
by the doctor of the neighbourhood, and the vicar of 
the parish is not very far behind in his use of expletives. 
We are not sorry to leave Mr. Jones as he returns to 
his dull, monotonous office routine, for on comparing 
the two situations, we certainly prefer the one among 
the fields and hedgerows to the somewhat unreal office 
life that Mr. Jones is credited with leading in town. 

Crimson Wings. By Rathmell Wilson. (Greening and 
Co. 6s.) 

THE author of “ Crimson Wings ” is very greatly in 
revolt against London as it exists to-day, and anything 
as modem as motor-cars, Bridge, and harem skirts he 
regards as enemies to what he calls “King Romance.” 
He chooses as his heroine, Millie, a poor little girl who 
cares for none of these things, and is only anxious for 
love and a home. In his great endeavour to keep 
sentiment and romance ever before the reader’s eye 
Mr. Wilson occasionally overdoes the pathos. Nothing 
is delicately implied after the manner of an artist; 
everything is stated baldly and insisted upon again and 
again until the result is often extremely boring and the 
purpose likely to be defeated. We are glad to note 
that there are not so many words emphasised by being 
printed in large capital letters as there were in Mr. 
Wilson’s previous book, “ When Woman Loves.” 

The Room in the Tower. By E. F. Benson. (Mills and 
Boon. 6s.) 

Mr. BENSON in ghostly vein is almost as thrilling as 
W. W. Jacobs in that same mood, but this volume of 
ghost stories only serves to accentuate a belief that all 
books of short stories should be read by “ dipping ” 
here and there when in the mood—half the force of the 
stories is lost if all are read at once. There are several 
expeditions into the frankly horrible in this collection, of 
which not one item is to be recommended to readers of 
weak nerves. The idea of the ghostly caterpillars which 
brought cancer, the story of Charles Linkworth, and 
that of the “ room in the tower” which gives a title to 
the book, are all sufficiently blood-curdling in nature to 
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make strictly daylight reading advisable. The story of 
“ the man who went too far,” which, its author con¬ 
fesses, contains the root idea of “ The Angel of Pain,” is 
of another, higher order. Here we are faced with an 
example of what may be accomplished by the fiction 
writer—the lesson behind the story is plainly evident, 
though it in no way detracts from the story. 

One great rule in the art of the ghost-storyteller the 
author has borne in mind—he has kept his ghosts at a 
distance. The apparition which can be reduced to 
cubic inches of fog, or expressed in candle-power of 
phosphorescent luminosity, is incapable of evoking one 
solitary shudder from the average reader. Mr. Benson 
has left his readers to guess at causes for the effects 
which he describes. The collection is creepy enough to 
dra*w a shiver from the most sceptical of readers. 

Music 
WHEN Easter falls early concert-givers take full 

opportunity of the time between the holidays 
and the beginning of the opera season to give as many 
concerts as can be crowded into the six days of the 
week, but this year the late Easter has made this 
undesirable or impossible, because there was practically 
only one working week. 

Among the concerts chiefly calling for mention was 
the recital of Miss Winifred Purnell. She is an 
Australian girl of sixteen who is studying in Germany. 
She is at an age at which she can neither claim the 
indulgence extended to a prodigy nor expect to be 
rated as a finished artist There is no doubt that she 
has a remarkable talent for piano playing and a very 
strong musical personality, but neither is at present 
developed. Perhaps the most striking thing about her 
playing is its great strength and the almost complete 
absence of the feminine element either in her technique 
or her style, both of which are very Teutonic. To this 
fact may perhaps be attributed the astonishingly 
enthusiastic criticisms of the Press in Berlin. In spite 
of all shortcomings, she is certainly one whose career 
will be watched with interest, but it would be rash to 
predict too much. 

Two other artists have appeared to whom special 
attention should be drawn, Mile Germaine Schnitzer, 
a very fully equipped pianist with a highly sympathetic 
personality, and Sefior Manen, a violinist who should 
speedily become as famous in England as he is 
abroad. His tone is singularly pure and sweet, his 
technique remarkable. His playing of Mozart showed 
a rarely sensitive instinct for classical beauty. He played 
" Saint-Saens ” with tremendous verve. He also played 
a set of Variations for violin and orchestra of his own, 
which have considerable musical interest, while serving 
to display his mastery of technique. 

At the time of writing both opera seasons have 
begun in a way which head lines would be justified in 
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describing as auspicious, if not sensational. At Covent 
Garden we have heard " CarmenM and “ La Tosca.” 
In “ Carmen ” there are several new-comers. Mile 
Tarquinia Tarquini played Carmen for the first time, 
and her singing and acting were both satisfying, and 
both will no doubt be better when she is more familiar 
with the opera and her new surroundings. Her work 
in both respects may be summed up by saying that 
she takes up a position between extreme views. She 
has a voice of agreeable quality and good dramatic 
possibilities. Signor Sammarco played the part of 
Escamillo for the first time, and, as he always does, 
succeeded in throwing a new light on the character. 
Mile Dufau, the new Micaela, was very pleasant and 
sympathetic, and Signor Cellini made a good impression 
as Don Jos6. The phrase is a hackneyed one, but 
hackneyed phrases sometimes serve their purpose. In 
“ La Tosca ” Mme Edvina surprised everybody by the 
unexpected force of her acting and the dramatic power 
of her singing. One might have been pardoned for 
some scepticism as to the reports of her great success 
in the part in Paris, but the result shows that the 
suspicions were unfounded. Signor Martinelli, the new 
tenor, made something of a sensation, and succeeded 
in obtaining an encore for “ Luce van le stelle,” a very 
considerable achievement for a new-comer. He has a 
voice of remarkable beauty and evenness and excep¬ 
tional power, and sings with an absence of effort 
which in itself gives pleasure. After making all due 
allowance for his youth and certain traces of inexperi¬ 
ence both in acting and singing, one may account his 
debut as one of the most promising of recent seasons. 

Mr. Hammerstein’s summer season opened with 
“ Romeo et Juliette,” with Mr. Orville Harrold and 
Mile Felice Lyne both singing the principal parts for 
the first time. As Miss Lyne was understood to be 
suffering from indisposition, criticism may be deferred. 
Mr. Orville Harrold has gained greatly in delicacy and 
finish of style, and carried his audience with him com¬ 
pletely in the banishment scene. The opera was beauti¬ 
fully staged, the scenery of Miss Julia Neilson’s recent 
revival made an admirable setting, and in Mr. Emaldy 
Mr. Hammerstein has discovered a conductor who 
accompanies singers most sympathetically, and knows 
how to stimulate them when necessary, and can keep 
the orchestra down better than most men. 

DE OMNIBUS REBUS 
Of Natural Delights 

By Arthur Machen. 

OME years ago—a dozen it may be—I was present 
at a sort of semi-private meeting of persons who 

were seeking, or thought they were seeking, for the 
light. To the best of my belief the occult significa¬ 
tions to be discerned in the works of Wagner was the 
special matter that we were trying to elucidate. The 
lecturer for the evening was a Theosophist, but I must 
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acknowledge that he talked a good deal of common- 
sense—I should rather say mystic sense—about the 
far-off ancestors of men who were united and not 
divided, whose speech was song. Then, after the lec¬ 
turer had finished his remarks, a gentleman who was 
then known a little, but is now known a great deal, had 
his say on Wagner. He praised the music as music 
very highly; but he said the pity of it was that Wagner 
had founded some of his plots on the theme of love ; and 
love, our sage told us, was rubbish, and pestilent rub¬ 
bish ; moreover, there was no such thing. 

Well, the significance of this remark did not attract 
my attention very much at the time. I knew, of course, 
that the gentleman in the company was talking great 
nonsense; but I supposed that he wished to provide a 
little comic relief by way of contrast to the austere ques¬ 
tions which were engaging our attention. His sayings 
as to the noisomeness and nothingness of love remained 
in my mind; if he had said that black and white were 
much the same thing, that two and two made five, and 
that all triangles must have four sides, these sayings would 
have remained in my mind. Oddity will often afflict 
recollection in this way—a fact which has probably been 
realised by many ingenious persons. It is only quite 
lately that I have perceived how a piece of clown’s 
philosophy, as it appeared to be, works in with a great 
number of phenomena which I had never thought 
before of relating to it It is astonishing how sometimes 
one may be perfectly aware of a number of facts without 
connecting them or co-relating them, how premises may 
stare one in the face and yet fail to suggest the con¬ 
clusion. We are often like those people who maintained 
that the ancient Ogham inscriptions were merely acci¬ 
dental scratches; they would not believe in a designed 
and delicate pattern, as it were. 

And so it has only just dawned on me that this blas¬ 
phemy against love to which I have referred is in reality 
a mere item in a chain of blasphemies; all of which are 
directed against the natural goods and delights which 
the constitution of the universe and his own peculiar 
nature offer to man. Of these natural goods love is 
the highest of all; for without love the whole structure 
of humanity would tumble down into hopeless con¬ 
fusion and destruction; and love, too (strictly natural 
though it be), is a ladder which, stationed on earth, 
ascends to the highest places in heaven. But think of 
all the other things which in their degree tend to make 
life beautiful, significant, pleasurable; it will be found 
that every one of these goods has been subjected and is 
subjected to violent attacks. Take, for instance, wine, 
that good and excellent creature which 44 maketh glad 
the heart of man.” The Greeks, borrowing perhaps 
something from the East, made their wine-god Dionysus 
the civiliser of the world; and the old myth of Pentheus 
shows the man who refused the gift of the vine and the 
Bacchic ecstasy torn to pieces, rent asunder. Sad 
nonsense has been written about this fable; the Bacchae 
of Euripides has been set down as a tract against the 
evil effects of religious enthusiasm. The real meaning 
is very different, and its truth may be seen daily by 
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anyone who has even a mildly observant eye. Pentheus, 
who thinks poetry 44 all nonsense,” and thanks heaven 
no one could call him imaginative, is still spiritually rent 
by the forces which he has denied and refused, which, 
in consequence, take for him terrible and destructive 
forms. 

Wine stood for so much in Greece; in Jewry, 
where it becomes the vineyard, it stands for more; in 
Christianity it has its place in the highest mysteries of 
all. And the hatred of wine is to-day the chief part of 
many men’s religion. As with good wine, so with good 
meat; if teetotalism is one religion, the abhorrence of 
meat and the concoction and devouring of dismal messes 
made of nuts and nut grease make another religion, called 
vegetarianism or—more terribly—fruitarianism. Indeed, 
there are later and stranger developments of the doc¬ 
trine. I don’t know that anybody nas exactly said in 
so many words that all eating is a mistake; but lengthy 
periods of starvation have been spoken of very highly 
as a sovran medicine for man. As for tobacco: that is, 
of course, in deep disgrace; abhorred by the serious 
circles of which I am speaking. And it will generally 
be found that these people, hating love, and wine, and 
meat, and a good pipe, will find something offensive 
and ridiculous in the very thought of a king with a gold 
crown on his head and a sceptre in his hand ; of a judge 
robed in scarlet and ermines; of a priest in his vest¬ 
ments. And, if I wished to give a member of the sect 
a real treat, I should not take him to see a Gothic 
cathedral; nor would I burn incense for him, nor would 
I speak much of the joy of a May morning or of the 
sweet scent of the spring flowers. For the abhorrence 
of every good thing and of every beautiful thing is 
in his heart—is his heart indeed—the very mainspring 
of his being. He loathes the wine of the feast, the wine 
of the poets, the wine of the mass; just as he who 
loves the last loves the first, though prudence may make 
him abstain from the champagne when it comes round. 

And here it may be necessary to note, very briefly, the 
gulf that yawns between asceticism and Manichee- 
ism, the abomination that I am attacking. The man 
who lets the champagne pass him because he has a 
speech to make after dinner is an ascetic: he abstains 
from a lower good for the sake of gaining a higher. 
The man who says, 44Take the Devil’s liquor away” is 
a Manichee; he is indeed literally professing with his 
lips the credo of that ancient and blasphemous faith 
which taught that the earth was the devil’s and the 
fulness thereof. 

Now it is odd enough, but the suggestion for all this 
talk came from something that I heard and something 
that I witnessed last week in St. Paul’s Cathedral. 
What I heard was a very odd noise; what I saw was 
some dozens of people weeping, and some hundreds 
of people looking as if they were on the verge of tears. 

It was at the memorial service for the unfortunate 
people who were drowned in the wreck of the 
44 Titanic” The rite began with the singing of 44 Rock of 
Ages,” and I don’t think I have heard anything intended 
to be moving so absolutely unmoving, and indeed 
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irritating. Why ? Because the hymn was so beautifully 
sung. Choir and organist combined to give every 
word its due expression, to enforce every nuance 
of tonal light and shade; they did not sing the hymn; 
they “gave an exquisite rendition” of it It was 
perfect, I am sure; I am also sure that it was perfectly 
horrible. It reminded me of the way in which ladies 
used to write letters; every other word was, as it 
were, underlined, and so the whole was meaningless. 
But in the middle of the service the famous lesson 
from St Paul’s Epistle to the Corinthians was read, 
and the printed “ Order ” announced that the “ Dead 
March ” was to follow. As is customary, everybody 
stood up and waited for the music to begin. And 
they waited, and began to glance about the Cathedral 
and at each other in a puzzled way, for though there 
was no * Dead March,” there was certainly a very 
strange noise. The sun had gone behind a cloud and 
the vast spaces of the Cathedral had grown dark; and 
there was a sound as if a great wind was rising. It 
was not that the noise was a loud one, but rather that 
any wind that could be heard beneath that vast high- 
lifted dome, through the strong bulwarks of those 
massive walls, must indeed be great and tempestuous. 

The sound was not loud. Rather it was faint, vague, 
murmurous; now as if April gusts were swaying about 
some high hill far away, now as if the myriad leaves 
in some ancient, fatal forest of romance all stirred for 
a moment together. But was it the wind? Or was 
it like the stirring of innumerable leaves ? Even 
such sounds, vague as they are, were too formal, too dis¬ 
tinct in their appeal to the ear for this strange toneless 
trembling. Nay; it was rather as if the air within 
the Cathedral were shaken, and trembled and whispered 
in the hollow vault of the dome and beat upon the 
stony pillars and went wandering and creeping terribly 
along the walls; it was as if fear and dread and the 
heaviness of the heart had become audible; yet without 
tone. 

And those low murmurs and inarticulate sighings 
of the dim air swelled; slowly, slowly the mutterings 
of those voices without speech grew and gathered; 
echoed from the altar to the porch, mourned from the 
crypt below and rose high, beating in the dome. The 
whole air shuddered with a tempest of dreadful sound, 
with, as it were, the beating of the wings of some 
monstrous bird; and still the tumult was all formless, 
toneless, vague; it was like the muttering of a great 
multitude—till one great stroke that was a voice of 
doom fell upon our hearts, and we knew that the 
“ Dead March ” had begun. 

Why should people weep at this? It was only a 
roll of muffled drums, punctuated by strokes on the big 
drum; and the drum is the rudest, most barbarous of 
all instruments, the delight of mere savages. 

Good; but I think that the people who were moved 
by this noise were sensible people; and I shall always 
think so, while scarlet is splendid, and the clangour of 
the trumpet lifts up the soul, and the scent of the lilac 
makes men dream, and lovers walk through rose 
gardens, and wine maketh glad the heart of man. 
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Sainte-Beuve Again—I 

By Frank Harris. 

FOR more than half a century now, writers of all 
kinds in half a dozen countries have shown an 

astonishing unanimity in praising Sainte-Beuve. Even 
Matthew Arnold, who usually liked to qualify eulogy, 
and sometimes took a malicious pleasure in marking the 
shortcomings of the greatest of men, for this once 
praised wholeheartedly. He could not help dwelling 
with regret on “ the imperfections of Shakespeare,” yet 
he assured us in the interesting article republished the 
other day in The ACADEMY that Sainte-Beuve was 44 a 
first-rate critic,” and declared professorially that 44 first- 
rate criticism has a permanent value greater than that 
of any but first-rate works of poetry and art. . . . 
Sainte-Beuve’s curiosity was unbounded,” he decided, 
44 his love of truth disinterested.” All this is in perfect 
accord with his famous essay on 44 The Function of 
Criticism at the Present Time,” which he begins with 
the statement that the 44 critical faculty is lower than the 
creative,” though he insists that for the time being the 
critical power is the more necessary. How he can rhyme 
these contradictories does not appear, though to the 
ordinary intelligence they seem irreconcilable. 

Matthew Arnold does not hesitate to give the reason 
why he sets the creative faculty above the critical: 44 The 
grand work of literary genius is a work of synthesis and 
exposition, not of analysis and discovery.” But why a 
work of synthesis and exposition should stand above 
a work of analysis and discovery he does not take the 
trouble to tell us. Yet it is perhaps possible from his 
works, and notably from that essay in The Academy, 

to complete his argument, for in it he says of Sainte* 
Beuve: 

He was born a naturalist, carrying into letters, 
so often the mere domain of rhetoric and futile 

amusement, the ideas and methods of scientific natural 

inquiry, and this he did while keeping in perfection 
the ease of movement and charm of touch which 

belong to letters properly so called, and which give 
them their unique power of universal penetration and 
of propagandism. Man as he is, and as his history 

and the productions of his spirit show him, was the 
object of his study and interest; he strove to find 

the real data with which, in dealing with man and his 
affairs, we have to do. Beyond this study he did not 
go—to find the real data. But he was determined 
they should be the real data and not fictitious and 

conventional data, if he could help it. 

If we consider these sentences in the light of the 
previous definition that creation is a work of synthesis 
and exposition, we shall see that Matthew A/nold con¬ 
siders the scientific function inferior to the poetic 

Now in all this it appears to me Matthew Arnold is 
simply showing that he belongs to his own time—to the 
middle of the nineteenth century, when a period of 
analysis was about to end and to usher in a period of 
synthesis. Is there any necessary connection between 
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analysis and discovery as Arnold imagined? Is it not 
manifest that in chemistry, for instance, since the intro¬ 
duction of synthetic chemistry by Berthelot, many dis¬ 
coveries have been made, and perhaps more important 
discoveries, than were made by analytic chemistry ? And 
if that is true, surely all Matthew Arnold’s fine-spun 
theories fall of themselves to the ground ? 

They involve him, too, in all sorts of contradictions, 
which only his urbanity and happy faculty of skating 
lightly over the surface of things can conceal from us 
even for a moment. For example, it is obvious that the 
discovery of new truths, whether by analysis or by syn¬ 
thesis, is at least as important as the exposition of 
them; most of us would say considerably more im¬ 
portant; but Matthew Arnold, when faced with this 
difficulty, is forced to put the discovery of new truths 
outside criticism. He informs us coolly that “ the dis¬ 
covery of new ideas is the business of the philosopher/’ 
whereas the business of the critic is “ a disinterested 
endeavour to learn and propagate the best that is known 
and thought in the world.” That is, in the hierarchy of 
intelligence the critic is a sort of hodman who is only 
to deal with the best that is already known and thought 
in the world; while far above him stands the philo¬ 
sopher, whose business it is to discover new truths; 
and above even the discoverer of new truths stands the 
poet, the expositor and maker of “ beautiful things.” 

Now this surely is the merest hair-splitting and leads 
no whither. The division between the critical and 
creative faculty is a convention. Is one to place Matthew 
Arnold the critic below Matthew Arnold the poet, or 
Goethe as critic below Goethe as poet? Or to put it 
another way, surely the creative intelligence is com¬ 
pelled continually to use critical intelligence on its own 
productions, and if the creator is not a good critic as 
well he must come to grief ? Goethe ought to have seen 
that the second part of “ Faust ” was tediously long and 
dreary and uninspired, just as are great tracts of 

Wilhelm Meister,” and that he did not see this demon¬ 
strates his weakness both as creator and critic. 

It is true, no doubt, that some minds are given more 
naturally to analysis than to synthesis; but to say that 
the mind given to synthesis is greater than the mind 
given to analysis is pure empiricism, and has no validity 
for the disinterested observer. Faraday used analysis, 
while Berthelot used synthesis. Who shall say which is 
the better method ? Or take another instance. Darwin 
seems to have arrived at his epoch-making discovery by 
analysis, while Wallace, his great rival, arrived at it 
synthetically by intuition. Who was the greater ? “ By 
their fruits ye shall know them.” 

If there is any difference in value between the opera¬ 
tion of the analytic faculty and that of the synthetic, 
this must be the criterion, and this alone: we must judge 
the method by the result. 

The plain common-sense of the whole matter is that 
without exception, so far as I know, the best creators 
are the best critics: that Shakespeare and Goethe are 
as far beyond all others in criticism as they are in 
creation, and that we can only regret that, while we have 
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the worthless opinion of Lope de Vega on “ Don 
Quixote” and its author, we have not got the critical 
opinions of Cervantes on his forerunners and contem¬ 
poraries. 

Some New French Plays 
M. DE FLERS and Caillavet remind one of a 

couple of confectioners, in whose bright little shop 
windows rows and rows of glass jars are neatly ranged, 
each containing sweets. These “ bonbons” have different 
names, such as “Papa,” “L’Ane de Buridan,” 
“ L’Eventail,” “Le Roi,” “Le Bois Sacr6,” etc. But 
the rosiest and sweetest of their specialities is without 
doubt “ Primerose,” which is scoring an immense success 
at the Comedie Fran^aise. As this play was written for 
the first theatre in France, the authors, of course, 
prudently restrained their natural tendency towards 
levity, and took the wise precaution of introducing into 
their work some of the elements certain to please the 
habitual audience of the Com6die Fran^aise; thus, one 
of their principal characters is a Cardinal What his 
Eminence is doing in the elegant and worldly country- 
house in which the action takes place we do not know ; 
at any rate, he has been specially appointed by Provi¬ 
dence to unravel sentimental complications between a 
love-sick maiden and a young nobleman of quite an 
unknown species, who spends his leisure hours in 
ruining himself and earning millions again in a few 
months’ time. 

MM. de Flers and Caillavet, be it said, have a par¬ 
ticularly weak spot for ecclesiastics. They no doubt 
think that the sombre vesture of representatives of 
religion throws into particular relief the marvellous 
dresses which, in general, enhance the beauty of their 
already charming interpreters. Or do they believe that 
it is particularly piquant to introduce so austere an 
element into the always rather frivolous and thin 
intrigue of their plays? We do not know. At first 
they contented themselves with introducing very 
discreetly a simple priest: this having fully succeeded, 
they went to greater lengths, and since then their priest 
has reached the cardinal point! What remains? We 
hardly dare to think! 

The story is simple, but it is told with the authors’ 
consummate art of developing and delineating characters 
and situations, and of dissimulating under a network 
of brilliant repartee, humoristic traits, or witty observa¬ 
tions the occasionally too threadbare plot Primerose de 
Plelan is twenty-four years old; she loves Pierre de 
Lancrey, and her passion has blinded her to the extent 
of writing a letter to the object of her adoration, in 
which she has candidly avowed her sentiment. 
Fortunately Pierre loves her, and he is on the verge 
of telling her so when he receives a cablegram to the 
effect that he is completely ruined. He immediately 
decides to return to America, but before starting he has 
a conversation with Primerose. He tells her rather 
brutally that he does not care for her. He utters this 
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pious fib because his love for the maiden is so great 
that he will not consent for her to wait, sacrificing youth 
and beauty, while he is remaking his fortune. Of course, 
they might both have gone out to America and worked 
together, but this practical idea does not enter Pierre’s 
aristocratic head. After one last long look, a deep, 
tremulous sigh, and a quivering smile, Pierre departs 
precipitately. Primerose utters the conventional little 
scream of distress and collapses into an armchair; and 
when her uncle, the Cardinal de M6rance, enters the 
room, she vehemently declares that she has an 
irresistible longing for convent life. The Cardinal 
strives to reason with her, but in vain, and Primerose 
at last wins his consent that she shall enter as a novice 
in the sisterhood of Ste Claire. 

In the second act, Pierre, having come back richer 
than ever, the young people meet, and Primerose is 
garbed as a sister of charity. Pierre cannot resist 
making a passionate declaration, but Primerose, being 
a naive, fresh-hearted and thoroughly honest girl, 
considers herself irrevocably bound by her vows, and 
leaves him, quivering with emotion. Pierre confides his 
sorrow to the dear old Cardinal, who at last begins 
to understand why the authors have introduced him 
into their play, and the r61e they wish him to act! He 
starts to work immediately to reconcile the two young 
people; and as the convent of Ste Claire is to be closed, 
the nuns are forced to resume their laical life. Prime- 
rose returns to the bosom of her delighted family, but 
still considers herself bound by her vows. Eventually, 
however, the plans of the Cardinal succeed, and when 
Pierre makes his appearance at the opportune moment, 
the young people fall into each other’s arms and receive 
his paternal benediction. 

The fancy Cardinal has been remarkably im¬ 
personated by M. de F6raudy, while the irresistible 
Pierre is played by the equally irresistible M. Grand. 
Mile Marie Lecomte created the r61e of Primerose; it 
is to be regretted that she has long since forgotten how 
to be young, and she therefore only succeeds in being 
a falsely youthful “ jeune fille.” Mile Bovy, on the other 
hand, created a delicious type of ingenuity, candour, 
and drollery as a little sister of charity. Of course, 
the staging of the play was irreproachable. MM. de 
Flers and Caillavet may be congratulated on having 
proved once more how deep is their knowledge of the 
taste of the public, which for them is a puppet of which 
they pull the strings of Emotion, Sentiment, and 
Laughter with an astonishing surety, scarcely ever 
committing an error. They know precisely the limits 
to which they can venture without shocking their 
audience, and they know also how to temper by a 
caustic remark or witty sally a situation which risks 
either becoming too sentimental or too audacious. 

M. Sacha Guitry is really extraordinarily funny. He 
is the very incarnation of modern buffoonery. His life 
is amusing, his physique is comical, his acting is 
irresistible, and his plays are delightful on account of 
their drollery and amorality—which is in nowise to be 
confounded with immorality. M. Sacha Guitry is only 
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twenty-six years old, and yet he is certainly one of the 
most typical of Parisian personalities. His three leading 
characteristics are the following: He was born in 
Russia, and that is essentially Parisian, for, as everybody 
knows, all real Parisians are recruited amongst cosmo¬ 
politans!—he is the son of his father, Luden Guitry, 
the great actor; and he is fat, enormously fat, and 
cynical His plays prove that he carries cynicism to 
such an extent that it almost becomes a kind of distorted 
candour! And thus he is the creator of the “genre 
mufle ” so in vogue in the art, society, and literature of 
modern France; the principal traits of which are an 
unlimited impudence and a complete disregard for 
conventions. 

His latest play, which is being given at the present 
moment at the Com6die Royale, one of the most amusing 
of the little “th6&tres d’k cdte” which abound in gay 
Paris, has added to the reputation of the well-known 
author of “ Nono ” (Mathurins, 1905), “ Le Mufle ” 
(Th6Atre Antoine, 1908), u Le Veilleur de Nuit ” 
(Th^itre Michel, 1910), “ Un Beau Mariage” (Renais¬ 
sance, 1911). Like all his other comedies, “Jean III, 
ou l’lrr^sistible Vocation du fils Mondoucet,” has 
obtained a frank success of gaiety. Never has one 
laughed so much in a Parisian theatre since many long 
years, and never has even M. Guitry written a more 
direct, unbridled, and captivating fantasy. His dialogue 
is bright, amusing, unexpected, sprinkled here and 
there with remarks which contain some real truth, or 
some keen observation of life under their light¬ 
heartedness. Apparently it has been written without 
any effort, as if the author had amused himself whilst 
composing it The subject of “Jean III ” furnishes M. 
Sacha Guitry with opportunity for many droll develop¬ 
ments. Paul Mondoucet, the son of a respectable 
ironmonger, feels suddenly a vocation for the stage. 
His father becomes most irascible when informed of 
his son’s project; but when Paul obtains the leading 
r61e in a new historical play called “Jean III” his 
respectable parents begin to thaw, and their resistance 
melts completely when they discover that some 
important publicity for their own trade may be obtained 
from Paul’s career. But the success of M. Sacha Guitry’s 
“ pochade ” is especially assured by the third act, in 
which the author has had the ingenious idea of making 
the Mondoucet parents assist, from amidst the real 
audience, at the triumph of their scapegrace of a son. 
And this does not fail to provoke the nightly en¬ 
thusiasm of the public 

M. Guitry himself plays the part of Paul Mondoucet, 
and his success as an actor equals the one he obtains 
as an author. He can be serious, sincere, candid, and 
childish, and from this combination results the most 
comical effects imaginable. Mme Charlotte Lysfcs, the 
delightful wife of the author, shows in the r61e of L6one, 
a young “ ingenue,” the same attractive qualities she had 
already revealed in “ Nono,” and the same superiority 
in comic parts she had shown in “ Le Veilleur de Nuit.” 
She is a very remarkable “comedienne,” with the gift 
of drollery, simplicity, and charm. One of the greatest 
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of French comic actors creates the part of Mondoucet 
Pere; we mean M. Baron, sen., who makes his long- 
looked-for reappearance with success. He displays 
fancy, wit, and majesty, and makes the character of the 
elder Mondoucet one of the most complete of his 
innumerable creations. Marc Loge. 

r 

The Theatre 
The Pioneer Players in a Triple Bill 

ON Sunday, April 21, the Pioneer Players presented 
three one-act plays at the King’s Hall, Covent Gar¬ 

den, a building usually associated with the science and art 
of self-defence rather than with the dramatic art. 41 Race 
Suicide,” by H. Hamilton Fyfe, was a very short and 
amusing conversation which skilfully illustrated the 
great zeal society shows in drawing up rules of conduct 
—for other people. Mrs. Brown, who forgot her prin¬ 
ciples as readily as the men, and must therefore 
have disappointed the advanced feminists in the 
audience, was well acted by Miss Mary Jerrold. In 
44 The Surprise of His Life,” by Jess Dorynne, full re¬ 
paration was made to the feminists, for here two ex¬ 
ceedingly despicable males were thoroughly vanquished. 
The stage machinery did not work too easily, but the 
audience showed tremendous enthusiasm, and probably 
felt very relieved. Miss Edyth Olive, Miss Auriol Lee, 
and Mr. W. B. Abingdon largely contributed to the 
success of the play. It was by an unfortunate arrange¬ 
ment that the most lengthy of the plays, in a programme 
wherein the intervals easily predominated, was reserved 
for the finish. 44 Macrenaby Christopher St. John, 
dealt with an episode from the coercive and barbaric 
attempt by the Emperor Nicholas of Russia to force 
the Polish Catholics into the Russian Church. The play 
had dramatic periods, but the task of sustaining interest 
often proved beyond the powers of the writer. Mr. 
Clarence Derwent, who undertook his part at a short 
notice, made the most of his opportunities, and Miss 
Ellen O’Malley gave a studied interpretation of the 
character of the courageous Nun. The plays were care¬ 
fully produced by Miss Edith Craig. 

“The Next Religion” at the 
Pavilion Theatre 

We need say little here on Mr. Zangwill’s play, which 
was produced for two matinees last week at the Pavilion, 
as in our previous issue it was thoroughly criticised. 
The chief effect 44 The Next Religion ” had upon the 
thoughtful beholder, apart from the pleasure of some 
very fine acting, was to make him wonder why Mr. 
Zangwill wrote it, since he arrives at no conclusions, 
and the bitter tirades against the Church and 
Christianity of the first act are 44 old stock ”—the 
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commonplace 44 arguments*r of the park orators dressed 
in a little tinsel and motley of epigram. No sympathy, 
no kindliness, enter into the 44religion of law” which 
we are asked to applaud; it is a creed of steel and 
brass, hammered out scientifically—a clever model with 
no driving-power of love. As Stephen Trame, the poor 
enthusiast who can see his wife and child starving for 
the sake of his miserable notions, Mr. Fisher White 
acted superbly; so also did Mr. Horace Hodges as 
Silas Burr, the quaint, obstinate, devoted countryman 
who followed Trame to his Whitechapel lodgings. 
Miss Adeline Bourne seemed out of place as Mrs. 
Trame—she was an exotic orchid flaming in a sphere 
unsuited to her talent Among others who were 
excellent in their parts were Mr. Bassett Roe as Mrs. 
Trame’s father, the Bishop, Mr. Frederick Lloyd as Hal 
McFadden, and Miss Blanche Stanley as Mrs. Burr. 
Why the play was censored we hardly know; it could 
have done neither good nor harm to anybody. 

“Therese Raquin ” at the 

Court Theatre 

It is becoming one of the unsolved problems of the 
London stage why Madame Yavorska, delightful and 
vivacious in the realms of comedy, should elect time 
after time to give us tragedy of the direst form ; and 
another question which we should like answered is, 
what is the use of staging so utterly gruesome and 
unpleasant a story as Zola’s 44 Th6rese Raquin ” ? 
It offers undoubted opportunity for fine acting, as 
Madame Yavorska and her company excellently 
proved ; but fine acting cannot hide the fact that 
Zola’s early work, at least, was not in the slightest 
degree suitable for the theatre. 

There were scenes, of course, which held the atten¬ 
tion ; the cosy party of old friends at dominos, when 
Mr. H. de Lange as Grivet was perfection, and the 
persuasion of Th6r&se to marry Laurent, when Mrs. 
Theodore Wright as Madame Raquin touched a very 
high level of art, could hardly be excelled; but on the 
whole one felt it was wasted talent. Why, when the 
world wants laughter more than ever it did, trouble to 
portray the horrors of Laurent’s wedding-night, and the 
fearful paralytic stroke of Madame Raquin, on the 
stage? Having protested thus sincerely, we must add 
a word of praise for Mr. Frank Elliott as Laurent, 
though at moments he seemed rather lacking in energy, 
and for Mr. Edmond Breon as Camille, the neurotic 
husband. Mr. Frank Collins interpreted Michaud well, 
and the smaller part of Suzanne was passably rendered 
by Miss Beatrice Ainley. The play is to be produced on 
Thursday and Friday next, at matin6es, again at the 
Court Theatre. After that, we strongly hope that 
Madame Yavorska, whom we have always cordially wel¬ 
comed, will realise that her great talent is better em¬ 
ployed in other spheres than in realistic presentations of 
the gruesome. 
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The Week in Parliament 

By a Regular Devotee. 

THIS has been a dull week at St. Stephen’s as else¬ 
where. People seemed unable to settle to busi¬ 

ness ; the shadow of the terrible tragedy on the Atlantic 
had dwarfed everything else. 

People anxious to show their sympathy (and, inciden¬ 
tally, to advertise themselves) asked questions on the 
subject Before the particulars had been wired home 
others demanded that something—they did not quite 
know what—should be done at once. Mr. Bottomley, 
one night on the adjournment, lectured Mr. Buxton (the 
President of the Board of Trade) in solemn tones, but 
the majority of the House felt that nothing could be 
done until the full facts had been elicited. 

On Monday Mr. Will Crooks secured the adjournment 
of the House to discuss the question of making provision 
for the poorer witnesses. This gave Mr. Buxton an 
opportunity to announce that the. Government had 
decided to appoint a special Wreck Commission, which 
he assured the House would have ample power to inquire 
into everything. Satisfaction was felt when he an¬ 
nounced that Lord Mersey, better known as Mr. Justice 
Bigham, the late President of the Court of Admiralty, 
was to preside. His extreme practice in the Courts 
both in Liverpool and London in cases connected with 
the Mercantile Marine when he was at the Bar has 
given him a unique experience, and all sides came to the 
conclusion that it would be a far fairer and more satis¬ 
factory tribunal than that set up by the Senate at 
Washington At any rate, Lord Mersey would know 
that a water-tight compartment is not a life-saving appa¬ 
ratus to be used as a place of refuge for passengers 1 

The fate of the Home Rule Bill was languidly dis¬ 
cussed in the smoking-room. The Radical idea seems 
to be as follows: — 

We shall pass it in the Commons, of course; it 
will then be hung up for two years in the House of 
Lords—be put on the shelf, in fact. This is a long 
time for the Unionists to keep the enthusiasm of 
opposition at fever heat. The Ulster men who have 
been drilled will have nothing to do but to practise 
the goose step; they cannot revolt against a Bill 
which has not yet become law, and English people 
will become interested in other things. 

“ But what if you go out in the meantime ? ” said a 
well-known chess-player who can smoke and play a good 
game and yet listen to the conversation going on around 
him. “ Oh, we won’t do that. We shan’t resign and 
shall hold on no matter how many elections we lose. We 
shall pass Home Rule and Welsh Disestablishment and 
then go for one man one vote, which will give us a new 
lease of power.” “The King may interfere and insist 
that the Bill be sent to the country for decision,” quietly 
observed an old Parliamentary hand; “ he will be quite 
within his rights on a matter so momentous.” 

The Government, to get rid of a number of awkward 
and pressing questions, have decided to appoint a Corn- 
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mittee to inquire into the Civil Service and other esti¬ 
mates. It is the old dodge of appointing a Royal 
Commission to stave things off in a new guise, and the 
only fact brought out worth mentioning was the abso¬ 
lute power the Chancellor of the Exchequer possesses. 

On Thursday we discussed Civil Service Estimates, 
and Rupert Gwynne initiated a debate objecting to 
the part the Government was playing in trying to popu¬ 
larise the Insurance Bill. Two organisations had been 
started—first the National Insurance Committee and 
then the Liberal Insurance Committee. The Chancellor 
had used his official position to carry on a campaign in 
the country with a party object in view. Both organisa¬ 
tions had an officer in the Treasury, both he alleged, 
amid Ministerial shouts of derision, were presided over 
by officials of the Treasury, and both hit upon the plan 
of issuing leaflets in the Socratic form of question and 
answer. 

Lloyd George had been gratefully thanked by a 
Radical Organ called the Young Liberal for the help 
he had rendered the cause ; indeed, they had gone so far 
as to canonise him—by calling him “ St David Up-to- 
Date,” and representing him in a cartoon as the Good 
Shepherd, with a crook in his hand, a halo 
on his head, and a cathedral in the background. 
The attack was continued by Sir Philip Magnus, who 
wanted to know if the Chancellor intended out of his 
six million surplus to pay the doctors properly? 

Worthington Evans called attention to some mislead¬ 
ing leaflets, which brought Lloyd George to his feet, but 
he was not able to shake his opponent. “ W. E.,” as he 
is called, has made the Insurance Bill his chief study. 
He honestly believes in the principle of the Bill and has 
done more than anyone else to try and turn it into a 
useful measure. His criticism, therefore, is all the more 
deadly, and Felix Cassel wound up by seriously asking 
the Government whether they really thought the 
machinery sufficiently in order to # commence work in 

That curious literary philanthropist Masterman is 
now, of all things, the Financial Secretary of the 
Treasury. It is related that John Burns once said that he 
was a “dear good fellow with a heart of gold and a 
head of feathers.” That such a man should be the 
watchdog of the Treasury is ludicrous in the extreme. 
With his long unkempt hair getting into his eyes, he 
replied to the various criticisms, and announced that the 
Government intended to commence working the Act on 
July 15 whatever happened. 

In the evening there was a sharp debate about the 
L.C.C. tramways. The L.C.C. wanted to put up over¬ 
head wires for economy’s sake, and incidentally to 
override the veto of the local borough council. This 
latter is a vexed question that always produces strife, 
and in the end the debate was adjourned; whereupon 
the Marquess of Tullibardine resumed the debate on the 
Insurance Bill. He alleged that nearly all the officials 
recently appointed in Scotland were Radicals, and that 
one in particular had favoured a firm of typewriters and 
a school of shorthand with which he had been connected. 
Mr. Lloyd George made a vigorous reply, but Harr)* 
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Foster, who wound up the debate, trenchantly asked 
with regard to the typewriters whether they really had 
been ordered in the regular way through the Stationery 
Office. This was the whole point of the particular alle¬ 
gation, and we must wait for the reply until next week, 
as the debate was then adjourned. 

On Friday a momentous Bill was brought forward to 
enable Local Authorities to acquire land. Personally 
we think the whole subject wants overhauling, but not in 
the direction proposed by the promoters. As it is, 
Local Authorities can give notice to acquire property for 
a public improvement and not proceed with it for years. 
They can prevent the unfortunate owner improving his 
property or dealing with it in any way, and at the end 
of a period change their minds and proceed with the 
work. The unfortunate landowner has no remedy but 
expensive legislation. Nobody took much interest, and 
at one time it looked as if the House would be counted 
out. Mr. Lloyd George raised his remarkable eyebrows 
when the Speaker declined to give the closure. He 
looked quite hurt, not to say annoyed, because a far- 
reaching piece of legislation was not proceeded with by 
a languid and nearly empty House. 

On Monday, Mr. Montagu, who is one of the most 
industrious and painstaking officials on the Government 
Front Bench, gave an interesting dissertation on Indian 
affairs. Sir John Rees, just back from his victory at 
Nottingham, was greeted with loud cheers as he took his 
seat on the Unionist Benches. It was felt that Notting¬ 
ham was a very uncertain proposition under the circum¬ 
stances of Archie Morrison’s sudden resignation and the 
results of the Coal Strike. The Whips felt that Sir John 
as a stranger and a recent convert had done very well, 
and that the tide was beginning to flow strongly against 
the Government. As an old Indian official of large ex¬ 
perience he made an effective maiden speech as a 
Unionist. 

The Back Bench men are busy getting up committees 
to fight the Home Rule Bill and arranging who is to 
attack the Welsh Disestablishment Bill. 

The L.C.C. tramway debate was resumed after 
Crooks’ motion about the Titanic was disposed of. The 
L.C.C. was badly beaten—all the London Members on 
both sides voting against them—the Radicals because 
they hate the present majority on the L.C.C. and love 
the conduit system, and the Unionists because they 
object to the L.C.C. trying to wrest the veto from the 
borough councils. 

On Tuesday Mr. McKenna introduced the Welsh Dis¬ 
establishment Bill in a house that was far from full. He 
has an irritating pretentiousness which he thinks is 
statesmanlike, but is really very truculent and unctuous 
by turns. All the old arguments were trotted out with 
the addition that he was the real friend of the Church in 
Wales. It was a dull speech, and the opinion in the 
Lobby was that the Government is not really serious. 
Mr. Alfred Lyttelton made mincemeat of his arguments 
and quoted Mr. McKenna’s remark “ that this was ex¬ 
clusively a matter for Wales ”—.which drew forth cheers 
from the Government benches. 14 Why, then,” demanded 
Mr. Lyttelton, 44 is the debate to be adjourned until the 

Irish Members are able to get back from their Conven¬ 
tion? Was this all-powerful Government afraid they 
could not carry the measure without their aid ? ” It 
looked uncommonly like it, and the Government benches 
were silent. 

I do not agree with what Sir Brynmor Jones said, 
but he made an excellent speech from his point of view, 
and it was clearly and ably delivered. This was fol¬ 
lowed by a trenchant speech from Lord Robert Cecil, 
who said the Home Secretary spoke as if he was acting 
generously to the Church when he was robbing it. Lord 
Wolmer also spoke, and the whole debate was on a high 
level. It is yet to be seen whether the Government wil! 
dare to relegate the Bill to a Committee in defiance of the 
pledge that Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman gave when 
the Grand Committees were first set up—that no contro¬ 
versial measures should be sent upstairs. 

The Shakespeare Festival at 
Stratford-on-Avon. 

R. OTHO STUART, in some happy words at the 
luncheon at the Stratford Town Hall, given by the 

Shakespeare Club on the Poet’s birthday, referred to 
Mr. F. R. Benson’s services to drama. It is worthy of 
note that his speech was in response to the toast of 
44 The Drama.” Some happy people there are who, in 
their splendour of true modernity, like to conceive of 
Shakespeare as one thing, a very great thing to be true, 
but a different thing from drama. They have this much 
of justification, that in the crude commercial theatre of 
their choice Shakespeare is perverted into mere pano¬ 
rama. From this Mr. Benson has saved us. It is per¬ 
haps not too much to say that he has kept open an 
avenue for poetic drama to return to its own. It is no 
small achievement, this. We believe that its historical 
importance will be recognised by after-times. Certainly 
as we sat in the Memorial Theatre on Monday after¬ 
noon and evening to see 44 The Taming of the Shrew ” 
and 41 The Merchant of Venice ” nothing surprised us so 
much as the ease with which they acted themselves— 
that is to say, the deftness and facility with which they 
adjusted the interaction of their parts, took their balance, 
and alternated that expectancy and surprise that is of 
the essence of dramatic craftmanship. Truly enough, 
there was little reason to be surprised; and yet tc 
one unhappily familiarised with the commonplaces of 
Victorian dramatic criticism it came with quite a shock 
of pleasure to find that probability (that artistic proba¬ 
bility that we call conviction) is never more violated in 
Shakespearean drama, and generally not so deeply 
violated, as in modern realistic drama. Even when the 
workmanship was most ingenious, this was so. For 
example, when Bassanio tells his friend— 

’Tis not unknown to you, Antonio, 
How much I have disabled mine estate, 
By something showing a more swelling port 
Than my faint means would grant continuance. 
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and so forth, we know, of course, and realise, that the 
very fact that “ ’tis not unknown to ” Antonio, means 
that the information is intended for us the hearers. But 
in the play where Ibsen’s craftsmanship is most praised, 
“ Rosmersholm,” we realise none the less that all that 
deft retrospective dialogue is less between the persons 
engaged than from both of them to us. In one as in the 
other we are content to abide an artifice. In one as in 
the other, in swift ingenuousness and in subtle skill, we 
only demand that probability shall not be violated. The 
mere difference is, that a certain type of dramatic critic, 
with, be it noted, a special kind of dramatic training, 
insists that one method is in itself better than the other ; 
whereas, in point of fact, drama does not recognise 
methods, these being only for pundits: it only recognises 
achievements. 

To have proved this by maintaining the purity of 
Shakespeare’s own workmanship, is an achievement the 
significance of which cannot be overrated. It is a brave 
word: but it is not short of its occasion. What a re¬ 
markable thing it is that outside Mr., Benson’s companies 
it is not possible, in England, to see Shakespeare acted. 
It is a fact, none the less. It means that it is possible 
to prove, what might otherwise remain a question and a 
theory, that Shakespeare was not only a great creator of 
character, not only a lofty poet, but the master of a 
very high and finished craftsmanship; and that poetic 
drama, if only its own laws be heeded, rings a conviction 
at least not less sure than drawing-rooms, slang, and real¬ 
istic little people. There should not have been the neces¬ 
sity for saying this. Unhappily, in a day where poetic 
drama is derided because its conditions are profoundly 
misconceived, and where Shakespeare, when acted, is 
done the considerable indignity of mutilation, there is 
more than necessity—there is urgency. 

Mr. Benson himself, strangely enough, proved it In 
“ The Taming of the Shrew,” apart from the fact that 
the Induction, with its rare gift of Christopher Sly, was 
cut out, the order of its progress was not much hindered. 
There is some question as to how much of the text of 
this play (outside the Petruchio and Katharine scenes, 
which are manifestly his) came from Shakespeare’s pen. 
During the days of “ The Theatre,” and probably also 
during the early days of “The Globe,” it fell to his 
task to rewrite and rearrange the old Queen’s Company 
plays that the Burbages took away from the dissolution 
of Lord Strange, the Earl of Derby’s, company for the 
establishment of the Lord Hunsdon’s company. It is 
quite likely that he may not have rewritten all of these 
plays; but it is certainly little likely that he failed to 
rearrange them. And this means that, even if all the 
text of “The Taming of the Shrew” be not his, its 
architecture derives from him. So apart from considera¬ 
tions of text, it was possible to study Shakespeare’s 
growing sense of culmination simply because its order 
was not arbitrarily overset and ruined. 

In the case of “ The Merchant of Venice ” it was 
somewhat different. Written at the same period as the 
other, when Shakespeare was practising and perfecting 
his skill without always being sure of its effects, it is 
a deeply interesting study. Consequently, when the 
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curtain rang down on the First Act, when we had heard 
from Bassanio the full tale of his desire to win Portia, 
and had seen nothing of that lady, nor discovered the 
peculiar difficulties that her courtship involved, we went 
out forthwith to purchase the text and compare. 
Writing away from books, we cannot recall a play in 
which Shakespeare fails to set his whole action afoot 
in the first act His usual method is to set the com¬ 
plete matter aflame in the first act, for a slower and 
more painstaking second act to follow. The skill of 
such an arrangement is obvious. But here was a clear 
departure from that rule. A reference to the text, how¬ 
ever, showed that even Mr. Benson was not innocent 
of perversion—a fact that is eloquent of much. Instead 
of the quiet alternations between Venice and Belmont 
that carry forward the interest so equably in Shake¬ 
speare’s own arrangement, an alternation in which the 
Lorenzo and Jessica episode slips in neatly and un¬ 
ostentatiously for its subsequent purpose of holding the 
two interests together and concluding them at once, 
in his arrangement the Venice scenes are massed into 
the first act and the Belmont scenes into the second. 
What is the result? In Shakespeare’s architecture the 
interest is struck boldly and opened keenly in the first 
act, whereas the second act is given up to the de¬ 
velopment of that interest to its crisis at the conclusion 
of the third act The first act, again, is given to the 
opening, the third to the crisis, and the fifth to its 
climax and resolution. Thus the second and fourth 
are employed with its development; and while the 
second shows us Antonio in Shylock’s power, the fourth 
act, by way of sharp antithesis, shows us Shylock in 
Antonio’s power. And so the play stands as an orderly 
and well-knit, if a little artificially knit, whole. But 
as presented the first act opens one interest—and sus¬ 
pends it while the second act opens another; with the 
result that when the third act arrives we can scarcely 
right the matter and re-adjust the balance. If the play 
were seen for the first time so, we venture to say that 
the effect would seem very crude and halting. It is 
easy to complain of the exigencies of scenery. It would 
be better to reduce the scenery to such a point of sim¬ 
plicity that its exigency would be an indifferent 
difficulty. But the great matter is that the alterations 
are so direct as to be easily set right; which is more 
than we can say of some of the mutilated and garbled 
versions that have set out to teach Shakespeare his 
business. 

As for the acting, apart from one or two slight dif¬ 
ferences of opinion as to interpretation and method, it 
was worthy of all praise. We hope to deal next week 
with the speaking of the verse and the manner of 
the declamation of its lines. At the moment we have 
only space and time to say that we were not alone in 
our enjoyment of the simplicity and earnest directness 
of the acting. The comment that one heard more than 
another was that it was “ refreshing,” a word that meant 
much. Mr. Benson himself sometimes marred his 
effects by violence of speech and manner: par¬ 
ticularly, for example, in the second act of 
“The Merchant,” where it was even painful. Especi* 
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ally good were Messrs. Frank Cochrane, Murray 
Carrington, Balliol Holloway, Harry Caine, and 
Moffat Johnstone. Miss Dorothy Green as Portia was 
admirable. She did not, to be sure, achieve the proper 
dignity of the Trial Scene, but in the rest she rang 
conviction where many a more notable name has failed. 

Darrell Figgis. 

Some Paintings in Tempera 

HE April Exhibition at the Carfax Gallery of 
paintings chiefly in tempera by Charles M. and 

Margaret Gere, is a thing for which to be grateful. The 
art of these two painters is not only sincere and in¬ 
dividual, but singularly beautiful. In one sense un¬ 
affected by the trend of modem theories, but on the 
other hand adhering to what is best in them, for in 
Mr. Gere’s work there is a great deal which is essen¬ 
tially modem. In the first place, one is reminded not 
a little of the early Italian masters, but though this 
work has a great deal in common with that of those 
early painters, and it seems probable that both Mr. and 
Miss Gere draw more inspiration from them than from 
others, their own paintings are too individual for this 
comparison to be more than an indication of the quality 
of their work. To say that it is early Italian in spirit 
is only to say that there is in it something of the spirit 
of all art Yet another of the qualities seldom absent 
from the paintings of the pre-Raphael school belongs 
to almost everything in this Gallery—a sense of quiet¬ 
ness, and restraint, and peace. For there is a sort of 
aloofness and dignity in all Mr. Gere’s paintings no less 
in the “ Cannevo,” with its terrace and people, than in 
the silent 44 Lakeside ”—a study in tones of rich deep 
cream—or 14 The Lake of Cannevo,” with its dark 
houses, or in 44The First of Italy”—all mountains and 
snow. 

There are others, perhaps, in their own way more 
beautiful than these—the paintings of 44 Valsolda,” 44 Vin¬ 
tage near Lugano,” and 44 Val d’lntelvi,” little garden¬ 
like, sunlit enclosures in the valley between great 
towering mountains, with their fresh, almost crude, green 
colour, and the figures of the people in their blue and 
pink clothes, all curiously intimate and belonging to the 
places of which they are as much a part as the trees 
which shelter them. There is a lovely water-colour, too, 
reminding one a good deal of Mr. Clausen—a study of 
brown ricks and farm buildings, with a solitary figure 
wending his way in the light of a full moon; and there 
are a certain number of paintings in oils. These are not 
as a rule nearly so good as the tempera pictures; in 
workmanship they appear laboured and murky in 
colour; yet in one of them, 44 A Dinner of Herbs,” one 
recognises, perhaps more definitely than in any of the 
other pictures, the essential quality of all this work, its 
sincerity, its humanity and simple depth of almost reli¬ 
gious feeling. There is much of this feeling, too, in the 
work of Miss Gere, though her intentionally religious 
picture is by no means the best of her paintings. That 
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which stands out among them by reason of a true origin¬ 
ality of idea, expressed with a real beauty of line, form 
and colour—44 Noah’s Ark ”—has been bought by the 
Contemporary Art Society. The others are not very 
remarkable, yet there is something in the art of both 
these painters which prevents any of their work from 
being wholly commonplace. 

Notes and News 
" Birds of Passage ” is the title of a new volume of 

poems which Messrs. Chapman and Hall will issue early 
in May. The author is Mr. Gilbert Thomas, and many 
of the verses are reprinted from the London newspapers 
and magazines. 

Gustav Poliak, who is preparing a biography of 
Michael Heilprin and his sons, will be glad to receive 
any letters by the late Prof. Angelo Heilprin. They 
may be sent to Mr. Poliak at No. 21, West Eighty-fifth 
Street, New York, and will be promptly returned to the 
senders. 

Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston and Co., Ltd., have in 
the press to appear early in May, an entirely new illus¬ 
trated romance entitled The Mountain Girl,” by Payne 
Erskine. The scene is laid on the mountains of North 
Carolina, and a beautiful mountain girl, untrained and 
uneducated, is the central figure. 

The monthly meeting of the Royal Meteorological 
Society was held on Wednesday evening, the 17th inst., 
at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George 
Street, Westminster, Dr. H. N. Dickson, President, in 
the chair. The report on the Phrenological Observa¬ 
tions for 1911 was presented by Mr. J. E. Clark, B.A., and 
Mr. R. H. Hooker, M.A. Mr. R. G. K. Lempfert, M.A., 
and Mr. H. W. Braby, B.A., contributed a joint paper 
on 44 A Method of Summarising Anemograms.” 

Mr. Jacques Futrelle, the well-known author and play¬ 
wright, while on his recent visit here, arranged with 
Messrs. Holden and Hardingham for his novel, 44 The 
Diamond Master ” to appear in their new 7d. series. 
The work has never appeared in book form in this 
country. Special interest attaches to the work from the 
fact that Mr. Futrelle was on the ill-fated “Titanic." 
One list gives him among the saved. His wife was re¬ 
ported to be on the 44 Carpathia.” 

A course of eight lectures on 44 The Self-Government 
of the Pueblo Indians under Spanish and American Ad¬ 
ministration ” will be given at the London School of 
Economics and Political Science, Clare Market, Kings- 
way, W.C., by Miss Barbara Freire-Marreco (Research 
Fellow of Somerville College, Oxford\ at 3 p.m., on 
Thursdays, beginning May 2, 1912. These lectures are 
arrangea by the University of London, under the 
Martin-White Benefaction, and are open to the public 
without fee. 

Tuesday, July 2, has been decided upon as the date 
for the Theatrical Garden Party in aid of the Actors’ 
Orphanage, to be held, as in former years, in the Botani¬ 
cal Gardens, Regent’s Park. This function has now 
established itself as one of the most popular events of 
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London's social year, and, as in the past, nearly all the 
leading actors and actresses will co-operate to maintain 
the standard of attractiveness and interest Full par¬ 
ticulars can be obtained from Anslow J. Austin, Hon. 
Secretary, 26, Old Buildings, Lincoln’s Inn. 

Messrs. Stanley Paul and Co. announce that they are 
P. F. Warner’s volume entitled “ England v. Australia,” 
which tells in a popular and breezy manner the success 
of the finest tour of the English cricketers in Australia 
that has ever been. The book is profusely illustrated, 
and will contain chapters on the Australian Board of 
Control, also one on tne members of the new Australian 
team. It will be published at 7s. 6d. net, and a special 
autograph edition will also be issued, consisting of fifty 
copies at 21s. net. 

Mr. Archdeacon is arranging to give, in place of a 
curtain-raiser before the farcical comedy “Looking for 
Trouble,” which will be produced early in May at the 
Aldwych Theatre, a short concert of the best examples 
of string music by the great masters, and in order that 
the young British school shall be included in this scheme 
Mr. Archdeacon invites British composers to send him 
compositions for a full string orchestra for selection. 
The compositions must be of a length between five and . 
ten minutes, and it is hoped to include a new work at 
every change of programme. 

The fifth annual dinner of the University of London 
Graduates’ Association (founded 1899) is to be held at 
the Criterion Restaurant on Saturday, May 4, at 7.0 p.m., 
when the President, Lord Justice Fletcher Moulton, P.C., 1 
F.R.S., will take the chair. Among others who are to be I 
present are Sir Henry Miers, F.K.S. (Principal of the 
University), Sir Philip Magnus (M.P. for the University), I 
Sir Albert Rollit, LLD., Dr. E. Graham Little, F.R.C.P., I 
and Dr. S. Russell Wells. Members, graduates, and I 
recognised teachers (the attendance of women graduates, I 
as well as men, will be appreciated) are requested to J 
apply for tickets (6s. 6d.) to the Hon. General Secretary, I 
Mr. A. S. E. Ackermann, B.Sc. (Engineering), 25, Vic- | 
toria Street, Westminster. J 

The Cambridge Repertory Theatre Company, pro- | 
bably the only amateur company of its kind, under the J 
direction of Mr. Algernon JF M. Greig, are concluding I 
their second season with what may be regarded as an L 
unusual departure in Cambridge Amateur Theatricals. J 
They announce performances of “ Twelfth Night ” on | 
Apnl 30 and May 1, this being the first time for many J 
years, if ever, in Cambridge, that Shakespeare has been I 
performed by amateurs with the female parts played by I 
ladies. The acting edition has been specially prepared J 
by Mr. Orlando Barnett, the producer, and has been I 
published with introduction by Messrs. Heffer and Sons. j 
This production finishes up a season of considerable J 
mterest, which included such plays as “ The Return of L 
the Prodigal,” “The Sentimentalists” ”Anatol,” and J 

The Widow Maker.” I 

Messrs. Stanley Paul and Co. announce that they are 
publishing immediately the second annual volume of 

Canada of To-day.” This publication does not cover 
the ground of any of the almanacs, statistical reviews, 
>ear-books, etc, but endeavours, in the words of two 
^temporaries, to present ”a practicable compendium 

. formation regarding the great Dominion,” and to 
Sve ,.a comprehensive survey of every phase of Cana- 

C and work.” In addition to all the features 
^hich made last year's issue so popular, many new 
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The Wonders of Science. 
With the wonders science has wrought in recent times we are 

all familiar. 

' The achievements of the Aeroplane and the Submarine, the 
X-rays, and the Seram Treatment of Diseases are pat before os 

daily by the newspapers. 

But do we koow why these things are possible ? The number 
of people who could give a tolerable account of the nature of 
Sun-Spots, or tbe wonders of the Spectroscope, is one in a 

thousand. 

SCIENCE IN 
MODERN LIFE 
Edited by Prof. J. R. Ainsworth Davis, M.A. 

is published to supply information about every branch of 
science in a plain, non-tecboical way. 

It is an authoritative work, because, besides Professor Davis, 
the following eminent specialists contribute to it: 

A. C. D. Crommii im, 
B.A., F.R.A.S. 

O. T. Jonas, M.A., F.G.S. 
J. P. Millington. M.A., B.Sc. i. H. Shaxby, B.Sc. 

1. J. Flbcrb. D Sc. 

H. S. Harrison, D Sc. 
I. M F. Drummond, M A. 
J Travis Jenkins, D.Sc.,Ph.D. 
J. Wilson, M.A., B.Sc. 
B. Moorb, M.A., D.Sc. 
J. W. French. B.Sc. 

Among tbe many branches of science that will be dealt with 
may be mentioned ; 

Tk« Natart mod Cans# of Jan -Spots; Origin of tki Mar 
System ; Origin of Mountain*; The lea Ago; The Natura of Vol- 
canooa and Bartbqaakca; Tbo Nature of Matter; Tne Reatgeo 
Raya and Radiography; Tbo Proportk* of Radium; Eloctrona and 
tbalr Work; Tbo Pbyalca of Soap Bubbles ; Tbo Spoctroocoeofand 
Spectra; D4•portal of Sooda and Prults; Tbo Eff* of Doop Sou 
Flab; Serum Treatment of Dlaoaaea; Tbo Importance of Heredity; 
Tbo Theory of Natural Selection; Tbo Floaon Light and X-ra ya; 
Tbe Cradle of tbo Human Raco ; Tbo Race* of Mankind ; The Sub¬ 
marine; Plant AiMdalUai; Strange Extinct Animate ; Evolution 
of tbi Animal Kingdom; Too Progroaa of Scientific Arrlcultura ; 
Tbo Village Community; Tbo LMe Hlatoryof tbo Bel; Progroaa of 
Sanitary Science; Tbo Stone, Bronze, and Iron Ago# ; Aeroplane* 
and Dirigible Balloon*. 

Two movable cardboard Plates of the Frog and 
Rose respectively given tree with every 

copy of the book. 

PRESS PRAISE. 
—KNOWLEDGE" uni- 

"A literary and scientific publication of considerable Interest make* 
Ita appearance is ‘ Seience in Modern Life.* Excellent alike in matter, 
treatment, and Illustrations . . . tbe complete work should be one of 
standard value for reference." 

•• NATURE •• aayai— 
"It will Iona a vary uaefnl compendium of pure and applied science, 

and should find a place on tbo abalvoa of many libraries," 

BOOKLET FREE. 
To THE GRESHAM PUBLISHING CO.. 

34-5, Southampton Stmbbt. Strand, W.C. 

Please send me an illustrated booklet describing •• Science in 
Modern Life “ and part culars of special " Academy " terms of 
purchase. 

Name. 

Address 
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attractions appear ; several maps, complete sectional and 
general indexes, a large section on sport and a short 
but complete summary of all the public joint stock 
companies operating in Canada. The volume contains 
240 pages, size 13J? by 9#, printed throughout on art 
paper, is. net A limited number of copies in cloth, 2s. 
net. 

Imperial and Foreign Affairs 

By Lancelot Lawton. 

THE CLOSING OF THE DARDANELLES. 

HE efforts of the Powers to end the Turco-Italian 
conflict have met with complete failure. To their 

representations the Porte has replied in a bland ac¬ 
quiescence as far as the principle of mediation is con¬ 
cerned, but it seeks to impose certain conditions the 
nature of which renders it a foregone conclusion that 
peace is not yet attainable. For example, Turkey insists 
upon the maintenance of her effective, integral, and 
sovereign rights in Tripoli, and calls for the evacuation 
of the Italian troops. She draws attention to what is 
an undeniable fact, that, so far, Italy has been unable to 
carry out her Decree of Annexation. 

Nothing would contribute more to peace than vigorous 
action by Italy within the actual scene of military opera¬ 
tions. But it would seem that Italy shirks anything in 
the nature of a serious advance into the interior. In 
any event it is open to doubt whether the issue could be 
decided in one pitched battle ; those who are acquainted 
with the Italian Army in the field regard its competence 
to secure a victory in such an engagement as highly pro¬ 
blematical. But assuming for the sake of argument that 
the Italians were successful in inflicting a defeat of 
magnitude upon their enemy, they would still be faced 
with the possibility of havitig to conduct a desert war¬ 
fare which might conceivably extend over several years. 
We, who in Egypt have had experience of this kind of 
fighting, cannot envy them the prospect. Men like the 
Turks and Arabs, bom and reared in the wastes of the 
-earth, may be scattered to the four winds one day, 
and the next they will swoop down upon their prey in 
well organised hordes. On the other hand it may with 
truth be said that so little are the Italians accustomed to 
the desert that as yet they are not able to discriminate 
between its alluring mirages and its dread realities. 

Apparently, however, the Italians are determined to 
rely more upon the wiles of diplomacy than upon the 
thrust of steel. Their action in seeking to scare Con¬ 
stantinople with the noise of their guns at the exact 
moment when the Powers were seeking a basis for 
mediation has been severely condemned alike by their 
friends and critics. The Porte has set forth as one of 
its reasons for declining to surrender Tripoli that, “ any 
other solution would produce a disturbance in the whole 
Empire.” It is known to Italy, as well as to the rest of 
the world, that the internal state of Turkey could not 
possibly be worse than it is at present without producing 
complications of a far-reaching nature. The problem 
which confronts diplomatists, therefore, is not so much 
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to save Turkey’s face as to save the Turkish Empire 
itself. This circumstance dominates the situation and 
must be frankly reckoned with if the Italian spark is not 
to begin a conflagration that will sweep from East to 
West The danger of the crisis is to be found in the im¬ 
patience which Italy not unnaturally exhibits. The 
continuance of the war involves her in the expenditure 
of enormous sums of money; and far from bringing her 
anything in the nature of compensation in the shape of 
added military lustre, so long as her forces remain in¬ 
active on the fringe of the desert their reputation is 
suffering. 

Doubtless considerations such as these have led Italy 
to extend the theatre of operations to within ominous 
proximity of Constantinople. Italy cannot have been 
unaware of the Porte’s reply to,the Powers when she 
seized the island of Stampalia, or Astropalia, which, 
commanding as it does the entrance to the jEgean Sea, 
occupies a geographical position of great strategic value. 
The seriousness of this measure cannot be questioned. 
The ill-timed bombardment which led to the closing of 
the Dardanelles was intended as a hint that in the event 
of the Porte’s rejection of the Italian terms a more 
ambitious scheme of operations, threatening the capital 
itself, would immediately be embarked upon. The 
seizure of a naval base within three hundred miles of 
Constantinople is evidently the opening move in such a 
scheme. In view of the Italian action it is difficult to 
see how Turkey can fulfil her assurances to reopen the 
Dardanelles at an early date. Here, then, we are 
brought abruptly face to face with those serious inter¬ 
national complications which it was always feared would 
be the outcome of the Turco-Italian hostilities. 

For some time it has been generally suspected, though 
persistently denied in official circles, that an understand¬ 
ing had been arrived at between Russia and Italy pro¬ 
viding for joint action in certain circumstances. It 
would seem that these “certain circumstances” are at 
hand. No secret has been made of Russia’s desire to 
secure the opening of the Dardanelles to the passage of 
her warships. Now that her mercantile marine, in com¬ 
mon with that of other countries, is precluded from leav¬ 
ing or entering the Black Sea the question is at once 
raised in an acute form. Already her Ambassador at 
Constantinople has handed to the Foreign Minister a 
written protest against the suspension of traffic, declar¬ 
ing that such action is contrary to treaties and will give 
rise to claims for compensation on account of the delay 
occasioned to shipping. Apart from any political in¬ 
trigue that may be afoot, involving considerations of 
High Policy, the very grave inconvenience caused to 
commerce by the closing of the Dardanelles is a subject 
for prompt international discussion. Many Russian 
ships, besides vessels of other nationalities, are at 
present bottled up in the Black Sea; the grain trade 
with England is suspended; and merchants are in a 
state of alarm owing to the lapse of time stipulated in 
contracts. In its commercial aspects the issue is one 
which affects Great Britain almost as closely as it does 
Russia. Apart altogether from the disorganisation of 
trade attendant upon the closing of the Dardanelles, it 
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must not be forgotten that the new Italian naval base 
is so situated as to bear a relation to the approaches to 
the Suez Canal, and any blockade in these waters must 
seriously hamper our Mediterranean trade. 

Assuming that there is co-operation between Russia 
and Italy one cannot escape the reflection that Russia 
might have achieved her object by other and less pro¬ 
vocative means. As far as Great Britain is concerned 
no objection would have been raised to a revision of 
treaties so as to remove the prohibition of the passage 
of Russia’s fleet through the Straits, providing, of course, 
that a similar privilege were extended to the warships 
of other nations. *It might even be argued that in view 
of the international situation at the present time such a 
concession would be to the advantage of Great Britain; 
for, giving Russia access to the Mediterranean, it would 
reinforce the combined naval strength of the Triple 
Entente in these waters. It is, therefore, safe to assume 
that the attitude of Germany towards such a project 
could not be altogether friendly. The mystery of the 
general situation is deepened by knowledge of the fact 
that before Italy took drastic action in the direction of 
the Dardanelles, the Kaiser availed himself of an op¬ 
portunity to pay a visit to the monarchs of his allies. 
Whatever happens, the policy of Italy does not stand 
out as particularly heroic. She shirks the issue where 
battle is offered to . her—in Tripoli—and, knowing full 
well that Turkey has no navy worthy of the name, de¬ 
liberately employs her fleet in a manner that threatens 
complications of international gravity. It is notorious 
that were she to land her forces on the quicksands of 
Turkey’s shores, they would disappear as effectually as 
did their comrades in the ill-fated Abyssinian Expedi¬ 
tion of historic memory. 

Motoring and Aviation 

MOTORING in this country can never be an 
unalloyed blessing to its followers until mutual 

consideration forms the basis of the relations between 
the motorist, the general public, and the constituted 
protectors of the latter—namely, the police. Thanks 
to the gradual elimination of the “ road hog,” the 
bitter hostility with which almost every ordinary user 
of the roads at one time regarded the car and its driver 
has largely disappeared, with the natural result that in 
many parts of the country the police have abandoned 
their former attitude of undisguised enmity, and show 
a disposition to treat the motorist with at least as 
much consideration as the non-motoring members of 
the community. This is as it should be, and when the 
better mutual feeling becomes universal—and not until 
then—will the motor-car fulfil its destiny as the 
greatest educative and pleasure-producing factor in 
the social life of the world. 

The above reflections are inspired by the receipt of 
a communication from the Secretary of the Auto¬ 
mobile Association and Motor Union asking that 
special attention be drawn to an appeal he is making 
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to all motorists to exercise particular care and con¬ 
sideration when driving in the neighbourhood of 
Maidenhead. Representations have been made to the 
Association by the police authorities in regard to a 
number of complaints which have been received by 
them from residents in the district with reference to the 
speed of motor traffic, and it has been asked to 
endeavour to remove the cause of complaint so far as 
possible, and thus obviate the necessity for the institu¬ 
tion of timing operations—a course which would prove 
decidedly unwelcome to motorists generally, and which 
the police, actuated by the better feeling which 
prevails, are reluctant to adopt. The step taken 
by the authorities is perfectly correct and reason¬ 
able, and the Association itself is doing all it can 
do to remove the grievance of the residents of 
Maidenhead by stationing patrols to regulate the 
motor traffic in the vicinity, but it is earnestly hoped 
that all motorists will show their appreciation of the 
reasonable attitude adopted by the police authorities 
by avoiding any cause for future complaint. Of course, 
the appeal for considerate driving on the part of the 
motorist, although specially directed in this instance to 
a particular locality, is really intended to have a 
general application. As the new-comer, comparatively 
speaking, upon the scene, it is for the motorist to 
adapt himself as far as possible to existing conditions, 
and even to make concessions on occasion, rather 
than, as is too often the case, adopt an attitude of 
stubborn determination to insist upon his 44 rights.” By 
so doing he will assuredly be acting in his own 
interests and in those of the whole motoring com¬ 
munity. 

Referring to an article in the Motor, in which the 
contributor expressed the opinion that it was in the 
year 1909 that the motoring public first began to show 
its appreciation of silent running as one of the greatest 
desiderata of the ideal car, Messrs. Rolls-Royce draw 
attention to the fact that so far back as 1906 their famous 
“ Silver Ghost ”—the car which ran 15,000 miles on 
the road under R.A.C. supervision without an involun¬ 
tary stop, and which, we are informed, is still running 
as satisfactorily as ever—was noted for its extraordinary 
silence and smoothness. They point out, further, that 
the attainment of these qualities has always been the 
aim of the designers of the Rolls-Royce cars. That 
they have achieved unparalleled success in this direction 
is matter of common knowledge, and needs no amplifi¬ 
cation. One cannot help thinking what a demand 
there would be for a smaller Rolls-Royce, say a 
15.9 h.p., at half the price of the famous 6-cylinder ! 

The Second Spring Meeting at the London Aero¬ 
drome, Hendon, is being held to-day, Saturday, and if 
the ideal weather conditions existing at the time of 
writing continue there is every prospect of a brilliant 
and successful exhibition of aviation by a number of 
famous airmen. The arranged events consist of:—(1) 
a monoplane speed handicap, over a distance of about 
12 miles, (2) a relay race, open to all types of aeroplanes, 
biplane and monoplane competing in pairs, (3) a cross¬ 
country handicap, over about 10 miles out and 10 miles 
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back, also open to all types of aeroplanes, and (4) an 
altitude contest, in which the winner will be the 
aviator who attains the greatest recorded height, in any 
type of heavier-than-air machine. Weather and other 
conditions permitting, racing will start at 3 o’clock in 
the afternoon, and continue until 6.15 p.m. It is 
gratifying to note that the efforts of Mr. Grahame- 
White and his coadjutors to arouse the interest of the 
public in aviation have been appreciated, the attendance 
at the first meetings having considerably exceeded 
expectations. 

On Saturday next, May 4th, the following races will 
be run at Brooklands: the fourth *70 miles an hour 
short handicap, the third 70 m.p.h, long handicap, the 
fourth 100 m.p.h. short handicap, the fourth 100 m.p.h. 
long handicap, the May sprint race, the May private 
competitors’ handicap, the first cycle-car handicap, two 
motor cycle events, and the first aeroplane handicap. 
It will be recollected that the aeroplane event was 
originally fixed for Easter Monday, but had to be 
postponed on account of the weather conditions. 

R. B. H. 

In the Temple of Mammon 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 
queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

THE whole system of the Stock Exchange, as far as 
speculation is concerned, rests on finance. Given 
a plentiful supply of money, there is no limit to 

the amount of gambling that can take place; but the 
moment a moneylender becomes nervous (and there is no 
more nervous creature in the world than a lender of 
money) speculation wilts away. We have had a fine 
example of this during the past week. The loss of the 
Titanic seriously injured Lloyd’s. What the actual 
amount of cash that has to be found will come to is not 
known; it will certainly run into three millions. This 
was a definite loss. Then we had the Dardanelles scare, 
which made the moneylender still more nervous. The 
“ bears ” seized their chance, and hammered all the 
markets in which there was any 14 bull ” account. In¬ 
vestment stocks have suffered very little, but we must wait 
a few weeks before we see any revival in speculation. 
The beginning of this week saw an extraordinary rush of 
new companies. The Indian Government asked for 
3 millions. Reuter’s Telegram Company offered 38,161 
shares of ;£io each through Chaplin, Milne, Grenfell and 
Co.—a very reasonable investment. The Greenwich 
Inlaid Linoleum offered us 4J per cent, debentures at 92 ; 
no one will hurt who locks their money up here. Messrs. 
Erlangers issued debentures and preference shares in the 
Argentine Iron and Steel Company, and, like all the other 
Argentine issues of this house, it was greedily snapped 
up. Those who like shop securities probably applied for 
the 6 per cent. Preference shares of Bobby and Company. 
In addition to these very reasonable investments, some 
rather speculative offers were made. The Mexican Mid¬ 
land Light and Power desired to borrow ^616,438 5 per 
cent, debentures at 88. Thus the yield is 5}, and those 
who applied got a bonus of 25 per cent, in common stock. 
It was too gambling a venture for me to recommend. 
The Deperdussin Monoplane asked for money, but did 
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not get it; and the Taranaki New Zealand Oil Wells 
wanted money, but not sufficient work has been done to 
justify the huge capitalisation. It is very doubtful 
whether New Zealand will ever become a great oil field. 
The Hydro Electric Company of Tucuman offered 
^300,000 5 per cent, debentures at 90 and ^100,000 of 
shares; the money was wanted to establish an electric 
power plant for the town and province of Tucuman. Not 
a word was said in the prospectus about both the River 
Plate Electricity and a local company being already in 
possession of the ground and doing a profitable trade. 
Considering that the River Plate Bank acted as bankers, 
one is astounded at such a grave omission in the pros¬ 
pectus. Had the offer been made under English laws, it 
would have been bad in law; those who applied could 
have got their money back, but 1 am doubtful whether 
they will have any remedy against an Argentine company. 

Money at the moment looks weak, and it is possible 
that it may remain so, but it is doubtful whether there 
will be any change in the Bank Rate until Berlin makes 
a move. The depression in Wall Street may have a ten¬ 
dency to cheapen money. 

Foreigners did not appear to have been affected by 
the trouble at the Dardanelles. Tintos hold their own, 
but that is the best that can be said for them. 

Home Rails.—The Home Railway Market is princi¬ 
pally occupied with the Underground stocks. Both 
brokers and dealers declare that Metropolitans must go 
to par, and that they will be taken over by the Great 
Western. I confess I am unable to find any reason for 
the rise. The boom in South Easterns and Chathams 
still goes on, and it is said that the Kent Coal Company 
will be out in a few days. 

Yankees.—Yankees have not recovered from the 
shock caused by the Titanic disaster, and although 
Amalgamated doubled their dividend, the price of the 
shares actually fell. The reaction in this market does not 
appear to have ended yet, and the principal amusement 
in Wall Street is exchanging the old Atchison bonds for 
the new ones. These convertible bonds have often been 
recommended by me, and there seems some point in the 
argument that the new Fours, which do not become con¬ 
vertible into ordinary stock until 1913, give you a longer 
run for your money than the old Fours or Fives, whose 
rights will be expiring next year. 

Rubber is dead. The Highlands report did not please, 
for the directors were compelled to reduce the dividend. 
Serembans, however, through a lucky contract, were able 
to sell their rubber at 7s. 2d. and improve their distribu¬ 
tion, but it is doubtful whether they can maintain the rate, 
for they have overtapped and must give their trees a rest. 

Oil.—Oils have been dull; there is evidently a 44 bull M 
account here. Standard of Mexico pierced the oil strata, 
but found no gusher; this disappointed the 41 bulls,” and 
there was a big slump. Everybody is talking oil, but the 
public seem shy of buying the shares. Ural Caspian, 
however, keep remarkably strong, and look about the 
best thing in the market. 

Kaffirs and Rhodesians.—Mining shares are quite out 
of favour, and no business is done in either Kaffirs or 
Rhodesians. A rumour that Lonely had got out of the 
oxide zone has been officially denied, and it is said that 
the mine is in oxide ore right down to the 800-ft. level. 
The Tin Market has slumped badly. The extraordinary 
tricks that have been played have at last disgusted the 
speculator. The wildest rumours are going about with 
regard to Anglo-Continental. The shares have fallen 
to 2}. No information is officially issued, and the public 
are permitted to believe every tale started by the 44 bears.1* 
Benues, which went to £6 on a wild story that there were 
5 millions sterling of tin in sight, were compelled to 
publish a vague report by the late manager and a very 
cool cable from the present manager which quite failed 
to confirm the statements, both verbal and written, of 
Mr. Anderson. Consequently Benues became another 

weak spot in the Tin Market. As far as one can gather, 
the Nigerian tin field is filled with engineers who do not 
know their business. It will take at least another year 
before we get Nigerian tin upon a sound business basis. 

Miscellaneous.—The Miscellaneous Market has been 
severely shaken by the astounding manner in which Ameri¬ 
can Marconis were placed in London. The jobbers stood 
in the centre of the market and sold hundreds of thousands 
of shares, which they had obtained at £2, to reckless 
punters who were willing to pay 3} to 4. This kind of 
business did not last very long, and ended, as everyone 
knew it must, in a very severe slump. All the Marconi 
issues now look weak. There never was any justification 
for the rise. The fashion in the Miscellaneous Market is 
to get hold of some stock that has been forgotten, clear 
the market, and then put the price up. It is now said 
that a deal is being arranged in Waring debentures, which 
can be obtained round about 30, and it is also said that 
Allsopp first debentures are to be marked up. Shipping 
shares are naturally out of fashion for the moment, but 
it is pleasing to note that the Royal Mail announce a 
dividend of 5 per cent, on the ordinary shares. Nestles 
report shows how magnificently this business is managed, 
and an issue of debentures is promised. The famous 
house of Mappin and Webb has made a profit for the year 
of £75,257. This business continues to increase; the 
ordinary shares got 9 per cent, for the year. 

Raymond Radclyffe. 

WHIM WELL COPPER. 
The shares of the Whim Well Copper Company have 

been a hardening market in the past week, touching 
i\t. News of a favourable character has come from 
the mine, it is stated, and there is talk of higher dividends. 
In respect of 1909 a distribution of 10 per cent, was made, 
whilst for the fifteen months to March 31, 1911, 12$ per 
cent, was distributed. 

Formed in 1906, the company’s property is in Western 
Australia. The paid-up capital is ^200,000 in £1 shares, 
and there are also debentures amounting to nearly 
£25,000. As a speculative investment Whim Wells have 
good prospects, it is said. 

CENTRAL CARPATHIAN OIL. 
At their present price of 16s. 6d. the shares of the 

Central Carpathian Oil Company are believed to be 
undervalued. It is stated that satisfactory reports have 
recently been received from the property showing a rapidly 
increasing output. Included in the present price is the 
shilling dividend lately declared, payable on April 30, thus 
making for the actual price 15s. 6d. only. They are 
tipped for a higher figure. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

FORGOTTEN HEROES. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—The world, the Saxon world, has been thrilled 
with the deeds of heroism, of stoic calmness, courage, and 
devotion to duty in the face of great danger, aye, even in 
the agonies of death, performed by the men who manned, 
and the passengers who sailed in, the Titanic. Officers 
and seamen, millionaires and artisans, alike, stood back 
and obeyed that law of the sea, “ Women and children 
first.” 

From those who are saved we have learnt of the 
heroism of Captain Smith, his officers, crew, and pas¬ 
sengers. For conduct such as theirs no praise can be 
too great, no mention in the world’s scroll of fame too 
high; for in their death they have again shown the world 
that men of the Saxon breed can still carry 44 the guerdon 
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of a conquering race,** and in the bitterest hour of death changing the shall or should, or the will or would, 
can conquer self, and by their example show others how with the change of person, 
to die. The appeal of Captain Smith in that darkest and Examples. 

most terrible hour, “ Be British,” even at the porchway Direct speech.—" I said I should never succeed.” 
of the great eternity, was but the cry of the soul to those Indirect speech.—“You said you would never 
whom he commanded, reminding them that they must succeed ” 
not forget that their forbears, “ men of the Saxon xhe older and dearer e retains the sh #r w in 
breed, knew how to yield their lives at duty s call spite of the changcd person. 

Even in the hour of mourning and lamentation a feeling V. 
of pride and thankfulness is felt that our honour and Examples. 
reputation as a maritime nation remain unsullied and Direct speech.—44 I said I should never succeed.” 
untarnished. Although we may mourn we have no cause Indirect speech. 44 You said you should never 
for shame. succeed.” 

Yet I think the story of the Titanic disaster, the men¬ 
tion of her heroes, can never be complete without a 
reference to those the world seems to have forgotten. As 
one who had the honour to sail under Captain Smith’s 
command in the R.M.S. Majestic, I feel that he would 
wish that their deeds should not be forgotten, and that 
they should have honourable inclusion among the heroes 
who gave their lives with him and were under his com¬ 
mand. 

I refer to the men who immediately after the accident, 
as the “Stand-by ” was signalled from the bridge, went 
quietly below, each to his station, there to perform, out 
of sight of the world, duties which called for the highest 
qualities of mind, undaunted courage, and physical 
prowess. Every step downwards to the engine-rooms 
and stokeholds was a step nearer death. The forces they 
had to deal with are so terrific, the danger so real and 
so great, that weak and craven men could not so much 
as face them, much less have fought in opposition to 
them, and succeeded in keeping pumping and lighting 
machinery going to the end, in the endeavour to keep 
the ship afloat till help arrived, and to give the comfort 
of light to the brave souls above and save them from 
the added horror of darkness in that awful hour of death. 

These men below had not the company of others to 
sustain them, but scattered about at their various stations 
they remained 44 true till death.” They heard no sound 
of music to cheer them, no voice of praise. They had 
no hope of honour. Well they knew that their deeds 
and their valour were unseen and would be left unsung. 
Alone in the grimy bowels of the ship, shut off from all 
sights and sounds, save those of the engine-room and 
stokeholds, like leaders of a forlorn hope on whom the 
fate of an army depended, they gave their lives and by 
their faithfulness in no small measure assisted the heroes 
who were above to save those who survive. 

Possibly some day there may arise one who will write 
the Iliad of the engine-room, and will not omit the heroic 
and self-sacrificing deeds performed by the engineers of 
the Titanic. Had Captain Smith lived he would not 
have forgotten, as the world seems to forget, the 
engineers of his ship. They were the men who kept the 
ship afloat so long, the men who enabled him to send 
out his call for help, the men who gave to the dying 
the comfort of light, the men who did not take their 
stations at the boats to which they would be appointed, 
but remained at their posts of danger, and by their faith¬ 
fulness unto death enabled the heroic hundreds to die 
like men. Let us not forget among the heroes of the 
Titanic the engineers who went down with the ship.— 
Yours truly, 

West Hartlepool. Thomas McLeod, 

Engineer, R.N.R. 

44 SHALL ” AND 44 WILL.” 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—In reply to Mr. Allen’s letter of the 9th inst., 
I beg to submit to you the following :— 

The present not very satisfactory usage—which 
leads to confusion with sh and w—is in favour of 

And this is often done still where the change of sit 
or w would risk ambiguity. 

—44 The King’s English abridged for School ” 
(1908), p. 74, 1. 24, etc. 

The above opinion coincides with that of many gram¬ 
marians :— 

(a) 44 Bain’s Eng. Gr. ” (1868), p. 102, 1. 1, etc. 
(b) Sir Edmund W. Head’s “ Treatise on Shall and 

Will ” (2nd edition), p. 30, 1. 8, etc. 
(c) 44 Angus’s Eng. Gram.” (1872), p. 218, 1. 26, etc. 
(d) 44 Mason’s Eng. Gram.” (1884), p. 75, 1. 23, etc. 

The following examples, (a) from 44 Macaulay’s Life 
and Letters,” and (b) from some of the best authors, 
might serve as additional explanations :— 

Direct Speech. Indirect Speech. 
Lord Lansdown (speak- Lord Lansdown said he 

ing to Tom): 44 I said I should be glad to know 
should be glad to know your Tom’s wishes (p. 138, 4th 
wishes,” etc. line). 

Lady Lansdown (speak- Lady Lansdown said that 
ing) : 44 I said that I would she would never suffer any 
never suffer any dandy dandy novelist to rob her of 
novelist to rob me of my her beer or her cheese (p. 
beer or my cheese.” 111, 27th line). 

Oliver considered a little while, and at last said, he 
should think it a much better thing to be a bookseller.— 
Dickens. 

She thought how glad she should be to cover their poor 
feet.—Charles Lamb. 

He said to my friend that he should be most happy 

to see me there.—Macaulay. 
The Saxons thought that they should like to have 

Britain for themselves.—Laurie’s 44 English History.” 
She was wondering whether she should be able to get 

to sleep again.—Lady Barker. 
Pope began to think he should be more safe if he were 

less busy.—Samuel Johnson. 
The gentleman answered, he should know him amongst 

ten thousand.—Fielding. 
She hopes she shall soon be well (direct speech, 44 I 

hope I shall soon be well ”).—Jane Austen. 

I have the honour to be, sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

Adolphe Bernon. 

61, Talbot Road, 
Bayswater, W. 

THE INDUSTRIAL CRISIS. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Re my letters in other journals on 44 Co-Partner¬ 
ship,” and my letter in The Academy on 44 Syndicalism.*' 

If ever Capital and Labour are to be organically 
united, whatever organised value is given to Capital must 
likewise be given to Labour, and vice versa. In this 
way only is a perfectly free unity to be made of them. 
Thus, as Capital rates itself so it rates its own Labour 
value; and as Labour rates itself so it, likewise, fixes 
its own Capital value. As a matter of course, there can 
be no Labour value to Capital which is purely organic, 
any more than there can be a Capital value to Labour 
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which is purely organic. It must be remembered that we 
are dealing with their organic unity, and not with their 
organic difference of value. Therefore, in the same 
manner as Capital, if so much Labour is rated at 5 per 
cent, the financial value of that Labour is a 5 per cent, 
value. 

Where Capital and Labour are not organically united, 
they must either be organically independent of each other 
or organically opposed to or destructive of each other. 
Whichever way it is in the above respects, the same 
results happen. Thus, as Capital rates or organises itself 
it entirely ignores Labour values. Also, as Labour rates 
or organises itself so it entirely ignores Capital values. 
Capital, for instance, may be producing 5 per cent., yet 
the industrial value of that Capital may be nil, or only 
£ per cent., but never over per cent. On the other 
hand, Labour may be producing 5 per cent., yet the 
financial value of that Labour may be nil, or only \ per 
cent., but never over 4$ per cent. Thus, on a uniform 
basis, both benefit alike, and on an independent basis 
both benefit differently, while on a parasitic or conflicting 
basis each exists for the purpose of opposing or destroy¬ 
ing the organic interests of the other. 

Up to the present time Capital and Labour have existed 
either on independent bases of organic values, such as 
commercial uniform bases (bank rates on the part of 
Capital and Trade Union rates on the part of Labour), 
or on parasitic bases (bases which cause a mutual sweat¬ 
ing and eventual paralysis). Thus, apart from Banks and 
Trade Unions, there would never have been any organic 
forms of unity on the parts of Capital and Labour, but 
only parasitic forms. Conflicts do not arise from any 
uniformity of independence, but from a diversity of 
dependence. Our economic distresses and disturbances, 
therefore, cannot be laid to the charge of Capital organisa¬ 
tion or Labour organisation, but solely to the mutually 
destructive powers of Capital and Labour. 

It is clear, then, that it is not organic forms of unity 
on the parts of Capital and Labour which are wanted, 
since Banks and Trade Unions have given us such forms, 
but it is a pathological form of unity that is wanted—a 
form which makes both Capital and Labour immune from 
parasitism. I have called attention to the great im¬ 
portance of Co-partnership, which, however, can never 
effect an actual cure for our appalling distresses, unless 
arranged on a basis of organic uniformity. Partial cure, 
by its tendency to aggravate, would be worse than no 
cure. Besides, Co-operation must be scientifically carried 
out, just like anything else, if its real objective is to be 
obtained. 

I have just completed a table, or index, similar in value 
to Sir A. E. Wright’s famous indicating system, by which 
organic uniformity can be given to any parasitic or 
destructive form of Capital or Labour. The startling 
value of such a table must speak for itself, since, as it 
acts as a Capital and Labour basis of organic uniformity, 
it likewise acts as a Capital and Labour basis of parasitic 
correction—cure for strikes and industrial tyrannies. 

Having received communication from the proprietors 
of the journal Co-Partnership, evidently because of my 
public correspondence, I am now in negotiation with them 
respecting the proper support needed for giving this form 
of co-operation a footing of national scientific importance. 
—I am, Sir, yours obediently. H. C. Daniel. 

Loughton, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge. 
April 20th, 1912. 

P.S.—The above, which happened to be written before 
I read Mr. Wade’s reply to my letter on “ Syndicalism,” 
will, in a supplementary manner, justify my protest. 
Mr. Wade’s criticism had, as I think I admitted, a 
nominal relevance, but does such a thing possess any 
argumentative value? As to the philosophy of “the 
buried treasure,” 1 fail to see what philosophy has to do 
with common experience. 
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Notes of the Week WE publish with cordial pleasure the following 
telegram received from St. Petersburg, 
and addressed by a Russian lady of 

exalted position to The ACADEMY: — 

Really I cannot be silent in presence of terrible 
disaster occurred with giant Titanic. Must express 
my wonder and ecstasy to the splendid geste of the 
English gentlemen. So they all till last man until 
last moment of life by magnificent courage provoked 
admiration of whole world. Am proud and happy 
to be confirmed in my respect for royal bravery of 
your glorious compatriots. Hurrah to England and 

English people. Salutations of us all. 
Mary Kovalevskaya. 

On the other side of the Atlantic an exhibition of 
electioneering fisticuffs is proceeding in a manner which 
seems strangely amusing compared with our more 
polished methods of political disagreement—or perhaps 
we should say with the methods which used to be in 
vogue before statesmanship was degraded by those who 
seek a lurid but temporary popularity. Mr. Roose¬ 
velt and President Taft, once united in brotherly love 
and rivals in the exchange of honeyed words, are 
snarling at one another like a couple of irritated terriers 
over a bone; and the bone in the case is of course the 
Presidential nomination. Mr. Roosevelt remarks Icily 
on Mr. Taft’s 41 unpardonable sin” in publishing a con¬ 
fidential letter addressed to “ My dear Theodore" in 

1911; Mr. Taft retorts that he is justified in “telling 
the cold and naked truth,” and protests that if Mr. 
Roosevelt is elected again 11 there is no reason why he 
should not remain President for the rest of his natural 
life.” Mr. Roosevelt replies, amid cheers, that “it is a 
bad trait to bite the hand that feeds you,” that Mr. 
Taft is “ disloyal to every canon of decency and fair 
dealing,” and that he has been guilty of “ the grossest 
and most astounding hypocrisy.” So the entertaining 
and edifying squabble goes on; and we can only admire 
at a safe distance the two mighty men of valour who, 
once locked arm in arm, are providing as antagonists 
plenty of copy for the untiring American reporters, and 
endless opportunities for the smart American carica¬ 
turists. 

Quite a novel method in the treatment of evil-doers 
is being tried in the Oregon State Penitentiary, accord¬ 
ing to the Montreal Weekly Witness. The new 
Governor surprised the officials one morning by taking 
breakfast with the convicts at six o’clock; and he has 
a pleasant little way of dropping in for a friendly chat 
with them unexpectedly. Further, he says to the 
prisoners, “ You don’t want to stay here; I’ll make a 
bargain with you. I’ll let you out of prison and put 
you at work near by if you will give me your word not 
to run away.” This savours of Utopia, and, strange to 
say, so far the idea seems to have succeeded, though we 
rather fancy that there cannot be many very desperate 
characters in the State of Oregon. At any rate, we 
trust that the authorities in this country will not 
adopt the policy of making pets of their prisoners; 
a man who has forged a big cheque or committed some 
horrible crime would not think much, we imagine, of 
a broken parole, and dwellers near Dartmoor have been 
worried quite enough with escaped convicts even under 
the present regime. 

Last year, for the first time, it was possible to insure 
against wet weather in this country, and, doubtless as 
a direct consequence, we had one of the most beautiful 
summers on record. From the first of May the system 
is again in operation; we can insure against wet holi¬ 
days, for instance, receiving for a weekly premium of 
15s. a sum of £6 for each week “ in which there may 
occur more than two days’ rain, amounting in each day 
to more than 0.20 of an inch.” Obviously a small for¬ 
tune awaits the weather-prophets who pride theirfselves 
on their infallibility if they will but act up to their 
convictions; we do not quite see, however, why this 
business should not work both ways. Why, for instance, 
should not the farmer be able to insure himself against 
loss by an unusually dry season, if the ordinary man can 
protect himself from the mere inconvenience of a par¬ 
ticularly damp holiday? The question of heavy local 
showers, too, will become important, since a fifth of an 
inch of rain—the crucial amount—may fall in a thunder¬ 
storm in a few minutes. Personally, we are inclined to 
take our vacations philosophically; speculation on the 
weather is surely one of the riskiest forms of sport 
possible in this part of the world! 
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To Joy 
ALTHOUGH your spirit sparkles like the wine 

Celestial, you are earth-bom, Joy, by choice, 

And your ideals only half divine. 

For with the guileless eyes and silver voice, 

You have the tricks of fairies, and a tongue 

That works for mischief when it finds the chance; 

You whisper to a boy, since he is young, 

** Of what avail is time or circumstance! **—- 

You give a merry twist to solemn things, 

Making of life and love one holiday: 

And for the dance you lend our feet your wings 

That they may not grow weary in the play. 

You’re just a little worldling, Joy, it seems, 

But who like you can give such happy dreams! 

Antoinette de Coursey Patterson. 

The Pagan Ideal 

THE Pagan ideal comes up to us in a cloud of 
incense, in an echo of sylvan music, in a vision of 

dancing forms, not out of the true past, but out of that 
glamour which our imagination tells us the past might 
have been. It is more at home with history than with 
cold knowledge, more at home with art than with 
religion, more at home with poetry than with faith. Its 
austerity is of sadness rather than of hope, and it is 
always something of a picturesque resignation. Yet it 
is an indestructible as well as an airy and vaporous 
fabric. It is wise as well as superficial; it is both 
thoughtful and careless, both disciplined and idle, both 
grave and humorous. It acknowledges no divinity in 
moral or social laws, and is always a mocker at tradition ; 
yet it creates as many rules as it denies, and for every 
belief from which it turns away adds a touch of earnest¬ 
ness to its worship of the creed unborn. It gives 
allegiance to no religion, yet in its way loves them all 
It loves the purity and sweetness of Protestantism and 
its intimate domestic way. It loves the cathedrals of 
the Roman Catholic, the vivid ceremonial, the heavy 
mutter of the Mass. It loves, also, the worldly wisdom 
of the Papist and his occasional touches of cynicism. 
In Buddhism it finds an ethereal peace; in the creed 
of the Hindu a strange touch of mystery, a goblin-like 
.splendour, as of an old red god of clay watching in a 
wayside temple, alone with the moonlight and the dust 
of countless crimes and countless years. 

The modern Pagan has an affinity with the Greek, 

but he insists more upon the romantic side of things, 
finds many of the Greek myths and symbolic deities 
but clumsy devices, and detects a certain thinness in 
the philosophy of even an Aeschylus. With the Greeks 
he takes a gloomy joy in the power of fate, even when 
he himself is hard hit by that power. Like Stevenson, 
something of a Pagan at heart, he finds such matter for 
awe in the romantic methods of destiny that he is aided 
by them tn^pverlook the-tragedy which only too often 
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grins through the romantic wrappings. But in spite of 
this he has always a leaning towards gloom, and his 
creed degenerates too easily into the depressed 
Hedonism of an Omar Khayydm. So that at his worst 
the Pagan is a mere frequenter of taverns, a mouther 
of ornate formulae, an embroiderer of fanciful regTets, a 
somewhat flimsy jester, a somewhat hectic rhapsodist, 
given to inhaling a kind of opium which is not the less 
dangerous because it is not to be bought in the market¬ 
place, and to taking nameless poisons as deadly as any 
in the Pharmacopoeia. Such a man may save his virtues 
and his interior strength; his debauchery may be only 
intellectual, but he is a decadent for all that He is part 
of the backwash of a complicated age; if he is weU 
preserved, he is not young; if he is wise in his fashion 
he is neither innocent nor cheerful. He is only too easy 
a prey of the respectable, decently-sinning folk, who are 
annoyed by the most harmless philosophic vagaries, and 
who are always ready on small provocation to repeat 
their ancestors’ exploits with the faggot and the stake. 

Although not a lasting nor a comfortable creed, the 
Pagan ideal has some claim to the toleration of the 
world. Most artists, great and small, have owed it 
allegiance at one time or another. Its cult might be 
called the wild oats of the creative mind, or the Lord 
of Misrule whom the swelling fancy of the poet or 
painter is apt in youth to obey, not because the artistic 
mind is naturally vicious, but because it is naturally a 
rebel, a revolutionist, and even an anarchist. When the 
young gentleman of the Quartier Latin springs upon the 
cafe table and pours out a scathing attack upon the 
established religion of his country, there is certainly a 
bid for the idle laugh; but there is also a bid, and a 
stronger one because it is unconscious, for the shivering 
of all conventional fetters which may imprison natural 
fervour of thought and speech. When the aesthetic 
undergraduate demolishes the Christian dogma at the 
rector’s tea-table, he may be venting a mere boyish con¬ 
ceit and complacency, but his pleasure in shocking bis 
neighbours has a deeper and healthier root than either 
conceit or complacency. He is making his small plea, 
as the martyrs made their great plea, for the right to 
esteem what others despise, and to question what others 

esteem, if it seems good to him to do so. 
These, however, are only the antics of the passing 

devotee. At its highest and best, the Pagan ideal takes 
itself as quietly and as seriously as any orthodox faith- 
The Pagan has no priest of official standing, no temple 
of stone ; his creed is infinitely various, infinitely vague, 
and could not exist for a single day had it not some 

sure foundation in the human mind. It is no 
denial, like atheism. It is rather an affirmation of all 
the glamour that somehow escapes from the forint 
interpretations of formal religions; it is a stretching cut 
after revelations which have never been made, after 
mysteries which have never been solved, and which the 
true believer is only too apt to pass by with averted eye^ 
drugging his mind with thoughts of paradise. To whom 
the Pagan says: u Look up and seek the cause of thing* 
I have done so and despaired. You may do so an 
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May-Day and the Moderns ON the First of May, precisely two hundred and fifty 

years ago, Samuel Pepys “rode, with some 

trouble, through the fields, and then Holborne, etc., to¬ 

wards Hide Park,” whither all the world seemed also to 

be going; and on the same evening, riding homeward, 

he watched the morris-dancing in Leadenhall Street. 

There are no May-poles in the Strand to-day— 

any bands of enthusiasts who should endeavour 

to set one up would find themselves appearing 

at Bow Street in the morning, inconveniently famous, 

objects of popular curiosity, doomed to the ignominy of 

a fine or a brief seclusion ; and if they pleaded that there 

was good precedent for their attempt, or quoted Milton 

to the effect that “ the jolly hours lead on propitious 

May,** the witticisms of an unpropitious magistrate 

might shatter their illusions. 

It seems a pity, however, that we are so callous over 

May-day in these later years; for let those scoff who will, 

the English Spring is a notable season. We absolutely 

refuse to quote Browning on the subject of April, having 

read—and returned—three poems a week with that 

text during the past month; but there was undoubtedly 

good reason for the stanzas of the historic poets, from 
Chaucer onwards, in praise of May-time. Our winters 

are so long, so dull and deadening, that we feel inclined 

to a quite disproportionate rejoicing when the daffodils 

besprinkle the green spaces of the Park, and the rhodo¬ 

dendrons are pompous with buds, and the fountain 

of Piccadilly Circus is ringed with roses. There comes 

a certain morning when the sun decides to be friendly, 

when an overcoat becomes an obvious absurdity, and 

when, were it not for the sake of our reputations as 

serious members of a serious Empire, we should not 
mind shaking hands with the nearest policeman, or, in 

a perfectly harmless and genial way, knocking his 

helmet off. And then, we take down our book and 

read, with the distant bourdon of the motor-’buses 

vibrating in our ears: “ The after-part of May-day is 

chiefly spent in dancing round a tall Poll, which is called 

a May Poll; which being placed in a convenient part of 

the village, stands there, as it were, consecrated to the 

Goddess of Flowers. They have twentie or fourtie yoke 

of oxen, every oxe havyng a sweete nosegaye of flowers 

tyed on the tippe of his homes; and with handker- 

chiefes and flagges streamyng, they strawe the grounde 

aboute, binde greene boughes about it, sette up Sommer 

Bowers and Arbours.** And the motor-’buses roar on 

their mastodon way, while we, dreaming, read further 

to the effect that “ in jolly old London the doors were 

decorated with flowering branches, and every hat was 

decked with hawthorn; and Robin Hood, Friar Tuck, 

Maid Marian, the morris-dancers, and all the other fan¬ 

tastic masks and revellers were performing their antics 

about the May-pole in every part of the city.” 

In every part of the city! Let us to the Strand, post¬ 

haste, lest we miss the merriment and laughter! Here is 
Prince James, Duke of York, Lord High Admiral of 

England, not disdaining to take his part in the shows; for 

he commands twelve seamen to assist in the tremendous 

business, and with “ cables, Pullies, and other tacklins, 
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with six great anchors,” they are hauling and hoisting 

the giant Pole into position. And the trumpets are 

sounding, and six drums are beating, and such great 

shouts and acclamations are the people raising that “ it 

doth ring throughout all the Strand.” No wonder; for 

this tree was “ a most choice and remarkable piece; 

’twas made below Bridge, and brought in two parts up 

to Scotland Yard near the King’s Palace, with Drums 

beating all the way, and a streamer flourishing before 

it.” And here are the dancers, with purple scarfs finely 

deckt, with Tabor and Pipe, and ancient Musick—who 

can resist the impulse to join the revels ? 

But we rub our eyes, and the vision vanishes; for the 

only sound is the incessant clamour of the traffic, and in 

place of the flowered May-pole there is a man selling 

roses, each bloom carefully wired lest it fall to pieces 

and spoil his sale. 

Is it possible that there will come, as once before 
happened when these festivities fell into disuse for 

years, a fresh burst of irresistible merriment into the 

hearts of Londoners? Parliament in 1644 ordered that 

all such frivolous revels should cease, and that all May- 

poles should be “ removed by the constables, boss- 
holders, tithing-men, and churchwardens of the parishes 

where the same be,” and that the said officers were to 

be “fined five shillings weekly till the said May-pole 

be taken down.” What a golden opportunity there is 

for the present bruised and battered Government to 

distinguish itself for all time! “Mr. Lloyd George, 

amid loud cheers,” says the chronicler, “moved that a 

May-pole be erected on the vacant Aldwych site, and 

that all manner of music and refreshment should .be 

provided for the people. This was seconded ”—so 

might the record run—“ by Mr. Winston Churchill, who 

proposed to head a procession of milkmen carrying 

garlands (since there are no longer any milkmaids), and 

the House adjourned in due course in order that Hon. 

Members might go a-Maying.” 

Alas! times are changed, and we with them, 
since King Henry the Eighth, in the seventh 

year of his reign, “on May day in the morning with 

Queene Katherine his wife, accompanied with many 

lords and ladies, rode a Maying from Greenwich to the 

high ground of Shooter’s Hill,” there to watch the, 

yeomen shoot with bows and arrows. “ One, being their 

chieftaine, was called Robin Hood, who required the 

King and all his company to stay; whereunto the King 

granting, Robin Hood whistled, and all the 200 archeis 

shot off, loosing all at once; and when he whistled 

againe, they likewise shot againe: their arrows whistled 

by craft of the head, so that the noise was strange and 

loud, which greatly delighted the King, Queene, and 

their company.” Still, we can pretend: we can play the 

glorious game of make-believe and picture the flowery 

pageants of the olden time; we can feel that spring is 

exactly the same as it was two or three hundred years 

ago. But there is one thing that we really need not do: 

we should refrain from commemorating the spring in 

rhyme. All the best poets have done it, we are aware; 

but it is a precedent that ought not to be followed. 

W. L. R. 
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Ethandune 
By H. Belloc. 

IN the parish of East Knoyle, in the county of Wilt¬ 
shire, and towards the western side of that parish, 

there is an isolated knoll, gorse covered, abrupt, and 
somewhat over 700 feet in height From the summit 
of it a man can look westward, northward, and eastward 
over a great rising roll of country side. 

To the west, upon the sky-line of a level range 
of hills, not high, runs that long wood called Selwood 
and there makes an horizon. To the north the cultivated 
uplands merge into high open down: bare turf of the 
chalk, which closes the view for miles against the sky, 
and is the watershed between the Northern and the 
Southern Avon. Eastward that chalk land falls into the 
valley which holds Salisbury. 

From this high knoll a man perceives the two days’ 
march which Alfred made with his levies when he sum¬ 
moned the men of three Shires to fight with him against 
the Danes; he overthrew them at Ethandune. 

The struggle of which these two days were the crisis 
was of more moment to the history of Britain and of 
Europe than any other which has imperilled the 
survival of either between the Roman time and our 
own. 

That generation in which the stuff of society had 
worn most threadbare, and in which its continued life 
(individually the living memory of the Empire and 
informed by the Faith) was most in peril, was not the 
generation which saw the raids of the fifth century, 
nor even that which witnessed the breaking of the 
Mahommedan tide in the eighth, when the Christians 
carried it through near Poitiers, between the River 
Vienne and the Chain, the upland south of Chatel- 
lerauh. The gravest moment of peril was for that 
generation whose grandfathers could remember the 
order of Charlemagne, and which fought its way 
desperately through the perils of the later ninth 
century. 

Then it was, during the great Scandinavian harrying 
of the North and West, that Europe might have gone 
down. Its monastic establishment was shaken; its 
relics of central government were perishing of them¬ 
selves ; letters had sunk to nothing and building had 
already about it something nearly savage, when the swirl 
of the pirates came up all its rivers. And though legend 
had taken the place of true history, and though the 
memories of our race were confused almost to dreaming, 
we were conscious of our past and of our inheritance, 
and seemed to feel that now we had come to a narrow 
bridge which might or might not be crossed: a bridge 
already nearly ruined. 

If that bridge were not crossed there would be no 
future for Christendom. 

Southern Britain and Northern Gaul received the chal¬ 
lenge, met it, were victorious, and so permitted the sur¬ 
vival of all the things we know. At Ethandune and 
before Paris the double business was decided. Of these 
twin victories the first was accomplished in this island. 

Alfred is its hero, and its site is that chalk upland, 
above the Vale of Trowbridge, near which the second 
of the two white horses is carved: the hills above 
Eddington and Bratton upon the Westbury road. 

The Easter of 878 had seen no King in England. 
Alfred was hiding with some small band in the marshes 
that lie south of Mendip against the Severn sea. It 
was one of those eclipses which time and again in the 
history of Christian warfare have just preceded the 
actions by which Christendom has re-arisen. In 
Whitsun week Alfred reappeared. 

There is a place at the southern terminal of the great 
wood, Selwood, which bears a Celtic affix, and is called 
“ Penselwood,” “ the head of the forest,” and near it 
there stood (not to within living memory, but nearly so) 
a shire^stone called Egbert’s Stone; there Wiltshire, 
Somerset, and Dorset meet It is just eastward of the 
gap by which men come by the south round Selwood 
into the open country. There the levies, that is the 
lords of Somerset and of Wiltshire and their followers, 
some also riding from Hampshire, met the King. But 
many had fled over sea from fear of the Pagans. 

“And seeing the King, as was meet, come to life 
again as it were after such tribulations, and receiving 
him, they were filled with an immense joy, and there 
the camp was pitched.” 

Next day the host set out eastward to try its last 
adventure with the barbarians who had ruined half the 
West 

Day was just breaking when the levies set forth and 
made for the uplands and for the water partings. Not 
by mere and the marshes of the valley, but by the great 
camp of White Sheet and the higher land beyond it, 
the line of inarching and mounted men followed the 
King across the open turf of the chalk to where three 
hundreds meet, and where the gathering of the people 
for justice and the courts of the Counts had been held 
before the disasters of that time had broken up the 
land. 

It was a spot bare of houses, but famous for a tree 
which marked the junction of the Hundreds. No more 
than three hundred years ago this tree still stood and 
bore the name of the Iley Oak. The place of that day’s 
camp stands up above the water of Deveril, and is upon 
the continuation of that Roman road from Sarum to 
the Mendips and to the sea, which is lost so suddenly 
and unaccountably upon its issue from the great Ridge 
wood. The army had marched ten miles, and there the 
second camp was pitched. 

With the next dawn the advance upon the Danes 
was made. 

The whole of that way (which should be famous in 
every household of this country) is now deserted and 
unknown. The host passed over the high rolling land 
of the Downs from summit to summit until—from that 
central crest which stands above and to the east of 
Westbury—they saw before them, directly northward 
and a mile away, the ring of earthwork which is called 
to-day 44 Bratton Castle.” Upon the slope between 
the great host of the pirates came out to battle. It 
was there, from those naked heights that overlook the 
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great plain of the Northern Avon, that the fate of 
England was decided. 

The end of that day’s march and action was the 
pressing of the Pagans back behind their earthworks, 
and the men who had saved our great society sat down 
before the ringed embankment watching all the gates 
of it, killing all the stragglers that had failed to reach 
that protection and rounding up the stray horses and 
the cattle of the Pagans. 

That siege endured for fourteen days. At the end 
of it the Northmen treatied, conquered “ by hunger, by 
cold, and by fear.” Alfred took hostages “ as 
many as he willed.” Guthrum, their King, accepted our 
baptism, and Britain took that upward road which Gaul 
seven years later was to follow when the same anarchy 
was broken by Eudes under the walls of Paris. 

All this great affair we have doubtfully followed to¬ 
day in no more than some three hundred words of 
Latin, come down doubtfully over a thousand years. 
But the thing happened where and as I have said. It 
should be as memorable as those great battles in which 
the victories of the Republic established our exalted 
but perilous modem day. 

The Classic Point of View* 
HE stream of books upon the art of painting pours 

forth in amazing flood. There must be a public 
for it; yet one wonders what kind of public. The 
concept of the whole significance of the arts held by the 
critics is so shallow, rooted in academism, that the art- 
lover and the student stand perplexed—and, by conse¬ 
quence, are ready to surrender their innate sense of art 
to every wind that blows. The potential artist, as in all 
past phases of disaster to the arts, only too often instead 
of brushing aside all these academic outpourings of 
professors, panders to them—or to as much as he can 
reconcile, and proceeds to mimicry of dead painters. 
The public, that is at all interested in the arts, blinks be¬ 
wildered ; then, from sheer despair, tries to follow some 
writer more resolute in his dogmas than the others ; sets 
up his academisms upon the altars of its faith, and Art 
withers, buried under a mountain of blatant theories. 
The public reads about art instead of trying to under¬ 
stand the art itself. 

When there comes to one’s hand a volume by a 
famous American teacher of painting, himself a painter, 
some of our languor departs; we at least rouse suffi¬ 
ciently to read it through. The book is pleasantly 
turned out, but for the slovenly publishing of the plates 
without reference to their letterpress. And here we 
have the gospel of a man of sufficient importance across 
the Atlantic to be called to Chicago audiences to the 
solemn delivery of it Such a book may mean salvation 
or damnation to American painting for generations— 
it is declared by Mr. Cox to be the “ Explicit confession 
of his artistic faith.” 

* The Classic Point of View: A Critical Study of Paint- 
ings. By Kenyon Cox. (Werner Laurie. 6s. net.) 
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Mr. Kenyon Cox is a sincere man, who has given the 
best years of his life to painting and the teaching of 
painting. On flipping through the leaves, one alights 
upon promising pages—the discovery that Mr. Beren- 
son’s much vaunted writings upon art are futile, and the 
like. But as one reads the book from the beginning, one 
begins to understand why the American art schools are 
even more barren of great art than our own. He says, 
in apology for whatever limitations he may betray, that 
we modems are all lamentably ill-educated in art— 
the pathetic fact, however, is that we are grossly over¬ 
educated about the art of the dead, that we are trained 
with prodigious labour to mimic the dead instead of 
uttering ourselves. And it is pitiful to think that 
America, as in this instance, may be going to the death 
in art of a false culture instead of a virile endeavour to 
express herself. This blight is writ large over these 
pages. Mr. Cox says many wise and true things that 
others have said—so does nearly every man who writes 
upon art—but they are so closely interwoven with so 
much that is utterly false, that it were dangerous to 
admit even his wisdom. It is by his basic conception 
of art that we must judge him ; on that all else depends. 

Mr. Cox looks upon modem art as a wretched jumble ; 
now it so happens that every age has so looked upon the 
creation of its masters, who are now reverenced by us. 
But let us glance at his concept of what is the basic 
significance of art. 

Mr. Cox appeals for the Classic Spirit The trouble 
with the professors is that when they speak of the 
Classic Spirit they vaguely but furtively try to annex all 
that is good in art—they would seize all the virtues, all 
great fulfilment. But your honest ordinary man has no 
such sophistries; he means a definite thing. He has 
been told to weariness that there are certain laws of art 
called .Esthetics—that these aesthetics have set up a 
cast-iron code that Art is Beauty, and must do this or 
that and must not do that or the other thing. That 
these aesthetics are the veriest trash is quite true; but 
what they are we know full well—the other name for 
them is the Classic Spirit And, when all's said, it is 
futile to have the Classic Spirit defined as a different 
thing by every man. But Mr. Cox would add certain • 
limitations even to the Classic Spirit, which, poor dullard 
as it may be, it does not deserve. After all, when the 
classics were being created they were “ novel,” they were 

“ effective ”—it is only the sham Classic Spirit, the 
mimicry of them that is not so. The fatal thing about 
the Classic Spirit (and the trouble) is that the genius of 
the people that created them is dead and departed ; and 
the mimicry of them is a mere sham. Tradition is a 
good thing, but it is not the All. Everything is rooted 
in, and bom out of tradition, whether we will it so or 
deny it—to an extent. If our fathers had not been bom, 
we could not have been here. But that is no reason 
why our vision should be limited to our fathers’ vision, 
or that our fathers’ vision was more vital than ours. 

Mr. Kenyon Cox clearly mistakes Art to be Truth and 
Beauty; it happens to be no such thing, but a far more 
profound thing, an active thing that embraces both these 
things and myriads of other things quite as important, 
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just as it embraces Ugliness and horrible and awful 
things. Again, it has just as much to do with “ the 
violence of earthquake or of storm ” as with the “ orderly 
succession of the hours and seasons.” Shakespeare’s 
plays and the Bible are as great works of art as the 
works of Raphael, surely! Art has just as much to do 
with ignoble and horrible things as with “ noble and 
lovely” things; and, what is more, it is its absolute 
right, nay its absolute duty, to show hideous things to be 
hideous, and noble things to be noble—the one as much 
as the other. And what is still more, some of the 
supreme art of classic times has so shown such things. 
“ CEdipus Tyrannus ” is one of the greatest works of the 
Greek genius, but it covers no single qualification of the 
classical essentials laid down by Mr. Kenyon Cox; nay, 
is not the frontispiece of the superb u Sower,” in this 
very book, a work painted by Millet when he broke 
from the classic falsity and came to grips with life, with 
the spirit of his age and race, and created the essential 
significance of Western art, character ? Millet gives his 
whole strength to action, to those very qualities that 
offend the classic spirit. He gave himself to uttering the 
mood of the thing seen, to eliminating all else, beauty 
and the rest It was exactly when Millet shed tradition 
and “ the classic point of view ” from him, and by con¬ 
sequence well nigh starved under the contempt of the 
academics, that he realised the significance of all that 
is vital in art. Mr. Kenyon Cox trying to explain away 
Rembrandt is quite funny, nearly as funny as when he 
tries to rid the Classic Spirit of the barren art of 
David. Now David was a very master of the falsity 
of the Classic Spirit—and the most chill art 
since David has been the dogged essay into this 
falsity; but it also happens that the falsity produced fine 
craftsmen like Ingres, though they had scant instinct 
for what is significant and vital in Art. He who would 
claim Giorgione and Titian as working in the Classic 
Spirit might just as well annex Hals and Velazquez and 
Manet; and be done with it. He who holds that when 
the French Revolution broke, and England alone had 
any vestige of the art of painting left (because Law¬ 
rence and Constable were the only painters left!), must 

* be a quaint guide for American students, considering 
that one of the supreme masters of all time was painting 
—that Turner’s genius topped the whole achievement of 
his age, as Constable himself bore witness! It is as¬ 
tounding to find a teacher in America to-day of so scant 
a conception of art that he holds the strange ignorance 
of American students of thirty years ago as a gospel, and 
over-rates the Barbizon men, to the neglect of a man of 
genius such as the men of the romantic movement of 
France never approached. 

The strange part of the fantastic endeavour to teach 
art is that it always ends in mistaking craftsmanship for 
art; the result is the glorification of academism, of 
mimicry of the voices of the dead—the which is ever 
death to art. The obvious fact is that the professors 
have no clear concept of the basic intention of art—they 
mistake it for a vast heap of tradition and dogma. So 
art passes them by, being as simple an activity as it is 
prodigious—of such vast power and range that it knows 

no laws nor limitations except life. The professors 
cannot realise that the classic spirit in its own age created 
its own utterance in consummate fashion—a fashion 
that can never be surpassed by mimicry—and created it 
once for all To mimic it to-day is not only sheer pedantry, 
but an utter falsity; and at best can produce such abortions 
as Mr. Kenyon Cox largely admires, like the "decora¬ 
tion ” of Mr. Blashfield’s “ Washington laying down his 
Commission,” illustrated in this volume, wherein the 
baffled Washington lays down something at the feet of 
a lady in a breastplate, seated with a sword on a slab 
of marble in which the Latin word Patria stands en¬ 
graved for the vulgar word " Country,” another lady 
carrying a cornucopia, other pretty creatures doing some¬ 
thing else, and the critics mistaking it for " decoration" 
and the Classic Spirit because there are laurels 
tied with ribbons, a renaissance column or so, and every¬ 
one is posing in a godlike attitude of profound boredom 
which depresses poor Washington. 

It is pathetic to read that modem art has created 
“ great talents but few masters,” whilst the past pro¬ 
duced “an assured abundance of masters of supreme 
genius,” when we remember that modem art has produced 
stupendous genius from Turner and Manet onwards. 
The age of Rembrandt and Vermeer and Hals no more 
appreciated its genius than Mr. Cox appreciates vital 
art to-day—it hankered, like him, after bastard art, and 
probably called it the Classic Spirit His age called 
Shakespeare a Shake-scenes. Mr. Cox vows that the 
record of modern artists shows so often failure and de¬ 
spair, but what of the long ghastly tragedy of the Dutch 
genius ? Mr. Cox mistakes the whole significance of the 
Pre-Raphaelite painters ; and sees nothing in the superb 
development of modem art towards Orchestral Impres¬ 
sionism but the rudderless drifting of all art! He dis¬ 
covers that the “gallery-picture” created blood and 
horror as subjects—he must have missed the whole 
achievement of Renaissance Italy, which reeks with 
blood; and the drama of Greece, which is steeped in 
blood and horrors. To mistake false impressionism, 
which calls itself by the fatuous name of Post-Impres¬ 
sionism, as having any relation to Impressionism is to 
wallow in bewilderment 

One fact Mr. Cox has grasped firmly, that art is not 
science. But to deny emotion and individuality to art is 
to blot out all value from the discovery of this one firmly 
grasped fact By emotion and individuality Art alone 
can be—by and through these, its essentials, can Art 
alone be bom and utter itself. His definition of paint¬ 
ing is about the worst that has ever been penned—and 
would cover vile art. I hold with Mr. Cox that America 

will create a stupendous art, but not if she listen to Mr. 
Cox or ape the Classic Spirit. Of course, all that Mr. 
Cox approves is “ sane.” Every madman accounts him¬ 
self the only sane man; and in every madhouse walks 

at least one man who believes himself to be God. 
Mr. Cox holds American art to be the best in the world 

to-day. That is an ugly stab for the rest of the world. 

Good ; then let him name a finer decorative painter than 
Brangwyn, or a greater master than Steinlen; nay, 1* 
him give us a hint that America even realises the genr-c 
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of these men. He holds quite properly that a noble sub¬ 
ject should be nobly treated; but he fails to realise that 
the essence of art is also to show an ignoble thing 
ignoble. He gives no hint that he knows who are the 
greatest artists, nor why great. He mistakes vitality 
for decadence, and decadence for vitality. And the 
most fatuous blunder of all, he judges eighteenth-century 
French art and modem art by Italian art; in other 
words, he does not ask Watteau and Boucher to utter 
eighteenth-century France, but blames them for not 
being Renaissance Italians! Precisely. That is the 
Classic Spirit; and that is why the Classic Spirit is 
become an Eternal Lie, and its breath is Death. 

Haldane Macfall. 

REVIEWS 
The Psychology of the American 

People 
The American People• A Study in National Psychology. 

The Harvesting of a Nation.—II. By A. Maurice 
Low, M.A. (T. Fisher Unwin. 8s. 6d. net.) 

Village Life in America (1852-1872). Including the 
Period of the American Civil War as told in the Diary 
of a Schoolgirl. By Caroline Cowles Richards. 
With an Introduction by Margaret E. Sangster. 
Illustrated. (T. Fisher Unwin. 4s. 6d. net.) 

IN the former of these two books, Mr. Low, the Wash¬ 
ington correspondent of the Morning Post> has 

given us the second volume of an exhaustive study of 
the Psychology of the American People. The first, 
published a couple of years or so ago with the sub¬ 
title, “ The Planting of a Nation,” purported to trace 
the effects on the American character of causes prior 
to the Revolution; the volume before us takes up the 
tale and continues it to the present day. 

Mr. Low’s purpose has been “ not to write a history 
of the American people, but to trace their psychology 
through historical development ”; and to the student 
of men and manners there is nothing more fascinating 
than history treated in this way. Mere facts, as such, 
are nothing to him; it is the causes that made them not 
only possible but inevitable, and the effect that they 
had on the subsequent development of the nation, that' 
make them vital, and that breathe into the dry bones 
of history the breath of life. Anyone who interprets 
history to us along these lines is sure of a hearing; and 
when an author brings to his task, as in the present case, 
the most thorough knowledge of his subject, keen 
powers of observation, and an unerring sense of the 
relation of cause to effect, we feel that we have not 
listened in vain. 

Mr. Low seems to have fallen foul of the American 
reviewers of his first volume. They objected to his 
insistence on the influence of the English, almost to the 
total exclusion of any other nation, in the formation 
of their national character and institutions. This was 
only to be expected; but in his new preface Mr. Low 
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This human document is the intimate confession of a 
man who cannot ease his soul of its burden of sin and 
remorse by openly denouncing himself, because it would 
involve the woman he loves in an unpleasant notoriety; 
he therefore anonymously, and through the medium of 
the printed page, tells the tale of his black treachery, 
and pours out all his grief and agony, his love and long¬ 
ing. It was in the vast solitudes of the far North, the 
realm of the White Gods, whither he had gone to wrest 
a fortune from the unwilling soil to lay at the feet of his 
beloved, that this tragedy of a soul took place. 

FIRST REVIEW i- 

“This is a volume, written in very beautiful English, 
containing the confession o£ failure of a man who loved 
a girl in southern lands, but on travelling to northern 
regions was influenced by the White Gods and forced to 
marry a northern maid. The pages brim over with life¬ 
long regret of one who, seeking to touch the stars, fell 
back into the depths abysmal. A dainty volume by a 
dreamer and a poet.”—Freeman's Journal. 

WEBNEB LAURIE, ’» Inn, LONDON 

stands manfully to his guns, and, beyond pleading guilty 
to having employed the term “ English ” when 
“ British ” would perhaps have been more comprehen¬ 
sive, declines to budge an inch from his original 
position. It may therefore be assumed that this second 
instalment has met with a reception in the United 
States somewhat similar to that of the first. 

Following the Revolution there were four great causes 
which, in their various and complex phases, affected 
America from the beginning to the close of the nine¬ 
teenth century. The first of these was hatred of 
England. The Americans had humbled the strongest 
armed power of Europe; their embattled farmers had 
beaten off veteran troops trained in all the complicated 
science of war; they had successfully asserted their 
independence, and had created their own political 
system; but the struggle left as a legacy a bitter hatred 
of their beaten foe, as though they knew that he “ still 
could sting ” if he chose to exert himself. 

It coloured men’s thoughts; it created a false im¬ 
pression in the mind of the child; it embittered the 
relations between America and England; it kept 
alive resentment on the part of Americans, and was 
met by studied contempt and insolence on the part 
of Englishmen; it made Americans and Englishmen 
understand each other less, perhaps, than any other 
people; it distorted American perspective. 

Worst of all, perhaps, it forced many Loyalists, who 
would have become valuable citizens, into exile, and 
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so deprived the emancipated colonies of a large, 
wealthy, and influential element of the people. 

The second cause was the contempt for law which 
gradually came to be held by a people originally law- 
abiding. In an interesting chapter Mr. Low looks for 
the reason for this contempt “not in the events of 
to-day or yesterday, but at the beginning of the nation.” 
The adoption of the Constitution coincided with the 
rebellion of the Americans against the tyranny and 
cruelty of law and church, relics of Puritan times; then 
it was that the foundation for the careless observance 
of law that has given America such an unenviable 
reputation was laid. In the first flush of independence 
the American applied to himself the doctrine that had 
impelled his country to throw off the yoke of Great 
Britain. Government by force was wrong. He himself 
was the master of his body, mind, and soul; they were 
his own, to use as he saw fit; and, pushing this theory 
of individualism to the uttermost limit, he inevitably 
forgot the duty that he owed to the community. This 
belief in individualism was further strengthened by 
the Constitution, which created a legislative assembly in 
every State, and so “taught men to look, not to a 
central authority to regulate society or ameliorate con¬ 
ditions, but to rely on local authority.” The other 
doctrine that has so powerfully animated the American 
people, that of the equality of all men, leaves little 
room for the reverence with which all European nations 
have, at one time or another, regarded their law-makers 
and their law. The divine right of Icings may be a 
worn-out figment in this twentieth century, but if it has 
done nothing else than inculcate a fear and reverence 
for the law, it has served its turn. 

The remaining two factors in the formation of the 
national character which Mr. Low deals with in detail, 
are the sociological and political influence exercised by 
the immigrant, and the economic, social, and political 
impulsion of slavery. 

The effect of immigration is either to submerge or 

to stimulate the native stock; either the native stock 

will be absorbed and lose its identity in that of the 

alien, or, conversely, the immigrant will become 

incorporated into the native stock. 

From about the year 1643 until the first quarter of 
the nineteenth century there was practically no immigra¬ 
tion to America, and the original New England settlers 
with their descendants formed what Mr. Low calls the 
“ native stock.” The effect of immigration on this stock 
has been to stimulate and not to submerge it. The 
vast majority of immigrants have been men and women 
who have failed, not necessarily from any fault of 
their own, to support themselves and their families in 
their native countries; on arriving in the new land they 
have been content to take any work that offered, and 
consequently they came to monopolise the lower forms 
of manual labour, which the native-born American was 
only too glad to resign. As more immigrants arrived, 
the American and the earlier immigrant became pushed 
up to more intellectual and more lucrative employments, 
the immigrant gradually losing his old characteristics 

and becoming as American as the native-born. For 
the last eighty years the movement has been steadily 
going on; and herein lies the secret of much of the 
sharpness of the American, as well as of much of 
his arrogance. Living in a continual state of having 
his heels trodden on by the fellow behind, the instinct 
of self-preservation has compelled him to exert himself 
to the uttermost,—as often as not with a ruth¬ 
less disregard for those with whom he competes; 
and, until comparatively recently, when European 
travel has become the rule and not the excep¬ 
tion, he has naturally felt himself the superior 
of the foreigner, whom he has only known by those 
who have sought a refuge from oppression on his shores, 
or those others who have gone there to better their 
condition. 

Mr. Low's chapters on Slavery and the resultant Civil 
War should be carefully read. The Americans have 
already paid a heavy price for the crime of their fathers 
against humanity, but the “colour problem” is still 
with them, and it is hard to say whether that price has 
yet been paid in full. 

So far as we remember there was no indication that 
the first volume would be followed by a second, and 
there is none now that the present will be followed by 
a third. We hope, however, that this will be the case; 
for Mr. Low must have much to tell us on education, 
the religious life of the country, public and private 
morality, the Labour question, the attitude of the 
American towards Canada, and many other important 
topics which he has scarcely touched on as yet. Another 
volume on the subject which he has made so eminently 
his own, would, we are sure, meet with a hearty 
welcome, at any rate on this side of the Atlantic 

The Diary of Miss Richards, which we have 
bracketted with Mr. Low's work, is an unaffected picture 
of life in half-a-dozen New England villages, begun 
when the writer was ten years old, in 1852. Miss 
Richards was an observant little girl and passed her 
youth in rural surroundings untainted by the rush for 
the Almighty Dollar; her book will be found interesting 
and amusing by the general reader, besides having a 
very distinct historical value. The reviewer has had 
many a laugh over the quaint sayings and doings of 
Caroline and her sister Anna, and cheerfully recom¬ 
mends the book to all who occasionally suffer with that 
variety of the blues which modem “ light summer 
reading ” is unable to disperse. 

Desert Life 
Trekking the Great Thirst: Travel and Sport in the 

Kalahari Desert. By Arnold W. Hodson, F.R.G.S. 
Edited by A. E. Nellen. With an Introductory Note 
by Sir Ralph Williams, K.C.M.G., and a Foreword 
by F. C. Selous. Illustrated. (T. Fisher Unwin. 
12s. 6d. net.) 

The Kalahari Desert is clearly marked on any general 
map of South Africa as a substantial portion of the 
Bechuanaland Protectorate which separates German 
South-West Africa from Rhodesia and the Transvaal. 
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The greater part of it has never been explored. The 
object of this book is to record the experiences of 
certain officers who between 1904 and 1910 made long 
journeys through it, partly on duty, partly for sport 
After a brief career, somewhat chequered at first, 
Lieutenant Arnold Hodson received a commission as 
sub-inspector in the Bechuanaland Protectorate Police, 
and was in 1904 deputed into the Kalahari to collect 
hut-tax for the Government He obtained nearly £819 
at a cost of £39, receiving part payment in skins in lieu 
of cash. In 1905 he was sent on a diplomatic mission 
to the border of Damaraland, where the Germans were 
then engaged in fighting the Damaras and Hottentots, 
to inquire into the incriminating tactics of Damara 
refugees. His duty was to ascertain whether arms and 
ammunition were being run into Damaraland from our 
side for the use of the Damaras ; if so, he was to stop it, 
and to disarm any of the Damaras or Hottentots who 
had crossed over the border into our territory. Another 
time he was sent to check all intercourse between 
English and German territory. His routes can easily 
be followed on the maps included in the volume, though 
they are unpretentious and roughly executed. In 1910 
he accompanied Lord Selborne, then High Commis¬ 
sioner, on a hunting trip for 400 miles, and to his great 
credit arranged the transport without the loss of a single 
beast. 

The book is worth reading for several reasons. It 
shows how a young English officer of the right sort, 
gifted with courage and grit, carried out arduous duties 
in an unknown country, often alone with his native 
attendants, and in difficult situations with possibilities 
of hostilities. The management of natives, as many 
officers have learnt by experience in India, requires 
firmness, tact, justice, good temper, to mention only 
some of the most important qualifications. All these 
Mr. Hodson showed that he possessed. He had always 
to be considering the question of water supply for him¬ 
self, his men, and his animals. There were “ pans,” 
41 pits,” and other sources on which he could often rely 
for a scanty supply, but on certain occasions the quantity 
available ran short, or was so impregnated with salt 
as to be dangerous. Terrible stories are told of the 
fatal consequences to men and bullocks drinking too 
much salt water before they were gradually acclimatised 
to it. In the absence of water, Nature provides a 
substitute in the shape of melons, both cultivated and 
wild, upon which the natives and animals thrive. The 
juice of the fruit can be extracted, and used to make 
tea or coffee. If tinned provisions fail, a fairly good 
shot can easily fill his larder from the game of all sorts, 
mammals and birds, with which the country teems. The 
catalogue of different varieties of game shot, chiefly 
quadrupeds, contains thirty names; the wealth of bird 
life is described as “a spectacle of unrivalled charm.” 
In places tigers were found ; elsewhere lions abounded ; 
snakes were often met with, among them a very poison¬ 
ous species, called mambas. Familiarity breeds con¬ 
tempt, as the author shows on one occasion: 

The leading Bushman nearly trod on a snake. He 
was not in the least perturbed, but at once broke its 
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back with a stick he was carrying, and then stuck 
the pointed end of it through its head. After having 

done this, he carefully wiped the stick and we 

proceeded. 

There was also the ever possible danger of losing the 
way, whether in the course of marching or in the ardour 
of the chase: 

Some people say that Bushmen never get lost, and 
that they have an extra sense which will take them 
back to their homes wherever they are. I disagree 
with this theory. In his own district it is true that 

a Bushman will not get lost in the daytime or on 
a clear night, but out of his own district in a strange 
country or even in his own district on a dark night, 
when the stars are clouded over, he will get lost 
like any ordinary mortal. . .. 

Nor were the rivers safe, infested as they are with 
crocodiles: 

When a crocodile is swimming in a river you do 
not see his whole body but only the eyes. It always 
reminds me of a bulrush bulb. Some people say 
that crocodiles will attack a boat and drag a person 
from it, but my own experience has been that they 
are intensely nervous, and especially so when they 

are out of the water. But they are dangerous to 
man and beast when there is no noise. For instance, 
if a man were washing himself at the river bank, 
or fishing from a small island, then a crocodile would 
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very likely try and stalk him, and if swimming by 
himself in deep water he could undoubtedly he 
immediately seized. 

The stories of sport are innumerable. Mr. Hodson 
killed at first shot an angry lion approaching him. 
Another time a lioness charged him while riding: 

I fired, and she was then on top of me. She did 
not spring at first, but came flat along the ground 
and then rose up as quick as lightning. She put 
her left claw under the pony's neck and seized his 
right shoulder with it. With her right claw she tore 
a piece out of my legging and then caught the pony 
by the right shoulder while she mauled him on the 
same shoulder with her teeth. 

1 

He fired again, dismounted, and killed her. 
The incidents of desert life and sport are novel and 

interesting—the science of stalking, crawling flat, happi¬ 
ness in solitude, the mosquitos, the sounds at night, 
the intense heat, native sympathy, native dances and 
amusements, their varying characters, the tragic deaths 
of individual travellers, occasional meetings with ex¬ 
plorers, the density of some forests—above all, the 
mystery of the vast sandy wastes, and the charm of 
beauty when the eye * could see nothing beyond the 
mysterious atmospheric limit of the scene—see the 
wondrous play of light, the dancing shimmer of the 
silver-crowned papyrus, the lustrous gleams of green 
and gold on the marsh reeds, the rich depth of the 
nearer shadows, and the perfect blending of all this 
riotous colouring into the pale blues and pearly greys of 
distance.” This is a genuine book of enterprise and 
sport, which both old and young may study with profit 
and pleasure. 

Fairies 
English Fairy Poetry from the Origins to the Seventeenth 

Century. By Floris Delattre. (Henry Frowde. 
4s. net.) 

THAT a French writer should deal with such a topic as 
fairies strikes us as being extremely fitting. Surely the 
lightness of the Gallic touch is more eminently suited 
to so dainty a subject than our heavy-handed English 
methods. Moreover, we would have our readers under¬ 
stand that this book is not a translation, so that the 
writing of it in such very good English becomes some¬ 
thing of a feat. The learning displayed in it is both 
comprehensive and thorough, but it is carried with such 
ease and modesty that the work is always a delight 
and never a burden. In many places it shows original 
research in quoting from manuscripts and rare books 
and pamphlets; yet anything freer from the mustiness 
usually associated with such things it would be difficult 
to imagine. It is all as fresh as a Spring morning, and 
as full of romance as a midsummer night No lover 1 
of fairy lore or of poetry can afford to miss it. 

Few studies are more fascinating to the person with 
imagination than folklore. The particular branch of 
this which M. Delattre has chosen is of quintessential 

sweetness, combining as it does the charm of poetry 
with the wealth of rustic and popular fancies. The 
kingdom of Faerie, we learn, like many another 
kingdom, has had its rise, decline, and falL It had 
its rise in the ancient epic, “ Beowulf," supposed to 
belong to the now unimaginable Seventh Century. The 
popular ballads of perhaps even earlier times were 
also “ fulflld of fayerye.” In both “ Tamlane ” and41 The 
Elfin Knight ” the fairies And their realm, while, with 
the translation of the French Romances by Chaucer 
and others, they danced their way into our English 
poetry in exceeding great numbers. What a catalogue 
of them there is—elves, brownies, nixies, kobolds. 
dwarfs, trolls, fairies, Pucks, pixies, Lepra-cauns, and 
fays! These last are a more serious race, of larger 
proportions, reminding one of "La Belle Dame sans 
Merci.” They, rather than the dainty “little people," 

haunt the Arthurian Romances. 
But it was in the “ spacious times of great Elizabeth 

that they all found full scope. To the imagination of 
the Tudor genius they appealed as being fit matenal 
for his exuberant powers. Thus the godlike race of 
poets and dramatists of those days was busy in 
describing and setting forth their antics. In spite 
of its title, “ The Faerie Queene ” was rather too much 
of a “ morality ” to belong to the true realm of Faerie 
The full glory of this kingdom was reached and 
portrayed in, of course, the 11 Midsummer Night's 
Dream.” From thence onward the “little people" lost 
something of their airy grace and mystery, and became 
mere poetical accessories, sometimes descending into 
buffoonery, at other times stiffening into artificiality 
The decline began practically with c* rare ” Ben Jonson. 
and it is not difficult to imagine that under the weight 
of a dour Puritanism these delicate creatures were 
gradually crushed out of existence. Nor was the 
atmosphere of the Restoration much more congenial 
to them; while the frigid cold of the Eighteenth 

Century withered them like tender flowers. 
The book closes on a sufficiently melancholy note 

The fairies have gone for ever from our English poetry, 
says our author, a sorry reflection for those of us who 
have a real affection for them. M. Delattre writes.— 

But the true spirit of fairy poetry, that simple- 

spontaneous, unsophisticated faith of yore, has 
for ever, and is now replaced by a half-archaic, hall- 
symbolical literature where the merry domain oi 

Obcron has been exalted into: 
The still strange land unvexed of sun and stars 
Where Launcelot rides clanking through the h*#- 

The comparatively recent productions of su<h 
writers as Thomas Hood and George Darley, W illiao 
Allingham, and ** Fiona Madcod,” who have en¬ 

deavoured to raise from the dead the fairy peoplf 
and restore them to their lost kingdom, do not 
amount, pleasant as they generally are, to much more 
than polished epithets and patiently gilded phrases 

We live, alas! in the age of the aeroplane; but then 
are ways of escape, and M. Dclattre’s book is one 0. 
them. 
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The Faith and Evolution 
Through Evolution to the Living God. By the Rev. 

J. R. Cohu. (James Parker and Co., Oxford. 
3s. 6d. net.) 

We are glad to welcome another book from Mr. Cohu, 
who is now well known as the author of several valuable 
works on Modernism and the Higher Criticism. In 
this very interesting treatise his main purpose, he says, 
has been “to recover a Faith which science had 
shattered, and science itself has helped not a little to 
lead through Evolution to Evolution’s God.” By 
“ shattered ” we suppose he means " shaken ”— 
-the troubled and perplexed.” Mr. Cohu begins by 
giving a summary of Haeckel’s case for evolution, 
independent of any God-Creator, or of any “ psychical ” 
element But many modem philosophers recognise 
psychological process, and in the chapter on 
Directivity of Consciousness (one of the best in the 
book) the author ably discusses the negative postulate 
that “ neither matter, motion, nor force can direct them¬ 
selves.” “ The creative, self-directing consciousness 
within the organism is the result of the force or power 
which is called God. Considered psychologically, there 
is nothing in the theory of evolution which can in 
itself contradict belief in the existence of God, and 
positively the inference of God from evolution is quite 
compatible with pure reason. This is, in effect, the 
position which Mr. Cohu so well sustains. Haeckel’s 
monism and the postulates “ eternity of matter ” and 
" eternity of motion ” are quite as difficult for finite 
reason to accept as the existence and eternity of God. 
This position is further expanded in the chapters on 
the Intelligence, Will, and Power (directive force) in 
and behind what we call Nature: and it is argued that 
evolution throws no light on the origin of matter, life, 
and mind. Mr. Cohu’s method is excellently clear. 
Nor is there any confused obscurity of language. 
Theologians will probably find most difficulty in 
following his discussion of the problems of good and 
evil and of God as the source of both. We incline to 
the belief that the origin of evil is to be found mainly 
in the struggle for existence, and that the growth of 
moral law is simply due to self-protective instinct. But 
moral evolution leads to the recognition of altruistic 
love and self-sacrifice. To say, as Huxley, that “the 
cosmic process has no sort of relation to moral ends ” 
is to deny the psychological development of good. 
That men are called upon to work with God for this end, 
the establishment of His Kingdom on earth, Mr. Cohu 
describes as the Gospel of Evolution. 

One flaw in Haeckel’s philosophy seems not to have 
been noticed, when he says that his view of the 
evolution of the Universe “ follows the laws of inexor¬ 
able logic” But formal and inexorable logic is the 
deadly foe of scientific inquiry and progress, for it bars 
the freedom of scientific research, condemns the lack 
of fixity in all existing systems of science ; and in practice 
has made science in the past claim infallibility, and 
show an unscientific and intolerant dogmatism. When 
Haeckel said that his theory of the universe was “ at 
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least based on facts,” he forgot that his judgments about 
the unity of the universe were of a highly selective 
character, and that in this sense every “fact” is man¬ 
made. The monist will not allow that his “ unity ” is 
after all only a very small part of the whole of reality. Mr. 
Cohu’s course lies between Haeckel’s materialism and 
the metaphysical philosophy of the ultra-idealist. He is 
gifted with a penetrating insight united to clear expres¬ 
sion, and his thoughtful work may claim the merit of 
facing difficult problems with honest courage in the 
effort to establish the Immanence of God. 

Shorter Reviews 
In an Indian Village. By T. Ramakrishna, B.A. With 

an Introduction by the Right Hon. Sir M. E. Grant- 

Duff, G.C.S.I. Portrait Frontispiece. (T. Fisher 
Unwin. 2s. 6d. net.) 

UCH has been written of the village life led by 
ninety per cent, of the population of India. But the 

story will bear repetition as a change from the unrest 
among the educated classes of which there has been 
an excess. Mr. Ramakrishna’s account is perhaps too 
idyllic and peaceful—he is “ a most amiable critic *— 
though one of his powerful characters was a quarrel¬ 
some fellow, and there are indications that the village 
harmony was liable to disturbance. In other parts of 
India, if (not in Madras of which the author writes, 
there is faction-fighting, dala-dali in the vernacular, 
in every village, upon which Mr. Ramakrishna might 
properly have dilated as a prominent feature of village 
life. He has plenty to say on the village officials, from 
the headmen to the professional dancing-girls and the 
pariahs; and he has rightly included the popular 
amusements, such as the snake-charmers and the animal- 
tamers, the village drama, the feasts and the festivals, 
the village bards, a religious association and its doings. 
These villages fairly represent the land of the lotus, 
where it is always afternoon. To the villagers time is * 
no object. To the peasant his crops and his cattle are 
his only cares, unless he is involved in debt to the 
money-lender or in a lawsuit. 

Mr. Ramakrishna brings out the chief interests of 
these humble folk. They attach extreme importance to 
their religion, including their superstitions: the 
Hindu’s pervading idea is how to get rid of future 
births and obtain eternal beatitude. For religious 
purposes, as well as for drinking, the villages must secure 
facilities for their water-supply. The author also notes 
that the mutual service system is carried by the villagers 
to perfection and practised with success, and that each 
village is a self-contained little State. He twice quotes 
Professor Max Muller’s observation that “ the village 
is the ordinary Hindu’s world, and the sphere of public 
opinion with its beneficial influences seldom extends 
beyond the horizon of his village.” No wonder that 
extreme Conservatism prevails. Since he first wrote 
in 1890 the agricultural banks, which he advocated, have 
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come into * existence iri the Co-operative Credit 
Societies -which are proving so successful. Sir M. E. 
Grant-Duff, in his Introduction, wrote of the people 
thatno good can be effected for them, but only much 
harm, by introducing European methods of government, 
foreign alike to their characters and conditions.” It 
is not strange that the villagers hate not only the 
village money-lender and the pettifogging lawyer, but 
especially the policeman, the embodiment of British rule 
in its least attractive form. 

Wanderings in Arabia. By Charles M. Doughty. Two 
Vols., with Frontispiece and Map. (Duckworth and 
Co. 5s. net each.) 

THESE two interesting volumes form the latest additions 
to that popular series of works of repute, “ Duckworth’s 
‘Crown’ Library.” They are an abridgment, arranged 
by Mr. Edward Garnett, of the author's famous magnum 

opus, “ Travels in Arabia Deserta,” a costly monumental 
volume of over a thousand pages, which issued from the 
Cambridge Press some twenty years ago, and is now 
well-nigh unprocurable. Only a limited few, under the 
circumstances, those “ who feel enthusiasm for Arab 
things,” were privileged to peruse it, but now that it 
is re-issued in this handy form the new generation which 
has sprung up since those days should not fail to avail 
themselves of the opportunity offered of making the 
acquaintance of this wonderful record of remarkable and 
stirring adventures in a strange and hostile region. It 
has been well termed the “ Georgic of the Desert,” and 
deservedly ranks as a classic among the great travel 
books in our literature. It was in November, 1876, that 
the author started on his many long months of wander¬ 
ings in the deserts of Arabia, the “ Lion’s Den of Islam," 
but his account of them is written in such stately Eliza¬ 
bethan English that one might easily imagine one were 
reading of the adventures of some daring explorer of 
those spacious days. Mr. Garnett made this abridgment 
with the author’s sanction a few years ago, and he is to 
be congratulated on the excellent manner in which he 
has performed the difficult task of abridging a work of 
this nature to three-fifths of its original length. We 
think that the view of the Kella at Mediin S&lih, given 
as a frontispiece to the second volume, should have 
appeared in the first, wherein the place is described, and 
which is unillustrated. There is a sketch map of part of 
north-western Arabia by the author, showing the region 
he traversed, which is valuable in elucidating many of 
the obscure questions of Arabian geography. 

Waves and Ripples in Water, Air, and /Ether. By J. A. 
Fleming, F.R.S. Second Edition. (S.P.C.K. 2s. 6d. 
net.) 

MODERN views of the constitution of matter have 
caused us to attach much greater importance to the 
various forms of motion than was the case even so 
recently as 1902, when Professor Fleming’s lectures first 
appeared in print The practical bearing of such 
researches is very obvious, especially to those who have 
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followed the progress of electric lighting and wireless 
telegraphy. When we reflect that about 98 per cent, 
of the energy employed in electric lighting is wasted 
so far as the production of light is concerned, and that 
the case is even worse with wireless telegraphy, it is 
clear that man has yet much to do to bring the forces 
of nature under his effective control The author of 
the work before us has the faculty, not always associated 
with scientific knowlelge, of being able to explain 
complicated facts in simple language. Those who were 
unable to hear the lectures at the Royal Institution will 
be glad to have a revised edition of them in print The 
revision, however, has not brought all the facts up to 
date. No mention is made, for instance, of the great 
experimental tank, for testing models of ships, at the 
National Physical Laboratory, although other private 
testing-tanks in this country are referred to in detaiL 
Radio-active phenomena, also, are not brought up to 
date, and there will be room for many additions to this 
section in future editions. 

Sport in the Eastern Sudan, from Souakin to the Blue 
Nile. By W. B. Cotton, I.C.S. With Map. 
(Rowland Ward. 6s. 6d. net.) 

AFRICAN shooting always makes interesting reading by 
reason of the great variety of game to be met with. Mr. 
Cotton gives us in an unpretentious form his experiences 
during a nine months’ trip in the Egyptian Sudan. He 
appears to have followed closely in the footsteps of Sir 
Samuel Baker in his journey to the Nile tributaries of 
Abyssinia, in 1861, though the country has altered 
greatly since that day. The native population has 
woefully diminished owing to the ravages they suffered 
under the Mahdi’s rule after the fall of Khartoum in 
1885, but the game also appears to be less numerous. 
Mr. Cotton makes no mention of the Homran Arabs and 
those splendid hunters who slew elephants, in fair fight, 
with nothing but their swords. Have they too been 
wiped out by the Mahdi ? Mr. Cotton’s chief game were 
lions, which he got by sitting up at night over a bait. 
The Sudanese lion is apparently not a fighting animal. 
There are many useful hints to future sportsmen, and 
the book contains a good map of the country traversed. 

Fiction 
The Temptation of Nina. By R. Penley. (John Long. 

6s.) 

JUDGING from the title of Mr. Penley’sprevious book 
and taking into account the last few words of the 

present volume, it is almost safe to predict that the 
author, following the example of the late Mr. Crawford 
and other writers, has in his mind to make a triolet of 
his works. We did not read “ The Strength of Evan 
Meredith/1 but Eleanor, Evan’s wife, is one of the prin¬ 
cipal characters in “The Temptation of Nina,” and 
forms a great contrast to Nina, a charming young 
woman with a warm heart and a shady reputation. How 
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Nina allows herself to be wooed and won by Leonard 
Jarvis, who believes that she had always been as good 
a woman as Eleanor herself, is the temptation to which 
she in her weakness gives way. As is inevitable, re¬ 
morse overtakes her, and the arrival on the scene of an 
old acquaintance forces rilatters to a crisis. Owing to 
the plucky intervention of Eleanor, however, a further 
crime is averted, and peace is once more restored. 

Mr. Penley’s sympathies are certainly very much with 
his female characters, for although each man is pre¬ 
sented clearly enough to enable us to know him suffi¬ 
ciently for the purpose of the story, it is the women to 
whom the greater thought and care is extended. 
Eleanor as the carefully brought-up girl with a high 
moral instinct and the happy wife and mother stands out 
clearly against poor Nina, who, with no one to care 
for her or advise her in her youthful days, fell an easy 
prey to the first unscrupulous person who came along, 
although had the lives of the two women been reversed 
we cannot imagine that Eleanor would ever have been 
satisfied to hold any but an honourable position, so 
admirable and high-spirited a character is she. A little 
more care given to the punctuation would not be amiss, 
but the story makes very pleasant reading, and we hope 
that Mr. Penley will at no very distant date complete the 
triolet. 

The Story of a Ploughboy. By James Bryce. (John 
Lane. 6s.) 

ONE is compelled, after careful study of this book, to 
regard it as an autobiographical relation. The hero, 
Jamie Bryce, endures a sort of slavery as a lad, rises by 
a combination of circumstances to be the right- 
hand man of a “ factor ” on a large Scotch estate—and 
flings up everything in Tolstoyan fashion for the sake 
of a belief that there should be no masters in the world. 
He is not a Socialist in the usual acceptation of the 
term, for the organisation of Socialism repels him; 
rather is he an Anarchist pure and simple, believing in 
universal love and brotherhood. To this belief he sacri¬ 
fices all things, even the love of Nina, his betrothed. 

Nina wins all our sympathy; she stands as a true, 
lovable woman, waiting for a lover who forgot warm, 
human realities in far-fetched abstractions. We leave 
her waiting, for as a love story the book has no end. 
In its first part, to which Nina does not enter, the ter¬ 
rible life of Jamie the ploughboy is related with almost 
Greek simplicity and force; had the power of these 
earlier chapters been maintained, we had been faced 
with a wonderful book. In approaching social questions, 
however, Mr. Bryce gives us what are evidently the 
views of the partly enlightened ploughboy; he grows 
diffuse, and leads us down so many side tracks. Still, 
he does not fail to interest to the end, and his story 
makes good reading in spite of its inconclusive finish. 

With regard to his theories, he confesses that his 
efforts did not win him many adherents. This book 
is not likely to add to their number, for its hero, like 
most idealists, is unconsciously, but not less disagree¬ 
ably, selfish. 
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Sainte-Beuve Again—II 
By Frank Harris. 

O return to my immediate subject—Sainte-Beuve 
and Matthew Arnold’s estimate of him as “ a first- 

rate critic ”—I cannot accept Matthew Arnold’s hair¬ 
splittings and refinings; but something I may take from 
this essay on Sainte-Beuve in The Academy—some¬ 
thing which I had stated already elsewhere, without 
knowing that Matthew Arnold had approached it previ¬ 
ously—the function of the critic is the scientific function, 
and the highest exercise of it is the discovery of new 
truth. The man who finds a new star and tells us about 
it is accepted as being more important than the man 
who adjusts a little more accurately our notions concern¬ 
ing the known stars: it may be accepted as a general 
rule that that critic is the best in the day and hour who 
is the first to recognise and proclaim new genius. But 
now, if we can take it that the function of the critic is 
that of the man of science, and that he must be measured 
by the same standard, let us see if, judged in this way, 
Sainte-Beuve is entitled to rank as a first-rate critic. 

Of all the men of genius of his own time and of the 
time immediately preceding him, two stand out to-day 
above all others—Balzac and Victor Hugo. In compari¬ 
son with these two—the great poet and leader of the 
Romantic movement and the great novelist and inaugu- 
rator of the Realistic movement—all others fall into a 
second rank. The Verlaines, Gautiers, and other poets 
derive as naturally from Victor Hugo as the novelists, 
the Zolas and Flauberts and De Goncourts, derive from 
Balzac. It was, of course, the first duty of a great critic 
to proclaim and expound the virtues of both these great 
men to their contemporaries, and a more pleasurable 
duty could hardly be imagined. Sainte-Beuve should 
have felt towards them as the watcher of the night feels 
when some star swims into his ken—a thrill of excite¬ 
ment and disinterested delight. 

As usual, the popular estimate of these great men in 
their own day was utterly false and mistaken. It is 
within the truth to say that Sainte-Beuve did nothing 
to amend the ordinary verdict; he belittled Victor Hugo 
and, worse still, he belittled Balzac. “ Worse still,” I 
say, for Balzac was always unpopular, while Victor Hugo 
was the hero of the mob. Probably because he preached 
a sort of hero-worship of Napoleon I, Victor Hugo 
caught the French imagination as a young man, and 
was from the beginning acclaimed and proclaimed on 
all hands as a great genius. He was so uplifted indeed 
by this vogue and breeze of popular fervour and admira¬ 
tion that later on he tried to play pontiff or pope 
representing the conscience of Europe, with somewhat 
ludicrous results. On the other hand, Balzac was mis- 
seen and shamefully under-rated. The realistic scaffold¬ 
ing which he used was regarded by the mediocrities as 
proof of a want of imagination: great buildings, they 
thought, were to be born, like soap bubbles, of a breath, 
and not to be built up laboriously stone by stone. Balzac 
was not nearly as popular during his lifetime as George 
Sand, nothing like such a favourite of the masses as 
Eugfene Sue. 
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It was the first duty of a great critic in the middle 
of the nineteenth century to oppose these popular judg¬ 
ments and reverse them. He should have sought to 
limit the popular appreciation of Victor Hugo; he 
should have given himself to the task of expounding 
and proclaiming the genius and power of Balzac. Sainte- 
Beuve did neither of these things. It would be easy to 
show that his understanding of Victor Hugo was scarcely 
wiser in any sense or truer than the mere popular 
judgment of the newspaper penny-a-liner. But he must 
be judged finally and condemned by his treatment of 
Balzac. When he began his Causeries in 1850, Balzac 
had already published a dozen masterpieces ; but Sainte- 
Beuve persecuted him with contempt and denigration till 
at length Balzac turned on him and wrote his name in 
vitriol on his forehead for ever. “ Le petit Sainte- 
Beuve,” he called him—41 Sainte-Beuve, the meagre- 
minded.” 

No one will ever take away that phylactery; a 
hundred Matthew Arnolds can do nothing to remove it; 
it is beyond their reach. One might go on to show that 
just as Sainte-Beuve mis-saw and under-rated Balzac so 
also he mis-saw and misunderstood all the greatest of 
his followers. He belittled Zola and the De Goncourts ; 
he had no notion even that Flaubert was an infinitely 
better critic than himself; he found fault with 44 Madame 
Bovary ” as though it had been some schoolboy essay. 
He would not even admit the splendour of Flaubert’s 
style; he preferred that of George Sand. 44 In George 
Sand,” he says, “the style is a gift of the first order; 
she never hesitates, but always finds the perfect word ” 
—(“ Elle ne tatonne jamais: mais trouve toujours le mot 
juste”)—praise so extravagant that it carries its own 
instant condemnation. 

If it were worth one’s while, one could trace Sainte- 
Beuve’s shortcomings as a critic to his own limitations. 
The poetry which he tried to write as a young man only 
shows the 44 sedulous ape ” intent on imitating the verbal 
effects of the masters: his novel, “Volupte,” discovers 
him more completely. The hero of it, Amaury, is a 
priest who has studied both science and poetry, who, 
while condemning even the desire of knowledge, yet 
shows a peculiar zest in describing the pleasures of 
sense; a sort of critical taster of all delights, who sips 
bee-like at every flower of soul and mind and body 
without ever losing himself for a moment in any chalice, 
Sainte-Beuve himself—how could such a delicate queasy 
voluptuary understand Balzac with his Gargantuan 
ferocious appetites, his monk-like self-denials, his heroic 
labours ? Sainte-Beuve was a student of books and not 
of life, of phrases and not of feelings, a man who thought 
the soul of literature was verbal felicity, who would have 
dismissed St. Paul contemptuously as a wretchedly un¬ 
cultured writer and exalted Alfred de Vigny as a bom 
genius. In spite of all his efforts to be kindly to those 
smaller than himself, the academics of talent, he was 
poisonously unfair to all the great ones: he was one of 
that 44 paltry crew ” of whom Dante tells us: 44 Hateful 
at once to God and to His enemies ”— 

A Dio spiacenti ed a’nemici sui. 
Le petit Sainte-Beuve: Saint-Beuve the small-souled. 
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Italy and Turkey 
By E. Ashmead-Bartlett. 

OPERA-BOUFFE is the only term which ade¬ 

quately describes the Italian methods of conduct¬ 

ing a war. This desperate struggle, which for long 

periods at a time is entirely forgotten by the rest of the 
world, seems to be no nearer a termination than it was 

at the beginning of last October. It is doubtful whether 
in the whole history of European politics a nation has 

made herself look quite so ridiculous as Italy has by 

her abortive attempt to force Turkey into making a 

peace by bombarding the entrance to the Dardanelles. 

Her attitude resembles that of a small boy on a keen 
winter’s morning, when fresh snow is lying on the 

ground, as he makes a snowball and throws it surrep¬ 
titiously, when the constable is round the comer or 

conversing with his favourite cook, at the back of some 
venerable old gentleman who has long since lost all 
power of active retaliation through decrepitude and old 
age, but who is still capable of defending himself if only 

his enemy comes within the reach of the stout cudgel 
which he carries in his hand. This simile exactly de- 

* 

scribes the Italian Demonstration against the Dar 

danelles. It is a form of street-urchin warfare which has 
aroused the amusement of every Chancellery in Europe, 
which has brought peace not one whit the nearer, and 
which has put the shipping of the neutral Powers to 
incalculable inconvenience and loss. 

Turkey has a perfect right to mine the Dardanelles 
as long as the Italians throw their shells from several 
miles away and threaten * to force a passage, which, by 
the way, we should much like to see them attempt We 
hope that no coercion will be brought to bear on Turkey 
to force her to reopen a passage from the Black Sea to 
the Mediterranean until the Powers have obtained a 
guarantee from Italy that she will refrain from any 
further naval demonstrations in Turkish home waters. 

The position of Italy to-day is one of the most ludi¬ 
crous in which any all-conquering Power—as the Italians 
would have us believe they are—has ever been placed. 
Six months ago, in one of my earliest dispatches sent 
from Tripoli, I stated that 44 Italy has bitten off more 
than she can chew,” and the truth of this statement, 

which was derided in the Italian Press, has been amply 
proved by time. Italy annexed Tripoli by proclamation 
before she ever could really call a square foot of Tripo¬ 
litan soil her own, and Turkey to-day makes the with¬ 
drawal of this annexation proclamation a sine qua *on 
of any peace negotiations. Turkey is acting strictly 
within her rights in doing so. No nation has a right 
formally to announce the annexation of the territory of 
a neighbouring Power until it is actually occupied, and 
both the civil and military administrations are under her 
control. 

But how much of Tripoli can Italy call her own to-day, 
and how much will she ever be able to call her own? 
The Italian Army in North Africa, which now num¬ 
bers over one hundred thousand men, has not moved a 

mile inland, and is quite incapable of moving inland, to 
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attack the Arabs and the Turkish Regulars in the desert 
or at the desert oases. It remains shut up in the coast 
towns and in the narrow fringe of oases which surround 
most of them. The principal of these towns are Tripoli, 
Homs, Bengasi, Deraa, and Bomba, and in no single 
instance have the Italians, with the immensely superior 
forces at their disposal, been able to drive away the 
Turks and Arabs who harass the advance-posts from 
morning to night We read from time to time of the 
most desperate engagements in which the Italian troops 
are invariably victorious, and these are always followed 
by the announcement that 14 over 1,000 Turks and Arabs 
have been killed,” not to mention the vast numbers who 
must have been wounded; but it is a peculiarity of this 
war that in the Italian reports the killed are invariably 
more numerous than the wounded. I have made a careful 
calculation of the reported losses of the Turks and 
Arabs during the war, and at a rough computation the 
regular Turkish Army, which numbered barely nine 
thousand men at the beginning of the war, must have 
been wiped out nearly five times over by the Italian 
generals and by the Italian Press. Yet these heroes, who 
in theory should all be mouldering beneath the sands, 
continue to fight, and show not the smallest desire to 
make peace. It is, of course, impossible to calculate the 
numbers of Arab allies who have been slain, but accord¬ 
ing to the Italians some fifty thousand must have bitten 
the dust before their all-conquering legions. 

What a sordid farce the whole story is! The fictions 
which have been circulated by the Italian Government, 
and the manner in which the people of Italy have been 
misled and deceived, transcend the wildest flights of 
the imagination of Baron Munchausen. Compare for a 
moment the Italian official reports of great victories 
with the accounts of reliable eye-witnesses who have 
passed the last few months at the Turkish headquarters. 
They tell you that the position remains eternally the 
same; that the Italians rarely if ever attempt to come 
out of their entrenchments, and that the Turks are not 
in sufficient force to take the aggressive with any hope 
of success. Therefore the war has degenerated all along 
the coast-line into perpetual small affairs of outposts 
whenever the nomad Arabs, armed and encouraged by 
the Turks, decide to have a day’s sport. On my return 
from Tripoli in November last I stated that affairs had 
already reached a state of “ stalemate,” and that, there¬ 
fore, there was no particular reason why the war should 
ever come to an end unless Europe chose to intervene. 
Surely the hour for active European intervention has 
arrived. The Italians are endangering the peace of 
the Balkans by these “ street-urchin attacks ” on the 
Dardanelles, and by the seizure of islands in the Greek 
Archipelago, and they are only exasperating the Turks 
to further prolonged resistance, at the same time inflict¬ 
ing absolutely no harm on them. Italy, although 
claiming to be everywhere victorious, has everything to 
gain by peace, whereas Turkey has little or nothing to 
gain. The war is costing Italy several millions a week ; 
it is costing Turkey hardly a penny. The Italian fleet 
is being worn out by continually keeping the sea and by 
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the incessant discharge of twelve-inch guns at mounds of 
desert sand and wandering Arabs; the Turkish fleet 
is incapable of being worn out because it reached that 
stage some thirty odd years ago. The Italian people, in 
spite of the attempt to throw dust into the eyes of 
Europe, are heartily weary of a struggle devoid of profit 
and of glory; the Turkish people are everywhere en¬ 
thusiastic, and their determination to resist grows 
stronger day by day. The Italian conscript soldiers are 
disgusted with their long sojourn amidst the sands of 
Tripoli, and long to return; the sands of Tripoli are the 
natural home and happy hunting-ground of the Arab. 
If the war continues during the hot summer months the 
Italian armies cooped up in insanitary camps will suc¬ 
cumb by thousands to dysentery, cholera, and enteric; 
whereas the activity of the Turks and Arabs will in¬ 
crease rather than diminish, and they will be almost 
immune from disease in the open desert Italy is every¬ 
where regarded as a public disturber of the European 
peace ; she has not a genuine friend in Europe; Turkey, 
having been unjustly attacked, can play the r61e of 
injured innocence, which suits her diplomacy admirably. 

It will be seen, therefore, that Italy, far from having 
been victorious, is faced with financial disaster if the 
war continues much longer, whereas no harm can come 
to Turkey. Let a peace just to both sides be arranged 
on the following basis: Italy to remain in possession 
of certain of the principal ports and let Turkey receive 
a substantial indemnity. Let Italy withdraw her pre¬ 
mature annexation proclamation, and allow the Sultan 
to retain his nominal suzerainty, and thus save the face 
of the Young Turkish Party. The result of a Treaty on 
these lines would be this: The Turks would receive 
some much-needed cash, and would at the same time 
be able to concentrate their army closer to Constan¬ 
tinople, as they would no longer have a division 
absolutely wasted in Northern Africa. Italy would have 
possession of the coast towns, and would be in nominal 
control of the country. The Arabs of the interior would 
remain free and independent, as they have ever been, 
and as they are likely to remain until Europeans have 
acquired the habit of living on dates amid the burning 

sands. 

The Shakespeare Festival—II 

ONE of the first things that strikes on the mind with 
pleasure, in these performances in the Memorial 

Theatre at Stratford-on-Avon, is the sudden music of 
the verse. Like a floating air, it attunes the blood to a 
certain mood, and its essential value may be perceived 
when it is discovered that that mood is the dominant of 
the action afoot. In other words, the verse is not heard 
as something merely in which the action is couched: as 
though it might indifferently be couched in poetry or 
in prose without loss to its import, and as though poetry 
chanced to be the happy, or unhappy, affectation of 
the Elizabethans, even as prose happens to be the 
honester method nowadays. In most London produc- 
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tions, to be frank, it is so; for there it is hard to dis¬ 
cover whether prose or verse is being spoken, or whether 
there is any music or rhythm at all. Consequently, 
many, even among those who have kept their faith in 
poetic drama, have fallen into the way of thinking that 
poetry is only a manner (or even a mannerism, perhaps!) 
of delivering drama, instead of being, as it is, a funda¬ 
mental way of conceiving drama. It is for this reason 
that a musical delivery of verse becomes so important. 
One realises at once that poetic drama moves on its own 
plane apart, with its own laws and its own inspiration; 
and that that plane has a mystical reference to the 
rhythmic inspiration and laws that sustain the universe. 

It is always thrilling to rediscover the obvious. It was 
thrilling, therefore, to discover that when Shakespeare 
wrote in lines he meant lines, and if he meant lines he 
meant that his audience should hear those lines, and not 
have them obliterated in an indiscriminate delivery. 
Even if its caesura should occur on the penultimate 
syllable of a line, its entity should be maintained in 
delivery—even if, on bad speaking, it create a sing-song. 
The very flow-over (in schoolman phrase, the enjamhc- 
ntent) is turned from a wise variation to a confusion 
if line-entity be forgotten. And such a rediscovery, 
with all the delight it brought in its train, is not the 
least of the achievements of the Benson company. For 
example, Mr. Randle Ayrton, in his admirable rendering 
of Enobarbus in “ Antony and Cleopatra ” on the 23rd, 
had it given to him to strike the needful dominant of 
the play in those lines that, like their occasion, “ age 
cannot wither nor custom stale”:— 

The barge she sat in, like a burnished throne. 
Burned on the water. 

Ill rendered, the level of the play had been lowered; 
but spoken as they were, in a rhythm of speech that was 

music, they not only gave the play its true pitch, but 
they made one realise the distinctive and separate char¬ 

acter of poetic drama. Not all the company, indeed, 
gave the music aright; and even those who caught what 
one might call the linear music failed sometimes to 
realise the paragraphic quality of great blank verse; yet 
the music was there, which is to say that the plays moved 

and lived in their proper air. 
It was particularly fitting that “Antony and Cleo¬ 

patra” should have been chosen for the night of the 
birthday anniversary. It is not the greatest of Shake¬ 
speare’s plays ; nor is it the most beautiful; but coming 
when it did in the order of his works it has a peculiar 
significance. The great solid strength of the “ Hamlet,” 
“ Othello,” and “ King Lear ” period had passed, while 
the restless and eager subtlety of the concluding period 
of his work had not yet come; and the mixture of the 
two produced a splendour of characterisation and 
a daring of metaphor and imagery that so re¬ 
veal their author’s power as to make the play 
indicative of him in quite a significant relation. 
This made its presentation on the 23rd a happy choice. 
Where, in dramatic literature, are there lines such as 
those to which we have just referred ? Where is another 
woman like Cleopatra? She-is perhaps the most diffi- 
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cult woman in drama adequately to depict In fact, it 
seems difficult to imagine her fully and completely ren¬ 
dered. On the one side there is the eager strength, 
the vivacity, running like mercury all ways; and on the 
other, a strong cold majesty. To control the two, and 
make them one, is almost beyond hope. Like all those 
whom we have seen render the part, Miss Dorothy Green 
left the latter half and confined her attention to display¬ 
ing the fascination of the first She succeeded splen¬ 
didly: her sinuous charm quite explained the great 
general’s fascination, even though the cold and fearful 
majesty were lacking. Similarly, Mr. Benson’s Antony 
did not capture the might of the man whose " legs be- 
strid the ocean,” and whose “reared arm crested the 
world.” It is questionable whether this could be done. 
Perhaps for this reason we have never yet heard any 
interpreter who has given pungency to what we con¬ 
sider Antony’s most characteristic words—when he 
cries: “ Fortune knows we scorn her most when most 
she offers blows.” To achieve the dignity of Antony, 
and get something of his strength, seems all that lies 
in the compass of interpretation—interpretation that 
must enter into an alien temperament before it can 
render it. This Mr. Benson did. Mr. Ayrton’s Enobar¬ 
bus we have already referred to. It was a strong, 
restrained piece of acting, given with all the humour 
proper to a character who is not only a soldier, but also 
a kind of Chorus to the play. 

It was in “ Hamlet ” that Mr. Benson excelled chiefly. 
As is well known, in this most discussed of plays be is 
not only content to be faithful to Shakespeare’s own 
constructive skill, but he gives it in full text—as it was 
not even given in the dramatist’s own day, to judge Irom 
the evidence of the Folio. Beginning at six it lasts till 
eleven, and during the larger part of that time Hamlet 
is on the scene. It adds not alone to the physical 
labour, but it increases the difficulty of interpretation. 
Therefore, to say that in no place does Mr. Benson 
make us feel the personality of the Prince inadequate 
for the perplexity of the play, is to say much. One thing 
particularly deserves all praise. His is not the cus¬ 
tomary fanciful interpretation of a man pre-occupied 
with abstract intellectual problems, such as Coleridge 
has created, more from himself than from Shakespeare 
Mr. Benson made us feel the simpler, more direct and 
therefore more dramatic, perplexity of a noble, highly 
sensitive and upright man faced by a problem that 
seems to defy an answer. Directly that answer comes, 
he is ready for his revenge; but before he can proceed 
to that, he must to his mother, to discover how far she 
is involved: and there, by the death of Polonius, he 
puts himself into the King’s hands, and is shipped to 
England. In showing that Hamlet’s nobility and sensi¬ 
tiveness was his bar to action, far more than any 
intellectual ratiocination, Mr. Benson made the play 
dramatically intense and alive. And when to 
that he added the fact that one was addressed 
directly by Shakespeare’s own scene-sequence and 

exquisite sense of juxtaposition, it will be rca' 
ised that though the performance was one 0 
some five hours, there was no fatigue or labour in d. 
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One could have wished, therefore, that “ Romeo and 
Juliet99 on Saturday afternoon had not been marred by 
interference with Shakespeare's act-arrangement. It is 
so simple a matter, too. As the present writer has at¬ 
tempted to show elsewhere, save in a few exceptions 
Shakespeare's act-arrangement was carefully thought 
out and consistently followed. The details are no 
present matter; but, briefly, the five acts respectively 
are nearly always arranged thus: Introduction, De¬ 
velopment, Crisis, Counter-Development, and Climax 
or Solution. Obviously, therefore, as the meeting of 
Romeo and Juliet concludes the introduction, that scene 
is the conclusion of the first act Similarly, as the killing 
of Tybalt is the opening of the Crisis, that scene is the 
first of the third act. So when Romeo leaves his Juliet 
to fly to Mantua, that is the conclusion of the Crisis, 
and, therefore, of the third act. But in the version as 
given, though the order of the scenes is adhered to, the 
re-arrangement of the acts mars wholly the balance and 
adjustment of the play. The world's greatest dramatist 
should be allowed to have his own way. Be sure, he 
knew his business pretty well As his plays stand, it is 
nearly always possible to place a scene into its proper 
act and its proper place in its act, without any refer¬ 
ence to the text, by a mere discovery of its value in the 
general movement, so careful is his craftsmanship. 

In the matter of the acting, Miss Green as Juliet de¬ 
serves more than passing mention; Mr. Murray Car¬ 
rington as Romeo did well with a part that scarcely 
suited him; while Mr. Ayrton’s Mercutio, particularly 
in the death-scene, was a remarkably fine achievement. 
Among other plays, Mr. Harry Caine as Bottom was a 
most excellent weaver, Mr. Balliol Holloway as Pistol 
an admirable braggadocio, Mr. Moffat Johnstone as 
good a Fluellen as he was the would-be wise old 
Polonius. As Ophelia Miss Ethel McDowall conceived 
well, yet needed a little restraint in delivery. But such 
comments, though they generally seem inadequate, can 
hardly command their place in the present instance. 
When it is remembered that some ten or twelve dif¬ 
ferent plays are given in succession, without repetition, 
once and sometimes twice a day, fault-finding and even 
discrimination are manifestly not in order. That the 
pleasure should be continuously unmixed with irritation 
under such circumstances is a thing that bespeaks con¬ 
siderable prowess and achievement in each and all of 
the actors. DARRELL Figgis. 

The “Ideal Homes” Exhibition 
E must with sadness confess to a feeling of keen 

disappointment as the result of our recent visit 
to Olympia. We had looked forward to investigating 
the delights of numberless cosy nooks, well ordered, 
harmonious parts of one comprehensive scheme; but 
in place of this we found chaos. For the central feature 
of the whole, the 14 Ideal House,” we have little but 
praise, although we feel bound to make one comment. 
To our taste the number of rooms in this house has been 
unduly multiplied at the expense of size. “ Dear little ” 
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dining-rooms, “dear little" drawing-rooms, and, above 
all, “ dear little99 bedrooms are all very well for marion¬ 
ettes, but for live human beings cramped bodies mean 
cramped minds. 

The architect has sought to give the building-owner 
too much for his money. So from the neat peacefulness 
of this little home we wandered forth once more into 
the outer chaos. Gas-cookers, electric-cookers, cookers 
and heaters utilising every conceivable source of radiant 
energy except that obsolete bug-bear, coal; lighting 
machines and cleaning machines—all no doubt of the 
highest utility—jostled and jarred one another in a 
frantic endeavour to attract attention. We enjoyed the 
privilege of listening to a lecture upon scientific carpet 
sweeping to the accompaniment of Handel's “ Largo,” 
charmingly rendered upon the piano-player. Very little 
ingenuity, we imagine, would be needed to combine the 
two instruments, thereby rendering it possible to clothe 
the function of dust-removal in the mantle of grand 
opera. 

With such thoughts in our bewildered brains did we 
wander onwards into the land of tulips and cheeses. If 
you have never been in the real Holland, no doubt it is 
very nice to know what that land of milk and bulb farms 
is like. Somehow we, to whom Holland and its inhabi¬ 
tants are dear, felt that this was but a caricature of the 
real thing. 

As to the numberless mechanical devices with which 
the body of the hall was crammed to overflowing, in so 
far as they make for greater cleanliness, we suppose they 
are to be commended. But are not all these things 
tending to make us more and more blind each day to the 
real beauty of conscientious craftsmanship? The 
ancient delight of our race in the workmanship of cun¬ 
ning hands seems almost vanished: not completely, for 
in the gallery, amidst a number of completely furnished 
rooms exhibited by native and foreign firms, mostly 
suffering from over-elaboration, was to be found the 
great redeeming feature of the exhibition—the “ Modem 
English Furniture ” section. “ That there is any work 
at all of this sort is wonderful, because it has been 
produced in direct antagonism to all the economic 
doctrines of the moment.” So speaks Mr. Quennell, the 
organising secretary of the section. Our hope is that 
this exhibition may do something towards converting 
people once more to the taste for what is intrinsically 
good, and then, in Mr. Quennell's own words, “ We may 
again produce beautiful things, and at the same time 
solve other problems as well.” 

Music 
« DURING the last week both opera houses have been 

open every night. Only one work which may¬ 
be described as at all unfamiliar has been heard—“ La 
Favorita” produced on Wednesday by Mr. Hammer- 
stein. Our great-grandfathers and grandfathers 
thought highly of “ La Favorita,” and “ Spirito gentil,” 
“O mio Fernando” and “A tanto amor” were as 
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familiar as household words. They now fulfil the useful 
but humbler function of serving as teaching pieces. The 
rest of the opera has been entirely forgotten, nor is it 
likely that Mr. Hammerstein’s experiment will make many 
people wish to remember it. Perhaps if the three chief 
parts had been in the hands of epoch-making artists a 
mild interest might have been created, but even the 
three principal numbers were not sung conspicuously 
well. Mme Doria is competent and experienced, but 
has not the qualities which would call to life a dead opera. 
The brilliant mounting will not make amends for the 
inherent weaknesses of the work. Any small chaAce 
which the opera might have had of appealing to opera- 
goers of a humbler kind was killed by the grand opera 
prices. 

At Covent Garden the Ring has dominated the 
scheme, and the only other work heard has been 44 La 
Boheme.” Mme Lipkowska is one of the most attractive 
Mimis we have seen, and the charm of her personality 
infused new life into the work. Mr. McCormack 
is making immense progress, and it is difficult to 
know where a more completely satisfying lyric tenor 
can be found to-day. The whole performance under 
Signor Campanini was unusually good in respect of 
atmosphere and completeness of detail, and if such a 
standard can be kept up throughout the season even the 
most fastidious will hive no ground for complaint 

The performance of the Ring has had one distinguish¬ 
ing feature, the entire absence of barking, coughing, or 
screaming among the singers. It may be said that to 
all intents and purposes every bar was sung, and well 
sung. This is not entirely due to the fact that the 
cast was very cosmopolitan, because some of the prin¬ 
cipal parts were taken entirely by German artists. There 
is no small cause for thankfulness in the reflection that 
a new generation of singers is springing up in Germany 
which realises how pernicious have been the heresies 
of those who sacrificed to the Moloch of “ Sprechge- 
sang” every consideration of musical phrasing and 
beauty of tone. First and foremost, Herr Van Rooy has 
not for many years sung as beautifully as he has during 
the last week, and Mme Kirkby Lunn’s singing of the 
Waltraute music was a sheer delight Herr Hensel’s 
Siegfried is a very vigorous piece of work, full of youth¬ 
ful energy in action and of artistic maturity in singing. 
He managed to preserve himself for the love duet in 
“ Siegfried ” better than most of his predecessors, many 
of whom have the outward appearance of much stronger 
physique. The Siegmund of Herr Cornelius was also 
vocally excellent, indeed, Wonderful, if we remember the 
many Siegmunds who perhaps sang one note in tune in 
each act, when they were in specially good voice. We 
had a new Brunnhilde and a new Sieglinde. Fraulein 
Gertrud Kappel, of Hanover, is a young artist who has an 
exceptionally good voice of the right dramatic timbre, 
who sings with great dramatic intensity, and phrases 
artistically. She is a womanly, rather than a heroic, 
Brunnhilde, but her acting at the end of “ Die Walkiire” 
and in the second act of “ Gotterdammerung ” was un¬ 
usually expressive. Mme Salzmann-Stevens has so far 
done nothing as well as she did Sieglinde, and her fare- 
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well to Brunnhilde in the third act was one of the most 
thrilling moments of the Ring. Dr. Rottenberg is an 
experienced and accomplished conductor, who brings 
out the lyrical beauties of the score with more success 
than its grandeur. He does not make one feel that it is 
a world-epic or a world-drama, and he does not quite 
convey to the hearer the essential unity of the whole or 
the impression of a relentless destiny shaping the ends 
of all the actors in the drama. His great merit is that 
he is careful of the singers. He is inclined to underrate 
the importance of the leitmotifs, making them rather 
part of the orchestral background than things which 
stand out clearly from it with strongly defined outlines. 
A Greek philosopher once said that the noblest fame 
that a woman could obtain was that she should not be 
talked about. To a certain extent this is true of the 
staging of the Ring; mistakes are very easy to make, 
and when made assume disproportionate importance. It 
is therefore high praise to say that not much need be 
written about it. It may, however, be worth considering 
whether it has not got into a groove, and whether the 
time for the process known in Germany as “ neu- 
einstudierung ” and “ neu-insznierung” is not at hand. 
It should surely be possible to look forward rather than 
always backward to 1876. 

Of Mr. Hammerstein’s other productions the most 
satisfactory has been that of 14 Romeo and Juliet,” for 
the youthful charm and grace of Miss Felice Lyne and 
the dramatic vigour of Mr. Orville Harrold helped to 
make a considerable impression on the hearers, and the 
scenery (which is that used by Miss Julia Neilson in her 
recent revival) is extremely artistic, while Mr. Emaldv 
is a conductor of distinct merit. 

The Theatre 
Three Plays at the Little Theatre 
THE credit for providing the most pleasant portion of 

last Sunday evening’s triple bill, under the direction 
and interpretation of the Adelphi Play Society, must go 
to Mr. Clifford Bax, whose lively little comedy, 44 The 
Poetasters of Ispahan,” was in very welcome contrast to 
the other two pieces. To Hallaj, a public letter-writer, 
come four tradesmen in the agonies of composing a 
poem to the beautiful Silvermoon, daughter of a wealthy 
jeweller. Halldj, in love with her himself, is bribed 
by each to 44 doctor ” the verse of the others, and the 
whole scheme, with the discomfited and amazed poets 
and the triumphant Hallij, was excellently amusing. 
Mr. Maurice Elvey has mastered the secret of quiet, 
forceful acting; to watch his play of expression while 
the pretty Silvermoon read the absurd verses was an 
education in the art, and his by-play with the ambitious 
rivals was just in the right spirit. As the competitors, 
Messrs. Ross Shore, Merefield, Cargill, and Nock did 
well, and Mr. J. Dale with Miss Bellairs took the parts 
of father and daughter with good effect. 
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The piece was preceded by “ The Cause of It All,” 
by Tolstoy, which failed to supply any reason for its 
existence, and followed by one of Strindberg’s jovial 
little plays in which a sex-problem and a suicide were 
banked up with discussions and arguments which 
seemed interminable It had its dramatic moments, and 
might be powerful were a third of the dialogue cut out; 
but grimness spread out so thinly becomes tiresome. In 
the very difficult title-part of “ Miss Julia ” Miss 
Octavia Kenmore succeeded admirably; Miss Jean 
Bloomfield and Mr. Frederick Groves supported her 
well. But why does not Mr. Maurice Elvey give us a 
few more plays in the vein of “ The Fantasticks,” which 
he interpreted so delightfully last year ? We are simply 
weary beyond words of morbid sex-problems and clever 
analyses of hornble situations, and we question very 
seriously whether their presentation is not a sheer waste 
of time and talent. 

The Pioneer Players 
The seats were very comfortable, the lady programme 
sellers very courteous and polite, and the audience 
extremely patient. These are the best words that we 
can bestow upon the production of 44 A Modern 
Crusader: A Dramatic Pamphlet in Three Acts,” pro¬ 
duced by the Pioneer Players at the King’s Hall, 
Covent Garden, on Tuesday afternoon. The first Act 
opens in a rectory garden, where a certain Dr. Thomas 
Lawson delivers a long tirade on vegetarianism. He 
is of opinion that the ordinary person’s diet consists of 
too much meat and too little milk, and that meals are 
very often taken because it is the custom to eat certain 
things at certain specified times whether we want 
them or not. In this latter idea we entirely agree 
with the young practitioner. The old adage 44 to eat 
when one is hungry and drink when one is dry” is 
probably the best rule to obey; but with regard to 
substituting milk for meat, we would point our young 
enthusiast to the healthy old age of some of our grand¬ 
parents who in their youth partook very freely of meat, 
and possibly washed it down—horrible thought!—with 
several glasses of strong ale. 

The second Act opens in a butcher’s shop, which was 
very realistically displayed. Mr. T. N. Weguelin as the 
butcher is delightful. He has our sympathy all the 
way through. He is a good, sensible man and presents 
a marked contrast to his anaemic little daughter, who is 
not a very healthy specimen of the beneficial effects of 
vegetarianism. A little mild love-making takes place, 
but can anyone be expected to feel enthusiastic on a 
milk or nut and parsley diet ? The tender passion, 
like all choice growths, requires some small amount of 
nourishment if it is to blossom well. 

In the last Act we are taken back to the Rectory 
Garden. A note of pathos is struck here. Mrs. 
Barrington, an invalid of many years, slowly fades away 
and breathes her last surrounded by all her friends. She 
leaves a large fortune for the promulgation of the 
principles of hygiene to be carried out by the hitherto 
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unsuccessful doctor. He is to have “ a model cottage, 
a beautiful wife, and a resident baby.” With these he 
is to tour the country—how it is not stated—until such 
time as the country sees fit to appoint “a Minister 
of Public Health with wide powers and a seat in the 
Cabinet.” 

The play is not morbid or objectionable; but there is 
so very little that is practicable in it, and we do not 
think that it is true to say that the health of country 
people is all on the surface. Of the acting we cannot 
say very much. We have already referred to Mr. T. 
N. Weguelin. Miss Doris Digby as Mrs. Barrington, 
the invalid, was very good indeed, and so was Mr., or 
Master, Douglas Murray as Freddy, the butcher’s boy. 
Some of the others required considerable prompting. 
Miss Lilian Hay had a part which did not suit her or 
which was beyond her powers, for she did not do at all 
well with it. Miss Inez Bensusan as Lady Lawson gave 
a very fair rendering of the outraged aunt. On the 
whole we think that in spite of Miss Hobson’s Crusade 
the palm will still be held by the butcher and his wares. 

To the Memory of Justin McCarthy 

LAST Saturday I stood in a shining field on the 
northern borders of London. Shining was it in 

the light of the sun, for though in the morning all the 
sky was grey with clouds and vexed with a cold wind, 
as the hours wore on there came a light that shone and 
pierced through the sad mists and dissolved them, and 
when noon was past all the dome that is above the 
world was a faery blue, and the sun glittered: the great 
primrose fire of the spring. There are skies that deepen 
into violet in the regions of the south where a flaming, 
burning sunlight glows on the white rocks of Provenqe, 
in the land where the cicada calls from the dark pines, 
odorous as incense in the fierce heat of the heavens; 
but over that garth in northern London the sky 
was delicate and pure and mystical, glimmering in its 
radiance as if it were seen through faintest, whitest 
veils. 

All round me was a place of tender, springing leaves, 
of sweet shades of opening green; and the song of a 
bird rose in the clear air, like a chant of joy and great 
thanksgiving. 

Upon these silver notes beat the summons of a bell; 
again and again it was repeated, and as the harsh tolling 
and the bird’s song rose together, I looked and there 
came a grave pomp towards the place where I was 
standing. First a boy in black and white lifted up a 
glittering cross; behind him a figure clad in a cloak 
also of black and white, whose lips moved incessantly; 
the faint murmur of words in an old tongue came across 
the stillness. On the one side of this figure walked one 
who bore a vessel of pure water, on the other a youth 
carried fire and frankincense ; and here, after the teach¬ 
ing of Pater, I found the natural things of the earth 
exalted; common water and common spices raised, as 
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it were, to their highest power: no longer common, but 
serving as symbols of eternal mysteries. And behind 
these sacred ministers came the flower-laden coffin and 
the mourners; they were bringing the body of Justin 
McCarthy to its place of rest, beside his wife. 

Ne in/res in judicium servo tuo, Domine. 

The priest in his cope and stole of black and silver 
stood at the head of the open grave, and began to 
utter in sonorous and solemn Latin the last supplica¬ 
tions for the dead. I heard him marshalling the host of 
heaven in aid of the departed soul; with a reiterated 
summons he bade the chorus of the angels and the 
archangels come to the assistance of him who had 
passed through the deep waters of death. With them 
the martyrs in their dyed robes, with them the shining 
saints, all who had come through great tribulation and 
had obtained the white vestments of immortality; all 
were gathered by the invocation of this final rite to be 
the sponsors and patrons of the dead in the courts of 
the undying. 

The blue incense smoke rose into the sunlight; the 
holy water was sprinkled into the darkness of the 
grave; the last requiescat was uttered, and Justin 
McCarthy’s body was committed to the earth sub signo 
crucis. 

• • • • • 

I was glad to be present at this funeral, I am glad to 
write this record of it as a token of respect for one 
whom I only knew in his latter years, when the battle 
of his life was over, and he was slowly and gently pass¬ 
ing out of the turmoil and the struggle and the 
unceasing labours of a busy life. Justin McCarthy, I 
am sure, was a man of the clearest and the strongest 
convictions; and all his days he had followed these 
convictions with the utmost honesty. He was a party 
man, but he rose above the mists of party; for he him¬ 
self, Nationalist as he was, spoke to me in terms of the 
utmost admiration of Lord Beaconsfield as one who 
always strove to do what was right. All friends of the 
dead, however humble and obscure, are suffered to send 
their flowers and their wreaths, and so I, an obstinate 
Tory for whom Home Rule is a foolish dream and 
Liberalism an utter delusion, here lay my wreath on the 
grave of Justin McCarthy, Nationalist and Liberal. 

A. M. 

At St. Stephen’s Shrine 
By a Regular Devotee. 

WITH characteristic cynicism the Government 
decided to postpone the division on the first 

reading of the Welsh Disestablishment Bill until Thurs¬ 
day night. The motive was, of course, obvious, and to 
do them justice they did not take the trouble to explain 
away their own inconsistency and insincerity. All the 
Nationalist Members were away on Monday and Tues¬ 
day at the so-called Irish National Convention, which 
was held in Dublin, and in the absence of John Red¬ 

mond’s henchmen there was no certainty of a majority 
for the Bill. In other words, the Nationalist vote was 
needed to decide the fate of the Anglican Church in 
Wales. This in any case is grossly unjust, seeing that 
those Members of Parliament are notoriously unable to 
take a sympathetic view of the teaching and work of 
the Church in this country; but the cynical tyranny of 
the Liberal Government in this matter appears fully 
when it is remembered that these same Nationalists are 
by the Home Rule Bill precluded from acting as arbiters 
on the question of Church Establishment in Ireland. 
The Cabinet brands them, with their own consent, as 
unfit in their own country to exercise that power which 
it invites them to use dishonestly in Britain in order 
that the Government may be kept in office and secure 
a party victory by treachery of the most shameless 
kind. 

So on Wednesday, with the Irish Benches empty, we 
proceeded to discuss the Civil Service Estimates and 
the Insurance Act; but before settling down to work 
there was a heated argument as to how much time was 
to be given to the second reading of the Home Rule 
Bill Mr. Lloyd George announced that the Govern¬ 
ment were prepared to give six days, at which state¬ 
ment there were loud howls of protest, and Sir Edward 
Carson, who is getting more and more impatient, inter¬ 
rupted Lloyd George in a way that caused the Speaker 
to “ take exception to the method of his interruption.” 

Mr. Harry Foster continued to comment on the way 
the Insurance Act was being worked. He was relieved 
of his duties as Whip in order that he would be able to 
lead the criticisms of the Bill, and he has made himself 
thoroughly familiar with the complicated details. Mr. 
Charles Bathurst, an equally painstaking critic, opined 
rather cruelly that if the Chancellor would keep off the 
public platform for twelve months the task of the Com¬ 
missioners would be ten times easier than it was. On 
the closure being applied the Government majorities 
sunk to 59, 58, and 88. 

The evening was devoted to a private Member’s 
motion, and Major White moved that some legislation 
was required to stop irresponsible people starting in¬ 
stitutions called “ Banks.” Anyone with £30 could now 
fix on his house a brass plate inscribed “ Bank,” and 
carry on the business without interference. The House 
was not interested, and at nine-twenty was counted out. 
The private Member has been treated so badly in recent 
years by successive Governments that the House as ; 
whole prefers an evening off to an academic debate. 
however useful. 

The questions on the Titanic and the action of 
the American Senate Committee still take up consider¬ 
able time during Questions. The case of the Parts 
was quoted, where the captain, after being wrecked on 
the Manacles off the Cornish coast, declined to giv< 
any information before the British Inquiry on tin 
ground that he was an American citizen. Members d« 
not seem to object so much to the inquiry as to the 
methods employed by a Chairman who is obvioush 
quite unfitted for his position. After thinking last week 
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that water-tight compartments were safes into which 
passengers could creep for safety, he now admits that 
he does not know if 48 degrees Fahrenheit is above 
zero or not, fancied mud and stones were component 
parts of icebergs, and that the bows were one and the 
head the other end of a vessel Ignorance so colossal is 
causing contemptuous irritation to grow in a way that 
may complicate the question very much. 

On Thursday the Irish dribbled back from their Con¬ 
vention, although, by the way, I discovered later on that 
a considerable number did not go. They had received 
instructions to stay behind because the Whips feared a 
snap division on Wednesday! Lloyd George was in 
fine fighting form and spoke with all the rancour pos¬ 
sible for an hour and a half. He is, of course, a Welsh 
Nonconformist, and spoke with far more sincerity than 
Mr. McKenna. He ignored the argument of the Church 
in England and Wales, and trotted out all the unhis- 
torical views of what took place at the Reformation, 
which he knows quite well have been exploded long ago. 
He next bludgeoned the Cecils and told Lord Hugh 
that he was no better than a Baptist from the Roman 
point of view. He worked himself up into such a state 
that Lord Robert said: 44 This isn’t Limehouse,” which 
caused Mr. Swift MacNeil to indulge in what the late 
Colonel Sanderson once described as 44 guerilla warfare.” 
He roared out in his Simian way something about the 
Cecils having grown rich on the lands of the Roman 
Catholic Church. Whatever may be said of some noble 
families, this is not true of the Cecils. I never saw Lord 
Robert so angry in my life. He shouted at the Chan¬ 
cellor that he would never have dared to use such taunts 
against his family if he had not known that he had 
already spoken and therefore could not defend himself. 
Lloyd George, seeing that he had gone too far, said 
he could not understand such anger, and cleverly turned 
it off with a laugh. 

Ormsby Gore added to his growing reputation by a 
spirited defence. George Wyndham saw the Bill was 
designed to rob Peter without paying Paul. Ellis 
Griffiths wound up the debate for the Government in a 
really splendid speech which surprised new members. 
Although he is handsome in a way he looks heavy, and 
those who do not know him would never think him an 
orator. He speaks rarely now, but when he does the 
House always pays him the compliment of listening 
earnestly. He delivered a really fine speech, marred, in 
the opinion of some, by a prayerful peroration which 
was out of taste in a political debate. But for the Irish 
the majority would have been two. With their help 
it was only 78—and as we trooped out some opined that 
the Bill had served its purpose and would not be heard 
of again, but I am not so sure. The Whipping for the 
Unionists was excellent, only one man was not ac¬ 
counted for. 

On Friday a private Bill was read a second time to 
abolish half time in schools. The agriculturists pro¬ 
tested, and Sir Frederick Banbury objected to legisla¬ 
tion by reference, and 41 this artful attempt of the 
Government to smuggle through the measure as a 
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private Member’s Bill and then take it up themselves”; 
but all in vain, the motion to reject was beaten by 124. 

On Monday there was another avalanche of questions 
and supplementary questions on the Titanic disaster; 
some wise and otherwise. In the Committee on Ways 
and Means Mr. Pretyman roundly accused the Chan¬ 
cellor of levying increment duty when he had no 
Parliamentary authority for so doing, and rubbed in the 
point that he had spent £686,000 in collecting £6,250. 

Several Members next became inquisitive to know 
what Mr. Lloyd George intended to do with the 
£6,000,000 surplus if it was not required for the Navy. 
Every effort was made to force him to a pledge, and it 
was roundly asserted that he had used the Navy as a 
cloak for the moment and later on he would spend it 
on 14 sops” for electoral purposes. Mr. Lloyd George 
was at his best in his reply; he showed all his old 
dexterity. He declined to pledge himself to anything, 
a decision which even some of the Radicals could not 
stomach, so the Government majority fell to 47—a 
result which was received with loud Unionist cheers. 

On Tuesday Mr. Harold Smith brought in a semi- 
facetious Bill to amend the Parliament Act on the 
question of the Preamble which was a lie. To the 
surprise of everyone the Speaker called on Mr. Bottom- 
ley, who spoke in mock tones on behalf of the Govern¬ 
ment, even in places mimicking the tones and terms of 
Mr. Asquith—who was present and grinned uneasily. 
The House rocked with laughter, and I am a little sur¬ 
prised that the Speaker did not stop it 

The debate on the Second Reading of the Home 
Rule Bill commenced dully. Walter Long made an ex¬ 
cellent speech, but it did not have the fire of his previous 
oration. Winston read nearly the whole of his speech. 
Mr. Cave, K.C., made the speech of the evening—quiet, 
earnest and deadly. 

Notes and News 
The Drama Society will give the first performance 

of Mr. Richard Le Gallienne’s tragedy, 44 Orestes,” at 
the Boudoir Theatre, 12B, Pembroke Gardens, Earl’s 
Court, on Monday afternoon, May 6. 

A volume entitled 44 Colour in Dress,” by the well- 
known author of many works on ornamental and decora¬ 
tive art—G. A. Audslev, LL.D.—is being prepared for 
immediate publication by Messrs. Sampson Low, Mars- 
ton and Co., Ltd. 

Sir Arthur Clay’s authoritative volume on 44 Syndical¬ 
ism and Labour,” which during the past weeks of 
economic confusion has been very much in demand, 
will shortly be issued, by Mr. Murray, in cheap, con¬ 
venient shilling form, slightly abridged. 

Messrs. Holden and Hardingham will have ready im¬ 
mediately a third and popular edition of Mr. Frank T 
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Bullen’s novel, “ A Bounty Boy.” The book is in crown 
8vo, 360 pages, cloth gilt, with a striking three-coloured 
picture jacket by Harold C. Earnshaw. 

His Majesty the King has honoured Mr. Charles 
Hannaford by purchasing a water-colour drawing (No. 
23) entitled “ Summer Haze, St Michael's Mount, Corn¬ 
wall,” from his Exhibition of Water-Colours of “ Dart¬ 
moor and Cornwall/* now on view' at Walker's Galleries, 
118, New Bond Street, W. 

Messrs. Maunsel and Co., Ltd., of Dublin, the pub¬ 
lishers of the works of J. M. Synge, and of other notable 
books by Irish writers, inform us that they are extend¬ 
ing the scope of their business so as to include in their 
catalogue works by British and American authors gene¬ 
rally, and that they have now opened London offices at 
Oaxley House, Bloomsbury Street, W.C. 

Professor R. Duncan Taylor has sent his new' work, 
* The Composition of Matter and the Evolution of 
Mind/* to England for publication by The Walter Scott 
Publishing Co., Ltd., who also announce “ Contemporary 
French Poetry/' a new volume just added to the “ Can¬ 
terbury Poet *’ series. Its author is Professor Jethro 
Bithelf, M.A., who prepared the two companion volumes 
on contemporary German and Belgian poetry. 

Mr. Hammerstein is arranging a series of matinees 
to members of the musical profession and their pupils, 
for which specially reduced prices will be fixed. In 
pursuance of his policy of discovering and exploiting 
native talent, Mr. Hammerstein is organising a commit¬ 
tee of selection, composed of representative musicians, 
to hear unknown singers, and, if satisfactory, recommend 
them for appearances at the London Opera House. 

The third batch of five volumes of the “ Swanston ” 
Stevenson will be published by Messrs. Chatto and 
Windus on the 29th inst. The contents of these 
volumes include “ Catriona,” “ The Master of Ballan- 
trae," “The Wrecker/' the complete Poems, and the 
Plays. They will also issue on May 9 the first important 
work of Mr. Gilbert Frankau, the son of the novelist 
who is known as “ Frank Danby.” 

Messrs. Stanley Paul and Co. announce that in future, 
commencing with the May issue, they will publish The 
Librarian and Book World, the first number of w’hich 
appeared under the title of The Librarian about tw'o 
years ago. The journal, in which several new features 
are being introduced, is an independent one, and repre¬ 
sentative of the whole profession, and should prove in¬ 
dispensable to the librarian, publisher, bookseller, and 
book-buyer alike. 

Messrs. A. and C. Black are publishing immediately 
“ How to use the Microscope,” by the Rev. Chas. A. 
Hall, a book written for the guidance of readers who 
have little or no acquaintance with the microscope, but 
are desirous of making good use of that instrument; the 
official biography of W. Robertson Smith, the great 
theologian and Orientalist, who died in 1894, and a 
volume of his Lectures and Essays; and Mrs. Russell 

Barrington's book, “Through Greece and Dalmatia,” 
illustrated from her own photographs and drawings. 

Mr. Murray will publish next week the autobiography 
of the Begam of Bhopal. It will be remembered that 
the Begam visited this country to take part in the 
Coronation of the King, and doubtless there will be 
much public interest in this life-story of one whose 
personality last June greatly impressed the popular 
imagination. Within a week or two Mr. Murray will 
also publish the Life of the First Duke of Ormonde, 
on which Lady Burghclere has been engaged for some 
time, and Mrs. Atherton’s new novel, “Julia France and 
Her .Times.” 

Messrs. George Routledge and Sons, Ltd., will shortly 
issue “ Introductions to the Poets/' by F. W. Rawnsley, 
M.A., each chapter giving a brief biography of the 
poet with a history of his principal works and selected 
examples from them. The same firm will also publish 
English editions of the following important American 
text-books:—“Society and Politics in Ancient Rome ” 
and “ The Common People of Ancient Rome, Studies 
of Life and Literature/' by F. F. Abbott, Prof, of 
Classics, Princeton University; and “ The Universities 
of Ancient Greece,” by J. W. H. Walden. 

The Library Assistants’ Association met at the 
British Museum on Wednesday, April 17, at 3 p.m. Mr. 
G. K. Fortescue, LL.D., Keeper of the Printed Books, 
delivered an address on “ The Library of the British 
Museum,” which was followed by a tour of the Library 
and Reading Room, and an inspection of some of the 
working processes of the Library, exhibited in Mr. 
Fortescue’s private room. A vote of thanks to Mr. 
Fortescue for his cordial welcome, and his interesting 
address, terminated the meeting. The next meeting is 
fixed for May 15, at the Public Library, Wandsworth, at 
7.30 p.m. 

For the third year in succession Messrs. John Long, 
Ltd., have been entrusted, by the management of 
Covent Garden, with the publication of the Royal Opera 
Grand Season Souvenir. Part One will be published at 
an early date, and will contain synopses of all the operas 
to be produced this season, together with portraits and 
biographies of the artists. This will be attractively pro¬ 
duced in a decorative art cover, the design of which em¬ 
braces a reproduction of Varge’s famous portrait of 
Wagner. Part Two will deal exclusively with the Rus¬ 
sian ballet and the dancers, and will be published in 
June. 

Messrs. Jack announce that a volume on Home Rule 
by Mr. L. G. Redmond Howard, a nephew of Mr. John 
Redmond, M.P., will be included in the second dozen of 
“ The People’s Books/* to be issued on May 15. There 
will be a preface by Mr. Robert Harcourt, M.P. The 
other volumes will be “ The Foundations of Science,” by 
W. G. D. W'hetham, M.A., F.R.S.; “ Inorganic Chemis¬ 
try/* by Professor E. C. C. Baly, F.R.S.; “ Radiation,” 
by P. Phillips, D.Sc.; “ Lord Kelvin,” by A. Russell, 
M.A., D.Sc.; “ Huxley,” by Professor G. Leighton, 
M.D.; “ The Growth of Freedom,” by H. W. Nevin- 
son; “Julius Caesar/' by Hilary Hardinge; “England 
in the Middle Ages,” by Mrs. E. O’Neill, M.A.; 
“Francis Bacon/' by Professor A. R. Skemp, M.A.; 
“ The Brontes/' by Miss Flora Masson; “ A Dictionary 
of Synonyms,” by Austin K. Gray, B.A. 
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Imperial and Foreign Affairs 
By Lancelot Lawton. 

THE NEW CHINA. 

HE long-deferred speech of M. Sazonoff, the 
Russian Minister for Foreign Affairs, was de¬ 

livered in the Duma on Friday last, and on Tuesday 
Count Berchtold, the Austrian Minister for Foreign 
Affairs, also reviewed the general situation. In both 
these declarations it is possible to trace a distinct note 
of nervousness in regard to the future, a circumstance 
which, taken in conjunction with the disquieting events 
that are shaping themselves throughout the world, 
cannot otherwise than give rise to feelings of anxiety. 
M. Sazonoff dealt at some length with affairs in China, 
where for the moment Russian interests are more vitally 
affected than in any other sphere. His utterances 
afforded striking confirmation of the prophetic an¬ 
nouncements which from time to time have been made 
in these columns. That Northern Mongolia has come 
largely under Russian influence, if not protection, is 
already a fact accomplished. M. Sazonoff now says, 
with unmistakable significance, that South Manchuria 
gravitates towards the South Manchuria Railway zone, 
which belongs to Japan, and that Eastern Mongolia 
comes within the Manchurian area. 

A declaration of this kind, though general in charac¬ 
ter, clearly portends a definite line of action. Manchuria 
and the greater part of Mongolia are destined to fall 
a prey to Russia and Japan. The question naturally 
arises as to what action will be taken by other Powers 
in the direction of seeking compensation. In view of 
the active manifestation of the Imperial spirit in Ger¬ 
many it may be predicted that the opportunity of 
strengthening the Teutonic grasp upon Shantung will 
not be lost. Great Britain has already surrendered her 
privileges in the Yangtze region, but in any case she 
would find it irksome to pursue a policy of aggression 
in the birthplace of Republican ideals. There are many 
authorities on India who advocate the absorption of 
Tibet This outlying dependency is at present in a 
state of disorder, and sooner or later, apart altogether 
from considerations of High Policy, we may be called 
upon to intervene solely for the protection of our com¬ 
mercial interests. 

It is to be deeply deplored that the question of the 
dismemberment of China, as a consequence of foreign 
aggression, should be in the air when the Chinese 
themselves are beginning to exhibit genuine signs of 
self-governing capacity. The recent meeting of the 
Advisory Council and the statesmanlike address de¬ 
livered by Yuan Shih-kai has given an effective answer 
to those gloomy critics who averred that the country 
was in a state of irremediable chaos, and who referred 
in contemptuous terms to the peril of the little know¬ 
ledge possessed by upstart students in whose hands 
were placed the destinies of four hundred millions of 
people, as compared with the wisdom and experience of 
the mandarins of the old regime. Dr. Morrison de¬ 
scribed the meeting of the Advisory Council as simple, 
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quiet, and dignified. “No one,” he added, “ seeing these 
earnest, well-educated men aspiring to raise their country 
to the rank of highly developed Western nations, and 
contrasting them with the antiquated reactionaries who. 
in the past misgoverned this country, could share the 
pessimism of those critics in Europe who condemn the- 
Republic as hopeless within three months of its mar¬ 
vellous inauguration. Certainly the conditions in the 
interior, due to the change of government and the- 
lawlessness of the troops, have been in many provinces, 
deplorable, but there is no reason to fear that they are 
irremediable. The situation is getting under control; 
the forces tending towards consolidation are infinitely 
stronger than those making for disintegration.” 

Another correspondent contrasted the scene with the 
meetings of the National Assembly half a year ago.. 
Then, grey-bearded men in flowing silken robes and 
with a seignorial air were protesting passionately 
against the employment of force in the Yangtze Valley. 
To-day, beardless youths in European frock-coats sat 
quietly listening to the opening address of the Presi¬ 
dent, which was almost entirely concentrated on finance. 
From all that he saw on this historic occasion the corre¬ 
spondent came to the striking conclusion that, provided 
the money is forthcoming, the future of this Republic 
may unroll as marvellously as that of France after 1789. 
The President drove to the old Senate House with a 
cavalry escort, and through streets lined with six 
thousand infantry. The demeanour of the soldiery did 
not bear out the stories of continued disaffection in their 
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ranks. In appearance they were described as smart and 
alert The address of the President boldly attacked the 
root of China’s plight, the need for drastic financial 
reform. He announced that the Government was nego¬ 
tiating with the Powers with a view to an increase of 
the customs tariff, the abolition of likin, and the reduc¬ 
tion of export taxes. The resultant increase in revenue 
he estimated would be sufficient to meet the charges on 
outstanding foreign loans. Then the land regulations 
were to be revised, proper surveys conducted, a new 
scale of equitable taxation introduced, a unified system 
of currency created, a uniform standard of weights and 
measures adopted, and the mining laws reformed. 

The world has yet to realise the full extent of the 
financial potentialities of China. For the sake of illus¬ 
tration let us take the most promising source of revenue, 
the land. Sir Robert Hart calculated that one half of 
the superfices of land capable of paying a tax would 
produce an annual revenue of four hundred million taels. 
It was his opinion that a complete reform in the admini¬ 
stration and collection of the Land Tax could be 
accomplished in all the eighteen provinces within a 
period of three years, and he estimated that at the end 
of that time the yield would be sufficient to meet all 
annual expenditures of the State. With a wise and 
honest Administration in power the financial future of 
China is assured. Meanwhile the timely announcement 
is made that the representatives of the six Powers in¬ 
terested in the forthcoming loan of sixty millions 
sterling have arrived at a satisfactory arrangement in 
regard to the complication that arose as a consequence 
of China having contracted a loan, during the negotia¬ 
tions, with an Anglo-Belgian group. Thus China is 
about to be relieved of her temporary embarrassment, 
but well-grounded fears are expressed in some quarters 
that when disclosed the terms of the loan contract will 
constitute a very effective check upon her material 
progress in the large sense which this term implies. 
It is known already that the groups involved in the 
transaction have insisted upon a monopoly of the right 
to finance China. This monopoly carries with it what is 
virtually the power to dictate terms, and has the privi¬ 
lege of the diplomatic support of six Governments, in¬ 
cluding that of Great Britain, so directed as to secure 
their diplomatic aims and ends. Consequently the con¬ 
clusion is compelled that the European Concert, with 
the inclusion of an Oriental fiddler in the form of 
Japan, has been revived in China. In this instance, 
however, it bears closely the character of an inter¬ 
national business syndicate whose directors are 
Ministers-Plenipotentiary and Bankers. The experi¬ 
ment is certainly an interesting one, but we do not 
expect that an attempt to reconcile international no 
less than commercial jealousies in China will be any 
more successful than has proved to be the case in 
others parts of the world. 

Japan and Russia are obviously frightened at the 
prospect of an enlightened and progressive China. Both 
these Powers are anxious as to the employment of the 
new loan. They stipulate that no money shall be 
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utilised in such a manner as to assail their special in¬ 
terests, and they seek to restrict the sums that shall be 
devoted to military purposes. The mere fact that part 
of the loan proceeds are urgently required for the dis¬ 
bandment of no less than 850,000 troops in the field 
is not without its significance as an indication of China s 
potential strength. 

Motoring and Aviation 

THE week-end flying competitions arranged among 
themselves by the aviators at Brooklands have 

become such a popular feature that it has been decided 
to organise the sport of week-end aviation into more 
definite shape by the formation of a Club, called the 
Brooklands Aero Club. Every Saturday and Sunday 
throughout the season competitions will be held for 
prizes presented by the Brooklands Automobile Racing 
Club, the events consisting of relay races, cross-country 
races, bomb-throwing competitions, quick-starting com¬ 
petitions, and alighting competitions. A strong com¬ 
mittee, which will work in conjunction with the pro¬ 
prietors of Brooklands, has been appointed to see that 
the competitions are carried out in a regular and satis¬ 
factory manner, and with the rapidly growing popularity 
of flying contests in this country there is every reason to 
expect that the venture will be a great success. The 
new Club constitutes an addition to the group of clubs 
having their headquarters at Brooklands and working in 
conjunction with the Brooklands Automobile Racing 
Club, the others being the British Motor-Cycling Racing 
Club and the Brooklands Lawn Tennis Club, the latter 
of which was founded during the winter. At one time 
it almost appeared that the Brooklands speculation 
would prove a costly failure, but the great improvements 
introduced for the convenience of spectators during the 
last year or two, and the addition of flying exhibitions 
and contests to the regular motor-racing programmes, 
have completely altered the position. There is now 
every likelihood that Brooklands will soon be regarded 
as one of the principal sporting centres of the country. 

An interesting point in connection with police traps 
arose at Kingston last week in the hearing of a case in 
which one of the patrols employed by the A.A. and 
M.U. was charged with obstructing the police in the 
execution of their duty. It transpired, according to the 
evidence of the police, that the defendant rode through 
the “ control ” (the section of the road included in the 
trap) while the officers were timing cars near Sandown 
Park Gates, and motioned to a car that was being 
timed by them, with the result that the car slowed 
down. A similar warning was subsequently given to 
two other cars, one of which was stated to be running 
at quite 30 miles an hour. The defence was undertaken 
by the A.A. and M.U., and Mr. Harker, the Associa¬ 
tion’s legal representative, called no evidence, but sub¬ 
mitted that the Bench had no power to convict unless 
the police could prove that when the cars were warned 
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) 
In the Temple of Mammon they were being driven at a speed of over 20 miles an 

hour. The magistrates dismissed the summons. The 

case is worth recording, if only as showing the import¬ 

ance of being defended by solicitors who are 

experienced in motor litigation. In this case the Asso¬ 

ciation was defending its own servant, but its members 

are equally entitled to expert defence, without cost to 

themselves. There are so many incidents which may 

arise at any time in the pursuit of motoring which are 

not specifically provided for in the Motor Car Act, and 

so many cases have consequently to be decided upon 

precedent and magisterial discretion, that the ordinary 

solicitor cannot be regarded as competent to deal with 

them to the best advantage of his client; while for the 

motorist to attempt his own defence is usually tanta¬ 
mount to inviting a conviction. 

Among the British firms who are competing in the 

forthcoming race for the French “Grand Prix,” the 

Vauxhall people deserve mention for having decided to 

entrust their interests and reputation to British drivers. 

They have had many offers of services from well-known 

French racing motorists, but these have been declined, 

and the three Vauxhalls will be driven by Mr. A. J. 

Hancock, Mr. W. Watson, and Mr. Harry Ferguson 

respectively, with Mr. Percy Lambert, of Brooklands 

racing fame, as a reserve. Broadly speaking, French 

drivers have had more experience of high-speed work 

on roads than their British confreres, but there will be 

no lack of skill, nerve, or determination among the 

Vauxhall team. Mr. Hancock has won outright 28 out 

of the 45 contests in which he has taken part. Mr. 

Watson is famous as the winner of the “ 4-inch ” race in 
the Isle of Man, and on two occasions, when competing 

for the Graphic Cup, he has beaten the crack drivers 

sent over specially from the Continent. Mr. Ferguson is 

perhaps better known as a successful racing motor¬ 

cyclist, having won some 25 speed and hill-climbing 

contests in that branch of sport in 1905, when he first 

took it up, and 1906, when he deserted it for motoring 

proper; but he is also a clever car-driver, and is quite 

at home on a Vauxhall. Like Mr. Conway Jenkins and 

Mr. James Valentine, who will also compete in the 

44 Grand Prix ” race, Mr. Ferguson is a competent avia¬ 

tor, and holds an air pilot’s certificate of proficiency. 

The 12 h.p. De Dion Bouton accomplished a remark¬ 
able performance—witnessed by the present writer— 

on Sunday last With a load of eight adult passengers, 

six inside and two standing on the footboards, the little 

car mounted the famous test hill at Cudham, which has 

a gradient of I in 4, and only just failed to carry its 

heavy burden round the awkward bend at the extreme 

top, two of the passengers having to alight at the critical 

spot. Most motorists are probably acquainted with the 

really formidable nature of the climb, and it was really 

too much to ask any 12 h.p. car to negotiate it with 

eight up. After this partial failure, however, the De 
Dion was tried again with six up—all men of average 

weight—and on this occasion it accomplished its difficult 

task with perfect ease, and obviously with some power 

in reserve. R. B. H. 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 
queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

WE are passing through a 19-day account, in which 
there has been a Stock Exchange holiday. There¬ 
fore one is not surprised that the markets have 

been dull. Everybody wanted to take their profit at the 
same time, with the usual result. Until most of the 
“ bull ” accounts are liquidated, 1 do not think we can 
expect a good market. A few new issues have appeared. 
Messrs. Sperlings have been busy, and offered us a million 
and a half of 5 per cent, bonds at 92^ in the Empire 
District Electric Company. The name sounds most im¬ 
portant, but the district is hardly so important as its 
name. The net earnings for six months do not encourage 
one to apply for the issue. The other proposition of 
Messrs. Sperlings is interesting, inasmuch as it offers us 
a share in a new fertiliser called calcium cyanamid. It 
is made from coke and lime combined in an electric oven 
with nitrogen. It contains 20 per cent, of nitrogen, and 
when mixed with the soil releases this nitrogen for the 
benefit of the plants. The net earnings of the company 
are estimated at 150,000 dollars. At present the only 
plant working in America is at Niagara, but another plant 
is to be erected at Alabama, and when this is finished 
16 per cent, is expected to be earned on the common 
stock. Naturally, such a company is very speculative. 
The City of Winnipeg asked, but did not get the public 
to apply, for ^“960,000 4 per cent, bonds at 98. 
This is a sound investment, although not particu¬ 
larly cheap. Mr. Sandow has turned his cocoa business 
into a limited company. He is a remarkably clever 
man, and he has associated with him in the business 
Mr. Gamage, who is also a good man of business. But 
the prospectus is extremely vague as to past earnings, and 
anyone w'ho takes shares must understand that they are 
in for a gamble. The Anglo-Canadian Finance ask us 
to subscribe for 94,000 shares at 10s. each at is. premium, 
which is only a small matter, and no doubt the friends 
of the directors will find the necessary money. Messrs. 
Brown, Shipley and Co. offered us ^600,000 4 per cent, 
debentures in the Trust and Land Company of Canada 
at 96 per cent. This is an old-established concern, and 
since 1851 the dividend on the paid-up share capital has 
averaged nearly per cent, per annum. The stock is, 
therefore, a sound security. 

Money.—Money appears to be growing more plentiful, 
and some people are talking of a reduction in the Bank 
Rate. But, as I said last week, everything depends upon 
Berlin. There is no reason why the Bank Rate should 
not be reduced, except the good accounts that we receive 
from America, where it is said that trade is rapidly im¬ 
proving. The Argentine appears to be obtaining all the 
money it needs without interfering with London. There 
are no other demands of any importance, and if specula¬ 
tion here dies down, a reduction in the Bank Rate seems 
certain. 

Foreigners.—Foreigners attract no attention. It is 
not believed that Italy will do more than threaten Turkey. 
Peruvians remain weak, but there has been some demand 
for Japanese securities. Why, no one seems to under¬ 
stand. It is possible that the Japanese Government are 
in urgent need of money. A foolish story has been put 
about that Japan had bought, or otherwise acquired, an 
enormous tract of land in Mexico. Although a war be¬ 
tween Japan and the United States is one of the certain¬ 
ties of the future, it is hardly likely that Japan would 
choose the present moment to fight. Of course, if the 
story had been true, wrar would have been inevitable. 
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Tintos moved within very narrow limits, and although 
they do not fall, it can hardly be said that they look like 
going up at the moment. Nevertheless, 1 advise those 
who hold the stock to keep their shares, as the position 
in the Copper Market is good. 

Home Rails.—Home Railways have been rather flat. 
There seems to have been a good deal of buying when 
the strike came to an end. Why the “ bulls ” should 
have come into this market I cannot see, for dividends 
are bound to be reduced, and there is nothing to go for 
in any of the heavy stocks. Metropolitans having risen 
from 45 to nearly 75, now begin to look shaky. The 
dividend for last year was only ij per cent., and, unless 
the Great Western take over the line, the present price is 
quite unjustified. It is officially denied that the company 
intends to amalgamate with the Underground Electric. 
The Income Bonds in this company are now quoted 92. 
They will probably be put to par in view of the big gross 
takings of the London General Omnibus Company. But, 
although these bonds may be considered a reasonable 
speculation, the A shares are a sheer gamble, and certainly 
not worth 15s. The group behind the speculation in 
Dover A and Little Chats is too powerful to allow the 
44 bears 99 to bang the stocks, but I would rather be short 
than long. 

Yankees.—Yankees are dull, but all the advices from 
the United States speak hopefully of business, and I think 
that the reaction will quickly come to an end and that we 
shall soon have a good market again. At the moment 
no one has a good word to say for American railways. 
If Unions drop to 175 they should be bought. The 4 per 
cent. Preference are a sound security, and at 93J look very 
attractive. There is very little difference, as far as income 
prospects are concerned, between the bonds and the Pre¬ 
ference, for it is inconceivable that either could ever fail 
to get their interest. Yet the Preference are quoted 93 £ 
and the bonds 107. There is always the chance that 
sooner or later the Preference stock may be withdrawn. 
Amalgamated at present prices are not dear. The divi¬ 
dend has been raised to 4 dollars, and the position of the 
company is growing stronger every day. We might easily 
see Amalgamated over 100. 

Rubber.—Nothing important has happened in the 
Rubber Market. The Kapar Para report was good. The 
dividend was raised 10 per cent., from 65 per cent, to 
75 per cent., and no less than 82£ tons of rubber has been 
sold forward at 4s. lod. per pound. But the present price 
of this share hardly yields a purchaser 10 per cent. In 
my opinion, this is not enough for a rubber company. 
At the same time, Kapar Para should easily maintain its 
75 per cent, distribution for the current year. 

Oil.—Like everyone else on the Stock Exchange, the 
oil speculator has been busy taking his profits, and 
even Ural Caspian gamblers have realised that a bird 
in the hand is w’orth two in the bush. Both Shells and 
Urals have been sold. Spies, however, appear to have 
overcome their water difficulties, and the shares are being 
bought. One or two of the Maikop properties are being 
inquired for, and if Victorys were to fall much lower they 
might be purchased. There is a deal on in the New 
Maikop Producers, and those who buy should recollect 
that the reconstruction has left these shares with a is. 6d. 
liability. The underwriters are, therefore, trying to shift 
the responsibility of paying this call upon other people. 
Egyptian Oil shares are rather dull, and there is no doubt 
that insiders have been getting out. There is a deal on 
in Grosnys, and they should, therefore, be left alone. 
Mexican Eagles have been bid for, and, although they 
have had a good rise, they might still go higher. It is 
said that the Burmah report will not be good, and the 
shares have been sold from Scotland. Trinidads, how¬ 
ever, look like rising. I hear well of the property. 

Mining Shares.—The Mining Market hardly requires 
any comment. Nothing has been done in either Kaffirs 
or Rhodesians. 

Tin.—We have had a veritable slump in the Tin 
Market. It is said that Rumbold, having returned from 
Nigeria, expressed the opinion that the famous Anglo- 
Continental reef would not go ij per cent, of tin. It is 
rumoured that Rumbold and Rickard, the acute editor of 
the Mining Magazine, collogued together, and the result 
was a note on the Anglo position from the pen of Mr. 
Rickard. This was shown to the market, who promptly 
marked down Anglos, and, as no support was forthcom¬ 
ing, the 44 bulls ” became nervous and got out of all their 
shares. I give the tale for what it is worth, without 
guaranteeing its accuracy. But, whether it be true or 
not, it is perfectly certain that Anglo-Continental are not 
worth their present price. All the other Tin shares are 
flat in sympathy, and this market may well be left alone 
until Mr. Edmund Davis returns from Venice. 

Miscellaneous.—Marconis have had almost as bad a 
fall as Anglos. There never was anything to justify the 
ridiculous price at which they stood a fortnight ago, and 
I think that there is very little doubt that we shall see 
Marconis back again to 2. The whole finance of the 
Marconi group is objectionable. The making of genuine 
profits is neglected for mere company mongering. 

Raymond Radclyffe. 

Van Den Bergh.—It is generally expected that the 
report of this company, which is about to be issued, will 
be of more than a usually favourable character. The 
shares now stand at 49s. 6d., which price carries with it 
the final distribution of half a crown per share. The 
latter was the basis of last year’s final dividend, and 
although we do not anticipate that any increase in the 
dividend will now be declared, the attractiveness of the 
shares at their present price is apparent. Since the 
commencement of the current half-year, commencing on 
January 1, the business of the company has been on a 
very large scale, and prospects appear to be excellent. 

Premier Oil and Pipe Line.—The closing of the 
financial year of this company has been extended for 
another three months until June 30 next, in consequence 
of the fact that the undertaking of the Triumph Oil and 
Transport Company, acquired last year, was not worked 
on behalf of the Premier Oil and Pipe Line Company until 
last June. The market position of the shares has been 
enhanced by the expectation that some extremely favour¬ 
able news from the company’s property will shortly be 
made known. The company has just declared a fourth 
quarterly dividend of 10 per cent, per annum, and at 
their present quotation of 21s. qd. the shares certainly 
appear to offer a good medium for investment. 

Whim Well Copper.—The shares of this company are 
attracting a good deal of attention in the market at the 
present time, and the present quotation of 1 11-16 is fully 
expected to be considerably increased in the near future; 
in fact, £3 is regarded as a likely limit. In 1909 the 
company paid a dividend of 10 per cent., and for the 
15 months to March 31, 1911, the distribution w’as raised 
to 12} per cent., whilst it is expected that shareholders 
will receive an even larger dividend for the past twelve 
months. It may be mentioned that the company’s paid- 
up capital is ^200,000 in £1 shares, in addition to a 
debenture capital approaching ^25,000. The property 
is of a high-class character; it is reported that the com¬ 
pany has 1,000,000 tons of ore in sight, and the prospects 
of the undertaking are therefore most favourable. 

Messina (Transvaal) Development Company.—This 
is a copper. company of more than ordinary merit. 
Operations, as the title suggests, have been largely 
devoted to development work, and up to the present some 
four miles of underground working has been proved to 
the entire satisfaction of the company. The company is 
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well equipped with regard to capital, and it also has, what 
is perhaps more important, a large tonnage of ore re¬ 
serves of high-class value; whilst in the matter of trans¬ 
portation facilities the company is fortunately situated. 
The shares of the company have a market value of about 
2is. 3d., and this quotation is likely to be considerably 
advanced during the next week or two. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
BY RAIL TO INDIA. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—1 was all the more interested in Mr. Lawton’s 
lucid article because he seemed to be attempting to review 
the whole matter from the very beginning. I am afraid 
that it is too late to oppose a scheme which has the open 
support of Sir Edward Grey and such recognised 
authorities as Colonel A. C. Yate, who, however, once 
opposed it; but one thing can be obtained, and that is 
that modifications should be introduced in the project. 
The political interest in the scheme should be reduced 
from the Russian part and increased from the British. 
After all, there must be in this country fewer economic 
interests in a railway that would carry British goods 
through Germany and Russia into Persia than there are 
in, say, that quite feasible scheme of Mr. C. E. D. Black, 
or the Bagdad Railway, which, when complete, will be 
most useful and important to many large concerns in this 
country, especially the Anglo-Persian Oil Company. Mr. 
Black’s proposed railway from the Mediterranean to 
India would at least have the merits of being an all-British 
line. 

Your contributor says that the Russian promoters of 
the scheme are believed to be very highly placed per¬ 
sonages. The following list will certainly confirm him 
in that belief, and it will need very few' inquiries to con¬ 
vince him that all the force of the Russian Government 
will, at the proper time, be behind these men. M. 
Khomiakof, the President of the third Duma, was in¬ 
terested in a previous similar scheme. The other mem¬ 
bers of the original Committee are :—MM. Timiriazef, 
member of the Council of the Empire, and President of 
the Anglo-Russian Chamber of Commerce; my namesake 
Raffalovich, a relative of the commercial and financial 
attach^ to the Russian Embassy in Paris; Barck, Director 
of the Banque Volga Kama; Bechkovski, President of 
the Company of the Vladicaucasian Railway; Bunge and 
Palacghovski, public contractors on a large scale; 
Guchkof, Director of a large Moscow firm dealing in 
sugar and tea; Sakbansky, chief engineer of the Surveys 
made in Persia in 1900; Zvegintsef, member of the 
Duma, who started pourparlers in this country and in 
Germany. And over here, I am sorry to say, there has 
been found enough capital already to furnish the whole 
quota allotted by the promoters to England. When, on 
January 7th, the conference of the financial parties 
interested in the scheme took place in Paris, between the 
conveners of the Russian Committee, MM. Raffalovich, 
Davydoff, and Putiloff, Lord Reyelstoke was present on 
behalf of the Baring group, and there were also repre¬ 
sentatives of the Credit Lyonnais and the French financial 
syndicate. In Germany, Herr Furstenburg and the 
Director of the Deutsche Bank, Herr de Gwinner, 
demanded the participation of German capital in the 
Soci6t£ d’Etudes, and it was supported by M. Timiriazef 
himself. 

Mr. Lawton mentions en passant that as a result of 
the Anglo-Russian Convention, Persia is no more a buffer 
State. But the fault is not in the Convention itself. 
Could it not rather be said that as a result of Sir Edward 
Grey’s interpretation of it, as against the well-known 

Spring-Rice memorandum and Sir G. Barclay’s vain 
endeavours, Persia is on the way of becoming a Russian 
vassal? 

I cannot follow Mr. Lawton in his attempt to raise 
once more the ghost of Germany’s threatening economic 
expansion in Persia. Germany’s activities are not recog¬ 
nised as of any importance by Englishmen who are in 
Persia, and the figures of their trade are very small. And 
their activities, if there are such, may come into conflict 
with England, but since the Potsdam Agreement they 
certainly do not come into conflict with the Russian 
interests, because the Russians saw to it that no policy 
of aggression against Germany should be allowed to be 
advocated in their country, and because they send 
diplomats and business men to arrange economic and 
political matters, and do not make use of idealistic 
philosopher-lawyers. 

With regard to the Bagdad Railway spreading German 
influence, I learnt to my surprise, when I went to Turkey 
last autumn, that every German official or employee of 
the Bagdad line (there are comparatively few of them) 
has to learn French, and must carry out his correspon¬ 
dence in French. M. Huguenin, the general manager, 
is a Swiss subject, under the protection of the French 
Consulate in Turkey, and he is too good a business man 
to show any side in politics, although, of course, he 
serves faithfully the German Company that pays him. 
The Bagdad Railway may bring money to German share¬ 
holders in the future, but as a political instrument its 
effect is nil, and causes more worry to the German 
Foreign Office than is realised here. 

Lastly, it is not at all certain that the journey 
from London to Bombay by the Transpersian Railway 
would take three days less than by the Bagdad route. 
Even in the promoters’ idea it would take no less than 
eight days to go from London to Delhi. If Mr. Lawton 
will study the figures, he will realise that the Bagdad 
Railway could carry passengers and freight at a much 
quicker speed than it does at the present time should 
there be any need to do so. Also that the Transpersian 
scheme has made almost a bee-line trace, which is not 
likely to prove acceptable to the Government of India, 
even if Sir Edward Grey’s exaggerated fear of losing 
Russian goodwill causes him to assent. For the sake 
of British interests, the line would have to pass along 
the Persian Gulf so that British guns could command it. 
It will be longer, but it will be safer. If your contributor 
has travelled in the East he will also agree with me 
that a good many people bn their way to Bombay by rail 
would rather go through Southern Europe than across 
Russia into Persia, although Persia itself is a charming 
country enough. 

With apologies for the length of this letter, I am, Sir, 
yours obediently, George Raffalovich. 

The Junior Conservative Club, 
April 18th, 1912. 

ART AND BEAUTY. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Two articles disclosing what amount to mutually 
exclusive opinions upon art find themselves very close 
neighbours in The Academy of April 6 last. In the 
one Mr. Haldane Macfall, following Tolstoy, in part at 
all events, holds that art has nothing to do with beauty, 
and that decadence in art means a want of vitality. In 
the other, the writer of 41 Rusty Pans ” complains that 
although Mr. John Masefield’s poem, 44 The Widow in 
the Bye-Street,” exhibits strength, yet it lacks formal 
beauty, and must accordingly be considered wanting as 
poetry. It is a matter for regret that Mr. Macfall does 
not inform us what he understands by vitality in 
reference to art works: but perhaps we shall not go 
far astray if we assume that he means much the same 
quality as that strength which the other writer 
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acknowledges to be present in a work which he con¬ 
siders to be of but little poetic worth. 

Art theory has trudged many a weary mile since 
Carlyle wrote 44 True Strength is one and the same 
with Beauty.” I quote this not because I believe it to 
be true, but rather because it aptly illustrates a confusion 
of terms which still prevails in art criticism. As 
applied to art work the primary significance of the term 
beauty is as an attribute of form, whereas strength or 
vitality displays itself much more in the quality of the 
intellectual effort which underlies a work than in the 
actual form, the lines and colours, the words and 
rhythms, chosen as the vehicle for expressing this. In 
music, it is true, the distinction between beauty and 
vitality would not be easy to define, and this for the 
reason that it is difficult to discriminate, in this art, be¬ 
tween form and subject-matter or content : so difficult 
indeed that the conclusion has frequently been drawn 
that form and subject-matter are identical in music. 
That such is not the case is immediately evident to 
any one who remembers the elemental fact that no two 
conductors obtain the same musical effects out of a 
given symphony. This could not be if the content of a 
musical composition were one with its form, if, that is, 
music addressed itself to the mind solely through note 
and key relationships. 

It cannot, however, be denied that the conception of 
the identity of form and content in musical art has 
txercised a most important influence upon aesthetic 
speculation. This idea supplied the theoretical basis for 
the unfortunate theory that literary art is concerned 
with beauty of form alone. To show that we are 
justified in terming the art for beauty’s sake creed 
unfortunate, we need go no further than the later works 
of Walter Pater, himself one of the earliest propounders 
of the doctrine in this country. 44 Marius the 
Epicurean ” abounds with indications of its author’s 
changed attitude towards art, and this change the essay 
on 44 Style ” confirms and clearly defines. The view 
there disclosed is that though given beauty of form good 
art results, something more, a dedication to some 
humanitarian purpose, is needful to the making of 
great art, “ as regards literature at all events.” 

Well, action and reaction is no less the law with 
artistic movements than with material dynamics. The 
art for beauty’s sake creed has in due course provoked 
a reaction. Formerly the cry was, 44 Beauty is the sole 
aim of art ” : now Mr. Macfall never tires of reiterating, 
44 Art has no relation whatsoever to beauty.” The 
student of art may well suspect that these are the cries 
of extreme parties, and, as such, distort, rather than 
express the truth. Formalist or academic art, when it 
lacks vitality, we must, with Mr. Macfall, refuse to 
accept as great art: but equally must we refuse our 
homage to art, whatsoever its vitality, if it does not satisfy 
our sense of artistic form. The fact seems to be that 
contemporary art, though often good art, seldom attains 
the highest excellence. Adapting Carlyle’s words to a 
new meaning, we may say : Beauty which is also 
Strength, that alone is great Art. To-day Beauty and 
Strength seem to have parted company. Some artists 
seek the one, some the other; but none of our con¬ 
temporaries succeeds in bringing them both together into 
a single wfork as Sophocles and Praxiteles, Shakespeare 
and Leonardo, Beethoven and Goethe, did in happier 
days.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 

April 12, 1912. George Lilley. 

A DRACONIAN CRITIC. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

•Sir,—With all due deference to the cultured opinions 
of your reviewer regarding my “ One Hundred and Five 
Sonnets,'* 1 think in some instances that he has hardly 
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been fair to me. May I then request the indulgence of 
your space for a reply to them. 

A sonnet is, after all, only a form of verse hedged with 
certain rigid rules and restrictions, and the tendencies 
of the times being opposed to long poetic disquisitions, 
its very limitations urged my choice, which I hope will 
satisfy your critic as to my reason in choosing this 
44 exigent form.” 

In spite of his dictum to the contrary, there are no 
trivial subjects unworthy of poetic thought. The end¬ 
less variety of themes in nature and humanity can always 
be pressed in the service of the verse writer. As an in¬ 
stance, 41 an old armchair,” a most commonplace subject, 
has been vivified into a poem of almost infinite pathos. 
The truth of the matter is, that the treatment of a subject, 
apart from any other reason, makes it trivial, as there 
are always possibilities in almost any theme to call forth 
the highest poetic ideas, and to my mind its 44 severe 
form ” is quite beside the question. Whether my aims 
reach the ideals of any particular reviewer need not be 
discussed in a cursory letter. 

Whether or not a sibilant line spoils its harmony is a 
matter of opinion. It seems to me, however, that one 
of the tests of a musical line is being able to scan it; and 
I maintain that those selected by your critic can be easily 
scanned and have no semblance at all to Matthew 
Arnold’s quoted, unpolished, grating words. 

My work frequently 44 resolves itself into a series ol 
statements,” is rather a curious and, I think, incorrect 
deduction. A statement, as I understand the term, is the 
narration of a fact, of something that has happened. 
Now when can the quoted description of 44 Evening on the 
Cliffs,” with its suggestions, or the fantasies wrought by 
44 Cloud Shapes,” be only regarded as “statements”? 
You might as well apply this term to Longfellow’s ex¬ 
quisite descriptive sonnet “Venice.” or Byron’s verbal 
picture of Lake Leman, and thousands of others. My 
versified representation of an evening scene or a floating 
cloud may fall short of your reviewer’s poetic ideas, but 
surely they are not bare statements in any sense ! 

Whilst I have endeavoured to deal with your corre¬ 
spondent’s Draconian criticisms, which I do not deem 
just, I thank him for his appreciative remarks, and I am 
obliged to you for the insertion of this letter. 

Yours truly, 
The Author of 44 One Hundred and 

Five Sonnets.” 

A POLITICAL GARDEN PARTY. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—In a recent issue of The Daily News there 
appeared an interesting letter from my old and much- 
esteemed friend, Mr. Henry Holiday, referring to a 
garden party which he and Mrs. Holiday gave at their 
Hampstead residence on June 30th, 1888, when Mr. 
Gladstone delivered a long speech on Home Rule. As 
I was present with my mother on that most interesting 
and memorable occasion, I was curious to see what 1 
had written in my diary about it, and this is the (rather 
quaint) entry : “At half-past three o’clock in the after¬ 
noon Mama and I went by train and on foot to the Holi¬ 
days at Oak Tree House, Hampstead, to meet Mr. and 
Mrs. Gladstone, as it stated on the invitation card. 
There were, of course, hundreds of people present, 
amongst them being many well-known members of Parlia¬ 
ment, such as James Stuart, Sir Wilfrid Lawson, T. P. 
O’Connor, Biggar, T. D. Sullivan, Mahonv, Justin 
McCarthy, Asquith, etc., etc. The weather was beautifully 
fine, and Mr. Gladstone, w’ho seemed to be in perfect 
health, made a speech of an hour’s duration in the open 
air, speaking from a raised platform on the lawn in 
Holiday’s garden. Mr. Gladstone’s oration was solely 
about Ireland, and he abused the Government through 
thick and thin. Several other speeches were delivered. 
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and I afterwards managed to shake hands with the 
Grand Old Man. The whole affair was naturally highly 
novel and interesting. Refreshments there were in abund¬ 
ance.”—I am, sir, yours very obediently, 

West Hampstead, April 16th. Algernon Ashton. 

HENRI DE REGNIER. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—The article on M. de R^gnier which you publish 
in your issue of April 13 is extremely interesting as being 
a tribute to a fine poet too little known in England. 

It is perhaps a dangerous proceeding to quarrel with 
the critical conclusions of the author, but I must confess 
to a little bewilderment at his genealogy of Symbolism. 
Baudelaire, Gautier, Leconte de Lisle, and Sully Prud- 
homme were, it is true, Parnassians; that is to say, they 
were members of the school which originated with the 
publication of 44 Le Parnasse Contemporain. ” Verlaine 
in his first volume, 44 Po^mes Saturniens,” also followed 
the principles of this group, which strove to exclude from 
their poetry not merely 44 the little personal details of 
everyday life,” but also all trace of personality what¬ 
soever. With his next volume he showed a distinct 
revulsion from this attitude, and it was he who founded 
the Symbolist school in direct antagonism to the Parnas¬ 
sians. The word 44 Symbolism ” was invented by Jean 
Mor£as as an alternative to 44 Decadence,” and the prin¬ 
ciple involved has been defined as intense individuality, 
a breaking away from the rigid rules of Parnassianism 
similar to the Romanticist revolt from Classicalism earlier 
in the century. It is noteworthy that every definition of 
Symbolism insists on this principle of the release of the 
individuality. 

In conclusion, I may note a few errors of fact. 
Mallarme’s first name is twice given as 44 Stephan ” 
instead of 44 St^phane.” M. de R^gnier’s poem dedicated 
to Mallarm^ is 44 Marsyas,” not 44 Maryas. ” Your con¬ 
tributor states that M. de R^gnier’s last volume of poems 
was 44 La Sandale Ail^e,” published in 1907. 44Le Miroir 
des Heures ” was published early last year. He also 
credits him with only seven novels instead of ten, and 
two volumes of short stories, and gives the impression 
that these deal with modern life whereas their action is 
for the most part placed in the seventeenth century. I 
would also protest against the form 44 De R^gnier. ” It 
is correct to speak of Henri de R^gnier or of M. de 
R^gnier, but not of 44 De R^gnier. ” 

Yours faithfully, 
Richard Buxton. 

44 SHALL ” AND 44 WILL.” 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Mr. A. Bernon’s critic, Mr. I. S. Allen, objects to 
the use of 44 shall ” in 44 Mr. B. says he shall be hurt ” 
(the direct statement was, 44 I shall be hurt.”) I seem to 
share Mr. Allen’s preference for 44 will ” instead, but this 
may be because I am a Scotsman and therefore accus¬ 
tomed to a somewhat different 44 shall ” and 44 will ” 
usage from that on the other side of the Border. In 
justice to Mr. Bernon’s view of the matter, the following 
rule, given in Bain’s 44 Higher English Grammar,” should 
not be overlooked : 44 In what is called indirect speech, 
4 shall ’ expresses futurity in all the persons ” (page 169). 

Dr. Bain goes on to remark that 44 this apparent ex¬ 
ception illustrates the rule (he means a previous rule); 
for in that case the reason for changing from 4 shall ’ 
to 4 will ’ no longer exists. 4 You say you shall write,’ 
4 he says he shall write,’ are no breach of courtesy, be- * 
cause the saying is put into the mouth of the person that 
performs the action. These are the exact parallels of 4 I j 
shall write.’ The speaker speaks only for himself.” 

So many shades of meaning are involved in the use of 
these auxiliaries that familiarity with even all the rules 
provided by grammarians would not enable a writer to 

employ the two words to the entire satisfaction of Mr. 
Bernon’s 44 jury of purists.” That court, it will be re¬ 
membered, was concerned to show that very tragic con¬ 
sequences might befall a man as a result of his words 
being reported by someone that 44 misplaced his shalls and 
wills.” Whether his warning will have any more effect 
upon us than the old story of the Irishman (or was it a 
Frenchman?) who, when he fell into the water, shouted, 
44 I will be drowned,” etc., remains to be seen. I am, 
etc., Wm. C. Murison. 

Glasgow. 

AN APPEAL. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—I trust you will pardon the liberty I am taking 
in venturing to ask your favourable consideration of a 
somewhat unusual request. A friend used' to send me 
The Academy, and I have spent many hours in reading 
it with much pleasure and interest. I am an invalid, as 
you will gather from my address, and cannot leave my 
bed owing to a severe spinal injury. Placed as I am I 
am unable to purchase The Academy in the usual way. 
I thought it possible that you might be able to induce 
a friend who takes the paper to do me a great favour 
by sending it to me after it had been done with. It is 
with much hesitation that I write, but I feel sure you 
will understand and forgive me for doing so. 

Owing to the complete paralysis of all my limbs, I 
have to write by holding the pencil between my teeth and 
cannot use a pen.—Yours faithfully, 

Frederic W. Walshe. 

Midland Counties Home for Incurables, 
Leamington Spa. 

[Perhaps some of our readers would like to respond.— 
Ed.J 

BALZAC IN THE 44 ENCYCLOPEDIA 
BRITANNICA.” 

To the Editor of The Academy. 
Sir,—My attention has been called to Mr. Frank 

Harris’s first article on Balzac in your issue of the 6th 
inst., in which he speaks of the inadequacy of the notice 
of Balzac in the 44 Encyclopaedia Britannica,” signed 
44 A. L. ” It would have been fairer if Mr. Harris had 
mentioned that the notice to which he referred was in the 
9th edition of the 44 Encyclopaedia Britannica,” Vol. Ill 
of which was published in 1875. The article by Prof. G. 
Saintsbury in the nth edition is certainly not open to the 
strictures passed by Mr. Harris, whatever may be the case 
as regards Mr. Andrew Lang’s article in the 9th edition; 
if Mr. Harris will refer to it, he will find that, so far from 
the 44 Encyclopaedia Britannica” giving 44 as much space 
to 4 bamboo * as to 4 Balzac,’ ” it gives more than three 
times as much (some 5,000 words), and that its notice of 
Balzac constitutes an 44 English judgment ” which is not 
unworthy of the subject. Yours truly, 

April 24, 1912. Hugh Chisholm. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
PERIODICALS. 

Garden Cities and Town Planning; The Malthusian; Good 
Health; Cambridge University Reporter; Sunday at 
Home; Boy's Own Paper; Girl's Own Paper and 
Women’s Magazine; Friendly Greetings; Atlantic 
Monthly; Constitution Papers; Church Quarterly 
Review ; St. George’s Magazine; Bookseller; Literary 
Digest, N.Y.; Comhxll Magazine; Blackwood’s 
Magazine; The Papyrus; Wednesday Review, Trichi- 
nopoly; Hindustan Review, Allahabad; Windsor 
Magazine ; Journal of Philology ; Fortnightly Review, 
Publishers’ Circular; Revue Bleue; Revue Critique 
d’Histoire et de Literature; Nineteenth Century and 
After; Poetry Review; The International, N.Y. 
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The Cowper & Newton Museum I |P &O Passenger Services. 
Obey, Bucks. 

AN APPEAL FOR ENDOWMENT. 

Twelve yan ago, Oft the occasion of the Centenary of the death 
of the poet Cowper, the house in which he lived at Olney 
was presented to the town to form a Memorial and Museum. 
The Trustees hare, with a number of gentlemen resident in 
the district, formed an Endowment Committee, of which the 
Bishop of Durham is the Chairmen. 

The Secretary is Mr. Thomas Wright, the Cowper and 
Ncwtoa Museum, Olney, Bucks, to whom Contributions 
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Notes of the Week WE notice with much pleasure the statement 

that Baron Marschall von Bieberstein will 

shortly come to London on a special mis¬ 
sion. Nothing could we think be more conducive to 

the realisation of the views and hopes which we ex¬ 

pressed in an article ip our issue of April 27 last. We 

quote: 14 Two nations, co-equals in power, in self-respect, 

and in dignity contain within themselves all the elements 

of honourable negotiation and of peace with honour. 

Huckstering is consistent with neither.” We do not 

believe that Baron Marschall will approach his task in 

any other spirit than this. There is no real quarrel, 

no fundamental cause of hostility between Great Britain 

and Germany, but there are clouds of prejudice and 

misunderstanding to be dispersed. Lord Haldane has, 

to his honour, well performed his part. We feel con¬ 

fident that the great German diplomatist will not fail 

in completing a task—stupendous though it be—which 

is already far advanced towards a settlement. 

The name of Browning has been heard on all sides 

during the past few days, and it was fitting that the 

centenary of one who was perhaps the most thoroughly 

English of modern poets should be celebrated by a 

service in Westminster Abbey and by tributes from 

masters of modem literature. Sir Arthur Pinero on 

Tuesday afternoon showed why Browning’s characters, 

44 elaborately excavating the situation, digging into it, 

and probing its intricacies in copfous orations,” were 

Digitized by Google 

totally unsuited for representation on the stage; and 

Mr. Henry James struck the right note when he said 

that “ under the huge lens of his own prodigious vision ” 

the poet saw boundless treasures of truth in the most 
simple things. In a little book edited by Professor 

Knight* several impressions of Browning and his work 

are gathered together, of which one in particular, 

“Browning as I knew him,” by W. G. Kingsland, 

depicts the genial and beautiful nature of the man. 

There are those, as Mr. Kingsland points out, who care 

nothing for the purity or otherwise of a man’s life as 

long as his work is great; but undoubtedly we do feel 

that it is well that a poet who has helped us should 

have been “ a good man, a man of honour and unspotted 

by the world.” This Browning was, as those who knew 

him can testify; and now that the cult of " Browning 

Societies has died down, and we see him in a clearer 

light, we realise that there is in his work stuff that can 

stand worthily, like rough-hewn granite, beside the 

honeyed measures of Swinburne or the gentle cadences 
of Tennyson. 

We notice with pleasure that the esteemed editor of 

the 44 Great Reunion ” was able—possibly owing to the 

44 extreme compression ” of his views in the Observer— 

to enjoy a square meal at the 44 First House Dinner” of 

the Gemini. We notice without surprise that the bifur¬ 

cate business manager concluded his speech “with the 

sincere tribute of an old and privileged colleague to 

Mr. Garvin.” The “extreme compression” of the dual 

editor’s reply leads to the impression that he is perhaps 

more facile with the pen than with the tongue. He was 

able to refer, however, “ to the amazing progress of the 

Pall Mall Gazette during the past three months”—a 

period which, if we mistake not, connotes exactly with 

his occupancy of the editorial chair. Yet it is strange 

that one hears in many quarters laments that the old 

literary, dignified Pall Mall Gazette is a thing of the 

past. Can it be that the measure of the popular taste 

if in inverse ratio to the literary value of the wares which 
it favours? 

An ingenious gentleman with a leaning toward horti¬ 

culture has been strolling round Kew Gardens and 

pocketing calmly any rare plant of convenient size that 

happened to strike his fancy. He even went to the 

length of concealing two tins containing water, presum¬ 

ably shaped to his body, beneath his waistcoat, in order 

that the stolen roots or blooms might live until he 

arrived at home and could look after them. A 

little birdlime on the choicest plants would perhaps 

be a good notion for the authorities to consider; mean¬ 

while we may take consolation from the fact that it 

would not be easy for any unscrupulous person with a 

zoological turn of mind to do much damage in the 

neighbourhood of Regent’s Park, at any rate. A 

pocketed monkey or parrot might protest too vigorously 

for the placidity of the thief! 

* The Browning Centenary, May 7, 1912. Edited, with 
an Introduction and Appendices, by Professor 
Knight. (Smith, Elder and Co. 2s. net.) 
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Friendship 
LOVE me for ever: not alone when smiles 

Attest the happiness I find in thee; 

Love me in silence, straitened witK the wiles 

Of mortal seeming whence I would be free. 

Be not most tender when apt words commend 

Some sweet imagination to the ear, 

But the dear treasure of your heart expend 

To heal the smart of failure and of fear. 

If in the turmoil all in me seem gone 

That woke faint echoes of eternal choirs, 

And clouds of glory take the semblance on 

Of murky volumes that the night expires, 

Then in the noblest thought of me stand fast; 

Doubt not 'twill bring the vision true at last. 

J. D. Macbeth. 

Socialism Ideal and Real 
E observe that a Socialist journal has fallen foul 

of Mr. Havelock Ellis in connection with his 

analysis of Socialism in the April number of the Con¬ 

temporary Revieiu, on the ground that the writer repre¬ 

sents Marx as working for and endeavouring to bring 

about a catastrophe. We are unable to discover any 

justification for this statement in “ Individualism and 

Socialism,” Mr. Ellis's very able and valuable article, 

and we do not think that the writer would endorse that 

view. 

It is true, no doubt, as is claimed in the Socialist 

journal, that in “ Das Kapital" are found the principles 

which are the basis of the present-day Socialistic move¬ 

ment. The tendency, however, of Marx's doctrine is 

not to produce a catastrophe, but—whether the reason¬ 

ing be just or unjust—by exposing circumstances which 

must inevitably lead to subversion to indicate methods 

of avoiding it. 

Mr. Ellis’s paper, which deserves and will repay very 

careful attention, is not mainly directed to the Marxian 

or any other school of Socialism, but is a very acute 

examination of how far Individualism and Socialism are 

antagonistic, and how far they are in essential harmony. 

Possibly the paper we refer to is a little out of date, 

because a Socialist journal which is of sufficient impor¬ 

tance for Egalit6 Lady Warwick to favour it with her 

views—views, it may be noted, irreconcilable with those 

in the starred article which precedes her contribution— 

publishes prominently the article of faith, “ Socialists 

do not believe in dividing up. They want it all.” 

Precisely. We have previously pointed out the useless¬ 

ness of considering doctrines which have permeated the 

world from Zeno and Phaleas to Marx and Lassalle. 

These doctrines are only the showman’s stock-in-trade, 

mere variations of the confidence trick. "They want 

it all.” As we wrote two years ago, the doctrines of the 

foolish Fabian have no relation to the fact of latter- 

day Socialism. That Socialism does not revel in text¬ 

books or in a series of more or less brilliant epigrams 

imported with no provocation into “ comedies ”—it is a 

real, live thing—c'est le voL 

Of course, it is true that the Marxian theories fit 

in conveniently with the active propaganda of appropria¬ 

tion. Capital is something tangible. The philosopher 

has dissected its merits and its demerits, the practical 

Socialist “ wants it all." There is very little disguise 

about his methods of attaining his end. 

The Socialist journal to which we have before re¬ 

ferred puts the matter thus: “ To expropriate the ex¬ 

propriators, to make landlordism and capitalism illegal.” 

Why? Because there are to be observed “on every 

hand unemployed capital and idle labour; profusion of 

wealth and starving millions.” The reputed millions are 

starving from various causes known to practical and 

observant men and to physiologists, but most chiefly 

owing to the pernicious doctrines which arrest enterprise 

and the diffusion of wealth and necessitate the methods 

of the strong-room. 

Pernicious doctrines widely disseminated have pro¬ 

duced ill-balanced minds, which confuse cause and 

effect, action and re-action, which propose remedies 

tending to the destruction of the body politic. 

All these problems are older even than Plato dis¬ 

coursing in the grove of the Academia. Mr. Ellis 

hazards the observation that “ to-day we hold in our 

hands more certainly than ever before the clues that 

were imperfectly foreshadowed by Plato, and what our 

fathers sought ignorantly we may attempt by method 

according to our knowledge. No Utopia was ever 

realised; and the ideal is a mirage that must ever elude 

us or it would cease to be ideal.” The next approach 

to an ideal community in the mind of the writer of these 

lines is evidently a form of Socialism which would not 

throttle Individualism. State Socialism might no doubt 

tend to the realisation of his dream. But who amongst 

the propagandist Socialists of the present day tolerates 

State Socialism as a goal? “We want it all.” We are 

not engaged in a symposium of conflicting views to be 

decided by a show of hands, but in a revolutionary 

movement on the lines of the doctrines of Proudhon and 

Bakunin; the aim to subvert authority and to delude 

mankind with the belief that the ideal Commonwealth 

can emerge from a— 

“ Chaos of thought and passion, all confused.” 

Cecil Cowper. 
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The Spurious Muse 
WHEN, long ago, the dwellers on the high Olym¬ 

pian Mount dominated the world, and the 

inspiring goddesses of song were bom to Zeus and 

Mnemosyne, so beautiful and enchanting were they that 

from the plains below others were found to imitate them, 

to chant in unmelodious voices the praise of sun and 

moon, of earth and heaven; and the worst of it is that 

these spurious Muses proved to be as immortal as their 

shining exemplars, and far more presumptuous. Thus, 

just as Euterpe still weeps over the misdeeds of her 

base and unscrupulous sister as exhibited in the poor, 

lifeless strains of the modem 41 music ” hall, so must 

Calliope and Erato oft-times sob in united lamentations 

by reason of the things that are done in their sacred 

names; and it is no wonder that they take their flight 

back to a lovelier, more congenial land despite the most 

ardent wooing, the most persistent invocations. 

Few things are more pathetic, confining our view for 

the moment to the world of literary matters, than the 

attempt of the utterly prosaic soul to express itself in 

poetry; the blind man walking a crowded street pursues 

a straighter course; and we are bound to say that the 

pathos is very frequently due to the fact that the would- 

be poet has evidently not taken the slightest trouble to 

ascertain what poetry is. Any lyric, for him, is a 

‘4 sonnet”; any assonance, however remote, is rhyme; 

any column of rhymeless lines of about the same length 

makes 44 blank verse” ; any number of syllables in a line 

will do. It has never occurred to him to look up the 
word 44 sonnet ” in a dictionary, or to examine any well- 

known poem in the endeavour to find out the hidden 

rules that went to its construction. His themes, too, 

are limited by no sense of timidity or reverence; he 

sings in broken accents of the lark, of immortal love, of 

war and death and a fire in the next street with the 

utmost impartiality, unconscious of the illustrious dead, 

or of any impotence in his pen. He possesses in a 

remarkable degree the courage of his convictions; a 

dozen times a week we read his effusions, a dozen 

times a week we post them back to him or carefully 

deposit them in a very large drawer especially reserved 

for stampless efforts. But often, in truth, they reach the 

dignity of print. Only a few days ago we came across 

a volume of one hundred and forty-seven 44 sonnets ” 

printed on the other side of the world, of which this is 

the sixty-seventh: — 

The sonnet’s the thing to you I declare 
To vehicle verse in musical air, 
To broaden the stave, make octaves count ten, 
When issues from brain sweet sounds through my pen. 
If you are my muse, then music to you 
Through translucid air in airs which are true. 
My heart it must sing or else it will break : 
I’ll sing to thee, love, so lovingly take 
My pheons of song for love’s own sweet sake. 

It would be easy to comment waggishly on this; but 

what is the state of mind of a man who can produce 

over a hundred such stanzas, many of them far worse 

than this, imagining that they are poetry of the most 

notable description? What has he read, that he should 

come to this, and what vague phantasmagoria of un¬ 

apprehended beauty floats before his eyes? Why 

should he, and thousands like him, rush to the pen 

immediately the need for expression overcomes them; 

why strive to write a poem rather than to paint a 

picture or to compose a symphony? The fact is that 

the materials for the written word are to hand at almost 

any moment, and the average unlearned man—clever 

fellow though he may be in other than literary matters 

*—somehow holds the opinion that although the artist 

and the musician have to pass through long and severe 

periods of training before their works are of a worthy 

quality, anyone who can hold a pen and concoct a decent 

letter is fully equipped for Parnassus by the road of 

poesy. Bid him devote a spare fortnight to the com¬ 

position of a chant royal or a sestina; bid him pack his 

too bulky muse into some definite form, where she may 

at least be a shapely dummy, whether she have the 

breath of life or not, and he would gaze at you in 

astonishment. Explain to him that it will be better for 

him (and incidentally for other people) to tear up 

everything he writes for the space of a couple of years 

or so, and he would smile scornfully, imagining possibly 

that you were envious of his achievement He de¬ 

flowers the lyric, mauls the sonnet, with a light heart, 

never having known their secret or perceived their 
beauty. 

Hardly ever does the 44 poet ” who has thus been 

taken captive by the Spurious Muse reform, or rather 

escape; and here we must explain that no reference is 

made in this article to the glorious company of minor 

poets, praiseworthy students and workers many of them, 

whose efforts often reach the appeal of print in various 

journals and magazines. It is the hopelessly inglorious 

ones, ever scribbling vainly and illiterately, without form 

and void, whom we have in mind just now; those 

who can write such fearsome lines, for instance, as 

these: — 

Bacchus is the God of Wine, 
Antony mucfi wine doth love : 
Mars the God of War above, 
Thinketh Antony a soldier fine; 
Minerva for Antony gives no sign. 
Venus with Cupid doth compact 
That Antony see Helen that had Troy sacked. 

These seven lines constitute the 44 octave ” of something 

which is entitled a 44 Sonnet,” and which, to keep up the 

originality, has seven lines also in the 44 sestet” Here is 

a man who has evidently read one of the world’s great 

stories, who has some slight acquaintance with mytho- 

logy, and yet produces an effect which is simply 
terrible. Again, let us look at the closing stanza of a 

44lyric” in praise of books: — 

Such sweet companionship I’ll find 
In books for company, 

While loneliness within my heart 
They’ll not allow to be; 

Unless they bring a longing for 
The joys of which they tell, 

And then life’s cup may not seem filled, 
Which does not seem so well. 

There is no doubt at all as to the genuine feeling here; 
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the tragedy only happened when the author came within 
reach of pen and ink. The measure is the ordinary 
“common metre” of the hymn-books—the measure of 
41 While shepherds watched their flocks by night,” of the 
immortal “ St Agnes' Eve” : — 

Deep on the convent-roof the snows 
Are sparkling to the moon : 

My breath to heaven like vapour goes : 
May my soul follow soon. . . . 

Make thou my spirit pure and clear 
As are the frosty skies, 

Or this first snowdrop of the year 
That in my bosom lies. 

Yet what leagues of thought, what uncrossed oceans, 
separate the two! 

Much is accounted for, perhaps, by the fact that no 
critics are at hand to warn the immature rhymster of 
the error of his ways. Most of his friends have stood 
round him in open-mouthed astonishment while he reads 
or exhibits his latest production, staggered at such 
evidence of genius in unexpected quarters; and when 
they have recovered their breath, have extolled him to 
the uttermost extent of a limited vocabulary until he 
hears the wavelets of the sea of fame already lapping 
round his feet. They have gurgled, “ It's lovely /”— 
which is not true; they have said, “ It’s simply wonder¬ 
ful how you can do it! M—which is strictly true, though 
not in the sense in which the words are spoken. But 
in no way are such expressions of opinion judgments or 
criticisms of the remotest value. Nor does the broken- 
winged flutterer gain any knowledge when, as frequently 
happens (alas, how well we know it!), he submits his efforts 
to the chilly editorial glance ; for editors have no time to 
criticise rejected manuscripts. Thus he goes on writing, 
his friends go on admiring, and occasionally the “ poems” 
are printed—at his own expense. 

There is no remedy for this; for human nature, 
strongly moved, is bound to express itself somehow. 
The blame must be laid upon those exquisite goddesses 
of song whose beauty first tempted others to don the 
mask and essay the same glorious deeds. But if, re¬ 
proaching the immortal Spurious Muse for her hapless, 
prosaic ways, we discover in her some faint glimmer of 
the true poetic flame, it is matter for a notable thanks¬ 
giving. Wilfrid L. Randell. 

By the Way 
By Arthur Machen 

HE admirable De Quincey, discussing the pains of 
opium, speaks of a work that he once thought of 

undertaking, and that at the last moment he was 
obliged to lay aside. It was to be called, I think, “ Pro¬ 
legomena to all Future Systems of Political Economy,” 
and the title has always charmed me. Not—heaven for¬ 
bid!—that I am passionately attached to the study of 
Political Economy. If the condition of modem England 
shows the blessings that attend on a faithful observance 
of economic laws, then I should think that the sooner 
we turn our attention to the study of judicial astrology, 
geomancy and alchemy the better: for these sciences. 
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though probably futile, would never have produced the 
horrors of the modern slum and the modem suburb. 
What I like about De Quincey’s projected and un¬ 
accomplished work is the title; and there is 
something almost equally fine in De Quincey’s 
attitude: he has mastered a certain subject so 
thoroughly, has traced it to its root principles 
with such absolute certainty that he is ready to provide it 
with a set of axioms which shall last as long as the human 
intellect. 

A magnificent idea, this, as I have said; it is in the 
great manner and has the great thrill about it. 
The men who can think of these things remind me 
of Moses gazing from on high on the far glories of the 
Promised Land, of Columbus as he conceived the New 
World in his mind long before he realised it in actuality. 
It is not given to many of us to have such enthralling 
Visfionls &s these; and I have only mentioned De 
Quincey because his title for his projected work reminds 
me of the title of a book that I shall never write: 4t Pro¬ 
legomena to all Arguments on any Conceivable Subject.” 
I shall never write this great work; but here are a 
few notes which some more industrious author may use 
for his advantage: 

In the first place, in reading Mr. A. C. Benson’s 
“Child of the Dawn,” recently reviewed in The 

Academy, I was a good deal struck by the manner in 
which religion is coolly put on one side, because it has 
fallen into the “ wrong hands.” Now this is really very' 
curious. Suppose that I wanted to write down Justice 
or Cookery or Literature, how very simple and how very 
true it would be to say of each and all of these that 
they have fallen into the wrong hands. Take Cookery. 
I have lunched vilely at the Hotel Splendide; I have 
never forgotten a dinner of blue, sinewy, boiled mutton 
that I ate at a well-to-do house in the year 1873. 
I could prove with ease and eloquence that 
cookery has fallen into the wrong hands. And Justice : 
what a theme is here, what examples abound in all 
ages, from the most remote period to the day before 
yesterday, of the operation of the law hopelessly and 
sometimes wickedly misguided. How many men have 
been sent into bitter captivity, to dungeons and mines 
and galleys for sins done by others; how many have 
had to yield up their lives in torment for facts of which 
they were innocent ? With difficulty can I believe in any 
story of haunting; for if there were any such matter 
would not the air at the corner of Edgware Road and 
Oxford Street be terrible with the voices and the show 
of those unjustly slain on Tyburn Tree? What a 
chapter could be written against justice; how easy it 
were to show that it has fallen into wrong hands indeed. 
As for Literature ; it is only necessary to think of Blank’s 
novels, and Dash’s “ poems,” and Professor Noman’s his¬ 
tories, and Chose’s essays; no hands could be worse 
than these. 

Yes; it is quite simple—and absolutely futile. Of 
course religion has fallen into the wrong hands; inas¬ 
much as it has fallen into mortal hands, and all mortal 
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hands are wrong, being imperfect Popes and patriarchs, 

preachers and priests, they have all gone astray and 

dealt more or less wickedly; like cooks and judges and 

poets and reviewers and hedgers and ditchers. But 

were it not as well for the future to accept this truth as 

universally applicable to everything with which men 

have anything whatever to do; to take for granted that 

though the multiplication table is irreformable there 

have been and are and will be many mistakes in the sums 

done by boys and men? Theologically we are in¬ 

structed that man is a fallen creature; practically we 

know that man is an approximation, and that all his 

works are approximations which come near to perfec¬ 

tion sometimes, and more often fall very far short of 

perfection; but never in any case reach perfection. 

Doubtless all our operations and systems are if wrong 

hands; and this, as the theologians would say, is due to 

the fact that we ourselves fell into very wrong hands; a 

long time ago. 
♦ 

Then there is another point which I think might be 

reformed indifferently in future arguments: that is the 

objection to dogma as dogma; not to this or that dogma 

as false and injurious, but to the very existence of any 

such thing at alL I suppose there is no more popular 

commonplace in the discussion of religious topics than 

this declaration that dogmas are either all bad, or else 

that they don’t matter. Now, I suppose that these 

propositions are really founded on another huge and 

most popular misconception that religion is wholly a 

matter of conduct; in other words, that the truly 

religious man is he who is kind to his mother and his 

dog. Let me say at once that every truly religious man 

is kind to his mother and his dog; but let me point out 

that the proposition cannot be converted simpliciter: 

we cannot say, that is, that every man who is kind to 

his mother and his dog is truly religious. Till the word 

“ religion ” has been re-defined by the universal sense 

and consensus of humanity, we may make bold to say 

that it implies, firstly, a certain intercourse, real or 

imagined, with the Eternal Fountain of all being, and 

secondly the state of bliss obtained by such intercourse. 

These are the ends proposed; and morality is only 

one amongst many means which lead to these ends. But 

the popular misconception puts the means in the place 

of the ends; and hence the opinion that dogma is of 

no consequence. 

Yet, even if we accept this misconception, the state¬ 

ment about dogma will still be nonsense. For, if we 

think of it, the intellect is a part of every man, a com¬ 

panion and a counsellor of whom he can by no means 

rid himself. I remember once arguing with a man that 

the sense of humour is indispensable to literary ex¬ 

cellence of any kind; and my opponent 0 floored ” me 

(who am slow of thought) by asking where I found 

humour in the Greek tragedies. I recollected, when his 

steps were echoing down the midnight street, that 

though there is no “ comic relief ” in the CEdipus 

Tyrannus there must have been the sense of humour 

present in the mind of the maker of it; since, if this 

faculty be lacking, there is also lacking the power of 

discriminating between the sublime and the ridicu- 
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lous. So must the intellect be present to man 

even when the matter to be discharged seems 

wholly remote from all intellectual concerns. To 

the composition of the most ravished and ecstatic 

poetry there must always be present the intellec¬ 

tual faculty; else, instead of immortal verse, there would 

result sheer lunatic raving. And so, too, with every act of 

kindness, of morality, in the most impulsive actions of 

overflowing benevolence, the assessor reason is still 

there; and that is as much as to say that dogma is 

there. “ Why did you give that man five shillings ? ” 

you may ask, and the answer may be, “ Because he is 

hard up.” Then, “ Why should you help people that are 

hard up ? ” and sooner or later your questions will elicit 

a definite proposition with respect to charity; that is, 

a dogma. It is idle to say that the five-shilling action 

is instinctive, a self-evident good, for which no reason 

can be given. It is idle because untrue; many have 

questioned, and still question, the wisdom and goodness 

of such actions; and of these later years the whole doc¬ 

trine of pity has been formally declared to be mistaken 

and pernicious. So it is impossible to escape from the 

intellect, and therefore from dogma; and it is to be 

wished that this truth may be recognised in future 

argumentatioa A man may say quite legitimately: “ I 

think that dogma is a false one.” But let him not say, 

“ It isn’t of any consequence what people believe or 

don’t believe.” 

I know quite well what the answer will be. I shall 

be told that I am playing tricks with words: that I am 

defining dogma for my own purposes as any rational 

proposition, whereas it really means a proposition in 

theology, incapable of rational demonstration. My 

answer to this is that nothing is capable of rational de¬ 

monstration in the true and final sense of those two 

words: we speculate as to the nature of God, and we 

speculate as to the nature of gold; and the veil of the 

everlasting mysteries hides the real and essential nature 

of each from our eyes. Four years ago Mr. H. G. 

Wells published a book in which he laboured the 

proposition that the human intelligence is altogether 

fallible, liable to a mass of deceptions and misconcep¬ 

tions, seeing what it sees through a hundred veils of 

illusions. Not merely with respect to matters of high 

philosophy; but as much with the simplest things, the 

most familiar and easy matters; even in the very 

elements, he said, we may go hopelessly wrong; the 

veriest simplicities of our judgments, occupied on the 

objects of everyday experience, are liable to be mis¬ 

taken. If I remember rightly, he took refuge from this 

cosmic enigma, this world maze, by making some sort 

of an Act of Faith; but it is not now my purpose to 

deal with that; I merely point out by this example that 

one cannot distinguish between dogma and dogma, and 

pronounce one to be a self-evident truth and the other 

a mere fantastic speculation. If this be dubious, so, 

equally, is that; this alone remains, that without dogma 

you cannot move one foot before the other. So let it 

not be said: “ It doesn’t matter what a man believes." 

It does matter; since without belief he can do nothing 

and is nothing. 
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REVIEWS 
Is it Peace? 

The Passing of War: A Study in the Things that make 
for Peace. By William Leighton Grane. (Mac¬ 

millan and Co. 7s. 6d.) 

Et Maintenant? . . . Le Disarmement ou la Guerre! 

By Capitaine Pierre F£lix. (Bernard Grasset, 

Paris, 1 franc.) 

THE duty of a theory, it has been somewhere said, is 

less to be true than to be useful. Of the two theories 

contained in the books before us both cannot be true, 

but both may be useful, as complimenting or criticising 

each other. Both discuss the great antithesis, Peace 

and War, with strong denunciations of the latter and 

the expressed conviction that the former is the aim of 

all civilised policy. The secondary antithesis, that of 

the English clergyman and the French officer, make the 

debate all the more piquant 

We have advisedly used the word 41 debate ” in 

speaking of these books. We do not know that the 

authors are acquainted with each other's existence, but 

the fact remains that they are challenging and answering 

one another on almost every page. Briefly summarised, 

the contention of Mr. Grane is that there should be no 

more wars, and, if the undoubted change of moral 

attitude on the part of nations and rulers matures a 

little more quickly, there will be no more wars. 

Captain F61ix, on the other hand, maintains that, in 

one shape or another, there must be one more war; 

44Delenda Germania" are the last words, as they are 

in substance the first, of his sensational little brochure. 

There would not necessarily be, he thinks, a formal 

campaign—the armed peace might fitly be ended by a 

bloodless war, by the display and the recognition of 

superior force. The idea that Germany or the German 

Government is the one obstacle in the way of universal 

peace is by no means new, especially on the other side 

of the English Channel. M. Marcel Barriere's exciting 

romance, 44 La Nouvelle Europe," which was reviewed 

in The ACADEMY last summer, is a very complete 

exposition of this point of view. In England the same 

theory is almost daily expounded, though in a more 

particular and moderate form, in leading articles and 

in numerous books and periodicals. Mr. Blatchford’s 

notorious brochure is almost the exact prototype, 

allowing for differences of nationality, political creed, and 

so forth, of that of Captain F61ix. Even Mr. Grane sees 

the chief obstacle to the fulfilment of his hopes in the 

actual relations of England and Germany, and, while 

he sees much to blame in the conduct of his own 

country's representatives, he by no means absolves their 

rivals from the charge of jeopardising the peace of the 

world. 

It is difficult to say whether the partial agreement 
of our two authors, concerned as it is with eventualities, 

is fundamental or merely superficial. Mr. Grane would 

44 seek peace and ensure it ” with all the forces of the 

spirit and the mind; when Captain F61ix protests his 

love of peace and his desire to further its reign by 

all means whatsoever, his fellow crusader might reply 

with the Psalmist,441 labour for peace, but, when I speak 

unto them thereof, they make them ready for battle.” 

For such a thesis as that of Captain F61ix strikes at 

the very root of the principles advocated in the 44 Passing 

of War.” Peace, as Mr. Grane admirably points out, 

can only be ensured by our learning to think pacifically. 

War is the engenderer of wars, and the mental attitude 

that conceives of a crusade for the forcible suppression 

of war by the coercion of the strongest or more aggres¬ 

sive Power is likely to lead, unless it achieves its object 

by an ifnmediate and improbable coup dt mainy to an 

immense sequence of conflagrations. 

Mr. Grane is extraordinarily well equipped for his 

task. Thought and study have heaped fuel on the fire 

of Faith, and, if the very abundance and richness of 
the materials consumed sometimes lead to our vision 

being obscured, we must remember that there is no 

fire without smoke. We do not mean that he is unin¬ 

telligible ; he is only obscure in the sense that, having 

a great thing to say and a burning desire to say it, 

he finds himself irked and cramped by the limitations 

of his task. And the essential difficulty of saying great 

things in a small space is further complicated by the 

author's wish to show that the collective wisdom of the 

best of mankind is on his side in this matter. Wit4 

this view he has made of his book a perfect storehouse 

of noble and apposite quotations—a kind of Pacifist 

birthday-book. The immediate raison (Ttirt of the 

44 Passing of War ” is the desire partly to refute and 

partly to reinforce the conclusions contained in Mr. 

Norman Angell’s 44 Great Illusion.” In this latter work 

it is maintained that war will soon disappear through 

the operation of an enlightened self-interest; nations 

are bound to recognise sooner or later that war is a 

foolish wager, in which neither party gets the stakes. 

Mr. Grane, though willing to accept for Peace all the 

help that can be found, refuses to believe that considera- 

tions of interest will have any very decisive influence on 

the movement. War has its roots far down in human 

nature; men like force for itself, and 44 selfishness, 

however conjured into courtesy, will still lean to strife, 

and tend to grow angry and fierce in face of opposition.” 

For the moment Mr. Grane and Captain F61ix are in 

agreement; they part company when they explain what 

they mean by force. Mr. Grane quotes some noble 

words of the Bishop of Winchester: “Force, 

machinery, material power, have grown enormously in 

our life-time. There is enough of them in the world. 

What we need to cherish is the spiritual force which 

binds man to man, and nation to nation, by an inner 

bond, stronger than selfishness, or ambition, or any 

material thing.” Captain F61ix, with equal justice, 

refuses to understand any opposition between Force and 

Right, 44 sur le terrain des principes; je ne la constate,” 

he continues 44que sur celui des faits, ce qui est tout 

different; ” and he puts his whole case en forwe 
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lapidaire by adding, “ Le Droit ne triomphe parfois et 
ne peut triompher que par la Force.” 

Possibly some may be tempted to think that Mr. 
Grane’s conclusions are premature, and that his book 
should be put away till Captain Felix has done his 
work, to be, in fact, its “ Vingt ans apres ” At all 
events Mr. Grane has given us a message of far wider 
application than that contained in “ Et Maintenant ? ” 
He commends the fruitful and suggestive idea of the 
late Marquess of Salisbury of a federation of Europe 
in which no sacrifice would be entailed of living 
patriotism; it would merely be a further stage in the 
historical development of a hierarchy of human brother¬ 
hoods, and in the realisation of the Christian ideal. 
He has much to say for the new-fashioned arbitration 
treaties, and he goes straight to the root of the popular 
or pseudo-scientific fallacies that stand in the way of a 
conversion and a new spirit One of these fallacies 
consists in assigning to war the force of a “ natural law” ; 
it is due to false analogy, and would not call for 
systematic refutation, were it not enjoying a period 
of recrudescence under the influence of Nietzsche. 
Another dangerous sophistry, to be heard sometimes 
from the most saintly lips, holds war to be indeed an 
evil, but an evil that is redeemed by the good it 
produces. The conflagration may bum homes and lives 
to ashes, but it will always light many a shining beacon 
of heroic bravery and lofty self-sacrifice. Mr. Grane 
replies: “In war itself, in war qud war, there is not, 
nor can be, any good. . . . Good may come out 
of it, as out of almost any other abomination; but that 
cannot change its own intrinsically evil nature.” There 
is enough good-producing evil in the world without war, 
and there is also, luckily, plenty of good continually 
engendering its like. 

The inspiring thing about the “ Passing of War ”— 
and even those who dissent from its conclusions will 
admit that it is an inspiring book—is that the author 
believes that great reforms can only be carried through 
by men animated by great ideas, that “ man shall not 
live by bread alone,” that the “ appeal must plainly be 
addressed to the whole of human nature.” He would 
hardly have endorsed the verdict of a Daily Mail 

reporter on a recent alliance: “ The alliance of the two 
Powers is built on the solid rock of interest, and not 
on the shifting sands of sentiment.” Rather must we 
draw on “ that great fund of altruistic feeling generated 
by the ethical system on which our civilisation is 
founded,” and remember that this same civilisation is 
the progressive destruction of anarchy in all its forms. 

In the work of Captain Felix we will not, borrowing 
the too spirited pen of the Eton boy, who found that 
St. John’s “ strain of fervent piety ” was “ totally 
wanting” in the Synoptic Gospels, hint at a “total 
absence ” of idealism. There is, on the contrary, plenty 
of idealism, but it is perhaps a little warped by national 
jealousy, and, in the mind of a logical, practical French 
soldier, it is always well under control. We will briefly 
recapitulate his argument. In ten years Germany, or 
* le groupe germanique,” will be able to dictate its will 
to Europe. “Le statu quo c’est Th6g6monie allemande 
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dans dix ans.” And this hegemony would not be for 
the good of the world, the Germans not being made 
for command. Germany must therefore be called on to 
disarm, and, in the doubtful event of her refusing, she 
and her friends must be coerced by the other nations 
of the European Commonwealth. The source of the 
ultimatum would be—Captain F61ix goes so far as to 
say will be—England, and there could be only one 
eventual issue to the struggle. England must move 
“ parce qu’il faut qu’elle agisse encore une fois sous peine 
de mort” If the conflagration becomes general, France 
would be able to stand a prolonged invasion, while 
Germany would not, the latter being dependent on others 
for her means of subsistence. Disarmament would 
wrong no one; the strong would remain strong, and 
the weak weak. An international gendarmerie would 
ensure the peace of the world, its numbers being fixed 
by general agreement 

“ Peut-on 6viter la guerre ? ” The question is con¬ 
tinually being put, and here we have two possible 
answers. However we may dread or dislike the 
conclusions of Captain F61ix, we cannot dismiss them as 
mere vapourings. However impractical we may, through 
conviction or prejudice, consider the aspirations of Mr. 
Grane, we cannot but regard them as mirroring the 
mind of the future, whether of to-morrow, or of many 
centuries hence. 

A Miscellany of Verses 
In the Wake of the Phoenix. By James A. Mackbreth. 

(Longmans, Green and Co. 3s. 6d. net.) 
Eidola. By Donald J. Overy. (David Nutt. is. 6d.) 
Nenuphar, the Fourfold Flower of Life. By Harriet L. 

Childe-Pemberton. (Arthur L. Humphreys. 3s. 6d. 
net.) 

Quiet Places. By Carlos Wuppermann. (Shaemas O 
Sheel, New York. $1.) 

Verses. By W. B. Cotton. (Elkin Mathews. 2s. 6d. net.) 
The Search for Semperswig, and Other Poems Old and 

New. By Harry B. Hermon-Hodge. (Elkin 
Mathews. 2s. 6d. net.) 

Lays of London Town. By W. A. Eaton. (Marl¬ 
borough and Co. is. net.) 

One of the chief difficulties that beset the critic of 
poetry is the impossibility of having one fixed standard 
by which to estimate all kinds of work. The criticism 
of verse would be a much easier task if one standard only 
were available. No doubt some poetical theorists would 
say that there is some critical touchstone with which to 
test all verse; but the application of almost any such 
test which they might devise would certainly fail to do 
absolute justice when used on a variety of volumes like 
the above. It would thus be manifestly unfair to use 
exactly the same critical method with both the first 
and the last volumes on the foregoing list. And prac¬ 
tically any two books within the list demand some 
slight alteration in the critical attitude if they are to be 
fairly appreciated. We felt that this much was neces¬ 
sary by way of preamble to so miscellaneous a collec¬ 
tion as these verses. Of their variety the reader will 
be convinced before he has finished this article. 
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We have nothing but admiration for the work of 

Mr. James A. Mackereth. He has already won his 

spurs with a previous volume, and the present one will 

not only sustain but enhance his reputation. His chief 

quality is, perhaps, a strong, virile directness, coupled 

with a rare sense of the stately and beautiful in words. 

There is nothing of the weakly introspective in his 

work; rather it is bold, clear-cut, objective. A variety 

of styles is attempted, generally with success. In the 

first poem, " The Invitation,” we have an almost happy- 

go-lucky freedom; while the solemn stateliness of “ A 

Hymn to Beauty,” which comes next, forms a most 

effective contrast The eeriness of the ballad form is 

found in “ Paddy Magree and the Imp,” and “ The 

Seer in the Doomed City of Dreams ” displays remark¬ 

able descriptive power. There is a massiveness in the 

“ Hymn to the Midnight ” only too rarely achieved in 

these days. The poem from which we shall quote a 

. few lines is “ Trespass,” which is a pocket-philosophy 

in itself: — 

Ah, blest is he that dare journey alone, 
Leaving the flame of his hearth-stone, 
To follow the quest by desert ways, 

To follow the lead of his soul’s desire; 
His spirit shall come to kindly days, 

He shall chant his joy with a deathless choir; 
Great love shall fashion his heart aright, 
And he shall exult in the living light; 
Unforgetting, and unforgot, 
He shall live by the Law and know it not. 

Mr. Mackereth is a poet to be watched. 

44 Eidola ” is a volume which also contains variety, 

though with scarcely the power of Mr. Mackereth’s 

work. We feel that Mr. Overy has not quite mastered 

his technique, for there are several poems in the collec¬ 

tion which impress one as being experiments. Thus 

the elaborate arrangement of internal rhymes in “The 

Skylark ” can scarcely be spontaneous. Such a scheme 

as 

New gladness for sadness his singing is bringing 

is almost certain to lead to difficulties, if not to disaster, 

before long; thus in the last stanza we read: — 

Now earthward and dearthward while wending, he’s 
blending . . . 

which is what one might have expected! It is strange 

to find, along with this evident freedom in rhyming, 

a curious limitation in the construction of Mr. Overy’s 

sonnets, viz., the similarity of their rhyme-sounds. For 

instance, there is not a sufficient contrast between the 

sounds of “chaste” and “Fate” in the octave of the 

sonnet on page 33 for it to be entirely pleasant. More¬ 

over, this sonnet, which is of the Italian type, ends with 

a couplet, and that no master of the sonnet form will 

allow. We have no desire, however, to play the pedant; 

we hasten to recognise the good qualities of Mr. Overy’s 

work. There is true poetical feeling in it, sometimes 

delicately, sometimes strikingly expressed. Occasion¬ 

ally the thought cuts deep, as in “ Renaissance.” In 

one or two poems Mr. Overy dons the mantle of the 

social prophet, and wears it in becoming fashion. Let 
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the sonnet to Ernest Dowson give a taste of his 

ability: — 

I knew not thy sad songs till in cold clay 
Thou hadst been laid, sweet Minstrel of the Moon, 
So never felt the frail but precious boon 

Of grief for thee in hollow lands astray. 
Dear Singer, hadst thou trod a blither way, 

Instead of haunting hollow lands so soon, 
Wouldst thou have wrought more sweet and rare t 

tune? 
Or hadst thou sung thy song and lived thy day? 

O sweetest singer of a songless age— 
Too fragile for this rough world’s rugged ways, 

Where mortals, all, a ceaseless war must wage— 
She holdeth and awardeth all her bays 

To men who scorn the rout in hermitage— 
Strong men of iron nerve, laborious days. 

One needs to be a mystic as well as a lover 0: 

poetry rightly to appreciate “Nenuphar.” There are 

intellectual qualities of no common order displayed in 

this volume. Although a series of lyrics, it is, strictly 

speaking, one poem, for a thread of purpose run* 

through all, as the sub-title, “The Four-Fold Flower 

of Life,” indicates. The sustained symbolism of the 

verse is very refreshing when so many volumes of 

poetry are mere haphazard collections. The writer ha< 

evidently considerable poetical power and insight, but 

we cannot help at times the feeling that she has 

attempted too much; nor can we escape from the con¬ 

viction that often there is a very slender significance 

behind some of her most resounding lines. A sense 

of effort pervades the work. It is only occasional!} 

that we find such freedom as this: — 

You gave me a rose from your garden’s bloom, 
The best that you had to give; 

In passionate splendour and proud perfume 
It found on my sheltering bosom room, 

So long as it yet might live. 

’Twas the blossom of love that you gave to me, 
The heart of your own heart’s core— 

And I gave you back in its beauty, free, 
A love that wfas wider than sky or sea, 

And fain had I given you more! 

Nevertheless, this is a book for the lover of verse tc 

possess. 

“ Quiet Places,” by Mr. Carlos W'uppermann, is no', 

very aptly named. We expect from such a title sonu 

meditative, restful verse; but Mr. Wuppermanr 

succeeds often in startling us, and perhaps occasional!} 

he would shock some quiet soul. He has a daring 

way of linking human love with God and heaven!} 

things that is sometimes disconcerting; indeed, onr 

cannot help the suspicion that he is forcing the note 

We do not intend by this to deny his power, whid 

is considerable, particularly in blank verse. Here anc 

there his ideas call to mind too easily the thoughts 0: 

other poets, but generally some fresh aspect of the 

thought is presented to us which saves it from being 

entirely derivative. We cannot congratulate Mr 
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Wuppermann on his rendering of Heine’s “ Ein Fich- 
tenbaum steht einsam,” which seems like a watering- 
down of the more familiar and much more beautiful 
translation. His treatment of Scripture subjects is 
refreshing, if not always as reverent as some might 
desire. These few lines on “ Sunset ” will give some 
idea of his style: — 

Flees the dark fury of intemperate Night 
The wounded Day, staggers adown the sky, 
Falls prone upon the threshold of the west 
And bleeds his life out in a purple anguish, 
Then Night, grown pitiful with triumph, stoops 
And wipes the blood away, and buries him 
A shrunken corpse ’neath the horizon hills. 

Mr. W. B. Cotton is evidently well-meaning, and 
has often a pretty enough sentiment; but when one 
comes, on the very first page, upon such a 44 rhyme ” 
as “ watches ” and 44 marches,” and, later on, to 
44 thoughts ” and 44 ports,” “ elect ” and 11 accept,” one 
is bound to declare that it really will not do! It is 
perhaps kindest to say that Mr. Cotton has no real 
understanding of rhyme-technique, as he or anyone else 
may discover by reading 44 Woman,” on page 23. And 
what are we to think of a line like 44 Till they once 
more again burst into fire” ? The volume is fairly 
good 14 Poets’ Comer ” verse. 

44 The Search for Semperswig” has undoubted clever¬ 
ness of a humorous and satirical sort, though occasion¬ 
ally Mr. Hermon-Hodge’s taste is questionable. The 
subjects of these jeux (T esprit are mostly bacchanalian 
or sporting, and possibly appeal to those whose tastes 
lie in such directions. There is a riotous undergraduate 
flavour about some of the pieces which are reproduced 
from 44 The ’Varsity ” and similar magazines. 44 After 
a 4 Fine * Morning 99 is a fair sample: — 

% 

My heart leaps up when I behold 
A Proctor in the High. 
So was it when the term began, 
So is it now I am a man— 
So let me leg it while I can— 
Or let me die ! 
The Child is father to the Man 
(This line means nothing, but will scan), 
And I could wish these 14 Progs 99 to be 
Bound each to each, and handed o’er to ME ! 

Mr. W. A. Eaton writes in his preface:—44 Great 
poets have sung of London, and it may seem pre¬ 
sumption to try and attract attention by these lays of 
the workaday world, but in the pauses of the skylark’s 
song the chirp of a sparrow is sometimes heard.” He 
also prefixes two brief letters from such diverse persons 
as Sir H. Beerbohm Tree and Sir John Kirk. 44 Lays 
of London Town 99 will be useful to the reciter who 
is on fhe look-out for something that is not subtle. 

Thus we have wended our way from the heights of 
really fine performance and mystical thought to some¬ 
thing a little lower than 44 Dagonet,” and the journey 
has not been an entirely exhilarating one. But our 
faith in the future of poetry is not dimmed, though 
we still wait for the uprising of the master-singer. 
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An Actor’s Memories 
An Actor's Notebook: Being some Memories, Friendships, 

Criticisms, and Experiences. By Frank Archer. 

Illustrated. (Stanley Paul and Co. 7s. 6d. net.) 

Mr. Frank Archer is an actor of whom the younger 
generation has never heard. For all that, his name 
appeared in a great many important and even epoch- 
making casts, and he was associated with all the ripe 
actors of the ’eighties. In those days the English stage 
was emerging from a long period of inanity, almost of 
stagnation, and differed from these theatrical times, 
when acting has become the last resource of those 
people who have failed at everything else or who are 
foisted into parts totally beyond their capacity because 
of a pretty face and charming personality. Mr. Archer 
revives memories of stage chapters that were made 
famous by enthusiasm, long and arduous apprenticeship, 
and unremitting attention to business. He mentions 
the names of plays that have lived long enough to rank 
as classics, and brings down from the walls of the 
Garrick Club such actors as Charles Mathews, John 
Clarke, Paul Bedford, J. L. Toole, Henry Irving in his 
struggling days, H. J. Montague, Mrs. Stirling, and the 
rest 

Mr. Archer does not attempt, however, fully to de¬ 
scribe his eventful theatrical career. He too modestly 
contents himself with selecting from his notebooks 
much that is extraneous to it, such, for instance, as 
his brother’s vivid letters from Paris during the siege, 
which are, to our way of thinking, somewhat out of 
place. In an actor’s autobiography one surely looks for 
a criticism of the plays and players of his period, and a 
new light on the character, aims, achievements, methods 
and personality of the great people with whom he acted. 
Mr. Archer’s book is pleasant reading enough. It 
rambles from cover to cover in a gentle, quiet, modest 
way. We find it tantalising to see the names of Leigh 
Murray, Charles Kemble, the Bancrofts, Dion Boucicault, 
Coghlan, Honey, E. A. Sothem, Farren, Mrs. John 
Wood, Conway, Arthur Cecil, Ada Cavendish, and a 
host of others and find no vivid pen pictures, no anec¬ 
dotes, no intimate descriptions. Pinero has attempted 
to show something of the brotherhood and Bohemianism 
and poverty of the actors of the ’eighties in 44 Trelawney 
of the Wells.” He purported to take his types from just 
those people with whom Mr. Archer must have acted 
44 on the road ” and in London. It would have been 
vastly interesting to have seen a first-hand picture of 
the actor’s life in the provincial towns when repertory 
theatres were the excellent fashion and all actors went 
through a mill which ground exceeding smalL It would 
have been equally interesting to students of the drama 
to have been given a glimpse of the manner in which 
plays were produced in the old, good, thorough days. 
In fact, Mr. Archer’s book is remarkable for its omis¬ 
sions. He does not even draw an analogy between the 
stages of to-day and of yesterday—of to-day, when 
England can show no single great actor or actress ; 
of yesterday, when great actors and actresses were as 
thick as leaves in Vallombrosa. The most interesting 
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chapters of his book are those which deal with poor 
Leigh Murray, who, limping about a room in New 
Bridge Street, Blackfriars, taught people something of 
the art of acting. Sir John Hare was one of the pupils 
of the man whose own career was smashed by illness in 
1865, and whose letters prove what a bright, kind-hearted, 
courageous man he must have been, and put a flame into 
an otherwise rather dull volume. 

A French Ultima Thule 
FiUes de la Pluie: Scenes de la Vie Oucssantine. By 

Andr£ Savignon. (Bernard Grasset, Paris. 3 fr. 
50 c.) 

M. SAVIGNON has written a charming book on a little- 
known comer of France that figures on our maps as 
Ushant It consists of a group of small, rocky islands 
off the coast of the Department of Finistere, and might, 
perhaps, not inappropriately be termed the French 
Land’s End, or Ultima Thule. The largest of these 
islets, Ouessant, which gives its name to the little archi¬ 
pelago, is the ancient Uxantos of Pliny, and is known 
as “ Enez heussa ” (Isle of Terror) in the Breton tongue, 
and well it may be, for all count has been lost of the 
fine vessels that have met their doom on its rock-bound . 
coast It was here that the Drummond Castle was 
wrecked on June 16, 1896, with the loss of the captain, 
103 of the crew, and 147 passengers. The English laid 
the place waste in 1388, during the Hundred Years War, 
but suffered a naval defeat there under Admiral Keppel 
in 1778, at the time of the American War of Inde¬ 
pendence. 

Ouessant is about ten miles in circumference, and in 
shape resembles a crab’s claw of monstrous size. It is 
noted for its sheep and a small race of horses, but 
still more for the excellent sailors it supplies to the 
French fleets. On leaving the navy the men devote 
themselves to fishing, and leave agricultural pursuits to 
their women-folk. The latter, who wear a particular 
costume of their own, with their hair hanging down and 
a head-dress something in the Italian style, are known 
on the mainland as the “ Daughters of the Rain,” for 
when it does rain at Ouessant it rains with a vengeance, 
and the presence of any of them in the streets of Brest 
is invariably looked upon as the sign of a downpour. 
They were once noted for their chastity, but latterly 
their morals appear to have grown very lax, mainly 
owing, it would seem, to drink, and to the presence of 
soldiers of the French colonial army, who of late years 
have been quartered on the island. The great majority 
of the men being often away on long voyages, some¬ 
times lasting four or five years, the women have fallen 
an easy prey to the blandishments of les braves 

mil it air es and the insidious effects of alcohol. 
The fishermen are ever ready to go to the assistance 

of a vessel in distress, no matter how bad the weather 
may be, and Ouessant can boast a Grace Darling in the 
person of Mile Rose Here, a servant girl, who, in 1903, 
heroically rescued a boatload of 14 persons from the 
wrecked French steamer Vesfer. The vessel was laden with 
wine, and the fisher-folk secured all of it that they could, 
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with the result that a terrible orgy ensued, reminding 
one of Zola’s short story, “ La Fete & Coqueville.” 
Every receptacle that came to hand was filled with the 
ruby liquor, young and old all got intoxicated; some 
died; gendarmes were thrown into the sea; the spree 
lasted a month, and it was only quelled after several 
pitched battles with the troops. M. Savignon relates a 
terrible experience of a cholera visitation some sixteen 
years ago, when many of the islanders were carried off. 
When one of them dies at sea, and the body is not 
recovered, it is nevertheless represented by a small wax 
cross, called a “proella,” which, after a funeral service 
at the church, is placed at the foot of the statue of St. 
Joseph, in a coffer set there for the purpose. The 
latter is often soon filled, and the “ proellas ” are then 
solemnly interred in a portion of the cemetery specially 
set apart for them beneath a small monument bearing 
the inscription, “Alas!” Another quaint custom, but 
one which has died out, is that it was always the girl 
who proposed. M. Savignon has given us a most in¬ 
teresting book about a people who are little known away 
from their immediate surroundings. 

Shorter Reviews 
Critique of Pure Kant; or a Real Realism versus a Ficti¬ 

tious Idealism. In a Word, The Bubble and Mon¬ 
strosity of the Kantian Metaphysic. By Charles 

Kirkland Wheeler. Portrait Frontispiece. (The 
Arakelyan Press, Boston, Mass. $1.50 c.) 

HE object of this work, according to the author, is “ to 
show up the bubble and monstrosity of the Kantian 

metaphysic, its utter absurdity, its utter silliness”—in 
other words, shortly, “to undermine” the notion that 
we perceive only what Kant calls “ phenomena.” It is 
a question of “the truth or falsity of the doctrine of 
our perception of the world absolute.” That the author 
has succeeded in demonstrating his position and in 
oversetting the metaphysic of Kant to his own satis¬ 
faction may be seen from his summary of conclusions. 
Whether to the satisfaction of other philosophers, we 
may well leave to those readers who are able to under¬ 
stand the extraordinary style in which this book is 
written. The author appears to have no command of 
the English language. We can safely say that we have 
never met with a book in which throughout there are 
sentences so ill-constructed, so ungrammatical, and so 
utterly unintelligible in themselves. We give a typical 
example from the chapter “ Only External World 
Absolute Perceived ” : — 

But as cognizable, it is what as outside the mind, 
is so, as the brain, as cognizable, is outside. More¬ 
over, this primordial mental as provoked, as the brain 
is, of the impact on it of ether vibrations, yields, 
for product or resultant, light itself something of 
the mental of course, as is the brain its source some¬ 
thing of it, and something outside the brain as is the 
brain, as also, as perceived, perceived as outside. 

Page after page is written in this complicated, confused 

if not chaotic style, till the reader soon becomes wearied 

and baffled. We do not even feel in a position to say 
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whether this work is worth translating into the ordinary 
language of common sense. 

A Psychic Autobiography. By Amanda T. Jones. (W. 
Rider and Sons. 4s. 6d. net.) 

The character of the author, and, to some extent, the 
spirit in which this book is written, may be gathered 
from a little anecdote in one of the earlier chapters. 
44 Wanting religion ” at the age of thirteen, and stirred 
to emotional enthusiasm at an old-time 44 camp meet¬ 
ing,” she relates that she went forward to the penitent 
form when the usual invitation was issued, she being 
the only one so moved. The minister failed to see her 
at first, but when he became conscious of her presence 
he prayed, 44 O Lord, there has one little girl come, 
but we’re afraid she doesn’t know what she’s come for.” 
Thereupon, she informs us, she went home and 44 added 
to her vocabulary one single wicked word.” 

The writer who can tell such a story against herself 
is no religious or psychic crank, and the rest of the 
book proves the point. It is a bulky collection of 
44 experiences ” of various kinds, few of them very start¬ 
ling, but all designed to illustrate various aspects of 
psychic belief. There are the usual well-attested 
miraculous happenings, including one in which the 
author saw General Sherman in a nightshirt while Sher¬ 
man was hundreds of miles away, though no material 
good, as far as we can ascertain, accrued from the sight. 
And there lies our chief objection; prophecies, miracles, 
and visions alike achieve no practical end Beyond 
proving the fact that this life is not all, there is more 
beyond—and that is a fact that needed no proof. There 
are some exquisite verses scattered about the book, in 
addition to its psychic and 44 psychometric ” incidents. 

Notre Droit Historique au Maroc. By Jean de L£cussan. 

(Daragon, Paris. 1 fr.) 

44 NOUS y allimes, nous y rallimes ou nous y rilimes! ” 
exclaims M. de L6cussan, alluding to the Act of Alge- 
dras, where, according to him, France parted with 
unquestionable and secular rights in order to satisfy 
the covetousness of enemies, the convenience of friends, 
and the perplexities of her own politidans. The thesis, 
which is presented in a most amusing and provocative 
form, and enlivened with quaint and archaic turns, 
makes very good reading. Taken seriously, the facts 
would require a good deal of checking, but we are 
disposed to believe that the main contention is sound 
enough—that the French were the first Europeans to 
get to Morocco, and that they confirmed and increased 
their rights there through many centuries by a series 
of treaties. M. de L6cussan, on the subject of Franco- 
British dealings in North Africa, has an amusing allu¬ 
sion to 44 le prix de notre fuite d’Egypte plus piteuse 
que celle des H6breux et ou nos modemes H6breux 
eurent leur commission.” 

Proceedings of the Hellenic Travellers' Club, iqii. 
(Horace Marshall and Son.) 

THIS little volume, with a number of excellent illustra¬ 
tions, contains the lectures delivered to the members 
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of the Hellenic Travellers’ Club on board the R.M.S. 
Dunottar Castle during the cruise of this society, which 
took place last Easter, to Syracuse and the Greek Isles. 
Dr. Walter Leaf contributes a most interesting paper 
on the identification of Homer’s Ithaca with the Island 
of Leukadia, and Dr. Richard Caton discourses on Cos, 
Delos, and Delphi. Other lectures deal with Syracuse 
and Knossos by the Rev. Canon S. R. James, and 
Rhodes and the Knights of St John by Dr. W. Allan 
Jamieson. In the preface will be found particulars of 
the club’s next cruise—a fascinating programme, in 
every way equal to the one so successfully carried out 
last year. The volume concludes with the constitution 
and rules of the club and a lengthy list of members. 

La Chaste Sappho de Lesbos et le Mouvement Ftministe 
d Athknes au IV* Siicle av. ]*C. By J. M. F. 
Bascoul. (H. Welter, Paris. 4 fr.) 

THIS is an extraordinary tour de force. Whether it be 
more than that we cannot pretend to guess. M. Bascoul 
is convinced that a great wrong has been done to the 
private reputation of Sappho, alike by the assertions 
of loose writers like Ovid, and by the travesties of 
anti-feminists of fourth century Athens. It is with the 
latter that his theory is chiefly concerned. According 
to M. Bascoul, the existing text of the second ode is 
partly based upon a manuscript that has no sort of 
claim to authenticity. This manuscript must have been, 
in fact, nothing more than a parody, made much later 
in the interests of the Athenian anti-feminists by some 
successor of Aristophanes. M. Bascoul displays the 
greatest ingenuity, and, incidentally, the rarest know¬ 
ledge of Aeolic Greek, in reconstituting the ode as he 
thinks it must have stood originally. A photographic 
facsimile of the Paris manuscript of the ode is given. 

Fiction 
Yellowsands: A Holiday Tale. By Adam Go wans 

Whyte. (Blackwood and Sons. 6s.) 

NSTEAD of taking the conventional course by making 
the inevitable third person in a marriage tangle be the 

means of introducing discord, Mr. Whyte has chosen 
the highly original plan of reversing the situation. Mr. 
Hilary de Gruchy Gibbs, a retired vinegar manu¬ 
facturer, who makes friends with Mrs. Bellingham in 
her seclusion at the seaside hamlet of Yellowsands, 
brings no trouble in his train; he is in the end the 
means of reconciling the parted husband and wife; and 
this happy central idea is to be commended, for with 
it we are gently brought to the company of some very 
charming people, who possess delightful ways and most 
interesting personalities. It is true that at first, having 
memories of the author’s previous work, we expected 
something a little stronger; but the reader who is 
inclined to be too critical must bear in mind that 
44 Yellowsands” is 44 a holiday tale,” in more senses than 
one. 

Mr. Whyte has a pretty knack of characterisation. 
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His hero, Hilary, has been wrapped up in business until 
the great event of his retirement, and at times he seems 
almost too unsophisticated—as when he is nearly caught 
in the toils of that wily woman of the world, Mrs. 
Amory. Her deliberate flirting with him is one of the 
most entertaining parts of the book. There is a 
secondary love-story between Hetty, Mrs. Bellingham’s 
sister, and Teddy, a doctor with a yacht and plenty of 
time and money, very deftly told, and a dreamy under¬ 
current runs through the whole tale which is by no 
means a small portion of its charm. As a piece of light, 
pleasant fiction, essentially a story to read without haste 
on a holiday, “ Yellowsands ” is excellent; but Mr. 
Whyte, we feel sure, is going to give us something much 
more important in the future. 

The Dive for Death: An Indian Romance. With Por¬ 
trait Frontispiece. By T. Ramakrishna Pillai. 
(George Allen and Co. 3s. 6d.) 

INDIAN fiction seems unable to get away from the 
Arabian Nights. Those tales, indeed, were recorded 
of Islamic capitals and life, whereas Hindu stories are 
naturally coloured by their own superstitions and philo¬ 
sophy. But they all alike revel in the marvellous, in 
the intervention of powers of the occult world, in flights 
to fairyland. This little romance is no exception. A 
chieftain’s daughter in Madras, some centuries ago, falls 
in love at first sight (as usual) with an obscure individual. 
The course of love does not run smooth; in a combat 
with a rival the lover disappears down a precipice— 
to be miraculously preserved from death. To escape 
the rival again later, he has to make his “ dive for 
death” into a flooded Indian river, gains the bank and 
the object of his affections. She has remained attached 
to him, amid the sufferings and vicissitudes of life; she 
has been a patroness of literature, a great student of 
religion and philosophy. Scope is thus afforded for 
remarks on the doctrine of karma (action), “a man 
must work out his destiny by his own action ” to 
attain salvation and freedom from future births. 
Fatalism, the force of destiny, astrology, a festival of 
blood and fire, a true miracle, convey some idea of the 
Hindu character of this brief work, which is entertain¬ 
ing enough as a romantic fiction. It brings out strongly 
the constancy and fidelity of a woman’s love, a favourite 
point in Indian literature from the time of Rama and 
Sita. 

.4 Son of Perdition: An Occult Romance. By Fergus 

Hume. (William Rider and Son. 6s.) 

From the weaving and unravelling of ordinary mys¬ 
teries and the tracking of the usual criminal to his lair? 
Mr. Hume has now ventured into the realms of occult¬ 
ism, and written a story round some of the beliefs and 
superstitions of the Theosophists. One set of people— 
the nice, good ones—follow the Right-hand Path ; the 
others—the naughty, bad ones—the Left-hand Path. 
This is in accordance with Mr. Hume’s usual practice, 
but in the present instance detectives do not wage war 
against the doers of evil. The enmity that existed a 
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few thousand years ago in Chaldea, and earlier still 
somewhere on the mythical continent of Atlantis, still 
causes strife and dissension among the reincarnated 
souls as they are shown to us in “ A Son of Perdition,” 
and it is not until some of the wandering spirits have 
met their due reward or punishment, as the case may 
be, that any lasting peace or happiness is accorded to 
the portion of clay that for the time being holds the 
tireless “ souL” We do not know whether Mr. Hume 
is a fresh convert to Theosophy, or whether he has 
written his book as a compliment to Mrs. Besant, to 
whom it is dedicated, but we do not think that the 
story is any improvement upon the numerous others that 
have proceeded from the same pen. 

The Revolt. By Putnam Weale. (Methuen and Co. 6s.) 

The author of this book recently wrote a very interest¬ 
ing study of Chinese life, called “ The Unknown God,” 
which was full of incident and research. The present 
volume, called “ The Revolt ”—why so called does not 
clearly appear—deals with the lives of three persons 
only: two brothers, never friends, and the wife of the 
elder of them. The younger brother breaks all social 
—if not higher—conditions which rule our lives by 
falling in love with his brother’s wife. The results 
following the usual course of all such unholy alliances 
are disastrous for all three, and we fail to see any good 
purpose served by writing such a book, except to show 
the inevitable catastrophe. " Thereby hangs a tale,” but 
a sad one, and we had rather have had the author turn 
his undoubted talents to a more cheerful use. How¬ 
ever microscopically analytical of the passions of men 
and women it may be, the result is practically the same, 
and needs no telling. 

The Theatre 
“Orestes” at the Boudoir Theatre 
WE believe that it was Mr. Frederic Harrison who 

said that ‘though Shakespeare (or Shakspere) 
was the world’s greatest dramatist, yet the greatest 
tragedy in the world was written by .Eschylus. If this 
be true Mr. Richard Le Gallienne must have found him¬ 
self on dangerous ground in once more attempting the 
dramatisation of the tragedies of the Agamemnon and 
the Choephorae. The author has “ in the main fol¬ 
lowed jEschylus for the dramatic action, but the inter¬ 
pretation of the characters and the words ” which they 
utter are entirely his own. We have to thank Mr. Le 
Gallienne for consolidating into one play the incidents 
connected with the murders of Agamemnon and Cas¬ 
sandra by Clytemnestra, and the consequent deaths of 
iEgisthus and Clytemnestra at the hand of Orestes. In 
the first act, which approximately corresponds to the 
Agamemnon, the burning beacon announces the arrival 
of the warriors from fallen Troy. Clytemnestra invites 
two old men of Argos, adroitly used by Mr. Le 
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Gallienne instead of a chorus of Greek maidens, to bear 
witness to her patient waiting: “ nor till now have known 
a joy without him all these years.” Agamemnon is re¬ 
ceived with honeyed words, but Cassandra, daughter of 
Priam, “a doomed and simple woman,” sees visions of 
murders, past and to come, and goes to her death with 
the king. The author offers no explanation of the 
double murder. iEgisthus, the beloved of Clytemnestra, 
becomes the new king. 

The second act takes place at the Tomb of Agamem¬ 
non. Orestes enters for the first time and explains his 
dreadful mission to his sister Electra. The deed is 
faithfully executed, and the act ends with the vision of 
hell-hounds by Orestes. Mr. Le Gallienne does not play 
upon our emotions by means of long soliloquies over the 
bodies of the murdered, and the two chief incidents in 
the history of Clytemnestra, who is the central figure of 
the tragedy, are portrayed with great skill. The charac¬ 
ter of Agamemnon's wife was acted by Miss Edyth 
Olive with a majesty that well fitted the part. Mr. 
William Fazan as Agamemnon, Mr. Rathmell Wilson 
as Orestes, and Mr. Ernest James as Pylades ably 
sustained their respective characters; but the perform¬ 
ance of Miss Beatrice Irwin, though excellent, did not 
combine appropriately with the simple eloquence of the 
others. The play was adequately produced by Miss 
Marie Vantini for the Drama Society on May 6. 

The Pioneer Players at the King’s 
Hall 

The clever and at times powerful little play, “ Nellie 
Lambert,” by J. Sackville Martin, produced by the 
Pioneer Players last Sunday evening, was spoiled by 
its closing sentences. Until the final half-minute it held 
our attention and excited our admiration; there may 
not, therefore, seem much to complain of, but it was a 
thousand pities to ruin a good plot and bring about a 
sense of woeful surprise by making the heroine sud¬ 
denly, in the twinkling of an eye, become an ardent 
suffragette; not only that—it was a glaring fault in 
technique. 

Nellie Lambert was a barmaid at the “ Blue Anchor,” 
contented and happy until policy, in the shape of a 
council election, in which the publican would stand a 
better chance if he employed men, and morals, in the 
guise of an enthusiastic and rather jolly young clergy¬ 
man, turned her out of her situation to find fresh means 
of earning a living for her mother and herself. To her 
rescue comes the braggart and cad, Tom Potter, the 
publican's son, who marries her—she being driven to 
desperation—knowing that he has a wife still living. All 
this was excellently set forth; Mr. Gibson, an election 
agent (Douglas Murray), Mr. Potter (Edgar Payne), and 
Tom (Clayton Greene), acted their parts to the life. As 
the clergyman, Fred Hill gave a really fine study, and 
as Nellie Miss Mona Harrison was sympathetic and 
appealing. The honours, perhaps, should go to Miss 
Lydia Rachel for her interpretation of Mrs. Lambert, 
Nellie's mother; she acted in the pure spirit of comedy, 
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her “ silent ” minutes, when listening to scenes between 
the clergyman and her daughter, being exceptionally 
fine. After so enjoyable a play, the lame ending came 
as a disappointment; there was no earthly reason to 
drag in the “Votes for Women” question at all, 
although “A Female,” a small part taken by Miss Sled- 
dall, was responsible for an amusing interlude. The 
piece was preceded by a one-act play, “ Macrena,” which 
was criticised in our issue of April 27. 

A Spanish Play at the New Princes 
Theatre 

VERY pretty and quaint indeed is “ The Bias of the 
World,” a “ Puppet Play in Three Scenes,” by Jacinto 
Benavente, produced last Monday afternoon by the In¬ 
corporated Stage Society. Comedy, farce, and poetry 
mingle in a charming manner, and the spoken prologue 
and epilogue warned the audience not to take the affair 
too seriously. Depending, as it does, on the whimsical 
atmosphere, the bombast and bravado of its principal 
characters, for its main effect, it would be useless to 
detail the plot; suffice it to say that a couple of adven¬ 
turers, Leandro and Crispin (capitally played by Miss 
Mary Barton and W. G. Fay) take an inn by storm, 
shelter under their large but penniless generosity two 
others, a harlequin-poet and a captain (Shakespeare 
Stewart and G. C. Browne), and in the course of their 
crowded career, crowned by the marriage of Leandro 
with Punchinello’s daughter Silvia (Miss Nell Carter), 
manage to bring about many complications which evoke 
much laughter. Mr. Fay as Crispin had an arduous 
part and carried it through with just the air of abandon 
which it required; Mrs. F. R. Benson as Donna Sirena, 
and Miss Violet Farebrother as Mistress Punchinello, 
were gracious and fiery by turns, and as Punchinello 
himself Herbert Bunston scored a distinct success. 
In the last amusing scene a doctor of law was imper¬ 
sonated by Athol Forde most cleverly, and as a 
clerk E. Cresfan had one of those silent parts on the 
effective rendering of which much quiet humour de¬ 
pends ; in this case it could not have been better played. 
Other characters were in good hands—notably the 
" Columbine,” prettily acted by Miss Beatrice Collier. 
“ The Bias of the World ” (Los Intereses Creados) may 
not be great, but it is full of humour and poetry, and 
well worthy of the Stage Society’s talent. 

Theatre Francais de Londres 
DESCRIBED as "one of the funniest plays of the French 
stage,” “ L’Heroique Le Cardunois,” as performed by 
the French Players on May 2, at the Little Theatre, did 
not sustain its advertised reputation. It may be that the 
entire atmosphere, the small stage, and the repertory 
character of the season, all conspired against a company 
which interpreted M. Alexandre Bisson’s play in a 
manner adequate, if not brilliant. Le Cardunois is an 
amusing deceiver who, after causing uneasiness to his 
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wife and mother-in-law, always returns home as a hero— 
the rescuer of women and children from burning build¬ 
ings or the strong swimmer who saves the drowning— 
and the deserved reprimand gives place to a veritable 
triumph among the womenfolk. The sham hero is 

• eventually exposed by a ruffian whom Le Cardunois 
has bribed to attack two friends, in order that he may 
bring off a dramatic rescue. The series of incidents is 
built upon a very slight foundation, and, after the un¬ 
masking of the mock hero, the play just stopped—like 
a gaslight connected to an automatic meter. Le Cardu¬ 
nois, at first self-satisfied, and then terror-stricken and 
undone, was well depicted by M. Demorange; Mile 
Fanny Tellier as the wife cleverly portrayed the bore¬ 
dom produced by excessive heroism. M. Pierre Maugue 
and M. Jacques Landier did well; and mention must be 
made of Mile Ren6e D6rigny, a very funny mother-in- 
law. 

Music 
THE succession of one great tenor singer to another 

is rarely swift and satisfactory, like the succession 
of those magic rushes of which we read in Virgil and 
in Dante. Tamberlik was no longer young when Mario 
retired; Masini and Gayarr£ were but seldom heard in 
England, so that we had to wait until the days of Jean 
de Reszk6 and Tamagno for the frequent thrill that a 
tenor of the very first class can give. To them suc¬ 
ceeded Caruso, but it is several years since he retired 
from Covent Garden. A welcome discovery, then, is 
that which Mr. Higgins has made of Signor Martinelli, 
for in him we think we have a tenor who is capable of 
carrying on the illustrious, if irregular, line of the 
heroes. One hesitates about making a prophecy, 
especially at this moment, when we have been reading 
ho^ Mr. Davison, the powerful critic in matters musical 
of the “Times" newspaper, once prophesied that if 
Verdi’s operas should be sung for ten years there would 
be no voices left to sing any operas at all. But we are 
fairly confident that if all goes well with him Signor 
Martinelli will come to occupy the place in public esti¬ 
mation formerly held by such singers as Tamagno and 
Caruso. There is no question at all that he has a voice 
of the required volume and beauty. It is a glorious 
voice, rich, vibrating, coloured with gold; and with all 
its strength, it has delicacy, limpidity, charm. Perhaps 
it is more even in quality than any voice we remember. 
The quality of the highest note is identical with that of 
the lowest, and the delivery of the one is as easy and 
natural as the delivery of the other. 

Never, in our recollection, has a singer appeared so 
indifferent as to whether it was a high B or an octave 
lower which he had to sing. Were he infinitely less of 
an artist than he is, one would go to hear Signor Mar- 
tinelli purely for the enjoyment to be gained from 
listening to the quality of his notes—just as one could 
enjoy the tones of Mme Melba, while one remained un¬ 
moved by her style. But the fact seems to be that the 
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new tenor is a considerable artist already, a good 
musician, a man who will always sing with brains as 
well as with throat. Further, he so puts his heart into 
his singing that even in the hackneyed and artificial 
strains of “La Tosca”^it was impossible to hear him 
unmoved. The authorities at Covent Garden, to their 
credit, have done nothing to create a fictitious interest in 
their new singer. His name was unknown, and nothing 
had been said about him. But his merit was at once 
recognised, and we sincerely trust it may not be long 
before we hear Signor Martinelli in other operas. His 
success in “ La Tosca" was naturally the principal 
feature of the recent performance, but so compelling is 
the force of Signor Sammarco’s superb playing and 
singing as Scarpia that the interest was fairly divided. 
Sammarco is terribly truthful, and spares us nothing, yet 
there is never a note or a gesture overdone. He has so 
matured his performance that it now ranks as one of the 
great impersonations in the history of opera. That 
efficient singer, Mme Edvina, did useful work as the 
heroine, and Signor Campanini conducted with brilliant 
effect. 

We wish heartily that we could hold similar language 
with regard to Mr. Hammerstein’s new tenor and to his 
performance of the once delightful " Trovatore.” 
London ought to have room for two opera-houses, and 
it would be very well if these were conducted on diffe¬ 
rent lines, so that while the older house preserved its 
conservative traditions, the newer should range over a 
wider field, and revive operas, such as the “ Favorita” and 
the “ Trovatore,’’ and others which are by no means to be 
dismissed with a sneer because they appealed primarily 
to the taste of a by-gone day. But candour obliges us 
to say that “ Trovatore" was not so given, the other day, 
as to make us wish to hear it again. Better perform¬ 
ances have been heard in recent years from both the 
Carl Rosa and the Moody-Manners companies 
Leonora is too difficult a part for a singer whcThas not 
brilliant vocalisation as well as fine declamation, and 
Mile Olchanski fell very short of the mark in these 
respects. M. Danse’s fine voice availed him little, as 
he sang so persistently out of tune; the lady who sang 
Azucena was unsteady on her notes, and only conven¬ 
tional in her expression. Signor de Tura, the Maurico. 
found great favour with the large audience, and be is 
undoubtedly a “ robust’* tenor, bold in his attack, and 

vigorous in his apostrophes. But his style is very un 
finished, and he succeeds more by a liberal use of his 
strong voice than by a refined manner of producing it. 
The opera is perhaps too crudely melodramatic to please 
the more cultivated instincts of present-day music-lovers. 
The musical paint is laid on thick, and much of it is care¬ 
lessly splashed about. But there are passages of 
genuine beauty in “ Trovatore,’’ and it deserves finer 
handling than that which it is now receiving. 

M. Raoul Pugno has given one of his rare pianoforte 

recitals, and met, of course, with immense success, ° 

spite of the exhibition of an almost incre fible virtuosity 

which is controlled by consummate musicianship, we 
confess that we enjoy M. Pugno’s art m<xre when he is 
playing with the orchestra than when he is FVUIS 
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a recital by himself. He gave us the impression, last 
week, of a great artist, who was just a little impatient 
with the task of playing for two hours to an audience 
that might not necessarily be very critical and keen. He 
threw off his brilliant pages with an ease that had 
something almost of contempt in it, as if Chopin and 
Weber and Schumann were all very well in their way, 
but did not need that concentration of spirit which no 
one shows more markedly than M. Pugno when he has 
a serious Concerto to interpret We were unfortunately 
too late to hear him in the beautiful Prelude and Fugue 
in F minor from the second book of the “ 48,” and we 
can well believe that we missed a great deal. The 
programme, which was made up of short pieces, with 
only one piece of the “first magnitude/' namely, 
Beethoven’s Sonata in D minor, was most agreeably 
varied; a welcome contrast to the heavy programmes of 
great masterpieces which recitalists are too prone to 
offer. 

It were to be wished that the English pianist, Mr. 
Frank Merrick, could be persuaded to make more fre¬ 
quent appearances in London, for he is one of the very 
few pianists, even among those of the foremost rank, to 
whom we may listen without an instant’s misgiving that 
during the course of his performance we shall hear 
something we could have wished otherwise. This is 
not to say that we are always in agreement with Mr. 
Merrick’s interpretations: in Francks' Prelude, Chorale, 
and Fugue, for instance, we believe that the Prelude 
should be played at uniform speed, that the Fugue can be 
stated " largamente/' without being taken too slowly, and 
that there should be no acceleration of pace when the 
triplet passages (in F sharp minor) begin. But to a 
pianist like Mr. Merrick—to one who shows in every bar 
that he plays it as he does because after having given 
most penetrating study to it, he can conceive it in no 
other way, to one who so clearly steeps himself in the 
spirit of the composer whose work he is to interpret— 
a latitude may be granted which one would deny to a 
pianist who takes a masterpiece and uses it merely to 
display his own power and dexterity. Mr. Merrick’s 
other pieces were Chopin's “ Barcarole,” which is very 
seldom played so poetically or with purer taste, and a 
group of Debussy fantasies, all of which, but especially 
the beautiful “ Cathedrale Engloutie," were exquisitely 
given. The rest of the Concert consisted of a Trio 
by Mr. Merrick, some songs and a set of variations 
on “ Black-Eyed Susan " by Mme Hope Squire, who is 
Mr. Merrick’s wife. In these one could welcome the 
good feeling, the facility of composition, and the happi¬ 
ness of some of the ideas, but there was not any very 
distinct sign of creative originality in them. 

Sefior Casals has given at Queen’s Hall a concert 
which, as we were informed on the highest authority, 
was the first concert at which he has ever appeared with¬ 
out a partner. Hitherto he has always had the assistance 
of some other solo artist. There is no doubt that in 
this country, at any rate, we have not been accustomed 
to regard the violoncello as we regard the violin or the 
piano, as an instrument to which we can willingly listen 
during a whole concert. We do not remember that 
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Piatti ever gave a recital! But when the violoncellist 
is an artist so perfect as Sefior Casals, it matters little 
what he plays. He makes us think of the music first 
and of the instrument afterwards. With Sir Henry 
Wood’s orchestra, he played Dvorak’s Concerto, and 
a very pleasant Concerto by Tartini, which was, to us, 
quite new, adding, of course, one of the Bach Suites 
(that in C major) which, in his hands, are as new as if 
they had been composed yesterday. The orchestra in¬ 
troduced to London a set of delicious “ Scenes Enfan- 
tines ” by Ravel, called “ Ma Mere l’Oye.” They are the 
lightest, most delicate little pieces imaginable, full of 
quaint humour, and scored, of course, in M. Ravel's 
well-known style. The stories of “ Hop o’ my Thumb" 
and “ Beauty and the Beast '* are not told, whether in 
prose of one syllable or nursery-rhyme—they are sug¬ 
gested, that is all, but the music comes to an end, and 
we are sure that we know all about the scenes which 
the fairy wand has made to pass before us. 

We cannot do more than record the perfect success }f 
Mr. Paul Reimers at his recital, when, by his singing cf 
Schumann’s “ Der Soldat,” he revealed an unsuspected 
power of conveying a sense of cruel tragedy: and we 
must refer next week to the magnificent piano-playing 
of Mr. Arthur Rubinstein, and to the reappearance of 
Mr. Vernon d’Amalie, a lyric singer of quite unusual 
accomplishment 

The Shakespeare Festival— 
THERE has grown up somewhat of a tendency to 

regard these performances at Stratford as a “ re¬ 
vival” of Shakespeare. At the risk of appearing 
pedantic one may question the choice of the word. 
There is a sense in which the word may be used with 
very happy effect; but in its more customary usage it is 
habitually associated with the attempted resuscitation of 
dead, or well-nigh dead, tissues. There are, no doubt, 
a good number to whom these simple presentations of 
Shakespeare’s plays, given generally in the masterly 
order of their conception, and spoken in the music of 
their realisation, will come as a revelation, especially 
after having heard the trite saying that Shakespeare is 
impossible on the modem stage. Nevertheless, they are 
no revival. The light does not come from a lantern 
re-lit in some sheltered comer hidden from the wind. 
It comes from a sun that may be obscured, but which 
has been peaceably shining all the while. These per¬ 
formances are a simple emphasis of a fact. The thing 
exists now as truly as ever it did; and the tradition 
waits only to be carried forward. 

Curiously enough, one felt this most acutely in the 
performances of dramatists other than Shakespeare. 
When, for example, on the 26th, “ You Never Can Tell ” 
was done, it certainly was not Shakespeare who was 
discountenanced by the juxtaposition. The question at 
the moment is not one of respective artistic merit, but 
purely one of that fitness with the soul of things that is 
sometimes called reality. Some time ago we expressed 
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the conviction that Mr. Shaw’s drama was best described 
by the phrase “ intellectual farce.” Recently Mr. 
Loraine certainly proved that by playing “ Man and 
Superman ” as farce it could better achieve its unity 
and conviction. And on that Friday night Mr. Otho 
Stuart, who was responsible for the production, adopted 
the same method with “ You Never Can Tell,” with the 
same success. Hardly a line needed underscoring for 
its reception by the audience. The verbal wit, robbed 
of its occasional cynic flavour in the farcical fun, struck 
sure, and did not fail of its due laughter. But the feel¬ 
ing all the time was as though one had stepped out of 
the free air into a make-believe that had no reference to 
the life that men live or the thoughts that men think. 
The previous night we had seen the complete “ Hamlet,” 
which was dealt with last week; a play, that is to say, 
where the difficulty of understanding the whole nature 
of the central problem has created an appalling weight 
of books; and yet, difficulties withal, it wrought 
an emotional and intellectual conviction, whereas 
u You Never Can Tell ” touched the soul of things 
nowhere. One might have dealt with castle walls that 
few of the audience knew much of save from afar, and 
the other with cheap lodgings unhappily familiar, but 
one worked its way in the course of our blood, while the 
other was like a marionette display. The fact was mani¬ 
fest in the acting. In the Shakespeare plays it was 
possible to find fault with some or other conception of a 
character; but that very misconception was eloquent, 
since it meant that certain characterisations had been 
perceived and not realised, a fulness of personality that 
had not been rendered. In “ You Never Can Tell ” no 
such difficulty arose: the lines need but to be spoken, 
the rest being a matter of stage management. 

We do not wish merely to extol the Dead Hand 
against the Living; indeed, we think the Governors 
have a clear responsibility on them toward the living. 
Shakespeare is ill served by those who can see no 
farther than him. No doubt he himself, in his own day, 
in the youth of his powers, had his own struggle against 
the Dead Hand—that of Chris. Marlowe, for instance. 
It is a matter much deeper than that perennial problem. 
It is a matter of how far, when once the full possible 
strength of poetic drama has been unloosed, the re¬ 
strictions and conventionalities of the prose conception 
of drama can work conviction in that exacting atmo¬ 
sphere. Mr. Otho Stuart, we think rightly under the 
circumstances, evaded the difficulty by releasing the play 
into the ease of farce; similarly, too, on the following 
Wednesday evening, he adopted the same device with 
the play of another Irishman (the Shakespeare Festival, 
when not occupied with Shakespeare, has always turned 
to Irishmen), Goldsmith’s " She Stoops to Conquer”; 
and his instinct in this was probably not a thing of 
chance, but a feeling for the exit from a difficulty. 

Goldsmith, unlike Sheridan, is not the exclusive pro¬ 
duct of the eighteenth century. He is not dependent 
on “ powder”; and it is not necessary with him to " make 
a leg ” accurately, or bear the mien with due decorum. 
Consequently the departures from eighteenth century 
conditions did not mar the success of the play— 
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although the occasional inventive adornment of the text 
was a very sad affair. Mr. Stuart himself was an 
offender in this way, possibly at the relief of finding 
himself in the youthful part of Young Marlowe. Yet 
there was an accomplishment and grip in the difficult 
second act that bespoke a hand that knew how to steer 
through shallows without touching the rocks. It was 
an excellent piece of acting. Mr. Baliol Holloway as 
Hardcastle was equally good, with Miss Dorothy Green 
as Kate and Miss Ethel McDowall as Constance Nevill; 
but Mr. Harry Caine marred Tony by reducing him from 
a social clown to a circus clown. Yet the whole company 
thoroughly enjoyed themselves, which is not so bad a 
method of “ pleasuring ” others, and in this way the 
contest with the stronger spirit was avoided 

This contest was best illustrated in the play by 
Maeterlinck, “ Pelleas and Melisande.” Even in read¬ 
ing Maeterlinck, his perpetual repetition of phrases, not 
to say the abundance of dots that sprinkle his pages, 
combine with the artificial draping of symbols to suggest 
the straining after an effect that certainly is not reached. 
His work is sometimes spoken of as poetry; but to 
speak so, surely, is profoundly to misconceive both it 
and poetry. It is rather prose that has not the courage 
to be poetry, but, leaning in that direction, is coloured 
with deliberate poetic additions. In spite of Arkel with 
his u je ne me sufe jamais mis en travers d’une desflnee,'’ 
the inevitable old man with a sense of fate who has his 
part in all Maeterlinck’s plays of this period, “Pelleas 
and Melisande ” is, nevertheless, a recast of the story of 
Paolo and Francesca. But, instead of making the love 
itself of such a texture as to imply an achieving destiny, 
it robs the love of actuality by draping it about with a 
deliberate atmosphere. Mr. Martin Harvey, who came 
with his company to give the play, endeavoured to add 
to this atmosphere by rendering it in darkness, with 
limelight following the speakers about, usually! In the 
first scene of the version as acted (the second scene of 
the printed play) there is nothing to indicate that night 
has fallen on th£ forest, whereas there is much proof 
to the contrary, and in one case the characters were 
actually speaking of the broad sunlight flowing about 
them, when the stage was almost in darkness. These 
were Mr. Martin Harvey’s not altogether inexcusable 
efforts to catch and convey the atmosphere, but the fact 

was that the drama was not strong enough to maintain 
itself without such atmosphere. For example, it was 

droned in a monotone almost from beginning to end. 
which was somewhat of a contrast with the stirnng 
poetry that came before and after it. Yet, though such 

comparisons are inevitable by the very nature of the 
Festival, it was a very splendid thing to have decided on 

the play. Maeterlinck is acted with distinction through¬ 
out Europe, and it is strange that he should require in 
England the guardian inspiration of Shakespeare. 

All this leads to one conclusion. Very rightly and 

properly the Shakespeare Festival is primarily con¬ 

cerned with the maintenance, not the “revival o* 
Shakespeare’s own drama; and not the least of its 
benefits is the general atmosphere of strength and 
fellowship that prevails throughout. It is, in the stouter 
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and purer significance of the word, poetic. That is to 
say, it is not difficult to conceive the mood of the men 
who breathed and lived the things they wrought There 
is, of course, the mere sightseer element, but the other 
is predominant. It is another way of saying the thing 
we opened on; and that, in its turn, is another way of 
saying that Stratford at such times has the power to 
make itself the centre of a new and living drama. 

Darrell Figgis. 

Foreign Reviews 
Die Deutsche Rundschau. 

N the April number Herr Wilhelm Alter concludes his 
admirable account of 44 Die auswartige Politik der 

ungarischen Revolution ” ; the fugitives in Turkey, after 
the collapse of the national rising, are the centre of 
interest, and it is shown how Palmerston’s decided 
action saved them and checked Austro-Prussian policy 
in the Balkans. Herr Richard Garbe has written a very 
interesting article on the question of Christian influences 
in Buddhist development; he does not believe in any 
wholesale influence during the earlier and crucial stages. 
Herr Alois Brandi gives a vivid account of the Chartist 
movement, and its relation to modern Socialism; Car¬ 
lyle’s influence on the popularity of the agitation is also 
estimated. There are some unpublished letters of 
Annette von Droste-Hiilshoff, and Frau MelaEscherichs 
writes of Holbein’s 44 Totentanz ” in a most attrac¬ 
tively romantic style. Professor Litzmann deals with 
the primitive German stage, and shows how it was 
for long a mere province of the English stage, with 
effects that lasted in history. Herr Max Reinitz gives a 
clear, concise and optimistic account of economic con¬ 
ditions in Austria. 

Le Mercure de France. 

April 1.—No French periodical would be complete just 
now without an article on Mr. Bernard Shaw. M. Robert 
d’Humiferes is the essayist on this occasion; he has 
evidently read Mr. Chesterton and does not tell us 
anything very new, but his epigrams are sometimes 
amusing—44 ce satyre est un buveur d’eau,” for instance. 
M. Paul Louis is not very reassuring on 44 La Crise de 
l’Etat Modeme ”; the State is 44 lezard6 ” from top to 
bottom, and there is a terrible cleavage of classes, be¬ 
cause 14 aujourd’hui les maitres de l’Etat sont aussi les 
maitres de la production.” An interesting study is that 
of M. Jelinck on Jan Neruda and nationalist Czech 
literature. 

April 16.—M. Leon S6ch6 gives an interesting but 
slightly disconnected account of David d’Angers and 
Victor Pavie, and their connection with the 44 Cenacle ” ; 
the most important section of the paper deals with 
Goethe and his visitors at Weimar. Dr. Guede has fresh 
light to thrown on Casanova, chiefly in relation to his 
famous visit to Spain; some of his researches seem to 
have been baffled of their object M. Henri Malo 
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writes of the tyrannies of a sea-faring life in past ages. 
44 Le Capitan Matamore ” of ancient comedy serves as 
puppet to MM. L6on and Fr6d6ric Saisset, and, in a 
series of quotations, tells his story and reveals his 
psychology. This amusing study is to be continued. 
Many English books are noticed by M. Davray; he is 
polite to Mr. Dawbam’s 44 France and the French,” but 
finds that Mr. Belloc, in 44 First and Last,” risks being 
mistaken for a 44 pion grincheux.” 

La Revue Bleue. 

March 30.—M. Francois Maury gives the introduction 
of his forthcoming book on political reform. He recog¬ 
nises the bankruptcy of traditional parliamentarism, 
has little faith in 44 forms of government,” but believes 
in the Poincar6 Ministry and the possibility of reform¬ 
ing a highly centralised country like France. M. 
Galtier tells us a version of Bazaine’s escape from Sainte- 
Marguerite, while M. Paul Gaultier sheds some new light 
on the problem of44 L’Adolescence Criminelle ” Professor 
Langlois gives some 44 Souvenirs de Sorbonne ”; he 
praises some of the older professors in the pregnant 
words; 44 ils cherchaient a nous donner .... une edu¬ 
cation qu’ils n’avaient pas re^ue.” M. Albalat takes up 
the task of readjusting Rousseau’s position in French 
literature. 

April 6.—M. Pilon gives the first of two articles on 
Louis Chenier, father of the poets, and ambassador and 
consul in Morocco. The memoirs of P.-F. Dubois 
supply a most moving account of the fatal duel between 
Marshal Bugeaud and the Deputy Dulong. M. Paul 
Louis discusses Commerce and Exchange under the 
Roman Empire. There is an account of the parachute 
exploits of Elise Garaerin a century ago. M. Lux 
reviews M. Lebey’s book, lately reviewed in The 
Academy, on the Odilon-Barrot Ministry, and M. Roz 
discusses the performance of “Troilus and Cressida” 
at the Od6on. 

April 13.—M. Faguet, always charming, is, on 
44 Moliere Feministe,” not very decisive; he may be 
right in saying that Moliere was fairly feminist for his 
epoch. M. Lux borrows from the Fortnightly an ac¬ 
count of George Meredith’s family. 

April 20.—A most attractive number, containing, 
besides a story by Gorki, two particularly interesting 
features. The first, which is only an instalment, is an 
account by M. Romain Rolland of Mozart’s sojourn at 
Mannheim; it forms a brief but picturesque sequel to 
the recent work of MM. Wyzewa and Saint-Foix on 
the composer. The second item to which we have 
referred—44 La Marine Fran^aise,” by Senator Chau- 
temps—is a brilliant resume of French naval policy in 
the past, and a sound manifesto of what it should be 
in the future. Harbour defence and privateering 
tactics were all very well as a pis-alter against the 
English fleet of another generation, but now it is 
France’s duty to get a navy of large units, in order 
to secure the Mediterranean, to support her allies and 
to keep her ports open; this last especially would give 
resisting power—44 etre capable de durer, e’est presque 
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etre certain de la victoire.” M. Cordier supplies a 
valuable estimate of the present situation in China. 

La Revue Critique d’Histoire et de Literature. 

March 30.—M. Loisy reviews several theological 
works. M. Rodocanachi summarises the theories ot 
Signor Tommasini on Machiavelli, who is treated as a 
precursor of the “ Risorgimento.” M. Toutain in his 
turn performs the office of critic for M. Rodocanachi, 
whose sumptuous volume on the Rome of Leo X, lately 
reviewed in The Academy, receives well-merited 
praise. 

April 6.—The work of Mr. J. A. Herbert, of the 
British Museum, on "Illuminated Manuscripts” re¬ 
ceives, on the whole, high praise from M. de M£ly. 

April 13.—Recent works on the Talmud are reviewed 
by M. Liber. M. Pfister notices in some detail M. 
Lauer’s account of his interesting researches at the 
Lateran. M. Guyot deals with M. de Ruville’s book on 
“ La Restauration de l’Empire Allemand,” and dis¬ 
cusses the importance of the part played by Lewis II 
of Bavaria in that transaction. 

April 20.—Several classical books are reviewed. M. 
Besnier notices M. Toutain’s work on “Les Cultes 
paiens dans l’Empire romain ” and Mr. Hay's study 
of Heliogabalus. M. Plattard reviews at length M. 
Longnon’s life of Ronsard; approving, on the whole, 
especially as regards the manner of treating the poet’s 
claims to long descent, the critic becomes severe when 
it is a question of reconstituting Ronsard’s amours; M. 
Longnon accuses his author of “ juvenile teraerite.” 

“ La Revue. ” 

M. Augagneur, ex-Minister and proconsul, fulminates, 
in the first April number, against “ L’alcoolisme,” 
which, it is well to remember, is not nearly so inclusive 
as the corresponding English phenomenon; he accuses 
his adversaries of juggling statistics; drinking is by 
no means a vanishing vice. M. Flammarion gives fresh 
instances of future-reading. Baron d'Estoumelles de 
Constant, on his pacificist rounds, reaches Chicago, and 
is impressed by the local barbers ; he has some sensible 
things to say on the American view of art. M. Dornis 
discusses love in modern French poetry, and distin¬ 
guishes between the personal passion of the sane lover 
and the abstraction-hunting of the decadent. M. 
Faguet puts the gist of his conclusions on married life 
into the mouth of a friend, with whom he had the 
following conversation: — 

" En somme, dans Padult&re, il y a toujours deux 
coupables. 

_Sans doute, dis-je, dtonn£ du truisme. 
_ Oui, il y a toujours deux coupables : 1’amant 

et le mart. 
— Allons bon ! " 

For April 15 there are some "in6dits” of Victor 
Hugo and others; the talented artist of the “ Cenacle ” 
—Paul Huet—is the centre of interest, and Sainte- 
Beuve bears a share in the correspondence. General 
Dubois tells us of his imprisonment at Custrin in 1870, 
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and of the escape of some of his comrades. M. Faguet 
criticises the antithesis drawn by M. Victor Brochard 
between ancient and modem moral science; he believes 
in the unity of morality and in the existence of the idea 
of duty among the Greeks. MM. Coulon and de 
Chavagnes describe certain experiments made at 
Geneva with a view to reforms in the law of evidence: 
out of 54 university students 43, when suddenly ques¬ 
tioned, denied the existence of a window they were in 
the habit of seeing every day. 

The Magazines 
THIS being the month of the Browning Centenary 

it was to be expected that the magazines would 
reflect the occasion. The majority of them, to be sure, 
give neither attempts at criticism nor elucidation, but 
float gracefully round the subject in the skill of com 
pilation. Mr. Francis Gribble, for example, in the 
Nineteenth Century, re-tells the story of the marriage. 
Very rightly and properly he lays stress on the fact that, 
however much its procedure may have seemed to be 
truckling to sentiments and conventions that cannot now 
capture a moment’s sympathy, in its result the thing 
was triumphant, which is the conclusive test, a triumph 
not achieved by the Bohemian and adventurous George 
Sand and Alfred de Musset It is not the road that so 
greatly matters: it is the goal in view, and the situa¬ 
tion of affairs at the fail of night Yet so evident a 
proposition scarcely needed re-statement at length. In 
the Fortnightly Mr. H. C. Minchin writes upon “ Brown¬ 
ing and Wordsworth.” As the man into whose charge 
fell the completion of Professor Hall Griffin's “Life 
Mr. Minchin makes some claim to authority. Dating 
from Browning’s half-apology for “ The Lost Leader, 
he yet produces an article that scarcely seems to ment 
the occasion. The strong contrast of the man who cned 
“ The need of a world of men for me,” and the seer who 
found his passion best rendered in a " wise passiveness, 
is somewhat obvious, and hardly profitable. In tk 
English Review Mr. Darrell Figgis attempts a critica. 
re-examination of the problem Browning presents; and 
in the Cornhill Miss M. A. Phillips reproduces some of 
the marginal notes that John Stuart Mill made in a cop> 
of " Pauline ”—a copy that, by a happy chance, fell later 
into the hands of John Foster, receiving his additional 
notes, and then again into Browning’s own hands, to 
receive his comments on these notes, and, above aU, 
the famous statement of his later opinion of this his 
first poem. In the Bookman Professor Saintsbury deal1 
with Browning’s M impressionism.” 

In the Fortnightly appears one of the most excellent 

articles we have read for some time—Professor Maunce 

Gerothwohl’s "English and French Attitudes towards 

Poetry”; and it is singular in this, that, unlike the 
majority of magazine essays, its writer is less concern 

with writing an article than with delivering himself 0 
something that seems to him of importance, n 
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main purpose is to refute Matthew Arnold’s well-known 
proposition that French poetry, or, rather, French verse, 
was logical or rhetorical rather than poetical. He had 
it as a possible weapon to say that the man who 
stumbled so disastrously at Shelley was by no means 
an infallible judge of matters poetical. Yet he is better 
advised in sticking close to his subject. The only un¬ 
happy part of all 9uch articles is that readers of the 
poems from which the citations are made have usually 
to go so far a journey for them that it is a little disap¬ 
pointing. In “ The Strike and the Stricken ” Mr. 
Walter Sichel is rather heavily flippant; and Mr. 
Erskine Childers as exhaustive as ever in his examina¬ 
tion of “ The Home Rule Bill." 

The English Review this month is an excellent 
number. Mr. Masefield gives us another of his poems 
in crude effect; only this tim6 it appears the more crude 
because it is spoken in his own proper person. It is 
even intensely personal, being entitled * Biography.” But 
it is not intensely poetical Mr. Compton Mackenzie in 
“ Poetry and the Modem Novel " has taken upon himself 
to maintain the old paradoxical position that a novel, for 
example, is not only as much poetry as an epic, but that 
it may even be the modem form of it: in fact, that 
poetry may express itself alternately in prose or metre. 
In a certain sense that is, of course, incontrovertible— 
although when one finds him going on to deny poetry 
to Meredith as a novelist one wonders exactly what he 
does conceive as poetry. But, not to be discourteous, 
one is more than suspicious sometimes that he has not 
quite cleared the matter to his own mental satisfaction. 
What, for instance, does he mean by saying that 
“ Beethoven wrote sometimes in prose, but mostly in 
verse," that “ Schumann wrote sometimes in verse, but 
mostly in prose” ? Mr. Conrad indulges in “ Some Re¬ 
flexions on the Loss of the Titanic," in which reflexions 
it is evident that he is very angry with the American 
inquiry. Yet it is a fact that the American inquiry has 
elicited certain matters that one wonders if the Board 
of Trade would have been so prompt in discovering. 

The Nineteenth Century has, among its rare literary 
articles, one on “ The Theology of Milton,” by Bishop 
Welldon. It abounds in quotation, which is not the less 
welcome because it is not always apposite. He examines 
Milton's tenets, which were of a sufficiently individual 
and independent order, both in his prose, when they 
may be directly arrived at, and in his poetry, where it 
is rather more difficult to say exactly which way his 
thought went, for all that he may be mainly subjective 
then. In "The Action of Women in the French Re¬ 
volution," Lady Grant Duff traverses ground that has 
been covered often enough before, and, though she 
treads it again with interest, her conclusions are not very 
comfortable from the point of view of her sex. In “ The 
Sword and the Lance versus the Rifle,” Captain H. E. 
Braine examines four great wars, the American Civil 
War, the Franco-German War, the Boer War, and the 
Russo-Japanese, and we imagine that many will read 
his articles for the tactical interest of those wars who 
will have little regard for the conclusions he draws 
from them. We have often thought that military history 
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would gain considerably in interest if it were dealt with 
from this point of view and in this way. 

In Blackwood's this month “ Q." begins a new serial 
story entitled “ Hocken and Hunken: A Tale of Troy,” 
What will probably be found to be the most interesting 
article is * The Indian Mutiny—the Last Phase," which 
is anonymous. It is really a review of the third volume 
of Mr. G. W. Forrest's “ History of the Indian Mutiny,” 
but, as good reviews should be, it is quite independent 
in its treatment. Mr. A. C. Benson, in the Cornhill, 
treats of “Realism in Fiction.” One becomes a little 
weary of the word “ realism " sometimes. If Mr. Hardy 
and Mr. Arnold Bennett be mentioned in the same 
breath as realists, then it is time to ask exactly what the 
definition of the word may be that can cover two such 
entirely different workers. If one has to fight for or 
against words, then it is desirable that they should con¬ 
note definite things. But, in fact, the terms “ realist ” 
and “ romanticist" form a very arbitrary antithesis. It 
is against a similar difficulty in another field that Dr. 
Stephen Paget tilts in “ Heredity and Life." The 
Comtesse d'Oilliamson deals with some of “Joan of 
Arc's Letters " in an article, all too brief, to which 
Andrew Lang adds a brief note. 

At St Stephen’s Shrine 
By a Regular Devotee. 

ON Wednesday of last week a silent Member asked 
whether the speeches on Home Rule could not 

be shortened; he complained that the average on 
Tuesday was over an hour. The Speaker regretfully 
agreed, but comforted the House with the assurance 
that the next speaker he would call upon would be 
short, and Mr. Shortt resumed the debate amid laughter, 
and spoke for nearly another hour. Stout old 
Robert Finlay next attacked the Bill, and dissected it 
with forensic skill He quoted Admiral Mahan’s famous 
declaration that Home Rule would be more fatal to 
Britain than the secession of the Southern States would 
have been to the United States. It is gradually begin¬ 
ning to dawn on the House that Home Rule is not so 
easy as it looks. Col Seely made a very able speech 
in reply—one of the best yet made on the Government 
side. 

In the evening Mr. Grant drew attention to the posi¬ 
tion of the Doctors under the Insurance Act, and the 
dispute which was still raging. Mr. Lloyd George tried 
to bustle Mr. Grant, who is a new Member, by interrupt¬ 
ing and asking embarrassing questions, but Mr. Grant 
stood up to him. “ It is not for you to question me,” he 
said; “ you are there to be questioned by me." Lloyd 
George then subsided for a time. 

The Radical Whips, ever on the alert, had decided 
that a snap might be attempted by the Opposition on 
an evening like this, so sent out a fairly stiff whip to 
their followers in the usual way. The same idea had 
occurred to the Unionists, and they flocked up in great 
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numbers as the minute-hand sailed slowly round to 11. 
It was evidently going to be a very close thing, far closer 
than the Ministerial Whips liked ; so telegrams were dis¬ 
patched, telephones rung, and taxicabs hired. 

Lloyd George was informed of the position of affairs 
when he was replying at 10.50. With ready wit his 
first idea was to talk it out, but at 10.59 the closure was 
moved. The Speaker allowed it, and to the surprise of 
the Unionists it was agreed to without a division. The 
question was put, and, amid triumphant cheers from the 
Opposition, this powerful Government actually had to 
agree to a motion which they had whipped their 
Members to attend in order to defeat. The Unionists 
cheered again as they realised how greatly they had 
scored. 

On Thursday Mr. Will Thorne and Sir Edward Car- 
son, for different reasons, clamoured for a day to discuss 
whether the allegation was true that rich men were 
treated differently from poor men by the Government 
when instituting prosecutions. Mr. Asquith flatly declined 
to spare any Government time for the purpose. It is a 
piquant situation which neither party will allow to rest 
now the allegation has been made that Sir Edward 
Carson delivered speeches as seditious as those made 
by Tom Mann. 

Mr. Balfour continued the debate on Home Rule. He 
caught Winston Churchill's clever and arresting phrase 
of the “ modern eye,” and denied that the younger 
generation had explained away any of the difficulties 
that had beset older politicians for a quarter of a cen¬ 
tury. It was a thoughtful speech, delivered without 
passion or vehement gesture. He objected very 
strongly to the 40 Members remaining at Westminster, 
where they could vote on great items of expenditure 
which neither they nor their constituents had con¬ 
tributed a shilling. They might sit in both the Irish 
and the English Houses, and probably be paid for doing 
so in both. 

Everybody—even his own friends—agreed that Sir 
Edward Grey was not at his best in his reply. He 
wasted a lot of time on some small dialectical point of 
no moment which the House found it difficult to follow. 
The interesting part of his speech was when he seemed 
to recognise that the Government could not hope to 
succeed if Ulster was not to be placated in some way. 
The whole tone of his speech was slightly apolo¬ 
getic : “ If Ireland can forget past deeds, cannot we 
forget past words ? ” he pleaded. 41 We ought not to 
magnify difficulties or rake up old troubles.” 

The talk in the Lobbies was wholly on the severe 
shaking the Government had received the night before. 
There were many heart-searchings among the Radical 
Whips, and some recriminations with Members who had 
been absent unpaired. It was acknowledged that they 
had been out-manoeuvred, and stringent rules are being 
framed to prevent such an occurrence being possible in 
the future. The Doctors are delighted at the Govern¬ 
ment's acceptance of the motion, and the prospects of 
the success of the Act are not very bright Meanwhile, 
the Shops Act does not seem to be workable or popular 
even among the assistants whom it was framed to help. 
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On Friday two Bills were down for discussion on the 
subject of Bogus Clubs and their suppression. The 
first and only one reached was a Radical measure pro¬ 
posed by Sir Alfred Gelder, who withdrew so much of it 
in the course of the debate that little remained. The 
Labour Party protested against “this irritating and 
harassing legislation,” whilst others seemed to see in it 
not only the hand of the intemperate teetotaller, but 
also the brewer, who is supposed to hate clubs. Mr. 
Handel Booth, who sets himself up to be the wit of the 
Radical Party, gave his experience of being “ driven 
from public-houses.” Everybody asked “Why?” and 
Jerry MacVeagh, who is a real wit, shouted, “Time, 
gentlemen, time,” which convulsed the House, especially 
as Mr. Booth looked at 4.58 as if he intended to talk 
the Bill out. Mr. Booth put himself right by explaining 
that political literature in public-houses drove him forth- 
A mixed division followed, 190 voting for it because 
they thought no one would be a penny the worse, and 
39 against it because they thought the legislation 
needless. 

Monday was a slashing day, with honours easy. 
Handsome Jack Campbell led off with a long string of 
facts which were incontrovertible, showing that peace in 
Ireland only existed because people were terrified and 
lawlessness went unpunished, and he rolled Birrell over 
and over in the mud of his own ineptitude. The 
Attorney-General replied. Rufus Isaacs has had a bril¬ 
liant career at the Bar, but curiously enough he has 
never been a success in the House of Commons. He 
was time after time before he took office given the stage 
to himself with the limelight turned on, but all to no 
purpose. This afternoon he redeemed his reputation. 
He let himself go and made a tremendous onslaught on 
the Ulstermen. “ Were the leaders of the Opposition,” 
he thundered, “ prepared to go to the length of sup¬ 
porting civil war, as some of their number (looking at 
Carson) had threatened ? ” Austen Chamberlain quietly 
said he would answer in due course. Devlin, that curious 
little demagogue who is called the pocket Demosthenes, 
also made a capital speech from his point of view, and 
some useful replies were delivered by Duke, K.C., and 
others. 

Comment was made in the Smoking Room that the 
Chancellor was artfully keeping out of the debate. If 
Asquith topples off his throne it will be as well for 
Lloyd George if his hands are free on Home Rule. 

Tuesday.—The fight goes backwards and forwards, 
sometimes one side gains an advantage, and is then 
driven back again. 

Yesterday, on the whole, I think the Government 
scored, but to-day Austen Chamberlain carried the war 
into the enemy’s country. As an ex-Chancellor he dis¬ 
sected the financial proposals with the keenness of an 
expert. He then scornfully asked if the Home Rule Bill 
was a type of the measures that would be meted out 
in due time to Scotland, Wales, and England, with 
customs-houses dotted along their borders. Not one 
of the clauses would or could apply, and it was 
sheer hypocrisy to pretend that it was the first 
instalment of a well-thought-out scheme of Home 
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Rule all round. He next dealt, as he promised 
he would, with the Attorney-General’s challenge. 
He commented on the way Rufus Isaacs had 
palliated crime m the South and West of Ireland, and 
been severe on Ulster. He commented on the way the 
Bill was being pressed through by means of the Parlia¬ 
ment Bill—a measure obtained by trickery and fraud on 
the people and the Crown, and declared that Ulster 
would be morally justified in declining by force to be 
tom from her allegiance. “ I would not counsel other 
men to fight when I remained in security in England— 
(“ That’s manly, at any rate,” said John Ward, approv¬ 
ingly)—and I say it is due to the precautions that 
my friends took in Belfast that the Government did 
not bring in a Bill stained with blood.” It was an effec¬ 
tive reply, and the precise Mr. Samuel, who got up to 
answer, was unable to dissipate the effect it produced. 

Notes and News 
Mr. Harold Munro, editor of The Poetry Review, is 

to lecture on “ Modem Poetry,” at Clifford’s Inn Hall, 
on May 15, at 9.30 p.m. 

The Royal Geographical Society holds its Anniver¬ 
sary Meeting on Monday, May 20, and the Dinner will 
take place the same evening at 7.30, at the Whitehall 
Rooms, Hotel Metropole. 

Messrs. Stanley Paul and Co. announce that they are 
publishing immediately “ Our Future Existence, or the 
Death-Surviving Consciousness of Man,” by Fred. G. 
Shaw, F.G.S., price 10s. 6d. net 

The Royal Meteorological Society meets at Southport, 
by invitation of the Mayor and Corporation, to-day 
(Saturday), and on the following Monday papers will be 
read and various interesting visits will be made. 

Two new and distinctive novels by well-known 
authors are promised for early publication by Messrs. 
Chapman and Hall: “ The Chief Constable,” by Mr. 
Vincent Brown, and “The Grey Terrace,” by Mrs. Fred 
Reynolds 

We are asked to announce that The Year Book Press 
will publish in the early autumn a volume of poems, 
entitled “ Navvy Rhymes,” by Patrick Mac Gill, author 
of “ Gleanings from a Navvy’s Scrap Book,” and “ Songs 
of a Navvy.” 

The most comprehensive plan for a Festival Theatre 
of all the Arts appears in a book called “ The Shake¬ 
speare Revival ” (G. Allen and Co. 3s. 6d. net). This 
idea, which is explained at length, has the sanction of 
the Governors of the Memorial Theatre, Stratford-upon- 
Avon, and Mr. F. R. Benson contributes the preface. 

Mr. S. Alman, pronounced by Mr. Landon Ronald, 
Principal of the Guildhall School of Music, to be one of 
the most brilliant pupils who has ever studied at the 
School, has just written the libretto and composed the 

music of the first Yiddish opera ever staged. It is en¬ 
titled “ King Ahaz,” has an historical foundation, and is 
being performed nightly at “The Yiddish People’s 
Theatre,” The Temple, 226, Commercial Road, E. 

The next number of the Edinburgh Review will 
appear under the control of a new editor, the seventh 
in succession to Francis Jeffrey, who held the reins from 
the foundation of the Review in 1802 down to 1829. 
The proprietors feel confident that in placing the Review 
under the charge of Mr. Harold Cox they have secured 
an editor of whom it may be predicted that he will con¬ 
sistently maintain the principles which have been upheld 
by the “ Edinburgh ” for more than a century. 

Forthcoming lectures at the Royal Society of Arts 
will be as follows:—Monday, May 13, 8 p.m., Captain 
H. R. Sankey, R.E., M.InstC.E., “ Heavy Oil Engines ” 
(Lecture III); Wednesday, May 15, 8 p.m., Ernest 
Kilburn Scott, Assoc.M.InstC.E., on “ The Manufac¬ 
ture of Nitrates from the Atmosphere,” at which Sir 
William Ramsay will preside; and Thursday, May 16, 
4.30 p.m., Neville Priestley, Managing Director, South 
Indian Railway, on “ Indian Railways.” 

The Coronation Picture painted for his Majesty the 
King by Mr. J. H. F. Bacon, A.R.A., and now in the 
place of honour in the Royal Academy, is to be repro¬ 
duced in the form of engravings in sizes and at prices 
to suit all classes. Messrs. William Doig and Co., of 
New Bond Street, who have been appointed Publishers 
to his Majesty the King, will issue the engravings at an 
early date, probably the middle of June, and the sub¬ 
scription list is now open. 

The announcement of a publication under the title of 
“War and the Private Citizen,” by Dr. A. Pearce 
Higgins, with an introductory note by the Rt Hon. 
Arthur Cohen, K.C., will doubtless create considerable 
interest. Dr. Higgins is lecturer on Public International 
Law at the London School of Economics and at the 
Royal Naval War College, and shows how war may 
affect the ordinary citizen, whether it be a war of 
invasion or not Messrs. P. S. King and Son are the 
publishers. 

Under the title of “ The Buddha’s Way of Virtue,” 
Mr. Murray is about to publish in the “ Wisdom of the 
East” series a new and complete translation from the 
Palic text of the famous Buddhist Canon, “ The Dham- 
mapada.” It is the joint work of a Buddhist Bhikku, 
Mr. W. Wagiswara, and Mr. Kenneth Saunders. The 
Dhammapada contains the very essence of Buddhist 
teaching, and has hitherto been inaccessible to the 
general reader. The present translation will include full 
explanatory notes and an interesting commentary on the 
Buddhist Ideal of Nirvana. 

After several experiments, the artistic “ cabaret,” for 
the exploitation of all that is best and most original 
in song, dance, or play, of a nature seldom “ presented,” 
is to have a place in the scheme of London’s amuse¬ 
ments. During the second week in May the Cabaret 
Theatre Club, with premises at 3, Heddon Street, 
Regent Street, will come into existence. It will open 
at 8.30 every evening, and from 9 till 11.30 a varied 
programme awaits those in search of entertainment. 
Seated round small tables in the vicinity of a well- 
stocked cellar, the members and their guests will, at 
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the conclusion of the unique programme, be able to order 
light suppers. Sunday evening will be devoted to a 
play of a literary or ethical value, which, for one reason 
or another, has oeen withheld from the public approval. 

Sir Herbert Tree has generously lent His Majesty’s 
Theatre, Haymarket, for a matinee performance, on 
Thursday, June 13th next, in aid of the funds of the 
Newsboys’ Club, 67a, Farringdon Street, E.C. This 
excellent institution has done much good work since 
its foundation in alleviating the lot of the London 
newsboy, and it is now greatly in need of additional 
financial assistance to meet the increasing demand for 
its services. Many of the most prominent artists and 
actresses of the day will appear, and some important 
and interesting dramatic and humorous novelties are 
promised. Mr. M. V. Leveaux has kindly undertaken 
the arrangements, and tickets may be obtained from 
the box office of His Majesty’s Theatre; from Miss 
Hirst-Browne, Organising Secretary, 30, Trebovir 
Road, Earl’s Court; and from the Newsboys’ Club, 
67a, Farringdon Street, E.C. 

Imperial and Foreign Affairs 
By Lancelot Lawton. 

THE PEACE OF EUROPE. 

SO long as the Turco-Itaiian conflict lasts, so long 
will Europe be in a state of alarm. Although in 

accordance with the requirements of diplomacy the 
Powers are compelled to maintain strict neutrality, it is 
not inopportune at the present moment to have regard 
to the policies pursued by various governments, or groups 
of governments, and to examine carefully the relation 
of public opinion to such policies. In every capital the 
view appears to be entertained that the friendship of 
both belligerents is well worth retaining. Hence there 
is a natural reluctance to suggest terms of peace that 
will not meet with ready acceptance by either party. 
Here there arises a deadlock as complete as any that 
a fertile mind could conceive. For, whereas Italy has 
insisted upon the annexation of Tripoli, Turkey declares 
that she will be content with nothing short of the 
evacuation of the territory, and several of her states¬ 
men have even gone so far as to talk about an indemnity. 
While sternly declaring that under no circumstances 
whatever would the Italian conditions prove acceptable, 
the Ottoman Government incidentally throws a light 
upon the internal state of the country when it confesses 
that abandonment of sovereignty over Tripoli would 
inevitably be attended by grave and widespread dis¬ 
order. Yet, on the other hand, there are not wanting 
indications that the prolongation of the campaign may 
produce unfortunate results of a nature similar to those 
which Turkish statesmen fear would follow the con¬ 
clusion of peace. The Cretan question has again been 
revived in an acute form; considerable unrest exists 
throughout Macedonia and Albania; and now that the 
snow has melted and the sun is shining once more the 
Bulgarian army, in accordance with a menacing custom, 

' ♦lceuvring on the frontier. 

• ' Digitized by Google 

A nice problem is suggested by the reflection that if 
Turkey does not stop the war her Empire is in danger, 
and that if she does stop the war she is faced with the 
same peril. It is a case with her of “ heads I win, tails 
you lose.” Meanwhile, she is buoyed up with the know¬ 
ledge that the financial resources of her enemy are 
becoming exhausted. So far, save irritating the world, 

Italy has accomplished nothing as a result of her recent 
naval activities. It must be confessed that to the impar¬ 
tial onlooker the operations of her fleet resemble more 
closely piratical tactics than they do the development of a 
coherent plan of strategy. Eminent authorities on the 
science of war are in agreement that the quickest way 
to bring about an end to hostilities lies in initiative 
action conducted with an energy that knows but little 
mercy. The Italians, however, seem to incline to the 
opinion that battles can be won on the chess-board of 
diplomacy. In so far as they seek to solve the problem 
of conducting war without bloodshed, they deserve the 
congratulations of all humanitarians. 

Again and again emphasis has been laid upon the un¬ 
deniable fact that the outstanding lesson to be leamt 
from the campaign is the value of sea supremacy. To a 
nation like Great Britain, dependent as she is solely 
upon a navy for her existence, the full significance of 
such a lesson is not lost. There is a danger, however, 
lest in our concentration upon this aspect of the war 
we should lose sight of another and equally important 
factor—that of the value of land supremacy. Whereas, 
of course, Turkey has been hopelessly crippled by 
reason of her inability to transport her soldiers to the 
scene of conflict, we cannot escape the conclusion that 
had Italy been as confident and as strong on land as she 
is on sea the war would have been over long ago. Thus, 
while the plight of Turkey teaches us the power of sea 
supremacy, the impotence of Italy drives home the 
lesson of which Lord Roberts is so able and so untiring 
an exponent The plain fact must be apparent to all 
clear thinking minds that certain and complete victory 
in war can only rest with the side that has the capacity 

to annihilate the enemy’s forces both on land and sea. 
When, as in the present case, neither belligerent can 
effect this purpose, neutral Powers have just cause for 
complaint as a consequence of the inconvenience caused 
by the prolonged and indecisive nature of the conflict 
For all practical intents and purposes the Italian Navy is 
at war without an enemy to fight; while the Turkish 
Army is keen to give battle if the Italians would only 
come within gunshot. The Powers, unwilling to take 
any action that would give offence to either belligerent 
are occupied in protesting with somewhat unnecessary 
zeal that their attitude is one of strict, though at the 

same time benevolent, neutrality. 
The perplexity of the Triple Alliance is little short 

of comical. Germany, who took upon herself to guide 
the destinies of Turkey, cannot oppose the belligerent 
actions of her partner, Italy. Then Austria, who secs 
the status quo in the Balkans threatened, and whose 
trade is daily becoming more and more embarrassed by 

the warlike operations in the Aegean Sea, takes no pah15 
to conceal her resentment against Italy. A leading 
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Vienna newspaper has made the suggestion that Italy 
should be expelled from the Triple Alliance. It is 
apparent that Italian sea-power in the Mediterranean is 
sufficient to turn the balance in the international scales. 
In his highly significant speech in the House of Lords 
on Thursday of last week, Viscount Morley defined the 
attitude of Great Britain in the matter. " With regard 
to Italy," he said, “ it would certainly be an immense, and 
I will even say a lamentable, mistake, if we were to 
forget our friendship, our long, traditional friendship, 
with Italy in the past, and, more than that, if we were 
to forget our concern in her position and relations as a 
Mediterranean Power in a very easily imaginable 
future.” At the same time Lord Morley emphasised 
that " it would be a great mistake if we left out of sight, 
with regard to Turkey, the enormous Mahommedan 
interests with which we are concerned.” It may be 
argued, then, that our policy in regard to the war is not 
unlike that of Germany. But there is this essential 
difference, that although Italy is the ally of Germany 
her friendship with that country is artificial in character. 

MOTORING 
'T'HE London County Council is not particularly 

noted for its kindly sentiments towards motorists, 

but on the contrary has a reputation for unnecessary 

alertness in the matter of speed limits and for objection¬ 

able eagerness in the collection of duties, fines, etc. It is 

therefore gratifying to note that for once it has allowed 

its zeal to outrun its discretion, and has had to pay 

up in consequence. It appears that a motor-car dealer, 

who was also a member of the Automobile Association, 

was summoned for keeping two cars without proper 
licences, i.e., without having paid the revenue tax due 
from a private owner. It was never, of course, in¬ 
tended that a dealer, through whose hands many cars 
are continually passing in the ordinary way of business, 
should be required to pay the owner’s tax, as any such 
°hligation would obviously put a stop to the second¬ 
hand car business altogether. But the L.C.C., in spite 
of previous adverse decisions in similar prosecutions, 
apparently thought there was a chance of securing some 
unearned increment, and resolved to prosecute. The 
case was decided, after four adjournments, at the South¬ 
western Police Court, Mr. W. Taylor Parkes, instructed 
y the A.A. and M.U., appearing for the defence. Mr. 
arkes submitted that it was absolutely necessary, before 

a car could be sold by a dealer, that the vehicle should 
oe tested on the road, as no sensible person would think 
of buying a car without a preliminary trial run, and he 
stated that the cars in question had only been used for 
t at purpose. The prosecuting counsel argued that once 
a car went on the road the owner was liable fo pay the 

uty, and that it did not affect the case one way or the 
other for what purpose it was being used. Fortunately, 
t f Bench took the commonsense view of the case, and 
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dismissed the summons, with five guineas costs against 
the London County Council, consenting to state a case 
if called upon to do so. From the private motorists 
point of view the case is important, as it seems to have 
been established during the hearing of it that the mere 
fact of keeping a car does not make the owner liable 
for duties, as there must be a user also. It sometimes 
happens that a man may avail himself of an opportunity 
to buy a car on specially favourable terms, without any 
intention of making immediate use of it. It is useful, 
therefore, to know that until he does use it, or authorises 
its use, he cannot be called upon to pay the tax. 

Another case, of even greater interest and importance 
to motorists generally, came before the Hampstead 
Bench the other day, the defence on this occasion being 
undertaken by the R.A.C. A member of the Club was 
charged with “ not having a lamp at night so contrived 
as to illuminate his number-plate at the rear of the car.” 
Now everybody, motorist or otherwise, will admit that 
it is reasonable, and even necessary, for the law to insist 
upon every car being capable of identification at all 
hours of the day or night, but, as every motorist knows, 
it is quite impossible to be certain that the light has not 
been extinguished by a sudden gust of wind in the case 
of an oil lamp, or by a short circuit in an electric one. 
All the motorist can do is to take every reasonable 
precaution in the matter, and fortunately the Motor 
Car Act recognises the justice of this. Under Section 2, 
Sub-section 4, it is provided that “if the identification 
mark is in any way obscured or rendered or allowed to 
become not easily distinguishable, the person driving the 
car shall be guilty of an offence, unless he proves that he 
has taken all steps reasonably practicable to prevent the 
mark being obscured or rendered not easily distinguish¬ 
able.” In the case in question it was proved that these 
steps had been taken, and that the absence of the light 
was purely accidental, but in spite of this the Hamp¬ 
stead Bench decided that there was no defence. The 
R.A.C. appealed to the High Court for a new trial, and 
have been successful, the Court, consisting of the Lord 
Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Pickford, and Mr. Justice 
Avory, unanimously deciding that the magistrates were 
wrong, and that the police must pay the costs of the 

appeal. 
Interest in the forthcoming Grand Prix race, which 

takes place next month, is very keen in motoring circles. 
Of the two most formidable British competitors, the 
Vauxhall and the Sunbeam companies, the former have, 
as has already been stated in these columns, selected an 
all-British team of drivers, whilst the Sunbeam people 
have engaged well-known Continental drivers to pilot 
their four competing cars. The quartette is as follows: 
Rigal, one of the most famous of French racing 
motorists, and a veteran of many years’ experience in 
international contests; Medinger, an Austrian, and the 
winner of the Semmering hill-climb last year; Resta, 
who drove an Arrol-Johnston in the Boulogne Circuit; 
and Caillois, another familiar figure in important Con¬ 
tinental races. The Sunbeam has made immense strides 
in the last year or two, and one or other of the team 
should do well in the Grand Prix. R. B. H. 

In the Temple of Mammon 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 
queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

EVERYONE will be glad when the present account 
ends. Investment brokers have been busy, but 
firms that rely on speculation complain. I am not 

surprised, for we have had a wild rush, an inordinate 
gamble, and we are now suffering from the reaction. 
Whether it will come to an end within the next few weeks 
1 cannot say. It is perhaps doubtful. The new issues 
have not been of an exciting character. The Ammonia 
Soda Company asked the public to provide them with 
;£i 50,000 in exchange for a like number of 6 per cent, 
cumulative Preference shares. The best thing about this 
company is the fact that Mr. Arthur Chamberlain is the 
chairman. The profits for the past twelve months are 
^17,790. In the two previous periods a loss was made; 
therefore the business is speculative. The Santa Maria 
Oilfields of California came out at an unfortunate moment, 
its appearance synchronising with the California Oilfields’ 
report, which was bad. The capital of this company is 
too large to please me, and I cannot advise a speculation. 
Two Nigerian tin properties have appeared: one the 
Western Orufu, the other South Orufu. Prospectuses 
have not been issued, but short statements are made in 
the papers as to the properties. No doubt markets will 
be made and the shares unloaded; but not upon me. The 
New York 4^ per cent, bonds that were issued through 
Messrs. Seligman are, of course, a thoroughly sound in¬ 
vestment. The Anglo-Maikop Corporation asked for 
,£194,860 convertible debentures. But, as far as I can 
gather, the company is not making a profit, and we have 
only Mr. Tweedy’s estimate to go upon. The British 
Austrian Oil Investment asked for £112,753, with which 
to pay off an indebtedness on their wells. The prospectus 
is very vague. One well is said to be making ^jo.ooo 
per annum, but everything is in estimates, and actual hard 
facts appear scarce in the prospectus. Public issues are 
not going just now. The public is either on for a gamble 
or a sound investment. It is not attracted by the semi- 
speculative propositions that have been put before it 
during the past few weeks. 

Money.—The Money Market has become quite easy, 
and some people expected that the Bank Rate would be 
reduced last week. New York appears to have closed 

down a good many speculative commitments, and Berlin 

seems to be well supplied with money. Therefore a 

reduction in the rate is quite possible. Trade through¬ 

out the country is good, but this should not interfere with 
cheap money. 

Foreigners.—Italians remain weak in spite of the 

efforts of the Italian Government to steady their marker. 

If Italy insists on annexing the islands of the Archi¬ 

pelago, we shall have some complications with the other 

Powers. England should take Crete. Indeed, Suda Bay 
will be absolutely necessary for her existence as a maritime 

Power if the islands in the Asgean Sea are divided up 
amongst the other great Continental nations. Whether 

there will be any trouble with China depends on the power 
of Yuan Shi Ki. On the 15th the representatives of the 

six Great Powers will meet in London and formu)atec«r* 

tain definite proposals which must be accepted by China 
without delay. Sixty millions is to be lent in the autumn, 

and 60 millions next year. The first loan will be utilise 
in paying the soldiers and police. But if China refuses 
the terms, then all financial support will be withdrawn, 

and the country will be plunged into a revolution, 
which no one can see the end. Most of the big ban 
think that China will come to terms; the danger 0 
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refusal is too serious. I advise all holders of Chinese 
securities to very carefully watch the news, because if the 
opponents of Yuan Shi Ki succeed in their endeavours, 
Chinese bonds will not be worth the paper they are printed 
on. It would be extremely dangerous to sell to-day, as 
the six Powers intend to support 'China. But an intrigue 
is certainly going on against them, and no one knows 
whether that intrigue will be successful or not. 

Homb Rails.—The “ bulls ” in the Home Railway 
Market are now beginning to see that they made a mis¬ 
take in buying when the strike ended, and they are 
gradually getting out of their stocks. It is quite certain 
that all the leading lines will pay reduced dividends. 
The figures arc distinctly bad, and a railway like the 
Great Central will suffer worse than any of them. Metro¬ 
politans keep steady on the understanding that the Great 
Western intends to take over the line, at least, as far as 
the Hammersmith and City portion is concerned. Per¬ 
haps the Great Central might make a bid for the Ayles¬ 
bury extension, which would certainly be of great value 
to them. If these two lines jointly guaranteed 4 per cent, 
dividend on Metropolitans, this should put the price to 
par. The Southern lines are not steady. Little Chats 
are weak and Dover A have also fallen. The people at 
the back of the movement arc sufficiently strong to hold 
prices, but 1 cannot help thinking that they have made 
a mistake. It will take many years before a coal-field is 
developed, and the Stock Exchange, as is so often the 
case, has been much too previous. 

Yankees.—The Yankee Market could not stand the 
strain of a bad Steel report. It was so bad that even 
the Morgan crowd felt it would be hopeless to support 
the quotation. After paying the dividend, there was a 
deficit of over 6J million dollars. The only redeeming 
feature is the fact that the Board would not have paid a 
dividend unless they had been confident that trade was 
improving. The unfilled orders come to 5,305,000 tons, 
which is better than any quarter since the first quarter of 
1910. Reports from the United States are very conflict¬ 
ing. On the one hand we hear that trade is very good, 
and on the other hand we arc told that the w heat harvest 
would be the worst on record. It w'ill probably be 
found that the scare cables sent over with regard to the 
harvest are manufactured by the “ bears ” with the 
object of depressing quotations. Amalgamated and 
Anaconda should be bought. The position of Amalga¬ 
mated is very strong, and although I do not believe that 
the company will be dissolved and the Anaconda shares 
distributed, I am certain that Anaconda will phy a much 
larger dividend at its next distribution. But writh the 
exception of Copper shares, all of which must rise, this 
is not the moment to dabble in Yankees. 

Rubber.—There is nothing to report in the Rubber 
Market, w'hich grows duller and duller every day. Mr. 
Valpy has made a long report on the Sekong, which will 
reassure shareholders. Sekong rubber is the best rubber 
|hat comes into the London market, but the company, 
from an investing point of view, has not been particularly 
successful. It is very doubtful whether any of the Borneo 
rubber companies will be able to get working costs down 
sufficiently low to pay big dividends. However, I am so 
much in love with Sekong Rubber that I think the shares 
a reasonable purchase at their present low price. But 
those who buy must understand that the investment is a 
lock-up. 

Oil.—Notwithstanding the depression in the stock 
markets, Oil shares have been persistently good. Those 
who got into Shells low down have been taking their 
profits, but plenty of new buyers come along. The Astra 

omana and the Steaua Romana have taken a big 
contract for supplying the British Admiralty, and the 

SK^it ^Vs contract had been made was credited to 
e ■ . But if the Admiralty want any quantity of oil, 

,'^ be compelled to buy a large portion of it through 
e Shell company. Urals have been very strong on the 
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news that the Nobel well at Dossor had spouted. The 
Nobel company are drilling on Ural Caspian ground, and 
have to pay this company a royalty. Urals are certainly 
not a safe thing to purchase at the present moment, but 
if they have a relapse they might be bought and held. 
Paris is buying Spies, and the report for the current half- 
year is expected to be very good. Mexican Eagles have 
also been heavily bought, but the business in Maikops 
seems to be dying down. V’ictorys are certainly the best 
purchase. The Californian report was extremely bad, the 
output having fallen to a lower level than was even 
attained in 1908, and the profit has fallen ^51,37?. 
Nothing is placed to reserve fund, but the carry forward 
is increased ^43,000. 

Kaffirs and Rhodesians.—The Mining Markets have 
been terribly dull, and if prices continue to weaken we 
may find a slump set in here. The public decline to buy, 
and it is now difficult to get the banks to advance money 
on mining shares. Therefore we may find pressure put 
upon borrowers of money w’ho have pawned their shares 
for advances. 

Tin.—The Tin Market seems to have bottomed, but the 
public is thoroughly frightened, and declines to come in. 
At the moment there is nothing to go for here. The 
gamble is very likely to be revived in a few months w'hen 
the rainy season sets in, and the companies begin to 
return big quantities of tin. 

Miscellaneous.—It is rather difficult to speak of the 
gamble in Marconis, as I understand that the Marconi 
Company have threatened a well-known firm of stock¬ 
brokers with a libel action because they criticised the 
manner in w'hich the company conducted its operations. 
If the statement made by the stockbroker is correct, then 
there is certainly no libel in the circular. The action, if it 
ever comes to an action, will cast a very lurid light upon 
the finance of the Marconi Company subsidiaries. Any 
of my readers who may hold Marconi shares should cer¬ 
tainly take their profit whilst they get the chance. The 
real value of the share is about 45s. The P. & O. people 
played a very clever trick on the Royal Mail group. They 
evidently view an absorption with some dislike. Indo- 
China Navigation shares might be picked up whilst they 
are low. Raymond Radclyffe. 

Messina (Transvaal) Development Company,.—The 
rapidly increasing demand for copper naturally calls atten¬ 
tion to those companies which are producing on a large 
scale. One of these is the Messina (Transvaal) Develop¬ 
ment Company, which has a large property in the 
Northern Transvaal, and has been producing since 1906. 
Its estimated ore reserves in June last w-ere 350,000 tons, 
and were expected to give a yield of 10 per cent, copper. 
The company’s shares are quoted at 21s. 3d., and this low 
quotation is fully expected to make an advance within 
the near future. They certainly appear at the present time 
to be under valued. 

Central Carpathian Oil Company.—This is a company 
which was formed in the middle of last year to take up 
a group of oil properties in Galicia, and from its inception 
to the present time it has produced monthly about 11,000 
tons of oil. #From reports which have been received there 
is but little*doubt that it will considerably enlarge its 
output as time goes on, but for the present it is easily 
earning dividends of 10 per cent, per annum for its share¬ 
holders ; in fact, the average production is sufficient to 
provide 15 per cent, per annum upon the issued capital. 
With such good prospects in view, the company’s shares 
are expected to considerably exceed the present price of 
,5S —,6s. 3d. ex dividend, but even at that figure 
purchasers appear to be offered something more than 

usually attractive. 

Whim Well Copper Company.—Owing to the general 
inactivity shown in the copper share market the shares 
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of this company have not risen so quickly in price as it 
was generally expected they would do. The present 
quotation is about i$, and the property is such a sound 
one and its prospects so excellent that the intrinsic value 
of the shares admits of no doubt. On the property in 
Western Australia there are, it is said, 1,000,000 tons of 
ore in sight, and this may be taken to foreshadow the 
payment of increased dividends in the future. Purchasers 
of these shares at the current quotation should presently 
see a profitable return. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
ART AND BEAUTY. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Mr. Lilley writes in so sincere and fine a spirit 
that 1 feel bound to answer the question he asks, and 
in as simple fashion as his clear mind states the position. 
If writers upon the arts would only approach them in this 
sane fashion, we should soon be out of the bog in which 
criticism flounders. 

First let me say that the criticism which Mr. Lilley sets 
up in antagonism to mine is not so opposed as may at 
first appear. Putting aside all attempt to criticise that 
criticism upon the art of Masefield as poet, except to say 
that much of it is sound enough, I would point out that 
the critic is speaking of craftsmanship when he speaks of 
art; and it is this very confusion of craftsmanship with 
the art that craftsmanship is employed to create that has 
led to the chief blunders of the critical intention—not only 
in our generation but for generations. Mr. Lilley states 
that your critic sets up Beauty as the quest of the artist, 
and that I challenge Beauty as the quest of the artist. 
It is in this very Beauty error that your critic’s only in¬ 
justice to Masefield is inflicted, since he tries Masefield at 
the bar of judgment for breaking a law that is unlawful. 
It so happens that Masefield is an artist; that he is a true 
artist—in other words, that he is concerned with creating 
an impression of life and has no concern for Beauty or 
lack of Beauty. To arraign him for lack of beauty or for 
beauty is therefore as though one brought a criminal 
charge against Lord Kitchener for being or for not being 
a good mother. 

It is the realm of the artist to show beautiful things 
to be beautiful—hideous things to be hideous. I am not 
here going into the vital criticism as to whether Masefield 
shows hideous things to be more hideous than they are; 
with much of what your critic says about the ugly trend 
of the modern movement I absolutely agree; but it is 
surely obvious that Masefield is right in showing hideous 
things to be hideous; and would be a vulgar, if pretty, 
fellow to try and show hideous things to be beautiful. 
There lies the whole key to the falsification of great art 
by criticism. 

Mr. Lilley says that I follow Tolstoy, in part at least. 
I should be content to serve under so great a mind. As 
a matter of fact, in so far as I agree with Tolstoy, I was 
publishing my researches before I became aware of the 
enormous affirmation that Tolstoy’s agreement meant to 
me; but Tolstoy’s conclusions in religious intention were 
as wrong as his basic intention was right. However, I 
proudly accept a lieutenancy under such a captain up to 
midway through “What is Art? ”—thereafter we part. 
Now, I trust it will not bore Mr. Lilley when I tell him 
how I came to make the researches which I feel convinced 
will help many—indeed, I have their witness that it has 
helped many—to get a firm grip upon the basic significance 
of Art. 

In youth I came, like most creative students, under the 
glamour of the great critical authorities of tradition—the 
men who had built up a vast system of laws upon the 
•Mts, what arc known as Esthetics: Ruskin, Pater and 
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scores of others. Utterly rotten as these concepts were, 
I once accepted them. The whole concept of these critics 
of the function of Art was Beauty. I found myself prating 
about Beauty, but I suddenly realised that in creating 
I was not in the least concerned with Beauty—on the con¬ 
trary, I was often deeply concerned with essaying to 
arouse intensely hideous or awful or pitiful impressions; 
was as much concerned with tears and sin and wrong 
and injustice and hellish things as with Beauty. I took 
the supreme masterpieces in literature and painting and 
drama and the like arts, set them up as the standard, 
and found that the greatest genius had had no concern 
with Beauty or lack of Beauty whatsoever. I then 
delved down into the arts and discovered that they all 
had one mighty intention—an intention that made the 
creators of them burst into song—and, strangely enough, 
it was absolutely outside the intention of Aesthetics, out¬ 
side all these elaborate laws of form and the rest of it; 
above all, it was wholly unconcerned with Beauty. I 
found still more clearly proven that these laws of 
Aesthetics, so far from aiding the creators to sing, were 
a constant baulk to their vitality and their majesty. For 
close on fifteen years—or more—I have fought for the 
realm and the right of the artist; and to-day that fight 
is winning—on every side the artist is freeing himself. 
And the narrowness of artistic achievement that your 
critic deplores, which is precisely what has been created 
by this Beauty falsity of critics and professors, will cer¬ 
tainly be an empty prison the day that the artist realises 
the majesty and might of his dominion, its vast and splen¬ 
did adventure, instead of submitting to the narrow prison 
in which he has been pent. I think Mr. Lilley, if not 
your critic, will easily realise this. For, what is the realm 
and illimitable dominion of the artist? Think of it! I 
went into this at length in the January number of the 
English Review, and have already trespassed on your 
valuable space, so let me put it in a few words. Art is 
that means whereby the human being communicates to 
his fellows the sensations aroused in his senses; the vision 
of the eyes he can transmit to us so that we feel what 
he has felt through painting and statuary—the hearing 
has granted him music and literature and so on. The 
sole limitation of the artist is that he shall communicate 
to us what he has sensed of life, and he alone. Without 
that sensed communion of life from our fellows we should 
be little above the brutes. Realise this for a moment, 
and wc realise the stupendous emprise of the artist—or, 
if you prefer the word, of the poet. 

Now in order to arouse the impressions in our fellows 
that we have felt, we need a craftsmanship that shall 

interpret those impressions. The sole law of craftsman¬ 
ship is that it shall compel the impression, shall realise it 

for us, shall not be gabble in a strange tongue. It follows 
that the more perfect that craftsmanship the more com¬ 
pelling will be the impression it arouses. And perfection 
of craftsmanship always creates a certain suggestion ol 

beauty. There lies all the blundering about beauty- 
all the sophistry and puzzledom that worry the critics. 
There lies, for instance, the fallacy almost universal m 

criticism that mistakes verse for poetry. Prose can he 
and has been as superb poetry as verse—the sole differ¬ 
ence, artistically, is that when the emotions become 
intense they trend to lyricism. But it is for the artist 

to create new forms that shall most fitly utter and etnWj 
each impression that he desires to arouse; and it follow* 

that the artist knows no other artist’s law—is above a 
law—except the most awful and serene law of *e ' 

discipline wherein he faces the august face of Truflvw 0 
says to him : By one thing shall you be judged—ha'f 
you created the sensed idea with all the power that 
been granted to you? There is no other law—whether 
Form or Metre or Rhythm or What Not; but" 
terrible law that compels a life service, to whic 
petty shackle of Beauty is but a tinpot tfumperv - 
were well enough for mediocrity to rattle in a dry ba 
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The law never yet created a great singer—and never will 
-and thank God it cannot ! Yours faithfully, 

Haldane Macfall. 

p §_if I may snatch a few more lines, let me try to 
answer Mr. Lilley’s most just request as to what consti¬ 
tutes vitality in a work of the arts; but it requires space. 
Your critic speaks slightingly of journalism; but some 
journalists have created astounding art. Mr. Lilley 
largely grasps what I mean by vitality in a degree; but 
1 mean much more than strength; I mean the most con¬ 
summate expression of a sensed impression—the subtlest 
and most delicate quite as much as the most vigorous 
and forceful. If I may speak somewhat paradoxically, 
the great artist utters into our senses with as great 
power the tenderest mood as he does the most tragic and 
sublime emotion. It follows that Shakespeare did nof 
make hideous things beautiful—he was too mighty an 
artist. I know no artist who can in words arouse the 
sense of a noisome stench or of the brutality of a brutish 
act or pity or tears or unbeautiful things as Shakespeare. 
In (Edipus, again, the awful and hideous tragedy is so 
intense that it makes one gasp with dismay. But then, 
as I have heard criticism say, Shakespeare lived in such 
a coarse age ! 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Mr. George Lilley (May 4) expresses a significant 
truth in saying, “ Formalist or academic art, when it 
lacks vitality, wc must, with Mr. Macfall, refuse to 
accept as great art; but equally must we refuse our 
homage to art whatsoever its vitality if it does not satisfy 
our sense of artistic form.” A distinction must, how¬ 
ever, be made between form and beauty of form, as also 
between the vitality of disintegration and the vitality of 
composition. Great art is only concerned with beauty 
of form and composition. All else is a waste pro¬ 
duct—chips and dust from the workshop of art where 
many trials are made and now and again a masterpiece 
is turned out. Great art is indeed the direct antithesis to 
the formlessness and immorality of mere “freedom.” 
No barrier may be destroyed without building a better. 
Form is as necessary for fixing the idea as the material 
pigment and clay, sound and metre; but form only be- 

art when used in creating beauty of form. And 
about beauty there can be no mystery. As every impulse 
of Nature is directed to create beauty, so our natural 
instincts, if healthy, are bound to seek it. If a man 
cannot see that, he can never hope to be an artist. The 
artistically blind will point to the slum or the dead leaf or 
the maggot, to the storm havoc, the foundering ship, 
the sodden hay-field, the hunchback, saying, “ That is 
Nature, horrible and cruel; 1 can do better, and the stock- 
in-trade available for this competition with Divinity per- 
aps consists of nothing more than the wit and resource 

0 a pickpocket.” The so-called art that comes out of 
!*i»en mcn is the kind that yells from the housetops, “ This 
js my beautiful garden, and I am the most beautiful thing 

Unhappily the masses take heed of noisy adver- 
•sement, and are easily turned from the magnificent 
auty of Nature and true art. One may manufacture 

P a)s and waltzes and oil portraits, one may be adroit and 
5 ^nuou$, one may be inflamed with political zeal, one 

command popular applause without touching truth 
or beauty or the real source of life. Again, one may be 
umorous and humanly genial without even realising 

A h ?ome<*.y *s as serious a thing to handle as tragedy, 
jjid for this reason the world is now inundated with the 

stard arts, which are no art at all, the while the great 
^urce of all art, Nature, is before our eyes. For the 

**avc asked for mediocrity and they have got it, 
Pays to supply it. Great art has no place for 

cmocnty. One does not create a cranky boat, a rickety 
a»r. Such things are the failure to create. The ques- 

',on ^ our masters is not whether the people want the 
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prostituted art but whether it is good for them. If it is 
then art must more and more depend on the art for 
art’s sake even. The people seemingly can do without 
the beautiful, which is another way of saying they can 
do without art. Yours faithfully, H. H. A. S. 

MAY-DAY PRECEDENTS AND POETS. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Most honoured Sir, I fear you did conclude 
Your article on May-Day* in a wintry mood, 
By asking every poet to refrain 
From babbling of the bubbling Spring again. 

Are you aware that when you coldly say 
We ought to throw all precedent away, 
You give a wicked and a final shove 
To our illimitable theme of Love? 
Would you forbid us writing of the joy 
Which comes to every cooing girl and boy, 
Because you know that songs of blooming passion 
Were long ago a fairly played-out fashion? 

You would and could not; yet you know that May 
Is merely Love’s most joyous holiday. 
And we, who view it as a perfect lark. 
Refuse to chain our dogg’rel in the dark. 

So with the Spring our gay and fatuous verse 
Will come to you as certain as a curse. 
You may reject it; that is not the worst. 
Condemned to silence, we—like buds—would burst. 

I am, sir, yours most obediently, 
Super-Pegasus. 

“WHO” OR “WHICH”? 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—After perusing the review of Hodgson’s “ Errors 
in the Use of English,” reproduced in your Literary Sup¬ 
plement of April 27, those of your readers who possess 
copies of that work will doubtless prize them more than 
ever. The admirable account given of the book will also 
make readers that have not seen it eager to test its merits 
for themselves. 

I observe that the reviewer, J. W. Hales, takes ex¬ 
ception to one statement made by Dr. Hodgson—the 
statement that the use of which in “ Our Father which art 
in Heaven ” was ” contrary to Wickliffe’s usage.” The 
reference to which as used in that passage reminds one 
that in Alford’s “ Queen’s English ” the point is dealt 
with in what seems a novel and very interesting fashion. 
Perhaps you may find room for the following extract:— 

Who merely identifies, whereas which classifies. 
... If, in the solemn address, ” Our Father which 
art in Heaven,” who had been used instead, then we 
should have been taught to express only the fact 
that He, who we address as our Father, dwelleth 
in Heaven. But as the sentence now stands, if I 
understand it rightly, we are taught to express the 
fact that the relation of Father in which He 
stands to us is not an earthly but a heavenly one; 
that whereas there is a fatherhood which is on earth. 
His is a Fatherhood which is in Heaven. ... I 
think our translators were right in fixing the refer¬ 
ence to the relationship rather than to the Person 
only.—(Fifth Edition, pp. 116-117.) 

It would be interesting to know whether this explana¬ 
tion of the use of which has commended itself to any 
other recognised authorities. In the R.V. the same 
form of the relative has been retained; and though one 
sometimes hears a clergyman say, “ Our Father who,” 

*“ But there is one thing that we really need not do: we should 
refrain from commemorating the spring in rhyme. All the best 
poets have done it, we are aware; but it is a precedent that ought 
not to be followed.”—" May-Day and the Moderns,” Thp Acadfmy, 

May 4, page 540. 
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etc., it is tolerably certain that church-goers, generally 
speaking, prefer the old hallowed usage. 1 am, etc., 

Wm. C. Murisok. 

Glasgow, April 30, 1912. 

GEORGE JERMENT ON LEICARRAGAS BASKISH 

NEW TESTAMENT. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—The Bibliographies do not say where the first 
English allusion to the Baskish New Testament of 1571 
occurs. It is known that Edward Lhuyd, Keeper of the 
Ashmolean Museum in Oxford, in the 17th century 
attempted a Baskish Lexikon, in which, without men¬ 
tioning Lei^arraga, he shews that he had read some of his 
translation, and made a very clumsy use of it. The 
existence of his manuscript in the Library of Trinity 
College, Dublin, was made known to me in February, 
1905, by the Rev. Dr. T. K. Abbott; who in 1906 pub¬ 
lished some parts of it in Hermathena No. xxxii. 
It would be interesting to discover an earlier mention of 
it than that which I found on April 22, 1912, by chance on 
page 69 of the first volume of 44 Memoirs of Eminently 
Pious Women/’ by Thomas Gibbons, D.D., published in 
London in 1804, and again in 1815. There in the 
44 Memoirs of Jane of Navarre,” written, not by Gibbons, 
who died in 1785, but by his editor, George Jerment, 
one reads : 44 About this time the Queen of Navarre, 
being zealous to propagate the Protestant religion in 
Cantabria, a province of the jurisdiction of Navarre, 
sent thither pastors w’ho had learned the country 
language, which is understood by almost none of the 
neighbours, and was before believed incapable of being 
written. She took care also that the New Testament, 
the Catechism, and the prayers used in the Church 
of Geneva should be translated into the Gascoin or Can- 
tabrian tongue, which she caused to be printed at Rochel 
(sic) in a most fine letter, and sent to the Cantabrians.” 
Here, of course, 11 Gascoin or Cantabrian ” means the 
language which Sir Thomas Browne, of Brasenose Col¬ 
lege, called 44 Baskish,” i.e., Vasconense. Of that trans¬ 
lation, following the Greek original so closely that it 
would with a little painstaking be possible to identify the 
edition from which Lei^arraga and his four assistants 
worked, there are four copies in England ; of which the 
finest is that in the Rylands Library, in Manchester. It 
seems to have entered the collection of the Earl Spencer, 
at Althorp, before 1790. In his very interesting book, 
14 Queen Jeanne of Navarre ” (London, 1911), Mr. P. F. 
William Ryan makes no mention of Lei^arragas work, 
though it seems possible that she learned her Greek 
(page 33) from him, and though she visited La Rochelle 
(pages 262-268) while he was writing it there at her 
expense. Edward S. Dodgso.v 

SELBORNE LECTURES. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—The Universities are not the only bodies which 
have done good work in the way of extension lectures. 
For instance, in the north of England the Manchester 
Microscopical Society has for some time by means of its 
extension section brought 44 Scientific knowledge in a 
popular form before societies which are unable to pay 
large fees to professional lecturers,” and each year it 
issues a list of subjects with the names of those who are 
prepared to speak upon them. 

In connection with the Central and Local Lectures 
organised by the Selborne Society, a great deal of useful 
experience has been gained, and the benefit of this the 
present writer would be very glad to give to local 
societies, committees, or private individuals who are 
making their arrangements for next season by putting 
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them into touch with those who are prepared to give 
good lectures in return for their expenses or for a modest 
fee.—With compliments, yours faithfully, 

Wilfred Mark Webb, 
Honorary Secretary of the Selborne Society. 
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The Sin of Youth. By Leslie Mortimer. John Long. 6s.) 

The Uncreated Man. By Austin Fryers. (John Ouseley. 
6s.) 

Bom Humble. By Nora Pitt-Taylor. (W. J. Ham- 
Smith. 2S. net.) 

The Inviolable Sanctuary. By George A. Birmingham. 
With Coloured Frontispiece and Map. (Thomas 
Nelson and Sons. 2s. net.) 

The Vicar of Normanton. The Story of a Country 
Parsonage. By Edward Noble. (Constable and Co. 
6s.) 

My Lord the Felon. By Headon Hill. Illustrated. 
(Ward, Lock and Co. 6s.) 

Blinds Down: A Chronicle of Charminster. By H. A. 
Vachell. (Smith, Elder and Co. 6s.) 

The Cup and the Lip. By Stephen Knott. (Murray and 
Evenden. 6s.) 

.4 Daughter of Fate. By Edgar Leigh. (Murray and 
Evenden. 6s.) 

Digitized by 

THEOLOGY. 

Our Future Existence, or the Death-Surviving Conscious¬ 
ness of Man. By Fred G. Shaw, F.G.S. With 
Portrait Frontispiece. (Stanley Paul and Co. 
10s. 6d. net.) 

The Historicity of Jesus: Being a Contribution to the 
“ Christ-Myth " Controversy. By H. G. Wood, 
M.A., and J. M. Robertson, M.P. (4‘ Daily News," 
Cambridge. 6d.) 

Church and State: Thoughts Applicable to Present Con¬ 
ditions. Collected from the Writings of the Rt. Rev. 
George Ridding, D.D., and Edited by his Wife, 
Lady Laura Ridding. (A. R. Mowbray and Co. 
2s. net.) 

The Coming Dominion of Rome in Britain. (Stanley 
Paul and Co. 6d. net.) 

Chats about the Church: A Handy Church Defence 
Manual for Working Men. By F. G. Browne. Re¬ 
vised by the Rev. H. J. Clavton. (The S.P.C.K. 
6d.) 

VERSE. 

Hands Across the Equator. By Alfred Ernest Keet. 
(The Author, 3, University Place, New York City.) 

City Views and Visions. By William Griffith. (Moffatt, 
Yard and Co., N.Y. $1. net.) 

Lincoln and Ann Rutledge: .4n Idyllic Epos of the Early 
North-West. By Depton J. Snider. (Sigma Pub¬ 
lishing Co., St. Louis.) 

Ironbark Splinters from the Australian Bush. By G. 
Herbert Gibson. (T. Werner Laurie.) 

King Solomon. A Mystic Drama in Five Acts and an 
Epilogue, with Commentaries. By Mary, Princess 
Karadja. (Kegan Paul and Co. 6s.) 

Moods, Songs, and Doggerels. By John Galsworthy. 
Portrait Frontispiece. (William Hcinemann. 5s. 
net.) 

Songs of the Open Air. By George A. Greene. (Elkin 
Mathews. 3s. 6d. net.) 

April Moods. By Beatrice Allhusen. (Arthur L. Hum¬ 
phreys. 2s. 6d. net.) 

General Booth and the New Warfare. By Eleanor 
Gray. (Alexander Moring. is. net.) 

In Mantle Blue. By F. Gwynne Evans. (Elkin Mathews. 
3s. 6d. net.) 

Chambers of Imagery. (Second Series.) By Gordon 
Bottomley. (Elkin Mathews, is. net.) 

Imaginary Sonnets of Tasso to Leonora, and Other 
Poems. By Alice Law. (Elkin Mathews, is. net.) 

Contemporary French Poetry. Selected and Translated 
by Jethro Bithell. (The Walter Scott Publishing Co. 
is.) 

Drake in California: Ballads and Poems. By Herman 
Schaffauer. (A. C. Fifield. 2s. 6d. net.) 

The Morning's Cup, and Other Poems. By C. H. 
Frogley. (A. C. Fifield. is. net.) 

PERIODICALS. 

Educatioyial Times; Everybody's Story Magazine ; 
M. A.B.; La Revue; The Statesman's Year-Book, 
1912; Book Monthly; Cambridge University Re¬ 
porter; St. Nicholas ; Oxford and Cambridge Review ; 
University Correspondent; Young Liberal; School 
World; Antiquary; English Review; The Vineyard; 
Electrical Industries and Investments; Land Union 
Journal; Deutsche Rundschau; Empire Review; 
Mercure de France; The Author; Bookseller; Pub¬ 
lishers' Circular; Wednesday Review, Trichinopoly; 
Revue Bleue; Revue Critique d'Histoire et de Lit¬ 
erature; The Bookfellow, Sydney ; Tourist Magazine, 
N. Y.; Literary Digest, N.Y.; The Bibelot; The Anti- 
Vivisection Review. 

Original from 
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The Cowper & Newton Museum I IP & O Passenger Services. 
Olney, Bucks. 

AN APPEAL FOR ENDOWMENT. 

Twelve years ago, on the occasion of the Centenary of the death 
of the poet Cowper, the bouse in which he lived at Olney 
was presented to the town to form a Memorial and Museum. 
The Trustees have, with a number of gentlemen resident in 
the district, formed an Endowment Committee, of which the 
Bishop of Durham is the Chairman* 

The Secretary is M\ Thomas bright. the Cowper and 
Newton Museum, Olney, Bucks, to whom Contributions 
should be addressed. 

CANADIAN PACIFIC 
OCEAN AND RAIL SERVICES TO 

. . AND THROUGH CANADA . . 

TRANSATLANTIC—ImuKom ■; 
to Canada. Only Four days opoo sea. TUANSCANADA— 
Finest Trains in the World, running through the wor n’% pii ortl 
teener*. Direct connection with evary fart of Canada. Fastest 
route to Weatarn Stales TRANSPACIFIC—F»»» Route to Japan 
tad China. AU-Britiab Route to Australis and New Zealand by 

Canadian Australian Mail Service vta Vancouver. 

Roe fnrihtr pariiculan apply 

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY. 
68.63, Ck.riMCro... S.W. 1 67-66, «i«l WIIIU- St. 
LONDON, E.C. *4. James Street, Liverpool. 120, St. 
Vincent Street, Gle*d*w. 41, Victoria Street, Beltaat. 

It. St. Au|ustinc’a Parade, Bristol. 

Union-Castle Line Royal Mail Service 
* TO 

80UTH and EA8T AFRICA. 
WEEKLY SAILINGS. 

MONTHLY DIRECT SERVICE TO EAST AFRICA. 
Vit the SUEZ CANAL. 

Calling at GIBRALTAR. MARSEILLES tad NAPLES 

PLEASURE CRUISES TO THE CONTINENT. 
(Hamburg and Antwerp ) 

Reduced fares for Tourists daring Spring and Summer, to 
MADEIRA, LAS PALMAS and TERERIFFE. 

Fer further information apply to:— 

OONALD CURRIE * CO.. MAKA6ERS, 10ND0X ARC SOUTHAMPTON. 
Branch Oflces of the Company at Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester ami 

Glasgow. 

CUNARD LINE 
PLEASURE CRUISES 

LIVERPOOL 
to the 

MEDITERRANEAN 81 ADRIATIC 
try the 

‘SAXONIA" AND “CARPATHIA " 
, * . Porta of Call , , • 

CADIZ. TANGIER, GIBRALTAR, ALGIERS, 
MALTA, SYRACUSE, ALEXANDRIA, 
ATHENS, CORFU, TRIESTE, FIUME, 
-PALERMO, NAPLES.- 

• a • 

For full apply— 

THE CUNARD S.S. CO„ Ltd., LIVERPOOL. 

EGYPT, INDIA, CEYLON, STRAITS, CHINA, 
JAPAN, AUSTRALASIA, and all Eaitern Porta. 

(Carrylog Malta under Contract with H.M. GevcramcaM 

st and Regular Sailing* from aad to LONDON. IIMEILUS I IfilKtl 

P & O Pleasure Cruises ST 
AROUND THE COASTS OF EUROPE, 
NORWAY and the MEDITERRANEAN. 

- Programme an Appllcsdes 

For Fauagr, Frngkl and all information apply— 

PENINSULAR A ORIENTAL STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY, 
tto, Leadeahall Street, E.C., or Northumberland Aveaae, T.C, LONDON 

P & O Round the World Tours. 

R.M.S.P. PLEASURE CRUISES. 
Gibraltar, 
MOROCCO, 

i Canary lalae, 
Madeira. 

[ THE AZORES. 

• PAIN & 
PORTUGAL. 

WEST INDIES. 

NORWAY. 

BALTIC A 
RUSSIA. 

MEDITERRANEAN 
HOLY LAND 
A EGYPT. 

Far* Lsnctm or 
Toua 

Saili mo 

Front 
j fa*- 

Day* 
*3- 

Kwt 
Thursday 
Fortnight. 

£*7 \ 19 
Fortnightly 

Wedneuiayt. 

I £«*• 
d 

upwards. 
Weakly. 

From 
£40 

From 
34 

Fort nightly 
Wednesdays. 

From 

£« 
* day upward*. 

June 
to 

August. 
From 

<• 
a day. 

*«• 
August 

*4- 

From 

0 
a day. 

to. 
September 

to 
November. 

& Cbnbowi 

a Cherbourg 

Griauhy 
ft Laitk. 

Grimsby. 

Southampton 
ft Minedla 

t Indue iotel Accommodation. 
For furl hi r ftlrlkWdri apply: — 

THE ROYAL MAIL STEAM PACKET COMPANY, 
London: 18, Moorgate St., E.C., or 52. Cockapur St, S-W. 

FEARLE5S 
CRITICISM /G*/ 
-/csy 

In support of principle / / 

In exposure of humbug / / 

In scorn of cant / / (f 

. Ay. 
** // Weekly Review 

/VySy / ol Politics, Art. 

// Masic, Literature. 

/ / god the Stage. 

M - 
/ ONE PENNY WEEKLY 

/ / of all Newsagents—or sent 

/Ci/ dkect frm tki pMskers' 
/ / for 6s. per annum (pmi free> 

f % / or 3s. for six months. 

• /___- 

/ COMMENTATOR, Ltd., 31, ^ LoMOB 

Weekly Review 

ol Politics, Art 

Masic. Literature, 

god the Stage. 

by the Proprietor 

ed by 
ijtor at Cannon Houae, Bream* Buildi ngs, London E.Q. [ Office for Advertisements, 63. Lincoln’l 1«« 

Printed by Bonnrr & Co., The Chancery Lane Presa. Roll* Passage. London, E.C. 
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SWIFTS LIST OF NEW COMPELLING BOOKS. 
TRIPOLI AND YOUNG ITALY. 

By CHARLES LAPWORTH and HELEN ZIMMERN. Fully Illustrated. 10u. 8d. net. 
In thit brilliant end exhaustive book the British public it pretented for tbt firti time with en authoritative account of tbe Tripoli expedition from tbs 
lulian point of view. Italy's action it fully vindicated. 

IRISH HOMB RULE : The Last Phase. By s. G. hobson. s». ed. net. 
Ur Hobton, tayt the " Athencum,' putt the cate for Home Role " with a fretbnett which it remarkable at tbit stage of the controversy." Reviewers of 
ali parlies agree that he treats the problems of land and finance witb eqasl acuteness, pictureaqoeneia, and lucidity. 

IN DEFENCE OF AMERICA: For the Enlightenment of John Bull. 
By BARON VON TAUBE. 5s. net. 
"Readable,” "Valuable," "Remarkable," "Interesting," "Written in racy English," these are leading critics’ descriptions of Baron Von Taabe't 
bumoroot and stimalatiog book. 

THE MASTERY OF LIFE. By dr. g. t. wrench, iss. net. 
"A brilliant attack on Modern Life," says the " Daily Mail." which devotes nearly a column to the book, and compares Dr. Wrench to Ruakln and Carlyle. 
With astonishing knowiadga and energy which have evoked the praise of tbe Press in both England and America Dr. Wrench demands a return to a 
patriarchal system of society. 

PHILOSOPHY 
PSYCHOLOGY : A New System. By Arthur l. lynch, m.p. tu. net. Two Volume*. 

There is not a psychological problem or theory upon which this exhaustive work does not throw fresh light. 

BELLES LETTRES. 
A NIGHT IN THE LUXEMBOURG. 

By REMY DE GOURMONT. Translated, with a Preface and Appendix, by Arthur Ransome. 6a. net. 
This is one of the most delightful books of s writer who holds a unique position in con emporsry French literature. 

THE EPISODES OF VATHEK. 
By WILLIAM BECKFORD. Translated by the Late Sir Frank T. Marxiala. With an Introduction 
by Lewis Melville. Sis. net. ^ 
This volume contains tbe long-lost episodes from a book which baa achieved world-wide fame. They were recently discovered at Hamilton Palaoe, 
and are here given both in English and in the delightful original French. 

THE ROLL OF THE SEASONS: A Book of Nature Essays. 
By G. G. DESMOND. 5s. net. 
"pe Is so far bevond others in the same field," observes tbe "Natioo,M "as to make comparisons absurd." Mr. Desmond is the true heir of 
Gilbert White and Jefferies. 

OLD ENGLISH WORTHIES. ey dorothy senior. 10* ed. act. 
A collection of fascinating stories of Roger Bacon and other great mediaeval personalities. 

IMAGINARY SPEECHES : And Other Parodies in Prose and Verse. 
By JACK COLL1NG3 SQUIRE. 5b. 6d. net. _ . 
"The Timas" bails Mr. Squire as "a Master." No politician should miss his parodiss of amlnent front-benchers. Modern poets, Journalists, and 

under prose-writers also come his devastating rod. 

| RIDER’S LATEST PUBLICATIONS. | 
A Unique end Remarkable Book in which appear tha Remlole- 

caaeee of the celebrated Reader of Hands.*-NOW READY. 

Demy 8vo, 240 pp., 22 full-page illustrations. 7/6 net. 

CHEIRO’S MEMOIRS. 
JnelBdlng interviews with King Edward Vlf, W. E. Gladstone, C. S. Parnell, 
{*; *>£*nl«y, Mdtne. Sarah Bernhardt, Oscar Wilde. Prof. Max MOiler. 
Blanche Roosevekit, The Comte de Paris. Joseph Chamberlain, Lord Rusaeil of 
Killowen, E.la Wheeler Wilcox. Mrs. Langtry. •'Mark Twain," W. T. Stead 

and others. 
PUBLISHERS' NOTE —The work is full of piquant details of Soeieir Life, 
snd interesting light is thrown on contemporary political history, especially In 
connection with the SntmU Cor dial 1 in Isyinf the foundations of which Cbelro 

played a part of some lmportan (. 

THE LATE MR. BRAM STOKER'S LAST NOVEL. 

The LAIR of the WHITE WORM. 
By BRAM STOKER, author of *' Dracula." Crown 8vo. 324 pp. 
With 6 Coloured Illustrations by PAMELA COLMAN SMITH. 

Price •/- 
" Mr. Stoker tells bis story well."—Daily Mail. 
" la matters of mystery, imaginstion, and horror Mr. Stoker's latest romance 

can give points to soy of toll predecessors."—R$ftru. 

JUST PUBLISHED. 

THE GREAT INITIATES. 
CsayUtt Editisa sf EDOUAID SCBOftfS "Les firaads laities.” 

Vol. I.-RAMA—KRISHNA— HERMES— MOSES— 
ORPHEUS. 

Voi. II — PYTHAGORAS-PLATO-JESUS THE LAST 
GREAT INITIATE. 

With an Introduction to Esoteric Teaching and a Frontispiece 
Portrait of the Author. 

Traaalated try FRED ROTH WELL. B.A. 
Crown 8vo, ornamental purple cloth gilt, a vols. 

Vol. I — M*vl.+36a pp. Vol. II.—394 pp. 7/6 net the two vols. 

NOV READY. Price 1/- net. 
the late MIL BBAM STOKER-9 masterpiece. 

DRACULA. 
A sew Edition of this celebrated and thrilling vampire story. By 

BRAM STOKER. Small crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 416 pp. 
11 The wry weirdest of weird tales-"— PumH. " Its fstcioation ia so graat that it is impossible to lay it aside.”—Th. Lady. 

I WrU* for Catalog** of New Thought Psychic and Occtdt Publications and Sample Copy of the "Otcult Review "to | 
_WILLIAM RIDER I SON, LtdM_I64j_AlderuEatB_Str«ets^J^ndoa,JEX^^^^^^^^^^J| 
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WESTMINSTER SCHOOL.-An 
Examination will be held on Jv>ne 

36th, 27th, and a8th to fill up not less than 
four residential and three non-residential 
scholarships, and also some exhibitions.—!*01 
particulars apply by letter to the Bursar, 
Little Deans Yard, London, S.W. 

Typewriting promptly and 
accurately done. tod. per 1,000 words. 

Specimens and references.—Address Miss 
Mkssbr, The Orchard, Cotterill Road, Sur¬ 
biton, S.W. 

Typewriting carefully and 
accurately done. Remington. Ordinary 

MSS. 8d. (inclusive) 1,000 words. Long 
London business experience. Strict confidence 
observed. — Howard, 18, Queen s Road, 
Worthing. 

CITY Lift ASSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED. 
6, Paul Sm»t. Piih.si.m-, ;.»»sl,'X, b-C., 

Dirre- a.tenlion to their Umoui 
IDEAL POLICY, 

combining House Putthtu mib Lite Aiioriwt. 
Guaranteed loan. Cash Surrender and Paid-up 

Value* euoor-cd on every j*>»»cy issued. 
Prosiectus Fo*l Free. 

Agents wanted bictllml pro*pects. 
M GREGORY, Man-King Director. 

Bargains in books.— 
Webster’s International Dictionary, 2 

vols., 1907, »<». *» Baily’8 M‘KM,ne of 
Sports and Pastimes, 64 vols., ft calf, £7 10s.; 

Golf Illustrated, 1a vols., £3 3»* » Th« Fine 
Art Scott’s Novels and Oak Stand, 28 vols,, 
£2 10s.; Country Life, beautifully illustrated, 
a set to date, 30 vols., j£is; Hamerton’s Paris 
in Old and Present Times, as new, cost 
£4 4s., price £2 as.; Harper’s Road Books, 
Brighton, Hastings, Oxford, Ac., 11 vols., as 

new bargain, £3 3**» Sir Thos. Lawrence, by 
Lord Gower, with a Catalogue of his Engraved 

Works, many plates (j£8 net), for £s 5s-» 
Rudder’s History of Gloucestershire, folio, 
calf, rare, 1779, £6 6s.; Worsley’s History of 
the Isle of Wight, quarto, calf, 1781, rare, 

£3 3»-» Oscar Wilde’s Works, xa vols., £3; 
Tiffen’s Bow, Chelsea and Derby Porcelain 
Manufactories, scarce, 15s. ; Church of England 
Pulpit, 38 vols., £2 as. ; The Connoisseur, a set 
to date, £6 6s. ; Encyclopaedia of Sport, a vols., 
half-calf, £2 as., cost £4 4s., 1897; Times 
Century Dictionary, 8 vols., | levant (pub. 
^15 *5*.). foe £b lot.; George Eliot's Novels, 
ai vols., 35s.; Harmsworth*s History of the 
World, 8 vols., 30s.; Burke’s Peerage, 1911, 
34s. ; Fairbairn’s Book of Crests, last edition, 
a vols., 35s.; Harmsworth's Atlas, 30s.; 100.000 
rare Books, all kinds. List free.—BAKER’S 
GREAT BOOK SHOPS, 16 and 11, John 
Briciit Street, Birmingham. 

TTTELL-KNOWN Manufacturers 
of educational speciality require four 

representatives (age limit 35). Personality and 

selling ability essential. Give full particulars, 

Academy, Box ta. 

•SPEAKING IN PUBLIC 
Bow to Prodooo Idoa* aid isqolro .t\J‘ 
FluonoT. If-. P*»tH by 
Cnaa. Mymonv 
All Book*ell*c* 
Alto 

*0* 
- DM 

*\\j The Speaker's Libriry,' 
191, tceaad, Undos. 

* " Moot fltneily practical handbook 
for spooler* we have met tiifc/'-riwi 

♦ ‘•TbU book is perfect ia clearness and grip at 
iibjtet."—Tkt SUuuUrd, 

JOURNALISTIC and SECRE¬ 
TARIAL TRAINING FOR LADIES- 

Rapid systematic coaching. Special course In 

Journalism. Excellent introduction! gioen.— 

Telephone or write, THE TRIANGLE 

SECRETARIAL OFFICES, 61, South Moltoo 

Street, W. 

THE 

EYE-WITNESS 
Edited by HILAIRE BELLOC. 

CONTENTS of No. 48. THURSDAY, May 16. 

MS. VELLB’B REMEDY. 

C0MVBNT8 OP THE VEER. 

MIBB MALRCKA 

TOM MANE AND WEST¬ 
MINSTER. 

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE 
“ DAILY NEWS AND 
LBADBR ” By Jiuiliu. 

B ALLA D EB URBANE. 
XLYI11. A Ballade of 
Royalties. By B. 0. 

THE BLBIRORB INQUIRY. 
By 0. K Choaterton. 

BHAKEBPEARR UNVEILED 
By Thomas Becoombo. 

THE DOUBLE GAME. By A 

OTHER ARTICLES. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

RBY1BWB. 
THE CITY. By F. W. 0. 

Sixpence Weekly. 

At all Bookstalls and Newsagents. 

Publishing Office: 10, John Street, Adelphi, W.C. 

The MAY 

BOOK MONTHLY 
NOW READY PRICE SIXPENCE. 

THE ACADEMY 
1 W,,klv Review if Literal...* S.i..« wi ^rl ■ 

price threepence. 

annual SUBSCRIPTION: 
INLAND, t5». Poai Free. FOREIGN^ A COLONIAL, 17s. 6d Post Free. 

fkit mav be i**t to any Stvutgent, or to tk* Office* oj 
THE ACADEMY, 6j, LINCOLN S INN F1F.LDS, W.C. 

To 

please n»d me Th* Academy /or the next....months. 

7 tixlou remiUantt value ........... ... 

Same 

hfuuption • •••r..*•♦♦*•••**••*•*• •••* • 

Digitized by Gcrgf 

CONTENTS. 

PERSONAL AND PARTICULAR 
In and Out and Round About the English Book World. 

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH 
Things Seen and Thought where Mr. Hicbens Place* Hu Novel-Bj 
Amy Ckovt. 

DROWNING-1001 
A Poet't Centenary which Falla on the Seventh of this 
By Robert Cocmramk. 

THE GREAT UNPUBLISHED 
How they Started a Journal, and How it Died Early—By 8*** 
Cartbb. 

A LONDON LETTED 
More Smalley Talk about Notable Event* and People —By H* 
Editor. 

TIDINGS AND TALK 
About “Mr. Isaacs," a Great Publisher and a Novelist 

HARVEST OF SPRING 
SI* Notable Novel* for the Month of M*y-By C. B 

NEW BOOKS NEARLY READY 
Particular* of Interesting Volumes Likely to be Publithed this 

BOOKS OF THE MONTH . 
A Chronicle of the Noteworthy Publications of April »'« 
Reviewing Commentary. 

THE PERIODICALS 
Contents of some May Review* and Magazines. 

Illustrated Supplement: Books of Ike Day la Portrait aoi Pkttfft. 

Publishers 

SIMPKIN, MARSHALL A CO., Btationora’ Hall Co art, UbiIm 

..... 
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Notes of the Week IT is most infelicitous that the first award made 
under the new Minimum Wage Act should 
have been that of Lord St. Aldwyn. It is 

impossible to criticise the grounds on which the noble 
lord arrived at his decision ; but, glancing at his career, 
from the time when Disraeli belied his reputation for 
discovering genius in the party and advanced Sir 
Michael Hicks-Heach to the front rank, we think that 
his record has been uniformly unfortunate, and we do 
not hesitate to say that he is about the last man whom 
we should have chosen for a position so delicate as that 
of Chairman of the Conciliation Hoard in such a 
militant portion of the country as South Wales. 
Happily Lord Mersey's award in Northumberland has 
gone far to restore confidence on the part of the miners, 
and all who hope that a basis of peace has been arrived 
at must feel glad that some of the Conciliation Hoards 
have such chairmen as Sir Edward Clarke .and Lord 
Mersey. 

^ hy not shoot ? In the case of civil commotions, 
th< military arm is not invoked until a number of 
misguided and emotionally inebriated persons have 
^•sorted to methods which are lethal. Paving stones 
afid brickbats are as deadly as bullets. I hese weapons 
art‘ directed against those who are as much the kith 
and km of the soldier as are the persons who under 
various influences employ them. We do not think 
^at blame rightly attaches to the employment of the 

zed by Google 
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military when persons—police or otherwise—are being 
maimed and possibly killed by a mob which has lost 
all control over its passions. On these grounds we 
rejoice that Mr. Tom Mann—weak revolutionary as he 
is—was awarded a fairly adequate sentence, a sentence 
which we think erred on the side of leniency, as hard 
labour should certainly have been added. 

The public school boy, it seems to us, is having too 
much attention just now, and between the multitude of 
his counsellors there is anything but safety. Dr. David, 
headmaster of Rugby, advocates the abolishment of 
medicine; Dr. Wallace, at the Guildhall Conference on 
School Dietary (attended, we trust, by the scowling 
shade of Squecrs), wishes to “eliminate the desire for 
sweet things between meals,” because it is an “un¬ 
natural " desire; a “ prominent London physiologist ” 
the other day said that appetite is the safest guide for 
a boy; and Dr. Dukes, consulting medical officer to 
Rugby School, makes our brains dizzy by stating that 
“the craving for sweet things among boys is natural.” 
“Children crave for sweets, and so do I,” said this 
adorable medical man. What is the poor puzzled young¬ 
ster to do in this buzz of contradictory opinions? 
Perhaps a little more attention to his spelling—which 
Dr. David admits is deplorably weak—and a little less 
to his appetite would be wise. In these days he will 
never run any risk of starvation or serious illness through 
diet, at any rate. 

The death of August Strindberg on Tuesday last re¬ 
moves Sweden’s greatest writer. His work, often 
steeped in bitterness, and sometimes excessively morbid, 
had of late received a certain amount of careful study 
in this country, although it could never make any popular 
appeal. Poverty and miserable married life, added to a 
troubled temperament that occasionally unbalanced him 
mentally, may account for much of the tone of his 
writings, but that he took himself too seriously and 
carried the modern fashion of psychological analysis to 
extremes can hardly be doubted, and to many of his 
readers must have occurred a speculation as to what 
so powerful a genius could have accomplished had his 
conceptions run on more sane and healthy lines. 

The London County Council has for years been 
engaged in a very successful attempt to combine the old 
system of apprenticeship with modern methods of tech¬ 
nical education, more esjiecially in the trades connected 
with book production, in which London holds the first 
place. An exhibition, open free till May 25, at the 
Central School of Arts and Crafts, in Southampton Row, 
shows the remarkable results obtained by the students 
of the various institutions aided or maintained by the 
Council. The catalogue, produced entirely by lads of 
about fifteen, would be a credit to any printers, and the 
whole exhibition is deeply interesting, not only to 
admirers of good printing and bookbinding, but to all 
who feel the importance of a wise direction in the 
education of the workman. 
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Sonnet 

My little songs, if I should let you go, 

In one close covey you would fly to her, 

And, never doubting in your flight, would show 

That she of all the world to me is dear. 

She made you, songs, and I would fain return 

There, whence they came, your whispered melodies, 

But still emprisoned your hearts must burn 

And fear the luring sun, the tempting breeze. 

O songs of mine! No word could hold you here 

Or make you turn your constant flight aside: 

Yea, I with you, I also would draw near, 

And live beside her, ever glorified. 

But sinte no living man must ever know 

My love for her, I dare not let you go. 

Richard Buxton. 

False Coin 

ONE of the saddest sights in the world is that of 

a clever man, who has achieved fame in a 

certain department of life, taking upon himself to advise, 

warn, instruct, and otherwise maltreat an inoffensive 

community on themes where his opinions are worthless 

and unneeded. He has worn the halo of his own bril¬ 

liance for so long a time that he has come to regard 

it as a magic credential, by whose aid his veriest croak 

shall seem a gem of purest song, his tiniest jokelet shall 

set humanity shaking its sides, his smallest assertion 

assume the reverberations of Olympian thunders. 

We are moved to meditate thus by a curious article 

which appeared in last Tuesday’s Daily News and 

Leader, under the signature of Mr. G. Bernard Shaw; 

curious in many ways, but most of all, perhaps, on 

account of its deplorable lack of taste. Mr. Shaw 

chooses a moment when some of the acutest minds 

among us are inquiring sternly and as unemotionally 

as may be into the causes of the recent disaster at sea 

to publish a disquisition which, purporting to be on 

“ Some Unmentioned Morals ” of the event, is actually, 

as far as we have been able to interpret it, a sorry jibe 

at the behaviour of captain, crew, and passengers; this 

when hundreds are stricken with grief and thousands 

profoundly sad at the sorrow of others. He asks why 

the effect of a sensational catastrophe on a modern 

nation is to “cast it into transports of a wild defiance 

of inexorable Fate and undeniable Fact by an explosion 

of outrageous, romantic lying ? ” None more than our¬ 

selves regret the spread of hysterical journalism, but 

does Mr. Shaw imagine for an instant that the feverish 

and negligible fantasies of a section of our Press repre¬ 

sent * the nation ” ? Of course he does not; but he 
must contribute his little squeak to the general uproar. 

He greets with a wry, mirthless laugh the shout of 

“ Women and children first! ” and pursuing that dis- 
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torted and exaggerated method of argument by which 

any point, however absurd, may easily be proven, goes 

on to say: — 

Is it necessary to assure the world that only 

Englishmen could have behaved so heroically, and to 
compare their conduct with the hypothetic dastardli¬ 

ness which Lascars or Italians, or foreigners 

generally—say, Nansen or Amundsen, or the Dukeoi 

the Abruzzi—would have shown in the same circum¬ 

stances? 

The uncouth ness of this is its own condemnation. He 

proceeds to state gratuitously that the passengers “ did 

not realise their situation until the boats were gone and 

the ship standing on her head before plunging to the 

bottom ”—which is contrary to the evidence—and 

touches the nadir of bad taste with the following.— 

Fourth romantic demand: Everybody must fact 

death without a tremor; and the band, according to 

the Birkenhead precedent, must play “ Nearer, mv 

God, to Thee,” as an accompaniment to the invita¬ 

tion to Mr. Ismay to go to hell. 

“ I ask,” booms the voice of Shaw in the true Marble 

Arch style, “ what is the use of all this ghastly, blas¬ 

phemous, inhuman, braggartly lying?” We ask in 

retort, What is the use of a crude, graceless, acrimonious, 

logic-less effusion such as the one from which we have 

reluctantly quoted ? If Mr. Shaw must force an article 

on some matter on which he has not the slightest need 

to comment or the remotest pretension to authority, 

could he not have chosen a theme less laden with in¬ 

effaceable regrets, a time less inopportune than the 

present ? But no ; having donned the ill-fitting robe 0! 

the oracle, he must come lumbering along with waving 

arms and clumsy speeches, in a fine frenzy of admoni¬ 

tion, time and circumstance and expedience counting for 

nothing. It distresses him acutely to hear Bntish 

bravery praised, to find that there are heroes among 1^ 

countrymen ; and it distresses us acutely to see the sorry 

spectacle of a clever writer who has given us mao' 

pleasant hours taking up a position which even his most 

persevering admirers must sincerely regret 

We are glad to note that others beside ourselves have 

expressed in measured terms their opinions of this pre 

posterous and ill-considered outburst. When the bril¬ 

liant halo and the robe of wisdom slip thus sadly, h 

disclose the tattered garments within, it is time to pro¬ 

test ; the false coin which Mr. Shaw of late is mingling 
too freely with his gold has not even the glitter which 

might enable it to pass muster for awhile as true, and 

which, if it be bright enough, sometimes compels J- 

to accept it temporarily as pleasing to the eye. Wed 
not know what possessed him to scribble such an ud 

worthy screed, but we note that towards the end on 
he asks, “ Am I mad ? ” and himself answers, “ Possibly- 

We do not presume to dispute the wisdom of this reply, 
it seems the most charitable explanation of a lamentab t 
performance. WILFRID L. RaNDELL 
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torted and exaggerated mtiwl of tpt Jh Decay of tfae Royal Academy 
any point, however absurd, on? e&Jrr * * 

By Haldane Macfall. 

THE display of the Royal Academy this summer 
is marked by a dead level of mediocrity, a lack 

of distinction, and a poverty of genius which, were it 
the index to the national achievement, would spell ruin 
to the native art of painting. Fortunately for our 
national credit the Academy no longer represents the 
national achievement—supreme artists of the age do 
not even trouble to send their masterpieces to its walls, 
knowing that they will be judged, tried, and hung not by 
their peers, but by the mediocre, the mimic of antiques, 
and the coterist. This state of affairs will not suppress 
genius, but it utterly degrades the state and dignity of 
the Royal Academy, puts a premium on mediocrity, and 
is a serious menace to the public taste. I write as no 
enemy of the Royal Academy; no man would hail vital 
endeavour and a large and sincere effort to encourage 
art by that body with greater enthusiasm than the writer 
of these lines; I hold no brief for its enemies. But to 
shut one’s eyes to the utter collapse of the Royal 
Academy as a vital institution for the encouragement 
of all that is great and sincere in the modern endeavour 
would be the veriest sophistry. But there is salvation 
from wreckage—artistic decay, be it understood—if the 
younger men will set their house in order; and 
surely it concerns the Academician most of all that he 
should save his great institution. 

There is scarce one masterpiece in the whole length 
°fthe tedious display; there is scant sense of distinc¬ 
tion, of great motive; one seeks in vain for a great poet. 
1 wo supreme men of genius in the ranks of that body 
send, the one, Sargent, a few brilliant landscapes with 
“gwes; the other, Brangwyn, nothing. Another man of 
genius* Clausen, is not seen at his best For the rest, 
ne main sensation of the display has clearly been 

concentrated on several State pictures; and the result 
« appalling. Mr. Cope’s portrait of the "Prince of 

a es is a solid strong work, painted with vigour and 
00 craftsmanship. The majority of queenship has 
ought a certain timidity to Mr. Llewellyn’s art. 

comes to the others, one stands aghast to 

arrawJ* ^ palaces will have their walls 
in mediocre coloured photography of a 

mmonplace vision. It is pitiful to think that the 
thaMV. art'ac*v*sers should be so blind and commonplace 

cannot discover in all the land one decorative 

fmv, ° significance and splendour of the 
exartT^S.-0^ For, be it remembered, it is 
Rov»/a j P°wer adyice that still rests with the 

Academy; the Academy still holds high office; 

its ** °n^ comPetent to use its power with genius 
harsh UC?— m^ht be enormous. Can this be said to be 
were CIfm ? an Academician resent it if it 

said about another institution ? 
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this year by stating that it is the function of the 
Academy to be academic! This sounds almost a plati¬ 
tude. But the real truth would be better put if he had 
said that it was the prevailing curse of the Academy to 
be academic. For what, precisely, does academic mean ? 
It is one of the functions of the Academy to teach the 
mysteries of the craft to students; in so far it must be 
academic in the sense of teaching. But even in teach¬ 
ing there is no need to be academic in the sense of 
creating mere mimicry of dead masters. Art cannot be 
taught; craftsmanship can be taught It is the danger 
of all academies to confuse Art with Craftsmanship. 
And it is abundantly clear by results that the Royal 
Academy schools, however well they may teach crafts¬ 
manship, also confuse art with craftsmanship, and set up 
a wholly false aim and intention in the students. 

The next serious point concerns the social influence of 
the Academy. This is prodigious for good or evil- 
to-day it is thoroughly narrow. The Royal House, of 
necessity, looks to the advice of the Royal Academy, 
as it has the right to look ; and the incompetence of this 
body stands out scarlet red in the results of its advice 
by disfiguring the Royal home with sorry designs. The 
displays of British achievement in foreign exhibitions 
were for a time guided by independent advice over here, 
and the result was the increase of the dignity of our 
repute abroad; the Academy (whether it suddenly be¬ 
came alarmed or not I have no means of knowing) 
awoke, and is now taking leadership in these foreign 
displays at once* our standard is being degraded. This 
year s banquet is particularly remarkable for the fact 
that whilst everyone else spoke of immaterial things the 
Archbishop of Canterbury made a speech which every 
artist would do well to cut out of the Times and frame 
over the hearth of his studio—a speech in which the 
whole significance of art is plumbed with searching eye, 
and the manner of its fuller achievement suggested with 
unerring foresight. 

At the banquet there was much talk of saving old 
masters from being sold abroad; there has been no 
greater curse to modern artistic creation than this cult 
of the old masters. Certainly the finest examples of the 
supreme painters should be saved for the National 
Gallery; but there it might well end. A far more vital 
function of the Academy is to encourage and diffuse the 
love of living art amongst the people; and it might well 
start upon what is known as Society—there will never 
be lack of funds or societies to purchase antiques—and 
in what manner does the purchase of works by dead 
masters create art? What business has the Academy 
with the collection of antiques ? It has quite enough to 
do to educate and to produce modem art; and if it 
will only do its work it will be fully justified. Then 
there was a triumphant note about a Roman school 
being formed—these schools in Rome have brought 
nothing but disaster to modern art; the Frenchmen of 
the seventeen hundreds suffered from them—all art has 
suffered from them. Thus, in this sorry channel ran the 
speeches of such as stood up to represent the 
Royal Academy. It was left to the end of the evening. 
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and to the Archbishop of Canterbury, to rid the banquet 
of false aims and stupid intention; it was a great 
Churchman, not an Academician, who arose and spake 
wisdom. One of the Sunday papers announced in a 
large-lettered heading: “ Primate's Plea for Beauty ”! 
Instead, I found the speech to be the vital plea for 
poetry—m other words, for living art. The Primate 
could ill criticise the art of his hosts; but he touched 
not at all on the falsities of the evening; he went 
straight to Browning’s true definition of the function of 
painting, and he appealed to the Academy and to the 
people, to the rich and to the citizen, to adorn the walls 
of public places with living art. 

It may be that these lines will come under His Grace’s 
glance; and I will tell him what may interest him. I 
made precisely the same plea to the small homes of 
England in a series of articles, now in the press in book- 
form, entitled " Pictures for Pence.” I pointed out the 
sordid surroundings of city offices, of small houses— 
pointed out that these sordid surroundings must grey 
the mind that dwelt within them—pointed out how, for 
a few pence, the smallest purse might make the smallest 
home a palace of art—a place where living art might 
dwell. The response to those articles came in letters 
from far and wide—a correspondence with which I 
*'ould not cope. It was clear that hundreds of homes 
were being made a joy to live in, a blithe place fcr 
sojourn, and at once. The Primate has touched the 
whole secret by appealing for the same thing to be 
done in public buildings. Therein lies one of the 
mightiest realms for modern art. But has the Academy 
the discipline and virile intention fitted for so great an 

emprise ? 

The King has served his Royal Academy most gene¬ 
rously. Knighthoods and honours have been flung with 
lavish hand—if somewhat indiscriminately—not only 
on Academicians and keepers of galleries, but on the 
very servant of the Academy, its secretary. Critics are 
knighted. Yet the greatest creative genius in art most 
often gets the go-by! If the Kings advisers guide the 
official rewards towards the uncreative, the official, and 
the merely pushful, what hope is there that the lucra¬ 
tive orders for great decorations would not see our 
supreme masters passed by in like fashion? 

The catalogue of the Royal Academy has for motto: 
"Take care to encourage the Beautiful; the Useful 
encourages itself”; and this trash fits well upon its 
portals this summer. There is scant doubt that if ninety- 
nine out of a hundred of those who decorate the walls 
of the display were asked to define Art they would 
answer with the Beauty fallacy. That the committee of 
the Academy who printed it should set it upon the altars 
of their faith accounts for their humiliation. That Art 
has for so long been mistaken for some elusive thing of 
mere Beauty that has no use has seemed to many a sort 
of sacred thing in the nature of a sacrament; but it is 
only when Art is realised to be a vital thing of supreme 
use, a necessity so compelling, so close to life as to be 
an overwhelming desire of man that it flings off all shy¬ 
ness and embraces a people in all its majesty. The 
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critics speak slightingly of the Pretty; but the pretty 

is not only a part of Beauty, it is a most legitimate 

need and a most charming one. It is sheer cant that 

sneers at the pretty ; and it is significant that they vs ho 
are for ever deriding it are exactly those who narrow 
art to the falsity of Beauty and are ynable to grasp the 

vast dominion that is the realm of the artist. 
The Academy, so far from baulking, even whilst it 

complains to the heavens, has taken no small part, all un 
wittingly it may be, in driving the buyers into the market 
of the Old Masters by its false intention in art People 
are timid, and rightly timid, of investing money in much 
work that the Academy encourages. Poetic justice walks 
these galleries if Poetry herself be flown. Surely it is 
ripe time that the Academy looked to itself, discovered 
the basic significance of art, and set its house in order 
to create it, and to bring into its fold all such as are 
masters in its creation. Pushfulness may be a line com¬ 
mercial asset; it is not the badge of genius in art 

Next week I will touch upon fhe better qualities of 

the Royal Academy; suggest one or two points that 
must re-establish its position; and call attention to the 
weakness of that body in not including such poets in 
colour as Hughes-Stanton, who are finer artists than 

many within its ranks. 

The Browning Celebrations CERTAINLY Browning is not to be congratulated 
on his Centenary. At the very moment when he 

has begun to come into his own, one after another ha> 
conspired to belittle, if not defame, him. It is not a 
matter that extends any further than the Centenarv 
Celebrations, to be true. He is being read now, we 
believe, as he never was before. He is the outstanding 
figure of the latter end of the nineteenth century; and it 
is not too much to say that his poetry is being more 

often turned down from the shelf than that of almost am 

English poet. But in the official matter of the Centenan 
Celebration he has been starred with misfortune. Thi 
Royal Society of Literature, for example, held a mect;^ 

at Caxton Hall on the afternoon of the 7th, when pap°r- 
were read by Mr. Pinero and Henry James. The firs, 
dealt with Browning as a dramatist, and however he 
came to be chosen must remain a mystery. There new*, 

was a doubt about his intentions from the beginning- 
He was out to slay Browning, and he left no stone un 

turned to that end. But he introduced a personal note 
into it that was, at least, unfortunate. It was not desir¬ 
able that he should be bitter about the fact that a go°d 
number, an increasing number, of people read Brow.' 
ing’s plays with considerable joy. It was even k" 
desirable that, in order to prove Brownings defects, b* 
should read extracts from his plays with intent to munk 

them. Not the most exquisite language, or the nv1 
dramatic utterance, could have survived that ordeal. Mr 
James, on the other hand, in his paper on the "Novel in 
1 he Ring and The Book ” was happier far. Mr. Jan.^ 
is always worth attention ; and his sense of phrasing *a5 
ns happy as ever. Yet wfhat he meant by saying tb3t 
Browning ruined a good plot by his treatment of the 
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story of the murder of Pompilia it would be hard to 
say. One might just as well say that Milton ruined 
a splendid drama in making an epic of the story of the 
fall of Lucifer. Browning might have done a host of 
things with the story he found. What he succeeded in 
doing was to make a poem that is one of the supremely 
wonderful things of English literature. Exactly how 
much more is it expected that a man should do ? And 
certainly when the nineteenth-century theatre play is 
forgotten Browning’s drama will be read; and certainly 
when the nineteenth-century novel is as dusty on the 
shelf as Richardson is now, “ The Ring and The Book" 
will at least be not less fresh than it is in the year of 
Browning’s Centenary. 

On Friday afternoon at the Court Theatre the Poetry 
Society were just as unfortunate. The first part of the 
programme was given up to recitations from Browning’s 
poetry; and—well, it was a good thing that Brow ning 
himself was not present. On occasion he was wfont to 
be irascible. For example, Lady Tree read “ My Star,” 
one of Browning’s most exquisite of lyrics. It is short 
enough in all conscience: only nine short lines and four 
long ones. Yet Lady Tree made not less than six 
bad mistakes in it, three of them being in the words that 
made the rhymes—which are half the beauty in such a 
poem. Mrs. Kendal was no better; and with her there 
was no excuse, for she had the open book before her. 
For example, in " Home Thoughts from Abroad,” the 
ear was waiting for the peculiar clip of the rhyme in the 
lines— 

Lest you should think he never could recapture 
The first fine careless rapture. 

And “ recapture ” was made ” recover”! Apart from 
this, in all the recitations, they were so given that one 
might have been listening to prose for all that one could 
hear to the contrary. If the Society had chosen less 
noteworthy names and better lovers of Browning quite 
another tale might have been told. 

During the first part of the programme one sat and 
shuddered, and wondered w’hat it all had to do with 
Browning. The latter half, devoted to “In a Balcony,” 
was altogether better, and we must confess to a feeling 
of surprise. Throughout the entire time it took to act 
there was close and tense interest everywhere in the 
theatre. It never failed to grip. This is all the more 
noteworthy W’hen it is remembered that Browning did 
not write it for stage production. The speeches are 
long, and full of parenthesis; yet this did not deter 
Attention. In fact, some of the lines and phrases rang 
home with extraordinary vividness. Miss Elizabeth 
Risdon as Constance spoke her lines clearly, swiftly and 
musically (as poetry should be spoken), and her acting 
was tense and strong. Mr. Ion Swinley as Norbert was 
almost as good in the speaking, though he failed to con- 
ve>' the due sense of dignity; w hereas Miss Louie 
Bagley, in the difficult part of the Queen, w*as rather 
stilted. But the total result was to prove that Browning 
left to himself is a quite sufficient host. That one short 
play was worth all the rest of the Centenary. 

Y 1 , .\V 
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REVIEWS 
Modern Fine Printing 

The Revival of Printing: A Bibliographical Catalogue of 
Works issued by the Chief Modem English Presses. 
With an Introduction by Robert Steele. (P. H. 
Lee Warner. 16s. net.) 

MR. STEELE is well known as a diligent 
student of the many experiments in artistic 

book printing made during the last twenty years, 
and no one better qualified by knowledge and 
enthusiasm could have been found to edit this 
record of the exhibition organised last autumn by Mr. 
Lee Warner. Like the exhibition, the book is confined 
to English work, the Merrymount Press, owned by Mr. 
Updike, of New York, being only introduced in order 
to show the fount designed for it by Mr. Herbert Home. 
As regards English work, the book, while it certainly 
does not fulfil the exact wording of the title-page, on 
the line of development with which it is concerned, is 
really comprehensive. Mr. Steele’s introduction is 
good, both as a record and a criticism. There is much 
to be learnt from it, and it raises many points which 
invite discussion. In his bibliography he gives useful 
lists oF the books printed, and, with the exception of 
the beautiful Jenson fount of the Doves Press, he has 
been fortunate in obtaining leave to illustrate all the 
chief types about which he writes. 

We have said that the book is comprehensive on the 
line of development with which it is concerned, but 
it so happens that this is not very easily indicated in 
a few words, and in its attempt to overcome this diffi¬ 
culty the title-page stumbles twice, pretty badly. It is 
certainly not accurate to say that the works which the 
bibliography describes have been issued “ by the chief 
modern English presses,” nor is it accurate, though the 
phrase is tempting, to speak of a “ Revival of Printing.” 
What really revived was not so much printing itself 
as interest in printing, which is not quite the same thing. 
The interest showed itself in a number of experiments 
made by amateurs, some of which leapt at once to the 
rank of great achievements, while others, as must needs 
happen when experiments are being made, were very 
thoroughly bad. In the end the best professional 
printers have improved their practice in one or two 
points, and one or two good new types are in process 
of being made available for ordinary work. But it can 
hardly be said that there has been a Revival of Printing 
in the face of the facts that there was much good 
printing being done in the ’eighties of the last century, 
that much very bad printing is being done at the 
present day, and that hardly anyone now dares venture 
to decorate a book with initials or borders because of 
a well-grounded fear that the decoration would disfigure 
rather than adorn it. If we are afraid to be a little 
gay, can we really be said to be “ revived ” ? 

As to the achievements and failures. Imprimis 
William Morris produced a long series of books which, 
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on their own lines, are the finest since printing began— 
far finer than any of the fifteenth century books which 
he took as his model. The Doves Press has improved 
upon Jenson, and Mt. St. John Hornby on Sweynheym 
and Pannartz. The three founts designed by Mr. 
Horne are all good, and Mr. Steele is quite justified 
in claiming the “ Riccardi ” fount, in which his book 
is printed, as very good indeed. On the other hand, 
the “ Prayerbook ” type of the Essex House Press, of 
which a specimen is here given, is merely blatant, and 
the " Endeavour ” type of the same press, though less 
actively offensive, only slightly better. A “ Cambridge 
type is not as bad as these, but it is clumsy and restless 
(faults peculiarly unfortunate in the work of a 
University press), seeking the bad short cut to richness 
of effect by its heavy face and with the tops of the 
letters far too frequently broken by an excess of slants. 
The life-blood of progress is experiment, and when 
experiments are numerous there must needs be failures. 
To carp at them would be ungrateful, but, if the men 
who were doing quiet work in the 'eighties are to be 
told that printing was shortly afterwards “revived,” 
they may surely have a good deal to say as to some of 

the products of the “ revival." 

The Kelmscott books were followed not only by 
much printing with clumsily heavy types, but by a flood 
of cheap ornament. As regards ornament, Mr. Steele 
happily suggests that no one should decorate a book 
unless he feels that he “must.” For their Vale 
books Messrs. Ricketts and Shannon designed some 
graceful borders, the best of which have something 
of the lightness and charm of April as contrasted with 
the full-handed profusion of Morris’s August. The 
plain initials printed in gold or red or green, used in 
some books from the Doves Press and by Mr. Hornby, 
are also very good, but it is disappointing that a decora¬ 
tive instinct which can be trusted should apparently 

be undiscoverable. 

As to illustrations, the delight in colour, in itself quite 
wholesome and right, is tempting the best book-builders 
to substitute a printed text with pictures inserted in 
it for an illustrated book. Blank leaves are placed 
among the printed ones, and to these a colour-print 
is lightly attached. The colour-prints are often delight¬ 
ful, but the unity of the book is destroyed, while 
cheaper editions are printed throughout on bad paper 
in order to “take the illustrations." 

All this is disheartening. On the other hand, the 
best printers of to-day certainly use better ink than 
their immediate predecessors, who were content (like 
Jenson, when he was not printing on vellum) with a 
very grey effect, and they have a better idea of what 
should be the relative size of the four margins. These 
and two or three good types seem in 1912, over and 
above the few books printed at the Doves and Ashen- 
dene Presses, to be the working results of Morris’s 
splendid example—results for which we may well be 
thankful, but which fall somewhat short of the hopes 
of twenty years ago. 

A. W. Pollard. 
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The Hub of the Universe 
History of London. By Helen Douglas-Irvine. Illus¬ 

trated. (Constable and Co. 10s. 6d. net.) 
The Annals of Fleet Street: Its Traditions and Assocw- 

tions. By E. Beresford Chancellor, M.A. 
Illustrated. (Chapman and Hall. 7s. 6d. net.) 

Some Memories of The Row. By W. Francis Arrm. 
Illustrated. (S. W. Partridge and Co. 6d. net.) 

Famous Houses and Literary Shrines of London. By 

A. St. John Adcock. With 74 Illustrations by 
Frederick Adcock and 16 Portraits. (J. M. Dent 
and Sons. 7s. 6d. net.) 

We have not yet reached the hypothetical day fore¬ 
shadowed by Lord Macaulay, “ when some traveller from 
New Zealand shall, in the midst of a vast solitude, take 
his stand on a broken arch of London Bridge to sketch 
the ruins of St. Paul’s." No doubt many New Zealanders 
pay flying visits to the vast metropolis, though not to 
sketch its ruins—except, perhaps, in the wilderness of 
Aldwych—but rather to enjoy its innumerable attrac¬ 
tions, hurrying breathlessly from one to another beneath 
« streaming London’s central roar ” in a way undreamt 
of by the distinguished essayist. It is still the worthy 
capital of “a nation of shopkeepers.” As the poet 

Cowper asked, more than a century ago— 

Where has commerce such a mart, 
So rich, so thronged, so drained, and so supplied 
As London, opulent, enlarged, and still 
Increasing London? 

Acres and acres which were green fields in the poets 

time— 
The fields from Islington to Marybone, 

To Primrose Hill and Saint John’s Wood 

and many others, have long since been built over. 
A writer in the Monthly Magazine for February, 

1811, asserted that “within the last forty years a 
thousand houses per annum have been added to the 
metropolis.” Densely populated districts like St Pancras 

and Islington were mere villages then, but the London 

of that day, with less than a million inhabitants, has 
grown into the Greater London of ours, with a popula¬ 

tion equal to that of the whole British Isles at the tune 
of the accession of George III. " Aeh!" exclaimed old 
Marshal Vorwarts, when he visited “still increasing 
London” with the allied sovereigns in 1814, "wbat 2 

city to sack ! ” 
All knowledge of London previous to the Roman 

occupation is conjectural; it is first mentioned in the 
pages of Tacitus, AD. 62, and Miss Douglas-Irvine has 
ably summarised its history through the centuries from 

that period to the present day—no mean feat in a 
volume of less than four hundred pages. She has 

evidently studied her subject thoroughly, with the result 

that she is able to provide a mass of information that 
is sure to prove of interest to all Londoners. Contem¬ 
porary manuscripts and old prints have been laid under 

contribution to furnish the illustrations, which form a by 
no means unimportant feature of the volume, and a 

reproduction of Faithorne’s map is given as a frontis¬ 
piece. 

“ London is nothing to some people," said Dr. John* 
Original from 
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son; “but to a man whose pleasure is intellectual, 
London is the place.” And the intellect of London is 
centred in Fleet Street, which is, in a sense, its most 
famous thoroughfare. At the time of the Romans it 
was little more than a rough road running through open 
country. It is here that was situated that ancient burial- 
place of the Roman soldiers, the Vallum, near the 
Praetorian camp at Lud Gate. “ In process of time,” as 
Mr. Chancellor tells us, “houses and shops began to 
arise along the once countrified road—a road which 
even in the year 1325 was described as ‘Fletestrete in 
the suburb of London/ " There is a mention of it in 
1228 under its earlier name of Fleet Bridge Street, but 
it would appear that its present designation was not 
given it till the beginning of the fourteenth century. In 
1311 five members of the royal household were arrested 
for committing a burglary there. By 1543, as may be 
seen by Wyngaerde’s "View,” Fleet Street was rela¬ 
tively quite a thickly populated place. For many years, 
even centuries, it was a famous shopping quarter In 
Plantagenet times a shopkeeper there supplied 
Edward II with boots at 5s. a pair, and a couple of 
centuries or so later Catherine of Aragon dealt at a 
shop having the sign of “The Coppe” in the same 
thoroughfare. On the north side of Fleet Street, at the 
south-west comer of Chancery Lane, Izaak Wakon, the 
Gentle Angler, had a linen-draper’s shop which he 
shared with John Mason, a hosier. As late as the 
thirties of the last century ladies used to promenade 
Fleet Street with their lap-dogs and do their shopping. 

But Fleet Street’s most enduring memories are those 
connected with men of letters and the Fourth Estate. In 
the past it was the accepted home of those who gained a 
living by the production of books, to-day it belongs to 
the Press, that mighty organ “whose leaders make 
statesmen quail,” and whose “ pen is mightier than the 
sword.” Napoleon Bonaparte is credited with the 
diettun: " Four hostile newspapers are more to be 
feared than a thousand bayonets.” But the news¬ 
paper Press was little more than an infant in 
his day, and its power was nothing compared 
to what it is now with its huge circulation. In a curious 
old guide-book, “The Picture of London for 1819,” we 
learn that at that time “the circulation of each news¬ 
paper varies from 750 to 4,000 per day. Of the morning 
papers there are sold altogether about 12,000 daily. Of 
the daily evening papers, about 10,000; and of those 
published every other day, about 18,000. There are also 
about 26,000 sold of the various Sunday papers, and 
about 20,000 of the other weekly papers. In all, the 
enormous number of 220,000 copies per week/’ Such was 
the strength of the London newspaper Press not quite one 
hundred years ago. Unduly impressed by the foregoing 
figures, the same authority exultantly exclaims: “ What 
a wonderful idea is afforded of the agency and influence 
°f the Press in this empire; and how easily is it ex¬ 
plained that we are the most free, and the most intel- 
hgent, although the most abused people on the face of 
the earth!” 

his “ Annals of Fleet Street ” Mr. Chancellor has 
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compiled a work full of interest, both from the topo¬ 
graphical and the historical points of view. We could 
have wished, though, that it had been a little more anec¬ 
dotal; there is a fund of anecdote in connection with 
Fleet Street life. The illustrations, mostly depicting 
buildings which have long since disappeared, add con¬ 
siderably to the value of the book, as they are all after 
contemporary drawings and prints. Among them is an 
interesting view of Bridewell in 1725, where obstrepe¬ 
rous females used to be whipped according to the 
pleasure of the presiding alderman, and effectually 
cured of all desire to smash windows or commit other mis¬ 
demeanours ; but tern for a mutantur, et nos mutamur in 

Mis! The author states in a “ Foreword”: * The curious 
thing is that there has never before been a history of 
Fleet Street written.” Has he, then, never heard of 
Thomas Archer’s “ The Highway of Letters,” published, 
we think, about twenty years ago ? 

“ The Row” is, of course, Paternoster Row, which is 
within a stone’s throw of Fleet Street; but the Pater 
Nosters, or rosaries, of olden times, which gave the 
thoroughfare its name, have long since given way to 
books and stationery, and publishing houses famous the 
world over now occupy the places of the makers and the 
vendors of the prayer-beads. Mr. Aitken has compiled 
this short account of London’s great publishing centre in 
connection with the removal of the Messrs. Partridge from 
the Row, where they have been for over sixty years, to 
their new premises in the Old Bailey. The booklet is 
daintily got up, and contains some interesting illustra¬ 
tions. 

“To anyone who has reached a very advanced age,” 
wrote Sheridan, “ a walk through the streets of London 
is like a walk in a cemetery.” In “ Famous Houses” Mr. 
St John Adcock revives much of London’s literary past 
for us, and his brother supplies sketches of over seventy 
of the still existing houses where famous authors and 
artists once lived. Surely the two Disraelis might be 
considered such, yet they are scarcely mentioned in the 
volume, and neither Isaac’s residence in Bloomsbury 
Square, nor Benjamin’s birthplace in Theobald’s Road, 
is depicted; while the Bloomsbury Square house alone 
receives a bare mention. Nevertheless the book is 
crammed full of information, and makes capital reading, 
and besides the views of our literary shrines it contains 
many portraits of literary and artistic celebrities. As a 
guide to the London world of letters of the past it will 
prove invaluable. 

The Gospels in Verse 
The Saviour of the World. By Charlotte M. Mason. 

Vols. I-V. (Kegan Paul and Co. as. 6d. net each.) 

THIS work represents a high ambition for a noble but 
difficult task—a metrical rendering of the life and words 
of Christ—the four Gospels in verse. The modesty of 
Miss Mason's apologia almost disarms criticism. She 
makes no pretension, but hopes that some day “a poet 
of the future may arise who shall give the world its 
great epic.” She herself has worked for many years 
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at this labour of love, marked by the deepest faith and 
reverence. Her idea is to compel attention and arrest 
the mind by a new version of the Scriptures, neglected 
by some, grown too familiar to others. There is real 
value in this attitude. Renan’s Life of Jesus, despite 
his scepticism, was a revelation to many. So even was 
Farrar’s verbose elongation of the Gospels. Those who 
study Miss Mason's patient work should certainly find 
new light, and the kindling of a new desire to think 
more of the deep philosophy which surrounds the per¬ 
sonality and life of the Saviour. There are two sides 
to Miss Mason's work: one, the metrical paraphrase 
of the actual words and incidents of the Gospels; the 
other, her own original thoughts and comments. The 
first is often stilted and rugged, halting, and devoid of 
rhythm, particularly the blank verse. The second is 
sometimes excellent There are many passages con¬ 
taining thoughts of clear penetration into the problems 
and mysteries of life, written with a spontaneous and 
unshackled freedom of style. Some of the odes have 
a grace and a charm quite their own, and rise to a 
level which shows a true poetic instinct. 

Faith is independent of modem higher criticism, nor 
need conflict with science. So we read in the opening 
verses in the Prologue to the Gospel according to St. 

John: 

Whence came the world and how were all things made? 

All things that be to-day are of the Word. 

No longer baffled we, by tortuous quest— 

Whether all life proceed from two or many, 

Whether our origins be high or low 

Those things concern the manner of our making : 

In Him was life; that is enough to know. 

In the Fourth Book are some charming stanzas on 

child-life: — 

In the kingdom are the children, 

You may read it in their eyes : 

All the freedom of the Kingdom 

. In their careless humour lies. 

Very winsome are the children— 

Say, whence comes it, their sweet grace? 

Small the pains they take for goodness, 

Scarcely know they Duty’s face. 

Frail and faulty little lieges— 

Yet well-pleasing to their King : 

Scanty thought they take to serve Him, 

Yet the chosen offering bring. 

Ours the weary, long endeavour; 

Theirs, the happy entering in : 

Ours, to strive and wait and labour; 

Theirs, to joy before the King. 

On the children’s brows no witness 
That themselves do fill their thought; 

In the children’s hearts no strivings 
That to them be honour brought. 

Digitized by 

Therefore finds the King an entrance; 
Freely goes He out and in; 

Sheds the gladness of His presence; 
Doth for babes great victories win! 

Such an inspiration from the text, “ Suffer little 
children to come unto Me,” delights the heart, and 
recalls Zachariah’s description of the new Jerusalem, 
when " the streets of the city shall be full of boys and 
girls playing in the streets thereof.” In the story of 
the raising of Lazarus this stanza describes the “ sweet 

home of Bethany”: — 

The house of a friend ! How good to know, 
In hours of anxious, drear distress, 
That there’s a place where we may go 
For company in loneliness; 
Where sympathetic hand shall press 
Our own when life is hard to bear; 
A sheltered, still and sweet recess 
Where we may come for smile or tear, 

Of welcome well assured ere yet our steps draw near. 

Miss Mason’s sympathetic treatment of the Gospel 

story of the ministry of Christ catches the echo 0 
Divine sympathy. Love for the Master, love for H» 

teaching, love for His disciples, prompts all to 

thoughts. She is an earnest believer in t c ai 
once delivered to the saints Those, like her sell, nr 

trusted with the responsibility of education, wul 
her work of great use in illustrating the Gospel nun- 
tive, and in awakening thought and arousing m 
in elder pupils, too often wearied by the convention!. 

“ Scripture lesson." The books are nicely presents 
and well printed. There are many photograp a 
famous religious paintings; some of less-known p* 
tures of interest. Three more volumes are promised to 
complete this work, which should merit an importan 

place among books of sacred anthology. 
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A Crushing Indictment 
gainst Home Rule: The Case for the 1 mon 

Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, M.P., and Others. \V.tt 

an Introduction by Sib Edward Carson, Kt., • ■» 
and a Preface by A. Bonar Law, M.P. ®di • 

Of the many books which are appearing on the subjec 

of Home Rule for Ireland, this is perhaps the best 
have seen: it is the composite production of a num f 
of contributors, including an ex-Premier, four ex-Chi 
Secretaries for Ireland, an ex-Lord-Lieutenant, t* 

ex-Law Officers, and other men of ability who hau 
specially studied the Irish question. It not only destroy 

the case for Home Rule, but it states generally ^ 
will be the constructive policy for Ireland when ^ 

Unionist Government returns to power. Since it 
written, the Home. Rule Bill has been introduced into 
Parliament, containing some points, the creation, 1 r 
instance, of a nominated Senate, which had not bee: 
anticipated. They increase the objections to the 
Governi^^s. |Pf^i<^ But it is with the book rathe: 
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than the measure that we are at the moment concerned. 
Mr. Bonar Law, in his preface, summarises the grounds 
of Unionist opposition to Home Rule, namely, that it 
would seriously weaken our national position, stop the 
remarkable increase of prosperity which has re¬ 
sulted from the Land Purchase Act of 1903, an3 would 
inflict intolerable injustice on the minority in Ireland. 
In one way or another the objections to Home Rule 
depend upon these fundamental principles. He well 
points out that every argument which can be adduced in 
favour of separate treatment for the Irish Nationalist 
minority, as against the majority of the United King¬ 
dom, applies with far greater force in favour of separate 
treatment for the Unionists of Ulster as against the 
majority of Ireland. Sir Edward Carson’s introduction 
surveys the whole field and the separate articles in order. 

An historical retrospect shows how bitter experience 
convinced successive generations of English statesmen of 
the dangers involved in an independent Ireland. From 
a naval point of view Ireland might again be used as 
a base for operations against England, and against the 
communications with England. Moreover, another com¬ 
plication has been introduced by the dependence of 
England upon Irish food supplies. Thus, the paramount 
necessities of Imperial defence demand the maintenance 

, of the Union. Again, a separate Irish Parliament might 
favour an economic policy of its own, which might mili¬ 
tate against that of Great Britain. The financial diffi¬ 
culties of granting Home Rule have been fully examined. 
While it would require an expert to expose them in 
detail, and to show the confusion and inconsistencies 
proposed, it is clear that the Irish deficit (between the 
revenue raised and the expenditure incurred) must range 
in Ireland annually from 2% to 3^ millions. Why 
should the Imperial taxpayer pay this sum to support 
a finandally-independent Ireland ? What credit has Ire¬ 
land by itself to raise loans ? Without borrowed money, 
what progress can separated Ireland make ? Mr. George 
Cave, in an excellent chapter on “ The Constitutional 
Question,” deals with the proposal to give Ireland “ re¬ 
sponsible” government, which would mean the abandon¬ 
ment of the Protestant and the land-owner; he demon¬ 
strates the futility of the checks and safeguards to be 
imposed in the interests of the minority: safeguards 
which Mr. Redmond eagerly accepted, knowing well that 
they must prove ineffective. Nowadays no veto can be 
enforced. The idea of “ Home Rule all round,” under 
the name of Federalism, meets with similar demolition, 
for its obscurity and impracticability. 

The religious difficulty under Home Rule is examined 
by writers from both the Church view and the Noncon¬ 
formist standpoint. As Ireland has two races and two 
creeds the minority “ dread Home Rule, because they 
know that instead of peace it would bring a sword and 
plunge their country once again into all the horrors of 
civil and religious strife.” Mr. Arthur Balfour objects 
strongly to making Ireland again the victim of an out¬ 
worn English scheme (of a separate Parliament) which 
has tried, failed and been discarded, which ought, in 
his opinion, never to be revived. As the modern pros- 
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HORIZONS & LANDMARKS 
NEW POEMS 

By SIDNEY BOYSE LYSAGHT. 
Crown 8vo, 45. 6d. net. 

ATHENA;UM.—“ We have had occasion before this to pay 
tribute to Mr. Lysaght's exceptional lyrical gifts. The music 
of his verse is haunting; its idealism is both convincing and 
inspiriting; while the vivid note of childish recollection and 
awe, such as: 

Not then, but when the wild South-West 
Filled the dim land with its unrest 
At twilight, and the woods began 
To talk of things unknown to man. 
And on the garden paths we heard 
Strange footsteps, but no answering word 
Came to our call, 

is conveyed with a sureness of touch equal to that of Mr. Noyes, 
the modern poet of childhood. The glory of children’s 1 make- 
believe ’ could hardlv be better put than in : 

Wonderlands no truth could mar, • 
Dreams no wakening could blot, 

Lovelier because so far, 
Real because we found them not." • 

WESTMINSTER GAZETTE.—" Absolute sincerity to his 
own personality is conspicuous in Mr. Lysaght’s ' Horizons and 
Landmarks.* He is always lucid, quiet, and unconstrained. 
He uses words as if he loved them, though that love may not 
always, with the strange inevitableness of true lyrical poetry, 
be returned. Because he makes no attempt to rhapsodise, or to 
be profound, he leaves a sure and deep impression on the 
mind." 

ACADEMY.—The farther we read into his book the more 
does our respect for his powers increase, as well as our 
appreciation of his beauties. There is intellect in these poems, 
and a philosophy behind them. We feel that this volume was 
written with well-ordered intentions. It is not a collection of 
heterogeneous lyrics, but a series of poems having purpose and 
a quite remarkable psychological value. Perhaps few poets 
have set forth that mystical beauty of familiar things, which 
the child sees and the man remembers, with more strength and 
sincerity than Mr. Lysaght. And the level of achievement is so 
high that we marvel as we read. Mr. Lysaght is neither flam¬ 
boyant nor pessimistic; his quiet lines are full of a strong 
beauty which it is rather difficult to display by quotation." 

LONDON QUARTERLY REVIEW.—" The earlier poems 
by Mr. Lysaght, * Poems of the Unknown Way,’ placed him at 
once in the front rank of contemporary s;ngers. We find 
here, at an interval of some years, the same powers, the same 
music, the same beauties, as in his first book; but we find 
them more matured and with stronger strands of thought. His 
outlook seems wider, the pathos deeper, the step stronger, the 
grasp of life morfe comprehensive and reasonable." 

SCOTSMAN.—" Mr. Lysaght’s eloquent poems are sad with 
hopeful notes. They sing about the happy horizon of child¬ 
hood and its ignorance of coming years; of the new horizons 
that have opened out to advancing mankind in this age, and of 
the * brick horizons * of dull streets and cramped outlook that 
are closed in by civilisation. They sing, too, of what a poet’s 
imagination can 9ee beckoning ' beyond the furthest horizon.’ ** 

TIMES (New York).—" Not in his experience of life, which 
is obviously broader: not in his mastery of English, which is 
greater; nor in his instinct for the inevitable word, which is 
keener; but in Kis point of view and in the exquisite simplicity 
with which it is expressed does Sidney Royse Lysaght in his 
new book remind us of Whittier." 

BOSTON TRANSCRIPT.—" Mr. Lysaght’s verse is 
brimmed with melody, and although it has a sadness in its 
delicate repression the influence it leaves upon the reader’s 
mind is one of cheer. Of its sincerity, simplicity, and tender¬ 
ness too much cannot be said. In these days of involved 
metres, the limpid music of its measures is peculiarly grateful." 

By the Same Author. 

Poems of the Unknown Way, 
Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d. net. 

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD., London. 
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perity of Ireland dates from his Chief-Secretaryship 
(1887-1891), no one can speak with greater authority. 
The Unionist policy would mainly be the revival of the 
measures adopted by him, and, for the rural develop¬ 
ment of Ireland, by his brother. In addition thereto, 
Poor Law Reform, Education, Transit and Transport, 
financed on the Imperial credit, would do for Ireland 
what Home Rule can never accomplish. 

Shorter Reviews 
.4 Winter Holiday in Portugal. By Captain Granville 

Baker. Illustrated. (Stanley Paul and Co. 12s. 6d. 
net.) 

APTAIN BAKER is always interesting in this book, 
though we learn but little that concerns him and | 

his holiday. His reflections, for the most part, take us 
back to the great yesterdays of Portugal, the days when 
Moor and Christian fought for supremacy in the Penin¬ 
sula, when Vasco di Gama sailed south and east, and 
Cabot, Magellan and others sailed south and west. Here, 
it is true, he is rather irritating by reason of a certain 
habit of epitomising much and, as if pressed for space, 
missing out more; but he is interesting, all the same. 

He has an appreciative and discerning eye for the art 
treasures of the country, as witness his simple, yet 
forcible description of the bronze Christ of Querioz 
Ribiero, which looks down from Santa Luzia upon 
Vianna; he is a strong Monarchist, having found that 
the revolution has yielded little but promises, and that 
things are as bad as they were before—except in certain 
places, where they are worse. But then, this Portugal is 
a maflana country, with years between a promise and its 
fulfilment, and, since in maflana countries everything is 
dependent on “perhaps,” it may be that there is for 
Portugal a to-morrow equal to her great yesterdays. 

For only in three—or, it may be, four—countries of the 
world is action consequent on decision ; in these maflana 

countries caprice rules so much, and reason so little, that 
it is impossible to foretell their futures. The grey north 
breeds steadiness and strength, but the lighter lands 
nearer the sun breed irresponsibility and freedom from 
care, laughter rather than thought, and fierce passions 
that blaze and die with startling suddenness. 
Probably these irresponsible, fierce, wayward laughter- 
lovers have learned the secret of life; perhaps 
the steadier northern nations have lost sight of 
the object in the means, in that they live to work rather 
than work to live. 

We learn from Captain Baker’s book how to make 
love after the Portuguese manner—but it is too leisurely 
a manner for this twentieth century, outside Portugal. 
We learn much of the love affairs of old-time kings and 
queens, and, to come to sterner matters, learn that 
Portugal wants a strong ruler—whether in royal or pre¬ 
sidential or ministerial guise is immaterial, so long as he 
is strong enough to govern. We learn, too, that the 
author is a real holiday-maker, since he confesses it is 
always a joy to him to see other people work. 
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All these, and many more things of divers kinds, are 
jumbled together in holiday fashion—it is a gossipy, dis¬ 
cursive, and pleasant book. Its weakest point lies in its 
illustrations, which have very little pictorial merit, and 
do not adequately represent the text, with which, at the 
best, they are but slightly related. 

A Somerset Sketch-Book. By H. Hay Wilson. (J. M. 
Dent and Sons. 3s. 6d. net.) 

THOSE readers who have already made the acquaint¬ 
ance of some of these little sketches in the pages of 
one of our contemporaries will be glad to have them in 
the company of others, equally charming, in permanent 
form; for we are in duty bound to confess that these 
apparently slight essays contain a hidden wealth of 
deep meanings which call for more than one perusal. 
Strong, primitive people, and ancient, ineradicable 
beliefs and prejudices ; wild, unloved things, and the call 
of the deep, red soil. All these are the subjects 
of the author’s brush, and the grace of the technique 
throws but the thinnest of artistic veils over essential 
truths. “There is no strangeness so subtle as the 
strangeness of familiar things ; ” and, we might add, few 
familiar things so strange as those which happen in 
Somerset. There are so many instances of suggestive 
word-portraits that one is at a loss to know which to 
select as an example. Here is the description of the 
personal appearance of the Rat-Catcher: — 

He had a compact, tight-fitting air, and a large 

share of that personal neatness which belongs to 
those who grow their own clothes. His coat and 
his cap and his gaiters had a sheath-like fit, as if 

they grew on him; he had a light step and a light 

touch, and a pair of restless eyes that continually 
glanced away, and rather a sharp chin; and when he 

talked his upper lip twitched a little now and then 

under his moustache, as if there might have been 

a long tooth gleaming underneath, only you never 

quite saw the long tooth. 

If you have ever studied the physiognomy of a rat, 
there you have him before you. And what of this for 
an example of indigenous poetry ? 

He was a strong teetotaler, 
Perhaps you might have heard, 

And signed the pledge at eight years old 
Without a murmuring word. 

Little stories there are, too; especially do we com¬ 
mend “ The Changeling.” Somerset is indeed “ a county 
possessing a larger quantity of curious things and people 
than any other region in the known universe.” 

Literary Essays. By James Lindsay, D.D., M.A. (Wm. 
Blackwood and Sons. 3s. 6d. net.) 

THE didactic note is seldom absent from these five 
essays. Although Dr. Lindsay writes of literature from 
no sectarian standpoint, in most of the things he says 
we catch an echo of the sermon, a deliberate insistence 
upon the moral aspect of his subject, a tendency to 
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such remarks as this concerning Lowell j “ Meantime we 
note the same religious character—human love and trust 
Divine—as marking many of Lowell's shorter poems." 
Such a remark may be quite true, and it is certainly a 
criticism, but its truth is of a facile perception and its 
criticism is unlikely to stimulate the mind to any great 
extent In his essay, “ Was Goethe a Philosopher ? ” 
Dr. Lindsay emphasises what Emerson said long ago, 
that Goethe looked upon life largely as a means of 
culture; he also comments upon Goethe’s “ defect of 
moral ideal,” and discusses his relations to various philo¬ 
sophers. This piece of work, we think, is 44 marred some¬ 
times by pedantic effects,” as Dr. Lindsay says of 
Lowell's poetry, nor can we admit that an essay on a 
literary subject has any right to contain such atrocious 
words as 44 contrastive*” 41 declinature," and 44 motivation." 
“The Poetry of Lowell” is rich in quotations beside which 
the text appears rather pale and ineffectual. 44 Hamlet 
as Thinker” contains little that is new save the idea 
that Hamlet failed rather in power of thought than in 
power of action, a quibbling sort of idea at the best, 
since thought and action cannot be separated in this 
summary way. 

44 Milton on the Nativity ” and 44 Biographical Litera¬ 
ture ” may best be described by saying that the first 
would be an excellent introduction to an annotated 
school edition, and the second an admirable parish-room 
lecture. 

Fiction 
The Naval Scare 

Great was the Fall. By A Naval Officer. (John Long, 
6s.) 

E are solemnly warned in a preface that “Great was 
the Fall," purporting to be written by a naval officer, 

is not one of the usual scare series, but must be taken 
seriously as a faithful picture of what is likely to happen 
to this country if a loan, presumably of one hundred 
millions, for naval purposes is not raised forthwith. In 
this spirit we have read the book, but must confess to 
having failed miserably to appreciate the lesson. Given 
the entire absence of ordinary observation and common- 
sense displayed in the Naval Intelligence Department 
and the fighting admirals in this volume, twice one 
hundred millions could not save this country from the 
terrible debacle portrayed in these pages. We may be 
badly served at Whitehall and at sea, but we sincerely 
trust not quite so badly as all that More than a third 
of the volume is devoted to the love interest, and to 
the everyday life on board a second-class destroyer tied 
up at Portsmouth. This is brightly and breezily written, 
the slang of the wardroom being particularly well done, 
but in view of the awful events to follow there is just 
a little too much of it 

Things begin to happen in August, 1913. Most people 
who hold convictions on the question of a German in¬ 
vasion are willing to concede that such a desperate 
enterprise is not likely to be attempted unless the 
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THE LIFE OF WILLIAM BOBEBTSON SMITH. 
By JOHN SUTHERLAND BLACK and GEORGE CHRY9TAL. 
Demy 8vo, doth, containing photogravure frontispiece from the portrait 
by Str George Reid, R.S.A., in Christ’s College, Cambridge, and 16 
full-page illustrations from paintings and photographs. 

Price 15a. net. 

LECTUBES AND ESSAYS OF WILLIAM 
BOBEBTSON SMITH. Edited by JOHN SUTHERLAND 
BLACK and GEORGE CHRYSTAL. Demy 8vo, doth, containing 
frontispiece portrait from the posthnraons painting by Sir Gboboe 
Rbid, K.S.A., now in the Free Cnurcb College, Aberdeen. 

Prioe 10s. sat. 

LIFE’S BASIS AND LIFE’S IDEAL Th* 
• * 

Fundamental* of a New Philosophy of Life. 
By RUDOLF EUCKEN, Professor of Philosophy, University of Jena. 
Author of “The Meaning and Value of Life,” “The Philosophy of 
Life," Ac. Translated, with Introductory Note, by ALBAN G. 
W1DGBRY. Demy S.o, cloth. Price 7a. 6*. net. 

NATUBE IN ITALIAN ABT. a st.dy «i Land. 
scape Backgrounds from Giotto to Tintoretto. 
By EMMA GURNEY-SALTER, M.A. Containing 49 full-page 
reproductions of pictures and drawings by the great Italian painters. 
Large Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top. Price 7a. 0d. net. 

THBOOGH GBEECE AND DALMATIA a 
Diary of Impressiona Recorded by .Pen and 
Picture. By Mrs. RUSSELL BARRINGTON. Containing a 
photogravure fronOspieoe and 69 illustrations from photographs and 
drawings. Large Crown Ivo, cloth. Price 7a. 6d. net. 

• • • 

THE ABT OF THE OBATOB. By EDGAR R. 
JONES, M.P. With a foreword by Tfce Right Hon. D. LLOYD 
GEORGE, M.P. Crown 8vo, cloth. Price Sa. 6d. net. 

ARTISTS’ SKETCH-BOOK SERIES, e*,* », 
MARTIN HARDIE, A.R.B. Large square Demy 8vo, with artistic 
covers, each besring label designed by the artist. Containing 14 
reproductions from pencil drawings. Price la. net each. 
LONDON. By Lxstkr G. Hornbt. 
EDINBURGH. By Lesteb G. Homer. 
ROCHESTER. By K. Kimball. 

HOW TO USE THE MICROSCOPE, ag..*** 
the Novice. By Rev. C. A. HALL. Containing so foil-page 
illustrations, and many line drawings in the test. Large Crown 8vo. 
(uniform in site with “ Peeps** Series). Price la. Sd. net. 

A. C C. BLACK, Soho Square, London, W. 
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British Fleet is well out of the way and the country 
denuded of its regular army. Not so the naval officer in 
question. He believes in 44 the bolt from the blue.” 
The fleets are in their usual stations, and 
we are at peace with all the world. The first 
rift in the lute is the sudden and altogether inex¬ 
plicable disappearance of the London waiters, combined 
with a great assemblage of German people of the 
poorer sort at Hull, who fill the cheaper hotels and 
lodging-houses. Then the papers announce the cessa¬ 
tion of work on the Elbe of the mud-dredgers and 
hoppers and the assemblage at Bremen of a large 
number of reserve liners which are supposed to be 
taking part in landing manoeuvres in Heligoland. Pre¬ 
sently the German liner Deutschland, which sailed from 
Hamburg for Southampton, is reported overdue. Then 
the bolt is shot. In foggy weather Hull awrakes one 
morning to the fact that she is in the hands of the 
enemy, 40,000 of whom in plain clothes have unearthed 
a store of rifles, and are joined by 60,000 more wrho 
have crossed the North Sea in lighters under tow and 
who disembark with arms, guns and stores on a beach 
near by in six hours. Six hours! Ye gods! Ask the 
German authorities how long they took to land 1,000 
men during the Pekin trouble. 

The Italians with a clear sea and not much farther to 
go take three weeks to land 50,000 men at Tripoli. The 
Germans in a fog, and with a hostile fleet on their heels 
at any moment, do the job in six hours, plus eighteen 
hours en route. What a thing it is to have a reputation 
—and an imagination! 

On the sea we fare no better. Mines have been laid 
in the vicinity of the British fleets without a German 
being seen. Thus crippled, the North Sea fleet and one 
Southern division are beaten in detail by two German 
fleets, who as a surprise packet develop 15-inch guns on 
their later battleships. 

The hero tries to sustain the reputation of the Ser¬ 
vice by boarding with cutlass and revolver an enemy's 
destroyer, quite in the Nelsonian style, and under the 
German flag lures a cruiser to her destruction. Mean¬ 
time the Deutschland turns up in the Atlantic and holds 
up the Mauretania with her auxiliary armament. A 
regular fleet of the enemy's fliers are out on the same 
job, a procedure the absurdity of which was recently 
shown up in the columns of THE Academy in an 
article on the Declaration of London. We must not 
forget to mention that the naval person’s fiancee, quite a 
charming though obstinate young lady, turned up on his 
destroyer, and by her intelligent interpretation of events 
quite put the N.I.D. to shame, and contributed to her 
young man’s triumph and glory. Incidentally, we are 
treated to the spectacle of an admiral in action appeal¬ 
ing to Whitehall for instructions as to whether he shall 
abandon a lame duck which is imperilling his whole 
fleet, while the hero expresses doubts about the guns of 
the County class cruisers being able to cope with the 
fire of Germany's mercantile marine! Again, before the 
bolt has been shot the flagship runs down one of the 
German lightCTs with 400 men on board, who are so well 
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trained that they sink beneath the waves with but one 
solitary cry. The Admiral takes her for a mud-hopper, 
and disregards the report of the officer of the watch as to 
a vision of sinking grey-coated soldiers, not to mention a 
floating German helmet. 

After this, perhaps it would be more prudent to dis¬ 
pose of our Navy and become a vassal of the great 
northern Power. We should then at any rate be able 
to sleep peaceably in our beds. 

The Inviolable Sanctuary. By George A. Birmingham. 

(T. Nelson and Sons. 2s. net.) 

The genial44 George A. Birmingham” is rapidly becom¬ 
ing the accepted exponent of the 44 flapper ” period of 
girl life. In 44 Lalage’s Lovers ” we had the irrepres 
sible schoolgirl who dabbled in politics and made things 
uncommonly awkward for her affectionate but scared 
relations; in this book Priscilla, equally irrepressible 
and equally amusing, takes charge, we might say, of an 
island-studded bay on the west coast of Ireland, and. 
with the aid of a yacht and a young cousin of the 
opposite sex (whom she converts from a prig into a 
human boy), 44 runs " events to the excitement of all 
concerned. There is plenty of fun all through; Frank, 
the cousin, is dragged into many excellent adventures; 
a runaway couple, suspected by the imaginative Pris 
cilia of being German spies, are tracked down and 

questioned, the lady being restored to her father’s arm? 
in a most unconventional fashion by means of a per 
fectly harmless shipwreck in four feet of water; and the 
by-play between the natives (whose brogue is beauti¬ 
fully rendered without any worthless 44 begonas" or 
44 bedads ”) is at times exceedingly comical. For a 
couple of hours’ thorough entertainment “The Inviol¬ 
able Sanctuary ** would be difficult to beat. 

The Endless Journey, etc. By Netta Syrett. (Chatto 

and Windus. 6s.) 

Apparently the volume of short stories has come to 

stay as a rival to the long novel, induced thereto, 

perhaps, by 44 The Country of the Blind ” and lik‘ 
works. The book before us contains ten miniature 

novels, mainly tragic in quality, and all dependent on 
dramatic incident for their interest. The first, “The 

Endless Journey,” is easily the best of the ten, yet the 

rest are of such a quality that the reader is tempted 

on to the last story of an 44 impossible portrait,” in which 

a modern painter feels and escapes the spell of a were¬ 

wolf—sufficient reality is infused into the relation to 

compel us to accept, if not to believe in, the legendar) 

and fascinating woman-wolf. 
But in the first story we touch deeper and more real 

things. Little Ruth Webb, obsessed by a quaint passion 
for 44 saving souls,” goes out to mission work, and ge4- 
her faith shattered by Buddhism—the story must he 
read before the delicacy and fragrance, with which such 

a simple little incident can be invested, are realised. Our 
only quarrel with the author lies in that she added U' 
this study, of tremendous tragic force in itself, a quin* 
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r Puls,ve r"omen‘. b« quick transference o7himself 

« °”!.m?°^.toan°theris quite unusually remarkable. He 
y m, T°k hlS ac(celerat,on of speed and tone with excellent 
e ,, ?ry' in fact’ be bas nothing left to learn except 
„ hat •esson of repose and finish which only time can 1_ena,ch ,imKI M.r: Murdock is a Pianist of whom great 

and valuable things may be expected, for he is so^full 
of life and strength. But there are still many bars-in 

Cfhopin,S ,B ?’mor Sc03*3, for example-the significance 
°f *h‘cb bebas ,not thought out, and there are ft, ernes- 
that of the Finale of the Sonata is one—which still hide 
their secrets from him. A treacherous trick played him 
by his memory in the Largo may have unsettled him • 
but however that may be, his playing in this move' 
ment was less careful than it should have been, and it 
was what the French call “ decousu.” Still, the spint 
nd go of Mr. Murdock s playing make it extremely 

P'ear,hearJ .7e,fn.hardly ** wro"g in thinking 
that both he and Mr. Rubinstein are pianists who have 
a grand future before them. 

Mr. Vernon d'Amalle is a singer who interested his 
audience very much last week. He has a finely clear 
ind melodious voic^-we do not know whether he calls 
umself a ' basso cantente ” or a baritone. He reaches, 
ind reaches easily, notes usually denied to a true bass, 
>ut the quality of his tone is rather bass than baritone.’ 
- he programme showed the musician. Four old Italian 
songs, four of Schubert's and five of Wolfs (we should 
have preferred to hear some less hackneyed specimens 
of the latter) formed an aureole, as it were, round the 

“ Vier Emste Gesange ” of Brahms, those noble cries 
of a torn soul which, on their first appearance, were 
frequently heard, were presently pronounced tedious 
even by some otherwise judicious persons, which now 
come only at intervals, and are very welcome when sung 
so sincerely and so musically as they were by Mr. 
d’ArnaJle. 

In the first and last, evidence was not wanting that 
further rehearsal between pianist and singer would have 
been wise. The songs were rightly sung without any 
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pause between them, and there was little with which fault 

could be found, except in the third, where Mr. d’Amalie 

so whispered his pianissimo with such a “ hlo di voce ” 

that it sounded theatrical. The contrast was too artifi¬ 

cial. However, he sang the fine melody which makes 

the peroration of the last song one of the most exalted 

things in Brahms with real breadth and feeling, show¬ 

ing himself to be one who completely understood its 

character. 

At the recent Banquet of the Royal Academy, one of 

the orators, we think it was the Prime Minister, spoke 

with humour and wisdom of the difference between the 

pleasure (and perhaps the value) of work done amid 

beautiful surroundings and work done in a framing of 

drab. How often have we not reflected on the dishonour 

done to Music by its performance in a hideous hall. 

The music is not rare which should be able to make us 

unconscious of our environment, but the interpreters who 

can so charm us are not too common. Much to be envied 

are those artists who can obtain the use of the Picture 

Gallery at Bridgewater House for their concert. We lis¬ 

tened there, the other day, to the beautiful violin playing 

of Miss Grace Thynne and the fine singing of Mr. 

Henschel, from a seat which commanded the best view 

of three of the famous pictures by Titian, afterwards 

moving to another chair exactly opposite a fourth, the 

glorious " Diana and Callisto.” Miss Thynne’s playing 

is so musician-like, so serious and dignified in style, so 

devoid of weak concession to mere prettiness, that her 

Sonata by Tartini would have compelled admiration had 

it been played in a bam. But heard by us as our 

eye was travelling from the exquisite forms of the Venus 

to the Giorgione-like beauty of the " Three Ages,” it 

became quite entrancing. When she played some of the 

graceful arrangements that Kreuler has made from Mar¬ 

tini and Couperin, the sound was as melodious as that 

must have been of the rivulet in which Diana and her 

nymphs were bathing when Actaeon suddenly stood in 

their midst. Yes, to look at that picture while such 

refined and scholarly playing was going on was a 

pleasure of unusual quality. 

A few lines must suffice to record the happy return 

to Covent Garden of Mile Destinn, who is in her very 

best voice. We have often been tempted to think 

44 Aida ” her best part; we are, at any rate, certain of 

this, that no other artist now on the stage can approach 

Mile Destinn in it Her singing throughout, but espe¬ 

cially in " O cieti azzurri,” and the duet with Rhadames, 
reached the very summit of vocal perfection. The phras¬ 

ing is as inevitable as that of Casals, and the beauty 

of both tone and phrasing in the passage which begins 

44 Fruggiam gli ardori inospiti ” was literally transport¬ 

ing. Signor Martinelli made a fine Rhadames, not only 

as a singer. His look and bearing were good, and he 

acted with his voice. The “ straiziante ” tone with which 

he delivered “ To son disonorato,” though not very loud, 

was exceedingly effective. Mme Kirkby Lunn and M. 

Gilly were first-rate, but why does M. Marcoux make 
himself up to look like a Red Indian ? He was certainly 
an appalling figure, but not Egyptian looking. 
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The Repertory Theatre in Australia 

“ npHE complete success of the Repertory Theatre is 

1 perhaps the most striking example which could 

be offered of the essential soundness and discrimination 

of Australian dramatic taste,” wrote a correspon¬ 

dent to the Times of April 4- 

He might have added that even more significant is 

the fact that the movement is still an amateur one, and 

yet, by its really remarkable achievement, it has become 

an accepted fact—I had almost said a national institu¬ 

tion—in two cities of the Commonwealth. Adelaide and 

Melbourne each has its Repertory Theatre, the former 

and elder having in a brief life of three and a half years 

produced over fifty plays by Shaw, Maeterlinck, Yeats, 

Synge, Galsworthy, Arnold Bennett, Lady Gregor)-, 

John Masefield, and other well-known play-writers. 

Nor have these performances been either unnoticed or 

obscure. Full and cheering houses were present from 

the beginning, and within a little more than a year of 

its inception the infant theatre was playing to audiences 

running well into four figures. 

Yet its birth had been accidental and surprising 

enough. Early in 1908 Bryceson Trehame, master of 

the pianoforte at the University Conservatorium (Ade¬ 

laide), formed a class among his students for the study 

of literary and dramatic art, in which he himself was 

greatly interested. 

From this class emanated presently a modest notice, 

posted in the Conservatorium corridor. It told the world 

that on September 24 there would be a dramatic per¬ 

formance in the North Hall, and that students were 

invited to come and bring their friends 

They came, and saw a performance that arrested and 

surprised them, for the plays given by these intrepid 

amateurs were none other than Bernard’s Shaw’s “ Man 

of Destiny” and Yeats’ exquisite "Land of Hearts 

Desire ”—both, needless to say, new to Australian play¬ 

goers. Crude as the performance was, and bare of the 

trappings and the suits of splendour, it struck a note 

all too absent from the garish products of the professional 

stage as Australia knew it In fact, the interest evoked 

by the little movement was instant and electrical Lead¬ 

ing amateurs came with offers of assistance, strangers 

showed an unusual desire to contribute money, and 

many people of intellectual note found their way into 

the North Hall during the eight performances of 1909. 

The very absence of material accessories made the 

triumph of the little theatre greater, and one wonders if 

this may not be another argument in favour of the 

theory that the intellectual play needs no setting, and is, 

indeed, often obscured and spoiled by scenic splendours 

A voluntary critic of one of these early productions 

wrote: —“ The actors—all amateurs, of course—had no 

advantages at all. There was no scenery, not a single 

door nor window. The walls were made by means of a 

curtain and some Japanese screens; the audience were 

so close to the stage that they could have stretched 

their hands and touched the actors. There was no help 

from any material thing, and yet the plays held us and 
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JVf HEN'RI BORDEAUX might be called 
~TJ* understudy of Bourget for like R d an 
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vicissitudes, are at last reunited H-j 1™, “d 

exoirsion with her intrepid lover, has b^eVthTvS 

Romenay has^LvJthtks to ^ 
and a monk. She has been Sed to the H d°! 

we believe that M. Bordeaux has sincerely depfe'ed The 

XTaTSilL'eTb m the heart of his he'°' wften at Hflene s bedside Marc contemplates the poor 
bruised and bandaged creature, from whom all tracTof 
her triumphant femininity has temporarily disappeared 
and who is hu wife. He pardons her, moved byTgreat 
pity, and also because she is the mother of his little girl • 
but he cannot help fedmg; disgust and repulsion when 

he thinks of the other man, for whom he believes his 
wife to be sorrowing, and he invents every possible 
excuse to make their temporary separation continue as 
tong as possible, for, needless to say, the delightful 
sinner recovers. She is prettier than ever, and it would 
seem that a fall of several hundred feet and a three days’ 
exposure amidst the snowy peaks of the Alps are to 
be prescribed as an excellent “youth cure.” 

Marc is mistaken. Helene has rapidly recovered from 
her infatuation. She cares only for her husband and her 
child, and M. Bordeaux has well described her anxiety 
as, realising that her husband has still much affection for 
her, she cannot conceive the true reason of his apparent 
coldness. At last, however, they once more understand 
each other, and all ends well. “ La Neige sur les Pas ” 
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is not one of M. Bordeaux’s best works. We much 
preferred “ La Robe de Laine,” “ La Croisee des 
Chemins," “ Les Yeux qui s’ouvrent.” It is a conscien¬ 
tious, serious book, thoughtfully constructed and written, 
which, while treating evidently of a rather delicate sub¬ 
ject, never transgresses the limits of propriety. It will 
be read with interest by those who delight in rather 
'Superficial psychology. 

M. Pierre Mille has undertaken the compilation of an 
“Anthologie des Humoristes Fran^ais Contemporains ” 
^Delagrave. 3f. 50), and in his preface he strives to 
state the exact significance attributed to “ humour ” in 
French. He shows that while in England “ humour ” is 
•defined, if we believe the dictionary, as a “capricious 
and witty turn of mind” and “ a mental quality which 
delights in mirthful or ludicrous ideas,” in France it 
signified a compound of laughter and tears, found in 
^uch representatives of the romantic school as Musset, 
Hugo and Nodier—though not in Lamartine. But M. 
Mille remarks that “in the second generation of the 
'romantic poets, this primitive conception of humour had 
.already disappeared. Of course we only refer to the 
poets here. We must remember that the Parnassians 
professed Art for Art’s sake, and cultivated impassi¬ 
bility. Now impassibility agrees badly with the mixture 
of laughter and tears.” With Daudet the English in¬ 
fluence reappears—for he is subject to the domination of 
Dickens. “Le Petit Chose” and “Jack" have indubit¬ 
ably been inspired by David Copperfleld and Nicholas 
Nickleby. M. Mille, however, deems that the great 
inventor of the most characteristic form of contemporary 
diumour is Mark Twain, for he “ provokes laughter by 
the unexpectedness not of the words, but of the situa¬ 
tions," and ends his preface by saying that he has tried 
to point out in his anthology the fact that “all gay 
authors are not humorists, and that all humorists are not 

gay.” 
It would be impossible to mention all the humorists of 

-whom M. Mille gives short bibliographical and bio¬ 
graphical notices, and of whose works he has published 
extracts. He has a wide scope, and his list is of a 
most heterogeneous description. We find Nadaud, for 
•instance, especially known for his songs, who was con¬ 
sidered, about the middle of last century, far too bour- 
•geois. It is, however, precisely on that account that he 
expressed so well the soul and sentimentality of the 
French middle classes of that period. Two examples of 

^Nadaud's songs, not very characteristic, are given. Gustave 
Flaubert is classed as possessing considerable humoristic 

^qualities, and we note that M. Mille mentions Henri 
Rochefort, the celebrated polemist, Aur61ien Scholl, a 
•first-class satirist, Anatole France, Sacha Guitry, Maurice 
Donnay, Colette Willy, Zamacois, etc. We could quote 
a lengthy list of authors; a much better plan is that 
our readers should peruse this “ Anthology ” themselves, 
as they will thus obtain a good general idea of the 
lives and works of modern French humorists. 

M. Pierre Leguay published some time ago a work 
on the Sorbonne, which caused many discussions and 
polemics, for and against classical studies. His new 
'book, “ Universitaires d’Aujourdhui ” (Bernard Grasset. 
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3L 50), is a complement of “ La Sorbonne,” for each of 
the six studies composing it is devoted to the analysis 
of the personality and talent of one of the most reputed 
professors of the younger generation. M. Leguay has 
a long essay on Gustave Lanson, who was Professor of 
French Literature to the Tsar of Russia, and author of 
the famous “Histoire de la Litt6rature Fran^aise”; he 
remarks that M. Lanson is one of the best connoisseurs 
of the books of the day, and one of those “ who follow, 
with intelligence and attention, the fluctuations of con¬ 
temporary thought” But if M. Leguay is so indulgent 
and even complimentary to M. Lanson, he is not so to 
M. Charles Seignebos, one of the most renowned pro¬ 
fessors of history in France. He begins by declaring 
that the atmosphere of the hall of the Sorbonne in 
which M. Seignebos’ lecture takes place soon becomes 
unbreathable on account "df the emanations from all 
the women present! ” M. Leguay does not appreciate 
M. Seignebos* particularity, and he often gives him pin 
pricks. It is M. Seignebos who wrote the famous 
“ Histoire Politique de l’Europe Contemporaine,” which, 
“ though excessively instructive, is possessed of no 
charm.” Moreover, the author declares that one may 
criticise M. Seignebos’ ideas on the manner of writing 
history, as one cannot help noticing the lack of gaiety 
of expression which is almost traditional in France, and 
that one comes forcibly to the conclusion that the litera¬ 
ture for which M. Seignebos professes such disdain is 
well avenged. “ Car d’en trop manquer (de litterature) 
il doit de n’avoir pas aupres du public kttre de France, 
ami ou ennemi, tout l’accfcs qu’il merite.” M. Leguay’s 
book presents the undeniable interest of being a serious 
and relatively complete discussion of six of the leading 
French scholastic personalities of the moment, and of 
revealing to the outside world the very cunous spirit 
which at present is dominant at the Sofrbonne. 

Marc Loge. 

An Oxford Letter 

A SUDDEN vista of what has been described as 
“ the municipal vulgarity of the Oriel New Front, 

disclosed to a horror-stricken Oxford,” quite marred the 
opening of the Summer Term. And yet we have had 
time enough by now to become accustomed to this 
eclectic erection, which combines in itself every form 
of debased architecture. But the vacation had effaced 

it from memory, and the hope lingered that it had been 

nothing but a horrid nightmare, till a renewed acquaint¬ 

ance forced upon us the grim fact that the “ High" had 
in very truth been desecrated once more—and for ever¬ 
more. 

The subject of new buildings compels thought. Here 

in Oxford we are inclined to view them from the stand¬ 
point of their artistic merits, or more usually demerits. 

But we can have a wider outlook upon the same pheno¬ 
menon at Cambridge, either because we have no imme¬ 
diate experience of the architectural abuses from which 

they are suffering, or because we fondly cherish the 
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belief that they have nothing of sufficient beauty there 
to matter, however base the outrage that the modern 
housing artist may have perpetrated in their midst 

Be this as it may, we are detached enough to be able 
to consider the enormous increase of new buddings 
which is taking place at Cambridge from the social 
rather than the artistic point of view. So many colleges, 
I am told, have enlarged their premises within the last 
few years that it is likely to have a marked effect upon 
that pernicious institution, the “ Digging-out ” system. 
If, owing to their increased capacity, it becomes possible 
-^as it is at Oxford—for every man to have rooms in 
college for at least his first two years, there might be 
some hope for the University by the Cam! As it is, the 
wretched Freshman is buried away in lodgings for his 
first year or two, where he cannot possibly make friends 
as easily as in college, and where, because of the diminu¬ 
tive circle of his acquaintance, he necessarily gets 
into a clique, which narrows instead of widening his 
outlook, whereby most of the advantages of a univer¬ 
sity education are lost to him. If this new movement 
for enlarging the housing capability of the colleges 
should succeed in eradicating this vicious system, some 
day perhaps—some distant day—we may find a serious 
rival in our "sister University”! 

All of which self-righteous reasoning inevitably sug¬ 
gests the subject of Priggishness, a fault of which we 
are often accused. A leading article in The Isis the 
other day mournfully pleaded guilty to the charge, and 
maintained that it was “ the half-contemptuous indif¬ 
ference with which the man in the quad, regards the 
problems which the new age is thrusting upon us,” which 
is the leading characteristic of our priggishness. But 
surely this M half-contemptuous ” person, if he exists 
at all, is not nearly so much of a prig as the worthy 
writer of that leading article, who talks about the “ new 
age” when he means to-day, and verily believes that he, 
by taking thought, can set the world right—or even 
already has done so. It is these desperately serious 
gentlemen who allow themselves to be over-obsessed by 
the problems of the day, at an age when they ought to 
be learning cricket and rowing, who are the arch-prigs 
—and we harbour, or, as some would have it, breed, not 
a few of these at Oxford. YOUNG OXFORD. 

The Theatre 
the 
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“Looking for Trouble” at 
Aldwych 

ESPITE the energy of the performers, the charm 

**“^ °f the staging, and the shrieks of an ecstatic pit, 
v* are compelled to say that we found the new farce, 

Looking for Trouble,” produced on Monday evening, 
a rather dreary affair. Condensed into a short music- 
ball sketch, it might have made a different impression; 
drawn into three acts it is altogether too thin. It de- 
P^ds for its humour on the broadest of situations; on 
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disguises hurriedly assumed, a young man personating 
an old one, a Highlander dressed up as a woman, and 
so on. Certainly the actors were excellent; they waved 
their arms like windmills on the slightest provocation; 
they poked each other in the chest, dug one another in 
the ribs, fell over the furniture and crawled under it, 
tripped on the stairs, collided with each other, and 
uttered jokes that have long ago achieved the respect 
due to old age, all with the utmost ingenuity and hilarity ; 
and the pit hugged itself, chuckled hysterically, and 
screamed until we began to think that we had travelled 
on some magic carpet to a knockabout show in the pro¬ 
vinces, where the comic Highlander has only to allude to 
his kilt as a petticoat to be greeted as a wag of the first 
water. 

It was strange, and not a little sorrowful, to see Miss 
Eva Moore bravely assisting in such laborious fun¬ 
making ; some of the other members of the cast, too, 
seemed out of place. Mr. Neil Kenyon, Mr. Sam Walsh, 
Miss Joy Chatwyn, and Mr. Vincent Clive kept the 
whole thing well on the move, but we fear that Miss 
H61£ne Gingold and Mr. Laurence Cowen have not 
scored a success in writing down to so low a level. 

The Manchester Repertory Players 

FOR a little while the Coronet Theatre reminds us of 
the old days when the Court Theatre was the rendezvous 
of those who took a genuine interest in affairs dramatic 
—days whose glamour, somehow, the Little Theatre and 
the Kingsway have never quite recaptured. At the 
Coronet one has been able to see Galsworthy’s “ Silver 
Box,” Shaw’s * Widower’s Houses,” three or four plays 
by men who may be taken as representing an even more 
modern spirit, and, last but not least, Oliver Goldsmith’s 
comedy, “ She Stoops to Conquer.” For the sake of the 
admirable manner in which the capabilities of the players 
are contrasted, we may take this, produced on Friday 
evening, and “ Cupid and the Styx,” produced on Tues¬ 
day last, as themes for our criticism. 

The drollery of “ She Stoops to Conquer,” the play 
which Goldsmith could hardly persuade the manager of 
Covent Garden to accept in 1773, stands the strain of 
a hundred and forty years so well that we are tempted 
to wonder how many plays of the present day will rouse 
the laughter or hold the delighted attention of theatre¬ 
goers in A.D. 2052. We are tempted, also, to 
wonder where the secret of this genial art has vanished, 
and why no authors who pride themselves on being 
“ modern M evolve from brains thus busy with malodorous 
psychological complications something in this vein, were 
it only now and then as a slight relief from their formid¬ 
able labours. Can it be that those colossal brains are 
incapable of the simpler task, or do their owners imagine 
that none would come to see pure and simple comedy ? 
A good answer seems to be provided by the crowded and 
enthusiastic audiences at the Coronet. Never once did 
the interest flag in the quaint tangle of the Hardcastle 
family, despite the fact that a large proportion of the 
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listeners must have been perfectly familiar with the 
lines. Much of this enthusiasm must be credited to the 
excellent company Miss Horniman has pioneered. The 
peacock-like airs and graces of Mrs. Hardcastle were 
inimitably rendered by Miss Ada King; Mr. Stanley 
Drewift as Hardcastle moved with just the right 
offended dignity throughout, and even a bad make-up, 
in which the long wrinkles of his cheek were but too 
obviously streaks of grease-paint, did not spoil the good 
effect of his acting. Mr. Charles Bibby as Tony Lump¬ 
kin looked forty instead of the twenty years he is 
supposed to carry, but his whole conception of the part 
could hardly be improved upon, and especially was he 
the bom actor in his quiet asides and the by-play 
between Constance Neville—prettily interpreted by Miss 
Mary Goulden—and himself. Mr. Cecil Brooking’s idea of 
Sir Charles Marlow met all requirements, and among 
other fine performances that of Mr. Ernest Haines 
should be noted as a clever study. It proved an 
extremely enjoyable evening which we should be sorry 
to have missed. 

The principal play, “ Cupid and the Styx,” pro¬ 
duced by Miss Horniman’s Company on Tuesday 
evening was from the pen of the same author as 
“ Nellie Lambert,” reviewed in these columns last 
week. Dr. J. Sackville Martin has undoubtedly 
mastered the intricacies of the dramatist’s art, 
and if in certain parts the play descended from 
comedy to farce it was received no less enthusiasti¬ 
cally by the audience on that account. We under¬ 
stand that when Goldsmith wrote “ She Stoops to 
Conquer” he had some difficulty in finding a title for 
his piece. If Dr. Martin has any difficulty at all, it is 
probably upon what scene the last curtain is to be 
lowered. We would not for a moment suggest that 
such an entertaining spectacle as was witnessed on 
Tuesday evening dragged in the slightest degree, but 
the last ten minutes or so detracted somewhat from the 
brightness and vivacity of the earlier portion. The acting 
was excellent. These Manchester players one and 
all seem absolutely to lose themselves in the parts they 
play, with the result that the audience follows them at 
breathless attention all the time. The play between 
the two doctors, both of whom had been fooled by the 
same nurse, is a very highly finished piece of acting, 
while it would not be inappropriate to call Miss Edyth 
Goodall the lady of the “glad eye,” or rather eyes, she 
uses them so well both in her part as Nurse Price and 
as Kate Hardcastle in “ She Stoops to Conquer.” 

“The Little Stone House,” which preceded this, is 
another of those short Russian tragedies of which we 
are rather weary. The stage is always so dark in these 
plays that it is never possible to see the facial expres¬ 
sions of the actors which count for so much. Needless 
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to say, the acting again was perfect, with the exception 
of Mr. Edward Landor, who as Spiridon appeared 
rather to recite than act his words. Miss Horniman's 
Company should play to crowded houses each night of 
their stay, and it will not be their fault if the 
lessons they unconsciously teach are not taken to 
heart by some of our principal London players. 

Lord Dunraven and Devolution* 
ORD DUNRAVEN is a frank apostle of devolu¬ 
tion. In it he believes is to be found the only 

means of salvation for Ireland in the future. Salvation 
for Ireland consists in increasing her population and 
prosperity, and in substituting industrial for political 
activity. This consummation so devoutly to be wished 
for is to be obtained by handing over the control of Irish 
affairs to a purely Irish Parliament, while Ireland will 
still be represented in the Imperial Parliament by a con¬ 
tingent who will most assuredly sell their votes to the 
side which is prepared to give the Local Irish Parlia¬ 
ment the most financial support out of the English tax¬ 
payer’s pocket It would also mean handing over the 
Protestants of Ulster and three-quarters of the indus¬ 
trial wealth of Ireland to a hierarchy consisting of Roman 
Catholics, headed by John Redmond and Co. To this 
Ulster has replied with a firm and final " No,” and just 
to emphasise her determination she has purchased about 
one hundred thousand revolvers ready for instant use. 
In these circumstances we are afraid Lord Dunraven’s 
pet scheme of devolution must go to the wall That the 
Ulstermen will not have Home Rule,—which means 
exactly the same thing as devolution, the latter name 
was invented as a kind of sugar coating for the old pill 
which the electors of England have been invited to 
swallow three times in twenty-five years—is clearly shown 
by the utter lack of sincerity in the recent debates in 
the House, which were purely academical in character 
and free from all the human passions of twenty-five 
years ago. 

The present Government know perfectly well that 
Home Rule cannot be forced down the throats of the 
people of England without a General Election; and 
they also have a very shrewd suspicion that a General 
Election will mean their own political extermination for 
a very long time to come. Under these conditions it 
is impossible to wax very enthusiastic over the career of 
a measure which is still-born. Lord Dunraven quotes all 
the time-honoured stock arguments in favour of devolu¬ 
tion, relying chiefly on the success of Federalism in 
Canada, India and Australia, but, as has been pointed 
out time and again, the conditions in the Colonies are in 
no way analogous to the conditions in Ireland. The 
history of Ireland during the past hundred years does 
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not provide pleasant reading. It is a sad spectacle, that 
of a country which has lost four millions, or one-half its 
population, in half a century. It would be absurd to 
maintain that the present Castle System of Govern¬ 
ment is an ideal or even a tolerable system. 
It is the worst form of bureaucracy or govern¬ 
ment by petty officials, but there is no reason to 
suppose that Home Rule would do away with these evils. 
What is required is a drastic administrative reform and 
decentralisation of departments. The present system is 
the most expensive per head of population of any 
country in the world, and, as Lord Dunraven points out, 
if a million or two could be saved and devoted to the 
development of Ireland’s industries untold good might 
result. This is an admirable notion, but is 
there any reason to suppose for a single moment that 
John Redmond and his followers would govern Ireland 
any more economically than it is at present conducted ? 
In all probability the country would be hopelessly bank¬ 
rupt in a few years. 

As it is, under the present Bill the English tax¬ 
payer is to make Ireland a free gift of some two and a 
half millions each year, and for what reason ? In order 
to place the wealth and prosperity of their Protestant 
co-religionists at the mercy of the Roman Catholic 
Hierarchy. For instance, the Irish Home Rule Budget 
makes no allowance for payment of members. Does 
any sane person suppose that the Nationalists who now 
receive £400 a year for their services at Westminster 
will long be prepared to work for nothing at College 
Green ? Why the very first measure they would 
introduce would be one to provide themselves with 
the equivalent of the salaries they have been receiving 
in the Imperial Parliament. This at £400 a head 
would mean a little item of over £67,000, which is a 
big slice out of the estimated surplus of revenue over 
expenditure which the sponsors of the present Home 
Rule Bill fondly believe would be devoted to the 
development of Irish industries. 

When we come to examine carefully the underlying 
causes which have reduced the population of Ireland 
by one half in seventy years, which have caused the 
best of her bone and brain to emigrate to the United 
States or to Canada, leaving behind the enfeebled and 
a heavier percentage of Old Age Pensioners than in 
England and Scotland, it will be found that they are due 
to economic and not political reasons. The Government 
may have been a bad one, but even a bad Government 
cannot prevent a nation from becoming rich and 
prosperous. That Ireland’s present state is not due to 
her Government is proved conclusively by the ever- 
increasing prosperity of Belfast and its environs. If 
the Ulstermen have become rich and prosperous, why 
has not the population of the rest of Ireland succeeded 
likewise ? Simply for the reason that the greater part of 
Ireland is essentially an agricultural country. She has 
none of the great coal and iron ore fields of England 
and Scotland, and in a lesser degree of Ulster. Conse¬ 
quently, with the decline of agriculture caused by 
throwing open our shores to the corn and products 
of the world free of duty, there has been no industry 
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to which the agricultural labourer could turn to 
compensate him for the loss of his livelihood. \\ ere 
England purely an agricultural country like Ireland, 
without coal and iron, her population would have 
declined probably in approximately the same extent as 
Ireland’s has done during the past century. If we take 
the case of the agricultural labourer it will be found that 
this class has declined in almost exactly the same ratio 
as the population of Ireland. But the population of 
England has not declined because the agricultural 
labourer turned out of the fields was able to find higher 
wages in the great manufacturing industries of the 
towns. He was therefore not forced to emigrate to 
America or to Canada. 

What then is the remedy for the evil which can 
restore prosperity to Ireland? If a country is lacking 
in cheap fuel and in iron ores it is hardly possible to 
build up great industrial wealth, faced with the com¬ 
petition of more favourably placed rivals. The only 
real remedy is to harbour and develop those industries 
for which the soil is peculiarly favourable. In Ireland 
this is agriculture. Mr. Wyndham’s Land Purchase 
Act conferred the greatest of all boons on Ireland. 
Under its benevolent working the peasants of Ireland 
were gradually acquiring the land for themselves by 
money guaranteed by the British taxpayer, but now 
the present Government have practically suspended 
the working of that Act, and propose as an alternative 
to hand over the whole responsibility to Mr. John 
Redmond and his colleagues. With Mr. Wyndham’s 
Act working smoothly we should hear little or nothing 
of a demand for Home Rule except from the paid 
agitators; but now all the old evils and passions, 
aroused by poverty and lack of hope, are once more 
surging to the front because these troubled waters are 
the only kind suitable for the political agitator to fish 
in. We are still hopeful of Ireland’s future, in spite of 
the temporary set-back her prosperity is suffering at 
the present time. The firm stand made by Ulster has 
had the effect of stiffening the wavering Unionists in 
England, who, temporarily led astray by the success of 
Federalism in South Africa, were blinded to the fact 
that no analogy could be drawn from that experiment 
which could be applied to Ireland. 

Home Rule must and will be defeated in the course 
of the next two years. Once defeated it is surely 
dead for ever and the Nationalist Party will no longer 
be able to batten on funds collected in the United 
States. The operation of Mr. Wyndham’s Act can 
be peacefully continued. The peasants of Ireland can 
cultivate their own holdings aided if necessary by 
grants from the Imperial Exchequer. Under Tariff 
Reform there will be a small duty on foreign corn 
and foreign cattle. This will give the necessary pre¬ 
ference both to the British and Irish farmer. The 
former cannot supply enough wheat for the needs of 
the whole community, but the latter can supply far 
more than is required for a population of only four 
millions. He will find a ready market for his ever- 
increasing surplus in England. Thus Ireland will 
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gradually become one of the great wheat producing 
centres of the British Empire, an almost inexhaustible 
field right at our doors which will not only return to 
Ireland her lost population and former prosperity, but 
which will also cause her to become just as loyal and 
contented a portion of Great Britain as are England 
and Wales. With the dawn of this new era will die 
away the agitation for Home Rule and we shall hear 
no more of these wild schemes of revolution, evolution, 
or devolution by whichever title they may be known. 

The Quarterlies 
HE quarterlies serve, among other things, the func¬ 

tion of keeping alive issues after they have had 
their attention from the usual journalistic quarters. For 
example, the title page of the Quarterly for April reveals 
a number of articles on subjects that have passed from 
the usual reviews. Mr. Wilfrid Ward’s biography of 
Newman is one. The writer of the lengthy review of it 
is unsigned; but he knows his subject, and treats from 
the standpoint of one who speaks from within. In this 
the Quarterly observes its traditions. Articles such as 
these are only reviews in a very arbitrary sense of the 
word. They have a far higher value than an ordinary 
review. Yet we could have wished this were signed 
Another such unsigned article that appears in the guise 
of a review is entitled “ Beau Nash and Bath/* It has 
not much reference to the list of books that appears at 
its head; and in succinctness of information it would 
probably eclipse them. Mr. J. A. R. Marriott writes on 
“ Cavour and the Making of Italy” in an article that 
merely sketches the march of events without bringing 
to them either a critical skill or an informative outlook; 
it seems chiefly pieced together from Mr. Trevelyan and 
Mr. Thayer. Sir Valentine Chirol deals with “ The 
Chinese Revolution.” One cannot altogether agree with 
many of the things he says, but one cannot neglect them. 
He brings considerable knowledge to his task, and the 
result is an article that cannot be neglected by those who 
are at all interested in the subject Sir Arthur Mark¬ 
ham, as a coalowner, writes on “ The Coal Strike”; and 
what he has to say is very significant. For example, as 
one who was present at the various meetings of the 
coalowners, it is arresting to read of a “ considerable 
minority ” of his company that “ they have persistently 
refused to pay men a fair day’s wage for a fair day’s 
work; and it is not to be wondered at that the men 
at last revolted against this unfair treatment” Mr. J. C. 
Bailey writes on “ Thackeray and the English Novel” ; j 

and an anonymous writer takes occasion to trounce Mr. i 

Cook in “ The Wonderful Adventures of Mr. Cook.” 
But it is questionable if anyone has got to the North 

Pole! 
We have already referred to the fact that the present 

number of the Edinburgh Review is the last under its 
present editorship. Hereafter Mr. Harold Cox is to 
take charge of its fortunes. Without a doubt the closing 
number of the old editorship is an excellent one. As 
was to be expected, here, as in the Quarterly, Cardinal 

Newman is to the fore. We hope that in the new 
editorship the articles will be signed. In contributions 
of such length, so often demanding personal authority 
for the statements they make, the mantle of anonymity 
is more than confusing; it is not quite fair. An excellent 
article is that on “ The House of Herod in History and 
Art” It is an entity in itself, giving information in a 
form that is briefer and more succinct than in a larger 
piece of work, without the detail of a book. The 
article on “ Laughter ” might have been such an essay 
with considerable advantage to itself. As it is, it is more 
or less of a criticism of Bergson and Sully. One of the 
most interesting, and incidentally also one of the most 
self-contained, articles is one that deals with 41 Prehistoric 
Man”; it states the greater part of the information 
on the subject in a very accessible form. 

The Dublin Review is distinguished by a poem, 
hitherto unpublished, by Francis Thompson, entitled 
“ Holy Ground.” It is interesting, though it does not 
take any rank in the body of his work. Mrs. Alice 
Meynell, in her 11 Notes of a Reader of Dickens,” escapes 
criticism by reason of her title. Otherwise one would 
like to take up with her the question of the place of ex¬ 
aggeration in literature. One is always coining upon 
words that cover so many shades of meaning that it is 
not easy to speak authoritatively of them. The word 
“exaggeration” is one. Fagin, for example, is 
an exaggeration; yet Fagin only lives by reason of 
that exaggeration. But that kind of exaggeration and 
instances of the kind which she has in mind are two 
entirely different things. There is also an excellent . 
article on Lafcadio Hearn, although it is anonymous. 

There are the usual good articles in Mind. Mr. E. D. 
Fawcett writes upon M. Bergson’s “ Matter and 
Memory” in an article that rather expounds than 
analyses it. Mr. Schiller has a penetrating article on 
“Relevance.” Quest is a good number, although it is 
apt to run to a similarity of subject and treatment Mr. 
Wicksteed, on “ The Method of William Blake,” gives a 
studious piece of work. So, too, does Edmund Gardner 
in “The Mystical Aspect of Dante’s ‘Vita Nuova,’” 
without actually conveying much information. But the 
strangest essay is that by Mr. A. R. Horwood on “ The 
Meaning of Nature.” Apparently Nature to him is a 
very smug and trite affair. But what exactly an article 
of this kind is doing in a magazine like Quest is diffi¬ 
cult to see. “ The Sight of the Soul,” by Mr. Redgrove. 

is a much happier effort 

At St. Stephen’s Shrine 
By a Regular Devotee. 

THE “Snap” last week gave the Government a 
turn, and the Whips are now in such a state of 

“ nerves ” that they “ shy ” at anything. On Wednesday, 
under the ten minutes’ rule, Grifftth-Boscawen sought to 
bring in a mild little Bill to have a Religious Census in 
Wales. “ If the Church is really in such a minority in 
Wales as the Radicals allege, there cannot be any harm 
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in knowing the exact figures,” he argued. As it was a 
private Bill, and certainly would not receive any help 
from the Government in the future, the Radical Whips 
decided that the best way to “scrag it” would be to 
let it be read, and then, whenever it appeared again, 
block it after 11 by the simple expedient of getting some 
back bench Member to shout, u Object,” in a convinced 
tone of voice. When the question was put the Unionists 
shouted, " The Ayes have it,” and the Government 
emulated the noble example of Brer Rabbit by “lying 
low and saying nuffin,” but those plaguy Ulster men 
interfered with this plan. To the surprise of those who 
did not understand the game these sturdy Protestants 
objected and shouted, “ No.” Then it was that Illing¬ 
worth turned pale. 

The Government benches were empty so early in the 
afternoon that it was thought that if the Radicals voted 
they might be defeated. There might easily be a 
hundred Unionists in ambush (like Fanny Adams in the 
Gun-room pie), not discovered till too late. If, on the 
other hand, they succeeded, the public would say they 
were frightened of finding out the true strength of the 
religious party in Wales. They were, in fact, in a par¬ 
lous plight, and the only thing to do was to vote for a 
Bill they detested, which they actually did, while a four- 
inch grin appeared on the faces of the younger Unionists. 
The Labour men and Nationalists refused to help the 
Master of Elibank in his difficulty, thus showing the 
strength of the bonds which bind the Coalition together. 

After this little " affair of outposts ” the House settled 
down to listen to George Wyndham, who said the 
modern eye was a Futurist eye with a confusion of con¬ 
tour, an absence of perspective, and a want of taste in 
design. Birrell, in reply, declared he was only a gramo¬ 
phone with very little power of initiation; Mr. Jeremiah 
McVeagh said the Ulster tail was wagging the Tory 
Dog, while Atherley-Jones damned the Bill with faint 
praise. 

Thursday saw the end of the nine days* engagement. 
The gallant Harry Chaplin, who has been in the House 
since 1868, in a pathetic peroration declared that if this 
was the last speech he ever made he was glad that he 
was permitted to express his opposition to a measure he 
considered dangerous to both Irishmen and Englishmen 
alike. 

T. W. Russell was nervous; he knew that he would be 
assailed as a former champion of Unionism now gone 
over to the enemy. Ramsay Macdonald spoke next and 
denounced the bad state of the labour conditions in 
Belfast, which was hotly denied by Mr. Thompson of 
that city. This so excited a stranger under the gallery 
that he was turned out Sir George Kemp (another 
Unionist who had gone over on the subject of Tariff 
Reform) explained why he must abstain, and then Bonar 
Law rose to his feet He was quite at his best; he 
didn’t use a note, and the little red washing book he 
keeps in his right-hand breast pocket, with which to con¬ 
found his enemies and verify quotations, did not appear 
once. It was a closely analytical speech; he went from 
point to point over the whole ground. He described the 
absurdity of four or five Chancellors of the Exchequer 
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in the new Federal Parliaments all waiting to see what 
the oth£r would do, “ like a donkey race in which each 
tries to get to the goal last.” 

Now Asquith, if he pleases, is as difficult to draw as 
a badger in a barrel, and he showed his retiring 
qualities. To change the metaphor, in a few minutes he 
altered the whole landscape, and cleverly did his best 
to make his audience forget Bonar Law’s searching 
questions. He answered as few as he could, and coun¬ 
tered by asking if Home Rule became law after an 
election whether the Ulster men were still entitled to- 
resist 

He concluded with an eloquent peroration—marredr 
perhaps, by reading a long quotation from Francis Bacon 
—and wound up by saying: “ We wish the hand of man 
to join with the hand of Nature to bring about for the 
first time, in deed as well as in name, a United King¬ 
dom.” There were loud cheers and much enthusiasm 
when 101 was announced as the Government majority. 
The second round in the great fight had come to an end, 
and both parties retired to their corners reasonably 
satisfied, but not elated. 

As I strolled home I found myself, oddly enough, 
humming the words of the hymn: “ The fight is stem 
and eager, the battle fierce and long.” Both sides have 
given and received stout blows, and every day shows 
to the thoughtful fresh inconsistencies in what Mr. 
Bonar Law called “ this precious BilL” 

On Friday the Ulster men brought in a little measure 
to abolish Workhouses and reform the Poor Law in 
Ireland. But the excitement of the night before, the 
sunshiny afternoon, and the great meeting of the Prim¬ 
rose League at the Albert Hall prevented members from 
troubling to attend at St Stephen’s, so the House was 
counted out at 1.30, and an historical Parliamentary 
week ended as abruptly as a Manx cat 

On Monday the House yawned. When George Lans- 
bury demanded urgency to discuss the sad case of Tom 
Mann, the Speaker gave the required permission, butr 
to the unconcealed chagrin of the Socialists, only 30 
just men could be found, while it requires 40 to stand 
up and support a motion of this kind. The Radicals 
were paying them out for not supporting them on 
Wednesday. 

F. E. Smith opened the case for the Welsh 
Church with a face shiny and bronzed from a week-end 
in the open air. He denied that there was any principle 
at all at the back of this act of spoliation. The taking 
away of the money was all the Government were after, but 
that if 19s. 1 id. instead of 6s. 8d. in the £1 was offered as 
a composition the Church would indignantly decline to 
take it under duress. He pointed out that Lloyd George 
had bitterly opposed the Church Discipline (Immorality) 
Bill because it would deprive Radical orators of a handy 
weapon. Mr. Gladstone poured scorn on that opposition, 
and he then quoted Mr. Birrell (who looked exceedingly 
uncomfortable), who said “ he [Lloyd George] deplores 
these scandals, but he is hypocritical in deploring them 
for he does his best to maintain them.” Ellis Griffith 
replied. He is really in earnest: without objecting to 
robbing the Church, what he wants is social equality for 
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all denominations. He has an uneasy feeling that some¬ 
how at present there is no social equality, but that dis¬ 
establishment plus disendowment will in some myste¬ 
rious way help it on. It will be better for the spiritual 
life of the Church itself. 

Naive Roland Hume blurted out something very near 
the truth when he once said: “ The whole difficulty is 
that the Parson is invited to dine with the Squire, while 
the Nonconformist Pastor dines with the Grocer.” 

Balfour led off on Tuesday. He alleged that the 
Government would rather throw the money into the sea 
than allow the Church to keep it. Mr. Ellis Griffith had 
complained the night before of social inequality, and it 
was a grievance that the Archbishop of Canterbury was 
Master of the Ceremonies at the Coronation. “ Well,” 
said Mr. Balfour, “the Bill did not do away with that 
grievance. You would have to alter the Act of Settle¬ 
ment to accomplish it” “ I only said that in reply to a 
question,” bleated Mr. Griffith. “ Well, the hon. Member 
ought to be very grateful to his interrupter, for it gave 
him the only point in his speech,” returned Mr. Balfour 
with a deadly thrust of his rapier. “ Personally, if and 
when the Premier redeemed his honourable promise to 
give us back our House of Lords, I would like to see some 
eminent Nonconformists in the Second Chamber; but 
surely you are not going to rob the Church of £ 173,000 
a year because an archbishop goes into dinner before a 
duke ?” 

George Harwood, a staunch Radical, protested against 
this spoliation, and the House is beginning to see how 
sordid and petty it all is. But, truth to say, there is very 
little interest taken, as the Times remarked in a shrewd 
note to-day. The Parliament Bill has taken all life out 
of any debate, even the most momentous. You cannot 
get up enthusiasm or heat on a measure that may not 
become law for two years. And so the House goes on 
yawning; the Government has killed all interest, and the 
House is suffering from a creeping paralysis—which will 
increase. 

Notes and News 
At the Adelphi Play Society’s production of “ Peer 

Gynt,” on June 2, the version used will be the Theoso- 
phical one, translated by Miss I. M. Pagan. Mr. Elvey 
will play Peer. 

The current number of The Nursing Times contains a 
photograph of the plaster cast of the memorial statue of 
Florence Nightingale, by Mr. Arthur G. Walker, which 
is to be erected in Waterloo Place. 

We hear that the Irish Players, whose season begins 
on June 3 at the Court Theatre, will present during their 
first week two plays only: “ Kathleen Ni Houlihan,” and 
“ The Playboy of the Western World.” 

Mrs. Garnett, author of “ The Infamous John Friend,” 
will publish shortly through Messrs. Duckworth and Co. 
her second novel, “Amor Vincit.” The story concerns 
country life fifty years ago in the North Staffordshire 
moorlands. 

Miss Beatrice Irwin, on May 21, is to recite in costume 
and with scenic effects her poems, “ The Pagan Trinity,” 
which Mr. John Lane published a few weeks back. The 
recital will take place at Crosby Hall, Chelsea, and Mario 
Lorenzi, the celebrated harpist, is to assist 

The Princess Victoria of Schleswig-Holstein will pre¬ 
side at the Annual Meeting of the Children’s Country 
Holidays Fund, to be held in the Whitehall Rooms of 
the Hotel Metropole, on Tuesday, May 21, at 3.30 p.m. 
The speakers will include Mr. Austen Chamberlain, 
Canon Hensley Henson, Mr. Pett Ridge, and others. 

Forthcoming lectures at the Royal Society of Arts: 
Monday, May 20, 8 p.m., Captain H. R. Sankey, R.E., 
M.InstC.E.,iXHeavy Oil Engines ” (Lecture IN) ; Tues¬ 
day, May 21, 4.30 p.m. (Colonial Section), the Hon. J. G. 
Jenkins, "Australian Railways”; Wednesday, May 22, 
8 p.m., Gordon Craig, “ Art of the Theatre” ; Miss Ellen 
Terry will preside. 

The Adelphi Repertory Company’s series of Tuesday 
matinees opens at the Little Theatre on the 21st inst., 
when Rostand’s “ Fantasticks,” the success of the 
Adelphi Play Society’s first season, will be revived. The 
directors have engaged Mr. Maurice Elvey to produce 
the play, and he and Miss Irene Clarke will appear in 
their original parts. 

A loan exhibition of studies in oil by P. P. Rubens, 
the proceeds of which will be devoted to the funds of the 
National Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic, 
Queen Square, W.C., will shortly be opened by H.R.H. 
Princess Alexander of Teck, at the Dowdeswell Gal¬ 
leries, 160, New Bond Street. Although Messrs. Dowdes¬ 
well have already received promises to lend from the 
owners of several important private collections, they will 
be glad to hear from anyone who has sketches or studies 
by this master. 

Messrs. Horace Marshall and Son announce for imme¬ 
diate publication “ The Journal of English Studies.” 
The journal, which will appear three times a year, in 
May, September and January, will be mainly concerned 
with the study of English in schools and universities, 
but it will also contain articles of a general literary 
character by well-known' writers. In the first number, 
to be published on May 20, contributions from Mr. 
William Archer, Mr. T. M. Roberston, M.P., and Mr. 
Thomas Seccombe will appear. 

“ The Motor ” is the title of a new work by Mr. John 
Armstrong, which Messrs. Stanley Paul and Co. are pub¬ 
lishing shortly. In all its ramifications the subject of 
the passenger-carrying motor vehicle is treated with the 
skill and acumen for which Mr. Armstrong is so well 
known. New light is thrown on a great variety of con¬ 
structional features. The main points in the design and 
manufacture of the modem motor engine are discussed. 
Several valuable improvements are proposed, and the 
possibilities of future design are dealt with. 

Although the late Justin McCarthy’s history of our 
own time is so well known, one attractive piece of annal- 
writing of his has fallen out of sight When the * Daily 
News” attained its jubilee in the year 1896, he com¬ 
piled, as a kind of souvenir of the event, a political and 
social retrospect of the fifty years of Queen Victoria’s 
reign. It is a most absorbing work, by one who had 
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intimate, inside knowledge of the chief happenings dur¬ 
ing the period he was reviewing, and published by 
Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston and Co., Ltd. 

On the afternoons and evenings of Friday and Satur¬ 
day, May 17 and 18, at Crosby Hall, Chelsea Embank¬ 
ment, the “ Theatre in Eyre ” will give four performances 
of two new plays, “ The Schemers,” by Francis Mac- 
namara, and “ The Ideal Wife,” translated from the 
Italian of Marco Praga by Mrs. T. C. Crawford. Tickets 
may be obtained from the office at 8, North Terrace, 
Brompton, S.W. The plays will be produced by Mr. 
Philip Carr, and the company will include Mr. Julius 
Knignt, Mr. J. Fisher White, Miss Ada Potter, and Miss 
Cathleen Nesbitt 

In connection with the Centenary of Browning’s birth 
there has been placed on exhibition in the Victoria and 
Albert Museum a small collection of original manu¬ 
scripts and early editions of books by him, which form 
part of the Forster Bequest. The collection occupies two 
cases in Room 108. Most of the books are presentation 
copies from Browning, and the autograph inscriptions 
on some of them testify to his great regard for Forster. 
With the books are exhibited the portrait of Browning 
by Legros, and some photographs, including the fine 
portrait of Browning by Mrs. Cameron. 

Mr. Hamilton Jackson is one of the first authorities 
on the Gothic architecture of Europe, and a good deal of 
interest will be aroused in archaeological circles by his 
new book, 11 Rambles in the Pyrenees,” which Mr. 
Murray is about to publish. Amongst the districts also 
visited by Mr. Jackson were Gascony, Pays de Foix, and 
Rousillon. Not only has he studied tne architecture, 
but he has much to say on the people, their costumes, 
and the historical incidents which have occurred in that 
extremely interesting part of France. The work is illus¬ 
trated by many drawings from the author’s pen and 
pencil. 

Imperial and Foreign Affairs 
By Lancelot Lawton. 

GERMANY AND ENGLAND. 

HE appointment of Baron Marschall von Bieber- 
stein to be the Kaiser’s Ambassador in London 

has given rise to a veritable orgy of speculation in the 
newspapers of the world. Those mysterious individuals 
who hide their important identities behind the designa¬ 
tion, “ Our Own Correspondent,” and who reside in the 
capitals of Europe, mingling in the select company of 
Ministers of State and Envoys Extraordinary—so we are 
led to suppose—have seized upon the occasion to tele¬ 
graph, doubtless at very great expense, columns of 
opinions, statements, and secrets, all emanating, of 
course, from sources of unimpeachable authority. Then, 
nearer home, other voices, of no less weight and respon¬ 
sibility, have been heard. Thus, in the daily Press we 
have been treated to pompous announcements, that on 
the surface appear to be of a highly confidential nature, 
from such veiled personages as “ Diplomatics,” “ Politi- 
cus,” and “Asiatics.” In one particular instance the 
full and complete details of the agreement which it is 
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assumed the new Ambassador is about to conclude with 
this country have been prematurely revealed, and the 
fact blazed forth to an expectant world on a placard of 
startling hue. Nor, as might be expected on so historic 
an occasion, have the editorial columns been silent. 

Baron Marschall has been lectured as to the tactics he 
should employ in the English capital. He has been 
reminded somewhat unnecessarily that London is not 
Constantinople, and that, in short, conspicuously success¬ 
ful as were his methods in Turkey, they cannot, for 
reasons which are editorially obvious, be employed here. 
It is little wonder, therefore, that the public mind has 
become hopelessly confused. The difficult task which 
diplomacy has in hand cannot be facilitated by the irre¬ 
sponsible vapourings of every sheet which has the 
presumption to call itself an organ of public opinion. 
On the other hand, it is plain to see that statesmen 
desirous of maintaining the peace of Europe may be 
very seriously embarrassed by the publication of mis¬ 
statements purporting to be representative of the 
opinions held by Governments. That a newspaper 
correspondent resident, for example, in Paris, but whose 
status in his own country would be that of a reporter, 
should begin a despatch with the phrase: “ The opinion 
of the French Government is, etc,” cannot be regarded 
in any other light save that of pompous impertinence. 
Nor is the offence lessened when we reflect that during 
periods of normal calm this self-same individual is en¬ 
gaged in transmitting long despatches—newspaper tele¬ 
grams from abroad are always “ despatches”—describing 
the eccentricities of fair ballerinas or the peculiarities of 
feminine fashion as seen at Longchamps. 

M. Pichon not long ago wisely remarked that diplo¬ 
macy is not conducted in the public streets. To gain an 
idea, therefore, of the true significance of Baron Mar¬ 
schall von Bieberstein’s appointment, we must view the 
whole circumstances of the case only in so far as these 
are actually and officially known. In sending to London 
her most eminent diplomatist Germany has undeniably 
paid a great compliment to this country. We interpret it 
as the tangible expression of a sincere desire to estab¬ 
lish relations of intimate friendship with ourselves. For 
the rest, it is gratuitously offensive to remind the new 
Ambassador that London is not Constantinople. Baron 
Marschall, as one of the foremost diplomatists in Europe, 
is not likely to make an error on the cardinal question 
of good taste. It is worthy of remark that his appoint¬ 
ment should have synchronised with a perceptible change 
of tone in responsible German quarters. For example, 
a Berlin newspaper, well known to be officially inspired, 
has frankly termed the change in diplomatic representa¬ 
tion as tantamount to an offer of the olive branch. Then, 
the declaration of Admiral von Tirpitz that he accepted 
with peculiar pleasure Mr. Asquith’s statement that there 
had been no intention of attacking Germany last summer, 
coming as it does at the present moment, is highly 
significant. 

Much speculation has been aroused as to the circum¬ 
stances which led Count Wolff-Mettemich to tender his 
resignation. Sir Edward Grey, speaking on behalf of 
the British nation, has paid the retiring Ambassador a 
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well-deserved tribute. The inspired Frankfurter 

Zeitung makes the interesting revelation that Count 
Wolff-Metternich leaves this country: “ Because the 
views which he has expressed in his reports for a long 
time past, and up to the last, concerning the political 
effect of German naval armaments upon the relations of 
the two countries have not won the approval of very in¬ 
fluential persons, and of the quarter which ultimately 
decides.” Whatever may be the true cause of the change 
it is a matter solely of Germany’s domestic concern; we 
can only express our sincere regret that one who has 
made his friendship for this country manifest in so 
many directions should leave our midst To those who 
follow closely the trend of international affairs it was 
made apparent that Mr. Churchill’s utterances in regard 
to the Navy no less than the discussions on the German 
Supplementary Estimates, following as they did upon 
the visit of Lord Haldane to Berlin, came at a particu¬ 
larly unfortunate moment. With the appointment of 
Baron Marschall the idea ©f the “ clean slate ” has been 
restored. The task before the new Ambassador is one 
of supreme delicacy, and cannot reasonably be expected 
to materialise without the passing of considerable time. 
On the subject of naval armaments no agreement is 
possible; the problem must be left to adjust itself in 
accord with improving relations. Both Powers regard 
their own navies as purely defensive weapons, and it is 
entirely within the province of the one to take what view 
it likes concerning the naval preparations of the other. 
German statesmen have again and again declared that 
in creating a large navy they have been animated solely 
by a desire to ensure that the voice of their country 
shall be heard whenever diplomatic negotiations are 
on foot. It would seem that this desire has now been 
consummated; that, in short, the German Navy is suffi¬ 
ciently large for the fulfilment of its one and only 
purpose. 

In certain quarters fears are expressed lest an ar¬ 
rangement with Germany should disturb the balance of 
power in Europe, but surely the dictum is logical that any 
understanding that makes for peace between two Powers 
while leaving undisturbed their existing obligations is 
of necessity in the interests of the world at large. With¬ 
out impairing the Triple Entente, both Russia and 
France have entered direct into engagements with Ger¬ 
many. In the case of the compact which the former 
Power concluded we wrote at the time: — 

The future alone will show that, so far from the 

Potsdam understanding having dealt a death-blow to 

the Triple Entente, it has revealed at once the vitality 

and the useful elasticity of that important compact; 

for it is not for one moment to be supposed that 

when Russia, France, and England agreed on broad 

lines to merge their destinies, any one of them con¬ 

sented, or was asked to consent, to the limitation of 

her individual activities to the point of self-effacement. 

Russia’s activitv on this occasion evinces a marked 
* 

and far-seeing consideration of British interests 

where, but a decade past, she was universally sus¬ 

pected of harbouring covetous designs. 

Finally, our friends in France and Russia are reassured 

by the solemn declarations of fixed policy on the part 
of responsible British statesmen, as, for example, the 
announcement of Mr. Asquith that where we have estab¬ 
lished friendships and understandings we seek to main¬ 
tain them loyally and intact; and of Sir Edward Grey, 
that in making new friendships we will sacrifice no old 
ones. 

It is when we come to examine at close quarters the 
exact nature of the task which confronts the diplomatic 
negotiators of the two Powers that we realise instantly 
how great are the obstacles that beset the path of Anglo- 
German amity. If we exclude from consideration naval 
armaments and territorial adjustments, then it must be 
confessed there is little left to form the foundation of 
an enduring friendship. A settlement in regard to the 
last section of the Baghdad line, a project which affects 
seriously the safety of our Indian Empire, cannot pos¬ 
sibly be arrived at on any other basis than recognition 
of British interests. Here, then, there is not adequate 
scope for the satisfaction of German ideals. Conse¬ 
quently doubts immediately arise as to whether the 
question of territorial adjustments will be excluded from 
the forthcoming negotiations. Certainly the utterances 
of responsible statesmen seem to suggest that the 
question will be raised. Rumour has already spoken of 
Zanzibar, Wallfisch Bay, and the Portuguese Colonies as 
affording likely regions for discussion. Mr. Asquith has 
promised that no British territory shall be affected with¬ 
out Parliament being first consulted. It is to be noted 
that he does not pledge himself that British territory will 
not be affected. Then, in reply to a question in the 
House last Monday, the Under Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs said that “ The question of the future 
development of Portuguese colonies is, of course, one of 
great interest to Portugal and German and British terri¬ 
tory adjacent to them, and is a matter which has un¬ 
doubtedly been and will be from time to time a subject 
of mutual interest and amicable discussion.” 

Finally, we have Sir Edward Grey’s statement ?n the 
memorable Moroccan debate that4t If there are to be big 
territorial changes in Africa, brought about, of course, 
by the goodwill and negotiations with other Powers, then 
we are not an ambitious competing party; and not 
being an ambitious competing party ourselves, if Ger¬ 
many has friendly arrangements to negotiate with other 
foreign countries with regard to Africa, we are not 
anxious to stand in her way any more than in theirs.” 

MOTORING 
HE Automobile Association’s Handbook for 191- 

has just been issued to its members, who now 
number over 43,000. It contains, in handy pocket form, 
practically all the information the motorist is likely t :* 
require when actually on the road, and is essentially a 
book to be carried about, and not a voluminous text¬ 
book to be left on the study table for occasional refer¬ 

ence. Among the contents is a concise but compre¬ 

hensive statement of the objects and work of the 
Association, a list of the roads covered by the patrv! 
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system, information on touring and shipping rates for 
motor cars, a very lucid synopsis of motor law, with 
advice as to what the motorist should do and what he 
should not do in the numerous contingencies which arise 
from time to time, and a complete list of the hotels in 
Great Britain and Ireland which have been inspected 
and are recommended by the Association. This last- 
mentioned feature has always been one of the most 
useful in the Handbook, but on this occasion its utility 
is enhanced by the introduction of a system of classifica¬ 
tion of the hotels on the basis of class and accommoda¬ 
tion. Establishments of the largest and most luxurious 
order are indicated by five stars placed against their 
names in the book, those affording the ordinary standard 
of convenience and facilities by three stars, and so on, 
thus enabling the motorist to know what to expect in 
the way of charges and accommodation. This work is 
one of the most important ever undertaken by the Asso¬ 
ciation, and owing to the immense amount of trouble 
and expense necessarily involved it is not likely to be 
completed before next year. But enough has already 
been done to render the Handbook for 1912 indis¬ 
pensable to the touring motorist. 

The R.A.C. and the Automobile Association, working 
again in unison, have just achieved a notable success, 
and demonstrated their value as representatives of the 
interests of the motoring community. It will be re¬ 
membered that in February last the Local Government 
Board held an inquiry into an application made by the 
London County Council for the imposition of a five- 
miles' speed limit at Hammersmith Broadway and its 
approaches. The case was rightly regarded as one of 
great importance to London motorists, as, whatever the 
result might be, it would serve as a precedent with re¬ 
gard to future attempts at speed-restriction on the part 
of the L.C.C. The application was vigorously opposed 
by the two organisations, and a letter was received a 
day or two ago from the L.G.B. to the effect that it had 
been rejected. The L.C.C. has therefore to put up with 
another decisive rebuff in its anti-motoring campaign. 

The problem of how to prolong to the uttermost the 
serviceable life of the tyre is still the one which pos¬ 
sesses the greatest interest for the average motorist, and 
in this connection a large amount of discussion is being 
centred upon the value or otherwise of the “ liners ” 
which have become so popular during the last year or 
two. As is generally known, a “ liner ” is a casing made 
of fabric and rubber, which is interposed between the 
cover and the tube, and its object is, of course, to pro¬ 
tect the latter from injury when the cover is too much 
worn to be relied upon to withstand the strain. In 
other words, it is a second cover. It is cheap in com¬ 
parison with the cost of a new tyre, the prices ranging 
from a sovereign upwards, according to the size, and, 
provided it be constructed on scientific lines, it should 
undoubtedly prove a most valuable factor in tyre 
economy. Judging from the discussion referred to, some 
motorists have experimented with “ liners ” which are 
not scientifically constructed; they have had trouble in 
consequence, and feel disposed to condemn all devices of 
the kind as being worse than useless. It will interest 

such to note the experience of a user of the “ Victor 
Vest/* the best known of these “ liners/* as embodied 
in a letter to the Motor of this week. This motorist 
states that he fitted one of the 44 vests ” to an old 
Michelin, out of which he was informed he could get a 
further 100, or possibly 200, miles. The result, as he 
says, was interesting. The tyre was pumped up to 
80 lb., and was not touched until it had run, on one of 
the driving wheels, be it noted—5i2°° miles. This is 
considerably more than the average life of a brand-new 
tyre of the highest class. It is possible, of course, that 
this particular motorist was exceptionally lucky, but that 
he was very well served by the 44 liner ’* is indisputable. 
The trouble ensuing from the use of some of these 
devices seems to be due principally to the facts that they 
are not moulded to the shape of the cover, and that they 
are fitted loose. This, of course, causes friction and 
heat, and at an early date complete destruction of the 

tyre. 
A specially interesting programme is being arranged 

for the aviation meeting to be held at the London 
Aerodrome, Hendon, on Saturday, June 8. The princi¬ 
pal event will be the “Aerial Derby/4 a one-hundred 
miles* race round London for a trophy and other awards 
presented by the Daily Mail, while another interesting 
contest will be one for a valuable cup and cash prizes 
to the amount of 75 guineas given by the distributors 
of 44 Shell ** motor spirit. For this competition Mr. 
Grahame-White has undertaken to arrange a novel con¬ 
test which will give the airmen abundant opportunities 
of displaying their proficiency in the various forms of 
aviation. R* B. H. 

Flying at Hendon 
THE weather was not at all favourable for flying at 

Hendon either on Saturday or Sunday. It was 
blowing at the rate of about thirty-five miles an hour on 
Saturday, and hindered the start of the competitions by 
an hour. As usual the time was filled by some exhibition 
flights. There were one or two accidents to the 
machines, Mr. Lewis Turner being beaten down by the 
wind, while Mr. Gustav Hamel, in pivoting round on 
account of a locked wheel, ran into Mr. Grahame-White s 
Nieuport. Both machines were badly damaged, but we 
were glad to see that this venturesome young aviator 

was unharmed. 
Sunday was a far greater disappointment than Satur¬ 

day, for not only was the wind blowing at a speed of 
forty miles an hour, but a heavy storm was seen ap¬ 
proaching in the opposite direction. It was announced 
that the flights would be postponed until the wind had 
sunk, and that meantime a demonstration would be 
given to explain the mechanism of some of the aero¬ 
planes. This was undertaken by Mr. Hucks and Mr. 
Grahame-White. After the first part of the storm Mr. 
Hucks made one or two flights, and was followed about 
six o’clock by Mr. Hamel. We would take this oppor¬ 
tunity of congratulating the authorities at Hendon for 
the excellent catering provided for the visitors. 
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In the Temple of Mammon 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 
queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

THE 19-day account has ended ,and ended in dulness. 
With the exception of some big gambling in Oil 
shares, there has been very little satisfactory busi¬ 

ness done on the Stock Exchange, but the week closes 
leaving us hopeful. In which market the next bout of 
speculation will occur no one knows. According to all 
the laws of gambling, Oil shares have had their run. 
Shipping shares are only for the very rich. Kaffirs and 
Rhodesians are friendless, but Tin and Copper speciali¬ 
ties appear to have a moderate chance of being made 
favourites. It is not for me to prophesy, but, on the 
whole, I am inclined to back Copper. A fair number of 
prospectuses have made their appearance. The immense 
success that Mr. Allen Stoneham has made at Le Touquet 
has inspired one of his late coadjutors to form a com¬ 
pany to exploit Hardelot. These land development 
schemes are of very slow growth, but there is this to 
be said for Hardelot, that it is easily accessible. Messrs. 
John Dickinson and Company, the famous paper makers, 
make an issue of £250,000 4$ per cent, debentures at 
par. As the profits of the past year were £115,991, and 
as the present issue only calls for ,£11,250, we need 
hardly say that the debenture is amply secured, more 
especially as the assets are £”1,366,184. This debenture 
is a thoroughly sound investment. Messrs. Higginson 
and Company offered us 25 million dollars 5 per cent, first 
mortgage gold bonds on the Virginian Railway, the net 
earnings of which are 1,679,610 dollars for the 12 months 
to the end of February. The earnings of the company 
appear to be rapidly increasing, and the bond is a fair 
speculation. The Columbia Valley Orchards asked the 
public to subscribe for 160,000 6 per cent, first mortgage 
10-year bonds at 97}. The interest for the first two years 
is unconditionally guaranteed by the Dominion Trust. In 
spite of the guarantee, I look upon this type of invest¬ 
ment as extremely speculative. It is true that the 14,169 
acres of land have been valued at over £300,000, and the 
town site land at £60,000; but a slump in land values 
might easily occur, and the security would then vanish. 

Money.—The Court of Directors of the Bank of Eng¬ 
land had no difficulty in reducing their Bank Rate last 
Thursday, and Berlin and France will follow suit. Market 
conditions are easy, and likely to remain so right through 
the summer. 

Foreigners.—At the moment of writing nothing 
definite has been decided in regard to the Chinese ques¬ 
tion, but very little doubt is felt that all will be satis¬ 
factorily settled. There is no business in Foreigners. 
Italians continue weak, but Tintos are improving. They 
carried over at 77J, and look like touching 80 in the next 
account. 

Home Rails.—The Home Railway Market is deadly 
dull, and the dealers, in addition to a lack of business, in¬ 
tend to complain to the Committee that the very ground 
they tread upon has been captured by the jobbers in the Oil 
Market. Some attempt has been made to boom Great 
Centrals, but it will probably be found that there are a 
lot of “ bulls ” here who are anxious to get out, and 
half the stories told in the market have very little founda¬ 
tion. Home Rails are best left alone. 

Yankees.—It would appear that the " bears ** in Wall 
Street have overdone the business, as they always do. 
There is hardly likely to be any upward move in American 
Railways for some days, and it is certainly not a market 
in which to speculate. However, Amalgamated are being 
bought on the story that the company is to be dissolved, 
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and that the shareholders are to receive about 5 dollars 
in cash and two Anaconda shares. Actually, the arrange¬ 
ment would make Amalgamated worth par, and they are 
likely to go to that price, as it is said that Anaconda will 
take over the note issue that was made for the purpose of 
buying into United Metals. Anacondas look good, for 
on a 16 per cent, copper market they can earn 4 dols. 50 
per share. 

Rubber.—The Rubber Market is dead, and the spirits 
of the few dealers left were not improved by the Golconda 
report, which was hopelessly bad. The dividend has 
fallen 15 per cent., and it is doubtful whether even this 
rate of distribution will be maintained during the current 
year. The “A.B.C.” prophesied 82 per cent in 1911, 
whereas the shareholders only got 40 per cent., and 
75 per cent, for 1912. 

Oil.—The Oil Market is rapidly monopolising the un¬ 
divided attention of the House. Jobbers from the Kaffir 
and Rhodesian sections have gone over to Oils, and 
the public is speculating rather wildly. It would appear 
that Urals have touched the top. Shells are, of course, 
strongly supported, but those who buy for investment 
should certainly purchase Royal Dutch, as they would 
get a much higher yield on their investment It is said 
that Red Seas are to be put up. The shares in the Anglo- 
Egyptian Oil Company are to be issued within a few 
days, and this will probably attract attention to both 
Red Seas and Egyptian Oil Trusts. The latter share 
appears to be under-valued, but it is not a particularly 
good market. Victorys are talked higher, and we are 
promised one or two more Oil companies in the Anapa 
region. How long the Oil boom will last it is impossible 
to say, but the public seem to have made up their minds to 
gamble in this particular class of security, and the Stock 
Exchange is not going to prevent them. The Barnett 
and Allen combine of Roumanian companies will be out 
shortly. Trinidad Oils look good, and it is said that 
Lobitos will be marked up within the next few weeks. 

Copper.—The Copper position is remarkably strong— 
so strong that if trade continues good, and the American 
production does not increase more rapidly, we might get 
a Copper famine, for there is certainly not a month's 
supply in hand. I therefore think that we are likely to 
get a boom in Copper, and a consequent advance in the 
price of all Copper shares. Those who dabble in Ameri¬ 
can Copper shares should buy Utah, as a deal is on here, 
but should not confuse Utah Copper with Utah Con¬ 
solidated, which is quite another property. Nevada 
Consolidated is another good American share, and Miami 
and Ray are both worth holding for higher prices 
There is very good news in from Whim Well, rich 
sulphides having been struck at depth, whilst the Mons 
Cupri is turning out well. Whim Well only gave £7°° 
for this property, and floated it on the French market 
at a magnificent profit. There is a deal on in Cordobas. 

Tin.—There seems a chance that the Tin Market may 
boom again. I hear poor reports of Jos; good ones of 
Ropp, in w-hich West African Mines are largely inter¬ 
ested. Bauchis are talked up and Tin Areas are also 
said to be good for a rise. Anglo-Continental are a shade 
harder, but personally I would not touch any company 

that relies upon its profits on lode mining. Nassarawas 

are likely to be as many shillings as they are now pounds, 
the “ bears ” having been let out. One of the soundest 
shares in this market is Rayfield. But Nigeria Con¬ 
solidated are worth picking up. The company has sold 

its 11 tons of tin at a net profit of £400. 
Kaffirs and Rhodesians.—These markets are de¬ 

serted, and no one exhibits the slightest anxiety to gamble 
in African shares. An attempt, however, is being made 

to unload Zaaiplaats Tin. 
Miscellaneous.—Marconis are still very weak, and one 

or two big accounts were closed at the settlement. As 
advised all my readers to get out weeks ago, I feel that 
my responsibility in regard to this share is at an end 
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There is still desultory buying of P. and O. Deferred, 
and apparently holders refuse to part at present prices. 
A quotation may therefore be marked up within the next 
week or two. The Sidi Salem report was good, and 
these shares are worth picking up at 15/16. Telephone 
Deferred are too high, and 12 per cent, had to be paid 
to carry over Cements. Raymond Radclyffe. 

The Premier Oil and Pipe Line Company.—Since the 
last Stock Exchange settlement this company’s shares 
have experienced a sharp rise in price, although they only 
stand at the present time at the somewhat low figure of 
23s. 6d.—24s. Now that the market is attracting re¬ 
newed attention, it is confidently expected that the quota¬ 
tion will be rapidly advanced, for it has generally been 
conceded that the shares are worth considerably more 
than the price at which they have been quoted. At the 
current quotation purchasers should have a distinctly good 
bargain. 

Central Carpathian Oil Company.—Rumours of amal¬ 
gamation, in which the name of this company has been 
cited, are occupying Stock Exchange attention. Whether 
there is any good ground for such rumours or not the 
active dealings which have taken place in Central Car¬ 
pathian shares have been an outstanding feature during 
the last day or two. Intrinsically there is little doubt 
that the present quotation of 16s. gd.—17s. 3d. is much 
below actual value, and market expectations foreshadow 
a considerable rise in the near future. As an investment, 
and especially at the present quotation, the shares appear 
to offer an attractive medium. 

Messina (Transvaal) Development Company.—There 
is every indication of renewed activity in the Copper share 
market, and of those shares which are attracting chief 
attention may be mentioned those of the Messina (Trans¬ 
vaal) Development Company. The company has unques¬ 
tionably a very rich copper mining property, its prospects 
of a large expansion in output are assured, and in view 
of these facts it certainly seems surprising that the present 
quoted price of the shares is no more than 21s. 3d. 
Market opinion is apparently unanimous that this will be 
substantially increased in the near future, and the public 
seems to be already fully cognisant of the attractive 
investment which thev offer. 

two h mV rea^ti *** Digitized by 

CORRESPONDENCE 
“WHO •’ OR “WHICH*’? 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

—As an answer to Mr. Murison’s appeal in con¬ 
nection with the relative pronoun which, in the sentence, 

Our Father which art in heaven,” I beg to submit to 
you the following information :— 

Much in our language is French in spirit, though the 
"ords are derivatively Saxon. The relative pronouns are 
a strong example. We have now two relative pronouns, 
namely, that and which. The Saxon had only that, and 
there was no other use of which but as an interrogative. 
M this period, in imitation of the French que and lequel, 
the interrogative which assumed the function of a relative, 
and in Chaucer we often meet with these two in com¬ 
bination, etc. 

HTiic/t originally meant who—or what-like.* 

Example. 

Welcome, Sir Diomed; here is the Lady 
Which for Antenor we deliur you.” 

—Shakespeare, “Troylus and Cressida. ” 

* Dr. Abbott, in his *' Shakespearian Grammar,” quotes many ex- 
ampics in point from Shakespeare's works. 

Google 

“ The relative which, as a personal relative, is no 
longer used, and it is a well-known peculiarity of the 
English in our Bible that it is so common there.” 

—Earle’s “ Philology of the English Tongue.” 

“ Addison, in his ‘ Humble Petition of Who and 
Which/ allows the petitioners to say: * We are 
descended of ancient families, and kept up our dignity 
and honour many years, till the Jack-sprat that sup¬ 
planted us.' But the supplanting was a restoration of 
an incapable but legitimate monarch, rather than a 
usurpation, etc. 

Originally that was the only relative.” 
—Abbott’s “ Shakespearian Grammar.” 

Which is not properly the neuter of who, and is of 
all genders. Hence 1 Our Father which art in heaven ' 
is grammatically accurate, and is regarded by some as 
more reverential and less personal than who/* 

—Angus’s “ Handbook of the English Tongue.” 

It is quite a mistake to call which the neuter of who. 
It was formerly used like who, as 4 Our Father which 
art in heaven.* *' 

—Mason’s ” Grammar,” p. 58 (1884). 

Which voulant dire lequel est la seule forme qui serve 
dans les appositions.** 

—Emile Chasles, Inspecteur-G6n4ral de PUniversit^, 
Paris. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your obedient sen- 

61,Talbot Road, 
Bayswater, W. 

ant, 
Adolphe Bernon. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—As in the case of “ will *’ and “ shall,” the 
English language seems to have made a terrible tangle 
of the relatives, with the result that no clear rule can 
bo given as to when we should use “ who ” or “ what ** 
or 44 which ” or “that.” It is quite possible, however, 
to devise a simple use which will have the effect of doing 
away with that ambiguity in the use of relatives which 
at present complicates our language. 

The rule is:—There arc two relative pronouns in 
English—who and what. The former refers to persons, 
the latter to things. The relative adjective is what in 
both cases. 

Examples. 

The man who knows me. 
The man who I know. 
The man in who I trust (or, who I trust in). 
The book what I read. 
The book in what it is stated. 
I’ll come for what (= that what) I want. 
I'll bring what people 1 know (the people who I know). 

The interrogatives follow the same rule :— 
Who is that? 
Who did you give it to? 
What is that? 
What man is that? 
IVhat thing is that? 

That disappears as a relative altogether; and which is 
only used as an interrogative = 44 which particular one 
of two or more? ” 

• It is extremely interesting to see how very readily 
English responds to a process of simplification, which, 
carried into other departments, would render it the easiest 
language ever known.—I am, 

Your obedient servant, 
Immo S. Allen. 

London Institution, 
Finsbury Circus, E.C. 
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A POLITICAL GARDEN PARTY. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—I should like to supplement my letter, headed 
41 A Political Garden Party/’ which you were good enough 
to publish in a recent issue of your valuable journal, 
by relating the following rather interesting little incident. 
As Mr. Henry Holiday stated in his letter (to which I 
previously referred), Mr. Asquith was one of the speakers 
at the Gladstone garden party on June 30, 1888. Mr. 
Holiday likewise observed that no one then knew that 
Mr. Asquith would ever be Prime Minister. Of course 
not. Nevertheless, my mother, who was a woman of 
remarkably keen intellect and a wonderfully shrewd de¬ 
lineator of character, exclaimed to me, after listening 
to Mr. Asquith, “ What a capital speaker ! Why, an 
orator like that ought to become Prime Minister ! ” Just 
twenty years later that promising young man did actually 
become Prime Minister. I am, Sir, 

Yours very obediently, 
Algernon Ashton. 

10, Holmdale Road, 
West Hampstead, N.W. 

London, May, 1912. 

“ FACSTUS ” OF 1825, AND THE WORD-ROOKS. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir.—The Bodleian Library, but seemingly not the 
British Museum, possesses a book of 59 pages entitled : 
44 Faustus: A Romantic Drama, in Three Acts. Lon¬ 
don : John Miller, Bridge Street, Blackfriars, 1825. 
Price Two Shillings. ” On the back of the last leaf there 
is a list of “ New Plays Published by W. Simpkin and 
R. Marshall, Stationers’ Court, Paternoster Row, John 
Miller, Bridge Street ; And also to be had in the Theatre 
Royal, Drury Lane.” At the foot of page 59, and on 
the back of the title-page, one reads, 44 W. Molineux, 
Printer, 5, Breams Buildings, Chancery Lane, London 
and on the leaf before the list of 44 Dramatis Personae ” 
it is noted 44 (Performed for the first time at the Theatre 
Royal, Drury Lane, May 16, 1825. The Music by R. H. 
Bishop, C. Horn, and T. Cooke.).” Is there anyone 
in Breams Buildings, on May 16, 1912, who can say by 
whom that drama was written? The actors’ names are 
there, with the characters which they represented. It 
contains the following expressions which might enrich 
some of our Word-Books: page 18, 44 \’ou hussey, you 
rogue, how dare you collogue? " and, ” When we 
nuptiallize page 21, 44 With no daycares to grieve 
thee”; page 58, 44 Why do all mock me with those 
ghasted faces? ” The H.E.I). ignores 44 day-cares,” and 
gives 1857 as the oldest date for 44 nuptialize. ” That 
admirable product of Oxford scholarship and the Claren¬ 
don Press quotes only one instance of 44 bowedness,” and 
that of the year 1801. But it was used by John Church¬ 
man, who died in 1775. See the words 44 and I returned 
home with great bowedness of heart ” on page 4 of 44 An 
Account of the Gospel Labours, etc.,” of that author, 
printed in Philadelphia and London, in 1780. I remain, 
Sir, yours truly, Edward S. Done.son. 

44 WE WANT IT ALL.” 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,— 1 should like to emphasise the importance of th 
phrase used in your article to denote, the aims of Soria 
istic empiricism. Those aims arc as different from th 
aims of Socialistic science as the magnetic centres ar 
of opposite poles. The quack Socialist (you dub him a 
idealist) is as great a humbug as any itinerant vende 
of patent pills, and his aim is exactly similar, name!' 
self-agp^incliscmcnt at.the expense of his fellow-mortal 

Digitized by 

Society, it would seem, is not so viciously exploited but 
that it can be more viciously worked upon. The “ grab- 
all ” Socialist and ” much-salaried ” Labour leader are 
therefore worse enemies of the human race than those 
empirics against wbom they are opposed; because, over 
the ashes of an evolutionary empiricism they would raise 
the form of a chaotic empiricism. 

For instance, we have an individual system of pro¬ 
ductive valuation, even if that system has been an unfair 
one as far as it has evolved. But the Socialistic quack 
and Labour idealist would completely destroy such an 
organic form (profit form) of taxation by substituting an 
inorganic (waste) form of taxation. Taxation should 
never be over the profit form nor under the waste form 
of productive valuation. The amount of a nations 
Income Tax should alwrays be uniform with the cost o( 
production. It should never be made to balance with 
the amount of profit or the amount of loss of productive 
cost. If the amount of Income Tax is uniform with the 
amount of profit, there can be no produce form of income. 
If the amount of Income Tax is uniform with the 
amount of loss, there can be no income form of product. 
The first is a form of State Socialism from which we arc 
suffering: the sovranty of Capital. The second is a 
form of State Socialism which your modern revolutionist 
would inflict upon us : the sovranty of Labour. 

Now', of the two, the latter must prove the worse 
tyrant, since a system of productive valuation which has 
no profit basis of production can never give any form 
of independence to the producer. The fact is, the Income- 
Tax valuation of national profit and loss should be 
uniformly and not arbitrarily adjusted. With this view 
I have completed a further table by which organic 
uniformity can be given to Income Tax profit and loss 
values. My other index, it may be remembered, gave 
organic uniformity to individual values. This one, up to a 
hundred million, gives economic adjustment to national 
values. 

However, the Socialist, as you say, wants all. Vet, 
quite apart from him, it does not seem as if the welfare 
of the nation, as a whole, mattered to anybody. The 
personal end of patriotism is very much as it always 

has been.—I am, Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

H. C. Daniel. 

Loughton, 
Cherry Hinton, 

Cambridge. 

P.S.—With respect to the last Income Tax Report 

(£44,300,000), the Index show’s a productive depreciation 

in the national income of £06,000,000 in every 
^100,000,000. Can wre wonder at our industrial crisis. 
Such an indicating system is surer and infinitely quicker 

than any Roval Commission of Inquiry. 
H. C. D. 
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Notes of the Week THE unhappy character which last year earned 
for itself as a period of unparalleled labour 
trouble was the cause of much heart- 

searching and various timid moves on the part 
of the Government. It seems, at the moment of 
writing, that the prospects are not very pleasant for the 
present year. Many thousand lightermen are on strike, 
ostensibly because one man refuses to join the Lighter¬ 
men’s Union, and we cannot help thinking that a sen¬ 
tence in a contemporary, dealing with this subject, has a 
pathetic aspect. “ The most optimistic of the men’s 
leaders,” says the writer, " anticipate that by next Friday 
the whole of the men acknowledging allegiance to the 
Transport Workers’ Federation will be out of work” 
The italics are our own. Surely we have arrived at a 
stage of economics bordering on the purest farce when 
the benevolent, altruistic leaders of the workers can be 
“ most optimistic ” at the thought of thousands thrown 
into idleness! But then we are beginning to know 
these self-appointed 44 leaders ”; and it is a pity that 
their followers do not yet realise the way in which, 
in the majority of cases, they are being served. This 
time, apparently, the Government will not be caught 
napping; a Court of Inquiry has been appointed, and it 
may be hoped that some definite action will be taken 
before the trade of London and half the country is 
paralysed as it was less than a year ago. 

Whether a “ World-Language H is feasible, or even 
desirable, we are not prepared for the moment to say, 
but from time to time various enthusiastic individuals 
interest themselves in the propagation of some scheme 
whereby a resident of Timbuctoo may chat on the 
weather to an Englishman, or a dweller in Mesopotamia 
exchange political views with the Orkney Islanders—if 
we may exaggerate a little in playful mood. At present 
the “ Second German Congress for the Propagation of 
Ido ” is sitting at Nuremberg, and, although had we 
come across the name of “ Ido ” in an isolated position 
we should have taken it for a new boot polish 
or a specially fine brand of mineral-water, we wish its 
promoters joy; let the jubilant Idolians flourish and 
have their brief day. They will be all the better for 
having an ideal, and we shall be none the worse. 
There is a great deal of pleasure, after all, in not know¬ 
ing a language; one can avoid the bore, and the local 
politician or weather-prophet may woo in vain, and 
we dare risk the assertion that occasions have come 
to most of our readers when they wished that they did 
not understand English. 

One of the most entertaining collections we have seen 
for some time is “ The Book of the Cambridge Review,”* 
dated 1912, containing articles, essays and verse, serious 
and humorous, from 1879 to 1897. Some details of 
“ Undergraduate Life at Cambridge in 1794-1800” are 
exceptionally interesting. On January 14, 1796, the 
author who is quoted “ Played at Battledore and Shuttle¬ 
cock in the hall”: in November, 1797, he “sent a 
Round-Robin to the Fellows* table with two college 
rolls and two town rolls, that college rolls might be 
enlarged.” “ Thackeray at Cambridge ” and “ Letters 
to Lecturers ” are other interesting and amusing features 
of this volume, which seems to prove that the high 
spirits of the present-day undergraduate are of honour¬ 
able descent from the days of long ago. 

Speaking on the prospects of the drama at the 
Women’s Institute a few days ago, Miss Horniman re¬ 
marked that “it is wonderful how much people will 
stand of really good literary work nowadays”; and, as 
we put on record in another part of this paper last week, 
Miss Horniman is happily endeavouring to test our 
capabilities in this respect Some of the would-be 
“ coming dramatists,” however, do not seem to assist 
her to any great extent; one gentleman sent her an 
historical play on “Monmouth’s Rebellion,” with nine 
acts, twenty-three special characters, crowds of citizens, 
and both armies—an arrangement which would strain 
the resources of ev.en Sir Herbert Tree. Others “ served 
up strange manuscripts ” whose authors required in¬ 
struction in the use of the English language. It is the 
old complaint of a little knowledge being a dangerous 
thing. People who can pick out a tune with one finger 
on the piano love nothing better than to sit at a four- 
manual organ and rouse it to murderous discords. 

* Cambridge : Bowes and Bowes, is. net. 
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To a Coquette 

Fair Lady, be not thus content 
To sail before this wind of praise; 

Lovely thou art, but Nature meant 
Thee to fulfil her stricter ways. 

Some praise thy beauty as they praise 

The petals of a bursting rose; 
And wilt thou spend thy summer days 

In giving ear to such as those? 

I see thee as a ship that rides 
Before the storm with crowded sail; 

But lo, thy hull unhappy hides 
In waves that speak the coming gale! 

Oh reef the canvas, Lady fair! 
A calmer mien befits the age; 

Seeing thou hast a cargo rare. 

Give heed to Wisdom’s pilotage. 

Thou say’st: Shall beauty ne’er be seen? 
Yea. But in this proud guise alone: 

Of all thy beauty be the queen 
Who never abdicates her throne. 

Thou answerest: Desired would I 
Be of those meet for mine assent; 

Blindly they worship, if I fly 
To such a sickly banishment. 

Lady, if thou thy charms dost lay 
Like pearls before the eyes of men, 

These will they clutch without delay, 
Then leave thee desolate again. 

Offer no more. Love gives his all 
Mindfully—not for approval sent 

Swift—at a word—beyond recall. 
Love is not indolently lent. 

Fair is thy body; let it be 
An instrument in thine own hand 

To be informed with melody, 
When the conductor gives command. 

Max Plowman. 

The Elusive Science 
IT is remarkable that the least attractive of all sciences 

are those ancillary to the Arts. These handmaidens 

of the Muses sure as unprepossessing as their mistresses 

are enchanting. How few of us have pleasant memories 

of the hours spent with Grammar, Harmony, or Per¬ 

spective! The science of Prosody is no exception to 

the rule. Most lovers of poetry know nothing more of 

the subject than what they picked up in learning Latin 

verse composition when at school, and few even desire 

to know anything of it. What is the reason of this ? 

There are two motives which impel us to the study 
of a science. The first, urging us from within, is the 

Digitized by Google 

itch of curiosity, the sting of wonder, the resUessnes 

which possess the mind when the causes of thmgs elude 

its vision. The second, drawing us from without, is 

the hope of some ulterior advantage, the lust of that 

power conferred by knowledge or of those pleasures to 

which it gives access. The study of prosody seems at 

first sight to lack both these motives. Like the immortal 

M. Jourdain who spoke prose for over forty years with¬ 

out knowing it, many of us are in daily contact with the 

phenomena of English versification without experiencing 

any curiosity about the mechanism of its form, and with¬ 

out being conscious of the deep mystery which enshrouds 

the law of its being. Nor does prosody seem to give 

any advantage in the practical art of verse-making tc 

those who have studied it over those who have not. 

Indeed, there seems to be something incongruous be¬ 

tween our notions of a poet and a prosodist, and we can 

hardly believe that one learned in poetical science could 

excel in the poetic art. 
We think this view can be shown to be wrong, and 

that, rightly considered, prosody possesses both these 

motives. “ The sciences,” says Aristotle, “ began from 

all men marvelling that things are so, as that the area 

of a circle cannot be measured; but they needs must 

end in the opposite position; for, to the geometrician, 

nothing would appear more surprising than that the area 

of a circle should become measurable.” The science of 
prosody is in the first stage here described. The English 

nation has been writing poetry for six hundred years 

or more. The laws which govern its construction are 

the same as in the fourteenth century, yet no one has 

yet discovered what those laws are. In this respect, 

English differs remarkably from Greek and Latin verse 

It is possible for any intelligent schoolboy, by the aid 

of a few simple rules, to write Latin verses technical!) 

as good as those of Vergil, and better than those of 
Lucretius. Yet no rules exist by which it is possible 

to construct an English blank verse. This is not from 

lack of investigation. In his work on “ English Metrists,” 

Mr. Omond has analysed the work of more than sixty 

writers on the subject, ranging from the beginning of 
the seventeenth century to the present time. He sum¬ 

marises the whole by saying that “ we have as yet no 

established system of prosody. Much analytic enquiry 

has yielded no authoritative and generally accepted 
synthesis.” 

The first metrists who attempted to analyse the 

phenomena of English verse naturally employed the 

tools they found ready to hand—the metrical terms in 

vented by the Greeks. But to explain English verse 

by the aid of Greek formulae was found to be impossible. 

As early as 1765, John Rice remarked that “to measure 

our verse by dactyls and spondees is like selling beer 

by the ell.” It affords remarkable testimony of the 

vitality of English verse that it has rejected all attempt 

of theorists to fetter it in ready-made rules. The onl) 
concession our English poets have made to pedantry 

the elision of the letter e in the before a vowel, as in 

" th’ embattled plain.” 
As soon as it became recognised that the Greer, 

system could not be made to comprehend the facts 0. 
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--THE ACADEMY 
English verse, the theorists set to w^k m a- I 

purely English system of prosody. MZv L T'" ‘ 33 “ is ,rue tha< 
solutions of the problem were offered 11 ,Dgen,ous 0,1 a bird's tail v 

have said, was completely IccesTf j' Th"0"6’ u WC are “ a P°s*' hv fnM. iL.i it .. - This is shown ih? nnmii __ by the fact that the" old 

^A^i3^srit£sffc *ad 
ldeeESlishCl0P*d,“ Britannica’” tha^Swinhume 
made EnjM verse anap*stic and dactylic, when it 
had formerly been iambic and trochaic.” Yet it has been 
demonstrated again and again that the Greek dactyl 
was a species of quadruple, not triple, measure, and was 
governed, not by stress, but by quantity, in both respects 
differing from the Swinbumian dactyl The writer, 

i r* 1S 50 ^3r just^ec* using these terms that, 
although many alternatives have been offered, none 
better has yet become generally accepted. 

The cause of these failures is the same in each case, 
and is to be found in the very nature of the problem. 
Poetry is a pattern in words, and the problem of the 
prosodist is to find the rules which govern the making 
o this pattern. Now, a pattern in painting is drawn on 
space, which stands still while we examine it; but a 
pattern in words is drawn on time, which refuses to 
stand still. So the prosodist is always tempted to apply 
his attention to the written word, which does stand still, 
and to measure that, in the hope of discovering the 
principle of poetic form. Theorists have been successful 
just in so far as they have been able to divert their 
attention from the written word and fix it on that 
sequence of sounds and ideas which is the reality of 
English verse. 

Hitherto we have endeavoured to show that the 
science of English prosody has problems capable of 
ar°using an intelligent curiosity. It remains to prove 

a t e solution of these problems will serve any good 
purpose. Tolstoi believed that Art was a form of 
uman fellowship, and existed as a means of bringing 

men together spiritually. Whether this view is right 

andVr0n^ ** IS mos* comprehensive yet put forward, 
k ^ere^or^ justified in provisionally accepting 
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I1 on a bid™' “T Whtn We are near e-ugh to put salt 
» a bird s tail we are near enough to catch it, so when 

we are in a position to name a thing-that is, to give it 
the name properly belonging to it—we are also in a 
position to understand it. Hence it is that name-maker 
is equivalent to philosopher; and the greatness of a 
philosopher may be gauged by the number of names 
he has contributed to the universal stock. Such, in a 
limited sphere, is the office which the prosodist performs 
for poetry and its lovers. 

These remarks have been suggested by the perusal 
of a work by Winslow Hall, entitled “ English Poesy,” 
the latest answer offered to the riddle in question. We 
do not think the author has found a final or complete 
answer, but we do think he has laid hold of a funda¬ 
mental fact which must be embodied in any fuller solu¬ 
tion that may hereafter be given. ** The principle of 
form in English poetry is,” he says, “rhythm within 
rhythm.” That is to say, the poet seeks to set in motion 
simultaneously a number of distinct rhythms which, 
though simple in themselves, by existing in the same 
subject, coalesce to form complex and beautiful curves. 
By means of this idea the writer seeks to resolve the 
multiplicity of phenomena into a few simple elements. 
This notion is not wholly new, for R. L. Stevenson 
remarked that “the law’s of prosody have one common 
purpose, to keep alive the opposition of two schemes 
simultaneously followed.” In Art, however, as in com¬ 
merce, a new idea belongs less to the man who discovers 
it than to him who develops it or renders it fruitful. 
The notion contained in this little book seems to us a 
case in point; and we think it may possibly prove the 
foundation of a theory of form, not only in verse, but 
in other arts, and especially music, to which, as Sir John 
Stainer truly remarks, there exists at present no trust¬ 
worthy guide. 

In commending the study of English prosody to the 
general reader we would add a caution. Before opening 
iny treatise on the subject we would suggest that the 
itudent propose to himself one or two of the riddles 
vith which this science abounds. Let him endeavour 

to explain why a line of six periods is pleasing in Greek 
and Latin, but unpleasing in English; why a rhythm 
of five periods is the commonest of all rhythms in 
English verse and the rarest of all in music—an art 
which also makes patterns of sounds on time; or why 
an inverted stress is tolerable in every foot of an English 
pentameter but the last. Let him endeavour to classify 
according to any system known to him the metre of 
Kipling’s verses.- — 

I will let loose against you the fleet footed vines, 
I will call in the jungle to stamp out your lines; 
The roofs shall fade before it, the house beams shall fall 
And the Karela, the bitter Karela, shall oover it all. 

When he has pondered these questions awhile he may 
possibly develop a mild curiosity to discover their solu¬ 
tion, and may regard more kindly the labours of those 
scientists who have tom English poetry into shreds in 
the hope of finding the answer. JOHN RIVERS. 
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DE OMNIBUS REBUS 

True Comfort 

By Arthur Machen. 

A WEEK or two ago, as I was taking a cup of 

tea with a friend, I pointed to a picture on the 

wall, and said: " Look; that tells you how extremely 

comfortable our forefathers were.” The inference was 

not at first sight obvious, but my companion, being a 

man of understanding, at once understood. The picture 

was one of a series of reproductions of old coaching 

prints. It was called “ Caught in a Drift,” or by some 

such title, and showed the coach deep to the axles in 

snow, three of the horses struggling ineffectively, and 

the fourth horse being ridden off to bring assistance 

through a wild, white landscape. The whole situation 

must have been uncomfortable enough, one would think, 

for the passengers; and yet my friend and I agreed at 

once that it promised rare delights. For eventually all that 

company, driver, guard and passengers, came safely to a 

very ancient, goodly, and galleried inn on the Great 

North Road; this it were impiety to doubt. They saw 

the timbered gables leaning forward to meet them, dark 

against the white of the world; from the curtained 

windows the red, dancing light of great fires leapt up to 

welcome them. Within the old room, with the billowy 

floor and the dark beam across the ceiling, glowed and 

blazed with genial heat; the flame roared and crackled 

in the huge hearth. Then the solace of mighty sirloins 

of beef, of aromatic hams, of steaks that came splutter¬ 

ing hot from the gridiron in the fiery cavern of the 

kitchen; then, tankards of old ale, with hot punch, 

herald of good dreams, to end all. It was worth while 

to have been caught in the snowdrift; and the fierce 

north-easter gave savour to fire and food and drink and 

shelter. 
There are all sorts of morals to be drawn from this 

text and example. Some of them I have worked out 

before, though, I think, not in The Academy. One of 

these morals is the intense discomfort of luxury; nobody 

relishes the heat in the hot-pipe halls and corridors of 

the Hotel Glorieux which modem civilisation has given 

us. I can well imagine a sensible person finding himself 

in one of these splendid and dismal places going forth 

into the street and searching diligently till he found a 

man in a wigwam keeping guard over some disturbance 

of the roadway, and warming his hands over a glowing 

brazier of hot coals. This fellow would my wise man 

bribe, that he might occupy his seat for an hour or so, 

and taste real joy of warmth by the contrast of sur¬ 

rounding cold. Now and again he would take a hand 

from over the ardent coals and stretch it forth, giving 

it a taste of the frost or the bleak east wind, restoring 

it again to an intensified bliss. Then, there is another 

sermon to be made: This discourse would be on the 

futility of expecting men to be perfectly happy if you 

guarantee them against snow-drifts. This is a doctrine 

widely taught, and generally known as Liberalism. To 
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be quite fair; a great number of snowdrifts have been 

removed in the last eighty years or so; but the worst 

of it has been that nearly all the old taverns have been 

razed to the ground, and the wild country on either side 

of the Great North Road is rapidly being converted into 

residential estates, garden suburbs, and municipal recrea¬ 

tion grounds. So—to continue the parable-the coach 

rolls on a smooth track, in perfect security, and the 

passengers have nothing to fear. But their way lies 

through things hideous, pretentious, varnished, squalid, 

and altogether damnable. No highwaymen threaten 

them from the verge of the wood; for every tree in the 

dark wood has long been felled, and where the thicket 

of the nightingales once hung over the well, now stand 

Mongolian Mansions, leading into Delaporte Avenue 

And by that way there are no goodly taverns, with meat 

and drink of great refection; and some of the pas 

sengers are just beginning to wonder whether the way 

has any ending, any goal—if it be not the pit of 

destruction. 

But I do not wish to labour these points at the present 

moment; I am occupied with a train of thought 

which is rather suggested by the snowdrift picture than 

deduced from it. I mean the doctrine of natural goods 

on which I dwelt a few weeks ago, considered in relation 

to an article on “ God's Beasts,” which also appeared 

in THE Academy, to the Works of Rabelais, to a text 

from the New Testament, and to a petition in one of the 

Prayer Book collects. To take the last first: we pray 

that we may so pass through the things temporal that we 

lose not the things eternal. “Finally lose not" the 

reforming translator reforms the phrase, thereby alter¬ 

ing and destroying the true meaning. The origin^ 

prayer did not express a wish that we might be so good 

on earth that finally we should not miss heaven: it 

stated a subtler doctrine and a more mystic desire 

In all temporal or mortal things, it would say, there is 

a hidden portion of immortality; there is paradise in the 

cold well, in the draught of wine latificavs cor komiiw< 
in bread and in meat, in the flame of the fire, and 

in the flame of the sun. All the sensible world is en¬ 

chanted ; nothing in it is the devil's, nothing, that is, is 

common or commonplace or unclean ; in a great tankard 

of good ale there be mysteries, if you know how to 

discern them. There is a great joy and a great wonder¬ 

ment of beauty in the dawn and the rising of the sun; 

and so there is to the seeing eye in the shining of a 

candle in a cottage. And so, the collect prays, let us 

discern the immortal gifts hidden beneath the mortal 

veils ; let us not lose the mystery of a morsel of bread; 

rather let us confess with Paracelsus that he who par¬ 

takes of a crust is made partaker also of all the star> 

and all the heavens. For, as the New Testament text 

seems to declare, this is the only way of attaining to that 

state called heaven ; the man who does not discern the 

beauty of earthly love is not likely to know anything 

about heavenly love ; the material is the way of passage 

to the immaterial. Johnson said that Thomson 

could not see two candles burning on the table save 

in a poetical light; and let it be remembered the 
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apprehended by the imaginative faculty? °and h « 
because this truth is not appreciated that ihewbote ‘f 

nwten education is not only useless, but poisonous 
and disastrous; and even from the “practical^point of 
uew a hideous and expensive failure. 

Hence the malignity and stupidity of those who hate 
the natural goods of the universe; their doctrine is in 
reality a closing of the gates of paradise, and shutting 

of the doors by which men can escape from earth into a 

world of pure joy. You see the effect of this in the work 
of the school in question; their books are a succession 
of snarls, sometimes of witty snarls, it is true. But from 
these books all true joy, delight, and rapture are absent 

and necessarily absent; since to their authors the world 

appears as a kind of devilish torture machine, in which 
everything is very evil. “ O ye Winds of God": the 

writers in question immediately think how hard it is for 
a Suffragette to have her hair disordered or perhaps her 
hat blown off. “ O ye Frost and Cold’*: the Suffragette, 

having smashed windows, is in a cell, and suffers from 

catarrh; thus does the abhorrer of natural goods sing his 
new song, Maledicite omnia opera. 

The old way, the wise way, was very different. In 
tne article on 114 God's Beasts ” I pointed out how insig¬ 

nificant, to our thinking, are the yearly love affairs of the 
birds in the hedgerows and in the wood. Yet out of 
these love affairs they make for us melody; they thrill 

our hearts, they fill our souls with rejoicing; a poet, 
listening to sounds temporal and losing not the 

sounds eternal, turns these thin, sweet pipings of 
repeated notes into the undying music of the spirit, 
transmuting the little song in the may-bush by the 
rook into an everlasting treasure for all men. So with 

. Greeks, when drinking the natural juice of natural 
vineyards, they quaffed the immortal shining wine of 

lonysus: the god, fair, splendid and terrible, who con¬ 
secrated the grape and made it into ecstasy and lyric 

S° with Rabelais, who pretends that he is 
Anting of heavy drinkers for the use of illustrious toss- 

-- w*ne man made divine,” says the Priestess 
m Bottle; by rapture and exaltation is man 

divine. 

So t * 
if thev a11 Hie na*ural goods, to the very simplest, 

some of , discerned. So it was doubtless with 

Thev w * °Se Passcn£ers rescued from the snow-drift, 
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The Wings of Victory 
By Frank Harris. 

THIS book, “What I May Say,”# is a mere jour¬ 
nalistic compilation of memories and casual 

incidents of forty years of Parisian life. But M. Meyer, 
though a little snobbish, has the journalist's flairt and 
though a Jew he is a patriot, and thus his book inciden¬ 
tally comes to possess a certain value; it directs atten¬ 
tion to the extraordinary growth of patriotic feeling in 
France in the last ten or twelve years. 

It seems but the other day that “ La D£b4cle,” the 
threnody of French defeat, was published. Zola be¬ 
longed to the generation which had reached manhood in 
1870, which must therefore accept the chief responsi¬ 
bility for that crowning disastrous folly. The fall was 
so stunning that even when the next generation had 
grown up there were no immediate signs of national 

revival; France seemed lifeless, numb. 
I well remember my astonishment when M. Ferry, 

who had been Premier, told me how the Tonquin enter¬ 
prise had cost him his popularity even in his own dis¬ 
trict : “ Our peasants,” he said, “ won’t hear of war ; they 
want to be left alone to pile sou on sou in peace without 
risk of bloodshed or loss of money. War by France is 
unthinkable.” But the building up and renovating of 
Time went on, and wonderful to relate, it is material 
success which has done most to give the French people 
spiritual confidence. The automobile was introduced, a 
German invention; but it was taken up in France with 
such eagerness and developed with such extraordinary 

ability and enthusiasm that it soon appeared to be 
French. In successive contests of speed and endurance 
French automobiles proved their superiority over those 

of all other countries, and these victories had an extra¬ 
ordinary effect in strengthening the morale of the French 

P^pfe- . . . . .. 
Then came the Dreyfus case; Zolas article in his 

favour; the second trial; Labori s defence *. the fact 
that the ignoble Esterhazy had written the infamous 
bordereau. The attempt to whitewash Dreyfus was re¬ 

garded in France as an attack on the army: the result 
was that the growing French patriotism found expres¬ 
sion in a new organisation, the Patrie Fran^aise, which 
was founded with M. Jules Lemaitre as President, 

Copp^e as Honorary President, and a score of other men 

of letters and artists as members of the Committee; on 
the right wing of the new League Drumont fought the 

fight of the French against the Jews: on the left 

Rochefort attacked with gall and vitriol. Steadily, and 
in spite of all opposition, the tide of patriotic feeling 

rose higher and higher. 
Then came the invention of the aeroplane; and the 

first aviation meeting at Reims followed by the succes¬ 

sive victories of French aviators. Bleriot was the first 

to fly across the Channel, Beaumont won the ten 

thousand pound prize in the tour of England, and 

Vedrines was second. In spite of the exploits of the 

# Ce Que ]e Peux Dire. Arthur Meyer. (Plon, Nourrit 
and Co., Paris.) 
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Wright brothers it is admitted to-day on all hands that 
France has done more to conquer the air than any other 
nation, and the French are naturally and excusably 
proud of this material success, for it has also a spiritual 
significance. 

A literary digression may be allowed me in The 

ACADEMY. Men of letters in France are beginning to 
notice the fact that even in i860, fifty years before the 
event, Victor Hugo had already proclaimed the ap¬ 
proaching conquest of the air. The prediction is so 
curiously detailed and precise that it deserves to be 
recalled. In the poem entitled “ Plein Ciel,” Hugo tells 
how “above the waters and beyond the heights’* he 
sees a “ point.” 

Dans le vent, 
Dans l’espace, ce point se meut; il est vivant; 
II va, descend, remonte; il fait ce qu’il veut faire; 
II approche, il prend forme, il vient . . . 

Then he describes the aeroplane of to-day with 
astounding particularity and exactitude: 

C’est du m£tal, du bois, du chanvre et de la toile, 
C’est de la pesanteur d£livr£e et volant; 
C’est la force alli^e k Thomme ^tincelant, 
Fifcre, arrachant l'argile Sr sa chalne £ternelle; 
C’est de la mature, heureuse, alti^re, ayant en elle 
De 1'ouragan humain et planant & travers 
L’immense ^tonnement des cieux enfin ouverts ! 

He even foresees its astonishing speed: 

Prfcs de lui, le ramier est lent, le flocon lourd ; 
Le daim l’^pervier, la panthfcre 

Sont encor Ih qu’au loin d£jh son ombre a fui; 
Et la locomotive est reptile . . . 

Finally, he gives the invention the high-sounding 
name which will yet probably be adopted in France— 
“ L’Aeroscaphe.” 

The poet seer ventures even to declare that this new 
wonder will annihilate frontiers, do away with war and 
usher in an era of universal peace. 

Des guerres s’arrachant. avec leur griffe immonde, 
Les fronti^res, haillon difforme du vieux monde. 

It looks, however, as if the prophet singer were 
mistaken in this hope, as if the new airship taken up and 
developed with such marvellous blan and passion by the 
French may lead directly to war. Tennyson was nearer 
the truth when he sang of the “ghastly rain” and 
“aerial navies grappling in the central blue.” The 
French successes in aeroplaning have already worked 
wonders in intensifying national confidence in French 
skill and courage and genius. Everywhere now in 
France one feels the warlike spirit of a people too 
proud to endure contemptuous treatment from foreign 
nations. Fashoda nearly led to war: if such an incident 
happened to-day war would be inevitable. 

No one can help seeing that the defeat of 1870 has 
worked wonders in purifying the national spirit; the 
new generation regard life more seriously than their 
fathers. Young Frenchmen have taken up outdoor exer¬ 
cises and every form of manly sport with a zeal which 
may be regarded as excessive. Who would have 
imagined twenty years ago that a French team would 

have beaten Scotland at Rugby football: that French 
lawn-tennis players would have beaten English cham¬ 
pions without the advantage of the preliminary training 
in our public schools: that a Frenchman would outlast 
the best English long-distance runner, or, wonder of 
wonders, that a French lad, Carpentier, should be 
bantam-weight, light-weight, welter-weight, and middle¬ 
weight champion of the world in boxing, and all within 
three years? 

The physical regeneration of France is going on 
apace, and the moral and spiritual regeneration of 
France has made even more significant progress. In 
science, Pasteur, Berthelot and Fabre are the greatest 
names since Darwin; in art, Paris keeps its old 
supremacy: French painting and sculpture are fifty 
years ahead of German or English achievement in pur¬ 
pose and in methods, and French writers like Anatole 
France, Maeterlinck, Donnay, Hervieu and Lemaitie 
have wider influence and higher place than any English 
or German or Italian or Spanish writers. j 

A good many people, while admitting the truth of all 
this, will still contest the claims of France to any moral 
superiority. They will point to the breach between 
Catholicism and the State, to the expulsion by the Re 
publican Government of the religious orders, and insist 

that the cause of morality is bound up with that of 
religion. I can only say that in my opinion there is a 
great deal more religion, a great deal more piety in 

France than would be imagined by the superfidal ok 
server who knows Paris better than French provincial 
life. No one spends much time in France without be¬ 
coming conscious that the moral feeling of the people is 
astonishingly sensitive and astonishingly high. Matthew 
Arnold admitted that the French, thanks to the great 
revolution, were more “ alive” than other nations; they 
are also better off than any other people, thanks to the 
division of land and the juster laws of inheritance, and 
being better off they are more honest, more keenly 
responsive to wide and generous ideas of abstract right 
and justice. All signs point to the fact that French 
patriotism 'is ripe for the great adventure: there is in 
the people a consciousness of virtue and a proud sense 
of power to endure and to suffer which promises great 

achievements. 
It is significant to the student that the French keep 

Delcass6, their fighting statesman, at the head of the 
Navy; they intend to bring the French navy up to 
its former state of efficiency; ten years ago the) 
neglected it as not vitally necessary; to-day the new 
hope makes them willing to bear any burden. On all 
hands in France one sees signs of increasing efficiency, 
the fighting courage and power of the people have mere 

than doubled in the last decade. 
And at the bottom of every French heart is the 

longing to reconquer the two lost provinces. Within ten 
years there will be war with Germany, and that the 
French will win I am persuaded; for victories are 
gained not by numbers and by armadas, but by men and 
by their courage and morale. Aeroplanes are being called 
to-day in the French newspapers, “ the wings of victory. 
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The Possibilities of the Royal 
Academy 

By Haldan£ Macfall. 

PRESUMING that the Royal Academy is not so 

dead that it does not realise its weak state, can 

it be saved? Does it desire to be saved? After all, 

there is nothing to lose, everything to gain, by becoming 

great Greatness demands vitality and strength and 

energy; without the burden of vitality there cannot be 

greatness. The old and decrepit complain, naturally, 

if they be shaken out of a sluggish jog-trot—even if they 

be disturbed from drowse in their armchairs—but surely 

no man accounts the value of an institution by the 

measure of the will of its old and decrepit! I was 

present at a banquet lately given to artists who had been 

honoured by the State—there was no man of high and 

outstanding genius among them, yet to a man they 

arose and sneered at the younger men, scoffed at new 

movements, and the assembly roared applause! 

These lines are not written to nag at the Academy. 

To show its weaknesses to-day, when it is too petty an 

institution for the public need, is only to say that it 

should be greater. Can any sound artist in the Academy 

walk round Room III and deny its mediocrity? Such 

being the case, can any advantage accrue to the 

Academy in our blinking its decline or in flattering its 

vanity? It is commonly sneered that the show is too 

b*g; as a matter of simple fact it is far too small. ’Tis 

true tis big enough for its present achievement; but it 

is not nearly large enough for what it ought to be. 

Surely no Academician can call this petty criticism! 

Academies of painting were created by the Italians 

to the Decay in place of the old apprenticeship. The 

Ca’ formally written out by these first masters of 

cademies, was simply this: that students should take 

® each of the great dead masters the best of each man’s 

era tsmanship and weld it into a composite style. It 

.L ,C.SCen ^at *ts very Beginning two falsities were 
^ ghastly system. First, Craftsman- 

sbide'tiT m*Sta^en ^or Art, and By consequence the 

life tCuph Th Uught thfdamning falsityto tryto 
uttenner fu* C vlslon °* other men’s pictures instead of 

m the falsity Students were traincd 
some one els*. * * e Was traditional manner of 
individual °f bemg the Oarsmanship of the 

10051 fitting temf ^ t0 e*press each impression in its 

but which shoulrt t!T”S that not on,y fit the individual, 
Wtered. Thes^tw^fcompelled only to fit each idea 

‘he heaviest blight ut*^ SltlCS of academism have been 

Now, it cIq11^ ^°n art CVCr s*nce* 

« ^tsmanshipX^ht Sithe Student *° arrive 
10 °«»tic utterance of j ** * the short 

°f the ««*» dead; but this 
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tewniflg needs to be employed with the gravest care and 
limitations, otherwise the creative force of the individual 
IS soon smothered, and he becomes but a skilled mimic 
of dead men’s voices. In no stage of the student’s career 
should he ever cease from creative endeavour or he is 
lost 

Not only does the Academician rarely realise this, 
but few Academicians could define exactly what are the 
significance and function of Art. What do Academicians 
read ? Except for a few newspaper cuttings about 
themselves, it is rarely that an Academician reads any 
literature upon modem movements in art except of the 
most conventional order. What is the consequence? 
A while ago the Academy was attacked in the Press 
by a critic who said many sound things, who said many 
as unsound things, and judged art upon as rotten a basis 
of criterion as could well be imagined; instead of 
answering that attack, and demolishing the falsities of 
its judgment, certain Academicians went secretly to the 
newspaper’s overlord, went behind the editor, and 
sapped the credit of the critic on the social grounds of 
the grave inconvenience the paper was making them 
suffer! I have said that I hold no brief for the critic, 
nor did I in the least agree with the basic intention of 
the attack. But I ask: Was this the act of strong men, 
firmly rooted in the belief of their art achievement ? 
Was it the act of confidence in a great cause ? Did it 
spell dignity? Well, then, put it on a baser intention; 
supposing they had procured the ruin and dismissal of 

the critic (for all I know, they may have done so), does 
the dismissal of a critic, or of every critic in London, 
increase the achievement of their art ? Would their 
art gain by mere unctuous flattery, whether good or 
bad? Why this eternal fume and fret under criticism 

instead of coming out and discussing criticism ? Why 

this eternal sneer at * You fellows who write, when 
every painter of intelligence knows full well that his 

hottest enemies amongst critics are “You fellows who 
paint ”—his brother artists ? No man has written more 

severely of criticism than I have, but however heavily 

I may have lashed the false canons on which so much 

criticism is founded, my experience is that critics, almost 

to a man, are sincere and honourable men. 

There are pictures in the Royal Academy even in this 

present display that prove the Academy not to. be 

barren of poets. Several of the members may not 

have sent of their best; but a poetic landscape by 

East—an excellent painting of the life of the people by 

Strang, in which he reveals an increase of the sense of 

values and harmonies—a fine landscape with cattle by 

Arnesby Brown—the lyrics of Clausen—a Japanese im¬ 

pression by Henry—a sound portrait by Cope—swift, 

pulsing impressions by Sargent—the humorous humanity 

of Orpen—and the like, all reveal that there are men 

within the fold as well as men outside the fold, who 

were they given the power, could make of the Academy 

a great national nursery for the encouragement of vital 
art in painting. Wl 
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hour—who could set the Academy at the head of 

modem British art—who would find a King at the head 

of the State all too ready to give that body a great 

imperial intention. Why not ? Why be afraid of great¬ 

ness? There is pressing need for the Royal Academy 

to have done with the petty strife and outlook of paro¬ 

chial life, and to extend into a large and imperial 

atmosphere. There may be times when forty chairs 

may hold every competent artist in the realm—there 

may be times when ten chairs would hold them all. 

But there should never be a time—if the Academy is to 

be a great national institution—when there are better 

men outside its ranks than most of those within. 

Numbers should be done away with; and the Academy 

should become a great university of all the arts, grant¬ 

ing Associateship to every tried artist of fine achieve¬ 

ment—a Bachelorhood of Arts. At once the institution 

would take on a dignity of vast significance. There 

would be room within it for all the best endeavour of 

the age, for every good group of painters, sculptors, 

architects, gravers, and the rest Its power would in¬ 

crease. Where now is pettiness and intrigue, there 

would be a mighty fellowship and splendid rivalry. 

There are members in the fold of large and catholic 

taste, who are baulked and silenced by the present hide¬ 

bound constitutioa 

The chaos in painting to-day is wide. The need for 

a greater university of art to guide the public taste and 

compel the consideration of the State and of munici¬ 

palities, to bring art into the lives of the people, and to 

enrich the race, is surely so obvious as to reach the 

position of a truism. To write these things may be 

an offence to some within the Academy; but to the 

st6ut of heart, the creators of the masterpiece, the true 

artist, the saying of it is but the simple praise that the 

Academy might be great if it but would. That this insti¬ 

tution stands amidst a wide discontent and contempt 

cannot be denied; but men who have been baulked and 

thwarted in the career of their lives cannot be looked to 

as hot allies. And the enemies of the Academy are 

many, who, by being given their due honour, might be 

made the pillar of the edifice—an edifice that ought to 

be the bulwark of all artistic activities that are created 

by the act of vision. 

Roger Bacon 

OF the Old English Worthies whose stories are 

edited for us by Miss Senior in this very hand¬ 

some book* one only ever existed ; and the Roger Bacon 

of history is so far removed from the hero of this 

legend as to make it a matter of some interest to trace 

any connection between them. The legendary Bacon is 

an expert mechanician and a magician ; the real “ Doctor 
Admirabilis” was a mathematician and a metaphysician. 

* Some Old English Worthies. Edited by Dorothy 

Senior. (Swift. 10s. 6d. net.) 

a deep and fearless thinker, one of the foremost mini* 
in the most intense epoch of human thought 

The popular idea of Roger Bacon is based on an 

Elizabethan chap-book—" 'the famous history of Friar 

Bacon ”—and on Robert Greene’s play, M The Honour¬ 

able History of Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay." No 

edition of the chap-book earlier than that of 161$ is 

known, but since the play, first acted in the winter oi 

1589-90 and published in 1594, was founded on the 

story, it must have been first printed much earlier, 

though it is not improbable that some of Greene's in¬ 

ventions, such as the contest with the German magician 

suggested by Marlowe’s “ Faust,” were incorporated in 

it as time went on. An examination of the chap-book 

shows that the string of stories of which it consists falls 

into three groups—ordinary wise-man stories, ordinary 

magician stories, and a very few specially connected 

with the personality of Roger Bacoa Among the first 

are the tales of the three brothers who had to shoot at 

their father’s corpse to decide their claim to his property, 

of how the devil was cheated of his prey by the usual 

legal quibble, of the discovery of the provisions brought 

in by a lover in the husband’s absence, and so on. The 

second class consists of such tales as magical banquets, 

the contest with the German conjuror Vanderroast, the 

magical pipe and tabor, and the rash attempts of the 

magician’s famulus to call up a spirit. The only stones 

which can be supposed to have any connection with the 

historical Roger Bacon are those which depend on the 

use of his perspective glass, magic mirror, burning glass, 

and, perhaps, the tale of his brazen head 

Are we to see in these last stories a genuine traditrcn 

of Roger Bacon, passed on from mouth to mouth since 

mediaeval times, or can another origin be assigned them? 

The introduction of Friar Bungay’s name—he was sue 

cessively lector of the Order at Oxford and Provincial 

Minister while the greatest part of Bacon’s early work 

was being written, though never mentioned in connec¬ 

tion with him in any authentic writingsr—must, it would 

seem, have originated in some such a way. Traditions 

must have existed—all the evidence seems to show that 

Bacon's teaching was a continuing influence in Oxford 

right down to the latter part of the fifteenth century 

and that his works were still consulted and copied there 

Outside England his writings on Optics, and especial!) 

his “ Perspective,” were all that was generally known0 

him, and the purposely enigmatical way in which ^ 

results were expressed in them when blended with t 

stories of Eastern clairvoyance led naturally to suc.^ * 

tradition as that of a mirror in which distant ev - 

could be seen, the best-known example of which is 

familiar legend of Surrey’s vision of the Fair G * 
told in " Jack Wilton.” In England many of his otner 

works were still read and quoted in the fifteenth 
John Rous, who represents an Oxford tradition oa 

1440, and preserved the tradition of Bacons P 
at Ilchester, quotes from the Opus Tertium in IS 

tory. Leland, in the next century, collected an q 

from Bacon’s works. Robert Recorde, the ma 
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tician, speaks in 1551 of the “ great talk of a glass that 
Bacon made in Oxford, in which men might see things 
that were done in other places; and that was judged to 
be done by power of evil spirits. But I know it .... to 
be wrought by geometry.’* Leonard Digges, who died 
in 1577, claimed to have learned from Bacon how to 
“ fire powder many miles distant by reflection of glasses, 
and to survey the whole country round wherever the sun 
shone by perspective glasses.” It was from this arrange¬ 
ment of lenses and mirrors (which only needed enclosure 
in a tube to become a telescope) that the legend of 
Bacon’s magic mirror took its rise rather than from the 
mirror of polished cannel in which John Dee had his 
visions of spirits and far-off happenings. 

The legend of the magic glass would not have per¬ 
sisted, perhaps, if there had not been other and historical 
ground for Bacon’s reputation as a magician. His at¬ 
tempt to obtain from the Pope official toleration and 
recognition of the study of magic must have impressed 
his contemporaries deeply, as is shown by the way in 
which he is coupled with the story of an invocation of 
evil spirits, who refused to appear on the Feast of 
the Assumption, first published two years ago. And 
when his work on the “ Secret Operations of Art and 
Nature was printed in 1542, and it was there found 
that he claimed to be able to make self-propelled ships 
and chariots, flying machines and diving bells, tele¬ 
scopes and burning glasses, it was no use to point out 
that the second title of the work was the Nullity of 

Magic—things like this—everyday matters of course 
to us—could only be the work of a sorcerer. 
Three, then, of the stories which must have been part 
of the Bacon legend are evidently derived from a know¬ 
ledge of his works, modified and distorted by the popular 

imagination. The Brazen Head which speaks three 
times: Time is—Time was—Time is no more—is well 

known in mediaeval folk-lore, and its fabrication is attri¬ 
buted by Gower to the famous Bishop of Lincoln, 

Robert Grostete; perhaps Bacon’s habit of drawing a 
mans head on the margin of any important passage in 
his works may have suggested to some imaginative 
reader of them the transference of the story from the 
teacher to the scholar. 

is 
>• h is hardly possible to fix the date at which some 

Elizabethan pamphleteer sat down to weave this slender 
foundation of tradition into a story. Probably some 
backwash of the rising interest in Roger Bacon due to 
tbe constant and repeated praises of Dr. Dee and other 

well-known men led to its publication somewhere about 
*580. Greene’s adaptation of it to the stage seems to 
have been a successful one—much more so than a sub¬ 

sequent adaptation of another of the stories in Miss 

Senior’s book, “ George a Greene.” But the story lasted 

longer than the play, and even in the nineteenth century 

was a popular chap-book, almost surviving to the day 

. . j; y>u- ^ when at last students were turning to the works of the 

.£>ld ® '3 .J 23 ^ ^ solitary friar in his cell who had planned out and forc- 

atir’K****** path by which modem science was to tread. 
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REVIEWS 
Two Modern Poets 

Fires. Book 1: The Stone, and Other Tales. By Wilfrid 

Wilson Gibson. (Elkin Mathews, is. net.) 

The Masque of the Elements. By Herman Scheffauep. 

(J. M. Dent and Sons. 3s. 6d. net.) 

IT is no small thing to say of two volumes of essentially 

modem poetry that they have frankly fascinated us to 

the point of critical forgetfulness. Let that be written 

down initially to their credit. In the first place, they 

both give out three very engaging notes—individuality, 
sincerity, and strength. And they are accurately de¬ 

scribed as modern. We cannot imagine either one of 
them as having been produced in any previous age; 
no mid-Victorian poet could have written them. And 
it is quite remarkable that one of the volumes is narra¬ 
tive poetry, a type that has of late years fallen somewhat 
into desuetude. Indeed, we have become such connois¬ 
seurs in the lyric that phenomena of this order come a 
little strangely to the restricted critical decalogue of 
diurnal use. They bring us certain, perhaps not un¬ 
timely, reminders. They remind us, for one thing, that 
the “ fine line ” is not everything in poetry; that there 
are broader, yet no less subtle, poetic effects, which it 
is the function of what we loosely call the " long poem ” 
to produce. That, in fact, it is the quite unacademic, 
bourgeois (if you will) appreciation of the total effect of 
the poem, as either poetic or unpoetic, which must be 
allowed the last word in the matter. It has always 
seemed to us a little beside the mark to cut a small 
section out of a long poem, put it, as it were, under a 
lyrical microscope, and then plaintively deplore the fact 
that the author has not sustained ” his poetic quality. 
The quality of the poem as poetry must be judged by 
its total impression. If, then, a certain section be found 
wanting in dignity, in skilful workmanship, in its 
emotional contribution to the whole, let it stand 
condemned. 

Mr. Wilfrid Wilson Gibson has no straining after the 
exotic line, no reliance on the picturesque aid of strange 
and jewelled words. His style is almost colloquial, 
though more restrained and severe than his fellow- 
craftsman’s. His tales are, nearly without exception, 
tales of life’s common tragedies, though there is that in 
M Flannan Isle ” which recalls the romantic fearfulness 
of “ The Ancient Mariner.” His effects, too, are cumu¬ 
lative. Here is a passage, from “ The Stone/* which in 
this way wonderfully conveys the effect of a clumsy 
" breaking ” of bad news: — 

. . . Some poor fool had sped before; 

And, flinging wide her father’s door, 

Had blurted out the news to her, 

Had struck her lover dead for her, 

Had struck the girl’s heart dead in her, 

Had struck life, lifeless, at a word, 

And dropped it at her feet: 

Then hurried on his witless way, 

Scarce knowing she had heard. 
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There is in those lines something of the very dreadful 

monotony of the baneful truth, thudding its meaning 

deeper and deeper into the heart. Mr. Gibson s favourite 

device is to pile up such impressions, with rigorous 

economy of language, and then to bring his climax 

crashing in a final couplet. The result is a sharp, 

sinewy strength and a convincing inevitability. Mr. 

Gibson makes us remember that, after all, the earliest 

form of story-telling was poetic, as his stories indubitably 

are. There are no excrescences, no prosaic elaborations 

or explications. The emotional reality of the experience 

narrated, sheer, and terribly, forcefully simple, is the 

thing set forth. Take, for example, “ The Brothers,” 

an incident in a colliery explosion, which, in something 

less than two hundred lines, presents a poignant tragedy, 

complete in its economy of detailed suggestion, which 

no strictly prose version could render with the same 

effect. Those who read "Fires,” Book I, will certainly 

look eagerly for the Books II and III which are 

promised. 
To his brother poet Mr. Herman Scheffauer offers in 

many ways an instructive contrast. His themes are 

cosmic. Where Mr. Gibson is concerned with the 

fascinating inner world of man, Mr. Scheffauer engages 

himself with the no less fascinating inner meaning of 

the universe. In a prefatory “ Argument ” he outlines 

his task.- — 

The actors in this cosmic masque or pageant of 

the planets are the Sun, the Moon, and the Earth 

with her four Elements; for stage there is the limit¬ 

less background of Time and Space, and the audi- 

encfc may be conceived as being represented by 

Immanent Nature. Creation and Dissolution are her 

ministers, twin forces of that everlasting Energy 

which brings to pass the cycles of Eeternal Recur¬ 

rence. 

The “ Masque ” is arranged as a series of songs, inter¬ 

spersed with curious mystical M stage-directions,” which 

are rather reminiscent of Blake. One of the chief dis¬ 

tinctions of the poetry of Mr. Gibson is its ease and 

naturalness. Its form and texture is that of a blade 

of grass. Mr. Scheffauer’s poetry was bom on the loom, 

woven with pains of carefully spun and gleaming 

threads. A few lines from his 11 Song of the Spirit of 

Creation ” will make this evident : — 

You golden worlds or white, you gelid moons, 

Each in your mountant orbit king or queen, 

In midnights plunged or soaring in your noons, 

Accoutred in glory male, or virgin sheen, 

Awake ! awake ! the dark unbars her gate ! 
Burst forth like gems from Death’s titanic tomb . 

The joyous zenith and mute nadir wait, 
Vessels of Life reborn, to yield you room. 

Sometimes a really fine, perfectly poised line will chal¬ 

lenge eye and ear. Such lines, for instance, as 

Bannered with youth and lanterned with the stars. 

and 

Blind sepulchres that hold within their stones 
Ashes that sang and dust that shone with thought. 
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almost defy evidence of the loom. It is perfectly open, 

of course, to a*gue that a wrought and, so to speak, 

frenetically laboured style of treatment is best suited 

to such a subject as Mr. Scheffauer attacks. And yet 

elemental things are most impressive in their simplicity. 

We are far from denying the style and title of poetry 

to this wrk ; if it is fashioned, it is fashioned with skill 

and taste and with an artist’s fervour; but, if we were 

asked to take a comparative view in the light of pure 

poetry, we should be prepared to take our part with the 

poetry of Mr. Gibson, if needs be, against the poetry of 

Mr. Scheffauer. 

Words and Wisdom. 
The Romance of Words. By Ernest Weeklev. (John 

Murray. 3s. 6d. net.) 

To those people—and we believe there are many of 

them—who have realised that a good dictionary is one 

of the most fascinating books in the world, this delight¬ 

ful volume of Professor Weekley will be a treasure 

indeed. He turns the garment of language wherewith 

we are accustomed to reveal or to conceal our thoughts 

inside out; he shows us, always with a twinkle in his 

eye, the patches, the holes, the threadbare places in 

that well-worn covering; in fact, when we have finished 

his exposition, we realise that our mother-tongue is a 

veritable patchwork quilt, quaintly composed and so 

curiously modified that it is hard to say what its original 

shape or colour can have been. 
In a brief review it is impossible to mention all the 

good points of this book. One of the most interesting 

parts, undoubtedly, is the chapter on “ Family Names, 

which, we imagine, will surprise many people. The 

Poysers once made scales (poises); the Pinders were in 

charge of the pound or pinfold; the Trumpers were 

trumpeters; the Massingers were messengers; the 

Parkers were park-keepers; the Pallisers made palings 

or palissades; and so on. But, says Mr. Weekley, with 
that irrepressible twinkle for which we are so grateful, 

M it would be rash to form hasty conclusions as to the 

pursuits of Richard Kisser, whose name occurs in 
medieval London records; he probably made cuissis, 

thigh armour, Fr. cuisse, thigh, Lat. coxa” And ww 
one more interesting note we must be content. Dea »D2 

with names descriptive of appearance or habits, we ar 

told that they often correspond very closely with tho^c 

that are found in French: — 

In some cases they are probably mere translation* 

Examples are: Merryweather (Bontemps), 
water (Boileau), Armstrong (Fortinbras), Liyw ,e 

(Blanchefleur). Among colour names we have . 

Brown, White, and Grey, but seem to miss Ke* 
The explanation is that for this colour we 

adopted the Northern form Reid (Read, c ' 

such French names as Rudge (rouge), Rouse 

Russell (i?oujjeau). With the last of these, 

roussel, cf. Brunei and Morel. French o« 

given us Blount, Blunt, and the diminutive 

which exist by the side of the fine old .English 

Fairfax, from Mid. Eng. fax, hair. 
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Other chapters, such as those on “ Phonetic Accidents,” 
"Folk-Etymology/’ “Words and Places,” “Words of 
Popular Manufacture,” are no less full of hints and 
information. The pleasure which Professor Weekley 
(whose name should be very familiar to readers of The 

ACADEMY) has taken in his work is obvious, and it is 
a pleasure which, unlike many writers whose theme 
holds possibilities of dryness, he is able to transmit to 
his readers fully and without any striving after the 
effect of a spurious or forced wit. On almost every 
page he stimulates thought, as when he notes the sur¬ 
prising number of Latin words used constantly in every¬ 
day speech in their unaltered form—e.g.t animal, genius, 
index, premium, tribunal, miser, complex, pauper, etc. 
No student should miss this book, and it is so charm¬ 
ingly written that the man who is not a student, but 
only a seeker after casual entertainment, may find it 
vastly more to his taste than the latest novel. 

Ireland and Freedom 
The Nonconformist Treason ; or, The Sale of the Emerald 

Isle. By Michael J. F. McCarthy. (William Black¬ 
wood and Sons. 6s.) 

The preface of this book opens by saying that it 
is written in no spirit of hostility to the historic 
position of British Nonconformity, and having thus dis¬ 
charged his conscience the author proceeds to let himself 
go in a way that will gladden the hearts of all opponents 
of Home Rule. Strong language seems a characteristic 

of this controversy, although generally strong language 
by an advocate indicates a weak case; but Mr. McCarthy 
has no fear of such criticism, for he says: — 

The typical representatives of political Noncon¬ 
formity to-day have deserted the great principle of 
religious freedom for which Bright and Chamberlain 
stood, and in alliance with Irish political Romanism 

are stumping the country, week days and Sabbath 
days, for the purpose of forcing the Lords and the 
Sovereign to put Ireland under the sway of that 
greatest of all sacerdotal tyrannies from which they 
themselves have escaped with infinite difficulty. 

Mr. McCarthy is refreshingly candid, and states that 
Lord Pirrie describes himself as “ an exile from Erin,” but 
gives it as his (the author’s) opinion that he is an utterly 

non-representative man to-day as a so-called Protestant 
Home Ruler, just as he was a thoroughly representative 
man in 1886 and 1893, when he was a Protestant 

Unionist, and that he is now an Ishmael in Protestant 
Ireland. Mr. Birrell, Mr. Home and other lights of the 
English Home Rule party all come in for criticism. 

Later, the author asks: — 

Are British Nonconformists so bereft of patriotism 
that for the sake of transferring the small sum of 
^180,000 a year from Welsh incumbents to Welsh 
local Boards they will destroy our United Parlia¬ 

ment and United Government to which we owe it 
that these islands and the Empire have prospered so 
amazingly? Nero wrote verses by the light from 
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blazing Rome. This is burning the United Kingdom 
to give light for a pettifogging sectarian gamble. 

To make Mr. Redmond Governor of Ireland under 
the Roman ecclesiastics is too dear a price for the 

Welsh tin whistle. 

This is quite a fair sample of Mr. McCarthy’s style; 
he goes very thoroughly into the whole question of 
Home Rule, with interesting chapters on the history 

bearing on the subject 
He seems in his own mind to give the Catholic party 

credit for honesty in not disguising their aims and am¬ 
bitions ; but with regard to the “ Nonconformist 

Traitors,” as he calls them, one imagines he must have 
in his mind the prophet Balaam, who knew perfectly 
well what his duty was, and yet tried to cozen his per¬ 
verted conscience to approve of his doing something 
exactly opposite, all for a paltry expectation of reward. 
Balaam was only brought to his senses by physical pain 

and strong words from an ass. Who will take the place 
of the ass, and bring back the Nonconformist conscience 
to a sense of the ignoble part it is playing in this unholy 
alliance with Romanists and Home Rulers, time will 
show. 

The Oriental Mind 
Intellectual and Political Currents in the Far East. By 

Professor Paul S. Reinsch. (Houghton, Mifflin 
Co., Boston and New York. $2 net.) 

Professor Reinsch, of Wisconsin University, an 
authority on Political Science, has written a number 

of works on politics, governments and administration: 
if they are as full of information and observation as 
the book before us he deserves the acknowledgments 
of his countrymen and the reading public In this 
volume he has collected his thoughts and notes on 
the world drama which is being enacted in the Far 
East: he makes no claim to originality or to prophecy: 
his position is that of an independent watcher of 
events, of facts and their interpretations; time alone 
can show whether his diagnosis is correct. His sub¬ 
ject admits of consideration under the headings Asia, 
India, China and Japan. But there are features com¬ 
mon to them all. One is that within living memory, 
and more particularly during the present generation, the 
torpid Eastern hemisphere has begun to move, has 
taken new life, and is exhibiting developments of which 
no one can see the further outcome. Another is that 
the Asiatic mind has a bent towards mysticism, arising 
from the constant presence of overawing natural pheno¬ 
mena; it yearns for the realisation of the universal 
spirit or force. Again, to the Oriental, soul life will 
always be more important than bodily existence. 

With their preference for spirituality, religion and 
philosophy, Orientals have given but little attention to 
practical facts, and their appreciation of accuracy and 
veracity has often been doubted. Buddhism, which 
has passed through various phases, has become the 
greatest unifying force in Eastern Asia: the author 
regards Asiatic unity as compatible with Western 
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ideals, through the general life of humanity. In India 

he observes a great stirring of social life, the awaken¬ 

ing of new national forces, with appeals of the Hindus 

to their Bhagavad Gita and its advocacy of the 

morality of action together with the ideal of renunciation. 

The Hindus see the highest energy in intellectual and 

spiritual force, and interpret renunciation as the highest 

virtue. China, on the other hand, the land of peaceful 

resistance, of non-assertion, is fast becoming military 

under new teaching. Japan, ‘‘the true apostle of 

energism in the Orient,” has evolved a fusion of 

Buddhism and Confucianism with the code of Bushido 

and suicide. Hero worship prevails in India and Japan, 

a great man being held to be a direct impersonation 

of the divine spirit. 

To emulate the West, the Orient seeks mas¬ 

tery over external nature, but retains its innate 

belief in spirituality as the salvation of the world. 

Professor Reinsch has rightly noticed the mis¬ 

taken form of the literary education introduced into 

India, which has had the undesigned result of giving 

India a common language in English. His sympathies 

are obviously with the educated classes, and he has to 

some purpose studied the careers and qualifications of 

many of their intellectual leaders. In advocating a 

greater liberality in granting them official appointments, 

he has not sufficiently recognised the extent of the 

recent changes in the councils or the responsibilities of 

the Government, which necessitate cautious advances. 

Good as his information generally is, he is wrong in 

his reference to “the advisory Councils of the Indian 

Government,” for, as a fact, such bodies, though dis¬ 

cussed, never came into existence. 

In his chapter on the Chinese Reform Move¬ 

ment, the author recognises the political attitude 

of the public conscience, the influence of Euro¬ 

pean social and political ideals, and the ten¬ 

dency to substitute and apply European experience. 

The Chinese nation has awakened to the sense of its 

mistaken policy in the past, with a strong impulse to¬ 

wards parliamentary and representative government as 

the remedy. But the deposition of the Manchu dynasty 

has been effected since this book was written, and the 

establishment of the Chinese Republic has come sooner 

than the author could anticipate. The abolition of the 

immemorial system of examinations shows the length 

to which reformers will go. The country is going 

through a crisis of its existence, and, when parliamen¬ 

tary institutions have been achieved, it is well said, the 

real work of China will have just begun. 

The intellectual life in Japan represents the effects of 

Western thought on the basis of national predilections. 

European models have been largely adopted, but 

Japanese imagination continues to reveal itself in many 

directions—for instance, in the drama and literature. 

At the same time the most popular tendency of 

thought among students is towards naturalism. Many 

seek refuge in a materialistic philosophy of life. In 

politics attempts to introduce the party system have 

not been successful, and “ while parliamentarism has 
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been disappointing in all parts of the world it has b«n 

especially ineffectual in Japan.” The Privy Council, 

as the direct adviser of the Emperor, has become the 

real guardian of the destinies of Japan. Public action 

rests on the principle of authority rather than on 

popular consent; this principle threatens to become ex¬ 

cessively developed. The Japanese State is not only 

military and bureaucratic, but also monopolistic, as 

many important institutions, such as the railways, are 

directly connected with the Government. Professor 

Reinsch’s book is so full of matter that it is hardly pos¬ 

sible to do more than select some of the most prominent 

points to ‘which he has drawn attention. It is plain 

that there are forces at work in the East which the 

West cannot afford to overlook. The countries men¬ 

tioned must be thoroughly understood before our rela¬ 

tions with them can be satisfactory. 

Shorter Reviews 
The Military Danger of Home Rule for Ireland. By 

Major-General Sir Thomas Fraser, K.C.B., 
C.M.G. (John Murray. 2s. 6d. net.) 

AS a short and, in a volume of 114 pages, necessaniy 

condensed history of Ireland, General Fraser’s little 

book is to be commended, but we cannot say as much 

for his conclusions. 

We are asked to believe that because a century or 

so ago a certain section of the Irish people invited 

foreign co-operation against England, to-day, if Home 

Rule is granted, there is a grave danger of that 

distressful country again turning to a foreign foe and 

offering Ireland as a stepping-stone for the invasion of 

England. That is to say, a nation which for a hundred 

years and more has consistently fought for her own 

legislative freedom would willingly put herself under the 

heel of a Continental Power to enable her to pay off old 

scores against Great Britain. The Irish temperament 

may be mercurial and irresponsible, but we refuse to 

believe that even with unlimited power in their hands, 

which, of course, the proposed Bill does not give, the 

people of Ireland could be guilty of such supreme 

foolishness. Whatever may be the merits or dements 

of the Home Rule Bill, and it is only fair to General 

Fraser to say that his book was published before its 

terms were known—the day is long past when Ireland 

may become the plaything of the Jacobins and their 

friends in either hemisphere. 

While the author goes out of his way to reflect upon 

the unpatriotic action of a handful of Irisb-American 

malcontents during the South African War, we look in 
vain for any acknowledgment of the splendid services 

rendered to the Empire during that and other wars by 

the Irish regiments. Can he point to any more loyal 

servants of the King than the Dublin Fusiliers, the 

Munsters, the Connaught Rangers, the Irish Dragoons, 

the Irish Guards, and the Royal Artillery, without refer- 
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ence to the highly-placed Irish officers whose names are 
household words in the British Army? 

As an old soldier, this is hardly generous of Sir 
Thomas Fraser, whose advice, however valuable in the 
councils of war, seems to be a little out of date in regard 
to the military danger of Home Rule. 

La Litttrature et les Jddes Nouvelles. By Alexandre 

Mercereau. (E. Figuiire and Co., Paris, and 
Stephen Swift and Co., London. 3s. net.) 

M. Mercereau is a ubiquitous critic, and his alarums 
and excursions in various parts of the literary battlefield 
leave us gasping with wonder. If he had no more to tell 
us than that MM. Paul Fort, Verhaeren, and Viete-Griffin 
are among the greatest poets of the age, that much of 
modern literature is indifferent and over-praised, and 
that modern criticism is too levelling in its tendency, 
we should not consider him especially worth reading, 
but his boutades and his sudden admirations in all sorts 
ot unexpected corners make him a distinctly stimulating 

7”. His introduction is a somewhat bewildering 
uaness, we are to expect, it seems, a purely personal 

wwy of criticism, but reposing on all sorts of fixed 
principles, which are to gain value through the honesty 

u PT0^csso^» While an klite is advancing, the 

, .f*6 retro^rac^“1S» ^d " e’est k initier cette masse 

naif* 4 a* 0euvfes ^ devrait servir le critique et non 
^ 1 onner a *or* ^ ^ travers des conseils k l’auteur, 

sser les genres. S'il n’arrive pas k imposer de 
vivant^ un g£nie, son role est ridicule et vain.” M. 

m€t^od maX be roughly described as an 
frightened anarchy, and he has thunderbolts of scarify- 

D^ua^e ready ^or use for the incompetent men of 

°r th,OSC who faa to satisfy his canons. We are 
iCf.r by his attack on the Revue for not 

i.ltS contributions up to the same level. He 

F^L- hCartedly and hnpartially in the brawl of 

on ^ ?V?S 501116 sbrewd knocks to the Latinists 
of t °^. Moderns, and has some good to say 

on rwwI UtUnsts‘ 0°e of his most amusing chapters is 
iTOdern religions, where, after a formidable list of 

faction ?* ** “ ^otons en tout cas, avec satis- 
rL ^ cs Pr^°ccupations scientifiques du siecle, par ce 

ngement de mancie en logie." 

menf Menial et Culture Spirituelle. La Santt et 

la ^*e Humaine. By Albert L. 
^.Uet. (Vigot Fr^res, Paris. 4 frs.) 

Enpf*!1^ SPcahhig, this work is not addressed to the 
to tjJ5 ‘sPfaking public; yet it may be recommended 

of th Sf.W^° w*sb ^or a clear and compendious account 
and procedure of Psychic medicine. We 

eve Ka ^aCtS and tbeories of this movement have 
and R* Cn ^Ut ln 50 k^dy a Torm. Theory, practice, 
sour IS*0ry stand side by side in these pages, and the 

autlvf* ^ m°St consaentiously indicated. The two chief 
^7®onties referred to as bases of all Solid psychical 

QCC arc ^he hermitic traditions of the Kyhalion and 
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the writings of the Yogi Ramacharaka. M. Caillet him¬ 
self is an eclectic, and has a reasonable dread of too 
much uniformity; he has a grain of reasonableness in his 
composition that is not always to be found in these rare 

altitudes of mental philosophy. 

Fiction 
A Candidate for Truth. By J. D. Beresford. (Sidgwick 

and Jackson. 6s.) 

IN reviewing 14 The Early History of Jacob Stahl" last 
year, we expressed the hope that Mr. Beresford would 

continue, in his next volume, the story of his hero’s 
career from the extremely interesting point where it 
then terminated, and in this book that hope is gratified. 
Jacob, from being unstable as water, a failure in the 
work of the world, is gradually developing a mind of 
his own, though even now in many emergencies he 
shows himself as something of a milksop. Fresh charac¬ 
ters are introduced to us in this new phase of Jacob s 
labours, and perhaps the best part of the story is the 
description of the hero’s difficulties as a blossoming 
advertising agent. His troubles with the firm’s travellers 
are exceedingly well told, and at times are most 

amusing. 
In affairs of the heart, as in his previous stages, he is 

unlucky. With his wife still living, refusing to divorce 
him, he falls in love—he would, of course—and once 
more we are forced to leave him at a critical moment, 
when he and the poor, overworked girl into whose life 
he has brought some brightness have determined to face 
the conventions and try the great experiment together. 
With Jacob’s temperament, we hardly see how this move 
can be anything but disastrous; but the author promises 
a further instalment of the story in due course. Until 
that comes, final criticism upon what is really a single 
novel in three parts must be withheld; but meanwhile 
we may say that the whole book, as far as we have it 

before us, is of exceptional interest 

The Victories of Olivia. By Evelyn Sharp. (Macmillan 
and Co. 6s.) 

OLIVIA occupies barely one-fourth of this volume, which 
is made up of nine stories and sketches of varying 
lengths. Out of them all we prefer the story of 44 Peggy 
and the Engineer Man,** and that of Diana, who, having 
forgotten to order a joint of beef, borrowed one from 
the man next door. A joint of beef is rather an 
unpromising introduction to the path that leads to 
matrimony, but Diana was led that way, and the leading 
is wittily and well told. Peggy is a heroine of another, 
more familiar order, a madcap schoolgirl with a lovable 
old aunt—and, at the end, with a future husband in 
the shape of the engineer man, who reduces the rather 
tomboyish Peggy to satisfactory and presentable Mar¬ 
garet after a number of thrilling episodes, in which 
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ghosts, subterranean passages, and other properties of 

the adventure story have a prominent part Peggy is 

a real, natural, and very fascinating heroine, and we fell 

in love with her just as easily and naturally as did the 
engineer man. 

Olivia is a being of quite another order-one with a 

belief in the right of woman to be free—quite a 

courageous, clever girl, but hardly likely to win 

sympathy. She strikes us as being liable to develop 

into an exceedingly correct person, able to do her Duty 

and make other people very uncomfortable. Still, the 

history of her victories makes interesting reading. All 

the stories are marked by a bright, vivacious, and enter¬ 

taining style; the book is breezy and wholesome in 

tone, and makes a refreshing change from the all too 

common “ problem ’* novels of the past few seasons. 

The King's Kiss: An Historical Romance. By L. M. 
Stacpoole Kenny. (Digby, Long and Co. 6s.) 

THOSE people who, glancing at the second part of the 

title of this book, imagine that they are going to read 

about some stirring events of history will be rather dis¬ 

appointed, for although the story is brightly written 

and interesting, the scene might just as well have been 

laid in modern times as in the period chosen—the seven¬ 

teenth century. The man and women do not take us 

back into the romantic past at all; they appear quite 

modem and up-to-date. We like them all, and although 

the sentiment is laid on with no very light hand, the 

effect c not unpleasing, while a certain amount of charm 

is bound to exist when Irish irresponsibility is allied to 

French vivacity, as it is in the present instance. The 

situations that are handled in the least efficient manner 

are the tragic ones. In two instances at least these are 

led up to very well; the interest is aroused, the sym¬ 

pathies excited, when suddenly the author, appearing 

to be tired of the state of affairs she has brought about, 

executes a volte-face, and dismisses the matter in a 

few careless words. But there are not sufficient of these 

to mar the book; Miss Kenny knows where her talent is 

best displayed, and deals mostly with scenes that are not 

beyond her grasp. The general effect, therefore, is 

good, and gives us a romance that is well worth the 

time it takes to read. 

Hector Graeme. By Evelyn Brentwood. (John Lane. 

6s.) 

THIS is a book to be read at a sitting—one which must 

surely stand as a high peak above the level of fiction 

pouring from the presses to-day. We are fascinated 

by Hector Graeme, the queer, twisted-minded subaltern, 

at the outset; we recognise—to use a banal expression 

—the eccentricities of a genius before many chapters 

are passed, and we pass along the breathless rush of 

the story, sometimes despising, sometimes admiring, and 

sometimes condemning, but never quite liking erratic 
Hector, until the simply told, vivid tragedy of the final 

scene leaves us convinced that here is a writpr who has 

drawn and made real a man. Here are real emotions 

and passions, sometimes lurid, not free of the fauh of 

overdrawing, but the intense earnestness of the work 

redeems its imperfections. There are no half-lights of 

analysis and dissection of character, no chapters m 

which the reader may ruminate and reflect, for the story 

bears us on like a torrent—out of action character « 
revealed, and that a strong, great character, yet with 

enough of imperfection to prove the author a keen 

student of humanity. The book stirs one’s blood, and 

wakens one to a sight of the fact that men, rather to 

the measures of herds of men, must always rule the 

world. It is strong meat, and there are pages which 

cause us to feel gratitude at the absence of a literary 

censor—the libraries always excepted. Inclusive of its 

faults, we welcome the book, for it is a fine, realistic 

piece of work. 

Music 
TO be unable to see what others see and delight 

in, or pretend that they see and delight in, is, 

perhaps, a disadvantage. We have always had a certain 

sympathy with, and pity for, the child in Hans Ander¬ 

sen’s story, who could not see the magnificent robe 

which the Emperor was said to be wearing. He would 

have been happier had he been able to admire and j 

applaud with the crowd which said it saw1 such beaut;!- 

apparel. We sometimes find ourselves listening to mu?u 

which appears to send all our neighbours into ecstasy. 

They clap and shout, and recall the performer 

and again as a reward for a performance which tc 

unfortunate that we are, has been anything rather thi 

delightful. At Queen’s Hall, recently, we saw the gifl* 

building filled with an immense multitude which **- 

frantically applauding a tenor singer, Signor Tamifi- 

We Could not discern any qualities in this singer worthy 

of such unmeasured admiration. His voice was poweriu.. 

but it was unequal, his temperament was strong, but 

singularly untutored, and he seemed to us to be wanting 

in style and in refinement. Yet had he been Can# 

himself, his success with his special audience could 

hardly have been greater. A violinist, Mr. Kochansk. 

who appeared at this concert, played with great ftoflK) 

and brilliance, and he was also applauded as if be wen 

a Kreisler. In his case we could understand the attitude 

of the audience better than we could in the case1 

Signor Tamini, whose chief title to consideration 

that he had chosen some good songs and did his he? 

to interpret them under circumstances which did not help 

him. 

Again, at Mr. Hammerstein’s Opera House, we had s 

sit, completely unmoved, through the performance 

Massenet’s “ Don Quichotte,” while the large aud.fc 

was clearly in a seventh heaven of enjoyment. Seim® 

have we been present at a more successful $ 

the character of the applause and the number (- 

" recalls ” are absolute evidence of success. When Jw-J 

Lind made her memorable first appearance in Lend 

it was recorded with amazement that she was actua y 
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called “not less than three times” before the curtain. 
We think that after each act of “ Don Quichotte ” the 
performers were called six or eight times, or perhaps 
more. It is true that they had done their work, in most 
instances, very well, and deserved plenty of rational 
praise. M. Lafont acted the Don with remarkable in¬ 
telligence, and his singing was intelligent, too. M. Dans£ 
rather overdid the humours of Sancho, and hardly made 
patent that devotion to his master for which we love 
the foolish squire, but he sang very finely; Mile Kerlord, 
though not a good singer, got through the part of 
Dulcinea quite adequately, and both chorus and 
orchestra did their work with spirit and zeal. The 
scenic effects, especially in the second act, were very 
well managed, the clever action of the chief windmill 
transporting the audience with pleasure. We are glad 
to add our testimony to the efficiency of the 
general performance, which must have cost Mr. Ham- 
merstein and his staff a great deal of care and labour, 
and showed how thoroughly well the management can 
organise such a performance for such an opera 

But in spite of all the cleverness displayed by those 
who undertook to interpret " Don Quichotte,” we were 
conscious only of disappointment and, indeed, distress. 
That rude hands should be laid upon such a work as that 
of Cervantes, that it should be accounted legitimate to 
seize upon the Don and Sancho, and make them serve 
the base uses of such a libretto, is to us distressing. 
Librettists have taken great liberties with some of the 
masterpieces of Shakespeare, but at any rate they have, 
for operatic purposes, told the story in the main as it 
was told before. They have not made new creatures of 
Juliet and Desdemona; they do not transport Romeo 
and Othello to an imaginary forest and kill them there. 
But things of this sort are done in "Don Quichotte,” 
and the garbling and mutilating of one of the greatest 
books in the world seem to us truly regrettable. We 
could hardly bear to look on while this travesty of so 
noble a story was passing before our eyes. It may be 
that many of those in the audience who found the opera 
so vivacious, so pathetic, so humorous, did not know the 
real Don Quixote. We cannot but hope that those who 
did, who share our love for the immortal novel, shared 
also our pain at its being altered, and cut up, and added 
to—and spoiled. 

As for the music, it was generally facile, often pretty, 
largely sentimental, sometimes sugary, in no instance, as 
far as we could discern, rising to any power of charac¬ 
terisation ; the windmill scene approached most nearly 
to success of that kind. The scene in the third act, 
where Don Quixote is made to recite a prayer, sur¬ 
rounded by trembling stage bandits, and accompanied 
by the organ, touched the limit of inappropriateness, 
when connected with such a character as the Don of 
Cervantes. 

It does not matter in the least that here and there 
pleasant touches of orchestration were to be noticed, or 
that in several scenes the music was subdued, in order, 
we suppose, that attention might be concentrated upon 
the acting. A man has no business, we say it with all 
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respect to the distinguished composer of “ Manon,” to 
set to music a story which claims, even remotely, to be 
based on such a theme as that of Don Quixote, unless 
he has some valid pretension to write music worthy of the 
situations and the characters to be depicted. But 
nothing that either the Don or Sancho sang in the opera 
made us feel that we were being helped to understand 
their characters. We have no special quarrel with the 
music: it flowed along easily enough, and might have 
done very well for some other opera in which the two 
chief characters did not set up to be the well-loved pair 
created by Cervantes. But the gap between the real 
book and the opera is too great. Is it wonderful, then, 
that in spite of the splendid competence of the perform¬ 
ance, we felt like Hans Andersen’s child, who could 
not see the clothes that the rest of the company were 
admiring? Bidden to witness a representation of Don 
Quixote, we came away with the impression that in 
spite of clever M. Lafont and M. Dans6, in spite of 
exceptionally good stage-management, in spite of the 
intelligence and " brio ” with which the opera was pro¬ 
duced, we had only seen him stripped of his natural 
garb, surrounded by people who, with the exception of 
Sancho, were unknown to him, paraded in a picture 
which he could not have recognised. How much we 
wish it had been otherwise, that we could have found 
Massenet’s " Don Quichotte ” an opera worthy of the 
presentation given it by Mr. Hammerstein! But, alas, 
we could not see the new clothes. 

In the domain of more serious music, we may note with 
pleasure the return to London of that very able organi¬ 
sation which is known as the St. Petersburg Quartet. 
These players have given a programme which consisted 
of works by Tchaikovsky, the Quartet in F major, a 
number of songs, rendered with complete success by 
Mile V. Philosophoff, and the Elegiac Trio. In the 
latter their pianist, Mr. Hans Ebell, played with a hard 
touch, and a rather overwhelming style, so that the 
ensemble was not very satisfactory, but the Quartet was 
wonderfully done. Mr. F. S. Kelly has given an orchestral 
concert, at which he played the Concerto of Schumann, 
and that of Beethoven in G, with real musicianship, 
being admirably seconded by the Queen’s Hall Orchestra 
under Sir Henry Wood A first performance in London 
was given of his Serenade for Flute and Small Orches¬ 
tra, an agreeable piece, which does not, however, tell 
us much that is new. Londoners can hardly be too 
thankful that Seflor Casals is just now making frequent 
appearances, and that he is " at the top of his form.” 
His playing (with him Mr. Rubinstein) of Brahms* first 
Violoncello Sonata will long remain in our memory. 
This is a work which most violoncellists make so dull by 
their conscientious efforts to present it as something 
profound that for some years we have striven to avoid 
listening to it. As played by Seflor Casals, its first two 
movements become poetry of a romantic character so 
delicate as to be almost ethereal, and the last movement 
is quite robbed of its terrors. Casals certainly clothes 
everything he plays with new and exquisite fabrics of 
beauty. 
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The Theatre 
The Theatre in Eyre 

THE Theatre in Eyre, that itinerant theatre, 
produced two new plays at Crosby Hall, 

More’s Garden, Chelsea, on Friday, May 17, 
under the direction of Mr. Philip Carr. In the 
afternoon the performance was devoted to “ The 
Schemers,” by Francis Macnamara, described as a 
■comedy in one act The plot, as nearly as we could 
.guess, dealt with the attempt of Bartholomew Madder’s 
sons to marry their only sister to the company-promoting 
Mr. Otley, and also at the same time to ensure and con¬ 
solidate the family connection with the estate at Bar- 
borrow. The characters were pushed on and off the 
stage with tremendous celerity to assist in discussions, 
proposals (both business and matrimonial), refusals (also 
of both), counter-proposals, and finally to drive Mr. Otley 
into the ready arms of Lucy’s governess. In the words 
of one of the unfortunates, it was all “ coming in and out 
like a dog at a fair.” The action passed as rapidly as 

■that of a cinematograph play, but the intervals of ex¬ 
planatory letterpress which are associated with the latter 
were very sorely, missed. Mr. Julius Knight, as Mr. 
Otley, struggled valiantly through an hour which in¬ 
cluded two proposals of marriage on his own account 
and one on the part of Lucy. What a terrible hour 
for a mere man! Mr. H. A. Saintsbury as Mr. Madder, 
and Miss Cathleen Nesbitt as Lucy, also did their utmost 
to make the story live. 

“Would you like a wife like me?” inquired Julia 
'Campiani of Costanzo Monticelli, her lover’s partner, 
and his reply was, " That’s another question.” This 
aptly sums up the impressions of “ The Ideal Wife,” a 
three-act comedy translated from the Italian of Marco 
Praga, which was produced at the evening performance. 
Julia, with a dexterity worthy of Mr. Charles Hawtrey, 
kept a perfect equilibrium between two loves—the in¬ 
tellectual love for Campiani, her husband, and the 
sexual love for Velati, a Milan lawyer. Velati, who has 
matrimonial intentions elsewhere, endeavours to end the 
alliance by arousing in Julia’s mind the fears of dis¬ 
covery by her unsuspecting husband. Unhappily for 
Velati, by means of a tell-tale blotting pad and mirror— 
surely too ancient a device—she unmasks his secret dur¬ 
ing a visit to the lawyer’s chambers. This promised an 
interesting denouement, but the last act, that bugbear of 
dramatists, merely brought about a bargain by which 
Velati received his freedom provided there was no 
sudden severance of his friendship with the Campianis. 
Miss Ada Potter’s Julia was a charming study of that 
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lady’s subtlety, but Mr. N. J. Hannen portrayed the 
three parts of diplomacy to one of fear making up the 
character of Velati in the inverse proportions. Mr. 
Henry Austin and Mr. P. Perceval Clark gave finished 
performances of the parts of Campiani and Monticelli 
respectively. The translation of the play, originally 
produced by Duse, was by Mrs. T. C. Crawford. 

Miss Margaret Morris at Crosby 
Hall 

It seems paradoxical to suggest that it is rather too late 
to write an appreciation of that notable young artist, 
Miss Margaret Morris. The dances in Sir Herbert Tree’s 
revival of " King Henry VIII,” arranged by Miss Morris, 
and in Miss Marie Brema’s revival of " Orpheus,” are well 
known to the general public, and it was to a large and 
enthusiastic audience at Crosby Hail, Chelsea, on 
Monday afternoon, May 20, that this versatile young 
lady presented an interesting programme of Greek 
dances. Miss Morris was assisted by her company of 
girls and children who have been trained on the Hel¬ 
lenic system of dancing, as reconstructed by Mr. Ray¬ 
mond Duncan. Especially pleasing were Miss Morris’s 
interpretations of the Nocturne from Mendelssohn’s 
"Midsummer Night’s Dream” music, and of Debussy’s 
"Arabesque.” The entire recital was a delightful 
evidence of the artist’s great taste and initiative. 

Art 
The French Gallery 

IT is probably not yet realised by the world at large 
that when the artistic accounts of this era have been 

struck, one of the most notable names in its roll of 
honour will be that of Josef Israels. By some he is 
already adjudged to a high place among the masters of 
a not very distinguished age; to others, less well ac¬ 
quainted with his works, the fine representative collec¬ 
tion shown by Messrs. Wallis at the French Gallery will 
come as something of a revelation. Moving, perhaps, 
within a somewhat limited range, Josef Israels illus¬ 
trated every phase of the art which it included almost to 
perfection. It was said once of Garrick, by a countryman 
seeing him play for the first time, that there was not 
much to admire in him, for he had all the easy parts— 
he carried himself, in fact, just as ordinary people would 
do in similar circumstances. This truest art, this ars 

cel are artem, Israels has; you can never lay your finger 
on this or that subtle stroke and say just here and thus 
was the effect produced. It has all the ease and sim¬ 
plicity of perfect technique. But behind it all is the 
hand and brain of a master, the like of whom is not 
often seen. 

In this collection of some hundred and fifty pictures 
most of the principal stages of the artist’s development 
are to be traced. His life was all progress. He never 
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fell into a mannerism and repeated it indefinitely because 
it paid. Not for him were MacWhirter’s silver birches 
or Marcus Stone’s willowy ladies or GoodalTs intermin¬ 
able Eastern skies. He painted intelligently and truthfully 
and with ever-deepening sympathy the humble peasant 
life which he knew so well, and which enacted itself 
daily before his eyes. With the true Dutch instinct he 
saw and set down the beauty of cottage homes within 
and without He extenuated nothing of their bareness ; 
there is no seeking after the false picturesque, none of 
the maudlin sentiment which would disguise the cruel 
hardness of the peasant’s existence or the deadening 
struggle of making ends meet But he does see and 
depict, and as his age advanced he did so in ever increas¬ 
ing measure, the quiet heroism of their lives, the gallant 
struggle against depressing conditions, and the genuine 
human touches which from time to time irradiate such 
Jives with gleams of glory from a higher sphere. 

In the collection at the French Gallery we have two 
specimens of the painter’s earliest work, wholly different 
in style and execution from his later manner, but show¬ 
ing his devotion to those minutiae which may be said 
to form the basis of a solid and enduring technique. 
The large-scale picture entitled “ Meditation” is believed 
to have been painted about 1841, when the painter was 
still a boy in his teens. It is executed with the smoothness 
•of the Early Victorian school and the full and minute 
•detail of the Pre-Raphaelites. But the draughtsmanship 
is superb, and the draperies are faultless; the colouring, 
too, and the modelling of the face and bust are quite 
wonderful for so young a painter—pure, straightforward, 
•and wonderfully truthful. Probably from the same 
•model was painted a similar study of “A Bather,” of 
about the same date, but it is not so good a piece of 
work, and is more suggestive of Etty than anyone else. 
Twenty years later, in 1861, he painted “The Depar¬ 
ture,” again on Early Victorian lines, with every figure 
and every detail sharply and clearly defined; but there 
is in it a sense of light which foreshadowed his wonder¬ 
ful later mastery of atmosphere, and his colours are 
harmonious though somewhat bright. Thereafter he 
advanced rapidly towards truth of insight, boldness in 
the handling of subtle tints, and suppression of irre¬ 
levant detail. He rejoiced, as time went on, to strike 
with masterly ease the highest and the deepest notes in 
the gamut of colour. Nobody could better indicate 
brilliant sunshine on sea and sand; nobody could repro¬ 
duce more boldly the dark shadows of an ill-lit interior 
or the sombre tones created by sullen rain-clouds and 
flying storm; alike in oils and water-colours he pro¬ 
duces effects of wetness under all atmospheric conditions 
with superb art, which looks simple because it is so 
superb. Of such, perhaps, the best specimens in this 
exhibition are “ Sailing the Toy Boat ” (8), which be¬ 
longs to his middle period; a glorious water-colour 
which he calls “ The Toy Boat ” (43), a later work ; and 
“Playmates” (38), in all three of which, and mostly, 
perhaps, in the first named, the water is wonderful. We 
should mention, too, the studies of peasant girls sitting 
on the sand-dunes looking out to sea, of which there are 
several, that reflect the pathetic sadness of their lot, and 

the sense of ever-threatening calamity; while of interiors, 
perhaps those numbered 35, 39, and 17 are among the 
best—but the quality of the artist’s work is so even that 
to make a selection for praise is exceptionally difficult. 
One or two studies of his Jewish co-religionists (5 and 
12) are also to be mentioned. The truth is that there is 
not a picture in this collection that can be overlooked. 

Most pathetic of all, and most impressive, is the 
artist’s portrait of himself a year or two before the close 
of his long life. One sees a shrunken, half-length 
figure, with small eyes, weather-beaten complexion, and 
ill-cut white beard, a straight but expressive mouth, clad 
in brown velveteen, and crowned with a battered hat, 
standing unpretentiously against a stormy sky, through 
which is a slight glint of golden light. Two shadowy 
figures detach themselves from the sombre background, 
one a king, crowned, leaning his head wearily on his 
hand, while his spear leans idly against the rock behind 
him; and the other, slightly higher in the picture, a 
seated figure holding a harp, with its face turned away 
towards the light that struggles through the riven cloud. 
The old man’s story could not be better told. He 
realised the kingly ambitions with which he started life ; 
they had been worth pursuing, and they had been in 
no small measure fulfilled; but insight and fulfilment 
brought only satiety and weariness to the aged pilgrim. 
His best self now looks forward in hope to a future 
beyond the mystery of the dusky cloud, and the light 
which breaks fitfully through the dim mystery behind 
the veil; and in that quenchless faith he struggles on 
past the gallant ending of a great career to something 
nobler stilL 

At St. Stephen’s Shrine 
By a Regular Devotee. 

LOOKING back on the week two incidents stand 
out prominently: The first was Winston 

Churchill’s quiet reply to the German Navy Bill that 
he would certainly have to present a supplementary 
estimate and draw on the reserve of last year. The 
second was Lloyd George’s outburst on the Welsh Bill, 
with which I will deal presently. 

On Wednesday the Prime Minister was conciliatory. 
If his friends, the Liberal Churchmen, thought 13s. 4d. 
was too much to take, come what did they think ? He 
would be happy to consider the matter in Committee. He 
made one or two dry little jests—he referred to the 
“ contingent halo ” which would so becomingly encircle 
the brow of McKenna, and then shocked some serious 
minds by bunching together St Augustine, St. Columba, 
and—Joseph Smith of Mormon fame! The end of his 
speech was the best part of it, for in a tone of sincerity 
he said that he was attached to the teachings of the 
Church of England, and had honestly done his best as 
her Trustee. The whole House warmly applauded this 
because (although, as he said, he would be sorry to 
submit himself to an examination in orthodoxy) every¬ 
one feels he has made excellent ecclesiastical appoint- 
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ments; probably because he can look at the matter from 
a detached point of view. 

Geo. Cave followed; lie was as quiet, as conversa¬ 
tional and as modest as ever; but there was the same 
convincing force that gives him such power in the House, 
and people make a mental note to cut his speech out of 
the Times in the morning for future reference and use 
as if the arguments were their own. 

On Thursday the Debate commenced on a high plane. 
Lord Hugh Cecil for several reasons has lost a good deal 
of the power he once had over the House, but this after¬ 
noon he recaptured it He was as moderate as Mr. 
Asquith had been the night before, but slightly contemp¬ 
tuous. If a wrong had been done 300 years ago was it 
right to repeat it now ? Did two wrongs make a right ? 
He could understand, although not agree with, the pro¬ 
position that the property belonged to the Roman 
Catholics, but he could not agree that funds dedicated 
to religious uses should be used for museums and free 
libraries. He contended that because the great majority 
of the clergy and the bulk of the laity had decided in 
the sixteenth century to reform the Church, they were 
no less in fact and in deed the Catholic Church. He 
admitted that there might be good Radicals who be¬ 
lieved they were doing right, but “good people often 
do very wicked things,” and history would disapprove 
of the persecution by Nonconformity. 

I think this well-reasoned speech annoyed Lloyd 
George more than anything else in the Debate. He’s 
like an indiarubber ball, “the more you hit him the 
higher he bounces,” and Hugh Cecil’s hits had been very 
quiet, but very skilful. The Chancellor knew that the 
debate on the whole had gone against the Government— 
that a great many earnest men behind him felt the whole 
thing rather paltry and likely to do a good deal of 
unforeseen harm. Men are swayed by different reasons ; 
some Liberal Churchmen feel it is downright wicked, 
and some electioneerers feel that it is bad tactics. Lloyd 
George knew this and felt that a great effort was re¬ 
quired to bring the waverers back. 

With white face he commenced and worked himself 
into a passion of hate and scorn. In private life, as a 
travelling companion, or in the smoking room, no one 
can be more charming than this little Welshman. He 
is interesting and genial to his worst opponents; but 
on the platform, and occasionally in the House, he seems 
to lose all control over himself and “ go fantee.” 

He described scenes in the Highlands of Wales; he 
spoke as if all the Nonconformist Chapels were up in the 
bleak mountains, while the Churches were nestling 
snugly in the valleys. The people in these lonely parts 
required more service for the sick; he sketched a vivid 
picture of peasants lying awake in their cottages and 
hearing the thundering hoofs of a horse along the road, 
knowing that it was the doctor, riding hard to struggle 
with death, since on no other errand would he be sent 

for. 

He spoke of duties that would be more faithfully 
carried out by County Councils than the Church. “ What 
about the Swansea Schools ? ” shouted someone; and 
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when he pictured the religious shepherd a voice under 
the gallery unkindly mentioned “ Dartmoor.” 

He rambled on—at the Reformation the Catholic 
Church had been robbed, monasteries, altars, alms¬ 
houses ; they robbed the poor—they robbed the dead— 
and now accused' us of robbing God when their fingers 
are dripping with the (I am certain he was going to 
say blood, but he hesitated for an instant and substi¬ 
tuted) fat of sacrilege. This was an anti-climax ; some¬ 
body laughed. The idea was repulsively unctuous and 
exaggerated; he had tried to curdle our blood and our 
blood refused to coagulate. 

Bonar Law poured cold contempt on the speech ; he 
defended the Duke of Devonshire, whom Lloyd George 
had craftily singled out for attack; he described the 
speech as the most extraordinary performance he had 
ever heard. The Chancellor had done it before on the 
platform, but this was the first sample the House had 
seen of the real Limehouse manner. 

McKenna wound up as ineptly as he began. He was 
the only one who would not give credit for the work the 
Church in Wales is now doing. The excitement over 
the divisions was intense. A well-known Radical said 
to me, “ I should not be surprised if we did not get more 
than 60.” Imagine their delight, therefore, when on the 
closure being put the majority ran up to 89; somewhat 
chastened when it unexpectedly ran down to 81 on the 
division for the second reading. For some reason best 
known to themselves eight Unionists had abstained in 
the first division. The 80 Irishmen, who had not taker, 
part in or listened to a word of the debate, had been 
urged to come over from Ireland to vote the Churchmen 
down. I do not know how many obediently tramped 
through the Government lobby, but in any case it was 
not a division to be proud of. Perhaps the eight ab¬ 
stainers wanted to emphasize the fact that the real 
majority was I! 

On Friday the House turned to other things 
A Unionist Member brought in a Bill for the 
better management of the feeble-minded. That incor¬ 
rigible Tory, Sir Frederick Banbury, was against the Bill, 
which was strange, because he proved to his own satis¬ 
faction that with the Bill it would be possible for the 
doctors to get Mr. Lloyd George confined in a home: 
inasmuch as a feeble-minded person was defined as 
one “who did injury to himself or harm to others.” 
Many people considered that the Chancellor of the Ex¬ 
chequer with the Insurance Bill had done “injury to 
others,” while those of his own party considered that he 
had “done harm to himself.” The Bill, however, ir. 
spite of this, was read a second time without a division 

On Monday our invertebrate Home Secretary gave 
way to the pressure of the new Labour paper and 
Socialists, and reduced the sentences on Tom Mann and 
Bowman to two months instead of the six they were 
given by experienced tribunals for inciting soldiers to 
mutiny. In the evening Herbert Samuel gave an in¬ 
teresting account of the doings of the Post Office fer 
the past year, and foreshadowed what he hoped to do 
in the future. He is a very clever young man, and ought 
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to go far, but he irritates men by a superior smile and a 
certain priggishness of manner which he may grow out 
of or which may grow upon him; but it is certainly due 
to him to say that he is an enlightened Postmaster who 
takes evident interest in his work and its development. 

At 11 o’clock there was another scare. Misled by a 
chance word (I fear, intentionally) dropped in the Lobby, 
the Chief Whip took alarm and 130 Radicals came 
pouring back from party, dinner and dance; but they 
were not needed ; it was a false alarm. 

On Tuesday Sydney Buxton defended his department 
in apologetic tones—re the Titanic. He naturally 
sheltered himself behind the enquiry and refused to go 
into matters sub judice, but he failed to use the most 
obvious argument that, thanks to the care exercised by 
the great lines in the past, seventeen million passengers 
have been carried across the Atlantic and only six lives 
lost in I do not know how many years. 

Enquiry or Star Chamber? 
By E. Ashmead-Bartlett. 

VERY fair-minded person must deplore what passed 
at the proceedings of the Titanic Court of Enquiry 

last week. The Court was constituted by the Board 
of Trade, acting under pressure of public opinion, to 
enquire into the causes which brought about the disaster 
to the Titanic and the resulting heavy loss of life. It 
was surely never intended that it should resolve itself 
into a species of Court of Star Chamber to torture 
witnesses who were fortunate enough to survive, and to 
cast the gravest reflections on their characters and con¬ 
duct during those two tragic hours which elapsed after 
the Titanic received her death-wound. Still less was 
the Court constituted that efforts might be made by 
irresponsible counsel, who have never known any emer¬ 
gency except the belated arrival of briefs, to stir up 
class against class in order to prove that undue prefer¬ 
ence was shown to the aristocrat and the wealthy. Yet 
almost the whole of last week’s evidence was taken up 
in endeavouring to prove, both by counsel on behalf of 
the Crown and by various other counsel representing 
Seamen’s Unions, Stokers’ Unions, and third class pas¬ 
sengers, that Sir Cosmo and Lady Duff-Gordon were 
responsible for the fact that Lifeboat No. 1 only con¬ 
tained twelve persons instead of its full complement 
of 40. 

Torquemada never placed his victims more unfairly 
on the rack of the Inquisition than have Sir Cosmo and 
Lady Duff-Gordon been placed on the rack of cross- 
examination. Every counsel, from the Attorney-General, 
Sir Rufus Isaacs (from whom one at least expected some 
semblance of fair play), to Mr. Harbinson, who put the 
climax on the proceedings by his scandalous question: 
44 That is to say, you considered when you were safe 
yourself, all the others might perish ? ”—at which point 
Lord Mersey saw fit to intervene for the first time, has 
endeavoured to prove by the most skilful cross-question¬ 
ing, by suggestio falsi, and by every other weapon in 

the armoury of the skilled cross-examiner, that Sir 
Cosmo Duff-Gordon induced the crew of No. 1 Life¬ 
boat to row away from the sinking ship by offering them 
£5 apiece. There is not one tittle of evidence to sup¬ 
port this derogatory aspersion. The whole story rests 
on the belated declaration of a stoker called Henrickson, 
that when someone suggested going back to pick up 
those struggling in the water Lady Duff-Gordon re¬ 
marked “there was danger of their being swamped,” 
and that she was supported in this attitude by Sir 
Cosmo Duff-Gordon. Henrickson’s evidence of this 
imaginary conversation is not supported by a single 
other person in the boat, all of whom deny they ever 
heard any suggestion to go back, with the exception of a 
fireman called Taylor, who says he heard this sugges¬ 
tion, but has not the least idea who made it Able 
seaman Symons, who was in charge of the boat, assumed 
full responsibility for all that occurred, and declared on 
oath that in his considered opinion it would have been 
most dangerous to have ventured amongst the drowning 
multitude, and that he refrained from doing so in order 
to preserve the lives of those on board. 

Now we come to the incident of the £5 notes, of 
which so much has been made. What are the plain 
facts ? Long after the cries of the drowning had ceased 
the stoker Taylor, who was sitting on the same thwart 
with Sir Cosmo, turned to him and spoke about the loss 
of his kit, whereupon Sir Cosmo, taking compassion on 
the unfortunate plight of these men, who had lost every¬ 
thing they possessed in this world, offered them £5 

apiece with which to purchase immediate necessities, 
and said he would cable the news of their safety to 
their relations. Was there ever a more natural action 
for a gentleman to take? Would not anyone who had 
been almost miraculously preserved from a fate which 
had overwhelmed so many have adopted the same 
course? Yet on account of this harmless act of grati¬ 
tude and charity Sir Cosmo has been held up to public 
vilification, and every unworthy motive has been attri¬ 
buted to him, not only by the counsel for the Crown, but 
by the lesser lights who, taking their cue from the 
attitude of their seniors, have also sought to make Sir 
Cosmo a victim. But all the efforts of the counsel for 
the prosecution (for they can only be described as such) 
failed to prove that either Sir Cosmo or Lady Duff- 
Gordon had ever said a single word against going back, 
or that they had attempted to induce the crew to row 
away from the scene of the disaster by offering them a 

monetary reward. 

Thus thwarted in his aims in one direction, the 
counsel engaged in the case sought to catch him 
in another. Sir Cosmo was attacked, not because 
he had suggested allowing those struggling in the water 
to drown, but for having failed to order the boat to 
go back and pick up as many as it would hold. Every 
effort was made to prejudice the case against him. He 
was told openly that he had behaved in an ungentle- 
manly and cowardly manner, and accused of having 
made no effort to save anyone else once his own 
safety was assured. Is there any evidence whatsoever 
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to support this allegation? Sir Cosmo and Lady Duff- 

Gordon owed their places in No. 1 Lifeboat simply to 

a fortunate chance which caused them to be standing 

by the only remaining boat on the ship just as it was 

being lowered. There were no other passengers about 

with the exception of two American gentlemen and 

their own secretary; Mr. Murdock, the Chief Officer, 

was filling it up with the stokers and crew. He readily 

accorded places to the Duff-Gordons and the other pas¬ 

sengers who were present, and then personally super¬ 

intended the lowering of the boat, and apparently gave 

vague orders to row about two hundred yards away and 

await events. The evidence as to how far the boat 

actually went from the ship is very conflicting, varying 

from one hundred to one thousand yards. It was prob¬ 

ably nearer the latter figure than the former. In this 

position No. 1 Lifeboat remained until the Titanic sank. 

The appalling nature of the catastrophe seems to have 

unnerved all Horsewell, who, with the exception of 

Symons, was the only other sailor in the boat, admitted 

that it never occurred to him to go back and rescue any¬ 

one, and declares that no one ever made such a suggestion. 

When pressed he declared his mind was so muddled by 

what he had gone through that he could not recall 

clearly anything that happened. This seems to have 

been the state of all on board; they seem to have 

temporarily lost their heads, and to have rowed aim¬ 

lessly about without knowing what they were doing 

or where they were going. Some of the witnesses even 

declare that the boat did put back and endeavour to 

pick up some of those struggling in the water, but they 

could find no one. All this may be regrettable, but 

it is surely insufficient evidence on which to build a 

grave accusation of cowardice and callousness. 

Imagine the lot of these unfortunate people. Two 

hours before they had been comfortably asleep on board 

a ship which experts declared to be practically unsink- 

able. They suddenly found themselves, slightly clad, 

bundled into a small boat on a dark night in an almost 

Arctic atmosphere. They were all strangers of different 

nationalities, professions, and classes. There wras no 

officer or person accustomed to command, capable of 

giving orders or organising the rowers, and fixing on 

some point for which to make. There is no evidence 

to show that anyone in No. 1 Lifeboat, at the moment 

the Titanic sank, knew how many people were on 

board the boat or how many she would hold. She was 

encumbered with oars, masts, and sails. In the darkness 

of the night she seemed tiny, forlorn, and crowded, and 

all on board knew that if a sea got up they were 

doomed to a watery grave. No wonder seaman Horse- 

well declared in his evidence that he could recall nothing 

clearly at the moment the Titanic sank. That was the 

state of mind of everyone. 

Take the case of Lady DufT-Gordon. She had behaved 

with devotion and heroism, having refused the offer of 

a place in one of the first boats, preferring to remain 

and take her chances with her husband. In the boat 
she became violently sea-sick, which everyone with an 

ounce of experience knows unbalances the mind and 
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causes the sufferer to lose all interest in his or her 

surroundings. Yet in spite of these indisputable facts 

every effort has been made by counsel to prove that 

she deliberately advised the crew to refrain from 

venturing amongst the drowning multitude, as they 

might be swamped. Even if she had done so-and 

there is not a whit of evidence to support the assertion 

that she ever said anything—her conduct would be 

quite comprehensible to those who have themselves 

suffered from the most distressing and nerve-destroying 

of all complaints. Let us see, for instance, how an 

acknowledged hero behaved under similar circum¬ 

stances. 

Recall what happened in 1798 on board the Van- 

guard, Nelson’s flagship, when she was caught in a 

terrible storm in the Bay of Naples. The Queen of 

Naples was on board with her children, also Emma, 

Lady Hamilton. The ship was in grave danger of 

sinking or of being cast on the rocks. The scenes 

inside Nelson’s cabin were awful, and only Ladv 

Hamilton kept her head and endeavoured to comfort 
the others. The Queen of Naples’ son died from sea¬ 

sickness in her arms. What was the hero doing all 

this while ? Did he go on deck and do his utmost to 

save the ship ? Did he stay below and endeavour to 

ease the fears of his guests ? Not a bit of it. He was 

so overwhelmed with sea-sickness himself that he 

retired to his bunk, took not the slightest interest 

in the ship or in his lady friends, and remained 

there until the storm had abated. Yet Nelson 

has the highest monument in London as one of the 

greatest heroes of ail times, and poor Lady Duff- 

Gordon, for behaving in exactly the same way under 

similar circumstances, is accused of cowardice, and 

is threatened with a boycott of her dress-making 

establishment. Sir Cosmo himself was busily engaged 
in looking after his wife and in endeavouring to reassure 

her—doing far more in fact than Nelson ever attempted 

to do under similar circumstances for the Queen of 

Naples and Lady Hamilton. Yet Nelson remains on 

his pedestal in Trafalgar Square and Sir Cosmo is he^d 

up before the public as a miserable, selfish poltroon. 

Such is counsel’s idea of fair play. 
If on that tragic night no one in No. 1 Lifeboat 

displayed the very highest qualities of courage or self- 

sacrifice, no one showed themselves possessed of that 

coolness of brain in moments of danger which can 

grasp everything and act as clearly as in normal time?, 
has anyone, from the Attorney-General downwards, 

the right to base on this lack of those higher qualities 

an accusation of callousness and cowardice? There 

were other boats only half full; did they go back? 
The scene in the Court on Friday will never b 

forgotten by those who witnessed it. It confirmed 
every word Mr. H. G. Wells has recently written on 

the misfortune of the country being in the hands of th* 

lawyers. There did not seem to be a single common 

sense man of the world with any idea of fair phy 

court. Not one of the eminent K.C.’s seemed to grasp 

the vast and essential difference between men’s action 

in the time of great emergency and as they app-1 
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weeks afterwards at a Court of Enquiry, when the 
danger has passed and the setting is absolutely different. 
No one in No. 1 Boat had been guilty of any act 
for which his conduct could be called in question 
by any one the least bit cognisant with the effect 
of cold, danger, shock and sea-sickness on human 
nature. Some men do rise to an emergency, but 
they are very few and far between. I wonder, as 
they poured forth those bitter questions, if any 
one of those eminent K.C.’s had ever taken the 
trouble to reflect what his own conduct would have 
been under similar circumstances. Certainly there 
was nothing to suggest in their methods of con¬ 
ducting the case that any one of them would have 
proved himself a hero. It was not an inspiring spectacle 
to watch that row of lawyers increasing the suffer¬ 
ings of those who had just passed through the 
most awful ordeal which a man or woman can be called 
upon to face. We heard a great deal of the foolish ques¬ 
tion of a certain Senator Smith of Milwaukee, and of the 
brutal nature of the attacks made in the United States 
on Mr. Ismay. But none of Senator Smith’s questions 
was as foolish and none of them so brutal as were 
many of those put to the survivors in No. 1 Boat by 
the lawyers engaged in the case. I suppose Lord 
Mersey had no power to put a summary check on this 
cruel inquisition. At any rate, he made no effort to do 
so until one of Mr. Harbinson’s questions induced 
him to intervene. 

This is not the right procedure by which to arrive 
at the truth. Many witnesses will be scared from 
giving evidence at all through fear of having their 
personal conduct called in question. I could not 
help thinking as I watched the proceedings on Friday 
what a pity it is that all the lawyers engaged in this 
intolerable inquisition could not be turned adrift in 
open boats for a few hours on a winter’s night in 
mid-ocean, or made to swim about in a tank of iced 
water for half an hour before being allowed to call 
in question the conduct of those who had just passed 
through such ordeals. If this course were adopted 
in future we should hear fewer foolish and futile 
questions, and nothing more of these baseless accusa¬ 
tions of cowardice and misconduct. 

The Shakespeare Exhibition 

NATURALLY what chiefly attracts attention at the 
Shakespeare Exhibition is the little knot of buildings 

that contains, among others, the Globe and the Fortune 
playhouses—we do not know why they are spoken of 
by the promoters of the Exhibition as “ theatres.” The 
Globe particularly is bound to be the centre of attention. 
Exactly what authority there is for putting a covered 
lobby round it we do not know—in fact, we can say 
that there is no authority. Within, however, it is fairly 
accurate, although in total effect there is not the feeling 

of intimacy one associates with an Elizabethan play¬ 
house. This is partly due to the fact that the stage is 
much too high. It certainly should be no higher than a 
man’s shoulder, and could advantageously be lower. 
We think that there is insufficient authority for the 
stage traverses—though we are glad to have seen them 
in operation during a play because their necessary clumsi¬ 
ness convinces us that they were never on an Eliza¬ 
bethan stage. The builder, too, has marred the inner 
stage by cutting up its opening. Nevertheless, fault¬ 
finding apart, we are not insensible to the fact that this 
is the only representation of the Globe playhouse that 
has been seen in England since the days of the original. 
There is less to attract in the Fortune, partly because its 
traditions are not so lustrous, and partly because, at the 
Exhibition, it is more hidden away and obscure. 

Most of such exhibitions are very like one another; 
and, apart from the fact that the stall-holders have 
agreed to put the word “ Shakespeare ” before the name 
of their articles, whether tiepins or cigarettes, Earl’s- 
Court is still Earl’s Court. You may still go round on 
switchbacks of four distinct and different kinds, or, if you 
wish it, get seasick on a machine especially designed 
to that end. When we went round, most of these con¬ 
trivances were disconsolately idle; but they will soon 
be in full favour. There are only one or two exhibits 
that have to do with Shakespeare—and among those 
few the Mermaid Tavern, it is fair to give a warning, 
does not hold a part Of course, we do not know what 
that celebrated tavern was like; but the restaurant that 
calls itself by that name is no more than an ordinary 
building decorated by gables with “ herring-boning ” on 
them. It gives an excellent dinner, however, which is 
the great thing. 

A Bazaar at Queen’s Hall 

ON Tuesday the Duchess of Albany opened a two 
days* Bazaar at the above hall in aid of 

the funds of the Home of Compassion, at 51, 
Warrington Crescent During the afternoon an 
excellent concert was provided by Madame Blanche 
Marchesi and her pupils, who kindly gave their 
services. There were some ten stalls, all of which were 
tastefully decorated, and the wares temptingly displayed. 
Special mention might be made of the one allotted to 
flowers, which presented a very tempting and bower-like 
appearance. The names of the ladies presiding over the 
different stalls are too numerous to mention, as six or 
more appeared above each small emporium, but they 
consisted of many Society women who are always well to* 
the fore in all deeds of kindness and charity. We trust 
that the two days’ sale resulted in raising a sufficient 
sum for the purpose required. It would be as well if 
a little greater vigilance were exercised at such a func¬ 
tion as this with regard to guarding the entrance. We 
walked in quite easily, without anyone so much as asking" 
to see our ticket. 
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The Royal International Horticultural 

Exhibition, 1912 

THE last exhibition comparable in any degree with 
this was held in the year i860. The progress of 

horticulture since then has been extremely rapid. At 
this exhibition every conceivable branch of the art is 
adequately, in many cases superbly, illustrated. Those 
who visit the grounds of the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, 
merely as visitors, will obtain but a very faint conception 
of the time, trouble and expense which have been be¬ 
stowed upon this vast organisation by those who are 
responsible for its success. Following our customary 
practice, we do not in the pages of The Academy 

attempt to do more than give our readers a general 
appreciation of the exhibition as a whole, noting briefly 
in a few cases the more remarkable individual features. 

In the monster tent the large groups of roses, carna¬ 
tions, rhododendrons, fruit, etc., are superb both in 
quality and in arrangement Hardy flowers throughout 
the show are well up to the average, but not above it 
One of the most notable features of the whole exhibi¬ 
tion is the section comprising rock-, water-, and terrace- 
gardens. One had a good opportunity of verifying here 
the suggestion which we made in these columns a month 
or two ago, namely, that one should introduce water 
into the rock-garden, in order to give that air of cool¬ 
ness which is so necessary. 

The Orchid tent is a thing of wonder: one might well 
spend three or four days in this one tent alone. 

In the Experimental and Educational sections we were 
much interested in comparing the results obtained by 
various treatments at Woburn, and by the demonstra¬ 
tion of the possibilities of indoor gardening. Our 
foreign friends are well represented. Our allies from 
Japan content themselves mainly with their particular 
speciality, namely, miniature gardens and trees. The 
Dutch vegetables and flowers are of fine quality, and the 
Canadian fruit is, as usual, superb. So vast is the 
extent of the space occupied by exhibits that the judges 
found the greatest difficulty in locating the particular 
classes in which it devolved upon them to make the 
awards. 

At the moment of going to press the exhibition had 
not been officially opened by his Majesty the King, but 
everything promised well for the success of the first day. 
The general arrangement of the various tents and out¬ 
door groups leaves nothing to be desired, and the only 
complaint, or rather regret, which we have to utter is, 
that it would require a week at least in which to view 
all that is worth viewing in the most notable horticul¬ 
tural exhibition yet held in this country. 

Notes and News 
A Charter of Incorporation has been granted to the 

Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland, of which Count 
Plunkett, F.S.A., is President. 

A special matinee of “ Bunty Pulls the Strings ” will 
be given at the Haymarket Theatre on Whit Monday, 
May 27. This will be in addition to the usual Wednes¬ 
day, Thursday and Saturday matinees. 

An English translation of General von Bernhardi’s 
much-discussed work, “ Deutschland und der Nachste 
Krieg,” is being made, and will be published by Mr. 
Edward Arnold in the early autumn. The book is 
already in its fifth edition in Germany. 

A provincial meeting of the Royal Meteorological 
Society was held by invitation of the Mayor and Cor¬ 
poration at Southport on Monday, May 13, and proved 
a very successful affair, visits bemg paid to the Marsh- 
side Anemograph Station, the Fernley Observatory, and 
other places of interest. Mr. W. Marriott and Mr. J. S. 
Dines read papers on meteorological subjects. 

Messrs. Duckworth and Co. announce for early pub¬ 
lication a volume of plays by August Strindberg. The 
volume will include “ The Dream Play,” “ The Link,” 
and 11 The Dance of Death.” The translation has been 
made by Edwin Bjorkman, who had Strindberg’s autho¬ 
rity to render the plays into English. A biographical 
note and a full bibliography will be included. 

Mr. David Nutt will shortly publish “ The Story of 
the Miracle,” by H. Hamilton Fyfe, with photos and 
illustrated cover, is. 6d. net; “Songs of Love and 
Earth” (poems), by John Drinkwater, is. 6d. net; 
“The Belfast Boy,” by “J. A. P.,” an Irish novel, 6s.; 
“An Athenian Critic of Athenian Democracy,” by F. 
Brooks, M.A., is. 6d. net; and has also in preparation, 
“ Problems of the Sexes,” by Jean Fino, translated from 
the French by Miss Safford. 

H.R.H. Princess Alexander of Teck is taking a great 
interest in, and will be present at the concert organised 
in aid of, the Ladies' Samaritan Society of the National 
Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic, to be given at 
Grosvenor House on Thursday afternoon, May 30. A 
splendid programme will be provided, the following 
artists, amongst others, taking part:—Miss Louise Dale, 
Madame Ada Crossley, Madame Helen Mar, Miss 
Winifred Purnell, Mr. George Grossmith, Mr. Lawrence 
Kellie, Mr. Johannes Wolff. 

The Visual Instruction Committee appointed by the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies has issued the 
second of a series of lantern lectures on the Colonies and 
India, for which a special fund was raised by a Com¬ 
mittee of ladies, presided over by Lady Dudley, and 
under the patronage of her Majesty the Queen, then 
Princess of Wales. The present book is entitled the 
“ Sea Road to the East,” is illustrated by maps and 
views, and is being published by Messrs. George Philip 
and Son. The slides may be bought from Messrs. 
Newton and Co., of 37, King Street, Covent Garden. 

Among the season's most important matinees will be 
those which take place at the Haymarket Theatre on 
June 25 and 28 in aid of the Keats-Shelley House in 
Rome. Royalty has promised to be present, and among 
the list of patrons are the most distinguished names in 
England and America. The programme will be entirely 
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devoted to extracts from the works of the two great 
poets whose memory the matinees will commemorate. 
Miss Ellen Terry, Miss Genevieve Ward, Miss Marie 
Lohr, Mme Kirkby Limn, Miss Ina Pelly, Mr. E. S. 
Willard, Mr. Frederic Austin, and Mr. Forbes Robert¬ 
son (who will make his first appearance in England on 
his return from America) are among some of the artists 
who have promised their services. 

Royal Naval and Military 

Tournament at Olympia 

ON Wednesday the authorities of the Tournament 
gave a private, dress rehearsal, preceded by a 

luncheon at 1.30. At the luncheon Lord Charles 
Beresford proposed success to the Tournament in a 
felicitous and humorous speech, pointing out the 
advantage of the Naval and Military forces working 
together in times of peace, as they would in the 
event of war. Major-General Sir H. Codrington re¬ 
plied, and General Sir J. Grierson proposed the Press, 
to which Mr. Walter replied, referring to a former 
occasion when the Press, having been invited to a 
sumptuous luncheon, intimated that the entertain¬ 
ment was so handsome that it was clearly a case 
where large advertisements should be forthcoming, 
and that if these did not appear “the show should 
be smashed.” 

The present Tournament bids fair to sustain excel¬ 
lently the prestige of its predecessors. At the begin¬ 
ning the spectacle of the whole arena, filled with 
various companies of Boy Scouts, was splendidly im¬ 
pressive ; they retired to watch the display as honoured 
guests, and, to judge by their cheering, thoroughly appre¬ 
ciated the events. The most effective of these, perhaps, 

was the Naval Field Gun manoeuvring, in which the 
expertness and smartness of the sailors throughout 
many complicated evolutions roused the enthusiasm of 
the large and privileged audience. Other events of 
great interest followed rapidly—a musical ride by the 
Horse Guards and some clever tent-pegging being 
among the best. 

Imperial and Foreign Affairs 
By Lancelot Lawton. 

THE EUROPEAN SITUATION. 

ARELY, if -ever, has the international situation 
been so obscure as it is to-day. We have always 

predicted in these columns that the Turco-Italian con¬ 
flict would bring in its train complications of a gravity 
likely to threaten the tranquillity of Europe. It is now 
more than ever apparent that the inevitable crisis is 
shaping itself with ominous swiftness. That it is the 
deliberate intention of Italy to drag the Powers into her 
quarrel with Turkey is abundantly made manifest. The 
bombardment in the vicinity of the Dardanelles was 

clearly not in the nature of a military measure con¬ 
nected with the general plan of campaign. It was 
neither more nor less than a political ruse. For once 
Turkey, no stranger herself to the wiles of diplomacy, 
fell into the trap. The Straits were strewn with mines, 
the passage was closed, and the Black Sea converted into 
an inland lake wherein were bottled up the ships of all 
nations. Thereupon the two Powers chiefly interested, 
Great Britain and Russia, entered vigorous protests. 
As far as we were concerned the material loss occa¬ 
sioned by the delay to shipping provided an honest 
motive. Russian commerce was similarly inconveni¬ 
enced ; but it is a matter open to some doubt whether, in 
view of the well-known desire of the St. Petersburg 
Government to secure the opening of the Dardanelles 
for the passage of warships, the incident, which promised 
opportunities for raising the whole question, was alto¬ 
gether so unwelcome as the diplomatic protests would 
have us believe. 

About this time, it will be recalled, M. Sazonoff de¬ 
livered a speech in the Duma in the course of which he 
laid emphasis upon the friendly character of the relations 
between Russia and Italy, and, somewhat unnecessarily, 
so it appeared to the ordinary observer, seized upon the 
occasion to remark that the Italian bombardment in the 
neighbourhood of the Dardanelles had been carried out 
very humanely. Turkey was not long in discovering 
that a measure legitimately defensive in itself, the closing 
of the Straits, might in practice have the unlooked- 
for effect of exposing her to aggression from both sides 
of the Bosphorus; and so soon as she had cleared away 
the mines the passage of the Dardanelles was restored 
to navigation. The Russian cause for complaint was 
therefore removed, and Italian statesmen were compelled 
to puzzle their brains in order to devise another means 
of making the war an international nuisance. A second 
naval demonstration off the Dardanelles, without a serious 
attempt to force the Straits, could not have redounded 
to the credit of Italian valour, already somewhat im¬ 
paired by the “ mark-time ” tactics of the Army on the 
fringe of Tripoli. In short, having already caused con¬ 
siderable irritation by her sportive action in that direc¬ 
tion, any further exhibition of naval gunnery would have 
made Italy look ridiculous in the eyes of Europe. Faced 
with these facts, the device of seizing the Aegean isles 
found favour. Here, isolated, were small Turkish garri¬ 
sons, whose forlorn position offered tempting opportu¬ 
nities for the exercise of Italian prowess on land. So 
far operations have been limited to the southern zone. 

For some time the Ottoman Government remained 
calm and unmoved, but on Tuesday the long looked-for 
Imperial irade was issued decreeing the expulsion of 
all Italian subjects who do not leave Turkey within a 
fortnight. Certain considerate exemptions are made, but 
altogether it is anticipated that at least 50,000 Italians 
will be affected by the notice to quit. War conducted 
on a proper scale, though of necessity a hideous business, 
nevertheless affords ample scope for the exhibition of 
the noble qualities to be found in human nature. But 
the Turco-Italian conflict, always bereft of heroic aspect,. 
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has developed into a cat-and-dog affair in which the 
snarl is more frequently employed than the bite. How¬ 
ever much we may feel inclined to poke fun at the 
strange tussle, we must not blind ourselves to the serious 
fact that it is provoking a situation of widespread 
gravity. The pending expulsion of her subjects has 
stirred the diplomatic ardour of Italy to its very depths. 
It is now reported that the northern islands of the 
^Egean Archipelago will be seized. Therein lies the 
subtle suggestion that the Italian fleet will be within 
easy reach of the Dardanelles. The reply of Constan¬ 
tinople is characteristic of the general scheme of strategy 
as developed by both combatants during the present 
war. The loss of the northern islands will be met with 
the reclosing of the Straits. 

Meanwhile, as far as the international situation is con¬ 
cerned, the uncertain attitude of Russia constitutes a 
very disquieting factor. Only the other day one of the 
leading London newspapers published, with a great 
show of authority, the confident prediction that Russia 
and Germany were on the eve of forcing the commercial 
partition of Turkey, and that, although we should be 
offered a share in the spoils as the price of acquiescence, 
no action of ours could frustrate the sinister designs of 
these two Powers. Apparently the Government is not 
in possession of information such as would give 
immediate cause for alarm, for the Prime Minister and 
the First Lord of the Admiralty have left for an ex¬ 
tended tour in the Mediterranean to inspect the naval 
establishments of Malta and Gibraltar; while the 
Minister of War has departed for a holiday in Germany, 
which, in accordance with custom now established, is to 
be purely of a private character. Again and again we 
have drawn attention in The ACADEMY to the state of 
the relations between Russia and Turkey. The friction 
that undeniably exists between these two nations 
originated in a period long before Italy declared war, 
and the cause lay in the menacing attitude of Turkey 
in the neighbourhood of Lake Urumiah, in Northern 
Persia. It is notorious that for some months past 
Russia has been concentrating troops in the Caucasus. 
When we reflect that her unsatisfactory relations with 
'Constantinople are of no recent creation; and that as 
far back as 1909 she concluded an entente with Italy, 
it is not difficult to appreciate her desire to make use 

• of the events of the Turco-Italian conflict as a means 
• of securing the opening of the Dardanelles to her fleet. 
Before we criticise her policy in this respect let us 
frankly admit that were Great Britain similarly placed 
her diplomacy would not act differently from that 
credited to M. Sazonoff. 

The lapse of time and the regrouping of the Powers 
enable us to take a new view of the question. To-day 
Russia certainly has a just grievance in that her fleet 
is bottled up in the Black Sea. Frequently of late 
reports have stated that her warships have been seen 
in the waters of the Bosphorus, and as recently as 
Monday last a telegram received in Vienna declared that 
“ the Russian Black Sea Fleet is again cruising in 
Turkish waters, and shipped on Saturday 1,000 tons of 

coal intended for a Russian navigation company.” The 
same message announced that the Turkish War Office 
was preparing to concentrate troops on both sides of the 
Bosphorus, and that two battalions had already occupied 
the heights in the neighbourhood of Buyukdere. The 
talk has been revived of a conference of the Powers in 
order to find a solution of the complex and dangerous 
problems arising from the Turco-Italian War. That in 
spite of the manifest symptoms of uneasiness no imme¬ 
diate anxiety is felt in responsible quarters, would 
appear to be evident from the movements of Cabinet 
Ministers already alluded to. 

Too much importance should not be attached to the 
alarmist rumours prevailing at the moment. That 
Russia should abruptly throw over the Triple Entente 
with the aid of Germany, who is at present seeking a 
close understanding with this country, is inconceivable. 
The newspaper discussion over the impending change 
at the French Embassy in St. Petersburg is a mere storm 
in a teacup. The definite arrangement that the French 
Premier shall visit Russia next August gives the clue 
to the healthy state of the Dual Alliance. In other 
quarters there are not wanting signs that, in spite of 
alarms, the desire to maintain the peace of Europe is 
both genuine and widespread. In the Reichstag, last 
week, Herr von Kiderlen-Waechter made an important 
statement which has been allowed to pass almost un¬ 
noticed. “ The German Government,” he said with 
amazing candour, “ is accused of abandoning Persia, but 
what we are accused of abandoning is generally some¬ 
thing which we never possessed.” Thus, by inference, 
the German Foreign Secretary admitted the case of 
France and Great Britain in regard to Morocco, and, as 
to Persia, his utterances may be looked upon as a frank 
expression of willingness to extend that recognition to 
the British sphere of influence in the south which has 
already been given to the Russian sphere in the north. 

Motoring and Aviation 

THE week has been prolific of notable exploits in 
aviation, the most sensational being the non-stop 

flight of a Belgian airman, M. Crombez, from Nieuport, 
Belgium, to Calais, thence to Dover, and back to 
Nieuport, the whole return journey being accomplished 
in a little over two hours. The machine used in this 
astonishing performance was a Deperdussin monoplane, 
a type of aeroplane which seems to have created almost 
a revolution in reliability combined with speed. Other 
notable performances of the week have been Mr. 
Hamel’s fourth flight, with a lady passenger, across the 
Channel, and a flight from Hendon to Bath in two hours 
by Mr. B. C. Hucks, both these feats being accom¬ 
plished on B16riot monoplanes. 

Some drivers of horsed vehicles still seem to linger 
under the impression that they are under no obligation 
to make way for the faster motor car, and that they 

are legally entitled to monopolise the centre of the road- 
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way if they choose to be obstreperous. They forget, 
however, that there is such a thing as the Highway Act 
of 1835, and that under one of its sections wilful 
obstruction of the highway is a punishable offence. One 
such driver had a reminder of the existence of this 
clause the other day when the A.A. and M.U. prose¬ 
cuted him on behalf of one of its members. The fine 
and costs only amounted to £1 12s., but the lesson is a 
useful one, nevertheless, and if repeated with sufficient 
frequency will in time convince the horse-driver that 
the motorist has now established his right to exist. 

The popularity of the insurance policy issued by the 
Motor Union Insurance Company is shown by the great 
and continuous increase in the number of cars insured 
under it, the figures since 1907 being as follows: 1907, 
4,000; 1908, 6,000; 1909, 7,000; 1910, 12,000; 1911, 
well over 20,000. Two special features of these policies 
which are evidently appreciated by many motorists are 
the right of appeal to an independent committee of the 
A.A. and M.U. in the event of any dispute arising in 
connection with a claim, and the existence of a special 
fund allocated to deal with cases of hardship to the 
insured which are not legally covered by the policy. 
These privileges are quite unique, and in conjunction 
with a simple, comprehensive, and moderate scale of 
premiums render the A.A. and M.U. motor policy an 
excellent one from every point of view. 

The accession of Mr. Warwick Wright and Mr. Sidney 
Smith to the management of the Sheffield-Simplex 
Motor Works, Ltd., renders that company one of the 
the strongest combinations in the motor industry. With 
Lord Fitzwilliam as chairman, Mr. Percy Richardson 
concentrating his attention upon the manufacturing 
department, Mr. Warwick Wright in charge of the sales, 
and Mr. Sidney Smith as manager of the works, it is 
safe to prophesy that the Sheffield-Simplex, which is 
already recognised as a car of the highest class, will 
soon prove a formidable rival to any car in the world 
in the matter of popularity. 

Of the personnel of the new Sheffield-Simplex com¬ 
bination it is only necessary to say with regard to the 
chairman, Earl Fitzwilliam, that he is the well-known 
industrial peer owner of Wentworth-Woodhouse, and 
that he has been the proprietor of the Sheffield-Simplex 
car and its interests ever since the inception of the 
company several years ago. Mr. Percy Richardson’s 
association with the motor industry dates back to 1897, 
and he is one of its most widely-known personalities. 
Originally connected with the Great Horseless Carriage 
Company, he joined the Daimler Motor Company in 
1899, resigning his position there in 1903 to become 
general manager of Brotherhood-Crocker Motors, Ltd., 
and eventually taking up the managing-directorship of 
the Sheffield-Simplex Company at the time of its forma¬ 
tion—a position he has held ever since. He was 
responsible for the design and production of both the 
Brotherhood and Sheffield-Simplex cars, so that the 
manufacturing side of the business will be, as hitherto, 
in very capable hands. Mr. Warwick Wright, to whom 
is due the credit of having established the reputation of 

McCURDS 
have the finest selection of sound, high-class 

SECOND-HAND CARS 
IN LONDON 

AT PHENOMENALLY LOW PRICES 

Every Car thoroughly examined before 

being offered for sale, and its exact 

condition stated to the purchaser. 

McCURDS are probably the only 

firm in the motor car industry who 

can point to 8 years' trading without 

a single law-suit — an absolute proof 

of honest and satisfactory dealing. 

SPECIAL AQBNTS FOR WARREN, ENFIELD, 

AND SCHNEIDER CARS 

McCURDS, Ltd. 
STORE STREET, TOTTENHAM 

COURT ROAD, LONDON, W. 
Telegrams: ** Moccurdt London." 

Telephone: City 9916. 

the Metallurgique in this country, is regarded as one of 
the best sales organisers in the industry; whilst Mr. 
Sidney Smith has given abundant evidence of his 
capacity as works manager by his record with the Napier 
and Metallurgique concerns. Altogether, it would not 
be easy to find any motor manufacturing company more 
efficiently represented in each of its departments than 
the Sheffield-Simplex Motor Works, Ltd. 

At the Welsh Industries Exhibition, which is now in 
progress at Cardiff, one of the stands—that of the 
Challenge Rubber Mills—has a working exhibit show¬ 
ing the various stages of rubber, from the raw material 
to the finished compound suitable for tyre making and 
repairing purposes. There is also shown the method by 
which Victor Vests and retreads are prepared, as well 
as specimens of the Victor tyre. This tyre has excited 
much attention lately on account of the claims made on 
its behalf and challenges thrown out on its behalf. The 
exhibitors are presenting to each motoring caller at the 
stand an internal tyre gaiter made of the same material 
as the "vest,” and acting locally to the burst tyre the 
same as the " vest ” acts to it generally. R. B. H. 

Flying at Hendon 
SATURDAY witnessed one of the best days for flying 
that Hendon has seen for many weeks. The tempera¬ 
ture was mild, the sun was shining, while scarcely a 
breath of wind moved the flags on their masts. Mr. 
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Grahame-White and Mr. Ewen went for a short trial 
flight, after which the Cross-Country Handicap took 
place. This resulted in a win for Mr. Lewis Turner on 
a Grahame-White biplane, Mr. Hucks being second. 
Three only took part in the Grand Speed Handicap, 
Mr. J. Valentine, who should have led the way, being 
kept to earth by engine trouble. Mr. Hucks accom¬ 
plished the first heat in 34 min. 30 2-5 sec.; in the 
second heat Mr. Turner descended before he had com¬ 
pleted the requisite number of laps, but started again 
and managed to beat Mr. Ewen, who, however, was 
much applauded for his graceful descent. 

In the Altitude Contest Mr. Hucks and Mr. Moor- 
house ascended 4,100 and 5,900 feet respectively. We 
understood that Mr. Hucks suffered so severely from the 
cold that he abandoned the final speed handicap with 
Mr. Turner. 

Mrs. Stocks went a short distance, but descended 
rather rapidly owing to some trouble with the rudder. 
The lady was unhurt, and the machine escaped with the 
breaking of a few wires. Mr. Grahame-White took 
Lady Maxwell Willshire for a flight round the course. 

In the Temple of Mammon 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 

queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 

stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

PESSIMISM is the fashion for the moment. The 
Stock Exchange is always either up or down. Just 
now it is very much down. The gamblers are 

experiencing one of those shake-outs that are an essential 
part of the mechanism of speculation. All sorts of 
excuses are made to account for the fall, although none 
is needed. If you buy what you cannot pay for, the 
money-lender has you by the throat. A large number 
of prospectuses have appeared, but few of them seem to 
me attractive. 41 Le Coq ” is a famous brand all over 
Russia. Many a headache has been caused by a bottle 
of Le Coq poured into a bottle of champagne. The 
Russians are fond of stout, and possibly the company 
will be successful. Hill’s Gas Plants is a gamble that 
may be avoided. The May Morn Estates should be left 
to those with inside knowledge. Messrs. Chaplin, Milne, 
Grenfell and Co. offered us ^350,000 5 per cent, deben¬ 
tures at 92 in the St. Petersburg Land and Mortgage 
Company, an enterprise on the Neva. There is room 
for such a company, for St. Petersburg is a great town, 
and requires development. Mr. Lincoln has at last 
brought out his Oil and Drilling Trust. It is a fair Oil 
gamble. The City of New Westminster in British 
Columbia offers per cent, debentures at 98}. The 
yield is therefore just a shade over 4$. But there is never 
any market in these Canadian Municipal issues, and 
although the capital and interest are secure, they are only 
/ock-up investments. The investing public appears to be 
tired, and new issues are not going well. 

Money.—Money would seem to be growing cheaper 
all over the world. The Bank of France has reduced its 
rate, and Berlin will soon follow. Indeed, we may get a 

glut in the Money markets, especially if speculation dies 
away. There is nothing to keep up the price of money 
except the fear of international complications. This 
appears to be more or less a newspaper scare. 

Foreigners.—Chinese issues are weak. I do not think 
the weakness comes from any fear that the new loan 
will be refused by China. Indeed, the London bankers 
are confident that all will go smoothly. There are nasty 
rumours about with regard to Japan, whose financial posi¬ 
tion grows more precarious each week. Perus continue 
flat. But I fancy Tintos will soon go to 80. 

Home Rails.—At last the Stock Exchange has turned 
round. It now discovers, too late, alas ! that Home Rail¬ 
way dividends are to be bad. Having been 44 bullish ” 
for weeks, it has now turned a 44 bear.” As I have been 
pointing out for the past month, traffics are atrocious, 
and I see no rise in any Home Railway stock before July 
or August. Great Westerns show a decrease of 
^433,000, and the dividend must be reduced at least 
1 per cent. North Western show a decrease of 
^465,000, and here also a 1 per cent, reduction is 
definitely certain. But both Midland and North Western 
show decreases of ^530,000, and these are so serious 
that it is impossible to forecast the dividend. Probably 
very serious cuts will be made in the distributions. Great 
Central is also hopelessly behindhand, its traffic decrease 
being ^264,000 in 19 weeks. As I have before pointed out, 
this will seriously affect the chance of a dividend on 
the ’91 and ’94 Preference. South Eastern and Chatham 
come out much better than the heavier lines, but the 
general opinion is that dividends for the current half- 
year will be very much reduced, and, in spite of the heavy 
fall, I look for a further drop. 

Yankees.—The Yankee Market looks like making a 
recovery. But I am a little doubtful. It is clear that the 
wheat crop will not be good, and this will affect the 
earnings of some of the railways. On the other hand, 
cotton promises well. Trade in the States is improving. 
It would seem to me that we shall get an uncertain market 
in Yankee Rails all through the summer, with a prob¬ 
able raging, tearing boom in Copper. There is not much 
chance, therefore, of a serious fall in the Railway Market, 
because, when the Americans are on the boom tack in 
one department they are bad sellers of anything else. 
There is nothing to go for except Copper shares. 

Rubber.—All interest in Rubber shares remains dor¬ 
mant. The Linggi- report shows 4,765 acres planted, 
from which the company obtained 1,097,719 lbs. The 
cost of production, including all charges, was is. io.86d. 
per lb., and the average selling price was 4s. 9-56d. The 
profit of ^187,013 is sufficient to pay 193} per cent., 
wffiich is, after all, reasonable. Evidently the Linggi 
property has been overtapped, and the estimate for the 
current year is very little more than last year’s estimate. 
The profit should therefore be about the same. Finan¬ 
cially, Linggi capital is only ^110,000, and it has 
^176,550 invested and ^80,984 cash ! Linggi shares at 
present prices yield well over 10 per cent. They are 
therefore a reasonable holding, especially as the cultivated 
area is to be increased to 7,000 acres, and the output 
should grow each year. There is no reason why the 
company should not shortly be turning out about two 
million pounds of rubber, and even if the price of the 
raw material fell is. a pound, the profit could be main¬ 
tained at ^200,000. 

Oil.—Even the Oil Market has dried up. The gamble 
in Urals collapsed suddenly. Probably brokers whose 
clients found a difficulty in paying up over Marconi and 
Anglo-Continentals became nervous over the position in 
Urals. However, last week I pointed out that Urals had 
touched the top, and my readers will not be surprised 
at the collapse. The Ural Caspian has a very large 
territory which it is prospecting with great success. But 
it is ridiculous to compare it with Shell, or to suggest 
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that the share is anything like so valuable. The Shell 
Transport Company has interests in every part of the 
world, a vast fleet of steamers, an enormous business that 
has taken years to build up. It has just concluded peace 
with its great rival, the Standard Oil, and whatever boom 
there is in Oil, Shell must participate. It is therefore 
a sound industrial with a minimum of risk. The Ural 
has to make its name, drill its wells, build reservoirs, 
buy tank steamers, get rid of its oil, and cannot under 
any circumstances establish itself under a couple of years. 
Therefore the price was preposterously high. I do not 
wish to disparage Ural. I think it an admirable specula¬ 
tion. But only when the share can be obtained at a 
moderate price. That Oil is going to be one of the 
gambling counters of the year seems likely. But we must 
wait a few weeks till the punters have recovered their 
spirits. 

Tin.—Lord Harris effectually put the last nail in the 
coffin of the Tin boom. I have so often pointed out the 
ridiculous nonsense printed about Anglo-Continentals that 
I need not repeat my criticisms. It is surprising that 
the City should have believed all the rubbish they read 
in the newspapers and heard talked in the streets about 
these tin lodes in Nigeria. A tin lode can only be made 
to pay with low working costs, by the strictest economy. 
It would take at least two years to develop a tin lode 
in Nigeria, erect machinery, and obtain results. No 
reasonable person would therefore buy shares in a com¬ 
pany that had only a lode to work on. Alluvial tin 
mining is a very different kind of thing. There the tin 
can be got out immediately and sold for cash. The 
profits are instantaneous, and at moderate capitalisations 
alluvial tin propositions are good. The disappointment 
that has attended gamblers in Anglo-Continentals will, 
however, have a bad effect on the Tin Market. The 
Government Report is valueless, as it only expresses the 
opinion of a gentleman who is not a tin expert. 

Kaffirs and Rhodesians.—The jobbers are leaving 
these markets for Oil, Tin, and Copper, and there is 
no movement of any sort worth chronicling. Paris has 
always been a great market in African shares, but the 
Frenchman now declines to interest himself. One day 
a move may be made, but there are no signs of it at 
present. 

Miscellaneous.—There is still some difficulty antici¬ 
pated over the settlement in American Marconis. The 
Marconi and its subsidiaries will probably droop until 
the report is out. The Stock Exchange is looking for 
a 4s. dividend, and will be very disappointed if they do 
not get out, though why people should wish to buy to 
only pay 3} I cannot say. 

Raymond Radclyffe. 

The recent active dealing in the shares of the Premier 
Oil and Pipe Line and the Central Carpathian Companies 
has been, it is now well known, inspired by the fact that 
these two concerns are to form the nucleus of a big 
Galician oil combine. The latter will have at its disposal 
very large means for drilling and development work, and 
one object of its formation is the acquisition of extended 
areas of petroliferous land, the most important refineries 
existing in Austria, together with reservoirs, pipe lines, 
iind all the necessary adjuncts for a gigantic oil business. 
The fact that the producing wells will thus be dealing 
-direct with the refineries will enable the combine to save 
about 8s. 4d. per ton of oil, and the concerns composing 
the amalgamated undertaking will consequently be enabled 
to make largely increased profits. The capital of the com¬ 
bine will be ^4,000,000, of which no less than £500,000 
will be set aside for working capital, and the latter is to 
l>e guaranteed by a group of leading German banking 
houses. Shareholders in the Premier Oil and Pipe Line 
Co. will have an opportunity of participating in the new 
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venture on ground-floor terms, and both this company and 
the Central Carpathian Oil Company will be bound to 
gain a considerable advantage by the establishment of the 
international market which will be created for the new 
shares. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
“ WHO ” OR “ WHOM ”? 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Following the example set by Mr. Murison, and 
availing myself of your generous hospitality under the 
circumstance, I beg to be allowed to appeal to English 
scholars regarding certain points not yet elucidated in 
connection with the interrogative and relative pronouns 
who and whom. 

Many persons are under the impression that who? in 
sentences similar to the following, is wrong, and that 
whom should be substituted for it: 

Example. 

(a) Have you read (say) 44 Le Cid ”? 

(b) No; who is it by? 
Their plea for coming to this conclusion is this : Who, 

being governed by the preposition by, must be in the 
objective case, on the principle that who, in this case, 
forms what Nesficld calls a 44 pendent nominative,1 * that 
is to say, a nominative without a finite verb to go with 
it, “ which,M Nesfield adds, “ is a monstrosity.** So far 
so good; but, according to my humble opinion, by re¬ 
storing the ellipses, the sentence as it is will be shown 
as perfectly correct: 

Example. 

Who is (the author) by (whom) it (was written)? 

Now, let us have recourse to parsing : 
Who, an interrogative pronoun, c.g., 3rd p. s., nomina¬ 

tive case (or subject) to the verb is. 
It, a personal pronoun, n. g., 3rd p. s., nominative case 

to was written. 
By, a preposition, governing whom, understood, in the 

objective case. 

In like manner do not the English sometimes, for the 
sake of brevity, make use of what I shall call 44 the con¬ 
tracted conditional,** instead of the ordinary 44 con¬ 
ditional**? Here is an example in point: “ Had those 
principles been true, we ourselves had languished (= we 
ourselves should have languished) to this hour in that 
miserable state of ignorance.* *—Extract from Pitt*s 
speech on behalf of the blacks of Africa. 

In French the same thing occurs. In fact, what are 
the expressions voici and voild, if not the combined forms 
of the old imperative of the verb voir (voi) with the adverbs 
ci and Id ? 

The. other point is this : 

Belzebub, than whom 
Satan except, none higher sat. 

—Milton. 

Discarding the expression 44 What nonsense ! ”, I fully 
endorse the opinion of Mr. Moon (Dean Alford’s critic) 
as it is expressed in the following sentence: 44 You tell 
us that than governs an accusative case.* What non¬ 
sense ! If than governs an accusative, the translators 
of the Scriptures were wrong in making Solomon say, 
in Eccles. ii, 25 : 4 Who can eat more than I ? * Thfcy 
should have made him say : 4 Who can eat more than 
me? * ** 

% 

• Latham is also of opinion that than is a conjunction here (Gram., 
p. 361, Vol. II); Drs. Abbot and Sweet are of a different opinion. 
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In the sentence quoted from Milton, I think that than is 
but a conjunction. Let us now restore the ellipses : Belze- 
bub—none, except Satan, sat higher than (he, that Belze- 
bub of) whom (I speak). 

With the help of parsing, we have : 
(a) than—a conjunction. 
(b) whom—a relative pronoun, 3rd p. s., m. g., ob¬ 

jective case, governed by the preposition of 
understood. 

"There is ample analogy,’' says Nesfield (Gr., p. 77, 
ed. 1908), " for the use of than as a preposition, besides 
ample authority. * Superior to mine ’ = ‘ Better than 
mine.1 If to is a preposition, why not than? *' To that 
question I shall take the liberty to give this answer: 
Because the part of speech of a word depends much on 
its meaning in the sentence where it happens to be. Now, 
to means d, which is a preposition in French, whilst than 
means que, which is a conjunction in the same language. 
So safe is this theory that, by its application, it will be 
easily proved that the word but, for instance, may be 
treated now as a noun or a pronoun, now as a conjunction 
or a preposition, etc., according to the different meanings 
it has in the sentences in which it is used, 

with but. 
Cet 41fcve est intelligent, mais 

paresseux. (Here the word 
but is a conjunction like 
mais.) 

11 n’a que douze ans (or, It est 
agd de douze ans sculement). 
(Here the word but is an 
adverb like seuUment.) 

11 n’y a pas, en Angleterre, de 
cocher qui n’ait un journal 4 
lui. (But is here a relative 
pronoun like qui.) 

Avec vos /» et vos mais, vous ne 
rlussirez jamais. (Here 

huts is a noun like mais.) 
11 n*y avait personne 14, excepti 

tnoi. (Here but is a preposi¬ 
tion like except«*.) 

I have the honour to be, Sir, your obedient servant, 
Adolphe Bernon. 

61, Talbot Road, Bayswater, W. 
May 18, 1912. 

Examples 

1. That boy is intelligent but 
lazy. 

2. He is but twelve. 

3. There is no coachman in Eng¬ 
land but has a paper of his 
own. 

4. With your i/s and buts, you 
will never succeed. 

5. There was nobody there, hut 
me. 

GERMANY AND ENGLAND. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

SiRf—May I venture to make one brief comment on 
Mr. Lawton's timely and sagacious article? He omits all 
reference to what is really Germany’s most pressing need 
at the moment—the acquisition of a temperate colony for 
her surplus population. It is surely not for us, who have 
secured so much white man’s territory, to grudge Ger¬ 
many any share in the little that may be considered to be 
not yet fully appropriated. That little is in .South 
America, and therefqre comes under the more or less un¬ 
recognised protection of the Monroe Doctrine. To put it 
quite plainly, we have no interest whatever in the en¬ 
forcement of the Monroe Doctrinej rather the reverse. 
And we should therefore be only too willing to give diplo¬ 
matic assistance to Germany in the acquisition of South 
American territory. By definitely repudiating the Monroe 
Doctrine we could do very much to relieve the Anglo- 
German situation in Europe, and at the same time help 
tc introduce into Latin America a very desirable element 
of Teutonic virility and civilisation.—I am, Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
Immo S. Allen. 

London Institution, 
Finsbury Circus. E.C, 

BOOKS RECEIVED 
HISTORY. BIOGRAPHY, AND MEMOIRS. 

The Crime of 1812 and Its Retribution. A New Rendering 
into English of Labaume’s " Relation circonstanciee J 
de la Campagne de Russie en 1812.” By T. Dundas 
Pillans. With an Introduction by W. T. Stead and 
a Map. (Andrew Melrose. 10s. 6d. net.) 

Philippe II, Roi d'Espagne: Etude sur sa Vie et son 
CaracUre. By Charles Bratli. With a Preface by 
M. Baguenault de Puchesse. Illustrated. (Honor? 
Champion, Paris. 7 fr. 50 c.) 

Nos Hommes d'fsfat et VCEuvre de Riforme. By Fran¬ 
cois Maury. (Fdlix Aldan, Paris. 3 fr. 50 c.) 

La Chronique de VAn iqii, qui contient le Rdcit des 
Negotiations officielles et des Negotiations Secrites a 
propos du Maroc et du Congo. By Mermeix. (Ber¬ 
nard Grasset, Paris. 3 fr. 50 c.). 

Sixty Years of Progress and Fiscal Policy. By Earl 
Brassey, G.C.B., D.C.L. New Edition. (The Free 
Trade Union, is. 6d.) 

The Battle of Waterloo. By Hilaire Belloc. With Maps 
and Plans. (Stephen Swift and Co. is. net.) 

The Life of William Robertson Smith. By J. S. Blacx 
and G. Chrystal. Illustrated. (A. and C. Black. 
15s. net.) 

Some German Women and Their Salons. By Mary Har¬ 
grave. Illustrated. (T. Werner Laurie. 7s. bd. 
net.) 

The Life and Times of Rodrigo Borgia, Pope Alexander 
VI. By the Most Rev. Arnold H. Mathew, D.D. 
Illustrated. (Stanley Paul and Co. 16s.) 

The Ancient Sources of the Endowments of the Church 
of England. By Hon. Professor W. Boyd Dawkir.‘. 
M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S. (Sherratt and Hughes, .id. 
net.) 

The Attack on the Church in Wales. By the Rev. Robert 
Williams, M.A. With a Preface by the Rt. Rer. 
John Owen, D.D., Lord Bishop of St. Davids 
(A. R. Mowbray and Co. 6d. net.) 

The Poets of Ireland: A Biographical and Bibliographic 
Dictionary of Irish Writers of English Verse. 0} 
D. J. O’Donoghue. (Hodges, Figgis and to, 
Dublin. 2is. net.) 

The Life of James, First Duke of Ormonde, 
By Lady Burghclere. Two vols. Illustrated. (Jwn 
Murray. 28s. net.) , 

The Secret of the Pacific. By C. Reginald tnoex, 
F.R.G.S. Illustrated. (T. Fisher Unwin. 12s-M 

The Register of the Kentucky State Historical Soculf- 
Vol. X, No. 29. (Frankfort, Kentucky. 

The Italians of To-Day. By Richard Bagot. (MiUs J™ 
Boon. 2s. 6d. net.) . 

The Forty Martyrs of the Sinai Desert, and the btory* 
Eulogios. From a Palestinian, Syriac and 
Palimpsest. Transcribed by Agnes Smith *’ 
M.R.A.S. (The University Press, Cambnog • 
7s. 6d. net.) . p,f. 

Chats on Old Jewellery and Trinkets. By Mtclver 
cival. Illustrated. (T. Fisher Unwin. 5s-nr_. 

Omens and Superstitions of Southern India. By - - 
Thurston, C.I.E. Illustrated. (T. Fisher 
12s. 6d. net.) 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

The Heralds of the Dawn. A Play in Eight Sceoes . 
William Watson. (John Lane. 4s. ntt| Bv i 

I The Veritable Mirror of Destiny: .4 Fantasy. •>. 
Hearne. (David Nutt. 6d. net.) Hungarian 

: Bytance. A Drama in Three Acts from the , 
of Francis Herczeg. (Honore Champion, 

* Men About Town. By F. O. L. (Arthur L. Humphry 
is. net.) 
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Miniatures. By George A. B. Dewar. (Sidgwick and 
Jackson. 2s. 6d. net.) 

Sappho in the Added Light of the New Fragments. A 
Paper read before the Classical Society of Newnham 
College, 22nd February, 1912, by J. M. Edmonds. 
(Deighton, Bell and Co., Cambridge, is. net.) 

The Cheerful Way. By Lady Doughty. (A. and C. 
Black. 2s. 6d. net.) 

The Robert Browning Centenary Celebration at West- 
minster Abbey, May yth, /912. Edited, with an In¬ 
troduction and Appendices, by Professor Knight. 
With a Portrait. (Smith, Elder and Co. 2s. net.) 

Byroniana und Anderes aus dem Englischen Seminar in 
Erlangen. By Hermann Varnhagen and Others. 
(Max Mencke, Erlangen, Bavaria.) 

Tripoli and Young Italy. By Charles Lapworth, in colla¬ 
boration with Miss Helen Zimmern. Illustrated. 
(Stephen Swift and Co. 10s. 6d. net.) 

A Night in the Luxembourg. By Remy de Gourmont. 
With Preface and Appendix by Arthur Ransome. 
(Stephen Swift and Co. 5s. net.) 

The Tyranny of Trade Unions. By One Who Resents It. 
(Eveleigh Nash. is. net.) 

Lectures and Essays of William Robertson Smith. Edited 
by J. S. Black and G. Chrystal. With Portrait 
Frontispiece. (A. and C. Black. 10s. net.) 

Through Greece and Dalmatia: A Diary of Impressions 
Recorded by Pen and Pencil. By Mrs. Russell Bar¬ 
rington. (A. and C. Black. 7s. 6d. net.) 

Letters to Myself. By a Woman of Forty. (T. Werner 
Laurie. 5s. net.) 

The Church in the Pages of “Punch.” By the Rev. D. 
Wallace Duthie. Illustrated. (Smith, Elder and Co. 
6s. net.) 

Christianity and Business. By Edward Grubb, M.A. (T. 
Fisher Unwin. 2s. 6d. net.) 

The Value of a Maimed Life: Extracts from the Manu¬ 
script Notes of Thomas Wedgwood. Selected by 
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The Cowper & Newton Museum I IP & O Passenger 
Obey, Bucks. 

AN APPEAL FOR ENDOWMENT. 

Twelve years ago, 00 the occasion of the Centenary of the death 
of the poet Cowper, the house in which he lived at Olney 
was presented to the town to form a Memorial and Museum. 
The Trustees have, with a number of gentlemen resident in 
the district, formed an Endowment Committee, of which the 
Bishop of Durham is the Chairmen. 

The Secretary is M*. Thomas Wright, the Cowper and 
Newton Museum, Olney, Bucks, to whom Contributions 
should be addressed. 

CANADIAN PACIFIC 
OCEAN AND RAIL SERVICES TO 

. . AND THROUGH CANADA . . 
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T HaEcA8? ?fL Mart® • Antoinette: 
Jr , A ^ P«riod of European re- 
r #u „ch amon8 representatives 
n Plrou<,*1°n, Gainsborough and Mozart. 

rB/vi.Sh4rfCa i**1*!" ?COtt* ™rd ^tion, 
revised. London : The Leadenhall Press, Ltd., 
50, Leadenhall Street, E.C. 

Price Three Shillings and Sixpence. 

" English and foreign reviews united in wel- 
coming the first edition of this interesting little 
boo*t' “ a *tudy of what historians, both of 
art and life, have been inclined to neglect, the 
renascence of moral dignity and true artistic 
taste during the reign of Louis XVI." 

Spectator. 

'P YPEWRITING promptly and 
A accurately done. iod. per 1,000 words. 
Specimens and references.—Address Miss 
Messes, The Orchard, Cotterill Road, Sur¬ 
biton, S.W. 

CITY LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED. 
t, Paul Stisst, Finsbury, London, E.C., 

Direct attention to tboir famous 

IDEAL POLICY, 
eeaabiaiag House Purchase with Life Aasuranoe. 
Guaranteed Loin, Caah Surrender and Paid-up 

Vaiuoa endorsed on ovary policy iaaood. 
Proapoclua Pott Free- 

Agasis wanted. Eieeilent proapocta. 
If. GKEGORY, Managing Director. 
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Bargains in books.- 
Webster’s Internationa) Dictionary, 1 

vols., 1907, new, aos.; Bally’s Magazine of 
Sports and Pastimes, 64 vols., | calf, £7 10s.; 
Golf Illustrated, it vols., £3 3s.; The Fine 
Art Scott’s Novels and Oak Stand, 28 vols., 
£2 1 os.; Country Life, beautifully Illustrated, 
a set to date, 30 vols., £1$; Hamerton’s Paris 
in Old and Present Times, as new, cost 
£4 4»., price £2 as.; Harper’s Road Books, 
Brighton, Hastings, Oxford, Ac., 11 vols., as 
new bargain, £3 3a.; Sir Tbos. Lawrence, by 
Lord Gower, with a Catalogue of his Engraved 
Works, many plates (£2 net), for £$ 5s.; 
Rudder's History of Gloucestershire, folio, 
call, rare, 1779, £6 6s.; Worsley’s History of 
the Isle of Wight, quarto, calf, 1781, rare, 
£3 3*-» Oscar Wilde’s Works, is vols., £3; 
Tiffen’s Bow, Chelsea and Derby Porcelain 
Manufactories, scarce, 15s.; Church of England 
Pulpit, 28 vols., £2 as.; The Connoisseur, a set 
to date, £6 6s.; Encyclopaedia of Sport, 2 vols., 
half-calf, £2 as., cost £4 4s., 1897; Times 
Century Dictionary, 8 vols., | levant (pub. 
£*S 15*-). for £6 10a.; George Eliot’s Novels, 
ai vols., 35s.; Harmsworth’s History of the 
World, 8 vols., 30s.; Burke’s Peerage, 1911, 
14s.; Fairbairn’a Book of Crests, last edition, 
a vois., ass.; Harmsworth’s Atlas, 30s.; 100,000 
rare Books, all kinds. List free.—BAKER’S 
GREAT BOOK SHOPS, 16 and 11, John 
Bright Street, Birmingham. 
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vy E8TMIN8TER SCHOOL.-An 

* Examination will be hdd 00 June 

a6th, 27th, and 28th to fill up not lea thin 

four residential and three noo-residendil 

scholarships, and tlao some exhibitions—Fa 

particulars apply by letter to the Butuv 

Little Deans Yard, London, S.W. 

T OURNALIST1C and 8ECRE- 
V TAR1AL TRAINING FOR LADIES.- 

Rapid systematic coaching. Special count b 

Journalism. Excellent introductions given.- 

Telephone or write, THE TRIANGLE 

SECRETARIAL OFFICES, 61, South Kollos 

Street, W. 
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Registered as a Newspaper in the United Kingdom, and at 
the New York Post Office as Second-class Mail 
Matter. Transmissible to Canada at the Canadian 
Magazine rate of Postage. Subscriptions: Inland 
151.; Foreign 17s. 6d. a year, post-free. 

The EDITORIAL OFFICE is at 63, LINCOLN'S 
INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C., where all communica¬ 
tions to the Editor should be addressed. 

The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited Manu¬ 
scripts which are not accompanied by a stamped addressed 
envelope. The receipt of a proof does not imply the 
acceptance of an article. 

Notes of the Week 
A S wc go to press there seems some hope that 
l \ the trouble at the Docks may shortly be 

A. settled, in spite of the proud boast of Mr. 
Ben Tillett that “ the strike is going on.” Many of the 
men are complaining that they were called out on a 
mere pretext without being consulted, and there is little 
doubt that if proper protection is afforded them they 
will return to work, whether their "leaders” wish it 
or not This protection Mr. McKenna seems deter¬ 
mined to give, if we rightly interpret the announcement 
from the Home Office. The Government, he says, " will 
insist upon the maintenance of order, and will, if neces- 
saj7» use all the resources at their disposal to ensure 
the continued supply of food for the people of London.” 
The paradoxical part of the whole thing is—although by 
now we are becoming used to a Gilbertian state of 
affairs—that such a declaration should be required. 
Twice within twelve months, at the bidding of 
well-paid men whose chief qualification is a parrot-like 
gift of inflammatory speech, thousands of tons of food 
and supplies have been held up, often until they were 
worthless for consumption ; with this, the populations of 
whole districts are rendered miserable by an access of 
poverty. Six months ago we wrote in these columns: 

The unhealthy blight of discontent over nearly all the 
abour world will not be removed until the various 
Trade Unions realise that the hectoring, dictatorial 

methods which they have seen fit to adopt are ruinous 
to welfare of the very men for whose protection they 

/ 
Digitized by Google 

were ostensibly formed”; ijEfyentsitend to suggest that 
both the men themselves and the Government will soon 
force the less scrupulous leaders to realise the futility 
of their methods in no uncertain fashion. 

Some months ago an enthusiastic investigator dis¬ 
covered that birds are carriers of disease t it is now the 
turn of the fly. The friendly little fly that shares our 
meals so quietly is “ the most dangerous animal in exist¬ 
ence,” says the usual “ eminent medical man.” A New 
York fly was caught with 100,000 bacteria in its mouth, 
on its legs, and slung over its shoulder, so to speak; 
another one who was just making off with a small 
matter of 250 was waved back and forced to put down 
his burden on the charge-sheet of the microscopist. 
Between the scientists who tell us that the fly is a busy 
and necessary scavenger and the doctors who aver that 
he lives only to drop bundles of bacteria wherever he 
goes, we hardly know what to do, individual inspection 
being out of the question. Perhaps, since scare articles 
must be written and " The Return of the Deadly Fly ’* 
makes an effective headline for Newton Street as at 
present directed, we may still sleep soundly in spite 
of alL 

A correspondent of one of our daily papers which 
devotes considerable space to the fair sex has been 
writing some very unkind things about the "modem 
girl,” and incidentally proving the worthlessness of a 
sweeping generalisation. " Because the manners of the 
modem girl are deplorably bad,” says this cynical lady, 
" it does not follow that the change for the worse goes 
below the surface, though her selfishness and scorn for 
age, weakness and suffering are bad signs. Patience 
was once a virtue, so was respect; both have died out 
of the present generation.” The writer’s experiences 
must have been peculiarly unfortunate; we venture to 
state that the manners of the modem girl are by no 
means "deplorably bad,” and that age, weakness and 
suffering rarely fail to win her consideration and respect. 
In a contradictory fashion the writer of the article con¬ 
cludes : " It is useless to attach too much importance to 
externals and detail; let \is be thankful that the modem 
girl has so many fine qualities”—thus severely discounting 
her own previous defamation. Most readers, however, 
have commonsense enough to take such loose state¬ 
ments at their correct value. 

We have received this week the special Empire 
Edition of the Financier, a bulky issue of forty-eight 
pages that reminds us, in point of size, of the huge 
Sunday papers devoured by our friends in New York. 
Its articles cover an immense scope—all parts of the 
British dominions, in fact, seem to be treated—and 
excellent additional sheets, with maps and illustrations, 
are devoted to Rhodesia, Canada, South Africa’s power 
problem, and other subjects of particular interest to in¬ 
vestors. Those in editorial charge of this fine special 
issue are to be congratulated upon their success and the 
wonderful value given for the price, which remains the 

usual penny. 
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Evolution 

WRECKED empires strewn about the strand of Time 

Make all our History; turbulent and vast 

The Ocean, tortured by the scourging blast, 

Wow flings ashore a creed, now a dead crime. 

The poet wraps mute symbols in his rhyme 

And scans the effect of ruthless law, aghast 

At animate things by civil war o’ercast 

Is soulless Nature master, then, or mime ? 

Struggle hath tuned the harp of lower life— 

The law of progress bears the seal of strife— 

The wrestler wins his wage in nimbler wit, 

Ripe Wisdom chants a world-without-end hymn, 

Spring’s woodland choirs of welcome echo it, 

Man hears the chords of prelude vague and dim. 

A. E. Carey. 

f 

The Book and the Pocket 
TO mankind, life without pockets is inconceiv¬ 

able. Merchant, idler, clerk, errand-boy—not 

an hour of waking existence can pass but each 

of them will have delved into one or another of his 

pockets; the merchant for his cheque-book or the letter 

he forgot to post, the idler for his knife, the clerk for his 

last love-missive, the errand-boy for a story wherewith 

to drive dull care away, or to anaesthetise the memory of 

his recent instructions. In fact, to turn out a man's 

pockets would be to have the key to his character at a 

glance, and that without peering unlawfully into his 

portable correspondence. His fountain-pen—loose and 

leaky, or snug in its clip; his pencil—safely capped and 

well sharpened, or unprotected with broken point; his 

papers—in a neat leathern wallet, or crumpled and 

frayed and soiled ; his watch, keys, match-box, money— 

hardly an article but may bear some witness as to its 

owner’s ways. 

The importance of pockets has been recognised in 

quite unexpected quarters, especially of late years. 

Publishers have brought about at one magical stroke a 

relationship which at first sight is not particularly ob¬ 

vious between pockets and literature ; the two are hence¬ 

forth wedded by the issue of innumerable u pocket 

editions ” of the works of authors ancient and modern. 

They are acute fellows, these publishers ; they know that 

man’s anxiety as to the set of his coat lessens consider¬ 

ably after its newness has softened into ease, and its 

pressures have been rubbed into comfortable conformity 

with his outline. They know that he will often be 

tempted to purchase a book if he can slip it into his 

pocket between whiles, and avoid the embarrassment 

of managing it at awkward moments in conjunction with 

hat, umbrella, gloves, and a possible parcel. So in 

recent times they have sold many thousands of copies 

where before they disposed only of hundreds or even 

scores, and have laid up great treasure for themselves 
by realising that man is a pocket-loving ammaL 

It is a question, however, often forced (upon us, 

whether this easily obtained literature is altogether a 

benefit. It was our fortune, during the past week, to 

take a journey in what was surely the most literal) 

railway-carriage in England. Four men and a boy, i 

soon as the train started, produced from their pocket: 

volumes which made us shudder at our own improv 

dence. One concealed his visage behind a Latin 

English Pocket Dictionary; a second read " The Tax 

of the Great Mutiny” ; a third became lost to the world 

in some Greek plays; the fourth had a book of pocm; 

Half-hopefully, half-guiltily, we turned to the bo;. 

Would he relieve the strained atmosphere with a deter- 1 

tive story or a comic paper? Alas! he gazed grave!;, 

at us—reproachfully, we were compelled to imagin?- 

and pulled from his breast-pocket the " English Liter, 

ture—Modem,” of the “ Home University ” series $ 

we sat and suffered ignominiously, having only tk 

solace of the daily paper and the scenery, overwhelmed 

by sheer weight of intellect. 

The suffering, perhaps, was not as severe as we lia\e 

hinted for the sake of argument. Mile after gloria 

mile the train flew onward through the pastoral and 

lands, past rivers gleaming like ribbons of silver in the 

brilliant sun, past meadows crowded with buttercup- 

flaunting their golden bloom, past little grey and re: 

villages nestling beneath green hills, through scents ci 

early clover and breaths of fragrance strangely sweet 

to the dweller in the town. Here and there chfdrr; i 
i 

waved hands at us from the insecure perch of a gate: 

here and there men and women stood at cottage door \ 

ways to see us booming by; here and there we werr 

blinded by the gloom of a tunnel, to be blinded agair 

by the rush of light as we emerged Still the mie 

fatigable five read on, seeing nothing, unconscious •: 

the rich country and its fragrances, knowing only ifo 

between dawn and dark thousands of pages of ck* 

print awaited their eager scanning. The train slow- 

and stopped ; the pocket editions were once more cart' 

fully replaced; the five literary persons alighted, ac: 

the town swallowed them up. 

Worthy five, admirable five! They had absorb* 

information assiduously, and were doubtless a ^ 

better for it; but we—we had merely watched 

beauty of the world, heard, beyond the roaring of 

train, the voices of earth and her people rising 

gladness, answering the call of summer; we had 

covered again the fact that a field full of wild flower? 

is a very wonderful sight and means something 

cannot be put into words; we had tasted afrest 

joy of living. 

There are times—we admit it freely—when the 

edition is a blessing. But no less emphatically we s 

that there are also times when the best place ( 

pocket edition is the pocket; and this was one of1 

We cannot do without books; but the writing of 

sunshine on the green page of summer is just now ■ 
finest book of all 1 R 

**• 
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Some Aspects of Latin Humour 
By Professor Herbert Strong. 

HEINE remarked that it was fortunate enough for 
the Romans that they were not obliged to learn 

the Latin Grammar, for they would not have had the 
leisure to conquer the world. It is also perhaps for¬ 
tunate for them that they had not to adapt their stately 
language to express the various objects and feelings for 
which modem civilisation has found it necessary to 
invent or to adopt new names. One of the most agree¬ 
able tasks of the modem philologist is to scrutinise the 
stock of words in the national linguistic treasury of any 
nation, and by their aid to draw conclusions as to the 
character of the nation employing these words, which 
are the symbols of its ideas and impressions. The 
German proverb runs, “ Liebe Sachen haben viele 
Namen,” and it is worth the while of Latin students to 
examine the language which they are endeavouring to 
master, and to endeavour to guess something of the 
character of the old masters of the civilised world from 
their national vocabulary. Such a method of studying 

comparative philology is certainly more interesting, and 
is not less fruitful than the study of Phonetics, in which 
philologists seem at present chiefly engaged. 

The speakers of the Latin language declare them¬ 
selves by their vocabulary to have been before all things 
an agricultural people, who, when not employed in 
agriculture, were engaged in war, and in building up a 
system of law. Some of the metaphors used in their 

ordinary life are interesting as throwing light on their 
early culture. 

ft el ir are, “ to plough crooked,” then “ to be mad” ; 
tribulare, “ to thrash com,” then “ to afflict ” ; entoiu- 
’nentum, " the proceeds of com ground ” (molere), hence, 

any gain ”; saeculum, properly “ the season for sow- 
ir>g, like saison in French; then a century. 

S<>f again, consider the Roman cognomina, how many 
of these are racy of the soil, such as Cicero, the chick- 

pea-raan; Lentulus, Mr. Haricot; Piso, Mr. Pease; 
Caepio, Mr. Onions, and many others. The common 

metaphors derived from operations of war are suggestive 
of the favourite pursuit of a people whose mission it 

*as debellare superbos.” Such are intervallum, the 
'Pace between two valli or stakes used in the defence 

* a camp, then an “interval”; princeps, “the first 
catcher,” i.en he who first seizes the spoils of victory, 

en generally “ the foremost,” “ the prince”; how 

u?Sukr seems the application of this word in “ the 
nnce of Peace ”! Excellere, properly, “to pass over a 
lark, of a missile sped from a ballista ; then, as we say, 

to Surpass.” The Latin language was singularly poor, 
Dwevtr> in words referring to mental operations, 

ether these applied to social or to intellectual life. 

e ^oman had to borrow his philosophical terms whole- 
e from the Greek, and to read new meanings into 

e Latin words which convention sanctioned as their 

u,valent. The vocabulary of his social life was ex- 

restricted, and may lead us to suppose that he 

u on]y “joke wi’ deeficulty.” He had scant time for 
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gossip, coquetry, persiflage; hence he has no words 
to represent these amiable diversions. The French¬ 
man, who speaks the daughter-language of the Latin, 
is before all things the product of social life, and hence 
his vocabulary teems with words which could not be 
turned into Classical Latia Think of the numerous 
French words for wit: pointe, sail lie, trait cC esprit, 
bon mot, calembour, mot a double entente, etc.; while 
for talking, boasting, gossiping and prattling we have 
causer, jaser, bab tiler, jaboter, bavarder, caqueter, 
degoiser, jaspiner, hdbler. The Roman would, again, 

have had some difficulty in translating certain German 
and English words into what Mommsen calls his “ lapi¬ 
dary ” language, such as Gemuth, Sehnssucht, Wonne, 

Wehmuth; and certain English words such as 
dreary, woe-begone, self-conscious, forlorn; and 
above all things the characteristically English word 
humour, a word proceeding indeed from the Latin, 
but invested with an intellectual significance as widely 
differing from the meaning of the word which is its 
origin as that between ratio “ a calculation,” and ratio 
“ a reason” or “ reason.” The Romans proudly claimed 

Satira tota nostra est.” The speakers of English may 
equally proudly assert that they have given the word 
“ humour” to the chief languages in Europe, and it is 
not proposed to attempt to define that precious posses¬ 
sion. It will be, however, admitted that one of the 
elements entering into the definition of humour as we 
understand the term is a certain detachment and a 
certain tranquillity on the part of the observer; a scene 

of humour, moreover, as we understand it, is commonly 
a scene of good humour. 

Roman humour, if we may so call it, showed itself 
most characteristically in satire; it was very generally 
personal, pointed, and strongly flavoured with “ Italum 

acetum.” It was sometimes laid on with a light hand, as 
in the case of Horace; sometimes with the heaviest 
possible, as in the case of Juvenal, who has served as the 
model for virulent and mordant satire for all genera¬ 
tions. It is a pity that we possess of Varro’s “ Saturae ” 
little but the titles; but some of these are delightfully 
quaint and suggestive. He was a great foe to Greek 
philosophy, and to any kind of luxury. One of his 
satires is entitled “Nescis quid vesper serus vehat” of 
a possibly wearisome dinner party: “ Longe fugit qui 
suos fugit ” of importunate relatives. Macrobius, who 
lived in the last half of the fourth century, an author 
little read at the present day, but very popular during 

the Middle Ages, quotes Plautus and Cicero as the most 
jocular of all the Roman writers. He proceeds to give 
an account of a symposium at which the different 
speakers were expected to enliven the evening by the 
recital of witticisms which they had heard, some cf 
which may be worth recounting. 

Publius Mucius saw an ill-natured man in the sulks, 
on which he remarked, “ Either Mucius must have met 
with some misfortune, or someone else must have met 
with a piece of good luck.” Cicero, when dining with 

Damasippus, found the wine very poor. His host said. 
Pray, try the Falerian, it is forty years old.” Cicero 
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remarked, 11 It wHI be the better for keeping.” Again, 

on seeing LentulUs, his son-in-law, a short man armed 

with a long sword, he cried, " Dear me! whoever tied 1 

up my son-in-law to that sword?’* Augustus was asked 

by a suitor for some relief, the suitor stating that it 

w'as commonly believed that he had already been the 

recipient of bounties from his Imperial patron. The 

Emperor replied, “ But I pray you never to believe it! ” 

Augustus, on another occasion, removed one of his 

officials from his office. The rejected one craved a 

pension: not, he explained, from any desire for gain, 

but simply that it might appear that he had deserved 

some reward for his services and might be believed to 

have voluntarily surrendered his post The Emperor 

replied, " Pray tell all your friends that you have your 

pension, and I will never contradict you! ” On the 

occasion of a campaign he dismissed an officer for mis¬ 

conduct, and on the young man’s saying to him: “ What¬ 

ever shall I say to my father?" the Emperor replied, 

“ Tell him you couldn't get on with me.” One, Vettius, 

ploughed over the land where his father was buried: 

Augustus remarked, “ This is truly cultivating the 

memory of one’s ancestors ” (colere signifying “ to cul¬ 

tivate ” and “ to worship”). The Emperor was attended 

in his walks abroad by a slave called a nomenclator, 

whose duty it was to tell his master the name of any 

person of consequence who might pass him in the 

streets, so that he might return the greeting offered him. 

This slave had a bad memory, and on starting from the 

palace said to the Emperor, w Have you any commission 

for the forum ? ” " I’ll give you a letter of introduction,” 

said the Emperor, " since you don’t seem to know 

anyone there.” 

A certain Roman knight got heavily into debt, and all 

his goods were put up to auction. The Emperor sent 

a commissioner to the sale with orders to purchase the 

debtor’s pillow. He explained to his friends that the 

pillow which could bring sleep to one so heavily in debt 

must be of priceless value. The narrator observes that 

Augustus was wonderfully tolerant of what might seem 

witty impertinencies against his person, and gives as 

an illustration the following: — 

A provincial magnate prided himself on his resem¬ 

blance to the Emperor, and was stared at as he passed 

through the streets of Rome. Augustus ordered him to 

be brought into his presence, and observing the likeness 

between himself and his double, asked him if his mother 

had ever been at Rome. He denied this: and added 

reflectively, “but my father has, often!” This story 

was afterwards told of one of the courtiers of Louis XIV, 

and was one of Lord Tennyson’s favourite anecdotes, 

as appears in his life written by his son. Some of the 

anecdotes told by Macrobius throw light on the good 

humour and accessibility of the Emperor, and are worthy 

to be taken account of by historians. For instance, an 

old soldier came up to the Emperor in a public place 

and requested that his Majesty would come and sup¬ 

port him in Court, as an action against him was coming 

on. The Emperor graciously replied that he was en¬ 

gaged, but would send him an advocate. The veteran 

replied: “ Well, at the battle of Actium, when you were 1 

in peril, I never asked for a substitute; I fought (w j 

you myself! ” He then showed his scars, and the 

Emperor, touched by the sight, actually went into Court 

to support the soldier's claims. 

Here is another anecdote, which has quite a modem 

ring. Augustus was returning to Rome in the fully glon 1 

of his victory at Actium, which laid the Roman world ! ! 

at his feet One of the crowd which had assembled to | ; 

greet him stepped forward and produced a tame raven 

which he had taught to say, “ Hail, Caesar, Conqueror. j 

Emperor! ” Caesar was taken with the civility of tbe 

bird and paid more than a hundred pounds down to 

become its possessor. The vendor of the bird had a 

partner in his trade, but he had received no share of the 

price paid for the bird. So in high dudgeon he too 

repaired to the Emperor and brought him another raven, _ 

which he had taught to say, “ Hail, Conqueror, Emperor, 

Antony! ” The Emperor took his words quite quietly, 

and ordered that the present should be divided among 

the two wary gentlemen. 

Julia, the notorious daughter of Augustus, is de¬ 

scribed as exceptionally learned and exceptionally witty 

Her prodigality was unbounded. So when an old friend 

rebuked her for failing to take example by her father’s 

simple life, she replied, “ He forgets that he is Osar, 

but I never forget that I am Caesar's daughter!” 

A good story is told of the Emperor Hadrian, who, 00 

entering a bath, found himself at a loss for a strigil to 

scrape off the oil from his body. One of the bathos 

obligingly lent him a tile wherewith to scrape himself, 

and received a reward. On entering the same bath on 

another occasion he was met by several bathers offering 

to lend him tiles. The Emperor remarked, “Scrape 

yourselves as much as you like, but you shall not scrape 

acquaintance with me! ” This is the origin of ocr 

expression. 

It is of interest to notice that Petronius furnishes ® 

with two phrases which are often used at the present 

day. One is, “ We are progressing backward, like a 

cow’s tail,” and the other, * He has joined the great 

majority,” for he is dead. 
It must never be forgotten, however, that the greatest 

fund of Roman humour is to be found in a writer who 

lived some six centuries before Macrobius, viz., Plautus 

whose classic characters live again in Molifcre, in Shake¬ 

speare, and in almost every drama of the Italian Rena ' 

sance. 

1 
Richard Middleton 

T is a sad task, that of reviewing the work of3 

friend who is no longer with us, one whose smi-e 

and kindly jest used to be a welcome feature of occ3 

sional days; but it is a task that has its pleasant $i<k. 

since there are no hard things to be said, no swords c- 

criticism to be drawn. Richard Middletons name 

a familiar one to readers of THE ACADEMY, and *t 

right that in these columns a tribute should be paid k 

the graceful work which, week by week, found 1 
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place among more solid, but perhaps less enduring, 

material. 
My first acquaintance with Richard Middleton 

was through his articles. Often we contributed to 
the same papers; sometimes—especially in The 

ACADEMY of a few years ago—our essays appeared 
side by side, and from the first I had a strong desire to 
know him. When at last we met, we found that the 
desire was mutual, and, as is the custom of Englishmen 
in sympathy, we took each other out to lunch and 
quarrelled on the question of who should pay the bill. 
Since then, too infrequent meetings have left pleasant 
memories of his gentle manner, his irresponsible, genial 

witticisms, his unvarying wish to please, his unaffected 
delight when his work was praised ; in this latter respect 
he had the simple heart of a child. 

The two volumes, one of verse edited by Mr. Henry 
Savage, the other of prose with an introduction by Mr. 
Arthur Machen, will be prized by all discriminating 
readers.* There are, we would remark, many better 
things in " The Ghost Ship” than the opening fantasy, 
which gives the book its title ; in" The Story of a Book,” 
M The Soul of a Policeman," " A Drama of Youth,” and 
"The New Boy," the touch of the writer is more sure 
and his scope for self-expression is wider. The man 
himself, as those who knew him will recognise, shows 
dearly through such passages as the following from the 
last-mentioned sketch: — 

There was something very unpleasant to me in the 
fact that we all washed with the same kind of soap, 
drank out of the same kind of cup, and in general 
did the same things at the same time. The school 
time-table robbed life of all those accidental varia¬ 
tions that make it interesting. Our meals, our 
games, even our hours of freedom seemed only like 
subtle lessons. We had to eat at a certain hour, 
whether we were hungry or not; we had to play at a 
certain hour, when perhaps we wanted to sit still 
and be quiet. The whole school discipline tended to 
the formation of habits at the expense of our reason¬ 
ing faculties. ... It was only by hiding myself away 
in corners that I could enjoy any liberty of spirit, and 
though my thoughts were often cheerless when 1 
remembered the relative freedom of home life, I pre¬ 
ferred to linger with them rather than to weary 
myself in breaking the little laws of a society for 
which I was in no way fitted. 

A distinct strain of sadness, that in other men with a 
heavier hand would probably have become distasteful 
and even morbid, runs through much of this prose work 

°f Middleton; here, however, it only adds a certain 
delicate wistfulness to each theme. It is remarkable 
how many of the studies deal with or end with the 

subject of death; it is also remarkable that this is 
done in so gentle a manner that the reader cannot be 
offended, nor even displeased. 

To read these essays and stories is to feel that a 
P0^ s brain was at work, and that Richard Middleton 

The Ghost Ship, and Other Stories. By Richard 

Middleton*. With an Introduction by Arthur 

Machen. (T. Fisher Unwin. 5s. net.) 
"oems and Songs. By Richard Middleton. With 

an Introduction by Henry Savage. (T. Fisher 
Unwin. 5s. net.) 
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possessed the true equipment of the poet the second 
volume amply proves. Mr. Savage justly says, in his 
intimate introduction, that 44 Kenneth Grahame is the 
author with whom he was most in sympathy," and that 
44 he shares with Mr. Grahame and Stevenson the rare 

gift of evoking the thoughts and feelings of childhood.” 
Hardly, perhaps, will the critical reader feel that 41 the 
rare quality of these poems will sooner or later ensure 
him a recognised position in the front rank of English 
poets,” but the rare quality is undoubtedly here, and 
the first thing that must impress even the most critically 
inclined is the really exceptional way in which the high 
level of poetry is preserved throughout the book. In 
nearly all work of this description there are grievous 
lapses, lyrics that should never have been written, lines 
that grate on the ear, sonnets that fall hopelessly from 
grace; here, on the contrary, we find not three lines in 
the whole collection with which any legitimate complaint 
can be made. Quotation at any great length is im¬ 
possible in these columns, but we may give the first 
two stanzas of a dainty little poem entitled 44 In Forma 
Pauperis,” as an illustration of one aspect of the style 
Middleton made peculiarly his own: — 

I have no silks or satins fine 
With broidered flowers for her to wear, 

I have no diamonds to shine 
Among the shadows of her hair; 

But when we meet, in every tress 
I see a jewelled tear-drop gleam, 

And she is robed like a princess 
AH in the fabric of my dream. 

I have no sunny garden-close 
Where we may hear the summer call, 

Never a lily, never a rose, 
To grace the sweetest flower of all; 

But gladder seasons, rarer flowers, 
Blow in the starlight cool and deep, 

And we can pluck the fragrant hours 
Within our pleasant land of sleep. 

Perhaps one of the most beautiful things in the book 
is the sequence of thirteen-line 44 sonnets ”—I know not 
what else to call them—addressed 44 To an Idle Poet." 
With the third of these we must have done with quota¬ 
tion. It gives excellently the stronger side of the 
poet:— 

For though man only lives his sombre days 
To sicken at his task of life and die, 
Dreading the silent and unfriendly sky 

That has not heard his message, still he plays 
His part in God's great pageantt and obeys 

His soul’s command, albeit grudgingly; 
And where his hesitant feet have wandered by, 

His footprints scar the world, and by his ways 
A hundred ages tread; his heedless phrase 

Rings in their ears like an angelic cry 
Heard before birth and treasured timelessly, 

And all his timid hopes and quick dismays 
Thrill in their hearts and build their heaven on high. 

He who could write thus finely was no mere rhymester 
to be classed with the throng whose volumes crowd the 
bookshops, and what he might have done, had he lived, 
none of us may say. But that he did accomplish exquisite 
work, worthy of preservation, is certain, and it has been 
a pleasure, tinged with inevitable pain, to read again 
the words that came from the pen of a friend. 

W. L. R. 
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REVIEWS 
English Bards and Continental 

Reviewers 
Robert Herrick. Contribution d VEtude de la Podsie 

Lyrique en Angleterre au Dix-Septiime Siicle. By 
Floris Delattre, Docteur is Lettres. Illustrated. 
(Filix Alcan, Paris. 12 francs.) 

James Shirley: Sein Leben und Seine Werke. Nebst 
einer Ubersetzung seines Dramas. " The Royal 
Master." By J. Schipper. Portrait Frontispiece. 
(Wilhelm Braumuller, Vienna and Leipzic. 14 
Marks.) 

Bryan Waller Procter (Barry Cornwall). By Franz 
Becker. Portrait Frontispiece. (Wilhelm Brau¬ 
muller, Vienna and Leipzic. 4 Marks 50 Pfen.) 

HE Parliament of Letters, like other Parliaments, is 
suffering from acute congestion. In the department 

of criticism especially it has long since been impossible to 
keep peace with the flood of enactments, mostly of the 
retrospective kind, that compete for the general attention. 
As literary politicians of an unofficial type, we axe 
inclined to favour two small reforms in the rules of pro¬ 
cedure. The first would be analagous to a statute of 
limitations; writers would be classified according to the 
date of their death, and also according to the number of 
times they have been discovered, and any author failing 
to satisfy the conditions appended would be regarded 
as finally dead; any attempt at resuscitation would 
render the offender liable to the severest penalties. The 
inventor of the tontine was a man of mark in his day, 
but “ Tonti,” we read, 44 is dead, and I never saw anyone 
who pretended to regret him.” We read daily (chiefly 
in the advertisement columns of the newspaper) of 
attempted revivals of reputations once great, now for¬ 
gotten, but we must guard our faith in Time, the rude 
but not ^discriminating scavenger, whose useful toils 
render habitable both the world of matter and the world 
of mind. 

Our second reform would take the form of a small 
measure of Home Rule for England. A gifted states¬ 
man has recently formulated the grievance, just, as far 
as it goes, that " the Irish have too much power in this 
country.” We think, and we will put our proposition 
in its baldest form, that foreign critics are assuming too 
much authority over English literature. This position 
we shall immediately proceed to modify as regards at 
least one of the books we are discussing, but as a general 
truth we hold it to be unassailable. The conception of 
a world-literature has much to commend it, when it 
refers exclusively, or at any rate principally, to ideas; 
but in the region where sense and sound hold equal 
sway, in the realms, that is to say, of pure literature, 
there can be no effective federation. The two greatest 
enemies of sound literary criticism are German scientific 
methods and the theories of Taine; the latter, we are 
pleased to notice, receive a passing tribute of respectful 
banter from the latest biographer of Herrick. 

M. Delattre is already known to English readers as 
the author of a work in their own language on Fairies. 
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His new subject suggests no very violent transition: 
Herrick is the laureate of Fairyland, not, perhaps, the 
Fairyland of Spenser or of Shelley, but that of the 
“ Midsummer Night’s Dream,” the land of lawless fancy 
and untrammelled gaiety. He has two topics, love and 
the country, of which the latter seems to have been more 
or less forced on him. He brought no great enthusiasm 
into his first essays to 

richly paint the vernal year. 

He was a Londoner of the Court, and his first settlement 
at Dean Prior rather suggests a mission in partibus. 
But he stayed to immortalise certain aspects of the 
English countryside; not in a “ reginal ” sense, says 
M. Delattre—Devonshire never conquered his sympa¬ 
thies—but rather as a devout worshipper before the 
yearly miracle of spring. In connection with his cockney 
prejudices, M. Delattre has some very sensible remarks 
to make. The London of Herrick was not far removed 
from the country, 

Heaven lies about us in our infancy, 
and the poet could get almost all that he meant by- 
country life—the flowers, the artless damsels, and the 
rustic festivals—without leaving for a single night the 
vicinity of the 44 Chamber of Apollo.” And when he 
came to paint the real, far-off country, he did not give 
himself up to an objective impression: his account was 
44 realiste, imaginative, et livresque”; 44 il ria fait qu' 
appliquer sa virtuosite a son entourage.” 

Space forbids us to do more than hint at the contents 
of this admirable book. We do not think it needs the 
apologies that Taine’s work on English Literature so 
sadly lacks. En passant, let us not be unjust out of 
season to the author of one of the masterpieces of 
literary criticism—the life of La Fontaine. M. Delattre 
owes much to Taine, though he has discarded some of 
his formulae, and his apposite comparison of Herrick to 
La Fontaine shows points of contact with as well as 
points of difference from the older critic. M. Delattre 
has examined his author and his period most thoroughly 
from every point of view. The chapters on Herrick’s 
conception of love and on his epigrams are really 
valuable; they could only have been properly done by 
a judicious Frenchman, and here, at least, we will admit 
an exception to our dislike for international criticism. 
The psychology of the poet could not be more satis¬ 
factorily handled ; his self-revelation is allowed full play. 
Puck, Falstaff, Bottom the Weaver emerge alternately 
as the prototypes of the cavalier minstrel. His was a 
character in which self predominated, with sincerity for 
a saving virtue. Great causes interested him little; he 
was a moderate Royalist and a dilettante Churchman. 
M. Delattre is surprisingly good on the difficult question 
of Herrick’s religion; he understands his Anglicanism, 
and, basing himself on an article of Mr. Arthur Machen’s 
in The ACADEMY, he defines his Paganism. The chap¬ 
ters on style and versification are by no means negligible, 
and the author’s own method of presenting his subject 
is nothing less than fascinating. 

Shirley is almost an exact contemporary of Herrick ; 
a more ambitious writer and in some ways a better man. 
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he is a far less interesting personality than the cavalier 
parson. He also began his career as a minister of the 
Anglican Church; but, after becoming a Roman 
Catholic, he obeyed his vocation of dramatist, and 
finished his life as a simple layman. His loyalty was 
of a far higher order than Herrick's, and his losses in 
the Royal cause as a professional playwright in Puritan 
times were far more considerable. We find him plying 
the ferule of the pedagogue and composing a rhymed 
syntax in order to restore his shattered fortunes He is 
much nearer Milton than Herrick. 

Shirley is among the writers who have suffered a 
rapid and almost irretrievable eclipse. He is not a star 
of the first magnitude; he is at best the last of the 

Elizabethans. He is remembered chiefly for the ode 
whose last lines are quoted by Dr. Schipper at the end 
of the present study: — 

Only the actions of the just 
Smell sweet and blossom in the dust. 

Dryden, most brutal of critics, was the chief engineer 
of his effacement. Whether he should be restored 
integrally to the foremost rank of English dramatists 
is a difficult question; whether it can be done by a 
foreign critic is another. We are a little frightened at 
finding that the present 350 pages are by no means to 
be considered as final, that jungere Krafte are to con¬ 

tinue the work of rehabilitation. In any case, Dr. Schipper 
has achieved a solid piece of work. Many of the details 
and elucidations are interesting; for instance, we are 
reminded that in “ Hyde Park," presented in 1668, horses 
first appeared on the boards. The satirical dedication 
to Prynne of “ The Bird in a Cage ” is defended, and 
we get side-lights on Strafford as a Maecenas. The 
thirty-odd plays are minutely analysed, and a German 
translation of “ The Royal Master ” is given. 

Barry Cornwall is little heard of nowadays, but in his 
day he was a power, and he fought on the right side 
in many extinct quarrels. Dr. Becker gives us a modest 
and concise account of the author, showing him as a 
tuneful songster, a great literary host, and an ardent 
champion of the poor. Of this just man, as of the Caro¬ 
line dramatist, the actions 

Smell sweet and blossom in the dust, 

and may lend fragrance to his faded garland of poetry. 

A Leash of Angling Books 
Marvels of Fish Life as Revealed hy the Camera. By 

Francis Ward, M.D., F.Z.S., F.R.P.S. Profusely 
illustrated with photographs from Nature. (Cassell 
and Company. 6s. net.) 

Dry-Fly Fishing in Border Waters. By F. Fernie. 
With an Introduction by J. Cuthbert Hadden. 
Illustrated. (A. and C. Black. 2s. 6d. net.) 

The Art of Worm-Fishing: A Practical Treatise on Clear• 
Water Worming. By Alexander Mackie, M.A. (A. 
and C. Black, is. 6d. net.) 

If photographs of fish are to be of any permanent or 
scientific value the fish must be watched and photo¬ 
graphed while swimming free in their natural environ¬ 
ment, and they must be illuminated entirely from 

above, as in nature. Dr. Ward, realising this, con¬ 
structed a special pond for the fish, with an observation 
chamber at one side beneath the water; in which, 
separated only by a sheet of plate glass from the fish, 
the observer might watch their movements and photo¬ 
graph them whilst he himself remained invisible. Not 
only are the photographs thus obtained, which are re¬ 
produced so admirably in “Marvels of Fish Life,” ex¬ 
tremely interesting in themselves: they have been 
specially selected with a view to illustrating the diffe¬ 
rent ways in which fish exhibit their intentions and 
emotions, and the various devices which they possess 
for concealing themselves from their natural enemies. 

Most fish show alarm by erecting their fins; some, 
like the perch coloured on the frontispiece, actually 
become pale with fear, owing to the contraction of the 
colour-cells in the skin. Fish become lighter or darker 
in colour by the contraction or relaxation of these 
cells, contraction being caused by light, relaxation by 
darkness, the light acting through the medium of the 
fish’s eye, and not acting in cases where the eyesight 
of the fish is impaired “ Obliterative Coloration99 is 
the phrase invented by the American naturalist Thayer 
to describe the way in which fish make themselves in¬ 
conspicuous by reproducing the lights and shades and 
colours of their natural environment. Dr. Ward ex¬ 
plains with illustrations, how this is due partly to reflec¬ 
tion and partly to the action of colour-cells. The dace 
is taken as an example of a perfect mirror, for in the 
deep layers of the skin are numerous spicules like 
mother-of-pearl, which form a continuous reflecting sur¬ 
face for all that is below and around the fish; but the 
back of the dace is dark, and the colour-cells here 
regulate the amount of light reflected by it, so that the 
general effect is to give the dace a uniform shade when 
in water, and it is only conspicuous when seen from 
below, silhouetted against the light 

Trout are remarkable for their variations of colour; 
environment has something to do with this, but food 
is an equally important factor, and Dr. Ward shows 
that colour changes and silvery iridescence may result 
from food alone. The camera enables U9 to gauge the 
extraordinary rapidity with which a trout rises to take 
a fly on the surface of the water: so rapid is the move¬ 
ment that with an exposure of 1-250th of a second it is 
impossible to get more than a blurred image of the fish! 
In thus bringing photography to bear upon fish-life 
Dr. Ward has opened up a new field and made a 
valuable contribution to the study of protective 
coloration. 

“Dry-Fly Fishing in Border Waters” is a useful 
little book for those who want a cheap treatise on the 
subject of dry-fly fishing. Mr. Fernie has drawn freely 
from Halford’s books, as well as from the older work 
by Ronalds, “ Fly-Fisher’s Entomology ”; and, as his 
experience of the Border waters covers ten years of 
dry-fly fishing in many different streams, he writes of 
what he knows. 

Many who have hitherto associated the dry-fly only 
with such south-country rivers as the Itchen and Test 
will be surprised to find what opportunities the Border 
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rivers offer for the exercise of this art. " In Tweed, 

Teviot, Clyde, Gala, Ettrick, Yarrow, and Leader, in 

bright sunshine and gin-clear water, the dry-fly is far 

more deadly than the sunk-fly in June and July.” 

The Border Country is the home of legend and 

romance, and there is no end to the reminiscences and 

associations which are connected with the names of its 

rivers. Amongst more practical advantages of the dis¬ 

trict are the amount of water that is free or to be fished 

for a nominal payment; the comfortable quarters that 

can be secured at reasonable price; the freedom from 

overcrowding, which is so annoying on free waters 

farther south; and the native kindliness of the inhabi¬ 

tants. The sheep-dogs seem to be the one drawback; 

these must be met with abusive voice and threatening 

landing-net: “Use the worst language you can think 

of, and they will slink away utterly ashamed of them¬ 

selves.” 

Worm-fishing in clear streams is a favourite method 

of angling in the North of England. It requires con¬ 

siderable skill, and the adept may secure a good basket 

of trout on days when no other method, except, 

perhaps, a dry-fly, would meet with any success. Mr. 

Mackie's little book is the first that has been entirely 

devoted to this particular branch of angling, though 

Stewart has a chapter on it in his " Practical Angler," 

which covers most of the ground. Mr. Mackie differs 

from Stewart in his choice of a rod, recommending a 

two-handed sixteen-foot greenheart which is fairly stiff. 

For the encouragement of anglers they are assured that 

the golden days of angling are not yet passed away, 

and "the angler who knows his business may on any 

day he pleases, and without any great physical labour, 

in a five or six hours’ outing carry home his fifty odd 

trout, weighing twelve, thirteen or fourteen pounds.” 

There are many anglers to-day to whom fishing with 

a worm is equivalent to poaching: perhaps they do not 

realise how difficult it is to fish a worm with success 

in low and clear water. Practice alone will teach the 

angler how to keep out of sight of the trout; all that 

can be taught oh the subject in print he will find in this 

clear and concise little manual. 

The Full Recognition of Japan 
The Full Recognition of Japan. Being a Detailed Account 

of the Economic Progress of the Japanese Empire to 
jgn. By Robert P. Porter. With Seven Coloured 
Maps. (Henry Frowde. Oxford University Press. 
10s. 6d. net.) 

MR. ROBERT Porter is well known as a writer on 

economic subjects, and in the volume before us he has 

put that knowledge to the very best use. In 1896 he 

published "Commerce and Industry of Japan,” but in 

a country where the East is very far from being 

"changeless,” the progress of the Japanese Empire has 

been so rapid as to make this book out of date as far 
as statistics are concerned. " The Full Recognition of 
Japan” is the best single volume we have read on the 

subject, and may be fittingly compared with Count 

Okuma’s great work “ Fifty Years of New Japan." 

It is impossible, within the limits of a short review 

even to indicate briefly all the subjects so fully and 

so interestingly dealt with in this very valuable volume. 

We are given a concise sketch of early Japanese history 

down to the Tokugawa Shogunate, in order that we may 

fully appreciate the transition, work of reconstruction, 

and recognition of Japan that follow. Mr. Porter writes 

of Japan’s progress from an optimistic point of view, 

and many will not be able to take quite such a sanguine 

outlook. Japan has had to pay, and is still paying, 

for that rapid rise from obscurity to a notable position 

among the world Powers. Japan’s victories have been 

costly in the extreme, and there are a few who realise 

that a sorry tale lies behind the various ramifications , 

of her so-called progress. The Japanese people are 

burdened with very heavy taxation, and even Mr. Porter 

admits that "those who have to bear the burden 

occasionally groan under its weight” Japan's sun has 

certainly risen but it is shining a little too fiercely at 

present, and most especially upon those who are 

employed in the cultivation of the soil. If agriculture 

is to remain " the foundation of the prosperity of Japan,” 

it is obviously unwise to crush down the worker with 

an unreasonable amount of taxation. Many must do 

more than "occasionally groan,” for many would wel¬ 

come a little of that spirit of an old Mikado who 

succeeded in making taxation a humane art It is most 

essential that Japan should maintain her peace policy, 

for another costly war would plunge the counfcy into 

irreparable ruin. Japan has become a world Power 

within fifty years. She has been an apt pupil, and quick 

to learn her lessons; but there is such a thing as too 

rapid progress, and there are icebergs among nations 

that may, as in the case of the T it ante, prove fatal when 

speed is the first consideration. 

Mr. Porter does not deal exclusively with economic 

questions, for most suggestive chapters are devoted to 

art, drama, music, and journalism. Within twenty-six 

pages Mr. Porter has succeeded in giving a remarkably 

fine account of Japanese literature, both prose and 

poetry, from the " Kojiki ” down to Nietzscbean 

influence. Mr. Porter pays a tribute to the translation 

work of Sir Ernest Satow, Professor B. H. Chamberlain, 

the late Dr. W. G. Aston, and Mr. F. V. Dickins. Only 

a very small portion of Japanese literature has been 

translated into English, and we trust that in the near 

future we may possess translations as beautiful and 

precious as those of the “Ho-jo-ki” and “Takaton 

Monogatari.” Mr. Porter has revelled in the M tantalis¬ 

ing excerpts ” from the “ Ise Monogatari,” and it 
quite time that someone undertook to translate the 

whole of this valuable and most fascinating series d 

Japanese love affairs. We are rather alarmed to heai 

that there are Japanese Thomas Hardys, George Elic- 

Edgar Allan Poes, and George Merediths. The whoe 

idea seems incongruous, almost laughable, when NV 

ponese authors might do so much better by trying to 

imitate Lafcadio Hearn, who, according to Mt. Porter. 
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"does not seem to have played any part in shaping 
the form of Japanese literature.” 

Mr. Porter writes, in his chapter entitled “ Journalism 
and Journalists ”: — 

Before reaching Nagoya a Japanese reporter of a 

newspaper of that city came on the train and practi¬ 

cally remained with the writer until he left the city 

late the following afternoon. The questions that sad¬ 

eyed youth asked would have filled a volume. After¬ 

wards it transpired that his “ interview 99 took a 

serial form, and was published in several successive 

issues of the paper. From the editor of the paper 

came a courteous letter of thanks for receiving his 

reporter, together with a box of the ingeniously con¬ 

structed models of the ancient warriors of the Aichi 

province. . . . What the writer said and what the 

reporter wrote, and whether the one bore any resem¬ 

blance to the other, must be left to the imagination 

of the reader. 

Mr. Porter deals with education, finance, the army 
and navy, agriculture, labour, and wages—in short, with 
every phase of the economic progress of Japan. But, 
curiously enough, apart from chapters devoted to 
the Red Cross work and philanthropy, and one or two 
brief references to Buddhism and Shintoism, he does 
not inform us in regard to Japan's religious outlook 
to-day. We recently heard of a suggested amalgama¬ 
tion of Christianity with the two religions we have just 
mentioned. The scheme fell through, but it nevertheless 
indicates a state of religious unrest in Japan, and before 
long those who govern will be compelled to combat the 
wave of materialism that is sapping her vitality. She 
must have spiritual sustenance, and cannot exist on the 
wild outpourings of Nietzsche or on Herbert Spencers 
M First Principles.” Japan has been quick to absorb 
Christian ethics, but we venture to think that the full 
recognition of Japan will be more complete, more endur¬ 
ing, when she has added the teachings of Christ to those 
of the Lord Buddha. 

Poetry Shackled. 
Moods, Songs, and Doggerels. By John Galsworthy. 

(Wm. Heinemann. 5s. net.) 

It must be admitted that, having regard to impressions 
gathered from his prose writings, we failed to picture 
Mr. Galsworthy as a poet. The note of austerity, of 
strenuous and rather partial animadversions on modem 
life which of late he has especially expressed, seemed 
inimical to the gladness and fine devotion so inseparable 
from the true poet's equipment; and though we have 
found in this volume many beautiful passages and a 
few memorable moments of thought, on the whole there 
is no reason to alter our previously made conclusion 
that Mr. Galsworthy's best and most manageable 
material is prose. His attitude is too desperate, his 
philosophy too severe, for the amenities of verse; he 
seems an artist working in an unfamiliar medium. As 
an extreme instance, we may quote a stanza from 

- A Slum Cry ”: — 

Of a night without stars—wind withdrawn, 
God’s face hidden, indignity near me, 
Drink and the paraffin flares to sear me— 
Dust-coloured hunger—so was I bom ! 

Of a city noonday—sand through sieve 
Sifting down, dusk padding the glamour— 
I of the desolate, white-lipped clamour 
Millioning fester—so do I live ! 

This is simply incoherent, besides being technically 
poor stuff and not to be termed poetry, lenient though 
we may feel inclined to be. But there are better 
occupations than fault-finding, and here and there, when 
Mr. Galsworthy has a musical mood upon him and 
yields to its sway, he strays into the lower slopes of 
the Delectable Land, as *in his opening poem, "A 
Dream,” which contains some exquisite lines: — 

And all my days of past delight 
As to a drowning man came by— 
And all the litanies of night— 

• And prayed, and spoke me tenderly. 
And all the perfume and the grace, 
The stealing beauty of this earth, 
Put out its fingers to my face, 
And softly murmured me its worth. 

Yet among these really worthy stanzas we find such 
lines as these: — 

And first of these twin equal laws 
Is that dynamic force which flows. • . . 

and the rhyming of " half ” with " have,” " hypocrisy ” 
with " see,” and “ men ” with " can ”—the sort of thing 
which for many readers must inevitably spoil the 
pleasure they would otherwise find in the best portion 
of the book. Of the lyrics, "Devon to Me” and 
" Counting the Stars ” are the most charming; both of 
them are sheer music, captured from the open air, the 
apple-blossom, the joy of life. In such a mood Mr. 
Galsworthy succeeds admirably, and justifies himself 
for publishing his experiments in verse; when he 
attempts to construct poetry from the " festering city ” 
or the wail of the slums, he shows the torn places of 
the poet's robe, and makes us a little impatient, though 
not, we trust, uncharitable. 

Ancient India 
Ancient India. By S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, M.A. 

With an Introduction by Vincent A. Smith, M.A., 
I.C.S. (retired). (Luzac and Co. 6s. net.) 

The progress of education in India is proved when an 
Indian writer, with the qualifications possessed by Mr. 
Krishnaswami Aiyangar, of the Mysore Education 
Service, can produce such a book as "Ancient India.” 
The title has been used before, and apparently the 
greater portion of the work is based on lectures delivered 
on different occasions, but these facts do not detract 
from its merits. It does not pretend to be a history of 
the whole of India. Only the first chapter, containing 
an historical survey up to A.D. 700, summarises the 
fortunes of the main dynasties of Upper India; the 
remainder of the book is devoted to Southern India, 
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with which naturally the author is best acquainted. 
When he admits that, to the earnest student, early South 
Indian history in general is dreary, it can hardly be 
otherwise to all who are not professed scholars con¬ 
cerned with historical research. Mr. Aiyangar divides 
the history of the Dekhan and of India south of the 
Dekhan respectively into six periods, but this sub¬ 
division does not enable the reader to grasp and retain 
the facts relating to the rise, consolidation, ascendency, de¬ 
cadence, decline, fall and disappearance of the numerous 
dynasties and powers which pass across the stage. It 
would be easy to give strings of their names and of 
their kings, which are, in several cases, set out in 
genealogical tables; but they would convey little mean¬ 
ing, even after comparison with the two clear maps 
which Mr. Aiyanger has provided. 

Some of the names are of appalling length— 
sesquipedalian would be an inadequate descrip¬ 
tion. He has some sound observations on the 
necessity for chronology in connection with his¬ 
tory; but his chief point is that, essential as inscrip¬ 
tions and archaeological research are—he lays much 
stress on the value of epigraphical work—they, after all, 
provide the dry bones only, and that dependence must 
to a great extent be placed upon Sanskrit and the 
vernaculars, especially Tamil. The Augustan age of 
patrons of Tamil literature he places in the seventh 
century, but the greatest literary activity in the language 
was, he says, in the second century. There is evidently 
a wide field for exploration. Mr. Aiyangar neglects no 
source of information. He quotes, for instance, Pliny’s 
reference, A.D. 77, to trade between Rome and India, 
and he refers to the Ceylon chronicle. It is desirable 
that his work should be tested by competent scholars. 
His account of the deposition of the Maharaja of Mysore 
in 1831 does not tally with the official record. He states 
that the Maharaja’s princely generosity was used as a 
handle to depose him; the official version is that “ by 
a continued course of misgovemment the Maharaja 
drove the greater part of his subjects into rebellion.” 
Elsewhere, writing on the Chola administration between 
A.D. 900-1303, he remarks that “the jury system, 

which is believed to be the specific birthright of English¬ 
men, and generally spoken of as unknown in India, is 
found to have been in full swing.” Some form of 
panchayat was indigenous to India, but this particular 
statement requires corroboration. Mr. Aiyangar’s work 
has the guarantee of an introduction by Mr. Vincent 
Smith, the Deputy Reader in Indian History at Oxford, 
and may be accepted as a valuable contribution to a 
dull and obscure portion of Indian history. 

Undramatic Dramas 
The Grey Stocking, and Other Plays. By Maurice 

Baring. (Constable and Co. 4s. 6d. net.) 

Mr. Maurice Baring, like ninety per cent of modern 

writers, imagines that a play is merely a story, or a series 

of conversations written in dialogue. He continues to 

labour under the impression that, after having divided 
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his work into three or four correct parts, and written in 
a certain number of directions, some occult thing, some 
ray of limelight, will turn it into a play. We have a 
volume containing three of these so-called plays—“ The 
Grey Stocking,” " The Green Elephant,” and “ A 
Double Game.” We happen to have seen “ The Green 
Elephant ” upon the stage. Certainly it was in the 
elaborately artistic hands of Miss Kingston and a 
second-rate company; but if it had been performed by 
a picked company, with everything that beautiful 
scenery could do, it must have been what is technically 
known as a “fizzle.” It has many things that some 
successful plays never contain. It has, for instance, 
delightful dialogue, easy, natural, and sometimes witty. 
The characters are drawn, not from the imaginations 
of popular playwrights, who are not in the least in¬ 
disposed to write a play to fit any one of our all too 
well-known actor-managers, on any subject chosen by 
them, but from life. They not only say the things that 
they certainly would have said under the circumstances, 
but they do the things that such people do every day. 
Underneath all this—and it is a great deal—there is a 
very nice, humorous idea, a sly touch of satire, that is 
quite refreshing. And yet, somehow or other, some¬ 
thing is missing, and it is that these plays stand badly 
in need of dramatising. 

To say this is to lay ourselves open to a dozen quick 
charges of ball cartridge. The New School detest to 
be dramatic. The very word sends their locks into a 
tangle. Having joined a school to which the sometimes 
fatal word “ new ” has been attached (the “ old ” school 
includes such names as Shakespeare, Goldsmith, and 
Sheridan), they sacrifice movement and form, the clash 
of temperament, and the dramatic curtain upon their 
altar of super-subtlety. That they do produce work that 
has considerable interest is, of course, undisputed. 
There is “ The New Sin,” as the latest example. Their 
choice of subject and their deliberately ineffective treat¬ 
ment make for no wide appeal. They seem to be 
ashamed of writing for the theatre, although they are 
endeavouring to write plays. It is very curious and very 
silly. If Mr. Maurice Baring had greater ambition, if 
he could forget the horrid word “clever,” and make a 
genuine and painstaking study of the difficult art of 
play-writing, his light touch and charming dialogue 
would stand him in good stead. We can find, after a 
careful reading, no reason why these three plays should 
not have been treated in story form, and it is impossible 
to say anything more sweeping than this. 

Shorter Reviews 
The Midsummer of Italian Art. By Frank Preston 

Stearns. Illustrated. (T. Werner Laurie. 6s. 
net.) 

R. STEARNS is frankly a bookmaker who has 

“ read up ” his subject, and relies upon the 

“ authorities ” rather than upon his native intuition, so 

that the volume he contributes to the colossal literature 
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upon the great Florentine painters must be judged as 
a mere added volume to a well threshed out subject to 
which even the “ authorities ” themselves come with one 
lack for which all their scholarship and industry cannot 
atone—the lack of the basic concept of what is Art. The 
book is readable from its sheer sincerity in trying to 
bring together the opinions of the “authorities”; but 
there is more than a sign that Mr. Stearns accepts, as 
authentic, works that are more than questionable; and 
as he sees always what he has come forth to see, he 
finds in any work attributed to the great masters the 
splendour that the authorities assure him he ought to 
find therein. 

The author lays down laws of life as he 
passes, which cannot stand trial at the bar of expe¬ 
rience. For instance, in speaking of Leonardo da Vinci 
he affirms that “ the notion that illegitimate children are 
brighter than others is not substantiated by the facts 
of history, for Leonardo appears to have been the only 
artist of the first rank who was born outside the mar¬ 
riage tie” Quite apart from such proof, which is no 
proof at all, was Leonardo the only illegitimate who 
reached to great achievement in art? As a matter of 
fact some of the greatest men of genius have been 
bom illegitimate, and more may have been so than is 
known. But leaving aside the obvious fact that the 
illegitimate are rare as against the mass of the legiti¬ 
mate, surely the fact of legitimacy is so conventional 
and superficial a thing that it really cannot be seriously 
considered one way or another as affecting genius! 

Again, Mr. Steams must be seeing what he went forth 
to see, if he find the wondrous personal beauty of Leon¬ 
ardo still present in his one known “ Self-portrait in Old 
Age.” But our author’s catalogue of Leonardo’s gifts is 
so obviously book-read that it becomes quite delightful 
in its boy-like phrasing. He recalls the Ollendorfian 
years of youth. He reminds one of Whistler’s waggish 
description of Lord Leighton—“ he also paints.” 
Mr. Steams stumbles into blunders with as child-like 
faith—even his ecstatic belief in Leonardo’s death, en¬ 
wrapped in the king’s arms, must be rudely shaken, 
for it happened unfortunately that the king was far off. 
Mr. Steams’ reasons for Leonardo’s exasperating habit 
of leaving his works unfinished is somewhat naive; but 
to miss the real reason is to miss the character of the 
man—indeed, his whole paragraph on this phase of 
Leonardo is deliciously comical in its serious simplicity. 
Again, sixty-seven is not usually accounted an “early 
death.” However, the book-making of this volume 
leaves one wondering what purpose is served by the 
production of all this strange, ill-digested literature on 

Art. 

The People's Books. (T. C. and E. C. Jack. 6d. net 
per volume.) 

In this new series of the Messrs. Jack the slenderest 
purse is catered for, and in a way it has never 
been catered for before. In saying this we have no 
intention of disparaging any other cheap series of books, 
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and there are many of them, all admirable in their way, 
but we know of none at the price equal to these. Here, 
indeed, is knowledge for the million, supplied in original 
works, not reprints, by eminent writers of the highest 
qualifications, in handy cloth-bound volumes, at the 
modest price of sixpence. They are written in a simple, 
attractive style, and each book will form at least an 
admirable introduction to the subject with which it 
deals, and act as a guide to the reader to future study, 
for a course of reading is given at the end of each 
volume, specifying the best works in which the particular 
theme may be further pursued. 

The series is being issued at intervals in batches of 
twelve volumes, which are occasionally illustrated. The 
first dozen comprised five works dealing with science, 
one with philosophy, one with religion, two with history, 
and three with bdles-lettres. In the second batch, just 
issued, there are again five scientific works, together 
with three historical ones, and three relating to letters. 
Two very up-to-date volumes are “ Home Rule,” by 
L. G. Redmond Howard, and “ Women’s Suffrage,” by 
Mrs. Fawcett. Other subjects dealt with are botany, 
chemistry, astronomy, radiation, heredity, Bergson’s 
philosophy, and Roman Catholicism. There are several 
biographies of famous people, a volume of verse, and 
another of synonyms. It will be seen from this short 
notice that the series bids fair to provide a liberal 
education at a nominal cost to all who are fortunate 
enough to possess it 

A Year's Gardening. By Basil Hargrave. Illustrated. 

(T. Werner Laurie. 6s. net.) 

Wild Flowers in Their Homes:—1. The Hedgerow. 

11. The Wood. By W. Percival Westell, D.Sc., 

F.L.S. Illustrated by C. F. Newall. (T. Werner 

Laurie, is. net each.) 

Mr. Werner Laurie is to be congratulated on the 
production of these handsome volumes, which are re¬ 
markably cheap at the price charged for them. “A 
Year’s Gardening” is charmingly bound and illustrated; 
but what is more important, it contains all the information 
the amateur gardener could wish for. This includes a 
calendar giving a series of jobs for every day in the 
year, an alphabetical and descriptive list of flowers, with 
hints on their cultivation, and chapters on alpine, rock 
and wall gardens, window boxes, lawns, fruit trees, 
vegetables, garden pests, etc, and a good index. “ Wild 
Flowers in Their Homes ” is a new series of which we 
have received the two volumes mentioned above; and 
judging by these samples it is likely to become a very 
popular one amongst all lovers of the wild flowers of 
our countryside. Mr. Westell’s descriptions are exhaus¬ 
tive and full of interest, and Mr. Newall’s illustrations, 
especially the coloured ones, of which there are several, 
are excellent. These booklets will be pleasant com¬ 
panions to take with one when on a country ramble, for 
practically every English wood and hedgerow wild 
flower is described and depicted in them. 
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Fiction 
The City of Light: A Novel of Modem Paris. By W. L. 

George. (Constable and Co. 6s.) 

THIS story of the development of a modern French 

youth, and his final tardy emancipation from his 

parents’ wishes—which amounted almost to an oppression 

—in the matter of his marriage, is something distinctly out 

of the common in fiction. So life-like are the scenes 

at times that they seem not to be fiction at all. Henri, 

the hero, in love with the daughter of a neighbour—a 

charming girl, who, from the point of view of his mother, 

will not do as a match—resembles a fly struggling in 

the meshes of a web, so closely is he pressed, so hotly 

is he worried. Until the very end, even though he has 

come into a small fortune and is twenty-eight years old, 

deference to the feelings of his mother forbids him to 

break away. Then, however, the mother oversteps the 

bounds of common-sense in her endeavour to wreck his 

resolve, and takes the extreme step of calling a conseil 

de famille which shall relieve the poor Henri of his 

independence; naturally, it has exactly the opposite 

effect. In a fine scene Henri defies his mother, breaks 

free, and goes—"to her." 

The descriptions of the various phases of life in Paris 

are excellent; the relations of the two families, the 

friends of Henri and Suzanne, hold the reader fascinated. 

The whole book is an intimate study of a world which 

is very little known to English men and women, and it 

is written in a limpid, effective style that adds consider¬ 

ably to the pleasure of the reader. 

publishing house, one which leads us to suspect that the 

authoress is not too well acquainted with her materials 

here—Buckley's people are too kind (we had almost said 

philanthropic) to be real Miss Webling has wntten a 

fairly interesting story in fairly good journalistic style, 

and no more. 

Felix Christie. By Peggy Webling. (Methuen and Co. 
6s). 

THE young man who comes to London to make his 

fortune is no new character in fiction, and, since Felix 

Christie follows the conventional way, endures a 

sufficiency of lean years to enable him to appre¬ 

ciate fat times, and writes a book which makes 

him very famous indeed, it will be seen that nothing 

short of genius could have made this book more than 

passing interesting. And, although talent and a good 

sense of story-building are easily apparent, there is no 

sign of genius. It is a rather good, rather commonplace 

story, its best attribute being an almost Dickensian por¬ 

trayal of a set of minor characters rejoicing in the name 

of Chippett. 

Paragraphing and style strike one as journalese rather 

than literary, and the book is devoid of implications— 

all is expressed, and the art of suggestion, which makes 

one% see the living person behind the printed word, has 

no place here. Fact after fact is set down baldly ; Felix 

is ambitious, Felix is clever, Felix falls in love—so might 

any junior reporter of a daily newspaper have told a 

story. There is no atmosphere about the work, and 

consequently we are unable to get close to these people 

and realise them as more than puppets. In “ Buckley’s w 

we have a pale and ineffectual representation of a great 
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Twinkle. 
Co. 

By 
6s.) 

Arthur H. Holmes. (Duckworth and 

WE recognise the influence of Mr. Henry James—we 

could not fail to recognise it—in this study of Jacob 

Twinkle, and the discovery, belief—call it what you will 

—that failed—or shall we say satisfied ?—him. The 

characters move in half-lights, speak in allusions—but 

it is not Henry James who writes, and there is little of 

the spirit in the form—and fade out at the end without 

having succeeded in producing more than a flitting im¬ 

pression on the reader’s consciousness. 

We admit the existence of one Jacob Twinkle, but 

not more, and when we find other characters attempting 

to convey their meaning by implications—and even 

succeeding in the attempt—just as did Jacob Twinkle 

himself, we refuse to be convinced of their reality. 

Maud, the daughter, is nearest to flesh and blood, 

possibly because she accomplishes a discovery and belief 

in definite action. The book had been a fine study in 

emotions but for its bloodlessness and utter detached 

ness—perhaps the writer was interested in his characters, 

and perhaps only in producing a thing of cleverness 

This latter he has certainly done, for the book is very 

clever in a cold, impersonal way which leaves us quite 

unmoved. Mr. Holmes has dealt in fine, very fine 

shades of temperament and feeling, has shown himself 

no mean psychologist—and yet, in spite of all, he has 

not rent aside the veil from the essentials of the lives 

portrayed here. We see Jacob Twinkle and his fellows 

through a prism which detracts rather than distorts— 

we need, either that this prism should be taken away, 

or that another should be added, before Mr. Holmes 

writes another book. 

(Herbert Helen of Lancaster Gate. By Philip Gibbs. 

and Daniel. 6s.) 

Not just yet, it seems, are we to have anything so good 

from Mr. Philip Gibbs as " The Street of Adventure, 

but meanwhile we need not be ungrateful for his less 

compelling work. The story of Helen is full of interest, 

from the time when she meets on the Channel boat 

the free-and-easy young artist who was to be her fate 

to the time when that same artist, rescued at the last 

gasp from the depths of despondency and despair, seems 

about to bring her a less drab-coloured happiness than 

was hers when she supported him by the aid of her 

typewriter and a lodger friend. The situations at the 

middle of the story are very neatly conceived and 

cleverly handled. Helen’s father, a financier, has 

brought the family up in a manner which places them 

in money matters on a level with their social superior 

Helen becomes engaged to young Lord Belfield. her 
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heart being untouched. Then comes the crash ; the trial 
and imprisonment of the father brings disgrace upon 
all; the match is broken off, and Helen, who is in love 
with the artist, accepts him. He is rather a broken reed, 
and his character is well drawn. The brothers Henry 
and Cyril form excellent foils to one another—Cyril, we 
suppose, being one of the first aviators to appear in 
modern fiction. We can recommend “ Helen of Lan¬ 
caster Gate ” to all who want a thoroughly good and 
consistently entertaining novel. 

The Secret of the Sands. By Fred. M. White. With 
Coloured Frontispiece. (Ward, Lock and Co. 6s.) 

Mr. WHITE, who is by no means unknown to novel- 
readers, has compounded in this extraordinary story a 
jumble of well-nigh every nefarious act known to 
humanity. Throughout the three hundred pages, before 
the secret is laid bare, the reader lives in an atmosphere 
of murder, robbery, forgery, embezzlement, and false¬ 
hood, with ghostly apparitions, disordered intellects, 
and a Sicilian vendetta thrown in; not to mention secret 
societies and the sign of the five matches representing a 
dagger which warns the bold bad villain that his end 
is near. He is a foreign count, of course, with the pic¬ 
turesque name Henri De Lava—most appropriate to a 
Sicilian born—and he has a purple moustache. The 
remarkable thing about it all is that not a single one of 
the miscreants conjured up by Mr. White’s fertile brain 
is brought to justice. On the contrary, the story ends 
with “ weddings all round,” as Sir Horace exclaimed. 
It requires a great stretch of the imagination to recog¬ 
nise in the frontispiece Vera Amory, the heroine, “a 
dainty little creature who generally wore a sunny smile 
on her fascinating face.” Those who are fond of a stir¬ 
ring tale of improbable happenings cannot do better 
than read " The Secret of the Sands.” 

The Woman-Hunter. By Arabella Kenealy. (Stanley 
Paul and Co. 6s.) 

Here are two distinct stories, though, as the same 
heroine serves for both, the second is to some extent 
dependent on the first. Nerissa, the said heroine, marries 
Alan Harland, who, with a view to working out his own 
salvation, practises self-abnegation to such an extent 
that Nerissa, who makes an admirable, lovable heroine, 
finds her charms as a wife totally overlooked Finally, 
to resist the temptations of the flesh—in the shape of a 
vulgar girl whom he has rescued from the streets— 
Harland goes off to a Trappist monastery, and leaves 
his wife a widow to all intents and purposes save that 
-of remarriage. 

The psychological interest of this first story makes it 
-of more than common value—it is work of a high order, 
and the delicacy and insight with which the authoress 
has handled a difficult subject are combined with a 
restrained style which, giving to each incident its proper 
significance and no more, adds emphasis to the tre¬ 
mendous lesson of the story. We are therefore a little 
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disappointed when, in “ Book 2,” Nerissa meets her fate 
in the shape of Otto Bellairs, reforms him, and marries 
him after a few exciting episodes and her former hus¬ 
band's extremely convenient death. Although Nerissa's 
character is well sustained, although Bellairs is cleverly 
drawn, and although the theory of reincarnation is 
brought in to lend verisimilitude to ghosts and sub¬ 
terranean passages, the descent from fine, delicate 
characterisation to methods savouring strongly of melo¬ 
drama renders the second part of the book rather 
unconvincing, and detracts largely from the force of 
the whole. 

Music 
EVERYBODY knows what Augusta Elton thought 

of Birmingham, how she told Emma Woodhouse 
“ One has not great hopes from it; I always say there is 
something direful in the sound.” We shall not be accused 
of Eltonism, we trust, if we say that what Birmingham 
and its possibilities were to the vivacious Augusta, so, 
to the practised concert-goer, are “one-man” concerts 
of “original compositions.” We have attended a great 
many, and are conscious of a secret sinking of heart 
when called upon to enlarge our experience of such 
entertainments. We listen through a dreary evening to 
a succession of long, large-sized works, Symphonies, 
Symphonic Poems, Serenades, Overtures to the Revolt 
of Islam, and Threnodies on the Death of Space, Cycles 
of Songs that have no end, and Variations on a Theme 
by Tubal, till Nature imitates Islam, and kindly sleep 
comes to end our woe. The composer is probably a 
serious young person, addicted to music from childhood, 
a pianist or violinist very likely, who has been taught 
“ Composition ” at some college, and has developed a 
power of scribbling down scores with a rapidity not 
excelled by that of the lady novelist who turns out a 
volume each month. From the first “ Maestoso” to the 
last “ Prestissimo ” there is nothing which the world 
would have missed, had it been left in the composer's 
brain, unwritten. The tragedies of life are what he has 
attempted to depict in music. He does not see that the 
waste of his own and others' time is the real tragedy. 

Our approach to the “ One-Man ” Picture-show is not 
darkened by similar feelings of apprehension. But then 

your painter of to-day does not engage some vast and 
gloomy hall, and line it with pictures that rival Michel¬ 
angelo's frescoes in size and ambition. The rooms of 
Agnew and Carfax would not admit pictures as large as 
the famous “ Non Angli, sed Angeli ” of Gandish. 
So the painters content themselves with smaller can¬ 
vases, and refrain from any attempt to imitate the Grand 
size and the Grand manner of the Cinquecento. Such 
reasonableness does not, as a rule, commend itself to the 
budding composer of music. He must take more sheets 
of paper than were used by Beethoven for his longest 
Symphonies; he must marshal as many instruments as 
Strauss; he must choose such subjects of difficulty as 
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Mozart and Schubert never dreamed of. His lowest aim 
is to be as big and as profound as Brahms. Is it strange 
that we leave his concert oppressed by feelings similar 
to those which Matthew Arnold experienced when he 
attended the Social Science Congress ? 

But there are exceptions to every rule, and we went 
to Mr. Percy Grainger's evening of his own compositions 
haunted by no anticipatory terror. Only one or two of 
his smaller pieces were at all known to us, but they had 
induced the comfortable conviction that he was not 
likely, as yet, to inflict any tragic Symphonies or Poems 
upon his audience in iEolian Hall We studied his pro¬ 
gramme; out of fourteen numbers, seven had distinct 
connection with a note of tragedy or pathos ; would the 
concert, then, be but a gloomy affair after all? Most 
certainly it was not. There was something curiously 
successful about the way in which the grave and the 
gay were mingled. Mr. Grainger can put his hand un¬ 
erringly on both the springs of merriment or pathos, 
and he turned our humour from one to the other with 
never the smallest effect of incongruity. Perhaps this 
was because all that he did struck one listener at any 
rate (but probably all the listeners) as transparently sin¬ 
cere. The ugly word “ artificial ” never came into our 
mind at any moment. So were we prepared to follow 
our conductor in all his moods. 

We had better say at once that the effect of this con¬ 
cert was to induce a conviction that a new personality 
has arisen, a new voice begun to make itself heard in 
Music. We cannot say whether Mr. Grainger's influence 
will become a dominating one, but we shall be much 
surprised if it is not a wide one, a wholesome, beneficent 
one, and we are sure that the world will be the loser 
if it is not. Many composers have taken folk-tunes as 
the base of elaborate compositions, or imagined tunes 
on the model of the folksong. But Mr. Grainger has 
found out a new way of treating them. He is a real 
inventor, and on his inventions there is the clearest 
stamp that they are original in the right sense. It is 
patent that he has not fashioned his scores in this new 
style for the sake of doing something new, but because 
this new style is really the expression of himself, because 
he feels that by its aid he better presents his tune with 
freshness, point and grace of congruity. It is for this 
reason that we think he is bound to have the effect of an 
original, inspiring force upon contemporary music. Quite 
unaided, for his style does not depend on anything that 
has been done before, he has opened out a new channel 
into which music's stream may be directed. 

We are far from hoping that all our young composers 
will at once try to copy Mr. Grainger’s models, and treat 
us to their own “ Mollies on the Shore,” their “ Rambles,” 
and to such intarsiatura work as the “ Strattespeg with 
the Sea Chanty.” But some of them will take no harm if 
they learn that small-sized pieces of music of original de¬ 
sign, sincere feeling, and perfect finish, are better than 
those vast compositions which are only would-be imitations 
of the work of very great men. They may learn, too, that 
music can be good although it is not always profound or 
tragic. With Mr. Grainger it seems that “ cheerfulness 
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is always breaking in,” yet not at unsuitable moments. 
His reels and dances are infectiously cheerful, but how 
completely he forgets that he loves a laugh when he sits 
down to find music that shall help us to enter into the 
spirit of the “ Twa Corbies,” or the “Willow Song,” or 
Kipling’s “ Mother o' Mine”! From the date given in 

the programme, we learned that many of the pieces we 
heard have been in manuscript for several years. Here 
is a good example. Mr. Grainger has not composed 
in a hurry, and rushed about to have every composition 
performed at once. He may have Symphonies locked 
up in his cabinet—we rather hope that he has not It 
may be that he feels that the small Dutch canvas is at 
present the best for him to cover with paint. He may 
prefer to be pathetic and homely wi(h Maes and jovial 
with Steen, rather than to paint a "Night Watch" or 
a M Syndics.” But if he does write works on a large: 
scale than those he has shown us, we have a good hope 
that they will also be laid out in some fashion that is 
new though not fantastic, that they will be as free from 
“ padding ” as the earlier works, as alive and vigorous 
with hearty health. We should like to speak in detail 
of some of the beautiful music, now touching, now 
exhilarating, which we heard last week. 

But we must confine ourselves to recording the general 

impression it made upon us, and that is, that these com¬ 
positions are the production of one who was sent into 
the world to compose, and not merely to play the piano. 
It is not very often that we can say this of pianist- 

composers. The learned or the envious may point out 

all the weaknesses they can discover or suspect in this 

music which has made us so glad. We accept it as it 

is. When the Sun has warmed us, we do not care to 

search for the spots upon it. At a moment when youth, 

gaiety, charm, happiness, and such pleasant spirits art 

not those which bear chief rule in our music, Mr. 

Grainger comes and dashes a radiant spark through the 

prevailing greyness. Dare we say, also, that we think 
his success in striking the pathetic note may be due to 

the fact that he looks first to the brighter side of things? 
Mr. Balfour has been telling us that he would like 

Literature to sound a more Grainger-like chord. It has 
for some time looked as if writers and their readers and 

composers and their hearers had been afraid to admit 

that there may be a brighter side to the world they 
picture. The authors and composers of "musical 
comedy ” have not done much to mend matters. But 
now we have Mr. Grainger to give us what is cheerful 

and at the same time beautiful and good. Were he 
merely a clever and amusing person, dexterous beyond 

his fellows in tickling our ears, his influence would be 

only a passing one. But we believe him to be very 
much more than this, and we look forward with hope to 

his effect on his contemporaries. 

Mr. Grainger knows his own business best, what he 

can do and what he cannot He may intend to confer 
himself to the smaller genre of compositions, in which He 

must be conscious that he is succeeding so brilHanti}• 

But we own that we hope a composer of such humour, 

vivacity and nervous power will move on to bigger 
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things. It is not likely that anyone of such imagination 
and spirit will ever be at a loss for subjects, but if he 
is, may we suggest to him an Overture to Samuel Pepys 
or Charles Lamb, a Ballet of “ Candide and Cun6gonde,” 
a “ Serenade to Mme de S^vigne,” an Opera on “ Tom 
Jones,” a “ Tristram Shandy ” Suite; or, if he must be 
modern, oould he not do some “ Rambles ” on George 
Moore or Barry Pain, or set music for “ Under the 
Greenwood Tree,” and, when in more poignant mood, 
take some of the “ Drum Taps ” of Whitman for illus¬ 
tration? We are convinced, on the evidence of the 
works performed last week, that he has the gifts neces¬ 
sary for successful dealing with practically any subject. 

We have left ourselves no space for a chronicle of 
the daily round of music, but must pay a cordial tribute 
of gratitude to Mr. Gregory Hart on the occasion of his 
“ Farewell Concert ” for the unvaryingly good influence 
he has for the last fifteen years exercised in the cause 
of the highest type of vocal music, and for the true 
pleasure his admirable singing has often given us in 
many a concert room, at the provincial festivals, in the 
Temple Church, when Bach had composed the anthem. 
He is now to devote himself entirely to teaching. May 
he inspire his pupils with some portion of his own lofty 
spirit, and that urbanity which gave so distinct a charm 
to his style. A very young lady, Mile Guiomar Novares, 
trained in Paris, has been touching the piano in London. 
Her ability, her maturity, her insight into both the form 
and the spirit of what she plays are absolutely astound¬ 
ing. Playing as she does at the age of sixteen, there is 
no doubt that she may become one of the greatest 
pianists of her time, so that the date of her quiet dibut 
at iEolian Hall will be recorded with emphasis by all the 
Groves and the F6tis of the future. 

Miss Beatrice Irwin at Crosby Hall 

At Crosby Hall, Chelsea, on Tuesday evening, May 21, 
Miss Beatrice Irwin gave a “ colour poem ” recital to 
demonstrate “the art of geometric harmony, or triple 
vibration, through the expressed correspondences of 
form, colour, and sound.” Reclining upon the stage, 
Miss Irwin recited a poem on the subject, for example, 
of “ Earth-Worship,” the stage meanwhile being illumi¬ 
nated by a sequence of delicate tints. By the simul¬ 
taneous expression of the corresponding vibrations of 
form, colour, and sound, the artist endeavoured to create 
symbols upon the elastic membrane of the atmosphere, 
and to react with these symbols upon the audience, 
producing a sensation of aesthetic pleasure. The desired 
effect may have been produced upon the extreme 
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aesthete, now almost extinct in these commercial and 
utilitarian times, or upon a company of overfed and 
pampered rajahs and sultans preparing for an after- 
dinner siesta, but to the ordinary individual of this 
hustling world, seated upon a wooden chair, the correct 
receptive psychic state would not come. We recommend 
this extension of the theory of physical and psychical 
correspondences to Miss Irwin for future recitals. Under 
the conditions of the Crosby Hall recital, the lack of 
invigorating inspiration, both in the poetry and in its 
recital, was very marked. Signor Mario Lorenzi de¬ 
lighted the audience with his exquisitely rendered harp 
solos, notably with Debussy’s “ Arabesque.’*' 

Ambitions 

THE earliest ambitions are the best Those that 
come about the age of five. They are the purest 

and most passionate. They have no alloy of mean, 
motive or timid misgiving. They are single and intense 
—the only ambitions which the mind ever knows that 
are purely the ambitions of an artist 

Miss Horatio Ewing’s Jackanapes had two ambitions 
—to ride on the village pig and to sit like the ducklings 
on the village pond. They may be taken to represent 
their class; for, if we have not all had these same 
longings, we have all had others equally fine in their 
place. To call coals in the street, to stand upon a ladder 
with a jolly paint-pot, hung most fascinatingly upon a: 
hook, and to splash paint upon a house, to climb a wall 
and touch the moon—these arc the adorable ambitions, 
of youth, the great schemes of the first decade. But, 
though they take many forays, they have this in common 
—that they are all prosecuted without doubt of their 
desirableness or of ultimate success. It is by this that 
they transcend the meaner and more timid ambitions 
of later years. That they can be done and are worth 
doing are not matters of argument These serene 
ambitions are undisturbed by any weakness, or fears, or 
doubts hidden within themselves. Genius indeed lies 
most in the power to preserve undisturbed through life 
the childlike quality in ambition. Nor are they only 
serene by this robust faith, but by their freedom from 
all motive. It is only at five that one desires to do a 
thing for the sake of doing it, unregarding rewards or 
consequences, with a feeling that to do is itself the 
finest of all things. Why should one want to touch the 
moon? Yet the conviction that the moon can be touched 
(once the top of the wall is reached) is no stronger than * 
the conviction that it is worth touching. Many men 
can paint a house in a workmanlike way. Only a boy 
of five can do it as an artist. At five we are all artists. 

These early ambitions pass quickly. That again 
should recommend them. They are intense while they 
remain; they bring a keen pleasure of anticipation, the 
delight of much scheming; but they are soon gone, to 
be followed by others as transitory. One may pass a 
whole regiment of noble ambitions in review, enjoy them 
in anticipation, and never know failure or the sadder 
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experience of success. Jackanapes, it is true, was not 

«o fortunate. He learnt early the meaning of disillusion¬ 

ment He plotted too welL He found that to sit upon 

the green slime of a pond was not the simple and 

pleasurable thing he had thought it, that in this he was 

inferior to the ducklings. But most of us, with luck and 

a vigilant nurse, may escape his fate. 

It is towards the end of the first decade, when we can 

vconsort with others of our kind, swagger with our hands 

in our pockets, go abroad without female tutelage, and 

feel that we are men that the second ambitions come. 

They are meaner than the first. They contain an alloy 

of external vanity; they are ambitions to be rather than 

to do, to cut a fine figure. They give an eye to outside 

•opinion (a thing to which the earliest ambitions were 

■sublimely indifferent). They are self-conscious. This 

is the age of military ambitions. The earlier desire to 

be a house-painter had nothing to do with the beauty 

of a soiled apron. It was concerned only with the 

pleasure of handling a pot and brush. This later desire 

is less for the joy of using a sword than of wearing it. 

It is inferior by its vanity. But it is a fine thing. There 

are meaner ambitions than to desire to cut a figure. To 

go about imagining how one would be admired in a 

scarlet coat, to strut as if one already wore it, and all 

the time to be indifferent to the more immediate effect 

upon opinion of a clean collar, is to live very pleasantly. 

These ambitions are light, fanciful, fantastic, as the 

first were intense and practical. They are the occasional 

ambitions of a mind and body that have much to 

employ them. They linger long in the fancy, pretty, 

unsubstantial things flitting in and out. It is about the 

age of nineteen that they give place to others of a more 

substantial sort Oh, the portentous ambitions of nine¬ 

teen, of a boy's last years at school! Nineteen or there¬ 

abouts is the great turning-point in life. Until then 

one grows steadily older. Afterwards one begins to 

decline—in ambition. And it is, after all, his ambitions 

which give most colour to a man's views of life, that 

settle his perspective and direct his opinions. Before 

nineteen one may be gay and irresponsible; after nine¬ 

teen, indifference, frivolity, something of the same sort 

as gaiety, though less fine in quality, will take its place. 

But nineteen is the solemn age—the age which weighs 

upon a man’s shoulders. It is then that he feels a 

responsibility for the world. Like Mr. Barrie's jour¬ 

nalist, he is staggered by the thought of the bare possi¬ 

bility (for the Fates are capricious) that he may not be 

famous. George Rumbold, the gentle artist in “ Our 

Street,” would paint nothing but historical pictures of a 

colossal size. The ambitions of nineteen are just of that 

sort. No one at nineteen would confess to the ambition 

to write a noveL For at nineteen one has not read Miss 

Austen's and George Meredith’s defence of the dignity 

of fiction; and, if one had, one would dismiss them 

contemptuously as special pleading. A grave historical 

work if you will, and for occasional relaxation a scholarly 

essay. Anything less than that is—at nineteen—held in 

•contempt. The actor at nineteen sees nothing below 

Shakespeare; the artist despises the Royal Academy, 

which in later years he will be only too willing to enter. 

At nineteen journalism is hardly to be named as a pro 

f ess ion—not even as a side door to letters. It is the 

tradesman’s entrance. For nineteen paints only on 

large canvases, and writes only ponderous volumes, and 

speaks only on world affairs. It is said that a man keeps 

his youthful gaiety until he discovers that life is hard, 

capricious, dishonest, something which will fight him, 

and that without regard to sportsmanlike rules. But 

this is not true. No later suffering can make a mans 

brow so heavy, his face so solemn, his mouth so severe, 

as the ambitions of nineteen. • 

But they are soon gone—portentously solid cargo 

which would make any ship founder. They had best be 

jettisoned at once. Four years later most men are con¬ 

tent with the ambition to earn a living. It is easier to 

carry and to handle. And then comes the last ambition 

It is concerned neither with doing something for the 

sake of the doing, nor with cutting a fine figure, nor 

with fame. It is content to work humbly, so that it 

can trust those with whom it works and believe in the 

thing for which it is working. Five would consider this 

as timid, for no financier of American fiction is so sure 

of himself, so distrustful of others, so eager to plan and 

work alone as five. Twelve would hold it drab, nineteen 

wave it aside as unworthy. It is the last infirmity of 

noble minds. C. V. 

The Threatened Collapse of the 
International 

By Haldane Macfall. 

HERE are two societies of painters for which 1 

have a natural bias and sympathy as to their aims 

and intentions—let me say this at the start—the" Ne* 

English Art Club” and the “ Internationals.” That they 

two combinations have largely pulled down the once 

pompous authority of the hide-bound Royal Academy 

would alone entitle them to every art-lover’s warm ad 

miration. It is true that the dull, dead level of Academic 

intention and achievement has been sufficient in itself 

to sap that body’s whole position; but a rotting tree 

may last for a considerable time unless blown down by 

the buffet of rude gales. The New English Art Club, 

and, thereafter, the Internationals, did not commit the 

folly of attacking the Royal Academy by the old 

methods; both societies attacked by dogged and per¬ 

sistent social rivalry, so that to-day all the positions of 

power, in the Press and in the official direction of ait 

matters, are in their hands. Every social effort has been 

made ; powerful art patrons have been drawn away fron 

the Royal Academy; and important personages of in 

fluence have been wooed and won from their side. To-day 

the Royal Academy stands in an isolated and discredits 

position, which its wealth and official strength alom | 

save from being in a state of utter collapse. To tha 

state, and to the urgent need of vitalising this no* 

ridiculous and commonplace institution, 1 will return 

at an early date; but to the condition of one of the 
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triumphant rivals, the Society of the Internationals, let 
us pay considerable attention, since much depends upon 
this body as regards the development of the modern 
painters—at least, did depend and might depend. But 
of a certainty, whether owing to lack of settled finance, 
or to coteries, or to other sources of weakness such as 
the domination of mediocre but pushful personalities, or 
the dozen and one causes of the weakness in such 
bodies, I do not pretend to know or guess, this Society 
has steadily lapsed towards a second-rate state that 
threatens to become a mere mutual admiration of lesser 
men. Such a state of decay would be of more serious 
consequence to modern painting than at first seems 
apparent But the weakness of the Society is forced 
upon us even more prominently than the weakness of 
such a body as the Royal Academy, since the Inter¬ 
national has a superb field of supply—nothing less than 
the whole of Europe. Yet it is administered under such 
narrow vision and such petty concept that the supreme 
British painters of our time are not enlisted upon its 
roll, nor is their work invited to its walls! 

No charge could be more damning against a body 
boasting so grandiose a title. That its roll-call should 
cry the names of at least half-a-dozen such mediocrities 
as it contains when the supreme genius of the nation is 
passed by, surely is fantastical—it is certainly destruc¬ 
tion to the power of achievement of the Society; nor 
can the place of genius be taken by the mere pushful¬ 
ness and social energy of mediocrities. 

Now, were the Society but one of the many rivals of 
the Royal Academy for official favour, that have been 
worn down by the Academy generation after genera¬ 
tion, all this would matter little. But the wide aim and 
original intention, and the large ambition, of the Inter¬ 
nationals made for freedom, and brought a thrill of 
hope throughout the studios where men were creating 
sincere art, and were impelled by vital endeavour. The 
essential need of such a Society was that it should 
avoid a hide-bound directorate, that it should carefully 
keep itself from the domination of mere personal ambi¬ 
tions or the even more demoralising predominance of 
coteries; above all, that it should be an open exhibition 
to which all artists might send on equal terms, without 
favour and without privilege—that its elected members 
should be as subject to the jury as the veriest outsider, 
that it should never grow old and scant of breath. To- 

day it is difficult to see in what degree it differs one 
whit from the Royal Academy except that it does not 
fling its doors as wide open, and that its judgment of 

is higher; but its favouritism is as marked as that 
°f the Academy. Under such conditions it is doomed; 
nor will its removal in the autumn to its new home be of 
the slightest avail in staying its complete failure. 

The International Society of Sculptors, Painters and 
Gravers! International in what? I looked in vain for 
the work of the supreme painters in British achievement 
now living. Wherefore, then, international ? Run down 
the list of members.- scarce a painter of the first rank 

7"8everal academics—several third-rates. Nowhere could 
see a Brangwyn, Peploe, Fergusson or Clausen, for 
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instance, in the galleries nor on the lists. And they do 
not even known that Howard Pyle is dead—but perhaps 
“the report was grossly exaggerated.” 

Yet this Society in its beginnings threatened pro¬ 
digious things. Is it that this, too, has become a close 
borough—that it, too, has ceased to search out or call 
the younger men ? The old Academy sits grimly silent, 
lord of the purse, the established social function, secure 
of “ the public”; for it knows that all these rival 
“ societies ” will break, pass amongst the coteries, and 
decay. And, of a surety, the “ rot” has set in badly at 
the Grafton Galleries. Remember, all Europe is tribute 
to this display, if skilfully chosen; and the result is a 
dullard affair enough this Spring. 

Of the men of genius, even Pryde and Nicholson 
seem to have shrunk from sending the best that is in 
them. Neither is a great colourist as Fergusson and 
Peploe are great colourists, but both men command 
romance and dignity of forms. There is one 
work that stands forth, outclassing all else—a swift, 
masterly impression by Manet of a dead rabbit hanging 
from a nail in a window. Even the great dead, who are 
conscripted to fill out the interest of the show, are as 
often as not represented by ghastly potboilers or in¬ 

different examples. Indeed, who shall judge Millet’s 
majesty by the two pieces that here stand for his 
genius ? “ The Sower ” contains the germ of his great 
masterpiece; but both paintings are precisely what the 
collectors of antiques prize, the sort of men who stood 
by silent and let Millet starve whilst he created majestic 
masterpieces that are a beacon-light to his age! The 
masters who are doing great work to-day are as lightly 
passed by—the professors and experts and critics stamp¬ 
ing up and down the country the while to raise public 
subscription for the possessing of old masters by the 
State. But Millet’s slightest sketch at least holds 
mastery. In these galleries most of the works hold 
none. Why are these things displayed except that the 
whole function of art is misunderstood, and administered 
by mediocrities who jump at any fatuity so that the 

fatuity shall have been polished by the intellectual 
snobbery of the “experts,” and be labelled with a 
“ name ” ? 

However, let us get what interest can be got out of 
this ghostly display of the reputations won by the dead. 

There is a “ Flower Piece” by Manet which was in¬ 
teresting as showing his change of handling under the 
revelation of the Broken-Colour of his old comrades 
Monet and the rest—in which the loss of force through 

departure from his Mass-Impressionism is balanced by 
the increase of glitter and atmosphere. The spiritual 
intensity of Carrifcre is seen in “The Mother’s Kiss,” 
and a fine portrait of the “ Lady with the Dog.” But 

Monet is represented by such mediocre examples that 
one would not account him more than a tenth-rate if one 
did not know his powers and his significance. By 

Gauguin, besides the mediocre “ Studio,” lately displayed 

at the Stafford Galleries, the two landscapes of 1884 and 
1886 are interesting as showing this wilful genius in his 

earlier days essaying to paint broken-colour impres- 
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sionism in the scientific phase of French painting, that 

scientific phase which turned the broken-idea’d 

painters in weariness of creative emptiness to attempt 

the bringing back of the childhood of the world into 

the studios of Paris; though, after all, if a man must be 

academic and mimic the art of others, he may just as 

well mimic primal man as copy Michelangelo or Botti¬ 

celli. Gauguin’s broken-colour impressions in landscape 

show the weakness of the method when tentatively 

employed in stating large surfaces. Van Gogh is seen 

in a puerile, ill-drawn and uninspired painting of a 

" Zouave,” which the intellectual snobbery of the “ ex¬ 

perts” would have rejected from the display had it 

been by an unknown Englishman; it is a sorry substi¬ 

tute for his glorious landscapes. Rodin, again, in one 

example at least, is shown at his lowest endeavour, and 

would not have been shown at all as regards this 

brutal and formless female nude had his name not been 

Rodin. 

Now this is precisely the atmosphere that this very 

Society condemns in the Royal Academy. The vitality 

of such a Society depends on the display of fine 

examples of the leading European artists, and on the en- 

x couragement of youngsters of promise to whom the 

conventional doors of the Royal Academy are locked 

and barred. Neither essential quality is here to be 

seen; and it is clear that the institution has passed 

under the guidance of its lesser spirits. This is a 

thousand pities, for it had the backbone of a splendid 

exhibiting society. In the International lay high hope 

of artistic salvation; and it should be saved at all costs 

if it be possible. Its list contains many of the finest 

names on the Continent; this cannot be said of its 

home list Yet to the foreign list might be added 

many men of genius. Much more space should be given 

to sculpture. 

It is a thousand pities that the Society’s brilliant 

promise should be already gone into decay. There is 

a lack of a strong personality in its conduct and guidance, 

and a smack of coterie in its government, that should be 

at once wiped out. It should refresh and invigorate its 

career by winning to it, first of all, the greatest living 

masters in British painting—and it should do it without 

delay. It should throw its door wide to all serious 

modem endeavour; and its favour should be rigorously 

kept for masterpieces by whomsoever created. Less 

theory and higher achievement would work wonders. 

Great French masters like Steinlen should be called to 

give it honour. It rests with the Society to save itself 

and if it hesitate its day is over. Its members speak 

with fine scorn of the bookish critics—which were well 

enough—but even the bookish critics begin to realise 

that such artists as Brangwyn and Peploe and Fergusson 

and Steinlen are among the supreme artists of our own 

time. 

It is pleasant, amid the surrounding gloom, to record 

at least the technical advance of Mr. Kelly in his head 

of an Oriental girl, “ Ma-ta-M£,” and of Mr. Glyn 

Philpot as a sculptor in the mask of a “ Dead Faun,” 

wherein he reveals a personality more marked than in 

his deft, broad painting. But the decay of the art of 

Gandara, of Laprade, of Simon Bussy and others, over¬ 

whelms the sense of vitality here and there apparent- 

at best but a timid vitality, chiefly concerned with 

craftsmanship. I 

South American Notes 

By W. H. KOEBEL. 

I.—BUENOS AIRES. 

IT is fifteen years since I was first in Buenos Aires 

The occasion was nothing beyond a short week 

snatched from the midst of a voyage from New Zealand 

to England, but the incidents of the stay remain suffi¬ 

ciently clearly impressed. At the time it was an unusual 

thing for a steamer homeward bound from the Anti¬ 

podes to touch at the Plate. Since the Buenos Aires 

docks were too insignificant for the purpose, the vessel 

was berthed at Ensenada, at the mouth of the gieat 

river, and the journey to Buenos Aires completed by 

rail. 
The extent of the population of Buenos Aires as :t 

was then I do not know. Doubtless the urban statisti¬ 

cians have it more or less accurately set forth. Just no* 

I am not concerned with population and figures, but 

with the aspedts of the town and its inhabitants. 

In 1897 Buenos Aires was to all intents and purpose? 

a city such as existed in the later Spanish Colonial 

days. Its houses were lowly and flat of roof, and the j 

single story of which each was wont to be composed wis 

set with lofty windows thickly barred with iron. In the 

centre of each was a patio—the shaded courtyard soft¬ 

ened by palms, shrubs, and flowers. The streets were 

narrow, and, save in the very centre of the city, notable 

for a pavement of crude earth which rose and fell 1 

small mounds and valleys that caused the vehicles fated 

to traverse them to dip and roll in a giddy fashion 

They were adventurous roads at the best of times, these, 

even during those comparatively prosperous intervals 

when the summer’s dust and the winter's mudbeb 

failed to strew their surface. 

Knowing nothing of 'what lay below it, the town tocN 

things very easily in those days. And why not, sir.ct 

after all, life was intended for comfort, and ease, anc 

shade ? An incipient horse-tram or two had begun tc 

ply the more important thoroughfares, it is tnie. Bu. 

these were intrusive and unsympathetic things, host.. 

as yet to the proper atmosphere of the place. It wk 

still the day of the horseman, the guitar and tfl' 

serenade, when the sefloritas peered coyly out front be¬ 

hind the barred windows, and the yerba was drawn«? 

through the silver tube from the matt-gourd. On t. 

yellow waters of the River Plate were a few white sai; 

and the smoke from an odd funnel or two; but tnf - 

was little more to disturb the peace of the waters tha- 

that of the land. Indeed, nothing beyond an 
murder, dust-^torm, pamferot or whisper of revolution 

could effect this. 
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That was fifteen years ago. It is easy enough to 
bridge over the intervening time, and thus to arrive at 
to-day. But to connect the aspects of the present and of 
this very near past is not so easy. A few landmarks of 
the earlier era remain. The yellow cathedral and the 
pink House of Government, and a certain number of 
such edifices, continue unaltered, paying for their con¬ 
sistency by suggesting an atmosphere of forlorn deso¬ 
lation which grows more marked with every year. The 
new town has sprung up with a strength that bids fair 
to choke the life out of buildings such as these. Great 
sky-scrapers are climbing higher and higher into the 
sky. Down beneath the surface there is a mighty bur- 
rctwing and tunnelling that is preparing the way for the 
ne*w tubes which will soon relieve the congested traffic 
of the streets. 

Within the last few years, indeed, the transformation 
seems to have increased in rapidity, until it has attained 
a feverish pace. From an architectural point of view 
the result is occasionally curious. So abrupt and so 
overwhelming has been the increase in the values of 
land that no time has been left for any of the wonted 
grades of transition. This applies more particularly to 
the outskirts of the town, since the metamorphosis of 
the centre is now almost complete. Realising this, many 
far-sighted and speculative souls, in anticipation of 
what is to come, have rushed helter-skelter to the 
remoter suburbs in order to play their part with bricks 
and mortar. So 'wholesouled have been their labours 
that just at present the jumble of present and past 
which they have succeeded in bringing about is com¬ 
pletely bewildering in its effect. 

Here, for instance, in an outlying street, which until 
recently was innocent of any inhabitants but those of the 
poorest class, is a row of humble dwellings, single¬ 
storied erections with gaunt, square windows, whose 
walls are painted cream, white, brown, yellow, or blue. 
There is nothing secretive about these modest homes; 
in them the family existence is carried on more or less 
in full view of the street, while of an evening the gather¬ 
ings about each doorway are frankly sociable and unem¬ 
barrassed. In some of the shaded interiors are articles 
for sale; at the side of others are small yards which 
hold the implements or vehicles of trade. Some three 
or four of these houses will perhaps squat comfortably 
in a row, just as they have squatted for many years 
past. And then will occur a break in the sequence suffi¬ 
ciently abrupt to startle the passer-by. A lofty white 
building of many stories, of the most modem design, 
bristling with carved stone, and shining with iron, brass, 
and paint, has come to raise its pretentious self as much 
above these others as a sunflower stands over a dande¬ 
lion. Within is probably a lift, and certainly telephones 
in plenty. 

But beyond this lighthouse of a building the 
level of the street undergoes a sheer fall, and 
is carried on again by the lowly houses until 
the next break occurs. A quinta, a brand new villa 
set in its own grounds, has jumped in to cause this. 
Snow-white and of rather florid and pretentious archi¬ 
tecture, it rises from the midst of the growths of palm, 
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Bougainvillea, and flowering shrubs. It is, in fact, a 
rather elaborately precious thing, this quinta that seems 
to elbow its humble neighbours from its sides. 

The incongruity of it all would be still more amazing, 
did one not realise that the street already belongs to 
the tall building and to the villa. The others remain 
on sufferance alone. Each month will see the lowly 
walls of some of their number razed to the ground, 
until in the end the brand new buildings which shriek 
their wealth aloud will have swept all the rest away. 
The street will resound with many motor-cars then; 
trees will spring up from the side-paths, and, instead 
of the homely families clustered about the opened doors, 
ladies and men will enter the great gates which clang 
to, shutting their life completely from the street 

The process is one familiar to every growing town, 
it is true. It is the pace alone here which distinguishes 
Buenos Aires from other cities. For, in order to give 
way to the new, the old walls of Argentina’s capital 
are toppling as fast as apples to the ground. They 
are only following the example of all else; since the 
ma/i-bowl has given way to Chinese tea; the 
sombrero to the silk hat and bowler; the poncho to 
tweed and tail coats—but it is impossible to proceed 
to the end with the various species of transformations. 
Suffice it to say that Buenos Aires is remarkably awake 
just now, and keeps its finger on the pulse of the world. 

A Lord of German Letters 
OETHE and Schiller, with their magical music and 

storm of song, have subdued the fame of Lessing. 
Lessing possessed no full-sounding harp, with throb¬ 
bing, heart-conquering strings. It was later that the 
gods gave such to Germany. But he was armed with 
clarion and with sword; and he went forth to war 
against every dragon that oppressed the infant litera¬ 
ture of his country. He was a pioneer-prince. His 
hand freed the portals of German temple and German 
theatre from Pharisee and pestilence. We may call him 
the Moses of his race, for he wrought a deliverance from 
songless servitude, and fashioned a wandering people 
into a literary nation. 

Russell Lowell remarks “ that the figure of Goethe is 
grand, it is rightfully pre-eminent, it has something of 
the calm, and something of the coldness, of the immor¬ 
tals ; but the Valhalla of German letters can show one 
form, in its simple manhood, statelier than his. Since 
Luther, Germany has given birth to no such intellectual 
athlete [as.Lessing]—to no son so German to the core. 
Greater poets she has had, but no greater writer; no 
nature more finely tempered.” About Goethe there is 
something of the splendour of sunlit mountain snows; 
Lessing’s aureole is of woven battle-flame. 

He was bom in Kamenz, a small, slumbrous Saxon 
town, in January, 1729. His father was a Lutheran 
pastor there: a man of profound learning, but impulsive 
in temper. A whirlwind slept in his heart, awaking at 
times into a fury so fierce that every fetter was impotent 
as a string of daisies. The tempest has its grandeur. 
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M There let him stand—a majestic figure—biting his lips pleasure; in Germany, it is regarded as a chanot of 

into silence.” Lessing was the child, before he was the learning. Robinson Crusoe’s man Friday, transported 
critic, of Lutheranism; as Luther of Catholicism and into Piccadilly, could not have been more startled than 
Wesley of Anglicanism. Lessing, when, with wondering eyes, he beheld the 

To Leipzig University Lessing was sent in 1746 to multitudinous passions of this manifold human heart laid 
study theology. Leipzig was the sovereign city of mercilessly bare in the Leipzig theatre. His nature wv 
books, the German London. Its printing machines mur- too deep, too imperious with noble hunger, to be content 
mured under weight of manuscript; the while, a with the shallower pleasures of the stage. He sought to 
pompous professor, from beneath a mighty periwig, fathom the nature and possibilities of the dramatic art 
thundered forth such principles as hold the highest Forgetful of theology, he plunged into the reading of 

poetry within thraldom. This was Dr. Johnson in English and French plays. He sifted, analysed, com- 
German dress, sitting in judgment upon any poem pared, and filled his granary with the finest of the wheat 
which should chance to breathe a splendid noncon- Behind the scenes he pierced and examined the hidden 
formity and * gloriously offend.” Artificiality reigned : mechanism. This privilege he won by making transla- 
the fashioning of verses was as formal as the moulding tions from the French for the leading actress. Such 
of clay. Such was the state in England when Dryden j intimacy carried the boon of free admissions to the per* 
and Pope were giant names and poesy had polished formances, for, like most students, Lessing was 
feet, but no pinions. What Mr. Watts-Dunton calls desperately poor. 

the “ Renascence of Wonder ” had not yet unfolded All this is significant when we remember that Lessing 
from the skies like a dayspring, to pale for one long , became the emancipator of the German theatre. Too 
summer day at least the candle-lights among which men long it had been under the shackles of France, though 

danced. Lessing, though his own poetry shares the Lessing declared that the drama, fashioned in truly 

eighteenth century spirit, was impatient of the dominion German mould, would more resemble the English than 
of the *' periwig school.” the French. Shakespeare was in the true apostolic suc- 

The university was somewhat unique in the standard j cession of the Greeks. The French obeyed the letter 
of conduct it expected. “ At some of the universities,” of the law, but had lost the ancient fire. M Minna vco 
we are told, * the traditionary tone among the students Bamhelm ” was Lessing's gift to the Fatherland of its 
was that of elaborate and cultivated rowdiness,” rejoic- first national comedy. The background of the play is 
ing in a name which may roughly be translated “ brag- truly German, and the characters, save for a French 

ging.” Omit the “ b ” and you have an exact English chevalier, genuinely so. Lessing burst the bonds cf . 
equivalent. At Leipzig an opposite current prevailed. slavery and made the German drama a lord in its on 
The ** fresher * was expected to be, or become, gallant. house. The nation’s heart and lips were freed fiom 
Strange problems faced the youth, Lessing, as he foreign fetters. 
stepped from a convent school into this butterfly throng. From this time, his sword begins to gleam in German 

Sensitive to his clumsiness of figure and of bearing, he letters. “Iam called to fight against devils and storms," 

devoted himself with characteristic energy to bodily was Luther's apology for his hurricane-pea Lessing, 

culture. In all his pursuits he swept on, as Lord Rose- too, was called to fire his inkpot at the DeviL His lift 
bery has said of Gladstone, with the passion of a was an unsleeping combat with those who choked the 

tempest and the persistence of some puissant machine. | highroad of Truth with pomp and pride of words 

u I learned to see ”—we quote from one of his letters 1 Merciless was his war against shams. Often he stormed, 

home—“ that books would make me a scholar, but in impassioned mutiny, the sedate walls of orthodox), 

never a man. I ventured forth among my fellows. . . . | whenever these were narrow and blinding. We take 

I learned to dance, to fence, to vault I sought society, j three examples of his chivalry. Herr Lange had pob- 

in order that I might also learn to live.” A delightful lished a translation of Horace. Lessing pointed cot 

transcript from the life of a raw undergraduate! Col- fourteen gross blunders as typical of a multitude Lang* 
lege is qot to be a hermitage, where the sunlight is snorted like a sea-monster, only to be swiftly hat 

used only by inches to decipher dust-laden documents. pooned by the youthful critic; and his reputation &0 

Scholarship is to be humanised by being steeped in the scholar was shattered for ever. Lessing also fought 

wells of social intercourse. Lessing was deeply learned, against the dominance of the Gottsched school and it? 

but he tasted life. No one could write as his epitaph: insistence on a stilted kind of descriptive port?- 
* Bom a man, died a grammarian.” founded on the old epigram that “ painting is du®h 

The young theological student, wandering forth from poetry and poetry a speaking picture." Taking th^ 

his monastic walls, fell under the spell of the theatre. error as his text, and the famous statuary as his imager) 

Frau Neuber, a distinguished actress, had brought an | he preaches, in his “ Laokoon ” essay, the fact 

accomplished company to Leipzig and established her j poetry and the plastic arts are two distinct kmgdc 

court there. She regarded the stage as an avenue by whose frontiers sometimes touch and overlap. ln u 
which culture might descend from high solitudes to the “ Laokoon ” his brilliant swordplay is seen at its he?t 

hearths of the people. Carlyle, in his “ Life of Schiller,” Goethe has borne witness to the viue of this treatise 1- 

writes luminously of the German theatre. In England, 1 carving through the jungle a broad thoroughfare to •f 

the general view is that the theatre is a palace of • city of song. 
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Towards the close of his life, he fought religious intole¬ 
rance. 44 Fragments ” questioning the foundations of the 
Christian faith were published under Lessing’s editor¬ 
ship. They were the work of a Hamburg professor, but 
they were believed to be Lessing’s. Thunderbolts burst 
from every theological breast A cyclone was stirred in 
the German pulpits. Lessing wavered not In his view, 
the faith received as a legacy of the past is to be chas¬ 
tened in the crucible of criticism until it becomes as the 
purest gold. Of two caskets, the one containing Truth, 
absolute and lustrous, and the other, the privilege of 
search for it as for hidden treasure,491 would,** he said, 
“ unhesitatingly and reverently choose the latter.” It is 
the search for Truth that makes the man, even as the 
limbs of the Alpine climber are strengthened by his 
struggle upwards through the steep snows. 

From the storm-swept waters of this religious contro¬ 
versy, 44 Nathan der Weise” arose. This play is perhaps 
best known of all his works to English readers. With 
Jerusalem in the time of the Crusades as the scene of 
action, and with Jew, Christian, and Mohammedan as 
the prominent characters, and the 44 parable of the three 
rings” as silken thread weaving all together, Lessing 
pleads for charity of judgment. In few places in the 
world’s literature are the charms and claims of tolerance 
so wondrously unfolded. 44 Nathan der Weise ” was 
Lessing’s swan-song. 

Absolute sincerity is the supreme characteristic of all 
his work. 44 If I write at all, it is not possible for me to 
write otherwise than just as I think or feel.” Poor he 
was and unlaurelled, but he never bartered his pen. 
His boast might well have been: 44 At least no merchant 
traffics in my heart.” Thoroughness as scholar, candour 
as critic, steadfastness as friend, moral magnificence as 
man; these qualities are his incorruptible diadem. 
Augustus boasted that he had found Rome a city of 
brick and left it a city of marble. Lessing might have 
gloried in a transmutation no less wondrous. He gave 
a spaciousness and splendour to the literature of his 
land. Soon Goethe and Schiller followed in his train 
and made it richer still. SYDNEY WALTON. 

Indian Reviews 
HE Collegian (Calcutta) of March 23 continues its 

usefulness as an educational record. The annual 
Convocation of the Calcutta University produced the 
appalling number of 1469 graduates, of whom nearly 
1,200 took the Arts course and only 139 the Science 
degree. As India cannot absorb annually so many 
literary graduates, their prospects must be very poor. 
The learned essays in this magazine are always pon¬ 
derous or redundant in platitudes. The 44 influence of 
environment ” is the former, the 44 art of fiction ” is the 
latter. The two books reviewed on Indian Economy 
are intended to be university text-books. It will be 
embarrassing for the students to find disagreement be¬ 
tween their teachers on such subjects as Commercial 
Policy, Protection, the 44 Drain from India,” which are 
always prominent questions. 
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The eight issues of the Wednesday Review (Trichino- 
poly), from March 6 to April 24, contain a considerable 
variety of topics, distributed, as usual, between original 

'articles and borrowed matter. It is satisfactory to see 
the text of the order issued by the Gaekwar of Baroda 
against sedition in his State; something of the kind was- 
required from him after the Delhi incident, and it re¬ 
mains for him to prove his loyalty by more than mere 
words. The method adopted by this journal in review¬ 
ing other periodicals is to make lengthy extracts with a 
word of introduction, rather than to advance counter¬ 
arguments or offer serious criticism. A full laudatory 
appreciation of Mr. Sivaswami Aiyar, the new native 
member of Council in Madras, concludes with describing 
his resemblance to Mr. Asquith. The notes on English 
affairs, whether by the Editor or ‘‘Through Indian 
Eyes,” are superficial, and show the difficulty under 
which Indian writers labour for want of knowledge. In 
the case of the Home Rule Bill, for instance, the Editor’s 
comments are that too much is made of the opposition of 
Ulster, while he attaches importance to the proposed 
safeguards, which are known to be worthless. The ap¬ 
pointment of Sir William Nicholson’s Commission on* 
Military Expenditure in India has again aroused the* 
hopes of Indian politicians and publicists who, to a man, 
are of the opinion that there is absolutely no justifica¬ 
tion for maintaining the army at a war footing when* 
there is peace all about, and the chances of aggression 
from without and disorder within are the remotest The 
Editor lays it down that the Commission must fail of its 
purposes if its report does not lead to a considerable 
retrenchment in our bloated military expenditure, and' 
also to an equitable apportionment of military charges 
between England and India. The Indian’s ignorance of 
military questions of all kinds is astounding; more so, 
even, than his uneducated ideas of English politics and* 
the English electorate. 

The numbers of the Hindustan Review for March* 
and April contain several articles on the same subjects,, 
such as the Untouchable Classes of an Indian City, the 
Revolution in China, the position of women in India, Sir 
Henry Cotton’s autobiography. Sir Henry Cotton has 
always been the idol of the Bengalis, who lose no oppor¬ 
tunity of glorifying him in return for his friendship: 
it is not surprising therefore that his attacks on Lords 
Curzon and Morley in his book meet with their approval. 
Sir Henry apparently suffered like others for his opposi¬ 
tion to Lord Curzon’s original partition of Bengal. The 
attempt to deal with 44 The Indian Labour Problem,”" 
one of the most difficult questions of the day, is not very 
successful or illuminating: the result arrived at is that 
education is the most powerful agency for advancing the 
cause of wage-earners in India by increasing their wages. 
The problem is not so simple. The real demand is 
for numbers of labourers rather than for improvement in 
their education. The fact that India is a Dependency 
is discussed as if it were a grievance, and a hindrance- 
to representative institutions. It is a confession that 
44 those that seek representation are men generally who 
care more for the bauble [rwj reputation with an eye 01* 
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something greater.” The life of Romesh Chandra Dutt 
by his son-in-law naturally makes a hero of the subject, 
but the reviewer does not altogether concur. “ As a 
literary man Dutt was confessedly an amateur and a 
•dilettante. He has attained a respectable position in 
many branches of literature, but did not rise to an 
Olympian height in any.” Dutt was one of the modern 
Bengalis who have utilised their position, gained by 
•service under Government, for advancing the cause of 
their countrymen rather than in co-operating with the 
Government Some of them have been more successful 
than could have been anticipated. 

The Royal International 
Horticultural Exhibition, 1912 

IN recording our impression of so vast an exhibition 
our chief difficulty has been to single out from so 

many noteworthy features those peculiarly deserving 
of mention. With regard to what was, without excep¬ 
tion, the most wonderful display of orchids ever staged, 
it is impossible in the short space at our disposal to 
mention even those varieties upon which awards of merit 
and first-class certificates were bestowed. 

In Sir George Holford’s unique group alone we 
counted more than half-a-dozen first-class novelties, two 
of them appropriately named after their Majesties the 
King and Queen respectively. We may note with 
pleasure in passing that the King succeeded in 
taking the first prize in two classes. We were also 
much gratified to hear from Mr. Runciman’s own lips 
the official announcement that he has constituted a 
special department of the Board of Agriculture to deal 
with and further the interests of Horticulture. 

So far as roses were concerned we were surprised 
and disappointed at the small number of new varieties, 
l^o words of praise are too high for Mr. Pemet-Ducher’s 
remarkable coppery-salmon-pink hybrid tea, Mme 
Edouard H6riot. The only other really first-class 
novelty which we noticed was Mrs. E. Alford. As to 
Ophelia, which received an award of merit, we reserve 
our judgment. But we commend to the notice of our 
readers the baby-rambler Meadowsweet and a new 
climber named Pink-Pearl, also the deliciously-scented 
Sunburst. A beautiful and novel method of displaying 
roses, and other flowers, was to be seen in the Dutch 

■section, in which one of the principal features was pro¬ 
vided by a number of huge gilded baskets filled with 
roses and lilacs. In the French section, apart from the 
•new roses, we were particularly struck with the superb 
groups of hydrangeas. Our German and Belgium 
friends confined their efforts mainly to vegetables, and 
our relatives from Canada and Australia to fruit. 

In the monster tent one of the most interesting groups 
was that of Mr. Leopold de Rothschild, consisting of 
•masses of fruit trees and bushes flanking a pergola, over 
which were skilfully trained grape-vines, cherries, 
melons, etc. Amongst the sweet peas few novelties were 
to be found. We were most struck with Melba; but 

Mrs. Cuthbertson and Brunette are both likely to come 
into prominence. Several new hippeastrums were seen 
for the first time, and these flowers formed one of the 
most gorgeous features of this largest tent That gifted 
raiser of hybrids, Mrs. Lloyd Edwards, brought a splen¬ 
did lot of heucheras and a few saxifrages. There were 
a good many herbaceous plants freshly introduced, but 
with the exception of /ilium davuricum lutevmwt&i 
not note anything of startling merit. 

Amongst the outdoor exhibits the rock and water 
gardens came in for the chief share of attention, and 
first and foremost those of Messrs. Wallace and Messrs 
Pulham. The best of the smaller rock garden? 
was undoubtedly that of Mr. J. Wood, whose first-prize 
exhibit demonstrated once more the vast superiority of 
grey mountain limestone over any other kind of rock 
A pretty idea for the rock-garden was a small cave filled 
with ferns washed by the spray from a cascade which 
tumbled over its roof. Messrs. Carter and Company 
surpassed all their previous efforts with their Japanese 
garden, through which a steady stream of delighted 
visitors filtered. In the Alpine section oxalis ennta- 
phylla rosea succeeded in winning the coveted distinc 
tion of an award of merit. The indoor rockeries were, 
almost without exception, completely disfigured by 
forests of enormous labels, and the tent in which they 
were placed was unfortunately so dark during our visit, 
that we were not able to distinguish much else. 

In the same tent, however, were to be seen some fbf 
groups of carnations; while some still larger and finer 
masses of these popular flowers were displayed in the 
large tent. Mr. Cedi Raphael took first prize with a 
group chiefly remarkable for the size of the individual 
blooms composing it. In this respect many of the 
flowers struck us as being indubitably coarse. In two 
separate regions were to be seen some of the results of 
Mr. Wilson's tour in Western China, in the shape ri 
plants raised from seeds collected by him, and displayed 

by Miss Wilmott and the Honourable Vicary Gibbs 

respectively. So far as indoor exhibits of Alpines were 
concerned, we were chiefly interested in the magnificent 

pot-grown spedmens shown by Sir Everard Hambro 

In conclusion we cannot refrain from stating it as our 
conviction, as the result of several days’ careful study, 
that the Exhibition of 1912 erred in respect of exrts 
sive magnitude. It is perfectly true that it was a function 
of international importance, but we feel convinced that 
it will be realised, when the financial and general resu*t- 
of the Show have been estimated, that the interests11 

horticulture might have been equally well served in * 
somewhat more humble way. However, it is g°°^ • 
have been present at an exhibition which will long 

remembered as “ the great show of 1912” " 
pleasure of wandering at will through the glades of the 
large tent, drinking in its cool masses of colour, or, ag9^ 
of gazing one’s fill at the exquisite groups of 
grown and perfectly staged orchids, was so great t 
the beauty with which one was encompassed upon a 

sides caused one to be oblivious to the fatigue nectf 
sarily engendered by the distances traversed in so dotn. 
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Notes and News 
Beginning with the June number, the Round Table, 

“ a quarterly journal of the Politics of the British 
Empire,” will be published by Messrs. Macmillan and 
Co., Ltd. The new number is ready to-day, Saturday, 
June 1. 

An announcement that will interest music lovers con¬ 
cerns the visit of Cantor Bernhard Steinberg, of Temple 
Beth El, New York, who is coming to London early in 
June to give programmes of traditional Hebrew temple 
music. The congregation has granted Cantor Steinberg 
leave of absence for the purpose of touring Europe in a 
series of programmes that will exemplify American 
Jewish musical progress. 

A collected edition of Mr. Temple Thurston's works 
is just embarking upon publication from the house of 
Chapman and Hall. The edition will be issued, in 
equipment equal to that of the six-shilling novel, at 
two shillings net per volume, each book having the addi¬ 
tional attraction of a coloured wrapper by Mr. Charles 
A. Buchel. The first volumes will be “ The Apple of 
Eden” and “Traffic,” to be followed shortly by “The 
Evolution of Katherine.” 

“ Life’s Great Adventure,” a collection of essays on 
life for those at the threshold of life, to be published 
immediately by Messrs. Duckworth and Co., is from the 
pen of Mr. Francis Stopford, whose book of essays, 
” The Toil of Life,” was most favourably received when 
it appeared five years ago. It follows on the same lines, 
is cheerful and optimistic in tone, and contains many 
pen-pictures of scenes in different lands. 

The Manchester University Press will publish on 
Monday, June 3, “ A History of Preston in Amounder- 
ness,” by Mr. H. W. Clemesha, M.A. The main object 
of the author in writing this work has been to incor¬ 
porate the new materials which have appeared on the 
subject lately, and to include the results of the investi¬ 
gations of Professor Maitland and others into the 
problems of municipal origins and development. The 
book will contain 340 pp., and will be illustrated with 
maps and plans. 

Following on the Thackeray Centenary Celebrations 
in July, 1911, and the Browning Centenary Celebrations 
in the present month, it is the intention of The Fine 
Art Society to hold early in July an important Exhibi¬ 
tion of MSS., letters, sketches, autographs, and relics 
of Thackeray and Browning in their Dudley Gallery, 
169, Piccadilly. With a view to making it as complete 
and as important as possible the Society will be glad to 
hear from any persons in possession of objects of in¬ 
terest, sketches, or MSS. connected with either the 
novelist or the poet. 

“ The Art of the Orator,” by Edgar R. Jones, M.P., 
with a preface by the Rt. Hon. Lloyd George, is 
published this month by Messrs. Adam and Charles 
Black. It condenses in an easily assimilable form know¬ 
ledge which will enable the recruit to the ranks of 
oratory to avoid the pitfalls which await the inexpe¬ 
rienced, and gives much valuable information to those 
who, having advanced beyond the early stages, desire to 
perfect their style and methods. Messrs. Black will 
also publish a book by that veteran theologian, Dr. T. K. 
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Cheyne, entitled, “ The Mines of Isaiah Re-explored,” 
which shows that the current views of the “ Liberation" 
of the Jewish exiles needs much rectification. 

Mr. Murray is publishing a little book by Miss Mary 
E. Lacy, “ With Dante in Modern Florence,” which 
makes it easy for visitors to Italy to identify the parts of 
the city which are chiefly associated with Dante and the 
Divine Comedy. Reconstruction and improvements 
have caused many changes, but it is still possible to 
trace a great deal of Dante’s Florence, and Miss Lacy’s 
illustrated volume will make the search and pilgrimage 
easier. Mr. Murray will also publish the Life of Johi> 
Hungerford Pollen, who was closely associated with 
Newman, being one of the inner circle of the Trac- 
tarians, and among the last to secede. He was also one 
of the foremost decorative artists of the time, and both 
through his writings and original designs, some of which 
are reproduced in the volume, and his work as 
Official Editor of the Science and Art Department at 
South Kensington, took a leading part in the artistic 
revival of the nineteenth century. The biography has 
been written by his daughter. 

The May meeting of the Library Assistants’ Associa¬ 
tion was held at the Public Library, West Hill, Wands¬ 
worth, S.W., on Wednesday, 15th, at 7.30 p.m. Mr. 
Councillor J. Robinson, Chairman of the Libraries Com¬ 
mittee, presided. Two papers were read: “The Story 
of the Almanac,” by Herbert G. Hayne, of the Hornsey 
Public Libraries, and “ Reports of Royal Commissions 
and Their Uses,” by Cuthbert H. R. Peach, of the 
Gray’s Inn Library. Both called forth an animated dis¬ 
cussion. During the evening a presentation was made 
to Mr. W. C. B. Sayers (President of the Association) and 
to Mr. H. R. Purnell (Hon. Editor of the Library 
Assistant) of a silver cigarette-case and a silver card- 
case respectively, as a mark of appreciation of their 
work in organising the Association's Easter School held 
at Paris this year. The Annual Meeting will be held at 
the University College, Gower Street, W.C., on Wednes¬ 
day, June 12,* at 7.30 p.m. A visit to the Library 
of the House of Lords has been arranged for the after¬ 
noon of the same day at 2 o'clock. 

The latest recruit to the ranks of the publishers is 
Mr. Herbert Jenkins, who combines unusual qualifica¬ 
tions for success in a difficult field. For more than ten 
years Mr. Jenkins was manager for Mr. John Lane, and 
showed exceptional mastery of both sides of the profes¬ 
sion, the literary and the commercial. His own ventures 
into literature have been fortunate. His “ Life of George 
Borrow,” which Mr. Murray published in the spring, met 
with unanimous commendation, and has gone already 
into a second edition. Mr. Jenkins is also known as a 
Blake enthusiast on original lines of research; for it 
was he who discovered the State Papers relating to 
the poet’s trial for high treason, and located his grave in 
Bunhill Fields Cemetery, which will in all probability* 
result in a fitting memorial being erected. Mr. Jenkins 
has also been a contributor to the reviews and maga¬ 
zines, the Nineteenth Century, Blackwood's, the Fort¬ 
nightly, the National, the Monthly Review, the Outlook, 
etc. Associated with the new venture are Sir George H. 
Chubb, Bt. (Chairman), and Mr. Alex. W. Hill, M.A., 
son of Dr. Alex. Hill, sometime Master of Downing, 
Chairman of Girton and President of the National Home 
Reading Union. The new firm is to be known as. 
Herbert Jenkins, Limited, and the premises are 12,. 
Arundel Place, Haymarket. 
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Imperial and Foreign Affairs 
By Lancelot Lawton. 

THE TRANSITION IN CHINA: SOME 

REFLECTIONS. 

HE historian of the future who essays to write of 
our own times will of a certainty regard the tran¬ 

sition in China as by far and away the most important 
of the many events now shaping themselves. It has 
fallen to the writer’s lot of late to collect and study 
closely information concerning the recent revolution in 
that country, and although sufficient time has not elapsed 
to enable accurate data to be gathered together with 
a view to the presentation of a coherent narrative, 
certain aspects of the great campaign, formerly obscure, 
are now abundantly made clear. In the midst of our 
own domestic upheaval we have paid but scant attention 
to the stupendous eruption which swept away, as it were 
in a single night, the corrupt edifice of the Manchu 
Dynasty, and in its place raised the fabric of a strong 
and enlightened nation. Compared with this amazing 
transition the awakening of Japan was a small event in 
the world’s history. 

There are many people who believe—and among 
them eminent authorities—that whereas Japan fought 
her way to front rank within half a century it will take 
China a whole century to accomplish her purpose. It is, 
however, the opinion of the writer that China’s progress, 
flow that she is born again, will surprise, if it does not 

astonish, the world. It is no exaggeration to say that her 
people possess every good quality attributed to the 
Japanese, and, in addition, innumerable virtues which 
are denied the latter. When we reflect that there are 
four hundred million Chinese as against fifty million 
Japanese we may instantly realise the enormous power 
of the forces which the recent revolution has released. 

A critical examination of the plan of the insurrection, 
and the manner in which it was carried out, can only 
lead to the conclusion that the Chinese nation—whether 
or not it survive as a Republic is immaterial to the 
question—is destined to become the dominating Power 
in Eastern Asia. For a long time foreign residents in 
the country, who had grown accustomed to false alarms 
^created by sporadic risings, refused to believe that the 
great transition so long prophesied was at hand. But 
recent history has made it manifest that the Wuchang 
mutiny was the signal for the conflagration that spread 
from end to end of China. We are now able to form 
some fairly accurate ideas as to the vast organisation 
which controlled the events that followed. There is 
no doubt that in the main the plot was hatched in the 
United States. The Finance Committee of the Repub¬ 
lican Party was located in Honolulu, and vast sums of 
money were subscribed to the funds by Chinese com¬ 
munities resident the world over. The British represen¬ 
tative at Lima throws an interesting sidelight on the 
widespread character of the movement. He mentions 
that the Chinese in Peru were in constant telegraphic 
communication with the rebel generals in the field at 
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Hankow, and that a million sterling had been quickly 
subscribed by the local community. What happened in 
this small South American Republic was repeated on a 
much larger scale in other parts of the world. 

In regard to the actual campaign itself, we must 
decide that Szechuan was the cradle of the revolution. 
Nowhere in the whole of China was the power of com¬ 
bination against the common enemy more plainly shown 
among the sturdy manhood of the country than in this 
remote region; and when the leaders of popular dis¬ 
content picked their quarrel with the Government over 
the fatal policy of railway nationalisation, they may be 
said to have controlled a movement that embraced the 
entire population of the province. 

That the ground was thoroughly prepared for. the 
anti-dynastic rising that resulted was apparent to all 
who had observed closely the events of recent years. 

The craving for modem education, which, in the 
period that followed the Boxer outbreak, rapidly spread 
throughout the country, had finally penetrated farthest 
Szechuan. Here, as in the other provinces, schools and 
colleges were established to which flocked thousands of 
pupils eager to absorb the new teachings. From 
Szechuan, as from the rest of China, young men were 
sent abroad to the universities of Japan and of the 
West, who, on their return, did not hesitate to preach 
the doctrine of individual and constitutional liberty. It 
was not surprising, therefore, that the inauguration of 
Provincial Assemblies in 1910 found among the 
educated classes of the Szechuanese a newly awakened 
public opinion, a public opinion determined and candid 
in its condemnation of past misrule, and fierce in its 
hatred of the Manchu oligarchy. It would be idle to 
pretend that such a phenomenon was present in the 
same clearly defined degree among the masses. But it 
was abundantly evident that an uneasy spirit was 
abroad, a growing consciousness that all was not as well 
as it might be. The individual struggle for a livelihood, 
for existence even, the burden of taxation, and the law¬ 
lessness which, in spite of magistrates, of constabulary, 
and of Imperial troops, flourished up and down the 
countryside, combined to form in the minds of the un¬ 
tutored classes a dim idea that Manchu rule stood for 
nothing else than tyranny and oppression. In order to 
estimate the magnitude of such a transition in its rela¬ 
tion to an Empire already seething with discontent and 
straining to throw off the shackles of two and a half 
centuries of alien rule, it is necessary to remind our¬ 
selves that Szechuan is a territory as large as France, 
and contains a population at least the numerical equal 
of that embraced within the British Isles. 

Almost from the moment that the agitation assumed 
serious proportions it became clear that its purpose was 
revolutionary, pure and simple, and that the general 
plan of operations had been carefully thought out for 
far beyond the borders of the province. Szechuan was 
to be the diversion that would serve the double purpose 
of heartening the entire Republican cause throughout 
the country, and of giving a sufficient measure of pre¬ 
occupation to the Imperialists to clear the way for the 
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coup d'etat at Wuchang. As far as the local rising itself 
was concerned, the fighting was insignificant and inde¬ 
cisive, viewed from the military point of view. Yet the 
guerilla tactics employed achieved their object inasmuch 
as they necessitated the retention in the far west of a 
large number of Imperial troops which otherwise could 
have marched to the succour of their harassed comrades 
on the banks of the Yangtze. 

That the Hankow region should become the heart of 
the movement was essential for strategical purposes. 
Sedition had been assiduously sown among the troops 
stationed at Wuchang, destined to form the backbone 
•of the rebel army; and the ironworks and arsenal on 
the banks of the Han River offered tempting prizes. 
Had the insurrection been kept to the southern terri¬ 
tories then the campaign might have lasted indefinitely. 
But the leaders had an adequate appreciation of the 
general state of the country. Thus the revolt of troops 
on their way south to repel the movement menaced the 
Imperial communications, and the discontent of the 
Lanchau force placed the capital itself in peril. That 
the rebels showed conspicuous military and administra¬ 
tive capacity is undeniable. Their relations with the 
foreign communities were conducted in a manner so 
correct as to call forth the unqualified praise of trained 
diplomatists. Finally the rank-and-file exhibited the fine 
qualities of heroism, restraint, and self-sacrifice to an 
extent that finds few parallels in the history of any 
nation. The Japanese, with all their much vaunted 
“Bushido” and “hara-kiri,” have never excelled the 
brave conduct of these humble Chinese fighting with 
only one end in view—freedom from Manchu tyranny. 
Nor, looking back at their own awakening, accompanied 
as it was by many ghastly outrages upon foreigners, 
can they claim superior tolerance. With every sincere 
desire to give Japan just credit for her glorious achieve¬ 
ments, we are bound to arrive at the conclusion that in 
China a nation far greater than she, in every respect, is 
rising to power. 

MOTORING 

HE problem which is both exasperating and 
puzzling the motorist at the present time is the 

sustained high price of petrol. One hears from time to 
time of the discovery and opening up of new sources of 
supply, and consequently of enormously increased im¬ 
portations ; but the price to the consumer remains stub¬ 
bornly fixed at a figure which is about fifty per cent 
higher than it was a year or so ago when supplies were 
comparatively limited. It is true, of course, that the 
demand is constantly increasing, but, according to the 
published statistics, not al all commensurately with the 
increased supply. The motorist naturally asks, there¬ 
fore, what is the meaning of it. The general inclination 
seems to be to blame the retailer, and accuse him of 
making an exorbitant profit. But the retailer indig¬ 
nantly denies this, and inquiry shows that his profit 
only amounts in most cases to twopence per gallon, 
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which does not seem excessive in view of the risks, 
trouble, and expense of storage and distribution. The 
only remaining factor in the position is the wholesale 
distiller or distributor of the spirit, and here commences 
the real difficulty of the inquirer. He cannot understand 
why the public services can be supplied with petrol at 
prices which enable their managements to sell it to their 
employees—taxi-drivers, for example—at eightpence per 
gallon, while he should find it unprocurable at less than 
eighteenpence. The presumption is that the big distri¬ 
buting companies make a profit even at eightpence per 
gallon retail, otherwise they would hardly continue to 
supply the motor-bus and motor-cab companies at such 
a price. Why, then, should they charge the dealers and 
garage-keepers a price which makes it impossible for 
the latter to supply the motorist at less than eighteen- 
pence per gallon, and still make only a very reasonable 
profit P The question of quantity does not seem a vital, 
or even an important, one in the matter. The other 
day a garage-keeper told the writer that he would be 
quite prepared to order ten or twenty thousand gallons 
for immediate delivery, but that he would have to pay 
the same price per gallon as if he bought a single can. 
Apparently the only explanation of this anomaly can 
come from the distributors themselves, and the distri¬ 
butors display no eagerness to throw light upon the 
question. In the meantime the motorist has no alter¬ 
native but to pay the excessive price demanded, or 
abandon his pastime until he can get his fuel at a reason¬ 
able figure. It would be decidedly interesting, how¬ 
ever, if the distributing corporations, or “ trusts,” as 
some people call them, could be induced to make an 
explanatory statement of some sort, if only to justify 
their own attitude. 

In dealing with the petrol question, mention may be 
made of a novel plan of distribution which has recently 
been adopted in Germany by one of the supply com¬ 
panies. Coupon-books, containing the addresses of all 
the retailers who stock the company’s spirit, are sold 
to motorists, and all the latter have to do when requiring 
their tanks replenished is to present a coupon to the 
dealer, who is compelled under agreement with. the 
company to supply the spirit at the fixed and universal 
price. This is a decided advance upon the system in 
vogue in this country, where the motorist has to pay 
varying prices, dependent upon the distance from a dis¬ 
tributing centre of the place he happens to be visiting, 
and also on occasion upon the rapacity of the vendor. 
As the Motor points out, the German method has other 
advantages besides those of fixed prices and uniform 
quality, as the coupons enable a ready check to be kept 
on petrol purchases made by employees, and also afford 
an easy means of checking fuel consumption. 

Whether the recent activities of the R.A.C. :ire die 
to the strenuous rivalry of the A.A. and M.U. or not, it 
is undeniable that during the last few months the 
premier motor club has displayed a determination to 
assert itself in many directions, and to demonstrate to 
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the motor community that it does not intend to be rele¬ 
gated to the background in motor politics. The first 
intimation of its fresh policy was the appropriation of 
the National Motoring Council idea ; then came the road 
guide scheme, and now it is announced that the com¬ 
mittee have secured a lease of all the motor enclosures 
at Ascot, thus for the first time enabling motor-cars to 
go right to the centre of the course. It cannot be said 
that the Club’s action is entirely prompted by considera¬ 
tions of self-interest, as any motorist, whether member 
of the R.A.C. or unattached, will be admitted to the 
enclosures if his car bears one of the authorised discs. 
Particulars can be obtained from the Manager, Ascot 
Motor Enclosures, Royal Automobile Club, Pall Mall, 
London, W. 

Flying at Hendon 

THE Saturday preceding the holidays proved some¬ 
what of a sensational day at Hendon. The 

weather was fine, but there was rather a strong breeze 
blowing. Both Mr. Grahame-White and Mr. Hamel 
caused some slight alarm by flying very close to the 
spectators as they were descending. The Cross-Country 
Handicap was won by Mr. Valentine; other competitors 
for this race were Mr. Lewis Turner and Mr. Hamel, 
the latter taking with him Miss Davies, who also again 
ascended with Mr. Hamel in the Altitude Contest. Mr. 
Hucks was not at Hendon on Saturday as he was en¬ 
deavouring to fly from Bath to London, but had to 
descend before he reached his destination owing to 
shortage of petrol. 

On Monday Mr. Ewen’s machine was caught by the 
wind, and as he was flying rather low one of the wings 
touched the ground and the machine overturned. Be¬ 
yond a slight injury to his knee Mr. Ewen was not 
seriously hurt. Mr. Prensiell, however, did not escape so 
well, as, after making a few circuits, he had a nasty fall 
of over 60 feet and severely fractured his right leg. 
Mr. Hamel was at Coombe Park, where he entertained 
a large crowd by many successful flights on the same 
machine that he used when he crossed the Channel. 

In the Temple of Mammon 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 
queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

SOME people think that the next account will give us 
a resumption of the boom days of a month ago, but 
I cannot agree with them, for I do not believe that 

the liquidation has ended. Ever since the beginning of 
this year people have been buying stocks and shares, 
prices have been rising, and the man who was satisfied 
to speculate with a thousand pounds of his own money 
ended by borrowing twenty thousand pounds of some¬ 
body else’s money. There is only one end to such enter- 
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prise, and that is liquidation. Until all the shares that 
have been bought on borrowed money have been sold at 
lower levels to financiers who are willing to hold them as 
an investment, we shall not see another outburst of specu¬ 
lation. Our markets are one-sided ; we never get “ bear” 
selling such as is found in the United States, consequently 
quotations slip away and appear to have no bottom to 
them. However, the Stock Exchange had made up its 
mind that the Marconi gamble was dangerous, and most 
of the jobbers indulged themselves in a “ bear ” of this 
stock. This has steadied the market here, but in Anglo- 
Continentals, which was another great gamble, the dealers 
were afraid of Edmund Davis, and very few people sold 
short. The drop was therefore prodigious. I wish 1 
could hold out some hopes of a more amiable future; but 
1 cannot. I believe that we have still to face a period of 
receding prices before another boom comes along. The 
depression may last through the summer. 

It is curious that so many entirely foolish excuse 
should be made for the fall. Labour troubles and politi¬ 
cal complications on the Continent are the two principal 
scare stories, but neither would have had any effect had 
there been no 41 bull ” account. 

Very few new companies have made their appearano 

The International Railways of Central America offered a 
million 5 per cent, bonds at 95. The net earnings for 
1911 were ^187,976, or sufficient to cover the charge 
four times over. Considering that the money is required 
to construct railways in Guatemala and Salvador, th< 
issue was a speculation. The Mexico North Western 
Railway offered ^750,000 6 per cent, convertible income 
bonds at 85. Unfortunately Mexico North Western' 
have been puffed in a very strange manner during the pvt 
six months, and in spite of the fact that the estimate^ 
for the present year are put down at ^250,000, one hesi¬ 
tates to recommend the bonds that have been offered. 
Two small rubber companies asked for money, but neither 
of them was of any importance. The Bethlehem Steel 
Company made a big issue, both here and on the Con¬ 
tinent, of 15,200,000 dollars 5 per cent, first mortgage 

thirty-year gold bonds at 91J. The company is one of 
the most important firms outside the Steel Trust, but the 
price was not attractive. 

Money.—There seems very little chance of money be¬ 
coming dearer during the next fewr months. One or two 
big loans are being talked about, but these do not affevi 

the Money Market seriously. Even if we lend sixty 
millions to China, a large proportion will remain m 
London to meet the service of the Chinese debt, and it 
is to be hoped that a considerable amount will be spent in 
England on railway material. Fortunately money ir 
Berlin is easier, and the Reichsbank will probably reduce 
its rate. There is really no reason why we should not 
get cheap money all through the summer, unless of course 
some unforeseen political complication occurs. 

Foreigners.—The principal interest in the Foreign 
Market lies in the negotiations that are going on »'it- 
regard to the big Chinese Loan, but very little ne«* 
creeps out. The Six Powers have quite made up their 
minds what they intend to do, and the issue now rests 
with China. From the point of view of Europe it *s 0 
the greatest importance that China should come to term*' 
But there is much to be said for the Chinaman, w 0 

naturally resents the dictation of the Powers. Germany 

appears to be the predominant partner. The Hong-bo**? 
and Shanghai Bank, to put it in the mildest manner, i' 
strongly pro-German, Italy gives Germany her support- 
and America is certainly not inclined to help the Engu> 
No doubt each nation is looking after its own busing 
but as Great Britain now holds over 50 per cent. 0 t 
trade, she can only lose if the Six Power Syndicate ^ 
its own way. A big revolution in China would be a '*ry | 
serious matter, and probably produce a financialcrisis >n 
London. Chinese Bonds are weak without aetua . 
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slumping. Italians have recovered, thanks to the sup¬ 
port of the Government. Perus are weak, as the 44 bulls14 
have been getting out. Tintos are a shade harder, and 
look like going better. 

Home Rails.—Up to the present the Dock Strike has 
not had any great effect on the Railway Market. Indeed, 
the financial papers tell us that the fall has gone far 
•enough. We are now within a month of the end of the 
half year, dnd we shall soon be able to calculate how 
much the lines have lost during the six months. I do not 
agree with my fellow writers that it is wise to buy at 
the present moment. On the contrary, I think prices 
will fall, and that those who wait will be able to buy 

■cheaper later on. In any case, it is better to wait until 
just before the dividend declaration, as a purchase when 
the half-year has turned will carry the dividend, whatever 
it may be. Great Westerns at 115 look attractive, and 
Lancashire and Yorkshire at 90 also appear cheap, but 
both lines have lost heavily and are certain to reduce 
their dividend. There is no attempt to sell, for most of 
the holders feel sure that prices will recover before the 
summer is over. 

Yankees.—The Yankee Market is improving. It is 
now seen that the crop reports were exaggerated for a 
definite purpose, and all through the South the cotton 
•crop looks good. Southerns are certainly worth hold¬ 
ing. It is hardly likely that we shall see any revival in 
speculation w'hile the political excitement in the United 
States continues. At the same time I sec no reason why 
prices should fall, and I again desire to point out the 
strength of the Copper position in the United States and 
to urge on those of my readers who may have invested 
money in first-class Copper shares not to sell. I believe 
that we shall see a big rise in Copper within the next 
few months. 

Rubber.—Some of the brokers still continue to urge 
their clients to invest their money in Rubber. I should 
agree with these enthusiasts if the price of Rubber shares 
were to drop 20 per cent., but I cannot too strongly im¬ 
press upon my readers that rubber plantations are highly 
•speculative, as is every other form of tropical venture, 
and that no one should invest unless they can obtain a 
clear 10 per cent. One or two of the companies yield this, 
but in each case there is some deterrent factor : either the 
land is not good or the trees have been over-tapped. It 
is difficult to get new investors into Rubber, and those 
who went in at the top of the boom and have lost their 
money are disinclined to follow up their gambles any 
further. At the same time, I see no chance of any serious 
•slump, for the demand is quite equal to the supply. 

Oils.—Urals recovered in a surprising manner. Those 
behind this company are bold gamblers, and they allow 
their imagination to run away with them. I do not deny 
the wealth of the Ural territory, but I again repeat that 
I see no reason why people should buy Urals at ^4 or 
over when they can get Shells at a sovereign higher 
price. The one is a dividend-payer with a fine record, the 
other is simply a speculation. An effort is being made 
to put up North Caucasians, one of the babies of the 
Oil Trust. The debentures would appear to be a fair 
gamble, but the shares are a little too risky. The Lobitos 
report was disappointing ; the deep wells are costing too 
much money to drill, and the production is not as much 
as was expected. However, the company has put down 
some shallow wells on another part of its land, and these 
are turning out satisfactorily. The Assam Oil report is 
ancient history, as we had full details of this company 
given us when the prospectus of the preference issue made 
’.ts appearance last March. Assam Oil is paying a nine- 
penny dividend. The directors, however, should take a 

. leaf out of the book of the Lobitos people and write 
down depreciation more boldly. 

Kaffirs and Rhodesians.—There is no demand for 
any South African Mining shares, in spite of the laudable 
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efforts a well-known firm of stockbrokers are making in 
1 ransvaal Coal Trusts and Brakpans. The former share 
is a reasonable investment, but the latter appears to me 
fully priced. 

Tin.—The Tin Market is taking its time to recover. 
The gamblers here have had a very disagreeable shock, 
and they will not quickly forget the loss of their money. 
However, Bisichi, Rayfield and Bauchi are worth holding. 

Miscellaneous.—The Miscellaneous Market is as tired 
as the rest of the House, but there are so many house 
“ bears 44 of Marconi that the price keeps firm. When 
the settlement is over we may see another break here, 
especially as the Irish Banks are said to be anxious to 
unload the shares that have been pawned with them. 
The boom in shipping shares appears to be dying down, 
but some of the Electric Lighting shares are worth buying. 

Raymond Radclyffe. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
THE POLITICAL CAUSE OF OUR ECONOMIC 

TROUBLES. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—A nation, like an individual, is economically 
dependent upon its powers of supply and not of demand, 
and, like the individual, if its demands are greater than 
its supplies, or if it exhausts more wealth than it creates, 
it will become a victim of poverty or economic distress. 

A nation’s wealth, therefore, like an individual’s 
wealth, is to be valued for what it can produce. For 
instance, the value of an individual’s capital, apart from 
that which it produces, is neither more nor less than a 
w'aste value. Demand on capital without any source of 
supply to it can mean nothing else but loss of capital. 
The sceptic would soon find the truth of this by experi¬ 
ment. It must follows then, that the value of a nation’s 
capital, apart from that which it produces, is a loss 
value. 

Economic values, therefore, are only to be found in 
productive forms of capital—that is to say, in income 
lorms. The economic adjustment of demand and supply 
can therefore only be made through income forms. 

Capital and Labour forms of value which have no in¬ 
come form, whether they are national or individual 
Capital and Labour forms of value, are not economic 
forms. The economic adjustment of demand and supply 
relief from individual distress, cannot come from tax 
income forms (demand forms), but from produce income 
forms (supply forms). Decrease of taxation is equivalent 
to productive increase. The amount of the nation’s in¬ 
come tax is indicative not of national profit, but of 
national loss. Likewise, the productive form of the 
national income is indicative not of national profit, but 
of national loss (cost of demand). There is no national 
form of profit apart from that which is over or above 
the national cost of production. The national cost form 
is that form of the national income which is not a taxed 
form (individual form of profit). The national cost form 
is the income form—the form which is unable to produce 
more than the tax form. The national cost of production 
is alw'ays equivalent to national loss (demand). Where, 
then, is the economic value of the income tax? As the 
equivalent of the national cost of production, both Capital 
and Labour, in a national sense, are made to suffer com¬ 
pulsory oppression. Should, however, the national cost 
of production of income be of a higher value than the 
national taxation of income, national Capital suffers from 
a further loss. Should the national taxation of income be 
of a higher value than the national cost of production of 
income, national Labour suffers from a further oppression. 
But, apart from the national taxation of income, both 
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Capital and Labour forms of production would be free 
from a common tyranny. 

Why, then, should there be such a self-inflicted form 
of national waste? What value, other than a non-pro¬ 
ductive demand value (national parasitic value), has this 
form? 

The repeal of such a form of taxation will touch the 
honour and interests of no party in the State, but it will 
do this : It will not only solve the problem of our exist¬ 
ing economic distress, but it will give a national or non¬ 
partisan character to a combined Conservative and 
Liberal policy of reform. But it must follow that such 
a policy should be so formulated as to prevent any indi¬ 
vidual form of economic oppression existing between 
Capital and Labour. 

To recapitulate the point at issue : a nation, like an 
individual, must suffer for its waste or non-productive 
forms of demand. Relief from such oppression can 
only come from a repeal of such a policy of demand. We 
shall then need no such tinkering policies of extravagance 
as Old Age Pensions and National Insurance Bills, etc. 

One thing is certain, until our economic troubles are 
ended, there can be no sound Parliamentary business 
executed.—I am, sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
H. C. Daniel. 

Loughton, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge, 
May 25, 1912. 

44 A MODERN CRUSADER ” AND HIS CRITICS. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—No one is more conscious than his progenitor 
of the dramatic shortcomings of “A Modern Crusader,” 
and had it not been for the temptation offered by the first 
National Health Week he would never have been per¬ 
mitted to stray beyond the attractive blue covers kindly 
provided by Mr. Fifleld to conceal his many deficiencies. 

In venturing upon the experiment of a performance 
I was perfectly aware that I was presenting an exceed¬ 
ingly tempting target for criticism, and was prepared 
for even worse than I received. The play is frankly 
propagandist, and the critics were quite right in de¬ 
nouncing it from their own dramatic standpoint. The 
audience, on the other hand (whose patience they found so 
amazing), having noted the ominous wording of the title, 
had come prepared for the worst, and were thankful for 
even a little sugar with the expected pill. 

Believing that many of the evils which reformers are 
combating exist because the foundations of Society are 
not well and truly laid in healthy homes for the people, 
and knowing how comparatively few readers are reached 
by the usual pamphlets on Health, Housing, Hygiene, 
etc., I wrote my pamphlet in dramatic form, hoping that 
the novelty and sheer impertinence of putting such prosaic 
subjects into a play might win the attention of a tvider 
circle. For this I was willing to risk unfavourable 
notices, but if their effect is to deter people from judging 
for themselves a play which is more suitable for reading 
than acting, then I shall deeply regret having yielded 
to the temptation to have it performed. 

In several notices the suggestions put forward for a 
Health Crusade have been dismissed as impracticable. 
As this is a matter which I have very much at heart, I 
may perhaps be allowed to say that Mrs. Barrington’s 
scheme, hinted at in the last act, is given in detail in 
an article in the April number of the “Contemporary 
Review,” and that the suggestions it contains are put 
forward seriously as both possible and practicable. 

With every copy of the play sold a reprint of this 
article will be given away, and as I am wishing to interest 
as many people as possible in the experiment advocated, 
1 will gladly supply free copies of these reprints for dis¬ 
tribution at meetings concerned with Health, Housing, 

etc., and to any individuals sufficiently interested to apply 
for them. I am, Yours, etc., 

Florence Edgar Hobson. 

(Mrs. J. Hobson.) 
Elmstead, Limpsfield, Surrey, 

May 19, 1912. 

THE SOURCES OF SIR JOHN SUCKLING. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Though the poet Suckling is undoubtedly original 
in a large part of his work, I imagine that foreign models 
may still be found for a considerable number of his 
shorter poems. 

A French authority, M. Berthon, has pointed out that 
Suckling’s verses, 44 Proffered Love Rejected” (“ It is not 
four years ago ”) have a parallel in the lines, 44 II y peut 
avoir quatre ann^es,” attributed to the AbW Desportes. 
Professor Kastner, in the Modem Language Review for 
April, 1911, discusses this discovery. He considers it 
doubtful that Desportes was really author of the poem 
in question, and suggests instead that the poem might 
be a development of an epigram by Desportes, 44 Je voulus 
baiser ma rebelle,” and that it thus became assigned to 
him. Professor Kastner, however, makes this sugges¬ 
tion with reserve, and leaves the elucidation of the point 
to MM. Vianey and Vaganay, who are preparing a new, 
and what will probably be a very scholarly, edition of 
Desportes. 

I am inclined to agree with Professor Kastner that the 
poem is not by Desportes, for two reasons. The first 
is, that some of the rhymes used are not at all such as 
Desportes would use. The second is, that the poem is 
in fact a translation of an epigram (X, 75) by Martial 
(“ Milia viginti quondam me Galla poposcit ”). As fai 
as I am aware, Desportes never borrowed from Martial, 
although Du Bellay had recommended the epigrams as 
models for French poets in his 44 Deffense et Illustration 
de la Langue Fran^oise. ” 

Professor Kastner is wrong, therefore, in thinking that 
the French poem is a development of the epigram by 
Desportes. This epigram by Desportes is, I may point 
out, a rendering of an epigram to be found in the hen- 
decasyllabics of the Italian neo-Latinist poet, Pontano, 
44 Cum rides, mihi basium negasti,” (Aldus edition, 1533, 
folio 193 ro.) 

By the way, it is likely that the French version of 
Martial’s epigram inspired Dufresny with these epigram¬ 
matic lines :— 

Philis, plus avare que tendre, 
Ne gagnant rien k refuser, 
Un jour exigea de Sylvandre 
Trente moutons pour un baiser. 

Le lendemain, nouvelle affaire : 
Pour le berger le troc fut bon; 
Car il obtint de la bergfcre 
Trente baisers pour un mouton. 

Le lendemain, Philis plus tendre* 
Craignant de deplaire au berger, 
Fut trop heureuse de lui rendre 
Trente moutons pour un baiser. 

Le lendemain, Philis peu sage 
Aurait donnd moutons et chien. 
Pour un baiser que le volage 
A Lisette donnait pour rien. 

Dumersan, in 44 Chants et Chansons populaires de la 
France,” tells us that these couplets were sung to the 
well-known air, 44 Revcillcz-vous, belle endormie. ” 

Suckling’s poem, 44 The Miracle,” is a rendering of a 
piece by Tasso, 44 Come si m’accendete ” (edition o! 
Florence, 1724, Vol. II, p. 367, No. 34). I may observe 
that Drummond, in his poem 44 Wild Beauty,” has also 
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translated Tasso’s piece. Ward, Drummond’s latest 
editor, has left undetected several of Drummond’s trans¬ 
lations from Tasso and other Italian poets. Let me add 
that the parallel which I note between Suckling and 
Tasso was discovered incidentally, and that it is possible 
that further borrowings from the Italian poet are to be 
found in Suckling. Italian influence, however, does not 
appear to me to be strongly marked in Suckling, and I 
am inclined to believe that he was mainly an imitator of 
French models. I am, yours faithfully, 

Geoffrey A. Dunlop. 
Dublin, May 25, 1912. 

CHILDREN’S COUNTRY HOLIDAYS FUND. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Owing to the decrease in the subscriptions to the 
Children’s Country Holidays Fund, the Executive Com¬ 
mittee are obliged to consider the question of reducing 
the numbers of children which we hope to send to the 
country this year, and unless the usual amount of money 
is forthcoming we shall have no other course open. 

We venture most earnestly to appeal for help to those 
who have supported us in previous years, and also to those 
who are interested in the object of the Fund in order that 
we may be enabled by their immediate assistance to 
prevent disappointment to those London, children who 
have no other hope whatever of a holiday in the country. 

All subscriptions will be gratefully received and acknow¬ 
ledged by me at 18, Buckingham Street, Strapd. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your obedient Servant, 

Arran. 
Hon. Treasurer, Children’s Country Holidays Fund. 

On behalf of the Executive Committee. 

THE NEWSBOYS’ CLUB. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Owing to a matinee having been previously 
arranged for June 13, the afternoon performance at His 
Majesty’s Theatre, Haymarket, arranged for that date, 
on behalf of the funds of the Newsboys’ Club, has to be 
postponed until the early autumn. 

Amongst the most recent patrons of the matinee are 
the Prince and Princess Christian. 

I trust that you will give the hospitality of your columns 
to this change of date. 

Yours faithfully, 
Hamilton Edwards. 

67A, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 
May 23, 1912. 
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The Cowper & Newton Museum 
Olney, Bucks. 

AN APPEAL FOR ENDOWMENT. 

Twelve ynn ago, oo tbe occasion of the Centenary of tbs death 
of the poet Cowper* the house in which he lived at Olncy 
Was presented to the town to form a Mnnoriil and Muitunu 
The Trustees have* with a number of gentlemen resident in 
the district* formed an Endowment Committee, of which the 
Bishop of Durham is the Chairman* 

The Secretary is Mr* Thomas Tright the Cowper and 
Newton Museum, Obey* Bucks, to whom Contributions 

should be addressed. 

CANADIAN PACIFIC 
OCEAN AND RAIL SERVICES TO 

. . AND THROUGH CANADA . . 

TRANS ATLAWTIC-Fa»t and teurioe.^ Bmgja* " StawMm 
to Canada. Only Four dayu open tea. TRANSCANAD/k 
pineal Train* in the World, running through the wor.o * gi»nd«*c 
teener? Direct connection with «***7 *>*** anada. Fauteat 

Weetero S...M TBAM»P*£lFIC-K..lRooWttJ.p« 
utd China. AllBriiiah Route to Australia and New Zealand by 

Canadian-Australian Mail Service ete Vancouyer. 

For furikit particulars apply 

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY, 
Cross. aW. -- --** 
24. Jama* 

_ Charing Cross. S. W.» 17-18, Ring William St.. 
LONDON, E.C. 14, ftmti Street, Liverpool. 110. Si 
Vincent Street, Glasgow. 41, Victorla Street* BmllaaC* 

If, St Augustine*# Parade, Bristol. 

Union-Castle Line Royal Mail Service 
TO 

80UTH and EA8T AFRICA. 
WEEKLY SAILINGS. 

MONTHLY DIRECT SERVICE TO BAST AFRICA* 
VIA the SUEZ CANAL. 

Collin* at 6IBBALTAB, HABSBILLBS t.A HABLBS 

PLEASURE CRUISES TO THE CONTINENT. 
(Hamburg and Antwerp.) 

Rsdueod (ares for Tourists daring Spring end Summer, to 
MADEIRA, LAS PALMAS end TXRXRIPPE. 

Per further infermation apply to:— 

DONALD CURRIE 4 CO. MANAGERS, LONDON AND SOUTHAMPTON. 
Rnnch OSce, ol lb. Company at Birmingham. Liverpool, Manaheater and 

Glasgow. 

I! CUNARD LINE 
PLEASURE CRUISES 

LIVERPOOL 
to the 

MEDITERRANEAN 81 ADRIATIC 
bj the 

“SAXONIA” AND “CARPATHIA*' 
■ Porte of Gall • • , 
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Notes of the Week ALTHOUGH at the moment of going to press a 
defiant 11 ultimatum ” has been issued, not by 
the men, but by their “ leaders ” (an altogether 

different matter), and a “ National Strike” forms part of 
the proposed programme, we are not inclined to attach 
any great importance to the fulminations of Messrs. 
Gosling and Tillett. In fact, those two dubiously 
doughty persons, with their little crew of admirers, who 
play at giving “permits,” find themselves, we fancy, in 
1 rather ridiculous position. Thousands of men, sick 

being deluded with promises, tired of unprofitable 
dleness, have returned to work and left the Strike Com- 
nittees to their vapourings; and we note that a smaller 
‘nd less important strike, that of the tailors, has com- 
detely collapsed this week, none of the men’s demands 
aving been conceded. The fact is that, as we pointed 
ut a few weeks ago in connection with the Coal Strike, 
le mer* are beginning to ask what they are striking 
)r» ^d have had enough of “ striking for an idea,” of 
rofitless rebellion at the bidding of revolutionaries who 
°uld subvert organised society to serve their own 
Ihsh ends. They find themselves poorer than when 
ey began, and are realising more and more that the 
}b °rator, well-paid and well-fed by their subscrip- 
ns» is a pathetic figure as a leader after all. The 

)ner they realise also that in the making of mischief 
> his direct personal interest, the better it will be for 
concerned. 

Among folk in other respects sufficiently well- 
informed there is in England a marked ignorance of 
South American history. In the past this has un¬ 
doubtedly been due in no small degree to the compara¬ 
tive paucity of historians who have dealt with this 
fascinating subject. As for the South American writers 
themselves, it can no longer be laid to their charge that 
the past of their countries is not so well known us 
that of the European nations. Certainly one of the 
most notable of these which the Latin races overseas 
have ever produced is Doctor Jose Toribio Medina, who 
is at present attending the congress in Londoa From 
the point of view of mere industry his record can be 
surpassed by very few. Indeed, his historical works 
number no less than one hundred and eighty! Now 
this in itself is deserving of a world-wide fame such as 
Doctor Medina is only now beginning to enjoy. For 
each of these numerous volumes is accepted as autho¬ 
ritative not only by his fellow-historians in Europe, but 
by his colleagues in South America as well. From Mexico 
to Cape Horn: from the West Indies to Valparaiso, his 
enormous field has, indeed, overflowed his own continent 
proper. After this who can say that energy and culture 
do not go hand-in-hand in the New World! 

By means of an ingenious contrivance recently 
patented by a M. de Zepel, music and other 
sounds can be heard from a distance of many 
miles; the National Anthem, for instance, being 
played at Algiers was plainly distinguished on board a 
yacht anchored in Toulon Harbour. This sort of thing 
has its drawbacks; we might, for example, set the 
instrument to register and reproduce for our benefit a 
concert in Newcastle, and find that the strains of a 
hand-organ in Cardiff were reaching us; or we might 
desire to hear an address by Mr. Balfour, and suddenly 
pick up a speech by Mr. Lloyd George—which would 
be even more annoying. Undoubtedly a fortune awaits 
the man who will invent a machine that shall show a 
little tact in embarrassing situations such as the above, 
that shall automatically select precisely what we want to 
hear and ignore all the rest. Until then, we will try to 
do without this new invasion of the domain of music, 
speech and song. - 

Switzerland has just discovered, apparently, that 
there is plenty of ice within her borders which may be 
of use commercially as well as aesthetically. Why not 
sell the glaciers to those who need ice? enquires some 
acute business man; and forthwith two enterprising 
companies have made their headquarters at Grindel- 
wald, and are chipping away for purposes of export 
the terminal face of the glaciers of the district. Already, 
it is said, the aspect of the moraine is changed by their 
efforts. Only last week we were reading that a society 
had been formed in Zurich for the protection of the 
Swiss scenery from the vandalism of the advertiser; 
if this sort of thing extends to many portions of the 
“ playground of Europe,” it seems that the society— 
which was much needed—will have to protest in a region 
which was imagined secure. 
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“ lime Stays; We Go 

Nay, 1 shall journey there no more, 

It were in vain to journey there, 

Even though the fields be green as ever 

Each side its heaven-reflecting river; 

Yea, though all things are as they were, 

And all as good as heretofore: 

White gables glinting through the woods, 

White blossom falling from the spray 

The blackbird flies from, and all day 

A cuckoo in its solitudes. 

Nay, I shall journey there no more: 

From the first bird-flight in its dome 

Of pearl, until the orange stain 

Of sunset, spreading, through the lane 

Brings the deep-breathing cattle home, 

All is not now as heretofore: 

For there, not early now, nor late, 

On its white roads the folk go by 

Who once were there—an alien I: 

My golden land is desolate. 

Frederick Niven. 

The Remove of Art 

CHARLES LAMB, no doubt, in one of his sweet 

whimsies could have added charmingly to his 

“ Popular Fallacies ” in a refutation of the proverb that 

“distance lends enchantment to the view” Which 

would have made it a far more difficult and temerarious 

undertaking to attempt the essay that, pace storms and j Pr°jection of that su 

And here subsists the 
[ 

i Science and Art. Not th 

: but that each must be ui 

ment the other. As Scien 

nearer, Art must assiduou 

new intimacy as the irnpuls 

incessantly to complete w 

from the knowledge of th 

ledge of things unseen. T 

hand plucked out of the c 

the illimitable mysteries, 

a scientific age. He has 

again, matching his frag 

whole. Art is never cont 

appear, being mingled of 

the pursuit, not, indeed, o 

infinite reality that the s 

never hold, that is ever a 

beyond. 

And now we are closeh 

where the vexed questioi 

be fought. Can Art fi 

remain Art ? The term * 

and probably much tha 

scarcely gets its deserts 

so fondly to the illusio 

to stick on a label wrhil 

is turned, we have as g 

less, if the assumption 

true, then, given a strai: 

answer to the question 

that is merely objectiv< 

claim the high style ; 

atmosphere, the charm 

in the soul’s remove. 

Ponder your subject in 

expression as realistica 

and pow ers allow'; no 

The truest artistry ma 

of the concrete as the p 

daw pecked at, but it z 

contrarious currents, is now promising to get fairly under 

weigh. But, hackneyed as the adage is, it has a sense 

w'hich is vital to all who set any store by the quality of 

their “ view.” The wand of the fairy was ever employed 

to lift poor mortals out of the dust into the dream— 

even though at times the perversity of the mortal pre¬ 

scribed a bad dream ; and the fairy who put her sacred j not scen* anc* 

wand to any other use deserved, and probably would 1 w*n&s- To state the 

have suffered, total excommunication and the just retri¬ 

bution of irredeemable mortality. Make a parable of the 

fairy’s wand and call it Art, and you will have some 

intimation of the truth of Art’s remove. For true Art 

is spiritual, and nothing is spiritual to man until it is' 

taken up out of its sheer existence and viewed through 

the ideal and the re; 

the real that evokes, 

this last, to the artist 

real of all—the Real 

There is one brarn 

holds especial interest 
—- ----—o j » 

the medium of his own spacious imagination. Facts are j strongly to the truth • 

barren ; a very Gradgrind desert. It is when we take the spring of poetry 

them up into the soul’s remove and begin to w'onder at 

them that the mystery which is spiritual is bom. 

Such a statement is, 

dicta about poetry r 
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are on the right scent. Poetry is the expression of 

things in terms of the desirous heart, of the aspiring 

soul; or it is the expression of things in the spiritual 

thrill of recollection. Whatever the theme, it is woven 

in the withdrawal of the innermost, and its essential 

quality is that pulse of the human soul that cannot other¬ 

wise be caught. It is experience spiritualised by dis¬ 

tance. Amid the satiety that the actual experience 

bestows there is no place for poetic expression. Its 

spiritual nature only becomes really sensible and expres¬ 

sible when the moment is past, the thrill is recalled with 

longing or with dread, and the veil once more softens 

the awful face of joy or sorrow. Then the fact, the 

experience, can be beheld apart, clear of the too- 

assertive sense and the material association. That which 

seemed in itself, for the moment, definite, self-sufficient, 

absolute, is seen now as a flash from the eternal fire, 

a drift of spray from the infinite sea. 

Is this why it always seems to us who are of the age 

so difficult to produce the poetry which expresses the 

age? There are some who complain that we have no 

poetry yet that truly belongs to this new time. It may 

be a little too early; that we have not yet reached the 

point where, having fathomed its spirit, we can view 

the resultant experience calmly apart. For the process 

must fearlessly be carried through; first the actual vital 

contact with the passing reality, then the withdrawal and 

‘he spiritual apprehension of the greater reality it fore¬ 

shadowed. Even so one is haunted by a certain mis¬ 

giving. Shall we, whose minds are so closely involved 

n present actualities, whose heads scarcely top the dust 

md the smoke—shall we recognise the new song when 

ve hear it, or with our clouded eyes be able to follow its 

light? There is a curious habit of poetical discovery 

vhich falls in a little sadly with our law of distance; it 

generally comes into operation a few lustres after the 

>oet’s death. Meanwhile there are some who are a little 

^patient of the process, and they believe that already 

ut the din the authentic strain is rising, that those 

ho gaze steadfastly through the enveloping smoke may 

iscem the tiny rosy cloud. PHIL. J. FlSHER. 

By the Way 
SOME EVERYDAY MYSTERIES. 

By Arthur Machen. 

DON'T know what the topic of the day will be when 
this article appears; but at this present time of 

ting it is the Labour Unrest; and it has been my fate 
h'e called into the consultation. And so it befell that 

av e as my serious and considered opinion that the 
seat of the malady was not exterior but interior, 
the great matter to be rectified was not the wage 

er71, kut the system of the soul, that without heaven 

earth was but dust, and bitter dust at that, that true 
bliss is only to be obtained by a true direction of the 
imagination towards the mysteries. 

Not altogether to my surprise, these dicta failed to 
meet with universal acceptance and approbation; and 
one sardonic working-man wrote to say that no doubt 
these mysteries aforesaid must be very nice indeed, and 
perhaps Mr. Machen would tell us all about them, as, 
of course, no one could believe in a thing without under¬ 
standing it 

At first I was really startled by this good man’s 
axiom—that you can't believe in anything without 
understanding it. It struck me as so amazingly and 
palpably false; so absolutely opposed to the experience 
and practice of every day, every hour, every minute of 
ordinary life.' But when I began to think the matter 
over, I became aware that a certain ancient tradition 
of wisdom has long been broken, and that in all pro¬ 
bability nine average people out of ten would accept the 
workman’s maxim as obvious commonsense, as a staring, 
glaring truism. “ Believe a thing without first under¬ 
standing it ? Of course not: how can you, you know ? ” 
Yes; I suppose that is the comment that the vast 
majority of people would make on the little contro¬ 
versy ; and as I realised this, I realised with something 
of a shock the gulf between the thought of to-day, and 
the thought of the age which uttered the strangely 

[ different order: crede ut intelligas, believe in order 
I that you may understand. 

Well, I think I have given my workman something 
to ponder. I asked him three questions: Firstly, do 
you believe in electricity and the aether? Secondly, 
do you understand them ? Thirdly, do you still maintain 
that complete understanding must precede belief ? 
These instances are simple and familiar enough. Here 
we are sending wires and marconigrams and speaking 
through the telephone, lighting our rooms and 
streets by electricity, cooking our dinners by electricity, 
going to daily work and returning from it by electricity: 
we have made electricity our universal servant in all 
the common affairs of everyday life ; we show our belief 
in it every day, every hour, in the most practical and 
convincing manner possible. And we don't begin to 
understand it; of daily use, it remains a mystery, and its 
true nature is altogether hidden from us. And, again; 
think of the concealed and unspeakable wonder of the 
great aether ocean that swims all about the world, that 
(it is probable) is rippling in the heart of the rocks, in 
the central darkness of the high mountains, while its 
waves beat also about the farthest stars. Understand 
the aether! Why it is but a hypothesis, a thing posited 
by men of science to explain certain phenomena; we 
dare not call it matter, it responds to no chemical tests, 
it is seen by no human eye. And yet the Marconi 
operator sends vibrations across the vast aether sea, as 
simply as a boy makes enlarging rings and circles by 
dropping pebbles into a pond. 

Here, then, are two matters which we evidently be¬ 
lieve in, and as evidently do not understand at all • 
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and it seems to me pretty evident that if humanity 
had not managed its affairs from the beginning on the 
principle of believing all sorts of things which it didn’t 
in the least understand, and acting on that belief, 
humanity would long ago have ceased to exist—or, 
rather, would never have come into existence at all. 
Take, for example, fire, which, I suppose, may be 
reckoned as a highly important factor in the making of 
man as we now know him. What would have happened 
if primitive men had refused to have anything to do 
with the process of fire getting, because they didn’t 
understand the reason of the process or the true nature 
of the result obtained by that process ? Well, we should 
be grubbing for ground-nuts and earth-worms, and I 
doubt whether we should be men at all. Not from the 
physical lack of fire and light, but from the effects of 
the spiritual reaction involved in the principle: I will 
only believe in what I understand. 

I am so ignorant in matters of science that I don’t 
know whether the scientific men of to-day are able to 
say that they understand (in the secondary sense of 
the word) the nature of heat and light. But I am very 
certain that nine hundred and ninety-nine men out of a 
thousand don’t understand anything at all about either. 
What is light ? Something—if, indeed, it may be called 
a thing—which enables you to read the paper, something 
necessary to the obscure and mysterious and complicated 
process known as seeing, something which, if present in 
excess, may dazzle or even blind the eyes, thus (queerly 
enough) producing, if you have a sufficiency of it, the 
exactly opposite effect to itself; that, is darkness. And so 
with heat: we strike a match and light the fire and grill a 
chop as if all these processes were both sensible and 
simple, as, indeed, they are ; but if we examine ourselves 
we shall find that there our understanding of the nature 
of heat stops short It will grill that chop and burn our 
fingers if we are careless, and when we have enumerated 
these effects of heat and others like to them we have 
done; its real and essential nature is hidden from us. 
And all that we do know about it, we have gained by 
believing in it, by accepting it, and using it for our own 
advantage. 

Fire is now a commonplace, and has been a common¬ 
place for countless ages; but how strange must have 
been the circumstances of its first discovery. Some 
accident put an ingenious savage on the track of the 
great mystery, and he assembled the tribe together and 
spoke to them. “ Here,” he said, “ is a marvel. I have 
found that by striking two pieces of hard black stone 
together there is bom a little star, shining and fleeting. 
And it fell upon grass that had been dried by the sun; 
and then there was first of all the engendering of a 
mist like the mist upon the mountain. And presently 
this mist turns black and is made similar to night, and 
from the blackness there proceed strange sounds, and 
it is seen to be full of stars like that one which pro¬ 
ceeded from the striking of the flints together. And 
these stars join together and become great; and there 
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is a mighty shining, both pale and red, and the noise 
is loud as the rattling of the pebbles on the seashore, 
and the stars have becomes tongues of brightness, and 
they leap high and are hot as with the sun’s heat, and 
they run in the dry grass, and when they have passed 
there is no grass, but only blackness.” Now if the 
general mind of that tribe had been like the mind of 
that working-man who wrote to me the other day, the 
reply would have been; “ We do not understand this 
story, nor how stars can come from black rocks, and 
become burning tongues, and turn dry grass into black¬ 
ness, nor have a heat like to that of the sun. There 
fore, since we do not understand the matter, we do not 
believe it.” On the whole, whatever our doubts as to 
the present state of civilised humanity, I suppose we 
must say that it was lucky that the intelligent working¬ 
man frame of mind, if represented at all, was in a 
minority on this interesting and remote occasion. The 
tribe believed in what they did not in the least under¬ 
stand, made experiments by the light of that belief, 
and as a consequence of their attitude we now enjoy 
grilled chops—and other things. 

Fire, the old myths inform us, came from heaven; 
and it seems to me that this a true saying. We have 
got fire and all that it implies because our remote 
ancestors were ready first of all to believe in something 
that they did not understand, and secondly to experi¬ 
ment with this something. And this faculty of theirs 
was perhaps part of that original breath of life which 
was given to man from above; and so the kindly fires 
are really heaven-bora. Now, it seems, there are signs 
that this faculty is gradually becoming atrophied; and 
it would be interesting to inquire whether the unrest 
of which we have heard so much does not proceed from 
the general failure to believe in matters that we do not 
understand. The papers have spoken of the Labour 
Unrest, and the Discontent of the Workers ; and many 

# 

people, no doubt, are under the impression that the 
trouble is confined to the ranks of those occupied in 
manual toil of some sort. But there is no reason to 
suppose this to be the case. 

If one reads of the doings of smart American 
society, one comes across the chronicle of sheer 
frantic mania. It is not in normal human 

nature to give luncheon parties to dogs, to load 

toy Pomeranians with jewels, to entertain one’s fellow- 
creatures under all manner of rabid and ridiculous cr- 

cumstances. These dinners, which turn a room in a 
hotel into a counterfeit of the bottom of a mine, or the 
Arctic Ocean, or the veldt, or the Grand Canal at 

Venice are, no doubt, symptoms of a profound unrest 

and discontent in the millionaire class. So with the 
working-men ; they are fortunate in having real griev¬ 

ances in many instances which may be redressed and 

should be redressed ; the mistake they make is in assign 

ing to these details of wages and hours an importan t 

that is quite undeserved. When the hours are reduce: 

and the pay is increased the labourers will find thcni- 
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selves still restless, still discontented; and this unhappy 
state will no doubt continue amongst rich and poor alike 
till each learns the wisdom of the counsel, crede ut 

intelligas—and applies it. For our chilled and wretched 
limbs can never be warmed by the fire till we believe in 
the fire and draw near to it. 

“ The Children of Don ”: A Foreword 

HE production of “ The Children of Don ” at the 
London Opera House should prove to be an 

event of considerable importance in the history of 
English opera. It is the first phase of a systematic and 
well-considered effort to find a domicile for British 
legendary lore on the British stage. It is characteristic 
of British modesty in literary and artistic matters— 
and yet national modesty is not a failing of England in 
other respects—that we have never thought our own 
mythology worth serious study. W&ile to the Norseman 
and the German Odin and Wotan, Freia and Fricka 
have been household words since he lisped on his 
mother's knee, there is hardly a child in the United 
Kingdom who knows even the names of the gods of the 
Cymric mythology. Even to the adults the names of the 
chief characters in Lord Howard de Walden's libretto 
are strange and uncouth. Apart from the specifically 
musical interest of the new opera, this aspect of it should 
appeal to those who are not exclusively music-lovers. 
“ The Ring ” has done much more than many even of its 
warmest admirers are ready to admit in creating and 
crystallising a sense of race among the Germans, and 
it is a praiseworthy ambition to do the same for the 
British race which has prompted the author in his com¬ 
prehensive design. 

“ The Children of Don " is the first of a trilogy, of 
which we are told the theme is “the noble struggle of 
Man to be master of his own soul,” and that theme is 
symbolic of the striving of our own nation to better and 
higher things, and its battle against the powers of 
darkness. We see in this drama the conflict between 
Man and the Gods, who themselves had won their 
position by rebellion against a still earlier race of divine 
beings. 

In the drama Gwidion, the son of Don, is the cham¬ 
pion of mankind who, much as Prometheus did in the 
Greek mythology, strove to give to man the gifts of 
knowledge and power which the Gods possessed. The 
symbol of this power and knowledge is the Cauldron 
of Caridwen. In his explanation of the inner meaning 
of the libretto “ Owen Rhoscomyl " writes: “ Ever and 
anon the Cauldron threw up three drops of all wisdom, 
all knowledge and all power; while the rest was poison. 
Therefore whoever possessed that Cauldron was the 
equal of the Gods in power.” The similarity of its func¬ 
tion and powers to those of the Ring of Alberich is easy 
to see. The Cauldron has its abode in an island of the 
North amid the ice and mists of the Celtic Hell, and 
thither Gwidion goes to rescue it, so that Man should 
be armed with equal power in his conflict with the 

Gods. This is the main idea and is the clue to the in¬ 
tricacies of the plot. Like the Ring, the Cauldron brings 
a curse on its possessor, and Don, Gwidion's mother, 
calls on Lyd, the Sea-king, to overwhelm it in his 
waters; but even as Wotan called on Erda, he calls 
upon Nodens, the God of the Sea of the older 
order, and wakes him from his sleep, and Nodens 
answers that through Man alone can come the 
fulfilment of his dreams of a golden future for the 
world. Having said this, like Erda, he descends to 
sleep again, “ the god of old despair,” and Lyd there¬ 
fore helps Gwidion to the safe ending of his faithful 
voyage. At this point the Prologue ends and the drama 
begins. Its main theme is how Gwidion breaks the 
magic power of the Druids, and how Dylan, the son of 
the Sea-king, is chosen by Gwidion as the instrument 
which will fulfil the dreams of Man's redemption 
dreamed by Nodens. That is the subject of the second 
drama of the trilogy. 

The music of Mr. Holbrooke is in essentials as well 
as in externals modem of the moderns. He has made 
no attempt at producing an archaic atmosphere by the 
use of traditional melodies, but has attempted to de¬ 
pict by means of orchestral colour and harmony and the 
human voice the mood in which the cultivated music- 
lover of to-day should consider the infancy of our race. 

These few words are meant not as an analysis or a 
criticism, but simply as a suggestion to the music-lover 
as to the spirit in which he should approach the work, 
realising that neither author nor composer is the empty 
singer of an idle day, but that each entered on his 
task inspired by a definite and lofty ideal. 

Albert Lozeau 
By Bernard Muddiman (Ottawa). 

N that vivid burst of French-Canadian literary talent 
that was begotten in Montreal by the 14 Soirees du 

Chateau de Ramezay” from 1898 to 1900 there is no 
figure so interesting and at the same time so pathetic as 
M. Albert Lozeau. He was one of the young men of 
Montreal—that hotbed, one would think, of New World 
commercialism rather than of poetry—whom this move¬ 
ment brought to light as the tender singer from a bed 
of pain. 

Born in 1868 in this city, when about to start out on 
a business career at the early age of sixteen, Lozeau was 
prostrated by a spinal disease which, though it doomed 
him to a bed of pain, doubtless gave us a poet of no 
mean order,. For lying, as he wrote, “les pieds k la 
m6me hauteur que la t6te,” he had nothing to do but 
read. Consequently instead of adding figures in a 
Scotchman's ledger, Lozeau began a series of intellec¬ 
tual adventures among the literary masterpieces of old 
France. He read Villon, Hugo, Ronsard, and, above all, 
Baudelaire. He watched from his sickroom window the 
changing seasons of the year. He became an intel- 

lectuel. Music, in particular, enthralled him. While 
the Frenchmen of old France are caught by the light 
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Que vous veniez demain ou plus tard, que m’importc? 
Le jour lointain ou proche en sera-t-il moins doux? . . 

music and airs of the South, a long sojourn in a northern 
land where they are, as it were, a Latin Island in a 
Teutonic Ocean, has made the French-Canadians pas¬ 
sionate worshippers of music—made them Albani’s true 
people. Music for Lozeau is a world of dreams where 
he creeps from the cruel actual life of reality. Being 
essentially Latin, however, a nostalgia for the woman 
and her sex obsesses this sick young man. Again, being 
of the most pious Roman Catholics in the world, the 
faith of his religion and the fragrance of the Church’s 
teaching is for him no outworn creed as it is to a young 
Parisian. 

Nature—the nature that a sick man catches glimpses 
of round his bed in the flowers that decorate and per¬ 
fume his room—has also given him a poetic enthusiasm. 
Gradually the sweetness of his poems, the misfortune 
of his lot, made him talked about Charles ab der 
Halden, in his monumental work on French-Canadian 
Literature, in the volume entitled " Nouvelles Etudes 
de la Literature fran^aise-canadienne,’* devoted a study 
to his work. Sir Wilfrid Laurier defrayed the expense 
of his volume published at Paris, and the French- 
Canadians found themselves possessed of a new poet. 
Poets, indeed, in Canada they have had in abundance; 
but here they seemed to have something stranger and 
better than ever before, for Lozeau is no mere weak 
imitator of the bards of Paris. He strikes his own 
unique note; his poems are but pictures of his own 
personality. In his preface to this volume the young 
poet wrote a masterpiece almost worthy of place beside 
Keats’ similar introduction to “ Endymion,” disarming 
criticism and revealing with astounding literary power 
the genius of his song: — 

Je suis un ignorant. Je ne sais pas ma langue. 
Je balbutie en vers assez harmonieux (j'adore la 
musique) souples et laches. Je n’ai pas d’ktees. Je 
r£ve et ne pense pas. J’imagine et je n’observe pas. 
J’exprime des sentiments que je ressentirais. II 
m’est parfois arrive d’en exprimer que j’ai ressentis. 
J’ai vu des arbres h travers des fen£tres. . . . J’ai 
rim6 pour tuer le temps qui me tuait par revanche. 

So he introduces his “ L’Ame Solitaire.” While 
Scarron hid his suffering under staccato laughter, 
M. Lozeau extracts from it the sweetness of a noble 
nature. In the monotonous dulness of a sick room he 
has escaped being dull—the curse of almost all the 
colonial poets of French Canada. He alone, perhaps, 
has succeeded in escaping from Parisian imitations and 
raising a note all his own. 

Drunk with the beauty of words, a musician at heart, 
he has played on them to ease his sorrow: — 

II est des mots qui sont des joies 
Et d’autres qui sont des douleurs, 
D’autres ont la douceur des soies, 
D’autres ont l*ar6me des fleurs. 

Of all English poets he reminds one chiefly of poor 
Phillip Bourke Marston, the blind singer. Only Mar- 
ston could sing, waiting for the woman of his desire, 
as Lozeau in “ L’Attente ” : — 

Mon coeur est maintenant ouvert comme une porte. 
II vl :s attend, ma Bien-Aim^e, y viendrez vous? 

Une heure suffira. J’aurai v£cu ma vie 
Aussi pleine qu’un fleuve au large de son cours, 
L'ayant d’une heure mieux que de jours fous emplie, 
D’une heure, essence et fruit substantiel des jours. . . . 

The sick man can never know the full large delight that 
health alone can give; nor can he sustain the long level 
flights of the intellect of health; and all M. Lozeau’s 
poems are no longer than swallow-flights of song. So 
it is natural that in the old sonnet we find he is pecu¬ 
liarly happy. In one of these he regrets the premature 
loss of the Chatterton of French-Canadian song, his 
contemporary—the ill-fated Nelligan, who went mad at 

nineteen: — 

Tu montais radieux dans la grande lumifere 
Enivr^ d’id^al, £perdu de beauts, 
D’un merveilleux essor, force et de fiert6, 
Fuyant avec d^dain la route coutumi&re. 
Tu montais emport£ par ton ardeur premiere, 
Battant d’un vol g£ant la haute immensity, 
Et 1&, tout pr&s d’atteindre k ton £ternit£, 
Tu planais, triste et beau, dans la clart£ pl£ni£re. 

Mesurant du regard le vaste espace bleu, 
Tu sentis la fatigue envahir peu k peu 
La pr^coce vigueur de tes ailes sublimes. 
Alors, fermant ton vol largement d£ploy6, 
O destin ! tu tombas d’abtmes en abtmes, 
Comme un aigle royal en plein ciel foudroy6 ! 

This delicate fancy, this Old-World grace, this charm, 
this exquisite use of words—who would have thought 
to find them in a singer of Canada, where the law of 
force, of brute strength, of money and sport rules 

the Dominion? 

But it must be remembered that the French of Quebec 
have changed little during their centuries of sojourn in 
the primaeval woods and scrubs by the great St. Law¬ 
rence. They still sing their old Armoric country songs, 
such as “ Alouette ” and “ En roulant ma Boule.” They 
still observe their old feasts and faith; and, above all, 
they jealously preserve their own mother tongue. The 
Englishman who comes to them is swallowed up; his 
children speak French though they may bear an English 
name. They add to a race whose national origin is 
their pride and wealth; for these French are gaining 
rather than losing ground. 

In these brief notes I have sought to give some 
impression of M. Lozeau’s personality and work. Let 
us then leave him singing, as the railways of Canada 
spread their webs spiderlike over the virgin land, where 
the quest of the almighty dollar, and the blow rather 
than the word, prevail. 

Mandolines, 
Cristallines, 

Vous avez une triste loi; 
Vos notes sont des echardes, 

Risible est votre sanglot, 
O criardes ! 
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REVIEWS 
Verse: Chords, Discords and Some 

Resolutions 
Tasso and Eleonora, A Drama; with Historical Note. By 

Gertrude Leigh. (Chapman and Hall. 5s. net.) 
The Return from the Masque, and Other Poems. By 

William A. C. Lloyd. (Constable and Co. 3s. 6d. 
net.) 

The Night Wind, and Other Poems. By H. J. S. Bailey. 

(H. R. Allenson. is. net.) 
The Wild Orchard. By Elinor Sweetman. (Herbert 

and Daniel. 3s. 6d. net.) 
Discords. By Donald Evans. (Brown Brothers, Phila¬ 

delphia.) 
Milestones. By Marcia Knight. (Constable and Co. 

3s. 6d. net.) 
Verses. By Herbert Kennedy. (A. C. Curtis, Guild¬ 

ford.) 

ISS LEIGH evidently means to be taken 
seriously, for what she modestly calls her 

“ Historical Note," while not quite so formidable 
as a Shaw preface, yet weaves its introduc¬ 
tory skein of argument to the length of fifty-five 
pages. It is all very serious and very thorough, and, if 
conscientious study and zealous criticism of tradition 
alone went to the making of an historical dramatist, we 
should be prepared for great things by the time we 
reached page 56, for this introduction betrays a genuine 
enthusiasm for her subject and a warm sympathy for 
the love and cruel fate of Ser Torquato Tasso. Un¬ 
fortunately, the actual drama adds but slightly to what 
the preface gives us. It is written in the time-honoured 
Shakespearean blank verse, but for the most part it is 
difficult to see why it might not just as well have been 
written in prose. The verse is very facile, and no other 
poetic form baits such a snare of fatal facility as this; 
occasionally there is something Eke a trial flight of 
poetry, but for pages and pages the characters talk 
prosaically in iambic periphrasis. The delineation of 
character is not strong; even Maddolb, Tasso’s 
treacherous friend, is a very conventional villain. The 
authoress follows the old dramatic traditions. Tasso 
betrays his secret to the eavesdropping Maddolb in a 
soliloquy, while the latter, also talking to himself, 
announces his treachery in obtaining the poet’s papers 
in the following circumstantial fashion: — 

Secure forsooth 1 because by night and day 
You wear the key forged by Venetian craft. 
How should you dream a cunning duplicate 
Was fashioned me to-day from waxen print 
Made when one moment I had begged the thing 
To lay upon my palm and squeeze? 

[Closing it in his hand.] 

Act II, Scene 3, between Tasso and his sister Cornelia, 
marks the poetical high-water mark of the drama, but 
fails to redeem it from the prosy conventionality which 
has clogged the earlier movements. 

Italy and blank verse—to which we may add old music 
and Naiads—also find favour with Mr. Lloyd. He has 

sonnets, too, some of which are very passable. But he 
has nothing very fresh to sing, nor a particularly fresh 
way of singing it. We should say he is another of the 
many who find blank verse wonderfully easy to write. 
His description of certain Italian towns reads like a 
would-be Parnassian Baedeker: — 

We found an hostel by the brawling Adige; 
The castle stood away unto the left, 
While on the other hand the stately hills 
That through the centuries had marked the change 
The city knew—prosperity, decay, 
Or frowned . . . 

That is mostly blank, but we have spent an idle moment 
wondering how he works that “ Adige " into the scan¬ 
sion. Turning to the rhymed verse, there is something 
rather taking about this opening: — 

There's a pleasure in old music like the sunset's fading 
glow, 

A melancholy splendour in its broad adagio. 

All together—" broad a-da-gi-O.” He reminds us that 
the way to write a “ Persian song ” is to take one 
ordinary love-song of the nocturne order and decorate 
it with a bulbul, and he works a wicked rhyme of 
“ sneer ” and “ Crimea." Apparently his rules of 
prosody are as simple as his philosophy, as he saith: — 

Well, what we want we only have to fight for; 
But still repristination's not the thing. 

Dear, no, sir! 

We scarcely know what to say of Mr. Bailey’s work, 
it has such curious inequalities. When he rhymes 
“ dawn ” and “ morn," “ sit " and “ inadequate,” he is in 
danger of immediate limbo, as also when an examination 
of a series of fourteen sonnets reveals the fact that the 
author has, in every case but one, taken egregious 
liberties with the rhyme scheme. We should like to 
warn Mr. Bailey, furthermore, that, if ever he attempts 
to write another poem in Scots dialect, he deserves to 
be skean-dhud by the first Hielan* gentleman he meets. 
But after all, and in spite of a great deal, there is poetry 
in this little book. The single orthodox sonnet, entitled 
“ Parting,” is the essential thing, and one or two of the 
others would be respectable work if they did not pretend 
to be sonnets. “ Polly," a song about a horse and a 
sore heart, is about the best thing Mr. Bailey gives us, 
but it is too long to quote here. 

Miss Elinor Sweetman’s “ Wild Orchard " is a garden 
of refreshment and delight. There is that exuberance 
in her work which we look for so eagerly, and, in the 
welter of contemporary verse, so often in vain. Not 
that this is everything, though it is surely essential to 
all good poetry. We occasionally meet with verse- 
writers who evidently feel exuberantly, but fail in the 
art of poetical expression, but Miss Sweetman’s beaker 
of joy overflows in subtle fancy and sensuous phrase. 
“ Ginevra,” a considerable poem in Spenserian stanzas, 
which tells a romantic tale of old Florence, has these 
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qualities in full evidence. A series of pastorals bears 
witness to a genuine feeling for Nature, and is accom¬ 
plished in the true pastoral spirit Here is a pretty 
picture of dawn : — 

For all that Dawn comes slow and soberly, 
Yet rosy sunrise leapeth at her skirts; 
Earth’s gentle nurse is she, and in the sky 
Bids the small stars, that ruder daylight hurts, 
Put out their lamps. Most steadfast choristers 
Are these tired sparklets of the careless moon, 
That nightly summons, but forgets them soon; 
Then cometh Dawn, with that soft step of hers, 
Breathes down their lanthorns dim, and bids them hie 
Safe through the curtains of her nursery. 

Miss Sweetman’s lyrical gift is best seen in the chain 
of poems entitled 44 The Lovers* Breviary.** Several of 
these have a marked quality; nohe more than the first 
of three designated 14 At Matins.** If this is Miss Sweet- 
man’s first volume, it certainly contains much promise. 
Mr. Cunninghame Graham contributes an appreciatory 
preface. 

When an aspirant to the bays pauses in the middle 
of a sonnet (“ Sonnet Eternal **) to split an infinitive 
after this fashion, 

I stand away but to once more confess, 

we have little hope for him, save in respect of the 
candour which led him to call his volume 44 Discords.** 
But lest we should appear pedantic enough to wreck him 
on a single solecism, let us add that the same sonnet 
sings of 44 little sweet fleet feet ** and 44 bright white 
thighs,** which isn’t decent—in a sonnet. Mr. Evans’s 
rhythm is often bewildering, and he alliterates to satiety. 
The pages are freely interspersed with dedications, the 
last of these, in the matter of a few sonnets, being to 
Lord Alfred Douglas. But Lord Alfred, himself an 
accomplished sonneteer, must shudder to find an attempt 
at rhyming 44 be ** and 44 terrible.” Terrible indeed! All 
this is a great pity, because Mr. Evans is evidently very 
well-intentioned and very much in earnest To be fair 
with him, he almost made a quite good sonnet in 
44 Elegiac,” and there are palliative degrees in his 
44 Discords,** but we fear he has a great deal yet to 
learn. 

Mrs. Knight’s 44 Milestones *’ mark a pleasant way. 
Careful, unpretentious little poems they are, distinguished 
by a quiet grace and a very pretty sentiment. We may 
be wrong, but we fancy Mrs. Knight can claim to be 
unique in singing the praises of the humble earwig. 
And Sir Earwig should carry himself with an extra 
swagger m consequence, for his poetess serves him 
handsomely. She is at her best, however, in her poems 
of childhood, though she can handle graver themes with 
Skill: — 

Life, in caprice, denies her rubies red, 
The gleaming gold, the frankincense and myrrh ; 

Love fills the chalice, serves the daily bread, 
And crowns the feast when sullen moods deter. 

As bidden guests we claim the nectar sweet, 
Oh ! let no drop be spilled by alien hand; 

That, with the last grim draught, our love may greet 
The friends who share the cup—and understand. 

Some prize verses from a newspaper competition are 
about the least interesting of the collection. 

Herbert Kennedy’s 44 Verses ” are of interest as the 
memorial of what was evidently considerable promise 
cut short. While there is a necessary immaturity about 
his work—he was but eighteen when he died—yet these 
poems show a remarkable mastery of rhythm and verse- 
form and a genuine poetic gift. A little group of songs 
is particularly successful. This volume has been collected 
by the Charterhouse Poetry Society, and doubtless many 
of his friends and contemporaries will be glad to have 
the slender monument to yet another young Adonais 
who died untimely. We understand the author was a 
great-grandson of the Dr. Kennedy of Shrewsbury and 
Latin grammar fame. 

The Mystery of Japanese Art 
On the Laws of Japanese Painting. By Henry P. Bow ie. 

(Paul Elder and Co., San Francisco. $3.50 net.) 

Of the very many in this country who profess varying 
degrees of enthusiasm for the pictorial art of Japan, 
there are probably extremely few who could give more 
than a very vague account of the faith that is in them, 
and fewer still who could intelligently explain how 
Japanese painting is differentiated from the European 
But hitherto this has been our misfortune rather than 
our fault, for while we have had of recent years more 
books about Japan than we have been able to keer 
pace with, and while our general understanding of the 
wonderful Japanese people has been enlightened beyond 
compute by such sympathetic students and writers a? 
Lafcadio Hearn, even the most illuminative and discern 
ing of them has been able to tell us practically nothing 
about the specific subject of the art of Japan. The 
truth of the matter is, of course, that the subject is an 
esoteric one, and we have been waiting for a seriou? 
and qualified student of Japanese art in particular, an 
enthusiast and an initiate at once, to give us a book that 
has been needed above many. This modest volume, 
hailing from America, should therefore receive a warm 
welcome on this side the water, for Mr. Bowie comes 
to us with credentials and is able to speak with some 
authority. He tells us that behind his book—so con¬ 
cisely written that it covers only 105 pages of text- 
lies an assiduous and enthusiastic apprenticeship of nine 
years, spent in unremitting and exclusive study of the 
art of painting under the tuition of some of the leading 
modem artists of Japan. Two very cordial and highly 
appreciative letters from eminent Japanese scholar? 
which preface the volume, attest the remarkable result? 
of this apprenticeship. Mr. Bowie’s own brush-work, we 
are assured, is indistinguishable to their own critics fror 
the work of native artists, and has won the attenricr 
and commands of no less a connoisseur of the arts thr.r 
His Imperial Majesty himself. 
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But we believe the book will commend itself, for it 
is little short of a revelation, and that entirely in accord 
with what a gefieral knowledge of the Japanese genius 
has led us to expect It would be impossible, nor is 
it indeed our function, to convey in this article all that 
Mr. Bowie has to tell us. We look at some kakemono 
of a group of iris or a spray of plum-blossom, exquisitely 
simple and graceful, and we are tempted to think that 
it has been “ dashed off ” with the ease and carelessness 
of an English artists rough sketch Instead of this, we 
find that every stroke has been carefully studied, 
executed according to strict laws, after certain express 
patterns or symbols, and even with exact regard to an 
accepted sequence in the brush-strokes. Nearly every 
stroke and variation of stroke is based upon some 
natural form. To give only a few instances, for painting 
the lines of a garment there is a water line, an iron-wire 
line, a willow-leaf line, an angle-worm line, a date-seed 
line, and so forth For painting ledges of rock there is a 
Peeled Hemp-Bark Method, an Axe-Stroke Method, an 
Alum-Crystal Method. In painting the orchid, certain 
definite lines are used, such as “the stomach of the 
mantis,” “the tail of the rat,” “the body of the young 
carp.” Even the spaces between the leaves are strictly 
designed after the pattern of “ the elephant’s eye ” and 
“ the eye of the phoenix.” A very curious and important 
feature is that a Japanese artist frequently gives years 
of preliminary study to Chinese writing, and the exquisite 
lines and groupings of this caligraphy are to be found 
significantly, though freely, reproduced in his later 
subjects. 

Among Japanese artists, colour is held only in 
subsidiary esteem. The great proportion of pictures are 
painted in sumi, a pigment, usually black, prepared from 
the soot of the bulrush, combined with glue from deer 
horn. It is the highest art of a Japanese painter, by 
dexterous use of this medium in varying consistencies, 
to suggest all gradations of colour and shade. As all 
Japanese paintings are done either on silk or on pre¬ 
pared paper, and sumi dries very rapidly, each stroke 
of the brush is required to be impeccable. Erasure or 
obliteration is impossible, and the slighest correction will 
show when the picture is dry. 

But the keynote of Japanese painting is spiritual— 
there is no other word for it in our language. The true 
and perfect work of art is instinct with the spirit 
(kokoro) both of the painter and of his subject. The 
Japanese artist does not paint direct from Nature. He 
is supposed to sit and contemplate his subject long and 
deeply, until he is saturated with its spirit and meaning; 
then, retiring to his studio, he endeavours to reproduce 
what he has felt. When he takes his brush in hand, he 
must feel the very nature of his subject. Should he 
paint a budding tree in spring, the feeling of bursting 
life must take possession of him and be magnetically 
transmitted, as it were, through his brush. His aim is 
to produce, not facsimile, but sentiment. It is this, of 
course, which goes to explain the incredible vigour and 
living grace of Japanese paintings. In this way every 
true work of art is a self-revelation. We are told that 

the very disposition and state of mind of the artist is 
plainly discernible to a Japanese critic in a good sumi 

painting. It is not surprising, after this, to learn that 
ignorant Europeans who go crazy over mere Japanese 
prints excite the wonder of the connoisseur in his own 
country. There is so much in the painting of Japan 
that cannot be reproduced by any mechanical method. 

There is one other point of interest that we may refer 
to. Every Japanese picture is esteemed according to 
its embodiment of the quality known as “ KI IN.” By 
this is meant the intrinsic loftiness, the spiritual elevation 
of the work: — 

It is that indefinable something which in every 
great work suggests elevation of sentiment, nobility 
of soul. From the earliest times the great art writers 
of China and Japan have declared that this quality, 
this manifestation of the spirit, can neither be im¬ 
parted nor acquired. It must be innate. It is, so 
to say, a divine seed implanted in the soul by the 
Creator, there to unfold, expand and blossom, testi¬ 
fying its hidden residence with greater or lesser 
charm, according to the life spent, great principles 
adhered to and ideals realised. Such is what the 
Japanese understand by ki in. It is, I think, akin 
to what the Romans meant by divinus afflatus—that 
divine and vital breath, that emanation of the soul, 
which vivifies and ennobles the work and renders it 
immortal. 

What a pity these things were not known to John 
Ruskin! We feel we have failed to do full justice to 
the charm and intense interest of this book. Both Japan 
and the English-speaking peoples owe a debt of grati¬ 
tude to Mr. Bowie for his valuable exposition. It remains 
to be said that the volume is very appropriately pro¬ 
duced, and is illustrated by over sixty half-tone plates, 
which add considerably to the elucidation of the subject. 

The Glamour of Oxford 
In Praise of Oxford: An Anthology in Prose and Verse. 

Vol. 11. Life and Manners. Compiled by Thomas 

Seccombe and H. Spencer Scott. (Constable and 
Co. 6s. net.) 

The second volume of “ In Praise of Oxford: An 

Anthology in Prose and Verse,” is with us. It is good 
to know that there are others to follow. No library— 
certainly no Oxford man's library—should be without 
these delightful volumes. The Alma Mater already 
owes much to her two devoted sons, Mr. Thomas Sec¬ 
combe, Balliol, and Mr. H. Spencer Scott, New College. 
They tell us that the present volume is the upper story 
of their first anthology, which, appearing in the autumn 
of last year, dealt with the history and topography of 
Oxford, and that this one deals with the manners and 
customs of Oxford, old and young; and they add that 
it may, under some future dynasty—who knows ?— 
become a great Goliardic text and the Codex A of a 

cycle of romances known as “ The Legend of Oxford.” 
We believe that it will. 
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Whether this may happen or not, the fact overwhelm¬ 
ingly remains that Mr. Seccombe and Mr. Scott are com¬ 
piling a set of volumes which are likely to give great 
joy and satisfaction, amusement, and emotion to every 
man who has had the good fortune to walk the High 
and spend the best and last years of his glorious child¬ 
hood in “ye sacred nurseries of blooming youth” With 
humour and infinite care they have culled from a 
thousand sources all the best things that have been 
written, said, and sung of the city of spires in our 
language. And what excellent reading these things 
provide. Divided into eighteen chapters, the present 
volume deals with the Road to Oxford, Terms and 

• _ ■ 

Vacations, Freshmen and their Ways, Beer and Battels, 
Penalties and Proctors, Oxford at Work, Oxford Clubs 
and Libraries, Games and Pastimes, Cap and Bells, 
Town and Gown, Foreign Impressions, Oxford’s Rivals, 
Academical Costumes, Personalia Academica, Colleges, 
Life and Customs, Oxoniana, Odds and Ends, and 
Pietas Oxoniensis, and they have not omitted to add a 
long and valuable index. There is not a sacred matter, 
from ragging to the mighty dead, that has been over¬ 
looked. Every page has its gem. Johnson, Words¬ 
worth, A. T. Quiller Couch, Emerson, Boswell, A. D. 
Godley, Lionel Johnson, the Oxford Almanac, Jeremy 
Bentham, Copleston’s Diary, St. John Lucas, W. D. 
Macray, Cardinal Newman, Andrew Lang, “ Tom 
Brown,” Oliver Wendell Holmes, Wesley's Journal, the 
Oxford Sausage, “Essays of Elia,” Terrae Filius, Gib¬ 
bon’s Memoirs, and scores of others have been drawn 
upon. The books form a very pageant of commentaries, 
a great gallery of pen-pictures. Here is a complete 
Oxford, not only as seen by her sons, but by the sons 
of other Universities, other cities. The pages teem with 
high spirits, wit, satire, and parody, and are not without 
their notes of gravity, pathos, and regret. 

Among the present volume’s delights is that of com¬ 
paring the views of Oxford men, past and present, as to 
manners and customs of their time. Take as an instance 
George Colman, 1830, on the Fresher: — 

A freshman is a forlorn animal—everything is 
strange—not only college society, but any society at 
all—and he is solitary in the midst of a crowd. If, 
indeed, he should happen to come to the University 
from one of the great public schools, he finds some 
of his late school-fellows, who, being in the same 
straggling situation with himself, abridge the period 
of his fireside loneliness, and of their own, by form¬ 
ing a familiar intercourse; otherwise he may mope 
for a week. At all events, it is generally some time 
before he establishes himself in a set of acquaint¬ 
ances. 

* 1 

Then take the views of a mere Don, 1894: — 

It is an age of monotony. Even the freshman, that 
delightful creature of a bygone age, is not by any 
means as old as he was. He is still young, but no 
longer innocent; the bloom is off his credulity ; you 
cannot play practical jokes upon him any more. Now 
and then a young man will present himself to the 

college authorities in a gown of which the super¬ 
fluous dimensions and unusual embroidery betray the 
handiwork of the provincial tailor . .• . but these are 
only survivals. Senior men have no longer their old 
privilege of “ ragging M the freshman. . . . We have 
changed all that, and treat the fresher now with the 
respect he deserves. 

Thus is history made. For the many who climb the 
dark stairs to their old college rooms, look o’er the door 
and read another’s name, there are many consolations. 
One of them is “ In Praise of Oxford.” 

“Punch” and the Church 
The Church in the Pages of " Punch/' By the Rev. D. 

Wallace Duthie. (Smith, Elder and Co. 6s.) 

PROBABLY it is somewhat of a rough division, but 

after a moment’s reflection it cannot be said to be 
altogether inapt, to state that the two greatest factors 
in life which influence humanity are tragedy and comedy. 
And while the former, when it is the real thing and not 
a wave of passing emotion, must ever play an important 
part in the complex life we live, it is to the humonst 
with all his jovial witticisms and merry jests that the 
palm must be given, for whereas a melancholy happen¬ 
ing is not an event upon which we always wish to 
dwell, and at its best—or worst—can only arouse re¬ 
tarding feelings within us, one who wears the motlev 
can always be sure that he will be pursued by the 
fleetest runners and be the best equipped in the race 
which is life itself. 

Punch, that mirror which for over seventy years ha? 
reflected mankind, high and low, rich and poor, and all 
the many and varied forces at work to encourage cr 
hinder the progress of humanity, has not at any time 
forgotten the existence of the body that stands, or ought 
to stand, as the true guide and helper of those who 
need her assistance. Punch has never been content to 
be only the jester, but has always sought, by drawing 
attention to the outward sign in caricature and wittv 
dialogue, warily to reveal the inward abuses or incon¬ 
sistencies. The year 1841 found the Church in a very 
sorry plight indeed. The Bishops and clergy were 
inert; churches had infrequent services; pluralities 
abounded; everywhere there was need for reform 
With great zeal Punch threw himself into the fray, and 
if occasionally he waived his claim as a reflector of the 
spirit of his age for that of infallibility of judgment, :* 
must not be denied that the evils against which he 
thundered were a real scandal to the Church. He 
echoed the fear of his countrymen then, and in a lesser 

degree of the Evangelical school of the present day. 
when he viewed the Tractarian movement as one that 
was likely to lead people to Rome and away from the 
truths of the Gospel. Persons might be delicate!', 
daintily, and expensively clothed; houses could be 

crowded with costly and .valuable knick-knack*: 
theatres must attract with gorgeous displays of magn: 
ficence, but God’s house was only to have bare walls ar«i 
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must be devoid of any adjuncts to worship whatsoever. 
He was not sufficiently a seer to predict that although a 
period must elapse before the English Church revived 
her Catholicism, the time was coming when she would 
be able to retain within her own fold such men as 
Newman and Ryder. But although Punch invariably 
sided with the Evangelical Protestant, he had no room 
for the narrow-minded person who abstained from 
everything that God had given him to make use of and 
enjoy, and when the Puritans who had made England 
“ so great and so dull ” fell foul of the theatre Punch 
fell foul of them. 

The book is full of apt quotations produced by per¬ 
mission of the authorities of Punch. We reproduce the 
following as illustrating the number of tempting prefer¬ 
ments it was possible for one man to hold in the early 
'forties:— 

On the box with Will Whip, ere the days of the rail 
To London I travelled; and inside the Mail 
Was a Canon of Exeter; on the same perch 
Was a Canon of Oxford’s Episcopal Church. 
Next came one who held, I will own the thing small, 
In the Minster of York, a prebendal stall. 
And there sat a parson, all pursy and fair 
With a Vicarage fob, and 400 a year. 
Now, good reader, perhaps you will deem the coach full; 
No, there was but one traveller—Dr. John Bull. 

As the author ironically remarks towards the end of the 
book: “ The pluralist is gone and leaves no heir save 
the man who does the work of two or three for the pay¬ 
ment of one.” 

Among the numerous duties that usually fell to the 
lot of the parish priest a considerable number of the 
inhabitants of Rochdale in 1845 wished to add to them 
the function of public hangman. This drew from our 
Charivari the suggestion that an advertisement for a 
minister would henceforth best read as follows: 
“ Wanted a clergyman in every way suited for the 
gallows.” With this quotation we must conclude. We 
heartily congratulate the Rev. D. Wallace Duthie on 
the production of a most entertaining volume. It has 
been no easy task to read and select the various pas¬ 
sages and to divide them into appropriate chapters, but 
he has accomplished it in a most praiseworthy manner, 
with the result that many almost forgotten incidents of 
the past are recalled to the reader's mind, and he is 
enabled in a great number of cases to compare them 
with those that exist at the present time. 

Dogma and Involution 

Involution. By Lord Ernest Hamilton. (Mills and 
Boon. 7s. 6d. net.) 

THE author of this philippic against the Christian faith 
alleges that his “ aim is not cheap destruction.” But his 
idea of “Atmospheric Clearance” (Chapter I) is the 
overthrow of the Christian creeds. He has the hardi¬ 
hood to assert that “ it will be shown in the following 
chapters that no Church dogma has the authority of 

Jesus himself, or even of the Gospels that narrate the 
story of Jesus.” Dogmas are defined as the “ postulates 
of religion which exact a childish and uninquiring belief 
in certain occurrences, however improbable.” Therefore 
“ Church dogmas are doomed.” Faith is a childish 
quality, suitable to the nursery. The faith of the 

Christian's creed is not faith in God in Christ, but faith 
in the vicar’s views—a foundation of sand, seeing that 
Lord Ernest Hamilton categorically states that “the 
clergy to a man know (italics are ours) the unreality of 
what they dispense.” In other words, they know that 
they are teaching lies, and are consciously dishonest 
men. It is difficult to take seriously a writer who makes 
such an ignorant charge. He certainly weakens his own 
case. In his hatred of dogma he forgets that the 
greatest of all dogmas is expressed in the first words 
of the Christian creed—“ I believe in God.” On the 
other hand, so little does he know of humanity that he 
commits himself to the universal postulate, “All men 
believe in a God.” Does he really imagine that all the 
scientific philosophers whose aphorisms he has thinly 
diluted for us believe in God? Has he forgotten the 
estimate of Nietzsche—even if exaggerated—of the 
number of millions in Europe to-day who do not believe 
in a God? Lord Ernest Hamilton advances dogmas 
in the natural world, and expects our logical assent. 
Yet he transcends experience. As Fechner says, 
“ Strictly speaking, everything is matter of faith that is 
not immediately experienced, and the fundamental 
notions of our knowledge of nature are all metaphysical 
notions of the most problematical kind.” We are told 
that “the monist has annihilated the forces of dogma,” 
but the dogma of the eternity of matter inhabited by 
force is a clear demand on faith. It is certain, however, 
that materialism can never be a complete philosophy 
of the human mind. 

We have not thought it worth while to enlarge upon 
the author's repeated attacks on . the faith of the 
Christian Church. They are weak and often antiquated* 
in many cases merely laying hold on medieval concep¬ 
tions which are quite out of date to-day. But we can 
assure him that the whole Catholic Church, in all its 
branches, still believes honestly in the Nicene Creed* 
which he unhesitatingly rejects and condemns as fit only 
for babes. The faith which he derides as a mere sub¬ 
jective egoism does, after all, teach a more sublime 
immortality than unconscious absorption into God. Such 
an involution does not seem worth faith. It can scarcely 
be differentiated from Nirvdna of the Buddhist. This 
worn-out dogma is adopted in his conclusion by the 
author, who writes, “ The singular paradox then arises 
that, when we pray for immortality in the sense of a 
perpetuated ego, we are praying for a continuance of 
the one insuperable barrier which keeps us from union 

with God.” 

The appropriate title of this book is above criticism: 
“ Involution,” which is defined by Johnson as “ The act 
of involving or enwrapping; the state of being 
entangled; complication.” 
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Tropical Diseases 
Fourth Report of the Wellcome Tropical Research Labora¬ 

tories at the Gordon Memorial College, Khartoum: 
Vol. A.—Medical. 21s. net. Vol. B.—General 
Science. 18s. net. Andrew Balfour, M.D., Direc¬ 
tor. Illustrated. (Bailli&re, Tindall and Cox.) 

Second Review of Some of the Recent Advances in 
Tropical Medicine, Hygiene, and Tropical Veterinary 
Science: Supplement to the Fourth Report of the 
Wellcome Tropical Research Laboratories at the 
Gordon Memorial College, Khartoum. By Andrew 

Balfour, M.D., Director, and Captain R. G. Archi¬ 

bald, M.B., etc. Frontispiece. (Bailli&re, Tindall 
and Cox. 15s. net.) 

The Wellcome Tropical Research Laboratories at 
Khartoum are so widely known that we need say 
nothing in general with regard to the value of the work 
carried out in them. We are concerned with the fourth 
report, containing papers on research done since the 
year 1898; in it there is so much of interest that only 
a very few points can be spoken of. 

In the first place it is necessary to realise what a 
vast area of the world is affected by advances in the 
diagnoses and treatment of tropical diseases; Kala-Azar, 
trypanosaniasis, relapsing fever, and malaria are but a 
few examples in which the researches carried out at 
Khartoum are of even more benefit to countries away 
from the Sudan than to the latter itself. 

Of individual papers, that dealing with the treatment 
of veldt sore by vaccines of staphylococcus albus is 
interesting, for it shows that the use of autogenous 
vaccines is becoming part of the routine of this labora¬ 
tory; we are interested to see that the Albus was 
effective, especially as the doses given were small. 

An important step is the establishment of a positive i 

diagnostic sign of Kala-Azar—namely, the presence of 
Leishman parasites in a smear from a splenic puncture. 
The treatment of this disease consists in giving tincture 
of Senega, and is insufficient; “ 606” was given in one 
case, with an indefinite result We suppose the intra¬ 
venous injection of the latter is now adopted, for the 
intramuscular method is objectionable. In connection 
with this disease there is an interesting paper on re¬ 
searches on the alkalinity of the blood, and treatment 
on lines indicated by the results. Of the many beautiful 
plates and maps we are particularly impressed with that 
of the pitfalls in blood examination, and also with one 
of trypanosomes, drawn to scale by Lady Bruce. 

Sewage disposal and pure water supply are both dealt 
with, and so, too, is the problem of mosquito extermina¬ 
tion. There is an amusing tale of a sanitary inspector 
who had charge of the laboratory grounds and was 
reprimanded for allowing mosquitoes to be found in the 
institute. He promptly walked up to a vessel in the 
laboratory, in which were quantities of larvae in all 
stages of development; a clerk was using the vessel 
to cool his drinks, and had left it uncovered. The 
inference is that, if a laboratory cannot be kept free, 
how vastly difficult must it be to clear a whole country! 

Volume B is similar to the former, except that it deals 
with general science. At first sight one might wonder 
at the utility of some of the contents, but on closer 

acquaintance it is seen how greatly they affect the wel¬ 
fare of the country. For instance, there are notes on 
the various species of finches in the Sudan; it is found 
on reading this chapter that an enormous proportion of 
the grain product is destroyed by small birds, wherefore 
the utility of a knowledge of the habitat and life history 
of these birds is obvious. It is probable that before 
long a grant may be issued to destroy the superfluous 

numbers of them. 
A partially successful means of keeping in check 

harmful mosquitoes has been found in the introduction 
of fish that eat the ova of the former, and further 
experiments are being made with a species imported 
from Barbados. Medicine practices of the Nyam- 
Nyam people are spoken of in another section of the 
book, and are extremely interesting; the natives’ 
medical methods are somewhat primitive, as one would 
expect, while their fear of anything new makes the con¬ 
trol of disease amongst them a difficult matter. Luckily 
they are fairly healthy, except in so far as lung troubles 
are concerned, and in this respect the author points out 
that the use of native soldiers in parts away from their 
homes may have to be restricted, as such diseases as 
lobar pneumonia frequently result from the change. 

Town-planning, ancient gold-mining, and gum pro¬ 
duction are amongst other subjects dealt with, each one 
in a most comprehensive and scientific manner. The 
amount of work necessary to furnish this book with its 
various articles must have been very great, but we have 
no doubt that the application of this laboriously obtained 
knowledge to the hastening of the progress of the 
country will amply repay the time and expense incurred 
in its carrying out 

It would be beyond our power to consider here any 
individual article in the supplement, for the ground gone 
over is enormous. It covers, as far as has been possible, 
all the work done in connection with tropical medicine 
since the publication of the first review in 1908, and is 
compiled from English, French, German, Italian, Portu¬ 
guese, and Spanish sources from all over the world. A 
summary of each branch of work is given under the 
various headings, and in footnotes are given the titles 
of books quoted, so that the student of tropical medicine 
has it in his power to obtain full information on any 
subject. In conclusion, let us add one word of thanks 
to the Wellcome Laboratories for the publication of 
these beautifully produced works, at once so comprehen¬ 
sive, entertaining, and eminently useful. 

Shorter Reviews 
The Royal Miracle. By A. M. Broadley. (Stanley 

Paul and Co. 16s. net.) 

E cordially congratulate the author and publishers 
on the production of this sumptuous volume 

Mr. Broadley has brought together in 300 pages a vast 
amount of interesting matter relating to the wandering' 
of Charles II after the Battle of Worcester. Next 
Henry VIII, Charles II takes rank in popular estimator: 
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as the most attractive figure amongst English monarchs. 
Whether it be the period of his romantic wanderings—so 
vividly pictured in the volume before us—or later as the 
central figure in the revulsion from Puritanism—the 

merry monarch of Hampton Court—Charles captivates 
interest. Mr. Broadley’s work covers the period of the 
King's movements between September the third and 
October the fifteenth, 1651, after Cromwell’s fateful vic¬ 
tory at Worcester. The British Museum and the Bod¬ 
leian Library have been laid under contribution, and 
many curious and historically valuable tracts, broad¬ 
sides and ballads are for the first time given to the 
public in an accessible form. 

Over thirty illustrations, including many portraits of 
the King at various ages and stages of his career, are 
beautifully produced, and the volume is one which will 
grace the drawing-room table as well as be a valuable 
adjunct to the serious library. 

Unity in Nature. An Analogy between Music and Life. 
By C. E. Stromeyer. (Sherratt and Hughes. 
12s.6d.net.) 

UNDER the cloak of the above title the author 
surreptitiously leads, and would fain have us follow, 
into every conceivable region of thought and speculation 
successively. Time, space, and matter are no obstacles 
to the Pegasus of his fancy. If the principle of naming 
lucus a non lucendo be the correct one, then we must 
congratulate Mr. Stromeyer upon the choice of a title; 
for we have completely failed, after prolonged study of 
his work, to discover a single connecting thread between 
the heterogeneous elements of which it is composed. A 
few platitudes concerning music in the essay upon “ The 
Nature of Music ” constitute the sum of information 
imparted to us by the author upon that subject, between 
which and life we were led by him to understand that 
analogies exist. The remainder of the work is occupied 
with divagations into the realms of philosophy, science, 
art, religion, ethics, history, political and social economy, 
and, indeed, most of the spheres of human thought In 
many of these disconnected essays, it is true, one may 
find hints and suggestions of some interest and value, 
but no sooner does the author strike out some new line 
of thought, which, if pursued to a logical conclusion, 
might lead to a partial solution of the problem which he 
set himself, than he hastily abandons that line and 
diverges into a fresh one. With regard to his notions 
of matter, energy, and so forth, he scarcely touches upon 
the fringe of those recent discoveries in the physical 
sciences which have almost revolutionised our previous 
conceptions. And as for his own starting-point, we 
should have imagined from his own words that he was 
more truly cognisant of the Epicurean and other ancient 
philosophical systems than to make the alarming state¬ 
ment in his preface that “ Looking back from one of 
these points of view, the fact stood out with glaring 
distinctness that the existing philosophical systems have 
been evolved during tens of centuries, in which the great 
principle of the indestructibility of matter had not been 
established, and that of the conservation of energy had 

not even been suggested.” But it is not in matters of 
detail, fundamental though they be, as in the last- 
mentioned instance, that we quarrel with Mr. Stromeyer. 
It is in the matter of vital principles. It is, bluntly 
speaking, a waste of one’s own time and that of one’s 
readers merely to state facts, not always correctly, and 
to launch propositions without working upon some 
definite basis, and without following a definite, pre¬ 
conceived scheme. For our own part, keen as was our 
desire to receive enlightenment, we failed to gather from 
this book a single new conception upon these ancient 
themes. 

Priests, Philosophers and Prophets. By Thomas 
Whitaker. (A. and C. Black. 5s. net) 

The main object of this book is an inquiry into the 
origin of “ revealed religions,” which the author contends 
were “ constructed by means of a general idea that 
was the result of reflection when the growth of the 
organised natural religions had been completed from 
within.” Natural religion is based on animism, or 
simply the belief in ghosts. Hence arise dread of 
demons, systems of “ taboo,” magical spells, systems of 
rites and ceremonies, combined with a widespread pan¬ 
theism, from which philosophical reflection gradually 
evolved the conception of monotheism. Here a very 
difficult question has to be faced. Where is the origin 
of Judaic monotheism to be found ? Mr. Whitaker con¬ 
siders “that the theism of the philosophers and Judaeo- 
Christian monotheism had a common source, and that 
the philosophic doctrine was slightly prior.” The Baby¬ 
lonian and Egyptian priesthoods were in possession of 
an esoteric monotheism before 1500 B.C. The real point 
is the date of Judaism, which is indeterminate; though 
the late date assigned .by the new critical school favours 
the author’s theory. 

The development of Jewish national literature (as is 
supposed) in the ninth century B.C. cannot in itself fix 
even an approximate date for the existence of the 
monotheistic idea. The most remarkable thing in 
Hebrew literature (apart from the Apocrypha) is the 
absence of the idea of soul-survival, a doctrine common 
to Persia and Egypt On this Mr. Whitaker offers little 
or no explanation. Recent “ Christian ” Socialist writers 
on the Old Testament will find little comfort in his 
view (shared with Mr. Benn in his “ Revaluations ”) that 
in Hebrew literature, including the prophets, there is 
nothing that can be rightly called either Socialism or 
democracy. Christianity he regards as one of the 
higher religions because it combines monotheistic with 
philosophical elements. As for its rites and ceremonies, 
they are for the majority, i.e.f only for those who cannot 
rise above imagery to philosophical contemplation. The 
author’s estimates of the value of priests, philosophers, 
and prophets to religion we may leave to the judgment 
of his readers. His own attitude towards religion is 
that of the transcendental theist His work is very 
interesting and his style excellent He writes without 
any bitterness, fairly and temperately, as an inquirer 
after truth. 
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Woman and Crime. By Hargrave L. Adam. Illus¬ 
trated. (T. Werner Laurie. 10s. 6d. net.) 

Adam is a good name for the author of a book 
on “ Woman and Crime,” assuming, of course, 
that what Eve did was a crime. Apart from differing 
from Lombroso—surely a very careful observer—the 
greater part of the volume consists only of descriptions 
of crimes committed by women from Maria Manning 
downwards, and includes Mrs. Maybrick’s case. The 
author says, and we agree with him, that female influence 
is answerable for a great many crimes committed by 
men for which the women in question receive no credit 
statistically. It would have been more direct to have 
said : 41 No punishment: Cherchez la femme,” although 
the search is not always successful. 

Mr. Adam had better not make himself known to the 
Suffragette Eves who are now on the warpath, or he will 
be punished for the following phrase: — 

If she (woman) takes to reforming anything or 
anybody she soon becomes an all-round nuisance, as 
witness the doings of the militant section of the 
Suffragettes. 

Would any male would-be reformers, however urgent 
the necessity for the reform might be, allow themselves 
to be guilty of such tiresome and contemptible monkey- 
tricks as those perpetrated from time to time by the 
above-mentioned females? 

We think it is hardly fair to women criminals who 
have served their allotted punishment to perpetuate 
the crime by referring to it at this date, and no good 
purpose is served by it. It is still worse to refer to cases 
where persons have been tried and acquitted. The 
agony of a trial, whether the prisoner is punished or 
acquitted, is sufficient in itself. 

There are several mistakes in the spelling of proper 
names and ordinary words which will possibly be cor¬ 
rected later. There are many illustrations, a number of 
them from the French Criminal Department. 

Fiction 
A Prodigal Daughter. By Hattil Foll. (J. M. Dent 

and Sons. 6s.) 

HE period of this story is the year 1885, when Gordon 
was still alive in Khartoum, as the first page tells us, 

and when the comfortable Victorian era was beginning 
to awaken to the coming unrest of the twentieth cen¬ 
tury. The book itself might very well have been written 
at the time when its action takes place, for it has much 
both of the solidity and the dulness which we impute 
to that time, and its subject might then have seemed 
venturesome and original. Nowadays the conflict of the 
Church of England and the Church of Rome does not 
loom very large in the public mind, nor are we easily 
excited by the rebellion of a country vicar’s daughter 
and her flight to the house of a proselytising Roman 
Catholic lady. The subject does not lack the elements 

of drama, of course, but our present author (or authoress) 
touches it with a vague finger, and is more concerned with 
the movements of a number of “ county” people in Marl- 
shire than with theology. In the wordy conflict with his 
daughter the vicar has decidedly the best of it; his 
views are ably presented, and his character has a dignity 
which the young lady lacks. Eventually, as the title 
implies, she returns to him, less complacent than when 
she went forth, more able to see virtues in the younger 
brother whom she formerly quizzed in an ungallant 
manner, and quite ready to be happy in the love of the 
most ordinary of well-bred hunting army officers. 

In the World of Bewilderment. By John Travers. 
(Duckworth and Co. 6s.) 

The story is that of John Grant, of the 100th Sikhs, and 
of two women, his wife Nancy and Vere Stevenson, 
whom Grant came to love in the days when Tommy, 
his first-born, was a tiny boy—that most critical period 
of married life. The fight between these two women 
for possession of the man is all the story, which, making 
incident subservient to character, interests us in its 
people—the right interest for a novel—rather than ir. 

their deeds. We conjecture that Mr. Travers has not 
written many books, for he persists in the use of 
“ different to,” and indulges in other phrases of ques¬ 
tionable English to an extent which will irritate a 

conscientious reader. 
Notwithstanding these imperfections of style, this is 

an exceedingly interesting book. Its scenes are deeply 
etched, striking in quality, and the Indian scenery in 
which the story is set, though never obtrusive, flames in 
our mind like the land itself as we read. In spite of 
the nature of the story, which gives room for plenty 
of anti-Gnmdyish effects, the whole work is charac¬ 
terised by noteworthy sanity and moderation. We are 
made to realise Vere Stevenson’s power of fascination, 
but so skilfully that we do not resent it; Grant’s waver¬ 
ing between two ways is so depicted that we do not 
lose our sympathy for the man; and Nancy, as tlx 
neglected wife, is not dragged forward for sentimenta! 
musings to the verge of monotony—it is a strong, well 
balanced work, an effective statement of an old problem 
with a solution which, in fairness to the author, we 
will not give away. It is—and one can say this of fe* 
modem books—a story worthy of careful reading. 

Delphine Carfrey. By Mrs. George Norman. (Methixr 
and Co. 6s.) 

We are intended to take Delphine Carfrey very 

solemnly, and the serious sentimental note upon whicr 
Mrs. George Norman sets herself to chant is stru;*: 
upon the first page and does not change throughout tre 
book. The heroine is equipped with a rather lone!’ 
youth, with a tragic first love, which she meets \vh.’.* 
bathing in the sea at Ostend, and with a pathetic hus¬ 

band, a rich young man who suffers from progressive 
muscular atrophy. Her pale gold hair should inspire 
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a sympathetic admiration, her house in Mayfair and 
the honour which the fashionable papers pay to her 
should induce worldly respect. In spite of these things 
she fails to assume the requisite dignity. She remains 
a mere wisp of commonplace humanity, not unchanning, 
if she had not been made more conspicuous than she 
deserved to be, but in the end we hardly know more of 
her than five minutes’ conversation would have told us, 
and we suspect that there is very little more to know. 
We read what the publisher calls " the story of her soul,” 
and that soul appears to us of a watery ineffectual sub¬ 
stance. We learn “ what she valued and what she threw 
away”; the former seems to have been the poetry of 
Verlaine bound in white parchment, the latter the goings 
and comings of society, and to love the one and scorn the 
other belongs by now to the conventions of unconven¬ 
tionality. The painter fellow who is the object of her 
grand passion is but a clumsy sort of boor, and the 
many capably drawn minor characters give us no relief. 
Delphine Carfrey is always in the limelight; there is no 
escaping from her. Wherever we glance she meets our 
eyes, pensive, elegantly dressed, with her pale gold hair. 
The end of it all is bound to be weariness. We remem¬ 
ber some clever humorous sketches by Mrs. George 
Norman of a lady who, like Delphine Carfrey, was “ a 
young woman of the great world 99 (we quote the pub¬ 
lisher yet again), and we cannot help regretting that 
Delphine was not cast in a similar mould. But even 
the humorist must be serious on occasion, and unfor¬ 
tunately he has a tendency to overdo matters when 
such a fit takes him. 

In the West Wind. By A. B. Le Sage. (Duckworth and 
Co. 6s.) 

This is a very simple pleasant story of a Cornish tin- 
mine and of those who were chiefly concerned with it: 
the owner, Noah Berryman, a likeable and rather futile 
old fellow, his daughter Doll, Ben Harvey, “captain 99 of 
the mine, and red-haired Pengelly, who at one time 
looked like becoming a villain, but disappointed us in 
this respect. At the time of his marriage to Doll, 
Harvey discovers a pocket in the mine and is himself 
discovered by Pengelly in the course of rather question¬ 
able operations upon it Pengelly becomes his partner 
And forces himself upon the household of the Harveys, 
although he is fiercely disliked by Doll. Between her 
And Pengelly there ensues a battle of character, which 
ends in mingled love and animosity on both sides. 
Meantime Harvey has gone to South Africa, whence 
he returns with his fortunes mended. The affair be¬ 
tween his wife and Pengelly remains unsettled, and at 
this period of the story there is a good deal of vague 
fluttering from one thing to another. Owing to the very 
sketchy method of narration employed by Miss Le Sage 
we find it hard to grasp the state of mind of her 
characters, and the events of her story are anything but 
plain. We still remain in ignorance as to what exactly 
Harvey and Pengelly were doing with the secret pocket in 
the tin-mine, of how far the relations of Doll and Pen¬ 

gelly went, and of what Mr. Green’s agent had to do- 
with the story. There are many little incidents here 
and there which are shown so much in hints and flashes- 
that they make no lasting impression upon the reader- 
Miss Le Sage has yet to realise that a story does not 
look the same to the reader as to the writer, and that 
concessions of plainness and deliberate explanation must 
be made to the former, if he is not to be puzzled out of 
patience. 

New Editions 
The Age of Marie Antoinette. (Third Edition, Revised.)• 

By Charles Newton Scott. (Leadenhall Press. 
3s. 6d.) 

HE first two editions of this well-known little 
work met with such success that the publishers have 

been induced to issue a third, which the author has. 
carefully revised. The volume professes to be no more 
than " a sketch of the period of European revival whichi 
claims among its representatives Goethe, Prudhon, 
Gainsborough, and Mozart.” Nevertheless, there is in¬ 
ternal evidence, from the authorities he quotes, of 
extensive reading on Mr. Scott’s part, and of consider¬ 
able research in other directions. Among the many and" 
varied authorities quoted figures Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse 
protesting in The Academy against “the disparage¬ 
ment of Sir Joshua Reynolds as a painter of fashion.’r 
The period dealt with was one futt of interest and 
of far-reaching events, and Mr. Scott has evidently 
made himself thoroughly au fait with fiis subject. The 
latter lends itself peculiarly well to illustration, and with- 
some additions to the text this unpretentious little 
volume might easily become the standard work on the 
days which saw the birth and death of France’s ill-fated 
queen. 

The Halfway House. By Maurice Hewlett. 

The Stooping Lady. By Maurice Hewlett. 

Fond Adventures. By Maurice Hewlett. 

New Canterbury Tales. By Maurice Hewlett. (Mac¬ 
millan and Co. 2s. net each.) 

Dracula. By Bram Stoker. (William Rider and Son. 
is. net.) 

HITHERTO, we believe, the work of Mr. Maurice Hewlett 
has only been accessible in various editions, not by any 
means uniform in appearance or price. In the present 
edition, issued by Messrs. Macmillan in neat green 
covers at the low figure of 2s. per volume, readers will 
have a handy and pleasant collection of an author whose 
work rarely fails to charm. Each book contains a 
frontispiece, and the general design is excellent. 

The new issue of “ Dracula,” by Bram Stoker, con¬ 
stitutes the ninth edition of that weird story, and the 
publishers have presented it in a very creditable form. 
It is well bound and clearly printed, and those who have 
not read one of the most uncanny stories of modem 
times, perhaps, that ever was written, should purchase 
it in this cheap re-issue without delay. 
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The Battle of Souls. By Hugh Naybard. Second 
Edition. (Murray and Evenden. is. net.) 

We are not a little surprised to read the words “ Second 
Edition ” on the title-page of this book, which was 
noticed in these columns on its appearance last year, for 
we should have thought it difficult to dispose of even a 
limited first edition of such a grotesque production. 
However, there is no accounting for tastes, and “ The 
Battle of Souls ” appears to have appealed to some sec¬ 
tion of the community. It is always difficult to justify 
the introduction of the Saviour into a work of fiction, 
as the author of this volume has done, and however 
excellent his intentions we fear that he has served no 
useful purpose by adopting such a course. In parts 
his work becomes positively absurd, as when, for in¬ 
stance, he describes a German invasion of England, and 
shows the German commander-in-chief selling his soul 
to Satan in exchange for a wonderful new explosive, 
after employing which he is promptly snatched away to 
Hades. If this is the class of book which nowadays 
goes into a second edition, there must assuredly be 
something amiss with the mentality of at least a portion 
of the reading public True, we ventured to prophesy 
Mr. Naybard’s extraordinary lucubration—he could 
never have composed it in the light of day—might meet 
with some readers, but in our boldest flights of imagina¬ 
tion we would never have prognosticated it would attain 

the honour of a reprint 

The Theatre 
The Adelphi Play Society 

IT was certainly a most courageous thing to have 
attempted " Peer Gynt” ; yet, having decided on it, 

perhaps one may be forgiven the thought that it might 
have been more thoroughly and adequately rehearsed. 
The prompter’s voice was too often heard in the land; 
the curtain rose at awkward moments; and there were 
several indications that the preliminaries were more 
hurried than complete. We mention this at the offset, 
because it probably explains one of the most marked 
■deficiencies of the setting. With so great, and greatly 
dispersed, a play as “ Peer Gynt,” one of the chief diffi¬ 
culties is to avoid short curtains. And, in fact, the 
occasions for short curtains were both few and infre¬ 
quent, although they occupied a great deal of the time. 
Over and over again the scene remained the same, 
with Peer Gynt as the central figure to carry forward 
the continuation; and yet the curtain was rung down 
with each change of personages. Probably the actors 
had gone to refresh their memories with the text. 
The persistence of the manoeuvre compelled the thought. 
But in the minds of the audience the result was weari¬ 
some in the extreme. We are very far from believing 
in massed scenes; in fact, we venture to assert that the 
tendency in the future will be a loosening of structure, 
with the stage-manager to abet the playwright for 

smoother working. But that is quite a different matter 
from two or three curtains of two or three minutes’ dura¬ 

tion cutting up one continuous scene. 
The irritation this produced, together with the noise 

of the scene-shifters, went far towards ruining a 
courageous endeavour. It would be only churlish to 
draw attention to such deficiencies were the play a 
new one. But “ Peer Gynt ” needs no defence at this 
hour of the day; and any new production invites criti¬ 
cism on the grounds of its adequacy. It was a pity that 
the present production could not maintain its challenge, 
for it is so rare a thing now to see any of Ibsen’s 
poetical conceptions of drama staged in England. Yet it 
is more than probable that if, and when, Ibsen wins 
through to permanency it will be on the merit of his 
poetry plays, not on plays like “ The Doll’s House ” or 
“ Ghosts,” that are prose in conception as in execution. 
After “ Peer Gynt ” and “ Brand ” will come the 
sequence of plays succeeding to “ The Master Builder,” 
which are poetic in conception, though prose, and there¬ 
fore, unhappily, prose in execution. 

The five acts of the original were cut down into three 
by the wise elimination of the somewhat incongruous 
fourth act, and by cutting down the first two acts into 
one. The arrangement was a happy one, for thereby 
a central note was achieved for each act, a pivot on 
which it could swing. And each successive act rose in 
its interest and dramatic intensity. Yet each fell in 
the degree of Mr. Maurice Elvey’s apprehension of the 
part of Peer. In the opening scene, that of the wed¬ 
ding at Hegstad, he caught the abandon happily, though 
he did not quite achieve the flame of devilry that ex¬ 
hausted itself when it had burnt out its occasion. In the 
scene of Ase’s death, unrivalled in modern literature in 
its pity, he did not at all conceive the wonderful dash 
and ring with which Peer carries off, and evades, a 
moment whose tragedy he will not recognise. And the 
final act, when Peer returns to Norway an old man who 
has left life behind him, but who has not lived in it, 
the impression that Mr. Elvey gave was altogether hazy. 
Perhaps he was not much to blame for this, for there 
is more than a suspicion that in Ibsen’s hands the 
psychology here gave way beneath the strain of alle¬ 
gorical intention. “ It has got past me, my dear, all 
this,” complained a man behind us rather wearily; 
to which his wife replied, " It’s myth, dear; myth! ” 
Certainly, myth or otherwise, the inherent difficulty was 
not lessened by a central conception in the acting. 

As Solveig Mrs. Frank Bailey was excellent, though 
she a little overdid the pious horror of Peer at the 
outset. As Ase Miss Leah Hanman happily conceived 
all the motherly contradictions, and rose well to the 
pity of the death scene. But the element that gave the 

most complete satisfaction was undoubtedly the arrange¬ 
ment of the dances by Miss Margaret Morris. The 
dance in the palace of the Dovre king was a joy of move¬ 
ment, and well suggested Grieg’s music. Altogether, in 
spite of some causes of irritation, the performance re¬ 
mains a noteworthy one, and undeniably it involved a 
courageous decision. 
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“The Spanish Lovers” at the 

Little Theatre 

The dramatisation of the modern novel is always a 
task of great difficulty, and failures have to be 
chronicled more often than successes. What, then, shall 
we say of Mr. Edward Garnett’s attempt to dramatise 
“ La Celestina” a fifteenth century novel which is re¬ 
puted to portray the first faithful and realistic picture of 
Spanish manners known to literature? The critic who 
expects another “ Hamlet,” or perhaps a second " Glad 
Eye,” is doomed to disappointment—and deservedly 
so. Fernando de Rojas’ novel is written in dramatic 
dialogue, and is affirmed to be the foundation of the 
national drama. Mr. Edward Garnett’s adaptation, 
which is called “ The Spanish Lovers,” recounts the 
simple love story of Melibea and Calisto. 

Melibea, as the good maidens of those days always 
do, repulses Calisto’s expressions of love, though in 
secret she longs to return his affections. The suitor’s 
menservants work upon their master’s misery and super¬ 
stitions, and introduce to him Celestina, a roguish old 
woman, a worker of magic, and a professional go- 
between. The old hag quickly discovers Melibea’s 
secret and a nocturnal meeting of the Pyramus and 
Thisbe type is arranged. Now comes the turn of 
tragedy. Celestina is murdered by Calisto’s servants, 
her fellow-conspirators ; on the occasion of another mid¬ 
night visit Calisto falls from the garden wall and is 
killed; and finally Melibea follows her lover into the 
Great Beyond by hurling herself from the gate-tower. 

Mr. Garnett’s treatment is largely impressionistic, and 
there is no consistent attempt at character-drawing; 
for instance, Melibea dismisses Calisto so violently that 
we are exceedingly surprised to discover that she 
secretly cherishes a love for him. But in spite of these 
and other dramatic defects—largely those of its ancient 
lineage—the play was thoroughly interesting and enter¬ 
taining. A dramatic success was scarcely possible, but a 
more capable company might easily have scored an 
artistic success. Miss Mona Limerick, though exhibit¬ 
ing many suggestions of inexperience, showed that she 
possesses a fine natural gift which should be carefully 
cultivated. She has striking abilities and a command¬ 
ing personality. Miss Isabel Grey gave a sound render¬ 
ing of the character of Celestina. We are unfortunately 
unable to criticise the specially composed music of Herr 
Wolfgang von Bartels, as we cannot apportion the 
blame for the apparent difficulties of interpretation 
between the composer and the performers. 

LILLAH McCarthy and GRANVILLE BARKER 
WILL GIVE AFTERNOON PERFORMANCES, JUNE u, 14 ahd 15, OF 

Gi!b«rt Murray's translation of 

I PH IGENIA IN TAURIS 
Id thi CHEEK THEATRE, at BRADFORD COLLEGE, atar Reading 

(By kind permission of the Warden and Council). 

Iphigenia - - - LILLAH McCARTHY 

Orestes ------ GRANVILLE BARKER 
And CAST from K1NGSWAY THEATRE, where Seats may now be booked. 

Return Tickets at reduced rates can be obtained at the 
Kiogsway Theatre only. 
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Signor Grasso at the Hippodrome 
It is rather remarkable that the visits of Signor Grasso 
should have left so small an impression on English 
acting. To see him at the Hippodrome during his * 
present visit is as much a shock, a joy, as ever it was. 
He appears with Signora Marinella Bragaglia and Signor 
Pietro Floria in “ Feudalismo ” We have had an oppor¬ 
tunity of seeing this particular combination in this play 
on previous occasions; and, therefore, we will not 
enlarge upon it Nevertheless, it is proper to say that 
the slip of paper containing the cast and synopsis given 
with the programme is not at all as adequate as it should 
be. The “ cast ” omits two of the characters that parti¬ 
cipate in the production; and the synopsis of the story 
gives it in a very incomplete form, leaving out a good 
deal that is necessary to the understanding of the play. 
As the play is not altogether self-explanatory in the 
course of its action this is a defect that is unhappy. 
But this is a small complaint in comparison with the 
more considerable pleasure of the acting. Signor Grasso 
himself has himself changed a little. His acting is more 
constrained and mature—which would be a pity if it 
were at the cost of his fire and passion; but it is not 
so; the great moments are as full of passion as ever they 
were, the difference being that the lower movements of 
the acting flow more easily. 

In fact, in the opening dialogue between Rosa and 
Vanni the concentrated passion Signor Grasso and 
Signora Bragaglia conveyed in the conduct of a seem¬ 
ing domestic wrangle, the deep undercurrent hinted 
beneath the ruffled surface of the waters, was of the 
very stuff of drama. It made one realise how inadequate 
the customary theatricality is. And then when the 
stronger moments came there was no fear of what in 
certain other quarters would soon become melodramatic 
violence. The concluding moment, when Vanni bites 
through Don Carlo’s throat, was supreme. It did not 
jar through excess; and yet it most emphatically did 
not revolt through lack of courage or daring. One 
shrinks from the use of superlatives for acting that is 
so good. It wins them all—and more also. 

Music 
THE charm, grace, and cleverness of Signor Wolf- 

Ferrari’s one-act opera, “II Segreto di Suzanne,” 
which London was allowed to hear last year, made us 
keenly anxious to know any work of his on a larger 
scale, and since all the reports that had reached us 
concerning “The Jewels of the Madonna” had been 
uniformly and joyously favourable, we went to hear both 
its rehearsal and its first performance at Covent Garda 
with feelings of liveliest interest. Happily no disap¬ 
pointment was in store: the “ Jewels ” may not show 
any special advance on the “ Secret,” but it proves that 
the composer can sustain a long breath as well as a 
short one, that he has enough fertility and fancy, enough 
strength and variety, to write music for a thrilling 
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melodrama in three long acts, and that this music is 
just as good as that with which he had been inspired 
by the little comedy which first made him known to 
us. For those who go to the opera primarily that they 
may spend a pleasant evening, and not with any hungry 
desire that their moral being shall be educated and 
improved, we think that the “ Jewels of the Madonna” 
ought to prove the very thing they want, and we should 
like to think, also, that even the superior persons may 
be won over by its possession of certain qualities which 
most emphatically place it in the domain of what is 
called “good” music. No one need be ashamed of 
thinking the music of “ The Jewel ” attractive and agree¬ 
able; in fact, we should find ourselves hopelessly out 
of sympathy with anyone who did not feel the better 
for its sparkling tunes, its easy, never-pretentious 
melody, its delicious, so-lightly-touched orchestration, 
its fresh and vivid presentation of a real “ bit of Italy.” 
If it does not succeed in gaining a permanent place 
in the repertory, we shall be heartily sorry. 

The plot is undoubtedly a good one, though we must 
own that we ourselves do not like the connecting of the 
Madonna’s jewels with the adornment of such an odious 
little strumpet as Maliella, and are not surprised that 
some people are really offended by it Still, for those 
who are not so particular, the motif is certainly one 
that lends itself well to the purpose of an opera. Every 
heroine should have two lovers, and it is natural that 
she should prefer the bad one and scorn the good. It 
is, further, quite right that when the offensive, favoured 
lover suggests such a sacrilegious crime as the theft of 
the Madonna’s jewels for the adornment of Beauty— 
a crime which he would never be bold enough to commit 
—the mild, religious, scorned suitor should dare the 
deed. Some doubt seems to exist as to the precise 
interpretation which should be put on the action of 
Maliella when she has got the jewels, but into this we 
need not enter. The last act is dramatically the weakest, 
but, like the rest, it is very picturesquely presented, and 
it is not so weak but that spectators of the opera are 
quite ready to stay to the end “ to see what happens.” 
Covent Garden has seldom staged or managed an 
opera with better effect than this one; the Neapolitan 
flavour is absolutely caught, and even if the music had 
been less attractive than it is, we should have been 
glad to see the gay scenes and the roguish crowds 
which so well revived our memories of delightful Naples. 

But the music was the best part of it all, better than 
the scene-painting, and better than the stage-manage¬ 
ment, good though both of them were. We do not 
know, and we do not much care, how much, if any, of 
the lilting tunefulness is Signor Ferrari’s own, or if some 
of it is real Neapolitan song. All of it is truly Italian. 
One bright measure succeeds another, quite enchant- 
ingly, and the alternation of the serious with the lighter 
music is admirably proportioned. The composer is 
most successful, to our mind, when his strain is cheerful, 
but we have no intention to disparage the rest of his 
score, the most conventional portion of which was the 
duet between Gennaro and Carmela. But the “ mamma 
mia ” of the Italian operatic stage, even when she is as 

well played and sung as Carmela was by Mme Berat, 
is not a figure who can win our sympathies. The music 
of Maliella might very likely commend itself more to 
us when sung by an artist of greater accomplishment 
and more sympathetic voice than Mme Edvina, who 
worked very hard, but did not succeed in making us 
take much interest in Maliella. We know, from the 
experience of “ Carmen,” how an artist of great gifts 
can persuade us into complete forgetfulness of the bad 
side of a character, and of the sympathy properly due 
to her victim. When reading M6rimee’s story, we 
abominate Carmen, and all our sympathy is for Don 
Jose. When Calv6 plays Carmen in the opera, we for¬ 
give her everything, and care not a straw for her lover’s 
woe 

Maliella, too, might be so played that our heart would 
go out to her in spite of everything, and we should not 
ask what became of Gennaro. But this was not the case 
at Covent Garden. We could regard Maliella only as 
a very objectionable little person indeed, while Signor 
Martinelli, as Gennaro, won us entirely to his side, in 
spite of his crazy infatuation, and his unthinkable sacri¬ 
lege. That so rare an actor as Sammarco should earn 
off the first honours is not surprising. But he has never, 
surely, done anything more audaciously successful than 
his part as Rafaele. This precious ruffian is, according to 
the stage direction, “ bello, alto, imponente.” Sam¬ 
marco could not, of course, satisfy these requirements, 
so he “ dodged ” them by making his Rafaele an extra¬ 
ordinarily subtle study of an Italian dandy of the 
lowest, vulgarest kind. As we saw him on the stage, 
Rafaele was a person to be got away from as quickly as 
possible, a type such as one wishes to dismiss from one’s 
mind. Yet, so cleverly did Sammarco play, that, when 
he was there, he was always, and easily, the principal 
figure, from which our gaze could not be turned- As 
regards singing, both he and Signor Martinelli were at 
their best, and to them, to the chorus, and to Signer 
Campanini's orchestra the success of the representation 
was due. Nevertheless, the music is so good and sc 
pleasant that it can stand on its own merits, and would 
be worth hearing even if presented under conditions 
much less favourable than those possible at Covent 
Garden. 

Concerts continue to be numerous, and many of them 
have been given by artists of the first class. For in¬ 
stance, we have had those three violinists, MM. Thibaud. 
Persing^r, and Huberman, each of them playing quite 
beautifully; Mr. Lortat, the pianist who has undertaker, 
the stupendous task of playing through the whole ci 
Chopin’s pianoforte works, and whose gifts are equal 
to it; Mr. d’Arnalle, whose singing, fine though it is. 
would be improved if he could learn to hide from us the 
immense pains which he has taken with each song, and 
try to persuade us that we could all sing like that if we 
chose: and, finally, a Russian singer of very high rank. 
Mme 016nine d’Alheim. This lady has made a special 
study of the songs of Moussorgski, and she sang the 
four “ Chants et Danses de la Mort ” so finely as u 

w 

compel the attention of her audience to every note c: 
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their strange, powerful music, which we should hesitate 
to describe as beautiful, though we should have to admit 
its uncanny attraction, owning that the spirit of genius 

has fashioned it 

The Paris Musical Festival 

ARIS has striven intermittently during a long 
period to regain her position as the social and 

artistic metropolis of the world. Her ruling spirits in 
musical matters have only recently realised, however, 
that opera and ballet, though undoubtedly of high 
importance, are not the only forms of musical art worthy 
of cultivation. With this realisation has come the 
cordiality of feeling, first towards the person of King 
Edward the Seventh, and, arising out of this, towards 
everybody and everything British. One result of this 
combination was the great International Musical 
Festival held in Paris on the first three days of Whitsun 

week. 

This festival consisted of competitions for choirs and 
bands, a number of concerts given by visiting societies, 
from England, Belgium, Switzerland, and Bohemia, and 
a huge procession of participants in the various com¬ 
petitions. Germany was absent from both active 
participation and honorary membership, though Alsace- 
Lorraine was well represented on both sides. 

The competitions were conducted with a curious 
combination of British strictness and a pleasant, but 
not always convenient, amount of French laissez-allcr. 
Very great efforts were made by the committee and 
the judges to adopt an attitude of impartiality, and to 
see things from the same point of view as the com¬ 
petitors. Sometimes this led to remarkable results, as 
when, for instance, in one competition for which nine 
societies entered, the first and second prizes were each 
divided between four of the competitors, and to the 
remaining competitor the third prize was allotted. Apart 
from the looseness of the organisation, or, more cor¬ 
rectly, in spite of it, the festival was successful in many 
respects. At least, it afforded opportunities for musical 
and social intercourse that are not common, and pro¬ 
duced a number of excellent compositions and still more 
excellent performances. 

Of the former, the specially written test pieces of 
MM. Saint-Saens, de Rille, Chapuis, de la Tombelle, 
and D’Aneau stood out as models of what such works 
should be, combining, as each of them did, real musical 
interest with ample opportunity for the display of 
technique. One defect all the test pieces contained was 
that of being particularly intended for large bodies of 
performers, which made it impossible for the smaller 
companies to compete effectively. In two of the choral 
competitions which the writer attended this was very 
evident, for in some aspects the actual standard of work 
achieved by the smaller societies was better than that 
of the larger ones, but they failed from the thinness of 
their tone qualities. 

Between sixty and seventy British gatherings took 
part, of which three-fourths were choral societies. The 
competitions for women’s voices were entirely in the 
hands of British societies, but the male voice choirs were 
chiefly Continental. In the singing of the mixed voice 

choirs the peculiar qualities of the French and British 
groups were brought into striking and effective contrast. 
The choirs from Yorkshire and Derbyshire and from 
Scotland were more brilliant, more full of obvious 
expression and points of interest than were those of 
France. On the other hand, the subtleties of tone 
quality were better realised by the latter, and there was 
a richness and sweetness of vocal tone which the harder- 
voiced singers of the North could not attain. Qualities 
of much the same characters existed in the bands, 
though in this case it was largely a matter of the 
instruments employed. Most of the British bands were 
exclusively of brass, while the Continental ones com¬ 
prised a large proportion of reed instruments. 

Not the least interesting part of the festival was that 
taken by the school children of Paris and London and 
the districts surrounding those two cities. There was 
evidently a pleasant and good-natured rivalry between 
the representatives of the two places, and the youngsters 
from both sides thoroughly enjoyed themselves. The 
smartness of appearance and manner, the semi-military 
discipline, and the fresh voices of the English children 
contrasted favourably with the more irregular dress of 
their French hosts, the elaborate directions requisite for 
every movement of the latter and their rougher voices 
and rather strained efforts for power. When it came to 
an exchange of languages, the French children had 
decidedly the better of it, for the vocalisation of the 
“ Marseillaise ” by a group of British choirs was very 
mechanical. Apart from the insurmountable obstacle of 
the words “ victorious ” and “ glorious,” it was not easy 
to tell that “ God save the King ” was being sung by 
children of another tongue. 

A great feature of the proceedings was the number 
of al fresco concerts. Two of these were held in the 
Place de THotel de Ville. At the former, on Sunday 
night, the presence of Dr. Henry Coward and a chorus 
from Leeds and Sheffield drew a crowd which on various 
estimates numbered from a hundred thousand to a 
hundred and twenty thousand people. The utmost 
excitement prevailed, and the singing was cheered to 
the echo. That it was sentiment rather than artistic 
interest which attracted was clear by the desire for a 
number of repetitions of the British National Anthem. 
Some very fine male voice singing was heard in the 
same square on the Tuesday evening. It was provided 
by " Les Disciples de Gr6try,” of Li&ge, numbering two 
hundred executants, and a remarkable national 
Bohemian choir from Prague, with about fifty members. 
Some of the national songs sung by this choir in various 
places in Paris were very striking, and the magnificent 
voices of the singers were equally so. In each of the 
twenty arrondissements, too, concerts were given on the 
Monday afternoon in an open square or garden. 

The Tuileries Gardens were a centre of many 
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activities, some of the principal competitions taking 
place there, besides concerts by the military band of 
the City of Westminster, the Montorgueil Juvenile 
Orchestra of London, a large and excellent mandoline 
band, “ Fracca,” from Zurich, the invited children’s choirs 
from London, and a number of French bands. It was 
here, also, that the procession of all the competing 
societies who were able to remain in Paris for it was 
formed and passed before the President of the Republic 
on Monday afternoon. Although a large number of the 
foreign societies had to leave for their homes before 
this, the procession took fifty-five minutes to pass a 
given point It was not what Englishmen regard as a 
dignified proceeding, but it was at least interesting. All 
kinds of humanity took part, from the self-impressed 
decorated Frenchman and similarly respectable British 
bank clerk to the merry but tired schoolgirl, the 
irresponsible young bandsman who wore an ancient 
and battered top-hat, over which he carried a wretched 
torn Chinese umbrella, and from the be-ribboned and 
pretty girl mandolinist to the wrinkled old cornet-player 
and the military bandsman marching in step to his own 
music 

In the Trocadiro the final competitions for the chief 
prizes offered to bands were held, also the closing 
concert of the festival given by Dr. Coward’s choir. At 
the latter the programme consisted of Bach’s motet, 
” Sing ye to the Lord,” for double choir, unaccompanied, 
ElgaPs “ From the Bavarian Highlands,” and a selection 
of numbers from “ The Messiah.” Added to the fine 
singing of this choir was an organ accompaniment 
remarkably well adapted to the varied nature of the 
works. It was splendidly played by Mr. J. F. Staton, 
who had earlier conducted a choir from Chesterfield in 
winning first prizes and giving various concerts. 

With its many good qualities and its many defects, 
the festival, as a whole, was full of instruction both to 
musicians and those interested in human nature and in 
the organisation of big events. What result it will have 
on French music will be interesting to observe. It will 
probably affect the provinces more than Paris itself, for 
the interest of the Parisians has been rather casual and 
supercilious, while that of the provincials has been keen 
and deep. HERBERT ANTCLIFFE. 

The Business Exhibition 

DURING the late controversies on Labour Unrest 
very little has been said about the effects caused 

by the constant introduction of labour-saving appliances. 
It is, of course, true that recently the unrest has been 
most marked in sections of the labour world where 
manual toil cannot yet be well replaced by mechanical 
means. But, at the same time, much labour is constantly 
being done away with, or else lightened or displaced 
by one and another novel invention. This is not only 
true with respect to industrial processes. The world of 
clerkdom is likewise being affected, for office methods 
are changing day by day. Anybody who doubts this 

statement need only pay a visit to the fifth Business Ex¬ 
hibition which is now being held at the Agricultural 
Hall, Islington, and he will there see how much office 

work can nowadays be accomplished by means of 
mechanical contrivances. 

We do not know whether it is an effect of Mr. Lloyd 
George’s Insurance Act and all the complaints which 
have been made respecting compulsory “ stamp-licking,”' 
but the exhibition comprises quite a show of appliances 
for affixing stamps to papers of various kinds. For 
instance, there is the International Stamping 
Machine Co.’s compact and cheap “Fixo” machine, 
which is already used by several of the leading banks, 
newspapers, and commercial firms. Next there is 
the Automatic Stamp Affixer’s “ Rex ” machine, which 

' has a capacity of no fewer than 30,000 stamps 
of any value up to one shilling each, and which 
enables a boy to stamp from three to four thousand 
papers in an hour’s time; and further, there is the new 
" Michelius ” machine, a German invention, shown by 
Mr. Kleemann, of Aldersgate Street, with which from 
one to four stamps, either of the same kind or of 
different values, can be affixed to the same envelope or 
wrapper without the necessity of touching it again. 

But besides stamping wrappers by mechanical means, 
you may also address them at the rate of two thousand 
an hour by employing a boy to work the “ Addresso- 
graph.” For purposes of simplifying correspondence 
you will also find all the latest typewriter improve¬ 
ments at Islington. There is the new automatic “ Under¬ 
wood ” for repeat or circular matter, where large 
numbers are required, a machine which inserts different 
dates, names and addresses in their proper positions on 
each separate letter. There is also the “ Blick ” machine, 
with a variety of innovations, one model writing from 
left to right or from right to left at the will of the 
operator, and being provided with Hebrew and other 
Eastern as well as English types. Then, too, there is 
the Rotacopy Company’s “ Victoria Letter Copier,’* 
which can be worked by electric motor or by hand. 

The work of correspondence is still further simplified 
by Edison’s " Business Phonograph” and “ Dictating 
Machine ”; and all your calculations may be made by 
means of Felt and Tarrant’s “ Comptometer,” which 
adds, multiplies, divides and subtracts with unfailing 
accuracy. Yet another innovation is Elliott-Fisher s 
“ Penless ” Book-keeping machine, by which all the 
conveniences of the “ loose-leaf ” system are combined 
with the security afforded by a bound ledger. 

Particularly interesting, too, is the “ National Office 
Register” shown by the National Cash Register Com¬ 
pany. This makes a printed record of each transaction 
submitted to it. It will tell you how many cheques you 
have drawn during the day and their individual and total 
amounts. It will record the goods you have received 
and paid for, your credit and cash sales, your petty cash 
payments, your bank deposits and balances, in such 
wise as to supply you with a daily, and even an hourly, 
account of the financial standing of your business. 
Nobody using such a machine could, in the event ci 
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commercial disaster, possibly plead that he 41 did not 
know he was insolvent ”—an excuse which far too 

% 

many debtors nowadays offer when they have to appear 
in the Bankruptcy Court 

Very ingenious, also, is the National Cash Receipt 
Register, which protects not only the shop-keeper and 
his assistants, but his customers also, and at the same 
time effectively advertises his trade. The Business Ex¬ 
hibition is, indeed, full of good things. It includes 
numerous specimens of up-to-date office furnishings and 
appointments, notably, card-index and letter-filing 
cabinets, those shown by Messrs. Shaw Walker, Ltd., 
being particularly worthy of notice. And, of course, the 
British Vacuum Cleaner Company has its exhibits at 
Islington, for what can be more desirable than to keep 
one’s office quite free from dust without in any way 
disturbing the books and papers it contains? At the 
same time, we can well understand that some elderly 
visitors, belonging to the world of clerkdom, should look 
despondent after gazing at all the wonders collected in 
the Agricultural Hall, for here is ample evidence to show 
that the day of many of them is fast departing. Some 
have never taken kindly to the rivalry of women in 
what they deem to be their own particular sphere, and 
now they, and the women also, are face to face with yet 
more formidable competitors—all those remarkable 
mechanical contrivances which can do better and more 
accurate work than they, with all their pains, have 
ever succeeded in accomplishing. 

The Irish Players 
PROBABLY the first thought in most of those who 

went to the Court Theatre on Monday last was 

whether the visit of the Irish Players to America had 
marred the pure ingenuousness of their acting; and 
probably the first emotion was one of delight at hearing 
the rich musical utterance drop through the theatre. 
The one to a certain extent cancelled the other. It is 
no more easy than it is desirable to be critical with 
one’s delight Perhaps the thought would never have 
recurred had not there been an unhappy reminder in the 
way of single curtains. It is not one actor, but the 
united acting of all alike, that makes a play, particularly 
in the case of the Irish Players. It is not always wise 
to use the terms of one art in description of another; 
but the result achieved by such a unity of acting is 
just that which the playwright himself labours to 
achieve, and is well conveyed by the word 44 symphonic.” 
Instead of the eternal restlessness of personal occu¬ 
pation, and the fretful engagement in 44 business,” it is 
of the essence of attention to see all subsidiary interests 
sunk, for the mind to rest its concern on that particular 
portion of the stage where the action happens at the 
moment to be eddying. Nor is it by any means that the 
other portions of the dramatic make-up are not con¬ 
cerned in that action: they are vitally concerned; but 
their concern for the nonce is one of simple attention. 
How well these particular players achieve this unity 
needs no saying. But, if curtains before the end of a 

play are necessary, is it altogether wise to disrupt this 
unity in the mind after its achievement? 

That is by the way. The programme for this first 
week is wisely chosen with a view to an audience, for 
it contains what are undoubtedly the two best-known 
plays in the repertory, 44 Kathleen ni Houlihan ” and 
44 The Playboy of the Western World.” Mr. Yeats’ 
vision-play seemed to be brought out more into relief. 
Always his dramatic work is more like. a tale on a 
tapestry than standing out in the strong energetic relief 
of life; but on Monday some change in the acting, some 
swiftness of movement and speech, seemed more to 
lift it out of the conditions of dream. It was to the 
advantage of the play, it may be said; particularly so 
as its conception was sufficient to ensure its dream 
element. In the part of the characters the changes were 
but few. Miss Eileen O’Doherty and Mr. O’Rourke 
still took the parts of Peter and Bridget Gillane, and 
afforded a simple and plaintive background for the 
subsequent picture. Mr. Kerrigan was still Michael, 
and there was a good deal more of strength in his acting. 
Miss Eithne Magee was a new Delia Cahel, and Mr. 
Hutchinson was not only new as Patrick Gillane, but 
new to the company. Miss Allgood as Kathleen ni 
Houlihan was inevitable. Her splendid voice gives 
depth and resonancy to the part; but we think she is 
unwise to abandon, towards the conclusion, the bent 
figure of an old woman. The last words of the play 
are ruined thereby. 

With regard to the 44 Playboy,” it was plain to see that 
some part of the audience had been attracted by the 
news of its reception in America. It is only natural; 
but it is not an inevitable corollary that by continued 
giggling and intermittent clapping they should make 
the play hard to hear. The departure last year of 
Maire O’Neill for the honourable estate of marriage 
made us curious to see who should take up the part of 
Pegeen Mike; and it was interesting to see that the 
choice had fallen on Miss Eithne Magee, who last year 
did not fill any part of consequence. There is always 
difficulty in such a change. The old ways of speaking- 
the lines become associated with them; and any depar¬ 
ture from them must necessarily seem a change for the 
worse. Moreover, Miss Magee is scarcely matured as an 
actor. Nevertheless, to say that never once did she 
truly dissatisfy, and only once or twice a little disap¬ 
point, is to say a very great deal under the circum¬ 
stances. It is not only she who must become accustomed 
to the part; it is also we who must get accustomed 
to her interpretation; and there is no doubt she will 
lend distinction to it. Yet we disagree with the rendering 
of her last words. They are not given in the major 
of keen pain, but in the minor of regret. 

Miss Sara Allgood is a trimmer and sprucer Widow 
Quin than she used to be—nor with advantage to the 
part. As the Playboy Mr. O’Donovan gave a much 
fuller interpretation; and, what we were particularly 
glad to hear, he was more careful not to let the magic 
of some of his lines slip by in the energy of acting. It 
is words that make drama, for in words the dramatic 
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action is poised; and to mar the words is to unhinge a 
play. Similarly, too, Mr. Sydney Morgan, as Old 
Mahon, for the first time in our hearing, let out in their 
distinct vigour the exclamation, “It's Christy, by the 
stars of God! I’d know his way of spitting and he 
astride the moon.” And Mr. Arthur Sinclair even bet¬ 
tered his inimitable performance of Michael James by 
wisely eliminating some of the adventitious “ business/* 

Nevertheless, in the total effect, one could wish that, 
at least once, the play could be done as we are con¬ 
vinced it was meant to be acted: not as farce, but as 
bitter comedy. There was rather less of the farcical 
element than there was last year, unless memory serve 
*us ill; but there still is too eager a desire to angle for 
the risibility of an all-too risible audience. There was 
•only one play that Synge wrote with a decided farcical 
intention, and that, “The Tinkers Wedding/’ was not a 
vpronounced success. It was in the mood of “ The Well 
of the Saints ” and “ The Shadow of the Glen” that he 
‘best succeeded; and the fullest expression of that 
mood is “The Playboy.” From this point of view it 
is doubtless true to say that the play would even less 
"be just to the people of the west of Ireland. But one 
does not go to Synge to discover the people of the 
west of Ireland: one goes to the west of Ireland for 
that. The artist is not a reproducer; he is a creator. 
He will doubtless take his hints from the world without, 
-and by the nature of things he will often be bound by 
the conditions of the world without, whichever portion 
•of it may be most familiar to him; but with those 
hints and auxiliaries he proceeds to create, and the stuff 
of his creation is spun out from within. Consequently 
those who hurled insubstantial anathemas and more 
substantial missiles at the actors in America, and else¬ 
where, much misconceived. Let us say quite frankly 
*that they acted with perfect sincerity, thinking that 
Synge had distorted the people of Ireland, whereas, in 
fact, he had only made living the people of his own 
brain. Therefore to say that a sterner representation of 
the play would be even yet more unfair is beside the 
point. It might be more unfair to the people of a cer¬ 
tain portion of the globe; but it would be truer to the 
•expression of Synge’s temperament. No one could 
•quite conceive him as a farcical person. The instinct 
that has led a number of people to identify “The 
Tlayboy ” as Synge’s most characteristic, though not 
necessarily his best, play, is a right one; for there was 
a certain physical unhealth and mental mordancy in 
him that induced him to emphasise the glory of fierce 
action and yet look askance at it with a flickering 
humour that was three parts bitter in its make up. We 
can only express the hope that such an interpretation of 
the play would be attempted, if only as an experiment. 
~Yet its lineaments will out, whatever the interpretation. 

Next week, we are informed, the programme will be, 
from Monday to Wednesday inclusive, “ The Patriots,” 
T>y Lennox Robinson, and “ The Jackdaw,” by Lady 
Gregory; and from Thursday to Saturday “ Mixed 
Marriage,” by St. John Ervine, and “ The Rising of the 
Moon,” by Lady Gregory. 

Foreign Reviews 
Die Deutsche Rundschau. 

WO contributions deal with modem German His¬ 
tory; the first, by Professor Richard Meyer, is 

based on the work of Herm Baiileu and Schuster, “ Aus 
dem Literarischen Nachlass der Kaiserin Augusta” ; the 
other, by Dr. Oswald Hecker, gives an excellent sketch 
of King John of Saxony and his relations with Austria 
and Prussia. The story of his attempts to continue 
the traditional deference towards the former Power, and 
of his final loyal adhesion, after 1866, to Prussia, is not 
without its pathetic side. Romanticism and the desire 
to harmonise two irreconcilable sentiments are shown 
to have been his two principal motives. An amusing 
trait of Francis I is given; this Emperor was so averse 
to constitutional reform that he would not allow his 
physician to use, even in a medical sense, the word 
“ constitution.” Herr Stieda seizes the occasion of a 
journey to old Novgorod to tell a stirring tale of German 
mediaeval trade in Russia. The first instalment of an 
historical novel by Frau Enrica von Handel-Mazzetti 
is given, and Herr Paul Wohlfeil tells the story of 
Frederick Grimm’s hardships in Paris. 

Le Mercure de France. 

May I.—M. P.-P. Plan publishes for the first time 
some very interesting pieces of correspondence between 
Rousseau, Malesherbes and others, connected with the 
publication of such works as the “ Emile ” and the 
“ Contrat Social.” Particularly noteworthy are the 
wise but compassionate comments of the Mar6chale de 
Luxembourg and Malesherbes on the morbid sensitive¬ 
ness of the philosopher. Other inidits are three letters 
of Mme de la Poupliniere to the Due de Richelieu, 
supplied by M. Cucuel, and imbued with a passion 
worthy of Mile de Lespinasse; we will quote only the 
phrase—“ P6risse toute la nature et qu’on me rende 
mon amant” M. Joseph de Smet contributes a masterly 
appreciation of Mr. Joseph Conrad as a sea-writer, and 
compares the ordinary literary diet of the British public 
to “leur triste ginger-beer.” M. Davray, in his special 
column, is particularly kind to Mr. Arnold Bennett ; 
Mme Catulle Mend&s has some sonnets, and “Le 
Capitan Matamore ” receives a final cudgelling. 

May 16.—Mr. Archibald Henderson discusses Mr 
Granville Barker; M. Marcel Mirtil contrasts Spanish 
ineffectiveness in Morocco with French practicalness. 
M. M.-A. Leblond has a very good study on royalty 
in modern romance. Dr. Gu&de explains why Casa¬ 
nova’s Memoirs end so abruptly, and M. E. Tassy treats 
of “ L’lnstinct Sexuel et 1’Activity Mentale.” 

Repertorium fur Kunstwissenschaft 
xxxv Band I Heft. 

Two weighty and important contributions charac 
terise this number. The first consists of a masterlv 
survey of the history of Chinese Art, from the pen of 
Dr. Otto Fischer; the other is an analysis of the per- 
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spective of Jan van Eyck, and is due to Dr. Joseph 
Kern. This latter article, which is excellently illustrated, 
is to be considered in the light of a supplement to Dr. 
Kern's book on the same subject The section devoted 
to collections contains a notice of the Grafton Gallery 
exhibition of last December. 

La Revue. 

The number for May 1 is an exceptionally strong one, 
and we can only hint at some of the contents. MM. 
Descharmes et Dumesnil have access to new material 
on the last years of Flaubert. With it they have con¬ 
structed a first most interesting article of a short series. 
Two passions absorbed the last years of the novelist— 
the desire to write the epic of “ la betise humaine ”— 
an unrealised aspiration, for “ Bouvard et Pecuchet ” 
was nothing more to its author than an “infernal 
bouquin ”—and the hunger for affection. The friend¬ 
ship of Flaubert for Edmond Laporte is the real subject 
of this essay. The other articles range from some un¬ 
published letters of the Due d'Aumale about Louis 
Napoleon to “Comment garder notre chevelure,” by Dr. 
Guelpa. After M. Clemenceau, M. R. Poincare has been 
seduced into print by “ Les D6mocraties Latines de 
TAm6rique ”; the occasion is the appearance of M. 
Calderon’s book with that title, and the French Prime 
Minister has written the preface. M. Faguet is at his 
best on the Marquise de Custine; M. Chuquet gives us 
a bit of 1812—the adventures of a paymaster ; and M. 
Flammarion continues his experiments in psychical 
research. 

La Revue Bleue. 

April 27.—The visit of the Prince of Wales absorbs 
the attention of MM. L60 Larguier and Jacques Lux, 
the latter concerning himself chiefly with the Prince as 
a student at the Sorbonne. M. Paul Gaultier pays a 
warm tribute to William James. M. Edouard Schur6 
contributes the preface of his new book on Theosophy, 
“ L’Evolution Divine: du Sphinx au Christ” M. 
Romain Rolland concludes his account of Mozart at 
Mannheim, and M. Vidal de la Blache begins a short 
series of studies on “ La G6ographie Humaine.” 

May 4.—M. Henri de Regnier gives a portrait of 
Laclos, author of the “ Liaisons Dangereuses.” M. Paul 
Flat has given us some pages filled with a rare wisdom on 
“ L’Art et le Metier,” showing us the weak point in 
Flaubert and “ L’Art pour l’Art ” doctrine. M. 
Lucien Maury has a long and interesting article on 
recent English writers and writers on England. M. 
Matter discusses detective methods ct propos the great 
book of M. Reiss on criminology. M. Ducote, in this 
and the following number, gives a . short account of 
Chardin’s journey to Ispahan. 

May 11.—M. Compayre discusses Froebelism, and 
M. L. Maury criticism. New letters of Berlioz are given, 
full of the personality of the composer. English articles 
on Browning and the late Mr. Stead are condensed by ! 
M. Jacques Lux. M. G. Renard traces the effects of j 

industrial evolution on civilisation generally during the 

last century and a half, and peeps hopefully into the 
future. 

L* Action Nationals. 

M. Le Chatelier is severe on French policy in 
Morocco, and clamours for coherence: “ depuis dix ans, 
l’ceuvre de la France au Maroc se heurte au r6el en 
cherchant l’imaginaire. Elle le doit k l’erreur diplo¬ 
matique d’une politique financifere et k la faute Gouveme- 
mentale d’une politique d’opinion.” The words are preg¬ 
nant and of a wide application. English influence seems 
to be one of the North African perils: “ II nous faudra, 
pour tenir tete & l’anglicisation, d61atiniser un peu, 
gentlemaniser notre emigration.” This last expedient 
would also, it seems, serve to check the German financier. 
M. Ajalbert is interesting on Bagetti, “peintre de vic- 
toires.” The last of a series of articles by Mr. H. G. 
Wells on Socialism is given; it is an admirable piece of 
exposition, putting the new social creed for once in a 
sympathetic light. “ XXX ” discusses the problem of 
financing small proprietors by means of a State Banking 
System. M. Marcel R6gnier concludes his articles on 
various railway projects in French North Africa. 

Revue des Etudes Napol£oniennes. 

The Russian campaign of 1812 continues to be the 
centre of interest. Captain Fabry gives the movements 
of Wittgenstein’s corps during the first part of the 
retreat, while M. Driault takes the other end of the 
story, and shows Napoleon at Dresden in the last and 
most dazzling manifestation of his prestige. He carries 
on the narrative to June 22—the real beginning of 
the invasion—and gives a glimpse of the minds of the 
Russian statesmen. M. Driault criticises their contem¬ 
plated attempt at forming a coalition: “ II y a beaucoup 
de reserves a faire au sujet de la legende de la coalition 
6temelle de 1’Europe, qui fait le fond des travaux de 
M. Albert Sorel.” M. R. Guyot gives a resum6 of his 
own book on Directory Diplomacy, and shows how 
Napoleon remoulded it for the worse, making Italy 
instead of the Rhine the theatre of French ambitions. 
Other articles deal with the three Napoleons who have 
stood at the summit of the Vend6me column, with Scan¬ 
dinavian relations towards the Emperor, and with the 
difficulties of Marie-Louise in Tuscany in 1816, and the 
surveillance to which she was subjected. 

Revue Critique d’Histoire et de Literature. 

April 27.—Several works by M. H. Pernot on modem 
Greek Literature are noticed. Mr. W. M. Lindsay’s 
edition of the “ Origins ” of Isodorus of Seville receives 
very favourable treatment M. Dupuy comments at 
length on M. Baldensperger’s “ Alfred de Vigny.” 

May 4.—M. de Labriolle has the highest praise for 
M. Havet’s “ Manuel de Critique Verbale,” dealing with 
Latin texts. M. Baldensperger discusses various works 
on Romanticism. Short notices are consecrated to the 

i memory of the late M. Gabriel Monod, formerly editor 

! of this review. 
i May 11.—M. Meillet is the principal contributor, and 

deals with a large number of philological works. He is 
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very severe for Mr. Joseph’s Wright’s “Comparative 
Grammar of the Greek Language ” and for Herr 
Moller’s attempt to reconcile the Semitic and Indo- 
European languages. M. de Labriolle reviews Dr. Aug. 
Bill’s book on Tertullian’s “ Adversus Marcionem.” 

May 18.—M. Chuquet reviews the life of Marshal Niel 
by Commandant de la Tour. M. Dejob finds M. Faguet’s 
attacks on Moliere’s influence rather unwarranted. M. 
Roustan reviews several works of literary history, chiefly 
belonging to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
M. de Lasteyrie’s monumental work “L’Architecture 
Religieuse en France k l’Epoque Romane” is noticed 
by M. H. de Curzon. 

South American Notes 
II.—BUENOS AIRES. 

IS the art of advertising the prerogative of the North 
American alone? I am beginning to doubt it. 

Although the fact may only lately have become 
apparent, it seems that the atmosphere of both the 
Americas is equally potent in the production of enter¬ 
prise. A stroll down Florida confirmed this theory. 
Now Florida—as everyone in South America, and not 
a few people in Europe, should know—stands for the 

Bond Street of Buenos Aires. It is aristocratic in the 
sense that its surface represents one of the few in the 
town which remain unscarred by tram lines. Not that 
it suffers from any undue degree of tranquillity because 
of that. As a haunt of motor-cars, horse-vehicles, and 
pedestrians its animation is not to be exceeded in any 
other town. 

The Calle Florida prides itself on this, and on many 
things beyond. It has no mean opinion, for instance, 
of the value of its space. When it is concerned with 
rents it breathes out weighty figures with an astonishing 
glibness. There is a large tailor’s establishment which 
occupies one of its comers. The expert will tell you 
that the owner pays an annual rental of nine thousand 
pounds for the privilege. Ere you have recovered fiom 
the subsequent sense of sorrow and compassion for the 
poor fellow, a second expert, while admitting the price, 
will assert with emphasis that the value rendered is one 
of the best in the thoroughfare. The mere physical 
aspects of Florida may not impress the newcomer to 
any great extent, but a more intimate acquaintance with 
its manners and exigencies will undoubtedly leave him 

breathless. 
All this, perhaps, has little to do with the topic of 

advertisements as understood in South America, and in 
Argentina in especial. Yet it was in Florida that I 
witnessed the pageant which held the eyes of drivers 
and foot passengers alike. A dozen donkeys, each 
swathed in trappings, and each led by an attendant man, 
came pacing sedately down the street, one behind the 
other, in well-ordered file. 

Now to meet with a company of a dozen asses in 
Florida is no common occurrence. There may yet be 
some folk in Europe who imagine that herds and flocks 

abound in the capital of Argentina. Let me assure 
them that this is not so. The mere presence, therefore, 
of the long-eared twelve was sufficient in itself to attract 
no small measure of attention. But that was not all. 
Victims of some sardonically-minded genius of the 
advertising world, the beasts had been made the vehicle 
of insults which bore directly on themselves. On the 
horsecloth that adorned the back and sides of each were 
stamped sentences very plain and clear to the eye. 

The particular article to which these sentences 
referred I do not intend to divulge. I have no desire 
to add to the publicity so efficiently rendered by the 
unfortunate beasts. For the present purpose it will 
serve well enough to call it by any name which occurs— 
say, Garcia's cigarettes. There was not a donkey out 
of the whole number who, by the instrumentality of his 
horsecloth, had not something to say about Garcia’s 
cigarettes. 

The leader of the company bore on his back a 
legend which savoured of personal reproach brought 
very near home. “ Were I not an ass,” read the merciless 
words, “ I should be smoking Garcia’s cigarettes.” The 
dejected walk of the animal seemed to accentuate the 
bitter accusation. The next in order was in little better 
case. “No one but an ass such as I,” asserted the 
phrase it bore, “would have his mouth empty of so 
excellent a smoke as that of Garcia! ” 

Thus it ran all along the line. By a relentless species 
of logic—or, rather, by a colourable imitation of that 
virtue—each unfortunate beast was made to cry his own 
shortcomings, and incidentally to impress the bystanders 
with a sense of his loss. I, for one, must admit that 
by the time that the last of the twelve had passed 
my mind was filled with a new compassion for the 
patient asses—a compassion that by some curious and 
annoying mental process obdurately refused to dissociate 
itself from the lack of those wretched cigarettes of 
Garcia’s. 

What influence the procession worked upon the 
remaining spectators I have no means of knowing. So 
far as the splendidly gowned and hatted ladies who 
passed slowly by in their glittering motor-cars were 
concerned, the investigators of the pageant were doubt¬ 
less profoundly unconcerned, since smoke and the lips 
of the Argentine woman have nothing in common. It 
was to the others that the walking asses spoke—to 
the young exquisites of the capital, who sauntered up 
and down the street, or lounged, chatting, on the steps 
of the Jockey Club, immaculate from the hands of a 
Bond Street tailor; and to the bronzed estanciero who. 
whatever his nationality, was intent on making the most 
of his visit to town; to the bankers, merchants, clerks, 
and the other inhabitants of the commercial streets th2t 
intersect Florida. 

There were some, it is true, to whom the appeal cam? 
with lessened force. There was the newly arrive: 
immigrant—Italian, Pole, Austrian, or Turk—who, wan¬ 
dering aimlessly, was drinking in the new* world wit:, 
wide-opened eyes. There were the globe-trotters, the 
first of a rapidly increasing number, who stared about 
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them with more critical and sophisticated gaze. There 
were many others beyond, too various and numerous 
to be mentioned here. 

Who can tell how many of these became devotees 
of Garcia's cigarettes? But, whether the appeal of the 
donkeys achieved its more direct object or not, they 
remained equally potent as a walking monument of 
enterprise. They stood, in fact, for the new life of the 
great new capital of the South. Shepherded at each 
corner by the policeman on point duty, who held up 
the traffic in deference to their passage, they moved 
slowly along. Where, a score of years before, part and 
parcel of the life, none would have looked at them 
twice, they were now in themselves curiosities in a land 
of electricity and steam, that twenty years ago would 
have been as exotic as were the asses now. This, to 
me, was the main feature of interest that the animals 
presented, since I, for one, did not buy Garcia’s 

cigarettes. 

Notes and News 
Messrs Chatto and Windus will shortly add to their 

series of two-shilling net novels a new edition of John 
Ayscough’s distinguished novel, 44 Marotz.” The book 
will contain a specially written preface by the author. 

The success of Mr. Gilbert Frankau’s novel in verse, 
■“ One of Us,” has been so great that the first large 
•edition is already nearly exhausted. A second impres¬ 
sion is in preparation and will be ready immediately. 

Mr. John Lane will have ready this week “ The Bar¬ 
mecide’s Feast,” by John Gore, with eight illustrations 
by Arthur Penn (3 s. 6d. net); an extravaganza by the 
^author of “ The Silly Season,” and full of the wisdom of 
folly. It parodies the methods of some modern novelists 
in brilliant and boisterous fashion. 

For the fifth production of the season of the Incor¬ 
porated Stage Society the programme will consist of 
44 Mary Edwards,” an Anarchronism in one act by P. R. 
Bennett, and “ Hindle Wakes,” a Lancashire comedy in 
three acts by Stanley Houghton. These plays will be 
given for the Society by Miss Horniman’s Company 
from the Manchester Repertory Theatre. 

Messrs. Adam and Charles Black are adding four 
volumes to their 44 Peeps at Nature ” Series, which is 
edited by the Rev. Charles A Hall: “ British Ferns, 
Club-Mosses, and Horse-Tails,” by Daniel Ferguson, 
M.A.; “ British Butterflies,” by A. M. Stewart; 

44 Natural History of the Garden,” by P. Westell; and 
*4 Romance of the Rocks,” by the Rev. Chas. A. Hall. 

Mr. Murray is shortly publishing 44 The House Fly: 
Disease Carrier,” by Dr. L. O. Howard, of the United 
States Department of Agriculture, in which the author 
details experiments that he has made in connection with 
the disease-carrying possibilities of the so-called house¬ 
fly. The book is not intended to be a scientific mono¬ 
graph, but is a simple statement which, if properly 
regarded, may rid us of one of the most mischievous 
nuisances we have to endure. 

An army of 700 actors and actresses will co-operate 
as hosts and hostesses at the Theatrical Garden Party 
in the Botanic Gardens, Regent’s Park, on July 2. The 
varied programme will combine performances and events 
conceived and arranged specially for the occasion, and 
everything will be under the direct guardianship of 
the most important among them. Colonel Cameron F. 
Somerville will again kindly provide the band of the 
Royal Military School of Music with its 100 performers. 

Their Majesties the King and Queen have been 
pleased to lend to the Victoria and Albert Museum an 
important series of Indian objects, including caskets 
and addresses presented to their Majesties on their 
recent visit to India, and gifts from the MahArAjA of 
Nepal, the Begam of Bhopal, and the Sultans of Lahej 
and of Shehr and Mokalla. The collection has been 
arranged in Room I of the Indian Section (entrance in 
the Imperial Institute Road), where it will remain on 
view until further notice. 

It was found necessary to postpone the production 
of Josef Holbrooke’s 44 The Children of Don” frory 
Friday, June 7, to Wednesday next, June 12; tin 
second performance will take place on June 15, and the 
third on the 17th, and at each of these Mr. Arthur 
Nikisch will conduct. The complexity of the scoring 
and the intricacies of the stage mountings necessitated 
further rehearsals. Lord Howard de Walden, who is 
responsible for the libretto, and Mr. Josef Holbrooke, 
are assiduous in their daily supervision of the rehearsals. 

Messrs. Watts are issuing, under the title 44 Witnesses 
to the Historicity of Jesus,” a revised version, specially 
prepared for English readers, of the work written by 
Professor Drews in continuation of his 44 Christ-Myth.” 
This book became quite a storm-centre in Germany, 
and in the present work Professor Drews replies to his 
numerous critics. His treatise takes the form of a de¬ 
tailed examination, as exhaustive as possible, of the 
supposed evidence for the historicity of Christ, whether 
contained in the New Testament or in pagan or Jewish 
writers. Mr. Joseph McCabe is responsible for the 
translation. 

At Claridge’s Hotel, on Sunday evenings during June, 
at 9.30 p.m., Mr. Frank Harris will give the following 
lectures:—June 9,44 Shakespeare as Friend and Lover” ; 
June 16, 44 Shakespeare’s Teaching and the Modem 
Spirit, with Glances at Blake, Wordsworth, Emerson, 
and Browning”; June 23, 44 The Fiction of To-day, with 
Examples from the Works of some Illustrious Masters of 
the Craft”; June 30,44 A Re-statement of Moral Values.” 
Tickets, price 5s. each lecture, can be obtained of various 
agencies and at the 44 Times ” Book Club. Other lec¬ 
tures are announced for July, and tickets for the full 
series of eight evenings are 30s. 

The forthcoming Ambassadors' Ball at Olympia on 
July 3 will not only be one of the leading Society func¬ 
tions of the season, but it will undoubtedly benefit a 
number of deserving theatrical charities. The proceeds 
will be allocated by an influential committee. The 
principal Embassies and Legations will organise parties 
representing the costumes of their respective nation¬ 
alities, and the theatrical profession, quadrilles repre¬ 
sentative of famous plays, both old and new. The 
enormous correspondence involved is passing through 
the hands of the Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. G. Plummer, 
43, Aldwych, to whom all incmiries should be directed. 
(Telephone, Gerrard 760.) The names of intending 
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guests will be submitted to the Committee for approval, 
and tickets, which will include a buffet supper, will be 
issued at one guinea each. Fancy costume is de rigueur, 
the tickets being sold only on this condition. 

Messrs. Macmillan and Co. have nearly ready an 
English version of “ Historical Studies in Philosophy,” 
by M. Emile Boutroux, Member of the Institute and 
Professor of the University of Paris. The translation 
has been done by Mr. Fred Rothwell, one of the trans¬ 
lators of Professor Bergson's “ Essay on Laughter.” 
The book contains six studies dealing respectively with 
the History of Philosophy, Socrates, Aristotle, Jacob 
Boehme, Descartes and Kant They also announce a 
new pocket edition of the Collected Works of Francis 
Parkman, to be completed in twelve volumes, of a 
handy extra foolscap 8vo size, and bound in limp 
leather; and Berthold Litzmann's biography of Madame 
Schumann, translated from the fourth German edition 
by Miss Grace Hadow, with an Introduction by Dr. 
W. H. Hadow. This book will be in two volumes, with 
portraits and other illustrations. 

MOTORING 
HE big motor organisations now appear to be fully 

alive to the fact that their members are being 
mercilessly and unjustifiably exploited by the suppliers 
of petrol, both wholesale and retail. The Automobile 
Association and Motor Union was, as usual, the first 
to consider what steps could be taken to deal with a 
state of affairs which is rapidly making motoring impos¬ 
sible for many of its followers, but, also, as usual, the 
R.A.C. has stepped in to secure the lion’s share of 
whatever credit may ultimately be due by the motoring 
community to its representatives for relief in the present 
crisis. Stimulated by an announcement of impending 
action by the A.A. and M.U., the committee of the 
Club convened a meeting the other day to consider 
the whole petrol question, and invited Sir Marcus 
Samuel, the chairman of the Shell Company, to attend 
and make a very much needed explanation of the exor¬ 
bitant prices now being demanded for fuel. The 
meeting was duly held on Monday last, the Hon. Arthur 
Stanley presiding, but in spite of Sir Marcus’ explana¬ 
tory speech the petrol mystery remains almost as much 
a mystery as ever. When invited to explain why the 
price of petrol has gradually advanced to the extent of 
50 per cent during the last twelve months in spite of 
immensely greater production and imports, the chair¬ 
man of the Shell Company pointed out that in Paris 
and Berlin the price was 2s. id., and dwelt upon the 
expenses of transport from Borneo to this country. But 
he did not deny that the spirit could be delivered at 
Thameshaven at a cost of eightpence per gallon, duty 
paid, and he did not deny the suggestion that the regular 
price charged to the motor-’bus and cab companies was 
only 5d. per gallon. It is now quite evident that the 
importing companies are making a profit of something 
like 100 per cent on the price they charge the retailer, 
and that the latter has in many cases taken advantage of i 
the recent labour disturbances still further to increase 
the already heavy burden of the unfortunate motorist. j 

One can only wait to see what remedy, if any, the 
motoring associations will be able to find. 

A very handsome, and in several respects originally 
designed, car has just been supplied for the use of Her 
Royal Highness the Duchess of Albany by Mr. H. L. 
Aldersey Swann, of 9, Regent Street, S.W. The chassis 
is a 25-h.p. Clement-Talbot, and the Limousine body 
is the work of the Regent Carriage Co., carried out, 
so far as the original features are concerned, in accord¬ 
ance with the designs submitted by Mr. Swann. Per¬ 
haps the most interesting innovation is the position of 
the tool-boxes, which are sunk in the running boards, 
tapering away from the front edge of the step in such 
a way that when standing near the car they are quite 
invisible. This is a very ingenious solution of a diffi¬ 
culty, as there is no tool space under either the front 
or the back seat, the petrol tank being underneath the 
former, and the back seat being too low for the purpose. 
As the steps act as lids to the tool-boxes they have to 
be kept free, so that the generator is carried in the near¬ 
side front wing. There are two speedometers—one on 
the dash in front of the driver, and one fitted at the 
back of the driver’s seat, in such a position that the 
occupants of the car can readily see it, and at the same 
time not be troubled by the noise these instruments 
sometimes make. Altogether the car is a splendid 
specimen of up-to-date design and construction, and Mr. 
Swann, to whose special function as expert adviser in 
the purchase of cars we have previously referred, is to 
be congratulated on his success. 

The principal article in the June issue of the Austin 
Advocate, the interesting monthly magazine published 
by the Austin Motor Company, Ltd., of Northfield, 
Birmingham, is a description of a “ Tour on the Rhine,** 
profusely illustrated. Its appearance just now is very 
opportune, as many motorists are doubtless contem¬ 
plating the delightful and romantic Rhine Valley for 
their summer tour. The conventional method of seeing 
its beauties has been, of course, by steamer; but the 
car is an infinitely better means for those who desire 
to see them at their leisure. Also, as the writer of the 
article points out, it enables one to get into closer touch 
with the German people and obtain a much more accu¬ 
rate insight into their real character. Other features 
of the magazine are articles on “Femininity and the 
Car ”—a disquisition from which car-designers may learn 
much that should prove valuable, if they desire to study 
feminine requirements—“ How to Change Speed/’ 
“ What is Asphalt,” “ On the Trail of the Gemsbok/* 
and “ Repairs.” The writer of the article on “ Asphalt 
is of opinion that this material will eventually super¬ 
sede tar and tar-macadam for road construction and pro¬ 
vide the real remedy for the dust problem. 

That the modern taxicab is well adapted for journeys 
of any distance has just been illustrated by a perform¬ 
ance of a 14-16 h.p. Belsize taxi. Hired in Londc n 

on the Monday morning, it was driven to Hull and 
i back—a distance of about 400 miles—arriving in town 
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on the following afternoon. We are informed that 
there was no trouble of any kind, and that the petrol 
consumption worked out at the excellent average of 25 
miles to the gallon. Those who think that the utility 
of the taxicab is limited to town work will be somewhat 
surprised to know what these handy vehicles can really 
do. As a matter of fact they are now being largely 
requisitioned for country work, in place of the ordinary 
touring cars. R. B. H. 

Flying at Hendon 
TO-DAY (Saturday, 8th) will, be an important one 

for aviation, as it is the day on which the “ Aerial 
Derby” is to take place. The distance is to cover an 
eighty-one mile circuit round the fringe of the metro¬ 
polis, the starting and finishing points being the Aero¬ 
drome at Hendon. The various turning-places are 
Kempton Park, Esher, Purley, Purfleet, Epping and 
High Barnet. Among those who have entered for the 
race are several well-known names, including those of 
Messrs. S. F. Cody, B. C. Hucks, W. B. R. Moorhouse, 
Lewis W. F. Turner, James Valentine and Mr. Gustav 
Hamel. (Mr. Hamel won two of the three competitions 
at Hendon last Saturday.) There will be £450 in cash 
prizes, £400 of which has been presented by Mr. Harold 
Barlow, from the Australian Colonies. The winner of 
the " Aerial Derby” will receive a valuable gold cup and 
£250. The race will begin at 4.15, and the result is 
expected some time about 6.15. 

In the Temple of Mammon 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 
queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

I WAS painfully correct in the forecast I wrote Ihst 
week. The liquidation continued—I am afraid that 
it has even yet not ended. The City does not realise 

the position. The burden of scrip has been shifted to 
the banks, and the stockbroker, having got in most cases 
his cheque, cannot understand why his client does not 
send up fresh orders. But the client exhausted himself 
in that last effort to meet the cheque. He must recover 
both his confidence in himself—which, thanks to the 
vanity of man, is not very hard—and the confidence of 
his bank, a rather more difficult job. It is a curious 
mania this desire to see things rise. It is still more 
curious that the speculator should imagine that he can 
only make money on the “bull” tack. It is as though a 
gambler at Monte Carlo always followed Rouge or Pair. 
Perhaps he does—the records do not tell us. But the 
gambler in stocks and shares always punts one way. He 
simply cannot turn round. If ever there was a cer¬ 
tainty it was a “ bear M of Marconis at 9 or going short of 
Anglos at 8. To one who, like myself, stands all day 
watching the play without taking a hand, the stupidity 
of the punter appears too appalling for words. There is 
one inevitable law of nature : “ Action and reaction are 
equal and opposite.” We don't know why, but we do 
know the law. It is now working on the other tack in 
Copper, which was ^55 and is going to ^85, perhaps 
higher. Even to-day only the insiders are buying. The 
public will come in at the top and lose their money. 
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Some quite sound investments have been offered since 
I last wrote. Messrs. Erlanger again put before us a 
South American Industrial. Messrs. Gath and Chaves' 
business is well known and prosperous. The Lord St. 
David's group sold 900,000 5 per cent. £1 preference 
shares in the hitherto exclusive British American Tobacco 
Co. at 2is. 6d., not a remarkably cheap offer. The John 
Lysaght 6 per cent, second preference at 22s. 6d. appear 
more reasonably priced. The American Waterworks offer 
$2,000,000 6 per cent, preference shares at 97\ ; they are 
a fair speculation. I do not care for the Merchiston 
Rubber Estates. The trees are too young; much may 
happen to the rubber market before the estate yields. 
The City of Vilna 5 per cent, bonds at 96 are a fair 
investment. 

Money.—The Government is hoarding money. It has 
nearly 20 millions in the Bank. Possibly the Treasury 
works in harmony with the banks, perhaps the Govern¬ 
ment does not like the political aspect. The amount is 
prodigious and keeps the Money Market hard. But that 
will speedily grow weak, and unless foreign complica¬ 
tions ensue we must have cheap money all through the 
summer. 

Foreigners.—The Foreign Market is idle. No one 
speculates in foreign stocks in London, and our Stock 
Exchange is but a mirror of the European bourses. It 
reflects prices but cannot move them. However, Tintos 
have been largely bought. They are undervalued if we 
calculate them by the price of copper. There is no news 
of the Chinese question, and probably no news is good 
news. The warlike talk in the newspapers does not 
appear to frighten the great financiers who deal in foreign 
stocks. Therefore we may definitely conclude that it is 
merely talk. 

Home Rails.—The market apparently thinks that the 
railway companies will pay the same dividends for the 
June half-year of 1912 as they did for the same half-year 
last year. If they do we may congratulate ourselves. 
But the figures are not encouraging. If all the lines use 
up their reserves and carry forward nothing it might be 
done. But will they? The Statist thinks that they will. 
But the traffics, even now that the strike has ended, are 
not good : and the trouble at the London Docks will not 
improve matters. On paper the leading lines at present 
prices look cheap. Great Western yield ^5 2s. 2d., 
London and North Western £5 5s. gd., North Eastern 
£$ 4s. iod., Midland Deferred £5 15s., Great Northern 
Deferred ^5 7s. iod., and Great Eastern ^5 2s. But 
with the exception of the latter line, which came out of 
the strike well, all the other railways have heavy losses 
to make up. Great Central 1891 Preference yield £5 
18s. 6d., and look cheap, but if the full dividend is not 
paid the price will recede. I am not disparaging the 
value of Home Rails as an investment: I think them the 
cheapest and soundest stocks in the House. But I believe 
that all the balance-sheets will show greatly reduced earn¬ 
ings, and I think that those who wait will be able to 
pick up stock at lower quotations than those now ruling. 
It is better to buy now than not buy at all, but it will be 
better still to buv in a few weeks' time. 

w 

Yankees.—We need waste no space in discussing the 
American Market, for no big operations will be under¬ 
taken in the United States until the Election is settled. 
Those who have money to invest can safely buy Unions, 
New York Centrals, Pennsylvanias, or any of the other 
great lines, for they are not over-priced and trade in the 
States is improving. Southerns are also cheap in view 
of the good cotton crop. But speculation is out oT the 
question. 

Rubber.—There is little to write about. The auctions 
aroused no interest, for the amount offered was small 
and prices were reasonably good. The market in shares 
is idle, and prices do not move because business is too 
small to pay the office expenses of the bidders. Some 
think that the Rubber Market will revive. I can see no 
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reason for such an opinion. No one wants to buy at 
present levels, or on a steadily falling market. Linggi 
have offered ^35,000 for the Mantin Estate, valued by 
Macfadyen at ^48,975. 

Oil.—The gamble in Oil shares has been checked; but 
Urals are held up because the big people at the back of 
this company do not sell. I agree that everything points 
to the Ural Caspian possessing a huge oil area, very rich 
and close to the Caspian, but I repeat that it will take 
some years to develop this area, and that the price has dis¬ 
counted the future very generously. Royal Dutch is 
finessing, and the shareholders are suffering. The British 
Maikop has struck oil in its new plot, but the shares 
did not move. 

Copper.—The Cobar Debenture scheme is now out. 
The market received it coldly. But it appears to me 
good, and both Cobar shares and Cobar Debentures look 
cheap. Copper will continue to rise, and I again repeat 
that those who buy Amalgamated, Anaconda, Utah 
Copper, Nevada Consolidated, or indeed any of the great 
Copper shares in the States, will make money. The 
French expert who has been sent to Whim Well should 
report soon, and if he confirms Sleeman’s figures we shall 
see a rise here, for some big French bankers have signed 
a deal in Whim Wells and Mons Cupri. Hampden Clon- 
curry are talked higher. 

Tin.—The little low capitalised concerns may do well, 
but not at fancy prices. Benues and Anglos have run 
their course, but Rayfields, Bauchis, and Bisichis still 
look worth holding. 

Kaffirs and Rhodesians.—They say that a syndicate 
has been formed to put up Chartered. It is the only 
chance the Rhodesian crowd has got. The little flutter in 
the Kaffir Market soon died down, but the puffs go on, 
so evidently the magnates have not lost heart. 

Miscellaneous.—Marconis have been steadied. The 
“ bears” are not greedy, and they have been taking 
some handsome profits during the past week. When they 
are all away the price will droop as the banks begin to 
unload pawned stock. The old favourites in the markets 
are losing their hold, and I should not be surprised to see 
a move made in Breweries. All the leading Brewery 
shares are too cheap, and most of the companies have 
done well during the past year. A Brewery boom is 
almost due again. * Raymond Radclyffe. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
TRADES UNIONS AND THEIR RESPONSI¬ 

BILITIES. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Amid the ceaseless struggle for ascendancy, 
whether isolated or allied, it is perhaps not inopportune 
to inquire what the trades unions are doing for their 
members apart from the eternal fight for more wages 
and shorter hours. While the desire for higher wages 
is commendable from the point of view of every worker, 
one is tempted to ask if, when an advance is gained, to 
what extent does the toiler really benefit and in what 
way does his union assist him to enjoy the extra fruits 
of his labour. If the reply is to be that it is no part 
of the duty of a trades union to enter into the daily life 
of its members, and that so long as they pay their sub¬ 
scriptions and vote as they are told, the union has no 
concern to interfere, then one would humbly suggest that 
this is a view of the matter wrhich might well receive 
reconsideration at the hands of those who control its 
policy. 

What avails the extra shilling or two shillings a week 
gained at the cost of untold misery to hundreds of 
thousands of mostly disinterested women and children if 
it gravitates to the publican’s till? 

It would be interesting to know what proportion of 
recent gains finds its way to the hard-working wives or 
filters through to the meagrely-clad children. 

Statistics unfortunately go to show that prosperity 
spells drink, and though we may be becoming more sober 
as a nation, there is still far too much money spent on 
liquor. Does the trade union take any steps to remedy 
this state of affairs? Does it ever offer a rebate on its 
subscriptions to total abstainers? It ought to be good 
business for the union by ensuring regular and continu¬ 
ous payments. Our insurance companies do not hesitate 
to take advantage of man’s sobriety by conceding special 
rates for abstainers, with excellent results to themselves. 
Does the union ever seek to establish classes for cookery 
and domestic management to enable the admittedly large 
proportion of ignorantly thriftless wives to make the in¬ 
creased wage go further? Does it concern itself with 
the welfare of the children among whom it may expect 
to recruit its future members? Would it not be to its 
advantage to recognise, even in a small way, the best- 
kept house, the smartest turned-out family among its 
members? Would it be going too far to offer pecuniary- 
assistance to some bright lad or girl who showed special 
talent in a particular direction? All such departures 
would surely ensure a wider scope of usefulness to the 
institution and help to bind its members more closely 
to it. In respect of shorter hours, can any one contend 
that the disastrous loss of time, money and temper in¬ 
volved in securing an extra hour of leisure is justified by- 
the spectacle of the worker loafing in his accustomed 
haunt an hour before his usual time? Had we not 
unanimous evidence during the recent coal strike of the 
utter inability of the striker to fill in time otherwise than 
by lounging, hands in pockets, with a vacuous look on 
his face? Is it to increase his period of ennui that the 
trade and capital of the country is to be upset, in some- 
cases permanently? 

What is the union doing to help matters? On prin¬ 
ciple leisure is an excellent thing, and in reason let the 
British working-man have as much as possible, but is 
it too much to expect that the society which engineers 
such conflicts shall see to it that its members are at least 
put in the way of employing the time gained in a rational 
manner? Must it all be added to the already undue time 
devoted to the consumption of alcoholic liquor, to betting 
on the merits of the whippet, the racehorse, or the foot¬ 
ball match? 

Surely evening classes for the study of the ever present 
labour problems, not conducted by fluent windbags, but 
by scientific men of the day, would not come amiss? 

The unions complain that their members get out of 
hand and force strikes upon the executive. Can they 
wonder at it? Do the unions ever seek to counteract the 
specious reasoning of the street corner spouter or of the 
flamboyant Press by inaugurating an examination by their 
members into the merits of trade economics, more especi¬ 
ally in relation to international competition? Instead of 
encouraging Lancashire to spend its annual savings in the 
grand spree at the Isle of Man, do the unions ever pro¬ 
mote a Continental holiday to open the eyes of the workers 
to the merits and defects of their foreign brothers-in- 
arms? 

Could the spare hour not be devoted with advantage to 
reading clubs, carving clubs, gardening, painting (why 
should the working man not be taught not only to appre¬ 
ciate but to execute art?), and the dozens of other sub¬ 
jects all tending to the moral and physical well-being of 
the artisan? 

Do the unions promote any of these things? It may 
be said that other bodies cater for the welfare of their 
members, and that in any case they could not interfere 
with the liberty of the subject. 

Such an excuse comes badly from a body which un¬ 
failingly applies coercion where non-unionists arc con- 
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cerned. Are any other institutions in as good a position 
to inaugurate such beneficent schemes as the trades unions 
of England, with their huge membership and accumula¬ 
tions of capital? It may be that headquarters have neither 
the ability nor the desire to branch out in the directions 
indicated. 

In view of recent strike performances the former is 
open to doubt, but if something is not done soon to 
counteract the unreasoning frenzy of the worker and to 
lead him into the calmer waters of reality, it is fairly 
certain that the power of the unions will be broken, while 
their members will come under the lash of stern necessity 
and realise too late the truth of the adage, 44 Force is no 
remedy.** I am, Sir, yours faithfully, 

R. J. Turner. 

MOUNTAIN CLIMBING. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—As your reviewer of my book, 44 High Mountain 
Climbing in Peru and Bolivia,’* to whom I extend sincere 
thanks for many favourable comments, was annoyed by 
my writing 44 indians,” permit me to explain my reason 
for so doing. Americans are natives of America. Indians 
are not natives of India. I am aware that the West 
Indies were mistaken for the East, but the application 
now is rather far-fetched. Indians seem to include all 
kinds of people anywhere who are not white, black, or 
yellow, though some in South America are whiter than 
many Europeans. The gentleman himself speaks of 
44 their common appellation.** That is it exactly—it is 
common. We write 44 negroes ’* generally with a small 
letter, I have also observed “whites**; why not 
44 indians ’*? Being accustomed to 44 indios *’ in Spanish, 
44 indians ** looked natural, and there seemed to be a 
reason for it. True, in Spanish we have also 44 ameri- 
canos,” but in one book at least I saw 44 indios ** with 
44 Quichuas and Aymaras ’* on the same page. In some 
English book recently I also saw 44 indians **; but if many 
persons are annoyed I will write Indians in future. I am 
no spelling reformer, and could almost strangle the people 
who write 44 thru.** 

Now may I present a query? Why is it like a woman 
to think, 44 I have beaten you at last, and I shall never 
have to go up there again **? If Fitzgerald had suc¬ 
ceeded in reaching the top of Aconcagua, does the gentle¬ 
man fancy that he would have wanted to go again? 
Does he suppose that the Himalayan climbers who have 
gained their summits would care to repeat the ascents? 
If they wish to do more, there are other peaks to scale, 
as also in South America. 

In Switzerland climbing is fun. I would have done 
the Matterhorn again two days later if I had had 44 money 
to burn.** But above 15,000 feet—at least 18,000 feet— 
climbing is hard work, though there may be pleasure in 
the accessories. After five vain attempts and, far worse, 
a ten years* struggle to obtain the necessary funds, one 
may reasonably be thankful that it need not be done 
again, even without that perilous descent on the sixth 
and victorious climb and the sad condition of one guide. 

Nor was the reward so much in getting higher than 
any other resident American, though a world’s record, 
had the mountain been lofty enough, would have been 
pleasing. Mummery, I believe it was, said that the joy 
of climbing was in the conquest. Mine included the 
accomplishment after many years, despite sneers and 
accusations of insanity, of what I had undertaken : the 
proof that I had not over-estimated my own ability. 

But is trying for a record peculiarly American? I had 
an idea that the British have been rather keen about them 
in mountain climbing. I remember hearing of an 
Englishman who said he had to go back to Interlaken 
to climb one more mountain. It was a beastly bore. 
Then he would have finished up the Oberland, and should 
never go there again. 

Another point, the last. Would the reviewer be so 
very kind as to answer this question : Is there anything 
whatever in the line of physical or intellectual achieve¬ 
ment which would, in his eyes, advance even a little bit 
the theory of the equality of the sexes; and, if so, What 

is it? I have my doubts. Surely he should not shirk a 
reply. Annie S. Peck. 

Hotel Gerard, West 44th Street, 
New York, May 15, 1912. 

44 WHO ’* OR 44 WHICH,’* Etc. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—I have read with interest the discussion in your 
columns of the use of which in 44 Our Father which art in 
Heaven,** particularly in the explanation quoted by Mr. 
Murison from Alford’s 44 Queen’s English.** This ex¬ 
planation, while ingenious, appears to me to be unneces¬ 
sarily recondite in view of the fact that the use of which 
for who was not at all uncommon at the time when the 
King James version of our Bible was written. I have no 
doubt that it can be found in many works of that period, 
but as an example ready to hand, the third chapter of 
the first book of Florio’s translation of Montaigne 
begins :— 

44 Those which still accuse men for ever gaping after 
future things, and go about to teach us, to take hold 
of present fortunes, and settle ourselves upon them, as 
having no hold of that which is to come. ...” 

Sincerely, 
Robert J. Shores, 

New York, May 27, 1912. Editor, The Idler. 
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Notes of the Week 
THE passing of Lord Loreburn as a'Minister 

is matter for national regret. In any remarks 
we shall make we wish to disclaim in the 

strongest manner any implied reflection on Lord Hal¬ 
dane, whom we view as a very able and honest Minister, 
and one whose sane and courageous attitude in the 
domain of our relations with Germany is a national 
asset of the highest value. Lord Loreburn was un¬ 
doubtedly a pillar of character, and as such he was a 
factor whose value the Government should have been 
especially anxious to retain. In September, 1910, we 
wrote:— 

There are two men in the Government who, in our 
opinion, demand unusual respect. We refer to Lord 
Loreburn and Mr. Burns. Here are men of power¬ 
ful character. 

* * * * * 

Lord Loreburn has been the target for virulent 
howls from the Socialist mob who are the rag, tag, 
and bobtail of the once great Liberal party. His 
crime, as would be expected, is his honesty. He 
declines to appoint a street-corner politician to the 
Magisterial Bench, simply because his heroics are 
directed against the foundations of society. 

We reproduce this passage because we believe it repre¬ 
sents the truth. Lord Loreburn has not to reproach 
himself on the ground of appointments made by him 
to the judiciary of the country. We offer him our 
sympathy on the company which he has been keeping, 
and our congratulations on his emancipation from it. 
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Men’s lives in this country are, it would appear, to be 
occupied in filling up Government forms, sticking 
stamps, and levying taxes, of which they disapprove, 
on their servants. 

Freedom ! which in no other land will thrive— 

Freedom ! an English subject’s sole prerogative. 

So wrote Dryden in the seventeenth century; a revised 
version is necessary to-day. The National Insurance 
Act is being administered in advance in a very irritating 
manner in relation to Friendly Societies. In addition 
to all the loss and vexation which the virtual suppres¬ 
sion of at least the smaller societies is entailing, the 
Registry of Friendly Societies is demurring to accepting 
the decisions of the Associations to wind-up. After 
persons, who are qualified to judge, have decided that 
the Societies in which they are interested must cease 
to exist, and the necessary forms have been applied 
for, the Registry send out a manifolded circular in¬ 
quiring whether applicants know their own minds 
and offering to supply a bundle of pamphlets on appli¬ 
cation. The members are informed that 44 there is no 
reason why any Society should be dissolved as a result 
of the National Insurance Act.” Pious opinions of an 
official are added as to the really exalted position which 
Societies will occupy under the Act We understand 
that the officials of the Registry have been told to mind 
their own business, and to forward forms when they are 
applied for without comment 

Before we have recovered from the surprises of the 
Futurists another division of the realms of art is an¬ 
nounced—this time from Montmartre—under the title 
of the44 Unicolourists.” Its members have discovered that 
our art suffers from 44 too much colour,” and, in order to 
present Nature as she is, they wear spectacles of a tint 
to suit their special mood. The altogether blue 
landscape (pace Whistler) does not make any violent 
appeal to us, and the yellow seascape might lead to 
rather distressing results when gazed upon for long by 
persons subject to emotional moments on a Channel 
crossing. About the only good point apparent in the 
whole melancholy business is the probability of a sharp 
increase in trade with the opticians. 

We have received several numbers of the Bookfellow, 
a capital little Australasian monthly which specialises 
in reviewing. The issue for May, just to hand, has some 
exceptionally interesting articles, and a good discussion, 
evidently inspired by a capable brain, of 44 The Austra¬ 
lian Stage and G. B. Shaw,” in which we are informed 
that 44 Shaw is scattered on the sands of yesterday,” 
and that 44 it is no longer a privilege to watch him 
foaming in Australia.” 44 Your true satirist is good- 
natured,” says the writer—hitting the bull’s-eye at once 
—44 and his laughter has a hearty echo that is not heard 
in Shaw’s gallery of glittering sneers.” Australia is 
moving in matters literary when she can produce a clever 
critical review such as the Bookfellow; we congratulate 
the unknown editor on his contributors and his general 

scheme, and wish him well. 
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The Saint of Misrule 

K. McKENNA has not played many parts, but his 
record is uniform. At the Admiralty he was 

not devoid of ideas, he worked well for the Navy, and 
not without a measure of success. Unfortunately—a 
good enough Minister for humdrum times—he was in 
the main a failure, because he could not respond to 
critical necessities, he had not the compelling force 
which meets and defeats crisis. 

Mr. McKenna’s predecessor at the Home Office, a 
man of a wholly different mould of character, was lament¬ 
ably abortive because the position did not give him 
the opportunity of exercising his compelling powers until 
quite the end of his regime. Moved to the Admiralty, 
Mr. Churchill bids fair to prove a Minister of authority 
who will not only realise the necessities of the hour, 
but will also wield the authority, and exhibit the strength 
and dominating influence which will impel the Govern¬ 
ment and the nation to adopt the measures which the 
situation demands. 

Mr. McKenna, transferred from a position which 
called for powers which he did not possess, has been 
installed in an office less suited perhaps to his tempera¬ 
ment than the Admiralty. 

The stern and rigid administration of the law at a time 
when elements of disorder are apparent on all hands is 
eminently distasteful to him. The pupil—we had almost 
written puppet—of Mr. Lloyd George in Mr. Asquith’s 
absence, he has with Mr. Asquith’s return been led to a 
clearer view of his duty as the Minister responsible 
for the maintenance of law and order. That he will 
ever act with the vigour and decision which the occa¬ 
sion demands, is to expect him to belie his whole past. 

No doubt the accession to the Cabinet of Sir Rufus 
Isaacs tends distinctly to an abatement of the inertia 
which would always be antecedently probable in a 
man of the Home Secretary’s views and predilections. 
We have hope that a mind open to and unable to resist 
pressure will, under the influence of the Prime Minister 
and the Attorney-General, be brought to realise the 
fundamental duties of his office. Should Mr. McKenna 
still be incapable of understanding the action which is 
urgently necessary in the circumstances of the hour and 
the day, the demand will be irresistible that a Minister 
—whose views are those of a Lord of Misrule—shall be 
replaced by a man of other attributes. 

We have repeatedly since the Coal Strike expressed 
the opinion that the Strike as a weapon of the worker 
had received deadly hurt, and the sway of the Syndical¬ 
ist would no longer continue unquestioned. If we were 
justified in that opinion, as accumulating evidence ap¬ 
pears to prove, firmness on the part of the Government 
in the defence of freedom of labour is more than ever 

imperative. 

A large minority—or it may be a majority—of workers 
—both Union and non-union—have too long been slaves 
to menace. They are rebelling, and it is the office of the 
Government—if it claims to be a Government—to give 
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these workers every protection and support in the 
healthy attitude which they desire to adopt 

It is at a juncture such as this that the Home Secre¬ 
tary exerts all his powers to bring processes of law into 
disrepute. Lenient sentences are reduced with unctuous 
piety to absurdities. The worker who demands, as is 
his right, protection from molestation, and the employer 
who demands, as is#his right, to continue his enterprise 
in accordance with existing agreements, are warned that 
protection can only be given in cases which, in Mr. 
McKenna’s opinion, are free from the element of provo¬ 
cation. Who endowed Mr. McKenna with a dispensing 
power, and whence did he derive adequate intelligence 
to exercise such a power ? There is one primary duty of 
a Government which admits of no qualification—it is to 
maintain liberty and freedom, even if hireling followers 
lose their job. 

The Home Secretary will, as we go to publication, 
be in the act of making such defence as his conduct 
admits of, and it is not w*orth while to run into more 
space in criticising his administration of his office. 

The pronounced disinclination which is being exhi¬ 
bited by labour to obey the rescripts of interested and 
ignorant leaders whose personal toil is as negligible as 
their vanity is colossal, is evidence that a glimmering of 
the truth is at last enlightening the working-classes. There 
are some m£n who advise the worker—as distinguished 
from the shirker—who may lay claim to balanced judg¬ 
ment. Mr. Philip Snowden is such a man, and it is very 

gratifying to us to find that, approaching the difficulties 
which exist from a standpoint diametrically opposite to 
our own, he arrives at the same conclusion. Mr. Snow¬ 
den writes: “The strike gets less public sympathy 
to-day than formerly, because of the general feeling 
that disputes ought to be settled by conciliation and 
arbitration.” We entirely concur, and what is of imme¬ 
diate importance is that open-air meetings of miners in 
the Barnsley district have been in unmistakable concord 
with the sentiment 

The reply of the Syndicalist has been that the case 
against the strike has been presented unfairly and fron: 
the employers' point of view. The miners we have re¬ 
ferred to need not have cheered if they had thought so. 
the workers in many parts of the country who are resist¬ 
ing the blandishments of Tower Hill Catilines of a 
vulgar breed need not have adopted that attitude, Mr. 
Snowden need not have written: — 

From one point of view it is very extraordinary 

that in this dock strike it is the men who are demand¬ 

ing the setting up of machinery for settling labour 

disputes without strikes. This is a curious outcome 

of Syndicalism. Last year the policy was to u*r 

the strike and to reject conciliation. It has taker, 

but a very short experience of that policy to convinct 

the saner workmen of its folly and futility. The utter 

failure of the strike to gain any substantial benefit.' 
for the wage-earners has been amply demonstrat'd 

by every one of the disputes of the last twehr 

months. The present strike in the transport trad<. 
is caused by the fact that the gains which were sup- 
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posed to have been secured by the strike of last July 
have proved illusory. 

The truth is that after a long period of discord be¬ 
tween capital and labour there are signs that concord 
is approaching. What is to the detriment of all, and the 
advantage of none—except professional agitators— 
cannot for long beguile a people endowed with common- 
sense. Matters will mend, if the Government repress, as 
is their duty, the disorderly elements which are to be 
found in every community. CECIL COWPER. 

Maurice Maeterlinck—I 

By Frank Harris. 

THERE is nothing very new to be said of Maurice 
Maeterlinck’s work. While still a young man he had 

won place as an European celebrity. Plays like the 
“ Princesse Maleine ” and " Pell6as et Melisande ” were 
known at once and appreciated by the dozen or so 
lettered readers who are to be found in every capital. 
And the judgment of these refined jurors is very like the 
judgment of posterity in sympathetic comprehension. 

In spite of these early successes Maeterlinck has 
gone on working, and in " La Vie des Abeilles” and " Le 
_ • 

Tr6sor des Humbles,” in " Monna Vanna,” and “La 
Magdalena” he has given record of the various stages 
of his soul’s growth. Since the death of Tolstoi he is 
incomparably the most interesting figure in modern 
Europe. Yet when one surveys the whole of his work 
one is tempted to doubt whether he will excite as much 
interest twenty years hence. His most characteristic 
and perhaps his best works so far are “ La Vie des 
Abeilles,” “ Le Tresor des Humbles,” and the play 
“ La Magdalena.” Is there in them that fount of new 
truth or rare beauty which ensures perdurable renown? 

The boundaries of art are continually being extended 
and new fields added to her wide domain: Rousseau and 
Byron made descriptions of natural beauty a part of 
literature and in our time the rights of citizenship, so 
to speak, have been conferred on the so-called lower 
animals. Fabre in France and Kipling in England have 
dramatised for us the tragedies of speechless suffering. 

This growth of sympathy and appreciation has 
its own peculiar charm, which is heightened by 
the novelty of the appeal: but I do not feel 
sure that the work done in these outlying new 
fields is as valuable and enduring as work done 
in the centre. The one subject for the artist which can 
never grow old, or fall out of fashion or lose its pristine 
and permanent interest for us all is man. Whatever has 
to do with humanity is of palmary importance: the 
heart does not alter or change: it is the same yesterday, 
to-day, and forever. Paint a picture of a girl’s love 
better than the Antigone, call her Francesca and confine 
her in Hell, or Gretchen and condemn her to madness 
and prison, still the picture will delight everyone age 
after age, and confer immortality on its author. Would 
one say as much of a scene which describes the loves or 
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fears or hatreds of one of the lower animals ? I do not 
think so. 

There are superb qualities in the “ Life of the Bees” 
of Maeterlinck; chapters in which he shows himself a 
great naturalist; others, like "Le Vol Nuptial,” in 
which he unfolds all his poetic gift; but one never thinks 
of re-reading the book, and as soon as it is read it begins 
to fade out of memory. It is a charming and informative 
book which we are delighted to have read; but there is 
nothing of permanent interest in it, no pages to which 
we can return again and again with vivid feeling as we 
return to the loves of Francesca and of Gretchen. 

" Le Tr6sor des Humbles ” gives us the measure of 
the writer. In his earliest dramas, in "La Princesse 
Maleine,” as in " Pell6as et Melisande,” Maeterlinck 
won our hearts by a certain mysticism, a northern atmo¬ 
sphere, so to speak, of mist which lent a vague sym¬ 
bolism and spirituality to his personages while clothing 
his immaterial imaginings with the majesty of purple 
shadows. 

In these days of logical and clear materialism 
when even a poet like Matthew Arnold could write 
“ miracles do not happen,” though it would be far truer 
and more scientifically exact to say that the life of 
man is one long miracle, Maeterlinck’s early dramas 
came with something of the force of a revelation. Some¬ 
how or other he had managed to drape his slight and 
insubstantial figures with the magic of the Beyond, the 
wonder of the Unknown, and all hearts beat high with 
the hope that at length a Prophet-seer had come who 
might give us a new interpretation of the Divine. 

“ La Vie des Abeilles ” brought us from the tiptoe of 
expectance to a more reasonable attitude, and “ Monna 
Vanna ” and the translation of " Macbeth ” keyed our 
hope still lower; but at length in “ Le Tr6sor des 
Humbles ” Maeterlinck returned to his early inspiration, 
and in a series of essays gave a reasoned explanation 
of the faith that is in him. His first essay consisted of 
an elaboration of what Carlyle and Emerson have said 
about " Silence ” with a slight though characteristic 
addition: " Without silence,” Maeterlinck says, " love 
itself would have neither savour nor perfume of eternity. 
We have all known those sacred moments when lips 
separate and souls draw together without words: we 
should seek them ceaselessly. (// faut les rechercher 
sans cesse.) There is no silence so docile as this silence 
of love, and in truth it is the only silence which belongs 
to us mortals. The other great silences of death and 
dolour and destiny are not under our control. . . .” 

The greater part of this " Treasury of the Humble ” 
is made up of essays on some of the great mystics, on 
Ruysbroeck, on Moralis, on Emerson. I should like to 
be able to say that Maeterlinck had added something 
to this Temple not made with hands; but I have not 
found a single addition, nor even an explanation of any 
obscure statement. Maeterlinck is content simply to 
restate this or that thought which has pleased him and 
so to furnish himself with a suit of clothes, so to speak, 
pieced together from various royal wardrobes. It is 
true he does realise that the soul has a speech of its 
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own; but he calls this speech silence; whereas silence 
is only a condition, and not even a necessary condition, 
of its audibility. But just because he feels this elemen¬ 
tary truth his language now and then assumes a peculiar 
pathos and wins a new spiritual significance. He tells 
us that “the souls of all our brethren are perpetually 
following us about mutely imploring from us some sign 
of recognition, some kiss of sympathy. But most of us 
never dare to reply to the beseeching invocation. It is 
the misfortune of our existence that we thus live 
separated from our souls and fearful or ashamed of their 
tremulous noble desires.” But how different this tenta¬ 
tive statement is from the language of the true seers, 
how different and how inferior; how pale and weak and 
hesitating. Maeterlinck is certain that “ the writings of 
the mystics contain some of the purest and most brilliant 
gems in the treasure-house of humanity,” but he has 
not added to the store: he is a Moses, so to speak, to 
whom it has not been given to enter the Promised Land. 
He can only survey it from afar, and his account of it 
is of hearsay and not of direct vision; it is that of a 
stranger, and not that of one of God's spies. 

But perhaps in suggesting this qualification we are 
asking too much of the artist: it is certain that Maeter¬ 
linck is at his best when creating and not criticising or 
reporting. His play of the “ Magdalene” touches a 
higher note than he has reached in any essay. The 
story as he tells it is of the simplest. The Magdalene 
is pursued by a Roman general who proposes to her the 
usual bargain of the French stage: “If you will give 
yourself to me,” he says roundly, “ your prophet shall be 
set at liberty.” The woman hesitates for a while ; but at 
length tells her unfortunate suitor that what he suggests 
is out of the question. “ It is the Prophet himself/* she 
declares, “ who has made all such bargains forever 
impossible and shameful.” By virtue of Jthis one word, 
as beautiful as it is profoundly true, the “ Magdalene ” 
of Maeterlinck lifts herself into the serener air and wins 

enduring importance 
With the exception of recent photographs, Maeter¬ 

linck can best be seen, I think, in that caricature 
by Max Beerbohm which appeared some years ago, if 
I am not mistaken, in Vanity Fair. Everyone knows 
the presentment of the big stout man in Norfolk jacket, 
knickerbockers and gaiters, with a lighted cigar in his 
hand and an air of infantile astonishment on the chubby 
face with the embryonic moustache and bulging fore¬ 
head. There is something ineffective, lumbering, in the 
expression, and a something truculent as well, and this 
truculence is rendered subtly enough by the left hand 
thrust deep in the pocket of the knickers, and by the 
heavy thumb which holds aloft the lighted cigar. 

Maeterlinck’s writings do not prepare one for fum¬ 
bling ineffectiveness, and still less for truculence: the 
tone of them is uniformly persuasive, ingratiating, poetic, 
so much so indeed that when you meet the man, you 
are apt to be a little surprised by his self-assured 
manner, which is prone to become a trifle aggressive. 
In my next essay I shall tell of my meetings with 
Maeterlinck and try to render the impression his per¬ 
sonality made upon me. 
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Statistical Monographs 

THE lot of the candidate for parliamentary honours 
is not a very happy one in these days of universal 

education, when the masses now possess a working 
knowledge of political questions unheard of a generation 
ago. The range of subjects which come under the 
candidate’s purview has enormously extended- The 
vast increase in social legislation, inaugurated by Mr. 
Lloyd George, brought forward without adequate 
consideration or examination, and passed through 
Parliament almost before the country has had time to 
grasp what the change will mean, has rendered it 
absolutely essential that the politician and public 
speaker should be able to meet the numerous fallacies 
of these social reformers and millennium miracle workers 
with facts and statistics which prove conclusively the 
instability of the foundation on which the vast majority 
of the present Government’s legislation rests. Such 
facts and figures are rendered absolutely essential to 
the Conservative candidate and member or public 
speaker if he is going to make any headway at all 
against the false statistics and ill-drawn facts which fill 
the armoury of almost every speaker on Liberal or 
Socialist platforms. A great many candidates have 
been placed in very awkward positions at the end of a 
meeting when they found themselves faced by a multi¬ 
tude of questions, quite simple to answer in themselves, 
if only they had had it in their power to lay their hands 

on the required information. 

It surpasses the powers of mind of any individual, 
however brilliant, to carry in his head the figures dealing 
with every single question which crops up at a general 
election. Yet that is what is expected of the unfor 
tunate candidate who finds himself confronted by lines 
of eager people, all of whom have been devoting the 

laborious study of months to making themselves experts 
in some particular line. Thus the candidate is supposed 
to have expert knowledge of every subject which each 
Socialist agitator or Radical questioner has been making 
a special study of, and unless he is ready to give the 
right answer, or to turn the issue by some sleight of 
intellect, the laugh is sure to be against him, and a voice 
is sure to say, “ Why do you come ’ere if you don’t know 
anything about it ? ” 

It is to supply the candidate with a digest of informa¬ 
tion on all important political topics of the day that 
these statistical monographs have been called into exist¬ 
ence. They have hitherto been issued under the direc¬ 
tion of Mr. W. H. Mallock from the offices of the 
London Municipal Society, after a scheme for supplying 
them had been inaugurated at a meeting at Lansdowne 
House in April, 1911 ; but in future they will be issued 
under the same direction from the offices of the Libertv 

• 

and Property Defence League, 25, Victoria Street, 
Westminster. 

The importance of the work which Mr. Mallock has 
undertaken cannot be over-estimated. As he himself 
so truly writes in a short memorandum on the subject, 
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“ The railway strike of the last, and the coal strike of 
the present year have shown with unparalleled clearness 
the importance of attacking the evils of the Socialist 
agitation at their source. If one fact has recently been 
made more clear than another, it is that the work of 
this agitation is mainly carried on by the use of false 
statistics with regard to the amount of wealth produced 
and producible in this country, and the manner in which 
it is at present distributed. By such means masses of 
the industrial population are inflamed with impossible 
hopes and exasperated by artificial resentments, and 
the only effective method of counteracting such results 
as these is that of meeting the fallacies of the agitators 
with true facts and figures, given in detail, and properly 
authenticated by official and other equally unimpeach¬ 
able evidence.” Mr. Mallock and his associates are 
doing a great work in supplying the public speaker with 
the information which is so essential to him. It is 
obviously quite impossible for every individual to work 
up these figures for himself. The result would be chaos, 
and each would in all probability arrive at an opposite 
conclusion. The spade work in preparing figures for 
use on the platform can only be done by trained 
analytical minds, but the result is a priceless mine of 
information from which the rough ore has been taken 
and only the gold allowed to remain 

We would like to say a word on the manner in which 
the work is being carried out Each monograph deals 
with a separate subject, embodying in a form for 
immediate use digested information with regard to it, 
accompanied by references to authorities and clear 
explanations of the manner in which the general results 
are reached. The monographs are all inter-related, and 
will be accompanied by analytical catalogues and 
indexes. Already twenty-one have been issued, and 
many others will be shortly ready for distribution. 

The monographs are not on sale to the public, but 
are supplied privately to annual subscribers as issued. 
The annual subscription for one set of copies is one guinea. 

For a subscription of five guineas, ten complete sets of 
copies can be supplied. Additional sets can be obtained 
at the same rate. By the end of the current year the 
series will probably comprise from thirty to forty mono¬ 
graphs. This is a remarkable piece of work when one 
considers the immense, almost incalculable, amount of 
material which had to be examined and sifted by the 
compilers. All communications and subscriptions 
should be addressed to Mr. Frederick Millar, Liberty 
and Property Defence League, 25, Victoria Street, 
Westminster. 

The Central Conservative Association has undertaken 
to supply copies to all their agents and local offices. 

We would strongly advise every Conservative 
politician and public speaker to become an annual 
subscriber, and to study carefully each monograph as 
he requires it for immediate use. In one short hour of 
concentrated reading is found an able digest of the 
labour of months of patient research and skilled 
analysis. 

REVIEWS 

Two Poets and an Age Between 

The Poems of John Cleveland. Annotated and correctly 
printed for the first time with Biographical and 
Historical Introductions by John M. Berdan, Ph.D. 
(Henry Frowde. 5s. 6d. net.) 

Prospero, and Other Poems. By William Gerard. 

(Elkin Mathews. 3s. 6d. net.) 

T will probably come as something of a surprise to the 

majority of unsophisticated persons who pretend to 
an interest in the Muse that a certain John Cleveland, a 
contemporary of Milton, was in his own time hailed as 
“ this eminent poet, the wit of our age.” We remember, 
of course, that the same age lauded Waller to the dero¬ 
gation of Shakespeare, and are tempted to an amused 
reverie at the vagaries of criticism. At all events, we 
can admire the industry evidenced in Mr. Berdan's 
resurrection, which, as a thesis for a doctorate, is a very 
thorough-going and creditable piece of work. But most 
of us, in this present age, when every other man we 
meet has his own little Parnassus in the back garden, 
have little time for or interest in revivals. Milton, of 
course, we know, Herrick we have dallied with, and, if 
we can claim acquaintance with Donne, we begin to feel 
quite flatteringly erudite. Yet for the student this 
almost forgotten poet can plead his importance. He 
moulded the style of the immortal author of “ Hudibras,” 
he has pretensions to being the father of the English 
satirists, he was the inventor of a stanza since graced 
by Scott and by Swinburne, and he certainly set a 
fashion in his own day. Pa/mam qui meruit ferat. It 
is of interest, also, to the general dabbler in literature 
that Cleveland vied with Milton in an elegy to the 
drowned Edward King, whose immortality, however, is 
like to rest on Milton's poem alone. 

But when we read him as we would a poet of our 
own day, Cleveland’s notes come strangely, and we often 
feel the incipient yawn. Indeed, as Mr. Berdan naively 
remarks, “ We of this age applaud what were the failures 
of his time.” This is not difficult to understand, after 
all, for Cleveland attained his popularity through his 
political verse, and not only has political verse gone 
out of fashion, but its interest is necessarily ephemeral. 
The scintillating wit that was so acclaimed by Cleve¬ 
land's contemporaries no longer flashes for us, and the 
biting satire has lost its keen tang of personal interest 
Cleveland was the last of the curiously termed " meta¬ 
physical ” school. He delighted to crowd his verses 
with metaphors, daring conceits, and plays upon words, 
and this gives the impression of artificiality to modem 
minds. Furthermore, his verses were in no way remark¬ 
able for their thought. Mr. Berdan gives as one of his 
poet's prime characteristics “ the ability to speak grace¬ 
fully when there was nothing to be said,” and estimates 
him as one who had the faculty for giving “ brilliant 
expression to common convictions.” Both these quali¬ 
ties, of course, are quite admirable for the production 
of pleasing exercises, but they scarcely contain the germ 
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of immortality. Of all this laboriously compiled volume 
there are perhaps but two poems, or three at most, 
which on the score of poetic merit we should feel 
justified in conserving. “ Fuscara, or the Bee Errant,” 
is a pretty example of the high-flown amorous verse of 
the period. “To the State of Love ” is similar, and 
has some whimsical conceits; while “ Mark Antony ” 
deserves to survive for its pleasing measure: — 

When as the nightingale chanted her vespers 

And the wild forester couched on the ground, 

Venus invited me in th’ evening whispers 

Unto a fragrant field with roses crowned, 

Where she before had sent 

My wishes complement; 

Unto my heart’s content 

Played with me on the green. 
Never Mark Antony 

Dallied more wantonly 

With the fair Egyptian Queen. 

To the scholars we will willingly leave the rest—even 
to the pretentious genealogical tree which figures as an 
appendix. 

Mr. William Gerard's will not be a new name to some, 
for this is by no means his first volume. Modest and 
somewhat old-fashioned in format (it recalls some of the 
earlier editions of Tennyson), it yet has substance that 
should be grateful to those who like the serious vein, 
and do not ask for mere bagatelles that can be absorbed, 
so to speak, at a genteel sip. For Mr. Gerard cannot 
be taken otherwise than at your leisure. If we sought 
a modern contrast to the seventeenth century “ meta¬ 
physical” trifler, we could not well hit on a better 
than he. Mr. Gerard has evidently graduated in the 
school of Browning, but his lines are more closely inter¬ 
woven with image and fancy, and he has a distinct 
quality of his own. His spirit is scarcely that of the 
traditional “ minor ” poet; he does not hesitate to 
attack great themes seriously and with breadth of view. 
Thus, in “ The Poet and the Rose,” the most consider¬ 
able poem in the book, he takes the rose as symbol of 
the universe, the sum and centre of human questioning, 
the node where all men’s aspirations, yearnings, quests 
of the infinite beauty, infinite truth, infinite power, meet. 
The artist, the saint, the “ bludgeon-man,” the dreamer, 
the poet—each in his own way is the slave of the rose, 
drawing from its core at once his dream and his assur¬ 
ance. “ Prospero ” may be taken as an address to the 
poetic imagination which on the dull foundation of the 
world of sense rears the ethereal structure of the spirit. 

Mr. Gerard is never trivial, never banal; his verse is 
dignified and its quality sustained. He sometimes puts 
a severe tax on attention, however, for he has patent 
faults. Apparently swept away by impetuous fancy and 
branching thought, his sentences are apt to become un¬ 
wieldy and over-weighted with parentheses. To give 
an extreme instance, on pages 44 to 47 we have 32 
breathless lines without a full stop, while on page 9 is 
a passage so involved that after a score of trials we 
have been compelled to give it up in despair. A special 
reading course of Browning’s “ Sordello ” and the later 

writings of Mr. Henry James would doubtless help to 
unlock these. In sober truth, we could almost have 
imagined in one or two places that the author of “ The 
Golden Bowl ” himself had, in some super-Jamesian 
moment, “dropped into poetry.” At the same time 
there are passages of arresting beauty. Here are a 
few, almost at random:— 

So Merlin-wise thou breathest, as if now 

T'his were thy semblance, and in absence thou, 

Summon’d to sweeter sessions, scarce did’st keep 

The spell just trembling on the lips of sleep. 

(A Shakespearean suggestion in it, truly, but a charming 
variation.) 

. . . the eyes 
Widening to drear conception of their gaze, 

. . . mere effect, 
Set like a flush upon the cheek of thought, 
Making it visible. 

Popular Mr. Gerard can scarcely be, but he should cer¬ 
tainly meet with the modest satisfaction which he craves 
in his graceful “ Envoi,” which itself, unlike many of its 
kind, is worth quotation: — 

Verses ! ere the light wind takes you 

In lone ways, 

Thus in ancient style your maker 

Speeding, prays; 

Not for readers 

Be vain pleaders 

In these days ! 

Seek, but only seek one other, 

Since for him whose hand a brother 

Clasps always, 

In the million*d flux and reflux 

Something stays ! 

We think the “one other” is assured, and we should 
not be surprised if he were multiplied far beyond the 
poet’s prayer. 

A Treasure-Seeker in the Far East 

Ruins of Desert Cathay: Personal Narrative of Explora¬ 
tions in Central Asia and Westernmost China. By 
M. Aurel Stein. Two Vols. Illustrated. (Mac¬ 
millan and Co. 42s. net.) 

THOSE who have read Dr. M. Aurel Stein’s " Sand- 
buried Ruins of Khotan ” and “ Ancient Khotan ” will 
realise that the author united antiquarian research with 
the spirit of adventure; and never has he done so tc 
better advantage than in his latest work, “ Ruins of 

Desert Cathay.” These two superb volumes, with their 
coloured plates, reproductions of numerous photographs, 
folding panoramic views, and maps, present a record of 

travel and exploration that is likely to become a classic. 
Dr. Stein is very far from being a dry-as-dust His 

i enthusiasm, his indefatigable labour, his keen reverence 
for the mystery and glamour of the East, all contribute 
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to the fascination of these pages. Treasure-seekers 
always make a universal appeal, and their spell is 
supreme when they dig into the remote past and reveal 
something of the wisdom and beauty of a long-decayed 
civilisation. Dr. Stein’s work is full of romance. It has 
the personal charm of Marco Polo’s travels combined 
with the latest resources of antiquarian research. It 
is no exaggeration to say that each reader who is 
interested in the subject becomes, as it were, a member 
of Dr. Stein’s party. He feels something of the peril 
of crossing great snow-clad mountains and marching 
across the mighty desert, and feels, too, a thrill of 
pleasure when in an old temple the curtain of the past 
is raised, and in art, manuscript, or tablet he gains a 
fresh insight into the ancient manners and customs of 
the East 

At the Niya site ruins Dr. Stein made some interesting 
discoveries, including representations of Eros and 
Hermes. He writes: “To be greeted once more at 
these desolate ruins in the desert by tangible links with 
the art of Greece and Rome seemed to efface all dis¬ 
tance in time and space.” He also found wooden slips 
bearing exquisitely written Chinese characters. “ On 
one side of the slip the donor inscribed his name and 
the mention of his present and good wishes; on the 
other, the name or title of the recipient is indicated. In 
one case it is the mother of the king who presents.her 
gift and salutations to her son; in another, the wife 
of the hereditary prince sends them to one of the king’s 
wives, etc” In an enclosure an ancient heap of corn 
was discovered, with its sheaves in perfect preservation, 
and close by two mice overtaken by death in the very 
act of nibbling the grain. Concerning this great expanse 
of yellow dunes, marked with the posts of houses and 
ancient trees, Dr. Stein writes: “The feeling of being 
in an open sea was ever present, and more than once 
these remains, seen from a distance, curiously suggested 
the picture of a wreck reduced to the mere ribs of its 
timber. There was the fresh breeze, too, and the great 
silence of the ocean.” And yet from these dismal and 
apparently profitless ruins Dr. Stein discovered many 
beautiful carvings and a hidden archive of deeds and 
leases in reference to the houses, gardens, and orchards 
that once made gay the now barren sand. 

By the desolate shores of Lop-nor, among the ancient 
temples of Miram, Dr. Stein found a remarkably fine 
fresco of angels. He writes: “ It was thus that I came 
to note down also a little find of quasi-pathetic interest, 
the discovery at the foot of one of the larger fresco 
pieces of the feathers and bones of a pigeon, together 
with the remains of a nest. The bird must evidently 
have been killed by the collapse of the higher wall 
portion in which it had built its nest, and the fresco 
pieces found near it had probably adjoined the vaulting. 
By a strange irony of fate the poor bird, destined to 
become an archaeological witness, had found its last 
resting-place under the bust of a Buddha figure holding 
up his hand in the gesture which Buddhist iconography 
knows as that of ‘ protection.’ ” Other frescoes illustrate 
the life and teaching of the Lord Buddha. Some of the 
figures, however, are very far from suggesting the 
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austerities of religion; they reflect, rather, the pleasure 
of life—wine, flowers, love—presented in exquisite line 
and colour—gay faces that smile down upon the ruin?; 

and the great stretch of sand. The religion of the 
Buddhists and Egyptians is sombre, but both have on 
certain occasions swept their gods aside and made life 
a festal procession, and these wonderful frescoes 
illustrate the shout and triumph of life in sharp contrast 
to the meditations of Buddhist saints. 

The most interesting chapters in this book are those 
dealing with the “Caves of the Thousand Buddhas.” 
Wang Tao-shih, a Taoist priest, guarded these sacred 
shrines. In his way he loved his abode, patiently 
collected money from his followers, and spent it in 
restoring some of the shrines. It was rumoured that 
these caves contained precious manuscripts, and Dr. 
Stein and his excellent Chinese secretary, Chiang, were 
determined to investigate the matter. Their elaborate 
plans make entertaining reading. On the one side the 
genial, ignorant, and suspicious priest, and on the other 
the author and Chiang. The hidden archive was 
eventually discovered, but for the time being Dr. Stein 
considered it advisable to make investigations elsewhere. 
On his return to the caves, however, he found that the 
recess containing the sacred relics, originally guarded by 
a locked wooden door, “ was completely walled up with 
brickwork.” A less indefatigable traveller might at this 
point have become discouraged and abandoned further 
negotiations; but the author of the book seems to have 
taken a keener delight in the whole business with the 
increase of difficulties. By a curious coincidence he 
discovered in one of these ancient caves pictures illus¬ 
trating the travel and legend of his patron saint, Hsiian- 
tsang, described as “ a sort of saintly Munchausen.” The 
holy pilgrim was portrayed as being snatched up into 
the clouds by a demon, and restored to his companions 
by prayer and magic. He was also shown compelling 
a fierce dragon, which had swallowed his horse, to 
restore it again. No wonder Hsiian-tsang was Dr. 
Stein’s patron saint, for more than once the author 
crossed his track, and there was much in common be¬ 
tween the two men. The most interesting picture of 
this Chinese pilgrim represented him standing on the 
bank of a torrent, with his steed heavily laden with 
bundles of manuscripts, and a large turtle swimming 
towards the saint in order to help him carry over his 
precious burden. Dr. Stein lost no time in pointing out 
this picture to the wily priest The author writes: 
“ Here was clearly a reference to the twenty-pony-loads 
of sacred books and relics which the historical traveller 
managed to carry away safely from India. But would 
the pious guardian read this obvious lesson aright, an3 
be willing to acquire spiritual merit by letting me take 
to the old home of Buddhism some of the manuscripts 
which chance had placed in his keeping ? ” 

At length, however, the priest, no doubt influenced by 
the saintly Hsiian-tsang, yielded to Dr. Stein’s per¬ 
suasion, and the hidden chapel was opened. It revealed 
a wealth of rolls containing portions of canonical 
Buddhist texts, and those known as the Tanjur and 
Kanjur, a Sanskrit manuscript on palm leaves, etc. In 
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addition, there were many silk banners representing 
Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, and scenes from Buddhist 
legend. Many of these sacred manuscripts and banners 
are now in the British Museum, and some time must 
necessarily elapse before their full value and significance 
are ascertained. One of the banners, reproduced in 
Plate VI, is of special interest, and is thus described 
by Dr. Stein: 44 In the upper panel we have a repre¬ 
sentation of the dream of Queen Maya, Buddhas 
mother, which figures in the legend concerning her con¬ 
ception. Below we see the queen being carried in a 
litter to the Lumbini garden, where her son's birth was 
destined to take place. . . . Next follows the scene of 
Prince Gautama’s miraculous birth from the side of his 
mother. ... At the foot of the banner we see the 
miracle of Gautama’s first steps towards his mother, with 
lotuses springing up to mark the spots which the child’s 
feet have touched.” Plate VIII is a reproduction of a 
large Buddhist painting on silk. We notice that two 
of the Bodhisattvas have zig-zag halos in red, brown, 
blue, black, and yellow. Is this not a very rare and 
curious form of nimbus ? It suggests the extraordinary 
aura described by Mr. Leadbeter, and we trust that later 
on we shall obtain information in regard to these emana¬ 
tions, which, no doubt, have a symbolic meaning. 

We would fain linger over these rescued treasures, 
but sufficient has been said to indicate the aim and 
scope of this fascinating book. Marco Polo wrote, in 
describing the great 11 Desert of Lop ”: 44 There is a 
marvellous thing related of this desert, which is that, 
when travellers are on the move by night, and one of 
them chances to lag behind or to fall asleep or the like, 
when he tries to gain his company again he will hear 
spirits talking. . . . Even in the daytime one hears 
those spirits talking. And sometimes you shall hear 
the sound of musical instruments, and still more com¬ 
monly the sound of drums.” This is not a mere 
traveller’s tale, for verily the ghosts of the past linger 
over their buried civilisations, and in 44 Ruins of Desert 
Cathay ” Dr. Stein has revealed a strain or two of that 
old and haunting music of the East. 

Borrow 
The Life of George Borrow. By Herbert Jenkins. 

With a Frontispiece in Photogravure, and twelve 
other Illustrations. (John Murray. 10s. 6d. net.) 

Mr. Herbert Jenkins is, as custom demands, very 
courteous in his references to Dr Knapp’s large biography 
of Borrow, which till now has been the authority on the 
subject; but since we may use a candour that is not 
apparently permitted to him, we might just as well say 
in the forefront of this review that the best justification 
for his book is the hopeless inadequacy of the earlier 
work. Mr. Jenkins properly states with some pride that 
his book has gained by a great deal of information that 
did not lie to Dr. Knapp’s hand. His book, we are 
proudly told, is “ based upon new information not 
accessible elsewhere,” and it is not difficult to divine 
what that new information is; but he could not say, and 
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we therefore say it for him, that the good Dr. Knapp’s 
book is an impossible one. Like other biographers who 
have been anxious to miss nothing, the latter missed 
everything. Borrow is there, truly enough; but he has 
to be dug for, and it is not desirable that readers should 
be excavators. 

There are several quite noteworthy and mag¬ 
nificent biographies in the English language, of a 
literary merit far greater than Dr. Knapp’s, that have 
failed for no less a reason; and where their authors 
have failed it was not to be expected that the 
doctor would succeed. Consequently Mr. Jenkins’s 
biography comes to fill a need. Having before 
him the example of his predecessor, he is care¬ 
ful to avoid some of his more pernicious failures. 
For instance, the present book, while quite bulky, is 
within reasonable length, although Mr. Jenkins does not 
avoid the occasions, by the way, that call for elucidation. 
In style, too, it is simple and direct, though, perhaps, 
that style is neither supple nor subtle enough to carry 
off one or two of his attempts at flippancy. All the 
requisite information is there, and yet it never appears 
as either an unwieldy and undigested mass or as a 
difficult labyrinth. In all these features, so necessary 
to biographical work, Mr. Jenkins’s book stands out in 
marked contrast to Dr. Knapp’s; and it is, perhaps, not 
too much to say that, within its limits, it takes a place 
that will not be easily challenged—not because it is 
41 based on information that is not accessible elsewhere,” 
but because it uses its information, both old and new, 
in a simpler, more orderly, and less superfluous way. 

Indeed, it is this very completeness that sug¬ 
gests the natural criticism of it The story 
being conveyed through its course well and suc¬ 
cinctly, one realises the natural deficiencies of the 
method. It is the English method of biography, 
and Mr. Jenkins has followed the tradition observed by 
his predecessors, whether well or ill It is an opinion 
that is growing, possibly; nevertheless, growing or not 
growing, we venture to aver that the usual method of 
biography is not at all a desirable one. Biography, one 
would imagine, had one aim, and one aim only, that 
being the realisation of its subject and its revelation in 
act, word, and thought. The setting out of the orderly- 
course of a man’s life, with deftly chosen excerpts from 
his letters and conversations, may create that revelation, 
or it may not. It goes without saying that it has its 
place; but the important matter is that that place, in 
what we judge to be the true order of things, is sub¬ 
sequent and explanatory; instead of which, in many of 
the most famous and extolled examples of biographical 
work in English literature, it is the be-all and the end- 
all. It would be as well, perhaps, to choose an example, 
and the better if that example were a difficult one. For 
instance, one of the most extolled pieces of recent 
biographical work is Lord Morley’s 41 Life of Gladstone." 
So praised is it, so assured of its inevitable place in 
the scanty shelf of great biography, that it seems almost 
a sacrilege to criticise it. Yet what are the facts ? Glad¬ 
stone, we know, was a man, keen, eager, impetuous, 
furious to his end and quick in his aim, not a little 
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impatient, and angry most at Disraeli because of the 
Oriental marmoreal pose that so baffled him; so full of 
energy that nearly to the end of his days he ran up 
the Duke of York's steps three at a time because he 
had not the patience for two at a time. In contra¬ 
distinction to this, Lord Morle/s book is stately, 
dignified, and almost impassive in its great¬ 
ness. The question is, how can one be expressive of 
the other ? How can one portray and reveal the other ? 
It gives the sequence of events, truly enough; but does 
it in any way convince us of truth in the sense of 
showing us the man as he lived, loved, and laboured? 

Now it is in this sense that we feel that Mr. Jenkins's 
book is often inadequate. On its own grounds—that is 
to say, in the traditional English method of giving us 
the chronological sequence of events, and leaving it to 
suggest the man who passed through it—it is sometimes, 
though very rarely, at fault For instance, in Chapters 
IV and V event does not always link up with event, 
and consequently the mind is seeking to fill up a 
sequence that is neither stated nor hinted. It is true 
that in these chapters Mr. Jenkins is dealing with the 
most difficult period of Borrow's life—the period in 
which we are most dependent on his own well-coloured 
account as given in his books, and scraps of stray 
information that come to hand from those he met. 
Nevertheless, the straightforward account should be 
completed one way or another, if only by frankly stating 
precisely where the various gaps occur. Outside this 
period, however, no such gaps occur (or, at least, none 
have impressed themselves on us), and the sequence is 
complete. But we desire more than the sequence; we 
wish the man. Nor are we content with finding him; 
he should rise out in such relief from the canvas that 
we expect him the next instant to step forward and 
converse with us without the least shock. Borrow once 
lived, Falstaff never did; and yet we should be a great 
deal less surprised at meeting Falstaff than Borrow. Or 
rather—and this is the better test—we should know 
Falstaff; we should know what subjects to speak on, 
and what to avoid; but we should not feel so intimate 
with Borrow. 

It is admittedly a great thing to ask, but the point 
is that it is the important thing. One is reminded of 
it in the present book in a somewhat curious way. Bor¬ 
row was—in the Irish, not the English, sense—a humbug. 
He very frequently overreached himself; but he cer¬ 
tainly always overreached the worthy and Reverend 
Mr. Brandam. It may be said, too, that he very fre¬ 
quently overreaches Mr. Jenkins. When first he took 
up work for the Bible Society, his friends in Norfolk 
were frankly puzzled by it: if they could have read his 
exceedingly pious letters to the officials, they would 
have been even more puzzled The Rev. Mr. Brandam, 
it need scarcely be said, was highly satisfied: it took a 
good many years of the unction of this exceedingly 
zealous servant of theirs to stir dissatisfaction in his 
mind. There are few comedies like the letters that 
passed between them. If Mr. Brandam writes com¬ 
plaining of some defect, or demurring at some expense, 
he at once gets a long letter in reply, giving a perfectly 
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bewildering account of activity, a recital of zeal couched 
in such heavy unction, the like of which was never seen, 
till it could be scarcely wondered at that the society was 
convinced that it was happy indeed in the possession 
of such a maa Not that Borrow's account was ever 
actually inaccurate. We have said that we used the 
word humbug in the Irish sense. Borrow was not a 
fraud, but he was sublime. His letters from Russia and 
his letters from Spain, that Mr. Jenkins is a little too 
apt to take at their face value, are masterpieces. To 
use another expressive Irish word, Borrow was a play¬ 
boy. No doubt, when he said that he went out to slay 
giants, he did go forth so, and he did slay them so; 
but a man with a lesser imagination would not have 
seen the occasion so richly coloured—and, incidentally, 
would not have got half the fun out of life that Borrow 
did. Certainly he would not have had a pen of a glow 
and power sufficient to convince a sober set of clergymen 
sitting in London of the truth of his heroic history, and 
its identity with himself. The humour of it all is 
intense, and the fact that Borrow was a preternaturally 
grave man makes the humour all the more intense. 

Now it is just this Borrow (or, if Mr. Jenkins does not 
like this picture of him, his own and different picture) 
that we would like to see thrust out from this book, till 
it was almost free of it and disengaged from it That we 
take to be true biography. If the above conception be 
the true one, as we feel convinced it is, then the 
traditional way of writing biography leads its disciple 
into some rather tortuous ways. Borrow's letters being 
the basis of such a biography must be taken at 
their face value, and Mr. Jenkins must appear as though 
he were almost as credulous as Mr. Brandam, whereas we 
are quite sure that he is not The method, we are quite 
convinced, is a bad one; but it is the traditional one. 
And it is because the present work is so complete and 
thorough in this method that we have been enabled to 
criticise it on the further grounds of creation and 
portraiture. The author naturally, for the same reason, 
avoids much criticism of Borrow's books, contenting him¬ 
self for the most part with quoting from them and using 
them. He takes Borrow from his birth in East Anglia, 
and takes him back to his closing days in East Anglia, 
sweeping up, in the course between, a life, surely, as 
adventurous as that lived by most of the sons of men— 
and deliberately adventurous, too, in a way that was 
fitting with a man of his imagination. Nothing is missed. 
On these lines, the book is complete, and must take its 
rank as the authoritative biography. 

Caste and Hinduism 
An Essay on Hinduism, its Formation and Future. Illus¬ 

trating the Laws of Social Evolution as Reflected in 
the History of the Formation of Hindu Community. 
(** History of Caste in India/’ Vol. II.) By 
Shridhar V. Ketkar, M.A., Ph.D. (Luzac and Co. 
5s. net.) 

This is the second volume of Dr. Ketkar’s “ History 
of Caste in India.” The first appeared in 1909. Both 
deal with difficult portions of the same subject, and it 
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is impossible in the limitations of space to mention 
more than some main points. Dr. Ketkar has spent 
several years in America, graduated as a Doctor of 
Philosophy, in sociology, politics, and political economy, 
and was President of the Society of Comparative 
Theology and Philosophy at Cornell University. He 
appears to have read everything bearing on his sub¬ 
ject ; and, though his views may not always be accept¬ 
able, specialists alone will be able to confute and correct 
them. These books are serious works, not to be 
approached except in the spirit of a philosophic student 

Hinduism cannot be considered without reference to 
the caste system, one of its main features. Many 
learned persons have written on caste, with the result 
of leaving the ordinary reader more bewildered than 
ever. It has been described recently in “Peoples and 
Problems of India ” as a system by which the accident 
of birth determines once for all the whole course of 
a man’s social and domestic relations: throughout life 
he must eat, drink, dress, many, and give in marriage 
in accordance with the usages of the community in 
which he is born. For the “origin of caste” various 
theories have been propounded, such as hereditary 
occupations, or community of occupations combined with 
Brahmanism, or the extension of the ancient Aryan 
family system, or the colour element and racial 
antagonism apparent in the ancient system of classes 
according to Manu. Then comes Dr. Ketkar, with his 
pronouncement that “origin of caste” is a meaningless 
phrase, though origins may be admitted, because each 
of the component phenomena can have an origin. 

♦ 

He defines a caste as a social group having two charac¬ 
teristics—firstly, membership is confined to those who are 
born of members, and includes all persons so bom; 
secondly, the members are forbidden by an inexorable 
social law to marry outside the group. Each one of 
such groups has a special name. He states that, accord¬ 
ing to Manu, there were four original varnas, meaning 
the four divisions or classes into which the numerous 
castes are grouped; but varna does not mean caste or 
colour; it is a relic of conditions long obsolete. “ The 
theory of four varnas originally implied that every 
society is divided into four classes, and that these classes 
are made according to their functions {karma) in society 
and according to their merit.” The Brahman is at the 
Jop of society because he is more pure and sacred than 
other castes, purity being the pivot on which the entire 
system turns. “ Caste in India is strong and rigid, 
because the ideas of the people regarding purity and 
pollution are rigid. The status of a caste or a tribe 
always depended on the karma, which in various 
degrees might be pure or impure.” The caste system 
sought its justification in the theories of karma and 

transmigration of souls. 

Dr. Ketkar has some interesting chapters on the 
history of India, the book of Manu, and philosophy of 
caste. He has surpassed other writers in fixing the date 
of the compilation of Manu’s laws between A.D. 226 and 
320; others have given :i wider * margin. Without 
depreciating ethnology, he does not believe there is a 
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very great relation between caste and race. While 
agreeing with the late Sir H. Risley in his division of 
India into seven racial zones, he disputes the names 
given them, holding that our knowledge is insufficient 
to justify the speculative conclusions advanced regarding 
the ancestry of the people of to-day. The subject, 

therefore, is not exhausted. 

Nor is the subject of Hinduism. The perpetuation 
of the family and the purity of its blood are the root 
ideas of Hinduism. The recent work already quoted 
mentions that many attempts have been made to define 
Hinduism. A Hindu authority defined it as “ what the 
Hindus or a major portion of the Hindus do.” All the 
descriptions of Hinduism indicate something very 
different from our ordinary notion of a religion. It is 
largely a social system, it is said, founded on the Vedic 
and post-Vedic scriptures, but connected therewith only 
on such points as the veneration for Brahmans, the caste 
system, the doctrine of karma, the transmigration 
of souls, and the sanctity of the cow; the basis of the 
whole structure is the divine right of the Brahmans. In 
Dr. Ketkar’s opinion, also, Hinduism is a social system; 
there is no “ Hindu religion.” “ Hinduism, which means 
the Hindu society and its tradition, is not a religion, but 
is akin to tribal or national culture. Hindu society was 
not created on any principles previously laid down.” 
And, again, “ Present Hinduism is nothing but a mixture 
of heterogeneous tribes and their traditions.” Hinduism 
has spread, according to Dr. Ketkar, through the 
uniformity produced among the people of India who 
are called Hindus, but that uniformity is not a result 
of the conscious attempt of some people to convert the 
rest. It has arisen from mere contact, from the acquisi¬ 
tion of a common stock of ideas, a common system of 
manners, a common tradition, a common theology, and 
a priestly caste; the uniformity has been caused by the 
migration of Brahmans and Brahmanised people. 

This process of Hinduisation he regards as the only 
process of universal application, because all civilisations 
are capable of being united into one civilisation. Though 
the process of uniting civilisations by religions has 
hitherto succeeded, he considers the chances for such 
a process to do their work in future to be doubtfuL As 
Hinduism is an ever-changing society, which may 
expand and take in races and peoples, irrespective of 
their religious beliefs, it may (he writes) in future include 
Christians, Mahomedans, and Buddhists. Dr. Ketkar’s 
belief in Hinduism is evidently absolute. There is a 
tie which he regards as intended to unite together, not 
only all Hindu castes, but the entire world—the tie of 
Hindu philosophy, which is quite cosmopolitan in its 
nature. He expects that the principles of this philo¬ 
sophy, though now dormant on account of the political 
insignificance of the Hindus, will ultimately triumph, and 
will bring the entire world together. “ The most 
important portion of the Hindu cosmopolitanism is the 
pantheistic theology.” But he does not say that the 
Hindus are not monotheists. “ In fact, Hindu philosophy 
teaches monotheism in the most uncompromising 
manner. Some European writers have contrasted 
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pantheism and monotheism, but, in my opinion, mono¬ 
theism and pantheism should be regarded as synonyms, 
and pantheism is the only possible form of any consistent 
monotheism.” If this appears a little involved, Dr. 
Ketkar has the solution ready—that nothing really 
exists but the universal spirit called Brahman, and 

whatever appears to exist is mere illusion. 
The 11 membership of Hinduism” and 41 modern social 

conditions” contain much explanatory matter. " European 
philosophy is freely taken over by the Hindus to under¬ 
stand the nature of things.” But the "future of 
Hinduism ” has also a political interest Hinduism has 
not produced any nationality. The chief work to be 
done for the reform of Hinduism is to create a society 
perfectly integrated with a view that it may find a fit 
place in the cosmopolitan system. "We want Indian 
nationalism and Indian patriotism. It is the duty of 
the Indian poets, writers, and statesmen to cultivate this 
feeling.” It is satisfactory to read that Hindus will have 
to give up the social dogma that all Christians and 
Mahomedans are mlechchhas (barbarians); he elsewhere 
has classed Englishmen and other Christians among low 
and ignoble tribes, and there are various allusions to 
Christianity and missionaries which will irritate many 
readers. Dr. Ketkar opens up controversy by such a 
sentence as, "Had Christians abstained from killing 
cows and drinking liquor, the Hindus would not have 
regarded them as impure people.” Nor does he advance 
Hinduism by asserting that, " according to the Hindu 
notion, the stories which are called mythology by 
Europeans are nothing short of history.” Such an 
assertion does not give them value as history. Unfor¬ 
tunately, he has elsewhere stated that the Vedic sages 
might properly eat beef, “because those sages had a 
power to restore the cow to life ” I Dr. Ketkar has 
written a thoughtful and learned book, but whether it 
will conduce to the 44 unification of civilisation ” remains 

to be seen. 

Shorter Reviews 
A Little Pilgrimage in Italy. By Olave M. Potter. 

Illustrated by Yoshio Markino. (Constable and 
Co. 12s. 6d. net.) 

VERY pleasant pilgrimage may be made by going 
with the authoress of this book to visit, or revisit, as 

the case may be, some of the old-world cities and towns 
of Italy, such as Perugia, Siena, Chiusi, Ancona, Ravenna 
—many of them situated in Ancient Umbria. It is not 
a guide-book in the general acceptation of the term, 
but a delightful tour of a poet, philosopher, and friend, 
artistically illustrated, as one would imagine, by Mr. 
Markino in both colour and line. 

The past (and what a past it is!) is drawn on more 
than the present, although here and there come sketches 
of modern peasant life; and there is also a modern 
description of the festival at Siena, well known as 11 
PaliOy which is very vivid. The authoress, however, 
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devotes herself with heartfelt devotion more to the past 
than the present, and we have, amongst many others, 
memories of St Catherine of Siena, St Francis of Assisi, 
and of the painters who did so much for Siena and the 
other ^wns visited, not forgetting the frescoes and 
mural paintings of Giovanni Bazzi (known as 11 Sodoma), 
and* many others. 

The book does not describe Florence, Rome, Naples, 
etc, but the smaller towns, which are all links in the 
great chain of Italian mediaeval history, and no less 
interesting. The authoress appears to have been 
emotional, and very impressed by her surroundings and 
the outside signs of veneration which the peasants show 
to the sacred reliques of the past; but the climate, the 
environment, and the want of education surely have 
much to do with this. It is hardly possible in reading 
of the pilgrims at Loreto to imagine 

children playing at hide-and-seek round confessional 
boxes in a church, but all very reverently, not for¬ 
getting they were in the house of their Father. 

This pilgrimage narrative is written in very eloquent 
English, although here and there a pet phrase creeps 
in, as, for instance, the one describing the white oxen 
with scarlet fillets, a sight which apparently so impressed 
itself on the writer’s memory that she does not scruple 
to repeat it several times. With this exception we may 
say that both from the literary and artistic point of view 
this book well deserves the attention of all lovers of 
Italy, past and present, who, we have no doubt, will 
derive much pleasure and profit in making a little 
pilgrimage to that country under the guidance of the 
authoress. The work is beautifully printed, and the illus¬ 
trations in colour are excellent 

Hither and Thither. By R. Brooks Popham. (W. J. 
Ham-Smith. 3s. 6d.) 

Mr. POPHAM writes, in a style that is not a little 
reminiscent of Kipling and Cunninghame Graham com¬ 
bined, of some things he has seen in wandering about 
the world. He writes truthfully, of that we feel con¬ 
vinced, and he has a leaning toward the gruesome. 
There is, for instance, an account of the hellish Chinese 
torture of the "cage,” as witnessed in the native city 
of Shanghai; there is, again, an account of the burning 
of a negro—who turned out to be the wrong man—by 
an American mob; there are other incidents of ghastly 
nature detailed here with scrupulous exactness and a 
harrowing precision which lead to the conclusion that 
Mr. Popham is, temperamentally, rather analytical than 
sentimental. 

But he is a keen observer: he has seen the world 
from the point of view of an adventure-loving wanderer, 
and foregathered with many interesting specimens of 
humanity. He makes these acquaintances of his live 
again in the pages before us—it is as if we sat with 
him and his friends in some ship’s cabin, and heard 
yams of many lands and seas to the accompaniment 
of creaking timbers and tarry smells. His reflections 
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are sound, and bespeak the gathered knowledge of many 
coasts; the ways of China and Japan, the oddities of 
the Malabar coast, the clamour of Natal in war time, 
the quiet of secluded spots in Italy and Switzerland, 
the winds that blow about long-voyaging ships—all these 
things, and more, have combined to give the author 
stories worth telling, and a way of telling them well 
Here, in a very interesting dozen of pen pictures, we 
have the result 

On the East Coast. By Percy Lindley. Illustrated. 
The Moselle. By Percy Lindley. Illustrated. (G.E.R., 

Liverpool Street Station. Free.) 
Royal Tunbridge Wells. By F. Colebrook. Illustrated. 

(From the Town Clerk. Post free, 2d.) 

THESE daintily-got-up booklets will no doubt be valued 
by many holiday-makers at this season of the year. 
They are charmingly illustrated and contain much need¬ 
ful information as to hotels, apartments, and places of 
interest. In “ On the East Coast ” prominence has 
been given to some less-known districts in East Anglia, 
and to the country between the Cromer and Hunstan¬ 
ton coast, and the Norfolk Broads. The illustrations, 
several of which are in colour, are a special feature, 
being exceedingly well executed, and there are useful 
sketch-maps of the various districts. The handy little 
volume also contains a very full list of golf links, and 
information as to tourist tickets, etc. Those who prefer 
to journey farther afield might do worse than make 
a tour to the Moselle, one of the least frequented and 
most beautiful rivers in Europe, which may be easily 
and inexpensively reached by the G.E.R. Co/s Harwich 
route to the Continent The pamphlet contains many 
excellent views, and much interesting historical and 
other information. Royal Tunbridge Wells, which at 
one period of its career was a most fashionable resort 
patronised by royalty, is still evidently as charming an 
old-world town as ever, judging by the pictures in this 
official guide to the district. A view of the famous 
Pantyles in colour is given as a frontispiece, but there 
are other views of places of interest in the town, and 
some most charming ones, almost breathing the fresh 
air of the country, of the undulating Kentish landscape 
surrounding it. It should prove an ideal place for a 
quiet holiday far from the madding crowd of seaside 

trippers. 

Fiction 
The Rhodesian. By Gertrude Page. (Hurst and 

Blackett. 6s.) 

HIS is, in a small way, a comedy of errors. Meryl 
Pym becomes engaged to William van Hert, South 

African politician, while she is in love with a certain 
Carew of the Rhodesian Police, while Carew holds back 
from declaring himself because of a sixteen-year-old 
tragedy—involving another woman—in which he had 
played a part. Van Hert, in turn, is in love with Diana, 
the cousin of his betrothed. 

Out of this tangle of affections Diana, who is of the 
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madcap style of heroine, restores order, and all ends 
happily—everybody gets mated satisfactorily, and we 
feel certain that everybody will live happily ever after. 
Carew is too self-contained and reserved, in spite of his 
position, to win all our admiration; we accord un¬ 
bounded admiration to Diana, and remain absolutely 
unmoved by Meryl's Imperial dreams and girlish heroics 
—they are too stagey to please. In spite of a good 
knowledge of the country she describes, the authoress 
has made the whole of her story a little too 
forced in its effects to permit of real grip and power; 
one has always an impression that the wires by which 
the characters are moved may become visible—the action 
is too evidently “ worked ” with a view to the climax. 

Psychological processes such as are depicted here are 
common enough, and the three or four pages of descrip¬ 
tive writing which occur at frequent intervals are quite 
unnecessary—we do not require that the machinery of 
humanity should be described so minutely, but rather 
that humanity itself should be analysed, in a story of this 
kind. A phase of Rhodesian life is well described, but, 
by too minute and detached a description of the char¬ 
acters therein, the authoress has made what might have 
been a fine novel into a rather tedious story. 

Beggars and Somers. By Allan McAulay. (John 
Lane. 6s.) 

Of books about Prince Charlie there is no end. In 
“Beggars and Somers” (Anglict, spungers) we have an 
unusual peep behind the scenes, and a realistic picture of 
the jealousies, hates, poverty and embittered pride of the 
followers of the fortunes of James and his son. The scene 
is laid in Holland, with the house of Emilius Six, banker 
and go-between, as a centre. Here, on the death of her 
hard-drinking father, comes Helen Murray, a sensible 
and sufficiently attractive, but not beautiful, girl, inno¬ 
cent of all the plots and intrigue which surround her. 
There appears on the scene an old lover who jilted her. 
Sir James Primrose, now an outlaw and a changed man, 
and full of hate of Charles; also the Master of Kames, 
a pathetic example of the poverty-stricken rebel forced 
to take refuge over the water. Then there are Finlay 
McNab, an unscrupulous but unsuspected traitor to the 
cause; his brother Francie, an officer in the Scots 
Brigade, and fated to bear the brunt of his brother s 
wrongdoings, together with Anna, the beautiful daughter 
of the Master of Kames, and her aunt, Lady Carless, a 
sorner of pronounced type. 

The Prince is introduced at his worst and at his best, 
but the main interest centres round Helen Murray and 
Emilius Six, who are mutually attracted to each other, 
and the adventures of the former, who is suspected, 
thanks to Finlay McNab, of being a spy. 

The story is well told, the characters ably drawn, and 
the Scotch excellent 

God and Mammon. By Joseph Hocking. (Ward, Lock 

and Co. 3s. 6d.) 

The large circle of Mr. Hocking’s readers will no doubt 

welcome this story, for it is in its author's usual vein. 
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There is the young Comishman who goes to London, 
leaving the pretty Cornish girl behind, and who plays 
with millions in true Napoleonic fashion. Growing tired 
of this in due course, he decides that it is better to serve 
God and the pretty Cornish girl rather than Mammon, 
so restores certain ill-gotten gains to persons whom 
his speculations have ruined, and returns to rural peace 
and the things that matter in the long run. 

The Conservative Party and the brewers, naturally, 
come in for a few digs from Mr. Hocking’s pen, and 
all the Society people in the book are very shallow and 
callous and mercenary, while the big financiers appear 
very sorry for themselves and yearn for the simple life. 
Mr. Hocking^ readers like this sort of thing, or he 
would not go on writing it, but in the normal world 
of affairs experience shows that there is as much 
honesty, generosity and sentiment in the City as in 
Cornwall, and though stocks and shares are not exactly 
synonymous with soul, a man may possess both— 
humanity is built on equal lines in city and country, on 
the whole. This glorification of simplicity strikes us as 
a sort of yearning for peace at the expense of progress, 
and might be annoying if it were not expressed in too 
biased a way to be taken seriously. 

The Tomboy and Others. By H. B. Marriott Watson. 

(John Lane. 3s. 6d. net.) 

“The Tomboy and Others” form a collection of some 
thirty slight sketches written in Mr. Watson’s well- 
known bright humorous vein, and will provide the 
lightest of reading for those desirous of relief from 
more solid fare. As they cover less than three hundred 
pages all told, it will be seen that any one of them may 
be read in a few minutes, and they have presumably 
made a previous appearance in one or another of our 
periodicals, though the publisher says nothing as to 
this. Whether they were worth issuing in volume form 
is best known to him and their author. They are not 
likely to add anything to the literary fame of the latter, 
from whom we would rather have something more 
serious and durable than such trivialities as these. Yet 
others may be of a different opinion, and there is little 
doubt but that any work bearing Mr. Marriott Watson’s 
name is sure to meet with a ready sale. 

Music 
THERE is no reason why successful performers on 

the pianoforte should not achieve success as com¬ 
posers, and one gets rather impatient at the easy “ Ne 
sutor ultra crepidem ” tone in which even such splendid 
musicians as Paderewski and Busoni have been spoken 
of by rashly judging people when they come forward 
as composers. It is true enough that too many young 
people think they can compose music of their own be¬ 
cause they like and can play that of the great masters, 
but are there not Bach, Mozart, Chopin, Liszt and 
Brahms to prove that great executive skill need not be 

a hindrance to the development of the finest of a com¬ 
poser’s gifts? Indeed, since vivid imagination and 
poetic instinct must necessarily be combined with first- 
rate musicianship and complete technical mastery before 
a pianist can be numbered among the really great, it 
seems unlikely that Paderewski and Busoni should play 
as they do unless they had the power to be creators 
of music as well as interpreters. It has long been known 
that the Polish pianist could produce original work that 
was brilliant in scholarship, weighty in purpose, romantic 
in feeling. His big pianoforte pieces and his opera of 
“ Manru ’’ are sufficient evidence of this. And the 
Italian pianist had gained a remarkable reputation as a 
very learned musician, before it became generally known 
that, as a composer, he was treading in strange, new 
paths, making experiments in tonality which ranked him 
at once among the explorers, the ardent leaders who are 
not content to leave the world as they found it, who 
must add something to its science in the hope of bring¬ 
ing benefit to a future race. Had these two musicians 
been satisfied to enrich contemporary art only by the 
exercise of their potent, magnificent gifts as interpreters 
of the great composers for the pianoforte, no one could 
have wondered. But they seek, and we rejoice to think 
that they are successful in their ambition, to make music 
which may be heard and enjoyed hereafter, when their 
fingers can no longer touch the keys; music which shall 
teach posterity something of the great 'spirit which 
animated them, and assure it that the secret of that 
power which enabled them so to touch the hearts of 
the world while they were yet alive, lay not only in their 
fingers, but, and chiefly, in their brain and their being. 

Last week’s concert of the London Symphony 
Orchestra gave us our first opportunity of hearing M. 
Paderewski's Polish Symphony. It had been played 
here by Dr. Richter, but it is not familiar in England 
as it is on the Continent and in America. For English 
taste, when included with other compositions in a long 
programme, it is doubtless too long. It would be wise to 
give it in London with nothing but an overture and an 
epilogue, both of which should be well-known and in 
suitable contrast. But as it was, we did not find it too 
long; nay, when M. Paderewski has completed its 
scherzo, which, we suppose, will make the whole Sym¬ 
phony last for something like an hour and a half, we 
shall be more than ready to sit through the whole, for 
no one can say that the Symphony is wanting in variety 
of interest At the same time we do not see why the 
existing third movement, which is practically a Sym¬ 
phonic Poem, should not be played by itself, if the whole 
work be thought too long. We believe that it would be 
certain to obtain a permanent place even in an English 
repertory. We need not dwell on the composer’s 
mastery of the orchestra as a means of expression. He 
knows all that need be known about the art of com¬ 
bining instruments, and an attentive listener is con¬ 
stantly struck by something fresh and interesting in the 
workmanship of the Symphony. Nor are we specially 
anxious to lay stress on the fact that M. Paderewski is 
no merely skilful manipulator of ideas which have 
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already made their way in the world, but a composer 
to. whom the gift has been given of creating original and 
very eloquent melody, and the further gift of the power 
to sustain and develop it in long, rolling, harmonious 
periods. Here we have not the Poet who strews here 
and there an original thought or a happy expression on 
a suave surface of pleasant verse, and can do no more, 
but the Poet whose intention must be looked for in 
every line, and whose sense of form must be considered 
as well as his thought and his words. 

To review the detailed excellencies of the Symphony 
would not be possible for us until our familiarity with 
them is much greater than that to which we can at 
present pretend. What we may venture to do is to say 
that the real thing which matters in music, the spirit of 
deep, genuine, heartfelt emotion, is there in this Sym¬ 
phony as its creating impulse. One has heard music 
that is crudely fashioned, elementary in form, jejune 
in its ornament, which has stirred one’s heart in spite 
of the poverty of the presentation, because of the exist¬ 
ence in it of this inspiring sincerity of emotion. Had 
M. Paderewski’s Symphony been far less scholarly, much 
less rich in mere beauty than it is, it would nevertheless 
have spoken unforgettable words to us, words which we 
feel instinctively to be the utterance of one who has been 
face to face with the tragedy of life, who has not been 
overcome by the experience, but has learned to look, 
with the broad kind gaze of the Poet, upon the sufferings 
of our “ pauvre et triste humanity.” M. Paderewski in 
this music leads us to the spectacle of his country’s 
pride and her misfortunes. It is a stem course that he 
takes us, but like Virgil to Dante, he is a " dolce duca.” 
He spares us nothing of the bitterness which overwhelms 
the chivalry. He neither adds nor takes away. It is 
not music for a light hour, made for its pleasure, but 
because it burned in a patriot’s heart. We felt through¬ 
out that there was something tremendously sincere in 
the slow telling of this story, from the noble pathos, 
infinitely beautiful, of the opening lines, to the dirge for 
fallen heroes, and the theme of inextinguishable hope 
which so much exalts the battle-piece. This is the music, 
surely, of one whose heart has been stirred in its 
depths; a stirring which has made eloquent verse rise 
to his lips for its expression. The keen, passionate 
review is of a story most fitted to be told in music In 
the hands of a mere descriptive historian, it might have 
been made monotonous, a drum and trumpet story, 
woeful indeed, but scarcely to be distinguished from 
other recitals of the kind. But M. Paderewski is among 
the heirs of that splendid spirit which has enabled men 
to make themselves one with the heroic beings of whose 
deeds they sing, and thus he can bring it about that we 
shall see what he has seen, and feel what he has felt. 
His Symphony regarded merely as a piece of music, is 
beautiful, but it is more than that, it is inevitable. Mr. 
Nikisch and his men played it with a fine glow; they 
gave it with dignity, too, allowed nothing of its vitality 
to escape, or its penetrating, kindling message. 

Signor Busoni began his labours with the Queen’s 
Hall Orchestra by playing the " Emperor ” Concerto of 
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Beethoven, and the “ Todentanz ” of Liszt, and as if that 
were not enough for one who was then to conduct two 
of his own compositions, he then yielded to such an 
insistence on the part of the amazed and greedy 
audience as is seldom seen, and played Liszt’s arrange¬ 
ment of# Schubert’s “Erl-King.” We doubt if we have 
ever heard him play more superbly. Let no man belittle 
those pieces of Liszt after that performance, if such a 
musician as Busoni thought it worth while to lavish on 
them that marvellous wealth of thought and skill It is 
some years since we stood in front of the frescoes in 
the Pisan Campo Santo; we believe that it was before 
the savants had decided that Orcagna had had no hand in 
them. But Liszt and Busoni brought them so vividly 
to our mind, that it seemed as though they were there 
in Queen’s Hall. Then, with Schubert, he not only 
made the words of the poem ring in our ears, but 
actually showed us the scene and the actors in it. This 
was a performance of almost terrible splendour. Sc, 
with the Overture to the “ Seraglio ” as a passage from 
these agitating sounds to those, mournful, yet charged 
with a singular peace, of his “ Berceuse Elegiaque,” 
Signor Busoni proceeded to prove that his gifts as a 
pianist have not denied him the greater gifts of the 
composer. The “ Berceuse ” is of the nature of a sacred 
expression of piety and love, in memory of the com¬ 
poser’s mother. We scarcely like to intrude, even with 
words of the sincerest praise, upon the tender scene of 
the son’s offering of such music. Who would dare to 
write comments upon Cowper’s lines on his mother’s 
picture ? Such elegies as these are best read and heard 
in silence, with all the sympathy that the heart can give. 
Still, we will venture to say how profoundly this music 
moved us. Its novel mode could neither surprise nor 
disturb us, for it was immediately felt to be natural 
The hushed vibrations spoke intimately, gravely, of 
sorrow and desolation, and when they ceased, the im¬ 
pression left was as though one had seen a beautiful 
garland laid upon a bier, while far-off and not quite 
earthly voices chanted a requiem. 

Of the Suite “ Turandot ” we can speak with the 
most cheerful words of satisfaction. Here the novelty is 
not that which we have been taught to associate with 
the name of Busoni the composer, but this music is 
novel indeed in its vivacious, queer, amusing use of 
instruments, especially of the wood-wind. The Suite is 
as clever as it can be; one would judge it to be ex¬ 
tremely appropriate to the scenes it sets out to illustrate. 
The “ Eastern ” flavour is unmistakably truthful, and the 
contrasts of languorous with whimsical tune keep the 
listener constantly on the alert, and most pleasantly. 

We heard some other quite unfamiliar music last week, 
the 5th Sonata by Scriabine, and his Nocturne for the 
left hand, also three very charming pieces by K. 
Szymanowski, all played with consummate virtuosin 
and beauty by Mr. Arthur Rubinstein. We found it all 

intensely interesting. The Sonata is baffling to a 
listener who tries to discover its form, but of such won¬ 
derful spirit, poignant, searching, stirring, that it gripped 
the attention. It would be impossible to describe it. 
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so we shall not attempt a task for which we are not 
competent But we are much indebted to Mr. Rubin¬ 
stein for playing it, and hope that he will let us hear it 
again, and other pieces, too, by so strangely interesting 

a composer as Scriabine. 

One Hundred Years Ago 

THE passion for amusement gaiety, and pageantry 
has made tremendous, one might almost say dis¬ 

quieting, strides in England during the past three years. 
As our domestic and imperial problems become in¬ 
creasingly difficult of solution, as our position in Europe 
and our naval supremacy are more fiercely challenged 
by jealous rivals, we seem disposed to escape from the 
anxiety and strain by indulging in round after round 
of festivities on a stupendous scale undreamt of by our 
fathers and grandfathers. We seek to forget dull care 
in endless joy; we endeavour to make ourselves believe 
that we are supreme and beyond challenge as a world 
power by concealing the inner rottenness and decay 
under a wondrous panoply of colour and music Such 
signs have been visible before the fall of almost every 
world empire in the past. As each declined in civic 
virtue and military prowess, so also did the splendour 
of the outward display grow. Not that we mean to 
imply for a moment that the British Empire is on the 
verge of some great cataclysm, or that we are in 
immediate danger of being dragged into a struggle 
from which we shall emerge second best We are still 
too strong on the sea for that. Rather do we refer to 
the extreme levity with which the gravest issues are 
regarded at the present day. Politics have sunk to the 
lowest ebb they have ever reached in this country. The 
greatest questions are settled almost without discussion. 
A tremendous storm arises round them for a few short 
weeks, and then the public and the actors in the drama 
grow weary and seek a fresh r6le, which can only 
satisfy, for an equally short period, this modern craze 

for the sensational. 

During the last three years a perfect mania for fancy- 
dress balls on a grand and hitherto unattempted scale 
has sprung up in the social world. All classes seem to 
derive equal amusement and pleasure from them: 
politicians, soldiers, governors of our dominions beyond 
the sea, those who live exclusively for pleasure, actors, 
actresses, the middle classes, and even the humble man 
in the street who takes up his position at the door to 
watch the gaily be-robed throng pass in to a night of 
wild intoxicating joy. The social world seems to have 
grown weary of the old-time amusements of its 
ancestors. The small private dance, composed of just 
the cream of society, from which all others were rigor¬ 
ously excluded, seems almost to have passed away. 
The beautiful waltzes of a few years ago no longer 
satisfy the younger generation ; they must have Turkey 
Trots, Bunny Hugs, and Grizzly Bear dances, which 
would make our grandfathers and grandmothers turn 
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in their graves and send a thrill of horror through their 
moral and ascetic senses. The real cause of the change 
is probably due to the fact that the social world has 
grown so enormously during the past decade that very 
few private hostesses have houses large enough, or 
purses long enough, to entertain on a large scale.. 
Where a few scores had to be asked ten years ago,, 
thousands must now be invited, unless grave offence' 
is given. Thus, to escape from this dilemma, the custom* 
is becoming more and more common of hiring some 
huge public hall and allowing almost everyone to come- 
who can afford to pay for a box or for a ticket The 
result is curious, and has a strange effect. Men and 
women of widely different social grades, many of whom 
disdain to be seen in the company of one another 
inside a private house, are brought together under a 
common roof. The same thing applies to various* 
schools of political thought, which have become 
estranged of recent years owing to the bitterness of 
the constitutional struggle. All are united, and: 
apparently meet on the best of terms. 

It is easy to understand the attraction these fancy- 
dress balls exercise. They give the opportunity to 
every woman to appear in the costume which she 
imagines suits her best, instead of in some mild variation 
of the passing garb of fashion; they enable men to 
escape for a few short hours from the eternal evening 
suit and the ever present danger of being mistaken for 
the waiter; both sexes can spend the evening or dance,, 
not with those they are supposed to, but with those they 
particularly wish to. The boxes round the Albert Hall, 
which alone provides sufficient room for these vast 
pageants, form pleasant little havens of refuge to which 
each may retire when no longer possessed with a desire- 
to dance; and, above all, an atmosphere of reckless 
Bohemianism hangs over these public dances, which is. 
in welcome contrast to the restrained air and dull 
respectability of the ordinary private dance. In hushed* 
whispers your partner will draw your attention to some 
notorious actress of the variety stage, to some noted 
politician, to the most recent celebrity of the divorce 
court, or to some gay resident of Paris whom rumour 
says really belongs to the great demi-monde, none of 
whom could have passed the portals of a private dance. 
How much this variety adds to the evening’s charm is 
just beginning to be appreciated in this island which 
Pinero once described as “ Little England, the land of 
lean women and smug men; in all things the suburb 
of the universe.” The Albert Hall has of recent years 
earned the honourable title of the Montmartre of Paris. 
London will not suffer by the change. Society was 
growing infinitely bored with dances which seemed to 
be made up from the familiar names which daily appear 
in the society columns of the papers. In these great 
democratic cosmopolitan gatherings a duchess becomes 
a human being, and must descend from her pedestal if 
she is to be noticed at all, and the gay little child of 
joy from the variety stage is the real cynosure of all 
eyes, if one may be permitted to use a hackneyed 

phrase. 
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Last year we were told that the Shakespeare Ball 
would never be surpassed in splendour and wealth of 
colour and costume; but on Thursday, the 6th inst, the 
Hundred Years Ago Ball at the Albert Hall proved an 
even greater success, and in many ways it was more 
effective. There was naturally not quite the same 
variety in the costumes as in the Shakespeare Ball, 
which covered the range of many centuries; but, on 
the other hand, the costumes of one hundred years ago 
were peculiarly attractive, and more especially do they 
give the men an opportunity of competing on more even 

terms with the ladies. Previous experience had helped 
the management to provide against undue overcrowding, 
with the result that there was far more individuality, 
and the quadrilles, which had been organised with so 
much care, were not hopelessly jumbled together into 
one indistinguishable mass of struggling humanity, each 
doing different figures at the wrong moment. It would 
be unfair to discriminate, but we think the palm must 
be awarded to the Waterloo Quadrille. Each figure in 
that historic struggle was wonderfully lifelike. It took 
one back to the past in a manner which no history or 
record of the times could possibly have done. Those 
who were present will not easily forget the scene. We 
may as a nation be going rapidly downhill, but the path 
we are following is indeed a splendid one, and it is 
certainly easy for lovers of pleasure to follow as long 
as it is strewn with such landmarks as we saw on 
Thursday night. 

Some New French Plays 

THE Parisian season is at present at the zenith of 
its glory, and the theatres, music-halls and con¬ 

certs compete with an ardour which the approach of 
summer alone justifies. The unfortunate critic, invited 
.to so many artistic, and alas! sometimes inartistic, mani¬ 
festations, feels absolutely bewildered by the task 
imposed upon him. There is a Russian season at the 

■ Ch&telet with the incomparable Nijinski, the enchant¬ 
ing Kasavina in the everlasting but delightful Russian 
ballets. At the Op6ra Madame Kousnezoff triumphs in 
Strauss* “ Salome ” ; so perfectly does she personify the 
heroine, that one almost feels that Salome must have 
looked, acted and thought like Madame Kousnezoff. 
The young Russian singer is endowed with great beauty, 
a very fine voice, and moreover possesses an extra- 

. ordinary personal magnetism. Of all the representations 
of Salome that we have seen, that of Madame Kous¬ 
nezoff seems the most harmonious 

At the Renaissance, Madame Marthe Regnier has 
made her reappearance in Victorien Sardou’s comedy, 
" Divor^ons.” It is unnecessary to say that she is just 
as spirituelle, pretty and charming as ever. At the 
Vaudeville Madame Jeanne Granier appears nightly in 
“ Education de Prince/* by Maurice Donnay. When the 
management has had, as is the case this season, several 

“ slumps/* or when it does not know exactly what to do, 
out pops “ Education de Prince/’ followed by Madame 
Jeanne Granier, who surely, even in private life, must 
retain the delightful Slavic accent she acquired while 
playing the r61e of the Queen of Silestria. Needless 
to say there is always a full house, the public preferring 
generally a good play it knows by heart to a new but 
worthless comedy. 

A curious fact to note is the tendency that light 
musical comedy or operetta has shown of late to invade 
the French stage. Six of the leading theatres of Paris 
at this moment give opirettes which attract each night 
crowded audiences; the Apollo, the Theitre Michel, the 
Gaiete, the Vari6t6s, the Trianon Lyrique, and the 
D6jazet. Of the principal ones, at the Apollo M. Franz 
Lehar again triumphs in the “ Comte de Luxembourg/* 
adapted into French by two celebrated playwrights 
who desire to remain anonymous—perhaps because they 
are too acutely conscious of the inanity of the work they 
have adapted. Their effort to remain incognito is, how¬ 
ever, quite vain, as the few bright sallies and witty 
repartees which happily enliven the text are of a special 
and well-known quality, which better than any signature 
reveals the identity of the authors. The “Comte de 
Luxembourg ” is staged with care, but with rather too 
bourgeois a conception. A perfect orchestra performs in 
rhythmical strains the flowing, sugary accents of M. 
Lehar’s composition, which produces the effect of being 
one long, languorous, enervating waltz. The naturally 
fascinating hero is over-elegantly personated by M. 
Defreyn, the young tenor of the moment in Paris. He 
pirouettes, waltzes, and sings with a perfect and despe¬ 
rate monotony. Madame Brigitte Regent is the delight¬ 
ful divorcte heroine. She is pretty and warbles crystal¬ 
line notes with automatic and excessive gesticulation. 
As long as she stands perfectly still she is charming; 
she ought not to dance, for as soon as she attempts the 
least little pas she resembles rather painfully a Dutch 
doll. Of course the clou of the evening is Galipaux, 
who “ gags ** in a most delightfully idiotic manner during 
the whole of the plaj?. Nevertheless, it is a fact that 
although we are delighted in the revival of the operettt 
on its native heath—the French stage—still we are tired 
of and saturated with German sentimentalism. When 
will the really gay, lively operette spirituelle of the 
’fifties appear among us again? When will the real 
French spirit reign once more upon the French stage? 
It is whispered that M. Franck, the manager of the 
Apollo, is preparing for next winter an exclusively 
French operette! Let us hope and wait. 

Next to be noted is the play given at the present 
moment at the Theatre Michel, named “ Le Tiers 
Porteur, ou l’Honneur de Desir6,” due to M. Jean Kolb, 
son of the celebrated actress of the Com6die Franqaise 
and M. Andr6 de Fouquieres. M. de Fouquieres is 
par excellence the man about town. He writes, dances, 
acts, he gives lectures on Art, Politics, and such-like new 

and original subjects. He is the Lovelace for whom 
the virginal hearts of young Society girls beat as he 
whirls them through the mazes of the dance. He is, in 
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fact, a living specimen of the book, “ How and When to 
do the Right Thing in Society." His latest achievement 
is the operette above mentioned. The subject is rather 
daring: D6sir6 Poupard has gambled away all his for¬ 
tune. Having no more money, he stakes one night his 
lady-love, who answers to the elegant if rather canine 
appellation of “ Totoche.” He loses the game and signs 
a paper by which he resigns his rights to her favours— 
for twenty-four hours. A series of comical episodes 
ensue which we need not enumerate. D£sir6 cares more 
than ever, in the end, for Totoche—as he finds that she 
is a most advantageous and lucrative young person to 
know. M. Claude Terrasse has written a most amusing 
and original score for the libretto, which contains, more¬ 
over, all the comic qualities we appreciated in his preced¬ 
ing works—“Le Sire de Vergy" and “La Fiancee de 
T616maque.” In short “ Le Tiers Porteur” is very 
amusing. 

At the Vari6t6s there has been a revival of “ Orph6e 
aux Enfers ” staged in a superior manner and with a 
first-class cast We note the names of MM. Brasseur, 
Guy, and Prince, and Mmes M6aly, Saulier and Arlette 
Dorgfere—all kings and queens of oplrette. We must 
*ot forget to mention the really fine presentations of “ La 
Fille de Madame Angot ” at the Gait6 Lyrique, where 
Miles Germaine Gallois and Edm6e Favart are nightly 
applauded in their respective r61es of Mile Lange and 
Clairette. Rarely has the delightful chef cTxuvre of 
Charles Lecoq been given with such care as to details 
and such a perfection of the ensemble. It is a joy to see 
and hear it Marc Log6. 

America or The Philippines? 

By Sydney M. English (Manila) 

“ A ND our young men shall see visions and your old 
men shall dream dreams." It is good to dream 

a little; when we come to an end of our visions, we 
come to an end of our inspirations. Hard-headed, 
sceptic, materialist as we may appear to the world, we all 
have moments in which it is given us to see visions, to 
dream dreams. And the East is essentially a land of 
dreams and haunting visions; a glamour of romance 
hangs over it all, stealing from us, in greater or less 
degree, some of that prosaic practicability inborn in 
races of a colder clime. 

» 

So for white and black alike the East has its influence. 
It influences us surely, though perhaps imperceptibly 
and against the sterner wilL However, the Americans 
did not come to the Philippines to dream; but to “ do." 
Yet, we believe, they too had their dreams. At the 
back of all their schemes for the future of this country, 
beneath all those wise plans for its greater good, there 
was a beautiful vision, shall we say, an impossible 
dream? For are not dreams of this flimsy stuff, and 
does not their chief charm lie in the sheer impossibility 
of their fulfilment ? So we say that the Americans when 
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they took over the Philippines dreamed an impossible 
dream of perfect equality, of changing the habits, out¬ 
look, thoughts and aspirations of the people they had 
come to govern, and transforming this race from a 
brown to a white one. 

We all know the old saying about the leopard and his 
spots; we know, further, it is just as impossible for 
the brown man to change his skin for a white one; but 
something has been done effectively. He has been stirred 
from his ancient slumber, awakened to a sense of his 
own importance. The Americans have succeeded— 
wisely or not—in arousing that hitherto humble and 
subservient spirit to something like defiance and revolt. 

Yet, was this exactly what the governors of these 
Islands intended to do when they fostered in the hearts 
and minds of a susceptible people ideas of common 
brotherhood and puissance? I cannot say. It is not 
often that you will get an American—or any other 
member of the dominating races—to own that he has 
made a mistake. I can only assert that the Filipino has 
been properly awakened; he no longer spends his days, 
at least, in dreaming only. He is eager to assert him¬ 
self—to “ do ” likewise. It may be for those dark 
nights of his he cherishes his own particular sueno 
beatifico—that vision engrafted into his pliable soul by 
the men who came into his land as protectors, but who, 
in the eyes of those who serve them, are fast assuming 
the character of aggressors and usurpers to be ousted 
from power. 

This dream, I say, makes the poetry of the Filipitios’ 
nights. It is the dream of their life to turn from these 
Islands those to whom they owe all they know of 
freedom. And they will not easily be satisfied now; 
it must be for them all or nothing. They demand no 
small honorarium—these things have been given with a 
bountiful hand ; they require no trifling solatium for real 
or fancied ills, for slights or neglect; they ask 
no pretence of equality, but supremacy in their 
own land; absolute power—losing sight of all 
those vast improvements made in their city, the 
astonishing reduction in the death rate in their 
midst, the undoubted reformations in their sani¬ 
tary and health departments, the bettering of their con¬ 
ditions, socially and morally, and the greater care taken 
for the protection of their goods, of life and limb. These 
things, apparently, they have no time to consider, 
neither can one honestly recall a single instance of any 
evidence of gratitude on the part of the Filipino for 
such favours conferred. They have no place in their 
mind for aught but one vast consideration, one all- 
absorbing project: the palm that is to be gained with¬ 
out labour, without—shall we say?—the right or power 
to hold it. 

As at home in Old England those foolish ones of the 
weaker sex are crying out for a prize they would fain 
renounce were it vouchsafed to them to-morrow, so 
the Filipino, to-day, is demanding the great necessity of 
his life; independence and freedom. Freedom, for 
what? To sink back into the old slough of incom- 
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petency, the old habits of ignorance and unhealthful- 
ness? We trust not But the young Filipino, primed 
with newly-acquired wisdom, thinks he knows best what 
is best for himself. He no longer cares for the good 
of the land for which he professes such inordinate devo¬ 
tion. It may remain a dreary waste and he and his 
family may starve for lack of its proper cultivation, 
while he spends his time and his money boldly and 
fluently pleading his glorious cause in Press or in 
public. That thousands in these Islands during the last 
months have suffered severely from the recent scarcity 
of rice does not deter the young agitator from his 
purpose. In the columns of the local American Press 
the necessity for manual labour and for the cultivation 
of the land has been reiterated with untiring vigour. 

Such warnings and such criticisms have fallen on stony 
ground. With a singular lack of pride or obligation 
the assistance offered by the Government during this 
crisis has been accepted; but without any obvious 
result in awakening in the hearts of the people a sense 
of their own indolence and sloth. As I have said, the 
Filipinos to-day are a nation of one idea. They want 
independence; nothing else under the sun can content 
them; and it is the Americans themselves who have 
instilled this drop of poison into their veins. 
How are they now going to cope with the mischief 
they have created ? What steps are they going to take 
to satisfy the demands they have encouraged in 
the eager spirits they have professed to guide and 
teach ; or how will they at this period quench the ardent 
flame of mistaken patriotism kindled by their own 
hand? 

Let me confess that I firmly believe that were this 
demand proved once and for all to be for the present 
and future good of the Filipino, the Americans here 
and at home would be only too ready to accede to their 
request But the great point is not whether the 
Americans shall forfeit their rights to the Islands, but 
rather, whether they would be, at the present stage of 
its existence, justified in giving up a charge so arduous, 
so full of complications, and replete with responsi¬ 
bilities ; whether they would be justified in standing 
aside at this juncture in the history of the Philippines 
and witnessing, as I believe they inevitably would 
witness—the ruin of all or much that has been done in 
the interests of the Archipelago. Again, do results prove 
that the Filipinos are ready for, or capable of, at the 
moment, self-government ? These are grave questions ; 
but it is the belief of the great majority of thoughtful 
and sincere Americans in the Islands that the Filipino 
to-day, or for many a long day, will not be capable of 
self-government. Yet how often we humans try to 
persuade ourselves that the easiest way is the right way 
out of our difficulties. For there is no doubt it would 
be easier for the Americans to withdraw from the 
Islands than to hold on to them—to cling tenaciously 
to a possession that has ceased to bring them any 
material advantage, or, I fear, much satisfaction to their 
pride. 
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Futility—and its Peril 

IN all ages the spectacle of genius justifying itself 

to mediocrity has been regarded as a subject of ruth 

and pity with the gods. From time immemorial court- 

martial, trial, chains and imprisonment have been meted 

out as the reward of heroes. The growing pains of 

civilisation are part of its divine economy. That which 

is easy can do no more than stop the gap. Defeat to a 

virile nation is the gate of victory. In the hard school 

of adversity she learns tp organise and train her forces 

soberly, stubbornly; then revolt springs up and the 

oppressor’s yoke is cast off. They that sow in tears 

reap in joy. 

When the Ides of March are past we look forward 

to the riot of spring and the stately beauty of summer. 

The harsh winds, the grey skies and the dour monotony 

of the winter landscape have their reward in copses 

studded with a milky way of wood anemone and prim¬ 

rose. On every hand the cheeky note of the blackbird 

proclaims the season’s difference. How often have 

we watched his skimming flight over a carpet of dead 

leaves, when his note was apologetic and despondent 

and the woodlands hibernated. Everything in which 

is the breath of life marks time in the chill wintry 

weather; every April garden is a battlefield—we have 

to gather up the dead, to coax survivors back again 

to vigour. 

Nature is perennial. Season by season she copies 

herself in the past. The astounding phenomena of bird 

migration are familiar to us, and we fail to realise 

the marvels of the bird calendar of travels. Why, for 

instance, in a particular week of the spring, does the 

swallow parliament pass a resolution that the nation 
shall fly North, to face unknown terrors over the stormy 
seas ? Young and old alike flit valiantly away for a land 
of perpetual promise, from whence their battalions will 
in due time retreat. Many of the old birds will fail that 
roll-call when it comes, but their places will be taken by 
the half-yearlings, and so the ebb and flow of life will 
go on to the end of the chapter. 

But nations migrate without retreating. There is no 
subject on which men wrangle more than that of race- 
destinies. The vast tracts of Turkestan are almost 
as solitary to-day as the mountains of the moon, ye: 
we know that five or six hundred years ago they teemed 
with folk full of aggression, as much bent on seeking 
their place in the sun as the restless Teutons of to-day. 
A few nomads wandering over illimitable steppes, seek¬ 
ing scant herbage for their flocks on the bases of the 
roof of the world, are all there are to show for those 
hordes of the earth-hungry. The world is strewn with 
the dead bones of Empire—Babylon, Carthage, Greece. 
Mexico, Peru. Is, then, all human endeavour futile' 
The fabric of racial organism is cemented with blood 
and tears. It is hardly-wrought and attains to matunty 
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through dire struggle. Then comes the chilling frost 
of adversity to nip its root, and it falls. Some wander¬ 
ing archaeologist in the future will record the shreds 
and patches of its past That race was! True, it has 
passed its type on, in the ravelled web of Man's 
destiny. 

Britain to-day emerges from a social civil war. Our 
trade economy is touched to the quick. It is certain that 
we come out of the struggle weaker and poorer. Foolish 
panic-legislation will plague its inventor and those who 
come after him. All men are saying—and nothing is 
more disastrous than that it should be so—that the Old 
Country is on the down grade. Before us looms the 
shadow of a gigantic European struggle. No respon¬ 
sible authority can be found to tell us that our Army is 
fitted to fight a series of victorious European campaigns. 
We all think our Navy invincible—but modern navies 
are mechanisms that have only been tested on the 
measured mile of Peace. No struggle has taken place 
between two modern navies evenly matched. Eventu¬ 
alities are, for us and others, in the lap of the gods. 
We have all heard of an army that was ready to the 
buttons of the gaiters of the last recruit, but that army 
was swept out of being and melted away when the time 
of test came. 

Perhaps in God’s great assize War may be the 
instrument to restore the British race to her old place 
at the head of European civilisation. War is a mighty 
tonic. Future wars will be a brutal business enough 
—how brutal no war yet waged can teach us. Even so, 
there is not an acre of British soil in which the bones 
of some fighter of his day have not mouldered, and on 
mouldering bones Freedom rears her temples. As 
Charles Kingsley wrote, when Frenchmen and Germans 
flew at each others* throats more than forty years ago: 

And ever at the loom of Birth, 
The mighty Mother weaves and sings : 
She weaves—fresh robes for mangled earth; 
She sings—fresh hopes for desperate things. 

Has not the time come when the wicked game of 
party demoralisation should, by the resolution of 
moderate men on every side, be determined? The in¬ 
stitutions of Great Britain are being offered at Dutch 
auction. There is nothing which will fetch a few 
miserable votes at the poll for which our placemen 
will not gamble. We have grown great on a regime 
of steady progress. Now, in a time of drought, our 
flood-gates are open, and the land is being drained of 
the historic waters which have fertilised its institutions 
in the past No one attempts to dispute that all this 
reckless work is opposed to the deliberate will of the 
nation, and that, if the people had a real say in their 
destinies, they would change it. Have the British 
people grown so emasculate that they cannot shake off 
the present nightmare and force their will to shape 
national policy, such as in its heart of hearts the nation 
demands ? 

At St. Stephen’s Shrine 

By a Regular Devotee. 

THE House reassembled after the Whitsuntide 
recess on Tuesday, 4th inst., and this part of the 

Session, fraught with tremendous and serious issues, 
opened with a mild joke. Sir John Tenniel, when he 
illustrated “Alice in Wonderland,” must have had a 
prophetic eye—for he drew an exact portrait of Mr. 
Joseph King, M.P., when he portrayed the Mad Hatter 
in that famous story. His questions, and his very 
attitude when bending to ask them, remind one of the 
tea-party. Mr. King wanted to know what Lord Hal¬ 
dane had been doing in Germany, and Sir Edward 
Grey, who is usually very solemn, read an elaborate 
written answer in which he said Lord Haldane had been 
on a private holiday with a companion—“the cut of 
whose beard caused him to be identified as either the 
Prime Minister or as myself.” The Radicals rocked with 
laughter at this description of two clean-shaven men— 
and evidently thought it extremely funny, whilst the 
Secretary for Foreign Affairs smiled as if he himself 

thought it rather clever. 

The attendance was sparse, so sparse indeed that Sir 
Frederick Banbury had to take the Chair for a time; 
this was poacher turned gamekeeper with a vengeance. 
The fare was very light—a vote in supply for Consular 
and other expenses. * The usual chaff went on—the 
Unionists picked the Estimates to pieces and urged 
economy; whilst young Wedgwood Benn, with a states¬ 
manlike air, pleaded that for the dignity of the British 
Empire it was necessary to spend £6,000 on a reception 
room in Cairo, £250 on a tennis-court in Dacca, and 300 
odd pounds for a bathroom (h. and c.) somewhere else. 
Mr. Strauss protested against the disbanding of the 
Paddington Rifles, but before the debate could finish 
the House was counted out at 9.40. 

On Wednesday Mr. Brady, an Irish Member, ran 
amok and for no discoverable reason objected to a series 
of English domestic private Bills with which he could 
have no possible concern. I believe he was remon¬ 
strated with severely by his friends for this ill-timed 
exhibition, because it is contended by the opponents of 
the Home Rule Bill that this is exactly what will happen 
when the Irish are free to manage their own affairs, and 
yet come over here and obstruct English legislation 
with which they will then have no concern. 

Then came the question of the Dock Strike. It is 
clear the strike is crumbling—more men are going back 
every day, and it was necessary that the retreat should 
not become a rout. Both sides wanted to know what the 
Government intended to do. Each professed to be 
anxious for a settlement; the masters declare that two 
agreements have been tom up, whilst the men allege 
pin-pricks and evasion by some of the smaller em¬ 
ployers. Mr. Lloyd George read a type-written docu¬ 
ment of such length—at such a speed and so ambigu¬ 
ously worded, that the Labour men saw their advantage 
and pressed for leave to move the adjournment. This 
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was granted, and the House in the interval sat down to 
listen to a brilliant attack on John Burns by Sir A. 
Griffith-Boscawen for doing nothing under the House 
and Town Planning Act* The Unionist Social Reform 
Committee is responsible for this movement They all 
believe in Social Democracy and keep Disraeli's earlier 
novels under their pillows. They often meet at plain 
dinners, and afterwards earnestly discuss Poor Law 
Problems and Housing over half-bottles of claret. It 
is interesting to see these young men at work—they 
are thoroughly in earnest and they made John Bums 
“ sit up.” Boscawen was followed by Hills, Walter 
Guinness, Cavendish-Bentinck, Waldorf Astor, and Peto, 
whilst respectable Liberals like Spicer and Bentham 
also had a cut John Bums, however, turned it off. 
He praised himself and all his works: never had the 
L.G.B. been better managed, and he produced his old 
trump card of a Milk Bill, which he really hoped for the 
fourth time the Government would find time to pass this 
session. Hope is not yet taxed even by Lloyd George. 

At 8.15, Mr. O’Grady, a Labour Member, opened fire on 
the adjournment. Mr. Lloyd George, like the little boy 
in the story, 44 had not been idle ” in the interval, for he 
sprang a surprise on the Labour Members. The Unions 
were now willing to give a financial guarantee to observe 
any new agreement come to by a Joint Board. Mr. 
O’Grady could not believe his ears and demanded who 
had signed the offer. It was Harry Gosling. 

The House felt this was business. Bonar Law, with 
that swift decision which is one of his most valuable 
characteristics, pointed out that this was tantamount 
to a confession that the Trades Disputes Act of 1906 
had broken down. By that Act the Government had 
put the Unions above the law and free from financial 
liability. By the irony of circumstances the Unions 
had found they must submit to financial liability in spite 
of that Act Mr. O’Grady had no more to say, so he 
withdrew his motion and we all went home to bed. 

Home Rule, Welsh Disestablishment, and all the 
other burning questions of this session have faded into 
the background before the labour unrest. Mr. 
McKenna, like a more celebrated man before him, has 
been described as " having the manners of a pirate and 
the courage of a nursery governess." He bullies when 
he can, but he met his match this afternoon at question¬ 
time in Mr. Fred Hall, the Unionist Member for 
Dulwich. Mr. Hall looks like a prize-fighter in mufti, 
and roars out persistent questions in tones of menace. 
Whether this caused McKenna to lose his head or not 
I do not know, but he blurted out that he had declined 
police protection to the free labourers who were coming 
into the Port by the Lady Jocelyn " because it was 
likely to cause irritation ”! The Home Secretary was 
afraid of Mr. Fred Hall and afraid of the strikers. He 
practically declined to interfere until someone was 
injured. 

Mr. Jack Pease, the new Minister for Education, de¬ 
livered his budget speech; he had got it up very well, 
but it was very dull and uninteresting. The Mad 
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Hatter was so enchanted with the speech that he moved 
to reduce Mr. Pease’s salary by £100 in order to raise 
it to £5,000, and added that though he admired Mr. 
Pease, he thought he might have done better. 

The Midland have artfully purchased the Tilbury 
Line behind the backs of the G.E.R., and the residents 
of Southend fear that they may do away with their 
cheap season tickets. Lord Claud Hamilton of the 
G.E.R., like the great gentleman he is, defended the 
rival line, and on pledges being given the Bill was 
allowed to creep upstairs. 

On the adjournment Mr. McKenna got into further 
difficulties; he declared that the men on the Lady 
Jocelyn were strike-breakers, and on that account be 
had refused police protection. Feeling is getting very’ 
bitter, and a National Strike is once more threatened. 
It will be remembered the strike commenced over the 
retention of one old employee who was not a trade 
unionist 

On Friday, in a thin House, Mr. Montagu discussed 
Indian affairs, but the House can think of nothing but 
the strike and the amazing attitude of Mr. McKenna 

On the adjournment he announced that the order of 
business on Monday would be changed. He knew that 
there would be another motion to adjourn, so he pro¬ 
posed to postpone the Trades Union Bill rather than 
have the discussion on it cut in two. 

Events moved rapidly over the week-end. A number 
of telegrams and letters of remonstrance were received 
by the leaders of the Opposition and the rank and file, 
filled with indignation at McKenna’s attitude towards 
free labour. Mr. Bonar Law decided to move a vote of 
censure on the Government for their conduct over the 
strike. A vote of censure always has a bracing effect 
on an unpopular Government; for it pulls the supporters 
together, and Mr. Asquith pursued the usual tactics 
when he leapt to his feet and offered the earliest day- 
possible for the debate. This has been fixed for 
Wednesday. In the meantime the proposed adjourn¬ 
ment to discuss the matter on Monday at 8.15 went off. 
and the House settled down to discuss various mis¬ 
cellaneous items. The India Bill was finished after a 
trenchant speech from Sir John Rees, who declared that 
the whole policy of the Government in India was one cf 
surrender to agitators—44 a remark which applied tc 
their policy at home "—which was a nasty cut at the 
Home Secretary. 

The White Slave Traffic Suppression Bill next occu¬ 
pied the House, and the Mentally Deficient Bill filled 
up the rest of the evening. In the meantime the master? 
had delivered their ultimatum, being a flat refusal of the 
terms of the men. Messrs. Gosling and Tillett then 
carried out their threat of a General Strike, and tele¬ 
grams went off to all the Unions concerned. It is tc 
be seen whether the provinces will support London 
Labour. At the moment of writing it is considered tc 
be very doubtful whether they will call out their men to 
any large extent. 

On Tuesday the Premier, in answer to Ramsay Mac¬ 
Donald, said the good offices of the Government were 
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still open to the parties to the Dock dispute. He could 
not say more and could not very well have said less. 
The question as to how the Government will extricate 
the unfortunate McKenna from the mess he has got 
himself into occupies the minds of all men to the exclu¬ 
sion of everything else. The Home Rule debate in 
Committee began dully. There was an instruction 
to divide the Bill which of course failed, and it was not 
until Mr. Balfour rose to speak on treating Ulster sepa¬ 
rately that heat arose. The Solicitor-General replied. 

I ought to record the fact that the Radical tail have 
succeeded in getting rid of their impartial Lord Chan¬ 
cellor at last, and Haldane, with his task half finished 
at the War Office, reigns in his stead; and that Sir 
Philip Sassoon has won an important victory at Hythe 
with no organisation, the machinery having fallen into 
desuetude owing to his late father's popularity. 

The Magazines 
IN the English Review this month there is a curious 

and interesting story by Mr. J. D. Beresford en¬ 
titled 41 The Criminal." At least, one may be permitted 
to speak of it as a story, although it is really a satire 
most just It merits reflection as well as reading. Mr. 
Henry Newbolt continues his 44 New Study of English 
Poetry” The present division of it is concerned with 
41 Poetry and Personality.” One naturally desires to 
welcome any study of poetry, but it is difficult to see 
exactly what is so new in Mr. Newbolt's article. Its 
subject is perennial in its interest: that is to say, it is 
a perennial subject of discussion, as most things are that 
are too well rounded to be divided and split up into 
categories. And the fact that the artist must be both 
personal and impersonal, at one and the same time in 
the moment of creation, not one or the other, is not only 
a fact that evades the analytical blade, but is evident in 
nearly all the explanatory comments that are quoted 
from the pens of artists, in no case more so than in the 
correspondence of Gustave Flaubert that is drawn upon 
so largely. Mr. E. M. Forster, in 44 Co-operation,” falls 
considerably below his own level in the execution of the 
short story that is more than anecdote. It is an interest¬ 
ing, and even perhaps surprising, spectacle, to see Mr. 
Walter Sickert indulging in a defence of 44 The Royal 
Academy”; not that portion of the Academy considered 
properly advanced, but that portion of it in the line of 
the old tradition: Poynter, say, rather than Sargent, or 
the younger school. And what he has to say is as good, 
in the sense of being contributory to such thinking as 
leads to advance in the proper meaning of the word, as 
anything we have read of his for some time. It is cer¬ 
tainly quaint that much that is called advanced work, in 
more branches of Art than one, should be work from 
which it is impossible to advance. 

In the Fortnightly Review Thomas Hardy has a 
poem on the disaster of the Titanic called 44 The Con¬ 
vergence of the Twain.” It is marked by that curious 
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quality characteristic of all his poetry, where the lines 
flow to their inevitable finish yet never seem to sing. 
So, too, the stanzas complete themselves perfectly, yet 
seem only to have been said in an equable voice, not 
sung. The twain whose convergence he imagines are 
of course, the Titanic, finished with such pains and skill 
under the hand of man, and the iceberg that she struck, 
finished with not less toil in the processes of Nature. 
The most noteworthy article of literary importance is by 
Mr. Horace Samuel on "August Strindberg,” and is a 
competent and adequate review of the late dramatist's 
life as an artist It was not an enviable life; nor was 
his an enviable character. It was, we venture to sug¬ 
gest, a type of character that belongs to an epoch of 
thought that we are now working away from—the 
natural product of it; and with the passing of a certain 
phase of scepticism the unhealthiness it produced will 
pass too. It would not be easy to find an unhappier 
example of it than Strindberg, and the more so because 
it was joined with a powerful mind and personality. 
The Fortnightly is not prolific in articles of literary 
interest Like others of the monthlies, it relies chiefly 
on that recurrent round of political excitements that are 
as quickly forgotten as aroused, and that in the end 
mean so little. And when literary interests engage 
attention, they are more often than not drawn from 
French artists. But among the articles of political in¬ 
terest the one by Sidney Brooks, on 44 Sir Horace 
Plunkett and His Work,” will be found to be of more 
than transient importance. There are many who would 
wish to know what exactly the Irish Agricultural Or¬ 
ganisation Society (generally referred to as the I.A.O.S.) 
is in its organisation and intentions, not to say in its his¬ 
tory. Mr. Sydney Brooks does not refer much to the diffi¬ 
culties that Sir Horace and Mr. George Russell have 
had to cope with in the way of opposition from those in 
places of power; and the nature of the work cannot be 
better arrived at than by understanding these difficulties 
and oppositions; yet he is informative and well- 
informed. What will probably remain the best article in 
the number is 44Qualis Artifex,” by Mr. Henry W. 
Nevinson. 

In the Nineteenth Century Miss Edith Sichel writes 
upon 44 Pauline de Beaumont,” that Pauline who 
achieved so sympathetic a friendship with Joubert Miss 
Sichel knows her subject well, but she does no more 
than just speak from without of the people who arouse 
her interest Mr. Mallock deals with the 44 Labour 
Unrest as a Subject of Official Investigation.” He 
holds to the belief that the unrest of which he speaks is 
merely a phase in the life of the nation, a kind of 
national post-puberty. He is sanguine, with a stout 
intent to be sanguine. Mr. Heathcote Statham writes 
on 44 The Salon and the Royal Academy,” with space 
disadvantage to the latter. 

In Blackwood's there is an excellent story by Mr. 
St. John Lucas entitled 44 Sanderson's Venus.” We own 
to the fact that we liked it because it was saturated in 
the atmosphere of Italy, and old Italian art 44 Q ” con¬ 
tinues his serial 44 Hocken and Hunken,” but we doubt 
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very much whether there are many people who read 
novels in detachments. It is at best an irritating busi¬ 
ness. In 41 Musings Without Method” the editor does a 
characteristic British thing in speaking of the “ Rejuven¬ 
escence of France,” because France has lately become 
'enamoured of several English traits as a fashionable 
cult. There are some who describe it by a word that 
is rather antithetical to “ rejuvenescence ” In the Corn- 

Mil Dr. Fitchett deals with what he justly calls 14 One of 
the Puzzles of Waterloo: Napoleon’s Scaffold.” It appears 
from an old print that on the field of Waterloo was 
erected a scaffold from which Napoleon used to gain a 
view of the field. Certainly such a scaffold has never been 
heard of in all the mass of literature that the battle of 
Waterloo has brought out from time to time. But it 
has been confirmed by an account of the field by Sir 
Charles Bell, who visited the scene 44 to improve his 
knowledge of gunshot wounds,” he being a surgeon. 
Dr. Fitchett does not himself discuss the matter, but 
throws it open to question and discussion. It is cer¬ 
tainly a curious matter. Sir Henry Lucy continues his 
account of his 44 Sixty Years in the Wilderness,” and 
.Mary Skrine deals with 44 The Church in Mary Femur’s 
House,” disagreeing considerably with the account 
given in 44 John Inglesant.” 

In the Century this month there is an article on 44 The 
Escape of Prince Krapotkin,” by George Kennan, that 
makes admirable reading. It is a stirring account of a 
clever piece of work; and the interest is all the acuter 
because all one’s natural sympathies are with the escape. 
In Harper s Mr. Arnold Bennett continues his articles 
on 44 Your United States.” His attitude is non-com¬ 
mittal. 

One is always glad to notice new magazines; and 
this month there appears for the first time Bedrock, a 
quarterly review of scientific thought At this time of 
day the very title of the magazine is courageous. We 
should have thought that its chief value consisted in the 
fact that it recorded the last contribution to scientific 
investigation, irrespective of the fact that to-morrow 
might well see that piece of knowledge as being far 
from “bedrock.” In fact, the interest of this present 
number arises from that very element. One cf the 
most interesting of the seven articles, for instance, deals 
with 44 Darwin and Bergson on the Interpretation of 
Evolution,” by Professor Poulton, in which Professor 
Poulton’s natural inclinations are against Bergson. 
Another admirable article is by Professor Turner on 
44 The Stars in Their Courses.” 

The Theatre 
“Oliver Twist” at His Majesty’s 

THERE is good opportunity, we imagine, for a long 
article on the ethics of the process of dramatising 

a novel, more especially a novel which depends for its 
primary effect upon the charm of the author’s manner. 
If that charm is sacrificed when the stage takes up 

the story, and the whole thing so presents itself that it 
might have been the work of any clever playwright, can 
we pretend that it was worth doing ? At the moment we 
cannot follow this interesting line of thought through 
the forest of argument; but such was the trend of our 
musings as we watched 44 Oliver Twist ” last Tuesday 
night. A play was there, certainly; melodrama, in 
places, of the most luscious description. Here was the 
sneering, low-browed villain; the funny servant; the 
comic old man with his catchword that is supposed to 
bring the house down whenever it is uttered; the 
beautiful, pure heroine with complicated relationships 
which move her to the 44 No, Harry—it can never be 
sacred to transpontine histrionics; the sweet, angelic 
child whom we have not encountered as yet in the 
flesh, and whom, if we did, we should desire to spank 
incontinently; the whining, hypocritical Jew; and others 
of the well-known properties. It was, in fact, the real 
thing as conceived by dozens of moderately equipped 
play-writers; and it is of little avail to say that all 
these are to be found in the book itself. For the 
charm of the book we sought in vain. The book is 
Dickens; the play was anything but Dickens. 

This, perhaps, we need not grumble at, since melo¬ 
drama of any kind in the hands of such superb actors 
as spend their strength over the intricacies of poo: 
Oliver’s career must perforce reach a point where com 
plaint is hushed. In its way nothing could be finer thar 
Mr. Basil Gill’s management of the part of Harr. 
Maylie; his organ-voice must have made the heart 
strings of every girl vibrate in sympathy; and Rose, 
the little hot-house plant, was excellently interpreted by 
Miss Laura Cowie. The principal interest centred, c* 
course, round Sir Herbert Tree’s vivid picture of Fagm 
That wily old thief gives opportunities that Sir Herbert 
was not likely to miss, and, as in 1905, he makes the 
most of them. Never have we heard so extraordinary 

• 

a wheeze and cough either on the stage or off ; and onh 
in 44 Trilby ” (and then with quite a different manner 
have we seen such a portrayal of cunning and sher 
devilment as he treats us to in the scenes of the thievei 
dark den. With Mr. Frank Stanmore as the irrepres¬ 
sible 44 Artful Dodger,” and Mr. Ion Swinley as Charlie 
Bates, the picture was bound to be a success; an: 
when Miss Constance Collier reinforced it in her diffi¬ 
cult part of the unhappy Nancy the success became 

emphatic. It is no easy matter to retain the spint c: 

Nancy within pleasing bounds; with the least over¬ 
acting the delicacy of the whole thing must be spoil: 
beyond repair, and it is to Miss Collier’s credit that :r 
the scene with Rose she exercised a most admirable 
restraint; only in one of her outbursts with the ur. 
speakable Sikes did she become too distracted and in¬ 
coherent Bill Sikes, a mountain of a man in the hard: 

of Mr. Lyn Harding, was as hoarse and terrible a fie::: 
as Dickens himself could have wished. 

Oliver Twist was played by Master Alfred Willmcrr 
and a frail wisp of a boy he seemed, far too good :;r 
this world. It is curious that the only really unnatur: 
part in the play should be this one, but certain i: 
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that not even the boy’s pretty acting could make it 
alive and credible. His best moment came in the clever 
scene of the burglary—Mr. Comyns Carr, who drama¬ 
tised the novel, is to be heartily congratulated on this— 
where he was dropped through the window and shot by 
Sikes: the most thrilling incident in the play. 

We cannot mention all the characters by name, but 
Mr. A. E. George, too thickly made up as Mr. Grim- 
wig, Mr. Carter, also too purple as Bumble, and Mr. 
Morrell as the benevolent Mr. Brownlow, all did good 
work. And yet, notwithstanding the efforts of the in¬ 
genious Mr. Comyns Carr and the labours of a splendid 
company, we remain firm in our belief that Dickens is 
not for the stage. To stage a novel of Dickens may 
be likened to cracking and nibbling the stone of a 
cherry; we have the essential portion, perhaps—the 
seed, the plot—but the fine fruity covering is gone; 
and with Dickens, more than with most novelists, it 
was the method of telling the story that mattered. 

The Irish Players 
HITHERTO Mr. Lennox Robinson has written plays that 
we felt he would so soon outgrow as to feel an actual 
distaste for them. Not only because they have hap¬ 
pened to be immature in workmanship, but because they 
have been rather too youthfully bitter in savour. But 
in “ Patriots,” which was played at the Court Theatre 
for the first time in London on the 10th instant, he 
breaks away from his early tendencies and achieves 
moments that are good for their own strong sake, and 
not because of some bitter cleverness in the playwright. 

The very plot of " Patriots ” has the high merit of sim¬ 
plicity. The central figure is that of James Nugent, one 
of the leaders in the old days of fire eighteen years ago. 
He was sentenced to death for killing a man who held 
certain important secrets, and who was about to divulge 
them. The sentence was transmuted; and as the play 
opens he is just about to be liberated. Since his im¬ 
prisonment his wife has applied herself to her grocer’s 
shop, with the result that she is now a successful and 
prosperous woman. Her daughter was bom, prema¬ 
turely as we afterwards learn, immediately after James’ 
arrest, and the result of the shock to the mother is seen 
in the fact that the daughter is a cripple. Her two 
brothers, Bob and Harry, are in no way differentiated, 
being presented merely as two old soft-handed fogies. 
They were workers together with James Nugent in the 
past, when the League was a reality; Bob is still its 
secretary, and he and Harry, and others who in the 
old days were full of vigour, now spend their 
leisure in devising lectures for the League on Palestine 
and the Tyrol, under the impression that they are still 
carrying forward the tradition as zealots. There is, in 
fact, only two who are faithful to the old memory: and 
these two are young people who have it only as a re¬ 
collection—James Nugent’s crippled daughter Rose, and 
her friend Willie Sullivan. All the others have become 

prosperous or foolish or hard. 
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It is to this company that James Nugent returns on 
his release. He comes with full energy and in the fire 
of his first enthusiasm, in the faith, moreover, that the 
flag has been held high, and that he is returning to take 
up the leadership again of an enthusiastic army. The 
situation is one that is tense and dramatic; and it is 
significant that with the entrance of James, midway 
through the second act, the whole atmosphere is raised. 
The first act is too reminiscent of “ Harvest ” in the 
fact that the dialogue, whether clever or not, is cynical 
without being in any way indicative of character. This 
trait in Mr. Robinson is not less evident in the printed 
text of the play, for there we have the characters better 
described in the stage directions than is conveyed in 
their proper speech. It is only Ann who is clearly de¬ 
fined ; and this is a matter of Sara Algood’s acting, for 
she hardly says anything throughout the act 

The reason, of course, is that the situation is not one 
of drama but one of the novel, and Mr. Robinson must 
dip his pen in the novelist’s ink to convey it. It is the 
entrance of James Nugent that changes things. When 
he asks if the League has a good store of arms, of its 
own accord the whole situation tightens and lifts the 
dramatist to the height of its demand. And when 
James has his interview with his wife, and learns that 
she has changed, too, but changed in a somewhat diffe¬ 
rent manner from the others, having become hard and 
bitter, cold and inimical towards himself, then the situa¬ 
tion tightens still further, and, though Mr. Robinson 
does not quite realise it, for good or for ill, the chief 
interest thereafter lies between husband and wife. All 
the other interests fall aside as James realises that she 
who trod Ireland with him in the days gone by, speaking 
at meetings with him in the seeming faith of an Ireland 
that should be free, now bears him enmity at the thought 
of a wasted youth and a blasted life. 

Let us say at once that Mr. Robinson is not altogether 
true in his picture of Irish life. Last week we expressed 
it as our faith that the artist can only people his art 
with the blood from his own brain, and clothe it with the 
colour from his own imagination. To that we hold, 
but Mr. Robinson forgoes that high intention by deal¬ 
ing with scenes and occasions that can be collated with 
their original. It is not necessary for us to say that we 
happen to know from experience that the early fire is 
not quite so spent in the west of Ireland as he depicts: 
the loud cheers from various parts of the theatre that 
met James Nugent’s call for arms and denunciation of 
politics, were sufficient to show that; consequently the 
satire, which was keen and deadly, was rather in excess 
of the occasion. But it was not so with the situation 
between James Nugent and his wife. There were not 
only the makings of deep tragedy there; there was its 
realisation. The crippled child, Rose, as a kind of 
symbol between them, was a fine conception: her turn¬ 
ing to her father, who to her is hero as well as father, 
and her mother’s bitterness against her husband flaming 
out in a wild jealousy over her child, marking and ac¬ 
centuating the tense drama as nothing else could have 
done. 
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Therefore if we were disappointed with the opening, 
and much of the adventitious matter of the play, our in¬ 
terest was to be aroused by a second and third act that 
reached forward to a considerably higher level Mr. 
Robinson will believe that we mean no critical imper¬ 
tinence with an artist’s proper conception of his own 
business >yhen we say that we wished he had begun his 
play later, carried it later, and kept it more steadfastly- 
to that deeper interest The scene between husband and 
wife in the second act, and the even more intense scene 
in the closing act, each of them held the whole house, 
and left it purged as men are only purged when they are 
wrung to the finer heights of sympathy. Particularly 
was this the case in the third act. Nugent has come 
into the hall that he expected full for his address at the 
opening of his campaign, to find it empty; in his dis¬ 
appointment he declares he will go to Dublin, and Rose 
has avowed her intention of going with him; and 
Mrs. Nugent, to keep her child, at last tells her husband 
what she has hitherto kept from him, that he, and he 
alone, is responsible for the fact that Rose is a cripple. 
It breaks him. There were tears in that; and they 
were realised in the tense strong acting of Fred 
O’Donovan and Sara Algood. Both throughout made 
no misstep, and helped to the just success of the play. 
Miss Kathleen Drago, too, as Rose, played with con¬ 
siderable insight and sympathy, in spite of the fact that 
she was very nervous in the early stages. Messrs. 
Arthur Sinclair and O’Rourke, as the pettifogging old 
fools Bob and Harry, were excellent; and Mr. Sydney 
Morgan, as Peter O’Mahoney, did well with a part that 

was not too well defined. 
We will not do Mr. Robinson the customary fatuity 

of saying that the play was promising. There was 
fine achievement in it; and there was also that which 
was not achievement; and as a whole it was sincere and 
strong. The evening closed with Lady Gregory’s one- 
act play, “The Jackdaw” 

Art 
Modern Colour-Prints 

HREE years ago the Society of Graver-Printers in 
Colour held its first exhibition in this country. 

Others followed, both in London and Paris, and there is 
now one open at Messrs. Goupil’s Gallery in Bedford 
Street, Strand. The number of those who are practising 
this art of colour-printing—which is directly derived, at 
least in the case of the wood-cut process, from the now 
famous work of the Japanese colour-printers of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries—is still compara¬ 
tively small, though the fact that a school has been 
opened by Mr. W. Lee Hankey, one of the Society’s 
original members, shows that it is likely to become 
more popular. At present, however, there is not a little 
charm in its singularity. The prints exhibited are, 
broadly speaking, of two kinds, woodcuts and metal 
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prints. In the case of the former, impressions are taken 
alternately from a number of wood-blocks—a separate 
block being cut for each colour required, while in the 
case of the metal-print, the method is similar, soft or 
aquatint grounds being the most generally used. 

The members of the Society draw special attention 
to the fact that each print is entirely the work of the 
artist, i.e., that it is designed, engraved, and printed by 
him, and this, of course—apart from technical differences 
of method—at once differentiates this art of colour- 
printing from that of the English eighteenth-century 

engravers, who for the most part were merely copyists 
of the work of contemporary painters. The real and 
great distinction, however, between these prints and 
those of the eighteenth century is to be found in the 
method of colour. 

The aim of the colour-printer—and of the realisation 
of this some of the Japanese prints remain, of course, 
the perfect illustration—has been expressed by Mr. 
Lee Hankey as a desire to produce “ colour-prints n as 
opposed to “coloured prints.” The distinction is ob¬ 
vious: the colour must be as much an integral part of 
the whole as in an oil painting or a water-colour, and 
by no means a mere addition to something already com¬ 
plete, as was the case with the old English prints, which 
were often coloured only after a certain number of 
chiaroscuro impressions had been taken and the plate 
had begun to show signs of wear—though as a matter 
fact the worn plates actually gave better results in 
colour. 

One hopes that this distinction may never be lost sign: 
of by the members of the present Society. In the intro¬ 
duction to the catalogue the possibilities of the mediun. 
are spoken of as limitless, and so, of course, they are ir. 
a certain sense, while those who employ it as a mean- 
of expression are content to keep within its technics 
boundary lines. For while it is undeniable that mar.; 
beautiful effects may be obtained by a union of tw 
or more diverse processes, and new beauties discoverec 
by the disregard of arbitrary rules, without ignoring th? 
close relationship which has existed between the various 
methods of producing what are known as “ prints,” there 
can be little doubt that the best work has general!) 
been done rather on account than in spite of the so- 
called limitations of the chosen medium. 

Of the works shown in the present exhibition 
feels that those which are technically the most obvious, 
and in which the close relationship of the end and the* 
means is most clearly discernible, are also the me** 
interesting from an artistic point of view. As aa 
example of the woodcut in colour in one of its simples* 
forms it is pleasant to see Mrs. E. C. Austen Brown* 
“Spring” and “The Sandy Road,” hung near the en¬ 
trance to the Gallery. One may instance also M:v 
Mabel A. Royd’s “ Girl and Goat,” and Mr. Lc\ 
Hankey’s “Virgin and Child,” which is a metal-pr.:* 
like Mrs. Nelson Dawson’s “ By the Sussex Downs 
The latter, however, charming as it is, being almos* 
monochrome, is not such a good example as those ;v* 
named of the pure, clean colour w’hich is the co’. u: 
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print’s great beauty. The delicacy of the metal-print 
work is well shown in Mr. Alfred Hartley’s “ Flagstaff,” 
and again, though in a different manner, in the sketch 
study of “ Liza,” by Mr. W. Douglas Almond. But that 
which remains in one’s memory as one of the most 
beautiful things in the exhibition is a little study of pure 
blue sky and rough uneven ground, with suggestions 
of low-lying buildings, seen in the evening, which Mr. 
Lee Hankey calls “ The Outskirts of London.” Apart, 
however, from the interest of the individual work to be 
seen here, the unique nature of the exhibition would 
make it specially deserving of a visit. 

Notes and News 
The lectures that Mr. Frank Harris announced to give 

at- Claridge’s Hotel this month, are unavoidably post¬ 
poned, owing to the illness and enforced absence abroad 
of the lecturer. 

The Blake Society, the principal object of which is to 
bring together the admirers of William Blake, the poet- 
painter, has been formed. The Secretary is Mr. Thomas 
Wright, of Olney. The meetings will be held in London, 
at Chichester, and at Felpham. 

Messrs. Stanley Paul and Co. announce for immediate 
publication 11 The New Wood Nymph,” by Dorothea 
Russell. In this work, the author sets forth something 
of the dangers and problems which confront a girl whose 
senses and intellect are both keenly awake. 

Mr. Edward Booth has just completed a new novel, 
and admirers of “ The Cliff End ” will no doubt appre¬ 
ciate the fresh treat in store for them. The scene is 
principally laid at a popular seaside resort called “ Spa- 
forth,” which Yorkshire readers will have no difficulty 
in identifying. Mr. Edward Arnold is the publisher. 

Mr. Darrell Figgis, the author of “Shakespeare: A 
Study,” will lecture on “ The Sanction of Poetry,” at 
Clifford’s Inn Hall, Fleet Street, at 9 p.m., on June 17. 
This is the second of a series of lectures upon poetry 
given under the auspices of the Poetry Review. Tickets, 
2s., can be obtained at the offices of the Review, 93, 
Chancery Lane, E.C. 

In his Short History of Music in England, Mr. Ernest 
Ford, F.R.A.M., promises a book for the general reader, 
free from technicalities. His aim is to give a simple 
and rational account of the events which have led to 
the complex state of the musical England that we know 
now. The work will have portraits, and will be issued 
almost immediately by Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston 
and Co. 

“ The Mayor of Casterbridge ” and “ The Wood- 
landers ” will be published in June in Messrs. Mac¬ 
millan’s new Wessex Edition of the works of Mr. 
Thomas Hardy. In July “ Under the Greenwood Tree ” 
and “ Life’s Little Ironies ” will appear; and in August 

Wessex Tales” and “A Pair of Blue Eyes” Each 
volume has a preface and notes and a new frontispiece 
in photogravure. 
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Mr. Murray will publish this month the second 
volume of Monsignor Duchesne’s “ Early History of 
the Christian Church.” The period dealt with, which 
ends with the close of the fifth century, covers some of 
the most critical periods in ecclesiastical history, includ¬ 
ing the great persecution under Diocletian. Monsignor 
Duchesne’s unique position among living historians of 
the Church makes his work one which followers of 
ecclesiastical history will need. 

Messrs. Sherratt and Hughes will publish this month 
at half-a-crown “The Manchester Politician, 1750-1912,” 
by Gerald Berkeley Hertz, M.A., with a preface by Sir 
Alfred Hopkinson, K.C. This important work gives a 
vivid and unprejudiced account of the political thought 
of Manchester since the development of the cotton trade 
first made it an important centre. It examines and 
accounts for the rise and fall of the Manchester School. 
It gives a clear picture of the forces that have moulded 
Manchester opinion in the past, and that govern it 
to-day. 

A new selection of “ Letters of William Cowper,” 
edited by Dr. J. G. Frazer, will shortly appear in Messrs. 
Macmillan’s Eversley series of standard works. In 
making his selection the editor has aimed at choosing, 
first, such letters as exhibit the charm and grace of the 
writer’s style at his best, and, second, such letters as 
illustrate the writer’s life and character, his tastes and 
pursuits, his judgments on books, men, and passing 
events. To enable the reader to understand passing 
allusions, a brief biographical introduction is prefixed to 
the letters, and a few footnotes have been added. 

Mr. John Lane is publishing this week “ Memories of 
James McNeill Whistler: The Artist,” by Thomas R. 
Way, at 10s. 6d. net. This volume contains about forty 
illustrations, including an unpublished etching drawn 
by Whistler and bitten in by Sir Frank Short, A.R.A.; 
an original lithograph sketch, seven lithographs in colour 
drawn by the author upon brown paper, and many in 
black and white. In most cases the originals are draw¬ 
ings and sketches by Whistler which have never been 
published before. The text deals with the author's 
memories of nearly twenty years’ close association with 
Whistler, and he endeavours to treat only with the man 
as an artist, and perhaps, especially as a lithographer. 
There will also be an edition de luxe on handmade 
paper, with the etching printed from the original plate, 
limited to 50 copies; price £2 2s. net. 

ORLICK’ 

MALTED MILK 
MALTED BARLEY, WHEAT and MILK in Powder Form. 

NOURISHING, INVIGORATING, SUSTAINING. 
MORE BENEFICIAL THAN 

TEA, COFFEE, COCOA, OR CHOCOLATE. 
Instantly available whenever needed by stirring briskly in hot or oold water. 

NO COOKING REQUIRED. 
Especially useful for Travellers by Sea or Land. 

An excell-nt Pick-in<*-up in the morning. 
A Refreshing Beverage at mid day. Delicious after the Theatre. 

Corrects Inso nnU Uken hot just before retiring. 
SERVED IN HOTELS. kKSTAUKANTS AND CAFES, Iaad may be obtained of all Chemists and Stores in Sterilised Glass Bottles, 

at la. 6d., 2s. 6d.( and Its. 
Trial use free by post on application to— 

HOBLICK'S HALTED MILK CO.. SLOOGH, BOCKS, ENGLAND. 
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The June number of the Round Tabley “a Quarterly 
Review of the Politics of the British Empire,” deals with 
several questions of vital interest. None will probably 
attract more attention just now than the account of the 
recent General Strike in Brisbane, which was mainly 
settled by the vigorous action of the people themselves 
in assisting the authorities by forming a strong citizen 
force to maintain law and order. The number contains 
also an able examination of the Home Rule question 
from the constitutional standpoint; an article on “ The 
Other Irish Question,” the agricultural development of 
the country, and another on “ The Durbar and After.” 
There are also summaries of the general political situa¬ 
tion in the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, South 
Africa, and New Zealand, written by correspondents 
residing in the countries concerned. The Round Table 
is now published by Messrs. Macmillan and Co., Ltd. 

The North British Academy of Literature has been 
founded with the purpose of giving literature, and those 
devoted to literary pursuits, the same advancement the 
N.B.A. of Arts accomplished for art and artists; and 
offers a prize of five guineas for the best essay embody¬ 
ing a series of useful, practical suggestions for the 
advancement of literature, the encouragement of authors, 
the best methods for discovering and rewarding real 
literary talent, and for discouraging the worthless and 
suppressing the injurious. Intending competitors should 
intimate their intention, stating full name, age, occupa¬ 
tion, and address; shall bind themselves to accept the 
award of the Academy as final; all suggestions sub¬ 
mitted shall be, if desired, at the service of the Academy, 
and if the Academy so determines it may print and 
publish the successful essay for gratuitous circulation. 
Candidates will be informed through the post the date 
when the essay must be submitted. The length is left 
to the judgment of the competitor. It must be typed or 
written clearly on one side of the paper only, and a 
stamped addressed envelope for its return must be 
enclosed. All communications should be addressed to 
Mr. W. J. Morgan, Hon. Sec., North British Academy, 
Claremont Buildings, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Imperial and Foreign Affairs 
By Lancelot Lawton. 

THE PLIGHT OF CHINA. THE situation in the Far East is once more engaging 
serious attention. The new Republic is in urgent 

need of funds with which to establish itself on a sound 
basis. But the irritant of foreign control in financial 
matters, which went a long way towards precipitating 
the rebellion, has been abruptly revived and constitutes 
the principal of the many problems confronting the 
Government. For the moment there is a deadlock in 
the negotiations with the banking groups of the six 
nations, and it is understood that China is attempting to 
raise an internal loan of an amount sufficient to cover 
her more pressing needs. No one having knowledge of 
recent events will deny that were the Government to 
accept the conditions laid down by the foreign financiers, 
then its existence would be immediately placed in peril, 
and a renewal of tumult, if not a counter revolution, 
might be looked for. The unseemly scramble that 
characterised the business competition of various nations 
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having interests in China before the dynasty was swept 
away, was certainly to be deplored. In this way inter¬ 
national differences were accentuated, and on more than 
one occasion Powers were brought to the verge of war. 
Moreover, the continual process of bargaining which 
went on led the Chinese to secure easy terms, in some 
cases altogether incompatible with proper protection 
for the interests of the investing public. 

The Governments of the six nations whose financiers 
contemplated lending money to republican China 
sought to find an enduring solution of these 
difficulties by the process of combination among 
the various groups concerned. This combination was 
ultimately arranged and was accorded the diplomatic 
support of all the Powers interested in its enterprise. 
The complaint then arose that what virtually constituted 
an international trust had been created. On the one 
hand the Chinese urged that they were precluded from 
obtaining money on the best terms, while on the other, 
rival groups protested that they were being excluded 
from the field. Thereupon, the favoured capitalists 
issued an announcement to the effect that they were net 
at all anxious to lend money to China, and that if she 
could satisfy her requirements by means of a domestic 
loan, they would not suffer from anything in the nature 
of disappointment. 

Sir Edward Grey did not hesitate to adopt this view. 
” It is China who wants to borrow,” he said, “ and net 
others who wish to press loans upon her.” From the 
official standpoint, such an attitude is, of course, strictly 
correct. For the rest, however, we find it difficult to 
accept the unctuous disavowal of the international bank¬ 
ing group. A loan of the magnitude proposed, involv¬ 
ing a sum of sixty millions sterling, at a fair rate of 
interest, and adequately secured, could not otherwise 
than have proved an alluring avenue of investment It 
is the custom of financiers, from the magnate down tc 
the individual who lends ready accommodation on small 
security, to convey the impression during the preliminary 
bargaining that the actual transaction of business is a 
matter of supreme unconcern to himself. In the an¬ 
nouncement of the international banking group may be 
traced a certain note of smug confidence. It is obvious 
that they believe that the attempt to raise an internal 
loan will fail, and that it is only a matter of time when 
China, somewhat chastened, will seek their assistance. 
Doubtless this conjecture is not far from the mark. 

That there is enormous wealth in China cannot be 
gainsaid. The individual, afraid to trust his savings 
the Government or to other native securities of invest¬ 
ment, has hoarded them up. No adequate banking 
system exists, and the new Administration has not ye: 
had time to establish a reputation for honest dealing 
such as would warrant the people subscribing to rn 

internal issue on any considerable scale. But if, 
alleged in some quarters, it is true that the internation:: 
banking group endeavoured to force upon China a large: 
sum that she actually needed, then it is not outside tbe 
range of possibility that the temporary crisis may be 
overcome by means of an appeal to the country f* r 
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contributions to the national exchequer. Already we 
are told that the provinces are sending substantial 

amounts to the capital A more generous appreciation 
abroad of the difficulties that beset the republican states¬ 
men in office is required. Were they to yield to the 
terms demanded as the price of the foreign loan, then, 
as I have already pointed out, there would be a danger 
of a counter revolution. On the other hand, while criti¬ 
cising the attitude adopted by the banking group, we 
cannot blind ourselves to the fact that if, as Sir Edward 
Grey rightly says, money is not to be lent upon proper 
conditions, “ Chinese credit will disappear and confusion 
and chaos will result.” The Foreign Minister shows a 
true appreciation of what is required of him when he 
adds, “ I cannot support anything that is likely to pro¬ 
duce these untoward consequences.” 

It has been argued that if China were able to secure 
better terms abroad than those offered to her by the 
banking group who have the advantage of diplomatic 
support, then no obstacle should be placed in her way. 
But it must not be forgotten that, in a broad sense, Sir 
Edward Grey has a duty to fulfil in seeing that the 
investing public is not victimised as a consequence of 
the adventurous exploits of speculative financiers. We 
might wish that there were other Government depart¬ 
ments which could place a check upon the rash activities 
of financiers nearer home. 

Both before and during the revolution the policy of 
Great Britain was directed towards the maintenance of 
the integrity of China, and there is no reason to believe 
that this policy has undergone any change since the 
establishment of a Republic It would seem that the 
impairment of Chinese credit, as a consequence of an 
inadequately secured loan, would produce chaos, and 
therefore bring about conditions such as would threaten 
the nation’s integrity. That is the view of the Govern¬ 
ments and the financiers. But the Chinese hold that so 
sensitive is popular feeling on the subject, that accepta¬ 
tion of the terms laid down as essential to a foreign 
loan would bring about those perilous conditions which 
such terms are designed to avert. It is not possible to 
decide finally as to which side is in the right, for the 
reason that no detailed statement of the course of nego¬ 
tiations has up to the present been made public. 

It is suspected that both Japan and Russia, to whom 
the prospect of a strong and enlightened China is not 
agreeable, are employing the opportunity for the further¬ 
ance of their own ends. Thus a Tokyo newspaper of 
recent date announces that the mission to Europe of 
Prince Katsura, the late Premier, and Baron Goto, whose 
intimate association with the Manchurian Administration 
in the past is well known, will for the most part be 
centred in St. Petersburg; and remarks gratuitously 
that the Anglo-Japanese Alliance has ceased to serve the 
purposes of Japan. The absorption of Manchuria and a 
large portion of Mongolia is now the fixed policy of 
these Powers, and it is clear that we must display caution 
lest, in being made the catspaw of their designs, we 
damage our reputation for honest dealing with China. 
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Motoring and Aviation 
ALTHOUGH, for one reason or another, only half of 

the total number of competitors entered for the 
Daily Mail flying race round London actually made the 

start from Hendon on Saturday afternoon last, the 
event must be pronounced a conspicuous success from 
several points of view. It afforded millions of people 
their first opportunity of witnessing an aeroplane in 
flight, and thus brought home to them some conception 
of the future in store for the flying machine; and it 
also demonstrated a fact which many people doubted, 
namely, that the skilled and experienced airman can, 
under ordinary conditions, accurately determine his 
whereabouts and find the shortest way from point to 
point. It is true that several of the competitors went 
far out of their way before eventually reaching the 
winning post, but this does not affect the fact that Mr. 
Hamel, the winner, piloted his machine round all the 
observation points en route with mathematical accuracy, 
and completed the entire circuit of greater London, a 
distance of over 80 miles, in 98 minutes; and what 
has been done by one man and one machine can be 
done by others, granted an equal amount of skill on the 
part of the former and of reliability on the part of the 
latter. Saturday's race showed us nothing new in the 
way of speed or altitude flying, but it did more than any 
previous event in the history of aviation to bring home 
to the minds of the British public the practical possi¬ 

bilities of the aeroplane. 

Thousands Pounds 
are wasted every year in the 
purchase of unsatisfactory 
or unsuitable Motor Cars. 

Intending Buyers of Cars (either new or 
second-hand) are invited to write 

Mr. H. L. ALDERSEY SWANN. 
Consulting Motor Engineer, 

0, Regent Street, London, 5. W.f 

for a copy (post free) ot 

il Hints on Motor Car Purchase," 

which contains much valuable information, 

and shows how the purchaser can entirely 

avoid all the worry, trouble and risk 

attending the buying of a Car of any make, 

and also save money both in first cost and 

upkeep. 

TtJsframs, " Swamttsr,*' London. TtUphom : 3616 C*ntrai. 
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A case of some interest and importance to motorists 

and the motor industry has just been decided by Judge 

Harrington. It was one in which Messrs. S. Bowley and 

Son, the well-known manufacturers of motor spirit and 

lubricating oils, sued the Corporation of Gillingham for 

the amount of duty on petrol supplied after the Finance 

Act of 1910 came into force, which duty, of course, had 

in the first place to be paid by the plaintiffs. The 

Corporations position was that Messrs. Bowley had 

contracted to deliver to them a certain quantity of 

petrol at a specified price, and they declined to refund 

the amount of the duty, on the ground that the Act 

of 1910, which imposed a consumer’s duty of 3d. per 

gallon on petrol, contained no provision authorising the 

seller who sold under a contract entered into before the 

duty was imposed to charge such duty to the buyer. 

In his judgment, however, Mr. Justice Harrington 

pointed out that there was such a provision in the 

Finance Act of 1901, and that, until specifically re¬ 

pealed, the section embodying it must be read into all 

subsequent Finance Acts. He therefore gave judgment 

in favour of Messrs. Bowley, and most people will en¬ 

dorse the soundness and justice of the decision. The 

case illustrates the fact that in English law and prac¬ 

tice it is the spirit rather than the letter of a contract 

which has to be observed. 

From Messrs. De Dion Bouton (1907), Ltd., comes a 

copy of their 44 Instruction Book ” for the use of owners 

of 1912 De Dions. It contains, elaborately and excel¬ 

lently illustrated with diagrams, the completest possible 

information on every point in connection with the use 

and care of the car, in addition to much sensible advice 

—particularly under the heading of “ Don’ts for Novices” 

—which many motorists, whether drivers of De Dions or 

any other cars would do well to take to heart. In the 

44 Foreword ” special attention is directed to the vital 

importance of cleanliness, adequate lubrication, and 

prompt adjustment whenever and wherever slackness 

or 44play” becomes apparent, and the mischievous and 

widespread fallacy that it is only 44 cheap ” cars that 

require this attention is forcibly exposed. As a matter 

of fact, of course, the finer the car the more essential 

is intelligent treatment, if the best of which the car is 

capable is to be extracted from it. The writer of the 

booklet illustrates the folly of the popular impression by 

asking what would be thought if a novice in equine 

matters suggested that a 600 guinea blood-sire ought to 

be able to stand exposure, inadequate feeding, and dis¬ 

pense with veterinary attention with greater impunity 

than could a thirty-pound cart-horse. And yet this is 

an almost parallel case. It does not follow that a 

high-class car should be packed in wadding or enclosed 

in a glass case when not in use, but undoubtedly the 
better a car is the more thoroughly will it repay careful 
and intelligent usage. 
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To-day’s flying programme at Hendon consists of three 
events—a cross-country handicap open to all types of 
aeropb"^. over a distance of about sixteen miles; a 
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losses, and when that month is over no one will be 
thinking about speculation, for they will be taking a 
holiday. Therefore, we shall probably have idle days 
right through until September. Looking back on the 
boom that has just burst, one is surprised to find that so 
few people have made money. The Stock Exchange has, 
of course, done well; it always does well when there is 
business about, because it takes a short view, and never 
hesitates to snatch a profit when it sees one. The gam¬ 
bler waits until prices are high, and when the slump 
comes he is still found hanging on to his stocks. When 
he has lost his money, he blames the Stock Exchange, 
which is most unfair. If the gambler took professional 
advice, he would usually make money, but he never asks 
for advice until after he has got himself into a mess. 

The new issues of the past week have not gone well. 
Neither the Danish Loan nor the City of Moscow loan 
was applied for; in each case the underwriters had 
to take about half. The North of England Trustee De¬ 
benture and Assets Corporation is offering ^100,000 4$ 
per cent, first mortgage debentures of the Royal Auto¬ 
mobile Club Buildings Company. They made a private 
offer to the members of the club, but this offer could not 
have been accepted; otherwise the public would not have 
had the chance of participating in the issue. As there 
are now about 7,000 members in the club, and as the 
total sum required for interest and sinking fund is only 
^6,000, the bond may be considered a first-class security. 
Millars Timber and Trading Company has offered 
^257,917 6 per cent. Preference shares at 6d. premium. 
This company is now earning large profits, and the 
Preference shares are a good security of their class. The 
Princess’s Hotel, Ltd., is a company formed to acquire 
the site of the Princess’s Theatre. A large hotel is to be 
built at a cost of ^600,000. The profits are estimated 
at ^72,500 a year, but naturally such a company must 
be a pure speculation. It is doubtful whether the Cal¬ 
gary Brewing and Smelting Company 5 per cent, bonds 
will go, for the public is tired of Canadian securities. 

Money.—The Money Market is beginning to look easy. 
This is what everyone expected, and if the Government 
would release its funds, bankers would hardly know how 
to use their spare cash. Indeed, if we had any falling off 
in trade, we might find the Bank of England obliged to 
reduce its rate. 

Foreigners.—There is still very little to be said about 
the Chinese question. The haggling goes on, and 
London bankers feel confident that in the end China will 
agree to the principal terms of the loan. The Moscow 
Loan at f discount looks cheap, and the same may be 
said of the Danish loan at £ discount. Both of these 
new issues are worth buying, as they are in good hands, 
and an attempt will be made to get the underwriters out. 
Tintos have been a good market, and some big trans¬ 
actions have been done. One firm boasted that it had 
dealt in 10,000 Tintos in one line, and that it intended 
to take them off the market. The millionaire loves to 
gamble in Tintos, and I should not be surprised to see 
them at 85 within the next month. Anacondas, in spite 
of the fact that there has been some selling from the 
United States, also look cheap, but nothing else in the 
Foreign Market appears worth discussing. 

Home Rails.—Evidently the 44 bears ” are getting 
nervous of the position. This is the only explanation I 
can give of the rise that took place on Monday. There is 
a short account in most of the heavies, but both Dover 
A’s and Little Chats seem certain to fall, for here there 
is a definite 44 bull ” account which, sooner or later, must 
be liquidated. I still remain of the opinion that it would 
be wiser to wait until the turn of the quarter before 
investing in Home Railway stocks. Curiously enough 
the transport strike is diverting ship traffic to the rail¬ 
ways, and this will help the position. 

Yankees.—The American Market appears depressed. 
I n the United States everybody is discussing politics, and 
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those who are not arguing about Roosevelt are quietly 
picking up Copper shares. Railway stocks are hardly 
ever mentioned, and it must be some years since so little 
business was done. Amalgamated did not rise as I ex* 
pected. I certainly think that they should go to par 
within the next month, for if Copper remains over 17 
cents, this company will double its dividend, even sup¬ 
posing that the scheme for liquidation is not carried out. 
The Steel Corporation figures were not liked. Consider¬ 
ing the boom talk we have had as to the prospects of the 
Steel trade in the United States, the position here does, 
not look particularly good. 

Rubber.—The past few days have shown a desire on 
the part of investors to buy Rubber shares, and on the 
whole the list has hardened. I am unable to follow the 
arguments used by the 44 bulls,” for it seems to me 
unwise to invest in any tropical industry unless a clear 
10 per cent, can be seen. It is not enough to obtain 
10 per cent, for the present year, for there ought to be a 
reasonable chance of the dividend being maintained, and 
in the case of Rubber shares it seems almost certain that 
next year will see as large a reduction in distributions as 
was seen in 1911. The Anglo-Java report was not par¬ 
ticularly satisfactory. 

Oil.—The event of the week in the Oil Market was 
the Shell report. It cannot be said that the Shell direc¬ 
tors let the shareholders into their confidence. The 
company is, of course, now purely a holding concern, 
deriving the whole of its profits from dividends in other 
companies. These dividends have been reduced ^77,477, 
and as a result Shell only pays 20 per cent, for the year 
instead of 22J per cent. But ^922,240 has been written 
off for depreciation, which is ^386,48^ more than last 
year. Great play is made in the report of the competition 
with the Standard Oil, and tremendous pressure is being 
brought to bear on the Dutch Government to cancel the 
concession given to the Standard. It is very doubtful 
whether Shell is in earnest with regard to this fight with 
the Standard Oil. As far as one can gather, a com¬ 
promise has been arrived at, and the talk of an Oil war 
is only kept up for diplomatic purposes. The figures in 
the balance sheet show very slight alterations from last 
year. The only new item of any importance is the loan 
to the Asiatic Petroleum Company of £265,000. The 
market took the figures very amiably, but it would seem 
that there is now no speculation in Oil shares, and prices 
will probably drop for some time to come. 

Kaffirs and Rhodesians.—A certain number of news¬ 
papers make it their business continually to talk about 
the 44 coming boom in Kaffirs ” or the 44 coming boom in 
Rhodesians.” But there are no signs of either on the 
Stock Exchange, and the general public remains com¬ 
pletely indifferent to both markets. 

Miscellaneous.—The Marconi report is verbose, but 
the dividend is satisfactory, and the prospects of the 
company reasonably good. This does not prevent me 
from thinking that Marconis will fall still lower, for the 
44 bull ” account is not extinguished. Lipton’s profits are 
up. One is glad to see that the company is improving 
its position, for Sir Thomas Lipton is a popular if some¬ 
what sanguine man of business. 

Raymond Radclyffe. 
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Notes of the Week WE do not know whether Mr. Ben Tillett 
will endorse our opinion that Frascati’s 
can cater for luncheons, dinners, and 

suppers which compare favourably with those provided 
it Claridge’s, the Ritz, the Carlton and the Savoy, but 
jve expect that his experienced palate could find no 
serious fault with the entertainment of which he par- 
rook at the first-named establishment. Perhaps he may 
prefer the Pommery at Claridge’s or think that the Ritz 
nas a better cellar of old port. It would be well to know 
lis preferences, in order that the managers of 
hose establishments may barricade them against 
Vfr. Tillett’s friends whom he advised “to pinch” 
he wine which most appealed to them. We are 
•hortly giving a somewhat extensive dinner our¬ 
selves at one of the leading hotels, and we shall be 
oleased to submit the menu and the wine list for Mr. 
fillett’s criticism. 

We thought that Italy would have to invoke the aid 
:>f the big brother to protect her from the consequences 
:>f her aggression. The appeal has, it is announced, now 
>een made, and we hope that the Powers will readily 
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respond to it. The revivals in the Far East which must 
claim attention in the near future render it very 
undesirable that the impression should gain ground in 
those regions that any European nation is futile. We 

knew that the Italians never had even a sporting chance 
of success. It is quite time to veil their positive dis¬ 
comfiture. 

The interesting subject of “ Cruelty to Words ” has 
recently been dealt with by Mr. Charles Whibley in 
an evening contemporary in a very suggestive manner. 
We have often thought that a Society for the Preven¬ 
tion of Cruelty to the English Language should be 
formed and would be deserving of the greatest support. 
As Mr. Whibley points out, the hasty writer lives in 
a haze of borrowed expressions and hackneyed quota¬ 
tions, ready-made and as thread-bare — but not as 
comfortable—as an old suit. His descriptive passages 
might be taken from pigeon-holes in his desk, each 
bearing its label: " Dark Hero,” “ Fair Heroine,” 
“ Summer Landscape,” “Storm,” “Proposals—indoor 
and open-air,” and so on; his phrases are equally 
unoriginal. His characters “tremble with rage,” 
quiver with “ill-concealed emotion”; their eyes flash 
with “curious lights,” or “dance merrily,” or have 
“a hunted look;” they “grow pale with passion” (or 
flush, according to their differing constitutions), and 
now and then we even come across our aged and 
tottering friend the “ sickening thud.” In addition to 
this his misuse of such words as “ weird,” “ transpire,” 
“ phenomenal,” and other traps for the unwary, means 
that there is a serious side to the question. Every time 
a word is misused in print, the purity of the language 
is slightly stained, whether it be in a penny novelette 
or in a work that shall take an honoured place on the 
shelf of the library. 

The little matter of two thousand additional motor 
omnibuses for London (five years ago there were 
only 800 in all) will not attract much attention, 
but there is no doubt that the crossing of any 
of our main routes is becoming more and more of 
an adventure week by week. Meanwhile there is 
talk of extra traffic facilities in the way of high¬ 
speed Tubes that shall link up districts at present 
rather inaccessible. What we shall look like as a 
city in the course of the next twenty years we 
hardly dare to prophesy; possibly each street will be 
a “ moving stairway,” and there will be no need of 
wheeled vehicles at all. How the extension of rapid 
travel will affect us mentally is another pretty little 
problem. Chairs and tables may become obsolete in 
time, since we shall all be constantly on the move, and 
the scientist of the future may docket the inhabitant of 
London as a little round body with rudimentary walk¬ 
ing apparatus and a persistent disinclination to remain 
still in any position, just as some of us picture the 
medieval Englishman as a person with a distinct 
preference for chain armour as ordinary wear and 
boars’ heads for dinner. 
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The Eternal Allegory 

CARELESS, we venture the young ways of life, 

Casting away the vestments of the past; 

Unarmoured, we press out into the strife, 

Our horns of challenge echo down the blast. 

With valiant feet and questing eyes we fare 

Into the dewy dawn before the sun. 

We have put by the burden of despair, 

The new untried horizons we have won 

Beckon with vague allurement; and we seek 

(Our hands, unshackled, full of life’s new gifts) 

Crowned freedom on her ultimate lone peak— 

Our songs go up to her: the shadow lifts. 

Then stars are darkened in the midnight sky; 

We fall, as in the forest falls a leaf. 

Over us ride the legions where we lie, 

The tempests and the thunderstorms of grief. 

And shuddering down the old unhappy slope, 

The old blind pathways that our fathers trod, 

With all the burden of our fear and hope, 

Life flings us broken at the feet of God. 

Ethel Talbot. 

Literature and Belief 

HERE appeared not long ago in the columns of a 

contemporary an article on the Rubaiyat of 

Omar Khayyam. It sought to prove that the philosophy 

of the poem and its wide circulation among all manner 

of people was the cause of what is generally described 

as 44 Religious Unrest.” Such a contention possibly 

over-estimates the influence of the Rubaiyat, because 

the general reader does not look deeply into the 

philosophical teaching of the poetry he reads : he is, as 

a rule, satisfied with its beauty of phrase and rhythm. 

He likes to be soothed by it for the time being, but 

rarely applies what he finds in it to his daily life. 

But if this 4 4 Religious Unrest” is traceable to 

literature, and it probably is, the literature in question 

is far more likely to be prose writing than poetry. A 

recent writer in The Academy, basing an article on 

44 rusty pans,” a phrase occurring in Mr. Masefield’s 

“ The Everlasting Mercy ” (a poem, by the way, which 

contains a philosophy the absolute antithesis of that of 

Omar), showed us that the present tendency in literary 

art is towards an ugly realism. That writer went to 

poetry for examples; had they been taken from prose 

the interest of a far larger public would have been 

aroused and the argument would still have held good. 

A wider hearing would have been gained, because the 

people who read poetry are comparatively few ; the 

argument would have been carried, because our prose 

deals in these same 14 rusty pans.” 

It is to present-day prose writing then, that we must 

turn if we are to discover the spring from which flows 

this devastating stream of anti-religious philosophy. A 

multitude of plays and novels have been produced ot 

late which teach nothing, but which heap scorn upon 

those things for generations 44 believed most certainly 

among us.” It is not to be desired that every volume 

coming from the press should be didactic in its 

character. We are in all conscience sombre enough 

to need amusement, and amusement we may lawfully 

demand. The fault in these books is not so much that 

they heap ridicule upon belief; it is rather that having 
thrown down they do not build up. There is a fashion 
in literature as truly as there is a fashion in clothes. 
The literary fashion of to-day is a gentle superiority to 
accepted truth. Religious sentiment has come to be 
regarded as an affectation and nothing more. In the 
novel, the play, and most of the poetry of the day it is 
either ignored altogether, or used as a medium with 
which to paint the more vividly eccentricities 0: 
character. To be religious is to be ridiculous, and 
the self-conscious Briton being in dread of nothing sc 
much as of making a fool of himself, joins the colours 
of the new brigade in his writing and in his reading. 
Nothing must be left sacred; all must be profaned. The 
laurels which were wont to adorn the brow of the 
greatest artist have passed to the unworthy brow of the 
most daring extremist. The 44 great ” writers are no* 
they who rush in and pluck down the veil which until 
their advent had covered human shame. They focus 
a fierce light upon iniquity in high places, and think 
they have proved society to be rotten. They distort 
prophecy and imagine they have convicted the prophet 
of falsehood; and having done so, they finally dupe 2 
too credulous public into following them. Looking 
proudly at the havoc they have wrought, they art 
pleased to call it 44 art.” 

So we are left to wonder whether the time will come 

again when men shall deal in truth and justice. We 
have grown somewhat weary of the neurotic literature 
of our time, nor can we all believe that human nature 
is the poor distorted thing that many would have 

us think it to be. For long we have allowed our sou‘- 
to be starved; are our intellects also to suffer for lack 
nourishment ? With soul deprived of true religion a~i 
intellect of true art, a nation may as well prepare 
its death-warrant. The English nation at the preset: 
moment is waiting with failing breath for a man : 
arise and prescribe the antidote to the literary poison 
has been forced to swallow. R. L. C. 
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A Great Opera 

NO one can be surprised that “ The Children of 

Don ” is not an instantaneous success from the 

popular point of view. Immediate popular appreciation 

is only won by giving the public something that it can 

comprehend at once; which provides them with old 

favourites under a new title. But this lack of apprecia¬ 

tion in no way alters our opinion that the librettist and 

composer have between them produced a great work 

—even if, like all great works, it is too vast for imme¬ 

diate comprehension. Musical criticism has now behind 

it a century of mistakes—not a single one of the classics 

but has been received with neglect or contempt—and it 

seems to us that the treatment of Mr. Holbrooke's opera 

carries on the tradition unchanged. Even the least 

musical of the critics might have reflected that a work 

which lay so far outside of ordinary experience, both in 

plan and in execution, demanded some careful study 

before lightly dismissing it And it is this feeling which 

moves us to protest against the elephantine humour of 

a critic last Sunday, who is, in his leisure hours, a musician 

and a gentleman, though he chose to write in a spirit of 

frivolity and childish jokes worthy of “. . . Shaw at his 

worst"—an insult to those of his readers who relied 

on him for cultured judgment. The fact that Herr 

Nikisch considered the author “ one of the most talented 

composers living," and “greatly gifted for dramatic 

composition," ought to have deterred any one from a 

sort of criticism usually reserved to racing papers— 

cheap sneers diluted with feeble attempts at fun. 

We should have been glad, if space permitted, to 

call special attention to the merits of the libretto. That 

it has its faults—mainly those of inexperience—its 

author would be the fivst to admit. It is a curious 

element of all art work that no one can absolutely 

foresee its effect till it has come into being in its proper 

material. Here, the book of words is well constructed, 

but it is too long, and could be greatly improved by 

compression. In this country inordinate length is an 

actual demerit under any conditions, and on Saturday 

it delayed the action and confused to some extent the 

interpretation of the legend. The second scene of the 

prologue with its long dialogues of the gods was a 

burden to the ordinary opera-goer and could have been 

well spared, or left to the orchestra, at the beginning of 

such an arduous intellectual exercise as this. But we 

desire especially to call attention to the fact that the 

author has tapped a new and a native source of legend 

for opera. If there is any truth in the theory that Celtic 

elements in this country are slowly asserting themselves, 

then this opera is on the right path. The author has 

gone to the earliest legends of the British race, as 

Wagner went to the earliest Scandinavian legends for 
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the Ring. 14 Mr. Ellis ” has found in Taliesin and the 

Mabinogi a prototype and original of Wotan in Gwyd- 

dion his hero. The Holy Grail is the central motive of 

Lohengrin and Parsifal—our author introduces us to the 

Celtic prototype of the Grail—the Cauldron of Annwn. 

It would take pages of this journal to follow in detail 

the way in which the confused remains of Welsh legend 

have been woven into a connected story—suffice it to 

say that those who know the material best are the 

greatest admirers of the book. It is true that a little 

more consideration for the composer might have been 

shown—too few of the lines sing themselves—they have 

to be broken into poetical rhythm by a stem manige, 

but perhaps Mr. Holbrooke, who refuses to pander to 

the popular, prefers them this way. We shall not here 

tell the story of the opera: the stealing of knowledge 

from the gods for the benefit of man, his revolt against 

their domination, his will to be lord of himself even at 

the cost of the heritage of woe such lordship brings— 

all this is told at length in the legend, and will ere long 

be familiar to music-lovers as household words. 

The composer, whose task was already one of con¬ 

siderable difficulty, has added to it by a quite unneces¬ 

sary complexity of score, in which few of the instru¬ 

ments are allowed to obtain their effects with absolute 

simplicity—the voice, reduced to one amongst many 

other orchestral units, being treated perhaps worst of 

all. The admirable conducting of Herr Nikisch brought 

this blemish within reasonable limits, but the strain on 

the singers did much to mar success on Saturday night. 

With the exception of Mr. Bozano as Nodens and Mr. 

Henry Weldon as Math, both gods and mortals were 

almost unintelligible, their voices being quite unequal 

to the double task of maintaining the pitch and singing 

the words in the stormy surroundings of Mr. Hol¬ 

brooke's accompaniment. The overture is to our minds 

an excellent piece of music, which brings in the themes 

and motifs in a very dramatic manner, and arouses 

expectation. After it in interest we should be disposed 

to rank the Welsh folk-tune at the death of Math and 

the chorus of Druids at the end of the third act. Much 

of the intervening music is so freshly treated that the 

passages where Mr. Holbrooke follows traditional 

methods neither produce their own effect nor allow the 

quite different value of the others to be appreciated. 

Some critics have spoken of plagiarism: there are few 

ways of setting four notes of a scale in succession that 

have not already been .written, and four notes make a 

recognisable phrase even to the modem impressionist 

critic—hinc illce lachryma. To our mind no more 

original musical work has been produced for many 

years, and we congratulate author and composer on a 

definite and successful step towards their enterprise 

of writing the English opera of to-day. 
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REVIEWS 
The Art of Loving and Dying 

The Drama of Love and Death: A Study of Human 
Evolution and Transfiguration. By Edward Car¬ 
penter. (George Allen and Co. 5s. net.) 

WHAT was the beginning of love, and what part 
does it play in the destinies of life ? What role 

worthy of its power over the minds and bodies of men 
can we assign to it ? How shall we explain its survival 
long after its task of reproduction is done, and the fact 
that its force and rarity are greatest when that task 
is least regarded ? Why does it triumph over death so 
completely that at times it appears to devote itself de¬ 
liberately to death, as if death were a necessary incident 
in its career? 

Does the soul survive after death, and if so what is 
the soul which survives—the small personal self which 
we know and weary of, or some deeper self to which 
we are all but strangers? Are there in the beginnings 
of the race any indications of a soul existing before 
birth—indications which may clearly point to its con¬ 
tinuance after death? What are the psychical pheno¬ 
mena of death? What form does the liberated spirit 
take, what is its pilgrimage and what its goal ? And if 
its journeys and its deeds are wonderful beyond the 
dreams of man, what purpose is served by its confine¬ 
ment in the flesh? 

Such are the questions which Mr. Carpenter asks and 
answers in his new book. Beginning with the Protozoa, 
called “ immortal ” because they do not die bodily but 
divide and redivide to produce an almost infinite succes¬ 
sion of new creatures, he traces the beginnings of love 
from its first task of reviving two worn-out individuals 
by fusion of their forces. He points out with what 
strange cunning the most elementary forms of life per¬ 
form these processes, and goes on to speak of human 
love, dwelling particularly upon its spiritual effect and 
its rejuvenating powers. He insists, as it is now the 
fashion to insist, upon an Art of Love, on the fact that 
there is a right and a wrong way of loving, quite apart 
from morality, and that the knowledge of the right way 
is criminally neglected in the teaching of youth. 

If there is an Art of Love, there is also an Art of 
Dying. The full evils of a death which is artificially 
made revolting cannot be realised until one begins to 
calculate what takes place immediately after death, and 
how far the circumstances of its parting influence the 
liberated soul. Such speculations are bound to become 
fanciful, and are liable to be sneered at on that account, 
out we feel that we have no right to smile overmuch 
when Mr. Carpenter proceeds to divide the Self into four 
parts and to explain what happens to each of them. 
First there is the eternal and immortal soul or self, 
which remains much the same after death as before it— 
possibly as before birth. Second is the “ inner personal 
ego or human soul, that which we know of a man on 
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his highest plane, his affections, his courage, his wit, 
his love of beauty and all his finer attributes.” The 
destiny of this self is the most obscure and varied of 
the four; to its account, according to our author, are to 
be laid, both in life and afterwards, such things as 
forewarnings, telepathic messages and spiritual pheno 
mena. This self wanders on the borderland of life, ana 
the continuity and scope of its after existence may be 
determined largely by its powers and development on 
earth. Third comes the " outer personal or animal self,” 
which dies normally as completely as the fourth self, 
the actual body. 

This theory has the advantage of explaining man) 
things which are obscure, but it has the disadvantage 
particularly as regards the second and third divisions of 
itself, of depending for a great deal of its force upon a 
ready acceptance of clairvoyance, ghosts, and spiritual 
istic phenomena of various kinds. Mr. Carpenter 
declares his mind to be open on this subject, but he 
gives a great deal of space to describing various spiritual 
appearances and records, and they certainly flavour the 
last half of the book strongly. 

Of a like uncertainty seems the theory, cited here 
with approbation, that the personal soul consists of a 
framework of “ centresomes ” or active centres of the 
cells, which, owing to their minuteness, can pass through 
the tissues at death and, keeping their distances like 
soldiers on parade, give the appearance of a ghost body, 
when they become visible, as apparently they do on 
occasion. The idea is wonderfully ingenious, but is it 
not a little trivial? 

When the author treats of reincarnation, and of the 
purpose of the souls incarnation, he seems to walk or. 
surer and loftier ground. The possibility of the in¬ 
dividual character of a man having been once clothec 
just as it is in a former body, and of its being destined 
to be thus clothed again in the future, he demolishes 
utterly by showing how entirety the perceptible indivi¬ 
duality of a man—by which alone we know him—is z 

product of the circumstances of his life, his parents, his 
places of abode, his friends, his habits, his activities 
The reincarnation of a deeper and less characteristi: 
self is not to be denied so easily. Only by some such 
method, we are told, can the racial self such as we see 
in animals pass by way of the more distinct but stiT 
not quite individual self of civilised man on and on unt:' 
it becomes a pure and perfect creation which can never¬ 
more be mingled and confounded with the " all-soul 
of the universe. The confinement of the flesh p^oduce^ 
the perfection of personality, which is the aim of life 
and which, without that imprisonment, would have re 
mained but a vague flux and reflux of obscure force- 
But the war of life, the struggle in these narrow sur 
roundings, is bitter, and after death for a time at lea?* 

comes sleep. 

When one thinks of the strange contradictions 
our mortal life, the hopelessly antagonistic elemer.:>. 
the warring of passions, the shattering of ideals, thr 
stupor of monotony : the soul like a bird shut in .1 
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cage or with bright wings draggled in the mire; the 
horrible sense of sin which torments some people, 
the mad impulses which tyrannise over others; the 
alternations of one’s own personality on different 
days, or at different depths and planes of conscious¬ 
ness; the supraliminal and the subliminal; the smug 
Upper-self, with its petty satisfactions and its pre¬ 
cise and precious logic, and the great Under-self 
now rising (in the hour of death) like some vast 
shadowy figure or genius, out of the abyss of being— 
when one thinks of all this one feels that if there is 
to be any sanity or sequence in the conclusion, it 
must mean a long period of brooding and reconcilia¬ 
tion, and even of sleep. 

After a time the soul arises, a giant refreshed, and sets 
about its work, either once more on earth, or in more 
ethereal places. But what that work is and wherein it 
lies a charm so great that the happiest man dreaming 
of it may turn his face to the wall contentedly, are 
points which are not here elucidated. For the inade¬ 
quacy of the delights of heaven, once heaven ceases to 
be regarded as a perfected material earth, is a thing 
which has paralysed all the philosophies. 

We have sketched some of the lines of thought in this 
volume at a considerable length because they exhibit 
not only a very original plan and many unusual argu¬ 
ments, but also a sincere attempt to reconcile the theories 
of science with the modem mystical attitude. Fifty 
years ago, as Mr. Carpenter points out, science was 
thought to have explained away all grounds of belief; 
people talked about dead worlds and a mechanical uni¬ 
verse. Now science has proceeded to the opposite 
extreme. So little is the universe beyond our ken an 
empty void that our bodies seem rather a veil betwixt 
our confined life and a far richer and more various 
existence behind. So little is life regarded now as a 
mere mechanism that the minutest cells are said to be 
sentient, creative and self-willed beings, with pains and 
pleasures and purposes of their own. Upon this scien¬ 
tific view Mr. Carpenter has raised the speculative struc¬ 
ture of his book. Yet after all, greatly as the newer 
dreams transcend the old Victorian scientists' gloomy 
prognostications, are they not a substitution of a very 
complicated for a comparatively simple mechanism of 
life? Is not the difference largely one of detail, and 
is not the new idea of the after-life with its transcen¬ 
dental rhapsodies about the great deeds of the liberated 
soul and the picture of a heaven like a laboratory in 
which the chemicals make endless experiments upon 
each other—is not this prospect almost as unsatisfying 
to the mind as that of peaceful annihilation? In the 
end we are driven to take all these theories, however 
exact and scientific, as figuratively as we take the poet’s 
dream; for to take them in sober earnest both the 
imagination and the sense of humour refuse point blank. 
Nevertheless, if Mr. Carpenter has not given us a creed 
(and we are perhaps too ready nowadays to look for a 
creed in every theorising volume), he has given us a 
brilliant and original book, which reveals the best of 
the typical qualities of our age. 
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The Ambition of King Murat. 

Napoleon and King Murat. A Biography Compiled from 
Hitherto Unknown and Unpublished Documents. By 
Albert Espitalier. Translated from the French by 
J. Lewis May. Illustrated. (John Lane. 12s. 6d. 
net.) 

“ In the present conditions of historical research,” writes 
M. Espitalier in his preface, “ when not a day passes but 
some new work is published, some hidden document 
unearthed, it would indeed be a bold man who would 
dare to claim finality for his achievement.” Many 
hundreds of books have been published on Napoleon 
from every conceivable point of view, and though we 
cannot claim finality even for M. Espitalier’s scholarly 
work, it is, nevertheless, of so full and thorough a 
nature, so rich in historical research, so abundant in 
fresh and valuable material, that the present volume 
cannot be otherwise than authoritative on the subject 
the author has made so completely his own. It is, how¬ 
ever, essentially a book for the student, and is not 
written from a popular point of view. It contains no 
purple patches, no little excursions into the picturesque. 
In quiet and sober language M. Espitalier has revealed 
the extraordinary relationship between Napoleon and 
Murat He is writing of one who betrayed his Emperor 
and his country, but allows no bitter condemnation to 
sully his pages. He weighs Murat in the balance of 
French and Italian opinion, and leaves the student to 
note the fall or rise of the scales. 

Murat's most marked characteristic was undoubtedly 
his vanity, and it was vanity that made him seek every 
opportunity for self-aggrandisement Vanity, too, made 
him blind to his own shortcomings, and quickened the 
absurd belief that he was as illustrious as his great 
master. He had dreamed of sitting upon the Spanish 
throne, and chafed when Napoleon did no more for him 
than make him King of Naples, “tossed to him as alms 
to a mendicant.” But Murat, though an incomparable 
sabreur, had nothing of real kingship about him. His 
talk of “ an Italy united and free” was of no real signi¬ 
ficance, for he served neither France nor Italy. He 
was a traitor to the one and a puppet to the other. 
He loved flattery, and hungered after the “ vivas ” of his 
people, but he lived solely to gratify his own ambition. 
“ He came to Italy,” writes M. Espitalier, “ as a stranger, 
and his sole aim in fostering the ideal of Italian unity 
was to afford himself a means of gratifying his ambition 
and exalting his vanity—that vanity which the party of 
Freedom always knew how to exploit for the advance¬ 

ment of their cherished aims.” 

Murat was certainly in leading-strings, and Napoleon 
held the strings with a firm hand. u With all his puny 
force he had striven without avail to cast off Napoleon’s 
suzerainty. He was too eager for power to content 
himself with being, in Berthier’s phrase, a ‘viceroy,’ 
too ambitious to be satisfied with the position of a 
subordinate. He must needs figure among the fore¬ 
most, and second to none.” We watch the evolution of 
Murat with ever growing interest. We note his impor- 
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tunities, his excuses, and his subservient but insincere 
letters to Napoleon. Now we see him 11 resplendent in 
his sixteenth-century hunting costume, his white-plumed 

bonnet & la Henri IV, and his yellow boots,” and now 
as an almost ridiculous figure in the Sicilian fiasco. 

With the rise of the Nationalists we see Murat taking 
a firm stand against Napoleon, and cutting those leading- 

strings that galled his vanity. The King of Naples 
writes to his wife Caroline: — 

At present the Emperor is overwhelming me with 
burdensome conditions, compelling me to put my sig- 
nature to an unjust treaty and to acknowledge a debt 
that is unjuster still. He curtails my revenue, 
crushes my trade, paralyses my industries, commands 
me to undertake a ruinous expedition, orders me to 
build a fleet, hampers my trade and commercial rela¬ 
tions with foreign countries, and, in a word, renders 
it impossible for me to bear the enormous burden 
which he lays upon my shoulders. 

The Nationalists set to work to increase this animosity. 
“ The leaven of hatred that these men contrived to 
instil into Murat's mind was the ultimate cause of the 
betrayal of 1814.” 

There is not much to commend in Murat's character. 

If he had remained loyal to his Emperor and stood by 
him in his hour of need, it is doubtful if history's page 
would have been altered very much. Long before 

Murat’s betrayal Napoleon's glory was waning. Inexor¬ 
able Fate dragged him from Elba to France, and gave 

him a mocking and momentary triumph; but by this 
time the Fates had grown weary of their toy. Thus 
M. Espitalier writes in concluding this grim human 
tragedy: “ The Imperial sun was slowly sinking, soon 
to be quenched in the hopeless night of Waterloo. Of 
all the Emperor's mighty power, of all his European 
domination, of the sway which Murat had once wielded 
over Naples, of the splendid dreams of Italian sove¬ 
reignty which had once been his, nothing now remained 
but two lonely, fallen men, and while one was holding 
on his way to his long exile at St. Helena, the other was 

setting forth to meet his doom at Pizzo.” 

The Rural Labourer at Home 

Change in the Village. By George Bourne. (Duck¬ 
worth and Co. 5s. net.) 

The task of tracing the change of the village peasant 
into the modem labouring man, the accompanying 
alterations in his surroundings, the narrowing of his 
mind in one direction and its widening in another, 
together with a reckoning up of the faults of the present 
and the hopes for the future, Mr. George Bourne has 
here accomplished with thoroughness, patience, good 
nature, and a gentle, but determined, insistence on un¬ 
palatable facts. To say that his book is very interesting 
when it deals with a subject which must on the surface 
be unattractive to many people, when the village chosen 
for the type is without a touch of romance either in 
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history or situation, and its people are set down before 
us with all the commonplace sordidness which a casual 
unimaginative mind might see in them, that alone is high 
praise. 

The labouring man is a familiar figure in our 
civilisation. Most people are aware that he has a habit 
of smoking shag, that he sees virtues in the public-house 
which are not apparent to the cultivated mind, that he 
walks in an ungainly fashion, carries his lunch in a red 
handerchief, often goes unshaven from week-end to 
week-end, and usually lives in a small, dingy cottage, 
in the rear of which washing can be seen hung out on 
several days of the week. A few may know beyond 
this that he does most of the unpleasant work of the 
world for very small pay, that his manners towards 
strangers, particularly of his own class, are often a good 
deal better, taking them all in all, than those of the 
middle classes who employ him, that he is a very expert 
gardener, and that the animosity which he is supposed 

to feel towards men of property is, as a rule, a myth. 
All this and very much more Mr. Bourne tells us, chat¬ 
ting in a genial way, and showing himself so little a 
partisan that he leaves us ignorant of his political views. 
He takes us into the labouring man’s home, shows us 
in what constrained spaces his family have to live, and 
how little an exalted ideal of cleanliness is possible 
there. He shows us the silent heroism of a body of 
men who can afford to think no toil too exacting or 
unpleasant, who can never throughout their lives 
honestly put the pleasure of the moment before the 
possibility of earning a shilling. Mr. Bourne is not a 
pessimist, and yet the picture he paints is very drab. 
It would be hard to imagine anyone wanting to be a 
modern labourer, and when we have said that we have 
made a final criticism upon the existence of the labouring 
class. Life for them involves so many unbreakable 
rules, orders them to do so many unpleasant things, 
gives them so little choice as to the time and manner 
of doing them, and denies them so many pleasures which 
others deem necessities, that their good humour and 
energy are among the most powerful arguments to be 
found for the future greatness of humanity. 

Many of the discomforts of the labourer’s present 
position Mr. Bourne attributes to the enclosure of the 
commons, but it is not to be inferred from this that 
he indulges in anything like denunciation of property 
owners. His quarrel, on the whole, is not with the land¬ 
owning class, but with the commercial ideal, its over¬ 
driven “ thrift,” its thoughtless use of superfluous 
machinery to make a hundred unnecessary bad articles 
where one necessary good thing would have sufficed. 
Such an indictment belongs rather to philosophy than 
to practical politics, but the effect of commercial methods 
upon the labouring man is a ludicrous comment on the 
current economic. The precise result is that he, with 
the smallest wages in the community, buys everything 
at the highest price, because he can buy so little at a 
time, and because, when there is question of any large 
outlay, he is driven beyond possibility of practical 
wisdom to buy what is cheap and rotten. 

Into the details of this book it is not necessarv for 
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a review to enter. We have shown its spirit, and its 
scope is sufficiently indicated by such chapter headings 
as: Man and Wife, Drink, Ways and Means, The 
Peasant System, Competition, Humiliation, The Want of 
Book-Learning, Emotional Starvation, The Children’s 

Need, etc. Of plans for the future Mr. Bourne gives 
us little; he is modest, and declares himself a friendly, 
unskilled, unstatistical observer. He aims at showing 
just what the labouring man is, and with what he has 
to contend, and he succeeds perfectly. 

Stranger than Fiction 

Four French Adventurers. By Stoddard Dewey. Illus¬ 
trated. (Thomas Nelson and Sons. 2s. net.) 

Mr. Dewey has served up in this volume the extra¬ 
ordinary adventures of a quartet of Frenchmen who 
are comparative strangers to the average Britisher. His 
book will, therefore, supply some interesting and, indeed, 
exciting reading, of a very novel description. We have 
had many adventurers of our own nationality, but there 
are few whose lives can boast the same notoriety in 

their own immediate spheres as can those whose rash, 
nefarious, and dare-devil careers are recorded in this 
volume. The materials of Mr. Dewey’s work are ad¬ 
mittedly taken from Armand Fouquier’s “ Les Causes 
C61ebres,” a collection mainly of French Court docu¬ 
ments published in parts at a popular price some fifty or 
sixty years ago. The researches of later writers have 
also been laid under contribution, so that the author may 
claim to have told us all that is known up to the present 
hour of the four adventurers with whom he deals; as 
regards some of them there may be more to come here¬ 
after. 

First we are introduced to the “ Ingenious M. Collet,” 
who starts very young. In the beginning he more or less 
studies for the Church, then becomes a soldier. After 
a few years he deserts and turns friar, and in rapid suc¬ 
cession, swindling all the time, reappears as officer in the 
French army, Italian priest, general of Napoleon, bishop, 
and intendant-general of Napoleon when the latter is 
away on his Russian campaign. At last he is caught 
and undergoes five years* imprisonment. On his release 
he becomes a Christian Brother, but not many months 
afterwards he is in trouble again and sentenced to 
twenty years’ penal servitude. He wrote his life, and 

died just before he would have been a free man once 
more. He robbed and swindled all with whom he came 
in contact, not omitting the French Government, whom 
he defrauded of vast amounts, and always appeared to 
have plenty of money at his command, whether in prison 
or out; but search him as you would nothing but small 
sums were ever found upon him. In that respect he was 
a living mystery, and his mystery died with him. 

Count Pontis de Sainte-H61fcne was a genuine French 
nobleman who fought for Spain in South America. His 
health failing, he returned to Europe and died, and his 
family papers fell into the hands of Pierre Coignard, 
burglar and escaped convict, who by their aid success- 
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fully impersonated the Count for many years. He served 
in the French army in Spain, not without distinction, and 
after Napoleon’s fall became a favourite of Louis XVIII. 
He then resumed his burgling exploits and was 

ultimately caught by the famous Vidocq, who 
had been a fellow convict with him. He was 
sentenced to penal servitude for life, and died 

in prison when over sixty years old, after having held 
high positions in the Imperial and Royal Armies. 

Mr. Dewey’s third adventurer is the so-called Charles 
de Navarre, a very mysterious young man who professed 

to be Louis XVII, the son of the guillotined Fils de 
Saint Louis. There were other young men also who 
claimed to be the dead or missing dauphin, but Charles 
de Navarre was for a long while a thorn in the side of 
Louis XVIII and his ministers. He was put into a 
lunatic asylum at one time. His ultimate fate seems 
uncertain. The careers of the two Marsillys, husband 

and wife, are also full of strange adventures, and the 
end of the young wife, who died when only twenty-three, 
is very pathetic. She was married when a young girl 
of sixteen, and accompanied her fire-eating beau sabreur 

of a husband on all his campaigns. These are true 

stories which will cast the most exciting fiction into the 

shade. 

Shorter Reviews 
The iMdy of Beauty (Agnes Sorel). By Frank Hamel. 

Illustrated. (Chapman and Hall. 15s. net.) 

HEN one sets out to prove as a fact the surpassing 
beauty of a certain great lady, it is a little unwise 

to bring in as evidence such portrayals of her features as 
are to be found liberally interspersed in these pages. 
If Agnes Sorel deserved the extravagant epithets 
lavished upon her by her admirers, contemporary or 
otherwise, then in charity we are bound to infer that 
none of the portraits here reproduced represents with 
anything approaching to accuracy her actual semblance. 

Be that as it may, she must certainly have been the 
possessor of a very attractive personality. Like another 
great lady who occupied a similar place in the affections 
of Louis XIV to that of Agnes Sorel in those of 
Charles VII, namely, Louise de la Vallifere, she was a 
“ mitis sknplenque columba,” who managed to retain 
through all the invidiousness of her dubious position 
that sweet gentleness of character which almost induces 
one to excuse the magnitude of her offence by the 
magnitude of her temptation. And there is always the 
consideration to be taken into account, before pronounc- 

JUST PUBLISHED. 40 Paget. B**rtt, Is. set. Psatsgt 14. 

SONNETS: By A. Pelham Webb 
“The Times'* says: 11 These are the work of an 
accomplished sonnetteer, with a finely pictorial 
imagination and a happy, though sometimes 

too artificial, gift of phrase." 

LONDON: A. C. FIFIELD, 13, CLIFFORD’S INN, E.C. 
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ing judgment, that this gentle lady was the friend of 
the poor. 

Whatever that judgment be, one cannot now complain 
of any dearth of available evidence, for in this volume 
is to be found, not only the story of Agnes Sorel, but 
the story of her friends, her enemies, her horses, dogs, 
dresses, in short, everything in any way, however remote, 
connected with her. In order that the mental picture 
might be rendered the more complete, we are even given 
elaborate and detailed accounts of the most minute 
incidents of the scenes amidst which she moved. And 
the history does not cease with her death, for we are 
told all about her children, and about the trial of 
Jacques Cceur, the silversmith and lapidary, who was 
falsely accused of poisoning her. 

In conclusion we should remind the reader that this 
book must not be read from the point of view of the 
Scientific historian. "If,” says the author, in his pre¬ 
fatory note, “ in writing her biography, I have been 

unduly influenced by the less important works, I can 
only say, in extenuation of these lapses from the path 
of authenticated fact, that the feeling inspired by Agnes 
Sorel’s lovable personality tends to disarm the criticism 
and defy the analytic judgment which should be indis¬ 
pensable weapons in the historian’s armoury.” For our 
own part, after a perusal of the biography, we are 
strongly inclined to accept the extenuation. 

Footprints of Famous Americans in Paris. By John 

Joseph Conway, M.A. With an Introduction by Mrs. 

John Lane. Illustrated. (John Lane. 12s. 6d. net.) 

WHAT strikes us particularly whilst reading Mr. Con¬ 
way’s interesting book is the firm basis upon which was 

established the Franco-American friendship which still 
continues and develops more and more as the years 
go by. No better rallying point would have been 
imagined for two nations so absolutely different as 
old secular France and young America than that of the 
Idea of Liberty which they both vindicated at about the 
same period. What is still more apparent in this ex¬ 
cellent book is that it was these same famous Americans 
—such as Franklin, Tom Paine, Thomas Jefferson, Paul 
Jones, etc.—who helped in great part the French pre¬ 
cursors of the Revolution to disentangle their confused 
ideas and to realise their wishes and ambitions. 

Mr. Conway treats of the famous Americans who have 
lived in Paris in a most delightful manner. He gives 
a light amusing sketch of their appearance, physical 
peculiarities and personality, relating briefly some anec¬ 
dotes which particularly underline some special trait 
of character in each one. The benevolent Benjamin 
Franklin, the severe Governor Morris, the ardent Tom 
Paine, the genial Robert Fulton—whose first panorama 
painted by himself gave its name to the Passage des 
Panoramas on the Boulevards. Paul Jones, the Father 
of the American Navy and the eager and romantic lover 
of the Duchesse de Chartres, the immortal John Howard 
Payne, whom all English-speaking people love for 
having given us “ Home, Sweet Home ”—all these and 

many more pass in procession before us, wittily and 
brilliantly described by Mr. Conway. The author is 
not content to portray figures of the French Revolution 
—he also presents to us such luminous personalities as, 
for example, Whistler, of whom he gives a most amusing 
and captivating portrait. “ Footprints of Famous 
Americans in Paris ” is not free from banalities, as, for 
example, the account of the escape of the Empress 

Eug6nie assisted by Doctor Evans, which has been 
already published in so many different papers and 
magazines that it slightly palls upon one. The portion 
of the book devoted to the Latin Quarter is terribly 
rabbatUy and it is to be regretted that Mr. Conway 
thought it necessary to add it to his otherwise charming 
work. However, this is but a slight error of judgment 

and is easily overlooked in the interest one experiences 
by the description of so many fine and noble characters. 

Men About Town. By F. O. L. (Arthur L. Humphreys, 
is. net.) 

WITH one or two exceptions—and those possibly for a 

specific reason—Mr. Humphreys can generally be rebed 
upon to provide us with books that are well worth read¬ 
ing, which also contain at the same time an element of 
very good wit The “ Men About Town ” are decidedly 
" smart” creations from “ Myself” to the few " Last but 
not Least ” who have to agree to share a chapter be¬ 
tween them. The names of the celebrities are not dis¬ 
guised ; they are there in the full glare of day with all 
their little idiosyncracies so well known to the reading 
public. The helpless state of an ordinary man before 
his tailor—or for that matter of the ordinary woman be¬ 
fore her dressmaker—is very aptly described. “ When 
. ... I go to a tailor to be tried on I feel that all my 
underclothes, as they appear one by one, need to be ex¬ 
plained,” says our poor would-be purchaser of a new suit 
after he has searched his wardrobe for his very best, 
had his hair brushed, his hat ironed, and his face washed 
with more than usual care. “ I cannot think how I came 
to put on these old rags this morning,” he continues. 
“ And this shirt . . . look at those socks. ... I do 
wish my wardrobe staff would not be so infernally eco¬ 
nomical” Mr. Chesterton—the character so dear to the 
caricaturist and satirist’s heart—appears in a delightful 
conjunction with weather experts, and even the Editor 
of Punch is not allowed to rest in peace. We hope soon 
to read more from the clever pen of “ F. O. L.” 

Switzerland in Sunshine and Snow. By Edmund B. 
d’Auvergne. With 36 Plates in Colour and Hall- 
tone. (T. Werner Laurie. 12s. 6d. net.) 

M. D’AUVERGNE opens his book with descriptions of the 
various Cantons and details of their ancient history. To 
a student this is doubtless very interesting, but we were 
rather disappointed at so much history'; towards the end 
the book brightens considerably, and is much more 

modern in tone. Maybe we were rather misled by the 
title, which is hardly appropriate. 
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An answer to this criticism might perhaps be that 
most people are fairly well acquainted with the Switzer¬ 
land of to-day, and not much can be added by the most 

industrious writer. In this light the book shows much 
research, and will add to the modern knowledge of 

Switzerland and its evolution. The photographs are 
good, although familiar. 

Fiction 
The Unholy Estate: A Romance of Military Life and a 

Protest against the Divorce Laws for Women. By 
Douglas Sladen. (Stanley Paul and Co. 6s.) 

AS a romance of military life, this book is charming; 
as a protest against the divorce larws for women we 

do not think a strong case is made out, but this does not 
affect the fact that we have a most interesting novel 
by Mr. Douglas Sladen which is worth a whole library 
of ordinary six shilling novels. 

Tenby, under the name of Flanders, is the venue of 
the first cycle of the book, and Rex Ingleby, then a blue¬ 
eyed boy, with his sisters Angela and Mary, children of 
the Rev. Jno. Ingleby, rector of the place, are spending 
on the sands -there many happy days. Rex climbs the 
Razor rock and has to be rescued, though he does not 
know it; but when this is accomplished Angy (Angela) 
cannot be found, and the nursemaid is in terror, having 
been flirting, as is the wont of nursemaids. Rex finds 
Angy by a weird exchange of signals, and says, “ Fancy 
not looking in the drain for Angy! ” 

The father is a very strong-minded Evangelical 
“ sporting parson ” whose character is vividly drawn, 
especially in the light of after events. Rex attains 
man’s estate and a commission in Garrison Artillery 
stationed at Pembroke, and falls in love with his cousin 
Nancy Pendare, who refuses him (although loving him 
dearly) because her father tells her he (Rex) is her first 
cousin, and marries instead another cousin in order 
inter alia to join the family estates. 

Then the scene shifts ten years later to Cairo, and the 
trouble begins. This part of the book is fascinating for 
one well remembers Mr. Sladen’s work * The Tragedy 
of the Pyramids,” and his intimate acquaintance with 
Cairene life. Nancy’s husband is in a Hussar Regiment, 
while Rex has become Commandant of the Egyptian 

Artillery—a sufficient answer (if it were true) to com¬ 
plaints of want of promotion in our Garrison Artillery. 

Tom Oliver flaunts his amours (brutal ones) in his 
wife’s face, and she finally runs away with her first and 
only love, Rex, with the inevitable consequences. Com¬ 
parative poverty follows, and then, after a very compli¬ 
cated family history which would require a table of 
pedigree to follow, all is well. There are many other 
characters in the book revolving around Nancy and Rex. 

We do not like the incident of the Coptic Church, nor 
the dangers of Caldy Island, which we know are a little 
overdrawn; but on the whole “ The Unholy Estate ” 
will add if need be to Mr. Sladen’s reputation as a 
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writer. Coming events cast their shadows before; a 
Welsh Secretary of State, a very brilliant personage, 
appears in the closing chapters of the book, but be¬ 
haves very decently under quite trying circumstances. 

Prince and Priest. By Beryl Symons. (Stanley Paul 
and Co. 6s.) 

IN .this volume Mrs. Symons not only makes her mark 
as a historical novelist, but she has also conceived a 

thrilling story of love and adventure that compels the 
reader’s interest from the first page to the last The 
Prince is Raymond VI, Count of Toulouse, and the 
Priest, a Cistercian monk, Pierre of Castelnau, Legate 
of Pope Innocent III, who bearded Count Raymond in 
his palace, and finally excommunicated him in the pre¬ 
sence of his Court, a scene powerfully and vividly 
depicted by the author. The groundwork of the story 

is the persecution and massacre of the Manichaeans, or 
Albigenses, early in the thirteenth century, when a 
Crusade under Simon de Montfoit and other nobles was 
sent against them by the Pope. As is well known, un¬ 

exampled barbarity marked the prolonged campaign—it 
lasted some twenty years, and Mrs. Symons is not spar¬ 
ing of details, especially when describing the storming 
and practical destruction of Beziers, which became first 
a shambles and then a crematorium. But her story is 
by no means one entirely of bloodshed, though murder 
and sudden death, and the burning of heretics figure 
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largely in it, as is to be expected when dealing with the 

South of France at that period. 
The reader is also introduced to troubadours, knights- 

errant, and Courts of Love, and some of the stately 
dances of the period. Love scenes there are in plenty, 
as the following, which is redolent of the warm breath 

of the South : — 

There he clasped her to his breast, and kissed her 
lips, her eyes, her hair, her throat, bruised her with 
his lips, scorched her with their fire, while she lay 
helpless in his arms, her eyes closed, and received the 
storm of his passion into the storm of her own fierce 

rapture. 

But it was, after all, only a flash in the pan, for, this 
incident apart, the love between Bertrand of Crein and 
Rosamunde of Tracey remained purely platonic until 
the latter s husband, Hubert of Gervaudan, got con¬ 
veniently killed at Beziers. Then “ wing’d Cupid ” had 
it all his own way. 

“ Prince and Priest ” is a decided advance on Mrs. 
Symons’ first novel, 11 A Lady of France,” which met 
with a fair amount of success and is now in a second 
edition. In preparing her present work the author has 
evidently taken considerable pains in studying the his¬ 
tory and the manners and customs of the period with 
which she deals. 

Among the other historical characters introduced into 
the story are St. Dominic, founder of the order of the 
Dominicans and instigator of the Inquisition, and 
Folques, Bishop of Toulouse. We do not understand 
why the latter’s name is spelt “ Foulquet ” throughout 
the story; but that is a mere detail which by no means 
detracts from the merits of a capital historical novel. 

Oh! My Uncle. By W. Teignmouth Shore. (Stephen 
Swift and Co. 3s. 6d. net.) 

The publishers claim that they have given us in “Oh! 
My Uncle,” a book of “wit, fun, frolic, fairy tale, non¬ 
sense verses, satire, comedy, farce, criticism.” This 
seems rather a large amount to be contained within the 
215 pages of a fairly large print novel, but it is all there, 
and Uncle Daddy is a very good type of the person who, 
keeping his finger on the public pulse, manages so to 
arrange and order things that mankind sees in him the 
universal provider of what it thinks it very much desires 
to have, while, incidentally, “ Daddy ” fills his pockets. 
Whether Prime Minister, Society dame, or tramp, they 
all come to Daddy to be taught the way of success, and 
provided the funds hold out they are seldom, if ever, 
disappointed. The love interest is slight but dainty in 
form, and on the whole we think the book is worthy of, 
if not a more appropriate, at least a prettier title. 

The Tivins of Suffering Creek. By Ridgwell Cullum. 

(Chapman and Hall. 6s.) 

ONE expects the breezy accents of the West from Mr. 
Cullum, and in “ The Twins of Suffering Creek” we see 

the author at his best The two outstanding characters 
are Scipio, the weak, foolish and impossible miner with 
a heart of gold, and Wild Bill, the typical Western 
gambler, “handy with his gun,” but withal dauntless 
and true in defence of his helpless friend. Other 
characters are James, the bad man who attracts Scipio’s 
wife and arouses the undying enmity of Wild Bill. The 
Homeric combat between Wild Bill and the James gang 
on the occasion of their attack on the gold stage driven 
by Wild Bill is one of the strongest scenes in the book. 
The efforts of Sunny and his friends to attend to the 
welfare of the twins in their mother’s absence at James’ 
retreat are full of quaint humour. Of course Scipio’s 
impossible gold claim turns out trumps in the shape of 
oil, and the grinding poverty which was the cause of 
much of the estrangement between Scipio and his wife 
vanishes on her return to his arms. The twins them¬ 
selves are amusing without being precocious. 

The Barmecide's Feast. By John Gore. Illustrated by 
Arthur Penn. (John Lane. 3s. 6d. net.) 

The Feast is prolonged over no more than a couple of 
hundred pages, which, actuated by a stem sense of duty, 
we have strenuously attempted to read through. But 

we must candidly confess that we have been ignomim- 
ously defeated in the endeavour. It is all supposed to 
be humorous, we presume, but to our palate the Feast 
proved very small beer indeed, and so insipid that we 
should verily have died of inanition had we proceeded 
with another course. So we retired feeling very much 
depressed towards the middle of the entertainment (?), 
in spite of Mr. Penn’s picture display which show's at 
least extraordinary imagination. 

Song Recitals at the Bechstein Hall 

THE singing of the Russian, Marie 016nine d’Albeim, 
must have been a new experience for London 

concert-goers. Paris, Brussels, St. Petersburg, and 
Moscow have all come under the spell of the amazing 
simplicity of her singing, the Byzantine aloofness of 
her pose, the intense yet restrained exposition of her 
theme: and in these cities she numbers many fer- 

9 m 

vent and well-nigh fanatic admirers. Although her 
repertoire ranges over the whole field of master¬ 

pieces, she loves more especially songs which have 
their basis in the popular art of each country. She is 
most truly wonderful iwhen singing the familiar every¬ 
day melodies of the Russian folk-music, whether 
gathered from the lips of the peasants direct, or passed 
through the brains of composers like Glinka and 
Moussorgsky, and poets such as Koutouzov and 
Lermontov. 

The keynotes of Mme. d’Alheim’s art are reticence 

and sympathy. Her desire is to focus the attention 
of her listeners upon the contents of the poem as shown 
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in the' running commentary of the music, and to attract 

as little attention as possible to the voice which is the 
medium by which it reaches them. Needless to say, an 
aim like this demands the most anxious care in the 
selection of the songs. 

The method adopted in the drawing up of the pro¬ 
gramme is simplicity itself. The songs are strung 
together with a real appreciation of their meaning and 

the value of their sequence; they rise up one by one 
out of the silence to deliver their message, then sink— 
not into silence again, but into the storehouse of 

cherished memories. The singer is not at all an 

ordinary concert ballad-singer, warbling disconnected 
sentiments, but someone confiding to us her hopes and 
fears, the secrets of her life, her innermost thoughts, 
and not hers alone, but those of a race; the link which 
binds isolated men and women together in a common 

comprehension of the pathos of life, and of the 
irresistible power of simplicity and sincerity in art 

Mme d’Alheim’s charming rendering of the master¬ 
pieces of song in French, German, and Polish would 

in any case be one of the principal attractions of the 
season in which they were heard; but the feature of 
the recitals recently given in London was undoubtedly 

the introduction of the music of one of Russia’s most 
misunderstood and least known composers, Modeste 
Petrovitch Moussorgsky. His idea of the function of 
song differs so entirely from that commonly accepted 

that one can hardly wonder at the hesitation with which 
his work has been recognised. After a few essays of 
the ordinary kind, Moussorgsky in “Niania i ya” (My 
nurse and I) made a netw departure in song-writing 

with melodies simple, strange, heart-rending, genuine* 
cries of nature, akin to folk-music in their directness; 
in doing so, necessarily neglecting rules set down and 

accepted by musical composers whenever he felt that 
his subject demanded an entirely different method of 
expression. Moussorgsky, like the sixteenth century 
song-writers, understood that the musical setting must 
spring from the words—in fact, that the words must 
sing themselves. 4<Art is the means of conversing with 
man; it is not an object in itself. Accepting the prin¬ 
ciple that human speech is subject to musical laws, I 
see in music not only the expression of feeling by means 
of sound, but more especially the notation of human 
language.” He had the advantage of living in a 
country where it is natural for the soul to pour itself 
forth in song, where the tramp, the peasant, the fisher, 
the bargee, the artisan, the soldier, student, and prisoner 
have each their own special music, where every event 
in the daily life of the people is celebrated in song. 
He had, moreover, been brought up by an old-fashioned 
Niania; in his babyhood he had been rocked to sleep 
to the crooning of folk lullabies, and had grown up 
familiar with the wealth of folk-lore and legend that 

the mouzhik still possesses. Small wonder, then, that, 
wearv of German and Italian influence on Russian 
music, lie turned his back on St. Petersburg and artificial 
town life, and retired to Minkino, steeping himself in 
the life around him, and dwelling upon the most direct 
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means of expressing the thoughts he wished to com¬ 
municate to those having ears to hear and the 

understanding heart. His music is curiously free from 
mannerism, and shows no fondness for any particular 

type of effect. In his songs he gives a series of pictures 
of Russian ways and customs, tragic, hopeless, amusing, 
or naive. 

After this renewing of an interrupted acquaintance 
with the music of so original a Russian composer, we 
are more than ever convinced that any attempt to 

popularise his work in England by English singers is 
foredoomed to failure. Not only is a knowledge of 
Russian necessary to secure his telling effects of rhythm 
and colour, but without an intimate acquaintance with 
the life of the country the whole fabric of his art must 
fall to the ground. 

Mme d’Alheim’s charming rendering of the master- 
very great service to this new development in song¬ 

writing by founding the Maison du Lied at Moscow. 
A branch of its work, which will interest English com¬ 
posers, is a series of international competitions, of iwhich 
the entrance for the 6th closes on November 14 of this 
year. Readers of The Academy are well aware of 
the enthusiasm roused by the poems of Burns on the 
Continent, an enthusiasm which made possible the 

publication in Paris of the large and important work 
on the Scottish poet by the late Auguste Angellier. 
The poet’s simplicity and nearness to primitive 
things will always appeal to the nature lover, even 
where every feature is different, and his poetry has won 
its place among Russians. The 3rd competition Was 
for the harmonising of ten songs of Bums to be chosen 
by the composer, and we regret to learn that not a 
single British composer entered for it. Prizes are now 
offered, open to everyone, for piano accompaniments to 
two thirteenth century French songs, one Russian, one 
Polish, and one English; the latter may be selected 
by the composer at will. The Maison du Lied has also 
published a number of Russian folk-songs, which have 
the advantage of being transcribed by one who is at 

the same time a musician and an artist. 

Maurice Maeterlinck—II 
By Frank Harris. 

MAETERLINCK is easily described: a man of 

about five feet nine in height, inclined to be 
stout; silver hair lends distinction to the large round 
head and boyish fresh complexion ; blue grey eyes, now 
thoughtful, now merry, and an unaffected off-hand 

manner. The features are not cut, left rather “ in the 
I rough " as sculptors say, even the heavy jaw and chin 

are drowned in fat; the forehead bulges and the eyes 
lose colour in the light and seem hard ; still, an in¬ 

teresting and attractive personality. 

Maeterlinck’s qualities show themselves quickly. He 
is very ingenuous and sincere, not to say simple, and 
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quite content to dismiss this subject or that -with the 
ordinary ready-made conclusion: — 

“All translations are bad, and resemble the original 
as monkeys resemble men. When you translate 
Bernard Shaw into French, he loses all spice; 
when I see something of mine in English I 
hardly recognise it. You think my translation of 1 Mac¬ 
beth * poor,” he went on; “I only did it because that 
of Francois Victor Hugo seemed to me wretched; but 
then you know no Frenchman can understand Shake¬ 
speare, just as no Englishman understands Racine.” 

I ventured to remark that worse had been said about 
Racine by French judges than by English: Joubert, 
for instance, dismissed him contemptuously as “ the 
Virgil of vulgar people ”; but Maeterlinck would 
not have it: “A great poet .... exquisite verses .... 
unforgettable melodies.” Such complacent assertions 
appeared to render argument impertinent. 

In the first half-hour’s talk, I noticed two peculiarly 
French traits in Maeterlinck which both have their root, 
I imagine, in a certain uneasy vanity. He loves to pick 
holes in his most famous contemporaries and make 
fun of their weak points. We were talking of the 
success of his wife (Georgette Leblanc) in Ibsen’s 
" Masterbuilder ”: someone happened to remark that 
it was a great play. 

“A great playwright, I should prefer to say,” cor¬ 
rected Maeterlinck, “ on the strength of a single fine play, 
* Ghosts.’ ‘ The Masterbuilder ’ seemed to me a little 
ridiculous; that * higher,* * higher,* of his irresistibly 
comic. During the rehearsals we all held our sides, 
aching with laughter; but it went all right, I confess.** 

“Yes; it went all right,” and the grotesque element 
in it was only visible to envious eyes. But Maeterlinck 
loves to blaguer, though he ought to know that the 
gods veil themselves from the profane and are not to be 
seen by those who would hold them up to ridicule. 

The second characteristic which Maeterlinck shares 
with most Frenchmen, and, indeed, with nearly all the 
Latins, is a habit more easily forgiven. We were all 
talking of boxing; the French champion, Carpentier, 
had just beaten the English middle-weight champion, 
Sullivan, in a fight at Monte Carlo, and beaten 
him with the utmost ease. To my astonish¬ 
ment Maeterlinck proclaimed himself a devotee 
of the art—“ a fine exercise,” he said, “ which 
I practise three or four times a week.” And incited, 
perhaps, by a desire to rebuke my incredulity, he 
announced his intention, after lunch, of going “ to box 
hard for an hour or so.” The idea of a stout man 
of fifty, after a copious lunch, going out to box struck 
me as a little ludicrous, though I would not like to say 
it was impossible if the professional antagonist were 
well tipped and gifted with a sense of humour. 

When not engaged in keeping up his reputation for 
strength of body and flippant wit, Maeterlinck was very 
interesting. When one asked him which of his works he 
liked the best, he replied that he never looked at any of 
them after publication. “ Only a dog goes back to his 
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vomit,” he said. “Once the thing is done, it has no 

further interest for me.** 

The question/ “ What are you working at now ? ” 
brought the answer that at fifty it was very hard to 
begin any “really important work. Though I feel as 
well as ever I did,** he went on, “ I know that in the 
nature of things I cannot expect a much longer lease 
of health: the blow may fall at any time, or may be 
delayed for ten years; but it is pretty sure to fall soon, 
and why should one begin to build a ship which may 
never reach the sea ? ” 

“ Cervantes,” I replied, “ did his best work after sixty, 
and some of Goethe’s finest lyrics were written when he 
was over seventy; why should you wish to close the 

book at fifty ? ” 

“ Those were giants,” he interjected, “ and exceptions. 
Besides, I have no wish whatever to close the book: 
I love life, and I go on working very steadily: I only 
say that I*d find it very difficult now to begin any 
important book. I mean by that,” he added hastily; “ a 
book which would need a considerable time to 

complete. . . .” 

“ As a matter of fact,” he went on, “ I am even now 
working at a sort of faery tale, trying to express the 
inexpressible, to realise the immaterial and give form to 
pure fantasy, and so suggest at least meanings beyond 

the reach of words.” 

The Maeterlinck who spoke in that way is the same 
man who wrote in youth the early mystical dramas, and 
in maturity “ Le Tresor des Humbles” and “ La Magda¬ 
lena,” the man who, in spite of many weaknesses, has 

* always at command the seduction of the poet and some¬ 
thing of the sincerity of the prophet. 

And how infinitely better this simple confession is 
than the habit practised by most English writers of 
depreciating their art, and the ardour with which they 

give themselves to its service. 

We have only to compare this confession of Maeter¬ 
linck’s with a characteristic utterance of one of the 
standard-bearers of the preceding generation to realise 
at once the distance we have travelled in the last fifteen 
years. In an interesting article on “ La Voyante ” and 
Lourdes, which appeared in 1896, Zola suddenly ex¬ 

claimed : — 

“ A h ! cette soif de VA u-dela, ct besoin iu divin." (Ahf 
this thirst for the Beyond, this need of the divine.) 

But instead of studying this extraordinary pheno¬ 

menon ; instead of asking himself whether this need in 
human nature, this perpetual desire for the divine is 
not as essential as the need of food (for man does not 
live by bread alone) the great naturalist concluded 
simply that the hope was a mirage, the thirst imaginary; 

the longing, a delusion. 

And now towards the end of his life Maurice Maeter¬ 
linck is tormented by the obsession just to give artistir 
form to this obscure and persistent desire which is 
stronger than the reason and more enduring, the thirst 
for something beyond ourselves and above. 
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The Business-Man in Art 

By Henry Stace. 

SINCE artists cannot live on the dew that falls from 
heaven, and are not invariably possessed of private 

means, and since almost all forms of art are marketable 

commodities, the place of the business-man in the world 
of art is fairly apparent. At his best he is a beneficent 
intermediary, a powerful being who brings the artist 
and the public together, enriching the one and—one 
hopes—elevating the other. You, the artist, are pro¬ 

ducing gems of art: deathless poems, glorious pictures, 
heavenly music, and while not employed in these exalted 
activities you require, not only bread-and-butter, but 
truffles and champagne, handsome houses, motor-cars, 
and Continental tours. You know that a profusion of 
these good things is the very least the public owes 
you in return for the priceless result of your labours; 
but you observe a certain hesitation on the part of the 
said public in performing its obvious duty. So you call 

into existence the business-man: the literary agent, the 
theatrical manager, the music publisher, and the art 
dealer, and give him to understand that his function is 
to persuade the public that it wants the works of art 
which you are producing, and that it must pay hand¬ 
somely for the gratification of its desires. 

It would be seemly in the businessman if he would 
humbly do as the artist bids him, if he would play the 
propagandist, and drill the public into desiring what the 
artist is willing to produce. But he will not do 
this. He declares that he knows what the public wants, 
and that the author does not, and, further, that the 
public will pay for what it wants, and for nothing else. 
He says that he understands business, that he has access 
to markets, and that, while he may or may not under¬ 
stand the high principles of art, nature and experience 
have endowed him with a singular nicety in discriminat¬ 
ing between what is saleable and what is not. 

And the artist finds that the business-man is appa¬ 
rently master of the situation, having ready to his hand 
the all-powerful weapon of economic necessity. He 
says to the artist: “ My business is to buy and to sell. 
It is a business which I thoroughly understand, and 
you do not. I buy what I know that I can sell. Your 
function is to manufacture what I want, that I may 
sell it and share the proceeds with you. It is for me, 
and not for you, to specify what the article shall be.” 
The artist replies: “ You are a low fellow; your ideals 
are base; you are asking me to prostitute my genius 
to the many-headed beast for the sake of filthy lucre. 
In short, you are a mere tradesman.” The business¬ 
man has the last word. He replies: 44 Just so. I am 

a tradesman, and, as such, I deal only with the manu¬ 
facturer who can supply me with the articles in which 
I can do a good trade. If you can supply me, you shall 
have the champagne and motor-cars which you demand. 
If not, you can live on the approval of your artistic 
conscience, or starve.” The artist despises the business¬ 
man more than ever—but he rarely starves. 
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He sulks for a short time, and yields As soon as 

he has yielded he finds that the business-man is as good 
as his word. His novels sell by the hundred thousand 
copies. His “ well-made plays ” run for five hundred 
nights. His musical compositions issue in shrill notes 
from the bunched-up lips of errand-boys. His pictures 
are hung on the line at the Academy, and are after¬ 
wards purchased for two thousand guineas by pro¬ 
vincial municipalities. He has his motor-cars, his 
handsome houses, his truffles and champagne, and he 
alters his opinion of the business-man. He thinks 
him an excellent fellow, who has brought him fame 
and fortune. To suit his altered practice, he constructs 
a new code of artistic morals. He declares that popu¬ 
larity is, after all, the real test He is a servant of the 
public. And the great public, if dull and slow, has a 
fundamental wisdom which tells in the end. 

Superficially, and for a time, the arrangement 

appears to work well. The artist is belauded and 
enriched, the business-man is justified of his wisdom, 
and the public has what it is assumed to want, since 
it will pay for it. But your artist, after all, is a pro¬ 
voking, inconstant creature. His conscience, after long 
repression, has a trick of reviving. He has an irritating 
habit of originality, which leads him to take up novel, 
unheard-of points of view. A new generation of him 
arises, and wantonly tries to upset this comfortable 
arrangement which has worked so well. 

The new generation of artists levels its indictment 
against the business-man. “You have taken this or 
that branch of art into your hands,” it says, 44 and you 
have ruined it. You forced your dramatic authors to 
write the plays that you could sell, and our theatre 
has become a lifeless thing. The novels which you 
commission may sell by the hundred thousand copies, 
your musical comedies may run for five hundred nights, 
your Academy pictures may still be bought by muni¬ 
cipal bodies; but all these things have become the 
derision of the judicious. The art products which you 
sell have become a byword, and their authors have to 

eat the bread of shame.” 

The business-man is not disturbed. He says that 
he has heard all this before, and it has not availed. 

The public is on his side. The artists of the new 
generation may rage furiously together; but they will 

come to heel, as their predecessors did. 

But the new generation of artists takes itself seri¬ 

ously. It is not to be repressed. It pursues its indict¬ 
ment against the business-man. 44 When a new art-form 

arises,” it declares, 44 you throttle and destroy it. Some 
years ago the exquisite art of the short story arose in 
England. You smelt money. You seized the new art- 
form in your dirty paws, you reduced it to a business, 
and you have destroyed it Look at your popular 
magazines. How often does a short story of any merit 
appear amid the waste of inane fiction ? ” 

44 My magazines sell,” says the business-man. 

44 See what you have done with the new art of the 
kinema-theatre! ” says the artist. 44 There was a new 
form of dramatic art—crude, perhaps, but with possi- 
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bilities. You seized it. before it was well born, and 
you have destroyed it. It is no longer an art; it is 
an absurdity. The very groundlings chuckle and 
guffaw at what are meant to be the tragic and moving 
passages in your ridiculous kinema-dramas.” 

41 My kinema-theatres are full all day,” says the 
business-man. 

Then the artist makes his deadliest thrust. 44 Go to! ” 
he says: 44 You are not even a good business-man. 
You do not understand the public. You recognise only 
its idlest and basest tastes, and you affront it by assum¬ 
ing that it has none other. Look at your well-made 
plays! They are beginning to fail. There is no 
longer any money to be made in drawing-room 

adultery-plays. And there is a market for real art 
which you have never even attempted to supply.” 

The business-man is hurt 44 But you cannot do 
without me,M he says. 44 Yes, I can,” says the artist. 
44 How ? I shall be my own business-man!” 

This amuses the business-man, because he is quite 
certain that the artist is a mere child in business. 
Oddly enough, the artist, strange mixture of humility 
and vanity that he is, has always hitherto believed 
this, too. He has been told innumerable times that he 
is quite incapable of learning to transact his own busi¬ 
ness, and he has humbly accepted the statement as 
true. He has even been proud of his supposed in¬ 
capacity, as showing that he is a sublime creature, too 
fine for sordid details. It was this belief of his that 
made him invent the business-man to help him. 

But the business-man required the artist to prostitute 
himself too basely, and the artist did not like it. He 
has begun to reconsider the matter. He remembers 
William Morris, the artist-tradesman, and he is begin¬ 
ning to say: 44Why should I, with my artistic insight 
and my superior brains, be incapable of understanding 
business? I will give my attention to it, and in all 
probability I shall find that I can beat the business¬ 
man on his own ground.” 

He has been giving his attention for some time now 
to his own business, and he is succeeding. He is 
already finding that the public is not half so stupid as 
the business-man declared, and that, so far from resent¬ 
ing being offered something rather high and difficult, 
it is pleased and flattered by the compliment to its 
intelligence. In the 44 Literary Year-Book ” we find, 
after a famous dramatic author s name, this significant 
statement: 44 Agent, none ; transacts his own business.” 
And from the theatrical posters we learn that 44 Fanny’s 
First Play ” has passed its four hundred and fiftieth 
performance. At the Kingsway Theatre we find an 
author of supposedly impossible intellectual plays who 
is .the cleverest and one of the most successful theatrical 
managers in Europe. We find the Abbey Theatre in 
Dublin and the Repertory Theatre in Manchester 
flourishing under the direction of persons who are 
primarily and flagrantly artists. In Liverpool, in Glas¬ 
gow, and elsewhere we find the beginnings of similar 
successful enterprises. We find Mr. H.G. Wells amusing 

an immense public with apparently fantastic tales of 
men who sleep for two hundred years, and of magic 
powders which produce giant growths, and at the same 
time deliberately and openly administering strong 
doses of artist-philosophy, without any symptoms of 
revolt on the part of the public. Considering all these 
and many other portents, we begin to suspect that the 
artist in England is in process of working out his own 
salvation without any assistance from the business-man 
who has held him so long in subjection. 

The East: The West 

LOOKED aside through the window where the 

young-green willow branches, to use a Japanese 

phrase, almost smoked in uneasiness like the love- 

touched heart of a girl, when our talk (nothing better 

than an informal talk on art and poetry to fill an hour 

of an April afternoon already grown gold and slow': 

flagged; we three found a haven from the city’s noise 

by a little table at the restaurant off Ginza, the Boule¬ 

vard of Tokyo. My friend-composer finished his cup 

of tea, and took up again his talk where he had left off. 

44 Once I made the late Mr. K., the well-recognised 

Japanese musician connected with the Kabukiza 

Theatre, listen to the tune of Payne’s 4 Home, Sweet 

Horae.’ What did he say, do you suppose, when it was 

over? You are mistaken to think his musical mind 
• • 

rightly responded when he appeared fallen in medita 

tion; he said to my amazement: 4 That was very 

grand.* And he said further that he would like to play 
it, for instance, at the scene first or last, where mam 

samurais in formal dress, sitting in perfect order, were 
ready to speak their greeting of New Year’s Day to 
their lord just stepped out from w ithin; indeed, that 
wfas what I never expected to hear. * However, I was 
amused to think it was another instance to prove how 
differently in music the Japanese mind, at least, 
the old Japanese mind, is pleased to work from 

the West; you can imagine how mystified he 
looked when I told him about the nature of the tune 
I had played him.” 

This delightful talker looked upon me as if he 
wanted my word of endorsement; my mind grew at 
once alive, being given an interesting subject even for 
serious consideration; and I said: 

441 had my own experiences not only once when I 
found myself in exactly the same situation as that 
Mr. K.; it was in the earlier days of my American life, 
when my exotic Japanese mind was still far from bein^ 
acclimatised in the West Once in New York, my 
American friend took me one evening to a certain 
Webber and Field to see the so-called artists in the 
4 cake-walk ’—w hether they were negroes or whites l 
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The Dread of Being Dull 
(September 8, 1900.) 

HE constant effort to amuse, varied by the en¬ 

deavour to astonish, is working considerable 

havoc even in that department of literature supposed 

to be sacred to amusement, and is assuredly defeating 

its own end. The vast majority of present-day novels 

do not amuse. If they are novels of adventure, they 

provide a species of excitement which is soon worked 

out. Broadly speaking, as there is a limit to the number 

of possible mathematical riders, there is a limit, generally 

a very narrow one, to the possible developments of a 

plot. Material can only be manipulated in certain ways, 

and one can scarcely hope to surprise the reader long 

accustomed to guess, at earlier and earlier stages of 

successive stories, who is going to fall in love and out of 

it, who is at the bottom of the villainous machination, 

and who is going to play the virtuous detective. We 

spot these things as the examinee, by a vicious habit, 

spots possible questions on the most innocent page of 

history. Great masters of narrative, indeed, have felt 

adventure insufficient to maintain interest. Defoe called 

in the aid of a background totally foreign to the reader’s 

experience. Scott used that of character. 

But the modern reader doubts the virtue of “ charac¬ 

ter.’* Some books have it writ large on every page, as 

some books used to have “ problem.” They differ in the 

working out. Sometimes the dramatis persona achieve 

eccentricity, if not personality, and the book is com¬ 

posed of their remarks. If, by the by, the importance 

of construction were better understood, no author would 

attempt to make a novel out of remarks, any more than 

he would crowd all his verve into his first three chapters. 

His characters would do and say what arose out of the 

situation, and not what appeared to him to illustrate 

their peculiarities. He would regard them as real people 

with an independent existence—not diagrams in illus¬ 

tration of a lecture; arid he would impart to the reader 

a vital interest in them, not a languid curiosity as to 

what they were meant for. He would have a plot, too, 
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perhaps a simple one, but still intelligible. He would 

make the situations arise naturally from the plot, and the 

emotions from the situations. He would not leave the 

simple reader inquiring within himself what it is all 

about. And—this has nothing to do with construction— 

only with respect for good work—he would read his 

proofs. 

Why do authors commit these familiar sins ? Probably 

because their temptations are great—if they live by 

writing they are perhaps insuperable. If they wish for 

an immediate hearing they must write what the great 

mass of readers can read not only with pleasure, but— 

a far more deadening restriction—without effort. It 

may, indeed, be said that those who wish to provide any¬ 

thing higher than amusement have always been forced 

to cater for the few, while the gentleman who caters for 

the many simply discharges what was the bear leader’s 

function in former days, and has no place in literature at 

all. Of course, a public exists for good work, and is 

perhaps larger than ever it was. But a public also exists 

now for second-rate literary work, and for it is pro¬ 

duced an immense mass of fiction, which threatens often 

to smother the good, simply because of the stupendous 

nature of the task of sifting. 

The modern writer also writes in a hurry, because he 

must catch the attention of the public at the right 

moment—not to speak of other reasons. This may be 

the cause of his inattention to proofs. But the blight¬ 

ing influence which above all others destroys his deeper 

purposes, his freedom, his love of his work—that linger¬ 

ing affection without which one doubts whether great 

imaginative work can be built up at all—is his deadly 

fear of being “dull.” 

No one can write worthily on a great subject—and 

human nature is a great subject—without making some 

demand on the patience of the reader. To elucidate any 

subtle point, the author must explain himself—and ex¬ 

planations are useless unless followed with care. To 

present his conception of the characters he must now 

and then digress, and so interrupt the action of the story. 

Above all, to exhaust his subject, he must write much 
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that will not be appreciated at the first reading. If he 

permits himself, in justice to his theme, to insert what 

is not of vivid and immediate interest, the reader is 
wearied instantly; and every stall is crowded with books 

whose very covers seem to shout, “ Amusement without 
effort.” The taskmaster Demos is inexorable. An in- 
troductory page about the hero will be the death of the 
story. Nobody wants to know who brought him up, 
where he came from, or how he got there—not even 
though the knowledge should be absolutely necessary 

to make his future actions convincing. On the first page 
he must be either funny or desperate; lest he and the 

book should die. Now, character, if depicted with any 
justice, is not appreciated at the first reading, because 
it must be worked up with many delicate touches. 
Broad outlines, seized at once by the eye, only 
indicate a type; and even then, if the type 
is not at once recognised, it needs explanation 

before it can attract. Besides, are our most valued ac¬ 
quaintances those who startled us into wishing to know 
them ? Are they those whose friendship we have taken 
no trouble to acquire, whose antecedents we do not want 
to hear, and whom we throw aside the moment we find 
them in a mood which is neither tragic nor amusing? 
Are Colonel Newcome, Dr Primrose, Lucy Snowe, 
Maggie Tulliver, of this kind ? 

A book published not very long ago laid a strong hold 
upon its readers. It was marked by extraordinary power 

and depth. It almost left the impression of a great 

book. But its construction had been dominated and 
crushed by this haunting dread of being dull. It opened 

—presumably in order to arrest attention—with a scene 
startling and dramatic enough to have satisfied the 
reader of old days at that point—about one-third 
through a novel—where his interest was so far worked 

up that it was time for the plot to thicken. Explanations 
must come in somewhere, especially in a philosophic 
novel; and accordingly we were dropped from intense 
excitement into retrospect, which in this order palled 
upon us. But it is not now permitted to begin gently 
and work up the slope. You must begin at the top and 

go rapidly, even if you end in stagnant water at the 
bottom. Again, the author, endeavouring to live up to 
the demand for feverish excitement, was unable to make 
straws show the way of the wind. Somebody has ob¬ 

served that Becky Sharp needed to commit no crime in 
order to reveal herself. We know what she is without 

that But the characters now under consideration are 
elucidated by a number of strong—it might rather be 
said violent—scenes, written with extraordinary power, 
no doubt, and each in itself deserving of high praise— 
but failing to impress in proportion to their strength, 
because they dwarf each other, and suffer from want of 
background. The same with the characters themselves. 
Hardly any of them fail to interest, and to interest in¬ 
tensely in their way, but—hitic illcu lacrymcp. There 

should be a large proportion of characters in a book 
which interest mildly, pleasantly, soothingly; and 
among them the few on which the mind is fixed should 
stand out, grouped in due subordination to a central idea. 

Here, for fear any should be reckoned dull, there are 

something like half-a-dozen personages, all of whom grip 
the reader as strongly as a hero or heroine need do. 

They are not overdone. One is left wishing to be told 

more, not less, about nearly all of them. But they dis¬ 
tract interest from one another; they have no connexion 

or suitability for each other, except the fact that they 
are found between the same covers; and the result is 
that want of unity in design which must ensue 
when the author is not content to allow any of his 

characters to stand behind. 

“ I like to have room in a book,” said a friend of the 

present writer; but Demos, the unreasonable, wants 
crises packed in a book like herrings in a barrel. Field¬ 

ing allowed himself “ room ” for disquisitions on life 

whose style places them among the jewels of the 
English language. They do not assist the excitement, 

and probably contemporary Demos did not like them, 
but posterity does. Why do all for Demos ? Why not 
something for posterity ? Fielding and his contemporaries 

give us time to live with their heroes and heroines under 
normal conditions—we get to know them—they are not 
incessantly urging our jaded emotions to tears and 
laughter. So with Thackeray, Dickens, Charlotte 

Bronte, George Eliot—but which of them would obtain 

the coveted meed of praise—the statement that 14 you 
cannot put down the book till you have finished it,” 
from a review in which Demos puts his trust? The 

books you cannot put down are so often the books you 

cannot take up again—but Demos goes his way in bliss 

ful ignorance of that. 

Still, in every age, real greatness will turn to sound 

and natural methods. Mr. Meredith and Mr. Hardy do 
not allow Demos to regulate their style, their plots, their 

times and seasons, their choice of a motive. And if 

we are not compelled to devour each of their books 
whole at a sitting, at any rate we are not satisfied with¬ 
out a second perusal. Mr. Gissing, too—whether or not 
he can be called strong enough to bend the bow-—is 

above constructing a bad imitation of the weapon which 
anybody can bend, and which has no effect beyond a 
feeble twanging of the string. The public is in the debt 
of an author who gives it subtle philosophy of con 

! ception. 

An author’s defects are easily traced to his aims. Un¬ 

less he has a good deal of the superhuman about him. 
he must endeavour to arrest attention, to whip up jaded 
interest by strong stimulants, to startle the mind at every 

turn—in short, never to allow the reader to put the 
book down lest, his attention once distracted, he should 

never take it up again. Is it of any use to say that it is 
the true artist’s business to have a good deal of the 
superhuman about him—to lead his public, not to follow 

it—to brave the damning accusation of dulness at first, 
and to wait till the world values his treasure, rather than 

to throw away his treasure to run after the world, offer- 
ing it a rickauffee of what he believes to be admired and 
understood ? Perhaps not; but if not, art is in j 
bad way. 
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Longfellow 

Review: By Walter Lewin 
(July 16, 1887.) 

h inal Memorials of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow* Edited 
by Samuel Longfellow. (Kegan Paul, Trench and 
Co.) 

R. SAMUEL LONGFELLOW has supple¬ 
mented with this volume of “ final memorials M 

the valuable biography of his brother which he gave 

to the world last year. These memorials consist chiefly 

of journals and correspondence relating to the last 
fifteen years of the poet’s life—a period, the story of 
which, the editor explains, was not given in the bio¬ 

graphy with the same fulness of detail as the earlier 

portions “ through fear of unduly increasing the size of 

the work.” Letters and reminiscences of earlier date, 
for which there was not room in the biography, are also 
given, together with other interesting items—fragments 

of verse, table-talk, and so forth. Several portraits of 
Longfellow and pictures of his house and library add to 

the value of the work. These miscellaneous records will 
be welcome to Longfellow's friends. They show him 
in all sorts of pleasant aspects, and in some ways give 

a truer idea, even than the biography itself, of the man 
as he really was: they seem to bring us nearer to him. 

Had ever any man so many friends as Longfellow— 
friends who knew him personally, and numberless others 
who never saw or spoke with him, yet knew and loved 

him almost as well through his books as if they had 
been accustomed to meet him face to face? Soon after 
Carlyle’s death an intelligent reading man, who knew 
Chesterfield’s Letters and Pope’s “ Essay on Man ” 
almost by heart, met me and asked for some information 

about “ that Scotch philosopher ” who had lately died, 
he could not remember the name. The story may be 

true of the bookseller in California who wrote to a 
London publishing house to know if they had heard 
of some poems by a Mr. Milton that, he understood, 
had been lately published. It is even possible to sup¬ 

pose that there are persons somewhere who know 
nothing about Shakespeare. But who has not heard of 
Longfellow, and not only heard of him, but read at least 
some of his verses? One instance of his popularity 

may be given from the memorials, as a type of many 

others recorded here and elsewhere: — 

A lady relates that, passing one day a jeweller’s 
window in New York, her attention was arrested 
by hearing from a crowd gathered before it a voice in 
unmistakable brogue, “ Shure, and that’s for ‘ Hia¬ 
watha.’ ” The speaker was a ragged Irish labourer, 
unshaven and unshorn. She looked and saw a silver 
boat with the figure of an Indian standing in the 
prow. 44 That must be,” said the speaker, 44 for a 
prisintation to the poet Longfellow; thim two lines 
cut on the side of the boat is from his poetry.” 
44 That is fame,” said the friend to whom she told 

the story. 

Sometimes the evidences of Longfellow’s fame were lc*ss 
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gratifying. He met in the street an Irish mason who 
said, “ I am glad to speak to a poet. I have meself 
a brother in the port who is a drunkard and a poet.” 
He must have been overburdened sometimes with 

visitors who came to see the object of their worship, or 
oftener, perhaps, to^exhibit their own literary wares or to 

enable themselves to boast that they had spoken with 
him. Yet he was very tolerant. “ His simple and beau¬ 

tiful courtesy,” writes Mr. F. H. Underwood, “made 
every caller think himself a friend.” Then there was 

the autograph nuisance, an annoyance for which Long¬ 
fellow had himself to blame to a great extent, by his 
too ready acquiescence. He seems to have been always 
willing to comply with such requests, saying, on one 

occasion, “ If so little a thing will give pleasure, how can 
one refuse ? ” One gentleman wrote for “ your auto¬ 

graph in your own handwriting.” A lady sent him a 
hundred blank cards with the request that he would 
write his name on each, as she wished to distribute them 
among her guests at a party she was giving on his 
birthday. Whether or not he complied with this whole¬ 
sale demand is not recorded. The iron pen, the chair 

made from the “ spreading chestnut tree,” and other 
public tokens of his popularity are well known. 

Numerous other signs of regard reached him, in his later 
years, on every birthday from correspondents young and 
old, known and unknown. The very last letter he ever 
wrote was to a young lady to thank her for some verses 

she had written on one such occasion. 
Interesting glimpses of Longfellow’s literary tastes are 

to be had, here and there, in passages from his journals, 

such as— 

Read Mrs. Radcliffe’s novel, *4 The Romance of 
the Forest.” Was this the sensation novel of the last 
generation ? How feeble it seems ! 

This was in 1867. A few days later he records: — 

Read Erckmann-Chatrain’s pretty novel, 44 Le 
Blocus.” There is a great charm about the style; 
very simple and sweet in tone. Always, even in 
depicting war, preaches the gospel of peace. 

Another day he had been reading Rabelais, “ which, I 
confess, wearies me”; and after reading the “Frogs” 

of Aristophanes he “ was struck with the thought that it 

was a good introduction for the second part of ‘ Faust.’ ” 
He notes about Hawthorne’s “The Marble Faun” that 

“ it is a wonderful book, but with the old dull pain in 
it that runs through all Hawthorne’s writings.” Readers 

of his beautiful memorial poem of the great novelist will 

recall the lines in which he gives utterance to the same 

feeling: — 

1 only see—a dream within a dream— 

The hill-top hearsed with pines. 

I only hear above his place of rest 
The tender undertone, 

The infinite longings of a troubled breast, 
The voice so like his own. 
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Longfellow had one or two sharp things to say about 

critics: 

Many critics are like woodpeckers, who, instead of 
enjoying the fruit and shadow of a tree, hop inces¬ 
santly around the trunk, pecking holes in the bark to 
discover some little worm or other. 

Vet even critics, he found, had their good points. 

14 Hiawatha/' when it appeared, was attacked by them 
pretty severely; and Fields, his publisher, after reading 
something more than ordinarily savage, went in some 

excitement to see the poet. “ By the way,” said Long¬ 
fellow, “ how is the book selling ? ” “ Enormously; we 
are running presses night and day to fill the orders,” 

was the reply. “ Then,” responded Longfellow, “ don’t 
you think we had better let these critics go on adver¬ 

tising it ? ” 
The letters here given include a few from Emerson, 

Clough, Hawthorne, Dickens, and Dean Stanley; and 
many to and from Sumner, Fields, and Longfellow’s 

life-long friend, G. W. Greene. There is an extract 
from one written by Sir E. J. Reed giving the eminent 
shipbuilder’s opinion of the poem “ The Building of 
the Ship.” It is interesting to know that the practical 
man considered it “ the finest poem on shipbuilding 
that pver was or probably ever will be written.” In¬ 
cidentally we learn that Hawthorne regarded Thoreau as 

a man of thought and originality, with a certain iron 
pokerishness, an uncompromising stiffness in his 
mental character which is interesting, though it 
grows rather wearisome on close and frequent 

acquaintance* 

In another letter* written in England in 1854, Haw¬ 
thorne says: “ A man of individuality and refinement 
can certainly live far more comfortably here—provided 

he has the means to live at all—than in New England ; ” 
to which the editor appends a note—“ It must be 

remembered that this letter speaks of England thirty 
years ago ”; but he does not make it clear whether 

he means that England has since declined in this 

respect or that New England has advanced. 

Review: By Edward Dowden 
(October 15, 1881.) 

Ballads and Sonnets. By Dante Gabriel Rossetti. 

(Ellis and White.) 

AVING been sent to spy out the land, and to see 
if it be fat or lean, I return after seven days 

with pomegranates and figs, and a cluster of grapes 
that almost craves to be borne between two upon a 
staff. Mr. Rossetti’s new volume is not versified pseudo¬ 

philosophy ; nor rhetoric simulating passion; nor 
factitious simplicities; nor a mannered cleverness; nor 
a freshly discovered affectation. The best part of it 
is that rare and wonderful thing, mere poetry—clustered 
fruit full of the scent and colour of the sun. Such a gift 
of beauty brings to us for a season that audacity which 
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a sudden accession to one s wealth or power imparts; 
we seem to accept life on easier and larger terms. 

May not the clouds open and show other riches ready 
to drop upon us ? We will go in for our chances, nothing 
doubting, expecting to find the world a land of oil- 

olive, and honey, wherein we shall eat bread without 

scarceness. 

A tale of mystery with human passion alive and 
pulsing in its gloom, two historical ballads, a few lyrics, 

some disconnected sonnets, and the long-desired 

“ House of Life,” complete with its hushed and echoing 
chambers—these make up the volume. The French 
speak of a book as nourished with facts; these poems 

are nourished with emotion, nourished with beaut). 
They have lived long in their creator’s formative spirit, 
they have grown gradually under his shaping hands, 
they have been fostered with the beautiful parts of 

wisdom, and trained to fine movements and gracious 
ways. They are strange as well as lovely, but their 

strangeness never startles or shocks us to a barren 

surprise; it is strangeness subdued into harmony with 
loveliness, appearing thus to be more than the rarer 
effluence of beauty. We try these poems with the ear, 
and the ear grows to comprehend their modulated 
harmonies and fainter shell-like murmurs. We try 
them with the eye, and the eye is quickened and 
controlled by their plenitude and temperance of pure 
colour. We try them with the intellect and the heart, 
and we find their gifts for these worth coveting, 
although, it is true, other masters have shown us a 
more excellent way. The poems need to be approached 
on this side and on that if we would take full accoun' 
of them; they delay a reader, not by intricacies of 
construction, nor by perplexities of thought, but by their 
far-reaching suggestiveness for the imagination; b\ 
calls and re-calls sending us on from sense to spirit, sum¬ 
moning us back again from spirit to sense; by their 
shadowy places, where we first surmise, then divine, 
and at last clearly discern beautiful presences in the 
shadow; and by manifold accessories of delight, which 
we must stay to collect mentally and to conceive in 
relation to the whole. 

Mr. Rossetti has been spoken of as an 44 art-poet ’ 
(as if all poetry were not art) in opposition to the 
spontaneous poet—the poet of Nature. The truth which 
missed its expression here is that, with Mr. Rossetti, 
the raw material of emotion, the joy or pain in its 

native state, must go through many processes before 
it is transmuted and transfigured from life into ar. 
With such a poet as Burns, in his purely lyrical pieces, 
the transmutation is indeed absolute; but it is effected 
by a single, simple process. He is stung by pleasure 
or by pain, and his song is only the immortal heart 
of an actual cry. With Mr. Rossetti life also is the 
source of song; but the passage from one to the other 
may be by occult or seemingly devious ways. The seed 
of passion drops into the soil, sheds its husk of circum¬ 
stance, puts up a slender shoot, takes the sunshine 
and the dew, and after a season bears a flower. But 
even this flower is not the last result; there is a spirit 
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of the flower, such as Blake saw springing, with ecstasy, 
from the calyx, and represented in some of his designs. 
Actual joy and actual pain finally take form with Mr. 
Rossetti in a new mythology of the imagination—a 

mythology not cold and incredible, but instinct with 
the essence of passion, and fostered into full-grown life 
by the spirit of beauty; a mythology the peculiar 
character of which has been determined partly by his 

own creative instincts, and partly by his nurture among 
the pre-Renaissance poets and painters of Italy. These 

poems are very far from being transcripts of actual 
experience; and yet they are true offspring of life, 

“ creatures of poignant thirst and exquisite hunger ” 
no mere elaborations of the studio. 

The Song-god—He the Sun-god—is no slave 
Of thine : thy Hunter he, who for thy soul 
Fledges his shaft: to no august control 

Of thy skilled hand his quivered store he gave : 
But if thy lips’ loud cry leap to his smart, 
The inspir’d recoil shall reach thy brother’s heart. 

The Ballads in Mr. Rossetti’s volume show his crafts¬ 

manship on a larger scale than anything hitherto 
published. Nothing here, indeed, surpasses “ Sister 
Helen ” in tragic intensity. But “ Rose Mary ” is more 
varied in incident, more complex in emotion, and it 
compels into the service of poetry, tragic with human 
passion, more high-wrought marvels of the fantasy. 

To suspend our disbelief in the supernatural—a super¬ 
natural which, amid its terror, has a quaint symmetry 
—requires here a more potent spell. By what secret 
passes we know not, we are thrown into some state of 
hypnotism in which only the imagination and the heart 
are awake; the necromancer, after this, needs only to 
present his imagery, and we yield our credence. 
“ Rose Mary ” has some of that live glamour of the 

beryl-stone which it describes: 

With shuddering light ’twas stirred and strewn 
Like the cloud-nest of the wading moon : 
Freaked it was as the bubble’s ball, 
Rainbow-hued through a misty pall 
Like the middle light of the waterfall. 

But the rare thing is that our sympathy with the human 
actors, in desperate coils of fate, should never be per¬ 
mitted to faint or falter even in places where the 
paraphernalia of the supernatural catches our eye on 
every side, and quite secludes us from the world of 
actual life. 

In “ The White Ship,” Berold, butcher of Rouen, tells 
how the lawless, shameless youth, Prince William, died 
to save his sister, and how the evil tidings were 
broken to King Henry by the little son of Count 
Theobald of Blois: — 

’Twas then through the hall the King was ’ware 
Of a little boy with golden hair, 

As bright as the golden poppy is 
That the beach breeds for the surf to kiss : 
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Yet pale his cheek as the thorn in Spring, 
And his garb black like the raven’s wing. 

Nothing heard but his foot through the hall, 
For now the lords were silent all. 

A refrain in this ballad is given and then withdrawn, 
to re-appear at the mid-crisis of the narrative and at 

the close. Wisely; for neither the unvarying refrain, 
which is employed to preserve a ground-tone behind the 

shifting incident, nor the varying refrain, which is a 
miniature chorus interpreting some coming doom, not by 
moral reflections, but by picturesque symbolism, is 

needed here. We only need the toll at long intervals 

of the passing bell. . . . 
Admirable as are the ballads, “ The House of Life ” 

is Mr. Rossetti’s highest achievement in verse. There 

are two other “ sonnet-sequences,” and only two, in 
English poetry which can take rank beside it, “ The 

Sonnets of Shakspere V and “ Sonnets from the Portu¬ 
guese.” It is no wrong to Shakspere’s genius to admit 
that of his sonnets not a few are overrun with the 

vices of style characteristic of his age; and we may 
with as little fear of injury acknowledge that some 
sonnets of Mrs. Browning lack that fine artistic self- 
control, the highest obedience to the law of beauty, 
which should be as stringent as the self-control of 
asceticism, and is so much more fruitful. On the 
other hand, pure and exquisite as is the conception 
of love embodied in Mr. Rossetti’s sonnets, there is 
another way of love, a higher way, which some poet 
of hardier temper, who grasps more largely the facts 
of life, may yet interpret for us. Not beauty alone, 

and sweetness and grace and gentle companionship and 
tender fidelity, will enter into that ideal. Courage and 
comradeship, all that is most common and, therefore, 
most precious, seams and scars, the tokens of stress and 
strain, strife and endurance, must present themselves as 
readily as gold hair and the liquid eyes of youth. To 
Breast the gale, to ride into the blast, must be discovered 
to be as blissful and secure as any leafy recess amid 
the soft roucoulements of the grove. Mr. Rossetti's 
haunt of love is a garden enclosed like that of mediaeval 
poets, until it is entered and laid waste by the dread 
powers of doom. But to compensate—great abstrac¬ 
tions from life made living presences by Mr. Rossetti’s 

myth-making imagination hover always at hand to give 
largeness and space to these poems. Here is a sonnet 
as great as it is exquisite: 

The Dark Glass. 

Not I myself know all my love for thee : 

How should I reach so far, who cannot weigh 
To-morrow’s dower by gage of yesterday? 

Shall birth and death, and all dark names that be 
As doors and windows bared to some loud sea, 

Lash deaf mine ears and blind my face with spray, 
And shall my sense pierce love—the last relay 

And ultimate outpost of eternity? 

Lo ! what am I to love, the lord of all ? 
1 # ' 

One murmuring shell he gathers from the sand,— 
1 One little heart-flame sheltered in his hand. 
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Yet through thine eyes he grants me clearest call 
And veriest touch of powers primordial 

That any cloud-girt life may understand. 

There are others of the hitherto unprinted sonnets no 
less noble, and in some there are a devoutness and 
humility and aspiration which show the religious side 

of a great artist’s endeavours. 

Translation: Catullus XXXIV 
(May 2, 1885.) 

Hoys and maidens undehled 
We are in Diana’s ward; 

To Diana, boy and maid 
Undefiled, sing we! 

O Latonia, mighty child 
Of almighty Jove, odr lord, 

Whom thy Delian mother laid 
By her olive-tree, 

Queen of hills that thou mightst be, 
Mistress of sequestered glens, 

Lady of the forests green 
And the sounding streams, 

Light-bestower title thee 

Women in their travail-pains, 
Thou are titled Threeway Queen, 

Moon with borrowed beams. 

Goddess measuring the year 
In thy path with wax and wane, 

Thou the peasant’s dwelling-place 
Fillest with good store. 

By whatever name be dear 
Be thou hallowed, and the strain 

Of old Romulus with grace 
Prosper as of yore! 

W. G. HEADLAM. 

Review: By Grant Allen 
(July 16, 1881.) 

J’cpacton. By John Burroughs. (Boston : Houghton, 
Mifflin, and Co. London : Trubner.) 

THIS is a delightful book, of a sort whereof the 
Americans almost seem to have the monopoly. 

It is redolent throughout of the fresh air and the wood¬ 
lands ; and yet it is as full withal of culture as an egg 
is full of meat. The very title is deliciously mysterious 

and enticing: it piques one’s curiosity, and tempts one 
to look within, so as to find out what it is all about. 
For, to begin with, what is Pepacton? Is it some 
abnormal part of a very irregular Greek verb, or is it 
the proper name of a person, place, or thing? As it 
turns out, on looking inside, Pepacton is really the old 
Indian title of the cast fork of the Delaware River, 
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upon whose banks Mr. Burroughs was born, and down 
whose stream he took a solitary trip, after the fashion 
of Mr. MacGregor in the Rod Roy, or Mr. Steven¬ 
son on the Marne. The choice of a name is 
characteristic, for most cultivated Americans turn 

instinctively to the old Indian words as the sole escape 
from the harsh and jejune nomenclature of modern 
Aryanised America The only romance to be found in 
the States hinges either upon the forgotten aboriginal 
race, or upon the old French and Dutch and Puritan 
colony days; and to these all the culture of New 

England turns unceasingly in “ Hiawatha ” and “ Miles 
Standish,” in “Evangeline,” and “Hester Prynne,” and 
“ Diedrick Knickerbocker;” in Thoreau’s “Indian 
Memories,” and in Mr. Burroughs’ “ Pepacton.” The 
recoil from the vulgarised world of Long Branch and 
Saratoga throws men of taste naturally back upon the 
red man of the old colonial times and the Puritan 
settlers of Salem and Plymouth. 

“ Pepacton,” 1 have said, is a delightful book ; and 
yet it would be difficult wholly to explain its charm, 
and barbarous to appraise it by giving a single short 
paragraph or so as a selected sample. Its merit 
belongs to that sort which consists in the apt mixture 
of nature and art, of wild scenery and open air, with 
literary allusion and cultivated thought. It has always 
the delicate aroma of a book-learned and poetical 
mind, intermixed with a strong love for close observa¬ 
tion of natural objects, and just so much easy science 
as does not suffice to deter the merely dilettante reader 
One of the best papers—for the book is a collection of 
stray essays only united by the common countryfied- 
ness of their subjects—is that on Nature and the Poets, 

which deals with the fidelity or unfaithfulness of the 
latter in describing the former. It strikes at a weak 
place familiar to all those who have passed their boy¬ 
hood in America—the confusion aroused in the 
American mind by the European names given to similar, 

or often even to widely different, native animals and 
plants. The American robin is as big as a pigeon; 
the American partridge perches on trees; the 
American hare is half a rabbit; the American 
cowslip and primrose are wholly unlike their English 
namesakes. The American boy, therefore, reading m 
English poetry various statements true enough about 
English robins, partridges, hares, or cowslips, but quite 
inaccurate when applied to the only things he know- 
by those names, concludes, naturally enough, that poet- 

always take wide licences in dealing with nature ; and 
when he comes to write verses himself (for wre all pas? 
through that stage once in our lives at least) he proceed? 
similarly to bend nature, where necessary, to the 

exigencies of his own rhyme and metre. Against the 
bad habits thus engendered, Mr. Burroughs raises an 
energetic protest quoting several examples both of poe:? 
who have done quite wrong, and of poets—Americ*ut 

as well as European—who have kept scrupulou?!;. 
accurate in their delineations of nature. He himself has 
carefully observed the fauna and flora of his nati\r 

country, and his descriptions are both beautiful an.i 
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correct In dealing with England, of which he has 
evidently seen far less, he is not always so well- 
informed—for example, he makes our hare burrow as 

well as our rabbit; but, even here, he sees things, on 
the whole, with the eyes of an intelligent and cultivated 
naturalist. 

Other papers, which deal more or -less with the 
differences between England and America—and which 
are therefore the most interesting on this side of the 
Atlantic at least—are those on Foot-paths and on Weeds. 
Of the first-named, which are in America as snakes 
in Iceland, he notes that an English lady of his 

acquaintance sadly mourned their loss. It was impos¬ 
sible for her to enjoy the country: “ so much of nature 
as we have, and yet no way of getting at it; no paths, 
or byways, or stiles, or foot-bridges, no provision for 
the pedestrian outside of the public road” This is 
wholly true; and, as the roads themselves are mostly 
bounded by walls, or by snake-fences overlooking square 
deserts of ploughed fields, the European visitor is 

apt to think at first that in America there is a great 
deal of land, but no country. The Americans are 
wonderful people for going * cross lots, yet they have few 
or no foot-paths. 4< It is a seven days’ wonder to see 
anybody walking in this country, except in a wager, 

or in a public hall or skating-rink as an exhibition and 
trial of endurance.” City people in America 44 find the 

country dull” ; they do not walk, 41 because that would 
be conceding too much to the country.” The reasons 
why we in England walk so much more Mr. Burroughs 

rightly sets down under two heads—first, because our 
climate suits walking better; and, secondly, because we 
have prettier country to walk in: 

The English landscape is like a park, and is so 
thoroughly rural and mellow and bosky that the 
temptation to walk amid its scenes is ever present 
to one. In comparison, nature here is rude, raw, 
and forbidding, and runs to naked sterility. 

All this is true and acute. On the other hand, lest 
1 should seem to be torturing Mr. Burroughs into 

giving evidence against his native land, I must add 
that there i* yet in America much wild scenery of a sort 
which we cannot find on our side, even in Aberdeen¬ 
shire or Connemara. This wild scenery is the saving 
of America from the point of view of culture and the 
picturesque. In the essay on Weeds, Mr. Burroughs 
speaks of the distinction between them and flowers 
in a way that would thoroughly puzzle an ordinary 
English mind. But to anyone who knows the American 
flora, the distinction is obvious and ever-present. The 
flowers are the native American forest plants; the 
weeds are the introduced European pests, the outcasts 
of every country and age, which have come over with 
the wheat and grasses, and have established themselves 

in all the cultivated plains. 

As a rule, Mr. Burroughs writes pure, good, and rich 
English ; but just once or twice he grates upon the 
ear a little by talking of things that happen 44 in our 
section,” or by describing a place as a 44 locality.” 
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These, however, are rare slips, and are only alluded 

to here in deference to the time-honoured superstition 
that a reviewer must say something bad about the book 
he is reviewing. 

Review: By Arthur Symons 

(January 24, 1891.). 

George Meredith: Some Characteristics. By Richard Le 

Gallienne. With a Bibliography by John Lane. 

(Elkin Matthews.) 

IT is only too true that the people who care most 

for Mr. Meredith’s work, and whose opinion would 
carry most weight, have, with some slight exceptions, 
made no attempt to put their views on record. Why 
has not Mr. Stevenson given us a really adequate essay 
instead of some tantalising fragments? Why has not 

Mr. John Morley written a convincing study? Why 
has not Mr. Pater said the right word on a greater 
than M6rim6e ? Even Mr. Henley, who has written 

so much and so well on the subject, has contented 
himself with making a series of sketches instead of 

painting a full-length portrait. Other and lesser critics 
have been praiseworthy—have expressed enthusiasm, or 

cleverly analysed certain characteristics; but as yet the 
adequate criticism has not been written. Mr. Le 

Gallienne has told us that he has not presumed even to 
aim at anything like a final judgment. Perhaps it 
would have been better if he had aimed at it. Such 
an endeavour would have had a bracing effect upon 
a style which is apt to become limp as if out of breath; 
it would have taught him conciseness—that is, the 
nearest road to an end kept steadily in view; it would 
have suggested to him that without unity there can 
be no culminating effect. The book should have been 
launched at the British Philistine, like David's one con¬ 
vincing pebble, straight to the forehead. It must he 
likened rather to a shower of small shots falling more or 
less casually on the resounding armour. Some effect 
it will no doubt have; for a great deal of what Mr. 
Lc Gallienne says is excellent, has the warmth of 
conviction, and may even be persuasive. His manner 
of saying it is not always quite what one would desire. 
On occasion he can say admirable things—he can be 
witty, adroit, a phrase-maker; but he is rarely content 
to be simple, and he forces alike his humour, which is 
limited, and the English language, which it is wise to 

limit. One cannot see quite the relation to English 
of such a phrase as 44 to convert masculinity to 4 The 
Egoist.’ ” Mr. Le Gallienne is so fond of the word 
44 masculinity ” that he uses it twice in two pages. At 
times he tries to write like Mr. Meredith at his wilful 
worst. That is not surprising, if it is unfortunate; for 
everyone must have felt, at one time or another, the 
fatal attraction of a style about which one is writing. 
To write about Carlyle, Mr. Meredith, or Mr. Swinburne, 
without unconsciously reproducing some trick of manner, 
is a feat of which any man might be proud. 
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Mr. Le Gallienne’s first chapter deals with “ Style 
and Aim,” and is a good introduction. The second 
chapter is devoted mainly to “Richard Feverel” and 
“ The Egoist,” which are taken, not quite justly, as 
representative of the novels as a whole. Mr. Le 

Gallienne tells us that in his opinion “ The Egoist ” 
is Mr. Meredith’s greatest novel, and “ may be taken 
to stand for the one thing he can pre-eminently do.” 
Opinion against opinion, I can but say that to my mind 
such a statement is far from true. " The Egoist ” is 
a wonderful book—no doubt the most wonderful book, 
literally speaking, that Mr. Meredith has written. But 
that does not make it his greatest novel, nor prove that 
it is “the one thing he can pre-eminently do.” In the 
elemental comedy of such a novel as “ The Egoist,” Mr. 
Meredith challenges Congreve, or even Moliere; but in 
the elemental tragedy of certain parts of “ Rhoda 
Fleming” and “Richard Feverel” he challenges 

Webster, or almost Shakspere. Mr. Le Gallienne 
has some interesting pages on the “idea of comedy,” 
in the course of which he notes acutely the difference 
between the ordinary humorist, who “ has to make his 
comedy,” and Mr. Meredith, for whom “it inheres in 

all things as vitally as poetry and as diffused as sun¬ 
shine.” But he has no such pages on the yet more 
essential “ idea of tragedy,” to which we owe what is 
most profoundly human, most intimate and penetrating, 

in these novels. 

In regard to style, Mr. Le Gallienne says much that 
is acute and sensible; but is it true that “ Richard 
Feverel ” shows us Mr. Meredith’s style “ as mature 
in his twenty-seventh year ” as at a later period ? Mr. 
Meredith was not in his twenty-seventh but his thirty- 
second year when “Richard Feverel” was published; 
but that is a mere detail. I question if Mr. Le 
Gallienne has read “Richard Feverel” in its original 
form. He would see that Mr. Meredith had by 1878 so 
far matured as to weed out from that particular novel 
a great deal of very irrelevant and very badly written 
stuff—whole chapters near the beginning, paragraphs 
and passages throughout. Then, while I quite agree 
with Mr. Le Gallienne that “ Richard Feverel” is fuller 
of fine things than any single one of the later novels, 
I cannot think that, even in its revised form, it is so 
mature and masterly in style as some of the middle 
period work. Mr. Meredith’s style has always been, as 
I think he has himself said, “experimental,” but the 
experiment has been carried out at different times 
with somewhat varying success. The uncouthnesses 
which disfigure “ Richard Feverel ” were the mere shav¬ 
ings, so tx> speak, of “ Shagpat ”—a mere after-taste of 
Arabian extravagance. It is a new kind of uncouth- 
ness that comes into prominence in “The Egoist”-- 
that exaggeration of qualities which one sees in the 
later works of most men who have a pronounced style, 
as, in our own days, we see it in Carlyle and in Brown¬ 
ing. Rough and ready judgments about Mr. Meredith’s 
style are, or should be, impossible. No prose writer 
of our time has written finer or viler English. It is a 
mistake to treat him as if he were stylist first, and 
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novelist afterwards, as Flaubert might almost be said 
to be. But it is a greater mistake to compare his 
troubled intensity of phrase with Balzac’s hopeless in¬ 
capacity for writing sustained good French, or Dickens’s 
hopeless incapacity for writing sustained good English. 
He is a conscious artist always—as conscious as Gon- 
court, with whom he may be compared for his experi¬ 
mental treatment of language, his attempt to express 
what has never been expressed before by forcing words 
to say more than they are accustomed to say. Some¬ 
times they give his message, but ungraciously, like 

beaten slaves; sometimes the message seems to go 
astray. That is why Englishmen, forgetting triumph 
after splendid triumph of style, will sometimes tell you 
that Mr. Meredith cannot write English, just as French¬ 
men gravely assure one another that the novels of the 
Goncourts are written in any language but French. 

The most novel, the most needed, part of Mr. Le 
Gallienne’s book is the section in which he deals with 
Mr. Meredith's poetry. That astonishing little volume, 
“ Modern Love, and Poems of the English Roadside,’* 
published nearly thirty years ago, has never received 
anything like justice, except at the hands of such 
fellow-craftsmen as Mr. Swinburne and James Thom 
son. Mr. Le Gallienne seems inclined to place the 
title-poem at the very head of Mr. Meredith’s work, 
above even the novels. He is in good company, for 

that, too, was Mr. Browning’s opinion. But while I 
for one cannot but feel that Mr. Meredith works more 
naturally, with a freer hand, in prose than in verse, that 
poem of “ Modem Love,” and at least one or two of 
the smaller pieces, seem to me among the master¬ 
pieces of contemporary poetry. As I have said else 

where, in a very inadequate article on Mr. Meredith? 
poetry, “ Modern Love ” is the most distinctly modem 
poem ever written. There had been nothing like it 
in English poetry: it brings into our literature some 
thing fundamentally new, essentially modern. Side by 

side with this super-subtle study of passion and sen¬ 
sation, we have the homely realism of “ Juggling Jerrv" 
--a poem which can only be compared with Burns- 
“ Jolly Beggars ” for triumphant success in perhaps 
the most difficult kind of literature. Mr. Meredith ' 
later poetry is sometimes very wonderful, some 
times very dreadful; and the dreadful part « t 
it has unduly, but not unnaturally, prejudiced 

people against what is really wonderful in . it 
Mr. Le Gallienne’s pages on this curious individua, 
nature-poetry, with its searching vision, its troubled and 
tumultuous form, have considerable interest, and are 
certainly very sympathetic. 

A bibliography of Mr. Meredith’s work, and of the* 
main criticisms upon it, fills the last seventy page- 
of the volume. In this bibliography, Mr. John Lane 

has brought together material of permanent value, and 

has done a real service alike to collectors and f 
students. Mr. W. Morton Fullerton contributes j 
pleasant note on the recent American discovery or 
George Meredith. 
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hardly remember now—that fantastic way of step on 
the stage most popular in those days. I knew that I 
could not help laughing when I saw the players with 

stove-pipe hat red or blue, with ribboned huge cane in 
hand, leaping across the stage like vagarious spirits who 
had dethroned themselves of their own free will; but 
once when I closed my eyes to give my sense of hear¬ 
ing full play, what do you suppose? I confess that my 
tears strangely fell without being called. My friend 
said sarcastically: ‘Is it a Japanese way to cry when 
you are jolly ? * When he meant that we Japanese often 
act in the reverse, and generally speaking, that we are 
paradoxical people by nature, I think that somehow he 
hit the right mark ; but I dismissed the whole thing 
without answering him, because it was a question too 
complicated to explain in one breath. And I am sure 
that he would have asked me why, even if I had told 
him simply that the music merry to him sounded to me 
sadly.” 

44 Dr. C., you know, the German professor at the 
Musical College,” my friend-composer interrupted me, 
as, doubtless, he wished to say something before he 
forgot it, 44 most savagely denies even to-day after 
twenty years’ residence here, our having any harmony in 
music; but the fact is that our Japanese mind is most 
deliciously, tenderly, sadly moved where the Western 
mind finds it most unsatisfactory. Listen to a shamisen 
music (which is said in the West to be nothing more 
than a noise wild or primitive at the best) in a little 
lyrical time, for instance, with the song which you (Yone 
Noguchi) translated.” 

Our Japanese mind, I believe, through the hereditary 
sense of hearing which is suddenly awakened by the 
shrill of a ghost in tune of this shamisen, the three¬ 
stringed instrument, not wild to us, but suggestive, not 
primitive but quite complex, will soon become impas¬ 
sioned into imagination; I dare say that we shall feel 
even a physical pain from love that the tune inspires, the 
love intensified into a feeling of sensuality. It is at 
such a moment when we forget the world and life, and 
pray to enshrine ourselves in love; why is it the shami¬ 
sen does make us feel so, while having no power at all 

to command the foreign mind ? 

44 Not only in our sense of hearing”—I again resumed 
the chance to speak—44 the other senses, whether they 
be five or ten, also work quite differently from those of 
the Westerners; and I cannot forget one instance to 
make me think that the American sense of seeing is a 
thing of a different order; that was the case of Sada 
Yacco and her company when they presented to the 
San Francisco audience, well, long ago, the sad scene 
of the farewell of Kusnoki and his little son. We 
thought it most strange when the saddest part to us 
Japanese made almost no impression on the American 
mind; of course, their ignorance of the Japanese lan¬ 
guage counted a great deal; but when the sad facial 
expression of the Japanese players was taken as that of 
violence or anger, we thought that the matter was alto¬ 

gether hopeless.” 

“ Does not such misunderstanding of the East with 
the West or the West with the East,” ventured my other 
friend at the table,44 exist also in literature and poetry ? ” 

• 

441 myself experienced as a writer in English that my 
own meaning or imagination was often wrongly taken; 
I can say at least that I found frequently that they were 
not fully understood; although it might be. true, as a 
certain English critic commented on me the other day 
with his learned authority, that I relied too much upon 
the words, that is to say, that I attempted to make them 
express too many colours and meanings. I dare say (is 
it my Oriental pride?) that the Western minds are not 
yet wide open to accept our Japanese imagination and 
thoughts as they are. It is a short cut, I have often 
thought, to look in a book of English translations from 
the Japanese, when we want to know the exact weakness 
of the English language and literary mind. Last night, 
before I went to bed, I opened the pages of English 
translation of our hokkus% wherein the following piece 
was declared to be the most delicate: — 

Thought I, the fallen flowers 
Are returning to their branch; 
But lo ! they are butterflies. 

While I do not say that tliat is particularly poor, I 
never thought before, like many another Japanese I am 
sure, it was so good as a Japanese poem; if it means 
anything, it is the writer’s ingenuity perhaps in finding 
a simile; but I wonder where is its poetical charm when 
it is expressed thus definitely. Definiteness is one of 
the English traits, I believe; and, again, it is the 
strength of the English language and letters, but it is 
strange enough that it turns at once to weakness when 
applied to our Japanese thoughts and fancies of indefi¬ 
niteness. To call the Japanese language ungrammatical, 
the Japanese mind vague, does no justice to them; 
their beauty is in their soaring out of the state of 
definiteness. Sadness in English is quite another word 
from joy or beauty; it is very seldom that it expresses 
the other; but more often in our Japanese poetry they 
are the same thing; but with a different shade. 4 Sad¬ 
ness in beauty or joy4 is a phrase created comparatively 
recently in the West; even when sadness is used with 
the other in one breath, it is not from our Japanese 
understanding; for us Japanese, the words never exist 
apart from our colour and meaning. Not only in 
language but also in real life’s action, is it so; it was 
the art of poetry of Monzaemon Chikamatsu, the great 
Japanese dramatist, that he made the cases of double 
tragedy of two unfortunate lovers (this most favourite 
subject) most beautiful and joyous; for them it was a 
joy and beauty to go to death through love. We have 
a phrase: 4 We cry with our eyes, and smile in heart.’ 
As we have no right expression, let us admit for a little 
while the phrase 4the paradoxical Japanese’; such a 
main trait of the Japanese makes it difficult for the 
Western mind to understand us ; and again it is why cur 
poetry is a sealed book in the West.” 

Yone Noguchi 
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The Theatre 
I 

““Find the Woman” at the Garrick 
Theatre 

HE question whether the romance of the stage 
ought to be clouded by plays with a reformatory 

purpose will not be fully answered in our day. In the 
meantime the effort to teach and incidentally draw the 
public makes a difficult affair for the writer of plays. 
Mr. Charles Klein, however, appears to have taken the 
burden on his shoulders without fear. He has said in 
his soul: Be a reformer, but be gay; right the wrong, 
but write with tact and cunning; use flesh and blood 
and actual facts, show the wickedness of things in 
general, but end happily and lightly. 

In the play which has run for many successful years 
in America, and which Mr. Bourchier produced last 
Monday, he has not reached his ideal, but he has nearly 
captured it once or twice. The “ Third Degree,” 
American title, or “ Find the Woman,” English version, 
is full of excitement; situation leaps upon situation after 
a fashion which has always won the heart of the un¬ 
sophisticated. Very, very often the artificiality of the 
characters, the stilted language, the long-spun argu¬ 
ments, and the carefully planned situations echo the 
once popular melodrama of which Charles Reade, with 
the aid of very explicit exponents, was considered a 
master. But much of the theatricality of the 41 Third 
Degree ” is mitigated by the admirable methods of Miss 
Vanbrugh, as the tortured but resourceful wife of the 
victim of the police system, and of Mr. Bourchier as the 
generous heavy-weight champion of the Bar, who, after 
much effort, makes everybody happy. These delightful 
actors are admirably supported; but Mr. A. E. 
Matthews, Mr. James Carew, Mr. Bunston, and the rest 
of an excellent cast are not allowed by Mr. Klein to 
be quite human, and thus, clever as they are, they do 
not live. Mrs. and Mr. Bourchier have now and then 
opportunities of deeply interesting us, but the secret 
boredom of 44 Find the Woman ” is deeply rooted in the 
fact that the play lacks sincerity from beginning to end. 
The tragedies of life, which most of us know, are horrific 
enough, but they are not so candidly contrived, so 
absolutely of the theatre. It is not a compliment to 
Eondon, but no doubt the play will be immensely 
popular. The first-night audience appeared wild with 
•delight But to the student of the stage as it is, 44 Find 
the Woman” after a play like the 44 Fire Screen,” for 
example, is most retrograde to our desire. And then, 
too, it seems a little impertinent for the English stage, 
to criticise American police methods, while, I dare say, 
our own, like other mundane matters, are not perfection. 
Yet this foreign, if laudable, attempt for reform is the 
only justification for 44 Find the Woman,” for we are, 
alas! unable to sympathise with characters so utterly 
of the stage stagey. Miss Vanbrugh and Mr. James 
Carew alone affected, to some extent, the American 
intonations and pronunciation of the tongue used in 
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common with ourselves. This was a pleasant circum¬ 

stance, and in itself made one wish with the vast excited 
audience that44 Find the Woman ” may have a fortunate 
future. 

“Ann” at the Criterion Theatre 

SINCE the days of Miss Lena Ashwell’s management 
at the Kingsway we have learned to expect brillian* 
plays by new authors, and hopes were freely entertained 
in regard to Mr. Worrall’s 44 Ann.” On Tuesday these 
anticipations were put to the test, and some at least of 
the audience were not amused. Miss Renee Kelly, the 
Ann Anning of the play, bore the whole weight of the 
undertaking, and hardly proved equal to so gigantic a 

labour. But she worked hard and with a high spirit It 
is possible that an actress with the charm of, say, Miss 
Lottie Venn, when that lady was a girl in the eighties 
of the last century, might have carried such a curious 
comedy to a successful issue; in the present case things 
were otherwise. The son of a Dean, Edward Hargraves, 

played by Mr. Basil Hallam, has written a novel the 

success of which is not accounted for in the extracts v\e 

have read. Ann, an American journalist of a type net 
very common in real life, has read and reviewed hi* 
book and fallen in love with the unknowing, the rose 
white youth of the author. The father and mother <•: 
the novelist would like him to marry the daughter of 

a Canon so that he may write better novels. This seem- 
a little absurd, but it is as nothing to the hopelessly 

ridiculous matters that follow. Mr. Worrall makes great 
play iwith the impossible adventures of Ann and the 

peculiar scent she uses, her not too seductive loosened 
hair, her thick-and-thin determination to have Edward 
Hargraves for a husband, and to drag him from the 

side of the Canon’s daughter, Evangeline, to whom hr 
is so slightly attached. The way Ann captures Edward, 

the means his mother, Mrs. Hargraves (charmingly 
played by Miss Fay Davis), uses to set matters 
straight, is told in a somewhat unpleasant manner 
Everybody wants to enjoy it, the author and Miss Kelly 
wish us to be amused, but the result is like a dinner 
party/when the cooks have failed. The comedy, if that 
graceful title may be used, unfortunately leaves no im¬ 
pression of pleasure, no sense of truth, no hint of 
inevitability, on the mind. The excellent American 
accent of Miss Renee Kelly, and her self-consciousno* 
and tricks of expression—these certainly remain, hut 
they do not make for joy. Hardly a phrase seems worth 
restating, no situation is at once logical and amusing. 
Miss Fay Davis has a few happy lines. She says of tin* 
Dean, when he thinks ill of his son in connection wi: t 
Ann: 44 The better the man the worse he thinks.” Tlut 

is not wonderful, but it is among the few effective point* 
of the dialogue. Mr. Worrall should do better ne.\* 
time, for he has great advantages—he is bold ;'r 
young. 

The Persian fantasy by Mr. Clifford Bax. ” T t 

Poetasters of Ispahan,” given in conjunction v* 
44 Ann,” has alreadv been noticed in these column*, - 
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it is enough to say that it is well worth seeing again, 
for everything that even hints at the art of that delicious 
country is worth consideration. 

The Irish Players at the Court 
Theatre 

Last week we referred to the rival tendencies of 
poetic and prose drama that seem sometimes to be com¬ 
peting for control at the Abbey Theatre. Exactly how 
far poetic drama is justified in using a non-metrical 
medium is a separate matter in itself, and one that an 
increasing number of workers and watchers are begin¬ 
ning to answer in favour of the old unquestioned identity 
of poetry and metre; but in the deeper sense the issue 
lies between the intuitive and essential or the passing 
and photographic. Ibsen claimed for himself that he 
was “more poet and less social philosopher than people 
generally seem inclined to think.” If so, the fault was 
his own; but the fact remains that if his work takes 
its rank as anything more than a dramatic journalism it 
will be by virture of the poet in him. Each age has its 
own journalists and social philosophers; but the poet 
belongs to all ages. The Abbey Theatre would never 
have been the urgent thing it was if only prose drama 
had needed housing; nor would it have won Continental 
(indeed, bi-Continental) distinction had its chief con¬ 
cern been with prose drama. In that case it would 
have been no better than the average London West End 
theatre, save in the matter of simpler staging and purer 
acting. But its distinction has been won by virtue of a 
clear poetic challenge, to which men have rallied all the 
time they were repeating on their lips the stale formula 
that poetic drama is dead. 

It would be a pity of pities if this glory were to pass 
from them. Mr. Lennox, as we mentioned last week, is 
happily shaking himself free from this journalistic atti¬ 
tude towards his work (which was all the happier in his 
case, because as a photographer he was apt to choose 
cynical points of view), and feeling his way towards the 
more essential things. But the most emphatic example 
of merely prose drama, with the addition of an outworn 
Fabian didacticism, is “ Mixed Marriage,” by Mr. St. 
John Ervine. It was first seen in London last year, 
and we spoke then of its undeniable knowledge of the 
acute influence of polkico-religious (for one side is as 
political in its inspiration and intentions as the other) 
division of society on the most intimate family relation¬ 
ships ; and the disaster that that influence inevitably 
brings in its train. The story of the tough, unhealthy- 
minded bigot, John Rainey, who would rather see 
Belfast swimming in human blood than his son married 
to a Papist, and whose attitude towards that son is 
just of that harsh brutal sort most calculated to turn 
any healthy-spirited fellow into a debauchee, is, by its 
nature, so remote in itself from the course and passage 
of nature as to defy simple attention. It has nothing of 
that cosmic scope that made such a social situation as 
that which Antigone faced into a play as live now as 
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the day in which it was written. It might perhaps have 
been done by placing the chief weight on the lovers: 
but that clearly was the very reverse of what Mr. Ervine 
intended. In another situation the psychology of a 
man in John Rainey’s position might have provided 
that interest; but, in the first place, as we have said, the 
situation was too perverse, and in the second John 
Rainey is just a brutal, obstinate man, with no more 
than one idea in his head, and that a sufficiently unin¬ 
teresting one. There is no scope for the poetry of idea 
or the poetry of character in that. 

Even in the field of simple observation, however 
wisely the concatenation might have been chosen, there 
would not have been a dramatic interest in the situation 
without the addition of some or other extra. This Mr. 
Ervine was right in recognising; and he properly so 
chose the angle of interest that we are left with the 
moral lesson that bigotry mars all human happiness on 
the earth, and with the political lesson that bigotry, more 
than anything else, is ever ruining the unity and good 
of Ireland. Now all drama has such inferences that it 
casts to right and to left as it proceeds on its way; but 
they are drawn from some bigger human relation, 
whereas, in “ Mixed Marriage ” they are the business of 
the play. The dramatist embraces the pamphleteer; 
indeed, he takes many pamphleteers, even of opposing 
and hostile schools, in the one embrace; but Mr. 
Ervine, oppressed with Faibian academics, is mainly 
pamphleteer and journalist, and chiefly concerned with 
sapless prose things. 

For this reason Michael O’Hara is as essential to the 
play as John Rainey. He and Rainey are the two pivots 
on which the play swings; in fact, he is far more the 
opponent of Rainey than his son Hugh, who is in love 
with the Papist Nora Murray. It is he-who stands for 
the bigger thing that John Rainey’s bigotry more mars 
than his son’s marriage and happiness. It is he who 
says, “ Aw, but selfishness is the curse o’ the wurl*. An* 
it’s the curse o’ Irelan’ more nor anny other country,” 
even as it is he who, shortsightedly, asks Hugh Rainey to 
give up his love so that his father’s attitude towards 
conciliation might continue. Even as John assumes the 
one attitude throughout the play, so Michael assumes 
another; and they oppose each other with Hugh’s and 
Nora’s love between them—the lovers being the only 
sensible, and poetic, people in the whole ruck. For those 
who find interest in philosophy’s dead categorical disquisi¬ 
tion of live issues here is the conflict that Hegel insisted 
on as the prime requisite of drama: here far more than 
as between Hugh and his father. They both stand for 
fixed ideas. Neither of them understands the thing he 
pretends to represent: for O’Hara talks of selfishness, 
like a good many other people, without in the least 
degree understanding what it is, while Rainey stands 
for religion, and remains a man who never in all his 
life had the remotest sight of the beauty of religion. 
They are neither of them human; the most human 
person in it all is Mrs. Rainey, who fusses about among 
these points of view in a very pitiful desire to preserve 
peace. 
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All this material Mr. Ervine uses cleverly—and would 
use more cleverly still if he were to compress the first 
two acts into one, and give the play a compacter form. 
The pistol-shot at the end is not so much tragedy 
as catastrophe, in both meanings of the word. 

But the play does not depend on its tragedy any 

more than it depends on its strict dramatic intention. 
In other words, it is not compact of drama so much as 
observation and a moral lesson. It is easy to retort that 
it is life: the word is thrown about among us, and means 
many and wonderfully different things. Our deeper 

interest at the moment is that it stands representative 
of a type of play that, dealing with other parts of the 

earth, one sees more than enough of in the journalistic 
drama of great cities. It is not of that loftier discipline 
of drama that one found; among the older school, in 
w Countess Cathleen ” or * The Playboy of the Western 
World ” on the one hand, and “ The Rising of the 
Moon ” in simpler comedy, or, in the work of younger 
men, Mr. Murray's “ Birthright.” The change was the 
more marked because the evening closed with “ The 
Rising of the Moon.” 

The Incorporated Stage Society 

Having seen Miss Horniman’s excellent Manchester 

company at the Coronet Theatre a few weeks ago, it was 
with pleasurable expectation that we attended a matinee 
given by the same company on Tuesday last, at the 
Aldwych Theatre. The first play chosen was entitled 
“ Mary Edwards.” There was only one scene, and that 
was laid in the house of Lord Anne Hamilton in the 
time of the eighteenth century. We do not know 
whether it is the daintiness of the old costumes or the 
courtly manners of the period, but somehow or other 

there always seems to be an irresistible charm about 
these plays which the modern ones do not possess. 
Lord and Lady Hamilton have the stage to themselves 
nearly the whole of the time, and the play between them 
is very fine indeed. Lady Hamilton gently remonstrates 
with her husband for his extravagance, and for wasting 
her large fortune which he took charge of at the time 
of her marriage. Hearing that even then the bailiffs 
are in the house, in order that the property shall revert 
to her and her son, she burns her marriage lines, and as 
there are no other records of the rite, she goes forth 
to the world as Mary Edwards once again, in spite of 
the pleading of her selfish spouse. Irene Rooke as 
Mar)* Edwards and Milton Rosmer as Lord Anne 
Hamilton achieved a great success. 

“ Hindle Wakes,” a play in three acts by Stanley 
Houghton, is written on well-worn lines. Nathaniel Jeff- 
rote has risen to fame and fortune as a Lancashire 
manufacturer. In his employ is Christopher Hawthorn, 

his boyhood's chum, who, not having Jeffcote’s ambition, 
has been content to serve all his life, and live in a 
cottage, while Ins master occupied a house 41 with very 
many spare rooms.” Alan Jeffcote, the young son and 
heir, one day meets Christopher's daughter Fanny at 
Blackpool, and takes her to Llandudno, where they stay 
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together for the week-end. In different ways the know¬ 

ledge of their outing comes to both their parents;, and 
Jeffcote insists upon his son giving up Beatrice Farru, 
the girl to whom he is engaged, and marrying Fanny. 
Fanny, however, saves the situation and refuses to marry 
Alan, and the curtain rings down upon Alan going to try 
and make his peace with Beatrice. 

It would appear that much could c£>me from 
such a plot as this, but in such capable hands as 
those of the Manchester Players there were very- 
few dull moments. Ada King as Mrs. Hawthorn 

was splendid, and the one complaint we make is that 
she only appeared in the first and last acts. When 
it is remembered that this actress took the part 
of the stately Mrs. Hardcastle in “ She Stoops to Con¬ 
quer,” and acted it to perfection, it is seen how weO 

these players adapt themselves to suit the varied charac¬ 
ters they interpret. Miss Edyth Goodall, also, as Fanny 
the Lancashire lassie, is difficult to recognise as the same 
one who took the part of Kate Hardcastle, also 
that of Nurse Price in “ Cupid and the Styx." Mr 
Herbert Lomas as Nathaniel Jeffcote did not please us 
quite so much. He seemed afraid to lose himself en¬ 
tirely in his part, and on the one or two occasions when 
he did really let himself go he pulled up with a jerk 
as if he had done something which he ought not to have 
done. It was also not easy at all times to hear his lines 
With this exception the play was excellent, and we can 
safely predict a most cordial reception for it when it is 

presented to an audience who know how to enjoy to 
their full extent the Wakes that we in the South 
possibly do not appreciate as they are appreciated by 

the workers of the North. 

The Pioneer Players 

The performance of “ Mrs. Warren's Profession M at the 
King's Hall, Covent Garden, on Sunday evening las:, 
gave the Pioneer Players an exceptional opportunity 
which they availed themselves of in a most capable 
manner. Mr. Shaw’s play has been a cause of divided 
camps, but whatever may be thought of the advisability 
of staging it, there is no question as to the opening it 
gives for the art of its interpreters. Miss Gertrude 
Kingston and Miss Ellen O’Malley, in the difficult and 
strenuous parts of Mrs. Warren and her daughter, held 

the attention of the large audience irresistibly, and a* 
the impressionable Frank Mr. Charles Maude allowed 
no points to escape him, although at one moment hi^ 
efforts were nearly baulked by the threatened collapse 
of a stage tree. The other characters were in the 
equally good hands of Mr. Halliwell Hobbes, Mr. 
Stanley Turnbull, and Mr. Whitby, and the little com¬ 

pany thoroughly earned their ovation. 
As to the play, we need not discuss it at length. A- 

usual, and as we have before indicated in these columns 
Mr. Shaw's points are made with such a generous use of 

exaggeration that a moderately close scrutiny strir- 
them of their chief value and spoils them as serio-> 
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arguments; at the same time, we are free to admit that 
were the theatre-going public able and willing to make 
the necessary heavy discounts, the picture of the miser¬ 
able Mrs. Warren, wealthy, yet having not the shadow of 

love from any of the poor deluded fools who follow her 
and purchase her simulated, pitiful affection, might well 

do good rather than harm. 

The Poetry Society 

AT Clifford’s Inn Hall, on Monday evening last, Mr. 
Darrell Figgis gave a sincere and exceptionally 

interesting lecture on “ The Sanction of Poetry ”—a 
title which, we gather from his explanation, may be 
taken to mean the “ divine right ” of poetry. Mr. 
Figgis took the highest possible view of the position of 
the poet, placing him, as singer of immortal harmonies, 
and one who writes, perceiving clearly things not seen 
save by the truer vision of the spirit, on a level with 
or even above the priest Emphasising the fact that 
this almost psychic power dwelt, probably, in all, though 
few were sufficiently alware of its existence to lift them¬ 
selves above the normal in these matters, the lecturer 

proceeded to discuss the peculiar quality and extent 
of this super-normal vision, and pointed to the Irish as 
a race where poetry was inherent in every-day life and 
converse, and where poetic imagery, far from being ridi¬ 
culed, came naturally to the lips. We cannot in the 
brief space at our disposal do more than thus indicate 
the general scheme of a thoroughly thought-out and 

capable discourse which held the unbroken attention of 
the audience from beginning to end. A lively dis¬ 
cussion followed, in which several members expressed 
their diverse views, varying from a defence of the 
purely “ scientific ” explanation of poetry as “ words 
strung together ” to the opinion that the true poet’s 
vision held him so enwrapt that to him the outer world 
became the less real. It proved a profitable and enjoy¬ 
able evening, worthy of a much larger audience. 

At St. Stephen’s Shrine 

By a Regular Devotee. 

THE House loves anything personal, and the members 
flocked down to hear the impeachment of Mr. 

McKenna by Austen Chamberlain. It was a foregone con¬ 

clusion that the vote of censure would be lost by a large 

'majority, but it was chiefly the personal question as to 
whether a Minister holding high office had done his duty 
or not. Austin was in fine form. “ If it was right for 
the men to strike in sympathy,” he said, “ would it be 
right for the masters to lock out in sympathy?” He 
challenged Lansbury to defend such action. The 
member for Bow and Bromley was obliged to say “ No.” 
" Then if it’s wrong for an employer, how can it be right 
for the men ?” he continued. The labour men felt and 
looked gravelled. Again, if it was wrong to send the 
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Lady Jocelyn full of free labour to London was it right 
to send an army of police and soldiers to protect 

Winston Churchill at Belfas/t ? Was not his visit there 
a “ provocative ” act ? The Government were anxious 

to protect a Minister, but not a man willing and able to 

work. 

It was a powerful indictment, but McKenna made a 
really fine reply from his point of view, and when he sat 
down Asquith almost hugged him with delight. There 
are some American magazines which print self-laudatory 
paragraphs on their covers. For instance, “ In our 
opinion this is the brightest, best, and most snappy 
number we have published.” McKenna copied the cover 
of the magazine by boldly declaring he was the finest 
Home Secretary of modern times. Had he not kept the 
food supply open ; had he not protected 8,000 men ; had 
he not prevented disturbance? He asked himself all 
these questions, and answered them in the affirmative 
with deep conviction. He took refuge in the quibble 
that a Home Secretary was only responsible for the 
Metropolitan police and order in their jurisdiction. Pur- 
fleet was outside it, and he could not spare the men. He 
spoke in a hurry when he made the remarks complained 
of—he had only been in the House 15 seconds when 
he had to get up to reply, and he misunderstood the 

point at issue. 

Bonar Law pressed for a plain answer to the ques¬ 
tion : “ Did the Government approve of the doctrine laid 
down by the Home Secretary that he would not send 
police until after disorder occurred ?—Yes or no ?” The 
excitement increased. Rufus Isaacs replied, but evaded 
the question and wound up the debate; he talked so 

long that a number of his colleagues pointed out that 
if he were not careful he might talk it out. At one 
minute to eleven Lord Hugh Cecil sprang up. ” A more 
evasive answer,” he began, amid a roar of approval and 
disapproval, when Asquith got up to move the closure. 
Now it was not the business of the Prime Minister (whose 
Government, so to speak, was on its trial) to move 

the closure and stifle debate, and the Speaker evidently 
did not expect he would do it. At any rate, Mr. Lowther 
did not hear him, but attended to Lord Hugh, whose 
mind worked quicker than those of most of us, for he 
moved: “ that the debate be now adjourned.” The 

Speaker could not hear amid the din, so Hugh took the 
unusual course of walking up to the Speaker and shout¬ 
ing his motion into his left ear. The Speaker put the 
question amid continued uproar. In the meantime 
Hugh explained his intention to Bonar Law. The con¬ 
fusion was so great that the Opposition whips either 
could not or would not appoint tellers, so the Govern¬ 
ment nominated two of their own side to tell in favour 
of the adjournment and force a division. The result was 
most astonishing. All that the Government could muster 
was 75. Bonar Law then moved the closure, and the 

Majority only went up two, amid cries of “ Resign.” 

Tall and handsome young Dalrymple, coming through 

the lobby rather late, jostled a Labour member, who evi¬ 
dently thought he had done it on purpose and seized his 
arm. Dalrymple swung round, and it looked for a 
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moment as if a free fight would ensue round McKenna, 
who, happening to be in the midst of the throng, cried 
out, “ No violence, I beg.” He evidently did not want 
to send for the police until after the disorder had 
occurred! 

On Wednesday Agar-Robartes, a Cornish Liberal of 
aristocratic descent, moved that the Ulster counties be 
excluded. The Unionists boldly supported the amend¬ 
ment, explaining that inasmuch as if it were carried 
it would, ruin the Bill. Home Rule could not be 
run for a week unless wealthy Ulster contributed. 
Devlin spoke for the Nationalists, and F. E. Smith had 
an hilarious encounter with the ponderous Eugene 
Wason, who was flatly contradicted by two of his own 
side. 

44 What do you think of our * Peckham ’ ? ” said the 
Master of Elibank, what time Mr. Handel Booth was 
skilfully obstructing something for the Government. 
44 He shapes well, doesn’t he ? ” he added complacently. 
The allusion will be understood when I explain that Sir 
Frederick Banbury is affectionately known as 41 Peck- 
ham ” owing to the fact that he represented that 
fickle constituency with astonishing courage for many 

years until he was beaten on his objection to the trams 
running along the Embankment. 

On Friday a drama took place in which Handel 
Booth, now grown quite expert, was the villain of the 
piece. All the week he and his friends had been ob¬ 
structing upstairs a useful and admirable Housing Bill 

brought in by the Unionist Social Reform Committee. 
The Radicals are very jealous of our activities in the 
cause of social reform, but there was an additional 
reason for obstruction. If it came downstairs too quickly 
it would get in front of a Plural Voting Bill disguised as 
a measure of Registration reform which might later on 
be very useful to the Government; so the 44 Liberal 

Peckham ” used his undoubted abilities and made the 
Unionist Reformers very angry. They had been beaten 
upstairs, and it looked as if the Plural Voting Bill would 
go through on Friday afternoon. However, there 
was one small ray of hope. There stood first on the 
paper a tiny bill of one short clause to enable clergymen 
and curates to sit on Municipal Councils. When I ex¬ 
plain that it was backed by such opposite characters as 
George Lansbury, the Socialist, and Lord Robert Cecil, 
it will be understood that it was no party measure. How 
was such a bill to be kept going for five hours ? 

On Thursday night some of us had occupied our time 
in drafting amendments until several pages were filled, 
and Lord Alec Thynne led off with an instruction to re¬ 
commit the Bill. We intended to talk about this for an 
hour and then drop it or be defeated and proceed to our 
amendments ; but we reckoned without our host. Handel 
Booth moved an amendment to send the Bill back to the 
Committee from whence it had come. This trumped our 
trick, and if they could have divided at once our sole re¬ 
maining bulkhead would have been gone in a flash and 
we should have been battling in the raging sea of plural 
voting. We talked for all we were worth, and at lunch we 
liad a count, but it failed. A dozen Liberals with their 

mouths full came round from the dining-rooms, put in an 
appearance, and disappeared again. 

Seeing the state we were in and merely wanting to 

get a useful little measure through, Robert Cecil offered 
to get his noble friend (Alec Thynne) to withdraw his 

motion if Booth would do the same. Booth agreed if we 
would drop all our amendments, but this we could not 

afford to do, because there were still three hours to go, 
and good progress might be made with the Plural Vot¬ 
ing Bill before 5 p.m. So everybody solemnly talked as if 

the Bill was the most important item in the session, and 

each party accused the other of obstruction. At 3-30 
the closure was moved. In the meantime our ranks had 
been swelling in a most mysterious way; and when 
burly William Bull, who was put on to tell, took his stand 
at the right of the table, showing he had the winning 
numbers, one would have thought that the roof would 
come off. The few front bench men did not like the 

look of it, and sent for Lloyd George. Lord Hugh 
moved the adjournment, which was solemnly seconded 
by Bonar Law, who supported it for 41 another reason' 
than the one given—it would give the Government time 
to consider their position! Lloyd George came down 
hot and flurried. Why all this fuss and jubilation? It 
is only a private members’ day, and .the Government 
takes no interest in the Bill. When the new Franchise 
Bill is brought in on Monday it will be seen why. But 
the Tories were suspicious of Lloyd George. There is 
not the slightest hope of his Franchise Bill being 
passed; it must be a mere window-dressing perform¬ 
ance, while if a private member’s Bill jerrymandering 
the Registers got through the Committee stage the 
Government would not be human if they did not take it 
up and force the remaining stages through ; so in spre 
of the adroit performance of the Progressive Peckham, 
the Unionists felt that they had not done a bad after¬ 
noon’s work. 

On Monday Jack Pease of all people brought in the 
jerrymandering Franchise Bill abolishing Plural Voting 
and the University Franchise. Seme people thought it 
dull and not clear, but I confess I thought he did rather 
well with a difficult subject. It will be a fairly long 
Bill bristling with points of attack. The first reading 
debate foreshadowed that—Woman Suffrage, Redistri¬ 
bution, Manhood Suffrage, and Registration LaXv were 
a few of the subjects touched upon. I cannot see how 
it can get through under a fortnight’s work, and at 
this time of the year that is absurd. 

F. E. Smith thanked heaven we were spared the last 
insult of a preamble, although Pease pledged the 
Government to bring in Redistribution. David Wason. 
a Radical, passionately called it a 44 double shuffle M on 
account of the wily way it dodged the women’s question. 

There was a division, but the leaders of the Unionists 
rightly or wrongly, felt that it ought to have a first 
reading without a division. The tradition of the house 
is to see a Bill before you vote on it, and of course the 
Bill itself was not in our hands. Some ardent spirits-- 
Woman Suffragists and others—insisted on a division, 
but they were not well supported. After 11 McKenna 
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had mtore trouble. He was accused of cooking some 

figures on Welsh Disestablishment, and instead of reply¬ 
ing let Mr. King 9peak. 

This angered the Unionists, and although he spoke 
for a few minutes brought down a rebuke from the 
Speaker on his methods. Griffith-Boscawen called him 
a 14 coward ” and he, white with passion, retorted by 

calling the member for Dudley a “ cur,” although another 
school of thought declares he said “cad.” I think he 
said both. 

On Tuesday the amendment to leave out the four 
Ulster counties was continued. The Government were 
obviously very reluctant to use the closure, and it was 
not until 8 o'clock before it wa9 applied. Both sides 
had been “ whipped ” for 6.30, and there was a rumour 

that the Government intended to let the debate go on 
until 11, which would have upset many a dinner party 
on both sides. Bonar Law declared that any Govern¬ 
ment who dared to use soldiers to coerce Ulster, would 
be lynched in London—a striking statement that drew 
roars of applause and howls of derision from the 
opposing benches. 

The Government majority touched low-water mark. 
Their splendid majority sunk to 69—far below even the 
Irish Members present. But for their help the Home 
Rule Bill would have been dead. 

The Aeroplane in War* 

ESSRS. GRAHAME-WHITE and Harry Harper 
have set out to prove that the aeroplane will 

place warfare on an entirely different footing in the 

future, and that the nation which lags behind and fails 
to keep pace with its rivals in aerial science will find 
itself hopelessly handicapped. Let us here make two 
observations. Firstly, we consider they have proved 
their case up to the hilt, and secondly, it need hardly 

be added that the nation which lagged hopelessly be¬ 
hind its rivals in the past, and which shows but little 
desire to overtake them in the future, is England. 

The authors deserve every praise for the production 
of a work which will open the eyes of the public to the 

possibilities of the aeroplane in modem warfare on land 
and on sea, and which also shows how hopelessly lack¬ 

ing in enterprise and practical assistance to airmen the 
present Government proved itself when compared with 
other Governments, until Col. Seely, as Under Secre¬ 
tary' of State for War, took the matter in hand. Now 
that he has become Minister for War there is every 

reason to believe that a still more energetic policy will 
be pursued, and that by departing from the cheese¬ 
paring policy we have pursued in the past we may in 
a few years get on terms with our rivals, France and 

Germany. But the sad fact remains that if war were to 

* The Aeroplane in War. By Ci.aude Grahame-White 

and Harry Harper, (T. Werner Laurie. 12s. 6d. 
net.) 

break out to-morrow and if an expeditionary force were 
sent to assist the French Army its commander-in-chief 
would be obliged to borrow a corps of French airmen, 

unless he was content to rely on the obsolete mounted 
scout or civilian spy for his information of the enemy's 

movements. Doubtless the French Government would 
spare us every single airman they could afford, but the 

spectacle of a fine British Army beshrouded in the fog 
of war, and only lighted on its pathway to victory or 

defeat by Gallic airmen, is not exactly flattering to our 
national prestige, although it is typical of the manner in 
which we regard almost every departure of science from 
the normal and staid paths of sleepy conservatism, 
whether a Radical or a Unionist Government be in 
office. The responsibility for our backwardness lies 
chiefly with Lord Haldane, who has now happily passed 
to another sphere, for which he is better suited. To 
his legal and philosophic mind the aeroplane presented 
no possibilities. His was a policy of laissez fairei to 
allow other nations to develop the science, and when it 
had reached a state of perfection, to step in and make 

use of foreign ideas and inventions. 

The absurdity of this policy has been thoroughly 

exposed by the authors. They point out how impossible 
it is to create a school of thoroughly trained and efficient 
airmen in a day by the mere stroke of a retired lawyer’s 
pen; and how equally impossible it is to say, when the 
right moment arrives, “ Build us a certain number of 
aeroplanes of a certain type and have them ready by a 
certain day." Machines can only be constructed after 
prolonged development; the plant must be laid down 
and the manufacturers assured of a certain demand for 
their wares. It is indeed sad reading, this tale of lack 
of sympathy or understanding in England when com¬ 
pared with the ceaseless efforts and experiments of the 
French Government. The genius of the French mind— 
which may be described as being the exact antithesis of 
that of Mr. Haldane—at once grasped the possibilities of 
aeroplanes in warfare, and every encouragement was 
given both to manufacturers and airmen to turn it from 
an indefinite to a definite science. France easily leads 
the van, but Germany is not far behind. If the German 
brain lacked the intuitiveness and initiative of the 
French, the Germans at once saw the necessity of copy¬ 
ing French methods and of keeping abreast of the times. 
The result is that both France and Germany have large, 

efficient air fleets to-day, and are followed closely by 
other Continental powers, while England is just be¬ 

ginning to hop from Salisbury Plain into the air. 

As far as one can see at present there is but a very 
limited commercial future for aeroplanes, and the 
authors are therefore wise tt> devote themselves to a study 

of aviation in relation to war. In this field there is 

no limit to the use which may be made of them. The 
book contains a study of aeroplanes in all their aspects: 
scouting on land and sea, as bomb droppers against 

troops and ships, and aeroplane versus aeroplane. Of 
the three studies the first, scouting, is undoubtedly the 

most important, because it is the only one which has at 
present reached a practical stage and which can be and 
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has been thoroughly tested in times of peace. It is no 
exaggeration to say that almost every great campaign in 
the past would have been completely changed had the 
commanders-in-chief been able to employ the new arm. 
Napoleon at Waterloo, for instance, could have recalled 
Grouchy to his side by sending a skilled airman on a 
ten minutes’ early morning spin. Therefore it is abso¬ 
lutely certain that the only practical scouting can be by 
aeroplane in the future, if a general is to have any real 
information as to his opponent’s movements. The days 
of scouting by cavalry patrols are dead; cavalry will 
only be used on very stormy days when no aeroplane 
can go aloft Even then mounted men will not be of 

any great use, since a skilled aeroplane reconnaissance 
will bring back such an abundance of news that the 
officer in command can be fairly certain that no material 
change in the enemy’s dispositions can take place in the 
next twenty-four hours. 

The old cavalry patrol seldom brought back abso¬ 
lutely reliable news to headquarters. If it met large 
bodies of troops on the road it could only report their 
presence—their numbers and what was behind remained 
pure guess-work, because the patrol had necessarily to 
retreat immediately. But an aeroplane can pass right 
over any troops it encounters. A skilled observer will 
be able to estimate with sufficient accuracy their num¬ 
bers and composition and, above all, he will have the 
enormous advantage, which the old cavalry patrol never 
possessed, of being able to see for miles to the right and 
to the left, unencumbered by hedges, hills and forests, 
and will thus be able to ascertain the relation of one 
body of troops to another, and to report the undoubted 
objective on which the whole are marching. 

If a great assault is being delivered on a part of the 
enemy’s position, and the attack has reached that criti¬ 
cal stage where the commander-in-chief must decide 
whether to throw in his last reserve or be content to 
hold the ground he has already gained, a skilful air¬ 
man will be able to pass over the enemy’s lines and 
return in a few minutes with invaluable news as to how 
far those lines have been shaken, what reinforcements 
are coming up, or if a general retirement has already 
begun. Nor must one forget the information which 
will be obtained by rapid flights over a hostile frontier 
long before the main armies have been mobilised or 
have come in touch with one another. Messrs. Grahame- 
White and Harper go very thoroughly into the systems 
of organisation which will be necessary if an army is 
to have efficient corps of airmen. In France gigantic 
strides have already been made, and the French Army 
will shortly have no less than one thousand skilled 
aeroplanists properly organised amongst its ranks. The 
Russo-Japanese War furnishes innumerable examples of 

what aeroplanes might have accomplished. The Battle 
of Mukden extended over a front of one hundred miles, 
and both Oyama and Kuropatkin were for days almost 
completely in the dark as to what was passing on their 
flanks. Let me quote another example. During the 
siege of Port Arthur the Japanese sacrificed over ten 
thousand men in assaulting 203 Metre Hill, because j 
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they wished to ascertain for certain the state of the 

Russian warships which were lying at anchor in the 
harbour. Had aeroplanes been in existence they could 

have found out in ten minutes that the Russian ships 

could never again put to sea. 

The authors are very cautious when dealing with the 
knotty question of the value of the aeroplane as an 
offensive weapon in modem warfare. They are wise 
not to exaggerate their powers of attack. In certain 

cases great damage mighlt be inflicted on permanent 
fortifications by powerful bombs, but such opportunities 
are likely to be few and far between. Shells and ex¬ 

plosives seldom do the same amount of damage m 
practice which they are calculated to do in theory. 
Modern artillery, and more especially modem howitzers, 
which are the most effective weapon against permanent 
works, have reached such a state of perfection, and 
their range is so great, that they are bound to be more 
valuable in attack than bombs dropped from above 
The flight of a howitzer shell is almost identical with 
that of a bomb dropped directly from above, and the 
force of impact and weight of metal are at presen; 
infinitely greater. It is doubtful if bombs dropped c r. 
warships would do any great or material damage tinier 
by chance they fell right down the funnel and explode«: 
in the engine rooms. Even the great 28 centime*.:? 
shells from the Japanese howitzers at Port Arthur, 
weighing five hundred pounds, inflicted but sir.j :! 
damage on the Russian warships, although alighting or, 
the unarmoured decks. It will be quite a simple matte: 
for naval constructors to provide a steel net similar v 
those used against torpedoes to nullify the effect of 
dropped bombs and to cause them to explode above thf 
decks. On the other hand, a number of aeroplane* 
passing rapidly over camps or large bodies of mas-efi 
cavalry might cause a stampede amongst the horses by 
a few well-directed bombs. 

One of the most interesting studies in the book > 
that devoted to war in the air between rival fleets <*t 
aeroplanes. The authors take the view that it will he 
necessary to protect the aerial scouts by armed aen.-: 
cruisers, which will be of great speed, so that they ir.»\ 
circle round and round the scouts and enable them v 
make their observations unmolested. This war in t 
air will be a unique and terrible feature of the ne\: 
European struggle. It will be a struggle of the me-* 
deadly nature between huge birds. There will be :v 
wounded, and the cJombaftants must be prepared to w.r. 

or to die. No really effective weapon for aeroplane* 
has yet been invented. The rifle is of small use unk'' 

a well-aimed shot happened to hit the pilot, but un¬ 
doubtedly he will soon be protected by a bullet-proc 
chassis. The attack will have to be directed agaui'*- 
the machine and not against its crew. Something r 
the nature of a small gun firing old-fashioned grape e. 

canister would seem to be the right line on which t 
experiment, but no doubt military science is capable c: 
overcoming the difficulty of finding a suitable weaper. 

There seems to be a great future for bombs her? 
Would not a skilled airman on a quickly rising marirr.t 
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be able to soar above his rival and destroy him by a 
Domb dropped from above? 

Space forbids us to say more on this valuable work. 
It should be read by all and closely studied by naval 
ind military experts. E. ASHMEAD-BARTLETT. 

The Art of Leon Bakst 

LEON BAKST, the Russian artist, is exhibiting 
• a collection of his original drawings for the 

rostumes and scenery of the Russian ballet, at the Fine 
\rt Society's Gallery in Bond Street The drawings 
ire a revelation of the East—not of any particular 
listrict or country, but of the spirit of the Orient in 
ill its mystery and barbaric splendour. Nor do his 
Irawings appear to belong to any particular age. His 

rostume designs are not mere fashion plates, interesting 
o the costumier alone. They are finished works of art, 
n which he has caught and embodied the fleeting 
antasy of the dance, or the uncompromising voluptuous- 
less of some Oriental monarch. M. Bakst employs 
:rude colours with astonishing daring. Mixtures which 
lever seem to blend on an ordinary artist’s palette he 
ises with perfect harmony as by some magic quality of 
he East. He never strikes a false note in all the 
flittering pageant of gods and monsters, kings in purple, 
rose and green, bayaderes in the frenzy of the dance, 

>lind beggars, and all the train of half-fantastic, half- 
eal figures which he evokes. 

The designs for Lermontov’s poem of Queen Tamar 
ire the mtost daringly brilliant of all his drawings. His 
nost interesting designs are those for “L’Apres midi 
1’un faune.” In these he calls to life the figures of the 
rarly Greek frescoes—figures rather angular and stiff, 
'et filled with a certain candid pagan charm. They are 
ike athletic barbarians who have descended upon the 
lecaying civilisations of the East, and clothed them- 
ielves in some of the splendour of the Orient. 

Some of his figures bear the imprint of Aubrey 
Jeardsley’s influence, and his pictures of trees remind 
>ne of Japanese art. By his picture of Nijinski bathing 
n the Lido M. Bakst shows that he is an accomplished 
x>rtrait-painter as well as a designer. 

landscape at the Grafton Galleries 

N Exhibition of contemporary British landscape, 
organised by the International Society of Sculp- 

ors, Painters, and Gravers, and open during the present 
oonth, is distinctly interesting. The art of landscape 
>ainting is largely of British origin, and is still perhaps 
he one in which our nation most excels. Of the pic- 
ures chosen in this collection, not very many, perhaps, 
each the highest level of achievement; but, taken as a 
/hole, the average is high, while some of the best speci- 
nens are very good indeed. On the other hand, one is 

omewhat struck by the inequality of achievement of 
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some men whose capacity is unquestionable. Mr. 
Wilson Steer, for instance, exhibits some distinctly poor 
work, as well as some of undeniable beauty; the fine 
“ Oak Avenue,” the sketch of u Hawes, in Yorkshire,” 
the lovely study of “ Bridgnorth,” with its iridescent 
spring colouring and hazy distance, are all works that 
compel admiration, while some of his other efforts can 

only provoke adverse comment. The same thing is 
true of Mr. Von Glehn, whose work is always bold and 
daring. 

The influence of Whistler is responsible for no little 
of the work in this Exhibition, and it is especially evi¬ 
dent in the five pictures shown by Mr. Waiter Greaves, 
which borrow their nomenclature as well as their style 
and subjects from this artist. The “ Nocturne in Blue 
and Gold ” and the “ Arrangement in Brown and Silver ” 
are especially delicate and beautiful. Somewhat similar 
in aim and execution is the “ Green Rhine ” by Mr. 

George Sauter, in which the lights shining through the 
darkness over the still river are very simply and deli¬ 
cately rendered. Quite different in style, but bold, effec¬ 
tive, and thrilling with light, are the “ Sussex Land¬ 
scape ” and the “Stream,” by Mr. James Charles; and 

two landscape studies somewhat impressionist in method, 
but pulsating with light and vivid colour, are Mr. Mark 
Fisher’s “ Meadows on the Stort ” and “ Springs,” the 
apple blossom in the latter being very well rendered. 

Coming to the Large Gallery, we note several admir¬ 
able studies of water. Mr. Holloway’s delicate little pic¬ 
ture in silver-grey of “Purfleet,” and his vigorous render¬ 
ing of the Thames estuary in the same neighbourhood, 
which he calls “ The Breezy Day,” are both pictures that 
abide in the memory. And the same is true of his rest¬ 
ful sketch of “ Southampton Water,” in which the even¬ 
ing effect, with the rich colouring “taken by the low 
sun,” is admirably caught We have also marked four 

of Mr. Buxton Knight’s pictures for special mention, all 
of them careful studies of varied atmospheric conditions 
«—w Entrance to the Harbour,” “ Port Isase,” “ Chesil 
Beach,” and “Portsmouth Harbour.” One of the best 
things in the Exhibition is Mr. Alexander Roche’s 
“ Low Tide,” a delightful picture of an old French sea¬ 

port, iwith rocks and beach and playing children in the 
foreground. In the same room are collections of land¬ 
scapes by the late Mr. G. F. Watts and M. Alphonse 

Legros; but neither of them, we think, will add greatly 
to the reputation of those eminent Masters. Of Mr. 
Watts’ pictures, the two entitled “ The Cloud ” and 
“ Near Florence ” are most worthy of mention ; the for¬ 
mer is distinctly an experiment—and a clever one, as 
might be expected—in the manner of Turner. M. 

Legros achieves some striking effects by very simple and 
direct methods, especially in vivid flat colour-surfaces, 
but all the same they are not the work by which one 
would care to remember him. Mr. A. D. Peppercorn has 
a number of bold and very clever sketches in strong 
colour, of which the one entitled “ At Rye ” remains 
most clearly in our memory. But his work also is very 

unequal. 

In the apse at the end of the Large Gallery three or 
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four pictures are collected, which are certainly the best 
in the Exhibition Mr. Von Glehn supplies a splendid 
view in “ Corfu,” daring in its handling, and full of 

bright light and brilliant colour. Better still, however, is 
Mr. Hughes-Stanton’s “ Mountain Road in Provence,” 

painted with a sure touch and a certain hand, and with 
an authority which suggests a large reserve of power. 
The composition of the picture is especially admirable. 
But we are inclined to prefer even to this Mr. Alfred 
Hayward’s glorious presentment of Chateau Gaillard, a 
brilliant rendering of a landscape which has always been 
the delight of artists. With no particularly vivid tints, 
excepting perhaps the blue of the sky between 
the rolling clouds, he manages to suggest sun¬ 
shine and sharp lights, and the soft verdure 
that clothes the rolling chalk hills through which the 
river carves its winding way. There are very few pic¬ 
tures in the Exhibition that can be compared with either 
-of these, but a high place must also be given to Mr. J. 
S. Hill’s careful painting of the “ Thames at Charing 
Cross ”—a masterful study of turbid waters flowing be¬ 
neath the ugliest railway bridge in London, but 
mellowed in this case by haze and atmosphere into a 
wonderfully perfect and harmonious composition. Re¬ 
markable also is the vivid collection of sketches by Mr. 
John Lavery taken at Tangier of which the one called 
44 Morning,” with its purple distance and the sparkling 
little town on the foreground hill, is perhaps the most 
striking. Among the water-colours we like best the bold 

and brilliant studies by Mr. Arthur Melville, which show 
a rare mastery of a far from easy medium. Venice, 
•under a condition of light and atmosphere, is his 
favourite theme We should also mention a collection of 

drawings and etchings by M. Legros, and a disappoint¬ 
ing little landscape by Whistler. 

Notes and News 
Mr. Arthur Dillon has added a satiric play to his 

'.Trilogy which Mr. Elkin Mathews is publishing. 

Messrs. Stephen Swift and Co. announce publication 
-of a novel by the late August Strindberg, entitled, “ The 
Confession of a Fool” ; also of 44 The King,” a tragedy, 

.‘by Stephen Phillips. 

The English Goethe Society will meet a/t the Medical 
Hall, Ghandos Street, W., on Tuesday next, when the 
President, Dr. A. W. Ward, will lecture, at 8.30 p.m., 

•on 44 Goethe and the French Revolution.” 

Mr. Lennox Robinson’s play, 44 Patriots,” given at 
the Court Theatre, has been published in book form 
by Messrs. Maunsel and Company, of Dublin, and 
Oakley House, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C., and 
can he had of them price is. 6d. (cloth) or is. (paper 
covers). 

Lord Rosebery will contribute to the July number of 
the ‘4 Fortnightly Review ” an article entitled 44 The 
Coming of Napoleon.” The same number will contain 
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articles by the Right Hon. F. E. Smith, M.P., on 44 Tariff 
Reform,” and Mr. Edmund Gosse, C.B., upon “Jean 
Jacques Rousseau.” 

The lecture on 44 How to Use the British Museum 
Reading Room ” (delivered on several occasions during 
1911-1912 at the Museum by Mr. R. A. Peddie) has no* 
been revised and enlarged for publication, and will be 
issued by Messrs. Grafton and Co., 69, Great Russell 
Street, London, W.C., before the end of the month. 

Sir James Yoxall, M.P., has written the preface to 
a new novel by Mr. Stuart Martin, entitled 44 Inherit¬ 
ance.” There is no more interesting field for real 
romance than that provided by the workaday world, no: 
the office or ordinary workshops so much as the cotton 
mills of the North. Mr. John Ouseley will publish the 
book shortly. 

Messrs. Holden and Hardingham will publish imme 
diately a new novel by Buchan Landor, entitled "The 
Mystic of Prague.” The romance narrates the adven¬ 
tures of a young Bohemian nobleman persecuted on 
account of his heretical tendencies. The reader is in¬ 
troduced to picturesque Prague and takes part in many 

a scene of mediaeval grandeur. 

Mrs. Alice M. Diehl, the well-known novelist, who 
died on the 13 th inst., had recently completed arrange¬ 
ments with Messrs. John Long for the publication 0: 
her new rfovel entitled, 44 Incomparable Joan.” Mr?. 

Diehl passed away almost on the eve of publication, and 
Messrs. John Long announce that the book will bo 
ready within the next few days. 

An interesting book is forthcoming from the house 
of Chapman and1 Hall in the shape of 44 A History 0: 
Divorce,” by Advocate S. B. Kitchin, of Cape Town 
Though there are few modern problems more perplex 
ing, it is believed that this is the first book in the 
English language dealing with the question of divorce 
and its history in so concise and simple a manner. 

Mr. Keighley Snowden, the author of 44 The Free 
Marriage,” has written a new novel entitled “ Bngt: 
Shame,” which Messrs. Stanley Paul and Co. are pub 
lishing shortly. They also announce 44 The Consort," ^ 
new novel by Mrs. Everard Cotes (Sara Jeannette 
Duncan). The story tells of an ordinary man married 
to an exceptional woman, and of their relations and 
interactions. 

The first of two volumes of the Riccardi Press Virgd. 
uniform with the Horace and Catullus, will be pub¬ 
lished immediately, to be followed very shortly by the 
second volume. The text is that of Henry Nettleship, 
edited by Professor J. P. Postgate. The Riccardi Pres? 
has been honoured by the commission to print a specw 
edition as the Eton College 44 leaving book” ; this vi 
be in one volume, and will not be for sale. 

In addition to the cheap re-issue at 2s of some 
their most popular novels, Messrs. Chapman and Hal 
are about to initiate a shilling net library of gencr- 
literature, which will include some of their most wide/- 
circulated publications of recent years. The fi:< 
volumes, which will be ready immediately, are 44 Man * 
Place in the Universe,” by Dr. Alfred Russel Wallah 
O.M., and 44 Marriage as a Trade,” by Miss Ckv ' 
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Hamilton, the well-known authoress of “ Diana of 
Dobson's.” 

An exhibition of twenty-five paintings by Philip Con- 
nard will be held from June 20 onwards at the Leicester 
Galleries, Leicester Square. To the catalogue Mr. 
Oliver Onions is contributing a preface. The exhibition 
of “ The Roll Call" and other military works by Lady 
Butler, which closes to-day, June 22, will be succeeded 
by an exhibition of rare English drawings and water¬ 
colours, with special reference to the art of Thomas 
Girtin (1775-1802). 

Mr. Gregory Hast has consented to sing “ I arise 
from Dreams of Thee ” and “ To Mary ” at the Keats- 
Shelley matin6es which Mr. Frederick Harrison is 
giving at the Haymarket Theatre on June 25 and 28. 
Baron Rosenkrantz, the distinguished Danish painter 
whose recent exhibition of pictures at the Dore Gallery 
was visited by Queen Alexandra and other members of 
the Royal Familv, has designed a beautiful souvenir 
programme for the occasion. A special “ Foreword ” 
has been written by Mr. William Watson. The price 
will be half-a-crown. 

For ten years the Library Association has been carry¬ 
ing on a system of training and examination in the 
different branches of Library Economy and the science 
of books. It has held lectures at the School of 
Economics, the British Museum, and other London and 
provincial institutions, and has conducted a series of 
Correspondence Classes which have proved highly suc¬ 
cessful in directing students and enabling them to pass 
the annual examinations. Encouraged by the success 
of these classes, the Committee now propose to invite 
the general public to enter for these courses. Some of 
the subjects treated are technical, e.g., Classification and 
Cataloguing, and the History and Administration of 
Libraries; others, Literature, History and Bibliography, 
are more attractive, especially the former, on which a 
class by Mr. W. E. Stebbing, B.A., is to begin this 
month. The Hon. Secretary of the Education Commit¬ 
tee, Dr. Ernest Baker, M.A., will be glad to hear of 
any persons desirous of extending their knowledge of 
library technique or of having the benefit of an expert 
guide in their reading of literature. 

1 * 

. Imperial and Foreign Affairs 
By Lancelot Lawton. 

THE GERMAN POINT OF VIEW. 

HE arrival of Baron Marschall von Bieberstein on 
English soil has naturally given rise to renewed 

discussion concerning the state of Anglo-German rela¬ 
tions. The Berlin newspapers once more make an 

appeal that we should endeavour to understand the 
German point of view. From the British side, however, 
it has always been urged that the tension has been main¬ 
tained by failure on their part to appreciate adequately 
the honest motives that lie behind the position which we 
have taken up. While not in any way relinquishing this 
view, it is not inopportune at the present moment to put 
ourselves in the place of a patriotic German, and attempt, 
within the brief space at our command, to represent the 
opinions which we might imagine he would reasonably 
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entertain in regard to the existing situation. Indeed, 

it would be difficult to hit upon any more effective way 
of welcoming Baron Marschall von Bieberstein to Eng¬ 
land than that we should respond to the invitation of 
our Berlin contemporaries and seek to explain the 

opinions held by the German people, without confusing 
the issue with anything in the nature of controversy. 

Within recent years Germany has seen every great 
Power, excepting herself, securing territorial advantages 

on a vast scale and deriving other material benefits. 

First came Great Britain's conquest of South Africa; 
then Russia advanced eastward to the shores of the 
Pacific, a move not altogether unwelcome to Germany, 
inasmuch as it relieved to some extent the pressure on 
her eastern frontier. The attempts of the statesmen of 
the Wilhelmstrasse to found a great colony in Shantung 
met with comparative failure. Russia was already 
established at Port Arthur, and Great Britain lost no 
time in occupying the neighbouring port of Wei-hai-wei. 
The rise of Japan to power and prestige finally put an 
end to German aspirations in China. The formation of 
the Triple Entente, a combination aimed at counter¬ 
balancing the Triple Alliance in Europe, and pursuing 
a policy closely identical with that of Japan in the Far 
East, gave rise to the belief that Great Britain was at 
the head of a conspiracy, the deliberate purpose of 
which was to deprive Germany of a place in the sun. 
The events that followed were certainly of a nature 

likely to lend colour to such an impression. It is no 
longer doubted that the Moroccan question was decided 
largely in favour of France and solely as a result of the 
unwavering support given to that country by Great 
Britain and Russia. The terms of the understanding 
originally arrived at between London and St Petersburg 

were distasteful to Germany. The division of Persia 

into spheres of influence at a time when her aspirations 
in the Middle East were assuming a definite shape was 

viewed with deep anxiety in Berlin. 

Then German hopes largely centred upon the cultiva¬ 
tion of friendly relations with Turkey, and the consum¬ 

mation of the Baghdad railway project Here again the 
Powers of the Triple Entente barred the way. The 
association of the two great financial nations of Europe, 
Great Britain and France, meant that no scheme of any 
magnitude could be accomplished without their support 
Apart from this consideration, in the case of the Bagh¬ 
dad Railway other and even more formidable obstacles 
obstructed the path of Germany. The unquestionable 
interests of Great Britain in the region of the Persian 
Gulf could not be overlooked in any discussions as to 
the last section and the terminus of the railway. More¬ 
over, Downing Street conveniently resurrected a treaty 

with the Sheikh of Koweit, the terms of which gave 
explicit title to the claims of Great Britain. At the same 
time the suggestion was made that the last section of 
the line should dome under the control of an inter¬ 
national syndicate. Germany and Turkey were to be 
given participation, but it was recognised that in view 

of the close relations existing between Berlin and Con¬ 

stantinople, their shares were to be regarded as one for 
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the purposes of diplomatic policy. Originally it was 
proposed that the only other Powers composing the 
group should be Great Britain and France, but eventu¬ 

ally Russia was introduced in order that control should 
remain with the Triple Entente. 

It will be seen that wherever Germany turned she 

met with the determined opposition of Great Britain, 
France, and Russia. By whatever name the association 

of these Powers might be known all the evidence on the 
surface went to show that they were working together 

with the definite object of baulking German ambition in 
all quarters of the globe. Nor was the temper of the 
German people improved by the recollection that these 
Powers had not gone the length of threatening war 
when Austria had annexed Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
and that in more recent times they had offered no deter¬ 
mined protests against Italian aggression in Tripoli. 

Thus the idea long entertained that Great Britain 
sought to accomplish what virtually amounted to a 

diplomatic boycott of Germany, has grown into a belief 
shared alike by responsible statesmen and the great 
mass of the people. Consequently when the organs of 
public opinion in Berlin declare that the Army and 

Navy are designed solely for defensive purposes, they 
are m a measure sincere. Past experience has inclined 
them to think that German interests can only expand 
on any serious scale as the result of the nation’s capacity 
to wage a successful war. By this process of reasoning 
they come to the conclusion that in no circumstances 
can they be the aggressors, for all their military prepara¬ 

tions are designed with a view to giving weight to the 
voice of the nation—the voice of that which they hold 
to >be reason—in the councils of Europe. 

So soon as they are strong enough they will be ready 

to unsheath the sword, but only in the event of the 
Triple Entente declining to pay heed to what they regard 

as their reasonable demands. For the rest, their strate¬ 
gists have in mind the contingency that the Triple 

Alliance, weakened as it is by the embarrassments of 
Italy, may some day be called upon to meet the com¬ 
bined armies and navies of the Powers of the Triple 
Entente, backed as they would be by enormous financial 

resources. In that evenft the position of Germany, 
hemmed in between Russia and France, and compelled 
to meet the strongest navy afloat, would be no enviable 
one. In all the circumstances it is not surprising that 
the German people have grown weary of peace plati¬ 

tudes, and that they should expect some practical 

manifestation of English goodwill. 

MOTORING 
R. S. F. EDGE, the well-known motorist, was 

recently summoned at Haywards Heath Petty 
Sessional Court for not having a light on the off-side of 
his car, as required by the Act. The constable who 
made the charge swore that Mr. Edge was driving at 
night without such a light, and that, when pulled up, 
he switched on the necessary light. Lord Tiverton, 
who appeared for Mr. Edge, demonstrated by expert 
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evidence that it was impossible, owing to the construc¬ 
tion of the electric lighting system adopted on the car, 
for Mr. Edge to have switched on the side lights without 
first extinguishing both the tail and head lights, a cer¬ 

tain rotation having to be followed in the switching-on 
process. The magistrates, in face of this conclusive 

evidence, unanimously dismissed the summons, and 
Lord Tiverton at once applied to the court for a copy 
of the constable’s evidence, with a view to a prosecution 
for perjury. This is the right course to take in such a 
case, and Mr. Edge is to be congratulated on having 
taken the trouble to appear in person to disprove the 

constable’s evidence. It is by no means the first time 
that he has placed the motoring community under an 
obligation for disinterested service on its behalf. 

Readers of the technical motor papers are doubtless 
aware that for some months past the proprietors of a 
certain motor tyre have been persistently issuing chal¬ 
lenges to makers of other tyres of world-wide reputa¬ 
tions to a reliability and durability test under official 
supervision. For reasons which will be obvious to most 
people, the challenges have not been accepted. It was 
hardly to be expected that manufacturers who have 
spent many thousands of pounds in building up a name 
for their tyres would display any eagerness to incur the 
slightest risk of losing it by entering a competition in 
which there was little or nothing to gain. We under¬ 
stand, however, that the challengers—the makers of the 
11 Victor ” tyre—have now become tired of issuing mani¬ 
festos in vain, and that they have determined to con¬ 

duct the trial themselves. The test is to commence at 
once, under R.A.C. auspices, the challenged tyres—the 
Continental, the Dunlop, and the Michelin—being taken 
separately in rotation, and all run to destruction along 
with the “ Victor.” As the last-mentioned is positively- 

claimed by the makers to be the best, and is the only- 
one guaranteed for 4,000 miles, the trial possesses a 
good deal of interest, and its progress will be closely 

watched by motorists to see how far the challengers are 
justified in their sweeping claims. 

The first meeting of the committee of inquiry or¬ 
ganised by the R.A.C. for a preliminary discussion of 
the petrol question has been duly held, the following 
bodies being represented: The Society of Motor Manu¬ 
facturers and Traders, the Commercial Motor Users’ 

Association, the A.A and M.U., the National Society of 
Chauffeurs, the Mbtor-Cab Owner-Drivers* Associa¬ 
tion, the Auto-Cycle Union, the Royal Aero Club, the 

Royal Motor Yacht Club, the Scottish Automobile 
Club, the Irish Automobile Club, and the London Motor 
Cab Proprietors’ Association. The net result of the 
deliberations seems to be represented by a resolution 
to adjourn the meeting for the collection of evidence 
with regard to the distribution and transport of the 
spirit. In the meantime the unfortunate private motonst 
continues to pay three times the price .paid by the 
motor-’bus and taxicab companies, and everybody is 

clamouring to know why it is so. There need be no 
mystery about the matter, however. A complete ex¬ 
planation can be found in the balance-sheet recently 
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issued by one of the two big petrol-distributing 
corporations. 

The many friends gained by Mr. W. A. McCurd 
curing his career in London will be pleased to know 
that he has returned from Birmingham and re-purchased 

the business in Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, 
which will in future be under his sole personal control. 
At a time when the name of second-hand-car dealer 

was almost synonymous with trickster, Mr. McCurd was 

honourably conspicuous for his straightforward dealing, 
and it was upon this basis that one of the biggest busi¬ 
nesses of the kind in England was built from a very 
humble beginning. R. B. H. 

In the Temple of Mammon 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 
queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

WE have had no disagreeable incidents during the 
past week; nevertheless, the Stock Markets remain 
idle. As I have pointed out on various occasions 

during the past month, this is only what was to be 
expected. There is a limit to the gambling capacity of 
everyone, a limit that is fixed by the amount of their 
credit or the length of their bank balance. During the 
first few months of this year everybody felt compelled to 
have a flutter on the Stock Exchange. The insiders 
bought early and got out quickly; the public as usual 
bought late and have not yet extricated themselves from 
their ill-timed bargains. This is only the plain truth. On 
ail sides one meets with men in the West End who ask, 
44 When will Marconis go back again to 10? ” 44 Why 
don’t P. and O. rise? ” 44 Don’t you think that Anglo- 
Continentals must recover? ” These questions all show 
that the punter still has stock. If he has the market must 
remain weak, for sooner or later he will be compelled to 
sell. There is only one market worth gambling in, and 
that is the Copper Market. Months ago I declared that 
the intrinsic position here was bound to bring about a 
rise. The rise has come but it has not ended, and it is 
still safe to buy the best shares—not gambling counters 
made by promoters, but genuine solid big producers. 

The bad reception given to new issues by the investing 
public has caused the finance houses and promoters some 
uneasiness. They now hold their hand. Very little has 
been offered since last week. The city of North Van¬ 
couver asked for a loan of ^126,000 of 4$ per cent, 
debentures yielding about ^4 13s. North Vancouver 
only began its existence as a city six years ago, and its 
population is only 6,000; therefore it seems rather ridicu¬ 
lous that it should come to England for a loan. 

A company called the Letters Patent Insurance Com¬ 
pany, with a capital of ^250,000, is asking for subscrip¬ 
tions for 125,000 6 per cent, cumulative participating 
preference shares of £i9 2,000 6 per cent, cumulative 
participating preference shares of ^50 each, and 225,000 
ordinary shares of £1 each. The idea is to undertake 
insurances to cover the liability of patentees and others 
so far as the law allows for the costs and expenses of 
prosecuting and defending actions in connection with 
patents, designs, trade marks, etc. This seems an ideal 
company for the lawyer, but as it is an entirely new idea 
it is quite impossible to say how far it will be profitable. 
However, the sanguine promoters estimate that there will 
be a profit of ^43,000 a year, and it is impossible for any¬ 
one to contradict them. Naturally such a company must 
be a complete speculation. The idea is ingenious, and if 
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the company obtains its capital there is no doubt that 
holders of patents will avail themselves of the privileges 
offered. It may turn out that it can do a very large 
business, for its scope is not limited to England, but is 
to be extended all over the world. Mr. Edgar Cohen, 
who is an extremely shrewd man, is the chairman, and 
the board and its advisory council contain some excellent 
names. 

Money.—As the end of the half-year approaches the 
usual stringency occurs. Berlin has been taking some 
gold, but the amount is not of importance, and it is really 
a very ordinary transaction that need not excite the 
Teutonophobe. As soon as the end of the half-year has 
come we shall see a long period of easy money. Bankers 
do not relish the idea of a per cent, rate, but 5* 
is possible that it will come. 

Foreigners.—Long stories are cabled over from China 
with regard to the situation. It is very difficult to say 
what will happen. The United States representative is 
not making himself amiable, and Russia and Japan would 
appear to be intriguing against the other Powers. They 
are not, however, financially strong enough to upset the 
arrangements. It is very hard to speak with calmness 
about our position in China. It looks as though we are 
certain to lose a large portion of our trade entirely through 
the ineptitude of our Foreign Office. Max Muller, who 
goes out to replace Jordan, although realising the serious 
position that Great Britain will be placed in through her 
participation with five other Powers, has his hands tied. 
Had we a strong man in the Government he would insist 
upon Great Britain lending China all the money she re¬ 
quires, and he would be willing to take the consequence 
for the sake of the huge trade done by us in the Chinese 
Empire. 

The Italian Government continues to support its bonds 
wjth the idea, of course, of making a new issue. The 
Russian railway loan which was talked about last year is 
again on the tapis. Enormous railway schemes are on 
foot involving the expenditure of a hundred millions. 
Naturally, such an amount will be spread over five or six 
years. Russian railways are profitable, and the building 
of commercial lines a necessity for the Empire. Russia 
owns the wealthiest portion of the globe, but she requires 
capital to develop her natural resources, and, above all, 
she must have railways. There is no country that offers 
such advantages to the capitalist. I speak with the con¬ 
fidence born of personal experience. 

Tintos are strong, and good judges talk them to 90. 

Home Rails.—In spite of the failure of the Dock Strike, 
no one wants to buy Home Rails, and the 44 bulls” of 
Dover A and Little Chats are becoming nervous. There 
is also a 44 bull ” account in both Metropolitans and Dis¬ 
tricts. There is nothing new to report with regard to the 
traffic returns of the Heavies. The Whitsuntide receipts 
came out rather better than was expected. Nevertheless, 
it seems certain that all the leading lines will have to 
reduce their dividends. This proceeding will hardly put 
heart into the market. Those who wish to invest can 
purchase for delivery in July account. They thus get the 
dividend. 

Yankees.—The American Railway Market need not be 
discussed, for as long as the political excitement in the 
United States continues Wall Street will refuse to gamble. 
But this should not affect Copper shares, which are being 
steadily bought. The Amalgamated report was excellent, 
and shows an enormous increase in the cash assets. 
Anacondas are dealt in in the Foreign Market. They 
should rise together with Amalgamated. Utah Copper 
are also a good purchase, and as Amalgamated have 
bought a big block of Greene-Cananca, both might also be 
purchased. We must not forget that the present rise in 
copper is due to the persistent self-sacrifice on the part of 
the big copper mines in the United States working under 
a plan that was arranged two years ago. It is most un¬ 
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likely that Ryan and the Guggenheims will “ take out the 
pin ” just at the moment when they are beginning to reap 
the harvest they have so long waited for. They will keep 
copper at a high price during the whole of the present 
year, and they can do it without any difficulty. 

Rubber.—There is no news of any importance to 
chronicle in the Rubber Market, wrhich remains in a life¬ 
less condition. 

Oil.—The Oil Market has been spotty in spite of the 
gloomy stories put about as to a new oil war. Shells 
keep fairly strong. The Spies dividend was at the same 
rate as last year, and this should have been satisfactory. 
Nevertheless, the market sold the shares. Urals are 
gradually coming back to their old price. When they 
are down at £2 they will be worth buying, for the terri¬ 
tory is a magnificent oil proposition and everything is 
going smoothly. An attempt is being made to push up 
British Maikop, which is sinking wells rapidly close to 
the ground of the Maikop Victory. If it can drain the oil 
from its neighbour’s ground, the Victory output will 
diminish. British Maikop have sold their output to the 
Pipe Line Company, but it is difficult to arrive at the 
working costs of this company. Mr. Boxall is busy with 
his big 3$ million combine. I hear that the Galicians are 
sore with the British capitalists, and do not intend to sell 
any more of their properties except for spot cash. 

Kaffirs and Rhodesians.—Mr. Rickard, the brilliant 
editor of the Mining Magazine, has a note in the current 

' issue of his journal on the Lonely. When the shares in 
this property were low, I advised a purchase. If any of 
my readers still hold Lonelys they should take advantage 
of the present price to get out. They have made a hand¬ 
some profit, for the shares are now quoted 3$ to 3^. Mr. 
Rickard shows that the average of the assured ore in 1910 
was 22.75 dwt., whilst in 1911 it is only 22.65 dwt. This 
hardly tallies with the semi-official statements that the m 

property is becoming richer. Mr. Rickard expects that 
two years hence the costs on the Lonely will be 35s. a ton 
and profit not more than 45s. a ton. This makes the final 
profit payable in dividends ^320,000. The market value 
to-day is ^860,750. Mr. Rickard points out that a holder 
of Lonely shares is therefore risking 64 per cent, of his 
capital and all his interest. In order to return the capital 
in ten years, plus 10 per cent., the mine would have to 
yield in dividends no less than ^1,600,000, which means 
that the ore body must continue as large and as rich to 
five times the present depth of the mine, or 4,625 feet. 
Perhaps the Lonely Mine might do this, but it is hardly 
likely. 

Miscellaneous.—The Miscellaneous Market remains 
very flat. Apparently the “ bears 99 in Marconi are buy¬ 
ing back; but the M bulls 99 in P. and O. deferred and all 
the various other little gambles of the Miscellaneous 
Market are trying to get out. The Mexico Tramways 
report is good. The dividend has improved £ per cent., 
and the credit balance to be carried forward is up 142,500 
dollars. The Mexican Light and Power pays the same 
dividend as last year, but places 50,000 dollars to reserve 
and increases its carry-forward 238,279 dollars. Both 
companies, in spite of the revolution, show steady 
progress. Raymond Radclyffe. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
“ MOUNTAIN CLIMBING.” 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—I had the honour of reviewing Miss Peck’s 
44 High Mountain Climbing in Peru and Bolivia,” and 
extend sincere thanks to her for her criticism of my 
review. I took exception to 41 Indians 99 with a small 
44 i,” mainly, I must confess, from an instinctive feeling 
that, by writing the word in this manner, the writer was 
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ire usually of so very high a degree of merit. Yours 
aithfully, _ Dramaticus. 

Oxford Union Society. 

[Sir,—Comment is surely needless. Are the occa¬ 
sional provincial representation of the part of 44 Norah 
Helmore (? Nora Helmer) and the honour of inter¬ 
preting a 44 principle (? principal) part ” in 44 The Spanish 
^.overs sufficient cause for such a mixture of bad spell- 
rig and enthusiastic exaggeration? 44 Dramaticus ” evi- 
lently writes in ignorance of the performance at the Little 
Theatre. Yes; comment is needless.—Your Critic.] 

EVERY-DAY MYSTERIES. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

„ Sir,—With all due deference to Mr. Arthur Machen’s 
lterary powers, will you kindly permit me to point out 
*rhat I consider an illogical inference in his article that 
ippeared lately in your paper. 

He informs us that the true panacea for Labour Unrest 
s not the 44 wage system ” but 44 the system of the soul,” 

that true bliss is only to be obtained by a true direction 
)f the imagination towards the mysteries.” Naturally, 
:he working man could neither grasp nor understand 
:his spiritual comfort and substitute for deficient wages, 
ivhich doubtless seemed to him like offering a stone for 
Dread; and then, in order to prove beliefs without under¬ 
standing their objects, Mr. Machen instances forces 
chained by man for his use, such as fire, electricity, and 
light which are mysteries to him. The inference then 
arrived at by your contributor is that the unsolved mys¬ 
teries of Heaven, the soul, and an after life ought to 
satisfy the present unrest without being understood, 
being in the same category as the every-day ones, which 
are also inexplicable. 

Surely, however, this deduction is opposed to fact and 
We certainly do not know the actual nature of 

electricity, or light, or fire, but the processes which give 
rise to them are no secrets, whilst the results are very 
clear and palpable. Electricity has always existed, an 
incomprehensible force if you like; Franklin with his kite 
had a possibility of its uses, and we all know how Edison 
discovered how to harness its wonders for our mankind. 
How to produce this marvellous force is quite understood. 
When the savage man, probably by accident, discovered 
the properties of fire and lit one, its nature and use, 
apparent to his senses, were no longer a mystery but a 
Droved fact. Life would be a mystery if we did not know 
^ ^ arises. Cogito ergo sum. But the ultimate end 
>f life, quite another matter, is unknown, and is therefore 
V. region of doubt. Mr. Machen to me seems to 
.hink that knowledge and belief are synonymous terms. 
What concerns man’s spiritual nature," the soul, immor- 
.ality, and another* existence may all be classed among 
Dur beliefs. They live in the realms of beautiful dreams 
ind hopes. They are mysteries which no logic can ex¬ 
plain nor elucidate. The belief in them may be a solace 
and consolation to us all in this troublous world, but I 
am afraid it is no material help in this hard life. It is 
herefore quite clear that the working man cannot under¬ 
stand what must always remain a mystery, in juxtaposi¬ 
tion to those every-day ones, the results of which are 
jnderstood and palpable, so that his “chilled and wretched 
limbs ” need not be warmed by a fire which he believes 
n, but by a fire whose cause and effect he knows. Yours 
truly, . Isidore G. Ascher. 

Kensington. 

AN APPEAL. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—It is at once a Christian duty and a patriotic 
hing to give the children of the stifling streets and 
:ourts of poorest London at least a glimpse of their own 
country. It is so very easy to provide this overwhelming 
pleasure—ios. per child per fortnight. 

Digitized by Google 

The long experience of the Ragged School Union and 
Shaftesbury Society in this work of arranging holidays* 
for slum children, both for the day and the fortnight, or 
longer, is a guarantee, I think, of wisdom in the expendi¬ 
ture of all donations for this health-giving purpose, and 
I can personally vouch for the lasting all-round benefits 
that such benevolence confers. 

I appeal to your readers to enable this society to send 
at least 10,000 poor children to our Holiday Homes this 
summer who must otherwise remain in London. 

Contributions, large or small, will be gratefully acknow¬ 
ledged if sent to Sir John Kirk, 32, John Street, Theobalds 
Road, London, W.C. I am, Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
John Kirk, 

Director. 
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Ush: The Revelation of Bandobast Wilderness. By 
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Syndicalism and Labour: Notes Upon Some Aspects of 
Social and Industrial Questions tff the Day. By Sir 
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The Cowper & Newton Museum 

Olney, Bucks. 

AN APPEAL FOR ENDOWMENT. 

Twelve yean ago, on the occasion of the Centenary of the death 
of the poet Cowper, the house in which he lived at Olney 
was presented to the town to form a Memorial and Museum* 
The Trustees have, with a number of gentlemen resident in 
the district, formed an Endowment Committee, of which the 
Bishop of Durham is the Chairman* 

The Secretary is M% Thomas Wright* the Cowper and 
Newton Museum, Olney, Bucks, to whom Contributions 
should be addressed. 

SHIPPING. 

CANADIAN PACIFIC 
OCEAN AND RAIL SERVICES TO 

. . AND THROUGH CANADA . . 

! TRANSATLANTIC—Fast and luxurious " " Steamers 
' to Canada. Only Four days' op-n sea. TRANSCAIX ADA— 
I Finest Trams in tbe World, running through the wor.o's giai.dest 

scenery. Direct connection with every rart of Canada. Fastest 
routs to Western Stuns. TRANSPACIFIC—Fast Route to Japan 
and China. All*British Route to Australia and New Zealand by 

Canadian-Australian Mail Service ata Vancouver. 

For fmtikrr particular 1 apply 

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY. 
6S>6S, Ch.rin, Cross, S.W. t C7-88, Hint WUIi*« St, 
LONDON, E.G. 24, James Street, Liverpool. 120, St* 
Vincent Street, Glasgow. 41, Victoria Street, Belfast. 

II, St. Augustine's Parade, Bristol. 1 

Union-Castle Line Royal Mail Service 
TO 

80UTH AND EA8T AFRICA 
WEEKLY SAILINGS. 

MONTHLY DIRECT SERVICE TO EAST AFRICA. 
VI. lb. SUEZ CANAL. 

Calling at GIBRALTAR, MARSEILLES a*4 NAPLES 

PLEASURE CRUISES TO THE CONTINENT. 
(Hamburg and Antwerp.) 

Reduced fsree for Tourist* during Bpring end Bummer, to 
MADEIRA, LAB PALMAS end TRHRRIPPR. 

For further information apply to:— 

DONALD CURRIE ft GO* MANAGERS, LONDON AND SOUTHAMPTON 
Branch Offices of tbe Company at Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester ami 

Glasgow. 

|: CUNARD LINE J 
1 PLEASURE CRUISES 

LIVERPOOL 
to the 

MEDITERRANEAN 81 ADRIATIC 
by the 

“ SAX ONI A" AND 11CARPATHIA " 
... Porta ol Call ... 

CADIZ. TANGIER, GIBRALTAR, ALGIERS, 
MALTA, SYRACUSE, ALEXANDRIA, 
ATHENS, CORFU, TRIESTE, F1UME, 
-PALERMO, NAPLES.- ... 

For full furticutun up fly— 

THE CUNARD S.S. CO., Ltd., LIVERPOOL. 
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The Sixth 

Special Literary Retrospect 
(TO BE PUBLISHED ON JULY 20th) 

WILL CONTAIN 

ARTICLES, REVIEWS, POEMS, Etc. 

Copies of the previous Literary 

Supplements can still be obtained. 

A NEW VIEW OF WHISTLER. 

MEMORIES OF JAMES McNEILL WHISTLER 
By THOMAS R. WAY. I Os. 6d. net. 

%* This volume contains j8 Illustrations, including a reproduction from an unpublished etching drawn 
by Whistler and bitten in by Sir Frank Short, A.R.A.; an original lithograph sketch; seven lithographs in 
colour, drawn by the Author on brown paper, and many in black and white. The remainder are facsimiles 
by photo-lithography. The text deals with the Author's memories of nearly twenty years of close associa¬ 
tion with Whistler. 

“ Adds to our knowledge of the man while materially increasing our understanding of the artist. . . . Many 
illuminating touches.”—Sunday Times. 

44 The illustrations are a separate joy.”—Standard. 

JOHN LANE, THE BODLEY HEAD, VIGO STREET. 
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POETRY LOVERS 
will read with delight "Wixmowui. A Book of 
Lyrics," by W. F. Stead. The New York Timet says: 
"Many of the poems in 'Windflowers' strike a very 
clear lyric note, and a few show an unusual and arresting 
biend of passion and mysticism. . « . 4 Mystery of 
Mysteries r joins the opulent catalogues of the song of 
soon to a keen spiritual ecstasy."—The London Times 
"The writer is always fresh and spontaneous, and. . . 
catches something of the freedom of nature bubbling up 
like a bird's trill. He produces, too. that rare thing, a 
successful villanelle, and 1 Lady Ko-Shikibu' has a de¬ 
lightfully haunting lilt."—The Glasgow Herald: * There 
is many a snatch of true lyric In these poems. . . . Here 
are youth and the prodigal promise of spring, loveliest 
when simplest."—Attractively bound in Blue and Gold 
Boards, is. 6d. net. 

BLLIOT STOCK, 
6a, Paternoster Row, London, E.C. 

New Works by Dr. James Lindss 
NEW ESSAYSi Literary and Philoeophical. 

By James Lindsay, D.D., M.A., etc., Author of 
"Studies in European Philosophy," etc. 6s. net. 

" Animated throughout by a full enthusiasm for what Is 
best in literature, and by s cultured insight into tbs 
power end significance of the writers dealt with."— 

LITBBARY ESSAYS. j». 6d. net. 
' Display st its best Dr. Lindssv’s power of philo¬ 

sophies! analysis."—Glasgow Herald. 

THE PSYCHOLOGY OP BELIEF, as.6d.net. 
" A little masier-werk."—Archie fdr Pkilosophie. 

WM. BLACKWOOD A SONS, Edinburgh ft London. 

JOURNALISTIC and SECRE¬ 
TARIAL TRAINING FOR LADIES.— 

Rapid systematic coaching. Special course in 
Journalism. Excellent introductions given.— 
Telephone or arrite, THE TRIANGLE 
SECRETARIAL OFFICES, 6i, South Molton 
Street, W. 

Bargains in books.- 
Webster’s International Dictionary, a 

vola., 1907, new, aoa.; Baily's Magazine of 
Sports and Pastimes, 64 vols., | calf, £7 tos.; 
Golf Illustrated, ta sola., £3 3a.; The Fine 
Art Scott*s Novels and Oak Stand, a8 vols., 
£2 10s.; Country Life, beautifully illustrated, 
a set to date, 30 vols., £i$; Hamerton’g Paris 
in Old and Present Times, as new, cost 
£4 4s., price £2 as.; Harper's Road Books, 
Brighton, Hastings, Oxford, Ac., 11 vols., as 
new bargain, £3 3s.; Sir Thos. Lawrence, by 
Lord Gower, with a Catalogue of his Engraved 
Works, many plates G£8 net), for £3 5s.; 
Rudder's History of Gloucestershire, folio, 
calf, rare, 1779, £6 6s. 5 Worsley's History of 
the Isle of Wight, quarto, calf, 1781, rare, 
£3 3s.; Oscar Wilde's Works, ta vols., £3; 

Tiffen's Bow, Chelsea and Derby Porcelain 
Manufactories, scarce, 15s.; Church of England 
Pulpit, a8 vola., £2 as.; The Connoisseur, a set 
to date, £6 6s.; Encyclopaedia of Sport, a vols., 
half-calf, £2 as., cost ^4 4s., 1897; Times 
Century Dictionary, 8 vols., | levant (pub. 

£i$ i$s.)» for £6 1 os. ; George Eliot's Novels, 
ai vols., 35s.; Harmsworth's History of the 
World, 8 vols., 30s. 5 Burke's Peerage, 1911, 
24s. ; Fairbairn’s Book of Crests, last edition, 
a vols., 35s.; Harmsworth's Atlas, 30s. ; 100,000 

rare Books, all kinds. List free.—BAKER'S 
GREAT BOOK SHOPS, 16 and 1 (, John 
Brioht Street, Birmingham. 

T1 YPEWRITING promptly and 
accurately done. tod. per 1,000 words. 

Specimens and references.—Address Miss 
Messer, The Orchard, Cotter ill Road, Sur¬ 
biton, S.W. 

ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY. 
Alexander Prize Essay. 

The Candidates for the Alexander Medal 
are free to select any subject, provided that h 
is first submitted to tbe approval of H. Hall. 
Esq., Literary Director of the Royal Historical 
Society, 7, South Square, Grays Inn. 

But for guidance as to the class of subjects 
desired bv the Council, the following three are 
submitted as suitable:— 

(a) The Municipal Government of rAl>it 
during the English occupation. 

(b) The Relations of England and the 
Republic of Genoa during the 14th and 15th 
Centuries. 

(c) The early career of George Canning, 
179a—1809. 

A Candidate may select any one of these or 
his own subject, with tbe proviso mentioned 
above. 

WHY PAY RENTT Tbe City Life underto 
*'IDEAL" policy plan enables Policyholders te 
reap tbe benefit of their investment Duane Trans 
Own Lifetime, and In tbe event of premature death 
to leave their legal representative in possession of a 
comfortable bonae, free from any mortgage charge 
or enc ambiance. 

Good PeoarccTS foe Active Agents. 
Send Postcard for Prospectus and Terues to 

The City Life Amubaxce Company, Lmma, 
6, Paul St., Finsbury, London, E.C. 

M. GREGORY, Managing Director, 
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ILLUSTRATED. 
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Notes of the Week THEIR Majesties the King and Queen are 
shortly to visit Wentworth Woodhouse, and 
we feel sure, from personal knowledge of the 

district, that in their tour through the industrial centres 
which surround that spot they will find much to interest 
them deeply. Some of the mines, for instance, are 
models of what mines should be, and it might be truth¬ 
fully said that life below ground is often pleasanter 
than life above; besides which, good wages can always 
be earned by willing men. We are glad to think that 
the folly which took place not long ago among those 
who had no tangible grounds of complaint, out of 
sympathy with other districts with which they had 
nothing in common, and of whose grievances they knew 
nothing, is not likely to be repeated. There are wel¬ 
come signs of peace and contentment in the whole 
neighbourhood, and their Majesties ^therefore will see 
things to the very best advantage. 

We commented last week upon the prospect of two 
thousand more motor-omnibuses for the London 
streets ; meanwhile public opinion is being worked up to 
realise the dangers due to the present crowded traffic. 
Articles are appearing in the best journalistic style on 
4* How to Cross the Road ”; diagrams of the risky 
area overawe us in the evening papers; leaders are 
being written on the matter, and altogether we seem to 
be in a bad predicament. Subways are not of much 
use: the average man hates to dive underground when 
there is the slightest chance of crossing the street with 

limbs unbroken; and light bridges over the most con¬ 
gested places would hardly be an improvement. The 
curious fact has emerged from the discussion that the 
densest traffic is the safest; any person with ordinary 
agility can wind his way between the slowly moving 
vehicles; it is the miscalculation in swiftly moving 
streams of mixed traffic that brings disaster. With a few 
extra thousand ’buses, cabs, and cars, evidently the 
problem will solve itself automatically; between the 
interstices of the thick, slow flood that will fill each 
street worried humanity will be able to wriggle across 
quite happily! 

The Journal of English Studies is a new recruit to 
the ranks of the monthly reviews, appealing “to the 
rank-and-file of those who are teaching English in 
primary and secondary schools throughout the British 
Isles.” As each issue will contain at least two articles 
of a literary rather than of a pedagogic character, and 
the present one has excellent contributions by Mr. 
William Archer, Mr. J. M. Robertson, and Mr. Thomas 
Seccombe, obviously the appeal of this scholarly review 
will be to a far larger public than the teaching profes¬ 
sion. The Psychic Gazette also makes its appearance 
this month as “the Official Organ of the International 
Club for Psychical Research.” We learn from it that 
the present labour troubles are due primarily to the fact 
that Saturn and Mars “ fall in conjunction on the same 
degree of the zodiac as they did 265 years ago,” which 
is extremely interesting, and might have saved con¬ 
siderable trouble had it been mentioned in Parliament. 
Reminiscences of Mr. W. T. Stead, promised for the 
next number, should prove interesting. A third new 
arrival is the Music Review, which has a good article on 
“ Folk Song,” and some capable criticisms. 

Lord Balcarres opened on Tuesday, in Stationers’ 

Hall, a very interesting exhibition of books, broadsides, 
portraits, and autographs illustrative of over three cen¬ 
turies of the English bookselling trade, drawn from 
the stores of the leading antiquarian booksellers of this 
country, supplemented by loans from the Earl of Craw¬ 

ford, K.T., Mr. Littleton (Novello and Co.), and the St. 
Bride Foundation. What will make this exhibition a 
memorable one to bibliographers is the very large 
number of sixteenth and famous seventeenth century 
books. It seems that though the supply of Caxtons and 
Wynkyn de Wordes is running short, a few of them may 
still be obtained, though we fear their appearance in this 
exhibition may be a prelude to their following so many 
famous pictures and books from our shores. The chief 
exhibitors are Messrs. Leighton (especially strong in 
sixteenth century books, well described), Pickering and 
Chatto, Robson, Maggs, Quaritch (fifteenth and early 
sixteenth century), Tregaskis, Stevens (Americana), 
Blackwell (Oxford books); but not a single exhibit is 
without interest and importance. Collectors of first 
editions ought to obtain the catalogue at once, if they 
have not already done so, seeing that no similar collec¬ 
tion can be got together again in our time. 
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The Birth of Harmony 

WHEN first glad Music’s charming voice 

Bade every listening ear rejoice, 

She sang in tones so light and high 
They seemed to kiss the dawn-lit sky. 
Her gentle sister lingered near 
The thrilling melodies to hear, 
And faintly sighing in despair 
Of reaching flights of song so rare 
She raised her lower notes to praise 
The first sweet singer’s soaring lays. 
Then suddenly a peace profound 
Descended on the world around, 
For of those blended sounds that morn 
Angelic Harmony was bom. 

Beyrout, Syria. E. J. G. 

A Quiet By-Path 
THERE are certain calm by-ways of literature—of 

all literatures in whatsoever language they may 
be written—which resemble quiet, old-world gardens; 
such gardens as may be found surrounded by waving 
meadows on the outskirts of some Kentish villages, or 
perched overlooking the blue sea at the edge of the 
Cornish cliffs. To wander within them is to be bathed 
in an atmosphere of peace, to feel that the clamour of 
the town is an unreal, far-away thing unworthy of 
serious consideration. Here is a cluster of roses—no 
elegant drawing-room beauties of famous descent, but 
half-wild, spangled with dew, giving their faint fragrance 
to the wind; there towers a spire of foxglove with 
bells wide open for inquisitive bees; sweet-william, 
mignonette, queer little wayfaring flowers for which we 
know no name, all contribute to the gentle aspect of the 
place and win us to appreciation that in its way is as 
hearty and true as our enjoyment and admiration of a 
hothouse full of rarities. 

One of these tranquil side-paths of literature is given 
to us in the correspondence of William Cowper. We 
have just been reading again the best of his letters in 
a new selected edition,* and have realised afresh the 
intense introspectiveness, the life of the spirit, which 
the poet led; a life, however, which left him free to 
write of the most trivial things. We have Cowper as 
housekeeper, mildly despairing over the size of a joint; 
as naturalist, explaining the agitation of a “ crow, rook, 
or raven ” in a storm ; as exponent of St. Paul with 
reference to the law; as politician, discussing the rela¬ 
tion of England and America; and in a hundred other 
moods, every one of them fascinating. Why are they 
fascinating, these chronicles of small happenings, these 
comments of one who was a specialist in nothing, whose 
words on weighty matters carried no value as criticism ? 
For the very reason that he stood aloof, and, perhaps 

* Letters of William Cowper. Chosen and Edited, 
with a Memoir and a few Notes, by J. G. Frazer. 

2 Vols. (Macmillan and Co. 8s. net.) 

without his own knowledge, allowed this spirit-life of his 
to flow into his written thoughts in such an intensely 
personal way that we cannot read his letters without 
seeing the man himself. “ With a pen in my hand/’ he 
wrote to the Rev. John Newton, “ I find myself gradually 
relieved ; and as I am glad of any employment that may 
serve to engage my attention, so especially I am pleased 
with an opportunity of conversing with you, though it 

be but upon paper.” 
We have previously in these columns devoted some 

attention to the sombre side of Cowper’s life ; the letters 
here noticed seem, we think, to lay more emphasis upon 
the fundamental humour which forced its way through 
all illness and melancholy time after time. Let us be 

content to quote one passage from the exquisite letter 
to the Rev. William Unwin, which may be deemed pecu¬ 
liarly appropriate at the present day, when man is intent 
upon problems of flight: — 

By the way, what is your opinion of these air- 

balloons? I am quite charmed with the discover}. 
Is it not possible (do you suppose) to convey such a 
quantity of inflammable air into the stomach and 
abdomen, that the philosopher, no longer gravitating 
to a centre, shall ascend by his own comparative 
levity, and never stop till he has reached the medium 
exactly in equilibrio with himself? May he not by 
the help of a pasteboard rudder, attached to his pos¬ 

teriors, steer himself in that pure element with ease: 

and again, by a slow and gradual discharge of his 

aerial contents, recover his former tendency to the 

earth, and descend without the smallest danger or 

inconvenience? . . . Perhaps a flight of acade¬ 
micians and a covey of fine ladies may be no un¬ 
common spectacle in the next generation. A letter 

which appeared in the public prints last week con¬ 

vinces me that the learned are not without hopes 

of some such improvement upon this discovery'. 

Can anyone, reading the above and scores of similar 
passages, resist the comparison between Cowper and 
Charles Lamb ? The same playfulness is there ; and t: 
at times it seems to us a trifle heavy, that is more the 
result of the slightly old-fashioned diction than of an) 
lack of humour; also, possibly, because we are not no** 
so careful to clothe our wit in excellent English 

In these two volumes is the cream of Cowper’s pro-e 
writings; we have not detected any serious omission 
that might have aided the student to a better compre 
hension of the poet as a man. Mr. Fraser points out 
in his brief preface that the very consistent high quality 

of the “ Letters ” makes the task of selection more diffi¬ 
cult ; but he has done exceedingly well. The “ Memoir ’ 
is good, and not too critical; but it is placing Cowper 
rather too prominently among the modems to say that 
“the publication of ‘The Task’ and ‘John Gilpin* :r. 
1885 made Cowper famous.” Obviously this is a 
for 1785. Although these volumes cannot take the plac. 
of authoritative standard editions, they give, in : 
pleasant and handy form, all that is needful to kno^ 
about the prose work of one whose poetry and prr-' 
is to-day somewhat too freely spoken of as “ out •: 
date.” 
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The Wessex Novels* 

WHEN, having passed the test by which his work is 

recognised to be fine gold—the touchstone of 
time—an author arrives at the dignity and honour of a 
standard collected edition, it is generally too late in the 
day to say anything in elucidation of his methods, in 
praise or condemnation of his style, or in estimation of 

his value as a contributor to the literature of his time 
and country. All these things have been taken in hand 
and thrashed out long ago in the case of Mr. Thomas 
Hardy. Every paper with any pretensions to literary 
criticism has given its meed of space to him for many 

years past; unknown journalists have chattered com¬ 
fortably and complacently of his “pessimism,” echoing 

with their parrot-cry the opinions that more serious 
critics, in many cases, were in too much hurry to pro¬ 

nounce ; men of weight in the literary world found that 
whether he had a formulated “ philosophy ” or not, here 
was one who stood entirely apart from the “ nature- 
novelist,” while describing Nature’s methods and pro¬ 

cesses with an observation that seemed at times almost 
uncanny in its microscopic keenness, and marshalling 
her major forces of sun and shower, day and night, 
summer thunder and winter storm, into a tremendous 
and intimate relationship with humanity that had never 
before been so unerringly indicated. And thus, from 
various pens, qualified and unqualified, the public gained 
its knowledge of a writer who cared as little as did 
Meredith for popular acclamation, and who, proceeding 
as calmly on his chosen way as the author of “ Love 
in the Valley,” gave of his best, neither seeking praise 
nor avoiding blame. 

Precisely as opinions seem fairly evenly divided 

between “ The Egoist ” and “ Diana of the Crossways,” 
when the rather futile but perennial question arises con¬ 
cerning Meredith’s “best book ” so with Mr. Hardy they 
part company over “ Tess of the d’Urbervilles ” and 
“ Far from the Madding Crowd.” Such debates matter 
little, save that from them we may safely gather that the 
four novels mentioned represent their authors, give in 

finest measure those essential qualities which make them 
what they are. With “Tess,” “Far from the Madding 
Crowd,” and “ The Return of the Native ” (for to me 
this last volume stands immeasurably before “ Jude the 
Obscure ”), one knows all that is greatest in Mr. Hardy’s 
fiction; not only that, but from those books it is possible 
to set aside the little things that annoy the attentive 
reader—the spots on the sombre sun of Wessex. All 
that is greatest—the wonderful, breathless scene of 
Tess baptising “Sorrow the Undesired” with her 

pathetic ritual and her feverish cry: “ O merciful God, 
have pity; have pity upon my poor baby! Heap as 
much anger as you want to upon me, and welcome; but 
pity the child! ” The terrible interview—love turned to 
bitterness—between Tess and Angel Clare, whose flame 

• Tess of the D'Urbervilles ; Far from the Madding 
Crowd; The Return of the Native; Jude the Obscure. 
By Thomas Hardy. New Collected Edition. (Mac¬ 
millan and Co. 7s. 6d. each net.) 
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of passion flickered perilously near to extinction under 
the revelation; the irresistible chatter of the peasants 
on Bathsheba Everdene’s homestead; the swordplay of 

Sergeant Troy; the exquisite descriptions of Egdon 
Heath; all these are great, each in its own way. 

And the little things that annoy? They are peculiar 
to Mr. Hardy’s style. Angel often talks to Tess in an 
extraordinary manner. “ Here was I,” he says, “ think¬ 
ing you a new-sprung child of nature; there were you, 

the belated seedling of an effete aristocracy! ” And his 
extremely level-headed proposal seems to belie the love 
that he felt: “ I shall soon want to marry, and, being a 
fanner, you see I shall require for my wife a; woman who 
knows all about the management of farms. Will you 
•be that woman, Tessy?” In the actual passages of 
description, Mr. Hardy’s acute eye for detail will lead 
him occasionally into a note which seems laboured, as 
when, in Tess’s excitement, “the miniature candle-flame 
inverted in her eye-pupils shone like a diamond ”; and 
at times his words savour slightly of the vocabulary 
of the scientist. Lionel Johnson pointed out that phrases 
containing such words as “ zenithal,” “ nadiral,” “ mono¬ 

chromatic,” “isometric,” etc, accurately though they 
might supply the need of the moment, were not wisely 
employed from the artist’s pen. It would be quite un¬ 
profitable to labour this aspect of the Wessex novels; 
their total impression is scarcely affected thereby. There 
are passages in them which as long as literature endures 
will stand for beauty and dignity; there are chapters 
compact of the elemental humour bom from the contact 
of men who know each other’s lives through and through 
—a humour which far transcends the superficial specious 
badinage that passes for wit in many a more learned 
sphere; there are pages stem and masterful with simple 
tragedy. And with it all, there is no great faith, no 
“Reading of Earth” as the Mother, no echo of the 

thought that came in the quiet demand:— 

Into the breast that gives the rose 
Shall I with shuddering fall? 

Instead, we find ironic questionings as of one who scans 
the heavens, suspecting a God whom he cannot see, 
questionings which reached their acutest, most desperate 
stage in “ The Dynasts ” and in some of the short lyrics. 
“ Thou build’st Thy house in space—for what ? ” sings 

the ironic Semichorus of the Years. 

.... like a knitter drowsed 
Whose fingers play in skilled unmindfulness, 
The Will has woven with an absent heed 
Since life first was; and ever will so weave. 

That sums up the pervading spirit of the books which 
lie before us in their new array, though it is not strictly 
applicable to some of Mr. Hardy’s other work. This, 
at some future date, may be enlarged upon; meanwhile 
it only remains to note the pleasure with which we wel¬ 
come this standard collected edition; it will deservedly 
be treasured by all lovers of Wessex and the West 

Country. W. L. R. 
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REVIEWS 
Some Irish Plays 

The Drone, and Other Plays. By Rutherford Mayne. 

With Portrait Frontispiece. (Maunsel and Co. 
3s. 6d. net.) 

Shakespeare's End, and Other Irish Plays. By Conal 

O’Riordan (Norreys Connell). (Stephen Swift and 

Co. 3s. 6d. net.) 

IT is now only a commonplace, if sometimes a daring 
commonplace, to refer to the fact that Irish drama¬ 

tists have within the past decade or so produced work 
that is not alone the only drama in the English tongue to 
attain to literary significance, but which has risen to 

European recognitioa Yet it is not always seen that 
these dramatists are divisible into what may roughly 
be called schools. There are those who began the Irish 
Literary Theatre, and found it a home at the Abbey 
Theatre, Dublin; and those who founded the Ulster 
Literary Theatre. Ireland, in its present state, is not a 

nation; it is a struggle and a hunger for a nation. Con¬ 
sequently it has come about that some of the most 
distinguished of the former group have been splendid 
strangers to their country, wanderers, and seekers of 
livings in other countries. Mr. Conal O’Riordan, for 
example, is such a man. In his preface, addressed to 
Mr. Joseph Conrad, he compares their respective posi¬ 
tions—the one a Pole writing in a foreign tongue and 
living all his time in a foreign country, and the other an 
Irishman in the same plight. Still, of late it has come 
about that the majority of those who write for the Abbey 
Theatre either live in Dublin or in the southern and 
western parts of Ireland. The Ulster dramatists, as 
their name implies, have a more exclusive field of work, 
and so presumably of residence. 

It is to the Ulster group that Mr. Rutherford Mayne 
belongs. It is necessary to see this in order to under¬ 
stand him. When, for example, with the other parts of 
Ireland, humour may be bitter with melancholy as in 
Synge, sunny and kindly as in Lady Gregory, or 
irresponsibly boisterous as in William Boyle, it is Scotch 
and pawky in Mr. Mayne. The tragedy elsewhere may 
be lit with beauty, or erect, with a strong sympathetic 
dignity; but here it is fierce, and even vindictive. There 
are those who hold, true patriots withal, that the Scotch 
invasion of the north-east of Ireland has marred the 
island. However that may be, it is true that plays such 
as these of Mr. Rutherford Mayne cannot be understood 
without recognising the results of that invasion. 

In some ways there is not much of the typical Irish 
in them. There is, for instance, a certain hardness, a 
certain forthrightness, truly enough, about Irish women ; 
yet it is kindly, it is good-humoured and wayward. It 
is not often shrewish. But all the women of these plays 
are shrews. They are even predisposed that way by 
feature: Sarah McMinn, in “ The Drone/’ is described 
ns “ a sour-faced spinster of uncertain age; ” Mary 
Burke, in “ Red Turf,” is “ somewhat hard of feature; ” 
and one could wager that Mrs. Granahan, in “ The Turn 
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of the Road,” is a bit that way, too. Unlike people 
from the easier parts of Ireland, they would not like 
to be thought of straw, we feel sure ; but they, neverthe¬ 
less, show which way the wind inclines. For throughout 
all these plays there is the perpetual feeling that the 
characters are not only hard but dour also. They are 
never lovable; they are not even likeable. Even the 
girl Mary Murray, in “ The Drone,” is canny. It is 
nothing that she is rebellious. Rebellion may be the 
most winsome thing in the world. It certainly should 
be the most spontaneous thing in the world. But Mary $ 

rebellion is a calculated and set piece of business, and 
one would certainly feel little disposed to kiss her anger 

and laugh at it. Poor girl! she is fated, we fear, tc 
become hard-featured also in her turn. And Alick 
McCready, the young farmer whom she woos so charm 
ingly (also a little artificially), is in for an unhappy time 

when she comes to manage the household accounts. 

All this is not to depreciate Mr. Rutherford Mayne 

as a dramatist. He is, as we know, faithful to the 

tnaterial he has taken into hand to shape. He some 

times fails to shape it as a dramatist should. “The 

Drone,” with all its strength, is not a little stiff in its 

working. One must always accept a dramatist’s postu 
lates; but then on the other hand he should 
be fair and just in his postulates; and it is 

a bit of a tax on our credulity that a man 
like Daniel Murray should for " these fifteen yeais 
and more ” maintain himself at his brother’s expense (2 
canny man his brother, too), as a great inventive genius 
who has been merely unfortunate in not having his 
inventions accepted, and not be found out. It is frankly 

said that he has been away for a fortnight at a time at 
Belfast in order to try and get his inventions sold; it 
is also frankly revealed in the end that his “ workshop 
has nothing in it, no plans, no machinery, no tools, only 
many copies of the " Northern Whig; ” and we canno* 

resist the thought that brother John would have taken 
advantage of Daniel’s absence to peep into things for 
himself. There is, of course, the reply to this that John, 
brotherly beneath his canniness, did not want to believe 

his brother a fraud. But this is another of the faults 
of the play, for John’s character is very uncertainly 

portrayed. All people are contradictions; but there 
is a specific gravity at which those contradictions become 

personality; and that specific gravity Mr. Mayne doe- 
not find in the case of John Murray. And as he is the 
pivot of the play, the mind is perplexed and troubled, 

and the play is marred. 

Much of this could be smoothed away in the acting: 
but it is no compliment to an author that some other 

hand than his own is wanted to the understanding of 
his matter. The best of these plays we consider to be 
" The Troth.” It is simple, it is strong, and none e! 
the parts is strained. “ Red Turf,” too, though not 

good, is similar. Whereas “ The Drone ” needs con¬ 

viction of circumstance, and “The Turn of the Ron! 
requires conviction and sharpness in its conclus:'" 
That is to say, they are faulty examples of plays one 

should have on one’s shelves. 
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With all its faults, there is achievement about Mr. 
Mayne’s work. This cannot altogether be said about 
Mr. O'Riordan's volume. At the very outset we think 
he has made a mistake in calling his book after its 
longest, and worst, play. “ Shakespeare's End ” is in 
blank verse; and he is a bold, brave man who sets out 
to show us Shakespeare speaking in blank verse, and 

not Shakespeare only, but Ben Jonson, Drayton, and 
three typical poets of that time. It is very un- 
Elizabethan blank verse that they speak, to be sure. 

Nor is it verse that would be distinguished at any other 
time. Its diction is as simple as its metre is regular; 

and there is a manifest misfit between the people who 
speak and the things that they say. But exactly why 

they say those things does not appear; for, though the 
scene is pitched at Shakespeare's house on the very 
night when a deep carouse is said to have been the cause 
of his death, actually, behind the outward appearance 
of events, a dissertation is being engaged in with regard 
to imperial politics and Home Rule. This is achieved 
by the entry, at different moments, of two “ passengers ” 
—the one a sailor who has been abroad with Drake in 
the establishment of an empire, an establishment that 
took place in scenes of rape and butchery, and the other 
a priest whose sole concern is to help Ireland where 
faith and beauty are yet alive. In other words, “ Shake¬ 

speare's End" is not so much a drama as a kind of 
masque: although it wears all the pretence of the bigger 
thing, of being stuffed with blood, it is really only a 
fancy, and consequently there is an incongruity about 
it that irks the attention. Mr. O'Riordan may be quite 
certain what it is he means; but he does not convince 
us that he has gone the best way about getting it. 
Probably that best way would have been a pamphlet. 

“ Shakespeare's End ” is not his best thing; “ The 
Piper " far better deserves that distinction. It is told 
in prose, but there is poetry in it; it is couched in a 

form fantastical, but there is the grip of meaning in it 
Yet here again one gets that wide gap between set-out 
and arrival that stirs so profound an unrest in the mind 
that reads. We know that Black Mike is a fine example 
of a certain type of Irishman; we feel that Larry the 
Talker and Tim the Trimmer are partly types of Irish¬ 
men and partly indicative of their author's mental effort 
to express those types; and we know that the same 
may be said of Pat Dennehy. But we feel that the 
picture of these men, with their English prisoner, Cap¬ 
tain Talbot, standing on the top of “ a green Irish hill " 
discussing whether they had won a glorious victory or 
whether they “ were bet," while their personal and col¬ 
lective insignificance is so apparent, is one that expresses 
a great deal less than the author had hoped it would. 
It, nevertheless, sets a chord ringing, and the dominant 

of that chord is the dominant of the “ Shan Van 
Vocht." The second of the three plays that this volume 
contains is a discussion between Emmet and Tommy 
Moore, an undramatic dialogue, indeed, that touches the 
very raw of some Irish problems. 

Mr. Conal O’Riordan opens his volume with a pre¬ 

fatory letter to Joseph Conrad, in which, in the way of a 
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personal confession, he tells us that he “values even 
the faultiest order of day for life to come above the 
most perfectly expressed regrets for life that is gone." 
It is strange how many men will see history as forward 
and backward on a plane surface, instead of upward and 
downward, towards and away from perfection. 

A Poet in Peking 

The New China. A Traveller's Impressions. By Henri 

Borel. Translated from the Dutch by C. Thieme. 

Illustrated. (T. Fisher Unwin. 10s. od. net.) 

This is one of the most fascinating books about China 
we have ever read. It is so suggestive, so haunting, 
so full of poetry, that it is no easy matter to keep 
enthusiasm within reasonable bounds. There is just 
cause for enthusiasm when we find in Mr. Borel a writer 
who is able to express the very soul of Peking, who is 
able to bring her palaces and temples and gardens, her 
streets and walls, her golden pavilions and pagodas 
before our very eyes, with a literary art that has much 
of magic in it We wonder why he has called his book 
“ The New China" when the main theme is immemo- 
rially old, when almost on every page the author reveals 
his love of ancient beauty and old tradition, when the 
very spirit of the man seems steeped in the past. 

Mr. Borel writes, in regard to the awakening of the 

great Chinese Dragon: — 

It was as if a magnetic current, an electric vibra¬ 
tion, passed through the body of this gigantic 
colossus, this magnificent, huge, primeval creature of 
prehistoric periods, apparently dead but in reality 
only slumbering through the centuries, on whose back 
foreign parasites had settled down, stinging and 
wounding and nesting in its skin. Suddenly the 
heavy, thick eyelids are half opened, a tremor of 
new life shivers through the unwieldy frame, the 
thick, flabby skin contracts, the tremendous legs 
make the earth resound, and with a cry reverberating 
through the whole world, it hails a new day. 

There is no hint of the Yellow Peril in these pages. 
To Mr. Borel the Dragon awakes, with its teeming 
millions, to spread the wisdom and beauty of the East. 
He sees China's awakening through the calm eyes of 
Confucius, and not through the heated optics of a 
modern politician. “ The chief object of my book,” he 
writes, “ is to avail myself of the poet's right to give 
a chain of personal and subjective impressions, and to 
describe how I felt the tragic death of ancient beauty. 
. . . But I also hope to describe how, after sadness for 
this grievous death, came consolation and confidence; 
for behind the tragedy I constantly and unmistakably 
perceived the great immutable purpose of the world. I 
was aware of the spiritual idea which, after decay and 
death, shall bring to China, through travail and conflict, 
a new wisdom and a new beauty." When Mr. Borel 

wrote this book, originally published two years ago, he 
did not foresee that, when the Dragon awoke, it would 
throw off its old romance and old tradition, thrust aside 
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the Son of Heaven, and with a roar set up a Republican 
Government If Mr. Borel fails to reveal, or rather to 
suggest, the mighty power of China that shall evolve 
from her transition stage, he succeeds, as only a poet 
can succeed, in rekindling the fires of the old Celestial 
Kingdom in portraying, in exquisite language, the dream¬ 
land splendour of ancient Peking. He writes of China a$ 
Lafcadio Hearn wrote of Japan, Fielding-Hall of Burmah, 
and Sister Nivedita of India. He writes, not with a pen, 
but with a brush steeped in many colours. His pictures 
glow with ecstatic joy and old-world mysticism. He has 
come near t§ revealing that ancient beauty of the soul, 
those fair memories that go far back into the magic of 
the past 

Mr. Borel journeys to Peking in a train-de-luxe, and 
we are made to realise the incongruity of this up-to-date 
manner of travelling by a man who has an innate love 
of the old and a hearty dislike of modem inventions. 
Many of us will appreciate his feelings, and many of 
us, like the author, are willing to make a compromise, 
for even poets of the Netherlands and elsewhere are 
not impervious to modem comforts, and, after all, we 
can indulge in old-world dreams with railway tickets in 
our pockets. 

Arriving at Peking, Mr. Borel puts up at the Hotel 
des Wagons Lits, and in doing so receives another rude 
shock. He writes: “ Have things gone so far with 
Peking? I expected to reach to China's mysterious 
capital, and I find myself landed in a Parisian hotel." 
Later on he warmly denounces “ the snobbery of white 
globe-trotters and loafers.” In spite of the continual 
cry of “ messieurs et mesdames ” and the noise occa¬ 
sioned by workmen adding another storey to this 
deplorably modem hotel, Mr. Borel is able to dream 
his wonderful dreams, in which Peking becomes “ like 
some legendary city of enchantment.” 

Mr. Borel has a passion for colour, and in the spirit 
of colour we are led through many a street in Peking, 
pass through a magnificent arch of honour, and gaze 
at countless pavilions and pagodas. He writes: — 

In clear transparent sunlight the yellow tiles of 
walls and roofs glimmer like gold, monuments of 
white marble soar aloft in virgin whiteness, the green 
and blue and mauve and violet of pagodas and ter¬ 
raced gates shine in unearthly tints. Anthems of 
light, hymns of colour, burst over the Imperial City, 
and the sky is blue like the garments of the Madonna 
in the pictures of primitives, the clear, warm blue, 
le bleu cdleste, which brings peace to the soul. 

In the Street of Eternal Repose Mr. Borel discovers 
the Gate of Eternal Repose, and gazes upon it with 
rapture. He loves its frail old age, its carvings and its 
colours. Even while he is observing its various beauties 
“ two lights in the frail lace carvings of the arches begin 
to shine out, modern, nervous bulb lamps of the Electric 
Light Company, two glowing eyes of our modern times, 
victorious over this delicate dying vestige of antiquity.” 

There are occasions when Mr. Borel allows his ecstasy 
to carry him away. He is a true poet and a true mystic, 
but sometimes his colour effects savour of the riotous 

colour dreams associated with opium. Now and again 
his mysticism descends to the level of occult jargon, and 
he forgets the stateliness and restraint of his much-loved 
Chinese literature. He is fond of the Theosophicai 
word “astral,” makes vague references to Atlantis, as 
useless as a certain esoteric book on the Great Pyramid. 
He refers to vibrations in the Lama Temple which 
linger for years, but which can only be “ perceived by 
the higher consciousness alone.” We are very far from 
taking a philistine view in these matters, but we venture 
to point out that Mr. Borel has too much of the poetic 
genius to allow it to get out of control. If he would 
temper his colours and his ecstasies, the book would 
gain in strength and suggestiveness. Let him reveal 
beauties through the veiled light of mysticism without 
attempting to explain them, or to go into detail that 
can only lead the reader into the misty paths of 
occultism. It is when Mr. Borel curbs his poetic 
emotionalism that he is at his best, when he finds m 

the Buddha faces in the Lama Temple such light and 
wisdom that he discovers the very secret of Buddhism 
itself. 

An interesting chapter is devoted to the funeral of the 
Dowager Empress of China, and in these pages he allow? 

the reader's imagination full scope. There is something 
pathetic in the primitive idea of burning paper repre¬ 
sentations of her Majesty's favourite belongings, some¬ 
thing grim and haunting in the idea of setting light to 
innumerable paper soldiers. Mr. Borel writes: “They 
all had to precede the funeral procession into the unseer 
For the Chinese are fully convinced—and this is no: 
so strange as it seems—that ail we see on earth is bu: 
a reflection of an invisible reality, and they provide, 
therefore, for an invisible funeral as well as for a visible 
one.” When this remarkable woman passed away, there 
must have been considerable surprise in the Chinese 
Paradise when “ Confucius and Mencius .... saw a!! 

those modern soldiers in European uniforms marching 
on, and, supreme horror, not the ancestral sedan-char 
to convey the Empress, according to a ritual centuries 
old, but an elegant European brougham, that was also 
burned, with two large dapple-grey European horses, 
rubber tyres, and English lanterns.” 

We are taken into the Yellow Temple, into the 
Temple of Confucius and the Hall of the Classics, and 
into the Temple of the Five Pagodas. We wander in 
the Summer Palace, and, like our author, leave the pant¬ 
ing mandarin far behind. We gaze at the wonder of a 
great bronze ox, and in crossing a veritable bridge o: 
dreams picture that great dreamer, the Artist-Empercr 
Ch‘ien Lung. And, last of all, we are shown the Temple 
of Heaven, where the old emperors prostrated them¬ 
selves and became in very deed Sons of Heaven. 

Mr. Borel writes: “ Everything in China tfiat stands 
out against the sky is intended to be pleasing to the 
benevolent spirits in the spheres. The roofs, with thei: 
graceful, barge-like forms, seem to be floating softy 
through the sky, their corners ornamented with flvir.g 
birds and swimming fishes.” This passage reflects the 
impression we have derived from this very fascinating 
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book. Mr. Borel has revealed the magic of Peking and 
the dreams of the Chinese Dragon with such consum¬ 
mate skill that we heartily wish the great creature had 
never had the misfortune to wake up and see an empty 

throne and a Republican Government 
F. Hadland Davis. 

Speculative Mythology 
The Riks, or Primeval Gleams of Light and Life. By T. 

Paramasiva Iyer. (Mysore Government Press, Ban¬ 
galore.) 

Hindu mythology is always a difficult subject, and Mr. 
Iyer, Judge of Bangalore, in Mysore, has not contrived 
to make it clearer or attractive. Most people would be 
content with the popular exposition contained in the 
late R. C. Dutt’s “ Ancient India,” published more than 

twenty years ago. Mr. Iyer’s studies have led him to 
identify the stories of the Vedas and Puranas, the 
ancient Hindu literature, with geological and chemical 
phenomena. He claims to have made discoveries, but 
he might state more distinctly what they were. The 
name “ Riks ” means the “ gleams of light and life ” 
which issued out of decay and darkness, united with cer¬ 
tain gods and created the living species now flourishing 
on this earth. This he develops into an account of the 
origin of man. The Rigveda contains over 1,000 hymns, 
exceeding 10,000 verses. They are addressed to the 
Nature-gods, Indra (of rain), Varuna (Ouranos, the sky), 
and others, to whom Mr. Iyer now attaches (apparently 
his discovery) other meanings, based on geology and 
chemistry. 

He identifies Indra with a mighty volcano. 
Indra, he says, created the sun by melting, rooting out, 
and breaking up the serpent Vritra (glacial ice), filling 
up passes, and breaking down the mountain walls, so 
that daylight was restored. This is the central fact of 
the Riks. “ The surface of the earth, the seat of life, 
was concealed from her vivifying lord, the sun, and 
weighed down by serpents, and in response to her 
pressure, her father Viswakarma raised up mighty vol¬ 
canoes, which fought the glaciers, lifted up the earth, 
loosened the rivers, cut out new beds for them high 
above the old rivers overwhelmed by the glaciers, ferti¬ 
lised her, and restored her to the embraces of her distant 
husband. There, in a nutshell, is the Rigveda.” It is 
Soma (generally regarded as juice, fermented) that arms 
Indra with Vajra (explosive power): it is bitumen, 
petroleum, the Prince of Medicines (sic). His lists of 
Vedic words and the technicology of the Rishis partly 
explain the system. Thus Rik means “tiny bubbles of 
hydro-carbon gas flashing from the surface of decaying 
matter.” Rudra is “ atmospheric electricty in the 
higher regions.” Space 'fails to tell of Agni, the Maruts, 
Prithivi, Dyava, Aditi, Savitar (the creator), the Asuras, 
all characters known to Vedic students. 

Mr. Iyer describes “ the Lord” who spoke to Moses on 
Mount Sinai as lava. He dilates on Vishnu as “the 
source of all the gods. There is good reason to believe 
that he is the Lord of the Old Testament He is the 

Apollo of the Greeks. He is basaltic lava. For brilliancy, 

energy, and size, no god or host of gods can approach 
him.” Twashtar, the parent of the gods, is the Assurer; 
gases are known as Brahman, or the expanders. The 

five manifestations of Vishnu axe described in terms of 
geological action. “Rama and Krishna alone were 
avatars in the proper sense of the word, operating 
mainly on the surface of the earth,” Rama said to be 

olivine basalt, and dark-blue Krishna, who burnt out the 
Himalaya forests and made the glaciers recede, and 
gave the final quietus to volcanic action and peace to 
India. The descent of Aryan men from three volcanoes 

is ascribed to the action of Savitar Agni on the decaying 
beds of pre-glacial and inter-glacial organic matter. Mr. 

Iyer regards the primeval operations of tectonic creative 
forces as a fascinating subject of study. He has, indeed, 
produced a strange jumble of mythology, geology, 
chemistry, and Sanskrit, which may suit the Hindu 
intellect and imagination, but it was hardly fair of him 
to attribute his “ discoveries ” to Western learning. 
Real scientists and scholars could, we believe, easily 
expose his extraordinary conceptions of fact and fancy, 
which are wild enough to inspire despair of Indian 
learning. It is inconceivable that the authors of the 
Rigveda, thousands of years ago, embodied therein the 
geological and chemical meanings which Mr. Iyer educes 

from the poems. 

Recent Theology 

The Kingdom of God. By William Temple. (Macmillan 
and Co. 2s. 6d. net.) 

The Mustard Tree. By O. R. Vassall-Phillips. (Duck¬ 
worth and Co. 5s. net.) 

The Christian Hope. By William Adams Brown. 

(Duckworth and Co. 2s. 6d. net.) 
Church and State. By the late Right Rev. George 

Ridding. (A. R. Mowbray and Co. 2s. net.) 
A Priest's Outlook: Passages from the Letters of 

Laurence Enderwyck. (A. R. Mowbray and Co. 
is. net.) 

The Life and Times of S. Dominic. By Dr. De Lacey 

O’Leary. (S.P.C.K. 2s. 6d.) 

The Headmaster of Repton delivered these excellent 
lectures, “ The Kingdom of God,” at Cambridge, during 
the Lent Term of this year. His object is stated to 
be a discussion of the “ relation of religion to life in 
general, and in particular the relation of Christianity to 
the life of the world in our own day.” But in order 
to understand this relation it is necessary first to grasp 
the coming of Christ’s kingdom in answer to Jewish 
expectation. This is the thesis of the first lecture. The 
second and third treat of Religion and Ethics, and the 
Kingdom of the World. In the last lecture Christianity 
is defended against merely philosophic views of life. 
Mr. Temple’s criticisms of Nietzsche are admirable, and 
throughout he maintains a high level of independent 
thought, united to a true spiritual conception of the 
value of Christian life, which makes his lectures worthy 
of earnest consideration. 

“ The Mustard Tree ” is really an apologia for Roman 
Catholicism, and is the result of “ conferences ” at Ox- 
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ford and Cambridge for Roman Catholic undergraduates. 
It must be expected that a man who left the Anglican 
Church would consider that the whole of the East 
(Russians) and the whole of the Anglican Communion 
are “ non-Catholic Christians ” outside the unity of the 
Catholic Church, seeing that, in his judgment, unity de¬ 
pends on allegiance to the See of Rome. We see 
nothing in his argument from the belief of Roman 

Catholics as a witness to the divinity of Christ, which 
does not apply equally to the faith of Anglicans and 
Russians who daily recite the Creeds of Catholic 
Christendom. To them, also, their Episcopate may 
seem as much a “witness,” as the existence of the 
Papacy. Apart from this inevitable controversy, Mr. 
Vassall-Phillips’ book is very well written, and presents 
throughout a valuable exposition of faith which should 
be a help to many minds. 

“ Hope,” once said Gibbon, “ is the best comfort of 
our imperfect condition ”—an aphorism that might well 
stand as the motto for this thoughtful and inspiring little 
work, “ The Christian Hope.” In reviewing the doctrine 
of immortality in the East and in Greece, the author 
shows that the Christian religion does not possess a 
monopoly of hope. Christianity alone penetrates the 
grave with the light of a confident hope. The reason 
for the late development of resurrection-faith among 
the monotheistic Jews has always been a difficult subject. 
Why is there no trace of Egyptian influence? Dr. 
Brown's evidence is not earlier than the Apocalypse 
attributed to Isaiah, the Book of Enoch, the Apocalypse 
of Baruch, and other late writings. The teachings of 
Jesus on the future life and the effects of the Resur¬ 
rection itself are discussed, and there are two very good 
chapters on “ Proposed Substitutes for Christian Hope ” 
and on the “ Recovery of Faith in Immortality.” 

These ten addresses, “ Church and State,” by the late 
Bishop of Southwell, are all closely concerned with 
present-day problems, such as the Established Church 
and the Voluntary System, the Parochial System, En¬ 
dowments and Tithes, and the Clergy Freehold, which 
last he strongly upholds as having a valuable place in 
English life, where “the law of liberty is a law of 
honour,” a view which the present Bishop of Oxford 
does not seem to admit. Dr. Ridding was a practical 
man, and his broad and sensible view of life is shown 
in these essays. 

Those who would care for a series of charming little 
pictures of one aspect of modern English religious life, 
in the outlook of an experienced and gifted priest, will 
do well to get this tiny volume, “A Priest’s Outlook.” 
The literary setting is good, and the glimpses of 
humanity among all sorts and conditions of folk, from 
the house-party of a great historic house to simple 
factory-workers, quite a revelation of the power of 
definite teaching of the faith. The Vicar of All Saints, 
Margaret Street, is certainly right when he says, in a 
prefatory note, that “ these letters will give pleasure to 

many.” 

The age of S. Dominic was the period of a great 
spiritual movement which passed over Christendom. 

National differences, though beginning to be felt, were 
by no means strong. It was a time of spiritual unrest 
and of craving for reform. The revivals, such as the 
Dominican and Franciscan, which affected at first one 
country, soon stirred all Europe. A tide of rationalism 
had set in, which the Church had to face. S. Dominic 
became the prophet of intellectual orthodoxy. Christen¬ 
dom needed an educated clergy. S. Dominic supplied 
this demand. He captured the Universities. He founded 
a great Order, whose avowed aim was “ Study as a 
preparation for preaching; preaching as a means of 
saving souls.” The study of his life as a great Christian 
educationalist has its special lessons for us to-day, in a 
parallel age, face to face with similar needs. The spread 
of German philosophy, the unsettlement caused by 
extreme criticism, the waves of apathetic agnosticism, the 
call for social and ecclesiastical reform, all these demand 
a highly educated clergy; and again in the twentieth 
century, as in the thirteenth, a special order of teachers. 
This and a great deal more of interest may be learnt 
from Dr. O’Leary's excellent and well-written history 

of the life and times of S. Dominic 

The Great Cavalier 

The Life of James, First Duke of Ormonde, 1610*1688. 
By Lady Burghclere. 2 Vols. Illustrated. (John 

Murray. 28s. net.) 
* 

WHEN Lady Burghclere gave us in 1903 her life at 
George Villiers, second Duke of Buckingham, it was 
felt that she had acquitted herself of a difficult under¬ 
taking in a surprisingly able manner. To be able to 
speak well of your subject is an indispensable part of 
a biographer’s equipment, but Buckingham’s life was 
that of a figure iA a Restoration comedy doubled with 
a soul steeped in Renaissance intrigue. Dumas might 
have found a hero in him: Lady Burghclere set down 
his life in a simple, unbiassed narrative, quite unusual 
in the first book of a new writer. Over and over again, 
as one read her story, the reflection occurred that the 

country could not be governed by such incompetent and 
venal Ministers as Buckingham and his colleagues with¬ 
out being brought to the verge of ruin, and that some¬ 
where in the background there must have been not only 

a large class of capable administrators like Williamson, 
Temple, and Pepys, but a reserve of men born in the 
governing classes and with the virtues of their race. 
James Butler, first Duke of Ormonde, the hero of her 
second book, was one of these. He came of an ancient 
stock, more noble—save for the Plantagenet and Valo-.s 
blood imported by marriage—than the Stuarts or the 
Tudors they served with an almost fanatic devotioa 
a stock which had for centuries ruled with semi-regal 
state in their own palatinate jurisdictions in Ireland, and 
had been the mainstay of the Crown in its failing grip 
on the country since the days of Edward II. 

He had been schooled by adversity in his youth, and 
in his early manhood had learnt statesmanship at the feet 
of Wentworth—one of the greatest rulers Ireland ever 
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willingly obeyed. When at last fortune seemed to be 

smiling on him, the great convulsion of 1641 occurred, 
and twenty of the best years of his life were spent in a 
struggle, foredoomed to failure, to safeguard the in¬ 
terests of his king and his country. When the Restoration 
came in its turn, his services were only utilised because 
it became evident that an honest man was needed to 
settle the welter of conflicting claims to the land of 
Ireland, mortgaged twice over to the Irish, the adven¬ 

turers, the Army, and the Cromwellians ; and his reward 
was the hatred and envy of such men as Anglesea, 
Buckingham, and Tyrconnel, the grateful ingratitude of 
his King, and the good fame in our history, which he 
hoped for, ungrudgingly paid by writers of all shades 
of opinion. It is indeed to “ lie well in the chronicle ” 
when John Morley can call him " one of the most admir¬ 
ably steadfast, patient, clear-sighted, and honourable 
men in the list of British statesmen,” and Thomas 
Carlyle is forced to note his “ distinguished integrity, 
patience, activity, and talent” 

following to a great extent the lead of Gardiner, who 
is now entering, one gathers, on the period of deprecia¬ 
tion. With a smaller field than Gardiner, she has had 
much greater success in unravelling the table of oppos¬ 
ing factions—one can hardly call them armies—which 
made Ireland one vast battlefield in the last years of 
Charles I. We have at last a book to which an English 
reader may be referred when he desires to form a clear 
idea of the Irish Rebellion of 1641-1649, and of the 
Restoration Settlement of 1663-1675. This at once 
stamps it as a valuable and permanent addition to our 
literature, a standard work on those periods of Irish 
history. Grace of style, good printing, and adequate 
illustration are but the frame needed to show the picture 
Lady Burghclere has drawn for us to full advantage. 

HlSTORICUS. 

1812 
The author of these two volumes is, then, to be congratu¬ 

lated on her choice of a subject, the life of a man who 
for over half a century was at the centre of the crowded 
political turmoil which filled the history of Ireland at 
the time, a life which, when written, is “ a little map 
of a great country.” She is still more to be congratu¬ 
lated on the way in which her ’book is written. The 
style is simple, easy, straightforward, as befits a work 
which extends to well-nigh a thousand pages, without 
any attempt at a strained ornament, yet rising, as the 
moment demands it, to a high pitch of feeling. These 
qualities can be appreciated by the ordinary reader, but 
only those who have been engaged in a similar work can 
judge of the amount of preliminary labour that goes to 
the preparation of such a book as this, the artistic dis¬ 
position of one's material, the constant calls it makes 
on the attention of the writer. It is true that she had 
Carte's monumental work before her, and that this must 
have greatly facilitated her researches; but it is pre¬ 
cisely in these qualities of artistic disposition and good 
writing that Carte fails—as Dr. Johnson says, “ It is a 
book of authority, but ill-written, diffused into too many 
words.” It is true, also, that she had to her hand the 
admirable, if somewhat unequal, summaries of the 
Ormonde papers published by the Historical Manu¬ 
scripts Commission, and a number of similar aids—that, 
in fact, there was a superabundance of material—but 
this only added to her task. It speaks well for the way 
in which this task of arrangement was done that only 
one error of date has been found (noticed here that 
Lady Burghclere may correct it in a future edition) on 
page 75 of VoL II. The Irish Parliament did not meet 
in July, 1663, and the event referred to occurred two 
years later. It may be suggested, too, that Cromwell’s 
magnanimity to Ormonde on his secret visit to England 
in 1658 was probably the fruit of Thurloe’s knowledge 
of the Royalist position in this country and abroad. 

On the larger historical questions involved, the author 
takes what may be called the moderate liberal view, 

La Campagne de 1812. Mdmoires du Margrave de Bade. 
Translated, with Introduction and Notes, by Arthur 
Chuqubt. (Fontemoing and Co., Paris.) 

It is the age of centenaries. Hardly a month passes 
without our learning that a hundred or two hundred 
years have passed since this poet or statesman first saw 
the light, or that general or inventor closed his eyes on 
the world. Many newspapers reprint every day pieces 
of intelligence that were news, and exciting news, just a 
century ago. Some of these centenaries leave us cold; 
their appeal is directed to a special circle, or we feel 
that the event celebrated was an isolated one, and has 
had no great repercussion on the subsequent march of 
history. But the retreat from Moscow is an event of 
such tremendous historical importance and of such extra¬ 
ordinary dramatic quality that to be reminded of it must 

touch chords in the most unresponsive breast. To begin 
with, it was, in one of its aspects at least, a great 
disaster; it means, at any rate, the shipwreck of the 
highest enterprise and the haughtiest hopes that modem 
Europe has witnessed, and, from the fall of Troy down 
to the daily newspaper, there is nothing that moves the 
human mind more profoundly than a tale of failure and 

sudden downfall. 

The narrative edited and translated by M. Chuquet is 
not new. It is contained in the general memoirs of the 
Margrave William of Baden; all the editor has done is 
to give it a more detached and readable form, adorned 
with notes, biographical and otherwise, some of them 
helpful, others only interesting to the most exacting 
Napoleonic specialist; an exception may be made of 
the many suggestive parallels quoted from the works 
or memoirs of Chambray, Griois, S6gur, Castellane, and 

others. 

It would be difficult to find a truer or more moving 
account of this great transaction. The writer, Margrave 
William of Baden, though only twenty years old at the 

time of the expedition, had the command of the con¬ 
tingent from Baden. His brigade, forming part of the 
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ninth corps, did not go to Moscow, but had to guard 
communications, the farthest point reached by it being 
Smolensk. Even in the early stages of the expedition 
its losses were great, mostly through cold and disease, but 
from the moment when the Margrave’s troops saw them¬ 
selves rejoined by the relics of what had been the 
“ Grande Arm6e ” the forces of dissolution acquired a 
ghastly momentum. The final review of the contingent 
was held at Konigsberg in a barn. 

The most thrilling moment in the memoirs is that 
already referred to, when the main body of the army 
began to reappear on its homeward march after the 
bitter disillusionment of Moscow. We will quote the 
description of the writer: — 

J’aper^us d’abord vingt aigles environ, port^s par 
des sous-officiers. Plusieurs g£n6raux suivaient, les 
uns k pied, les autres k cheval, et plusieurs de ces 
officiers sup^rieurs avaient des manteaux de femme, 
faits de soie et garnis de Zibeline. Puis vint un plus 
grand nombre de soldats sans armes, en tout 500 
hommes peut-£tre, le reste d’un corps d’arm^e qui 
6tait entr£ en campagne avec 30 k 40,000 hommes ! 

This was the Polish contingent, but other portions of 
the “ Grande Armee” were in no better plight. The ninth 
corps, as being comparatively intact, had now to bear 
a principal share of the fighting, and its heroic struggles 
ensured the passage of the Beresina. This grim episode 
is admirably retold, with all its brutalities and horrors; 
but justice is done to the many flashes of heroism that 
lit up its sombre terrors. In the dissolution of the great 
army the stragglers and deserters proved not the least 
of its encumbrances. Large motley bands from the 
allied army were roaming about, without ranks or 
officers, and had sometimes to be dislodged by force of 
arms from the quarters they had appropriated. 

The Margrave of Baden passes no judgment on the 
expedition, and makes no explicit attempt to account 
for the deb&cle. Nevertheless, it would be easy to 
collect from his memoirs passages where the weak points 
of the undertaking are shown. Thus he has many com¬ 
plaints to make of the insufficiency of the preparations, 
of the shortage of horses, and so forth. And, perhaps 
more important still, he indicates the existence of lively 
international jealousies, due mainly to the pride and 
arrogance of the French. This phenomenon became 
even more marked after the beginning of the catastrophe, 
and we learn that in the worst days of the retreat no 
German dared approach a French watch-fire. All these 
elements of insuccess must have helped to emphasise 
the intrinsic hopelessness of the superbest of human 
blunders. Perhaps the most striking illustration of the 
utter demoralisation of the “ Grande Arm6e” is contained 
in the confession of one of the members of that derelict 
host whose aspect first told the Margrave the issue of the 
undertaking; on seeing the orderly troops of the ninth 
corps, “ Loin de rougir de notre detresse,” says Griois, 
,f nous sourions a l’idee qu’elles seraient sous peu k notre 
niveau.” 

Shorter Reviews 
A Child’s Thoughts 

Behind the Night-Light: The By-World of a Child of Three. 
Described by Joan Maude, and Faithfully Recorded 
by Nancv Price. (John Murray. 2s. 6d. net.) 

E knew a man, highly distinguished in his profes¬ 
sion, and a Member of Parliament, who could see 

no fun in “ Alice in Wonderland.” He was too matter-of- 
fact to appreciate its humour. So, too, there may be some 
whom “ Behind the Night-Light ” will fail to amuse. 
But most readers will find novelty and pleasure in these 
expressions of a little girl’s thoughts, uttered naturally 
without any idea of their being recorded. The difficulty 
of fathoming a child’s mind is notorious. Here is a 
child unconsciously delivering herself of her innermost 
fancies, her mental creations, giving names and forms 
to the products of her imagination; and a strange little 
world of animals it is that she has conjured up for 
herself. Of their genuineness and reality to her there 
can be little doubt, though the dramatis persona assume 
unconventional shapes and their actions are not on the 
ordinary lines. The little authoress’s descriptions, in 
her own childish language, of her weird friends are in¬ 
consequential, but exactly what an imaginative child 
might say, regardless of grammar. Hibbertoo is 
“ always smiley-face, even on wet days.” Bulf-coo is 
" so good,” “ most terrible good”: “ it’s more difficult to be 
naughty in spectacles”; the Jaat family “ are very wise 
but not a bit funny.” Everybody collects something, 
from fun, shoes, bunnies, string, etc., etc., to rubbish— 
a habit not peculiar to childhood. 

There is room now and then for a book of this kind, 
as a variation; it will not bear frequent repetition 
More than one “ Little Lord Fauntleroy” could hardly 
have been tolerated. The quaintness and unconscious 
merit of this little book many grown-up people will 
enjoy; to the children it will be a delightful gift-book. 
One would like to hear some day of the future writings 
of this child-authoress; she should be allowed some 
freedom in her literary development 

Socialism and Character. By Vida D. Scudder. (J. M. 
Dent and Sons. 5s. net.) 

WE congratulate the author on a valiant attempt to raise 
Socialism—the ideal Socialism—above the influences of 
human passions and weaknesses, and to give reality to 
the promise of a new heaven and a new earth : we 
sympathise with the failure of the attempt “ The 
Socialist movement, alike in Europe and America,” we 
are told, “taken in the large, fosters disinterestedness 
in its adherents to a degree realised by no other modem 
force.” We select this from the mass of desirable 
quotations by reason of the force which it gains from 
the recent coal strike—there was instanced the effect 
of this fostering of disinterestedness, presumably. It is 
to be hoped that the next example placed before us will 
have less of material damage in it for those who are not 

parties to the discussion. 
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It may be unlair, however, to criticise so bulky a book 
by one quotation from its contents, and we would fain 
be fair to this work. We are rather in doubt, though, 
as to its actual conclusions, as well as with regard to 
the sex of its author. We have read it once, to emerge 
somewhat bewildered, and life is not long enough for 
the second and more studious reading required for full 

comprehension of these piled-up facts, theories, and 
dogmatically stated certainties, which, after all, are only 
beliefs* We gather that abstract Socialism is a very 
beautiful thing—when the last man on earth has been 
converted to its principles, and when humanity has been 
moulded and trained to one uniform pattern of com¬ 
petitive co-operation. The author has an extensive 

vocabulary and a host of ideas, of which those we recog¬ 
nise as old friends are fairly well expressed, but the 
luminance and coherence of a great thinker’s work are 
missing. Here is too great a mass of argument for the 
conclusions reached—or not reached, in some cases, as 
far as we can see. If the author desires to present the 
high ideals of Socialism in comprehensible form, we 
would advise him—or possibly her—to come down from 
complex sentences to simple, every-day language—since 
Socialism is for the democracy which talks simply and 
thinks straightforwardly; to abandon American spelling 
in an English edition; to realise that man’s conception 
of God is not, as stated here, doomed to change with 
the world’s progress, but is dependent on spiritual 
consciousness as distinct from mental change; and to 
grant, as a first postulate, that the efforts of reformers, 
revolutionists, and others who would alter the social 
system are overruled by the God who will shape the 

world’s course when Socialism has gone the way of all 
man's efforts at changing his own nature. 

Taoist Teachings from the Book of Lieh Teu. Trans¬ 
lated from the Chinese, with Introduction and Notes, 
by Lionel Giles, M.A. (The “Wisdom of the East” 
Series. John Murray. 2s. net.) 

Mr. Lionel Giles’s latest volume is the fourth he has 
contributed to the “ Wisdom of the East ” series, and 
those who have perused his previous books will find in 
the pages before us matter of even greater interest. 
The general reader will not, perhaps, fully appreciate all 
the subtleties of Taoism, and he may be inclined to 
regard Tao, “ The Way,” as rather a cowardly retreat 
from worldly responsibilities, and the disciples as men 
who have confounded spirituality with the effects of a 
disordered liver. Whether we accept or reject Taoism 
matters but little, and really does not very much lessen 
the enjoyment we derive from the stories illustrating 
Taoist teachings. Many of these tales are full of de¬ 
scriptive beauty, and not a few reveal very delightful 
humour and sound common sense. 

We are told that King Mu built for his magician a 
wonderful pavilion. “ It stood six thousand feet high, 
over-topping Mount Chung-nan, and it was called 
Touch-the-Sky Pavilion.” The King filled this vast 

building with fair maidens “ anointed with fragrant per¬ 
fumes, provided with jewelled hairpins and earrings, and 
arrayed in the finest silks, with costly satin trains.” One 

day the magician took the King with him into the sky, 

and showed him a palace built “ of gold and silver, and 
incrusted with pearls and jade. . . . The King verily 
believed that he was in the Halls of Paradise, tenanted 
by God Himself, and that he was listening to the mighty 
music of the spheres. He gazed at his own palace on 
the earth below, and it seemed to him no better than 
a rude pile of clods and brushwood.” 

Another story deals with an extraordinary automaton 
that even had the power of winking at the Court ladies. 
One of the most delightful tales in this volume 
relates how Yang-li Hua-tzti “ was afflicted in 
middle age by the disease of amnesia.” At length a 
learned professor, after remaining in the sick man’s 
chamber for a week, cured his patient. Being, however, 
a Taoist story, the word “cure” is really a misnomer, 
for when Hua-tzti regained his senses he ill-treated his 
wife, and in great anger pursued the unfortunate pro¬ 
fessor. The story concludes with the lamentations of 
Hua-tzti, whor observes: “ Preservation and destruction, 
gain and loss, sorrow and joy, love and hate have begun 
to throw out their myriad tentacles to invade my peace. 
. . . Oh, if I could but recapture a short moment of 
that blessed oblivion! ” Certainly Taoism has its ad¬ 
vantages, but for the most part we prefer the stories 
connected with it, and these Mr. Giles has presented 
to us with considerable charm. 

Fiction 
Under the Pompadour 

A Robin Hood of France. By Michael W. Kaye. 

(Stanley Paul and Co. 6s.) 

Y the aid of a little French history and a great deal 
of French romance Mr. Kaye has concocted a stir¬ 

ring story of the days of the Pompadour and Louis the 
Well-beloved. His Robin Hood of France is none 
other than the bandit Mandrin, who, after becoming a 
smuggler, next waged war against the tax-collectors and 
the wealthy, and with a band of followers even raided 
some of the smaller provincial towns and looted several 
chateaux. He was at length captured, broken on the 
wheel, and his remains burnt at Valence in 1755. That 
is the historical character, and beyond the fact that they 
were both outlaws there is little in common between 
him and our more or less legendary Robin Hood. The 
one roamed Sherwood Forest, the other the Forest of 
Fontainebleau, and some five centuries separated their 
two careers. 

The same as with Robin Hood, many legends grew 
up around Mandrin’s personality, and a number of 
romances have been written about him, and the present 
volume seems to us to bear internal evidence that the 
author has not hesitated to lay these freely under con¬ 
tribution, as he was perfectly entitled to do. From a 
low scoundrel like Jack Sheppard, or Dick Turpin, he 
idealises Mandrin into a gallant nobleman unjustly ac- 
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cused of a murder from which he is unable to exculpate 
himself, and is thus forced to fly the Court and seek 
shelter with other unfortunates under the greenwood 
tree. We cannot help thinking Mr. Kaye might have 
imparted quite sufficient local colour into his story 
without larding it on every other page with French 
expressions which, in spite of free education, the 
majority of his English readers will not understand. To 
many they will prove as irritating to read as the Scot¬ 
ticisms of the kail-yard literature of a generation or 
so ago. 

These French phrases are printed in the ordinary type 
as though they were English words, and in many in¬ 
stances read very ridiculously, as, for instance, “ conven- 
able ” (p. 87), which fias a totally different meaning in 
English to what it has in French. The poor word 
“monsieur0 has met with much ill-treatment at the 
hands of English writers, but we think “ m’nsieur” (p. 60) 
the unkindest cut of all. And then the proper names, 
with their unnecessary wealth of accents, as Herem, 
Frescines, will look peculiar to a Frenchman. The 
doublet (p. 34) was a garment worn from the fifteenth to 
the seventeenth centuries; Mr. Kaye should surely know 
that, save for fancy dress balls, it was a thing of the 
past in the second half of the eighteenth. 

At the end of the first chapter the hero performed 
a feat worthy of an accomplished circus-rider, “ as he 
rode on once more under a sound beast.” And in 
describing a lady's eyes, the author writes—“the black 
eyes which Nature had made beautiful, training mis¬ 
chievous, and art incomparable.0 A pretty conceit, we 
suppose; but what does it mean ? Nevertheless, “ A 
Robin Hood of France 0 will provide plenty of enter¬ 
tainment for the not too particular reader, as most 
stories of love and adventure cannot fail to do. 

The Labyrinth of Life. By E. A. U. Valentine. (J. M. 
Dent and Sons. 6s.) 

BEFORE reading “ The Labyrinth of Life,” we had not 
heard of Mr. Valentine. Having read it, we are deter¬ 
mined to miss nothing of Mr. Valentine’s that may 
chance to come our way. Here is a book which stands 
out in welcome contrast to the mass of modern fiction. 
It is an acute and accurate study of character. The 
scene is laid in Paris, and the hero—though Mr. Valen¬ 
tine would doubtless disclaim such an appellation for 
Julian Harding, his principal character—is cursed with 
that most fatal gift of the gods, a literary temperament. 
When he meets Monica Eversley, a girl of noble ideals 
but of tainted ancestry, and afterwards, acting on the 

subtly-conveyed suggestion of an acquaintance, writes a 
novel in which the sins of Monica’s forebears loom 
largely, it is not difficult to foresee trouble. He pro¬ 

poses : is refused: promises to destroy the manuscript: 
is finally accepted. But it proves an ill-assorted 
marriage. Monica, no less than Julian, is the possessor 
of a temperament, and the two temperaments fail to 
merge. Ultimately harmony is resolved from discord, 
but the price of peace will be found to have been a 

heavy one. Apart from the main interest of the story 
Mr. Valentine has a happy gift for the delineation of 
character. Percy Colston, the decadent poet and lover 
of lapdogs ; Buttercup, his frankly American wife; Mrs 
Eversley, hugging the illusion of youth to her breast 
long after the reality has disappeared, the gentle and 
gracious Miss Vanderhurst—these are unforgettable 
types. “The Labyrinth of Life” is, indeed, a novel 
which justifies its readers in expecting really great 
things from its author. 

Joseph in Jeopardy. By Frank Danby. (Methuen and 

Co. 6s.) 

To the omnivorous reader Frank Danby and “ Pigs in 
Clover 0 are indissoluble names, for the grip and passion 
of that earlier sombre work make it a book to be remem¬ 
bered. Here, again, we are faced with the same sombre¬ 
ness, the same oppressive atmosphere of nouveaux riches 
and cads in the form of younger sons of great houses; 
here is more finished and polished cynicism, but the 
fierce fire which illumined the scenes of the other book 
has died to a mere flicker in this—the passion and vigour 
of early work has given place to a colder style. This story 
of Joseph—whose other name, by the way, is Dennis 
Passiful—maintains, but hardly enhances, the authoress’s 
reputation, for here we have a smaller subject treated in 
more masterly style. A Hardy or a Meredith, but none 
less than these, can so write that the smaller subject 
yields the greater book, and “Joseph in Jeopardy” is 
certainly not greater than its writer’s earlier works. 

Yet it is a very fascinating book. The growth of that 
small, inconspicuous Mabel Juxton, whom Dennis 

married, up to the place which a woman should take in 
her husband’s life, is told with consummate skill; the 
manner in which Diana, the Potiphar’s wife of the story, 
defeated her own ends is brought home to the reader 
with such force as to make of it a psychological revela¬ 
tion. And the work as a whole is full of strength- 

repellent, ugly strength—and rich in character-drawing 
of a somewhat brutal order. Its atmosphere is often 
depressing, and it is not a book to like—but it is 
decidedly a book worth reading. 

The Unbeliever: A Romance of Lourdes. By a Non- 

Catholic (A. K.) Illustrated. (R. and T. Wash- 
bourne. 3s. 6d.) 

The oft-told tale of Bernadette, a humble little peasant 
girl, who sees a vision of the Blessed Virgin in the 
grotto of Massabielle, and is commanded by her to tel! 
the Cure of Lourdes to have a chapel built, and to en¬ 
courage people to come there to pray, where, as soon 
as the surface of the soil was scratched, a flow of pure 
water issued, forms the foundation of a most interest::^' 
romance for all those whose imagination is sufficient- 
powerful to believe impossibilities. As to the power *•: 
mind over matter, if it be the power that will cure a:r. 
of the people whose complaint is of a nature to V 
cured, such as cases of hysteria, well and good. Fu: 
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to be told to believe that a young girl in the last stage 
of consumption, with a big piece out of one lung, is 
cured instantly and absolutely after an immersion in 
the sacred pool, is to ask the impossible. The descrip¬ 
tion of Lourdes, which is a lovely Pyrenean village, is 
most interesting. But the details concerning the 

passengers by the train blanc from Paris are too realistic 
to be pleasant. 

Music 
“/^\N se lasse de tout,” said Voltaire, to excuse Can- 

V-/ dide for getting tired of his garden. Yes, indeed, 
“ on se lasse.” We remember hearing a distinguished 
musician say he was tired of the Eroica Symphony; we 
are acquainted with many persons, once devout wor¬ 
shippers, who are tired of “ The Ring”; and as for 
those whom Gounod and Tchaikovsky have come at 
last to weary, their name is legion. Yet, how shocking 

it is to have had enough of great Beethoven! Were 
there not years when every sixpence was hoarded to 
pay for the journey to Bayreuth? And were we insin¬ 

cere in those far-off days when “Faust” and “Romeo” 
sent us into an ecstasy of happiness, or the later ones 
when the “ Pathetic Symphony ” seemed the last 
message from heaven ? It is not unnatural that members 

of the musical profession should become apathetic to the 
beauties they have heard so often, but we are not speak¬ 
ing of them. Even aldermen, it may be supposed, tire, 

at times, of turtle. We are speaking of ordinary musical 
men and women who go to hear symphonies and operas 
only when they have a mind. Do they ever reflect, 

while the passion for some fine piece of music is on 
them, that it will probably wane, and do they shrink 
from allowing the possibility of such a thing? It may 
be that such reflections will prove to have been salutary, 
if they induce a resolve to be moderate in the enjoyment 

of some present delight; and we will own that we our¬ 
selves .would welcome any controlling circumstances 
which should prevent our falling too much under the 
spell of the Russian Dancers who are once more en¬ 
trancing the town, if we thought that our seeing so 
much of them now would in the future make us careless 
about seeing them at all. 

But no, we cannot believe in such a possibility. There 
may be certain Ballets of which we do think we might 
get tired; but we will maintain that anyone who could 
ever be weary of the “ Sylphides,” to mention only the 
most exquisite of them all, must be a person too shock¬ 
ing and dangerous to be allowed to live; and, if such 
a monster could be conceived as one who would not 
sell all that he had, if such a sale would procure him 
another sight of Mme Anna Pavlova dancing in her 
own garden, why, death from something with boiling 
oil in it would be too tender a punishment for him. Such 
things as these are among the rare exceptions to the 
rule that one gets tired of everything. We have ex¬ 
pressed before in these columns our conviction that 
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music out of doors, “ music on the waters,” for instance, 
can afford a more exquisite enjoyment than music in a 
concert-room or an opera-house. We once heard Jean 
de Reszke sing in a gondola at Venice, late at night, 
in perfect weather, and can truthfully say that that short 
moment gave us an intenser feeling of the divinity of 
music than any of those hours at Covent Garden when 
he sang Tristan or Siegfried. We were conscious of 
the same conviction when Mme Pavlova danced the 
other day, on her own lawn, lighter and more fragrant 
than the zephyr which sought enviously to follow her 
steps; with a setting of shady trees and the spreading 
fields of Middlesex for a background. This was the 
Divinity of Dancing at home. One felt that this was 
the supremely beautiful thing that the delicious art 
could show, and the remembrance of it, perhaps, served 
to make us more difficult to please than usual when we 
saw the new Ballets at Covent Garden—the theatre 
being crowded and hot. Still, we must rank “ Thamar ” 
very high, for its wondrous colour, and its music by 
Balakirev, which seemed to us extraordinarily well fitted 
for the scene, beautifully orchestrated, and as “atmo¬ 
spheric ” as you please. Oh, oh, what a sinister note 
was that which kept resounding when first we saw pale 
Thamar on her bed! Except for those who are curious 
in orchestral ingenuity it would not be effective music 
in a concert-programme, but as an aid to the action of 
the ballet it was admirable. It does what it is meant to 
do, and never draws our attention away from the stage 
that we may listen the more attentively to some attrac¬ 
tive but irrelevant passage of “ absolute ” music. 

That Queen Thamar was but another specimen of the 
Cleopatra type of men-bewitching women did not 
trouble us the least We should be quite ready to see 
both “ Thamar ” and “ Cleopatra ” on the same evening, 
provided that something like the “ Sylphides ” or the 
“ Spectre de la Rose ” came as a sedative between them. 
The telling of the “ Thamar ” story is done very con¬ 
cisely, and though this is perhaps the grimmest of the 
Russian ballet-tragedies, it is not so painful as “ Cleo¬ 
patra.” The swift madness of the Dagger Dance made 
one gasp, and the combined effect of the icy surround¬ 
ings of the palace, the Persian luxury of the interior, 
the scimitars gleaming, the sense of lust and savagery, 
the compliance of the courtiers, the sudden, awful 
ending of the Prince’s quarter of an hour of almost 
insane delight, the whole thing is so thrilling that one 
sees the curtain fall with almost a feeling of relief that 
the horror is over. 

“L’Oiseau de Feu” contains one of the most charm¬ 
ing instances of the delight of dancing which the 
Russians have yet given us, but as a whole it is too 
much like the fairy pantomime to which we have been 
accustomed from our childhood, to strike a new note of 
rejoicing. True, it is as good a pantomime as could be 
desired, and it is really a fairy story put on to the stage, 
without any of the interpolations and excrescences 
which form the staple of British pantomimes; still, with 
the one exception of Mme Karsavina’s perfect part as 
the Bird, the dancing is not of the kind which chiefly 
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captivates our eyes, and the displays of colour are 
not remarkable in the sense that those of “Thamar” 
certainly are. Indeed, the scene of the young ladies in 
their nightgowns, who look as if they had escaped from 
Miss Pinkerton's Seminary, was even a little dull. But 
Karsavina's Bird is the most enchanting sprite in 
feathers ever dreamt of by ornithologists in painting or 
poetry. It seems to us that this greatly gifted enchan¬ 
tress is this year revealing powers of a higher order than 
those with which we had formerly credited her. Scarcely 
were we prepared for her masterly miming as Thamar, 
and as a dancer of the utmost grace and charm she 
surpassed herself as the Bird. Mme Piltz, also, was 
delightful to watch, and Mile Nijinska's light agility be¬ 
comes more and more marvellous. His many admirers 
may not improbably complain that they are seeing too 
little of M. Nijinski, but he is still there in the “ Syl- 
phides ” and the “ Cameval,” as supreme among the 
male dancers as before. We should not forget to say 
that M. Stravinsky's music to “L'Oiseau de Feu" is 
appropriate and pleasant 

In the concert world the great event has been the 
playing of M. Paderewski at the concert of the London 
Symphony Orchestra. By what art of concealing art 
he made Chopin's F minor Concerto sound so lovely 
none but he himself can say. The combination of 
qualities which go to make up such a performance must 
defy the analysis of the most diligent inquirer. But 
however wise it would be for pianists to try to discover 
M. Paderewski's secret, in the hope of being able to 
play Chopin with something of his dignified serenity, 
and that sweetness which is so thoroughly purged of 
all sentimentality, it is best for amateurs to listen and 
enjoy without seeking to learn too much. Our convic¬ 
tion is that the cleverest of would-be imitators might 
as well hope, by study, to look like M. Paderewski, or to 
walk on to a platform like him, as to play as he does. 
Herr Mengelberg has been at Queen’s Hall again, and 
given another of his unrivalled renderings of “ Ein 
Hildenleben.” As played under this great conductor, 
the once-dreaded piece loses its terrors and shines forth 
nobly, superbly. 

Art at the Outposts of Empire 
By Haldane Macfall. 

T is a strange fact that, whilst nearly every English¬ 
man " talks large ” of Empire and of the Imperial 

race, and of “ hands across the seas," and the like hand¬ 
some sentiment, he ignores our Colonial kin about as 
thoroughly as though he hated them. Let us take our 
English attitude towards the poets at the outposts of 
this wondrous realm of ours. In London, this summer, 

may be seen the paintings of two fine Canadian land¬ 
scapists. The lyric poems of Archibald Browne and 
the virile hand in pastoral and woodland scenes of Homer 
Watson give more than a strong hint of the vigorous 
breed upon our frontiers. These are not the only ones 
—they are but two out of several. Yet we have a 

heavily endowed official Royal Academy that makes do 

slightest advance to give these men hospitality, far less 
honour. Why cannot this official body, in return for 
the manifold honours and benefits showered upon it 
by the King, do something to further the Royal interest 
and give substance to the keen sympathy of the King 
for his vast inheritance ? Surely it needs no prodigious 
self-sacrifice for the Royal Academy to give at least 
one room every summer to the display of the genius 
of the Colonies in painting and sculpture! What is the 
value of all our protestations of fellowship with the 
Colonies if we treat them as our Cinderellas, and fling 
them the rags of neglect in the back kitchen of our 
high estate ? The Academicians can ill afford to patronise 
the Colonial breed; nay, it were no bad thing for the 
Academy to learn from them. Were there a Colonial 
room at every summer show, it might brace up the 
sluggish energies of that august body more than a little 

Both Archibald Browne and Homer Watson are tried 

and tested artists who have established reputations, 
though 'tis likely enough that the Royal Academy has 

never heard of them. At the Goupil Gallery is a dis¬ 
play of the lyrical art of Archibald Browne which 

reveals an exquisite poetic sense that conjures up for 
us at home the mysteries that lie over the land of 

Canada. His sensitive touch and romantic vision weave 

from the scenes of his native land those twilight moods 
that are aroused in the senses out of the dusk between 

the day and night the world over, but added thereto 

is the haunting call of the Canada that has bred him 
and is his love. It is a far different land from the silver} 
land of France, and Browne's art is not the art of 

Corot; but between the two men is a lyric brotherhood 
that tells of a like subtlety of vision, a like sweetness 
of disposition, a like content, and a romantic love 0: 
the land that has yielded its allure into their hearts 

from childhood. To say this is to say that Browne is 
a genuine poet, gifted with singer’s 'skill to utter the 

music that is in him. Whether he sing the sweet-sad 
mood of the gloaming, charged with that haunting spin: 
of twilight that is as a gentle sigh, or of the dawn; 
whether he walks by the watery ways where the 

sluggish blue tide sweeps idly by the mud flats, 
or takes us amongst the dreamy meadow-lands 

or by the edge of the woodlands, this man is 
fresh enough of vision and pure enough of man¬ 
hood to compel his art to utter the mood of the 

thing seen, rather than surrender his soul to mere tricks 

of thumb. In him and in his breed is no weariness of 

living, no mere concern with craftmanship ; he is of the 

fresh and blithe frontier race who are glad to be alive 

from whom romance has not been withheld. And 1: 
our cockney souls have become so bored that the fresh¬ 
ness of the dewy morning and the spirit of the twilight 

have ceased to stir our senses, then of a surety ’tis we« 
for us that there are eyes upon the frontiers that have 

not forgotten how to see, and hearts that are net 

ashamed to feel Of the largeness of our realm thi* 

man utters a part, and it is a sincere utterance that we 

should do well to encourage instead of ignoring. Scrr* 
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critic has patronised the art of this man because there 
is nothing of the thunder of Niagara in his canvases, 

and an absence of the Rockies! But Providence must 
be blamed, not Archibald Browne, for not bringing 
Niagara as far as Toronto (though it did its best) and 
for omitting to fling the giant ravines of the Rockies 
into the city. Surely cockney concept of art rarely 
showed more exquisitely than this! 

In Homer Watson, as three or four of his displayed 
canvases witness, we have a virile and forceful poet of 
the pastoral life, and, above all, of the woodland life 
of his native land. Here is a man whose sincere art 
descends to him, as by hereditary vision, from the great 
English landscape painters—an art through which the 
men of Barbizon, by their mastery, proved us to be kin 
to the Northern Frenchmen. Homer Watson’s bold 
handling and loaded brush might have been trained by 
Constable and Crome and Rousseau and the men of 

Barbizon, of whom he knew nothing until his art was 
confirmed and his name honoured in Canada. But he 
has—as his sincerity of vision was bound to give him, 
even if his schooling gave him none—a touch, a vision, 
and handling apart and all his own, which are skil¬ 

fully employed in the rendering of great trees 

and in the stem and dramatic landscapes so typical 
of the pastoral life of Canada The russet hues of 
autumn amongst the woodlands seem to bring 
out all his strength; and he catches the moods 
of the forest with a certainty of grip and a 
vigour of handling that give a marked personal 
quality to all that he essays. With a fine sense of 
arrangement that is of prodigious value to a man who 
essays to paint the baffling vistas of the woodlands, 
which would otherwise become confused and indeter¬ 
minate, he sings their splendour and their strength with 
the voice of a man. His massing is of that solid kind 
that never allows weakness to bring hesitancy to his 

'moods, and his trees are of the stuff that is but shaken 
by the storms. Your ordinary man might easily pass 
by his art, for he beckons with no cheap tricks or flashy 
technique. Solemn strength and dignified massing are 

in all that he creates, and these qualities do not 
make for bravura nor parlour tricks. Such a man does 
not mistake for music the high note of the operatic 
star. 

I wondered as I stood before the sincere art of 

these two poets, whether Canada herself realises that 
she has poets in her midst, or whether her rich and 
well-to-do are “ furnishing ” their walls with pictures 
persuaded upon them by the dealers—wondered whether 
the “ faked ” Barbizon landscapes and the machine-made 
“ masterpieces ” of the picture-factories of Holland are 
being flung upon the people at great price, whilst the 
native genius is being passed by. It is a matter for 
pride in Canada that a people who have tom the forest 
out of the waste and raised a mighty realm amidst a 
vast continent should already be bursting into song, and 
that there are arising amongst her virile breed such 
artists as these, of whom two may be seen in London 
to-day. It is not easily credible that Canada does not 

realise her own splendour, yet we have before us the 
historic tragedy of the Dutch, who, even whilst they 
brought forth their greatest genius, from Rembrandt 
and Hals and Vermeer onwards, let their greatest starve 
whilst they gave fortunes to the mediocrities and poured 
money into the purses of tenth-rate aliens. 

I have my suspicions. A while ago a conversation 
arose about the taste of the people of Canada. One 
who knew Canada well boasted that more than one rich 
man had a great collection of pictures, whilst many who 
were well-to-do possessed paintings by modern Euro¬ 
peans ! I found that he meant collections of old masters* 
and the sale of the machine-made picture in mimicry of the 

school of Israels and Bosboom and Mauve and the rest. 

So the dealers in these wares have not kept their traffic 
for America alone! But, I asked, what about living 
art in Canada? Does not the native genius of Canada 
sing to the people? I know the art of several fine 
Canadian painters. Do the well-to-do buy these living 
things that hymn the romance of their native land? 
Does Canada realise that she has poets amongst her 
own people, or does she give ear to the persuasive syren- 
voice of the dealers in faked things ? But they that had 
been boasting were dumb. 

But how can we blame Canada for seeking after false 
gods in art when the worship lies so heavily upon our 
own souls? There is an awakening here and in France* 
and in that awakening is a strange significance. Many 

who have been lumbering their houses with mediocre 
specimens of “ old masters ” are selling them that they 
may possess the works of the modem genius* They 
even realise that as a commercial investment good 
modem works of art pay. There is some tribulation 
and hesitation; for the remarkable technical dexterity of 

much of the clever work, and the smartness of much of 
the showy sleight of hand in our midst make for confu¬ 
sion. But the supreme test of a work of art, when all is 
said and done, is the poetic sincerity that it breathes.. 
The craftsmen are many, but the singers how few!* 

There are giants like Brangwyn who hymn their age* 
who sing the might of our race to-day, its triumph of 
toil and its conquest over the earth and the elements^ 
There are artists content to be poets, even if they walk 
the desert of neglect to sing their age and their land 
and .people. These go their way, uttering the music 
and revelation that life has poured into their senses, in¬ 
different to vogues and careless of the shops. And it 
is good to see that Canada has brought forth sons who* 
are not the least of these. 

The Phrasemaker 

E whom we may without impertinence call the 
Phrasemaker is not one of the violent protagonists 

of literature. He has not shouted in triumph upon the 
mountain-top nor fled shrieking through the haunted 
wood. He has but little idea of the depth and vividness 
of life, concerns himself a great deal with trifles, and 
hardly has it in him to do justice to a memorable 
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catastrophe. We cannot imagine him at war with the 
gods of civilisation, perched in a sixth-floor garret, 
cramped over a bare wooden table, tousled and feverish, 
spattering his fingers with ink and his soul with daemonic 
dreams. We cannot see him roaming the city, black- 
browed and anarchistic, growling behind an enormous 
pipe, and sneering beneath the lamp-post at the passing 
personified follies of life. He does not sit up until 
strange hours of the midnight nor arrange his meals in 
a fantastic schedule. He is as regular in his habits 
as an archdeacon; he shaves and has his boots blacked. 
One might set a clock by him without risk of serious 
error; seldom does he allow his breakfast to grow cold 
in waiting. He is a commonplace person, a product 
of ease and study, of quiet desires and facile happiness. 

He sits by the fire with a pad of paper upon his knee 
and reviews the pageant of the coals, or by an open 
window in summer he draws sentiment from the evening 
and sets it upon paper in a perfume of fine language. 
He proceeds with deliberation in his work, has a neat 
handwriting, holds pen or pencil just so and seldom 
makes a false start, since, before putting a stroke on 
the paper, he has gone through a whole elaborate ritual 
of choice and arrangement His greatest doubt is to 
be tom between two phrases seemingly equal in point 
of beauty; then will he wander from one to the other 
like a devoted gardener among his roses, touching a 
flower of language here and there, smiling and putting 
his head on one side in a critical attitude. In his greatest 
triumph he is restrained; his pen moves no faster over 
his darling sentence than that of an engrosser over the 
title of a deed. He seems rather to emblazon than to 
write his words, forming his letters as if they themselves 
were to appear for the world to read and were not 
destined to be thrust aside by a torrent of vulgar leaden 
type. 

In thought the Phrasemaker is apt to be superficial, 
for he finds the exact arrangement of small things so 

fascinating that he can take little interest in the rough- 
hewing of large questions. And this superficiality is as 
much an intention as an effect; in his creed the word 
is as mighty as the thought, humanly speaking, and he 
who can form a perfect sentence has in him the power 
to produce a perfect book. The many examples to the 
contrary the Phrasemaker lays at the door of careless¬ 
ness, to remove which from literary language is his aim 
and ambition. Towards that goal he marches with 
steady gaze and even tread; nothing can turn him 
aside from his path. Even ridicule, being a thing less 
exquisite than that which on his part calls it forth, is 
negligible to him. If he is not a fanatic, it is because 
his method forbids any extreme save that of beauty, 
which after all is not an extreme but a golden mean. 
He is the perfect man of letters; compared with him 
all others are but amateur or professional authors. He 
alone has no thought unconnected with literature. 

To this man comes bitter as death the assertion that 
art is merely an adjunct of sociology. For him words 
and phrases live a perfect life of their own, and should 
not be plagued by outside interference. They dwell in 
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a land of visions into which Poor Law Reports, Statistics 
of Birth and Marriage and other official documents enter 
only to scatter ruin. The brutal, mercenary and vulgar 
sides of life the Phrasemaker shrinks from by instinct, 
and it is probable that he sees a certain coarseness in 

the God who permits them. He is not intimate with 
either heaven or earth as they are seen by the mass of 
men; he has fashioned his own battle-ground and his 
own chosen Nirvana from one single ideal and activity. 

In the end he comes to see most things through a 
veil of fine language. Nature becomes for him a box 
of many small compartments containing colours and 
tints and tones, from among which he selects the most 
beautiful and weaves them into a pattern of his own 
design. Whether that design has any ultimate meaning 
or no does not concern the Phrasemaker; he judges it 
by its appeal to his own conception of beauty. There is 
thus a touch of ineffectuality about him, for he will not 
take his subject-matter as it comes, and embroider both 
the mud-puddles and the rose-gardens of life into his 
art. He insists upon selecting and refining; he has a 
horror of decadence, which robuster minds rather incline 
to view as a tasty morsel in the varied feast of art. He 
shuts his eyes to everything but perfection; he handles 
language like a diamond-cutter’s tool, and will not 
employ it to slice Dutch cheese or black bread. He is 
blameless in his intentions, but often absurd in his 
scruples. He is behind the times, a phantom of another 
age who still wanders pensively in search of that bubble 
of art which our grandfathers used to call Style. 

R. T. C. 

At St. Stephen’s Shrine 
By a Regular Devotee. 

BY sap and mine and deadly parallel the Opposition 
are slowly but surely investing the fortress of the 

Government. On Wednesday, 19th, an interesting attack 
was made owing to the action of a philosophical Radical 
named Dickinson, the Member for St Pancras. Of good 
family, well educated, clever, and intensely in earnest, 
he is one of the men whom all his friends as well as 
his foes thought would go far. By common consent 
he is a much abler man than many of his late colleagues 
on the L.C.C. who are now higher up the ladder. It was 
characteristic of him to move that Ireland did not need 
and should not have a Senate or Second Chamber. A 
considerable number of his neighbours held the same 
view, while the whole of the Labour men are “ single 
Chamber men ” to a man. 

The Government did not mind ; the motion would be 
the means of letting off a little steam. Dickinson was an 
“ awfully nice fellow don’t you know,” and he had net 
had many opportunities lately of displaying his neat 
eloquence, so they lounged on the front bench and 
listened indulgently. As a faithful recorder I am bound 
to set down here, to my great grief, an error that the 
Unionists made in tactics. In my humble opinion we 
ought to have let the philosophical Radicals and the 
Labour men talk to their heart’s content. The latte: 
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there is no reason to doubt would have pledged them¬ 
selves up to the hilt against a second chamber. To avert 
suspicion we might have put up one of those careful 
men on the second bench who can be depended upon to 
make a good speech on anything at a moment's notice— 
Hume-Williams, perhaps, for choice. With no suspicion 
that we were going to vote with them they would have 
gaily flocked into the lobby followed by ourselves when 
it was too late for retreat. Unfortunately, however, 
Hugh Cecil chipped in and was followed by Mr. Balfour. 
The latter, freed from the cares of leadership, enjoyed 
himself immensely. He had no thought of party tactics, 
and with his long thin fingers piercing the air in front 
of him he developed his views; for he loved the para¬ 
dox of the position. Briefly, the contention of the 
Unionists was this: You say the new Parliament is to 
be a subordinate one—if so, what can it want with a 
Second Chamber? We believe in Second Chambers, 
but not as part of subordinate assemblies. You have 
•swept away the power of the British House of Lords, 
and we agree with Mr. Dickinson and his friends, who 
at least are logical in wanting to do away with Second 
Chambers wherever they can. 

The Radicals sat up with amazement. Asquith was 
sought and the engagement became general. Mr. J. 
Martin, another Liberal from St. Pancras, who hails 
from Canada, unexpectedly appeared on one of the 
battlements and dropped a huge stone on his friends 
who were defending the glacis below. He was a bom 

Home Ruler like most Canadians, but he did not believe 
in Second Chambers. He had been Prime Minister of 
British Columbia, and they hadn’t one there. He was 
only in favour of giving Ireland a purely local Parlia¬ 
ment ; and he should vote for the amendment. 

John Redmond implored the Labour men not to 
desert him. “ Think of all the years Ireland had stood 
by Labour! M he said. " If Ireland wanted a toy of this 
kind which soothed her amour proprt and made her 
think her Parliament a real one, why not let her have 
her way. Do not, do not sacrifice the Bill on a 
wrecking amendment.” 

Ramsay MacDonald was in a very tight place, but he 
did not flinch. The ditch was a yawning ugly one, but it 
must be crossed. This was no time for scruples. Cram¬ 
ming his hat down on his head, and shutting his eyes, he 
rammed in the spurs. He was in favour of Single 
Chamber government, but he and his Socialist allies 
would vote for the Government! For the hundredth 
time the M Independent ” Labour Party had obediently 
crawled to heel at the crack of the Government whip, 
and the Bill was saved by 89. 

On Thursday the Government showed signs of the 
battering they had the day before. I am so pleased 
with my metaphor of the siege that I cannot help con¬ 
tinuing it by saying it looked as if a truce were de¬ 
clared so that they might repair the breaches made 
yesterday, or hold a council of war with their allies. 
At all events the Ministry have suddenly declared an 
enormous interest in supply which they never did before, 
and Home Rule is adjourned until the week after next. 
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On Friday we had a field-day on Land Valuation. 

Mr. Royds declared the Department cost the country 
half a million, that is cost the landowners another 
million a year, and that after three years only one-fifth 
of the land had been valued. 

Lloyd George accused Royds of inaccuracy, who was 
in turn vigorously defended by Pretyman. Pretyman 
was a soldier with a business head who unexpectedly 
came into a splendid property in the Eastern Counties 
and has since devoted his life to managing his 
estates. What he does not know about Agri¬ 
culture is not worth knowing, for he founded 
the Land Union for the purpose of protecting 
the farmer and the landlord and exposing the unfair¬ 
ness of the land taxes, and it must be confessed that in 
the Courts he has been extremely successful He quoted 
case after case until finally Lloyd George took refuge 
in that last resort of the destitute—the promise of an 
inquiry into the administration of land taxation by ex¬ 
perts. This concession, which will stave off inquiry for a 
time, did not prevent the majority going down to 79. 

I think it was Keir Hardie who first made the epoch- 
making discovery that if you feel it is time to have an 
advertisement that the cheapest way to do it is to buy 
and wear a funny hat. He has had many imitators, and 
the last one was Handel Booth, “our man Friday" of 
the Government, who turned up in a straw hat which 
played at being a felt Homburg. It was received with 
great hilarity, and I am only copying all the papers by 
giving it further advertisement. This is by the way, but 
these side-lights on the idiosyncrasies of coming states¬ 
men will be useful to the historian in the future. 

It will be remembered that on Friday, 14th inst., we 
were ultimately successful in staving off the Registration 
Bill by means of the little Bill to allow clergymen to sit 
on municipal bodies. On Friday, 21st, the situation was 
reversed. The Unionist Social Reform Committee's Bill 
had successfully emerged from the Committee upstairs, 
and was thus the second order. We wanted now to pass 
the little Bill and get on to Griffith-Boscawen's useful 
measure on Housing. 

Not a bit of it; the Radicals paid us back in our own 
coin. We withdrew all our amendments to the Corpora¬ 
tion Bill, but the Radicals were not ashamed, in the 
absence of views of their own, to adopt and use 
them all the afternoon. As a militant politician I cannot 
and do not pretend to pose as an impartial recorder, but 
we think that while we were justified in defeating a far- 
reaching measure to jerrymander the political machinery, 
they were neither fs^ir nor wise in killing a useful Bill for 
the better Housing of the Working-classes. 

Revenge is sweet, but on the platforms throughout the 
country the Radicals may find it has cost them dear. 
The Daily News seems to be uneasily aware of this. 

McKenna has been battered about all this week by 
questions; the Strike has broken down. It is a miser¬ 
able fiasco, and Ben Tillett has been mercilessly exposed 
in the Daily Express—as a diner at Frascati’s and as 
one who has his face massaged at Carter’s at 3s. a time. 
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On Monday we all came down to hear how the 
Chancellor intended to deal with his enormous sur¬ 
plus of six and a half millions, which he had coolly 
transferred to a suspense account in case it was wanted 
unexpectedly (a) to repair the ravages of the Coal 
Strike; (b) to build ships for the Navy and other emer¬ 
gencies. Weeks have gone by and all sorts of uncharit¬ 
able suggestions have been made in the Press. He kept 
quiet about the Navy and people began to think he 
intended using it further to popularise his party by 
bribes to the electorate in some shape or way. Other 
people said he must spend two millions of it on the 
Insurance Act to square the doctors. Nothing is more 
possible than the unforeseen. Mr. Lloyd George re¬ 
buked the Press for their unchristian charity and be¬ 
came a model Chancellor. The Germans had increased 
their Navy vote by 750,000—well, he would go one 
better and let Winston have £1,000,000 for a similar 
purpose. Nothing could be more patriotic. 

Next he became a great Imperialist and devoted half 
a million to Uganda—that Uganda which Tim Healy 
once likened to Ireland, and incidentally contrived to 

put such peculiar emphasis on the word while address¬ 
ing an inoffensive Ministerialist of those days, that it 
looked as if he was designating him personally as a male 
lamellirostral bird. Again, I regret to record, uncharit¬ 
able suspicions arose. Uganda is one of those places 
in the British Empire where cotton can be grown. 
Cotton is needed in Manchester. It is believed George 
Kemp, who sits for North-West Manchester, is about to 
apply for that distinguished office of profit under the 
Crown known as the “ Steward of the Chiltem Hun¬ 
dreds.0 This will necessitate a bye-election, and it will 
be useful for the Radicals to be able to say: “ See 
what our Government is doing for the good of that divi¬ 
sion in the shape of encouraging another cotton market0 

Finally he became a purist of High Finance with 
very proper leanings towards paying off debt. The 
balance of £5,000,000 he devoted to the Sinking Fund. 
He had fairly taken the wind out of the Tories’ sails. 
You might criticise it and suggest more for the Navy, 
but no one could vote against any of his proposals, and 
most people went away to dinner, whilst Lloyd George 
left the Court—I mean the House—without a stain on 
his astuteness. 

About 11 the Tea Duty came on and an ardent Tariff 
Reformer, with great ideas on Colonial preference, 
named Cooper, moved to reduce the tax on British 
grown tea from 5d. to 4d. Masterman flip¬ 
pantly replied and jeered at this tardy raising “of the 
tattered banner of Colonial preference.0 The reply 
came with startling suddenness: the Unionists trooped 
into the Lobby and the Government majority went 
down to 22, and but for the mistake of an aide-de-camp 
would have disappeared altogether. It was like taking 
a bastion and being driven out again. 

I have not space to record all the attacks on the 
unhappy McKenna—over the women in prison and over 
the men on strike who attack the free labourer and 
ought to be-, but on Tuesday an incident occurred 
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which is almost unprecedented in the annals of the 
House. 

“ My friend 0 Lansbury, as Lloyd George called him. 
is a mild good-tempered man, with mid-Victorian 
whiskers and a plaintively ignorant manner. On Tuesday 
he marched up the floor of the House, and in a tempest 
of passion, shook his fist in Asquith’s face, denouncing 
him for murdering women and driving them mad by 
forcibly feeding them while in prison for breaking inno¬ 
cent tradesmen’s windows. It is a tradition with 
Speakers to avoid extremes if they possibly can, but 
a great many of the older members on both sides of the 
House felt that Mr. Lowther did not show his cus¬ 
tomary resource. He allowed Lansbury to stand where 
he was standing. He mildly called Order, and instead 
of “ naming him ” permitted two or three minutes for 
reflection while the Member for Bow and Bromley, with 
his head in his hands (as if he were wrapt in prayer 
for guidance) considered whether he would obey the 
Speaker’s order to withdraw or not Philip Snowden 
advised him not to, but Ramsay MacDonald said he 
ought to—so he went out, obviously reluctantly, while 
the House went on to discuss Woods and Forests until 
7.40, when it adjourned. 

The Theatre 
The Irish Players 

ONE of the most interesting performances in the 
present visit of the Irish Players to London was 

that of “ Maurice Harte,” by Mr. T. C. Murray; and 
for several reasons. For one thing, we think it was the 
first time that the Abbey Theatre company undertook 
to produce one of their plays elsewhere than at home 
for a first performance. For ourselves, doubtless for 
personal reasons, we do not welcome the change in 
policy. It seems to us that Dublin should still retain 
that distinction—for distinction it undoubtedly is. Then 
it was the second play by an author whose first play, 
“ Birthright,0 we ourselves, in common with a good 
many others, acclaimed last year. A promise was raised 
(more than a mere promise, indeed!), and it was in¬ 
teresting to see how this was advanced towards fulfil 
ment And certainly the result of it on one’s emotions 
at the conclusion was not exactly easy to define. 

Very wisely Mr. Murray chose in “ Maurice Harte." 
as he had chosen in “ Birthright,” a simple situation 
It is out of simple situations that drama is best evolved 
—out of which, indeed, the most subtle complexities 
arise. Maurice is a student at Maynooth, the training 
college for the clergy; and is therefore the source of 

considerable pride to his parents, who are small farmers. 
Only, as usually happens, this glory of theirs has no: 
been without its price; and, again as usually happens, 
he himself is without knowledge of the nature of the 
price. As the play opens his mother is discovered talk¬ 
ing with her sister, and one learns in the dialogue tha: 
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Mrs. Harte has accumulated a heavy load of debt in 
order that Maurice should take orders. Only, she does 
not in any way begrudge it, for were not Maurice’s apt¬ 
ness and learning commented on by the Bishop, is not 
a great future prognosticated for him, and is he not 
just about to be ordained ? Then this mountain of debt 
that she shows her sister can be reduced; and with her 
son as a priest the recompense will be more than com¬ 
plete. To this the son enters. When she asks him what 
he is reading he tells it is of a man who was a great 
source of pride to his parents, whose early aptitude for 
learning was such that his schoolmaster was interested 
and recommended him for orders; how his parents at 
last consented to allow this, and worked hard to achieve 
it; and how, at last, when he was within a few months 
of ordination, he discovered that he had no 11 vocation.” 
His mother laughs at the thought of a “ vocation " being 
necessary, saying that this would come with time; but 
that, at any rate, she was glad that such was not the 
case with her son. But from the way in which he has 
told his tale it is fairly evident that the case in question 
is none other than his own. Simply, thus, the dramatic 
situation is outlined. 

Maurice confides his difficulty to Father Mangan— 
who is horrified, for he knows what Maurice has cost his 
parents, and how their hopes are built on him. But at 
last he undertakes to break the news to them. And 
they are devastated. When the aged Father leaves 
them, to say that they are crushed with a sense of 
ruin is to put the situation at its true value. And when 
Maurice returns to them, his mother, his father, and 
his brother cry out on him for the ruin he is bringing on 
them. Still he remains obdurate—till he learns of the 
weight of debt that has been incurred on his behalf. 
Then he, in great torture of mind, decides to bow to 
their will, and do what to him seems the most terrible 
sacrilege. On the opening of the second act Michael 
and Ellen Harte are again discovered; and one learns 
that it is almost the eve of their second son Owen’s 
marriage, whom Maurice is coming to wed. Everything 
is all well again. Great news comes to hand of Maurice’s 
successes at college, and all the early trouble is for¬ 
gotten. Then Father Mangan comes in to say that he 
is the bearer of bad news. Slowly, bit by bit, the 
tortured parents wring from him the fact that Maurice 
has had a breakdown; and that he is, in fact, returning 
at that moment for a rest. All through the dialogue of 
this Mr. Murray very skilfully conveys the sense of a 
trouble far beyond the weight of the words. Maurice 
is brought in. He is pale, thin, and very strange. Then 
it becomes apparent that he is not less than a lunatic; 
he has been driven insane by the thought of being com¬ 
pelled to what he considers as sacrilege; and the play 
closes on Ellen Harte’s heart-breaking cry. 

We have given the “ plot ” at length in order that it 
might be possible to examine more adequately why, 
despite all its strength and its undoubted sense of deep 
tragedy, the final feeling is that somewhere and some¬ 
how the play leaves an uneasy dissatisfaction. It is 
possible to say, for example, that to lay down the enor- 
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mity of not having a “ vocation * as a postulate of the 
play is weak because its nature is so remote. Similarly, 
it is possible to say that when Maurice goes out at 
the end of the play, mumbling his offices, a wasted and 
hopeless lunatic, and his mother sinks down with her 
heart-breaking cry of “ My God! ” while we are stirred 
by agony we are left cold by the half of the tragedy as 
represented in him, with the result that there is more 
than a slight protest in our minds. But the failure, what 
failure there be, is much deeper than this. These 
are the appearances, indeed, on the face of the waters 
of a deeper thing stirring beneath. The extraordinary 
strength and finality of “ Birthright ” was created by 
the fact that we understood and had entire sympathy 
with each of the four characters that carried the action. 
We were purged at the conclusion just because of this. 
The solution was exalting because of our utter sense of 
its inevitability. And it is because Mr. Murray has, 
in our opinion, entirely neglected one of the main 
characters in his new tragedy that we lose in it that 
complete and final sense of inevitability, and are there¬ 
fore moved to unrest It is true that he has chosen, as 
he had the entire right of the creator to choose, the 
mind of the mother as the final seat of the tragedy, in 
spite of the fact that he names his play after the son. 
But to understand her tragedy we must understand with 
not less perfect sympathy that which caused it: the 
whole process, to wit, that led to insanity in the case of 
her son. Instead of which Maurice is left all through 
the play as a postulate. Not only is his reluctance a 

postulate: he himself is a postulate. 

In a sense it would be true to say that Mr. Murray 
has given us the first and third acts of his tragedy, 
cutting out the second which moved in the mind of 
Maurice himself. If to this be added the undoubted 
fact that there is a good deal of repetition and not 
altogether necessary matter (in sharp contrast to 
“ Birthright,” where there was not a superfluous 
word), a curious result comes about. For one sees a 
new play arising; or, rather, one seems to see the 
proportions of the situation he has chosen with Maurice 
Harte’s own tragedy, given its due emphasis and ex¬ 
pounded to our sympathy. And his mother’s tragedy 
—and his father’s, too, who is not so central to the 
story—would be more purging and exalting because we 
had perfect understanding of, and sympathy with, that 
which had caused it. It would not be less heart¬ 
breaking, but it would be purer and less challenging, 
to say nothing of the fact that the play as a whole 
would be better poised. We have examined “ Maurice 
Harte ” in this way, not only because of the manifest 
strength and power there is in it, but also because 
Mr. Murray proves that he is not less the instinctive 
dramatist than in his earlier play. Moreover, it is not 
a little curious that he should fail in the second just 
where he was most sure in the first. Nevertheless the 
applause that greeted it was no customary receipt of a 
new play. It was a sincere and a just tribute. 

Earlier in the week J. M. Synge’s “ Well of the 
Saints ” was given. Both in the matter of costume and 
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acting we seemed to notice in it a certain desire for 
pictorial effect that was decidedly not to the advantage 

of the play. It would be a pity if popularity robbed 
plays or players of their sense of purity and simplicity. 
But in it Sara Allgood and Arthur Sinclair gave us 
excellent acting nevertheless. They also took the 
parts of Ellen and Michael Harte in Mr. Murray’s 
play. Both were good; but while Mr. Arthur Sinclair 
had not the scope he has elsewhere, Miss Sara Allgood, 
in the closing scene particularly of the mother’s grief, 
succeeded in a wonderful piece of powerful acting. In 
the same play Mr. Sydney Morgan as Father Mangan 

and Mr. O’Donovan as Maurice held their. parts well 
in hand and made no mistake. 

The Manchester Players 
Miss Horniman’S season at the Coronet Theatre has 
now drawn to a close, and we suppose that by this time 
the Company is once more settled in the city that has 
come to be so well known as the centre of much that 
is admirable in the world of dramatic art. On practi¬ 
cally every evening the players have performed before 
crowded and enthusiastic audiences, and whether the 
pieces have been pure comedy or plays of a more serious 
nature, they have all been so well handled that London 
playgoers no longer need to fear that only in the West 
End can they obtain fare suitable for their 
taste. On Thursday and Saturday, the last and seventh 
week of their stay at Notting Hill Gate, “What the 
Public Wants ” was the piece which occupied the boards 
at the Coronet Theatre. The play is now too well 
known to need any description of the story, or of the 
keen humour and satire contained within the four acts 
into which Mr. Arnold Bennett has divided his plot. 

Mr. Charles Bibby as Sir Charles Worgan well sus¬ 
tained his part throughout, while just the right effect was 
caught by Mr. Milton Rosmer (who, by the way, we 
should imagine was a great admirer of Sir George 
Alexander) as Francis Worgan, and by Miss Irene 
Rooke as Emily Vernon. Miss Edyth Goodall as Mrs. 
Cleland had a secondary part to play this time, and it 
is a noteworthy feature of the Manchester Players that 
they do not “ star ” one particular actor or actress; or 
perhaps it would be fairer to say that they are all 
" stars.” In turn each one occupies the prominent posi¬ 
tion exactly suited to his or her talents, and thus it is 
that the acting never flags and the audience does not 
wait with a bored air until a particular favourite appears 
again to take up the one and only part for which the 
play is produced. We wish Miss Horniman a most 
successful summer and winter season, and trust that the 
interval will not be too long before we are privileged 
again to see her in the metropolis. 

“The Connoisseurs” at the Little 
Theatre 

Four new one-act plays were presented by “The 
Connoisseurs ” on Sunday last, June 23, at the Little 
Theatre, and the performance, with the exception of 

the opening play, was of an interesting character. 
The play to which we have referred, 49 A Chat 
with Mrs. Chicky,” by Evelyn Glover, was a very 
monotonous discussion upon the question of woman’s 
suffrage between a charwoman of the tub-thumping 
brand and a lady canvasser. “The Legacy,” by 
Frederic Ward, though possessing some technical 
faults, held the attention throughout. The son of a 
bank messenger, having embezzled his employer’s 

money to make reparation for a wrong he has com¬ 
mitted, is forgiven by his parents and his mother’s 
legacy is utilised to pay the employer. The story is 
not very original, but Mr. Ward portrayed his char¬ 
acters with considerable skill. Mr. Lancelot Lowden 
gave a sound interpretation of the unhappy father who 
was drawn between love and duty. Miss Efga Myers 
and Mr. George Owen scored a great success in 
“ Getting What You Want, or Variations on a Matri¬ 
monial Theme,” by Hugh de S£lincourt. The husband 
wishes to take his wife out to dinner; the husband, 
“of course” (said the prologue), gets what he wants, 
and the wife by yielding wins-a good dinner. Of 
the variations upon this theme, depicting various types 

of persuasive husbands and procrastinating wives, the 
one on “ Cajolery ” was written with a light touch and 
acted with delightful spirit. The performance con¬ 
cluded with a German play by Bruno Kohler called 
“Antje,” by the members of the German Theatre 
Company under the direction of Gerald Weiss. The 
play was exceedingly well acted, and worthy of special 
mention was the Klaus Andrees of Herr Heinrich 

Victor. 

Two Exhibitions 

THERE are some interesting oil colours at the New 
English Art Club, which include characteristic 

contributions from Messrs, von Glehn, Muirhead, Wilson 
Steer, Orpen and Sargent. Mr. von Glehn’s “ New 
England ” is really a pleasant study of old America— 
America, that is to say, before it had been vulgarised by 
the war. It is a delightful picture of a girl in a full 
white dress with Victorian bonnet, knocking for ad¬ 
mission at the door of a clean, white, shingle house, 
with overhanging creepers, all bathed in brilliant sun¬ 
shine. Mr. David Muirhead’s “ Night" piece is admir¬ 
able for its cleverness, and Miss Alice Fanner contri¬ 
butes a bright study of summer seas and surroundings, 
entitled “ On the Pier, Yarmouth, Isle of Wight.” Miss 
Clare Atwood has been at greater pains to emphasise 
the opulence than the personality of her sitter, in her 
clever 41 Portrait of Lady Schwann”; the suggestion of 
opulence is well conveyed in the vista of rooms crowded 
with rich decorations and furniture. A very pleasing 
group of children masquerading in improvised fancy 
dress is sent by Mr. William Rothenstein, with the 
title “ The Princess Badroulbabour ”; the children are 
real children, and the artist's pleasure in the composition 
is evident. Mr. William Orpen sends a tour-de-forct in 
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the " Chinese Shawl/* a seated female figure, with a 
shawl drawn round her shoulders, and falling so as 
slightly to reveal a dress of vivid blue, with a back¬ 
ground of some light figured hangings. There is charac¬ 
ter in the portrait as well as cleverness in the arrange¬ 
ment The same artist has a very clever study of 
“ The Caf6 Royal/' with a mass of detail superbly sug¬ 
gested, and figures in characteristic poses ; but the result 
is not pleasant, nor perhaps was it meant to be so. 

A virile picture by Mr. Sargent is 41 Reconnoitring,” 
which shows the artist sitting on a camp stool, with his 
impedimenta about him, amid wild scenery, considering 
the subject for a painting. This, together with Mr. von 
Glehn's striking and pretty girl-portrait, which he calls 

“ The Green Hat,” are two pictures which remain longest 
in the memory. Another clever, but unconventional, 
picture by Mr. von Glehn is “The Picnic,” which is 
remarkable for unwonted detail and the clever grouping 
of the figures. Next to it is an extraordinarily un¬ 
pleasant portrait by Mr. Walter Sickert; one wonders 
how it obtained admission to the Exhibition. “The 
Solent, Stormy Weather” is a powerful piece of work 
by Miss Alice Fanner, and next to it hangs Mr. Mun- 
head's “ Unknown Thoughts/* a study of a pretty Vic¬ 
torian girl, which also compels attention. Mr. Alfred 
Hayward has a broad and impressive study of “ The 
Seine at Rouen”; and Miss Alice Fanner is again to 
the fore with a delightful sketch called “ The Seaside ” 

—a bright and sunny study of yellow sands and blue 
sea, with numberless figures of children playing around 
its marge. Mr. F. H. S. Shepherd scores a very telling 
atmospheric effect in his picture " The Thrashing 
Machine,” the dust of its working and the farmyard 
surroundings are admirably rendered. 

The water-colours, both in this and the Goupil gallery, 
have been separately dealt with, but there are some 

forty paintings in oils at the latter which merit a word of 
notice. The best, perhaps, are two exceedingly clever 
pictures by Mr. William Orpen; in “ By the Window *’ 
he shows a glimpse of sea and sky by night, wonder¬ 
fully rich in deep colour, through the open window of a 
room; in “ The Artist's Studio ” he achieves a brilliant 
feat of technique in the reflection of the contents and of 
the occupant of the room in a great crystal globe, which 
stands upon a dark pedestal. The problem of such 
spherical distortions has been before the minds of artists 
ever since the famous achievement in Van Eyck's picture 
of Jan Amolfini and his wife, which Millais used to re¬ 
gard as almost the last word in technical achievement. 
Mr. Wilson Steer sends a striking picture in red tones of 
a deserted quarry; and Mr. Frank Brangwyn two 

characteristic riots in colour, one lurid and the other 
brilliant, but both marked by the mannerisms which 
now dominate his work. There is a large nude “ Diana,” 
by Matthew Maris, a coarse figure superbly drawn and 
rendered; and mention is due to Mr. Russell's delicate 
and quiet picture of “ The Beach at Littlehampton”; 
and to Mr. Philip Connard's “A Chelsea Interior,” a 
daring essay in vivid, and even crude, colours, which 
combine to form an effective tout ensemble. 

Water Colours 

O one who loves water-colour painting could have 
failed to enjoy some of the exhibitions which have 

been open lately. The New English Art Club, with its two 

water-colour rooms, is always interesting. This summer 
the first gallery contains a number of Mr. Albert 
Rothenstein's sketches of girls—" Gertrude ” and 
“ Doris,'* and the quaintly called “ Mahogany *’ (a slight 
study of a girl with red hair), and best of all the 
“ Souvenir of Covent Garden,” the three masked figures 
in which have all the strange interest of Mr. Rothen¬ 
stein's most characteristic work. Among landscapes 
there is a golden “ On the Ouse,” by Mr. David Muir- 
head, and a good deal of the work of Mr. A. W. Rich, 
whose pictures are nearly always beautiful, though in 
this exhibition they are perhaps less interesting than 
formerly. Among them, however, is a lonely, wet coast 
scene with water coming in over an unlevel shore and 
a little bit of rising ground on the right. There is also 
a picture by Mr. Rich in Messrs. Goupil’s summer exhi¬ 
bition, “ Chichester Harbour,” a more detailed work than 
most of his and reminiscent of De Wint. 

At the New English Art Club's exhibition, too, there 
are some exquisite water-colours by Mr. C. M. Gere, of 
whose work in tempera, recently exhibited at the Carfax 
Gallery, we have spoken in these columns. Mr. Gere's 
water-colours, as well as his tempera paintings, are unlike 
the work of others and impress one with a feeling of 
their sincerity. There are two little water-colours by 
Miss Clara Taylor which have some touch of the same 
spirit. The very delicate “ Seen from My Window/' and 
“ Cornish Downs ” might have been almost topographi¬ 
cal but for the something in them which reminds one of 
Mr. Gere's work. Following these, though not because 
of any actual resemblance, we would mention one or 
two things by Mr. Butler Stoney recently exhibited by 
the New Society of Water-Colour Painters at the Baillie 
Gallery in Bruton Street, all of which have a certain 
individual charm. Among figure subjects, again, there 
are two fine strong studies in tempera for frescoes by 
Mrs. Sargint Florence, and by Miss F. Hodgkins two 
large studies of children, with a lovely baby-like head, 
in “ Summer.” 

Turning to the exhibition of the Royal Society of 
Painters in Water-Colours there is Mr. F. Cayley Robin¬ 
son's “Jeu d’Enfants,” the faces of the children, 
and, indeed the whole design of which are 
full of a serious intentness and beauty. Here, too, there 
is what appears to be a study for a picture or fresco, 
and certainly the most interesting thing we have seen 
from Mr. R. Anning Bell, “ The Eager Girls,” which in 
form has some of the characteristics of the work of Mr. 
John. Mr. Sargent has a brilliant “ Genva ” here, and 
there are several clever paintings by Mrs. Laura Knight, 
particularly “ Breakfast,” and “ The Red Sunshade.” 
Some of the best of Mrs. Knight's work was seen, how¬ 
ever, at the recent exhibition at the Leicester Galleries, 
where there was perhaps nothing to exceed the ballet 
impressions from “ Les Sylphides,” and one or two of 
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the studies of children in the bath. In these one found 
more of that indefinable thing quality, and more expres¬ 
sion than in some of the accomplished studies of sun¬ 
light, for which Mrs. Knight is becoming famous. Turn¬ 
ing again to the Royal Society’s exhibition, we would 
speak of Mr. Claude Shepperton’s “ Salt and Sunny 
Days,” Miss Fortescue Brickdale’s 44 The Game,” in 
which we see a little quaint humour, and Mr. Arthur 
Rackham’s “ Witch ” and “ The Beggars are Coming to 

Town.” 
At Messrs. Goupil’s summer exhibition of the work 

of artists of the present as well as the past generation, 
the small Gallery is devoted to water-colours, pastels 
and drawings. To anyone who cares for art it is a real 
^happiness to come into this little room, though we can 
•only speak briefly of the things it contains. Among them 
is a lovely study of Mr. Orpen’s, a woman seen against 
firelight, her baby lying across her knee. It is called 
“ Warming the Towel,” but its beauty cannot be trans¬ 
lated into the terms of any other art. There is also 
a nude study by the same artist, and a wonderful piece 
of work, in which there is something of the spirit of 
Rembrandt—“ Maximilian finds Lawrence on London 
Bridge.” There are some of Mr. John’s strong, indivi¬ 
dual pencil drawings, too, a set of studies of gardens by 
Mr. Henry Muhrman, and an exquisite old mill by Maris. 

Notes and News 
Mr. John Lane publishes to-day “Also and Per¬ 

haps,” by Sir Frank Swettenham (6s.), and " Grit Law¬ 
less,” by Miss Mills Young (6s.). 

Messrs. Chatto and Windus will publish immediately 
in the New Mediaeval Library a translation of Chretien 
•de Troyes’ old French romance “ Cliges.” This work 
has been set for the London B.A. Honours Examina¬ 
tions, 1912-13 ; and the volume has been specially trans¬ 
lated, with an introduction and notes, by L. J. Gardiner. 

During his recent visit to the South of France, the 
Prince of Wales took with him Mr. Theodore A. Cook’s 
volumes on 44 Old Provence ” ; His Royal Highness also 
intends taking with him on his forthcoming visit to the 
castles of the Loire the same author’s well-known work, 
41 Old Touraine.” Both of these are published by 
Messrs. Rivington. 

Lady Eileen Elliot, Mrs. Walter Rubens, and Miss 
Elizabeth Asquith are among those who are taking part 
in a performance of Vanbrugh’s Restoration Comedy, 

The Confederacy,” which is being given at Mrs. Wal¬ 
dorf Astor’s house, 4, St. James’ Square, on the evenings 
of July 3 and 4, in aid of the Victoria League. Tickets 
may be obtained from the Theatre in Eyre, 8, North 
Terrace, Brompton, S.W. 

44 A Zola Dictionary,” dealing with the various charac¬ 
ters and scenes of the Rougon-Macquart novels, will 
shortly be issued by George Koutledge and Sons, Ltd., 
in their series of Dictionaries to Famous Authors. Mr. 
J. G. Patterson, the compiler, supplies a biographical 

and critical introduction, together with synopses of the 
plots and bibliographical note. 

In connection with the Royal Photographic Society 
of Great Britain a house exhibition of photographs by 
the late F. P. Cembrano, F.R.P.S., will be held at 35, 
Russell Square, and will be open to the public till 
Saturday, July 20, daily (Sundays excepted) from 11 sun 
till 10 p.m. The collection comprises fifteen views in 
the Alhambra and the South of Spain and thirty-seven 
of English landscapes, chiefly river scenery. 

In consequence of the general interest which is being 
taken in Dostoieffsky and his works at the present time 
in this country, the first edition of 44 A Great Russian 
Realist,” by J. A. T. Lloyd, which Messrs. Stanley Paul 
and Co. published a short time ago, is being rapidly 
exhausted. The author, in revising the book for a 
second edition, intends to follow out the suggestions of 
his reviewers, whom he wishes to thank for their appre¬ 
ciative criticisms. Messrs. Stanley Paul and Co. also 
announce an important and serious work, entitled 44 The 
White Slave Market.” 

Mr. Murray is publishing a continuation of the 
44 Human Boy’s ” adventures, by Mr. Eden Phillpotts. 
44 From the Angle of Seventeen ” details the Human 
Boy’s experiences after his advent to the business world. 
Mr. Murray will also publish early in July a work 
entitled 44 The Love of Nature Among the Romans,” by 
Sir Archibald Geikie, the President of the Royal 
Society. The nucleus of this work was an address de¬ 
livered by him last year as President of the Classical 
Association. He makes a study of the feeling for nature 
amongst the Romans as shown in their literature and 
art during the last decade of the Republic and the first 
century of the Empire. 

The concluding meeting of the session of the Royal 
Meteorological Society was held on Wednesday after¬ 
noon, the 19th instant, at the Society’s rooms, 70, Vic¬ 
toria Street, Westminster, Dr. H. N. Dickson, President, 
in the chair. Dr. G. C. Simpson, Meteorologist to the 
British Antarctic Expedition, 1910, read a paper on 
44 Coronae and Iridescent Clouds.” During September, 
1911, he was one of a party led by Captain Scott to 
survey McMurdo Sound, and on the 24th, while en¬ 
veloped in fog, he observed a fine fog-bow. This he 
discussed at length, with the abject of showing that 
water can exist in the atmosphere at extremely low 
temperatures. Mr. W. W. Bryant read a paper on 44 The 
Adoption of a Climatological Day.” 

The Manchester University Press will publish this 
week 44 Old Towns and New Needs,M by raul Water- 
house, F.R.I.B.A., and 44 The Town Extension Plan,” by 
Raymond Unwin, F.RI.B.A., being the Warburton Lec¬ 
tures on Town Planning, delivered at the University on 
January 22 and 29 last. The Lectures will be issued in 
one volume at is. net, and will contain several maps 
and illustrations. On July 3 the M.U. Press will issue: 
44 A Short History of Todmorden: With some Account 
of the Geology and Natural History of the Neighbour¬ 
hood,” by Joshua Holden, M.A., headmaster of Whit- 
cliffe Mount School, Cleckheaton. The book is for 
use in the local schools, and a work of reference for 
those interested in the history of the neighbourhood ; it 
will contain several illustrations. 

Members of the Library Assistants' Association 
visited the House of Lords by kind invitation of Mr. 
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Edmund Gosse, the Librarian, on Wednesday, the 12th 
inst. Mr. Hugh Butler, in the absence of Mr. Gosse, 
conducted the party through the various rooms occu¬ 
pied by the library. Many literary treasures were here 
seen, among the most interesting of which was the 
Death Warrant of Charles the First, with its many sig¬ 
natures and seals of notable men in the history of our 
country. The seventeenth annual meeting of the Asso¬ 
ciation was held in the evening at the University 
College, Gower Street, W.C. An inspection of the 
library and the very fine collection of manuscripts and 
early printed books was made, after which the members 
adjourned to the Mocatta Library. Mr. L. Stanley Jast 
(Chief Librarian, Croydon) delivered an address entitled 
“ Waste in the Library Field,” which called forth a very 
critical discussion. Mr. Jast advocated the adoption of 
a Central Cataloguing Bureau, where all the books likely 
to be purchased by the Libraries in this country would 
be catalogued, and the cards distributed to those 
libraries requiring them, the cost of such a Bureau 
to be covered by subscriptions from all libraries 
participating in the scheme. The annual busi¬ 
ness meeting followed, when the annual report was 
received and the officers and members of the Council for 
the ensuing year were duly elected. The new President 
of the Association (Mr. Henry T. Coutts, Islington 
Libraries) delivered his address, and the usual votes of 
thanks terminated the meeting. 

Imperial and Foreign Affairs 

By Lancelot Lawton. 

THE GROWTH OF SOCIALISM IN JAPAN. 

THE sporadic outbursts of labour violence in Japan, 
though confined to the conditions that prevail in 

localities at the moment, are none the less highly indicative 
of the general situation. But another and a still more sig¬ 
nificant sign of the times is to be found in the spread 
of Socialism. This circumstance is due to several causes, 
the principal of which is purely economic. The increase 
in the burdens of taxation, the rise in the cost of living, 
unaccompanied as it is by a corresponding appreciation 
in wages, and last but not least the dawning realisation 
that capital is exacting too heavy a toll from labour, are 
prominent among the agencies which have propagated 
the seed of Socialism. It is difficult to give any accurate 
idea of the extent of this movement. Whenever the 
agitation has shown the least flicker of flame the police 
have instantly applied rigorous methods of suppression. 
While in this way violent outbursts have been tem¬ 
porarily checked, it cannot be denied that not only has 
Socialism survived, but it has, if anything, received addi¬ 
tional vitality in consequence. 

It will no doubt be argued that as Socialism is funda¬ 
mentally antagonistic to Japanese ideas, both in regard 
to the inviolability of the Throne and the duty of the 
citizen towards the State, its teachings can never thrive 
among the masses of the people. That theory certainly 
held good in the days before Japan had made material 
industrial progress. But a gradual change has been 
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brought about by the spread of education—education 
which taught of the struggle for liberty and freedom in 
foreign lands—and also by the dawning realisation that 
the era of reform that followed the Restoration was 
merely the manifestation of a State policy which sought 
to retain many of the powers and privileges of feudalism 
while at the same time utilising the material and pro¬ 
ductive experience of the West. As a potential menace 
this policy has only recently made itself apparent. In 
certain quarters it is urged that Socialism can never 
make serious headway in Japan; but surely those who 
indulge in such a prophecy ignore facts already accom¬ 
plished. However much the Government may desire 
to give the impression that the views of extreme demo¬ 
cracy do not meet with popular acceptance, the pre¬ 
cautions that are being taken to guard the nation 
against their influence are sufficiently indicative of the 
fears which exist in high quarters. The belief that in 
the army the spread of Socialistic teaching would under¬ 
mine the patriotism of the men led to the following 
decisions as a result of a meeting of the commanders of 
divisions: (i) A close scrutiny should be made into the 
character and friends of soldiers suspected of being 
Socialists. (2) Steps should be taken to ascertain what 
persons they meet when they are out of barracks. (3) 
The suspected soldiers should be shadowed by gen¬ 
darmes. (4) Care should be taken not to allow the 
necessary supervision to injure the standing of the 

suspected men as soldiers. 
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The laws having for their object the preservation of 
peace vest the police with autocratic powers. Before a 
political party can be organised, the consent of the 
executive authorities must be obtained. Moreover, 
newspapers and other publications can be suppressed, 
and associations dissolved by the police. Many years 
ago a Socialist association was formed on the lines of 
the Fabian Society. Owing to the opposition of the 
authorities, all attempts to organise a party have com¬ 
pletely failed, while a number of journals have been 
peremptorily ordered to cease publication because they 
contained articles which, in the opinion of the police, 
were likely to cause breaches of the peace. In one 
instance a newspaper was suppressed merely because it 
published the diaries of Socialists who were serving 
terms of imprisonment. From time to time the authori¬ 
ties have prohibited the sale of European books on the 
ground that they were prejudicial either to the interests 
of the State or to the well-being of the people. Included 
among the authors whose books are banned are to be 
found such famous names as Moliere, Tolstoy, Zola, 
Macaulay, and Goldsmith. The idea that our English 

classic, “ The Vicar of Wakefield,” should be regarded 
by the Japanese censors as degrading to public morality, 
is nothing more or less than a reflection upon the intel¬ 
ligence of the race. The attitude of the authorities in 
this matter is all the more inexplicable in view of the 
fact that the Japanese newspapers frequently contain 
columns of undisguised filth. 

Apparently the official view is that Japanese morals 
can only be contaminated by foreign agencies. Ad¬ 
mittedly it must be a frail intellect that cannot interpret 
a wholesome lesson from “ The Vicar of Wakefield.” 
Tolstoy sent a copy of his essay, “ The Meaning of the 
Russian Revolution,” to the editors of a Japanese pub¬ 
lication, issued under the title of “ The Review of 
Revolutions.” The work was promptly rendered into 
Japanese, but circulation was immediately prohibited. 
In the case of Zola’s novel, “ Paris,” the authorities 
found themselves in a dilemma. Marquis Saionji, then 
Prime Minister, who, during the early days of his career, 
had imbued Republican teachings when in France, in¬ 
terested himself in the translation and wrote a short 
preface welcoming the work. The officials of the Im¬ 
perial Household, however, disliked the democratic 
sentiments expressed by M. Zola, and his revelations 
of vice in high quarters. At their instigation, the sale 
of the second volume of the Japanese translation was 
suppressed. Incidentally, it may be mentioned that the 
first volume had already enjoyed a large sale. Some 
years ago, Mr. Ozaki, the Mayor of Tokyo, and a 
politician whose loyalty is above suspicion, was com¬ 
pelled to resign a Cabinet position in consequence of 
having delivered a speech the burden of which was a 
mere assumption, for the sake of argument, that a 
Republican form of Government existed in Japan. In 
view of the rigour of these repressive measures, it would 
appear that the authorities are in possession of evidence 
which tends to show that Socialism is making more 
progress in Japan than is generally supposed. 
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THE recent publication of figures relating to the 
personal accidents, fatal and otherwise, directly 

caused by mechanically propelled vehicles in London 
has produced a deep sensation in the minds of many 
who have hitherto given little thought to what is one 
of the most serious and difficult problems of the day. 
That in one year 400 people should be killed and 10,000 
injured by motor vehicles in the streets of the metro¬ 
polis is surely a fact sufficient in itself to convince even 
thinking individual that there is something radically 
wrong in the state of affairs—something which impera¬ 
tively demands a drastic remedy. It is regrettable, 
therefore, to find in certain motoring quarters a disposi¬ 
tion to minimise the gravity of the position, and to argue 
that such an appalling list of casualties is only what 
may reasonably be expected. For example, the Motor. 
the most widely circulated, and, in many respects, the 
most influential organ of the motor Press, sums up the 
matter in a leading article with the remark that M what 
is lacking is a really proper appreciation of the new 
condition of affairs by pedestrians, and the first duty of 
any new society should be to teach reckless walkers how 
they may, by the exercise of reasonable care, protect 
themselves.” With all due respect to our technical con¬ 
temporary, this is not the spirit in which the problem 
should be approached. Splendid as are the advantages 
conferred by the motor vehicle upon those who car 
afford to avail themselves of its services, the rights cf 
the general non-motoring public to live, and move, and 
have their being cannot be ignored in this somewhat 
flippant fashion. One may perhaps expect that the 
vigorous and alert should conform to “ the new con¬ 
dition of affairs” by exercising eternal vigilance, but 
there are others. The young, who have not the expen 
ence, and the elderly, who have not the alertness, are 
entitled to walk along and cross the streets in reason 
able security, and this at present they cannot do. The 
question as to what can be done for their protection is 
one which calls urgently for solution. 

There seems to be only one practicable remedy, or 
partial remedy, and that a temporary one, for the traffic 
danger in London: and that is, the prohibition of all 
slow-moving horse-drawn traffic in the metropolitan 
area. It is the intermingling of the latter with the 
speedy motor traffic which is mainly responsible for the 
congestion of the streets and for the numerous accidents 
caused by the motor. The taxicab and motor-’biL> 
driver, to whom the accomplishment of certain journeys 
in a certain time is of vital importance, is compelled to 
avail himself instantly of every opportunity of emerg 
ing as quickly as possible from the continuous blocking 
of the traffic by the crawling and cumbersome horse- 
drawn vehicles, and the bewildered pedestrian is only 

too frequently the victim. If the streets of London were 
entirely reserved to the motor vehicle, which has de¬ 
monstrated its superiority from the points of view 
speed, capacity, and economy for every form of traffic, 
there would be an incalculable saving of time an: 
money, and accidents, although they can never, 
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course, be entirely eliminated, would be largely reduced 
in number. The horse, for traction purposes in a busy 
city, is now a palpable anachronism. For the public 
services it has already almost disappeared. The time 
cannot be far distant when it will have to be banished 
altogether from the London streets, and the sooner that 
time comes the better. 

At the time of writing the race for the Grand Prix 
at Dieppe is in progress, and the first section has re¬ 
sulted in a close finish between the American driver, 
Mr. David Bruce Brown, on a Fiat, and M. Georges 
Boillot, on a Peugeot. The race is a two-day event, 
480 miles having to be covered on each day. Mr. 
Brown finished first on Tuesday with an average speed 
of 73 miles an hour, beating the French driver by two 
minutes. It is interesting to note that in 1907, over the 
same course, Nazzaro won on a Fiat with an average 
speed of 70.61 miles an hour, so that in the mere matter 
of speed there has been no appreciable advance m the 
last five years. So far as the British entrants are con¬ 
cerned, the first day’s racing has not proved by any 
means disappointing. All the thirteen British-made cars 
competing are of the 3-litre—the limited power—sec¬ 
tion, but nevertheless there were five of them in the 
first eleven to finish. R. B. H. 

In the Temple of Mammon 

The City Editor will be pleased to answer all financial 
queries by return of post if correspondents enclose a 
stamped addressed envelope. Such queries must be sent 
to the City Offices, 15, Copthall Avenue, E.C. 

THE Stock Exchange, having no business to transact, 
has devoted the past week to a discussion of the 
Daily Mail scheme for supplying investors with the 

shares that they want without the intervention of either 
broker or jobber. Candidly, the majority of members in 
the House laugh at the proposals of the Daily Mail. But 
there are some who view the enterprise with considerable 
misgiving. They believe that the small investor will be 
drawm away from the House, and that business will suffer. 
The country broker will certainly lose. On the other 
hand, we hear many members laugh and say that it will 
be impossible for a newspaper to take up the position of 
a broker; that the question of the recovery of dividends 
and all the detail work cannot be done profitably for the 
small fee charged by the Daily Mail. Personally, I con¬ 
gratulate the paper upon its enterprise, and 1 am quite 
certain that within a few’ months’ time every newspaper 
will be doing exactly what the Daily Mail is doing to-day. 
There is no reason at all why people should go to the 
Stock Exchange to buy and sell shares if they can deal 
with safety through a respectable newspaper. 1 he jobber 
has only himself to thank for the loss of business that must 
ensue through the enterprise of the Daily Mail. 

There are on the Stock Exchange a large number of 
jobbers w*ho have very little capital, and wTio 
get most of their business because they are friends 
°f some broker. In each market there are, of 
course, at least four or five firms, and probably 
more, who have wealth and act for the big shops or 

on their own account. These are the jobbers who really 
make the prices and who stand beside the small jobber, 
w'hom they use as a sort of runner to bring business. The 
whole system of jobbing on the Stock Exchange is absurd, 
because the jobber charges a great deal more than he 
ought for doing the business. Were he risking any large 
amount of capital it is conceivable that he might insist 
upon a big profit. I do not say that there are no jobbers 
who do not risk their capital, but I do say that the majority 
risk very little. 

In the Industrial Market the prices are sometimes 
ridiculous, and I have again and again complained in these 
columns of the wide prices made in some of our finest 
industrial investments. For example, those people who 
have electric lighting shares to sell can certainly do much 
better through the Daily Mail than they could through the 
Stock Exchange, and the same applies to many other 
sections of the Industrial market. 1 admit that a buyer 
through a newspaper w’ould not save much if he wrere 
only dealing in such securities as Chartered, Dover A, 
Little Chats, Brighton A, or in securities that have a per¬ 
fectly free market and in which the closest possible prices 
are made. But out of the thousands of securities dealt in 
inside the House, how many have a free market? Cer¬ 
tainly not one-tenth. The new rules that have been made 
are simply ridiculous. Indeed, any rule in restraint of 
trade must be ridiculous. Almost all the largest brokers 
in the Stock Exchange were strongly opposed to the new 
rules. Certainly all the most active firms of brokers voted 
against them. It is now said that the rules will again 
be altered. But they w’ill be altered too late; for clearly 
the Daily Mail scheme has caught on and wfill probably 
become universal, for there is nothing against it, and any 
newspaper that desires to retain its readers should afford 
them the facilities now offered by that paper. There is 
only one weak point about the scheme, and that is that 
the Daily Mail only acts as a conduit pipe. It does not 
give advice. 

Next week I shall start a novel sort of financial news¬ 
paper, to be called The Stockbroker. It will not accept 
any financial advertisements, but it will contain advice on 
all financial matters both for the speculator and the in¬ 
vestor, and that advice will be independent of any business 
management. As the newspaper will only have its sales 
revenue to depend upon, the price has been fixed at a 
shilling. Whether it will be a success or not depends 
upon whether there are enough people who are walling to 
buy a financial newspaper that unhesitatingly speaks the 
truth about everything. We shall see. 

The public still remains aloof from the new issues. 
Messrs. Sperlings offer us another of their Light, Power 
and Traction companies in the Consolidated Cities Light, 
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Power and Traction Company, who are selling 4 million 
dollars 5 per cent, gold bonds at 90. This company holds 
stock in various local concerns, mainly in the Southern or 
Western States of America and mostly in small towns 
ranging from 8,000 to 60,000 inhabitants. The estimated 
net earnings are put down at 400,000 dollars for the year 
ending December 31, 1913. But it should be noted that 
the profits for the year ending May 31, 1912, are vaguely 
stated at 280,000 dollars, which would be barely sufficient 
to meet the interest on the present bond issue. These 
bonds are therefore somewhat speculative. 

The Strand Palace Hotel is increasing its capital by the 
issue of 200,000 7 per cent, cumulative preference shares 
and 100,000 7 per cent, participating preferred ordinary 
shares, which are offered at 5s. premium. The money 
is required to erect and equip an hotel on an island plot 
just off Piccadilly Circus. The new hotel will have more 
bedrooms than any other hotel in the United Kingdom, 
and will be fitted in a luxurious manner. No tipping will 
be permitted, and the charge for bedroom, bath, light and 
table d'hdte breakfast will be 6s. per person. The Strand 
Palace has made ^40,593 for the year ending September 
30, and the directors, who are also directors of Lyons and 
Co., anticipate that the new hotel, together with the 
Strand Palace, should make a profit of 120,000 a year. 
After paying debenture interest and 7 per cent, on the 
preference shares now in existence and now offered, and a 
dividend on the deferred ordinary shares, there should be 
nearly ^30,000 left for distribution amongst the preferred 
ordinary shares and the deferred ordinary shares. There¬ 
fore the preferred ordinary would obtain about 14 per cent, 
dividend. As the group has not yet made any mistake, it 
is quite possible that the calculations in the prospectus 
will be proved correct. London is more and more be¬ 
coming a city of hotels, and all seem to do well. 

Money.—The Money Market feels quite happy with 
regard to the Berlin settlement. In London the end of 
the half year will cause no commotion. There may be a 
temporary stringency, but it will pass away in a few days. 
It is then quite probable that the Bank of England will 
reduce its rate. The decision made by Lloyd George to 
devote 5 millions to the sinking fund will please every¬ 
body. Consols should rise. 

Foreigners.—The Foreign Market has been dull, and 
there was a sharp set-back in Tintos, due entirely to some 
of the speculators having got out of their stock before 
the end of the half-year settlement in Paris; no doubt also 
the fall was accentuated by the action of the option 
dealers. The 41 bears ” are buying back their Italians. 

Home Rails.—Nobody can say a good word for Home 
Rails, therefore it is the moment to buy, and I strongly 
urge my readers who have money to invest to buy the 
Heavy Lines for the new account. 

Yankees.—Yankee Rails may be left out of our pur¬ 
view, as it is unlikely that any serious business deals will 
be attempted until the elections are out of the way. There 

, has been a slight shake-out in Copper shares, due entirely 
to the fall in the metal. No doubt a large number of 
people had bought Copper on money borrowed from the 
banks, and as the banks usually call in loans just before 
the end of the half-year, these ‘‘bulls” thought it wiser 
to take their profits. This market will recover rapidly, 
for although Amalgamated is holding a big stock of 
copper, the tale that there is an enormous hidden hoard 
of the red metal may be entirely disregarded. 

Oil.—The Oil Market has been just as deserted as the 
rest of the Stock Exchange, and even Shells have been 
dull. The “ bulls ” in Ural Caspians have been getting 
out, and it is clear that we shall not have another oil 
boom for some time to come, certainly not until the public 
has digested the shares that it purchased during the past 
few months. The Central Carpathian Company is almost 
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ready, and I hear that Mr. Barnet will probably offer some 
shares in his big Roumanian Consolidated. The same 
group will also, when the time is ripe, place the remainder 
of the working capital shares in the Moreni Roumania, 
which from four wells have already turned out over 8,000 
tons of oil. 

Kaffirs and Rhodesians.—Both the Kaffir and the 
Rhodesian Markets have been flat, although shares in the 
Lonely have been supported by the shop. The Shamva 
report is not very satisfactory. 

Tin.—A cable was published last Saturday with regard 
to Anglo-Continental; evidently the first attempt to 
recreate a boom in this share. It fell flat, and 
the whole Tin Market is now depressed to a degree. 
Some wag posted a notice in the House, 44 Lost, Stolen, 
or Strayed, the Naraguta return.” 

Miscellaneous.—There has been quite a little business 
in Miscellaneous shares, as the Hudson Bay report was 
much liked. Van den Berghs have also been bid for, and 
opened the week at 50s., but the public appear to be get¬ 
ting out of their Marconis, and the ‘‘bulls ” of National 
Telephone deferred are also beginning to think that a bird 
in the hand is worth two in the Government bush. It 
seems to me a very reasonable speculation to buy Waring 
and Gillow debentures at ^25, for a scheme is on foot 
to resuscitate the firm, and surely this big business is 
worth at a break-up price more than 5s. in the £1. 

Raymond Radclyffe. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

THE GERMAN PERIL. 

To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—I have had a talk with a German gentleman (from 
Hamburg) to-day. He is of the opinion that the meaning 
of the move of his country in sending the present or new 
Ambassador to London is the final prior to war between 
his country and this country. He pointed out that Ger¬ 
many has an army of six million men, including reservists, 
always ready for action within twenty-four hours; that the 
machinery for massing and moving this vast army is 
perfect in the smallest detail, that every man knows 
exactly what he has to do and where he has to go; every 
chief railway official has sealed instructions; every mayor 
or burgomaster has sealed directions; magistrates and 
people of note have similar instructions directing them as 
to what they have to do immediately upon the issue of a 
proclamation. That at every port there are always stand¬ 
ing ready all the munitions of war and arrangements for 
embarking an army of 250,000 men. That there are 
always sufficient transport steamers at these ports. That 
they have built and are building steam colliers capable of 
14 to 15 knots, fitted with self-discharging machinery, 
wireless, and able to coal the fleet w'hile under way. That 
they are building a great fleet, increasing the personnel 
of the fleet; that they have a reserve for manning their 
fleet, as every German seaman, officer and engineer was 
naval-trained. But this has cost a lot of monev, and 
Germany is faced with bankruptcy, because her resources 
are not equal to the present demands ; therefore they (the 
German nation) would be compelled either to find the 
resources necessary or compel someone else to pay their 
expenditure. England is the only country that has the 
means to foot the bill. 44 England holds every asset that 
would be accepted as security for the money we have 
spent; therefore we must either break England or acknow¬ 
ledge ourselves as a nation bankrupt and unable to bear 
the strain of attempting to place our flag and country 
as the master-flag and nation of the world.” If the 
German Empire is to continue, it must acquire colonies, 
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it must progress, and England is the only nation 
standing in her way. The very existence of the Ger¬ 
man nation as a World-Empire depends upon her ability 
to progress, and she can only progress if England is 
thrust from her present position. Germany, he said, is 
now in the position of having to show her people that 
the increased taxation which they have to meet is for 
their benefit, and that the ultimate burden will fall upon 
other than German shoulders. Every German recognises 
that war with England is necessary to their national exist¬ 
ence, and that every German drinks to the toast of the 
day when Germany will have England conquered and 
suppliant at her feet. 

My friend told me many other things, and expressed 
surprise that Englishmen failed to recognise the danger 
their land was in. He said the English are just like the 
French, and will be caught in the same trap. As a busi¬ 
ness man he personally did not want war, nor did many 
of the German people, but unfortunately, he said, the 
question was not in the hands of either the people or their 
Parliament, but in the hands of those who would have 
to justify their policy of expansion. It is now some five 
years ago that I mentioned to you the German prepara¬ 
tions. Since then the people in this country who are 
responsible for the country’s safety have had it pointed 
out to them. But what have they done to meet the 
danger, what preparation have they made? Have they 
told the nation of its peril? Instead of attempting to place 
the country in a strong position to resist any attempt upon 
her shores, her flag and her honour, they are deluding 
and misleading the people into a feeling of false security 
with promises of benefits and social advantages; while 
as my German friend said : 44 Every country in Europe 
looks on with astonishment and wonder at our blindness 
and neglect.’* 

I have written you this, sir, because I know that you 
are personally quite alive to the position, and because 
my friend is one whom I have known for some years in 
44 shipping,” and is a man of substance, one who is not 
likely to be an alarmist. Yours very truly, 

West Hartlepool. T. McL. 

[We are quite aware of the facts stated by our corre¬ 
spondent, and agree in his conclusions as to the criminal 
supineness of our Government and a portion of our popu¬ 
lation. Germany as a business nation will and can only 
strike if she foresees assured success. It is quite easy to 
demonstrate to her that she cannot possibly succeed. Un¬ 
fortunately patriotism in parts of this country is at present 
a condition secondary to personal profit. The sequel will 
enforce the moral.—Editor, The Academy.] 

44 CHASTE SAPPHO.” 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Monsieur,—Au sujet de ma 44 Chaste Sappho ” je suis 
d’abord confus des £loges que vous me prodiguez 
(Academy, May n, 1912); ensuite je ne saurais trop vous 
remercier de l’extr£oie attention que vous avez accord^e k 
mon opuscule. Tout cela m’encourage k vous adresser 
pour vos lecteurs quelques lignes propres k ^claircir toute 
confusion au sujet de l’authenticit£ du Ms. qui a servi k 
mes Etudes. 

II ne faut pas oublier que la publicity, pour ne pas 
£tre une invention absolument r&rente, n’a gu&re donnd 
de r^sultats que de nos jours. Elle ^tait autrefois si peu 
de chose que m£me apr&s la d^couverte de Timprimerie en 
Angleterre, cent ans apr£s la mort de l’immortel Shakes¬ 
peare, il fut possible k un certain Nahum Tate non- 
seulement de donner un 44 Roi Lear,” mais d’avertir ses 
lecteurs 44 qu’il en avait pris l’id£e dans une pitce, d’on ne 
sait quel auteur, qu’il avait lue par hasard.” 

A plus forte raison, avant la d^couverte de rimprimerie 
1700 ans apr&s la mort de Sappho, on est fored d’admettre 
que la copie de l’ode 2 de Sappho que nous donne le Ms. 
2036 est d’une authenticity suspecte pareeque e’est un 

melange de la vraie le^on, des lemons parodiques, et des 
fautes des copistes. N^anmoins elle est sup6rieure comme 
authenticity k celle qu’aurait le 44 Roi Lear ” de Nahum 
Tate si on voulait nous le donner comme ytant celui de 
Shakespeare au cas 011 le dernier aurait eu le malheur de 
disparaftre. 

En somme Nahum Tate refit l’oeuvre de Shakespeare en 
d&narquant soigneusement tout ce qui pouvait accuser 
son plagiat. Tandis que les comiques, pour faire prendre 
leur oeuvre pour des poesies de Sappho, serrirent de tr&s- 
pr£s 1’original, se contenant d’y introduire des mots et 
des id^es obsefcnes, k la faveur de certaines ressemblances 
de mots, par certains k peu-pr^s qui laissent derriire les 
mots parodiques entrevoir le veritable le^on. 

Plus tard les libraires par ^conomie, par insouciance ou 
faute de pouvoir juger et discerner ce qui £tait le vrai du 
faux, m&ang&rent et la le^on de Sappho et les parodies. 

Ce sont ces mixtures qui nous sont parvenues pareeque 
les vrais ouvrages de Sappho, appartenant k un dialecte 
qui ne se parlait plus, disparurent de bonne heure quand 
l’atticisme d’abord et la langue commune ensuite eurent 
tout envahi. II n’en reste que des citations plus ou moins 
exactes comme toutes les citations qui se font la plus 
part du temps de mymoire. 

Veuillez m’excuser si j’ai yty un peu long, et daignez 
agreyr avec mes plus chaleureux remerciements 1’assur¬ 
ance de ma parfaite considyration. 

(Dr.) J.-M.-F. Bascoul. 

(Mydecin de Colonisation.) 
El-Kseur (Dyp. de Constantine), 

Algyrie. June 8, 1912. 

THE GERMAN POINT OF VIEW. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Mr. Lawton’s diagnosis of German opinion as to 
the aims of British policy is probably accurate. We do 
unquestionably oppose German interests at every turn and 
in every quarter of the globe; and it is very difficult to 
believe that this persistent opposition is unintentional. It 
is quite obvious to an independent observer that Great 
Britain is desperately afraid of Germany, and is deter¬ 
mined to thwart her designs for expansion in every 
possible way. But the game is a dangerous one, and 
the friends upon whom we rely so implicitly to help us 
in carrying it out may as likely as not prove to be playing 
for their own hand and not for ours. Take the United 
States, for instance. Would they spend such untold 
treasure on piercing the Isthmus of Panama unless they 
had some great dream, on the realisation of which they 
have set their heart? Anyone with a little imagination 
can see that the Canal means the eventual consolidation 
of the whole North American Continent into one great 
republic, and the domination of the resources of Latin 
America by the more vigorous northern race. That, I 
most firmly believe, is the ideal of the United States, 
and unless we are content to lose Canada, and with 
Canada the Empire, we shall take steps at once to counter¬ 
act that enormous access of naval power which the pos¬ 
session and control of the Panama Canal will give to the 
United States. So far we have done nothing to safe¬ 
guard our position in the New World; and the time in 
which we may still do so is getting perilously short. But 
a way lies open, if we will but take it. Why should we 
not, in fact, come to a friendly understanding with Ger¬ 
many, and aid her in the acquisition of suitable territory 
in temperate South America in defiance of the Monroe 
Doctrine? In this way we shall ourselves be relieved 
from the intolerable pressure of German shipbuilding 
rivalry, and shall at the same time impose a check on the 
pretensions of the United States to control the whole of 
the American Continent, north and south. I say nothing 
about an act of tardy justice to Germany, though I feel 
very strongly that our policy of repression has been 
thoroughly unjustifiable and selfish. I put the case en- 
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tirely as a matter of policy, believing as I do that our 
position is already becoming precarious and that a little 
more driving full speed ahead without looking will result 
in irretrievable disaster to the ship of State. I am, Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
Immo S. Allen. 

SPRING POETS. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—Before you go further in the suppression of spring 
poetry, pray pause to consider what happened in Ger¬ 
many, according to Adolf Holst’s latest volume of verse, 
44 Lustige Vdgel aus meinem Garten 99:— 

The Spring having flown, disgusted with the in¬ 
numerable poets who celebrated her appearance with 
delirious enthusiasm, the authorities, according to 
custom and formula, declared it to be strongly for¬ 
bidden 41 in March, in April and above all in May,” 
to address the Spring in lyric verse. What hap¬ 
pened ? 

44 There came a calamity over the land, 
There died directly, you understand, 
Nine thousand, nine hundred and ninety-nine poets, 
(Not counting the ladies).” 

Alarmed lest the race become extinct, for only two 
were left, and these at the point of death, the decree 
was recalled. The poets at once called faintly for 
pen and ink and 

44 They started to writing as busy as bees, 
—Both bards, if you please— 
Though still somewhat weak, yet with rapturous 

glance, 
A Springtide romance.” 

He adds :— 

44 This was some time ago, 
And though at that time we so nearly had none, 
We now have just over one half mil-li-on. 
(Not counting the ladies, of course).” 

82, Morningside East, May Lamberton Becker. 

New York City, U.S.A. 
June 10, 1912. 

MOUTH BREATHERS. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—In dealing with the treatment and destruction of 
disease, an incalculable benefit might be rendered to 
humanity by medical men if they would give the mother 
a few simple rules whereby she might recognise the first 
manifestation of any physical or mental ailment in her 
little ones. Now one of the simplest rules for the pre¬ 
vention of disease, and one which is generally overlooked, 
but which if carried out would prove abidingly effectual 
in counteracting the formation of a bad habit, is that 
which applies to the evil effect of mouth breathing. The 
ignorance of the people, and especially the young, con¬ 
cerning this most important rule of health is deplorable; 
and it need be little wondered at that so many individuals 
grow up with diseases of the respiratory organs, extreme 
sore throat, narrow chests, and consumption. Walter De 
Voe states that 44 the air passages in the nasal organs 
contain twenty-six square inches of moist mucous mem¬ 
brane, which not only moistens and warms the air, but 
collects from it the dust and germs with which it is filled. 
The secretions of the mucous membrane contain properties 
which destroy the germs of disease taken in with the air. 
Air taken in through the mouth is moistened, but it is 
not tempered, filtered and disinfected as it is when enter¬ 
ing through the nose. One glance at the lungs of one 
who breathes through the mouth, with its dark coating 
of dirt that accumulates on the inner lining and hinders 
the blending of oxygen and blood, would cure anyone of 

the mouth breathing habit.” This habit of mouth breath¬ 
ing is also responsible for much of the dulness, want of 
attention, and deficiency of mental and physical power 
among the children attending school. And although it 
may be true that we are breathing through every part 
of our body, and that we should keep the body perfectly 
clean and sweet, so that it should not inbreathe certain 
impurities or exhalations, it will be universally acknow¬ 
ledged that the most important breathing channel is 
through the nose. Yours faithfully, 

J, R. Morbton. 
44 Lynton,” Brockley Rise, S.E. 

GEORGE ROMNEY’S GRAVE. 
To the Editor of The Academy. 

Sir,—I have just returned from a week’s stay in the 
delightful Lake District (4< the loveliest spot that man 
hath ever found,” as Wordsworth says), and during my 
sojourn in this most glorious part of our isles I naturally 
did not miss the opportunity of visiting the graves of 
the immortal William Wordsworth, Hartley Coleridge, 
Sir John Richardson (the famous Arctic explorer), who 
sleep in Grasmere Churchyard, and John Ruskin, who 
lies buried in the little churchyard of Coniston. All these 
resting-places I found to be in a perfectly satisfactory 
condition, but not so that of George Romney (1734-1802), 
the illustrious portrait painter, whose tomb in the church¬ 
yard of Dalton-in-Furness I likewise visited. First, in 
order to reach it, I had to wade through grass nearly 
a yard high, and secondly, the flat, massive stone which 
covers Romney’s remains is completely broken in half. 
This is all the more surprising as there is an inscription 
round the tomb, stating that 44 this memorial was restored 
by John Orde Romney, of Whitestock Hall, in this county, 
a great-grandson of the painter, in the year of our Lord, 
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five.” That is 
only seventeen years ago, yet the grave of George Romney 
is again in a state of the most abject neglect. I trust 
that no time will be lost in once more renovating this 
memorable resting-place, and in a manner worthy of the 
great artist who lies beneath it. Yours very obediently, 

Algernon Ashton. 

10, Holmdale Road, West Hampstead, 
London, N.W. 
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Hie Cowper & Newton Museum 

Obey, Bucks. 

AN APPEAL FOR ENDOWMENT. 

Twelve yean ago, 00 the occasion of the Centenary of the death 
of the poet Cowper, the house in which he lived at Olney 
was presented to the town to form a Memorial and Museum. 
The Trustees have, with a number of gentlemen resident in 
the district, formed an Endowment Committee, of which the 
Bishop of Durham is the Chairman. 

The Secretary is Mr. Thomas Wright, the Cowper and 
Newton Museum, Olney, Bucks, to whom Contributions 
should be addressed. 
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LITERARY SUPPLEMENT 
TO 

THE ACADEMY 
CONSISTING OF 

NOTABLE ARTICLES, REVIEWS, Etc., 
WHICH HAVE APPEARED FROM TIME TO TIME IN ‘ THE ACADEMY” SINCE ITS INCEPTION 

ABOUT DICKENS 

By Lionel Johnson 

(April 22, 1899) 

Why is Dickens so frequently and abundantly misquoted, 
his incidents misrepresented ? Why do writers, capable 
of correct quotation from, and accurate allusions to, 
Sappho, Martin Tupper, and M. Anatole France come to 
grief when they come to Dickens ? To his adorers, of 
whom I am humblest among the greatest, this laxity is 
exasperating. A few years since, some monstrous person, 
wishing to speak of Sam Weller’s famous crumpet story, 
turned the crumpets into muffins. Aghast at this outrage, 
the late Mr. Walter Wren wrote to a daily paper, pro¬ 
testing that, to his best recollection, muffins are not once 
mentioned in 44 Pickwick.” Absurd ! Muffins are mentioned 
thrice, and a muffin-boy once. Yet Mr. Wren, if report 
be true, shared with Sir Walter Besant and another the 
distinction of having scraped through Calverley’s intricate 
44 Pickwick Papers ” examination. Not long ago, a critic, 
wishing to redeem the memory of Dickens from the 
stain of bad English left upon it by the title of 41 Our 
Mutual Friend,” observed that the phrase is put into the 
uneducated, if poetic, mouth of Silas Wegg, and that 
Dickens was therefore aware of its vulgarity. It is not 
put into Wegg’s mouth, but into Mr. Boffin’s, and in 
44 Little Dorrit ” there is proof that Dickens divides with — 
hvrresco referens—Miss Austin the disgrace of having per¬ 
sonally sanctioned the vulgarism. 

But that Mr. Gissing should be an offender is eery 
grievous. His recent monograph on Dickens is by far the 
finest and truest elaborate piece of criticism that has yet 
been written upon Dickens. Yet flies are in the amber: 
vexatious flies. As thus: page 57—speaking of the abuse 
of 44coincidence ” by Dickens, Mr. Gissing writes:—44 When 
Oliver Twist casually makes acquaintance with an old 
gentleman in the streets of London, tliis old gentleman of 
course turns out to be his relative, who desired of all things 
to discover the boy.” The point is unaffected; but Mr. 
Brownlow was not Oliver’s relative, he was his father’s 
dearest friend. Pag© 82—speaking of the principles upon 
which Dickens metes out his punishments, Mr. Gissing 
writes : 44 Sqneers or Mr. Creakle we will by no means for¬ 
give ; nay, of their hard lot, so well merited, we will make 
all the fun we can . . . .” But we take leave of Mr. 
Creakle as a Middlesex magistrate, exhibiting his pet and 
pious criminals, Litimer and Uriah Heep, to the disgusted 
David and Traddles. I am not aware that a Middlesex 
magistracy is a very miserable position. Page 121—speak¬ 
ing of 44 the respectable man,” Mr. Gissing writes : 44 If my 
memory serves me, Mr. Pecksniff did not keep a gig (possibly 
it is implied in his position) . . Mr. PecJpnifFs gig 
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is carefully described, defined, and named—in one chapter 
the vehicle is mentioned by the name of gig no fewer than 
eighteen times. Upon p. 141 I would prefer to have the 
great and dear name of Mrs. MacStinger spelled as Dickens 
spelled it. Upon the following page it is untrue to say that 
Mrs. Gargery provoked the fight between Joe and Orlick 
44 by a malicious lie.” She was malicious, but told no lie. 
Upon page 147 wo meet with 44 Sophy Whackles.” Now Dick 
Swiveller’s flame was, until she became Mrs. Cheggs, Miss 
Sophy Wackles. Page 159: Dora Spenlow’s dog was Jip, 
not Gip. Page 164 44 The booful lady ” should be 44 the 
boofer lady.” Page 168: The hugo dish which young 
Copperfleld was supposed to have devoured unaided consisted 
not of cutlets, but of chops. Page 172 : Mr. Gissing speaks 
of 41 Mr. Sm&llweed giving his friend Mr. Jobling a dinner.” 
Prodigious! No Small weed ever gave any one anything — 
but trouble. Mr. Gnppy gave the dinner ; and when Chick 
Smallweed returned to his family circle the grandfather com¬ 
plimented him for living upon his friend. Page 174 : Old 
Mr. Willet is described as sitting, after the ruin of the May- 
pole by the rioters, 44 staring at his old-time companion, the 
kitchen-boiler.” This he could not have done, for the rioters 
left him tied to his chair in the bar: if he was consciously 
staring at anything, it was at the downcut Maypole looking 
in through the window. Page 185—speaking of 44 Sketches 
by Boz,” Mr. Gissing writes: 44 Dealing for the most part 
with vulgarity, hi9 first book is very free from vulgarisms. 
In one of the earliest letters to Forster he 9peaks of 4 your 
invite ; * but no such abomination deforms the printed pages.” 
Unhappily, this very abomination itself deforms the pages 
of 44 Boz”: Mr. Gissing will find it in 44 The Steam Excur¬ 
sion.” Page 192: Mr. Gissing, quoting the description of a 
certain scene, says that it occurs when 44 Jonas, become a 
murderer, is lurking in his own house. . . .” It occurred 
before, not after, Montague Tigg’s murder, and the fact inten¬ 
sifies the suggestive grimness of the description. Page 236 : 
44 A tragedy of drink Dickens never gives ns.” Mr. Gissing 
forgets 44The Drunkard’s Death,” last of the 44 Sketches 
by Boz ; ” also 44 The Stroller’s Tale,” in 44 Pickwick.” 

Infinitesimal, these slips of memory or of the pen : reflect¬ 
ing no discredit upon Mr. Gissing’s admirable study, which 
has placed all lovers of Dickens in his debt for ever. And 
yet they are characteristic, symptomatic of that slight 
inaccuracy which besets those who write upon Dickens, or 
refer to him. I am convinced that were Mr. Gissing to writo 
upon Thackeray no such slips would occur. It seems reserved 
for Dickens to enjoy, with the Bible and Shakespeare, that 
penalty of popularity and familiarity, inaccurate usage. It 
has never been my lot to write of Dickens, and I am glad of 
it: for 1 am certain that the epidemic of error would have 
promptly seized me, and that I should have found myself 
writing about Sam Swiveller and Dick Weller, or sending 
Mr. Pickwick into the wrong bedroom at Norwich. 
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SA1NTE-BEUVE 

By Matthew Arnold 

(November 13, 1869) 

This is neither the time nor the place to attempt any com¬ 
plete account of the remarkable man whose pen, busy to the 
end, and to the end charming and instructing us, has within 
the last few weeks dropped from his hand for ever. A few 
words are all that the occasion allows, and it is hard not to 
make them words of mere regret and eulogy. Most of what 
is at this moment written about him is in this strain, and 
very naturally ; the world has some arrears to make up to 
him, and now, if ever, it feels this. Late, and as it were by 
accident, he came to his due estimation in France ; here in 
England it is only within the last ten years that he can be 
said to have been publicly known at all. We who write 
these lines knew him long and owed him much; something 
of that debt we will endeavour to pay, not, as we ourselves 
might be most inclined, by following the impulse of the hour 
and simply praising him, but, as he himself would have pre¬ 
ferred, by recalling what in sum he chiefly was, and what is 
the essential scope of his effort and working. 

Shortly before Sainte-Beuve's death appeared a new edition 
of his “Portraits Contemporains,” one of his earlier works, 
of which the contents date from 1832 and 1833, before his 
method and manner of criticism were finally formed. But 
the new edition is enriched with notes and retouches added 
as the volumes were going through the press, and which 
bring our communications with him down to these very 
latest months of his life. Among them is a comment on a 
letter of Madame George Sand, in which she had spoken of 
the admiration excited by one of his articles : — 

1 leave this as it stands (says he), because the sense and 
the connection of the passage require it; but, personne ne 
sait raieux que moi a quoi s’en tenir sur le mlrite absolu 
de ces articles qui sont tout au plus, et mdme lorsqu'ils 
r^ussissent le mieux, des choses sens&s dans un genre 
mediocre. Ce qu'ils ont eu d’alerte et d’a-propos a leur 
moment suffit a peine a expliquer ces exag£rations de 
l’amitl. Reservons Vadmiration pour les oeuvres de polsie 
et d’art, pour les compositions £lev£es ; la plus grande gloire 
du critique est dans l'approbation et dans l'estime des bons 
esprits. 

This comment, which extends to his whole work as a critic, 
has all the good breeding and delicacy by which Sainte- 
Beuve’s writing was distinguished, and it expresses, too, what 
was to a great extent, no doubt, his sincere conviction. Like 
so many who have tried their hand at oeuvres de poesie et 
d'art, his preference, his dream, his ideal was there; the rest 
was comparatively journeyman-work, to be done well and 
estimably rather than ill and discreditably, and with precious 
rewards of its own, besides, in exercising the faculties and in 
keeping off ennui; but still work of an inferior order. Yet 
when one looks at the names on the title-page of the “Portraits 
Contemporains Chateaubriand, Beranger, Laraennais, La¬ 
martine, Victor Hugo, George Sand —names representing, in 
our judgment, very different degrees of eminence, but none of 
which we have the least inclination to disparage—is it certain 
that the works of poetry and art to which these names are 
attached eclipRe the work done by Sainte-Beuve ? Could 
Sainte-Beuve have had what was no doubt his will, and in the 
line of the “ Consolations ” and “ Volupt£ ” have produced 
works with the power and vogue of Lamartine’s works, or 
Chateaubriand’s, or Hugo’s, he would have been more interest- 
ing to us to-day—would he have stood permanently higher ? 
We venture to doubt it. Works of poetry and art like 
Moliere s and Milton’s eclipse no doubt all productions of 
the order of the “ Causeries du Lundi," uud tl>q highest 
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language of admiration may very properly be reserved for 
such works alone. Inferior works in the same kind have 
their moment of vogue when their admirers apply to them 
this language; there is a moment when a drama of Hugo's 
finds a public to speak of it as if it were Moliere’s, and a 
poem of Lamartine’s finds a public to speak of it as if it 
were Milton's. At no moment will a public be found to 
speak of work like Sainte-Beuve's “ Causeries ” in f uch 
fashion ; and if this alone were regarded, one might allow 
oneself to leave to his work the humbler rank which lie 
assigns to it. But the esteem inspired by his work remains 
and grows, while the vogue of all works of poetry and art 
but the best, and the high-pitched admiration which goes 
with vogue, diminish and disappear; and this redresses the 
balance. Five-aud-twenty years ago it would have seemed 
absurd, in France, to place Sainte-Beuve, as a French 
author, on a level with Lamartine. Lamartine had at that 
time still his vogue, and, though assuredly no Moli&re or 
Milton, had for the time of his vogue the halo which sur¬ 
rounds properly none but great poets like these. To this 
Sainte-Beuve cannot pretend, but what does Lamartine 
retain of it now P It would still be absurd to place Sainte- 
Beuve on a level with Moli&re or Milton; is it any longer 
absurd to place him on a level with Lamartine, or even 
above him P In other words, excellent work in a lower 
kind counts in the long run above work which is short of 
excellence in a higher; first-rate criticism has a permanent 
value greater than that of any but first-rate works of poetry 
and art. 

And Sainte-Beuve’s criticism may be called first-rate. 
His curiosity was unbounded, and he was born a naturalist, 
carrying into letters, so often the mere domain of rhetoric 
and futile amusement, the ideas and methods of scientific 
natural inquiry, and this he did while keeping in perfection 
the ease of movement and charm of touch which belong to 
letters properly so called, and which give them their unique 
power of universal penetration and of propagandism. Man, 
as he is, and as his history and the productions of his spirit 
show him, was the object of his study and interest; he 
strove to find the real data with which, in dealing with man 
and his affairs, we have to do. Beyond this study he did 
not go—to find the real data. But he was determined they 
should be the real data, and not fictitious and conventional 
data, if he could help it. This is what, in our judgment, 
distinguishes him, and makes his work of singular use and 
instructiveness. Most of us think that we already possess 
the data required, and have only to proceed to deal with 
human affairs in the light of them. This is, as is well 
known, a thoroughly English persuasion. It is what makes 
us such keen politicians ; it is an honour to an Englishman, 
we say, to take part in political strife. Solomon says, on 
the other hand, “It is an honour to a man to cease from 
strife, but every fool will be meddling;” and Sainte-Beuve 
held with Solomon. Many of us, again, have principles and 
connections which ara all in all to us, and we arrange data 
to suit them ; a book, a character, a period of history, we 
see from a point of view given by our principles and con¬ 
nections, and to the requirements of this point of view we 
make the book, the character, the period, adjust themselves. 
Sainte-Beuve never did so, and criticised with unfailing 
acuteness tho&e who did. “Tocqueville arrivait avec son 
moule tout pr£t; la realite n’y repond pas, et les choses ne 
se pr£tent pas k y entrer.” 

M. de Tocqueville commands much more sympathy in 
England than his critic, and the very mention of him will 
awaken impressions unfavourable to Sainte-Beuve ; for the 
French Liberals honour Tocqueville and at heart dislike 
Sainte-Beuve ; and people in England always take their cue 
from the French Liberals. For that very reason have we 
boldly selected for quotation this criticism on him, because 
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the course criticised in Tocqueville is precisely the course 
with which an Englishman would sympathise, and which he 
would be apt to take himself; while Sainte-Beuve, in 
criticising him, shows just the tendency which is his charac¬ 
teristic, and by which he is of use to us. Tocqueville, as is 
well known, finds in the ancient regime all the germs of the 
centralisation which the French Revolution developed and 
established. This centralisation is his bugbear, as it is the 
bugbear of English Liberalism; and directly he finds it, the 
system where it appears is judged. Disliking, therefore, the 
French Revolution for its centralisation, and then finding 
centralisation in the ancient regime also, he at once sees in 
this discovery, “ mille motifs nouveatixde hair Vancien regime.’ 
How entirely does every Englishman abound here, as the 
French say, in Tocqueville’s sense ; how faithfully have all 
Englishmen repeated and re-echoed Tocqueville’s book on 
the ancient regime ever since it was published; how inca¬ 
pable are they of supplying, or of imagining the need of 
supplying, any corrective to it! But hear Sainte-Beuve :— 

Dans son effroi de la centralisation, l’auteur en vient a 
m<5connaitre de grands bienfaits d’equity dus a Richelieu 
et a Louis XIV. Homme du peuple ou bourgeois, sous 
Louis XIII., ne valait-il pas mieux avoir affaire a un inten- 
dant, a l’homme du roi, qu’a un gouverneur de provinoe, a 
quelque due d’Epernon? Ne maudissons pas oeux a qui 
nous devons les commencements de l'£g&lit6 devant la loi, 
la premiere 6bauche de l’ordre moderue qui nous a affran- 
chis, nous et nos p&res, et le tiers-£tat tout entier, de oette 
quantity de petits tyrans qui couvraient le boI, grands 
seigneurs ou hobereaux. 

The point of view of Sainte-Beuve is as little that of a 
glowing Revolutionist as it is that of a chagrined Liberal; it 
is that of a man who seeks the truth about the ancient 

regime and its institutions, and who instinctively seeks to 
correct anything strained and arranged in the representation 

of them. “ Voyons les choses de l’histoire telles qu’elles se 
sont passees.” 

At the risk of offending the prejudices of English readers 
we have thus gone for an example of Sainte-Beuve’s essential 
method to a sphere where his application of it makes a keen' 
impression, and created for him, in his lifetime, warm 
enemies and detractors. In that sphere it is not easily 
permitted to a man to be a naturalist, but a naturalist 
Sainte-Beuve could not help being always. Accidentally, 
at the end of his life, he gave delight to the Liberal opinion 
of his own country and ours by his famous speech in the 
Senate on behalf of free thought. He did but follow his 
instinct, however, of opposing, in whatever medium he was, 
the current of that medium when it seemed excessive and 
tyrannous. The extraordinary social power of French 
Catholicism makes itself specially felt in an assembly like 
the Senate. An elderly Frenchman of the upper class is 
apt to be, not unfrequently, a man of pleasure, reformed or 
exhausted, and the deference of such a personage to repres¬ 
sion and Cardinals is generally excessive. This was enough 
to rouse Sainte-Beuve’s opposition; but he would have had 
the same tendency to oppose the heady current of a medium 
where mere Liberalism reigned, where it was Professor 
Fawcett, and not the Archbishop of Bordeaux, who took the 
bit in his teeth. 

That Sainte-Beuve stopped short at curiosity, at the desire 
to know things as they really are, and did not press on with 
faith and ardour to the various and immense applications of 
this knowledge which suggest themselves, and of which the 
accomplishment is reserved for the future, was due in part 
to his character, but more to his date, his period, his circum¬ 
stances. Let it be enough for a man to have served well 
one need of his age; and among politicians and rhetoricians 
to have been a naturalist, at a time-^yhen for any good and 
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lasting work in government and literature our old conven¬ 
tional draught of the nature of things wanted in a thousand 
directions re-verifying and correcting. 

THE DEATH OF PUCK 

I. 
I fear that Puck is dead—it is so long 

Since men last saw him—dead with all the rest 
Of that sweet elfin crew that made their nest 

In hollow huts, where hazels sing their song ; 

Dead and for ever, like the antique throng 

The elves replaced ; the Dryad that you guessed 
Behind the leaves; the Naiad weed-bedressed ; 

The leaf-eared Faun that loved to lead you wrong. 

Tell me, thou hopping Robin, hast thou met 
A little man, no bigger than thyself, 

Whom they call Puck, where woodland bells are wet ? 

Tell me, thou Wood-Mouse, hast thou seen an elf 
Whom they call Puck, and is he seated yet, 

Capped with a snail-shell, on his mushroom-shelf ? 

II. 

The Robin gave three hops, and chirped, and said : 
“ Yes, I knew Puck, and loved him; though I trow 
He mimicked oft my whistle chuckling low; 

Yes, I knew Cousin Puck; but he is dead. 

We found him lying on his mushroom bed— 

The Wren and I—half-covered up with snow, 
As we were hopping where the berries grow. 

We think he died of cold. Ay, P.uck is fled.” 

And then the Wood-Mouse said: “ We made the Mole, 
The old, blind Mole, dig deep beneath the moss 

And four big Dormice placed him in the hole. 

The Squirrel made with sticks a little cross ; 
Puck was a Christian elf, and had a soul; 

And all we velvet jackets mourn his loss.” 

Eugene Lee-Hamiltox. 
(May 3, 1890) 

REVIEW : BY JOHN ADDINGTON 

SYMONDS 

(April 9, 1870) . 

The Poetical Works of Percy Bysshe Shelley. The Text care¬ 
fully Revised, with Notes and a Memoir by W. M. 
Rossetti. Two Vols. (London : Moxon, 1870.) 

This book contains a complete and revised reprint of all 
Shelley’s poems, together with the addition of many juvenile 
verses, translations, and other fragments not hitherto 
collected, Shelley’s own notes, and those of Mrs. Shelley, 
published in her edition of the poems, a new Life by Mr. 
Rossetti, and critical notes in explanation of the readings 
adopted in doubtful passages. This enumeration of its 
contents is sufficient to show that the new edition is more 
complete and full of interest than any of those which have 
preceded it; since it has taken nothing from them and has 
added much. Mr. Rossetti has executed the whole of his 
work in a spirit of enthusiasm and reverence; whatever 
faults may be detected in it will not be found to spring from 

any carelessness or presumption in the editor. Mr. Rossetti’s 
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admiration for Shelley is unbounded. The first words of 
his memoir run thus :—“ To write the Life of Shelley is (if 
I may trust my own belief) to write the Life of the greatest 
English poet since Milton, or possibly since Shakspeare." In 
another place he says :—“ The archangelic feet, and brain, 
and heart, which quitted England in the spring of 1816, 
were never again to be repelled by that grudging and 
unwitting stepmother." Assuredly we have in these sentences 
a due amount of respect and passion for the poet who is 
named pre-eminently “ the divine." Yet this devotion does not 
prevent Mr. Rossetti from fairly stating the events of Shelley’s 
life: though highly sympathetic, he is not otherwise than 
temperate in his advocacy of Shelley’s cause : even the cold¬ 
ness with which he speaks of Harriet Westbrook seems to 
spring less from the fact that she had grown worse than 
useless to the poet, than from some well-considered estimate 
of her own unworthiness. The memoir is remarkable for its 
moderation of tone ; though it adds but little, if anything, to 
our knowledge of the facts of Shelley’s life, it is graphic, and 
minute, without being lengthy. Its chief fault is affectation 
or impurity of style; abundant passages might be quoted in 
support of this assertion: it is enough to refer to pp. 39, 55, 
123, and the last sentence of the Memoir. 

Apart from these defects, the Memoir contains mauy 
passages of brilliant narrative and pithy observation. We 
are especially grateful to Mr. Rossetti for his well-selected 
extracts from previous biographies ; without unduly burden¬ 
ing his own memoir, they add vividness and variety to our 
picture of Shelley. 

By far the most important part of Mr. Rossetti’s work is 
that which relates to the editing of the poems. In his 
preface he very candidly and clearly states the plan which 
he has followed. To begin with, he omits nothing, however 
fragmentary, which, on due evidence, he believes to have 
been written by Shelley. For the insertion of some foolish 
early poems he offers an apology in his preface (Vol. I., pp. 
13, 14) ; but we are sure that every real student of Shelley 
will be glad to have these wild and rambling verses “abso¬ 
lute and heinous rubbish" though they be. Of the text Mr. 
Rossetti writes as follows (Preface, Yol. I., p. 15) : — 

I have considered it my clear duty and prerogative to set 
absolutely wrong grammar right; as thus :— 

“ Thou, too, 0 Comet, beautiful and fierce, 
Who drewet [drew] the heart of this frail universe ; ” 

and to set absolutely wrong rhyming right; as thus— 

"Beneath whose spires which swayed in the redJlamc [light] 
Reclining as they ate, of liberty, 
And hope, and justice, and Laone’s name, 
Earth's children did a woof of happy converse frame; 

and to set absolutely wrong metre right; as thus— 

*’ This plan might be tried too. Where’s General 
LaoctonosP It is my royal pleasure," 

instead of— 

" This plan might be tried too. Where's General Laoctonos ? 
It is my royal pleasure." 

Occasionally too, he has allowed himself to resort to con¬ 
jectural emendations. But he pleads (on p. 16) that he has 
made sparing use of them. It is a disadvantage that all 
his changes, whether grammatical or metrical, whether based 
on MS. authority or conjecture, are printed without notice 
in the text, and without references to the account and 
explanation of them given in the notes at the end of each 
volume. This appears to us a mistake. It would surely be 
better to select some edition, say that of Mrs. Shelley, and 
by means of annotations, brackets, italics, or any other 
expedient, however clumsy, to suggest emendations and 

display varieties of reading. In fairness to Mr. Rossetti we 
must add that he has most scrupulously followed his own 
method as explained in the preface, so that the careful 
student is safe in his hands. 

As regards restitution of rhyme and metre, it does not 
appear that the editor has always MS. authority for what 
he has done. Relying on the carelessness of Shelley and his 
printers, he corrects where he believes correction needed. 
To take this liberty with a poet’s versification is surely 
hazardous ; and what are we to say about corrections of bad 
grammar ? The instance which Mr. Rossetti gives in the 
passage already quoted from his preface is the restoration 
of its proper termination to a verb in the second person 
singular. Now Shelley was constantly in the habit of treat¬ 
ing the second person singular of his verbs as if the termina¬ 
tion in est did not exist. Wherever Shelley does so, with, 
as far as we have observed, ono exception, Mr. Rossetti 
corrects him. There are, for example, seven instances of 
such corrections noticed on p. 475 of Vol. I. A passage in 
“ Prometheus ’’ (Yol. I., p. 328) is rendered cacophonous by 
the substitution of tum'st for turned, where, had the correc¬ 
tion been exact, Mr. Rossetti ought to have printed turnedV. 

Another in “ Queen Mab," p. 36, is emended on the same 
principle. But Mr. Rossetti is not uniform : the celebrated 
line from the “ Skylark ": 

Thou lov'st, but ne’er knew love’s sad satiety, 

lie leaves, because “ the sound of the lovely line would be so 
spoiled by changing the word into 4 knew’st ’ that no recti¬ 
fication of grammar is permissible." Would it not have 
befitted Mr. Rossetti either ruthlessly to carry out his work 
of grammatical rectification, or else to consider whether in 
all the instances of errors which he has corrected, as in the 
case of this line from the “Skylark," Shelley did not sacrifice 
accuracy of grammar to euphony ? If he did so at all con¬ 
sciously or deliberately, then it was the duty of the editor to 
respect his intention. If he did so by a blunder, for which 
he would himself have blushed, then why not correct the 
“ Skylark " as well as “ Prometheus," or “ Queen Mab ’’ ? 
There is a line in one of Clough’s finest poems, “ The 
Shadow ":— 

When thou ascended U) thy God and ours, 

where the same grammatical error occurs. Would Mr. 
Rossetti have here insisted, in the face of MSS., upon print¬ 
ing “ascendedst ” ? We suppose eo. Yet it is not without 
question whether great poets are not justified by the modern 
tendency to lose inflections in dropping, for the sake of 
euphony, the harsh sound of the termination in est. 

We have said enough to characterise Mr. Rossetti’s valuable 
edition of Shelley. The following stanza from “ Lines 
written for Miss Sophia Stacey " may be quoted as a speci¬ 
men of the hitherto unpublished poems :— 

As dew beneath the wind of morning, 
As the sea which whirlwinds waken. 

As the birds at thunder's warning. 
As aught mute but deeply Bhaken, 

As one who feels an unseen spirit. 
Is my heart when thine is near it. 

The question of such difficult readings as occur in the 
44 Stanzas written in Dejection at Naples,” in some passails 
of “ Prometheus" and “ Alastor," in the verses called 
“ Remembrance," and elsewhere, may better be treated in a 
critical essay than in a review. But with respect to all 
such matters we may safely 6ay that Mr. Rossetti has shown 
himself a careful critic and accurate scholar, if at times he is 
needlessly innovating and subtle. 
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REVIEW : BY JOHN TYNDALL 

Life and Letters of Faraday. By Dr. Bence Jones. Two 

Vols., 8vo. (Longmans. 1869.) 

(June 11, 1870) 

The first volume of the “Life and Letters of Faraday” 
revealed to us the youth who was to be father to the man. 
Skilful, aspiring, resolute, he grew steadily in knowledge and 
in power. The fervour of a religion was in his work, and it 
was this, as much as his intellect, which enabled him to 
make a mark upon his age which can never be effaced. At 
the beginning of the second volume of the “ Life and 
Letters ” he appears to us as the discoverer of a new and 
vast electrical domain. Consciously or unconsciously, the 
relation of Action to Reaction was ever present to his mind. 
It had been fostered by his discovery of Magnetic Rotations, 
and it planted in him more daring ideas of a similar kind. 
Magnetism he knew could be evoked by electricity, and he 
thought that electricity, in its turn, ought to be capable of 
evolution by magnetism. On August 29th, 1831, kis 
experiments on this subject begau. He had been forti¬ 
fied by previous trials; which, though failures, had 
begotten instincts directing him towards the truth. 
Strictly speaking, there are no failures to the strong 
worker. He may miss the outward object, but he gainB the 
inner light, education, and expansion. Of this Faraday's 
life was a constant illustration. By November he had dis¬ 
covered and colligated a multitude of the most wonderful 
and unexpected phenomena. He had generated currents by 
currents ; currents by magnets, permanent and transitory; 
and he afterwards generated currents by the earth itself. 
Arago’s “ Magnetism of Rotation,” which had for years 
offered itself as a challenge to the best scientific intellects of 
Europe, now fell into his hands. It proved to be a beautiful 
but still special illustration of the great principle of Magneto¬ 
electric Induction. Nothing equal to this, in the way of pure 
experimental inquiry, had previously been achieved. . . . 

The value of a discovery is to be measured by the intel¬ 
lectual action it calls forth; and it was Faraday's good 
fortune to strike, not the nuggets, but the lodes of scientific 
truth, in which some of the best intellects of the age have 
found occupation. 

The salient quality of Faraday’s scientific character 
reveals itself from beginning to end of these volumes: a 
union of ardour and patience—the one prompting the attack, 
the other holding him on to it till defeat was final or victory 
assured. Certainty in one sense or the other was necessary 
to his peace of mind. The right method of investigation 
is perhaps incommunicable; it depends on the individual 
rather than on the system, and our contemporaries, we think, 
miss the mark when they point to Faraday's researches a9 

merely illustrative of the power of the inductive philosophy. 
The brain may be filled with that philosophy, but without 
the energy and insight which this man possesses, and which 
with him are personal and distinctive, we shall never rise to 
the level of his achievements. His power is that of indi¬ 
vidual genius rather than of philosophic method. It is the 
energy of a stiong and independent soul expressing itself 
after its own fashion, and acknowledging no mediator 
between it and nature. 
.The second volume of the “ Life and Letters,” like the 

first, is a historic treasury as regards Faraduy’s work and 
character and his scientific and social relations. It contains 
letters from Humboldt, Herschel, Hachette, De la Rive, 
Dumas, Liebig, Melloni, Becquerel, (Ersted, Pliicker, Du 
Boi8-Reymond, Lord Melbourne, Prince Louis Napoleon, 
and many other distinguished men. I notice with particular 
pleasure a letter from Sir John Herschel in reply to a sealed 
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packet addressed to him by Faraday, but which he had 
permission to open if he pleased. The packet referred to 
one of the many unfulfilled hopes which spring up in the 
mind of fertile investigators : — 

Go on and prosper, “ from strength to strength,” like a 
victor marching with assured step to further conquests ; and 
be certain that no voice will join more heartily in the peans 
that already begin to rise, and will speedily swell into a 
shout of triumph, astounding even to yourself, than that of 
J. F. W. Herschel. 

As an encourager and inspirer of the scientific worker, 
this fine spirit is still beneficently active. 

Faraday’s behaviour to Melloni in 1835 merits special 
notice. The young man was a political exile in Paris. He 
had newly fashioned and applied the thermo-electric pile, 
and had obtained with it results of the greatest importance. 
But they were not appreciated. * With the sickness of 
disappointed hope Melloni waited for the report of the 
Commissioners appointed by the Academy to examine his 
labours. At length he published his researches in the 
Annates de Chimie. They thus fell into the hands of 
Faraday, who, discerning at once their extraordinary merit, 
obtained for Melloni the Rumford Medal of the Royal 
Society. A sum of money always accompanies this medal, 
and the pecuniary help was at this time even more essential 
than the mark of honour to the young refugee. Melloni's 
gratitude was boundless :— 

Et vous, monsieur (he writes to Faraday), qui appartenez 
a une societe a laquelle je n’avait rien offert, vous qui me 
connaissiez a peine le non!; vous n'avez pas demande si 
j’avais des ennemis faibles ou puissants, ni calculi quel en 
Itait le nombre; mais vous avez parll pour l’oppriml 
Itranger, pour oelui qui n’avait pas le moindre droit a tant 
de bienveillance, et vos paroles ont It4 accueillies favorable- 
ment par des coll&gues consciencieux! Je reconnais bien 
la des homines dignes de leur noble mission, les vlritables 
reprlsentants de la science d’un pays libre et genlreux. 

Within the prescribed limits of this article it would be 
impossible to give even the slenderest summary of Faraday’s 
correspondence, or to carve from it more than the merest 
fragments of his character. His letters, written to Lord 
Melbourne and others in 1836, regarding his pension, illus¬ 
trate his uncompromising independence. The Prime 
Minister had offended him, but assuredly the apology 
demanded and given was complete. I think it certain that, 
notwithstanding the very full account of this transaction 
given by Dr. Bence Jones, motives and influences were at 
work which even now are not entirely revealed. The 
Minister was bitterly attacked, but he bore the censure of 
the Press with great dignity. Faraday, while he disavowed 
having either directly or indirectly furnished the matter of 
those attacks, did not publicly exonerate his lordship. The 
Hon. Caroline Fox had proved herself Faraday's ardent 
friend, and it was she who had healed the breach between 
the philosopher and the Minister. She manifestly thought 
that Faraday ought to have come forward in Lord Melbourne’s 
defence, and there is a flavour of resentment in one of her 
letters to him on the subject. No doubt Faraday had good 
grounds for his reticence, but they are to me unknown. 

In 1841 his health broke down utterly, and he went to 
Switzerland with his wife and brother-in-law. His bodily 
vigour soon revived, and he accomplished feats of walking 
respectable even for a trained mountaineer. The published 
extracts from his Swiss journal contain many beautiful and 
touching allusions. Amid references to the tints of the 
Jungfrau, the blue rifts of the glaciers, and the noble Niesen 
towering over the Lake of Thun we come upon the charm¬ 
ing little scrap which I have elsewhere quoted:—“ Clout- 
nail making goes on here rather considerably, and is a very 
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neat and pretty operation to observe. I love a smith’s shop 
and anything relating to smithery. My father was a smith.” 
This is from his journal; but he is unconsciously speaking 
to somebody—perhaps to the world. 

His descriptions of the Staub-bacb, Giessbach, and of the 
scenic effects of sky and mountain are all fine and sympa¬ 
thetic. But amid it allf and in reference to it all, he tells 
his sister that “ true enjoyment is from within, not from 
without.” In those days Agassiz was living under a boulder 
on the glacier of the Aar. Faraday met Forbes at the 
Grimsel, and arranged with him an excursion to the “ Hdtel 
des Neuchatelois ; ” but indisposition put the project out. 

From the Fort of Ham, in 1843, Faraday received a letter 
addressed to him by Prince Louis Napoleon Bonaparte. 
He read this letter to me many years ago, and the desire 
and capacity shown in various ways by the French Emperor 
to turn modern science to account have often reminded me of 
it since. At the age of thirty-five the prisoner of Ham speaks 
of M rendering his captivity less sad by studying the great 
discoveries,” which science owes to Faraday ; and he asks a 
question which reveals his cast of thought at the time : 
“ What is the most simple combination to give to a voltaic 
battery in order to produce a spark capable of setting fire 
to powder under water or under ground ? ” Should the 
necessity arise, the French Emperor will not lack at the 
outset the best appliances of modern science ; while we, 
I fear, shall have to learn the magnitude of the resources we 
are now neglecting amid the pangs of actual war.* 

One turns with renewed pleasure to Faraday’s letters to 
his wife, published in the secoqd volume. Here surely the 
loving essence of the man appeal's more distinctly than any¬ 
where else. From the house of Dr. Percy, in Birmingham, 
he writes thus :— 

Here—even here—the moment I leave the table I wish I 
were with you in quiet. Oh ! what happiness is ours. My 
runs into the world in this way only serve to make me 
esteem that happiness the more. 

And again :— 

We have been to a grand conversazione in the town-hall, 
and I have now returned to my room to talk with you, as the 
pleasantest and happiest thing that I can do. Nothing rests 
me so much as communion with you. I feel it even now as 
I write, and catch myBelf saying the words aloud as I 
write them. 

Take this, moreover, as indicative of his love for Nature:— 

After writing, I walk out in the evening hand in hand 
with my dear wife to enjoy the sunset; for to me who love 
scenery, of all that I have seen or can see there is none 
surpasses that of heaven. A glorious sunset brings with it 
a thousand thoughts that delight me. 

Of the numberless lights thrown upon him by the “ Life 
and Letters ” some fall upon his religion. In a Letter to a 
Lady he describes himself as belonging to “a very small and 
despised sect of Christians, known, if known at all, as 
Sandev\anians, and our hope is founded on the faith that is 
in Christ.” He adds, “ I do not think it at all necessary to 
tie the study of the natural sciences and religion together, 
and in my intercourse with my fellow-creatures, that which 
is religious and that which is philosophical have ever been 
two distinct things.” He saw clearly the danger of quitting 
his moorings, and his science became the safeguard of his 
particular faith. For his investigations so filled his mind as 
to leave no room for sceptical questionings, thus shielding 

* What we need in this country is a man in authority, compe¬ 
tent to select from the vast, but in many particulars irrelevant 
mass of science, those portions which are of real and paramount 
importance, and determined to have them properly taught. 
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from the assaults of philosophy the creed of his youth. 
Love, reverence, awe, worship were the correlatives of his 
organisation; they were implied in the eddies of bis blood 
and in the tremors of his brain; and, however their outward 
and visible forms might have changed, Faraday would still 
have been a religious man. 

Among my old papers I find the following remarks on one 
of my earliest dinners with Faraday. M At two o’clock he 
came down for me. He, his niece, and myself formed the 
party. ‘ I never give dinners,’ he said. 41 don’t know how 
to give dinners, and I never dine out. But I should not 
like my friends to attribute this to a wrong cause. I art 
thus for the sake of securing time for work, and not through 
religious motives as some imagine.’ He said grace. I am 
almost ashamed to call his prayer a ‘ saying ’ of grace. In 
the language of Scripture it might be described as the petitiou 
of a son, into whose heart God had sent the spirit of His 
Son, and who with absolute trust asked a blessing from his 
father. We dined on roast beef, Yorkshire pudding, and 
potatoes; drank sherry, talked of research and its require¬ 
ments, and of his habit of keeping himself free from the 
distractions of society. He was bright and joyful—boylike, 
in fact, though he is now sixty-two. His work excites admi¬ 
ration, but contact with him warms and elevates the heart. 
Here, surely, is a strong man. I love strength, but let me 
not forget the example of its union with modesty, tender¬ 
ness, and sweetness in the character of Faraday.” I fear 
the lesson was but imperfectly learned. 

Faraday’s progress in discovery, and the salient points 
of his character, are well brought out by the wise selection 
and arrangement of letters and extracts by Dr. Bence Jones. 
The labours of Faraday’s biographer are, in fact, of incal¬ 
culable worth. I will liot call them final. So great a 
character will challenge reconstruction. In the coming time 
some sympathetic spirit, with the requisite strength, know¬ 
ledge, and solvent power, will, I doubt not, render these 
materials plastic, give them more perfect organic form, and 
send through them, with less of interruption, the currents 
of Faraday’s life. Dr. Bence Jones’ labours have rendered 
such a result possible ; but the public appreciation of those 
labours, as they now stand, has been declared by the rapidity 
with which the first considerable edition of the “ Life and 
Letters ” has been diffused. Let me, in winding up, express 
my high estimate of the value of this labour of love. 

REVIEW : BY W. E. HENLEY 

(April 1, 1882) 

Familiar Studies of Men and Books. By Robert L. 

Stevenson. (Chatto and Windus.) 

In this collection of reprinted pieces—from the Corah ill 
from Macmillan, and from the New Quarterly—there is 
included not a little very admirable work. Mr. Stevenson 
is not less himself—is not less humorous, perspicuous, 
original, engaging—when he is critical of character and 
literature than when he takes to discoursing to bachelors 
and maids, or playing at travel on Flemish rivers, or 
trudging, whimsical and adventurous, behind a she-ass in 
the Cevennes. He has most of, if not all, the qualities that 
make the critic : an impartial, yet sympathetic, intelligence; 
a fresh and liberal interest in life and art and man ; a 
student’s patience ; an artist’s fine perceptiveness ; a passion 
for all forms and aspects of truth; a frank, whole-hearted 
courage ; a good method of analysis; raro distinction of 
style ; and singular powers of felicitous and appropriate 
expression. That this is so the present volume proves 
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abundantly. It is not of equal and unbroken excellence. 
In places it seems mistaken, and in places it is tedious ; it 
is capable of making you nod, and it is capable of making 
you swear. But its good matter is good indeed; its bad is 
only bad in comparison with its best. Its purpose is serious 
and critical; and it achieves its purpose admirably. But, 
for all that, it has something of the chief characteristics of 
its author, it is touched with something of the fresh and 
happy grace, the bright, humane fancy, the engaging 
originality, that made such pleasant reading for so many of 
the “Inland Voyage,1’of the “ Travels,” and—as I like to 

think—of the “ Virginibus Puerisque.” 

The “ Studies ” are nine in number. They are sufficiently 
varied in manner and matter. They range from the 
fifteenth century to the present time, from the France of 
Villon to the Japan of Yoshida-Torajiro, from Knox at 
Holyrood to Pepys at Whitehall, from Hugo’s novels to the 
love-letters of Sylvander and Clarinda. It is much the 
same with the style in which they are written and the spirit 
of their utterance. Something of the heaviness and senten¬ 
tiousness of John Knox’s prelections seem to have crept 
into Mr. Stevenson’s account of them. In his charming 
note on Charles of Orleans he now and then seems trifling 
with his subject, much as that subject trifled always with 
the Muse. The Yoshida-Torajiro is merely a piece of plain 
story-telling ; the principal quality of the “ Gospel Accord¬ 
ing to Walt Whitman ” is a kind of luminous thoroughness; 
the manner of the study on Villon is one of picturesque and 
intelligent contempt, not without hints and suggestions of 

an acquaintance with Carlyle. In his discourse on Hugo’s 
romances, Mr. Stevenson is young, and as yet not altogether 

a man of letters; in his essay on Thoreau he carries mere 
literary skill—mere mastery of diction, phrase, and 
sentence—to a higher point, I think, than he reaches else¬ 
where in any one of his works. Variety indeed is a prin¬ 
cipal attribute of the book. It appears not only in the 
material and style, but in the temper and tone. Mr. 
Stevenson’s regard for those “qualities of human dealing” 
with which he has chosen to concern himself is uniformly 
clear-eyed and independent; in honesty of purpose, in 
sincerity of insight, he seems incapable of change; he is at 
all times equable and temperate. But he appropriates his 
humour to his theme ; he alters his tone as he changes his 
subject. He is scornful with Villon and genial with Pepys; 
he is happily generous with Whitman as he is sorrowfully 
just with Burns. He thinks critically and dispassionately ; 
he writes as his thoughts have made him feel. He is 
solemn, or sententious, or cheerful, just as the study of his 
author has left him. Each of his essays is the expression 
of a fitting and peculiar mood of morality and intellect. 
He reproduces his impressions in effects. He is a critic in 
method and intelligence, and an advocate in manner and 
temperament; and he makes yon glad or sorry as —with his 
reflections and conclusions—he has made himself before 
you. If his criticism were less acute and methodical than 
it is, the accent and the terms in which it is conveyed would 
sometimes get it mistaken for an outcome of mere aesthetic 
emotion. As it is, the critic is equally apparent in it with 
the man ; you can see that the strong feeling has come of 
clear thinking, and what is purely intellectual is rendered 
doubly potent and persuasive by the human sentiment with 
which it is associated. It is possible that this fact will 
ultimately militate against the success of Mr. Stevenson’s 
“ Studies” as criticism; for criticism—a science disguised as 
Art-is held to be incapable of passion. I cannot but 
think, however, that it will always count for a great deal in 
their favour as literature, and that meanwhile it clothes 
them with uncommon interest and attraction. 

Of the “Studies” individually, I have left myself no space 
to speak. The least interesting—out of Scotland at all 
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HE WHO PASSED (To M. L. G.). 
ANONYMOUS. 

44 This extraordinary narrative of a woman's life held me absolutely enthralled. 
. . • I forgot everything under the spell of this wonderful book. . . .' If it la 
not the novel of the season, the eeaeon ie not likely to give ue anything much 
better.”—Richard Kino in the Tatisr. 
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J. PIERPONT MORGAN: his Life Story. 
By CARL HOYEY. Illustrated. Demy 8vo., 7a. 6d. net. 

“As art connoisseur, as benefactor, os master organiser, Mr, Morgan livee 
convincingly in these pages.”—Daily News. 

44 Mr. Morgan. the ranker, the man of affaire—the various stages of his busi¬ 
ness career, traced with dramatic instinct.”—Jimst. 

MOVING PICTURES. By F. A. TALBOT. 
With 96pp. of DlustrationB. Demy 8vo., 6e. net. 

“ Just the book for those who are interested and amused by the moving picture 
and wish to know something of its history and to learn how it is made.” 

—Morning Post. 
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A NEW LOGIC. By CHARLES MERCIER, 
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INDIA UNDER CUBZON AND AFTER. 
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events— are certainly the two essays on 44 John Knox in his 
Relations to Women ; ” the least* literary is probably the 
note on 44 Victor Hugo’s Romances **, ” the least strikingly 
satisfactory, the story of Yoshida-Torajiro. Better than 
any of these, I think, is the critical biography of Charles of 
Orleans, which is charming as reading and unexceptionable 
as criticism. The note on 44 Some Aspects of Robert 
Burns ” is one of the most powerful and original of all; it 
can hardly be neglected by anyone who is interested in its 
subject; it is worthy (to say the least of it) of association 
witluCarlyle’s famous essay. The paper on Walt Whitman 
is, in its way, as good as the 44 Aspects; ” that on Thoreau, 
admirable as a piece of writing, is cold and negative in its 
effect, mistaken in its conclusions (as Mr. Stevenson, in his 
pleasant and ingenious “Preface by Way of Criticism,” 
has taken care to own), and somewhat too obviously 
elaborate in method. The 44 Pepys,” on the other hand, is 
not less admirable than it is delightful; while as for the 
41 Villon,” it is in some way the most remarkable work of 
all. Mr. Stevenson’s Villon is not by any means the 
44 Postlethwaite with a jemmy,” with whom we have got to 
be familiar. He is—with the addition of genius and an 
admirable gift of style—the mauvais pauvre of Hugo, a 
variant on the Rogue Riderhood of Dickens; a man utterly 
heartless, miserably depraved, and absolutely insincere. He 
is said to sit44 in the Darrow dungeon of his soul, mumbling 
crusts and picking vermin ; ” and his 44 Large Testament ” 
is described as 44 one long-drawn epical grimace, pulled by a 
merryandrew, who has found a certain despicable eminence 
over human respect and human affections by perching 
himself astride upon the gallows.” He is a fearful creature 
indeed; and he is so horribly like his poems that it is not 
easy to disbelieve in him, or to doubt that he is in very deed 
the Villon of Noel de Joly and Colin de Cayeux, the poet of 
Fat Maggie and the gibbet, the greatest singer and the 
sorriest scoundrel of mediaeval France. 
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THEATRES V. MUSIC-HALLS 
(April 9,1892) 

Mr. Henry Irvino gave evidence on Monday h propos of the 
introduction of new measures tending to destroy the barrier 
between the theatre and the music-hall, and the long 
memorandum which he prepared for delivery on that 
occasion, and which he gave with effect, is worth studying. 
Mr. Irving frankly declared that competition—competition 
on something like equal terms—is not wbat the actor or the 
theatrical manager fear9. He has no objection to the rival 
playhouse or to the rivalry, necessarily temporary, of the 
44 fit-up,” as actors call it, of the ordinary concert-hall or 
tov/n-hall of the provinces. But a strict limit—a “time 
limit”—a limit of thirty minutes, he thinks, should be set 
upon the performance of what they call “sketches” in 
music-halls. Unrestricted competition should not be allowed 
to exist between music-hall and theatre ; and this, not only 
because such competition would not be fair to the theatrical 
manager, but also, and as much, because it would tend to 
the degradation of theatrical art. There is a great deal of 
force in what Mr. Irving said about the impossibility of 
appreciating a serious art in an atmosphere of - drinking and 
smoking. Serious art demands concentration, almost as 
much upon the part of the audience that receives as of the 
actor that bestows it. Imagine the news of the death of 
Lady Macbeth being brought to the stage representative of 
Macbeth, while waiters in the avenues of the stalls are 
inviting 44 Orders, please ! ” or in act to refresh the smoke- 
jaded sybarite with lager-beer or lemon-squash, or that more 
potent pick-me-up—“ whisky hot ” ! In theatrical art 
there is, as Mr. Irving practically pointed out, an ensevible. 
Many work towards one end ; and hence upon the stage Eer there is a measure of discipline and a measure of 

nr of which the music-hall artist cannot possibly wot. 
It is quite possible, between light refreshments—nay, even 
while consuming them—to do justice to the extremely 
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WHICH HAVE APPEARED FROM TIME TO TIME IN “THE ACADEMY*’ SINCE ITS INCEPTION.' 

The Writer’s Trade 
(July 7, 1900.) 

THE late Mr. Grant Allen was a hard-working writer, 
if he was nothing else. Mr. Clodd gives a list 

of seventy-two books to which he put his name or 
pseudonym. He wrote seventy-two books, and in a 
sense regretted them all. He believed that science was 
his calling, and now and then he wreaked that belief on 
a book to which, as he must have deeply felt, he had 
given only the leavings of energies devoted to 
the less ambitious work of writing stories and essays 
for the market. Whatever his aspirations and whatever 
his accomplishments in science, the fact remains that 
in the catalogue Grant Allen passes as a writer. It 
is a common thing for writers to ply their trade under 
protest, to nurse big regrets and vain desires. For a 
writer is a thinker, and whatever overplus of thought 
and energy are left when he has supplied the market is 
sure to be adventurous. In Grant Allen this overplus 
was a large and turbulent quantity, and it insisted on 
expression. Hence, at almost periodic intervals, he 
wrote special books to carry it off—books into which 
he believed he had put his best. In his last illness 
he said: “ I want no memorial over my remains; tell 
those who care for anything that I may have done to 
buy a copy of 1 Force and Energy.’ ” It was a human 
message ; but the world pays its own tributes to a man, 
and it is possible to care for what Grant Allen did, and 
not buy this all but forgotten book. Hazlitt said that 
the only one of his works he cared anything about was 
his book on “ The Principles of Human Actions.” It 
is almost the only writing of his which the world has 
agreed to neglect. To us it seems that Grant Allen’s 
true work was the work that rejoiced him least— 
the work of the efficient, though ephemeral, writer. 

Are we therefore to dismiss his achievement as a 
common thing? It is on this point that we wish to 
say a word. The man who writes to live is not to be 
trusted to comment on his own performance, which 
he too often sees as a tissue of compromises. Full of 
compromises it must be, but these are often of a nobler 
sort. A man is to be judged by the conditions under 
which he works; it is only when these are found and 

defined that Justice takes her seat. To Allen came 
the ..familiar struggles, cross-purposes, and regrets. 
When his first novel, 41 Philistia,” disappointed his 
expectations, he wrote: 

I have put into it my very best, and if’s quite clear 
that the best isn’t good enough. I didn’t write 
hastily, I satisfied utterly my critical faculty, and I 
can’t do any better. Indeed, I can never again do so 

, well. Now\ this hasn’t at all cast me down or dis¬ 
appointed me. I haven’t so much ambition for my¬ 
self as you are kind enough to have for me. I never 
cared for the chance of literary reputation except as 
a means of making a livelihood for Nellie and the 
boy. I can now make a livelihood easily; and I ought 

. to turn to whatever will make it best. ... I am 
trying with each new novel to go a step lower to 
catch the market. 

• 

Mr. Clodd is right when he says that such expressions 
of a black mood must be taken with qualification. They 
are incidental and inevitable. Much sentiment has been 
expended on the worn bread-winning writer. It is time 
to define the work, the goal, and the legitimate con¬ 
solations of those who engage in the writing trade—that 
trade which has, in late years, increased at such a rate 
that its religion seems to be still to seek. We have 
mentioned Hazlitt—how soon in any discussion of the 
writer’s craft one thinks of Hazlitt! To him, with all 
his steely good sense, came the black cut bono mood 
of the Little Writer. He had seen an Italian juggler 
keep four balls in the air, and Mr. Richer walking the 
tight-rope at Sadler’s Wells. These sights threw him 
into regrets. 

What have I been doing all my life? Have I been 
idle, or have I nothing to show for all my labour and 
pains? Or have I passed my time in pouring words 

like water into empty sieves, rolling a stone up hill 
and then down again, trying to prove an argument in 
the teeth of facts, and looking for causes in the dark 
and finding them? Is there no one thing in wFhich I 
can challenge competition, that I can bring as an 
instance of exact perfection, in which others cannot 
find a flaw'? The utmost I can pretend to is to write 
a description of wThat this fellow’ [the Indian juggler] 
can do. I can write a book : so can manv others 
who have not learned even to spell. What abortions 
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are these Essays! What errors, what ill-pieced 
transitions, what crooked reasons, what lame con¬ 
clusions ! How little is made out, and that little 
how ill! Yet‘they are the best I can do. 

A most useful confession to quote! It comes from one 
of the greatest of the Little Writers. It sounds, with 
silvern clearness and coldness, that tragic note in a 
writers life—his sense of the vagueness, the dubiety, 
the sorry incalculableness of all his service to men. 
How many times have we heard a clever writer exclaim 
in weariness that he wished he were a shoemaker pro¬ 
ducing shoes in which men might stand upright and 
walk about their business ? “As proper men as ever 
trod on neat’s leather have gone upon my handiwork,” 
says the cobbler in “Julius Caesar” What a boast 
was that, uttered in a Roman mob, and in a dangerous 
moment! It was irrelevant to the occasion—say, rather, 
it was relevant to all occasions—this producible smiling 
fact, this assertion of the man’s helpfulness in a capacity 
which no upheaval could impair, no logic confound. 
Tribunes, rebels, merchants, assassins, all must be shod. 
Alas! it is in the same play that the feebleness of 
authors is incarnated. The wretched Cinna who was 
not Cinna the poet, and screamingly protested as much, 
was borne down. “Tear him in pieces for his bad 
verses! ” 

Now, such arguments and instances beset every writer, 
as they did Hazlitt, but we contend that they are 
moody and delusive. We will say nothing about the, 

transitoriness of all juggling and rope-dancing fame. 
The point is this—and to no one is it clearer than to 
the Hazlitts when they choose to be themselves: it 
is in the nature of shoe-making and rope-dancing to 
produce visible and computable results, whereas it is 
not in the nature of writing to do so. This is one of 
those things which the mind can accept, but not the 
heart. The writer may grasp it whenever he will, but 
the man rejects it in every open or human mood. The 
comfort it brings can be seized only by a process of 
thought, by ratiocination, by instances, or by a con¬ 
structive hope. But to hope when you want to see, 
to ratiocinate when you want to know—this is hard. 
One may discharge the work of an hour, a day, on 
such a basis, but a lifetime, with all its temperamental 
sinkings, its backwaters and obstacles, is not so easily 
sustained on these difficult renewals of self-satisfaction. 

The work of the writer (again we exclude the im¬ 
mortals, who, however, rarely know their luck) 
is perhaps the most inconclusive of all work. 
There is no clear task to be finished. A writer may 
choose his mark and hit it; and, when he has done so, 
the wise declare that the mark was ill-chosen—was, in 
fact, not worth hitting. But, indeed, we are rather con¬ 
sidering the case of the writer who, confessedly, has 
not even chosen a mark, but is a writer at large, a 
public excogitator, and a wandering voice. What of i 

him when the window “ slowly grows a glimmering 

square”? Wfiat of his pains—for he took pains—and 
of his achievement—for surely he had a gatherable 
achievement? Grant Allen may not have been—he ; 

was not—the precisest type of such a writer, and yet 
his death at the age of fifty-two fills us with these 

melancholy questions. 

We shall not call the answers to them melancholy. 
Away with these cui bono reflections that strike at 
life! The age which has multiplied the literary jour¬ 
nalist beyond all precedent must have evolved, with 
the man, a gospel. Undoubtedly this is an age of 
ephemeral writers. It may be that, two hundred years 

hence, not a single writer now living will be accounted 
a classic save only Mr. Meredith. Tfte rest of us are 
doomed; some of us will be forgotten as writers 

before we perish as men ; others will attain to obituaries, 
others to a decade of memories; a few will be quoted 
until 1950 (“a clever writer of forty years ago re¬ 
marked”), and a little band will be known and quoted 
by name all the way to the year 2000. But in in¬ 
tention, in ambition, and in fact we all are travelling 
the one highway of letters as surely as he who walks 
to Finchley is on the same Great North Road with 
him who toils to York. From this community of pur¬ 
pose spring the pride and discouragement of the Little 
Writer. He toils as hard as any; he has wit, fancy, 
penetration, and has the meanings and music of words 
in his mind; there is no pain that he spares himself 
to seize the truths in his path and to adorn them; he 

re-writes his writings and launches them in books on 
the same waters that bore Milton and Dryden and 
Hazlitt to their desired havens; but his voyage ends 
at the harbour bar ; he is not washed down to the happy 
valley of Avilion. 

We have scores of such writers to-day. They call 
themselves hacks in dark moods; but they are 
not hacks, and know it. The root of the matter 
is in them, but soil, climate, opportunity, and their 
original force prevent them rising to the height of a 
great tree in which the birds may build. They declare 
with Hazlitt, “ These Essays are the best I can do ’’; 
they are tempted to explain themselves like Allen, “ 1 
never cared for the chance of literary reputation except 

as a means of making a livelihood for Nellie and the 
boy.” But in these moods the saving fact is lost— 
the fact that they are on the true old highway of 
letters. It is more important to be really on that 
highway than to reach any point in its length. How 
much greater is the difference between the seeking 

of that road and the having found it, than between a 
near or a distant goal along its august track. May 
not the Little Writer, reasoning for himself, and groping 
for a hopeful theory of his writing, begin, once for all. 
to separate the ideas of success and a continuing name" 
Has time really so much to do with the matter? For 
in literature three years are a “ boom,” and thirty 
are fame, and three hundred are immortality, and three 
thousand are Homer, and then the counting is done. Is 
it then such a little thing to have struck a bliss upon 
a day; to have spread little feasts of reason on 
successive Mondays or Wednesdays in an appointed 

column; to have tried, sometimes with known success, 
to illuminate a subject on which the talk is running. 
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to have defined a tendency; to have lanced an error; 

or in any way to have stimulated the minds of the 
tired men whose lives will cease with your own ? Surely 

this is no shadowy harvest that a Little Writer may 

reap before he meets the Reaper? If its quantity be 

a vague thing, let him think in what a wide field he 
sowed, in what good company, with what large 

ecstasies, with what hints of acceptance, and with what 

germinations not yet revealed. He will rejoice, too, 
in his unpaid toil, his insane solicitudes of thought and 
phrase, his corrections pencilled against stone walls, 
in the rain, while Fleet Street roared for his “copy.” 

How sweet those pains which he need not have taken! 

Review: by Algernon Charles 
Swinburne 
(May 5, 1883.) 

Formosa. Par Auguste Vacquerie. (Paris : Calmann 

L^vy.) 

THERE is nothing which makes us so keenly realise 

the unapproachable greatness of the author of 
“ Othello ” as the recollection of the fact that the 
author of “ The Duchess of Malfi ” was not the greatest 
tragic poet of his generation. There is nothing which 

brings so vividly before us the unapproachable great¬ 
ness of the author of “ Ruy Bias ” as the recognition 
of the fact that there is yet among us a greater tragic 

poet than the author of “ Formosa.” We know nothing 
of any personal relation between Shakespeare and 
Webster, but the spiritual relation between the genius 
of the one poet and the genius of the other has some 

evident and important points in common with that 
between Victor Hugo and the most illustrious of all 

his admirers and disciples. Auguste Vacquerie has 
always shown, by the practical evidence of his work¬ 
manship, the sincerity of his expressed conviction— 

“Qu'on n’imitait Hugo qu’en ne l’iraitant pas; ” and 
Webster in like manner proved himself a disciple of 
Shakespeare by abstinence from such reproduction of 

his manner as we find, for instance, in the two tragedies 
of the younger Hemings, a playwright of real but servile 

talent. In original force and mastery, in terse and 

trenchant concision of style, in flashes of pathos and 

bursts of rolling music, the voice and hand of Vacquerie 
recall the voice and hand of Webster; but there is 
more sunlight in the world of his creation, more variety 

in the magic of his touch. He, too, might have been, 
had it pleased him, " the most tragic of poets in his 
time; we may doubt whether Webster, had.it pleased 
him, could have been otherwise. But, difficult as it 

naturally may be for men to recognise that high original 
genius is compatible with astonishing variety of energies 

and flexibility of powers, it must ultimately prove im¬ 
possible that the distinction of Vacquerie’s position as a 

journalist, his eminence as a critic, his services as a 
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politician, and his honours as a patriot should be 

allowed to eclipse tne greatness ot his quality as a poet. 

No man but Victor Hugo has shown himself greater, 

or so great, since the days of the Greek dramatists, 

at once in lyric and in tragic verse. For the great 
dramatists of England never tried their wings in lyric 

poetry except for the shortest of possible flights; and 
the first of English lyrists made his mark but once in 

tragedy, for " Hellas ” and “ Prometheus Unbound ” 
have little other than a lyrical existence, lying almost 
as far outside the pale of jEschylean as of Shake¬ 

spearean drama. But Vacquerie, eminent and 

triumphant alike in fantastic and in realistic studies, 
in the severest line of tragedy and the most romantic 
form of comedy, has shown by many a memorable 

instance his right to claim a high station in the front 

rank of living lyrists. Students of the future will 

surely find it hard to realise that this illustrious and 
high-souled poet was also the most brilliant and the most 
indefatigable of journalists and critics, political and 

literary; the swiftest, strongest, gracefullest of swords¬ 
men in the daily strife of so many glorious years. 

It is well known that the poem which has recently 
added another flower to the many-coloured crown of 
his fame belongs by date of birth to that most glorious 

period of a most noble life, when its author was the 

companion, in exile and in honour, of. the master to 
whom all that life has been as loyal as to the faith 

and principle accepted and obeyed by both with equal 
perfection of loyalty. For many years this lofty and 

pathetic work has awaited the time of triumph which 
has come for it at last amid the unanimous applause 
of the one great city in which art and poetry are held 
in as high honour and esteemed as worthy of rational 
interest as any passing matter of practical politics. 

But a poem of such an order appeals not only to 

the audience of one city, to the readers of one country, 
though that city be Paris and that country France; 
it is born with wings to pass all frontiers, with a voice 
to reach all hearts; if not amenable to foreign judgment, 
it is no whit the less appreciable by foreign admiration. 

The liberties taken with English history are perhaps a 

little graver than those allowed himself by Shakespeare, 
certainly a little lighter than those allowed himself 
by Hugo. The invention of an imaginary third claimant 

to the throne at the moment of the final grapple for 
life between the Houses of York and Lancaster would 
scarcely have seemed permissible to an English poet; 
but the ingenuity and plausibility with which this con¬ 

trivance is managed might well be held of themselves to 
justify a licence which is more than justified by the 
magnificent effect and impression of the results attained. 

The high figure of the king-maker Warwick stands 
out in more lifelike and decisive relief than was given 
to it by Shakespeare or Marlowe. No more superb 

contrast was ever shown on the stage than here between 
his lofty chivalry and the abject egotism of the 
patronised pretender; no lovelier distinction was ever 

drawn by a poet's loving imagination than that which 

sets off against each other the graver and the more 
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girlish heroine. That sympathy with all noble emotion 

which informs the whole work of Auguste Vacquerie 
finds most vivid and impressive illustration in the fact 

that three characters out of the four on which the 

action of this play depends are very types of heroism 
or sweetness. No dramatic or other poem has ever 
given us two fairer figures in finer contrast than those ! 

of the rival friends. Fletcher, of all our dramatists • 
the most addicted to such effects, has never achieved J 

in this his favourite line of study so beautiful and ! 
brilliant a success. Such a triumph of tragic art as the 
further contrast between the treasonous duke and the 
chivalrous king-maker lies yet further beyond com¬ 

parison with any similar attempt of the same poet. To 
find a parallel for this we must look higher than all 
other moderns; we must turn once again to the types 

of Eviradnus and of Ratbert. 
The superb and subtle simplicity of structure, the 

solid and vivid harmony of verse, it would need a 
hand as skilful and as strong as the poet’s to describe 

or commend aright. Such universal applause has already 
acclaimed, in the great fourth scene of the third act, 
one of the most original, most subtle, and most passionate 

triumphs of dramatic poetry that one voice more in 
the chorus of praise can be worth little save in evidence | 
of gratitude and good-will. But it may be remarked 

that in this play the noblest parts are given to the 1 
women by a poet who, in “Jean Baudry” and “ Les 

Funerailles de l’Honneur,” has given to his male actors 
the loftiest duties to discharge in the cause of honour ; 
and self-sacrifice. Satire or sentiment might suggest 
that this explains or is explained by the fact of its 

being written in verse; a fact to be thankfully and 
rejoicingly accepted by those who can hardly bring 
themselves to admit that even the prose of “ Marie 
Tudor ” is quite worth the verse of “ Marion de Lorme,” 
and to whom on the same account “ Tragaldabas ” yields 

even more pleasure than “ Le Fils.” In any case, such 
readers may be permitted to congratulate themselves 
that the higher and more natural form of tragic ex¬ 

pression has been chosen for a play which contains 
two such types of womanhood. In the year 1820, 
Shelley, desiring to pay the highest possible compliment, 
said of a friend that she was “ like one of Shakespeare’s 
womenM; in 1883 he might have said, like one of 

Vacquerie’s. 

Review: By Mark Pattison 
(May 17, 1879.) 

Mixed Essays. By Matthew Arnold. (Smith, Elder, 
and Co.) 

WHEN twenty, or more, years ago Mr. Matthew 

Arnold first named the name of Ste.-Beuve, “ the 
master of us all,” there were probably not twenty people 

in England who had ever heard that name, or who, if 
they knew the name, knew what it signified. Arnold 

did not adopt Ste.-Beuve as his master and exemplar, 

but his instinct led him at once to the French antic 

as the one judge in whom he found any perception 

of that quality in books in virtue of which they are 
brought within the range of “ literature.” Arnold has 
never practised the profession of reviewer; his reviews 
of books have been quite occasional and exceptional, 

let his influence upon the style of periodical criticism 

in England has been very valuable. 

JLhe traditional tone of reviewing in this country was 
that of War bur ton in the last century, and Christopher 

North in this. If you disliked a man, you abused, de¬ 

tained, libelled him, and called him all the scurrilous 
names you could muster, if you were his friend, you puffed 

nis book with magniloquent epithets of praise. Tne 

Irish ferocity of the bludgeon-and-tomahawk school was, 

indeed, somewhat toned down by 1850, before Matthew 

Arnold came upon the scene. But the notion which the 

professional interviewer still entertained of his business 

was that lie was either to demolish a book or to re¬ 

commend it. The most brilliant reviewer of that period 
was Macaulay, and the barbarous manners of the time 
are stereotyped for us in the two essays in which he 

threw himself upon Milton with laudatory rhetoric, and 
upon Croker with withering scorn. 

In the innumerable host of amateur critics in the 
present day are still to be found some surviving prac¬ 
titioners of the stick-and-horsewhip system, by whom 

we are treated to occasional exhibitions of the rampant 
onslaught of the days of Jeffrey and Blackwood. But 
a better tone undoubtedly prevails in the best class of 

periodical, and among the influences which have con¬ 
tributed to this improvement not the least has been the 

better way pointed out by Matthew Arnold, and his 
incessant inculcation of it by precept or by example. 

Critics required to be taught two things. One, that 
when a man undertakes to pronounce a judgment upon 
a writer’s treatment of any subject, the critic ought to 
have, to begin with, a knowledge of the subject at 
least equal to that of the author under review'. This 
obvious principle, so long unknown in this country, 

English reviewers learnt from Germany. The Academy 
may justly claim the credit of having naturalised and 
established it among us. The other lesson we might 
have learnt from France, but we did not. That we are 
learning it at all is due to Matthew Arnold. There 

is such a thing, in the management of written speech, 
as style, taste, elegance—in a word, form. Of the exist¬ 
ence of such a thing as style no German of this day 

has any idea. Hence German books, valuable as they 
are in point of matter, resemble the Mosaic chaos—a 
tohu and bohu, “ without form and void.’* In the 
materialistic age of England through which we have 
passed, if it can be said to be past, the tendency of our 
books has been to neglect form. Some of our mo>t 

accredited doctors still maintain the German doctrine 
of “say it anyhow.” Only the other day Mr. Frederu 

Harrison told a London audience, with great applause 
that, provided what you said was good, it was matter 
of indifference how it was worded. I mav obserxe. »*' 

« • 
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the way, that Frederic Harrison is far too knowing 

to act upon his own advice. He has taken care to pro¬ 

vide himself with, and to keep for his own exclusive use, 
one of the most careful, trenchant, lucid styles now 
written: a style which, if it does not always satisfy 

the perceptions of taste, exemplifies the most elaborate 

art of composition. 

What Matthew Arnold has made us begin to attend 

to is something which reaches beyond mere style, beyond 

the syntax or wording of our sentences. There is an 
urbane quality, a play of mind for the play’s sake, a 

quality the possession of which raised the Athenians 
to the pre-eminence they held in the annals of ancient 

civilisation, and their hold upon which still keeps the 

French nation at the head of civilised Europe. Of this 
mental quality, manners, social intercourse, art, are 

severally expressive. Literature is also an expression 

of the same quality, and one which is become far more 
important than it used to be, through the diffusion of 
the opportunities of reading. Many things we may have 
learnt from Matthew Arnold, but this, I think, especially 
—that a book is not merely a vehicle of information, 

but a work of art. It should please by its form. It 
should not merely instruct, it should appeal to the culti¬ 
vated humanity which education brings out in the 

reading classes. 

I have said that Matthew Arnold has had a large 

share in the reform of our criticism. He has taught 
the professional reviewer that neither praise nor blame, 
nor yet an impartial mixture of the two, is a sufficient 

discharge of his function. For science a critic should 
have knowledge, and this the Germans have taught us. 

Matthew Arnold teaches us that the critic of literature 
must have soul: in the words of Cleveland’s epitaph on 

Ben Jonson— 

The soul which answered best to all well said 

By others, and which most requital made. 

Arnold’s influence on the critic has gone much beyond 
the negative influence of restraining him from hitting 
out. The spread of civilisation tends to confine club-law 
in criticism to the Bohemian newspapers. Arnold has 

endeavoured to inspire our critics with a new perception, 
that of refinement as a quality which should pervade 

writing as well as speech. 

But Arnold’s ambition as a social reformer goes much 
beyond a desire to improve the tone of the critical 

journals. He desires to purify apd elevate, not only the 
writers of criticism, but the readers. He does not in these 

essays appear in the character of a national reformer. He 
does not propound ultimate social problems and offer 
a remedial reorganisation of society from top to bottom. 

He assumes society to go on as now constituted, and 
the relation of classes, of capital and labour, either 
to be what it now is, or to be somehow arranged by 
economic law. This as it may be. In any case, there 
will be people—large classes of shopkeeping and busi¬ 

ness men, and all the women—who have not to work, 

and who have leisure. To these perishing souls, destitute 
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of all share in the most precious outcome of the ages of 
preparation, is Arnold’s mission. . . . 

How is this sordid and unintellectual mass to be 

reached ? How is an apostle of “ things of the mind ” 
to find access for a new idea to those whose minds are 
closed to all ideas as such? If by preaching, Arnold 

will preach, and does so most eloquently. But we all 

know that preaching is in vain till the soul is first 

awakened to a sense of its want. And it is characteristic 
of the trading, thriving, calculating class in question to 
be entirely satisfied with itself and its form of existence. 
Its only want is more income, and to attire itself with 

the fashions and designations which have become asso¬ 
ciated with aristocracy. Its ambitions are wholly 

material; moral or religious aspiration is unknown to it. 
Its strong, self-reliant, self-asserting quality—the very 
quality which gives it its wealth and material comfort— 
excludes from it any suspicion of its own moral deficien¬ 

cies. It cannot have refinement; for refinement is not 
a possession, but an endeavour, and this class knows of 
no endeavour except after more prosperity. . . . 

It appears to me that these essays are most 
successful in bringing before us, in all its unloveliness, 

the dismal blank of the domestic interior of the English 

middle-class family. They are not equally distinct on 

the methods of prevention and cure. But it would be 
a very imperfect account of a charming volume to leave 

the impression that this one topic is a complete summary 
of its contents. It is rich in suggestion up and down 
the field of pure literature. It is in his feeling 
for pure literature, as such, that Matthew Arnold 

stands alone among the writers of our day. When he 
descends into the arena of social debate his opinions 

are but the opinions of one among many thoughtful men. 
When he takes an historical view he is open to be chal¬ 

lenged by many. I cannot, for instance, allow his dictum 

on Cromwell’s foreign policy to pass without a protest. 
He says it was Cromwell’s foreign policy which gave 

Europe “the Grand Monarch and all that he denoted.” 
The Protector’s foreign policy was directed to forming 
a strong Protestant party, which would have made the 

Grand Monarch and his conquests in the Low Countries 
impossible. It was the Stuart foreign policy, which 
abetted the French Crown in crushing the Protestants 
in France, that produced the Grand Monarch. 

While Arnold’s historical view is often imperfect, his 
literary perception is never at fault, and his verdict all 
but infallible. I leave this little loophole for dissent, 
in order that I may challenge something he has said 
of Cowper in this volume. Stopford Brooke had said 

that in the retired poet’s thought is to be found the new 
thought upon the subject of mankind, which was soon 
to take so fierce a form in Paris! Arnold contradicts 
this. It appears to me a true and happy rapprochement. 
The mild parochial philanthropy of Cowper is Rousseau 

'taken in the shape adapted to the English village-green. 
I must here side with Stopford Brooke rather than with 
his critic. But these are rare occasions. In this very 

essay, the review of the “ Primer of English Literature,” 

Matthew Arnold is more than once content with barely 
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reversing Stopford Brooke’s proposition, and leaving 
things so. For instance, 44 It is not true to say that 

Milton 4 summed up in himself all the higher influences 
of the Renascence.’ ” There is probably no other living 

critic who could be permitted, and whom we should all 
recognise as being entitled, to deal with books in this 
style of summary jurisdiction. Such is our confidence in 
Arnold’s judgment and discernment in literary things, 

that no one would think of appealing from a ruling of 
his, even when delivered without its reasons. 

Thackeray: By Lionel Johnson 

* (March 7, 1891.) 

THERE are two points upon which it may be worth 
while to say something: the satire of Thackeray, 

and his art Either is constantly misunderstood; and, 
without dogmatising on the matter, one may try to 
clear it from prejudice and misconception. It is com¬ 
monly held by the unreflecting that your satirist is 

bitter, your humorist a jester. Men talk of Thackeray’s 
cynicism and of Lamb’s merriment, as though the one 

has no sympathies and the other no sorrows. Before 
Carlyle and Landor wrote, men talked of Dante’s 
savagery and scorn. It is as though a writer must 
needs be a man of iron, without “ bowels of mercy,” 
unless he show himself lachrymose and sentimental. 
And yet there are 44 thoughts which do often lie too 
deep for tears.” Mr. Pater hae written excellently, 

as he always writes, upon this matter: 

The author of the English Humorists of the 

Eighteenth Century, coming to the humorists of the 
nineteenth, would have found, as is true pre-eminently 
of Thackeray himself, the springs of pity in them 
deepened by the deeper subjectivity, the intenser and 
closer living with itself, which is characteristic of the 
temper of the later generation; and therewith, the 
mirth also, from the amalgam of which with pity 
humour proceeds, has become, in Charles Dickens, 

• for example, freer and more boisterous. 

As mere matter of fact, laughter and tears, humour 

and pity, satire and pathos, lie very near each other— 
so near that Heine and Sterne pass from one to the 
other By some sort of natural instinct, and often labour 
to expose the fact unhappily. Thackeray, in his lightest 
social satire, mordant and stinging, does more than strip 

a pretension or ridicule an absurdity. Under the 
brilliant wit and superb scorn lies the haunting thought 
of pity for 44 Man, the admirable, the pitiable.” He has 
distinguished between the attitudes of Swift, Addison, 
and Steele towards humanity; the terrible contempt of 

Swift, the pensive serenity of Addison, the 
simple tenderness of Steele. Combine the three j 

and there is Thackeray: too clear-sighted to 

accept delusions, too reverent to despair, too kindly to 

be always glad. Turning once more to Mr. Pater, we 
read in two passages of 

that old-world sentiment, based on the feelings ot 
hope and awe, which may be described as the religion 
of men of letters . . . religion as understood by the 
soberer men of letters in the last century, Addison, 
Gray, and Johnson; by Jane Austen and Thackeray, 
later. 

After pages of literally tremendous denunciation and 

scorn, he brings us back to the universal and elementary 
affections, pity and charity and hope, in words, as Mr. 

Lang has noted, of incomparable music and beauty. 
And this, not out of a weak concession to sentiment, 

but because it is verifiable and true, the testimony of 
experience. Nothing could be less true than the asser¬ 
tion of M. Taine: 

11 fait dans le roman ce que Hobbes fit en philo¬ 
sophic. Presque toujours, lorsqu’il d^crit de beaux 
sentiments, il les derive d’une vilaine source 

It is precisely because Thackeray, discerning so well the 

abundant misery and hollowness in life, discerns also 
all that is not miserable and hollow, that he is so great. 

He has neither the somewhat bestial pessimism of 
M. Zola, nor the fatuous gaiety of M. Ohnet Like 

any classic, he stands the test of experience, of psycho¬ 
logy. We have mentioned together Swift, Addison, and 
Steele; we might take Lucretius, Virgil, and Horace. 

Each has left a picture of patrician life, glittering and 
tedious. Lucretius, contrasting the splendour without 
and the gloom within; Virgil, the restlessness and haste 
with the placid peace of the country; Horace, content 
to let it all go by, neither envying nor despising 
Something of each, again, is in Thackeray: an English 

classic not less true and real than the classic Romans. 
Most of the disputes about Thackeray’s art, in the 

strict sense of art, are occupied with the personal note 
in his novels: with the intrusion, as some call it of 
his personality. Art, we are told, is impersonal; and we 
believe it But if that imply that no novel should reflect 

its author’s spirit, then no artistic novel has yet been 
written. It is a question of words: each writer has 
his manner of work and habit of mind ; let him follow 
those faithfully, and the result will be good, if he be 

an artist. Who wishes away Fielding’s enchanting 
chapters between the books of 44 Tom Jones ” ? Or 
who wishes to find essays by Flaubert between the 
chapters of 44 Madame Bovary ” ? Each follows his own 
way, and there are many ways in art Thackeray’s 

reflections and discussions do not spoil his story, because 
they are not mere moralising, which the reader might do 
for himself. Whenever a reader stops, and says to 
himself that the writer might have credited his reader- 
with wits enough to see such and such a thing without 
being shown it, then the writer has been superfluous. A 

sentence instead of a word, a chapter instead of a page, 
are unpardonable sins: but who can say that he could 
have done Thackeray’s reflections for himself? And 

they do not occur in the course of actual narration: 
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Rawdon Crawley confronts Lord Steyne, Lady Castle- 

wood welcomes Esmond at Winchester, without any 

dissertation from Thackeray. At least, let us call these 
passages of personal meditation a wrong thing done 

exquisitely; beyond that we refuse to go. 

Let us end with a letter of Newman, published since 

his death: a voice from the dead, one immortal upon 

another: 

44 I write ... to express the piercing sorrow that I 
feel in Thackeray’s death. You know 1 never saw 
him, but you have interested me in him, and one saw 
in his books the workings of his mind—and he has 
died with such awful suddenness. A new work of 
his had been advertised, and I had looked forward 
with pleasure to reading it; and now the drama of 
his life is closed, and he himself is the greatest in¬ 
stance of the text of which he was so full, Vanitas 

vanitatum, omnia vanitas. . . . What a world this 
is ! How wretched they are who take it for their 
portion ! Poor Thackeray ! it seems but the other 
day since we became Catholics; now all his renown 
has been since that; he has made his name, has been 
made much of, has been f£ted, and gone out, all 
since 1846 or 1847. ” 

“ Qualibus in tenebris vitae quantisque perirlis 
Degitur hoc aevi quodcumquest! 

Thackeray and Newman both knew that: but that was 

not all they knew. 

“Far From the Madding Crowd” at 
the Globe Theatre 

(May 13, 1882.) 

IF the production of “ Far from the Madding Crowd ” 
has revealed to the public some likenesses to a much- 

talked-of drama which there had not before been any 
opportunity to trace, it has shown also essential differ¬ 
ences. A visitor might say that one of the two plays 
had been suggested by the novel’s main story and by 
the rustic world in which its action is laid, and that the 
other was a dramatisation of the novel, with as little 

modification as possible of its incidents. In some respects 
44 The Squire ” may be asserted to be a better stage 

play—a thing of better construction—than 44 Far from 
the Madding Crowd.” The real point of the story, as a 
story for acting, is gone to more promptly. The theme 

is well exposed. In 44 Far from the Madding Crowd ” 
there is, for the every-day playgoer, too much of leisurely 

development of secondary characters. In the first act 
the country people gossip too continuously for every-day 
taste, while the story waits. But then, on the other hand, 

this same leisurely development of character tells in 
favour of our interest in the heroine. . . . 

Even with regard to the peasant folk and to their 

apparent reluctance to contribute too swiftly towards 

the development of the tale, it. must be said that, as a 

compensation, their own talk remains, as in the novel, 
characteristic and good. There is local colour in it in 

abundance. Much of the charm of peasant life—the 
charm that peasant life seems to present to the citizen— 

is skilfully kept; and though this is not the sort of thing 
that has ever before brought success, or even helped to 
bring success, to an English contemporary drama, it is a 

quality to recognise, and there should nowadays be play¬ 
goers willing and able to recognise it. One feature of 
the play which was not in the novel at all we are bound 

to take exception to, and that is the introduction of the 
gipsy, Will Robin, Fanny Robin’s brother, as the instru¬ 
ment that is to compass the death of Sergeant Troy, and 
set Bathsheba free to reward the constancy of Oak. 
The presence of this otherwise superfluous youth as a 
chivalrous relative bent upon avenging the offence 

against his sister savours distinctly of melodrama. Bold- 
wood, who accomplishes the same object in the novel, 
was in the novel a character of mark; and the play, in 
dispensing with him, dispenses with something that, with 
all its difficulties, was worth keeping. Boldwood’s 

character had artistic value. He was a true, if a repulsive, 
study. A countryman, long a bachelor and thinking 

little of women, he was likely, when at last the thought 
of a woman grew familiar to him, to be too zealous in 

his love and too obstinately faithful to the thought of 
her, even when she was not for him. He was prosperous 
in affairs: “the ignoble melancholy of pecuniary em¬ 

barrassment ” never sat on him ; he had few amusements 
if he had few anxieties, and it was natural that in his 

isolated life the love he at last longed for should be 
everything to him. The gradual mastery which this 
thought of Bathsheba obtains over his reason is indi¬ 
cated admirably, and in the novel Boldwood stands 
as the natural solution of the difficulty when Troy re¬ 
appears and must somehow be got to disappear. The 
touch is truly dramatic, dramatic in the deepest sense, 
when he quietly takes his gun down from its place 
against the wall, and 44click”—there is an end of the 
devil of the story. It was necessary someone should 

do this, and this was precisely what Boldwood would 
have done. Will Robin’s chivalry is a much more 

commonplace and melodramatic solution. But it must 

not be imagined that we mention this one weakness in 
art as acting seriously against the general interest of the 

play. Not at all. The play is, on the whole, well 
constructed, which means, in this case, that Mr. Comyns 
Carr has made thoroughly skilful use of a creation of 

genius. 

And it is excellently acted. Mr. Charles Kelly, who 

has long been absent from the London stage, finds in 
Gabriel Oak a part absolutely suited to him. Gabriel 

is indeed made needlessly uncomely, but there pass over 

the actor’s face expressions of a quiet tenderness and 

a force of feeling which denote a really sympathetic 
art; there is more than one passage of acting, and 

especially towards the end of the play, which should add 
to Mr. Kelly’s reputation. Again, Mrs. Bernard Beere 

enters with full intelligence into the part of Bathsheba. 
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A little more subordination of the graces of the lady 

—of the refinements which belong to gentle life, as distin¬ 

guished from those which belong to attractive character 

—and Mrs. Bernard Beere would be a model Bathsheba. 
Comparisons with Mrs. Kendal are completely unneces¬ 

sary, for, in the first place, Mrs. Kendal in “ The Squire ” 
does not try to be Bathsheba. She gets ample oppor¬ 
tunity for the display of her own emotional art, and 
has no character by Thomas Hardy to embody. Mrs. 
Beere has tact and is winning, and moves gracefully, and 
is graceful and natural, too, in the absence of motion; 
and as for her gowns, they are as pretty as any that 
may now be seen in London. She is earnest and 
intelligent and pleasant, and Mrs. Kendal is great Mr. 
Barnes looks handsome enough as Sergeant Troy; but 
neither his nor anybody else’s masculine beauty could 
quite explain to us Troy’s fascination for Bathsheba. 
That fascination is a secret of her own heart, which 
proves her to have some weakness no one would suspect, 

and to be thoroughly a woman. 
Miss Alexis Leighton and Miss Hunt—both of them 

actresses new to otor London theatres—contribute to the 
general refinement of a performance one of whose 
characteristics is indeed its refinement. Mr. A. Wood 
and his comrades enact the peasants with as great 
success as can attend upon the efforts of artists whose 
studies from the life must have been few. With some 
natural touches, and with much of stage effectiveness, 

they bring before us in skilful fashion that Dorsetshire 
country-folk which talks quaint wisdom oftener, no 

doubt, than does the rest of the world, if not quite so 
often as we should think if we assumed Mr. Hardy’s 
dialogue to be a literal transcript, a direct photograph. 
But there is no necessity for assuming it to be that, 
nor for blaming it because it is not that. As Sheri¬ 
dan’s dialogue is the quintessence of the wit of an 
artificial society of drawing-rooms, so Mr. Hardy’s is 
the quintessence of the humour of the village-folk of 
Wessex. The talk of his characters is nature wrought 
into art, and the license he has allowed himself, in the 
novel as well as in the play, is the legitimate license 
of comedy. FREDERICK WEDMORE. 

Only an Insect 

(August 23, 1879.) 

On the crimson cloth of my study desk 
A lustrous moth poised statuesque; 
Of a waxen mould were its light limbs shaped, 

And in scales of gold its body was draped ; 
While its luminous wings were netted and veined 

With silvery strings or golden grained, 
Through whose filmy maze in tremulous flight 
Danced quivering rays of the gladsome light. 

On the desk hard by a taper burned, 
Toward which the eye of the insect turned. 

In its dim little mind a faint desire 
Rr.so undefined for the beautiful fire. 

Lightly it spread each silken van, 

Then away it sped for a moment’s span, 
And a vague delight lured on its course 
With resistless might toward the central source. 
And it followed the spell through an eddying maze 
Till it staggered and fell in the scorching blaze. 

Dazzled and stunned by the blinding pain* 
One moment it swooned, then rose again; 
And again the fire drew it on with its charms 
To a living pyre in its awful arms; 
And now it lies on the table here, 
Before my eyes, shrivelled and sere. 

As I sit and muse on its fiery fate, 
What themes abstruse might I meditate! 
For if only I in my simple song 
Could tell you the why of that one little wrong, 
I could tell you more than the deepest page 
Of saintliest lore or of wisest sage. 
And the pangs that thrilled through its tiny frame 

As its senses were filled with the deadly flame 
A riddle enclose that, living or dead, 

In rhyme or in prose no seer has read. 
“ But a moth,” you cry, “ is a thing so small! ” 
Ah, yes; but why should it suffer at all ? 

Why should a sob for the vaguest smart 
One moment throb through the tiniest heart 
Why in the whole wide universe 
Should a single soul feel that primal curse ? 

Not all the throes of mightiest mind, 
Or the heaviest woes of humankind, 
Are of deeper weight in the riddle of things 
Than that insect’s fate with the mangled wings. 

Grant Allen. 

Advice to Contributors 
By an American Editor. 

(October 13, 1900.) 

WRITE and ask the Editor if you may call to talk over 

literary projects with him. That will oblige him to die 
tate a polite note saying that you may. 

Begin the interview by saying that you have not 

thought of any subject to treat of yourself, but you hope 
that he may have something that he wants written up 
Being in hourly dread of turning down a future gemu% 

he will labour patiently to make you betray a spark c: 

ability. 
Ask him if he knows that his magazine printed j 

portrait of Li Hung Chang over the title of Mrs. Burk^- 
Roche several months before. He has already received 
ten thousand letters on the subject, but will no doub: 

be glad to explain for the ten thousand and first tirtf 

just how it happened. 
As you rise to go (if you ever do) produce a MS poor, 

and ask him to write you frankly what he thinks of it 
Do not leave a stamp; he will gladly pay two cet. * 

to get it taken away. 
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LITERARY SUPPLEMENT 
TO 

THE ACADEMY 
CONSISTING OF 

NOTABLE ARTICLES, REVIEWS, Etc., 

WHICH HAVE APPEARED FROM TIME TO TIME IN “THE ACADEMY” SINCE ITS INCEPTION. 

The Bad Novel 

(March 2, 1901.) 

A NOVEL is bad not so much because the novelist 
cannot say what he has to say as because he 

has nothing to say; but both disabilities contribute to 
the badness, for, by a wise ordinance of nature, he who 
bears a message can always, somehow, deliver it. Most 
often the bad novel arises from an accident. A fleeting 
impulse, a chance remark, even an idle hour, and lo! 
the bad novel is bom. The prospective bad novelist 
thinks or hears either “ How nice it would be to write 
a story! ” or “What a splendid idea for a story! " and 
he answers: “Why shouldn't I try? I will.” Usually, 
we fancy, it is the curiosity to experience what writing 
is like, and not the desire to embody a given idea in 
literary form, that makes the silly scribe, whose feeling 
is that it would be rather “ fun ” to do as Thackeray did. 
The splendid idea follows, forced unnaturally into exist¬ 
ence by the piquancy of the desire. So the paper is 
bought, the pen dipped, and the novel begun. Now, the 

bad novelist is commonly a somewhat clever and ver¬ 
satile person, with a certain facility, and his first, if 
not his last, sensation is one of surprise at the easiness 
of writing narrative. And merely to write narrative is 
easy; we all do it in our letters—we write narrative 
“ without knowing it." Indeed, anyone—a tea merchant 
or an engrossing clerk—could produce a novel—that is, 
a connected and coherent invented narrative—if he 
doggedly persevered ; it might be inconceivably fatuous, 
but it would be a novel; printed, it would deceive the 
eye of a Ste.-Beuve at a distance of three feet. And 
the bad novel deceives the eye of its author, as he writes 
it, at a distance of a foot. It looks like a novel; it has 
all the customary apparatus of chapter-divisions, short 

lines, indented lines, inverted commas; it is a novel. 
The author is encouraged to continue; he continues 
and he finishes; and, once in a hundred times, by some 
error of destiny, the novel is published. We calculate 
that the bad novelists of the United Kingdom, driven 
by curiosity or the force of an idea, or, perhaps, by 
poverty, produce several hundreds of irredeemably bad 

novels each week; so that, though only one per cent, 
of them gets as far as the laughter of compositors (if 
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compositors ever laugh), the number reaching this office 
in a year is quite considerable. We will briefly examine 

one or two of the finest specimens, dealing first with 
the matter and then with the manner. 

The bad novelist, instead of finding a central idea 
for an environment, invariably finds an environment for 
a central idea. With him the Idea is uppermost.. His 
pseudo-creative impulse is not the vague resultant of 
long observation and an inclusive sympathy, but a precise 
and defined inclination to relate something unusual, 
bizarre or astonishing. The bad novelist has the same 
false notion as the crowd of amiable friends who persist 
in annoying the good novelist with the remark: “ I have 
met suck a queer man, or heard suck a queer incident 
—I am sure you would be interested—it certainly ought 
to go into a book." He has not guessed that the aim 
of the novelist is to discover beauty in the normal, not 
to provide a literary freak-show; that, in fact, the 
novelist is attracted by the abnormal about as much as 
a painter would be attracted by a woman with twelve 
fingers or a beard. And so the bad novelist goes in 
search of, or is seized by, the startling Idea; and the 
more startling it is, the more pleased he is with it. 

He sits down to accomplish the embodiment, and one 
can almost hear him inquiring, “ How ought I to begin ?" 
The obvious course is to ask, “How do other authors 
begin ? ” And this is just what he does ask, and, having 
ascertained the answer, begins accordingly. Observe, 
it never occurs to him to begin by examining life and 
nature anew for himself. The mere Idea has already 

carried him far away from all considerations of truth and 
probability. In the present instance he begins with the 
reception held to celebrate the son’s majority. There is 
no general description of it, but a few disconnected 
“bits," which he has evidently remembered or excogi¬ 
tated one by one, and strung together. The attitude 
towards “ society belles ” is sarcastic. “ The two girls 
squeezed our hands with the formula smile, lifted their 
precious silks about their legs, and squeezed into the 
carriage in front of the mother, whose enamelled 
shoulders shuddered a moment in the night air." And 
later on are such phrases as “ veiled vulgarity," “ sous- 
entendu doubly clear and disgusting to a refined 
creature." Such observations, as they presented them¬ 
selves to him, he would certainly deem both original and 

effective. 
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We next come to the father’s portrait of the myste¬ 

rious damseL The author’s purpose is to make this 
picture impressive, and the means which he adopts are 
exactly those which would be used by a man ignorant 
both of life and art “ Unanimously pronounced by the 
Press as the accomplishment of the year. Such was the 
witchery of this famous work that little knots of fas¬ 
cinated picture-lovers would linger at the canvas during 
its tenure at [jtV] the Academy and gaze upon it long 
and with swimming eyes, unconscious of the fleeting 
time, and marvel at the wonderful beauty of the dreams 
which it inspired rather than at the radiating loveliness 
of the picture itself.” Now, if the bad novelist could 
have walked out of his study, had a cold plunge, gazed 
inimically into the mirror and said to his face: “Do 
people stand long rapt and with swimming eyes before 
pictures in the Academy ? ” there might have been hope 
for him. But of such a feat of detachment he is con¬ 
stitutionally incapable, and so, gaining momentum page 
by page, he wanders further and further away from 
reality. He is lost. Often you can see him puzzling 
where to go, what to say next, and saying the most ludi¬ 
crous things in his bewilderment As thus: “ It being 
bad form to notice any peculiar habits or fads of one’s 
guests, I have no very clear impression of the Lord 
Archibald’s conduct as he left the house.” Or again: 
“ That, said as it was with a dreamy, far-away look, would 

have flattered some men and made them sensible of an 
unconquerable desire to throw their arms round her neck 
and embrace her, or raise her hand gently to the lips 
and imprint upon it a kiss full of the profoundest mean¬ 
ing. Such, however, was my father’s training that my 
mind was entirely innocent of any leaning in that direc¬ 
tion.” And so the bad novel continues, at haphazard, 
an inconsequent farrago of conscious and unconscious 
imitations interspersed with original fatuities, until the 
last ecstasy—“ Ivor, my own, my dearest love, now we 
shall be together always, on earth and in heaven, always, 
always together.” The Idea is clothed. 

In regard to the manner of the bad novel—by which 
we, of course, mean the literary manner—the commonest 
and most pervading characteristic of it is the tendency 
to write, not in words, but in phrases. As Schopen¬ 
hauer said of unintelligent authors: “They combine 
whole phrases more than words—phrases banales." 

There is no clearly defined thought “ It is only intelli¬ 
gent writers who place individual words together with 
a full consciousness of their use, and select them with 
deliberation.” The subject of phrases banales is much 
too large to be entered upon here. The habit of think¬ 
ing in phrases leads, by a curious attraction, to the habit 
of imagining in episodes or lumps of event, instead of 
detail by detail. Thus, when a hero is suddenly called 
away on a journey, all the rigmarole of acts previously 
performed by other heroes so placed is set out in fulL 
“ I scribbled a few brief notes, cancelling the engage¬ 
ments I had contracted ; ” or, at the end of the journey: 
“ I at once dismissed the driver with a fee that made his 
old eyes sparkle.” It is the same with descriptions: 
they are conceived in a chunk; there is none of the 

minutiae of invention, but a vague reminiscence of some 

remembered whole. Thus, the account of a young lady’s 
boudoir (in a novel which opens: “Everybody knows 
Champington, the little town nestling in the Surrey 
hills ”) begins: “ The room was tastefully and elegantly 
furnished in a style that signalised a woman’s inspira¬ 
tion ; ” and then follows a page and a half of descrip¬ 
tive clichks\ and the last phrase is: “Odour of roses 

and mignonette.” Even there the bad novelist cannot 
drop his chunk of remembered episode, for on the next 
few pages we meet with these locutions: — 

Sol shot his beams of light athwart the window. 

So, at least, Sol seemed to say to Alice Lawson, 
a winsome .... 

14 How delicious ! ” she cried, taking a deep in¬ 

spiration of the flower-scented air. 

44 Heigho ! ” 

Now, why do young girls say 44 Heigho ! ” often 

when they have not a trouble in the world? 

Nine pages elapse before the bad novelist is able to 
free himself from the spell cast by the incantatory 
phrase, “ The room was tastefully and elegantly,” etc 

To conclude, the most pathetic literary shortcoming of 
the bad novelist is his entire inability to say what he 

wants to say—a shortcoming not often noticeable be¬ 
cause he so seldom wants to say anything in particular 
There are rare moments, however, when one can per¬ 
ceive that he really has something on his mind. To wit¬ 
ness his struggles then is painfuL The expert penman 
is frequently conscious of having, despite himself, 
written differently from his intention, of having com¬ 
passed a passage, but not at all the passage. The bad 
novelist, by simple amateurishness, “ never gets any¬ 

where near ” his real thoughts. He is continually stulti¬ 
fying and falsifying himself, posing as a bigger fool 
than actually he is. That is his tragedy, which he does 
not suspect. 

Review: By William Sharp 
(January 2, 1892.) 

A Last Harvest. By Philip Bourke Marston. With a 
Biographical Introduction by Mrs. Louise C. 
Moulton. (Elkin Matthews.) 

THIS aftermath of verse comprises all the poetic 
work of the late Philip Bourke Marston that has 

appeared posthumously. It must be seven years at least 
since its author told the present writer the scheme of his 

projected “ Book of Love,” a collection of lyrics and 
sonnets which was to be his best achievement in verse, 
and to embody his deepest thoughts and most vivid 

emotions; “ and yet,” he added—with his sightless eves 
turned towards his companion, as though no blank of 
darkness intervened—“to what end? Since in a few 
years I shall be forgotten. I do not delude myself, 

though I sometimes dream dreams.” But it is not too 
much to say that Philip Marston is not forgotten, and 

that bis best work has reached a wider public and 
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appealed to a greater variety of readers than he ever 
anticipated. Among the by no means inconsiderable 

body of men and women who cherish the memory of the 
dead poet, and find a singular pleasure in his verse, it 
would be natural to expect an ardent championship of the 

author of 44 Song-Tide ” and “ Wind-Voices.” Yet he 
has profoundly touched many of both an older and 

younger generation whom he never met or heard of, and 

in the close on five years since his death has attained 
a position which has surprised some even of those who 
believed in him most This, however, has probably 
been achieved by a few particularly lovely and pathetic 

lyrics and sonnets rather than by the mass of his poetic 

work. It is difficult to be critical when one is a partisan; 
but after all nothing is to be gained by an attitude which 

is of the heart rather than of the mind 
Marston was a poet of rare and delicate genius, often 

with a note so poignant and exquisite that one realises 

at once how, in happier circumstances, he might have 

won a great name and an enduring place; and all to 
whom his poetry appeals find in it a charm which is not 
to be gainsaid To the present writer it does pro¬ 

foundly appeal; and it is with deep pleasure that I, for 

one, have watched the growth of appreciation for the 
work of one who was so dear a friend Yet to me, as 
to some others who knew the man and admire his verse, 
there is something exaggerated in the claims that are 

sometimes advanced I have often been taken to task 
for having, in a critical estimate of Marston’s poetry, 

prefatory to a selection from his three volumes made a 
year or two ago, expressed a conviction that, while the 

quintessential part of his life-work would survive much 
of more popular contemporary poetry, the greater por¬ 
tion of it has not that intense individuality, that, inevit¬ 
ableness of art, by which alone immortality can be 
won. This conviction did not then, and does not now, 
involve any lack of liking for the, in the main, beautiful 
and pathetic verse of Philip Marston. I have no reason 
to modify in the least degree what I wrote; indeed, 
familiarity with all his work, and a recent reperusal of 
his poems in an order as nearly chronological as pos¬ 
sible, confirms me in the belief that, beautiful and 
charming as nearly all his verse is, only a very small 

part of it can be expected to survive the century. The 
most discerning and impartial critic of his poetry was the 
author himself. I call to remembrance one evening in 
particular when, pleased by a recent success and elated 
by a generous letter from a great poet whom he loved, 
he pointed out with the most delicate literary acumen 
and logical argument just how and where he would of 
necessity fail to take that high rank to which he had 
once aspired. Above all, he was clear-sighted enough 
to recognise that he was under the shadow of Rossetti’s 
genius, and that, therefore, his highest claim could be 
that he was “lieutenant to that great captain”* 

It would not be fair to take this 44 Last Harvest” as 
the fulfilment of Philip Marston’s carefully planned and 
long-brooded-over “ Book of Love.” At best, we have 
here only the more or less fragmentary parts of an 

* Marston’s own words. 
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unfinished work. His editor, the loyal and affectionate 

friend who has done so much for the blind poet's post¬ 
humous fame, as well as for his welfare while alive, errs, 

it seems to me, in the inclusion of certain poems in this 
volume. Though Mrs. Moulton may claim with justice 

that she knew better than anyone else could what poems 

of Marston’s to preserve, I cannot think that his own 
judgment would have passed, for example, so umta- 

tively Rossettian a sonnet as 44 I thought that I was 
happy yesterday,” with such unmistakable echoes as— 

For though apart, we stood soul close to soul, 
So joined by infinite Love's supreme control. 

* * * * 

Oh, to what awful unconjectured goal 

Are our feet tending—my beloved one, say ? 

or that at p. 129, with its close: — 

But, ah, what words sigh down these trackless ways, 
What words but these : 1 Too late—too late—too late ’ ? 

One or two of the poems in lyrical form, also, seem to 

me below the author’s high level. Yet so full of charm 
and beauty, albeit of an intensely sad and sometimes 

sombre kind, is this 44 Last Harvest,” that allusion to 

an alloy of somewhat inferior gold might have been 
omitted, but for the imprint on the title page, 14 Lyrics 

and Sonnets from the ‘ Book of Love.’ ” It is fairer to 

the poet to believe that some of this 14 last harvest ” of 
his genius would not have been garnered by him for 

what was to be his crowning achievement. 
Philip Marston was not only a sonnetteer by nature, 

but wrote, while in his teens, some of his best poems in 
this kind. Yet out of the scores of lovely sonnets in 
“ Song-Tide,” “All in All,” “ Wind-Voices,” and this 
“ Last Harvest,” how few are likely to be remembered I 

This is not merely because of the Rossettian atmo¬ 
sphere by which most of them are permeated, but to 

some extent at least on account of the monotony of 
sentiment and expression which characterises them. If 
the many almost identical facets of 44 All in All ” were 

concentred into one 44 dusky beam,” what a superb gem 
of 44 exquisite despair ” it would be. But, as it is, a 
certain weariness to the most sympathetic reader is 
almost inevitable. Marston himself was well aware of 
this: though, as he said with only too much justice, 

could one expect the varied note of joy from a life so 
darkened as his ? The finest of his sonnets are probably 
better than the finest by any of his contemporaries, with 
the single exception of Rossetti; but their number 
seems to me very limited. In the present collection 
there is scarce one to equal, and certainly none 
to surpass, the best of those written in his earlier 
years. Among the most notable are 44 The Breadth and 

Beauty of the Spacious Night,” with those grand lines— 

" The sanctity of sunsets palely bright, 
Autumnal woods, seen ’neath meek skies of blue, 
Old cities that God’s silent peace stole through-” 

the beautiful and almost Elizabethan 44 Love Asleep,” 
the austere “ To All in Haven,” the weary 44 Good Night 
and Good Morrow,” and the still more pathetically per¬ 

sonal “ Spring and Despair.” 
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Did space permit I should quote here 44 At Last ”; for, 
notwithstanding its close kinship to one of the most 
beautiful of Miss Christina Rossetti’s flawless 
lyrics, it has a poignantly personal note, and, 
above all, was the author’s 44 swan-song ”—the dying 
strain in what, in his own words, may be called his 

“ travelling twilight of sweet sound.** 
The biographical introduction by Mrs. Moulton is 

welcome, if too short; and, needless to say, it is written 
with utmost sympathy and delicacy. There are one or 
two slight misstatements of fact, but nothing that calls 
for actual correction save the misprint at p. 21 of 
“ 1876-7 *’ for 44 1886-7.” The brief memoir is enhanced 
by the inclusion of Mr. Swinburne’s beautiful Epicede 
(“ Light ”), foremost among the many posthumous 
tributes to Philip Bourke Marston. Yet neither Mr. 
Swinburne nor anyone else has given us lines more 
pathetically apt than those in one of the poems in this 

Last Harvest ”— 

Go, songs of mine .... 
The music of an exquisite despair. 

Review: By J. W. Hales 
(December 17, 1881.) 

Errors in the Use of English. By the late William B. 
Hodgson, LL.D. (David Douglas, Edinburgh.) 

HIS posthumous work of Dr. Hodgson deserves a 
hearty welcome, for it is sure to do good service 

for the object it has in view—improved accuracy in the 
use of the English language. The materials of the 
volume, as we learn from the pages headed “ Introduc¬ 
tory ”—a somewhat absolute use of an adjective—11 were 
selected from his notes of many years’ extensive and 
varied reading, and they were arranged for publication 

in their present form before his death.’* 
The book can scarcely be regarded as a systematic 

treatise on inaccuracy. It is rather a well-ordered and 
happily chosen collection of examples. And perhaps its 
chief use will be in very distinctly proving with what 
wonderful carelessness or incompetency the English lan¬ 
guage is generally written. For the examples of error 
here brought together are not picked from obscure or 
inferior wrtings. Among the grammatical sinners whose 
trespasses are here recorded appear many of our best- 
known authors and publications. As one turns over 
the pages, one finds appended to sentences quoted to 
illustrate some error or another the names of Thackeray, 
the Fortnightly Review, the Quarterly, the Saturday, 
Mrs. Gaskell, Shelley, the Spectator, Mr. Matthew 

Arnold, Southey, and many another of more or less 
note—often, no doubt, of less, but surprisingly often of 
more. The chief nurseries and homes, so to speak, of 
slipshod English are the daily papers. Many journalists, 
it would seem, have not time, if they have the ability, 
to be accurate; they are like the youthful examine who 
wrote very lengthy papers, but was too hurried, he said, 
to spell properly. Perhaps it is in the advertisements 
of newspapers that the highest triumphs of bad English 

are achieved. Dr. Hodgson, man of humour as he was, 
was not likely to overlook these performances. He gives 
some amusing specimens. We may remark, by-the-way, 
that his volume is often as amusing as it is instructive. 
He quotes, for instance, an “ advertisement ” that speaks 

of “ a piano for sale by a lady about to cross the Channel 
in an oak case with carved legs.” The supply of such 
things does not seem likely to fail at present at least, 
however accurately dull posterity may be. We saw last 
week an advertisement from a young man in the brewing 
line who was anxious for a new situation. The worthy 
fellow, wishing to show that he was well up in his busi¬ 

ness, and had enjoyed the advantage of serving in a 
good 44 house,” described himself as having been 
44 articled and brewed at the firm ”—of XXX, let us 
say. A “ brewed ” young man! And yet, such are the 
perplexities of language, our advertising friend, if he 
could think about the matter, might say: “ You talk of 
drinking beer, and of a drunken man—that is, I suppose, 
one who has drunk beer or some liquor or another ; why 
not then of brewing beer and of a brewed man—that is, 
one who has brewed beer ? ” It is certain most people 
would be at a loss how to answer this ingenious person 
if he defended himself so. All that could be said would 
be that our usage,44 Magistra loqueiae consuetudo,” does 

not allow that use of 44 brewed,** whatever sound analo¬ 
gies might be found for it. We saw also in an 44 advertise¬ 
ment ” a week or two ago some young woman described 
as 44 the greatest delineator of natatorial science” 
Clearly enough, there is not likely to be any dearth in 

our newspapers of English bad in one way or another. 
But the special feature of Dr. Hodgson’s book is that his 
illustrations are not flowers of journalism or the choice 
fruits of 44 our advertising columns,” but are drawn from 

writers of name and fame. 

We say that this book of Dr. Hodgson’s proves that 
English is mostly written with astounding inaccuracy. 
As to spoken English, everybody knows how slovenly 
and blunderful that is, what masterpieces of grammatical 
impropriety and confusion most public speeches are, how 
they abound in violated concords and outrageous con¬ 
structions. But we flatter ourselves things are 
better with our language as written. And better, no 
doubt, they are; but this is consistent with their being 
very bad. We once heard an accomplished lady re¬ 
mark of a certain clergyman that she felt sure he must 
have taken a good degree at Oxford or Cambridge, 
because his English was so bad. And we believe there 
was some truth in this remark. It would be quite pos¬ 
sible to show that many of the errors current in English 
are the errors of men who have studied Latin and Greek 
idioms with intelligence and ability, but have given no 

thought to those of their mother-tongue. They have 
taken it for granted that English needs no special con¬ 
sideration or research. Yet it may be submitted that 

English, too, has its difficulties and problems, which can¬ 
not be solved, or attempted to be solved, without special 
application and special scholarship. 

Dr. Hodgson’s book is, of course, not exhaustive— 
that would be impossible. Nor is it always free from 
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By A. C. Swinburne 
(September 27, 1884.) 

error when it points out error—that could scarcely be 

expected. Thus he says, “ ‘Our Father which art in 
heaven ’ was contrary to Wickliffe’s usage (‘ Oure fadir 
that art,’ etc.), and it is contrary to modern usage, too,” 
etc. But, in fact, that use of which occurs in the Wick- 
liffite translation, though it may not occur in the 
particular passage quoted; and it was certainly perfectly 
good Middle English. Thus we have “ And if ye 
leenen to him of whiche ye hopen to tak again/’ etc 
(Luke vi. 34); and in Gower, “Adrian which pope 
was.” But, on the whole, both for fullness and for 
accuracy, the book merits high praise, as also for its 
judicial tone and its suggestiveness. 

Many of the points discussed axe, indeed, yet unsettled 
questions—e.g.f the word talented. We confess to 

thinking that those who oppose this word have the worst 
of it in point of theory, and now also as respects usage. 
We hold with Dr. Fitzedw'ard Hall that it is of 
thoroughly English formation. Many people, even of 

those who would set the world right about such matters, 
do not seem to know that “ -ed ” is an adjectival suffix 
as well as the participial. Those who object to it on the 

score that it must be formed from talent and not from 
talents forget that we speak of a “ man of talent,” using 
talent in a sort of collective sense; and that, exactly 
similarly, we speak of “ a high-principled man ” and a 
“ man of high principle.” Surely the word ought to be 

allowed to take its seat in the house, so to say, without 
further opposition. 

A Villanelle: By W. W. Skeat 
(May 19, 1888.) 

(How to compose a villanelle, which is said to require 
“ an elaborate amount of care in production, which 
those who read only would hardly suspect existed.”) 

IT’S all a trick, quite easy when you know it, 

As easy as reciting ABC; 
You need not be an atom of a poet. 

If you’ve a grain of wit, and want to show it. 
Writing a villanelle—take this from me— 
It’s all a trick, quite easy when you know it. 

You start a pair of rimes, and then you “ go it ” 
With rapid-running pen and fancy free; 

You need not be an atom of a poet. 

Take any thought, write round it or below it, 
Above or near it, as it liketh thee; 
It’s all a trick, quite easy when you know it. 

Pursue your task, till, like a shrub, you grow it, 

Up to the standard size it ought to be; 
You need not be an atom of a poet. 

Clear it of weeds, and water it, and hoe it, 
Then watch it blossom with triumphant glee. 
It’s all a trick, quite easy when you know it; 
You need not be an atom of a poet 

On the Bicentenary of Corneille, celebrated under the 
Presidency of Victor Hugo. 

SCARCE two hundred years are gone, and the world is 

past away 

As a noise of brawling wind, as a flash of breaking 
foam, 

That beheld the singer bom who raised up the dead 
of Rome; 

And a mightier now than he bids him too rise up to-day. 
All the dim great age is dust, and its king is tombless 

clay. 
But its loftier laurel green as in living eyes it clomb, 
And his memory whom it crowned hath his people’s 

heart for home, 
And the shade across it falls of a lordlier-flowering 

bay. 

Stately shapes about the tomb of their mighty maker 
pace, 

Heads of high-plumed Spaniards shine, souls revive of 
Roman race, 

Sound of arms and words of wail through the glowing 
darkness rise, 

Speech of hearts heroic rings forth of lips that know 
not breath, 

And the light of thoughts august fills the pride of 
kindling eyes, 

Whence of yore the spell of song drove the shadow 
of darkling death. 

The Sonnet: By John Addington 
Symonds 

(February 13, 1886.) 

Sonnets of this Century. By William Sharp. (Walter 
Scott.) 

MONG the numerous anthologies of sonnets which 
have recently appeared, this deserves, and will 

probably obtain, a place of prominence. Mr. Hall 
Caine’s “ Sonnets of Three Centuries ” was a selection 
from the whole range of English literature. Mr. 
Waddington’s two volumes were devoted severally to 
sonnets by living and dead authors. Mr. Sharp limits 
himself to the work of all and any who had lived or 
are living in this century. From W. L. Bowles, the 

inspirer of Coleridge in his youth, to Mr. Ernest Rhys, 
the latest comer into this field of fame, a long series 
of years have to be reckoned. The period has been 
one of intense intellectual activity and of complicated 
literary evolution. When we read the names of the 
109 rhymesters who are represented in “Sonnets of 
this Century,” we are astounded by their variety. The 
list includes a cardinal, an archbishop, a dean, a canon, 
a prime minister, a lord chancellor, five peers, several 
baronets, an astronomer royal, two eminent painters, 
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the greatest living novelist, a governor-general of India, 
and a group of distinguished women* It is clear that 
the critic need no longer be warned in England not 
to “ scorn the sonnet” We may rather say that since 

the Rev. W. L. Bowles published his inoffensive little 
volume in 1789, a passion for this species of verse has 
invaded all classes of society. On the causes of its ever- 
increasing popularity I shall, perhaps, touch in this 
review; but at present I must call attention to the 

distinctive features of Mr. Sharp's selection. 

The editor has gone far afield, sparing neither time 
nor labour in studying, discovering, and comparing 
sonnets which may be counted by hundreds. He has 
composed a suggestive treatise on the history, structure, 
artistic capacity, and various species of this poem. Short 
biographical notices of all the writers included in this 
volume have been written, those which deal with living 
persons being marked by a happy mixture of frankness 
and sympathy. Right instinct has led him to classify 
his authors in alphabetical order, so that the specimens 
chosen from each may be surveyed together. Working 
thus, Mr. Sharp has produced a sonnet-book which 
represents the best craftsmanship of the nineteenth 
century, and supplies the public with an interesting 

guide to the technicalities of the subject In one 
important respect I am bound to qualify this hearty 
welcome with some words of censure. The book is 
inaccurately printed, clerical and typographical errors 
occurring frequently, sometimes to the serious damage 
of a sonnet's sound or sense. The promise of a reprint 
in large quarto form makes it worth while to put both 
publisher and editor upon their guard, and to recommend 

a scrupulous revision of each page. 

In his introduction Mr. Sharp raises questions of much 
difficulty regarding the origin of the sonnet So far as 
I am aware, this form cannot be traced to Proven£al 

literature; and the theory that it was constructed in 
imitation of the Greek epigram is palpably absurd. We 
all know that even Petrarch, the inaugurator of modem 
scholarship, could not read Greek; and Petrarch found 
the sonnet perfected before he used it. Still more 
ridiculous is the attempt to derive it from a French 
source. We may fairly assume that it was indigenous 
to Italy, and probably to the cradle of Italian poetry 
in the Sicilian court of Frederick II. With regard to 
this point, Mr. Sharp makes some observations which 
seem to show imperfect acquaintance with early Italian 
literature. He hazards the opinion that the seed of the 
sonnet was sown in the eleventh century, that it “ sent 
up a green shoot here and there ” in the twelfth, and 
that in the thirteenth it was “ in fulfilled bud.” The 
one thing which is fairly ascertained at present is that 
there was no Italian literature before the thirteenth 
century. When Frederick II died in 1250, that literature 
had been started ; when Fra Guittone—whom Mr. Sharp 
calls the Columbus of the sonnet—died in 1298, this 
species of poem had been brought to a high degree of 
cultivation. According, therefore, to our present know¬ 
ledge, we must ascribe the birth and growth of the 
sonnet to the thirteenth century. . . . 

A quatrain as a unit of the base, a tercet or a couplet 
as the unit of the turn, in a stanza of fourteen lines, 
will be found to constitute the fundamental integers of 
every sonnet, in whatever language or however these 
elementary parts shall have been variously put together. 
Experiments in which the broad correlation of base to 
turn is neglected do not propagate their species, however 
admirable they may be as poems of fourteen irregularly 
rhyming verses. On the other hand, numerous sub¬ 

divisions of the two authentic sonnet types, Petrarchan 
and Shaksperian, have been cultivated. These are 
exhaustively tabulated in his introduction by Mr. Sharp, 
and all are worthy of acceptance. Where both base 
and turn are definitely discernible, the sonnet is 
legitimate, whether it be constructed on exact Petrarchan 
or Shaksperian principles, or upon that hybrid between 
both, which uses the Italian rhyme system and yet 
clinches with a couplet The striking metaphorical 
symbol drawn by Mr. Theodore Watts from the 

observation of the swelling and declining wave can 
even, in some examples, be applied to sonnets on the 
Shaksperian model, for, as a wave may fall gradually 
or abruptly, so the sonnet may sink with stately volume 
or with precipitate subsidence to its close. Rossetti 
furnishes incomparable examples of the former and 
more desirable conclusion; Sydney Dobell, in the book 
under our consideration (p. 66), yields an extreme 
specimen of the latter. It is a merit, in my opinion, 
of Mr. Sharp’s anthology that he has been catholic in 
his reception of all sonnets which to any appreciable 
extent exhibit this phenomenon of swell and subsidence 
in two marked members of the stanza. 

Some very singular reflections upon the laws oi 
sonnet-production are suggested by this book. At first 
sight, we are astonished that the greatest poets compete 
so poorly with lesser writers in a form so difficult to 
handle. Why Tennyson should write below his ordinary 
level in the sonnet-form is, indeed, noticeable, when we 

regard his distinguished capacity as a metrical artist 
Why Shelley and Browning do not shine is easier to 
comprehend In Shelley’s days the sonnet was not 
well understood; and it is certainly not the lyrical 
medium which Shelley thought it As regards Brown¬ 
ing, the sonnet, unless avowedly burlesque, does not lead 
its structure to trenchant pungencies of phrase and 
startling freaks of argument Knowing, as we now do, 
what stability there is in the stanza itself, we are better 
able to perceive why the second-rate succeed 

moderately than why the first-rate fail conspicuously. 
To a certain extent, the form itself secures success, when 
faithfully observed and conscientiously maintained, lift¬ 
ing writers of the second or third rank to excellence 
by the concentration it demands, and by the suggestive 
exigence of intricate rhyme structure. Men like Blanco 
White, Lord Hanmer, Leigh Hunt, Hartley Coleridge, 
to mention only four names from the dead, have written 
monumental sonnets. Men like Spenser, Coleridge, 
Gray, Shelley, Byron, have fallen in this line below their 
average. Yet, moving still within the region of the 
dead, we must remember that Keats produced fine work, 
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Wordsworth some of his best work, and Rossetti his 
most permanent work, in this little field; and all three 
were poets of the first order. The same singularity is 
observable in Italian literature. Upon the wings of 
the sonnet La Casa soars and Ariosto droops. Boccaccio 

and Petrarch are at their best here, while Tasso only 
passes muster. But Dante, the very greatest, shows his 
godlike strength no less in the sonnet than in the 
canzone and in terza rima. It seems, then, that for 
sonnet production a quality is wanted, which may be 
denied by nature to the monarchs of song, but which 
may be possessed by the plain aristocracy of talent, 
and may in some felicitous instances be granted as a 
secondary crown to the imperial bards—Dante and 
Shakespeare, for example—in addition to their super- 
eminence of dominion over epical, lyrical, and dramatic 

realms. 
These reflections make it easy to understand why the 

sonnet has recently attracted so many men of taste 
who aspire to the poetic laurel There is no undue 
artificiality in a sonnet as a vehicle of expression. 
Adequate thought or emotion, once carefully enshrined 

in metrical form so complex, acquires independent being. 
Writing a sonnet is thus the same as giving organic 
body to a fragmentary soul, which would else be 
imperceptible to sense and without duration in this 
world. But the very artificiality of the vehicle, the fixity 

of the stanza, renders it a source of strength to those 
who are not in a high sense creative. Forced to mould 
unshaped matter of the mind into individual star form, 
the men of whom I speak would faiL But when they 
have mastered the conditions of the sonnet they can pour 
into that deftly fashioned vase a liquid thought or 
feeling which shall afford refreshment to many genera¬ 
tions. Such singers do not demand the elbow-room 
of infinity. Most of the greatest require it. Therefore 
the sonnet’s narrow plot is an advantage for the former, 
an irksome limitation for the latter. It is a principal 
merit of such anthologies as Mr. Sharp’s that they 
secure an audience for poets of a genuine but minor 
quality throughout the far future. After some such 
fashion as this, I imagine, the Greek anthology was 
gradually put together. And who would not be glad to 
survive after two thousand years in a single epigram 
or sonnet ? Soul thrills soul by tiny sparkles of semi¬ 
lyric fire, if less intensely, not less truly, than by 

Sophoclean dramas or Pindaric odes. 

W. E. Henley on “The Egoist.” 
(November 22, 1879.) 

The Egoist: A Comedy in Chapters. By George 

Meredith. 3 vols. (C. Kegan Paul and Co.) 

N “ The Egoist ” the author of “ Harry Richmond ” 
and “ The Ordeal of Richard Feverel ” has produced 

a piece of literature unique of its kind. He has nothing 
to learn of comedy in the abstract; he proved that long 
ago in the brilliant fragment on the comic spirit and 

its uses read by him at the Royal Institution. But it 

is a far cry from a proper understanding of comedy 
to an artistic exemplification of its function and capa¬ 
cities, and they are very few who have attempted the 
journey with success. Mr. Meredith is indisputably of 
their number. His book is fairly described as a 
Comedy in Chapters, for it has the same intention and 
the same relation to actuality and human life as the 
master-works of Moli&re. It is an epitome in narrative 
of a certain well-thumbed chapter in the great Book 
of Egoism—the chapter treating of the egoist in love, 
the egoist as he appears and is in his relations with 
woman; and in the figure of its hero, Sir Willoughby 
Patterne, Mr. Meredith has summed up enough of human 
nature to make it typical and heroic. Of course, Sir 
Willoughby’s story is as conventionally told as Alceste’s 

own. Its personages are not human beings, but com- 
pendiums of humanity; their language is not that of 
life and society pure and simple, but that of life and 
society as seen and heard through the medium of 
comedy; the atmosphere they breathe is as artificially 
rare as that of Orgon’s parlour. To live with them 
you must leave the world behind, and content yourself 
with essences and abstractions instead of substances 
and concrete things; and you must forget that such 
vulgar methods as realism and naturalism ever were. 
Thus prepared, you will find “The Egoist,” as far as 
its matter is concerned, a veritable guide to self-know¬ 
ledge and a treatise on the species of wonderful value 
and comprehensiveness. As to its manner, that is a very 
different thing. I can well believe that there are many 

who will read “ The Egoist ” with impatience and regret, 
and many more who will not read it at all. To prepare 
oneself for its consideration with the “ Imposteur ” and 
“L’Ecole des Femmes” is a mistake. Mr. Meredith’s 
style, it seems to me, has always been his weak point. 
Like Shakspere, he is a man of genius who is 

a clever man as well; and he seems to prefer his 
cleverness to his genius. It is not enough for 
him to write a book that is merely great; his book 
must also be brilliant and personal, or it is no book 
to him. It may be that in “ The Egoist ” his reckless 
individuality is less ill seen than in “ Beauchamp ” or 
“ Emilia ”; it may be that, as the inventor of a literary 
genre, he may insist on being criticised according to 
his own canons. Certain it is that in his Comedy in 
Chapters he has asserted himself more vigorously, if 
that were possible, than in any other of his works. It 
is a wilful hurly-burly of wit, wisdom, fancy, freakish¬ 

ness, irony, analysis, humour, and affectation; and you 
catch yourself wishing, as you might over Shakspere, 
that Mr. Meredith were merely a great artist, and not 
so diabolically ingenious and sympathetic and well- 
informed and intellectual as he is. Speaking for myself, 
I have read “ The Egoist ” with great and ever- 

increasing interest and admiration. To me it is certainly 
one of the ablest books of modem years. It is full of 
passion and insight, of wit and force, of truth and 
eloquence and nature. Its characters, from Sir 
Willoughby downwards, are brilliantly right and sound; 

it has throughout the perfect good breeding of high 
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comedy; there is not a sentence in it, whether of 
dialogue or analysis or reflection, but is in some sort 
matter for applause. All the same, I cannot but believe 
that its peculiarities of form are such as must stand 
inevitably in the way of its success. I cannot but 
believe that, with all its astonishing merits, it will present 
itself to its warmest admirers as a failure in art, as art 
has hitherto been understood and practised. Mr. Mere¬ 
dith has written for himself, and it is odds but the 
multitude will decline to listen to him. Nor, so far as 
I can see, is the multitude alone to blame. 

Review: By James Ashcroft Noble 
(February 28, 1885.) 

Diana of the Crossways. By George Meredith. In 
3 vols. (Chapman and Hall.) 

IN saying that the books of Mr. George Meredith 
appeal exclusively to a cultivated taste, we use the 

epithet “ cultivated ” as synonymous with the two 
epithets, “ educated ” and “ acquired.” In fiction, 
as in wine, the popular preference is for body rather 
than bouquet; and Mr. Meredith’s work is almost per¬ 
versely deficient in body, owing all its charm to a very 
delicate, but also very recognisable, literary flavour, 
which, if discerned at all by the untutored palate, is 
hardly likely to be enjoyed Nor would we say that 
enjoyment must necessarily follow upon discernment. 
The peculiar quality of Mr. Meredith’s writing is very 
charming; but its charm is not that which we find in 
fiction. The taste of the ordinary novel-reader may be 
somewhat coarse; but his demand for something a little 
more substantial than the items in Mr. Meredith’s bill 
of fare is not unreasonable. The author of “ Diana of 
the Crossways” has always seemed to us not so much 
a novel-writer as a singularly brilliant social essayist, 
who has wilfully chosen to cut up his essays into frag¬ 
ments of fictitious description and conversation. His 
books are always interesting, and yet, paradoxical as the 
saying may seem, we are interested neither in the per¬ 
sonages themselves nor in what happens to them. We 
read simply that we may know what Mr. Meredith lias 
to say, and that we may enjoy his manner of saying it; 
but the people and the events may be said to be in the 
way rather than otherwise, being at the best only con¬ 
crete illustrations, like the men and women with the 
latinised names who figure in George Eliot’s “ Impres¬ 
sions of Theophrastus Such.” There is nothing better 
in “ Diana of the Crossways” than the almost dazzlingly 
brilliant introductory chapter, " Of Diaries and Diarists 
touching the Heroine,” which will be perused at least 
twice by every reader—once when he begins the story 
and again when he has finished it; and here Mr. Mere¬ 
dith is what we contend he ought always to be, an 
essayist undisguised in the fancy dress of a novel-writer. 
It is full of good things such as this, of romance—“ The 
young who avoid that region escape the title of fool 

at the cost of a celestial crown ” ; or this of oratory— 
“It is always the more impressive for the spice of 
temper which renders it untrustworthy”; or a score of 
others that it would be pleasant to quote did space 
allow. These things in the essay are enjoyable; but a 
conversation conducted in epigrams is not enjoyable, 
because it brings with it a sense of strain and distor¬ 
tion. The situations in the book are not inevitable. 
They have no imaginative necessity, but only an intel¬ 
lectual necessity. They are simply pegs on which to 
hang clever comments. We do not, we cannot, really 
care for Diana Warwick and her various entanglements 
with her lovers and would-be lovers; but it is interest¬ 
ing to see what Mr. Meredith can make of them. Once, 
indeed, Diana does become vividly human—in the 
scene where Percy Dacier casts her off because she has 
betrayed his great political secret to the London editor; 
but the chapter comes as a surprise that does not recur, 
the only equally human and realisable passage being 
the description, which is almost painfully powerful, of 
Sir Lukin Dunstane’s remorseful agony when his wife, 
to whom he has not been too faithful, is undergoing 
the operation which may deprive him of her for ever. 
We do not believe, however, that Mr. Meredith’s ad¬ 
mirers will feel that in “ Diana of the Crossways ” he 
falls below himself. 

The Humours of Examinations 
(September 29, 1900.) 

The humours of examinations never pall, and we wel¬ 

come a fresh batch, which Mr. E. M. Griffiths sends to 
the October Longman s under the title “ A Study in 
School Jokes.” First, there are mistakes in spelling, 
multitudinous, and as a rule uninteresting, but yielding 
such treasures as: — 

The blood in the body is taken by means of tubs 
to the heart and there detained. 

Stored in some trouser-house of mighty kings. 
I came sore and conquered. 

The second class is labelled “unsuccessful guessing/ 
It gives us some amusing definitions: — 

Insulators are: 1. “Islanders.” 2. “Machines 
used to freeze cream and other liquids to make ice/* 
3. “ People who insult other people.” 

A buffer is : 1. “A thing that buffs.” 2. “ A hard 
blow.” 3. “A wild animal.” 4. “A kind of ox used 
to plough the fields in some countries.” 

And the following: — 

A watershed is a thing that when the soil in part of 
a river stands straight up on one side and slant* 
tremendously the other side, the water is obliged to 
go up the soil on one side and come slanting down 
the other side—that is what they call a watershed. 

About this time the Pope turned the bull out of :h< 
church. 

Roman citizenship was a ship on which the Romar* 
went out fishing free of charge. 

The Revival of Learning. Colet came into France 
and was much surprised to see how the people were 
all raving on learning; they wanted to learn Greek, 
so that they could read some more about the ancient 
Britons. 
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The Luck of the Artist: By H. D. 
Lowry 

(January 12, 1901.) 

PEOPLE who do not paint pictures or write stories 
often express a childlike wonder that anyone 

should be able to do so; but they fail to recognise how 
large an element of luck goes to the producing of a 
successful work of art. The painter and the novelist 
may well comfort themselves when they have failed by 
remembering an old Cornish proverb which alleges of 
everything human that " ’tis accordin’ as it may drop.” 

Of course, the man who is to make a success must 
start with certain gifts. He must also work hard, and 
produce picture after picture, story after story, which is 
only fit to put on the fire, in order that he may learn 
the trade he has chosen to adopt. One has often heard 
artists wonder when early work has been turned out and 
inspected what on earth induced them to believe when 
it was done that they could ever by any possibility do 
anything worth doing. The wonder is natural enough, 
but results cannot be expected at once, and the boy who 
means to become a writer is doing all that can be desired 
if he is watching life, and trying hard to describe it, and 
failing, and trying again. It is a very good exercise, 
even though you have no gift of poetry, to hammer out 
villanelles and rondeaux. The occupation may be de¬ 
scribed as mechanical, and so it is, and so you are 
brought to realise that words are your tools and that 
you must learn, as a mere preliminary, to use them as 
Grinling Gibbons used the tools of the wood-carver, or 
even to play with them as Cinquevalli does with billiard- 
balls. You must learn to draw, in fact: to see what you 

want to do, and do it. 
Then comes in this question of luck. You may have 

produced many good things before you are visited by the 
finest idea that ever man conceived. You are reading 
some ancient chronicle, let us suppose, and suddenly 
come on a scrap of tradition, told in half-a-dozen lines, in 
which you can see the germ of a short story. You have 
to make alterations, and here again you depend on your 
luck. In such a case there is almost always a jump: you 
alter detail after detail, and you know the reason in 
every case. Then you suddenly alter everything, and 

Heaven alone knows why. For example, in one case a 
writer conceived the idea of a man being compelled to 
watch a murder, which, through some seizure of the 
senses, be was unable to prevent That ^as naturally 

suggested by a true story he had read in the newspapers. 
Then came the jump. Opposite the original scribble in 
his note-book he wrote: “ The man compelled to watch 
himself commit a murder.” He had had luck, but, 
even so, he was only halfway to success. He had to 
write his story. 

Again and again the good idea does not come off. 
Mr. T. C. Gotch, lecturing some time ago, declared 
that he heartily envied certain pre-Raphaelite painters. 
There were many things that they took it for granted 
they could not do: for example, they had not been 
taught that it was possible for the painter to model 
hands as they are modelled in “ The Child Enthroned.” 
Therefore, when they had conceived an idea, they simply 
went straight ahead and put it on canvas, and rested 
from their labours. Nothing is more tragic than the 
history of some pictures which never got painted. They 
were roughed in, and they were delightful: one would 
have been glad to possess them when they had cost the 
painter only a couple of days’ work; and a little later 
one would have liked to be able to compel the artist to 
desist. But in one little comer he had not done the 
utmost that could be done, and so there were further 
labours. The result of them was that the bit on which 
he had been working no longer seemed to belong to 
the picture of which it was part. So there was more 
work to be done; and the end of it all was waste of 
paint and another canvas hidden away in the obscurest 
comer of the studio. Yet one has known the painter get 
an idea and get it on the canvas apparently with no 
more difficulty than the thrush seems to experience in 
singing his morning song. That was when he had the 
luck. 

It is exactly the same with stories. You have done 
your best to learn how to write, and have some reason 
for believing that you have not altogether failed. You 
are blest with an idea, and in a flash you see the story 
from beginning to end. You even know what will be 
its length when it is completed. You try to write it, 
and you fail; and the result is the same after many such 
efforts. It may be that the essential thing is that you 
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shall take an eminently respectable and everyday man 
and invest him with an atmosphere of honour, and your 
failure is due to the fact that you have not effected this. 
It is intended he should awe a whole village; you have 
pictured him so badly that he would not scare a child. 
So the story remains a mere sentence in your note-book, 
and the years go by until, to all intents and purposes, 
you have forgotten it. Then comes a day when you 
have nothing particular to do, and the story recurs to 
you and you sit down and write it, and by the 
simplest methods make your old man a magnificent 
bogey. The story gets published and people think you 
fortunate to have a tale of 5*000 words presented to the 
public in a magazine whose proprietors are known to pay 
generously. They do not know, and you do not explain 
to them, that at one time and another you have burned 
15,000 words written in abortive attempts to tell that 
same simple story. 

Sometimes you may not wait for your luck. An editor 
demands a story, and you dare not disobey. Also, there 
are plenty of tales already outlined in your note-books. 
You go over them with care, and select the one that 
seems most likely to come easily. Then you sit down, 
and by dint of doggedness, and by thinking of your 
tailor, and your landlord, and the club subscription 
which is fast becoming due, you manage to get the tale 
told after a fashion. The editor and his subscribers 
may be pleased, but the only satisfaction you get is the 
cheque, and that is a spoonful of jam that hides a pile 
of nauseating powder. 

The great thing is to get simplicity. A child whose 
portrait had been painted by Mr. Whistler said after¬ 
wards that he seemed to blow it on the canvas, and 
simply to take exercise with his brushes. Every artist 
will declare that that is how he did the only work by 
which he desires to be known. The good idea is not in 
itself worth anything to the man who is critical as to his 
own work. The best that one does is done most easily. 
Immortal lyrics may be turned out in railway carriages 
on the Underground. Stodgy leading articles may cost the 

author hours of research in the British Museum It is 
all a question of luck, and most artists are never allowed 
to produce the one work which they really desire to 
give to the world. It is perfectly clear to them, but they 
cannot find how to begin; or, if they see that, they fail 
to discover when they should end, and canvas after 
canvas goes away to a dark recess of the studio, page 
after page of MS. is thrown on the fire. But luck only 
comes to those who have taught themselves by dint of 
long toil how to make use of it when it arises. 

Review: By William Knight 
(January I, 1881.) 

REATER praise could scarcely be given to Mr. 
Myers’ book on Wordsworth than is implied in 

the fact that he has managed to say something original 
on the subject of the poet’s genius, without traversing 
the ground covered by recent criticism, and, indeed, 

while scarcely alluding to previous discussions of the 
subject. The attention which has been given to Words¬ 
worth of late is significant in many ways. Mr. Arnold, 
Mr. Leslie Stephen, Mr. Caird, Mr. Symonds, and Mr. 
Aubrey de Vere—to allude only to one or two—have 
all struck a distinctive note in their treatment of a poet 
who appeals to each of them in a different fashion ; and 
now Mr. Myers gives us a picture of the man and an 
estimate of his work which is certainly not inferior to 
anything that has preceded it. 

The facts of Wordsworth’s life have been mostly 
drawn from the “ Memoirs ” written by his nephew, the 

Bishop of Lincoln, in 1850; but it has been Mr. Myers* 
good fortune, “through hereditary friendship, to have 
access to many MS. letters, and much oral tradition 
bearing upon the poet’s private life”; so that ” some 
details and some passages of letters hitherto unpublished 
appear in his pages.” He has, however, exercised a wise 
discretion in omitting " such minor personal incidents” 
as the poet “ would himself have thought it needless to 
dwell upon.” It is, perhaps, inexpedient for anyone— 
however competent—to attempt to write the Life of a 

great man “ as if the subject of the biography were him¬ 
self the auditor.” Were such a rule carried out, 
biography would be inevitably maimed, and the truth of 
things distorted. No original genius can possibly judge 
of what posterity will desire to know, and be the better 
for knowing, regarding the circumstances of his life ; 
and many have altogether failed in estimating the most 
distinctive features of their own literary work. But if 
any exception may be made to this rule, it may, for 
obvious reasons, be made in the case of Wordsworth. 
There is no doubt as to his own wish that only a brief 
memorial of his life should be written; and the modem 
tendency is to overload biography with details. In this 
century there is more risk than ever before that the repu¬ 
tation of a great man may be impeded rather than 
advanced by a chronicle of the minuter incidents of his 
life, and his very path to posterity blocked by means of 
it. It is unhappily true that many distinguished lives 
have been buried in their biographies. Mr. Myers under¬ 
stands this; and in his references to the poems on 
“ Lucy,” for example, he has carried it out. Wordsworth 
has told us nothing of the history of the emotion of 
which these exquisite fragments are the chronicle, ex¬ 
cept what the poems themselves contain; and his 
biographer wisely says: —“ Who ever learned such 
secrets rightly ? or who should wish to learn ? It is best 
to respect the reserve, not only of the living, but of the 
dead.” Nevertheless, the story of the poet’s life is 
sketched with admirable clearness, and all the more im¬ 
portant events which modified it are successively noted 

and happily characterised. 

Mr. Myers is not blind to Wordsworth’s limitations. 
Cut off, by virtue of the very circumstances that made 
him what he was—the high-priest of Nature—from 
much of the passion and the tumult of life, from those 
mingled experiences which have given birth to the 
drama, and which have been the source of lyric fire to 
so many minds, the orbit of Wordsworth’s genius is not 
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so wide as that of many inferior men; but, in his case, 
it is both more important and more difficult to appraise 
his merits than to signalise his defects. His failure in 
certain directions was the inevitable accompaniment of 
his greatness in others. 

The “ Sonnets to Liberty ” are characterised as the 
“ most permanent record in our literature of the 
Napoleonic war” Wordsworth “had not swayed senates, 
nor directed policies, nor gathered into one ardent 
bosom all the spirit of an heroic age ; but he had deeply 
felt what it is that makes the greatness of nations.” The 
poem entitled “ The Happy Warrior ” is described as “ a 
manual of greatness; there is a Roman majesty in its 
simple and weighty speech”; and, in an interesting 
analysis, Mr. Myers points out how much there was 
common in the character of the great Admiral, who is 
the hero of that poem, and the poet's own—"a moral 
likeness so profound that the ideal of the recluse was 
realised in the public life of the hero.” “ These two 
natures, taken together,” he adds, “ form the perfect 
Englishman; nor is there any portrait fitter than that 
of 1 The Happy Warrior * to go forth to all lands as 
representing the English character at its height.” 

If a poet, by strong concentration of thought, by 
striving in all things along the upward way, can 
leave us, in a few pages as it were, a summary of 
patriotism, a manual of national honour, he surely 
has his place among his country’s benefactors; not 
only by that kind of courtesy which the nation ex¬ 
tends to men of letters, of whom her masses take little 
heed, but with a title as assured as any warrior or 
statesman, and with no less direct a claim. 

The defects of “The Excursion” as a didactic poem 
are very easily recognised; but it is important to note 
the effect of the one-sided criticism which it called 
forth upon the poet himself. It neither modified his 
theory of poetry nor his practice of the art. Words¬ 
worth was grandly superior to criticism, much more so 
than Keats was ; but he was much less open than Keats 
to what was just in the contemporary verdicts passed 
upon his poetry. And the effect of this was that, living 
in a world of his own, while his individuality deepened, 
his faults of temperament and idiosyncrasy increased. 

An interesting fact, mentioned in a hitherto unpub¬ 
lished letter of the poet's sister, may explain the tenacity 
with which he clung to his poetic theory, and refused 
to gain the immediate popularity which he could easily 
have obtained had he abandoned it, and accommodated 
himself, like other men, to the demands of the hour. 
“ He has no pleasure in publishing—he even detests it; 
and, if it were not that he is not over-wealthy, he would 
leave all his works to be published after his death.” 
His tenacity of purpose is further illustrated by his 
refusal to abandon the artificial arrangement of his 
poems, first adopted in 1815, and to adopt instead of 
it a strictly chronological order. He thought such a plan 
too egotistical, as “ emphasising the succession of moods 
in the poet's mind, rather than the lessons which these 

moods could teach.” On this his critic truly observes 

that, after a great writer's death, “the historical spirit” 
demands the arrangement which the poet refused to 
adopt in his lifetime. 

I pass over Mr. Myers’ discussion of Wordsworth’s 
theory of poetic diction; his remarks on that “ inventive 
music,” “the most arbitrarily distributed and the most 
evanescent of all qualifications for writing poetry”; his 
apt comparison of “ Laodamia ” to a well-known passage 
in Sophocles; his criticism of those reproductions of the 
antique, in which Wordsworth’s language remains 
“ majestic, but no longer magical”; his explanation of 
the poet's failure as a translator of Virgil, and of the 
“ Indian summer of his genius ” which is seen in the 
“ Evening Ode.” There is truth, but also some error, in 
what is said about Wordsworth's failing power and 
“ stiffening brain,” and in what seems to be implied with 
reference to other poets who have lived to old age and 
passed their prime. Literature abounds with instances 
of great poets, philosophers, and artists whose best work 
has been done long after middle life, and who have 
shown no signs of stiffening brain even at three-score 
years and ten. The two “ prevailing poets ” of our era 
—Wordsworth's successors in the poetical hierarchy of 
England—are illustrations of this. Perhaps the isolation 
in which the recluse of Rydal Mount lived for so many 
years, his limited experience of life and indifference to 
contemporary events, may explain the comparatively 
early close of the productive period of his genius. 

Possibly the best chapter in a book—every chapter 
of which is excellent—is that on “Natural Religion.” 
Wordsworth’s achievement in enabling us to “ see into 
the life of things” is thus described:—“For a system 
of beliefs about Nature which paganism had allowed to 
become grotesque—of rites which had become unmean¬ 
ing—he substituted an admiration for Nature so con¬ 
stant, an understanding of her so subtile, a sympathy 
so profound, that they became a veritable worship.” His 

influence over a mind constitutionally so different as that 
of John Stuart Mill, at a time of crisis and dejection, is 
referred to as “ perhaps as satisfactory a testimony to the 

value of his work as any writer can obtain.” 

44 Whether these be theories,” says Mr. Myers in 
a noteworthy passage, 44 they shall pass; whether 
these be systems, they shall fail; the true epoch- 
maker in the history of the human soul is the man 
who educes from this bewildering universe a new 
and an elevating joy. . . . There was, indeed, no 
aspect of Nature, however often depicted, in which 
his seeing eye could not discern some unnoted quality; 
there was no mood to which Nature gave birth in 
the mind of man from which his meditation could 
not disengage some element which threw light on 
our inner being. How often has the approach of 
evening been described ! and how mysterious is its 
solemnising power ! Yet it was reserved for Words¬ 
worth, in his sonnet, 4 Hail, Twilight! sovereign of 
one peaceful hour ! * to draw out a characteristic of 
that gray waning light, which half explains to us 
its sombre and pervading charm. 4 Day’s mutable 
distinctions ’ pass away; all in the landscape that 
suggests our own age or our own handiwork is gone; 
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we look on the site seen by our remote ancestors, 

and the visible presence is generalised into an im¬ 

measurable past.*' .... 

A concluding chapter deals with the poet's letter on 
the projected railways in the Lake District of England, 
and with the general question of the utilisation of that 
region. It is easy to represent the opposition of Words¬ 
worth and others to its invasion by machinery as un¬ 
patriotic, as opposed to the interests of the labouring 
classes, who require excursions among the mountains 
more than others, etc. But it is well-known that what is 
most characteristic in that district has scarcely any 
attraction for the crowds that congregate there, emptied 
out of cheap trains on annual or weekly holidays. There 
is abundant opportunity for our factory operatives enjoy¬ 
ing all that they can enjoy of Nature without imperil¬ 
ling the integrity of this “ irreplaceable national posses¬ 
sion.” Mr. Myers consoles us by the remark that 11 if 
that natural sanctuary of England, the nurse of simple 
and noble natures,” is sacrificed to the greed of gain, 
some new district will be found for the generations 
of the future. “Yet,” he adds, “it will be long ere 
round some other lakes, upon some other hill, shall 
cluster memories as pure and high as those which hover 
still around Rydal and Grasmere, and on Helvellyn’s 
windy summit, and 4 by Glenridding Screes and low 

Glencoin.' ” 

Review: By Grant Allen 
(January 8, 1887.) 

in the Wrong Paradise, and Other Stories. By Andrew 

Lang. (Kegan Paul, Trench and Co.) 

E live in an era of marvellous expansion. As 
in the Elizabethan age England woke up to a 

consciousness of America and the East, so now, in 
what I suppose (for want of a better name) we must 
call the Victorian age, she has woke up to a conscious¬ 
ness of the Pacific and the Indian Ocean, of Africa 
and Australia, of the solar system and the cosmos 
generally. This discovery reacts upon literature. The 
romance of anthropology, and the romance of the 
universe, are the keynote of art in the present genera¬ 
tion. Stevenson, Rider Haggard, Lang, all exhibit it; 
from day to day it becomes more pronounced in 
magazine articles and in the general book-market. 

Mr. Lang's new volume shows the anthropological 
bias in every page. Happy are they who have the last 
results of a difficult science set in so delightful a guise 
before them! The pill is so delicately and cunningly 
sugared that only the wise will ever detect its under¬ 
lying pilliness; the foolish will swallow it whole at a 
gulp as a mere dainty sweetmeat. For Mr. Lang can 
never help being amusing. If he were to write a Plane 
Trigonometry for the Use of Schools, sines and co-sines 
would wink at us solemnly with a merry twinkle, and 
isosceles triangles would skip before our eyes like the 
little hills of the Hebrew Psalmist. His first story, 
“ The End of Phaeacia,” introduces us to a missionary 

of the Bungletonian connexion, the Boanerges of the 
Pacific, who lights in the course of his evangelistic 
wanderings on the last surviving specimen of a Greek 
community,’ and describes the manners and customs 
of these benighted heathens as an officer of the Salva¬ 
tion Army might naturally be expected to describe 
them. In this case, I cannot help thinking Mr. Lang 
has allowed his archaeological knowledge to run away 
with him. I have never been accused of an excessive 
regard for missionary effort; but if the customs of 
Phaeacia were at all as he paints them, I confess that 
the Rev. Thomas Gowles has my sincerest sympathy. 
The Thargelias seem to have been a very unpleasant 
ceremony indeed; and any man, even if not a 
Boanerges, might reasonably object to being first 
flogged and then slowly roasted to death over a linger¬ 
ing fire. My love for the Greeks has never been strong, 
since I escaped alive from Aeschylus and Plato; and 
Mr. Lang has succeeded in finally convincing me that 
the modem loco-foco movement goes, after all, far ahead 
of the ancient Athenian ticket. A biological critic 
might also object to the presence on Scheria or Booth- 
land of stags, bears, wolves, antelopes, and other large 
terrestrial mammals, which have no right at all to exist 
on an oceanic island, as Mr. Wallace has abundantly 
proved to us. If Boothland had an indigenous mam 
malian fauna at all (and even New Zealand has none), 
I would earnestly contend that it must have been of a 
low marsupial and Australian type. This, however, is 
to enquire too curiously. Fiction is fiction, and must 
be allowed some little latitude, else will people begin 
to assert that the name of Pickwick is not to be found 
in the London Directory, and that they have searched 
the Clergy List in vain for the Bishop of Barchester or 
the Rev. James Crawley. 

“ In the Wrong Paradise ” is a charming paper, 
detailing the trials of an agnostic and a member 
of the United Presbyterian Kirk, who get into 
the happy hunting-ground of the Ojibbeways; 
a modern poetaster, who finds himself in the Greek 
Elysium; and an Arabic professor, much incommoded 
by the too pressing attention of gazelle-eyed houris 
belonging to the school of beauty chiefly admired by 
the faithful of Islam. Its theological implications 
impress an anxious mind as verging on heterodoxy. 
41 The Romance of the First Radical ” strikes at the 
very roots of society and religion, for it sets forth 
the appalling and revolutionary doctrine that “ a thing 
is not necessarily wrong because the medicine-men say 
so, and the tribe believes them.” If such ideas are 
scattered abroad, no security will remain for the deepest 
and most sacred convictions of our nature. Why-Why, 
too, is more in advance of his age than any single 
Radical can ever be; even Mr. Lang himself lets us 
see in this very volume that he objects to Home Rule, 
believes in the sacred right of somebody to taboo a 
whole • shire, and regards non-payment of rent to a 

landlord as a culpable breach of the eighth command 
ment. “The Great Gladstone Myth” is a variation 
of an old and well-worn theme, but so cleverly handled 

that one reads it all with an unbroken sense of perfect 
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novelty. I am glad Mr. Lang seems to admit that there 
may be something in the “ Spencerian or Euhemeristic 
method” ; but, perhaps, this is merely an oversight. 

Altogether, two things are to be said, from two points 
of view, about these stories. If we regard them merely 
as jeux cCesprit, they sparkle with wit and abound in 
the finest undertones of irony. If we regard them 
as light contributions to anthropology and mythology, 
they arc rich in pregnant hints of real value, and cut 
some knotty points a great deal better than professorial 
seriousness. 

Sonnet: 
A Glimpse as of the Old Gods 

(June 14, 1884.) 

WHEN still the dawn of time lay flush and fair 
Upon the youngling earth, and gods were fain 
To dwell among us—oft the shepherd swain, 

Wandering the wooded dells, came unaware 
On Dian, bathing in mid stream, all bare 

Of aught save austere beauty, and half disdain, 
And a divine great calm, that in his brain 

Woke pure high thought and a chaste passion of prayer. 

And now time wanes, and dreary falls the night; 
But as we plod the murk world's miry ways, 
Sometimes, ah sometimes still, through the blear haze 

A human soul breaks on us, silvery bright 
In naked beauty;—and behold its light 

Seems like a god-glimpse in the far-off days. 

Frank T. Marzials. 

Sonnet: Sunken Gold 
(February 2, 1884.) 

IN dim green depths rot ingot-laden ships, 

While gold doubloons that from the drowned hand 
fell 

Lie nestled in the ocean-flower’s bell 

With Love's gemmed rings once kissed by now dead 
lips. 

And round some wrought-gold cup the sea-grass whips, 
And hides lost pearls, near pearls still in their shell, 
Where sea-weed forests fill each ocean dell, 

And seek dim sunlight with their countless tips. 

So lie the wasted gifts, the long-lost hopes, 
Beneath the now hushed surface of myself, 

In lonelier depths than where the diver gropes. 
They lie deep, deep; but I at times behold 

In doubtful glimpses, on some reefy shelf, 
The gleam of irrecoverable gold. 

E. Lee Hamilton. 

Odelette 
(July 8, 1882.) 

ALL the grass is growing, 
All the flowers are blowing; 

’Tis thy love alone is with'ring 
Night and day. 

Now to every valley 
Melted streamlets rally; 

’Tis thy love alone is freezing 
Night and day. 

Sweet the opening flowers, 
Sweet the greening bowers; 

'Tis thy love alone is bitter 
Night and day. 

Sweet the zephyr’s sighing 
When the day is dying; 

’Tis thy love alone is tuneless 
Night and day. 

Radiant rise the mountains, 
Laughing dance the fountains ; 

’Tis thy lover only weepeth 
Night and day. 

Hanley Yorke. 

Review: By Henry Bradley 
(January 8, 1887.) 

The New English. T. L. Kington Oliphant. In 2 
Vols. (Macmillan.) 

OTWITHSTANDING some antiquated philology 
here and there, Mr. Kington Oliphant’s volume 

on “ The Old and the Middle English ” was, on the 
whole, an admirable piece of work; and probably most 
students of English have looked forward with interest 
to the appearance of the promised continuation, dealing 
with the history of the language from the date of the 
Handlyng Synne onwards. After an interval of eight 

years, the author has fulfilled his promise; and it may 
fairly be said that the excellence of this second part of 
his work is ample compensation for the long time which 
has been occupied in its production. It is true that the 
new volumes have very little of the literary attractive¬ 
ness which characterised their predecessor. Instead of 
attempting to write a readable book, Mr. Oliphant has 
been content with producing the most valuable collection 
of materials for the lexical history of the English lan¬ 
guage that has hitherto been published. It would be un¬ 
reasonable to complain because the work—to use one of 
the phrases which so deeply shock Mr. Oliphant's philo¬ 
logical conscience—" has the defects of its qualities." A 
book so crowded with minute information must of neces¬ 
sity be uninviting to the general reader; but for serious 
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students the facts which it contains will be full of 
interest, and the author’s incidental comments are not 
seldom amusing as well as instructive. . . . 

It is curious to note how often phrases and idioms 
which one would have thought to be of recent origin 
turn out to be genuine antiques. Of this Mr. Oliphant’s 
pages supply many instances. “To have an eye to the 
main chance/* “ to be in a wrong box/* “ a song worth 
twenty of it,” all belong to the sixteenth century. “To 
fall vacant” goes so far back as the year 1420, and 
“ if the worst comes to the worst ” is found about 1620. 
Our “ all moonshine ” appears in Heywood as “ moon¬ 
shine in the water,” which explains itself. . . . 

A notice of this book would not be complete without 
some reference to Mr. Oliphant’s defence of himself from 
the charge of “ purism.” He cannot understand, he 
says, why such an accusation should have been brought 
against him. He is guiltless of any wish to 
expel from the language any of the Romance or 
Latin words used by “the great writers of Dryden’s 
School, the men of Swift’s lifetime.” Not only so, but 
he welcomes the introduction of any foreign word, such 
as echelon or prestige, which “ unmistakeably fills up a 
gap.” His “purism” amounts to this, that he exhorts 
writers of English “ never to discard* a Teutonic word 
without good reason ”; and if no Teutonic word can 
be found fit for their purpose, then “to prefer a French 
or Latin word naturalised before 1740 to any later 
comer.” 

To many persons the soundness of the rule thus laid 
down will appear absolutely self-evident I am of 
another mind; but before stating my objections I have 
to make one large admission. There is no doubt that 
a strict following of Mr. Oliphant’s maxim would effect 
a vast improvement in the style of many living English 
writers; because one of the commonest faults in com¬ 
position is to use Latin or Romance words, or new¬ 
fangled words, through foppery or negligence, where 
Teutonic words, or others of old date, would serve the 
purpose better. So far, then, the preference which Mr. 
Oliphant would inculcate for Teutonic and old Romance 
words is, to use a once famous phrase, a wholesome 
prejudice; far more wholesome, at any rate, than the 
Johnsonian prejudice in the contrary direction. But it 
is better to be under the control of right reason than 
of any prejudice whatever. It is better to be guided 
by a sound principle than by the best mechanical rule 
that can be deduced from it. There is a more excellent 
way than even Mr. Oliphant’s. Let us try to see what 
it is. 

It seems to me that the golden rule in writing is to 
abstain resolutely from every sort of affectation and 
self-display, and to choose those words which will most 
precisely suggest to the readers* mind the required 
thought and feeling. If a word fulfils this condition, it 

* The context shows that Mr. Oliphant is not using 
this word in its correct meaning. If he meant that no 
Teutonic word should be treated as obsolete without good 
reason, the maxim would be sound, though I should 
prefer to enlarge its scope by omitting the word Teutonic. 

does not greatly matter whether it occurs in a charter 
of King Offa or was invented by the veriest “ penny-a- 
liner” yesterday. In saying this, I am not forgetting how 
greatly the effect of words depends upon their history. 
Sometimes a word may be the fittest to use because it 
is old and familiar; sometimes because it is archaic and 
unfamiliar; sometimes, again, just because it is new. 
One word may be useful because of the varied associa¬ 
tions which it has gathered during a long his¬ 
tory ; another because it has few associations, and 
suggests nothing more than may be put into its defini¬ 
tion. A right choice of words cannot be ensured—it 
may even be prevented—by following such philological 
rules as Mr. Oliphant would lay down. The instinct 
for true and effective expression must be trained by 
other schooling than this. Men who have not that in¬ 
stinct, or who care more to show their own cleverness 
than to convey their thought and feeling to others, will 
continue to write badly, though they may never use a 
word that is not to be found in Swift or Addison. 

Of course, it is true that the Teutonic words of our 
language are, on the whole, the most emphatic and 
the richest in emotional force. But, is it desirable that 
we should always use the strongest words that we can 
find? If we do so habitually, and on trivial occasion, 
what more can we do when we really feel strongly? 
A truth that much needs to be recognised by writers 
of this generation is that emphasis of language which is 
in excess of the strength of feeling to be expressed 
is one of the worst of literary sins. 

If it were possible for Mr. Oliphant to convert the 
world to his doctrines, the result would be very seriously 
to impoverish the English language. A few centuries 
ago, a forerunner of Mr. Oliphant would assuredly have 
condemned the introduction of the words “ paternal ” 
and “ fraternal.” He would have said, with reason, 
that these words did not “ unmistakeably fill up a gap.” 
But it is just because we have these less expressive 
synonyms that the words “ fatherly ” and “ brotherly " 
are now richer in emotional value than are the German 
voter lick and briiderlich. So it is in many another 
case. Now, suppose that year by year a larger number 
of writers are persuaded to adopt the rule “never to 
discard a Teutonic word without good reason ”—which 
will practically mean without obvious reason: a merely 
impalpable gain in appropriateness to the occasion will 
not be enough. What will be the consequence ? Until 
the fashion becomes general, those who adopt it will 
write in a style which—like Mr. Oliphant’s own—will 
appear to ordinary readers full of vigour, but somewhat 
blustering and violent, and lacking in light and shade 
But every time a strong word is used where a weaker 
one would be more fitting it loses a little of its strength 
of meaning; and in process of time the Teutonic words, 
gradually robbed of their force by trivial use, will come 
to be so little different in effect from their Romance 
synonyms that there will no longer be “ good reason ” 
for retaining the latter in the language at all. In 
spite of Mr. Oliphant’s wish to preserve the foreign 
words naturalised before the magic date of 1740, the 
general acceptance of his maxims would be sure ulti- 
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mately to bring about the extinction of all of them 
which have any approximate equivalent of Teutonic 

origin. 

Mr. Oliphant is never tired of railing at the “ penny-a- 
liners ” of the daily press. He is right in deploring— 
if the fact be truly so—that these gentlemen so often 
write twaddle. But why should he regard it as an 
aggravation of their offence that they twaddle in a 
new-fangled jargon instead of twaddling in good sound 
English ? Ought he not rather to 11 con them thank ” 
that they refrain from soiling with ignoble use the grand 
old words which he so dearly loves? The harm done 
by the influx of new words is, for the most part, only 
temporary. The great mass of them will die out, and 
those which survive in the struggle for existence will, 
in the main, be those which deserve to survive, however 
much they may displease philologists who care more for 
the purity of the language than for its efficiency as an 
instrument of expression. But, if the older and nobler 
elements of the English tongue be vulgarised in mean¬ 
ing, the mischief will be irreparable. And it is just 
this more fatal kind of corruption that an unwise purism 
is likely to promote. 

The revivers of Teutonic English have so much truth 
on their side, and have done so much good, that their 
occasional extravagances may well be pardoned. But, 
if we may pardon, we must not justify, them; and we 
must sternly refuse to yield up any portion of the 
resources of modem English at the bidding of the 
philological pedantry that forgets what language exists 
for. That Mr. Oliphant is not free from such pedantry 
the title of his book is sufficient to prove. To be 
sure, what he chooses to call “ the New English ” is 
not so very much older than “ New College ”; but to 
the plain reader, unfamiliar with the little ways of our 
Anglo-Teutonists, the words will convey a wrong notion 
of the subject of the book. “The great writers of 
Dryden's school ” would not have written thus. And, if 
they were living now, they would assuredly refuse to be 
debarred from using any English word merely because 

it came into the language after 1740. 

If I have seemed to say more in censure than in 
praise of this excellent book, the reason is that it 
requires larger space to point out faults of detail than 
to acknowledge great general merits. Lest there 
should be any mistake, I will conclude by saying that 
the book would still be a good one if its faults were 

twice as many as they are. 

A SUBSCRIPTION-LIST is being formed in England with 
a view to presenting a free-will offering to the American 

poet, Walt Whitman. The poet is in his sixty-seventh 

year, and has—since his enforced retirement, some 
years ago, from official work in Washington, owing to an 
attack of paralysis—maintained himself precariously by 

the sale of his works in poetry and prose, and by occa¬ 

sional contributions to magazines. 

—July 11, 1885. 
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Kipling: By Lionel Johnson 
(April 4, 1891.) 

“ ‘ Good Lord ! who can account for the fathom¬ 
less folly of the public? * 4 They’re a remarkably 
sensible people.’ 4 They’re subject to fits, if that’s 
what you mean; and you happen to be the object of 
the latest fit among those who are interested in what 
they call art. Just now you’re a fashion, a pheno¬ 
menon, or whatever you please.’ ” 

THIS is part of a conversation between Dick Heldar, 
a young artist whose work has taken the public, 

and his best friend Torpenhow, in “ The Light that 
Failed.” Mr. Kipling will not think me discourteous if 
I confess that these wise words bear for me a second 
application to himself. Thanks to the incessant 

criticism, panegyric, detraction, and talk, inflicted upon 
his work in the last year, one feels an unreasoning 
desire, either to defer the study of Mr. Kipling till 
the hubbub die down, or to assume an indifference 
towards him, in the name of sober sense. Either 
course would be foolish, and neither is possible. What¬ 
ever else be true of Mr. Kipling, it is the first truth 
about him, that he has power: not a clever trick, nor 
a happy knack, nor a flashy style, but real intrinsic 
power. The reader of contemporary books, driven mad 
by the distracting affectations, the contemptible petti¬ 
ness, of so much modern work, feels his whole heart 
go out towards a writer with mind and muscle in him, 
not only nerves and sentiment. To get into the grip 
of a new writer; not to saunter arm in arm with him, 
listening to his tedious and familiar elegancies: that 
is what we want. Style, the perfection of workmanship, 
we cannot do without that; but still less can we 

endure the dexterous and polished imitation of that 
It is easy enough to find fault with Mr. Kipling, to 
deplore certain technical failures, to cry out against his 
lack of grace; but perfect workmanship is the last 
good gift, and granted only to the faithful and the 
laborious in literature. A writer whose first books have 
flesh and blood, mind and meaning in them, has the 
right to hope for all things. But the public is less kind 
than uncritical, when it admires “ achieved perfection ” 
in writings that have achieved much else that is good, 
but not yet that. . . . 

Now, the first thought that occurs to one well 
acquainted with Mr. Kipling's work is of this sort: why 
is the interest of character so slight and the interest 
of action and of life so strong? Scenes of superb 
vigour and animation, passages of wonderful force and 
movement, these have struck us and taken hold upon 
us; but the characters, emotions, the mind and soul 
have not been felt, and do not remain with us. We 
remember how they looked, talked, bore themselves in 
various situations; we still hear their characteristic 
phrases, we still see their attitudes and motions; 
but themselves, their inner reality, for all the 
power and mind of the book, are strange to us. Per¬ 
haps this may be the reason. Mr. Kipling, before all 
things, is an observer, not a thinker. Certainly no one 
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can observe life without colouring or shaping his 
observations by his thoughts: each has his own way of 
observing life, according to his own habit and cast 
of mind. But it is not so much the reflections upon 
life, as the reflections of life, that Mr. Kipling values; 
and he leaves the bare facts, in all their intensity and 
vividness, to create the impression which he desires 
us to receive. There must be no waste of words, no 
flow of sentiment, no dwelling upon motives: take the 
facts, he seems to say, as lifelike as I can show them, 
and make what you can of them. This may be called 
cynicism, but it need not be that. Without question 
it is an effective literary method; but, and here is the 
difficulty, it is a method of very limited application. 
It will excellently serve for a brilliant sketch of certain 
scenes, where the men and women act and speak in 
character, with all the appropriate peculiarities of 
manner and speech. A third-class smoking-carriage 
full of soldiers, labourers, and city clerks, each with 
his personal or professional dialect and style, and with 
that curious force and energy which belong to the less 
cultured, Mr. Kipling’s manner serves perfectly to give 
us that. But a drawing-room full of more sophisticated 
and of less intelligible persons, all possessing the com¬ 
plicated emotions and using the subtile language of a 
life externally refined : what will his robust method make 

of that? 
Here we turn to Mr. Henry James. He will 

in twenty pages bnng home to us the passion or the 
intellect at work in that room, perhaps during one 
hour only; yet each word will be essential and indis¬ 
pensable. If Mr. James tries his hand upon coarser 
material, he fails at once: witness many pages of the 
“ Princess Casamassima.” Hitherto, Mr. Kipling has 
been successful when dealing with life of a certain 
vehement intensity, not only in the emotions of it, but 
in the outward manner: his soldiers, with all their 
heartiness, or roughness, or swagger, or strength, men 
“ of strange oaths,” full of experience, yet children after 
all in many things; these are admirable. Or his 
natives of India, whose circumstances, sordid or pic¬ 
turesque, dignified or pathetic, are felt to be impressive ; 
these he can present to us in perfection. But in what¬ 
ever he handles well, there must be salient points rather 
than delicate shades. “One crowded hour of glorious 
life,” splendid and intoxicating, he can render into 
words of marvellous intensity; some scene of touching 
pitifulness, quite simple and human, he can draw with 
touches absolutely true and right. He is master of 
human nature in the rough, in its primitive or uncon¬ 
ventional manifestations. His rapid sketches, carefully 
as they are designed, give an impression rather of an 
immense capacity of eye than of a fineness of sympathy 
and understanding. His work of this “ coloured and 
figured ” sort is unrivalled, and stands alone; no one 
has done anything quite like it. But Mr. Kipling is, 
or seems to be, so fascinated by these lively effects, 
that he wishes to treat everything in the same way, 
which is irritating. He appears almost to despise what¬ 
ever is not vivid and impressive; to look at everything 
from the standpoint of a man who knows camps and 

barracks, wild countries and native quarters. He 
attempts to play Othello to his ignorant reader's 
Desdemona, in a manner almost ludicrous. A writer 
may be intimate with Valparaiso and Zanzibar, without 
being superior to the reader, who knows only Blooms¬ 
bury and Kensington, or Oxford and Manchester It is 
impossible to take English life of all kinds by storm, 
for literary purposes, with the methods applicable to 
military stations in India . . . Take away from Mr. 
Kipling his salient points and lively effects, and then 
his style becomes merely commonplace. And even in 
his best passages, the strained expression, the un¬ 
relaxed determination to be vigorous, grows wearisome. 
Contrast with Mr. Kipling the enchanting style of 
Pierre Loti: that strangely ironical and gentle style, 
so caressing and unforgettable. For “ Les trois Dames 
de la Kasbah” we would give many a Plain Talc from 
the Hills. And, ultimately, Mr. Kipling’s incessant 
vigilance, lest he fall into the hackneyed and the tame, 
produces an effect of brilliant vulgarity: an effect 
wholly unjust to Mr. Kipling, yet an inevitable result of 
his method, when carried to excess. Surely, one pro¬ 
tests, we do not want special correspondence, even 

composed with genius. 
Apart from this mannerism, Mr. Kipling’s work has 

innumerable good qualities. Restraint, a dislike of 
the superfluous, how rare is that just now! To take 
one small instance: Mr. Kipling makes Dick quote 
Emerson and Marvell, but he does not mention them 
by name. In actual life, we do not mention the authors 
of our quotations: we quote what we suppose familiar 
to our companions. But in books there seems to come 
upon the writer a desire to exhibit his reading: he 
mentions Emerson and Marvell. It is an infinitely small 
matter, but it is precisely characteristic of Mr. Kipling. 
Directness, also; only Mr. Meredith, Mr. Hardy, and 
Mr. Stevenson, to name three very varied writers, can 
so give us the absolutely right and infallible phrase. 
Mr. Kipling, with “his eye on the object,” is astound¬ 
ing ; with no accumulation of detail, no tiresome minute¬ 
ness, he brings before us the very reality of life and of 
character, so far as character can be shown in sketches 
of talk and action. For there are these limitations to 
Mr. Kipling’s art; within them I recognise with grati¬ 
tude and admiration a fine writer. But, outside them, 
I seem to see, if I may make a vigorous quotation in 
Mr. Kipling’s manner, “ another good man gone wrong.” 
Let us hope for the best, and enjoy what is already in 

so great a measure so excellent. 
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